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Advance Report of Committee 30—Impact and Bridge Stresses

D. S. Bechly, Chairman

Properties for Numerical Analyses of Gusseted
Frameworks

By James Michalos* and J. M. Louw**

A. DIGEST

In this report properties are presented for the application of numerical methods of

analysis to gusseted members. The effect of axial loads on flexural properties is included,

but simpler charts are also presented for the more usual cases in which the effect of axial

load is nesligiblc.

The procedure involves the replacement of actual gussets by equivalent, infinitely

stiff gussets. Values of stiffness and carry-over factors can then be obtained from the

charts contained herein. By including the effects of the gussets, a more realistic analysis

IS possible

Two types of anahsis are illustrated by means of examples. In the first example

secondary moments are obtained for an actual railroad bridge truss. The moments are

found to be much greater at some joints than the moments obtained in the usual analysis.

The second example involves the determination of moments in a floorbeam hanger frame.

The moments in the hangers are found to be much greater than those obtained by ignor-

ing the haunching effect at the joints. The resulting increase in stress is particularly

significant in considering fatigue.

B. INTRODUCTION

Methods based on the work of Manderla' and Cross" are available for computing

so-called secondary moments in trusses. Lundquist^ and others have made use of the

concepts of the Cross moment-distribution method to determine the elastic stability of

structural members and frameworks. In general, the stiffening effect of gussets and splice

or reinforcing material has been neglected. Particularly as regards railroad bridges, Wyly
has shown that the effect can be quite substantial, and he has proposed a method for

inculding the effect of gussets in rigid-frame analyses and in secondary-stress computa-

tions for trusses.' The effect of the gussets is particularly important in a stress analy.sis

of floorbeam hangers as part of a rigid frame. The increased stresses obtained in such an

analysis are significant in considering fatigue failures in the hangers.

The method of moment distribution has been extended by James' to include the

effect of axial loads upon the fiexural rigidity of prismatic members. Values obtained for

stiffness and carry-over factors, with the effect of axial load included,* have led to the

stability studies previously mentioned.

Analytical and experimental studies have been made by Hoff," Bijlaard,* Goldberg,"

and Karol'" to determine the effect of gussets on fiexural properties when axial loads

are included.

Charts are presented herein for obtaining stiffness and carry-over factors. The effect

(;f axial loads is included. This effect, however, is usually insignificant in connection with

lailroad Ijridges, and values of stiffne.ss and carry-over factor can be picked directly for

'Professor of slrurlur.il ciiKinci rin« and ihairman. Depart men l nf Civil Enuinecriim. New York
L'niversity.

" South .^friran Railways and Harbors.

1



2 Numerical Analyses of Gusseted Frameworks

zero axial load. This is not liuf in connection with buckling analyses or the analysis of

light frameworks, particularly aircraft structures. Neither is it true for heavy structures

subjected to overloads inducing stresses above the ordinary.

C. NOMENCLATURE

E = modulus of elasticity

h = moment of inertia of the gusset at any section

I'g = moment of inertia at end of gusset

Im = moment of inertia of the basic member

L^ length between panel points

a'L (or b'L) = length from panel point to end of gusset

a"L (or b"L) = length of basic member over which total angular change is equal

to the total angular change in length a'L (or b'L)

aL =z a'L — a"L = length of equivalent rigid gusset

bLr=zb'L— 6"L = length of equivalent rigid gusset

a'lL (or b'^L) = length of rectangular portion of gusset

a'nL (or b'2L) = length of trapezoidal portion of gusset

mL ^= clear length of the member between equivalent rigid gussets

Am = cross-sectional area of basic member

r = radius of gyration of basic member

P = axial load

k= VP/EI,n

S = stiffness factor, such that stiffness is equal to SEIm/L

C =: carry-over factor

A = relative displacement of ends of member, normal to axis of member

An additional nomenclature is included in Appendix II.

D. EQUIVALENT RIGID GUSSET

Several methods for including the effect of gussets have been proposed, as follows:

1. Treat the entire gusset as infinitely rigid.^

2. Assume that the moment of inertia increases hyperbolically.'

3. Treat that portion of the gusset which has a moment of inertia greater than,

say, five times that of the member as infinitely rigid.'

4. Replace the actual gusset by a shorter length of an equivalent, infinitely stiff

gusset.*

Numerical studies were made by means of the column analogy method,^ and each

ut the above proposals was evaluated. This was done by deriving the usual moment dis-

tribution constants for gusseted members and comparing them with values obtained on

the basis of the above assumptions. The stiffness obtained on the basis of method 1 is too

large and that obtained on the basis of method 2 is too small. This conclusion was

reached experimentally also.^ In almost all cases the experimental results were between

those computed on the basis of method 1 and of method 2. Method 3 yields good results

for very big gussets. For the more usual gussets, the stiffness obtained is too large.

For usual sizes of gussets, the results obtained by using methods 1 or 3 can be 15

to 20 percent or more too large. Even though 10, instead of 5, is used as a criterion in

method 3, the results can still be appreciably in error unless the moment of inertia of the
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gusset is increasing very raiiirlK . The results obtained by usinp mclhod 2 can be 30 or

40 percent too small.

Method 4 is recommended. Studies show that this method yields values of stiffness

which are about 2 percent less than theoretical values lor small gussets and about 6 percent

less for very big gussets. The choice of an equivalent, infinitely stiff gusset is discussed

in what follows.

The total flexural rigidity at any section in the gusset regions is taken as

(£/),+ (£/),„, in which {EI)g represents the flexural rigidity of the gusset and (£/),«

that of the basic member. For a bending moment, M, the angular change over a differ-

ential length will then be equal to

M
{EI),+ (EI),

dx

For a gusset of constant depth the total angular change over the gus.set region wil

be equal to

(£!)„+ {EI),n
a'L

in which L is the length between panel points and a' is a fraction such that a'L represents

the length from panel point to end of gusset. A length a"L of the basic member will have

the same total angular change if

(£/),
(1)

" -(£/),+ (£/)„.

For a trapezoidal gusset the value of a" can be determined from the following

expression:

j:°"=<^"-l m.+ im.
'''

The above expressions are substantially those written by Goldberg."

If the gusset consists of both rectangular and trapezoidal portions,

a" r= a", -|- a"i (3)

in which the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the rectangular and trapezoidal portions

respectively.

The length a"L is added to the clear length (end of gusset to end of gusset) of the

member and subtracted from the actual length, a'L, of gusset, as shown on Fig. 1. The

length a"L is considered to have the same cross section as the actual basic member, and

the remainder of the gusset region, (a'— a")L, is considered to be infinitely rigid. If there

is a gusset of length b'L at the other end of the member, a similar procedure is used to

obtain the equivalent rigid gusset.

If we let

a ^ a' — a"

and

b^b'— b"

then we obtain an equivalent gusseted member that consists of a clear length with rigidity

<£/)i„ and of infinitely rigid gussets of lengths aL and bL.

Gussets quite often have .shapes that are a combination of rectangles and trapezoids.

The length of the equivalent rigid «us.set can be obtained with the aid of Fig. 2 whether
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the actual gusset be rectangular, trapezoidal, or a combination thereof. The general

expressions upon which the curves in Fig. 2 are based are derived in Appendix I.

To u.se Fig. 2, enter with the known value of the ratio (£/')g/ (£/)m. For a trape-

zoidal gusset («>0), read the corresponding ratio a'i:/a.\. Since a'^L, the length of the

trapezoidal section, is known, (i"« can be obtained. For a rectangular gusset (n = 0),

read the corresponding ratio d"-ija'-i, and obtain a"i. For a gusset that consists of a com-

bination of rectangles and trapezoids, add a'\ and a''^ to obtain a" . Subtract a" from

(fli' + Ofl') to obtain a.

In many cases encountered in practice the ratio {£!')„/ {EI) m is close to unity. Table

1 is included for use if it is desired to extend the range of Fig. 2 in the region of small

values of the rigidity ratio.

In large joints the ratio {EI') „/{£!) „, can be quite big. From Fig. 2 it can be seen

that for ratios greater than perhaps 5 or 10, particularly with trapezoidal gussets, the

entire gusset region can be treated as infinitely rigid.

It should be observed that Equations 1 and 2 are strictly valid only if the fiexural

rigidity in the gusset region can be taken as the sum of the individual elastic fiexural

rigidities of member and gusset. Furthermore, in obtaining the general expressions upon

which Fig. 2 is based, it was assumed that the fiexural rigidity of the gusset varied

directly with the cube of the depth of the gusset. Also, the moment of inertia of the

gusset, Ig, at any section was written as a function of the moment of inertia, I'g, at the

end of the gusset (See Appendix I).

Now, if I'g is computed about the center line of the member, it will in general be

found that I„ + /,„ is fairly close to the moment of inertia of member and gusset about

their common centroidal axis, except when the gusset is quite deep. The latter moment

of inertia is that upon which fiexural rigidity is commonly based, although it should be

emphasized that little is known about fiexural behavior in a gusseted joint.

It is emphasized that Fig. 2 represents a suggested procedure for the determination

of the length of equivalent gussets. It has nothing to do with the method of analysis,

which is applicable no matter how the equivalent lengths are determined.

E. STIFFNESS AND CARRY-OVER FACTORS

Charts for picking stiffness factors and carry-over factors for equivalent gusseted

members with axial loads have been prepared and are included herein in Figs. 3 to 26,

incl. They were prepared by evaluating general expressions for these factors (see Appen-

dix II) . To use these charts it is first necessary to determine the value of the quantity

^wL r=^^ i/-— „, r if in which mL represents the clear length of the mem-

ber, between equivalent gussets, P is the axial load, and A,,,, I,,,, and r are the cross-

sectional area, moment of inertia, and radius of gyration of the member, respectively.

On Figs. 3 to 8, incl., values for stiffness factors at an end, A, are plotted for members

subjected to axial compression or axial tension. A similar plot of values on Figs. 9 to 14,

incl., shows stiffness factors at an end, B, for members subjected to axial compression or

axial tension.

On Figs. 15 to 20, incl., values for carry-over factors from an end, A, to the other

end, B, are plotted for members subjected to axial compression or axial tension. Figs. 21

to 26, incl., show a similar plot for carry-over factors from an end, B, to end A for

members subjected to axial compression or axial tension.
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Negative stiffness and carry-over factors are possible for members subjected to axial

compression. This is due to the fact that as the axial load increases, the moment necessary

to produce a unit rotation at the end of the member decreases. A stage is reached in

v/hich no applied moment is necessary to produce the unit rotation, and finally a moment

opposite in sense must be applied in order to limit the rotation to unity. Thus the stiff-

ness is negative. The carry-over factor also becomes negative, and the carry-over moment

will retain its original sense due to the predominant effect of the axial compression.

Negative stiffness and carry-over factors are included in Figs. 3 to 26, incl.

For design loading on railroad structures the value of kmL is very small, and thus

the effects of axial load on stiffness and carry-over factors are negligible. The charts

can be entered with a value of kniL equal to zero. If overloads are considered, actual

values of kmL should be used in picking values from tiie charts. This is true, also, when

analyzing light frameworks whose members are subjected to axial loads. Aircraft struc-

tures are an extreme example of such a condition.

The charts of Figs. 3 to 26, incl., cover a range of kmL from to 6. This range of

values should be adequate for even quite slender members found in the lightest struc-

tures. Tables of stiffness and carry-over factors have been prepared for values of kmL
up to 50, but they are not included herein.

As previously stated, in many cases adequate accuracy will be obtained by picking

stiffness and carry-over factors on the assumption that kmL is equal to zero. Table 2

is included for use in such cases. From this table much simpler charts than those of

Figs. 3 to 26, incl., can be prepared, showing only values of stiffness and carry-over

factors for members without axial load. Such charts are shown in Figs. 27 to 32, incl.

Stiffness and carry-over factors for both ends of a member are shown in each figure.

It is worth emphasizing that all the charts for stiffness and carry-over factors are

independent of the method used for picking the lengths of the equivalent rigid gussets.

F. EXAMPLES

The first example is a truss of an actual railroad bridge, shown in Fig. 33, analyzed

to determine moments induced by the displacement of the joints. These are the moments

associated with so-called secondary stresses. The displacements considered are those due

to dead load. In computing the changes in length of the members, the effect of gussets

was considered negligible. Two analyses were made. In one the effect of gussets on

moments was neglected. This is customary in an analysis for secondary stresses. In the

other analysis the effect of gussets was included.

The equivalent rigid gusset at the end of each member was determined with the aid

of Fig. 2. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 34 in connection with joint Ui. In each

case the value of I',, was computed about the centroid of the basic member. For member
UiMi the value was determined as 2{V:^){^) (29y. That is, the moment of inertia of the

other 10 in of gusset was neglected. This simplification was used consistently at all

joints, since the rather small difference would have little effect on the over-all results,

and greater refinement is hardly justified by the state of our knowledge about the

flexural properties of gusseted joints. \ difference of, say, 10 percent in the value

obtained for a will have a relatively minor effect on the value of the stiffness and carry-

over factors, and thus a relatively minor effect on the moments.

The lengths of the equivalent rigid gussets and the resulting stiffness and carry-

over factors, with and without axial load, are listed in Table 3. The difference between

the two sets of values is no more than a few percentage points. However, the unit stresses
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are less than 4 ksi. If the stresses were, say, 18 ksi, the differences would become im-

portant, and particularly so if stresses in the neighborhood of the yield point were

considered.

Since for this heavy truss subjected to a relatively light loading the effect of axial

loads is insignificant, it was decided to use the stiffness and carry-over factors from

Table 3 corresponding to zero axial load. When the gus.sets are neglected, the stiffness

factor for all members is 4 and the carry-over factor is O.S.

The relative displacement of the ends of each member normal to its longitudinal

axis was then determined. This can be done by drawing a displacement (Williot) diagram

or analytically. Fixed-end moments were computed neglecting the gussets, as is cus-

tomary in secondary-stress analyses, and also including the effect of the gu.ssets. Fixed-end

moments due to displacement A, effect of gussets neglected, are equal to 6EI„A/L". When

the gussets are included, the fixed-end moments of a member AB are determined a.s

follows:

E/,„A
{Sa + CiiaSi,) —^— aj j^

Elm A
and (Sn -f CmiSa) —-i— ^t B

To illustrate, the fixed-end moments for member LnLi were obtained as follows:

At Lo: (9.0 + 0.75 X 7.3) 192 = 2775 in-kips

At Li: (7.3 + 0.61 X 9.0) 192 == 2455 in-kips

Values of fixed-end moment, for both cases considered, are shown in Table 4.

Since the truss and the loading considered are symmetrical about member UJ-n,

the truss can be considered fixed at the center line. Thus it is necessary to work with

only one-half the structure.

Distribution of unbalanced moments at a joint is made in proportion to the relative

stiffnesses of the members framing into that joint. Therefore, it is necessary to determine

the stiffnesses of all members. The stiffnesses for nongusseted members are equal to

4 Elm/L. The stiffnesses for gusseted members are obtained through use of the stiffness

factors as follows:

Stiffness^ (Stiffness Factor)

End moment is called positive if it tends to rotate the joint clockwise. Final moments

for both cases are shown in Fig. 35. In Fig. 35 (b) several moment diagrams have been

included to show the moment at the ends of the actual gussets. These moments should

be compared with those at the theoretical intersections of the members, as shown in

Fig. 35 (a). For example, at Ui the figures are 580 in-kips and 413 in-kips. This represents

an increase of 40 percent in the secondary moment when the effect of the gussets is

included. The increase is much greater if the comparison is made at the same section in

l)oth cases. At other joints the increases are generally smaller, and several values are

actually decreased.

The bending stresses in member UiUo at joint Ui are equal to

, Mc 413,000 (12.5)^=—=
5S3S

=H40p.s.

„„ . , Mc 580,000 (12.5)
and f=—^^-- ^ 1600 ps.
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It must be remembered that these values are for dead load only, and will increase

several fold if live load and impact are included. Furthermore, the increase will not be

linear if the effect of axial loads is included.

Theoretically, the change in primary stresses due to the moments should now be

computed, and a new set of moments obtained. For usual structures the change would

be negligible. For very light structures or for structures subjected to a big overload this

procedure may be necessary.

The second e.\ample is the analysis of the floorbeam hanger frame shown in Fig. 36

(a) . This is the same frame analyzed by Wyly\ The determination of the values of a is

shown in Fig. 36 (b). The stiffness and carry-over factors, also shown in Fig. 36 (b),

were then obtained from Figs. 27 to 22, ind. Interpolation between values of a was

performed quite readily by plotting values from three successive charts.

The fixed-end moments for a symmetrically loaded beam with infinitely rigid

haunches can be obtained quickly by a straight-line extension of the moment diagram

of the prismatic portion. This has been done in Fig. 36 (c). The moment of 2729 ft-kips

represents the faxed-end moment for a prismatic beam 30.38 ft long. The fixed-end

moment for the 32.00-ft beam is 3107 ft-kips.

The relative stiffnesses were obtained through multiplication of the stiffness factors

by the appropriate I/L ratios of the several members. Distribution factors at each joint

were then obtained. These are shown boxed in Fig. 36 (d) . Also shown are the final

moments and a momment diagram for the hangers. The sign convention used for the

moment distribution was that in which moments tending to turn a joint clockwise are

called positive. The final moments are the result of 7 cycles of moment distribution, as

shown in Fig. 37. Virtually the same results are obtained after S cycles.

The moment obtained at the top of the floorbeam is 60 percent greater than the cor-

responding moment obtained neglecting the haunching effect at the hangers. It is 39

percent greater than the moment at the center line of the floorbeam under the same

conditions.

The effect of distortion within the joint is not included. This effect has been studied

by Cox^ and by Scott and Grady".
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APPENDIX I

-For the portion of a gusset that is of constant depth. Equation 1 yields the following:

a"i 1

fl'i SEli
(a)

+ 1

Assume that the moment of inertia of the gussets at any section can be written

(see Fig. 1)

:

' r ^ ns
l!i=J \\-\- n

g L

Then, from Eq. 2,

(1
a'^L

J

dx

(£/')
(b)

lEIuV + "^'—^^^i +'

Finally, for convenience let

(ED,
(EI),

Then

a'o — r< V3 tan-' = —tan :::^\
2niv^{ I V3 V3 J

-
J- log.

(w'+ 1)-

w — w + 1

[

'w (1 +«) + ij

(c)

w (1 + ny—w (1 + m) + 1 J

Equations (a) and (c) were evaluated for several values of n and for various ratios

to = i lL. The results are shown in Fig. 2.

(£/)„.
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APPENDIX II

In Fig. 1 the equivalent-gusseted member AB, subjected to moment Ma and axial

load P, has been rotated through a very small angle at A.

Let

Ml, = moment at D
Mk = moment at E
.4 m = area of cross section anywhere in length niL.

Im = moment of inertia of cross section anywhere in length niL.

r = radius of gyration of cross section anywhere in length niL.

FI
Sa = stiffness factor at A, such that stiffness is equal to 5 1

—

FI
5/( = stiffness factor at B, such that stiffness is equal to Sh —

L

FI
S = stiffness factor of length niL, such that stiffness is equal to S ——

VI

L

S'a = Sa—— ^= stiffness at A

S'ii^Sb—!^ = stiffness at B

Elm
S' =^ S = stiffness for length iiiL

niL

Cais = carry-over factor, A to B
Cha = carry-over factor, B to A
C =: carry-over factor for length mL

Expressions for 5 and C are available^ and have been evaluated" for various values

of the parameter kniL (called L/j in references S and 6). This parameter can be written

, , mL / P / P
*'"^=^r-|/£i7-"'^/£77 (d)

In Fig. 1, since <P is very small, we can write, from a consideration of statics,

Mo = Ma + PaL(f> — {Ma + Mo) a
\

Mk — M„ — {Ma + Mn) b
j

Also, from a consideration of geometric relation.ships, wc can wr/itc

M„^{S' + CS') J-,f,,s'rf>
I'" \ (f)

M,:={S' + CS') — ,f,^CS'</> (m )

Now substitute Equations (c) into Equations (f), and in addition .suh.-itituli' for /'

from Equation (d). Then, since

•^"'' ^'= Eh./L
Mn

and C.irt = -jTjMa
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the follovvinp expressions for stiffness factor at end A and carry-over factor, A to B,

arc obtained:

c S \ fl a r {kmLyi )

tn f

'
ill

' )>! l_
• 5 J )

(g)

and

^"=I.-(^)[^<' + ^)+^] + "(t^ <"'

In a similar manner expressions can be obtained for Sh and Cka. These expressions

are the same as Equations (g) and (h) except that the letters A, B, a, and b are inter-

changed.

The stiffness factors and carry-over factors for a member subjected to axial tension

are also obtained by a similar derivation. The expressions are identical to those in Equa-

tions (g) and (h) except that the lone negative sign in Equation (g) is replaced by a

positive sign. However, attention is called to the fact that the carry-over factor C has a

different value for tensile load than it has for compressive load.

The expressions for stiffness factor and carry-over factor were evaluated for several

values of a, b, and kniL. The results are plotted in Figs. 3 to 26, incl. If the effect of

axial loads is neglected, the simpler charts in Figs. 27 to 32, incl., can be used.
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a' L

QzL

-I'q here

GUSSETED MEMBER

o"l = o'i'L + oj'L

oL a'L - o"L

b'l L . b', L

FIG. I EQUIVALENT GUSSETED MEMBER
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2 3 4

kmL FOR STIFFNESS FACTOR

FIG. 3 STIFFNESS FACTOR AT A FOR EQUIVALENT - GUSSETEO
MEMBERS WITH AXIAL LOAD
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kmL FOR CARRY-OVER FACTOR
3 2

> 4 3 2 I

KmL FOR CARRY-OVER FACTOR

FIG 15 CARRY-OVER FACTOR, A TO B FOR EOUIVALENT-GUSSETED
MEMBERS WITH AXIAL LOAD
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kmL FOR CARRY-OVER FACTOR

4 3 2

^^
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kmL FOR CARRY-OVER FACTOR

3 2

5 4 3 2 I

kmL FOR CARRY-OVER FACTOR

FIG 18 CARRY-OVER FACTOR, A TO B FOR EOUl VALENT-GUSSETED
MEMBERS WITH AXIAL LOAD.
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kmL FOR CARRY-OVER FACTOR
4 3 2

^==.
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kmL FOR CARRY-OVER FACTOR
3 2

^4321
KmL FOR CARRY - OVER FACTOR

FIG 21 CARRY-OVER FACTOR, B TOA FOR EQUIVALENT - GUSSETED
MEMBERS WITH AXIAL LOAD
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kmL FOR CARRY-OVER FACTOR

4 3 2

^
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KmL FOR CARRY-OVER FACTOR

3 2

b=025
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kmL FOR CARRY-OVER FACTOR
4 3 2

^=^
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kmL FOR CARRY -OVER FACTOR

4 3 2

3 2 I

kmL FOR CARRY-OVER FACTOR

FIG 2 5 CARRY-OVER FACTOR, B TO A FOR EQUIVALENT- GUSSETED
MEMBERS WITH AXIAL LOAD
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kmL FOR CARRY-OVER FACTOR

4 3 2

^^
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b FOR CARRY-OVER
20 15 0,10
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0^0 0.25

b FOR CARRY-OVER
0.20 0.15 OIO
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b FOR CARRY-OVER
020 0.15 0.10
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030
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b FOR CARRY-OVER
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b FOR CARRY-OVER

20 15 10
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ELEVATION

MEMBER
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2 - §•' GUSSET PLATES

UiMi

I^ = 1(1 )(29)» = 10,300 IN."*

I„= 4765 IN* f = '^° = 2.4

n . If -I = 1.07; a;- ^ = 0.165

4765

_4
274

^ = 0.13 (FROM FIG. 2)

Qj = 0.13(0.165) = 0.021

a = o'j- Qj 0.165-0.021 » 0,144

3'-

9

SECT I ; r, - fe{|)(l5)' = 352 IN.*

U= 1120 IN.*; jj - ^ = 0.32

n = :^ _
I = 42; ai - j^ ' 0.064

o"
-4- = 0.19

Oj» 0.19(0.064) « 0.012

SECT 2: I', = ^(|)(45)' = 37,900 IN.*

lA. 3790 _ 34
Im 1120

^^

78 -
I = 0.74 ; a:=^ = 0.0595

29
M - 45 . -.. . , -J- ^Q^

%= 0.02 ; al -- 0.02(0.0595) = 0.00119

= (0.064-0.012) +(0.0595-0.00119) = O.IIO

FIG. 34 DETERMINATION OF EQUIVALENT RIGID GUSSETS
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32.00 C-C
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Advance Report of Committee 8—Masonry
Assignment 6

Use of Prestressed Concrete for Railway Structures

Collaborating with Committee 6

R. W. Gilmore (chairman, subcommittee), D. H. Dowe, W. J. Enev, E. W. Kieckers,

R. I. Rollings, C. P. Schantz, W. R. Wilson.

Your committee submits as information the following report of a study of the

economics of prestressed concrete bridge spans in comparison with the conventional types

of spans. In making this comparison it was decided to consider spans 36 ft 6 in center

to center of bearings since this is the approximate length required to span 2 traffic lanes

and sidewalks, a condition frequently encountered at underpasses in urban districts.

The accompanying drawings show 10 designs, including conventional types of spans

now commonly in use and several types of prestressed spans. In the case of the pre-

stressed types, both pretensioned and post-tensioned slabs are considered.

It was agreed in making the study that only the cost of the superstructure would

be involved; the cost of abutments, piers, ballast and track structure would not be

included. The prices are based on information furnished by general contractors engaged

in this type of work. In the case of the precast spans, the costs are based on the sup-

plier setting up and constructing 10 spans, since the cost of constructing a single precast

span would be prohibitive for comparison purposes. The costs for licenses, royalties,

etc., for prestressing are included, where applicable. Percentages for supervision, overhead,

and profit vary, depending on the type of structure, the amount of field organization,

the amount of equipment and the amount of time required for erection.

It is realized by your committee that local conditions may influence the economies

favoring any particular type of structure, and this must be considered in the final

analysis before selecting the type to be used.

As requested, your committee has also made a comparison of the conventional

22-ft 0-in precast trestle slab with a prestressed slab of the same length, and found that

there was no economy in the use of the prestressed slab for a span of that length, there

being very little difference in the amount of concrete and steel required.

Si
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FIG. 1

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION
RAILROAD BRIDGE STUDIES

DflSIGN NOTES

Span:-36'-6 ' c. toe. bearings

Loading

L. L. E-72

Impact ^ See AREA Specs.

D. L.

2" Protection concrete for track bed (Waterproofing)

Structural Grade Steel

Intermediate Grade Steel See AREA Specs.

High Tensile Strength:

Bars: <

Initially - 100,000 psi

Design - 85,000 psi

Ultimate- 145, 000 psi

Cables - Post-tension:

Initially - About 140,000 psi

Design - About 120,000 psi

intimate - About 200,000 psi

Cables - Pre -tension (Anchored by Bond)

Initially - 175,000 psi

Design - 140,000 psi

Ultimate- 250,000 psi

(The above values are from recommended loads by Stressteel and Roebling)

Reinforced Concj^ete:

Conventional Design: 28 Day Strength - 3000 psi, see AREA Specs.

Prestressed Design: 28 Day Strength - 5000 psi, except Type IX Slab

Compression - Initially 2000 psi - Design 1750 psi

Tension - Bottom Fiber - psi

(Design) - Top Fiber - 200 psi, 400 psi when properly reinforced

Principal Tensile Stress

Design 200 psi 400 psi when properly reinforced.

Ultimate 325 psi, 650 psi when properly reinforced

Modulus of Rupture - 650 psi

Safety Factors

Ultimate - 2.5 (L. L. + Impact + D. L.)

Cracking-1.75 (L. L. + Impact + D. L.)

The above values were taJcen from various aaujnses.

GENERAL NOTES:

All prestressed bridges to be prestressed in field in transverse direction by

horizontal cables or bars at ends and third points. At each of these points

permanent prestressing force will be 138 kips.

All post-tension cables or bars, except for transverse prestressing, to be
encased in flexible metal tubes and grouted.
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FIG 2
AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

RAILROAD BRIDGE STUDIES

SHEAR AND BENDING MOMENT DIAGRAMS
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n

jr-4 FOR
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.1
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X
n

_s:'

26-0 BETWEEN UNDERCOPINGS

TYPE U CONVENTIONAL ^
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/INCLUDES 8 INOHl
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FOR ALL TYPES
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FIG 3
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FIG 4

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

RAILROAD BRIDGE STUDIES

CROSS SECTIONS, QUANTITIES AND COSTS - PRESTRESSED CONCRETE SPANS

TYPE 21- DESCRIPTION; PRECAST. POST-TENSION
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(CURBS CAST IN PLACE)

TYPE Ho - DESCRIPTION PRECAST PRE -TENSION

(SAME SECTION AS 21 EXCEPT 3'-5 DEEP)

QUANTITIES;
CONCRETE

:

5000 PSI -VOLUME » 91.4 CU YDS.
WT OF EACH SLAB =46 3 TONS

3000 PSI -VOLUME - 4.3 CU. YDS
WEIGHT OF MILD STEEL REINFORCING • 2 3 TONS
HIGH TENSILE STRENGTH STEEL

(FOR REQUIRED PRESTRESS OF 5100 KIPS)

COST ESTIMATES;
LABOR a MATERIALS IN PLACE • 10,992
SUPERVISION, OVERHEAD a PROFIT '30% 3.308
ESTIMATED COST 14,300

QUANTITIES-.
CONCRETE

5000 PSI -VOLUME = 98.0 CU YDS
WT OF EACH SLAB » 496 TONS

3000 PSI -VOLUME • 4.3 CU. YDS.
WEIGHT OF MILD STEEL REINFORCING • 3.4 TONS
HIGH TENSILE STRENGTH STEEL

(FOR REQUIRED PRESTRESS OF 6030 KIPS)

COST ESTIMATES;
LABOR a MATERIALS IN PLACE 9,853
SUPERVISION, OVERHEAD a PROFIT -30% 2.957
ESTIMATED COST 12,810

TYPE 211 - DESCRIPTION ; PRECAST POST-TENSION

6 INCH DIAPHRAGMS
AT THIRD POINTS
(CURBS CAST IN PLACE)

TYPE 711 -DESCRIPTION; PRECAST PRE-TENSION

QUANTITIES;
CONCRETE

;

5000 PSI -VOLUME = 84.7 CU. YDS
WT OF EACH GIRDER « 108 TONS

3000 PSI -VOLUME • 4,3 CU YDS
WEIGHT OF MILD STEEL REINFORCING • 33 TONS
HIGH TENSILE STRENGTH STEEL

(FOR REQUIRED PRESTRESS OF 4300 KIPS)

COST ESTIMATES:
LABOR a MATERIALS IN PLACE > 1

1
,978

SUPERVISION, OVERHEAD a PROFIT- 30% 3,622
ESTIMATED COST I5,46A

QUANTITIES

:

CONCRETE

:

5000 PSI - VOLUME = 90.0 CU. YDS.
WT OF EACH GIRDER = 11.4 TONS

3000 PSI -VOLUME = 4,3 CU. YDS.
WEIGHT OF MILD STEEL REINFORCING = 36 TONS
HIGH TENSILE STRENGTH STEEL

(FOR REQUIRED PRESTRESS OF 4830 KIPS)

COST ESTIMATES:
LABOR a MATERIALS IN PLACE » 10, 1 79
SUPERVISION, OVERHEAD a PROFIT -30% 3.091
ESTIMATED COST 13,230

TYPE 201 - DESCRIPTION PRECAST PRE-TENSION

T^=ai

00:0:0-:0:.00.0
ZdHP

8 & 3'-3 = 26'-

(CURBS CAST IN PLACE)

QUANTITIES ;

CONCRETE
5000 PSI -VOLUME = 102 4 CU YDS

WT OF EACH SLAB > 25.9 TONS
3000 PSI -VOLUME = 4 3 CU YDS.

WEIGHT OF MILD STEEL REINFORCING = 35 TONS
HIGH TENSILE STRENGTH STEEL

(FOR REQUIRED PRESTRESS OF 5550 KIPS)

COST ESTIMATES.
LABOR a MATERIALS IN PLACE 10,101
SUPERVISION. OVERHEAD 8 PROFIT -30% 3.029

ESTIMATED COST 13,130

POST-TENSION ESTIMATES TAKEN AS TYPICAL FOR SEVERAL COMPETING SYSTEMS
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FIG. 5

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION
RAILROAD BRIDGE STUDIES

CROSS SECTIONS, QUANTITIES AND COSTS - PRESTRESSED CONCRETE SPANS

TYPE IX - DESCRIPTION: POST- TENSION - STEM PRECAST AND PRESTRESSED TO ACT AS A GIRDER
TAKING D.L. AFTER SLAB IS CAST AND CURED; FINAL PRESTRESSING IS

APPLIED OVER THE FULL SECTION, STEM AND SLAB ENABLING THE
BRIDGE TO SUPPORT FULL DESIGN LOAD.

QUANTITIES:'o



Advance Report of Committee 1—Roadway and Ballast

Assignment 2

Physical Properties of Earth Materials

R. R. Manion (chairman, subcommittee), G. W. Brown, C. E. Dvsarl, J. G. Gillev,

J. W. Poulter, H. F. Smith.

The following report, presented as information, is a part of the work of the coop-

erative investigation of roadbed stability being carried out by the Engineering Division,

AAR, and the University of Illinois under the direction of G. M. Magee, director of

engineering research, AAR, and Dr. R. B. Peck, research professor of foundation engineer-

ing of the university, and under the supervision of Rockwell Smith, research engineer

roadway, AAR, and Dr. H. O. Ireland, research assistant professor of civil engineering

of the university.

Many stabiUty problems on railroad subgrades involve swelling clays. Past reports on

this assignment and on Assignment 6 have described several such problems and their

prescribed treatments. Laboratory investigations of the properties of these clays is con-

tinuing. The following bibHography is published to provide a valuable reference for use

where problems involving such materials occur.

An Annotated Bibliography on Swelling Clays

By Salvador F. Reyes*

INTRODUCTION

This annotated bibliography is concerned primarily with deposits in the United

States. It was prepared to obtain a notion of the areal and stratigraphic distribution

of expansive soils, and to review literature dealing with engineering properties of these

soils. The annotations do not necessarily reflect the contents of the papers or reports in

their entirety. Only those points which have a bearing on either of the objectives men-

tioned are taken into consideration. Also, annotations for papers which may be of

greater interest to engineers are considerably more detailed than the rest.

Many of the earlier reports on swelling clays are limited in their engineering appli-

cation because they cover very localized areas and often are concerned only with deposits

that have commercial value, such as bentonite or Fuller's earth, or those that are of

value in stratigraphic correlation. However, it is possible to group these papers according

to region and geologic time, thereby increasing their usefulness considerably.

Engineers have long been aware of the tendency of some soils to swell when exposed

to water. As early as the latter part of the 19th century the art of coping with expansive

clays was well developed in areas where this soil is prevalent. Many of the special

design and construction measures employed in dealing with expansive soils were being

adopted in India at that time for structures founded on the "black cotton" soil. However,

the underlying reasons for the swelling property of some clays were not fully understood

until the development of the clay-mincral concept of the mineralogy of clays.

The clay mineral that imparts to clays the capacity for swelling is montmorillonite.

It is one of the three predominant clay minerals of all soils, the others being kaolinite

and illite. The structure and chemical composition of the various clay minerals, including

montmorillonite, have been intensively studied, and there is a voluminous amount of

literature on this subject. The engineer, however, needs to be concerned only with an

• Formerly research a.ssi.stant in civil engineoriiiK, University of Illinois.
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elementary explanation of the mineralogy of montmorillonite and how it affects expan-

sive capacity. The capacity of montmorillonite to swell is due to the expanding lattice

structure of the particles and the presence of adsorbed cations. The "accordion" action

of the clay particles allows water to enter the crystals. Many authorities believe that

the adsorption of water by the cations attached to the clay particles is the principal

cause of visible volume change.

In nature, montmorillonite occurs in a mixture with other clay minerals. The

purest form of montmorillonite is bentonite, which can be up to 90 percent montmoril-

lonitic. The expansive potential depends on the amount of montmorillonite present. Cer-

tain bentonites are known to swell up to 20 times their original volume. The swelling

potential may depend to some extent on the nature of the other components. Relatively

.small quantities of montmorillonite can impart an appreciable swelling tendency to a

soil if the component materials are such as to allow an interlaying of their particles with

montmorillonite.

Montmorillonite is essentially absent in sediments older than the Mesozoic, with

the exception of a few thin bentonite and bentonitic beds which are mostly in the Ordo-

vician System. Metamorphic processes tend to alter this material to a mica type of

mineral. Moreover, only certain definite times and places in geologic history have been

favorable for the formation of montmorillonite. Thus, volcanic activity during the Ordo-

vician Period give rise to extensive bentonite deposits in northeastern United States.

Similarly, montmorillonite soils of Cretaceous Age are prevalent in the Great Plains

and Gulf Coast regions. In western United States montmorillonite is most abundant in

the Triassic and Cretaceous Periods and in the Tertiary Period.

There is a widespread occurrence and of montmorillonite in recent sediments. Alluvial

and fiuviatile sediments reflect the composition of the soils from which they were

derived. Studies of alluvial deposits of the Mississippi River and its tributaries show

a relatively larger amount of montmorillonite in the western tributaries due to the fact

that these tributaries traverse comparatively more montmorillonitic soils. In some of

these alluvial deposits there may be enough montmorillonite to cause appreciable swelling

characteristics.

The engineering problems which may be encountered in projects which involve

swelling foundation material require: (1) the determination of the amount of swelling

or swelling pressure that can be expected, and (2) the selection of appropriate

precautions.

In any area, potential swelling characteristics are indicated by geological informa-

tion, by mineralogical tests, or by routine soil identification tests. Very often geological

information is not available. Mineralogical tests are laborious and expensive. Recent

studies have been conducted to examine relations between index properties and swelling.

These studies show that index properties (shrinkage, liquid limit, and plasticity index)

are useful in determining expansiveness. For soils of South Africa numerical criteria

based on these index properties have been established for the recognition of expansive

.soils. The U. S. Bureau of Reclamation has devised a free swell test which is claimed

to provide a quick qualitative measure of expansiveness.

The quantitative values of swelling are determined either by field observations or

by laboratory tests on undisturbed samples. The apparatus used for laboratory testing

may be the consolidation device or a modification of it. A sample having a predeter-

mined (usually natural) water content is inundated in the apparatus under any of the

following conditions;
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1. No load or very light load—maximum swelling measured.

2. Load equal to overburden pressure—maximum swelling measured.

3. Expansion prevented—swelling pressure measured.

Because the results of these tests are highly dependent on the procedure and type

of apparatus, they can be expected to indicate only the order of magnitude of expansion

or pressure that can be anticipated in the field.

Many construction and design measures have been proposed or used for structures

founded on swelling soils. These may be divided into two broad categories, as follows:

1. Rigid construction through a stiff design of the structure or by anchoring the

foundation.

2. Flexible construction which will allow soil expansion without damage.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Allen, H ., and A. W . Johnson, "The Results oj Tests to Determine the Expan^sivc

Properties of Soils," Highway Res. Bd., Proc, Vol. 16, pp. 220-233, 1936.

One of the first extensive investigations of soil swelling and its engineering sig-

nificance was initiated as a result of severe warping of concrete pavements in Kansas

due to the expansion of the subgrade soil. Tests were performed on compacted as well

as undisturbed samples which were placed in special molds 4 in. in diameter and 6J4 in

high. Swell measurements were made in the field in addition to these tests.

The findings are as follows:

1. The amount of swelling that can be observed is highly influenced by the

apparatus and the procedure used in the test. This indicates the necessity for

standardization of procedure.

2. Compaction has a marked influence on the volume change of clay soils. An
expansive clay should be compacted at a water content and to a density at

which swelling will be a minimum.

3. The swelling of undisturbed samples is dependent to some extent upon their

structural arrangement.

.Allen, V. T ., "Altered Tuffs in the Ordovician of Minnesota," J. of Geol., Vol. .?7,

pp. 239-248, 1929.

This paper cites evidence of Ordovician volcanic activity in Minnesota based on

studies of the Decorah shales, Plattesville limestone and St. Peter sandstone. The altered

luff is classified as bentonite on the basis of the definition proposed by Ross and Shannon.

Allen, V. T., "Ordovician Altered Volcanic Material in loiva, Wiscon.sin and Mis-

souri," J. of Geol., Vol. 40, pp. 259-269, 1932.

The 1 to 10-in layer of altered volcanic material near the base of the Decorah

lormation in Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Missouri marks the boundary between

the Plattin and Decorah formations and is described as a metabentonite.

In Missouri the scattered occurrences at the same stratigraphic position indicates

that this layer forms a continuous bed. It is thicker and purer in this state than in the

other three mentioned. The variation in thickness and in the impurities present in the

stratum is believed to be an indication of vigorous agitation (by water) after deposition.

However, the overall greater thickness of the deposit in Mis.souri is thought to be an

indication that this state is nearer the .source of volcanic material.
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Allen, V. T., "Trtassic Bentonite oj The Painted Desert," Ant. J. of Science 5th Ser.,

Vol. 19, pp. 283-288, 1930.

Describes the occurrence of bentonite in the lower part of the Chinie formation of

the Upper Triassic Age. The bentonite of the Chinie has a waxy luster and slickensided

surfaces. The dominant clay mineral is montmorillonite.

Baker, C. L., "Role oj Bentonite in the Great Plains and the Rockies," Pan. Am.
Assoc. Pet. Geol., Bui., Vol. 34, No. 9, pp. 1897-1909, 1950.

The probable origin of bentonite m the Great Plains region is briefly traced. Vol-

canic activity in western Nevada, western Idaho, eastern Oregon, British Columbia and

the Cordilleras, coupled with planetary westerly to northwesterly winds, is believed to

have blown finer volcanic explosion products eastward and southeastward.

Some principal bentonite and bentonitic deposits which were formed thus are as

follows:

1. In the Great Divide basin of central and southern Wyoming where it makes

up the Lewis formation of the Pierre group.

2. In the Gulf Coast plains of southeast Texas in the Eocene and Oligocene rocks.

3. In the Pierre formation west of San Antonio, Tex.

4. In San Luis Potosi, Mexico.

5. In the Middle Cambrian of southwestern Idaho.

6. In the Ordovician of the northern Black Hills in southeastern South Dakota.

7. In the Shinarump and Chinie (Upper Triassic) redbeds of southern Utah and

northern Arizona.

8. White River Oligocene (landlaid aeolian)

.

9. In land-laid deposits of Miocene and Pliocene Ages in the Texas Panhandle

and Gulf coastal plain.

10. South Dakota sediments since mid-Jurassic.

11. Colorado River deltaic deposits in northern Sonora and southern Arizona.

Bonine, C. A., and A. P. Honess, "Bentonite in Pensylvania," Pa. Acad. Sc, Proc,

Vol. 3, pp. 18-25, 1929.

Bentonite in Pennsylvania is, in the writer's opinion, genetically related to that

occurring in the southern Appalachian states. Mineralogical analyses indicate the similarity

of Pennsylvania bentonites with bentonite from Kentucky. The high alkali content is

characteristic of all the Ordovician bentonite in eastern United States. The grain size

of the particles and accessory minerals, plus the thinness of the beds in Pennsylvania as

compared to those in Virginia and Kentucky, lead the authors to believe that deposition

was from a far volcanic source.

Bentonite occurs in 6 well defined beds varying in thickness from 1 to 14 in. in the

middle Ordovician limestones of central Pennsylvania. The 4 beds which occur in the

basil portion of the Trenton limestone are more persistent than both the one near the

base of the Lowville limestone and the one at the base of the Lemont member of the

Carlim hmestone.

-- Bramlette, M. N., "Bentonite in the Upper Cretaceous of Louisiana," Anier. Assoc.

Pet. Geol, Bid., Vol. 8, No. 3, pp. 342-344, 1924.

This is the first record of the occurrence of bentonite in Louisiana which, by

paleontological inference, is entered into the Arkadelphia or Marlbrook of the Upper

Cretaceous Age. The presence of bentonite in widely scattered areas in the neighboring
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states suggests that the Louisiana deposits may also be in a zone rather than in a single

persistent bed. Furthermore, there is also a possibility that there are other bentonite

horizons in Louisiana lower in the section which might correlate with the bentonites of

the neighboring states. The bentonite from Louisiana is said to be an impure material

showing the characteristic property of swelling up to 7 times its original volume.

Branner, G. S., "Occurrence of Bentonite in Southern Arkansas," Am. Inst. Min.

Met. Engrs., Technical Publication 239, 1929.

The discovery of 3 bentonite deposits of close stratigraphic relationship in southern

.Arkansas suggests the presence of considerable quantities of the material in Saline, Hot

Spring and Ouachita Counties. The deposit varies from 1 to 12 ft thick, is probably

lenticular and lies under an overburden of not more than 10 ft. The deposits are over-

lain generally by unconsolidated sands and clays of Eocene Age.

Brink, A. B. A., "The Genesis and Distribution of Heaving Soils in South Africa,''

Transactions of the South African Institute of Civil Engineers, Vol. 5, September J955.

Caldwell, R., "Metabentonites in the Chattanooga Region," TVA Water Control

Planning Dept., Geologic Division, Geol. Bui. No. 5, 1936.

Eleven distinct beds of metabentonite have been found in eastern Tennessee, rang-

ing from the upper Black River through the Trenton. They are interbedded with lime-

stone and are very thin, only 1 being more than 1 ft thick.

Carpenter, A. C, "Rocks and Minerals of Kansas," Rock & Minerals, Vol. 13, No.

9, pp. 269-271, 193S.

In describing the major rock formations in Kansas a brief reference is made of the

presence of bentonite in a number of places in the state. The thickest deposit reported

is in Phillips County.

Casagrande, A., "Notes on Swelling Characteristics of Clay-Shales," Harvard Univer-

sity, 1949 (mimeo).

Samples of the Bearpaw clay-shale from the South Saskatchewan River Project and

of the site of the Little Rock Veterans Hospital were tested. From these tests there

developed some interesting information about long time swelling characteristics and

related properties of these soils in their natural condition.

1. It was observed that the method of preparation of samples for Atterberg limit

tests has a profound effect on the results. For classification purposes the use

of air-dried specimens is probably the most suitable procedure because these

specimens give more stable results.

2. The compression and swelling curv'es obtained in the laboratory are likely to be

vastly different from field behavior because of secondary time effects.

3. It is believed that slickensides develop during swelling of the soil because

irregular strains, which make the material more sensitive to the development

of shear failure, are likely to develop during unloading.

Crider, A. F., "Volcanic Ash in Northern Louisiana," Am. Assoc. Pet. Geol., Bui.,

Vol. 8, pp. 524-525, 1924.

The many discoveries of bentonite in various localities of Louisiana and Arkansas

give indication that there is a widespread distribution of volcanic ash in Cretaceous and

Tertiary formations of the region. At the time of writing, there have been discoveries

ranging from Lower Cretaceous to the Jackson formation of the Eocene.
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Darlon, N. H., "Geology and Water Resources oj the Northern Portion of the Black

Hills and Adjoining Regions in South Dakota and Wyoming," USGS Prof. Paper 65,

1909

This report relates to an area of about 7500 square miles, situated about half in

South Dakota and half in the northeast corner of Wyoming, and covering the northern

half of the Black Hills uplift and a wide area of adjacent plains.

The lowest member of the Benton Group in this area is designated as Graneros

shale. In the Piney Ridge region the thickness of the Graneros shale is about 1000 ft

and at its upper portion is a bed of bentonite 3 to S ft thick.

The Mowry shale outcrops in a large area among the Belle Fource. A short distance

above the Mowry member there is usually a bed of bentonite 3 ft thick. These beds

occur in the slopes north of Belle Fourche and west of Belle Fourche where it lies 8 ft

above the Mowry beds.

Darton, N. H., and C. E. Siebenthal, "Geology and Mineral Resources of Laramie

Basin, Wyoming: A Preliminary Report," USGS Bui. 364, 1909.

Laramie basin presents a considerable variety of configurations but consists mostly

of broad, shallow terraced valleys separated by low flat-tipped ridges. The Benton for-

mation appears to lie conformably upon the Cloverly formation and to be succeeded

comformably by the Niobrara formation. Its thickness varies in parts from 500 to

1300 ft. It consists of gray to black shales about 200 ft above the base of the Mowry
shale. Bentonite appears as a bed generally above the Mowry formation and is overlain

by 20 ft of dark shales containing concretions. It is 5 ft or more thick in some localities,

but is generally much thinner.

Dawson, R. F., "Movement of Small Houses Erected on an Expansive Clay Soil,"

3rd Int. Conf. on Soil Meek, and Found. Eng., Proc. Vol. 1, pp. 346-350, 1953.

The expansive pressures exerted by bentonitic and other swelling clays, if confined,

have been observed to reach 30,000 lb per sq ft, the usual range being from 2,000 to

12,000 lb per sq ft. If the clays were permitted to swell a small amount, the swelling

pressures are greatly reduced. This behavior is taken advantage of in the so-called

honeycomb type of foundation. This type of foundation is constructed of structural

clay tiles laid with the opening horizontal in such a way as to permit clays to expand

laterally into these openings.

The behavior of two houses founded on expansive soil was studied. One house was

founded on ordinary spot footings and the other on a honeycomb foundation. From

periodic measurements of elevations of various points in the floor, slab records of

upheaval were made. The honeycomb type of foundation proved to be successful in

preventing the formation of cracks. However, it was recognized that this may have

been partly due to the flexibility of the building frame.

de Bruijn, C. M. A., "The Mechanism of Heaving," Transactions of the South

African Institute of Civil Engineers, Vol. 5, September 1955.

Deere, D. U ., "Foundation Conditions in the University of Colorado Campus Area,"

M.S. Thesis, University of Colorado, 1949.

The bedrock of the University of Colorado campus area is a black to grayish-green

shale which, the writer shows, is probably part of the transition zone of the upper

Pierre formation. On the basis of the results of exploration work the soils of the area

have been grouped as follows:
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1. The uppermost soil layer consisting of heterogeneous alluvial material varying

in thickness from 6 to 10 ft and consisting approximately of SO percent sand

and gravel, 25 percent silt and 25 percent clay.

2. Soft altered shale of the Pierre formation which has reverted to clay (3-4 ft

thick)

.

3. Soft altered shale which has been eroded and redeposited as a soft green clay.

Generally this is a much poorer foundation material than type 2. It is from a

few inches to several feet thick.

4. Stratified coarse water-bearing sand of the old stream channels. Generally, this

is a minor feature. It consists of local lenses of fine sand, silt and clay not

exceeding 6 in thick.

Mineralogical tests, including differential thermal analysis and X-ray diffraction,

were performed. These showed that the soil contains from 15 to 20 percent montmoril-

lonite and that the dominant clay mineral is illite. Definite expansive properties arc

indicated by the results of free swell tests and corroborated by expansion tests on

undisturbed samples.

Etidell, K., and U. Hoffmann, "The Chemical Nature oj Clays," 1st Int. Conf. on

Soil Mech. & Found. Eng., Proc. Vol. 1, pp. 51-54, 1936.

The accordion action of montmorillonite clay mineral particles whereby the layers

of the space lattice increase or decrease their distance from one another to allow water

to enter the crystals gives this clay its tremendous capacity for absorbing water. The

authors believe, however, that intercrystalline change in space lattice plays only a minor

part in the visible swelling of such clays. They attribute such swelling to the fixation

of water by the cations attached to the surfaces of the clay particles.

The following factors determine the capacity of the colloidal clay mineral fraction

of soils to swell:

1. Crystalline structure.

2. Exchangeable cations.

3. Alkaline or acid character of the water.

Tests show that the distintegration of montmorillonite when immersed in water

becomes more marked with increasing amounts of exchangeable base. Moreover, there is

a marked difference between the Ca-bentonite and Na-bentonite. The former tends to

disintegrate into lumps or flakes because of the flocculating effect of the Ca-ions while

the latter breaks down into its constituent particles.

Fisher, C. A., "Mineral Resources of Bighorn Basin," USGS, Prof. Paper No. 53, P.

29, pp. 56-58, 1906.

Bentonite was observed in many localities of the basin, usually in the Colorado

shales 100 ft below the Mowry beds. One of the most extensive deposits of bentonite

observed in this region is at Dry Creek, about 8 miles east of Frannie, Wyo. Here

bentonite is in the black shales of the lower part of the Colorado formation. Near the

head of Dry Gulch, about 5 miles north of Cowley, Wyo., a V/t-ii layer of bentonite

was found near the top of the Colorado formation. Impure bentonite occurs in the bad-

lands of the Wasatch formation on the southern side of Cottonwood Creek.

Fox, P. P., and L. F. Grant, "Ordovician Bentonites in Tennessee and Adjactnl

States" Jour. Geol., Vol. 52, pp. 319-332, 1944.

".•Mtogether, 15 beds of bentonite have been recognized in the Ordovician from the

lower Stones River group to the lower Maysville. Formerly, it was thouthl that the Ordo-
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vician volcanic activity started in Lowville time and ceased in Trenton time, but beds

of bentonite in this area have been recognized stratigraphically far below and far above

these horizons. Two thick beds of bentonite can be recognized with certainty throughout

the western half of the Appalachian valley from northwestern Georgia and northeastern

Alabama to southwestern Virginia."

Gay, G. L., "Bentonite," Calif. Jour, of Mines & Geol., Vol. 37, No. 4, pp. 594-596.

1941.

The occurrences of bentonite in California are named:

1. Inyo, Kern, Los Angeles, San Luis Obispo, San Bernardino, San Diego and

Ventura counties.

2. On the mesas of both sides of the Otay River Valley, San Diego County (2-6

ft thick a few feet below the surface)

.

3. Along the Amargosa River in the vicinity of Tecopa, Shoshone and Ash

meadows in Inyo County (1-10 ft thick).

4. In San Bernardino County between Barstow and Daggett.

Giles, A. W., "The Origin and Occurrence in Rockbridge County, Virginia, of So-

Called Bentonite," Jour. Geol, Vol. 35, pp. 527-541, 1927.

The writer takes exception to the contention that certain strata found south of

Lexington, Va., in the upper part of the Liberty Hall formation (Middle Ordovician)

are bentontie. He claims that the structure of the material is not that which is derived

from a tuff and that the assumption of volcanic origin from Nelson County, Va., is

untenable because the rocks of this area are plutonic.

Grim, R. E., "Petrography of the Fuller's Earth Deposits, Olmstead, Illinois, with

a Brief Study of Some Non-Illinois Earths," Econ. Geol., Vol. 28, pp. 344-363, 1933.

Fuller's earth is mined in Illinois near Olmstead, Pulaski County. The deposits are

in the upper part of the Porters Creek formation of the Midway group. Eocene System.

The Porters Creek formation is a fairly uniform one and extends in a belt across the

southern part of Illinois. The beds consist of: (1) a top layer 10 to 20 ft thick; (2) a

middle layer about 10 ft thick. The dominant clay mineral is montmorillonite.

Grim, R. E., "Preliminary Report on Bentonite in Mississippi," Miss. State Geol.

Surv., Bui. 22, 1928.

The occurrence of bentonite in Monroe and Prentiss Counties is reported. In Monroe

County bentonite occurs in 2 beds, each having a thickness of 4 to 7 ft and having

similar characteristics. This zone is believed to be near the base of the Eutaw formation.

The beds dip to the west about 60 ft per mile. The material absorbs up to 4 times its

volume of water from the air-dried condition. In Prentiss County bentonite was recog-

nized about 5 miles southeast of Booneville under an overburden averaging 12 ft. It

occurs in a bed and has a thickness of at least 2 ft. It is believed to be in the Eutaw

formation and can probably be correlated with Monroe County deposits. From the

information that had been gathered on origin and character of bentonite in the state,

it seemed probable that the beds are continuous in areal extent in Upper Cretaceous

time.

Grim, R. E., "Some Fundamental Factors Influencing the Properties of Soil Mate-

rials," 3rd Inl. Conf. on Soil Mech. & Found. Eng., Proc, Vol. 3, pp. 8-12, 1953.

This paper presents the results of tests of plastic properties of pure montmorillonite.

The highly plastic properties of this clay mineral are ascribed to its peculiar lattice struc-
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lure which permits water to penetrate between individual layers above 9.5 angstroms

thick.

In a mixture composed of montmorillonite and other clay minerals, the components

may either be a mixture of discrete aggregate particles or an intimate interlayering of

montmorillonite with other clay particles. In the latter case the montmorillonite inter-

spersed between layers of other clay minerals form surfaces of weakness which cause

the breakdown of the aggregates upon the addition of water. Relatively few of these

planes would cause great breaking up of the clay mineral particles, resulting in a great

increase of plastic properties.

Hagner, A. F., "Adsorptive Clays of the Texas Gulf Coast," Am. Mineralogist, Vol.

24, No. 2, pp. 67-198, 1939.

The clay deposits included in this study occur in a narrow belt of Tertiary Gull

Coastal Plains strata. The belt forms a crescent which is about 100 miles from the Gulf

of Mexico. The deposits occur in the Jackson group (Eocene) and in the Catahoula

formation (Oligocene or Miocene). The former consists of shallow-water marine 'and

beach deposits which are argillaceous and luffaceous clays and tuffs. The Catahoula

formation consists chiefly of sandstone and interbedded ash.

In the southwest the deposits are montmorillonitic clays having economic value

while the northeastern part of the belt have clays which contain considerable admixed

kaolinitic material. A detailed description of sections in Zavalla, Luce, Riverside, Fayette

and Gonzales counties are given.

Hass, W. H., "Upper Devonian Bentonite in Tennessee," Am. Assoc. Pet. Geol. Bui.,

Vol. 32, No. S, pp. 816-819, 1948.

The occurrence of a thin bed of bentonite which averages 0.10 ft in thickness is

described. Tests showed it to be the potash type of bentonite. It occurs in the Upper

Devonian part of the Chattanooga in the topmost portion of the middle gray siltstone.

The extent of the deposit is not definitely known. The writer believes that it is present

over more than 3000 square miles of east-central Tennessee.

Heathman, J. H , "Bentonite in Wyoming," Geol. Surv. of Wyoming, Bui. No. 28.

This paper presents the stratigraphic and areal occurrence of bentonite throughout

the larger part of Wyoming. Principal outcrops are described and stratigraphic occurrence

is given. This bentonite is of the type that swells as much as 10 to 15 times its original

volume.

Bentonite occurs in Wyoming in seams interbedded in shale and sandstone. Seams

range in thickness from 12 in to 12 ft. Beds of siltstone and impure bentonite up to

ISO ft thick have been reported. Some of the seams are constant enough in thickness

.so that they can be traced laterally over many miles. Others are .so erratic that they

appear to be lenses. In general, the bottom contact of a bentonite seam is sharp while

the upper contact is gradational. the thickness of the gradation being proportional to the

thickness of the seam.

Most of the seams are in the lower part of the Upper Cretaceous series and are

specially abundant in the Mowry .shale. The most important scam is at the top of the

Mowry and is fairly constant in thickness. It is believed that pure bentonites more than

a few inches thick are mainly in formations older than the Niobrara. Bentonites in

younger formations generally contain sand or silt.
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In the Black Hills area most of the bentonite seams are in the Mowry shale and

Belle Fourche shale, the upper two members of the Grancros formation. The most

prominent are two, one at the top and the other at the bottom of the Mowry. In the

east flank of Bighorn Mountains, the south and cast sides of Bighorn Basin, the south-

eastern parts of Wyoming, and the northeast flank of Windimer Mountains, most of the

bentonite seams are in the Thermopolis, Mowry and Frontier formations.

Hewelt, D. F., "The Origin of Bentonite and The Geologic Range of Related Mate-

rials in Bighorn Basin, Wyoming," Wash. Acad, of Science, Jour., Vol. 7, pp. 196-198

(abstract).

With the recognition of bentonite seams at intervals from the base of the Benton

formation of the Colorado group to the top of the Meeteetse formation or upper part of

the Montana group, the writer concludes that bentonite beds in the Bighorn Basin occur

in a stratigraphic range of 5500 ft.

Holtz, W. G., and H. J. Gibbs, "Engineering Properties of Expansive Clays," ASCE,
Preprint No. 57, 1952.

This paper discusses the characteristics of sweHing clays in general and the problems

that are encountered in their use as highway fills or as a foundation material, particularly

for hydraulic structures. Laboratory tests that have been made to detect possible swelling

characteristics are described. These are:

1. Petrographic tests to provide a direct means of identifying component clay

minerals.

2. The free swell test, performed by slowly pouring 10 ml of dry soil finer than

No. 40 sieve into 100 ml of water in a glass graduate and noting the volume

of soil after it has settled. The free swell value is then the difference between

the final volume and the initial volume divided by the initial volume, expressed

as a percentage. The experience of the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation is that

soils having free swell values of 100 percent or more may exhibit considerable

volume change in the field, while those having free swell values below 50 per-

cent are not likely to swell. No close correlation between free swell values and

volume changes in the field has been found, however.

3. Other index properties which were found to be good indications of swelling

characteristics are the colloid content, plasticity index and shrinkage limit.

To predict the amount of expansion of the soil in the field a load-expansion test is

performed in the consolidometer. Samples are cut from undisturbed or remolded soils.

One is allowed to air-dry, and the volume change is determined. The other is placed

in the consolidometer, saturated and allowed to expand under a load of 1 psi. The

volume change from the air-dry to saturated condition is then determined with the

air-dfy specimen. If desired, specimens at various initial moisture content may also be

tested.

Many variations are performed, depending on the information desired. The speci-

men having a known moisture content (often the natural moisture content) is flooded

and allowed to swell under a very light load. To determine maximum swelling pressure

that the soil can exert in the field, the specimen is flooded while being held against

expansion and the swelling pressure is measured. Field conditions may also be simulated

by saturating specimens under vertical loads corresponding to their overburden pressure

in the field. Some of the experiences of the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation on soils of the

swelling type are described.
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1. The upward movement of the piers of the Malheur River siphon in Oregon.

The underlying soils are sand, silt and bentonitic clays which swell 10 percent

under zero load in the consolidometer.

2. The heaving of concrete canal linings in the Friant -Kern Canal, Central Valley

Project, California. The clays in the area are known as the Porterville clays.

3. The foundation material for the spillway of the proposed Tiber Dam is of

the Colorado shale with bentonitic seams. Ten to IS ft of the material in the

critical areas were replaced by more satisfactory non-expansive soils.

4. The proposed site of the Welton-Mohawk pumping plants near Yuma, Ariz.,

was found to be a series of alternating strata of highly expansive clay, silty

clay and silt. The underlying 20 ft of .soil in one plant was estimated to be

expansive under the combined plant load and weight of soil. Cast-in-place con-

crete piles 20 ft long and belled out at the bottom were used to anchor the

foundation.

Ireland, H. 0., "Report of Investigation of Subsoil at Coaxial Repeater Station Near

Ennis, Texas," 1954, (mimeo).

A single story concrete block building near Ennis, Tex., developed cracks shortly

after completion. The structure was underpinned and repairs were made, but the same

cracks developed a year later. Soil investigation revealed that the foundation material

is a gray silty clay to a depth of 2 to 4 ft underlain by 5 ft of mottled gray and brown

silty clay, both layers containing concretions. Below 9 ft there is a deposit of silty clay

containing thin silt partings and thin fine sand layers. Calcium carbonate was in evidence

all through the deposit.

Unconfined compressive strength in excess of 5 tons per sq ft were obtained. The

scattering of water content determinations appears to indicate stratification and the

presence of relatively drier calcium carbonate. Swelling tests were conducted on samples,

and a scattering of swell values between 10 and 30 percent were found. When no swell-

ing was permitted, pressures between 1000 and 2500 lb per sq ft developed. This indicated

that 15 ft of overburden soil is required to offset swelling pressures that would develop

in the presence of unlimited moisture supply. The U. S. Bureau of Reclamation free

swell test of samples resulted in values from 10 to 60 percent. Differential thermal analysis

of the soil at depths of 4 ft and 10 ft showed that both were montmorillonitic. It was

estimated that the ground surface may heave as much as 3^> in on the basis of the

above properties.

To minimize future movements of the building the following measures were proposed:

1. Clean out a space of 4 to 6 in from beneath the grade beams.

2. Replace the gravel-filled splash bed surrounding the building with a paved

strip to drain the eave drippings away from the soil under the building.

Ireland, H. 0., "Structural Damage of Radio Relay Station Equipment Building

Founded on Expansive Soil," 1954 (mimeo).

Cracks developed in the equipment building at a radio relay station in ,\labama due

to the swelHng of the subsoil. Swelling tests on remolded samples show volume changes

of 0.7 percent and pressures of the order of 1000 lb per sq ft from samples of unknown
water content below that in the fill.

Under a 9-in layer of dirty topsoil a stiff to very stiff grayish-yellow clay extends

to a depth of 8 ft below the ground, followed by hard clay with traces of fine sand to

the final depth of the borings (30 ft and ISft).
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Ireland, H. O., and E. Rosenhlueth,' "First Progress Report oj the Investigation of

Stability of Compacted Earth Embankments," AREA Proc, Vol. 51, pp. 719-727, 1950.

This report presents the results of investigations undertaken at the Pottsboro-Saddler

relocation of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Lines which traverses fills up to 35 ft high

and cuts up to i>2> ft deep. Within S years after operations were begun in 1944, two
types of instability developed—ballast pockets and slides. This report is concerned with

(he second type.

A 26-ft fill was studied. Samples from the borrow pit were obtained and tested in

addition to disturbed and undisturbed samples from 2 borings in the fill itself. The
montmorillonite content was found to be over 60 percent. Swelling of samples having

an initial water content as it existed in 1949 was 23.4 percent under a 12-lb per sq ft

pressure.

The strength of the samples obtained from the fill were found to be comparable

to those predicted from the strength-water content relationship of the borrow pit material.

Furthermore, the reduction in strength of the lower portion of the fill due to the increase

of water content since 1944 was not enough to cause shear failure. Still further, the seat

of failure of most of the slides were well above the base.

These observations led to the conclusion that the primary cause of the slides are

volume changes in the upper portion of the fill. Shrinkage cracks were formed on the

surface of the fill during the summer, facilitating the entrance of water and the increase

of water content of the fill. Since the confining pressures were low, swelling resulted.

Jennings, J. E., "The Phenomenon of Heaving Foundations," Transactions of the

South African Institution of Civil Engineers, Vol. 5, September, 1955.

Jennings, J . E., "The Heaving of Buildings on Desiccated Clay," 3rd Int. Conf. on

Soil Mech. & Found. Eng., Proc, Vol. 1, pp. 390-396, 1953.

In certain areas of South Africa soils known locally as "pot clays", a term which

appears to be synonymous to "cotton soil" and "gumbo", has caused severe cracking of

light buildings due to upheaval. It has been established that this is caused by the upward

migration of moisture toward the center of the houses and usually creates a "corners

down" distortion of the foundation. A number of light one-story buildings were selected

by the writer, and their heaving movements observed. The results and interpretations

are presented in this paper. An attempt is made to determine what phenomenon causes

moisture movement in the soil.

The thermo-osmosis theory appeared to be unsatisfactory. There seemed to be

little correlation between increases in moisture content and the isothermals. The measure-

ment of electrical potentials established a fair correlation between the potentials and

moisture content. The theory which, the author believes, is most promising is one based

on Schofield's concepts of soil moisture suction. Field and laboratory tests were in

progress during the writing of this paper to study the validity of this theory.

Conditions found in soils subject to heaving indicate that a clay profile, a low

water table, and a condition of desiccation in the soil contribute to expansive properties

of that .soil. Several solutions are proposed on the founding of light buildings on swelling

soils:

1

.

Replacement of expansive material with more stable backfill.

2. Watering site in advance of construction.

3. Use of slab foundation.

4. Provision for jacking to eliminate distortions.

i
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5. Use of Texas underrcamed piles.

6. Design of structure as a box.

7. Flexible construction.

Kantey, B. A., and A. B. Brink, "Laboratory Criteria for the Recognition of Expan-

se Soils," Nat. Bldg. Res. Inst., Bnl. 9, 1952.

Three field criteria have been established which are indicative of potential heaving

of the soil:

1. A clay profile.

2. A low water table.

3. A condition of desiccation in the soil.

These three conditions occur in any case where heaving may be expected.

Laboratory indicator tests for expansiveness of the soil in the field have also been

studied. It seemed to the authors that the Atterberg limit values provide the most reliable

correlation. Atterberg limit values of soils from various parts of South Africa were

plotted on Casagrande's plasticity chart. The grouping of the points in the region to the

right of the 30 percent liquid limit line, above the 12 percent plasticity index line, and

above the "A" line estabhshes with fair reliability the following criteria for the recog-

nition of potentially expansive soils:

1. Linear shrinkage less than 8 percent.

2. Liquid limit greater than 30 percent.

3. Plasticity index greater than 12 percent.

Kay, G. M., "Distribution of Ordovician Altered Volcanic Materials and Related

Clays," Geol. Sac. Am., Bui, Vol. 46, pp. 225-244, 1935.

This paper discusses the stratigraphic distribution of altered volcanic material of

Ordovician Age in the southeastern part of North America, using the standard Mohawkian
sequence of New York as the basis for correlation.

There are in New York and Ontario persistent beds of metabentonite in the Chau-

mont formation of the Black River group and in the base of the Trenton limestone.

There are single exposures at the base of the Rockland formation and in the middle

of the Hull formation.

In the Appalachian Valley region metabentonite has been collected from a number
of locations. A single bed has been identified in the Lenoir limestone of upper Chazyan

age. The Chambersburg limestone contains metabentonite at its lower and upper part.

In central Pennsylvania and northern Virginia metabentonite occurs in the Salona forma-

tion and Martinsburg formation, both of which appear to be equivalent to the Sherman

Kalis formation of New York. Metabentonites of southwestern Virginia arc in beds of

about Sherman Falls age. They arc up to 9 ft thick in some areas.

Limestones including metabentonite have been reported in Alabama, Tennessee,

Kentucky and Georgia of Lowville age in the Chickamauga. The presence of metaben-

tonite in the top of the Little Oak limestone has been noted.

Thin strata which are lenticular have l)cen noted in ntnthcrn Michigan. They arc

of Hull and Sherman Falls age.

In the upper Mississippi Valley there aic persistint l)i(l> of nutaiientonite in the

Spechts Ferry member of the Decorah formation.

Thus, it is seen that altered volcanic materials and related clays are widely dis-

tributed in the southeastern part of North America in the Mohawkian beds where they
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are found in the Chaumont formation of the Black River jiroup ; and in the Rockland,

Hull and Sherman falls formation of the Trenton group.

Kay, G. M., "Stratigraphy of the Ordovidan Hounsfield Metabentonite," Jour. GeoL,

Vol. 39, pp. 361-376, 1931.

The Hounsfield metabentonite, an altered volcanic ash of Ordovician Black River

age, lying below the Watertown member of the Chaumont formation at its type section

in New York, has been identified in Ontario, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri,

Kentucky and Tennessee. No more than a single bed has been found in each region,

indicating a single period of ash deposition. Also, the thickness of the volcanic deposits

appear to the authors to be consistent with the view that the source of volcanic ash

was in southeastern United States.

Kerr, P. F., "Bentonite jrom Vent^ira, California," Econ. GeoL, }'ol. 26, No. 2, pp.

l.-!3-168, 1931.

Bentonite was recognized in the Ventura Quadrangle, California, in the Miocene

strata. It marks the contact between the Rocon shale and the Modelo formation. A layer

of volcanic ash about 14 ft thick lies at the base of the Modelo formation. In the upper

portion of this section are 2 layers, 30 and 40 in, respectively, of bentonite. Samples were

collected from several localities and tested. These tests verified their bentonitic character.

Kerr, P. F., and E. N. Cameron, "Fuller's Earth of Bentonitic Origin from Teha-

chapi, California," Am. Mineralogist, Vol. 21, pp. 230-237, 1936.

A commercial deposit of Fuller's earth in Kern County, Calif., is reported. It occurs

in an 8-ft flat-lying bed which constitutes one of the series of strata forming a ridge in

the Tehachapi Mountains. The bed is probably of Tertiary Age. The relict "bogen"

structure and the nature of bedding indicate that the deposit is probably altered volcanic

ash which was deposited in shallow water and subsequently altered to montmorillonite.

King, M. E., and G. B. Lebo, "The Engineering Significance of Bentonitic Clays,''

Colorado-Wyoming Acad, of Science, Jour., Vol. 3, No. 5, pp. 40-41.

The properties of bentonite which are of interest to the engineer—swelling and "slip-

periness"—are due to the base exchange of montmorillonite. Replaceable sodium seems

to favor the expansion whereas calcium tends to reduce it. Swelling of bentonite is

brought about by: (1) penetration by water of the crystal lattice of the clay mineral,

thus expending the lattice, and (2) formation of a stable film of water around the

particles tending to separate them.

Laurence, R. A., "Ordovician Metabentonites of the Tennessee Valley Area," TVA
Water Control Planning Dept., Geologic Division, Geol. Bui. No. 5, 1936.

The metamorphism of bentonite, resulting in induration, dehydration and the devel-

opment of slaty cleavage, produces altered bentonite to which the name metabentonite

has been proposed by C. S. Ross. In the Tennessee Valley area metabentonite appears

to be confined to the Ordovician System. It is common in the Black River and Trenton

limestone, where it has been reported at localities like Alabama, Vermont, Ontario, Minne-

sota and Missouri. The most persistent horizons are the upper Lowville and the basal

Trenton. In the Tennessee Valley area the upper Lowville appears to be the principal

metabentonite horizon. There is usually one principal bed and others of lesser thickness.

These beds do not generally form conspicuous outcrops but roadcuts, excavations, etc.,

continually bring them to light.
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Geologically they are of interest because they indicate intense volcanic activity dur-

ing the otherwise quiet Paleozoic Era. They have been deposited within a short period

of time and hence are useful in stratigraphic correlation.

LeClerc, R. V ., "Hoiv to Humile Swelling Soils," Pacij. Build. & Engrs., Vol. 60,

No. 8, pp. 72-76, 1954.

While the stability of a soil increases with density at a constant degree of saturation,

so does the tendency of the soil to swell if water becomes available to it. The increase

of moisture and the resulting volume change lowers the density and stability of the soil.

It is, therefore, necessary to recognize whether or not a soil will have a tendency to

swell appreciably and to adopt the necessary measures to eliminate this cause of

instability.

Tests were conducted on compacted soil to study the relationship between swell

pressure and other soil properties. It appeared from the results obtained that the degree

of saturation of the compacted soil has a greater significance in relation to swelling

pressure than water content. Charts are given relating the various properties measured.

Illustrations of embankment designs based on these charts are worked out.

The method will be successful only if the compaction is accomplished on the dry

side and if the surfacing is placed on the subgrade before the latter is subjected to severe

moisture increase.

Other methods of handling swelling soils have been employed or proposed. The

principal ones are the following:

1. Wasting. This method is most direct but often not economically feasible.

2. Placing the swelling soil in the lower lifts of the embankment. In stage con-

struction provisions must be made for preventing loss of compaction due to

swelling of the completed portion during the wet season construction lull.

?>. Excluding the moisture which causes swelling. Successful use has been made
of an asphalt membrane which isolates the compacted subgrade from sources

of moisture change.

4. Studies have been carried out, with apparent success, of the effect of Ca(0H)3
in decreasing swelling pressure.

Meade, G. E., "A Preliminary Report on an Occurrence of Bentonite in Houston

County, Texas," Univ. of Texas Bur. Econ. Geol. & Min. Res. Surv., Circular No. 30,

1941.

Bentonite outcrops have been discovered in two localities of Houston county:

(1) on the left bank of Trinity River about one-half mile downstream from the aban-

doned .Alabama Ferry, and (2) at Hurricane Bayou 3 miles northeast of Crockett.

It has been shown that the deposits in both localities belong to the same stratum.

The thickest bentonite bed is 3.6 ft. The actual extent of the deposit was unknown, but

it was believed to be greater than the 20 miles between the two localities.

Means, R. E., W. H. Hall and J. V . Parcher, "Foundations on Permian Red Clay

oj Oklahoma and Texas," Okla. Ag. and Mech. Coll., Eng. Exp. Sta., Publication No. 76,

1950.

Results of laboratory analyses of Permian red clay are presented in this report

together with a number of examples of its behavior as a foundation material.

The Permian red day constitutes the very stiff con.solidated red or reddish-yellow

clays in the so-called red beds of Oklahoma and Texas. These beds, which were deposited

rluring the Permian Period, are interminulcfl with layers of clays and sand.stones and
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occasional thin layers of disinligrated volcanic ash. They make up formations several

hundred feet thick in some areas. The eastern edge of the outcrop of these formations is

along a north south line about ^0 miles east of Oklahoma City. East of this line the

surface is covered by older deposits. The red-bed deposit becomes thicker toward the

west and disappears beneath younger deposits near the western edge of Oklahoma.

During the deposition period the area was covered by an inland sea surrounded by

mountains. Freshets from these mountains carried .sand, silt and colloidal clay which

were deposited together, forming floccuient marine clays. Subsequently the deposits were

covered by several hundred feet of younger deposits. Consolidation produced very strong

clays.

Swelling tests conducted in the consclidometer indicated that the soil would not

swell under loads of 3.5 to 4.S tons per sq ft. Some theoretical considerations regarding

the effect of capillary water movements and pressures on soil swelling are developed.

It is shown that the rate of swelling is of the order of magnitude of the rate of con-

solidation. Actually, tests indicated that the time for swelling is somewhat longer but

that the same relationship between time and degree of volume change holds for both

consolidation and swelling.

Various types of damage in a number of buildings of Oklahoma A. & M. illustrate

several aspects of problems associated with swelling soils. In a number of cases additions

to existing buildings heaved with respect to the old portion due to the fact that such

additions were made when the soil was dry relative to that material underlying the

existing structure.

There are two basic solutions to the problem of soil swelling. The first is to mini-

mize or eliminate potential swelling by appropriate design or construction measures. The

footings are designed for a pressure at least as high as the swelling pressure and placed

in a zone of low moisture fluctuations. The second is to design the structure for the

expected swelling pressures and heaving. In addition, long term measures are made to

prevent undue fluctuations of moisture underneath the foundation or differences in

moisture content at various points in the soil.

While laboratory tests provide good indications of the swelling characteristics of

foundation soils, it is seldom possible to predict quantitatively the action of such soils

as foundation materials. It is generally necessary to use judgment in the interpretation

of laboratory data to account for erratic conditions in the field.

Mullen, F. F., "The Bentonite Deposits of Mississippi," Rocks & Minerals, Vol. 11,

No. 10, pp. 220-222, 1936.

Bentonite in Mississippi is found in the sediments of the Cretaceous, Eocene and

Oligocene Periods. At least 7 ash falls occurred during the Cretaceous Period. The Porters

Creek clay of the Eocene sediments is estimated to be 30 percent bentonite. In the

Oligocene beds are found some of the most important commercial deposits in the country.

The beds range in thickness from a few inches to 5 ft or more. The thicker beds are

rarer and are generally impure. A map showing the distribution of principal deposits in

the state is given.

Nelson, W. A., "Mid-Ordovicic Volcanic Ash in Tennessee," Geol. Sol. Am., Bui.,

Vol. 36, p. 159, 1925.

Reports the occurrence of a bed of bentonite near the Dixie Highway east of Shel-

byville, described as a decomposed rhyolitic ash, somewhat akin to leverrierite which

has been greatly altered immediately after eruption. The stratum occurs in the top of the
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Carters formation of the Mid-Ordovicic Section and is 21 in thick. The widespread

occurrence of bentonite in this region leads the author to believe that additional dis-

coveries throughout the Appalachian region of eastern United States will be made.

Nelson, 11'. .4., "Tu.<o New Volcanic Ash Horizons in the Stones River Group of thr

Ordovician of Tennessee," Geol. Soc. Am., Bui., Vol. 36, p. 1159, 1925. (Abstract)

"This paper describes the occurrence in east Tennessee of two new bentonite hori-

zons occurring in the Stones River group, at the base of the Ordovician System. Dat-i

are presented on the presence of an ancient land mass extending under the Cumberland

Mountains in the Cumberland Gap regions of Tennessee and Kentucky. Analyses of the

two new bentonite horizons are given."

Nelson, W . A., "Volcanic Ash Beds in the Ordovicic of Tennessee, Kentiicky, and

Alabama," Geol. Soc. Am., Bui., Vol. 33, pp. 605-616, 1922.

This is a progress report on the collection of data relative to the origin, extent and

method of depo.sition of bcrtonite beds in the three .states. It was believed that a roughly

elliptical area, 800 miles by 450 miles, extending from south of Lake Erie in the north

to the Gulf of Mexico in the south, and from western Virginia and North Carolina in the

east to Missouri and Arkansas in the west, was the site of deposition of volcanic ash

which occurred before the Lowville time. From a study of fossil ripple marks it was

deduced that deposition in the area occurred in water of uniform depth of about twenty-

live ft. The average ma.ximum thickness of the bentonite layer of about 5 ft was

observed at High Bridge, Ky., with the thickness generally decreasing in all directions.

It was therefore surmised that the volcano which produced the ash deposits was situated

in this area. From the estimated amount of ash ejected it was held probable that the

entire Lowville Sea would show traces of volcanic ash. In the areas that were land

masses at that time, subsequent erosion would have obliterated all traces of ash deposits.

Nelscm, W. A., "Volcanic Ash Deposits in the Ordovician of Virginia," Geol. Soc.

Am., Bui., Vol. 37, pp. 149-150, 1926. (Abstract)

"Two layers of volcanic ash in the form of bentonite were found in Rockbridge

County, Va., in rocks of Ordovician Age. This material is probably from the same vol-

cano which produced the ash deposits described by the author in 1922 at the annual

meeting of the Geologic Society of America. The coarseness of the rock fragments and

the fact that the layer is about 10 ft thick show that it is near the location of this

ancient volcano and are added proof that this early Ordovician volcano was located

under the Cumberland Mountains near the point where Kentucky, West Virginia and

X'irginia meet.

'.Analyses of ash and other observations on this ancient volcano are given."

Peck, R. B., "Relocation of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad from Prior to

Wagoner, Oklahoma," 1952 (mimeo).

In connection with studies made for the relocation of M-K-T Lines at Fort Gibson,

samples of proposed fill material were tested. Samples compacted at optimum moisture

content swelled 14.5 percent and the corresponding water content increase was 11 percent.

This exceeds what is generally regarded as the maximum allowable no-load expansion

of 7 percent. F"rom .strength-moisture content correlation tests it was deduced that the

strength cif the embankment material is likely to decrease to as low as ^^ percent of its

initial value due to swelling.
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About 40 percent of the soil is quartz, and the remainder consists of illite with a

trace of montmorillonitc. The significant effect of the small amount of montmorillonitc

may be partly due to the fineness of the quartz particles.

When finally constructed, 3 ft of select material was placed on fills. All fills 20 ft

or more high were built up to a 3 to 1 slope, with 2 to 1 slopes used for the top 20 ft.

Pence, F. K., "Texa>> White Firing Bentonite," Min. Eng., Vol. 1, No. 1, pp. 27-32,

1949.

In this report a brief outHnc of the occurrence of some bentonite deposits in the

state is given. Bentonite deposits are known to occur in Texas within the Jackson group

of formations. This group represents the uppermost Eocene Age sediments found in the

coastal plain areas of Texas. It outcrops along a narrow band some 20 miles wide and

100 miles inland from the Gulf of Mexico. Principal deposits are in the areas where this

outcrop cuts across Karnes, Gonzales and Fayette counties. In these deposits the strata

are practically horizontal and consist, from top to bottom, of approximately 2 ft of soil

overburden, 10 ft of brown bentonite, 2 ft of coarse white bentonite, and 4 ft of waxy

white bentonite overlying a fine grained sandstone.

Pitcher, E., "The Expansion of Soils Due to the Presence of Clay Minerals as Deter-

mined by the Adsorption Test," 3rd Int. Conf. on Soil Meek. & Found. Eng., Proc,

Vol. 1, pp. 143-146, 1953.

A test which: (1) is simple, (2) requires only inexpensive apparatus, and (3) is able

to give information about the type of mineral present in the soil and its probable behavior

in contact with water would be of great value in any soil mechanics laboratory. It would

greatly minimize the need for more precise identification tests of the clay-mineral

fraction.

An absorption test using an apparatus which is basically a modification of the

Enslin-Schmidt apparatus was developed by the author. To test the validity of the

procedure, experiments were conducted on various graduated mixtures of quartz sand

with various clay minerals. Kaolinite, halloysite, illite, Ca-montmorillonite and Na-

montmorillonite were used.

Peterson, R., "Studies—Bearpaw Shale at Damsite in Saskatchewan," ASCE, Con-

vention Preprint No. 52, September 1952.

This paper describes the soil mechanics and geological studies consisting of field and

laboratory testing in the Bearpaw shales at a proposed dam site on the South Saskatch-

ewan River, Canada. The characteristics of the shale, and the location and extent of

local slides are reviewed.

The area is generally underlain by soft sedimentary rocks of the Bearpaw formation

deposited in the Pierre Sea during the Upper Cretaceous Age. The shales occur in three

zones which are described as soft, medium and hard, in that order from top to bottom.

There is a considerable amount of slickensides and joints, particularly in the soft and

medium layers The shales contain a high percentage of montmorillonite, and in some

cases layers of bentonite are present. Geological evidence indicates that the maximum

preloading pressure is about 100 to iSO tons per sq ft. Precautions should then be made

against possible heaving in dealing with these soils.

Swelling pressures of the samples tested varied from 0.3 tons per sq ft for the soft

shales to 6 tons per sq ft for the hard clays. These and other tests show that the hard

zone would be a satisfactory foundation material if loaded so as to minimize rebound

and is protected from weathering.
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Rengmark, R., and R. Eriksson, "Apparatus for Investigation of Swelling, Com-
pression and Elastic Properties of Soils," 3rd Int. Conf. on Soil Mech. & Found. Eng.,

Proc, Vol. 1, pp. 180-183, 1953.

A new apparatus has been developed which measures swelling pressures. Several

un'que features are claimed: (1) that it minimizes the effect of friction between the sample

and the holder, (2) that it allows rapid loading and unloading, and (,^) that it allows

the study of elastic properties at any time during the swelling test.

Rosenkrayis, R. P., "Bcntonite in Northern Virginia," Wash. Acad. Science, Jour.,

\'ol. 25, pp. 418^19, 1933.

The possibilities of applying an extensive correlation of bentonite beds to the solu-

tion of stratigraphic problems is discussed. The usefulness of these beds as key horizons

lies in the fact that they represent ash falls w^hich occurred within a brief period.

Through the work of the writer and L. Whitcomb, it was established that a series

of 6 thin bentonite beds occur in the basal portion of the Salome formation (late Black

River or early Trenton age) of central Pennsylvania. Postulating that the source of its

Middle Ordovician volcanic ash was in the southeastern portion of the United States,

possibly in central or southern Virginia, the writer examined the Ordovician section of

Shasburg, Va., for possible correlation with the Salome of Pensylvania. Striking similarities

were noted between the two formations. The author feels that further studies would

substantiate such a correlation.

Ross, C. S., "Altered Paleozoic Volcanic Materials and Their Recognition," Am.
Soc. Pet. Geol., Bui. 12, pp. 143-164, 1928.

As altered volcanic materials are being found in the Paleozoic, there is an interest

in the criteria for their recognition. The relict glass structure, the nature and habit of the

cr\stal grains, and the physical properties present evidence that indicate the mode of

origin. Bentonite is a common type of altered volcanic material and may be recognized

by the volcanic structure preserved in the clay substance, and the origin is confirmed

by the presence of volcanic minerals. The chemical and physical properties of bentonite

are variable and many are indefinite; thus, although they may contribute to its recog-

nition, as a rule they cannot be relied upon completely. Bentonite from several parts

of eastern United States, Nova Scotia, Arkansas, Texas and New Mexico are described

in detail. It is concluded that many volcanic materials, even though highly altered, may
l)e recognized by microscopic and physical studies and may contribute to the interpreta-

tion of the geologic history of a region.

Ross, C. S., "Minerals of the Montworillonitc Group—Their Origin and Relation to

Soils and Clays," USGS Prof. Paper 205B, pp. 23-79, 1945.

A detailed study has been made of the montmorillonite group of clay minerals con-

sisting of mineralogical tests on more than 100 carefully selected specimens. The under-

lying causes of base exchange and their significance; the limits of variation in composi-

tion; and the formation of various ions in the crystal lattice are among the points for

which answers were sought in the study.

Ross, C. S., H. D. Miser and L. W. Stephenson, "Water Laid Volcanic Rocks of Early

I'pper Cretaceous Age in Sout h'western Arkansas, Southeastern Oklahoma and Sorlh-

western Texas," USGS Prof. Pap. 154-F, pp. 135-1.36, 1929.

Thrnughoul most of the Arkansas area the glassy pumicious tuff of the VV<i<)dl)ine

formation has been altered to a bentonite that contains a large proportion of igneous
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rock phenocrysts and detrital rock fragments. Locally, calcite concretions have formed
in the pumice soon after deposition and have prevented the formation of bentonitc.

The bentonite of southwestern Arkansas is composed of beidellite. (Note: The
status of beidellite as a distinct clay mineral is now discounted. Most clays previously

called beidelHte have subsequently been found to be mixtures of illite and montmoril-

lonite). The conditions that promote the change of volcanic glass to bentonite was then

not well known, but mineral relations in the Arkansas area permitted some deductions

as to the physical environment that favored the clay. The development of bentonitc

on this basis does not appear to be due to surface weathering.

The deposition of volcanic ash was in a marine embayment. Known factors of

alteration were the absence of oxidizing conditions, the presence of water for hydration,

the removal of excess chemical constituents and the probable presence of bicarbonate,

sodium chloride and possibly of magnesium salts from the sea water.

Thus, the alteration of volcanic glass to bentonite seemed, to the authors, to have

been the result of hydration and solution of an unstable glass that was perhaps more
or less aided by the presence of chlorides and bicarbonates. The principal known bentonite

deposits listed in the paper are:

1. In the Bingen formation (Woodbine and Tokio formations) in Union County,

Ark.

2. In Louisiana, in beds that are apparently the equivalent of Arkadelphia clay

or the Marlbrook marl (Upper Cretaceous) which are younger than the Wood-
bine and Tokio formations.

3. In the Eutaw formations of Upper Cretaceous Age near Montgomery, Ala.

4. In the Eutaw formation, near Aberdeen, Monroe County, Miss.

5. Thin layers interbedded with shaly clay and platy limestone in the lower part

of the Eagle Ford clay in Texas, probably extending from Travis County to

Grayson County.

6. In the Navarro formation, Bexar County, Tex.

Ross, C. S., and E. U . Shannon, "The Minerals of Bentonite and Related Clays and

Their Physical Properties," Am. Cer. Soc, Jour. Vol. 9, pp. 77-96, 1926.

This is a comprehensive study of the probable origin, the properties and general

occurrence of bentonite and other clays having similar characteristics. The study is based

on tests of 20 bentonites and related clays conducted in the laboratories of the USGS
and the National Museum.

Bentonite has been reported from every state west of the Missouri River and from

most of the other states. It is found in the Paleozoic and Mesozoic beds, but is probably

most abundant in the Tertiary. Its physical properties are extremely variable. It is com-

monly pale buff, cream or dull green, although other shades have been found. In texture,

it may be compact with conchoidal fracture, or porous and feltlike. All types of struc-

ture that occur in glassy volcanic ash are represented in bentonite.

The conditions that favor the change of volcanic ash to bentonite are not well

known. One explanation that has been advanced is that bentonite is the result of the

instability of glass of a certain composition in the presence of water and the salts that

are normally dissolved in it. Another is that active gases that are abundant in vol-

canoes of the explosive type have played a part in the production of bentonite by

initiating the alteration that was completed after the deposition of the ash. The presently

accepted definition of bentonite was first proposed in this paper: "Bentonite is a rock
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composed essentially of a crystalline clay-like mineral formed by devitrification and the

accompanying chemical alteration of a glassy igneous material, usually a tuff or volcanic

ash."

Rothrock, E. R., "A Geology of South Dakota," South Dakota Geol. Surv., Bui. 15,

Part III, pp. 184-194, 1944.

Bentonite is very common in the rocks of the Cretaceous System and is found from

the extreme eastern to the extreme western boundary of the state. Most of the beds are

from a quarter of an inch to a few inches in thickness. In some localities these beds are

closely spaced with interlayers of shale.

There are two main known bentonite zones. The Pierre bentonite outcrops in the

lower Missouri Valley and in Fall River County. It lies at the base of the Pierre formation

in the Sharon Springs bituminous member. The outcrops in Fall River County which he

100 ft above the bottom of the Pierre formation consist of a bed of bentonite about 3 ft

thick, above which lies a varying number of beds from 4 to 8 in thick separated by a

dark shale.

.\nother formation which carries bentonite of commercial importance is the Graneros

formation. In the Big Sioux Valley the formation does not carry commercially important

bentonite. In the Black Hills region two zones are important. Near the top of the forma-

tion is a 3 to 4-ft bed. One-hundred and thirty feet below the top there are three to

live thin beds. Near the middle of the formation at least one bentonite seam is present

at all the outcrops, and as many as four have been seen.

Russell, F. A., "An Analysis of the Results of Tests on Footings at Villawood,

N5.W.," Commonwealth Exp. Bldg. Sta., Spec. Rept. No. 7, 1950. (Sydney, Australia)

The behavior of 23 small footings placed at various depths from 1 to 4 ft were

studied to determine the influence of various factors on tilt and settlement. The test site

is on the southeastern side of Villawood area, N.S.W. The subsoil is the Wianamatta

shale of the Upper Triassic Age, conformably overlying a Hawkesbury sandstone forma-

tion. Generally the profile is an A-horizon of gray-brown loam and a B-horizon of

yellow-gray or red-gray clay.

All footings were loaded at 3^ tons per sq ft. Upward movements were observed.

These indicate swelling pressures in excess of the applied load. More detailed analyses

were not possible because the tests had to be discontinued prematurely.

Russell, H. W ., W . B. Worsham and R. K. Andrews, "Influence of Initial Moisture

and Density on the Volume Change and Strength Characteristics of Two Typical Illinois

Soils," HRB Proc, Vol. 26, pp. 544-550, 1946.

The investigation was made on two soils from Lawrence County to study the

volume change of a compacted .sample when flooded and the relation of this volume

change to density, initial moisture content and bearing capacity. The specimens were

prepared at various moisture contents and compacted to the desired density by static

compression. From the results of the tests, charts and diagrams were plotted describing

the relationship between volume change (shrinkage and expansion), moisture content,

density and strength.

The findings may be expressed in a general way as follows:

1. For a given initial water content bearing capacity varies directly with density.

2. For a given initial moisture content the volume increase upon the addition of

moisture varies directly with its compacted density.
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Sardeson, F. W ., "Ordovicic Bentonite Zones," Pan. Am. Geol., Vol. 61, No. 1, pp.

19-28, 1933.

Reports the occurrence of bentonite in Minnesota and parts of Iowa and Wisconsin.

Five beds of bentonite are identified:

1. Oldest of the beds, observed by the author on top of the Shakopee formation.

2. Mixed fire clay and coarse sand at the top of St. Peter sandstone.

3. In the Platteville limestone (also called lower pipe clay).

4. In the basal Decorah shales (upper pipe clay).

5. A weak seam about 8 ft above the upper bentonitic zone at St. Paul, Minn.

Sellards, E. H., W. S. Adkins & F. B. Plummer, "The Geology of Texas," Univ. of

Texas, Bui. No. 3232, Vol. 1, 1932.

In this generalized account of the stratigraphy of the state of Texas the presence

of bentonite in the Cenozoic and Oligocene Systems are noted.

The main deposits are the following:

1. Cenozoic System:

Clairborne group—Yegua formation—thin bentonite beds.

Jackson group—Fayette formation.

2. Oligocene System:

Gueydan group—Catahoula formation.

Simpson, W. E., "Foundation Experiences with Clay in Texas," Civ. Eng., Vol. 4,

No. 11, pp. 581-584, 1934.

The swelling tendency of certain yellow clay soils found throughout Texas results in

foundation failures of one-storj' homes, particularly around San Antonio. Investigations

showed pressures due to swelling in excess of 8 kips per sq ft under these houses. Uplift

of basement slabs of as much as 18 in was observed. The swelling tendency is ascribed to

the increase of soil moisture due to the rise of capillary water under the building and

the leaking of mains and pipes.

As a preventive measure the author proposes the laying of open tile drains about

12 ft on centers under the basement slabs. The method is claimed to have been successfully

used in several instances.

Smith, Rockwell, "Soil Engineering In Railroad Construction" Proc. AREA, Vol. 56.

pp. 694-702, 1955.

Three case histories involving railroad embankment construction in areas of mont-

morillinitic slays are reported. These were located near Denison, Tex., and between

Wagoner and Pryor, Okla. Over a S-year period, extraordinary maintenance costs of

$51 70 per mile per year were expended on the project in Texas. This embankment had

been constructed under controlled conditions of moisture and compaction.

Two projects were located in Oklahoma. On one, the swelling character of the soils

were recognized, and the upper 3 ft of the embankments were constructed with selected

soil. The other project in the same area was constructed under similar procedures of com-

paction and moisture control, but no special precautions were taken on account of swell-

ing soils. Maintenance expenditures on the latter project during the first two years of

service were practically double that for the adjacent project which utilized the selected

materials.

Stephen, J., and D. M. C. MacEwan, "Swelling Chlorite," Geotechnique, Vol. JI,

No. 1, pp. 52-83.
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This paper presents the results of tests on two samples of clay from Kemper marls

(Birmingham). This clay was found to contain chloritic minerals. Its swelling charac-

teristics are very similar to montmorillonite. A swelling test is necessary to make the

distinction.

Stephenson, L. ]V., "Bentonite in the Upper Cretaceous of New Jersey," Science

N.S., Vol. 34, No. 2187, pp. 489^90, 1936.

The first discovery of bentonite of Upper Cretaceous Age in the North Atlantic

Coastal Plains is reported. It is believed that the volcanic ash may have been furnished

by Cretaceous volcanoes to the east now covered by the Atlantic Ocean. The eastward

direction of the prevaihng wind lends some doubt to this theory, however.

Tasker, Russell, and Hodgson, "A Report on an Investigation of Failure of Footings

of a Number of Houses at Burnside, Adelaide, S. A.," Commonwealth Exp. Bldg. Sta.,

Dept. of Pub. Works & Housing, Spec. Rept. No. 5, Sydney, Aust., 1950.

Swelling pressures of the order of J4 to IJ^ tons per sq ft were observed from tests

of the soil in the Burnside city area where the cracking of structures due to soil swelling

is a frequent experience. Inasmuch as the bearing capacity of these soils at the surface is

1 ton per sq ft for strip footings, it was recommended that the footings be carried below

the level of constant moisture conditions. This would obviate shearing and allow the use

of bearing pressures below the maximum required by bearing capacity considerations.

The soil in this area is characterized by an A-horizon of black silty clay loam under-

lain by dark red to red-brown clay.

Thorfimison, S. T., "A Large Scale Field Shear Test on a Bentonite Seam," ASCE,

Proc, Vol. 80, Separate No. 549, 1954.

This paper describes the large scale field tests performed to evaluate the shear

strength of weak bentonite seams in foundation material of the Fort Randall Dam outlet

works and spillway structures. These seams occur in well defined layers up to 2 in thick

in the Niobrara chalk. They are composed largely of kaolinite and non-crystalline

materials with 20 to 30 percent montmorillonite.

The results of field tests generally substantiated laboratory tests. The field tests also

point out the following:

1. Creep occurs below the yield point of the soil but at a diminishing rate.

2. The bentonite seam is highly thixotropic.

3. Below the yield point the rate of application of load has no effect on the shear

strength of the seam.

Tschebotarioff, G. P., "A Case of Structural Damages Sustained by One-Story High

Houses Founded on Swelling Clay," 3rd Int. Conf. on Soil Mech. & Found. Eng. Proc,

Vol. 1, pp. 473^76, 1953.

Results of studies made in a mining settlement of eastern Cuba where some one-story

houses suffered structural damage due to swelling are presented in this paper. The

foundation material and nature of damage of one of these houses was studied in detail.

The clay mantle is montmorillonitic and is underlain by soft rock known locally as

"coco" at a depth of 5 to 6 ft. Failure was found to be due to heaving of the clay under

the central section of the house. Pits were dug at the interior and exterior of the house

for visual examination of the soil and for sampling. Tests indicated a definite concen-

tration of moisture within the upper Q ft of soil under the house. This phenomenon is

ascribed to thermo-osmosis enhanced by the impervious waxed tiles of the concrete
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floors. It was concluded that upward migration of moisture toward the center of the

house was the primary cause of the structural damage. Factors other than thermo-

osmosis were found to have contributed to the cracking of some of the buildings. They

are the following:

1. Inefficient rain water drain pipes which caused heavy swelling of the outer

walls where the rain water seeps into the ground.

2. Lateral downhill creep amounting to as much as IJ^ in per year.

Vestal, F. E., "Itaivamba County Mineral Resources," Miss. State Geol. Surv., Bui.

64, 1947.

Various outcrops as well as underlying deposits of bentonite have been recognized

in Itawamba County. These indicate the existence of large and small deposits throughout

the area. It is believed that practically all bentonite in the county east of the Tombigbee

River is of Tuscaloosa age and interstratified with silts, silty clays and sands near the

top of the Tuscaloosa formation. Some bentonite has also been recognized in the Lower

Eutaw formation.

Wade, P. R., "Practical Experiences of Piled Foundations in Expansive Soils", Trans-

actions of the South African Institute of Civil Engineers, Vol. 5, September 1055.

Webb, S. N ., "An Occurrence of Bentonite in Houston County, Texas," Univ. of

Texas, Min. Res. Surv., Circ. No. 48, 1942.

The continuity of the bentonite deposit between the outcrops at Hurricane Bayou

and Alabama Ferry was established by field work. The bentonite is found in the lower

Landrum shale of the Cook Mountain (Crockett) formation, Gulf Coastal Plain Eocene

Age. The beds of this formation dip 70 ft per mile to the southeast. The lower Landrum

member is a black-brown unctuous shale of brackish water or lagoonal origin. Two layers

of bentonite were identified, an upper layer 1 to 4 ft thick and a lower layer 0.3 to

0.6 ft thick.

Whitcomb, L., "Correlation by Ordovician Bentonite," Jour. Geol., Vol. 40, pp. 522-

526, 1932.

Known deposits of bentonite in the Ordovician rocks of eastern North America

are correlated, assuming that these beds were derived from local eruption rather than

from one central source. The results of investigations on the Salona formation of central

Pennsylvania indicate the presence of at least six beds of bentonite.

Whitcomb, L., "Possible Volcanic Sources of Ordovicic Bentonites," Pan. Aw. Geol.,

Vol. 63, No. 4, pp. 265-270, 1935.

Several hypothesis on the geographical distribution of volcanic vents which were

responsible for widespread bentonite layers in the Ordovicic Section of eastern United

States are considered. This region roughly constitutes a triangular area with apices in

Alabama, Minnesota and New York.

A small area of volcanic activity seems to be improbable because of the extremely

wide extent of the deposit and the amount of material it represents. Study of the varia-

tions in the number of beds in different localities and differences in the thickness of

individual layers also appear to discount the probability of localized sources. Further-

more, the absence of weaknesses or structural complexities which are attendant to vol-

canic activity is apparent in the interior portion of the triangle.

The most plausible hypothesis appears to the author to be that calling for volcanoes

along some structural trend line. Ba.sed on a study of tectonic weaknesses and areas
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of Ordovicic volcanic activity, it is believed that the western edge of the old land mass

of the Appalachians (or eastern edge of the triangle) is tiie most probable location of

the chain.

Two objections are raised against this hypothesis. In the first place, the volcanoes

ihemselves have not yet been found; and in the second place, the area lies in a zone of

prevailing westerly winds, therefore the westward distribution of ash appears to be

improbable.

Two reasons are given in answer to the first objection. The Appalachian region was

an area of active erosion for several periods after Ordovicic time and any volcanoes,

particularly ash cones, would have been completely effaced. There is also the possibility

that the chain was located in the area now covered by sediments of Triassic Age and

of the Coastal Plain.

In regard to the second objection, it is claimed that westerly winds do not necessarily

preclude the deposition of ash to the west. Moreover, the cyclonic storms which are

common in the area give rise to strong easterly winds. On the other hand, the location

suggested here best accounts for the distribution of beds and their thicknesses in relation

to the distance from the source.

Whitcomb, L., and R. R. Rosenkrans, "Bentonite Beds in the Lower Chambersburg,"

Geol. Soc. Am., Bui., 46, pp. 1251-1254, 1935.

Four beds of bentonite are correlated over area occupied by Franklin County, Pa
,

and Washington and Berkeley Counties, Md. These beds are found in the echinospherites

and nidulites members of the Chambersburg limestone. The lowest bed varies from 1

to 2 in thick and lies 40 ft above the base of the echinospherites beds. The second bed

is in the nidulite member and varies from 3 to 7 in thick. It is partially or completely

replaced by calcite. The third bed is up to 4 ft thick and is composed of two members,

each 2 ft thick. The lower bed is normal bentonite, but the upper one is dense, massive

and highly indurated. The fourth bed is 1 to 2 in thick.

Wooltorlon, F. D. D., "Movements in the Desiccated Alkaline Soils of Burma,"

ASCE, Trans., Vol. 116, pp. 433^79. (with discussions) 1951.

Soil movements in the desiccated soils of central Burma have caused structural

damage of buildings due to heaving. The foundation material consists of a surface layer

of "black cotton" soil which is thought to be weathered products of the decomposition

of basalt. It is fine-grained soil containing relatively high replaceable sodium and mag-

nesium, and only a little organic matter. It contains a small amount of montmorillonitc

and considerable illite. Underlying the black cotton is a sticky soil locally known as

"kyatti." Its stickiness is believed to be due to the presence of replaceable sodium in the

clay complex.

Damage was shown to be caused by swelling of the underlying soil as evidenced by

characteristic dome-shaped heave patterns. Swelling pressure of the order of 1.75 tons

per sq ft are exerted by this foundation material. In the buildings studied, where loadings

were greater than 1 ton per sq ft, little or no cracking was observed.

H. F. Winterkorn puts forth the opinion that thermo-osmosis plays an important

part in the moisture movements resulting in the swelling of these soils. J. E. Jennings,

from the results of his studies of foundation movements of small buildings in South

Africa, observed that the effect of seasonal changes on vertical movements is generally

secondary and that heave increase-^ steadily, approaching an a.symptotic value. It i*^

probable that the cyclical pattern lau-ipd by seasonal changes is su|)primpnspd on the

general heaving curve.
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Woollcrtoii, F. L. D., "Soil SuH-lling and the Engineer" Structural Engr., Vol. 23,

No. 12, pp. 580-586, 1945.

This paper summarizes a report on the causes of cracking of buildings founded on

the so-called black cotton soil of Mandalay, Burma. The topsoil is the black cotton and

is underlain by an accumulation zone of very sticky material known as "kyatti".

Some of the main conclusions derived from this study are the following:

1. Moisture examination to a depth of 12 ft indicated no zone of constant mois-

ture content over the seasons up to this depth. The cyclical moisture change

produces differential movement of the foundation which is loaded below the

swelling pressure.

2. The swelling of the basement results from volume change occurring after con-

struction. The underlying soil which has been dried up due to exposure during

construction takes up moisture after the building is completed.

Young, E. H ., "Foundations in 'Black Cotton Soil' in India," Inst. C. E.. Proc,

Vol. lis, pp. 323-326, 1893.

Several types of foundations which may be adopted for structures founded on the

so-called black cotton soil which are common in central India are discussed. They are

the following:

1. If the black cotton soil is shallow it may be economically feasible to strip off

the objectionable material and to support the building on underlying non-

expansive soil.

2. If the stratum is too thick to warrant the above solution, the building walls

may be supported on jack arches springing from piles sunk to firm ground.

The arches should be designed to allow free movement of the expansive soil.

3. For still greater depths of expansive soil it is recommended that the upper 10 ft

or so of the material be excavated and a more suitable soil be used as backfill to

provide an ''elastic buffer" between the cotton soil and the concrete.

4. A method that may be used, should all of the above be unsatisfactory, is to

adopt a flexible construction which will allow the soil to expand without damage

to the building.



Fig. 1—Bridge No. 62-A near Coal City, 111. View of 70-ft deck girder span.

Advance Report of Committee 30—Impact and Bridge Stresses

D. S. Bechly, Chairman

Tests of Steel Girder Spans and a Concrete Pier

on the Santa Fe

A. DIGEST

This report contains a description and analysis of the test data obtained on five

girder spans in three bridges on the .'\tchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway. Two of

these bridges are on the double-track main line between Chicago and Kansas City, while

the third is on the single-track main line between Clovis and Belen, N. M. All spans

carry a ballasted timber deck and tangent track. The tests were made under regularly

scheduled trains running at a complete range of speeds up to the maximum permitted.

In addition, a test train was used to secure data on the effects of braking and traction

on a high concrete pier. Stresses were measured under both steam and diescl locomotives

for a total of 468 runs.

Electromagnetic strain gages were u.^^ed with oscillograph recordings, and data were

obtained on various elements of the structures as follows:

Bottom flanges at center of span.

Web plates near end of span.

Top and bottom lateral bracing antl cro.ss frames.

Concrete pier.

85
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Fig. 2—Bridge No. 718-B near Ft. Sumner, N. M.
View of 100-ft deck girder span.

The report on these 5 spans is part of an overall research program of tests on .55

spans to determine the static and dynamic effects of steam and diesel locomotive loadings

on plate girder spans.

The analysis of data contained in this report may be summarized as follows:

1. The stress factor, which is the ratio of the recorded static stress to the calculated

static stress, was generally lower on the short spans and higher on the long spans. Based

on flexure, the stress factors varied from 0.74 to 0.97 for steam locomotives and from

0.72 to 0.93 for diesel locomotives. Based on shear, the stress factors varied from 0.82 to

0.94 for steam locomotives and from 0.75 to 0.88 for diesel locomotives.

2. The magnitude of the speed effect as a percentage of the recorded static stress

is very nearly the same for both steam and diesel locomotives. In addition to the positive

speed effects a large number of negative speed effects were found, which may have been

the result of the vertical acceleration of the unsprung weight of the locomotives reducing

the axle loads. The speed effect for the diesels varied from +19.4 to— 21.4 percent

and for the steam locomotives varied from + 33.4 to — 13.1 percent. Eighty-two percent

of the diesel runs indicated stresses within ± 10 percent of the recorded static stresses,

and 87 percent of the steam runs were within ± 10 percent of the recorded static

stresses.

3. Only 3.4 percent of the recorded stresses under diesel locomotives and only 5.3

percent of the recorded stresses under steam locomotive exceeded one-half the AREA
allowance for roll effect.

4. The track-effect .'^tresses from diesel locomotives generally increased with .speed

without evidence of any s\ nchronous speed. Twenty-.si.x percent of the track-effect .stresses

were greater than 10 percent of the .static stresses, with a ma.ximum of IP.l percent.
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Fig. 3—View of concrete pier, Bridge 718-B, Ft. Sumner, N. M.

5. The hammer-blow and track-effect stresses from steam locomotives increased

with speed and generally reached a maximum at or near the synchronous speed. A further

increase in speed caused a general decrease in stress. Thirty-nine percent of the track-

effect stresses were greater than 10 percent of the static stresses, with a maximum of 37.0

percent.

6. A tabulation of the total impacts for the girder flanges at the center of span

determined by the current AREA design specification compared with the maximum
recorded values and the average of the six highest recorded values is shown on Table A.

No maximum recorded impact percentage exceeded the AREA design impact allowance.

In general, the impacts for diesels were smaller than for steam locomotives.

7. The total impacts for the girder webs at end of span determined by the current

.^REA de-sign specifications compared with the maximum recorded values and the average

ol the six highest recorded values is tabulated i^n Table H. .\ few of the maximum
recorded impact percentages slightly exceeded the ARE.A design impact allowance. Some
of the diesel locomotive values were higher than those for steam locomotives.

8. The calculated maximum stresses are compared with the maximum recorded values

and the average of the six highest recorded values in Table A for the girder flanges at

center of span and in Table B for the girder webs at end of .span.

^. Negative total impacts were recorded during 21 percent of the diesel runs in each

girder and during 10 percent of the steam runs in one girder and 11 percent in the other

girder.
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10. An increase in stress in the laterals and cross frames usually accompanied an

increase in speed, and steam locomotives usually produced higher stresses than the diesels.

11. The longitudinal deformation of the girder flanges under vertical loads appeared

to be a controlling factor in the development of stresses in the top and bottom lateral

bracing systems. Nosing loads also contributed to these stresses.

The lateral bracing acted with the flanges in carrying flexural stress.

The induced stresses in the top lateral bracing tended to spread the girders and

stress the top struts in tension. The opposite occurred in the bottom laterals.

12. An equivalent nosing load to produce recorded stresses in the laterals slightly

exceeded the AREA design allowance.

13. Only a small percentage of the total number of locomotives crossing the spans

caused maximum stresses. The stresses under diesels were only about 60 percent of the

stresses recorded under the steam locomotives.

14. Braking and traction of the test locomotive had no significant effect on the

bending stresses on the face of the concrete pier.

Span

TABLE A. OIRDER FLANGES AT C3JTER OF SPAN

TOTAL IMPACTS - PERCaiT MA:a>n;M STRESS - KSI

Locomotive
Class AREA Maximum Average AREA Maximum Average

Design Recorded Recorded Design Recorded Recorded
(6 highest) (6 highest)

US'-O
Eastbound
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Span

TABLS B. GIRDER W5BS AT -.V.U OF SPAN

TOTAL IMPACTS - PHJICE^JT MAXIMUM STRESS - KSI

Locomotive
Class AREA Maximum Average AREA Maximum Average

Design Recorded Recorded Design Recorded Recorded

(6 highest) (6 highest)

Eastbound
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All ol the data were taken under regularly sciiedulcd trains, except a test train was

used to make braking and traction runs for testing the concrete pier. The speed of some

of the regular trains as well as the test train was controlled in order to obtain a complete

range of speeds from 5 mph, which is considered equivalent to a static loading, to the

maximum permitted speed. No record was kept of the amount of water and fuel carried

by each engine crossing the spans. The effect of a variation in tender weights would be

reflected only in the longer spans, and the difference in the calculated stress produced

in the bottom flange at the center of the 100-ft span by a full tender as compared with

a half-full tender is only 0.37 ksi. Full tenders were used in the calculations.

The general procedure in conducting the tests was to erect a 6 by 8-ft sectional test

building at one end of the bridge, in which the instruments were placed. The gages were

individually calibrated and then placed on the various elements of the spans to be tested.

Records were then secured on most of the trains crossing the span for about two weeks,

depending on the number of trains. Special speed runs were requested only after a rep-

resentative number of regular speed runs had been obtained. Records were taken with

the track in its normal operating condition.

The bridge impact tests analyzed in this report were conducted for AREA Com-

mittee 30—Impact and Bridge Stresses, and were carried out under the general direction

of G. M. Magee, director of engineering research. Engineering Division, AAR. The funds

necessary for the tests and analysis of the data were provided by the AAR.

The conduct of the tests, analysis of the data, and preparation of the report were

under the direction of E. J. Ruble, research engineer structures, Engineering Division,

AAR, assisted in the office by W. J. Murphy, draftsman, and in the field by R. B. Grain,

F. P. Drew, assistant research engineer structures, prepared this report.

C. INSTRUMENTS

The instruments used in these tests to determine the strains in the various parts of

girder spans and the concrete pier consisted essentially of two 12 -channel oscillographs

which recorded the strains on photographic paper in response to the electromagnetic

gages. A detailed description of the oscillographs, electromagnetic gages and auxiliary

units is given in the AREA Proceedings, Vol. 46, 1945, page 201. The relative position

of each locomotive wheel with respect to the span was indicated by the two solenoid

marker units in each oscillograph, which were each connected to spring-steel wheel trips

on the rail. The speed of each train was obtained from the oscillograms by determining

the elapsed time for a locomotive of known wheel base to pass over a wheel marker or

by determining the elapsed time for the lead wheel of the locomotive to travel from one

wheel marker to the other. The location of the wheel for maximum strain can be deter-

mined with the locomotive speed known.

The electromagnetic gages used on the girder spans had a gage length of 2 in, and

those used on the concrete pier had a gage length of 4 in. The strfiin gages were cal-

ibrated individually before the test runs were started and after completing the runs,

and a close check was maintained on the sensitivity of each gage so that the relation

between the strain in the steel and the amount of deflection of the oscillogram trace can

be considered accurate to within a small percentage. The sensitivity of the gages on the

steel girders varied between 10,000 psi and 20,000 psi per in of trace deflection. For a

sensitivity of 1 in equal to 10,000 psi, and a modulus of elasticity in the steel of 30,000,000

psi, a 1-in deflection of the light trace on the oscillogram represents a unit strain in the

steel of 0.000167 for a 2-in gage length. The sensitivity of the gages mounted on the
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concrete varied between 600 psi and 900 psi per 1 in of trace deflection. For a sensitivity

of 1 in equal to 600 psi and the modulus of elasticity in the concrete assumed to be

2,500,000 psi, a 1-in deflection of the light trace on the oscillogram represents a unit

strain in the concrete of 0.00006 tor a 4-in gage length.

D. TEST SPANS AND LOCATION OF GAGES

48-Ft Deck Girder Span—Ballasted Timber Deck—E. B. Track

This test span was built in 1906 and modified in 1945 by the installation of a new

lateral system, top cover plates, stiffeners and end bearings. It is span 2 of a 2-span

double-track structure known as bridge 217A over Honey Creek at Lomax, 111., and

is shown in Fig. 4. The span consists of two built-up girders, 7 ft J4 ii^ center to center,

48 ft overall, and 46 ft 3 in center to center of bearings, as shown on Fig. S. Special end

hearings to concentrate the reactions under the end stiffeners bear on steel slabs on top

of the concrete half of the stone-and-concrete pier and abutment. The .span has toj)

lateral bracing only, with cross frames about 9 ft center to center.

The center line of the track is very nearly at the center line between girders at

center of span, being 3^ in to the north at the east end of the span and % in to the

.south at the west end of the span. However, in calculating stresses no eccentricity of

track was used.

The capacity of the girders in flexure, based on the gross section of the steel and

the present AREA design stresses and impact for steam locomotives, is E 71.5.

The strain gages were placed on the lateral bracing, the cross frames at east end

and near center of span, the girder webs near the east end, and the bottom flanges

at center of span, as shown on Fig. 5.

48-Ft Deck Girder Span—Ballasted Timber Deck—W. B. Track

This test span was built in 1898 and modified in 1945 by the installation of a new
lateral system, top cover plates, stiffeners and end bearings. It is span 2 of a 2-span,

double-track structure known as bridge 217A over Honey Creek at Lomax, 111., and

is shown in Fig. 4. The make-up and capacity of the girders are the same as for the

eastbound track. The girders arc supported on the stone half of the stone-and-concrete

pier and abutment.

The center line of the track is very nearly at the center line between girders at

center of span, being V/i in to the south at the east end of the span and 1^4 in to the

north at the west end of the span. However, no eccentricity of track was used in

calculating the stresses.

The strain gages were placed on the girder webs near the west end and on the

bottom flanges at the center of the span, as shown on Fig. 5.

70-Ft Deck Girder Span—Ballasted Timber Deck—E. B. Track

This test span was built about 1906 and modified in 1931 by the installation of new
end stiffeners and end bearings. It is span 4 of a 4-span, double-track structure known
as bridge 62A over Mazon Creek at Coal City, III., and is shown in Fig. 4. The span

consists of 2 built-up girders, 6 ft \Q]/^ in center to center, 70 ft overall, and 68 ft 6 in

center to center of bearings, as shown on Fig. 6. Special end bearing plates to concen-

trate the reactions under the end .stiffeners bear directly on the concrete pier and abut-

ment. The span has top lateral bracing only and cross frames spaced about 10 ft center

to center.
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The center line of the track is north of the center line between girders, the distance

heing 2% in at the east end of the span and 2^i in at the west end. No eccentricity was
used in calculating stress values.

Strain gages were placed on the top laterals near the ea.st end, on the east end and

center cross frames, on the webs at the east end, and on the bottom flange at the center.

Gage locations are shown on Fig. 6.

The capacity of the girders in flexure, ba.'-ed on the gross section of the steel and

the present AREA design stresses and mipact for .'-team locomotives, is E 62.6.

70-Ft Deck Girder Span—Ballasted Timber Deck—W. B. Track

This test span was built about 1906 and modified in 1931 by the installation of new

end stiffeners and end bearings. It is span 4 of a 4-span, double-track structure known

as bridge 62A over Mazon Creek at Coal City, 111., and is shown in Fig. 4. The make-up

and capacity of the girders are the same as for the eastbound track.

The center line of the track is very nearly at the center line between girders, being

% in to the north at the east end and ^ in to the north at the west end. No eccentricity

was used in calculating stresses.

Strain gages were placed on the girder webs near the west end and on the bottom

flanges at the center of the span, as shown on Fig. 6.

100-Ft Deck Girder Span—Ballasted Timber Deck

This test span was built in 1903 and modified in 1944 by the installation of a new

top lateral system, cross frames, fixed and rocker shoes. It is span 13 of a iS-span,

single-track structure known as bridge 718B over the Pecos River at Ft. Sumner, N. M.,

and is shown in Fig. 4. The span consists of 2 built-up girders, 10 ft center to center,

100 ft overall, and 7 ft 8 in center to center of bearings, as shown on Fig. 7. The east

end bearing is a fixed shoe, and the west end bearing is an expansion assembly made up

of slabs and a roller. The span has top and bottom lateral bracing with cross frames

about 10 ft center to center. The pier supporting the east end of span 13 is about 70 ft

high, with its top 12 ft 5 in below the base of rail. The spread footing bears on red

sandstone.

The center line of the track is very nearly on the center line between girders, being

14 in to the north at the east end and 1^ in to the north at the west end. No eccentricity

was used in calculating stresses.

Strain gages were placed on the top and bottom laterals in the east half of the span,

on the east end and center cross frames, on the girder webs near the east end, and on the

bottom flanges at the center of span, as shown on Fig. 7. Strain gages were also placed

on the east and west faces of the concrete pier under the east end of the span. Gages

were located near the top of the pier, at the midheight, and near the bottom, as shown
on Fig. S.

The capacity of the girders in flexure, based on the gross section of the steel and

the present AREA design stresses and impact for steam locomotives, is E 72.4.

E. TEST TRAINS

Except for those runs taken to secure data on the concrete pier under tractive

and braking forces when a test train was used, the entire test was performed with regu-

larly scheduled trains operating in some instances at controlled speeds. The diesel and

steam locomotives recorded as having crossed the test spans during the test are shown
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nn Figs. 9 and 10. The axle loads and axle spacings for the 2-axle and 3-axle diesel.s

and steam locomotives, as well as the wheel diameters, were supplied by the railroad.

The following is a general description of the locomotives recorded during the test.

The ratings referred to are shown in Table 1.

Diesel-Electric (2-axle)

The locomotives of this class arc used in both passenger and freight service with

three or four units coupled together. Their ratings, for the number of units and the

particular units shown, in terms of Cooper loading for moment at the center of span,

vary from E 40.1 to E 41.8.

Diesel-Electric (3-axle)

The locomotives of this class are generally used in passenger service. Their ratings,

for the number of units and the particular units shown, vary from E 39.1 to E 41.0.

Steam Locomotive, 4-8-4 (Class 2900)

The locomotive of this class is generally used for passenger service. Its rating for

moment at the center of span is E 67.0. This locomotive was recorded only on the

100-ft span.

Steam Locomotive 2-8-2 (Class 3160)

The locomotives of this class are generally used for freight service. Their ratings

for moment at the center of span vary from E 56.6 to E 61.1.

Steam Locomotive 4—6-2 (Class 3400)

The locomotives of this class are used in both passenger and freight service. Their

ratings for moment at the center of span vary from E 57.2 to E 59.0.

Steam Locomotive 4-6-4 (Class 3460)

The locomotives of this class are generally used for passenger .service. Their ratings

for moment at the center of span vary from E 59.9 to E 60.6.

Steam Locomotive, 2-10^ (Class 5011)

The locomotives of this class are generally used in freight service and one was used

in this test with a test train to secure data on traction and braking at the concrete pier

shown on Fig. 8, The rating of this locomotive for moment at the center of span is E 69.5.

F. ANALYSIS OF FIELD RECORDS

Test Records

The test records or oscillograms were photographed on 10-in wide sensitized paper.

Each oscillogram was marked with the name of the railroad, bridge number and date.

The oscillograph and run number, which were photographed on the record after each

run, refer to the log of test runs, which shows the engine number, direction, approximate

speed, type of train and all other neces<;ary information regarding the test run. The

inclusion of all the test records, consisting of 936 oscillograms for the 224 runs under

steam locomotive and 244 runs under diesel locomotives, would make this report too

voluminous. The oscillograms recorded during the tests on these girder spans are similar

to the typical oscillogram shown on Fig. 11, which was secured during the passage of a

4-8-4- (Class 2900) steam locomotive at 66.6 mph. .Ml of the o.scillograms are now
on file at the AAR Research Center, Chicago.

Reading the Oscillograms

In the analysis of the oscillograms it was first necessary to find the base lines repre-

senting zero stress. The first 2 or 3 in of the record on the left of the o.scillograms were
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taken before the locomotive reached the span. The oscillographs were then started just

as the locomotive reached the test span and continued until the locomotive' and tender

were off the span. The final 2 or 3 in of oscillograms on the right were then taken after

the entire train had passed over the span. Base lines, representing zero stress, were then

drawn from one side of the light trace for all the gages connecting the two no-load parts

of the record. Where a complete study of the various impact factors in the girder was
conducted, such as those in the flanges at the center of the span, light, dashed pencil

lines indicating upper and lower envelope curves were drawn through the peaks of the

oscillations, as shown for traces Al and A2 on the 100-ft span, Fig. 11. A solid line,

called the mean stress curve, was then drawn midway between the upper and lower

envelope curves. Since the mean stress curves for the slow locomotive speeds represent

the static stress at the gage location for the different positions of the locomotive as it

crossed over the span, it was necessary to determine the mean stress curves on all the

slowspeed runs for those gage locations where the total impact effects were determined.

The impact effects were based on the average of the greatest mean stresses for the slow-

speed runs of about 10 mph and under. The semi-amplitude of stress, or the difference

between the upper envelope curve and the mean stress curve, is produced by irregularities

of the track and the effect of the resultant weights producing dynamic augment of the

steam locomotive.

At slow speed of about 1 rps of the steam locomotive drivers, the effect of the

resultant weights in producing oscillations in these girder spans is negligible, so the

semi-amplitudes of stress are almost entirely due to track or wheel conditions. At higher

speeds, the effect of the resultant weights producing dynamic augment in causing oscilla-

tions in the structure increases rapidly. At or near synchronous speeds the oscillations

keep building up until they reach a maximum which usually occurs at the time of maxi-

mum mean stress. It is interesting to note from the oscillograms that the period of these

oscillations coincides with the speed of the locomotive drivers in revolutions per second,

as theory predicts. An example of this can be seen on Fig. 11 where the period of oscil-

lation in the 100-ft span was 0.214 sec, as indicated by traces Al and A2. This cor-

responds to 4.67 rps of the drivers.

Stress Corrections

Since the center of gravity of the air gap on the electromagnetic strain gages is

0.44 in from the base, the strains were correspondingly recorded on a plane 0.44 in from

the surface of the steel. The stresses recorded m the top and bottom flanges of the

girders were corrected by assuming that the stress is proportional to the distance from

the neutral axis. The stresses recorded by the gages on the web plate were not corrected,

as the average of the maximum simultaneous stresses recorded by the two gages was

used for these readings, thus eliminating all bending effects in the web plates. This is

clearly indicated on the typical oscillogram, Fig. 11, where the trace from the gage on

one side of the web increases with a corresponding decrease in the trace from the gage

on the opposite side.

Tabulation of Stresses

The mean, semi-amplitude, and maximum galvanometer deflections from the gages

on the center of the flanges and only the maximum deflections from the remaining gages,

except those secured at slow speeds where the mean stresses are used for the recorded

static stresses, were secured from the oscillograms and tabulated. The stresses were then

determined from each gage by multiplying the galvanometer deflections by the individual
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stress factor determined from the caIil)ration of the gajjes and based upon a modulus

of elasticity of steel equal to .^0,000,000 psi. The locomotive speeds at the instant of

recorded stress are also shown on the tabulation sheet.

Tables were then prepared for each test location showing the various static and

dynamic effects at that location. The effects were tabulated according to locomotive

class and in order of speed for each test span.

The tables containing all the essential test data taken from the oscillograms and

entitled ''Tabulation of Recorded Stre.sses" and "Analysis of Recorded Stresses" are on

file at the AAR Research Center.

G. STATIC AND DYNAMIC EFFECTS

The oscillograph deflections, when multiplied by the proper stress factors for each

gage circuit, were tabulated and then analyzed for the particular purpose of determining

the magnitude of the static stresses, speed effects, roll effects, total impacts, maximum
live-load-plus-impact stresses, and other dynamic effects of the moving live loads. The

results of this study are as follows:

1. Static Stresses

The recorded static stresses in the flanges and web plates of the girders were deter-

mined from the maximum mean stresses secured under slow-speed runs not exceeding

10 mph for each locomotive class. The static stress in the flanges of the sections was the

greatest mean stress recorded by the one gage on the member, but the static stress in the

webs of the girders was determined from the greatest average mean stress of the two

gages. The calculated static stresses were based on the concentrated wheel loads, shown
on Figs. 9 and 10, using the criteria for maximum moment and shear and the gross section

of the members.

The use of concentrated wheel loads in calculating the static stresses is not an

exact method, as it has been proved by rail stress measurements that the rail acts as a

continuous beam on an elastic support, with the result that the pressure under the ties

is more nearly a uniform load. However, the use of concentrated wheel loads is common
practice in the design office and results in an error of only 2 or 3 percent in the longer

girder spans and 12 to 15 percent in the shorter spans. The calculated stresses were also

based on the gross section of the member, as the gages were all located on a section

between rivet holes or any stress raisers. No consideration was given to any composite

action of the lateral bracing in calculating the moment of inertia of the sections.

a. Bottom Flanges at Center of Span

The comparison of the recorded and calculated static live-load stresses for bending

at the center of the span for both diesel and steam locomotives is shown in Table 2.

.Ml recorded stresses shown are for stresses in the bottom flange. The static stresses

recorded in each girder and the average of the two girders are shown in Cols. 4, 5 and 6

of Table 2, and the calculated stresses are shown in Col. 7. For example, the recorded

static stress in the 48-ft, eastbound span for 2-8-2 locomotives varied from 6.10 ksi to

6.49 ksi, as shown in Col. 6, as compared to the calculated .static stress of 7.oi ksi as

shown in Col. 7. The stress factor, which is the ratio ot the recorded stress to the cal-

culated stress, is shown in Col. 8 for each test run. For example, the stress factors for

the 5 steam locomotives crossing over the 48-ft eastbound span as shown in Col. 8 vary

from 0.75 to 0.82, with an average of 0.78. The averages of the stress factors for diesel

and steam locomotives for each span are shown in Col. 9. The average stress factors for
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.steam locomotives on the 5 spans vary from 0.74 to 0.97 while the average stress factors

for diesel locomotives on the 5 spans vary from 0.72 to 0.9.3.

Inspection of the stress factors in Col. 9 of Table 2 reveals considerable variation

between recorded and calculated static stresses. The greatest variation was found on the

48-ft span under the diesel locomotives where an average stress factor of 0.72 was deter-

mined. This means that the recorded static stresses were only 72 percent of the calcu-

lated static stresses. Part of this variation may be the result of using concentrated wheel

loads in the calculations. It may also be due to the redistribution of the locomotive axle

loads as the span deflects under the load, reducing the axle loads near the center of the

span and increasing them toward the ends. Experience in weighing locomotive axles has

proved that considerable variation in axle loads take place when the axles change eleva-

tion relative to each other. It is also noted that the stress factor is lowest on the short

spans and is highest on the long spans, but in no case does it equal or exceed 1.0.

b. Web at End of Girder

The comparison of the recorded and calculated static live-load stresses in the w-eb

plates near the ends of the girders and the resulting stress factors for both diesel and

steam locomotives are shown in Table 3. The average stress factor for the 47 static runs

shown for shear in the web plates is 0.85, and the average stress factor for the 50 static

runs shown in Table 2 for bending moment at the center of span is 0.84. It appears,

therefore, that the relation between recorded and calculated stresses in the bottom

flange and the web is very nearly the same. Low stress factors on the short spans and

high stress factors on the long spans evidently are associated with flexural stresses as

well as shear stresses. Any redistribution of loads along the span could influence the

bending moment but not the end shear, unless such redistribution resulted in part of the

load near the end of the span being carried by the approach fill or an adjacent span.

2. Speed Effect

The increase or decrease in the average mean simultaneous stresses recorded in the

2 girders of each test span resulting from the locomotive passing over the bridge at

various speeds over 10 mph is termed speed effect. The positive speed effect could be

due to the centrifugal force resulting from the loaded axles running over the deflected

span, or to the variation in the axle loads resulting from the vertical accelerations of

the unsprung weight of the locomotive during the vertical oscillations of the sprung

weight, or to a combination of the two. Variations in static stresses may also influence

the speed effect. This could result in a decrease in the axle loads at times as well as an

increase, and negative speed effects are common. A negative speed effect implies that

the average mean simultaneous stress recorded for the 2 girders was less than the

average recorded static stress.

The recorded speed effects secured at speeds greater than 10 mph in percent of the

recorded static stresses at speeds 10 mph and less are shown in the upper left diagrams

of Figs. 12 to 20, incl., for 2-axle and 3-axle diesels, and Figs. 21 to 34, incl., for the

5 classes of steam locomotives. The speed effects for the diesels varied from + 19.4 per-

cent on the 48-ft eastbound span to — 21.4 percent on the 70-ft westbound span, while

those for the steam locomotives varied from + 33.2 percent on the 48-ft westbound span

to -— 13.1 on the 70-ft westbound span.

A total of 433 test runs were analyzed to study the speed effect. Of this total, 380

runs were made at speeds above 10 mph up to about 100 mph; 189 runs were made

with diesel locomotives and 191 runs were made with steam locomotives. Of the 180
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diesel runs 86 showed a positive speed effect, of which 73 were between zero and -|- 10

percent, and 5 showed no speed effect. Of the remaining diesel runs 98 showed a

negative speed effect, of which 78 were between zero and — 10 percent. Thus, 82 per-

cent of the 189 diesel runs were within ± 10 percent of the recorded static stresses.

Of the 191 steam runs 89 showed a positive speed effect, of which 69 were between zero

and -f- 10 percent and one showed no speed effect. Of the remaining steam runs 101

showed a negative speed effect, of which 96 were between zero and — 10 percent. Thus,

87 percent of the 191 steam runs were within ± 10 percent of the recorded static stresses.

It appears from this analysis that the magnitude of the speed effect as a percentage

of the recorded static stress is very nearly the same for both steam and diesel locomotives.

3. Roll Effect

An increase in the mean stress in one girder with a corresponding simultaneous

decrease in the mean stress in the other girder in termed roll effect. This phenomenon

is undoubtedly due to the sprung weight of the locomotive oscillating about its longi-

tudinal axis. Roll effect is probably set up not only by track irregularities, but also by

the nosing of the locomotive from side to side.

The magnitude of the increase in stress in one girder was found by subtracting the

average simultaneous mean stress of both girders from the maximum mean stress. The

increase in load on one rail which could produce the recorded increase in stress in one

girder is shown as a percentage of the recorded static stress in the lower left diagram

of Figs. 12 to 20, incl., for diesel locomotives and Figs. 21 to 34, incL, for steam locomo-

tives. For example, a 3-axle diesel on the 100-ft span at a speed of 66.9 mph produced

in one girder a recorded mean stress 3.1 percent greater than the average mean stress in

both girders. This is equivalent to a 6.2 percent increase in load on one rail, since the

girders are spaced 10 ft center to center. The AREA specifications requires a 20 percent

increase in wheel load on one rail.

Of the 433 total runs analyzed for the study of roll effect, 208 were made by diesel

locomotives, but no recorded stresses exceeded the AREA design requirement, in fact,

only 7 values were greater than 10 percent or one-half of the AREA design requirement.

This is 3.4 percent of the 208 runs. Steam locomotives made 225 runs, and no recorded

stresses exceeded the AREA design requirement, and only 12 recorded stresses were

greater than 10 percent or one-half the AREA design requirement. This is 5.3 percent

of the 225 runs.

4. Track Effect—Diesel Locomotives

Vertical vibrations induced in a railroad bridge by the passage of a diesel locomotive

rtrc undoubtedly caused by wheel and track irregularities. Wheel irregularities could

consist of flat spots, out-of-round wheels, and eccentric mountings, while track irregular-

ities usually result from hard and soft spots in the ballast, battered rail joints, or uneven

tie or deck bearing.

The track-effect stresses or stress semi-amplitudes as read from the oscillograms

are plotted on the upper right diagrams of Figs. 12 to 20, incl., for the 2-axle and 3-axle

diesels operating at speeds from about 5 mph to about 100 mph. It appears from these

diagrams that there is no p.irticuiar .speed at which the track effect stres-ses become a

maximum, but apparently there is an increase in stress with an increase in .speed. Since

diesel locomotive wheels do not have unbalanced weights as do steam locomotives, the

induced vibrations must come from wheel and track irregularities.
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The track effects, expressed as a percentage of the recorded static stresses, are shown

in the lower right diagrams of Figs. 12 to 20, incl., for the 2-axle and 3-axle diesels.

There is no apparent significant difference between values for the 2-axle and 3-axle diesels.

From the 417 values recorded of track effect, 306 showed stresses that were between

zero and 10 percent of the recorded static stresses and 111 were between 10 and 20 per-

cent, so that 26 percent of the track-effect stresses were greater than 10 percent of the

static stress. From the data shown, however, it is apparent that a more uniform dis-

tribution of speeds is necessary for a representative comparison of track-effect stresses

for the various spans and locomotives.

5. Track and Hammer-Blow Effect—Steam Locomotives

The vertical vibrations produced in a railroad bridge under passage of a steam loco-

motive are undoubtedly caused by a combination of wheel and track irregularities and

the periodic disturbing forces of the counterweights. This disturbing force, or hammer
blow, of the steam locomotive is due to the centrifugal force of the unbalanced weight.^

on the revolving driving wheels. It is possible that in some cases the condition of the

track would tend to counteract the vibrations in the span due to hammer blow, and in

other cases might augment these vibrations. Since there seems to be no way to measure

the separate effects, the total effect is reported. The total track-plus-hammer-blow

stresses for the 4 classes of locomotives and for a complete range of speeds up to about

100 mph are shown in the upper right diagram of Figs. 21 to 34, incl., with the track-

effect stresses shown as a percentage of the static stresses in the lower right diagrams of

these same figures. Of the 453 values recorded, 276 or 61 percent are between zero and

10 percent, 140 or 31 percent are between 10 and 20 percent, and 37 or 8 percent arc

more than 20 percent.

The calculated natural loaded frequency of vibration, n, in vibrations per second

/ 12 4
was calculated for each span and each class of power, using the formula „ __ i / :

—

where d is the dead-load deflection and D is the live-load deflection in inches. This value

is shown in the lower left corner of Figs. 21 to 34, incl., together with the corresponding

speed of each locomotive to produce this same frequency of vibration, using the nominal

driver diameters.

It can be seen from the diagrams that synchronous speed was attained by at least

one locomotive on each span, and in several cases the maximum track and hammer-blow

effect was attained at or near this synchronous speed. This is particularly noticeable

in Fig. 30 for the 70-ft westbound span with the 2-8-2, Class 3160 locomotive, and in

Fig. 34 for the 100-ft span with the 2-10-4, Class 5011 locomotive. Probably if additional

runs had been made at speeds in the region of the synchronous speed, the maximum

effect would be evident on other spans also.

6. Maximum Stresses

The maximum live-load-plus-impact stresses recorded in the bottom flanges, web

plates and lateral bracing under both steam and diesel locomotives at a complete range

of speeds are shown in Figs. 35 to 44, incl., and in Table 2 to 6, incl.

o. Bottom Flanges at Center of Span

The maximum stresses recorded in the flanges of the girders at the center of span

for diesel locomotives are shown in the upper diagrams of Figs. 35 to 39, incl., and for

steam locomotives in the lower diagrams of these figures. On these diagrams are shown

the recorded static stresses for the north and south girders and the average calculated
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static strtsses. These static stresses are those shown in Cols. 4, 5, 6, and 7 of Table 2.

Also on these diagrams are shown the recorded stresses at various speeds up to about

100 mph as well as the maximum stresses calculated using the AREA design specification

impact for rolling equipment with and without hammer-blow, depending on the type

of locomotive used, either steam or diesel.

It is apparent from these diagrams that there was an increase in stress with an

increase in speed, but in no case was the calculated maximum stress ever attained. The

closest approach to the maximum stress was obtained on the 100-ft span with the Class

5011 locomotive. Fig. ,<0. In this instance the recorded stress was 86 percent of the cal-

culated stress. Instances where the maximum stress was substantially increased by speed

are shown on Fig. 36 with the Class 3160 steam locomotive, on Fig. 37 with the Class

3460 steam locomotive, and on Fig. 39 with the Class 5011 steam locomotive.

b. Webs at Ends of Girders

The maximum stresses recorded in the webs at the ends of the girders for diesel

locomotives are shown in the upper diagrams of Figs. 40 to 44, incl., and for steam

locomotives in the lower diagrams of these figures. On these diagrams are shown the

recorded static stresses for the north and south girders and the average calculated static

stress. These static stresses are those shown in Cols. 4, 5, 6 and 7 of Table 3. Also on

these diagrams are shown the recorded stresses at various speeds up to about 100 mph
as well as the maximum stresses calculated using the AREA design specification impact

for rolling equipment with and without hammer blow, depending on the type of locomo-

tive used, either steam or diesel.

As with the stresses at the center of span, the web stresses showed an increase in

stress with an increase in speed, but no recorded maximum stress was as high as the

calculated maximum. The closest approach to the calculated maximum was obtained on

the 70-ft span with both the 2-axle diesels and the Class 3460 steam locomotives. Fig. 42.

In both cases the recorded stress was 90 percent of the calculated stress. There seems

to be more of a scatter of values than for the flange stresses, particularly at the higher

speeds.

c. Lateral Bracing and Cross Frames

The maximum direct stresses recorded in the lateral bracing and cross frames of the

48-lt, 70-ft and 100-ft spans under diesel and steam locomotives at a complete range

of speeds up to about 100 mph are shown on Tables 4, 5, and 6.

The gages were applied to the members as shown on Figs. S, 6, and 7 and typical

locations are shqwn on the left side of Tables 4, 5, and 6. The gages were placed on the

angles as close as possible to the neutral axis of the member. For double-angle members

two gages were used, one on each angle except on the top strut of the end cross frame

on the 100-ft span, where only one gage was used for the two angles as shown on

Table 6.

In general, the direct stresses in the laterals ranged from a tensile stress to a com-

pressive stress during the passage of the locomotive, and several cycles of this reversal

usually took place during one run. The maximum range of stress occurred at Section N-N
of the end cross frame of the 70-ft span where it varied from -(- 8.43 ksi to — 2.72 ksi

for a steam locomotive at about 80 mph. This represents a spread of 11.1.5 ksi. The

-f- 8.43 ksi stress was the largest stress recorded in the laterals and cross frames of these

3 spans.

The stresses shown on Tables 4, 5, and o represent for each run the maximum during

the run unless there is a reversal or a reduction of stress to zero, in which case the

maximum compressive or tensile stress is recorded as well as the zero stress.
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An increase in stress in the laterals and cross frames usually accompanied an increase

in speed. The steam locomotives in most cases produced higher stresses in the laterals

and cross frames than the diesel locomotives.

A study oi the character of the stresses in the laterals and cross frames of these

three spans reveals five significant trends.

1. The stresses in the top lateral bracing are predominantly compressive and are

highest near the center of the span and lowest toward the end of the span.

2. The stresses in the bottom lateral bracing are predominantly tensile and are

highest near the center of the span and lowest toward the end of the span.

3. The stresses in the top struts of the intermediate cross frames are predominantly

tensile and are higher than corresponding struts in the end cross frames.

4. The stresses in the bottom struts of the intermediate cross frames are pre-

dominantly compressive and are higher than corresponding struts in the end

cross frames.

5. Neither tensile nor compressive stresses predominate in the diagonals of the

end and intermediate cross frames.

Apparently the deflection of the girders, with the shortening of the lop flange and

the lengthening of the bottom flange is a controlling factor in the development of

stresses in the top and bottom lateral systems. Transverse shears from the nosing of the

locomotives also contribute to these stresses.

In a double system of lateral bracing such as used on these spans is would be rea-

sonable to expect that since the transverse shears could as likely be applied in one

direction as the other, the character of the stress in a given lateral brace should be about

equally divided between compression and tension. However, an inspection of the tabula-

tion of stresses en Tables 4, 5, and 6 does not substantiate this. For example, at gage

locations C-C and D-D on the 48-ft span, Table 4, the compressive stresses far out-

number the tensile stresses and are greater in magnitude. These are at the center of span

where also the flange stresses are greatest. At A-A, B-B, E-E, and F-F the difference

between compressive and tensile stresses is not as great in either number or magnitude.

These are in the first panels away from the center of span where flange stresses are also

less than at the center. At G-G and H-H the stresses are more equally divided between

compression and tension, and here the flange stresses are of little consequence. Table 5

for the 70-ft span shows a similar pattern. At A-A and B-B the stresses are predominantly

compression to correspond with the compressive stresses in the top flanges of the girders,

while at G-G and H-H this relationship is not so apparent, for there is less compressive

stress near the girder ends. Similarly in Table 6 for the 100-ft span, the compressive

stresses in the top bracing are higher near the center of span and lower toward the end,

as can be seen by comparing A-A with H-H. The bottom lateral bracing is seen to

respond similarly to deformations in the girders, but there the bottom flange stresses

being tensile, the bottom bracing stress is predominantly tensile. This can be seen by

comparing I-I with P-P.

It is also noted that top struts of the intermediate cross frames are stressed pre-

dominantly in tension whereas the bottom struts are largely compression. This fact is

very definitely shown on the 70-ft span m Table 5, at I-I and L-L. Other struts show

a similar trend. The compressive stresses in the top lateral bracing cause the girders to be

spread apart. Since the top struts are in the same plane, they are stressed in tension.

The opposite is evidently the case in the plane of the bottom flange.

I
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The stresses in the diagonals of the cross-frames appear to be about equally divided

between compression and tension, and there seems to be no relation between these stresses

and girder deformation. Apparently they are due entirely to transverse shears and loco-

motive roll.

Table 7 shows the comparison of recorded and calculated nosing in top laterals of the

three spans tested. To secure the data for this table, a run was selected that would

give the maximum simultaneous stress in each panel for each locomotive type and class.

With these ma.ximum simultaneous stresses determined, the maximum shears in each

panel were determined. The nosing load required to produce these shears was then

computed and is shown in the table. In one instance the 20-kip AREA design nosing

load was exceeded. This was on the 100-ft span in the panel nearest the center of span

under a 2-10-4 steam locomotive. Several other values equaled or approached 20 kips.

Nosing loads would be expected to produce higher shears in the end panels than in

the center panels, but an inspection of the calculated nosing values in Table 7 indicates

that the larger values are near the center of span and the smaller values at the end.

If reduction had been made in the stresses induced in the laterals from girder deforma-

tion, the resulting nosing values would have been based on shears from externally applied

lateral loads only.

7. Total Impacts

The total impacts are the combinations of: (1) speed effect, (2) roll effect, and

(3) track and hammer-blow effects. These total impacts are shown as a percentage of

the recorded static stresses for flange stresses at the center of the girders on Figs. 45 to

49, incl., and for the web stresses at the ends of girders on Figs. SO to 54, incl. The total

impact percentage in each test run for a particular speed and locomotive is the increase

in stress in the member over the average mean stress occurring at speeds of less than

10 mph.

a. Bottom Flanges at Center of Span

The total impact percentages resulting from 211 diesel and 226 steam locomotive

runs are shown on Figs. 45 to 49, incl. The values for 2-axle and 3-axle diesels and

}> classes of steam locomotives are plotted for the complete range of speeds. Also on the

diagrams are shown the impact percentages as computed by the AREA design specifica-

tion for rolling equipment without hammer blow in the case of diesel locomotives and

for rolling equipment with hammer blow in the case of steam locomotives. It can be

seen that all the recorded values are below the specification impact allowance.

The speed of the 3 classes of steam power to produce the natural loaded frequency,

n, of the various spans is shown. Even though many of the runs were made at or near

the critical speed, the total impacts did not exceed the design values. This is shown

•»n Fig. 4t) for the Class 3160 locomotive on the 48-ft span, on Fig. 48 for the Class 3160

runs recorded, a negative impact occurred during 20 runs one girder and 28 runs in the

lOO-ft span.

.\s previously mentioned under Speed Effect, it is common to have a negative speed

effect. In the same respect it is common to have negative total impacts. .\ negative

impact implies that for a particular speed and locomotive the recorded stress in the

member is less than the average mean stress occurring at speeds below 10 mph. Of tht-

-Ml diesel runs recorded, a negative impact occurred during 44 runs in one girder and

45 runs in the other girder, or 21 percent of the total in each girder. Of the 226 steam

runs recorded, a negative impact occurred during 20 runs in one girder and 28 runs in thr

other girder, or o and 12 percent, respectively, of the total.
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h. Webs at Ends of Girders

The total impact percentages resulting Irom 194 diesel and 19cS steam locomotive

runs are shown on Figs. SO to 54, incl. The recorded values for the 2-axle and 3-axle

diescls and 3 classes of steam locomotives are plotted for a complete range of speeds,

and on the same diagrams are shown the impact percentages as computed by the AREA
design specifications. It is to be noted that in most cases the recorded values are below

the specification value, but certain isolated instances occurred when the value slightly

exceeded the specification impact allowance. This is shown on Fig. SO for the 2-axle and

.5-axle diesel on a 48-ft span, and for the 2-axlc diesel and the Class 3460 steam locomo-

tive on a 70-ft span shown on Fig. 52.

Negative impacts were also recorded in the webs of the girders. Of the 194 diesel

runs recorded, a negative impact occurred during 31 runs in one girder and 34 runs in

the other girder, or 16 and 18 percent, respectively, of the total. Of the 198 steam runs

recorded, a negative impact occurred during 20 runs in one girder and 21 runs in the

other girder, or 10 and 11 percent, respectively, of the total.

In general, the total impact percentages for webs and lower flanges are the same for

corresponding locomotives, spans and speeds. In a few instances the total impact percen-

tages in the webs are slightly higher than in the flanges, as shown on Figs. 47 and 52 for

the 2-axle diesel on the 70-ft span for speeds over 85 mph.

8. Frequency of Stresses

The stresses recorded during this series of tests were secured under regular scheduled

trains, except for those few runs which were recorded at controlled speed for the slow

speed runs. These values represent the frequency of occurrence of the maximum stresses

on the various spans. The stresses recorded in the north girder of each of the 5 spans

are shown on the left diagrams of Figs. 55 to 59, incl. The maximum stresses recorded

under steam locomotives are shown by solid circles, and those recorded under diesel

locomotives are shown by open circles. These diagrams represent a composite compilation

of the maximum stresses shown on Figs. 35 to 44, incl., for stress at the center of spans

under steam and diesel locomotives. It is evident from these diagrams that the higher

stresses occur under the steam locomotives and that there is an increase in stress with

an increase in speed, particularly under the steam locomotives.

At the upper right on Figs. 55 to 59, incl., are shown the stress range distributions

which indicate the number of stresses at any one range which were recorded under each

class and type of locomotive for each of the 5 spans. For example, steam locomotives

of the 2-8-2 type passed over the 48-ft westbound span (Fig. 56) a total of 15 times,

but only one produced a stress between 9 and 10 ksi, two produced a stress between 8

and 9 ksi, five between 7 and 8 ksi and seven between 6 and 7 ksi. Since a total of 56

locomotives passed over the span and only one locomotive produced a stress between

9 ksi and 10 ksi, 1.8 percent of all the locomotives passing over the span produced

stresses in this range. It can be seen from the 5 stress range distribution diagrams that

the highest stresses in each span were attained by a relatively small percentage of the

locomotives crossing the span.

The diagrams at the lower right on Figs. 55 to 59, incl., show graphically the data

in the stress range distribution tables.

9. Concrete Pier

The recorded direct compressive stresses m the concrete pier are shown on Fig. 60.

The diagrams at the top show the direct stresses recorded near the top of the pier at

Sec. A-A (see Fig. 8) . The diagrams at the center show the direct stresses recorded near
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ihc bottom of the pier at Sec. C-C and the two diagrams at the lower left show the

direct stresses near the mid-height of the pier at Sec. B-B. Also on these diagrams are

shown the calculated direct stresses using the test locomotive, type 2-10-4, Class SOU.

Both recorded and calculated stresses are low, as can be seen from Fig. 60. Near the

top of the pier the recorded stresses are generally lower than the calculated stresses, but

near the bottom this relationship is reversed. At the midheight of the pier the recorded

and calculated values agree closely. There are too few recorded values to indicate definite

trends, but it appears that at gage locations 3-4 and 9-10 the recorded stresses are

higher than at the other gage locations near the top of the pier. These gages were

directly below the centers of the girders. There also appears to be an increase in stress

with an increase in speed, with no particular difference between normal, braking, and

traction runs.

The recorded bending stresses in the concrete pier are shown on Fig. 61. The values

were obtained by subtracting from the maximum simultaneous stresses the average

stresses for the two gages at the locations shown. The top diagrams show stresses at

Sec. A-A, the center diagrams show the stresses at Sec. B-B, and the lower diagram

indicates stresses at Sec. C-C. Bending stresses under normal, traction, and braking runs

arc shown as well as the stresses due to calculated braking and traction forces and the

stresses from calculated eccentricity due to unequally loaded spans. Maximum bending

stresses shown as negative ordinates are those which indicate that the pier apparently

is bending in the direction of traffic, or that westbound trains cause higher stresses' on

the west side of the pier, and eastbound trains cause higher stresses on the east side of

the pier. Maximum positive bending stresses as indicated are those which cause apparent

bending in a direction opposite to the direction of traffic.

It is interesting to note that all recorded values near the top of the pier are positive.

In other words, regardless of the action of traction or braking, the pier top apparently

is bending opposite to the direction of traffic. Theoretically, there should be considerably

more difference between stresses under traction and braking than is apparent from the

test results. At the mid-height of the pier bending stresses are lower than at the top and

are about equally distributed between positive and negative values. Here, also, the

bending stresses due to traction and braking and normal loading do not reflect the

difference which should theoretically exist. At the lower set of gages the bending stresses

are predominantly negative, and the bending stresses from normal loadings are as high

as those from braking. Here, as in previous tests, braking and traction of the locomotives

have no significant effect on bending stresses along the face of the pier.

On Fig. 62 are shown data on the transverse distribution of recorded stresses near

the top and bottom of the pier. The diagrams at the left show the distribution near

the top and those at the right show the distribution near the bottom of the pier. The
distribution of stresses along the west face near the top indicates relatively high stresses

directly under the end bearings with a lessening of stress toward the center and ends.

It is also evident that stresses under the south bearings are higher than under the north

bearings. The effect of these concentrated loads under the end bearing has been dis-

sipated near the bottom of the pier as evidenced by the more uniform distribution along

both faces. As near the top of the jjier, there is higher stress on the south side than on

the north side.

H. CONCLUSIONS

The tests on these five spans afforded an opportunity to measure and analyze the

static and dynamic effects of both steam and diesel locomotive loadings at various speeds

on ballasted-floor deck girder spans of different lengths. The conclusions stated in the
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present report must be considered as applying to these spans only ; the final conclusions

on girder spans will not be written until the present series of tests is completed.

From the data as found from these tests it seems logical to conclude that:

1. Static Stresses

The recorded static live-load stresses in both the girder flanges and webs averaged

IS percent lower than the calculated stresses, with the results for individual spans varying

from 5 to 25 percent lower.

2. Speed Effects

The speed effects were generally small and were about the same under steam and

diesel locomotive loadings. The highest speed effect was i^ percent of the recorded static

stress.

3. Roll Effects

The roll effects were all within the AREA design specification allowance and were

about the same under steam and diesel locomotive loadings.

4. Track Effects—Diesel Locomotives

The track effects under the diesel locomotives were generally less than 10 percent

of the measured static stresses, with one value of 19 percent. The track effects generally

increased with an increase in speed.

5. Track and Hammer-Blow Effects—Steam Locomotives

The track and hammer-blow effects under the steam locomotives were somewhat

higher than the track effects under diesel locomotives. They generally increased with an

increase in speed and reached a maximum near the synchronous speed.

6. Total Impacts

The total impacts were below the AREA design allowance except for a few values

on two of the spans where the impact in the webs was slightly above.

7. Maximum Stresses

The maximum recorded stresses under both diesel and steam locomotives were

generally well below the calculated stresses, using the current AREA design impact allow-

ances. None of the recorded maximum stresses exceeded the calculated stresses.

8. Frequency of Maximum Stresses

Only a small percentage of the trains passing over a bridge produced stresses near

the maximum.

9. Bracing Stresses

The stresses in the bracing were caused mostly by girder deformation under vertical

loading and partly by nosing and rolling of the locomotives. The stresses were usually

higher at higher speeds and higher under steam locomotives than under diesels. The

highest stress was 8.4 ksi tension. In some cases the recorded stresses (which included

interaction stresses) were greater than would have been caused by the AREA .specified

nosing load of 20 kips.

10. Stresses in Concrete Pier

The highest direct stress measured in the concrete pier was 60 psi, and the highest

bending stress was 30 psi. Traction and braking of the test locomotive had no apparent

effect on the bending stresses.

1
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TABLF. I

A T a ? F R R BRIDGE TESTS

RATING OF TEST LOCOMOTIVES

^\^ SPAN LENGTH

\. TYPE a

\. FLOOR

LOCOMOTIVE ^\^
TYPE & CLASS \.
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TABLE 2

A ras F RR. BRIDGE TESTS

COMPARISON OF RECORDED AND CALCULATED STATIC STRESSES
BENDING MOMENT AT CENTER OF SPAN

SPAN
a

TYPE OF
FLOOR
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TABLE 3
A T 8 S F RR BRIDGE TESTS

COMPARISON OF RECORDED AND CALCULATED STATIC STRESSES
WEB SHEAR AT END OF GIRDER

SPAN
a

TYPE OF
FLOOR
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llll ++ III +++III ++ II +++II
RECORDED MAXIMUM STRESSES IN KSI TENSION (+) COMPRESSION (-)
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TABLE 7

AT a S F RR BRIDGE TESTS
COMPARISON OF RECORDED AND CALCULATED NOSING IN LATERALS

48'-0 DPG
EASTBOUND SPAN

TOP LATERALS

(LOCATION OF GAGES)
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Advance Report of Committee 3—Ties

Report on Assignment 4

Tie Renewals and Costs per Mile of Maintained Track

L. W. Kistler (chairman, subcommittee), R. W. Cook, C. M. Long, W. G. Park.

The annual statistics compiled by the Bureau of Railway Economics, AAR, pro-

viding information in regard to cross tie renewals and cost data for 1955, are shown in

Tables A and B.

There were 23,897,322 new wood cross ties inserted in track in 1955 on the Class I

railroads of the United States. This was an increase of 995,125 ties over 1954, or 4.34

percent. The Class I Canadian railroads inserted 5,257,942 cross ties, or 389,497 less

than in 1954. With the exception of the New England and Southern regions, which had

decreased renewals of about 13 percent and 10 percent, respectively, all other regions

had increases. These ranged from 2 percent on the Southwestern to 24 percent on the

Central Eastern.

In 1955 the equated gross ton miles increased in all regions, the increase for the

United States being 6.7 percent.

While the $3.30 unit cost per tie for all railroads was exactly the same as in 1954,

this unit cost varied in the 8 regions from 22 cents less in the Great Lakes to 9 cents

more in the Northwestern.

In further comparison of 1955 with 1954, the average number of cross ties renewed

per mile increased 3 ties, or to 73, whereas the 5-year average of ties inserted decreased

4 ties, or from 86 to 82. Renewals of 82 ties per mile indicate a service life of slightly

over 36 years. This is 14 years longer than the same computed average service life made

9 years ago for 1946.

You will note in Table B that the figures under the heading "Percent new wood

cross tie renewals to all ties in track" are now being reported in two digits to the right

of the decimal point instead of one, as was formerly done. This makes these percentage

figures more meaningful.
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STUDY OF COLUMNS WITH PERFORATED
COVER PLATES

A. DIGEST

This report presents a complete analytical and laboratory study of the strength of

columns having perforated cover plates in place of the lacing system or batten plates.

The report also contains a review of the laboratory tests that have been made by the

National Bureau of Standards, including those made in collaboration with the Louisiana

Department of Highways and the Bureau of Public Roads, on members of the Calcasieu

River bridge at Lake Charles, La.

Sec. D of the report contains a complete analytical study of eccentrically and con-

centrically loaded columns, taking into account a.xial rigidity, bending stiffness, transverse

shear, local buckling, and stress concentration due to the perforation. This part of the

report also contains detailed recommendations for the design of such members, covering

such items as computation of the cross-section constants, allowable column load, design

of perforated plates, design against local buckling, and shape and spacing of the per-

forations.

Sec. E of the report contains a description and analysis of test data obtained on two

full-size columns which were tested to failure in the Fritz Engineering Laboratory of

Lehigh University. The design of the two columns conformed to the recommendations

contained in Sec. D of this report and the cross-section dimensions and perforation

spacing were similar to the diagonal members used in the new bridge over the Mississippi

River at New Orleans, La. One column was fabricated from ASTM-A7 structural carbon

steel and the other from a new high-strength steel.

The tests were conducted principally: (1) to determine and compare the ultimate

carrying capacity of full-size columns with perforated cover plates fabricated from two

steels having different yield points (2) to substantiate experimentally present-day design

practice of such members, and (i) to make an experimental check on certain features

of the analytical study contained in Sec. D.

The analysis of the data contained in this part of the report may be summarized as

follows:

1. Both columns failed as a unit, and no local failure occurred until after the

maximum load had been attained.

2. The ultimate carrying capacity of both columns was closely predicted, using

the tangent modulus as determined from the average stress-strain curve of a

cross-section test.

^. No modification of the design recommendation for shear requirements appears

warranted even though the measured shear stresses differed considerably from

those predicted.

4. The beginning of local buckling is not catastrophic even though the i)!att' buck-

ling theory indicates the initial separation from the straight equilibrium po.sition

of the plates, as the tests .>^howed that greater loads and axial strains arc

sustained.

5. The design recommendations, based on the analytical study shown in Sec. D.

ar? considered verified by the tests on these two full-.size columns,

P5
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B. INTRODUCTION

In the design of the Huey Long cantilever bridge over the Mississippi River just

above New Orleans, La., in the early 1930's, the firm of Modjeski & Masters replaced

the then conventional lacing in truss members with perforated cover plates. Whereas

the lacing members previously used could not be counted upon to resist compression,

the portions of the perforated cover plate area outside the perforations were included in

member area. In addition to this economy, additional advantages arose from the reduction

of fabrication and maintenance costs of such members, and their superior stiffness. The
use of perforated cover plates has since become general, although design practice in their

use has varied.

Prior to the second World War, the Committee on Technical Research of the Amer-

ican Institute of Steel Construction approached the National Bureau of Standards with

a proposal to make comprehensive tests on steel members having perforated cover plates,

to determine stress distributions in the sections. The National Bureau of Standards

undertook such tests on partial, but full-scale, sections consisting of two or four angles

and a perforated cover plate, with varying shapes of perforations, to determine stress

distributions in these partial sections. This investigation resulted in a number of reports

which are a source of valuable information.

Following this, the National Bureau of Standards, in collaboration with the State

of Louisiana and the Bureau of Public Roads, made a series of tests to failure on actual

four-sided steel columns with perforated cover plates to be used in the Calcasieu River

Bridge in Louisiana, the results of which are reported by L. Duclos in his paper "Column

Test Cooperative Project—Calcasieu River Bridge, Louisiana", published in the Pro-

ceedings of the Highway Research Board, National Research Council, in 19S2. Although

these are the only previous tests to failure of full-size columns with perforated cover

plates, the tests were inconclusive for actual design in that the columns for these tests

were shortened to 23 ft to fit into the testing machine, and the properties of the test

specimens were not, therefore, similar to those of the design prototype.

Design specifications for columns having perforated cover plates continued to be

diverse. The Column Research Council and Committee 15 of the American Railway

Engineering Association each proposed a study of all available literature on the subject

and a mathematical analysis of perforated cover plates. In order to expedite this study

and have the data available for the design of the new lS7S-ft main span of the cantilever-

truss highway bridge over the Mississippi River at New Orleans, Modjeski & Masters

arranged to sponsor this study in cooperation with the Council and Committee 15, and

make the results available to all parties. Lehigh University was engaged to make this

study. This analytical study is presented as Sec. D of this report.

Based on the findings of this analytical study, Lehigh University recommended a

column testing program using its new S,O0O,00O-lb testing machine which could be used

to substantiate the design method employed on the members, and which would also

permit a verification of the analytical approach in its study by the results of actual tests.

The proposed testing program was accepted and sponsored by the Mississippi River

Bridge Authority, owners of the new bridge at New Orleans; by the Association of

American Railroads through Committee 15 of the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation; and by Modjeski & Masters, Consulting Engineers, Harrisburg, Pa. Bethlehem

Steel Company supplied the material and fabricated the specimens at cost.

The testing program was related to the design of one of the diagonal members of

the new cantilever bridge at New Orleans. Two pin-ended specimens of 38-ft 10-in
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length, center to center of pins, having a slenderncss ratio of 40.24, and two square-ended

specimens of 5-ft 0-in length were used in determining the properties of the materials.

One long and one short specimen were of A7 structural carbon steel, and the other long

and short specimens were of a new high-strength steel. Both A 7 steel and the new high-

strength steel are employed in the new Mississippi River bridge. The cross sections of all

test specimens were the same, and were in all cases within the load capacity of the new

S,000,000-lb testing machine so that they could be tested to failure.

The direct objectives of the sponsors were:

1. To determine experimentally the ultimate strength of full-size columns with

perforated cover plates made of A 7 structural carbon steel and of the new

high-strength steel.

2. To substantiate experimentally present-day design practice of such members as

exemplified in the new Mississippi River bridge.

3. To make an experimental check on the analytical study of such members insofar

as was permitted by the practical dimensions of the members tested.

The experimental investigation, presented as Sec. E of this report, substantiates the

practical design of the members used and specified, and, within the limits of the specimens

tested, it also substantiates the analytical approach developed in Sec. D of this report.

C. REVIEW OF NATIONAL BUREAU OF ST.\NDARDS STUDIES

A list of references relating to perforated cover-plates is given in Sec. H of this

report. It is complete to the best of the authors' knowledge. The following review is

restricted to the National Bureau of Standards studies, Ref. (1) to (10), extending from

1941 to 1946, for the reason that they contain most of the original information. The

tests made by the National Bureau of Standards in collaboration with the Louisiana

Department of Highways and the Bureau of Public Roads, on members of the Calcasieu

River bridge. Lake Charles, La., (18) are considered in Appendix C of this report.

The National Bureau of Standards tested a total of 105 columns in the elastic range,

and an additional 32 columns were tested to failure. The cross section of the members

consisted of a plate, either solid or perforated, and two or four angles as shown in Fig. l.t

The specimens were placed, flat-ended, in a testing machine and compressed under a

concentrically applied load. Records of the axial rigidity, the stresses on the edges of

the perforations, and of the maximum load were taken. It should be noted that in this

program no tests were made on perforated cover-plated columns of the usual type, with

a box-shaped cross section. The important conclusions are summarized as follows:

1. Axial Rigidity

When a plate with regularly spaced perforations is compressed, let the shortening of

a bay length, c, be given by ^c. Then the average strain is:

Ac P
c KAnE

(1)

where AT is a multiplier, greater than unity, .4,, is the net area through the perforated

section, such that KA,, is the effective area in resistance to axial deformation. E is the

modulus of elasticity of the material.* For a solid plate with gross area equal to the

t See Table of Contents for location of all FiKiircs. (iraphs, and Tables referred to in this report.

* It should be noted that in References (1) to (8) the modulus of elasticity E is modified to £'

rather than modifying the area.
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foregoing area A,„ under the same load P, the corresponding strain is:

P
(2)"

AnE

The multiplier A' is obtained by comparing Eqs. (1) and (2):

K=^ (3)

A' is called the effective area coefficient. In computing the axial rigidity of a perforated

plate, therefore, KA„ should be used as effective area to obtain the correct average strain.

The coefficient A for an assembly consisting of a plate and angles as shown in Fig. 1

can be derived similarly:

e,=^ = ^ (4)
c {A„+KAn)E

where A,, is the area of the angles and A„ the net area of the perforated plate, .'^n equal

load P acting on a solid section with area (.4,, + A„) produces a strain:

P
-. (5)

{A,. + A„)E

Comparison between Eq. (4) and (5) gives:

'^=(f-Of+' :
*°'

with A .^= ^„ + An

In the N.B.S. tests, the fi values were determined experimentally, the &. values com-

puted and K determined from Eq. (6). It should be understood that Eq. (6) implies

that no load transfer from the plate to the angles takes place so that the plate and the

angles are considered to be acting independently.

The N.B.S. tests indicate that such a behavior is approximately true for the columns

that were tested because A' for the assemblies with two and four angles did not vary to a

noticeable degree.

Greenspan also derived the A value on a theoretical basis (see Ref. (9) and (10)).

It can be expressed as:*

j^_ 2— jm/bY /y^

(!_„,//,) [2 + {m/by-Ub/c— D]

where m = width of perforation.

b =: width of plate.

c = spacing, center to center, of perforations.

/ = constant depending on the shape of perforation.

Typical values of / are shown at the top of page 179.

An ovaloid perforation consists of a rectangle with semi-circular ends, as shown in

Fig. 2. The results quoted here were obtained for an ovaloid with a length equal to

twice its width (/ = 7.313).

The values of A for this type of ovaloid perforation are shown plotted in Graph 1.

Similar graphs could be prepared for other types of perforations. The A values of the

N.B.S. tests experimentally computed on the basis of Eq. (6) compare very favorably

* Eq. (7) gives K based on the net area /!„, as shown earlier. Greenspan's original expression is for

a K based on the gross area.
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Perforation

Shape Sketch Load Parallel

Circle

Ellipse

Ellipse

Ovaloid

Ovaloid

Square

Square

lo .
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3. Tests to Failure

The N.B.S. tests compare the failure load of a perforated cover-plated specimen

with the failure load of a similar specimen having a solid plate. An effective area factor,

C, was introduced as follows:

Let Cmax be the maximum stress determined experimentally on a specimen having a

solid plate of cross-sectional area, Ag. Assuming that the same average stress, (r„,aj, acts

on the perforated plate column at its failure load, Pmax, then

P„„„ = A^ <r,„„^ + C An o-,„„x (8)

C=-f^!l^-A^ (9)
An<r„.a. An ^ '

where the effective area of the perforated plate is (CAn). By measuring (r,„„j. for a

specimen with a solid plate and Pmax for a specimen with a perforated plate, the coeffi-

cient C can be determined. The C values of the N.B.S. tests vary between 0.79 and 1.45.

The average C for 24 tests was equal to 1.20. It should be understood that C is only a

relative measure of the strength of the tested columns. It does, by no means, have a

direct bearing on the design of columns with perforated cover-plates and of the usual

cross-sectional shapes.

4. Application of the N.B.S. Study to the Design of Perforated Cover-Plated
Columns

The N.B.S. study gives the following information.

a. The average axial rigidity of a perforated plate in the elastic range is given by

{KAn E) where An is the net area of the plate, E is the modulus of elasticity and K is

the effective area coefficient given by Eq. (7).

b. The stress concentration varies greatly with the type of perforation and to a

smaller degree with their spacing. Circular, elliptical and ovaloid holes (i.e. rounded

corners) produce the smaller stress concentrations and are, therefore, preferable to holes

with sharp corners.

D. ANALYTICAL STUDY

The following problems are considered in this section:

1. Axial Rigidity

2. Bending Stiffness

3. Buckling Load of Concentrically Loaded Columns

4. Yield Load of Eccentrically Loaded Columns

5. Design of the Perforated Plate for Shear

6. Local Buckling of Plate Elements

7. Stress Concentrations due to Perforations.

Some introductory remarks concerning problems 3, 4 and 5 are necessary.

Two theoretical approaches are possible to determine the allowable load of steel

columns.

(a) The column is assumed to have initial imperfections or accidental end eccentricities

(16). The carrying capacity is based on the load producing yielding of the most stressed

fiber. Specifications such as those of the AASHO and AREA use such a basis. This

method, as applied to perforated cover-plated columns, is used in solving problem 4.
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(b) The column is considered to be perfectly straight and concentrically loaded.

The carrying capacity is based on the buckling load (bifurcation of equilibrium) (13).

Such an approach is considered in problem 3, using the tangent modulus theory for the

inelastic range.

The distinction between concentrically and eccentrically loaded columns is carried

through to problem 5 covering shear in the perforated plate.

1. Axial Rigidity

The axial rigidity is used to compute the deformations of the members. The N.B.S.

tests establish clearly by experiment and theory that an effective area, KAn, for the per-

forated plate should be used instead of An (An ^= the net area of the plate), in com-

puting the axial rigidity.

Applying these results to three typical members as shown in Appendix A, gives the

following results:
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In bending about the XX axis the cover plates are subject to bending. In this case

the A' factor, as calculated earlier, does not apply. However, since the area removed by

the perforations contributes relatively little to the total inertia, no lengthy investigation

can be justified to make an exact analysis. It will be slightly conservative to consider

the net section of the plates in the computation of h. For the three typical sections

considered, the ratio of the gross to the net It is as follows:

Member
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ment usually fulfilled in such members. Under a total shearinR force, Q, each lee will

deflect an amount, 5, given by:

5^_Ma^ (10)
128£/.-

where /.- = Moment of inertia of the leg.

:= Moment of inertia of flange about its centroidal axis z-z. For purpose of

this report the solid material on one side of the perforation is referred to

as the flange (see Fig. 3).

The mean slope of the deflection curve due to the shear is therefore given by:

e=2L^ QQg- („)
c McEI,

If there are sufficient perforations (say, more than four), 6 may be treated as a con-

tinuous function, and therefore the curvature of the deflection line due to shear can be

written as:

0, = ^^ie_ 9a-
(12)

dx dx McEI,

For the buckled column the relations between the load, deflection, moment and

shear are:

M = Py (13)

Q= ^ =P^ (14)
dx dx

Substituting these relations in Eq. (12) yields the final expression for the additional

curvature of the column due to shear.

, ^-'y 9 Pa"
</>.= —V (IS)

M
Adding to this the curvature due to the bending moment, i.e., '/',„ =

E Ix

gives the final differential equation:

dx"

= _Z>L+^>L -11^ (16)
£/x dx' McEI;

or

• ^^I^ ^-^--v=o ('7)
dr EIr /j 9 Pa \

\ McEI,)

Eq. (17) is identical to the differential equation for buckling of an axially loaded column

except for the factor , which represents the effect of shearing deformation.
{,_^Pl_\
\ McEhf
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Solving this equation gives the buckling load:

/>,, = ^ (18)

64 cE /.-

where Pk = Euler load ^
L-

L = Length of the column.

Obviously Per is smaller than the corresponding buckhng load for a solid member.

For the inelastic range, E is replaced by Et, the tangent modulus, to give:

Per = ^'
3 (19)

1+ '^'^
McEtIz

tt" P J
where Pi = 5—^= tangent modulus load.

A more refined analysis of perforated cover-plated columns would consider the

bending of the plates between perforations and slip of the rivets, as in the case of batten

plates. However, since the cover plate is continuous, no slip of the rivets could occur.

Also, in taking the length of the legs of the element in Fig. 4b equal to (^ a), a rather

severe assumption was made which will compensate for any deformations of the plate

between perforations. It is considered that Eq. (19) is sufficiently accurate for design

purposes.

Then on letting

il:=:Net cross-sectional area of column.

y4/2= Cross-sectional area of one flange at perforation.

rj:=: \/-^ = Radius of gyration of column about XX axis.

—i- = Radius of gyration of flange with respect to its own axis ZZ,
A/

the expression for the critical buckling stress, <^cr, can be written as:

T^Et
(20)

7H=£,

if'Ei

{HL/r.y
(21)

where

"=/'+^T(ty(ty <"'

This relationship for H is shown plotted in Graph 2.

If a basis other than the tangent modulus concept is used for calculating the critical

column stress (e.g. AREA or AASHO codes), the same coefficient H may be used to
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determine the effective slenderness ratio HL/r^, from which the allowable column stress

(based on the net area as shown above) may be determined. For the limiting case of

a^=i Yi (^> the critical stress is given by

:

(L/r.)" + 0.824 (c/r,)-
\2i)

This is the form given in some foreign specifications (e.g. see Ref. (15)) for members

with batten plates where c is spacing of batten plates and the factor 0.824 is taken as

unity, the effective slenderness ratio becoming:

HL = V {L/r.r+{c/r.Y (24)

In order to ehminate the possibility of this effect becoming appreciable, most codes

limit the value of c/r.- to a certain fraction of the L/rx of the column with a maximum
of either 40 or 50. This condition also eliminates the possibility of local buckling of the

flanges at the perforations (e.g., AASHO 3.6.36.).

Applying Eq. (21) to the three typical members as shown in Appendix A gives the

following:
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this yield load will cause the deflection to increase at a much faster rate such that the

column will be very near its maximum carrying; capacity.

The differential equation governing the general case of loading due to eccentric

compressive forces is similar to Eq. (17) but containing a nonhomogeneous term (see

Ref. (12), p. 13).

ElJl- ^^"' \^ + Pv = Pe„ + I^{e,-e„) (2.S)

V bAcEh ) dr ' L

where Co = eccentricity at end x ^^ o

eL:=: eccentricity at end \ =z L

The actual moment of inertia, h, can be replaced by an effective moment of inertia:

Ie„. = R h

where

R=X- ^^«' ^l-^^-g_-g!-. (26)

McEI, 32 £ c r-

This value of R depends on the average stress, <r„, a/c and a/r,. It is somewhat ana-

logous to the factor— which occurs in the buckling problem, Co being the average stress

H
corresponding to the load producing initial yield. In Graph 3, the value of R is plotted

as a function of the various parameters.

The solution of Eq. (25) is:

\' sina{L— x) {L— x) "] |^_ r^^"""-^ _ -^ 1 (27)
y=^

'"I sinaL L J
^ L sin aL L ]

where

^L= L ,/^^^-=L/r.-.u. |/^
P_

V Ehn

The shear force at various points is therefore given by:

^ _ Pa-L{e„coso-L — cl)
(28)

L sin a.L

Qr = , ..,
=- : 1- -7- aL sin aL/2 V'' -

''

''- L sm 0.L L

Q^ ^ ^ ^P'^LcosaLjeoCosaL-e,) ^ Peo_ „^ ^.,^ „^ (_^0)

L sin aL L

Three cases should be considered:

a. e„ ^ eh ^ e

b. cl =
c. Co =^—Pl = e

a. Equal End Eccentricities (Fig. 6c) (ei. = e„ = e)

The maximum stress may occur at either pt. (1) or pt. (2). For pt. (1), the

maximum stress is given by:

^^ ,. P
I

Pe^i
I

Q^uaZaC
(31)

A h 2 A Iz'
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for this case, from Eq. (28) , Q.,„i — ^ ^^ ""^
tan o-L/l (32)

Z, 2

.„_..|i + _ + ____.,,, „z,/2

J
(33)

This maximum stress may occur either on the inside or outside of the flange, depend-
ing' on the relative magnitude of the two effects. If it occurs on the outside, then assuming

'< =: r = distance to extreme fiber

and —^ ^ 0.25 for accidental eccentricities.

Therefore -^= 1.25 + J-A. /^ /a« ciL/1 (.H)
<^., XtYs \ E

If the maximum stress occurred at the inside of the flange, then assuming

c

— =10/3
Tz

and

ec — Qi.2%

Therefore ^— 1.125 + AA V-^ fan aL/2 (35)
<T„ 8 r.- r £

For pt. (2), the maximum stress occurs at the extreme fiber since the shear is zero.

Therefore^= 1 + _££- 5fc aL/2 (36)
<!., r/

This is the familiar secant formula.

The least value of either Eqs. (34), (35), or (36) gives the desired relationship.

For ffy = 33 ksi and various values of a/r^, this relationship between ^o and L/tj- which

would produce yielding in the column is partially shown, on Graph 4. The full curve

gives the least value for each case.

b. Eccentricity at One End Only. (e,. =: o, e„ := e)

The maximum stress may occur at cither end. For the end of the eccentric load:

a = ^„ = A + Zf^ + e^!lii£±_ (37)
A Is 2 4 /.-

and from Eq. (28) Qr,„i = ll-—^— (38)
L tan aL

Tu c "u , ,
eii , i ac e 0.L /,ri\Therefore —^ ;= 1 + — + (39)

<T„ r/- 4 T;" L tan aL

For maximum stress on outside of flange for same assumptions as above:

-^= 1.25 + ±E-./^ cotaL (40)
c„ 16 r,y £
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and for maximum stress on inside of flange:

.^= 1.12S + A-^ y^COi aL (41)

If maximum stress occurs at end of zero eccentricity:

.„,„.^<r,= A+ Q3a^'
(42)

From Eq. (30) Q=^-^ (43)
L stn a-L

Therefore^= 1 + l-^./^cosec aL. (44)

c. Egtml and Opposite End Eccentricities (Fig. 6a) (Co = —ex, = e)

The maximum stress may occur at either pt. (1) or pt. (2). For pt. (1), the maxi-

mum stress is given by Eq. (31). In this case, from Eq. (28)

:

(2.„.=4f._^. (45)
L tan aL/2

Therefore

"'"'
" ^ "l ^ rj'^ 4rJ'Ltan aZ/2 J

Therefore, for maximum stress on outside of flange, for same assumptions as above:

_fV _ 1 25 + A±-./^cot aL/2 (47)

For maximum stress on inside of flange:

JJL= 1.125 + i-^ ./-^ cot aL/2 (48)
<r„ Sr,y E

At pt. (2) there is no eccentricity and the shear is given by Eq. (29)

:

^=1 + IJ-./^cosec aL/2 (49)

(To
^ &r,V E

The least values, as determined from Eqs. (40), (41), (44), (47), (48), and (49),

are also shown plotted as a full curve in Graph 4, for o-y =: 33 ksi and E = 30,000 ksi.

These results are repeated for an accidental eccentricity —^= 0.10 in Graph 5.

The column curve from the AASHO and AREA codes (which is secant curve for

i£-= 25) is also shown as a dashed curve on Graph 5. The full results are repeated

r/
in Graphs 6 and 7 for a steel with <Ty = SO ksi.

For design, the selection of the appropriate value of—— is of prime importance. One

may be tempted to use—= 0.25 as presently used in the AASHO and AREA specifi-

cations. According to these specifications the column is considered to have equal end

eccentricities Co = cl. The stress at midlength is computed according to the secant formula

(Eq. 36). However, the above analysis of perforated cover-plated columns considers the
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influence of the shearing forces on the stresses at the ends of the column under the

assumption of equal and opposite end eccentricities e<, c= — cl. The two situations are,

therefore, basically different. Hence, for the time being the choice for this second case be-

comes a matter of judgment. It is considered that— = 0.10 is sufficient in determining

the effects introduced by the shear force in the case of perforated cover-plated columns.

In computing the influence of deformations on the stress at midlength the code value of

—= 0.25 is used. It may be argued that -^should not be a constant but rather depend

on the slenderness ratio L/r. No attempt is made to answer this question.

Based on these judgments, Graph S shows the maximum average column stresses

which may be used. For a/rz < 25, the maximum stress is given by the secant curve

j££-z= 0.25), shown dashed in Graph 5, down to L/r^ equal to 43. Below this value

the full curves depending on the value of a/rz take over. By limiting the value of a/tz

to a fraction of L/vx in this region, (e.g. o/r- =^ — L/vx) the secant curve could be used

right down to a value of L/tx equal to IS.

If the column is being designed for a known eccentricity, the same type of analysis

should be used as was made here for the case of an accidental end eccentricity.

5. Design of the Perforated Plate for Shear

As shown in the previous sections, the perforated plate must resist shear if buckling

or bending takes place about an axis perpendicular to the plates (i.e. XX axis). The

question arises as to the magnitude of the shear that the plates must be able to resist to

insure the proper performance of the column. Two points of view are possible in deriving

this shearing force:

a. The column may be considered as concentrically loaded prior to buckling.

b. The loads are applied with an accidental eccentricity.

a. Concentrically Loaded Columns

If the column is loaded concentrically, at the moment of buckling (i.e. P =^ Per), it

deflects in the form of a sine curve, as shown in Fig. 5. If the maximum deflection at

midpoint is g, the maximum shearing force, Qmax, will occur at the ends and is given by:

\ dx )n,ax \ dx /,„„x L
(50)

As g is indeterminate for this unstable state of equilibrium, some rational criterion must

be adopted to determine its magnitude. Following a suggestion first made by Engesser

(see Ref. (13), page 81) it may be reasoned that the perforated cover-plates should

resist a shearing force corresponding to a deflection, g, at which the most stretched fiber

of the column just reaches the yield stress, <^y. This will occur when

=-=M' + #] (51)

where c = distance from XX axis to extreme fiber.

For most cross sections, it is sufficiently accurate and conservative to consider that

c = rx, so that, from Eq. (51):

g= (.,_.,.) :^ (52)
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Substitutinjj this value into Eq. (50) gives the maximum shearing force:

Q,,„.x _ n (c7„ — <r,.,)
(53)

A L/rs

This relationship is shown plotted in Graph 8. In computing <^,-, for this graph as a

function of L/r,, the tangent modulus theory was used on the basis of a stress-strain

curve as given in page 55, Ref. (13).

b. Columns with End Eccentricities

The shear may be determined by considering a column loaded with end eccentricities

as shown in Fig. 6a. See page 445, Ref. (16). An extreme value of Q will develop for

equal and opposite end eccentricities. {e„ r= —e,, = p). In this case

Q ^ P{B, + e.^ (54)

taking into account that Oi and 0., are both small so that sin ((?i + 0..) ^= 0^ -\- 6*2 and where

e^=l± (55)

and ^2 can be calculated from the deflection line of a member subjected to thrust and

end moments (see Eq. 29).

That is

e.,=lL[^LU—A (56)
L {.sin a.L/2 J

where

2 \ Pe

and " —

Hence

.4 {L/r.r

Q _ P 2 e aL/2 _P ec 2 r/ aL/2

A A L sin aL/2 A rf Lc sin clL/2

where, on again writing c = v.,

Q _ P 2 ec r^ aL/2

(57)

(58)
A A !/ L sin aL/2

The A.^SHO and AREA specifications use a value of ec/rx equal to 0.25 for an acci-

dental eccentricity ratio in their column specifications. Similar to the preceding section,

Qmax can be determined for the load P at which yielding of the most stretched fiber

will occur.

If the column load which produces yielding is less than the Euler load, the maximum
stress occurs at each end of the column. Under these conditions—'=f(' + #) <=«
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and from Eq. (58)

./2 / -v(/./r.)-'

Q _ "y ^^<^ rs '^ (1 + ec/r/) 7r= £
A (1 + ec/r,') rr L

sin \n/2,/ '^v^^/M- }

' y {\-\-ec/rc)ir'ES

(00)

which on substituting ec/r^ = 0.25 becomes:

Wut.
L/r,

(61)

2 r 1.25£\

This relationship is also shown plotted in Graph 8 taking a-,, = .?.? ksi and E = .^0,000

ksi.

Consider now the case where a column load equal to the Euler buckling load docs

not produce yielding at the ends. Then the column will buckle in an assymetric shape as

shown in Fig. 6b, in which case the maximum stress occurs at some point along the

column. The maximum shear, corresponding to the slope, ^,„,.j-, shown on the figure, is

the same as that derived for a concentrically loaded column, i.e.,

A L/ys
(S3)

This curve intersects with that of Eq. (61) at a value of L/ys equal to Q4. The inter-

section would be at point A, shown marked on the graph (i.e. L/r.r ^=. 106) had the

curve corresponding to Eq. (53) been based on a stress-strain curve elastic up to the

yield stress fj, (dotted curve) . The variation is caused by the fact that the curve cor-

responding to Eq. (53) is based on the tangent modulus theory with a proportional

limit Op = 25 ksi. The small difference is of little importance in arriving at the proper

value of the shearing force.

Summarizing, it can be stated that the shear corresponding to equal and opposite

end eccentricities {ec/r, == 0.25) follows Eq. (61) up to an L/yi of Q4 and from there

on. Eq. (S3) takes over. This combined curve is shown as a full line in Graph 8. Also

shown on the graph are the present AASHO, AREA, and AISC specifications for struc-

tural steel together with the German and Swedish provisions. As a basis for comparison,

the code values have been increased by a factor of 1.85 (i.e. 33/18) to represent the

corresponding shear values which would cause yielding. The discrepancy is quite aston-

ishing. It stems from the different points of view taken in looking at the problem. With-

out making any further qualifying statements, it is considered that the AASHO, .AREA,

and AISC provisions for shear in columns will give adequate and safe values.

The column should be proportioned to resist this transverse shear force. At the

point of perforations, each flange should be designed to carry half the total shear

separately.

Knowing the transverse shearing force, Qm,<x, the longitudinal shear force, Tm«i,

acting between the perforations may be readily determined. Con.sidering the equilibrium

of the element shown in Fig. 7 gives:

r„,„. = (3„,„-f (62)
h

where h = depth of section.
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The distribution of shearing stresses along section SS cannot be determined by elementary

theory. The average shearing stress is:

(63)
2 A.

where As = shearing area of one plate along SS^

The factor J4 takes into account that two perforated plates carry the total force Tmat.

It will be safe to assume that the maximum shearing stress will be 1.50 times the average

stress as in the case of rectangular beams. Therefore, combining Eqs. (62) and (63) will

give the maximum shear stress for design purposes;

T,„a,= ^ ^ ^'""'
(64)

4 h As

This value should not be larger than the allowable shear stress.

If the column is being designed for a known eccentricity, the same type of analysis

should be used as was made here for the case of an accidental end eccentricity as far as

shear is concerned.

An analysis of the three typical sections for shear as shown in Appendix A gives

the following results:

Member
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In general the bucklinj; stress of a long plate is given by the expression (see Ref.

(13), page 331):

<Xcr TT^E

V7~ 12(1— ir") [f]'
(65)

where t= E,/E; E = 30.000 ksi for sleel.

Et = tangent modulus

t = thickness of plate

b = width of plate

w= Poissons ratio = 0.30 for steel

k = plate coefficients depending on the boundary conditions.

The values of k for various boundary conditions are shown in the following table:

Edge
Condition
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= 0, the critical stress of the plate is 3 percent lower than the critical stress of the

column. Summarizing, it can be stated that the approximate relations given by Eqs. (68)

give a plate buckling stress greater than or equal to the column buckling stress for all

values of L/r greater than 40, while for L/r less than 40, it is, at the most, only 3

percent less. Clearly, for design purposes, the correspondence is sufficiently close so that

Eqs. (68) can be used. Also shown in Graph 10 is the correspondence of this approxi-

mate relationship in the case of a .silicon or low-alloy steel with a proportional limit,

0-,, = 34 ksi and a yield stress of ffy = 45 ksi, and also of a nickel steel with a pro-

portional limit of 42 ksi and a yield stress of 55 ksi. In the case of the silicon steel for

L/r greater than 42, the approximate equation gives exact or conservative results with

a maximum variation of 5 percent, while for L/r less than 42 the plate buckling stress

may be at the most only 5 percent less than the column buckling stress. For the nickel

steel, the relationship is exact or conservative above L/r = 48, while at the most the

plate buckling stress is only 8 percent less than the column buckling stress for L/r less

than 48.

It may, therefore, be concluded that the b/t V k values given by Eqs. (68) may be

used for most structural steels. There is no need to make any differentiation between

these materials as is done in the AASHO and AREA specifications.

a. Plate Strip with One Edge Elastically Restrained and the Other Edge Free

Considering a cross section through the perforations, the boundary conditions are

essentially those stated above and as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. If the length, a, of the

perforations is sufficiently large as compared to the width, bi, (say a/bi > 4) the out-

standing leg of the plate may be considered as infinitely long. This is a conservative

assumption, as any smaller length will give a higher buckling stress.

In this case, the outstanding legs are usually restrained by the flange plates, as

shown in Fig. 8, such that their k value lies somewhere between the values 0.425 and

1.277 given above. As shown in Ref. (13), pages 340 and 347, this restraint can be

expressed by a coefficient:

s==filVfAV L__, (69)
\sb,/ \ d / I— 0.106 {td/sb^)~

fti= width of outstanding leg

d= width of restraining plate

5= thickness of restraining plate

which is valid for ( | ^ 9.4.* This limit insures that the flange plate is actually
\sbi/

restraining the leg with regard to buckling instead of vice-versa. The corresponding value

of k is given by: /

V^= 0.65 + (70)

3^-f 4

In Graph 11, the values of V /fe are plotted against {td/sbi) for various values of the

parameter, (d/bi). For design purposes a simplification is obviously desirable. Neglecting

the variable (d/bi) entirely the following simplified expression is chosen:

* Note that the values given for ^ and the limitation of (td/sb^)" are erroneous on page 347 of

Ref. (13).
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VT= 1.15 — 0.053 {td/sb,Y (71)

and is also shown plotted in Graph 11. As can be seen from the graph, this simplified

relationship will give sufficiently close results for cases where d/b-i. is greater than 3,

which is usually the case for columns.

Therefore, to get the allowable bi/t ratios for a strip with one edge elastically

restrained and the other edge free, the value of V^ from Eq. (71) is introduced into

Eq. (68). Taking round figures the results are:

6iA — 21 —{td/sb^Y for L/r ^ 60 "^

by/t = [0.35 — 0.017 {td/sby)-] L/r for L/r > 60 /

Valid for td/sbi < 3.
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Eq. (76) is valid for td/sb ^ 1, which represents the limit up to which the flange plates

are restraining the cover plates instead of vice-versa. The plate coefficient, k, is given by

\/~k= 2 + (77)

In Graph 12, the values of V ^ are plotted against td/sb for various values of the

parameter b/d, as determined from Eqs. (76) and (77). A simplified expression, neglect-

ing the parameter b/d is:

y/'r= 2.667 — 0.667 {td/sb)" (78)

It is conservative for all values of d/b larger than unity, which is usually the case for

most columns. Introducing Eq. (78) into Eq. (68) gives the following rounded expres-

sions for the limiting b/t ratios for this case:

b/t = 48 — 12 {td/sbY for L/r 5 60 i

and (

b/t = [0.80 — 0.20 (^\ ' 1- for L/r > 60 (

(79)

Valid for M.^ 1.

sb

An investigation of the limits of this equation gives the following results:

(1) Cover Plate Completely Built In or td/sb = 0: In this case the above equations

become:

b/t ~ 48 for L/r ^ 60

and [
(80)

b/t := 0.80 L/r for L/r > 60

(2) Cover Plate Hinged Along the Edges: This corresponds to the condition where

the cover plate and the restraining plate have the same buckling stress or td/sb r=: 1, in

which case the above equations become:

b/t =z 36 for L/r ^ 60

and \ (81)

b/t — 0.60 L/r for L/r > 60

A comparison of these values to those given in the AASHO and AREA specifications

for structural carbon steel (3.6.15 and Art. 40, respectively) shows that the value, b/t =
36, lies between the ratios of b/t := 40 for cover plates and webs connecting segments and

b/t '= 32 for the webs of the segments themselves. That is, the extreme case of Eq. (81)

corresponds to the code values. However, the values given in Eq. (81) also consider the

restraining effects of the flange plates and allow a higher b/t ratio for an increasing

slenderness ratio of the column with its corresponding lower column buckling stress.

In the application of these results to perforated cover-plated columns, some points

should be considered. Firstly the buckling stress determined was for an infinitely long

plate. For a plate of finite length the actual buckling stress would be slightly higher.

For case (a) treated above (i.e. section through the perforation), the k values are higher

for low values of the ratio a/bi, where a is the length of the perforation, as shown in

the following table:
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a/b,
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The influence of the stress concentration on the fatigue strength of the column can-

not be stated in a positive manner at the present time. Only an extensive test program

could give such a result. However, it is believed that such a procedure is unnecessary.

The perforated cover-plated column has also a great number of rivet holes which produce

stress concentrations at least equal, if not greater, in magnitude than those around the

edge of the perforation. Since riveted columns designed according to specifications have

performed satisfactorily, the same performance can be expected of columns with per-

forated cover plates, the perforations producing lower stress concentrations than rivet

holes. It is obvious that this statement does not hold for square and diamond shaped

perforations which cause stress concentrations far above 3. (See N.B.S. tests in Sec. C.)

There remains the question of the influence of stress concentrations on the local

buckling strength of the perforated plate. As there are no specific test results available,

a definite answer is again impossible. Nevertheless, considering that the high stresses are

very localized, yielding, if it occurs at all, will occur in a very restricted area. No plastic

zone will form, but only one or two extremely thin yield lines will appear which will

relieve the highly stressed region. All other material not affected by these yield lines

will remain elastic, so that no danger of local failure exists.

In summarizing, it can be stated that the perforations, if properly shaped, produce

smaller stress concentrations than rivet holes, so that the fatigue strength of the members

should not be reduced below that of a member with solid cover plates or lacing. The

danger of local buckling is not materially affected.

To insure proper behavior, certain precautions in the manufacturing process of the

perforated plates are necessary. It should be required that the perforations be produced

by a manufacturing process which leaves the plates flat. Any crimping of the edges of

the holes might lower their resistance. If perforated cover plates are used on tension

members, the process must leave the edges mechanically sound or fatigue may be ini-

tiated. For plates of high-strength steel, if perforations are flame cut, the edges should

be properly annealed to restore their ductility.

8. Recommendations for Design of Perforated Cover-Plated Columns

The N.B.S. studies and the analytical considerations just presented give sufficient

information to make definite recommendations. The numerical results of the three typical

cross sections considered in Appendix A allow the recommendation of simplifications

without sacrificing safety and economy.

a. Computation of Cross-Section Constants

(1) Cross-Sectional Area for Axial Rigidity

The N.B.S. studies show that the effective cross-sectional area, Arff., to be used to

compute the axial rigidity is larger than the net area through the perforations. It is

given by:

Aeff. = A, -f Aa -f KAu (83)

where A r= area of flange plates

.4a= area of angles

An = net area of perforated plates

K z= effective area coefficient

The value of A' can be obtained from Eq. (7) or Graph 1. Generally, A' is only slightly

above unity, and it is sufiiciently accurate and conservative to take A' = 1, such that

A^ff. becomes equal to the net area A of the column.
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Recommendation : In computing the axial rigidity, the net section of the

column should be taken. If some refinement is desired, Eq. (7 ) can be used

to compute the effective area.

(2) Moment of Inertia, I^

The YY-axis being parallel to the perforated plates (see Fig. ,0, the moment of

inertia is:

h.rff. = I„.f + /,.,. + A' .in />' (84)

where /y./^ moment of inertia of angles about YY
Iy.a=z moment of inertia of angles about YY
i4n=net area of perforated plates

/>= distance of perforated plates from axis YY
/C :^ effective area coefficient.

The value of A' can be determined as shown in previous section. Generally A' is close to

unity, and the effective moment of inertia is very closely approximated by the moment
of inertia of the net section.

Recommendation: In computing the moment of inertia about the YY
axis, parallel to the plane of the perforated plate, the net section of the

column should be taken.

(3) Moment of Inertia, h
In bending about the XX-axis, which is perpendicular to the plane of the cover

plates, the difference between the net and gross moment of inertia is so small that no

lengthy investigation is justified. The moment of inertia of the net section will be suffi-

ciently accurate and slightly conservative.

Recommendation: In computing the moment of inertia about the XX-
axis, perpendicular to the plane of the perforated plate, the net section of

the column should be taken.

In computing the cross-sectional constants for members with perforations staggered

in opposite cover plates, the net section is taken as if the perforations were opposite to

each other.

b. Allowable Column Load

In determining the allowable load for a perforated cover-plated column, the perti-

nent code should be followed (i.e. AASHO, AREA, or AISC codes).

The thinking behind these specifications is to consider a column with accidental

cnd-eccentricitv ratios-^ =: 0.2S. The influence of the shearing forces on the strength
r

of columns with perforated cover plates is considered according to the analysis presented

in Sec. D, problem 5. This approach is in principle consistent with the above codes, as

it considers small accidental end eccentricities producing such shearing forces.

In order that the code values may be used down to approximately an L/Vj of 15,

the value of a/r- should be limited to ' /< of L/tt with a maximum of 20. With this

limitation, the maximum value of R is approximately equal to 0.94. Its inlluence on the

column strength is very small, so that the reduction in column strength may safely be

neglected (less than 5 percent in all cases, usually much less) . This error is offset slightlv

by taking the net r^ of the section.
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Recommendation : (1) The allowable column stress should be determined

from appropriate code being used.

(2) If the slenderness ratio air. (length of perforation/radius of gyra-

ration of flange)* is equal to or less than 1/3 of L/rj with a maximum of 20,

the code values can be directly applied.

Only for the exceptional case of a/r:>20, a modification, both of effec-

tive radius of gyration (see Eq. 26 and Graph 3) and column strength

(according to Graph 5) becomes necessary, provided buckling occurs about

an axis perpendicular to the perforated plates (xx-axis). No modification is

necessary for members which have at least one solid cover or diaphragm

plate. (See Figs. 12, 13). A member with staggered perforations should be

treated as if the perforations were opposite to each other.

(3) The allowable column load is equal to the product of the net cross-

sectional area and allowable stress as determined above.

c. Design of Perforated Plate

The perforated cover-plate has to meet three requirements, namely: (1) to connect

Ihc flanges and as such to resist possible shearing forces, (2) not to buckle locally prior

to buckling of the column as a whole, and (3) to provide openings for fabrication and

for maintenance purposes without causing undue stress concentrations.

(1) Design for Shear

The AASHO, AREA, and AISC specifications for the shear force acting on laced

columns (Art. 3.6.36; Sec. A, Art. 54 and/or Sec. C, Art. 4; and Sec. 26a, respectively)

prescribe conservative values for the design shear force. If so desired, the more realistic

values given by Eqs. (53) and (61), or by the solid line on Graph 8, divided by the

appropriate safety factor, could be used.

The column section should be able to resist the transverse shear force determined

as shown above. For members with perforations in both cover plates (staggered perfora-

tions treated as if opposite), each flange at the point of perforation should be designed

to resist half the total shear force.

The members should also be designed for a longitudinal shearing force, in which

case the maximum shear stress is given by Eq. (64) which is:

3 c Q
Ah As'

(64)

where Q = design transverse shear force determined as above.

As = longitudinal shearing area of one cover plate between perforations.

= t (c-a)

In the case of an asymmetric cross section with perforations in one side only, the above

equation should also be used. This procedure will be conservative, as it amounts to

assuming that both the perforated cover plate and the solid cover plate each take half

of the shear.

In the case of a symmetrical cross section with a solid web (see Fig. 13), design for

longitudinal shear is not necessary.

The stitch rivets connecting the various elements of the column cross section should

also be checked for the design shear determined above, although in most cases this is

superfluous as other provisions determining the maximum spacing will be governing.

See Fig. 3 for definition of flange.
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Recommendation : (1) The design shear force should be determined from
the appropriate code being used as for latticed columns.

(2) At the point of perforation each flange should be designed to resist

half the total transverse shear force. Checking of the transverse shearing

stress in members with at least one solid web plate is not necessary.

(3) The perforated cover-plates should be designed to resist a longitu-

dinal shearing force which produces a maximum shear stress of

. _ScQ
4hA,

where Q = transverse shear force determined as above.

A, ^= longitudinal shearing area of one cover-plate between perfora-

tions.

(2) Design Against Local Buckling

For local buckling of flat plate elements, the formulas given as Eq. (72) and Eq.

(79) can be used directly. It is considered that no differentiation between the different

materials such as structural carbon steel, silicon steel or nickel steel should be made.

Taking as a lower limit of the slenderness ratio, L/r, a value of 30, the maximum
reduction in the plate buckling stress compared to the column buckhng stress is only

4.5 percent. The distances bi, b, and d should be measured from the line of rivets nearest

the heel of the angle as shown in Figs. 8 and 10. In the case of welding b^, b, and d are

measured over the entire width of the plate.

Recommendation : (1) For the outstanding leg of the perforated plate

at the perforations, the following relationships should be used

:

bjt —21 — (td|sb^y for L/r ^ 60

and

bjt = [0.35 — 0.017(td/sbrf]A for L/r > 60
r

This is valid for td/sbx 5 3. If td/sbi is greater than three, the web of the

flange should be checked for local buckling.

(2) For the cover plate between perforations the following relationships

should be used

:

b/t = 48 — 12(td/sby for L/r ^ 60
and

b/t = [0.80 — 0.20(td/sbX-] ~ for L/r > 60
r

These are valid for td/sb ^ 1. If td/sb is greater than unity the web of the

flange should be checked for local buckling.

(3) The distances 6i, b, and d should be measured from the line of rivets

nearest the heel of the connecting angle. For welded sections, 6,. b, and d
should be measured over the entire width of the plate.

(3) Shape and Spacing of the Perforations

The size and spacing of the perforations is governed largely by requirements of

fabrication and maintenance. Elliptical or ovaloid holes with their long a.\is in the direc-

tion of the column axis seem to be the best suited. These types of holes are also the

most advantageous from a theoretical point of view, producing the lower values of stress

concentration.
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The spacing of the perforations has a minor influence on the magnitude of the stress

concentration, a larger spacing slightly increasing its magnitude. However, no upper

limitation is necessary on this account. A lower limitation is necessary to ensure integral

action of the member such that secondary shearing deflections become small.

If the perforations are not spaced opposite each other, or if only one cover plate is

perforated (Fig. 12), slight variations in the working line would occur which would

introduce bending stresses. From the analysis of the three typical sections, the value of

this variation in terms of ec/r (where e is the eccentricity due to such unsymmetry) is

equal to a maximum of 0.133 for the light section down to 0.070 for the heavy section.

This is well within the accidental eccentricity of ec/r =: 0.25 for which the column is

designed under the various codes and is, therefore, of no consequence.

Recommendation : (1) The shape of the perforations should be ovaloid

(i.e. straight sides with semi-circular ends), elliptical or circular. For the

first two cases, the long axis should be in the direction of the column axis.

(2) The lower limit for the spacing of the perforations should be c ^^

1.50 a, where c is the spacing and a is the length of the perforation.

9. Summary

The findings of this study can be summarized as follows:

a. The experimental and theoretical studies done by the National Bureau of Stand-

ards (Refs. (1) to (10)) are sufficient to establish an effective area of a perforated cover

plate for axial deformation. However, in most cases the contribution of the perforated

plates to the total area of the member is relatively small, so that it is sufficiently accurate

and safe to consider only the net area of the perforated plates in computing the cross-

sectional area of the member.

b. If buckling occurs by bending about an axis perpendicular to the perforated

plates, they are subjected to shear. The reduction of their shearing stiffness due to the

perforations is insignificant for the usual proportions of perforated cover plated columns

so that the buckling load is not substantially reduced.

c. Considering small end eccentricities (accidental or intentional) in a plane parallel

to the perforated plates, secondary bending of the flanges along the perforations can

become rather large, especially for relatively short members with a low l/r ratio, so that

their load carrying capacity may be substantially decreased.

d. In considering local buckling of the plate elements, the point of view was chosen

that the column buckling stress and the plate buckling stress should be equal. Simple

expressions for the width -thickness ratios were derived takmg into account, in an approxi-

mate manner, the possible interaction between the flange plates and perforated cover

plates. A comparison between the ratios for plates of structural carbon, silicon, low alloy

and nickel steel showed that the differences for a given l/r ratio are insignificant so that

a constant ratio for these tj'pes of steel can be justified.

e. No direct answer to the problem of stress concentration caused by the perfora-

tions is given. However, it can be stated that rivet holes may produce more severe stress

concentrations than the perforations.

f. The findings of this study are applied as specific recommendations covering the

design of columns with perforated cover plates.

(Text continued on page 215)
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FIGURES 1 TO 13 INCL
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E. LABORATORY TESTS

1. Design of Test Members

The design of the test members themselves was made by Modjeski and Masters,

Consulting Engineers, Harrisburg, Pa. The design was such that the cross-section dimen-

sions and perforation spacing were similar to diagonal members used in the proposed

Mississippi River bridge. The maximum overall length of 40 ft and the maximum load

of 5,000,000 lb were set by limitations of the testing machine.

The design and detail of the specimens is ^.hown in Fig. 14.

In Table 1 a comparison is made between the actual design, the AREA and AASHO
specifications, and the recommendations in the analytical study.

2. Fabrication

Fabrication of the specimens was carried out in the Pottstown fabricating shops of

the Bethlehem Steel Company, with standard shop methods and accuracy, in accordance

with the general AASHO specifications. The perforations were fiame cut in accordance

with the AREA Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges, Sec. A, Art. 105, page 15-1-27,

for the carbon steel, and Sec. C, Art. 9, page 15-1-42, for the high-strength steel.

3. Details of Individual Tests

a. Summary of Tests

A summary of the tests is given in Table 2.

b. Physical afid Chemical Tests of Material

(1) Marking

The same material marking as used by the fabricating shop is maintained through-

out this report. Each individual piece (plate or angle) is designated by a number or a

number and a letter (1,3,6,8,7,5A). To locate from which end of the specimens the

coupon material was cut, this number is followed by a letter, A or B. A signifies it

originates at the end of the 36-ft section and B signifies the end of the 5-ft section, as

shown in Fig. IS. This letter is again followed by another number to identify the indi-

vidual plates and angles in the member cross section (i.e., 1 and 2 for the two different

plates, 1 to 4 for the four angles). Thus the complete identification marking number,

e.g., SA A 1, indicates the material piece (5A) its location (A) along the specimens, and

its location (1) within the cross section.

(2) Chemical Tests

While sub-punching the plates and angles during fabrication, certain punchings were

removed and identified for chemical analysis. The punchings are identified by the piece

identification mark (e.g., 6A1, 8A2, etc.) followed by a number (1 to 4) indicating the

location along the 36-ft specimen from which they were taken.

These locations are shown in Fig. 14.

Table 3 gives the results of the chemical analysis made according to standard

methods used for mill reports.

(3) Coupon Tests

Flat longitudinal standard tension coupons were made from the additional material

from each end of the specimens. These are identified by the piece mark of the material

from which they come (3A1, 7B2, etc.) followed by a number indicating the number

of the coupon cut from that piece. Two coupons were made from each piece used, making

a total of 12 coupons in all. They were prepared and measured in accordance with .ASTM
A370-54T, Sections 5(c) and 5(e) 1.
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The tension coupons were tested in hydraulic testing machines, the load and exten-

sion over an 8-in gage length being automatically recorded.

A summary of the results of the coupon tests is given in Table 4. The coupons were

tested at a constant valve opening on the testing machine, which gave a straining rate

over the S-in gage length of approximately 30 micro-inches per inch per second in the

yield zone. By reducing the straining speed to zero, observation of the "static" value of

the yield stress was also made. The high-strength angles (lAl-1, and 1B2-1) indicated

no definite yield level, and the yield stress given was determined by the intersection of

the tangents of the elastic region and the strain-hardening zone on the automatically

recorded load-extension graph again adjusted for zero straining rate (see Fig. 16). The

average of two yield stresses for each piece was taken as the yield stress for that material.

The elastic modulus of elasticity (£) was determined for six of the tension coupons

(one from each piece) by placing a SR-4 gage, type Al, on one face of the coupon.

In view of the variation from coupon to coupon, the modulus of elasticity of each grade

of steel was taken as the average of the three readings for that grade.

The strain-hardening modulus (£»;,) (tangent modulus at beginning of strain-

hardening, see Fig. 16) was determined from the automatically recorded load-extension

graph.

The yield strain (f,,) and strain-hardening strain («s;.) were also determined from

the automatically recorded graphs by the intersection of the tangent lines fixed by the

elastic slope, yield level, and strain-hardening slope. A typical load-extension graph with

these values marked is shown in Fig. 16.

The total percent elongation was measured, after fracture, over the original 8-in

gage length.

(4) Dimensions of Sections

Thei-e is usually significant variation between the actual dimensions of a section

and the nominal dimensions given by the steel handbook. Cross-section measurements

were made on the end pieces of each section by two methods^—firstly by measuring the

thicknesses with a micrometer, and secondly by weighing a measured length of the sec-

tion. In determining the average area, a mean was taken on all measurements of the same

material piece, the weighing measurements being given a weight of two against one for

the thickness measurements.

These results are tabulated in Table 5. In Table 6 are shown the geometric prop-

erties of the sections computed both from the measured sizes and the nominal handbook

values. In the computations that follow, the actual measured values are taken for the

geometric properties.

c. Cross-Section Tests

(1) General

The structural details of the S-ft sections used for the cross-section tests are shown

on Fig. 14. The gage location and numbering are shown in Fig. 17. The specimens were

tested, flat-ended, in the S,000,000-lb Universal testing machine. The complete setup is

.shown in Fig. 18.

(2) Gaging

(i) Axial Strain—The axial strain was measured on each corner of the specimen with

a 1/1000-in Ames dial over a gage length of 42 in (spacing of perforations in main

columns), symmetric about the perforation. These gages were also used for initial aline-

ing of the specimen to assure axial loading.
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(U) Strain Distribution—The strain distribution in the elastic range was determined

by 23 SR-4 strain gages, type Al, located as shown in Fig. 17. Typical gage installation

is shown in Fig. 19.

(Hi) Local Buckling—The formation of local buckling was determined by measur-

ing the relative displacement of the midpoint of the plate with respect to its edge. The

strain at which buckling occurred was measured over a 10-in gage length by means of a

Whittemore gage in the elastic range, and a special gage reading to 1/1000 in for the

larger strains.

(3) Results

(i) Axial Dejormation—From the 4 dials (1 at each corner) the average compres-

sive strain over the 42-in gage length (spacing of perforation) was determined. A plot

of the average strain over this length against the average stress based on the net area

of the specimens, is shown in Fig. 20 for specimen CS4, and Fig. 21 for specimen HS4.

A magnified part of the elastic portion of this curve, from which the effective modulus

of elasticity can be determined, is also shown in the same figure. The yield level pre-

dicted from the coupon tests is also shown in both cases. In the inelastic range, difficulty

was experienced in maintaining a constant strain with the hydraulic machine, and some

elastic fall-off in load was probably experienced in the initial inelastic stages. This

accounts for the dip in the graph of Fig. 20 of specimen CS4. The values assumed for

prediction purposes are shown as a dashed curve.

(ii) Stress-Strain Distribution—To non-dimensionalize all the strains, they have been

divided by the average strain over the 42-in gage length (perforation spacing). In the

cases where several gages were in symmetrical positions, all points are plotted, the curve,

however, being drawn through the average. These results are plotted in Fig. 22 for the

net section, Fig. 23 for the perforation, and Fig. 24 for the full section. The data are

summarized in Tables 7 and 8.

(Hi) Local Buckling—For the type of cross section tested the point of local buckling

cannot be sharply defined. Although the center portion of a plate itself may buckle,

higher loads may be carried by the corners (effective-width concept) until they fail by

some other cause, such as yielding. The initial plate buckling is, therefore, not catastrophic,

and it is possible to increase the load on the specimen past this point. Such a type of

behavior was observed for both specimens CS4 and HS4.

The formation of local buckling was indicated by the deflection of the center of the

plate relative to its edges. A typical plot of this deflection is given against the average

strain in Fig. 25, and against the average stress over the net area in Fig. 26. The location

of the buckling point on these graphs is quite arbitrary. The investigators have selected

the point of initial bifurcation from the straight equilibrium position as defining buckling.

The method used to determine this point is shown in Figs. 25 and 26. The results,

obtained on the same basis, for all plates are summarized in Table 9, which also gives

the local strains (10-in gage length) at which buckling occurred. It should be remem-

bered, therefore, in subsequent discussion, that these values of the buckling stress do not

necessarily indicate failure.

Graphs of the buckled shape along the length of the plate, together with the strain

distribution, are given in Figs. 27 and 28. A view of the formation of the buckles in the

actual specimen is given in Figs. 29, 30, 31, for CS4, and Figs. 32, 33, 34, for HS4. The

darker areas indicate the compression .side of the buckle, the diagonal yield lines the

tension side.
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(iv) General Behavior

(1) Specimen CS4—Initial yielding in the specimen, as evidenced by flaking of mill

scale, was noticed along the edges of the plate at a load of 1,500,000 lb, corresponding

to an average stress on the net area of 23,490 psi. As it developed, it could be seen that

the yielding originated in the neighborhood of each rivet and spread from that point.

The solid portion of the perforated plate was almost free from signs of yielding. The

yield pattern, just after the beginning of local buckling, can be seen in Fig. 35. Ultimate

failure (fall-off in load) occurred after average strains considerably beyond the yield

strains, had developed (see Fig. 20). It was caused by local buckling of the plates at the

section through the perforation. The angle afforded considerable restraint against this

buckling as it twisted with the plates. The plates and angles were still closely in contact

at the rivet line, although the solid flange plate had separated from the angle at its heel.

(2) Specimen HS4—The behavior of this high-strength steel specimen was similar

to the A7 steel specimen. During the elastic range, a sharp cracking noise was heard which

seemed to indicate load transfer through the rivets. Initial yielding (flaking of mill scale)

was noticed around the rivets in the perforated cover plate at the perforation at a load

of 1,802,000 lb corresponding to average stress over net area of 28,470 psi. This initial

yielding can be seen in Fig. 36. The formation of the yielding in the solid flange plate

can be seen in Fig. 37, the yielding again originating at the rivets. As can be seen from

the stress-strain curve (Fig. 21), the specimen carried a stress slightly in excess of the

yield stress indicated by the coupons when failure was caused by excessive local buckling.

The failure was identical to the A7 steel specimen. Fig. 38 shows a detail of the buckle

in the neighborhood of the perforation. The separation between solid flange plate and

the heel of the angle can be seen.

d. Bending Tests

(1) General

The column specimens were prepared for the bending tests by fastening a bracket

at each end of the specimen to rest on the rocker support. Two loading yokes were then

fixed to the specimen. The fastening in all cases was done with high-strength bolts. The

specimen was loaded in two ways:

(a) Two-point loading

(b) Single-point loading

The details of the test set up can be seen in Fig. 39. The loading was determined

so that the specimen remained elastic.

With the initial loading of the specimens, sharp cracking noises were heard. After

release of this initial load, slip was indicated, with a permanent deformation of approxi-

mately 0.07 in for both columns.

For the two-point loading, the maximum load was fixed at 90 kips for each jack,

and for the single-point loading at 100 kips.

The loading was accomplished by two hydraulic jacks of 110-kip capacity, coupled

to a pendulum dynamometer indicating the load with testing machine accuracy.

(2) Gaging

(i) Deflection—The deflections of the specimens were measured by two means:

(a) Five Ames 1/1000-in dials under the specimen

(b) Eleven l/lOO-in scales fastened on the neutral axis on the centers between

perforations. These scales were read with a surveyor's level, swinging in a

horizontal plane.
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In addition, the local deformations over one bay of the perforations were measured

by a frame with three 1/1000-in Ames dials.

(H) Strain—The strain distribution during bending was determined by 40 SR-4
gages, type Al, and 3 SR-4 rosettes, type ARl. They were located and numbered as

shown in Fig. 41. They were set up to determine the strain pattern at four different

cross sections of the specimen:

(a) Center line of perforations (Fig. 41, Section D)

(b) Point of tangency of perforation (Section C)

(c) End of perforation (Section B)

(d) Center line between perforations (Section A)

A typical installation is shown in Fig. 40.

(3) Results

(i) Deflections—Based on an average of four individual readings, the deflections arc

shown in graphical form in Fig. 42 for the A7 steel and Fig. 43 for the high-strength

steel column. The curves were determined from the level readings alone. The values

determined from the Ames dials are also shown on the graphs as a basis for comparison.

The local deformations of one bay of the perforations are shown in Fig. 44. The differ-

ence in local deflection at each end of the perforation indicates the local shearing

deformation.

(ii) Stress Distribution—The stress distribution across the various sections is shown
in Fig. 45 for the A7 steel member and Fig. 46 for the high-strength steel member.

Table 10 summarizes the strain data used to determine these stresses. Super-imposed on

these curves are the stresses determined by the usual theory of bending. Separate curves

are shown for the cases of:

(a) Pure moment

(b) Moment and shear

e. Column Tests

(1) General

To prepare the specimens for testing as a column, end brackets and pins were fixed

at each end of the column. Details of these pins can be seen in Fig. 48. Effectively, the

column acted as pin-ended (effective length =: length between pins) in the plane of the

perforated plates and fixed ended (effective length =: 0.5 x length between pins) in

plane of solid flange plates. The length between bearing surfaces of pins was 38 ft 10 in.

Care was taken in setting the pins on the center line of the column and in setting

the column vertically in the testing machine. Subsequent tests indicated an extremely

good alinement. The specimens were tested in a 5,000,000-lb hydraulic Universal testing

machine. A general view of the columns ready for testing can be seen in Fig. 47.

(2) Gaging

(i) Axial Deformation—The axial deformation was determined for specimen CS3 by

measuring the overall shortening between the centers of the two end plates as shown in

Fig. 48 (i.e., over a gage length equal to the length of the column, 36 ft).

During testing, it was observed that the plates of the end fixtures were deforming

such that the measured shortening included this additional deformation. Therefore, the

observed strains were larger than those determined from the cross-section tests. In speci-

men HS3, additional gages were used (see Fig. 48), clearly demonstrating the bending of

the ba.se plates. In future tests the center line wire should be fastened by a bracket to

the specimen itself.
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(ii) Lateral Deflection—The lateral deflection of the column was determined from

1/100-in scales fastened on the center line between each perforation of the specimen.

These scales were read by an engineer's transit, swinging in a vertical plane, set up clear

of the specimen. The deflections were measured in both the plane of the perforated cover

plate and the plane of the solid flange plate.

(in) Strain Distribution—The strain distribution was determined by the same SR-4

gages used in the bending tests. In addition to these, four SR-4 gages, type Al, were

placed in the corners at each end as a check on the alinement of the pins.

(3) Results

(i) Axial Deformation—A graph showing the average strain over the full length of

the column, plotted against the average stress based on the net area, is given in Fig. 49

for specimen CS3. Also shown on the same graph is the behavior predicted from the

results of the cross-section tests. The details of the prediction are given in Appendix B.

The variation of the slopes in the elastic range is due to faulty strain measurements in

the column specimen which included deformation of the base plates. However, in view

of the results from HS3 (see Fig. SO), the actual axial deformation should follow very

closely the cross-section tests which are shown in Fig. 49 as the predicted curve. In

Fig. SO, the results are given for the HS3 specimen. The variation between the strains

determined over the full length of the specimen by measuring through the center of the

column and along one edge (by the two separate wires), can be seen, indicating the error

brought in by the bending of the base plate. In addition, the average strain was

measured by four Ames dials over one bay of the perforations in the column. The results

obtained by this last method were practically identical with results from the cross-section

tests and the full-length measurement down one edge of the column. The prediction for

this specimen is also shown in Appendix B.

(ii) Lateral Deflections—A plot of the lateral deflection of the midpoint of the

column against the average stress, based on the net area, is given in Fig. SI for both

columns. Curves showing the lateral deflections, including initial crookedness over the

full length of the column, are given in Fig. 52 for CS3 specimen, and Fig. S3 for HS3

specimen.

(Hi) Strain Distribution—The strain distribution over the various cross sections of

the specimen are given in Fig. S4 for CS3 and Fig. 55 for HS3. They have been non-

dimensionalized by dividing by the average strain over the full length of the column.

Table 11 summarizes the data.

(iv) General Behavior

(1) Specimen CS3—The column was loaded initially to check on the alinement of

the pin. The four SR-4 gages at each end of the column gave almost identical strains,

indicating good alinement. Due to flattening of the pin under load, it was estimated that

the maximum eccentricity would be only of the order of 0.2-in. This corresponds to a

value of ec/r^ of approximately 0.02, which is very small. The initial deflection of the

column is shown in Fig. S2.

The specimen was loaded in increments of 200,000 lb in the elastic range. Initial

yielding (from flaking of mill scale) around the rivets in the solid flange plate occurred

at a load of 1,000,000 lb (average net stress IS,700 psi) . The maximum load was reached

at a value of 2,000,000 lb (average net stress 31,300 psi), at which point the lateral

deflection started to increase very suddenly (see Fig. 51). The load then slowly fell off

with increasing shortening of the column until a local buckling across a section, through

a perforation at mid-length, was noticed at a load of 1,728,000 lb. This local buckling
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can be seen in Fig. 56. On the next strain increment, the flange plate buckled, causing

the load to drop to 1,425,000 lb. Figs. 57 and 58 show the final local buckle, and Figs.

59 and 60 show the column after testing.

(2) Specimen HS3—Initial loading also showed good alincmcnl on this specimen.

The initial deflection of the column can be seen in Fig. 5.^. Load was applied in incre-

ments of 250,000 lb in the elastic range. Initial yielding occurred at a load of 1.500,000

lb (average net stress 23,700 psi) around the rivets near the perforation. This initial

yielding can be seen in Fig. 61. The maximum load was reached at a load of 2,808,000 lb

(average net stress 44,400 psi), the lateral deflection being noticeable at this stage. The

axial shortening was increased and the specimen suddenly buckled locally, the load

dropping off by almost half, and the lateral deflection increasing suddenly by approxi-

mately 4 in. Again overall column buckling occurred prior to local buckling of the plate

elements. Detailed pictures of the flnal local buckle can be seen in Figs. 62 and 63. The

column, after testing, can be seen in Figs. 64 and 65.

After this sudden failure, the specimen was unloaded and reloaded again, as shown

by the reloading curve in Figs. 50 and 51.

In its deformed state, the specimen could be reloaded to approximately the same

load it was carrying before unloading (1,487,000 lb).

4. Analysis and Comparison of Data

As a means of systematizing the analysis of the results, the data will be examined

in the same order as the work was presented in the analytical study.

a. Axial Rigidity

The necessary data required lor the experimental determination of this effect is

shown in Figs. 20, 21, 49, and 50. From <t versus e curves there presented, the effective area

mav be determined from the ratios:

Acfr. Ecoup. A., Ee,r.

An Eroup.

The results are summarized as follows:

(85)

(86)
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Very often the axial rigidity used for deflection and erection studies is determined

by dividing the total volume (gross volume minus volume of perforations) by the length

of the member to obtain an effective area. Applied to the test specimens, this would

give a value of AenJAnei = 1.115. Compared to the test results this ratio is too large.

b. Bending Stiffness

(1) Bending About Y-Y Axis—No experiments were carried out for bending about

this axis.

(2) Bending About X-X Axis (i.e., in plane of cover plate)—The effective moment
of inertia for pure bending may be determined from the radius of curvature in the region

of constant moment in the bending tests. These data are given in Figs. 42 and 43.

With
M
EI

, therefore EI — MR (87)

Values of EI in Lb per Sq In
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For applied load P— 100 kips

Q = 100 X— = -^0.56 kips
36

Q
M.econd. = — X 3 = 45.83 kip-in

_ j 91.8 CS3
I .-

/ 92.4 HS3 {

'"'

u= 5.46 in

91.8

92.4

= ^'^^ psi

2710

c. A , u A- 1 ^ 30.56 X 195 X 6 4240 \
Stress due to bendiner alone ff ^ ^-^ ——= ^^^'^ vpsi.

8441 (
4290 S

8334
\

Therefore, assuming a constant stress concentration factor of 1.75 (average of experi-

mental results), the following table compares the computed stress difference between

gages 15 and 49 (the secondary stresses being of opposite signs at these points) and

that actually measured.
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X 11
and for two-point load ;

—^ =:— = C^Oh
L i(y

For one-point load ;
^-!- = 0..^06
L

XO.L

L
0.50

±L — 0.604

The equations become:

PL'Wi= (0.02772 + 0.0424 /3) (91)
EL

for two-point load: and

PA''
Wi —^-^^ (0.01S03 + 0.0204 i3) (92)

Wc.L. —^-^^ (0.01674 -f 0.0212 jS) (93)
EIx

UH=zS-^l- (0.01273 -f 0.0130 jS) (94)
EI,

for one-point load.

Using the bending stiffness, Eh, determined experimentally as shown in previous

section, the values of j3 which should be substituted in the above equations to produce

the measured deflections are given in the following table.
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Shear Stress in psi
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/. Stress Concentration

The strain concentration factors
«local

are given in Figs. 22, 2i, 24, for the
eaverage

cross-section tests, Figs. 45 and 46 for the bending tests, and Figs. 54 and 55 for the

column tests. A study of these results indicates that the values of the strain concentra-

tion are subject to considerable variation, even between symmetrical points for a given

loading. Small variations in shape and edge conditions are apparently very influential on

the magnitude of the concentration.

The factor also varied somewhat for different loads in the elastic range, indicating

some non-uniform load transfer around the cross sections (see Figs. 22, 23, 24).

In view of these facts, the following table summarizes an average (variations of .^0

percent may occur for any practical case) strain concentration factor and corresponding

stress concentration factor (based on average stress over the net area) at various points

on the specimen.
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tests. The design recommendations made in the analytical study are, therefore, supported

in the major part by these two tests. Only minor modifications may be indicated. These

modifications are:

(1) For the two test specimens the factor /3 characterizing the effective length

of the cantilever leg in determining the shearing deformations over the

perforations should be taken as 0.004 instead of 0.0703 (==9/128). This does

not alter the design recommendation, as the shearing deformations are still

negligible for columns of usual proportions.

(2) Since the observed stresses in the perforated plate between perforations were

considerably lower than the average stress over the cross section, the allowable

b/t ratio for this portion of the perforated plate may be increased above the

previously recommended value. As indicated in Sec. E, Art. 4e (page 226),

a lower limit of b/t equal to 50 would seem more realistic.

(Text continued on page 276)

TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF SPECIMEN DIMENSIONS WITH DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

Detail
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF TESTS

Test
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TABLE 3

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
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TABLE 5

CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF PLATES AND ANGLES

Mark
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TABLE 6

SUMMARY OF GEOMETRIC SECTION PROPERTIES
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TABLE 7

STRAIN DISTRIBUTION FOR CS-4
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TABLE S

STRAIN DISTRIBUTION FOR HS-1

SR-4
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TABLE 9

LOCAL BUCKLING STRESS AND STRAIN

Specimen CS-4
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TABLE 10

STRESS DISTRIBUTION FOR SPECIMENS CS-3 AND HS-3 UNDER
BENDING AND SHEAR
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TABLE 11

STRAIN DISTRIBUTION FOR CS-3 AND HS-3 IN COMPRESSION
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Fig. 18 (above)—
Cross-section speci-
men CS4 before test-

ing. Gaging consists
of: (a) dial gages at

each corner (gage
length, 42 in) ; (b)
SR4 gages; (c) Whit-
temore gages (gage
length, 10 in) on each
plate; and (d) local
buckling gages (not
shown).

Fig. 19 (right)—
SR4-A1 gages around
edge of perforation
for determining stress
concentration.
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T-s-51 j3 B3JY aSN UO SSSJ3S 33BJ3AV

Figure W. Streps - Strain Curve for Specimen CS4.
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eSjy }9H UO SS3JI3S 93sJ9AV

Figure Zl. Stress-Strain Curve for Specimen HS4.
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Deformation Inwards Ins.

Q 0.2 0,4 0, 5

Deforvatlon Inwards Ins.

Q OjJ 0,4 0, 5

TTS o!Z 0.2
Deformation Outwards Ins.

0.5 0. A 2

Deformation Outwards Ins.

Figure ?5. Typical Curves of Local Buckling Deformation \«. Average
Strain for Specimens CS4 and HS4.
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— 3 ft
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Buckle ins.
.0 .

,

2S Q 0,25 0, 5

Buckle ins.

g M M u.o

-o.ii 5rz3 Jf.b

Buckle Ins.

vrTJ—ar.cj

Strain x 10"

Pl«te 7B1- Specimen CSA.

0.25 0.25 0.5
Suckle ins.

Ji LpQ U.

TTo 5tT5 712.0
Strain x 10

Plate 5AB1- Specimen HSA.

Figure 27. Local Buckle and Strain Distribution along length
of Solid Flange Plate.
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Buckle Ins. Strain
-0.25 0.25 A.O 8.

Buckle ins.

.5 -0.25

I I
I

ea„=2. 85x10

-OTi -0 . 25 d Jr.250 470 STO
Buckle ins. Strain x IQ-'

FLate 8B1- Specimen CS4

Strain
4.0 8.0

-0.5 -0.25

Sloc'=25Acir-'

5T0 STO
Strain x 10-^

Plate 6B2- Specimen HS4

Buckle ins.

Figure 28. Local Buckle and Strain Distribution along Length
of Perforated Plate.
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Fig. 29—Detail of yielding and
local buckling of perforated plate,

specimen CS4.

Fig. 30 (above)—Detail of yield-
ing and local buckling of solid flange
plate, specimen CS4.

Fig. 31 (left)—Overall view of
specimen CS4 after testing. Maxi-
mum load, 2240 kips.
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Fig. 33—Overall viewr of specimen
HS4 after testing.

Fig. 32—Detail of yielding in solid

flange plate, specimen HS4.

Fig, 34—Overall view of specimen
HS4 after testing.
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Fig. 35—Developing yield pattern
in specimen CS4. Load 1952 kips.

Note formation of local buckling in

flange plate. Initial yielding occurred
at edge of flange plate.

Fig. 36—Initial yielding in speci-
men HS4. Yielding first occurred
near rivets in perforated plate at

perforation.

Fig. 38 (above)—Detail of local
buckle in specimen HS4 after test-

ing. Note separation between plate
and heel of angle.

Fig. 37 (left)—Formation of yield-
ing in solid flange plate in specimen

^« u HS4. Yielding originates at each
^ rivet.
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Fig. 39—Test set-up for loading specimens in bending and shear.

Capacity of each jack is 110 kips.

Fig. 40—Detail of SR4 gages on perforated plate. Gages are used
for determining stresses caused by bending and shear.
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Code:

I SR4 Near Side »N S.)

<t SR^ Both Sides

A SR4 Rosette Near Side

^ SRA Rosette Near Side.

SRA Far Side (F S.)

Figure 41. Location of SR4 Gages for

Test Specimens CS3 and HS3.
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Code:

® 1/1.000" Ames DlaJ

O 1/100" Scales

0.2 O.A 0.6
Deflection ln».

BT4 O
Deflection Ins.

"1:2

Figure 42. Deflection of Specimen CS3 in Bending in Plane
of Perforated Plate.
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1,2

Code:

® 1/1000 • Amgj^j^

© 1/100 " Scales

0~2 O 076
Deflection ins.

"~DT5 578"

Deflection Ins.

1.2

Figure 43. Deflection of Specimen HS3 in Bending in Plane of
Perforated Plate.
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Linear Distribution
from Bending Theory

Ta B b c E~D
(ii) Bending + Shear M at Section C = 5870 in kips

V = 30.6 kips
Figure 45. Stress Distribution in CS3 under Bending and Shear.
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l~ Linear Distribuclon
' fr

M at Section C = 5870 in kips
V = 30.6 ki,c3

Dlatributlon In HS3 under Bending and Shear.

Btnding + Shear
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Fig. 47b—Specimen HS3 prior
to testing.

Fig. 47a—Specimen CSS prior
to testing.
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Figure 48. Pin-End Connections and Axial Deformation

Gages on CS3 and HS3 .
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I "f I

^1

2.0 2.

A

cr

kat

2 8
AO

35

Local Buckling Visibly Observed

0.4 0.8 1.2

Average Strain

1.6
3

2.4 2.8

Figure 49, Average Strain over Full Column Length vs. Average
Stress over Net Area for Specimen CS3.
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FIGURE 50. AVERAGE STRAIN OVER FULL COLUMN LENGTH VS. AVERAGE
STRESS OVER NET AREA FOR SPECIMEN HS3,
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2.0 3.0

Lateral Deflection Ins.

Figure 51. Plot of Lateral Deflection at Mld-helg''t vb. Average Stress

over Net Area for Specimens CS3 and HS3
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2.0 3.0

170 O
Lateral Deflection

5.0

Figure 62. Lateral Deflection Curves for Srecimen CS3.
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Top
6,0

TTO 270 375 470"

Lateral Deflection Ins.

Figure 53. Lateral Deflection Curves for Specimen HS3.
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Fig. 56—Local buckling of the out-
standing leg at perforation after

maximum load (1728 kips) had been
reached. Fig. 57

—

Final failure of specimen
CSS due to local buckling of flame
plate.

Fig. 58—Detail of final local buckle
in specimen CSS.
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Fig. 59—Specimen CSS after fail-

ure caused by column buckling at

load of 2000 kips. Local buckle

formed after maximum load had been
passed.

Fig. 60—Specimen CS3 after test-

ing. Note yield lines and region of

local buckling in plate.
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Fig. 61—Detail of initial yielding
of specimen HS3 at rivets near per- pig. 62—Detail of final local buckle
toration. in specimen HS3. Note yield regions

of plates.

Fig. 63—Detail of final local buckle in specimen HS3.
Note the tvvrist in corner angle.
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Fig. 64—Specimen HS3 after fail-

ure caused by column buckling. Max-
imum load, 2808 kips. Local buckle
formed after maximum load had been
passed.

Fig. 65—Specimen HS3 after fail-

ure. Note region of local buckle in
plate.
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G. NOTATION AND SYMBOLS

A = net cross-sectional area of column

Ag. =2 gross cross-sectional area of column

Aeff. ^= effective cross-sectional area of column

An =: net area of perforated plate

A a =: area of angles in column

Af = are of flange in column (See Fig. 3 or Fig. Al)

A» =: longitudinal shear area of one cover plate = t (c-a)

C = effective area factor for N.B.S. failure tests

E = modulus of elasticity

Eroup. = modulus of elasticity determined from Coupon tests

Eerf- = effective modulus of elasticity for axial rigidity based on net area.

El := tangent modulus

H = effective length factor for modification due to shear deformation

Ir = moment of inertia of net section about the XX axis

L.!,. = moment of inertia of gross section about XX axis

ly = moment of inertia of net section about the YY axis

/„.,,^;-. =: moment of inertia of effective section about the YY axis

/y.„. = moment of inertia of gross section about the YY axis

Iz = moment of inertia of flange about axis ZZ (See Fig. 3 or Fig. Al)

K = effective area coefficient

L = length of column

M = bending moment

P = column load

P,n„r rzi maximum column load

Per = critical buckling load
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Pt. = Euler buckling load

Pi = tangent modulus load

Q = transverse shear force

Qmux = maximum transverse shear force

R =^ radius of curvature in pure bending

T ^ longitudinal shear force

a = length of perforation

b = distance from support to beam loading point

/) = width of plate

/), = width of outstanding leg at perforation (See Fig. 8)

c = spacing of perforations

c z= distance from gravity axis to extreme fiber

d =z width of flange plate (See Fig. 8)

e =: eccentricit}' of load

/ r= constant for determining axial rigidity

g = maximum deflection of column to produce yield in extreme fiber

// =^ depth of section

k = plate buckling coefficient

m =: width of perforation

P =^ distance of perforated plate from YY axis

r = radius of gyration

fs = radius of gyration about XX axis

r„ = radius of gyration about YY axis

r.- := radius of gyration of flange about the ZZ axis

s = thickness of flange plate (See Fig. 8)

/ = thickness of cover plate (See Fig. 8)

u = distance from neutral axis of section

It' = deflection

X =: coordinate axis along member
>• =1 coordinate axis for deflection

--fi/:^-/-Eh„.
P =z factor governing effective length of "cantilever leg"

^ 3= deflection of "cantilever leg"

f =1 strain

fi = strain in perforated plate

e-j =z strain in solid plate

^ slope

^1 = slope due to eccentricity

*2 =: slope due to bending

<f := stress

<'n = stress based on net section

<r„,„ = maximum stress

ffp = stress at proportional limit

<T^ = yield stress

I' = Poissons ratio

T = shear stress
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r = EJE
fmaM = maximum shear stress

<t>m = curvature due to moment

'f>, = curvature due to shear

i =: restraint factor
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APPENDIX A—ANALYSIS OF TYPICAL BRIDGE SECTIONS

The members are chosen from a proposed bridge designed by Modjeski and Masters,

Consulting Engineers, Harrisburg, Pa.

L Section Properties

(1) Light Section

Consider section SL6-SU7, span =: 100 ft.

^ ^COVER PLATES (26-12) x ^
\

' ' ' ' » y ^^

FLANGE
PLATE

THIS AREA
CONSIDERED
AS FLANGE
IN THIS ^
REPORT ^

I I J J i
\f

/ / I J A

FIG. Al

-PLATES 24 X I

IS 6 xGxj^

(a) YY Axis

Section
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(b) ZZ Axis

Section
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(2) Medium Section

Consider section NU5-NL4, Span = 100 ft.

Mill f2L^COVER PLATES (30-12) X ^
r r t t rt

Z X

FIG. A 2

(a) YY Axis

PLATES 40 X I

13 8x8x1

Section
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Ag = 128.44 sq in

A = 116.44 sq in

Acov.pl. = 30 sq in

An = 18 sq in

ly.g, = 33,316 in*

/» == 28,276 in*

An X P'' = 7,560 in*

= 0.40

3' one manhole only =i-

7 28

VTl
28276

6.44
= 1S.S8 in

123

122.44
= 100 in

(b) ZZ Axis

Section
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(3) Heavy Section

Consider section shown, Span == 50 ft.

X ^COVER PLATES (30-l2)x|

\ / / / / A / / -7^

\/ / / -/ / /A

TZ

^

4̂- 48x J PLATES

|s 8x8x|

(a) YY Axis

FIG. A3

Section
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Ag = 227.26 sq in

A = 212.26 sq in

/!.<,... pi. = 18.75

An — 11.25

m/h = 0.40

184
V one manhole onlv ;=-

219.76
0.84 in

(b) ZZ Axis

/„.,. = 72,596 in'

I„ = 63,576 in'

An X p- = 13,560 in*

= ,/^3^=17.3ir
r 212.26

Section
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Api.eft. = 1.27 X An = 11.43 sq in

Total Aetf. = 98.44 + 22.86 = 121.3 sq in

A = 116.44 sq in

_Alll_ = JllA^= 1,042
A 116.44

(3) Heavy Section

-^ = 0.40 — = 0.50
b c

K = 1.27

Api.tf. = 1.27 XAn — 14.29 sq in

Total Aeff. = 189.76 + 28.58 = 218.34 sq in

A = 212.26 sq in

Aeff. — 218.34

212.26
= 1.029

3. Bending Stiffness

Assuming the same spacing of perforations as in the previous case, therefore for

(a) YY Axis

(1) Light Section

ly z= 5406 in'

'trff. = Iicitliout raver plalrs + K A,, p"

= 3492 + (1.35 X 1914)

= 6072 in'

= 1.125
Iy..f,. _ 6072

/,, 5406

(2) Medium Section

h = 28,276 in'

!<(!. '=^ Iwlthoul ,nier plalei: + K An P^

— lont + (1.27 X 7560)

=30316 in'

ly.eii. _ 30316 _
/v 28276

(3) Heavy Section

ly = 63,576 in'

1.072

Irlt. = IvoHhout rnirr plnlrs + K An P'

= 50014 + (1.27 X 13,560)

= 67214 in'

Iy.,rf. _ 67214

/» 63576

(b) XX Axis

(1) Light Section

ha. 8428

1.057

h 8302
= 1.015
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(2) Medium Section

h 23673

(3) Heavy Section

^^g- —_iZ^iL = 1 .004

7x 47335

4. Eflfect of Shearing Deformations

(1) Light Section

L = 100 ft^=-^ = 11.4 il = 99

r^ 2.11 rr

J-=zJ- — 0.40
c 5

From Graph 2: /f = 1.007

(A).,, = 100

(2) Medium Section

L = 100 ft^ = -^ - 9.35— = 84

r- 2.57 n
_^ == 0.40

c

From Graph 2: ff = 1.007

(A),„.=M.5

fj; ffea-t^y Section

Z,,= SOft-^=-?i- = 9.97 f = 40.1

j-j 2.41 '^.T

a/c = 0.40

From Graph 2:

H = 1.031

(A).„. = «.3

5. Design for Shear

(1) Light Section

From AASHO code, for-^ = 99, %^ = 234 psi

Qr^a. .= 56.49 X 234 = 13,230

(a) Transverse shear

(i) Full section

T^„, ,= JL 2 /ly =_11:H2 X 28.24 X 11-75

'^^ 8428 X —
8

= 595 psi
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(ii) Perforated section

6615 X f
(12 X 1.5) + fsl X 1 W 2]

r„.„, = JL - ^y = ^ V 4 /J
Izt 126.05 X (IM)

= 760 psi

(b) Longitudinal shear

^ _ 3 c Qmax =i_ X— X — ^^^^°

4 h As 4 26 .?6 X 7/16

= 1455 psi

3
At minimum spacing (i.e., c := a =1 3 ft)

2

T„,„ — J-X— X ^'^^^^

4 26 12 X 7/16

= 2,620 psi

(2) Medium Section

From code
^"^^ = 251 psi
A

Q,naT = 251 X 116.44 = 29,200

(a) Transverse shear

(i) Full section

r„.„ 3Z Jl 2 X7 ^ J9200_ ^g 22 X 13.81
/rf 23817.1

= 990 psi

(ii) Perforated section

max = -il Ay ^If^OO ^^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^
Lt 373 X 2.25 / -r

1

_ 14600 X 57.1 „,- .= — := 963 psi
384.6 X 2.25

(b) Longitudinal shear

4 k As 4 30 36 X K
= 2440 psi

At minimum spacing

max = 4390 psi

(3) Heavy Section

P'or L/r^ = 40 ^"'" = 351 psi
A

Qrnas = 351 X 212.26 = 74,400 lb

(a) Transverse shear

(i) Full section

r _ t^ V fy ^ 74400 X (113.63 X 14.76)

lA " 47,335 X 5/4

= 2110 psi
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(ii) Perforated section

^ _ _X_ V ^- _ 37200 X 72 X 1-23
'"" ~ I.t

"
' ~ tn.l X IS (angles only)

= 3550 psi

(b) Longitudinal shear

_ J_ V ^ V Q"-«^ — ^ V 60 ^ 74400
•""-

4 ^ h ^^4^-T><15">^36 X 5/«

= 4960 psi

At minimum spacing

3 ^ 36 ^ 74400r_^_X— X-^^-^^-^=, 8920 psi

6. Local Buckling

(1) Light Section

(a) Section at perforation

_L_^ 100 X 12 ^^,3
r„H„ 9.7S

J^ ^ 7/16 X (24-6)^
5 3 ^^.^, j^ > 3

5fti ^ X (7—3)

Therefore, the legs actually restrain the flange plate

(b) Section between perforations

td _ 7/16 X (24—6) _ 63 =^ 0.79

sb ^ y2 X (26—6) 80

{b/t)auo«„<,ie = (0.80 — 0.20 X 0.79-) X 123 = 83

(6A)„,.,„.„=i^^=46
7/16

(c) Web of flange

Since in case (a), the web of flange would buckle first, then, assuming simple

supports at edges:

{b/t)ano„u,l.,e = 0.60 Z^ = 74

r

(b/n.„.„„„=i24-6)_^3^

(2) Medium Section

(a) Section at perforation

L _ 100 X 12 ^
j^4

rmln 14.27

Jd_ ^ V. X (40-6) ^ 3 3 ^^j^i^ j^ > 3
sb. Ya X (9—3)

Therefore, legs restrain flange plate

(b) Section between perforations

td _ y2 X (40—6) _ 17 X 4 _ 68

sb ^ X (30—6) 3 X 24 72
0.94
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(6/0n/(o«„M, = (0.80 — 0.20 X 0.94-) X 84 = 52

{b/t)ar,u..i =—i:^ = 48
.^0—6

(c) Web of flange

Since from (a), web of flange buckles first, on assuming simple supports

ib/t)ano^ab,r = 0.60 X L/r = 50

{b/t).r...... = i^=^ = 45

(3) Heavy Section

(a) Section at perforation

L
- = 40

r,„ i„

td _ V& X (48—6) = 2.02
sb, iy2 X (9—3)

{b/t)„,,ou,ai,u = 21 — 8.5 = 12.5

{b/t)arlu., = -=^ = 10
'A

(b) Section between perforations

td ^ 9s X (48—6) ^ p ..

sb lYzX (30—6)

(6A)ano.ra6I« =: 48 — 6.4 =. 41.6

{b/t)„ciu.i = ^^=^ =: 38

APPENDIX B—PREDICTION OF MAXIMUM COLUMN LOAD

From analytical .study Eq. (19), (substituting for the constant in the shearing

deformation term)

:

Pt _ TTT-'it/,

/'-=
1 + l^Ptd

c E,I,

Therefore, basing stresses on net area:

r' cU )

L-A„.i (1 + 47r^;

Therefore, using the experimentally determined values for EIx and )3, and the

measured values of A„,,, a/c, a/r^, and L/rr, determined from cross section measurements,

then:

T,.,_ Tr=Eh r r^Cifor CS.^
r ^„,,Z,M.110

T^EIr for HS3
A„riL^ 1.108

with L = 38 ft 10 in

Therefore. — = 15.84 X 10* psi for CS3
r

= 15.68 X 10* psi for HS3
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b|P

1

_b^

/
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In Fig. Bl the values of t and f/'^ are plotted against i^ from the results of the cross

section tests for CS4 and HS4 (see Figs. S and 6).

From these curves, the critical stresses for the two columns are:

ffcr for CS3 = 30,900 psi

(r,r for HS3 = 47,000 psi

APPENDIX C—CALCASIEU RIVER BRIDGE COLUMN TESTS

The tests made on members of the Calcasieu River Bridge, Lake Charles, La., by

the Louisiana Department of Highways and the Bureau of Public Roads (see Ref. (18))

present the only failure tests made on perforated cover-plated columns of the usual shape.

The following summarizes the two tests:
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(a) The columns were shortened from 30 ft to 23 ft so that they could be accom-

modated in the testing machine and, therefore, the L/r of the test specimens was different

from that of the prototype. The behavior may be substantially different, as can be seen

in Graphs 4 to 7.

(b) No consideration of accidental eccentricities was made. If the columns were

subjected to equal and oppo.site accidental end eccentricities then, for the low value of

L/r and high value of a/r^ involved, yielding may occur at a low average stress, as

indicated in Graphs 8 and 9. The type of failure indicates that such was the case.

No quantitative comparisons can be made, as no information is given as to the

alinement of the column prior to testing or to the effective end conditions.

It should be noted that the column does not satisfy the recommendations made in

this report, as a/r, is much greater than 1/3 L/yi.
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A STUDY OF BITUMINOUS WATERPROOFING
COATINGS

FOREWORD

This report summarizes an investigation of waterproofing bitumens that was begun

in 1951. A total of 45 specification-grade bitumens and 31 proprietary coatings were

collected for study of their characteristics relating to their use as waterproofing materials.

The investigation was conducted at the Engineering Experiment Station, Purdue

University, under the general direction of Prof. H. L. Michael, assistant director, Joint

Highway Research Project, with Prof. D. W. Lewis and J. B. Blackburn, research engi-

neer, in direct charge. Administration was by G. A. Hawkins, dean of engineering, J. M.

Smith, assistant director, Engineering Experiment Station, and by Prof. K. B. Woods,

head of the School of Civil Engineering.

Sponsored financially by the Association of American Railroads, the program was

initiated upon the recommendation of AREA Committee 29—Waterproofing, and was

supervised by that committee. It was a cooperative project on which the research staff

of the Association of American Railroads, under the general direction of G. M. Magee,

director of engineering research, and P. D. Miesenhelder, research engineer concrete,

assisted and advised regarding the work.

SYNOPSIS

This investigation was undertaken to develop information which would provide a

basis for the possible revision of the AREA specifications for waterproofing bitumens

for saturant and mopping for above- and below-ground use. Proprietary coatings were

also investigated to study their waterproofing capabilities.

The results of this study indicated no superiority in test performance for AREA
above- and below-ground asphalts over the performance of comparable grades of ASTM
asphalts when they met the specification requirements.

The performance of the proprietary coatings varied, as would be expected. The

special asphaltic cements performed about the same as the AREA and ASTM above-

ground asphalts. The cut-back asphalts tested which contained asbestos fiber appeared

to be a superior type of coating.

The clay-type asphaltic emulsions for use in exposed locations appeared to be more

stable in the weathering tests than the soap or chemical type. None of the emulsions

tested was effective in the long-time immersion test.

The properties of the coal-tar pitches were difficult to evaluate, but in the long-time

immersion test the Type A tar coatings when applied at constant viscosity gave test

results superior to tho.se of the above-ground asphalts.

The information obtained from this study should lead to a better understanding of

those properties which are important to the successful use of waterproofing bitumens so

that realistic specification requirements can be adopted.

INTRODUCTION

For a number of years prior to the beginning of this investigation it had not been

possible to obtain waterproofing bitumens in some areas which would meet the require-

ments of some of the AREA specifications. Specifically, the requirement that asphalt for

saturant and mopping for above-ground use must have, in addition to other test require-

ments, a ductility of not less than 20 cm when elongated at the rate of 5 cm per min

295
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at a temperature of 77 deg F is an example. Another example is the requirement that

petroleum asphalt for mopping for below-ground use must have a specific gravity between

1.03 and 1.06 at 60 deg F. Still another is the restriction on emulsions where only clay-

type asphaltic emulsions and only soap-type coal-tar emulsions may be used.

The members of Committee 29—Waterproofing, were aware of the difficulty of

obtaining waterproofing bitumens meeting all the specification requirements and have

recently modified the specifications for asphalts for above- and below-ground use.* This

action will have the effect of making more sources available for specification-grade

bitumens. The changes are considered to be tentative, however, until the data from the

investigations of these materials could be studied. The purpose of this investigation was

to develop information which could be used as a basis for modifying the specifications

to the extent that more sources of supply would be available if such action could be

taken without seriously impairing the effectiveness of the bitumen as a waterproofing

material.

EARLIER INVESTIGATIONS

Many investigators in the past have studied concrete waterproofing, and some of

the early work dates back to the turn of the century. However, judging from the pub-

lished literature, the majority of this early work was done in actual construction where

various new methods of waterproofing were used. The laboratories in those days were

busy developing methods of tests for asphalts. In 1888 Prof. H. C. Bowen (1),** patented

the first apparatus for the penetration test. In 1903 A. W. Dow (2) introduced the

ductility test, and perhaps the first reference to the softening point test appears in a

paper by W. H. Finley published in 1905 (3). Early references to brittleness and impact

tests appeared in 1905 and 1912, respectively, (3, 4). In 1913 Hubbard and Reeve studied

the changes in penetration of asphalts from five sources and tars from three methods of

refining when exposed outdoors in glass-covered, ventilated trays (5). This is the earliest

reference found which reported the results of laboratory testing involving the concept

of change of properties or durability of bituminous materials. From that time to the

present there have been many investigations reported dealing with changes of properties,

as reported in an annotated bibliography by Blackburn (6)

.

Early interest by the AREA in waterproofing is evidenced by the questionnaire that

was sent to 37 Class I railroads by Committee 8—Masonry, in 1927-28 (7). The rail-

roads were asked to describe the methods of waterproofing they were using. It is of

interest to note that membrane waterproofing was the most widely used method and

that asphaltic bitumens were preferred to coal-tar pitches for use in membrane con-

struction. In 1931 an excellent report was presented on the subjects of waterproofing

and dampproofing by Committee 8 (8)

.

The first reference to the use of emulsified bitumens for waterproofing is that by

Hunter (9) in 1931 in which he states that emulsions are more resistant to sagging at

high temperatures than other bitumens because of the presence of a small amount of

mineral colloid which becomes a skeleton-like structure on drying.

Perhaps the most significant contribution to the study of waterproofing bitumens

is the. report by Jumper in 1932 (10). Concrete cylinders measuring 3 by 6 in were

fabricated from a 1:2:4 concrete mix using '>8-in top-size aggregate and a water-cement

ratio of 0.664 by weight. These specimens were coated with asphalt emulsions, bitu-

*See AREA Manual, page 29-2-2.

** Numbers in parentheses refer to references listed in the Bibliography.
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minous solutions, finely ground iron, cement coatings, transparent coatings, paints, and

varnishes. The coated cylinders were immersed in water for one year. The most effective

coatings were the bituminous solutions. The best results were obtained with a mixture

of 45 percent asbestos, 50 percent asphalt, and 5 percent petroleum spirits. This coating

allowed the absorption of only 0.6 percent moisture. The ne.xt most effective coatings

were asphalts cut in petroleum spirits, 74 and 67 percent non-volatile, respectively. These

allowed 1.2 and 2.0 percent absorption. A third coating of this type was prepared using

petroleum spirits 57 percent non-volatile, which allowed 2.7 percent absorption, thus

indicating a relationship between the permeability of a cut-back coating and the volatility

of the solvent used in making the coating. The remaining types of coatings allowed the

absorption of 2.S to 5.4 percent moisture, while uncoated specimens absorbed an average

of 5.2 percent moisture. In these tests the efficiency of the asbestos-asphalt mixture was

88.3 percent, while the efficiencies of the three cut-backs were 77.0, 61.5, and 48.1 percent,

respectively.

The 1934 report of the Special Committee on Waterproofing of Railway Structures

(11) contains a statement of the principles governing the use of waterproofing or damp-

proofing and describes specific examples. The 1936 report of this committee (12) describes

the methods used by the majority of the Class I railroads for waterproofing stations,

shops, offices, and miscellaneous buildings; subways and tunnels; grain bins and elevators;

bridge decks; coahng stations; and sumps and reservoirs. Methods of dampproofing of

buildings, tunnels, and bins are also described.

In 1937 Young described the maintenance and repair of concrete (13) in which the

importance of bituminous waterproofing was emphasized.

The reports of the Special Committee on Waterproofing of Railway Structures for

the years 1942 (14) and 1944 (15) describe a series of tests performed on seven asphalts

and four pitches in which the tars, as a group, were rated higher than the asphalts in

weathering and permeability tests. However, the 1946 report (16) indicates that after an

outdoor exposure of 3 years and 9 months the coal-tar pitches were completely destroyed,

while the asphalts were not as badly weathered, as determined by visual inspection.

An extensive investigation of methods of preventing alkali-water attack of concrete

was reported by Lord (17) in a series of papers published from 1924 through 1927. The

author concludes that four coats of water-gas tar followed by one coat of coal tar is

adequate to protect against alkali water. Data are presented on the results of tests in

which the number of coatings varied from 2 to 10.

The weathering of bitumens has been studied much more exhaustively than their

waterproofing characteristics. It has been established that evaporation is the principal

cause of weathering of tars (18), while oxidation is rated second. For asphalts, however,

the reverse is true (19). Various weathering tests have been devised for evaluating the

durability of bitumens. These tests vary from simple outdoor exposure tests (5, 25),

through laboratory exposure tests, to carbon-arc light (20) and thermal shock (21), to

the elaborate o.xidation and evaporation tests (22, 23, 24) and the complicated weather-

ing tests involving light, heat, cold, and water exposure (26, 27).

The major emphasis in the study of weathering of bituminous materials has been

on their use as paving materials, and the investigations reported in the above-cited

references fall in that category except for reference (25). The information obtained from

these references is related, however, to the weathering of waterproofing bitumens in

exposed locations and, as a matter of fact, formed the basis on which the tests of above-

ground asphalts were developed in this study. There is very little data on testing below-
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ground asphalts, and it is limited to the work by Jumper (10) and Lord (17) except for

investigations on the effects of acids by Finley (28), Corrao (29), Abraham (30), and

Pfieffer (31).

PROGRAM OF TESTS

The bituminous waterproofing coatings chosen for this study may be classified under

one of four general headings. These are AREA asphalts for use above- and below-ground

in membrane construction; ASTM asphalts for use in above- and below-ground mem-
brane construction; ASTM tars for use above- and below-ground; and proprietary coat-

ings for use in exposed and protected locations. The proprietary coatings may be sub-

divided into asphaltic cut-backs, emulsions, coal-tar products, and special asphaltic

cements.

An attempt was made to obtain samples of specification-grade asphalts from each

of the major asphalt-producing areas in the United States. The ASTM asphalts were not

difficult to obtain, but the AREA asphalts could only be obtained from three areas inside

the United States. These were supplemented with samples from three foreign sources.

Appendix A contains a complete listing of the test samples as well as the results of

standard tests of the specification-grade materials as reported by the respective manu-

facturers.

The investigation as originally outlined in a proposal (32) dated February 16, 1951,

was modified from time to time as the work progressed. Briefly summarized, the original

program proposed a series of five independent tests as follows:

1. Long-time immersion test.

2. Tests to determine the effects of alkaline or acid soil conditions.

3. Laboratory freezing and thawing tests.

4. ASTM accelerated weathering test of bituminous materials, D 529-39T, Cycle B,

with a necessary modification.

5. A buried specimen test in which coated specimens are buried in open ground

and left for varying periods of exposure.

6. Any other test which would seem to yield useful information.

One year of data was obtained in the long-time immersion test. The effects of

alkaline soil conditions were studied, but the test on acid soil conditions was abandoned

because of lack of available storage space and the necessity of directing effort toward

tests which gave indications of yielding information more closely related to the purpose

of the study.

The laboratory freezing and thawing tests were abandoned for the present and

perhaps offer an area of fruitful investigation for the future. The ASTM accelerated

weathering test was modified so that the exposure was to light and water spray and was

similar to that used on asphalt shingles by Snoke and Gallup (33). This cycle is more

like Cycle C than Cycle B of the ASTM method.

The buried specimen test was abandoned after preliminary work on the effect of

soil bacteria indicated that the bacteria strains used in the test would not attack asphalt

specimens. In addition, the below-ground asphalts were so soft that it was not possible

to prevent soil from adhering to the surface of the coating, thus making an evaluation

of the performance of the coating impossible, To replace this test in part, observations

were made from time to time on the effect of water on the coatings on specimens in the

long-time immersion test.
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The tests that have been conducted to date arc outlined below:

1. Long-time immersion test.

2. Exposure to carbon-arc light and water spray.

3. Outdoor weathering.

4. Effect of alkali soil conditions.

5. Preliminary work on bacteria attack.

6. A study of the change of properties as affected by air blowing at high tem-

peratures.

7. An investigation of the low-temperature ductility of bitumens at different rates

of elongation.

BITUMINOUS WATERPROOFING MATERIALS

A total of 45 specification-grade waterproofing bitumens and 31 proprietary coatings

were collected for study of their characteristics relating to their use as waterproofing

materials. The specification-grade materials may be subdivided into the following seven

types:

1. ASTM Type A asphalt.

2. ASTM Type B asphalt.

3. ASTM Type C asphalt.

4. AREA asphalt for saturant and mopping above ground.

5. AREA asphalt for mopping below ground.

6. ASTM Type A coal tar pitch.

7. ASTM Type B coal tar pitch.

The proprietary coatings may be further classed as:

1. Asphaltic cut-backs.

2. Asphaltic emulsions of the clay and soap types.

3. Coal tar emulsions of the clay type.

4. Liquid coal-tar pitch.

5. Special asphalts and asphalt cements.

Appendix B at the end of the report lists all the manufacturers of the products that

were tested.

PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT USED

Long-Time Immersion Test

For the long-time immersion test, 3- by 6-in concrete cylinders were fabricated from

concrete mixes containing 6 gal of water per bag of cement and 6^ sacks of cement per

cu yd of concrete. Maximum size coarse aggregate passed the 1-in sieve and was retained

on the j4-in sieve. The consistency was such that the slump averaged 5-6 in and the

unit weight varied from 149.0 to 151.5 lb per cu ft. A non-corroding suspension wire

was placed in the specimens so that once the specimens were coated they could be

handled without damage to the relatively soft bituminous coating.

The specimens were cured in water for 28 days followed by a minimum of 7 days

of oven drying at 220 deg F. The surfaces were wire brushed to remove laitance deposits.

Where required by specification, primer coats were applied and allowed to dry.

The application of the coatings on the specimens varied according to the require-

ments. The specification-grade bitumens were first applied by heating to a temperature

of 350 deg F in a kettle set in a hot oil bath and then dipping the specimens into the
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hot liquid bitumen. The coating thickness was quite variable when using this procedure,

so a rapid method was devised to measure the viscosity of the hot bitumen ; finally the

coatings were applied by heating the bitumen to constant viscosity and dipping the

specimens with a spinning motion to reduce the amount of flow of the coating upon

removal from the kettle.

The application of the emulsions and proprietary coatings was less difficult since

these coatings were all liquids at room temperature. They were applied with professional-

grade, long-bristle brushes.

Shallow tanks were provided for the immersion test. These tanks were placed in a

rack one above the other. Holes were drilled in the vertical legs of angles which formed

the shelves, and the specimens suspended from these into the tank on the next lower

shelf. Water was placed in the tanks until the tops of specimens were immersed to a

depth of 1 in. The specimens were removed and weighed at 30-day intervals for a period

of 1 year.

Outdoor Weathering Test

Specimens for the outdoor exposure test were prepared in the same way as those for

the carbon-arc exposure test described below. These were placed on racks having a slope

of 1:1. The racks were placed so that the coated specimen surfaces faced to the south

Fig. 1—Exposure rack for outdoor weathering tests.

to get maximum effect from the weathering action of the sun. These specimens were

examined periodically and photographs taken to record the surface condition. Fig. 1

illustrates the exposure rack.

Exposure to Carbon-Arc Light and Water Spray

Specimens measuring 1 by 3 by 8 in were fabricated from concrete mixes containing

6 bags of cement per cu yd and a water content of 6^}4 gal per sack of cement. The

Hmestone coarse aggregate all passed the ^-in sieve and was retained on the No. 4 sieve.
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The specimens were fog cured for 6 days followed by 7 days of drying at 90 deg F.

The voids in one 3- by 8-in surface were filled with a cement-water paste during the

6-day moist curing period to provide a smooth surface for coating. The specimens were

then coated on all but the filled 3- by 8-in surface with 2 applications of hot linseed

oil followed by 1 coat of an outside white house paint at 48-hr intervals.

For the application of the specification-grade bitumens, the specimens were given a

prime coat which was allowed to cure. Specimens and bitumen were then heated to

300-325 deg F and the coating applied with a spatula. Upon cooling, the surfaces were

trimmed to approximately 0.020-in thickness and the specimens were ready for the

exposure test. The proprietary coatings, except for the special asphalt cements, were

applied by brush or spatula.

After some experimenting it was found desirable to place the specimens in the

weathering machine on a slope of approximately 1:1. Specimens standing vertically were

much more susceptible to failure of the coating by flow or sloughing, while the coatings

on specimens laid flat did not weather evenly.

The weathering machine is a Model Xl-A carbon-arc weathering machine available

from Atlas Electric Devices Company, Chicago. It consists of a specimen drum which

rotates at the rate of one revolution every two hours. It is equipped with a fixed water

spray and a light source consisting of two pairs of National Carbon Company "Sunshine"

carbon rods. These pairs of rods are placed in clamping devices so that their tips are

facing at a controlled distance apart. A 60-amp current flows through the rods and

creates an intense light when the current arcs across the gap between the tips of the rods.

The light is then filtered through Corex D glass panels. The resultant light has wave
lengths comparable to that of summer, noon-day sunlight in Florida. Fig. 2 is view of

the interior of the weathering machine.

Test for Effect of Alkali Soil

Sets of specimens from the long-time immersion test were submerged in a solution

containing V/i percent sodium sulfate and IJ^ percent magnesium sulfate. This concen-

tration is said, by Lord (17), to approximate average maximum concentration of these

salts in alkali soil waters.

The specimens were observed from time to time and changes in weight noted. Three

uncoated specimens were placed in the solution to observe the effect on exposed concrete

surfaces.

Test to Determine Effect of Bacteria

Samples of organic soils which would normally be expected to contain bacteria were

placed in jars and covered with a solution of beef extract in water to provide food for

the bacteria. When it was evident that the bacteria were feeding on the broth and no

longer depended on the soil, the broth was transferred to a flask and small samples of

asphalt added. The samples were observed for any signs of attack by the bacteria. The

procedure was outlined by Prof. P. A. Tetrault, Department of Biological Sciences,

Purdue University.

Tests to Determine the Changes of Properties as

Affected by Air-Blowing at High Temperatures

Approximately 800 g of asphalt were transferred to a 3-neck, 1-Hter flask which

was immersed in a hot oil bath. The temperature of the bath was changed as necessary

so that the viscosity of the asphalts was approximately the same during the test. Fritted-
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Fig. 2—Looking down into the carbon-arc weathering machine.
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disk tubes were submerged in the sample and connected to a supply of compressed air.

The flow of air was regulated by a needle valve, and the quantity of air per unit time

was determined with a calibrated water-manometer flowmeter. The flow rate was

adjusted to give a rather vigorous bubbling action in the a.sphalt in the early stages.

Small samples were taken after 6 and 24 hr and, for the softer asphalts, after 48 hr.

These samples were used for determinations of softening point, penetration, and ductility

in order to obtain data for compari.>;on with test results on the original sample.

Test to Determine the Effect of Rate of Elongation on the

Ductility of Bitumens at Low Temperature (40 Deg F)

The ductiUty test was conducted according to the procedure outhned in ASTM
Method of Test for Ductility for Bituminous Materials, Dl 13-44. Three rates of elonga-

tion were used, namely J.<}, 1, and 5 cm per min while the water bath temperature was

maintained at 40 deg F.

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The Long-Time Immersion Test

The results from the long-time immersion test are presented in three groups accord-

ing to method of application. These were: (1) constant temperature, (2) constant vis-

cosity, and (3) brush application for the emulsions and liquid or near-liquid proprietary

coatings.

The efficiency of a coating was measured by comparing the volume of void space

in the concrete cylinder still unsaturated after any time interval with the volume of the

saturable void space at the beginning of the test. The calculation is shown below:

t, (percent) = V inn

Wt = Saturated weight of uncoated specimen.
'

IVod= Initial oven-dry weight of uncoated specimen.

PFo;= Weight of oven-dry specimen after application of coating.

Wc = 'Weight of coating {Wo — Wo,i).

Wt = Weight of coated .specimen after immersion for any time t.

1. Coatings Applied at Constant Temperature: The asphaltic cements and the tars

for above- and below-ground use were first applied at constant temperature. It soon

became apparent that the softer grades of asphalt were developing a considerably thinner

film on the surfaces of specimens than the harder grades. An application temperature

of 350 deg F had to be used since this was the minimum temperature at which the

above-ground asphalts were soft enough to permit dipping the specimens.

The constant temperature data (Table 1) are included in this report to show the

relative efficiency of the coatings applied in this manner. The varying coating thicknesses

obtained in these constant temperature tests prevents true determination of waterproofing

efficiency for the various coatings. The data obtained from the tests on coatings applied

at constant viscosity (Table 2) should be referred to for a better evaluation of water-

proofing efficiency. In this particular series of tests the tar coatings were not as efficient

as the asphalts, and this was probably due to the coatings flowing off the specimens in

the immersion tanks until very little protection was left.

The standard error is a measure of the amount of random variation which may be

attached to the estimate of the m(?an.
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Table 1

—

Results from Long-Time Immersion Test for Coatings Applied
AT Constant Temperature

(Mean Efficiencies and Standard Errors)

Type and No.
Sources Tested

AREA asphalt (5)

ASTM Type C asphalt (8)

ASTM Type B asphalt (6)

ASTM Type A tar (3)

ASTM Type A asphalt (8)

AREA asphalt (6)

90 Day
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the temperature of the samples was 230-250 deg F and the resultant coatings averaged

0.075 in. The corresponding efficiencies averaged 57.2 and 85.3 after 360 days. The results

for the ASTM Types A and B asphalts also indicate the beneficial effect of thicker

coatings on efficiencies. The AREA and ASTM Type C above-ground asphalts were

applied to specimens at essentially the same coating thicknesses in each series of tests

and resulted in practically the same average coating efficiencies.

At the end of one year, the ASTM Type A tar appears to be superior to the other

above-ground grade bitumens. The AREA above-ground asphalts are no more effective

than either ASTM Types B or C asphalts while the special asphalt cements appear to be

less effective. Two of the special asphalts were catalytically blown and, for these at least,

the low efficiency may be due to the method of manufacture. Hoiberg (34) states, "Most

catalysts increase the tendency of the asphalt to absorb water and this could be a dis-

advantage if thin films continuously immersed were desired to show electrical resistance."

The below-ground AREA and ASTM Type A asphalts resulted in the same degree

of effectiveness. The ASTM Type B tars were nearly as effective, although the coatings

flowed off the specimens until there was practically no coating left after the first 90-120

days in the tanks. The ASTM Type B asphalts had a lower mean than ASTM Type A
asphalts, but the standard error for the various means are so large that there is a prob-

ability of only 65-70 percent that there really would be a difference between ASTM
Types A and B if a large number of tests were run. Perhaps the best interpretation of

such data is to say that there is an indicated difference between the two means, but if

it is important to know that this difference is due to causes other than random ones,

additional testing would have to be done.

The extent to which any of the bitumens was not completely waterproof was an

indication of the number of pinholes in the coatings. An effort was made to seal pinholes

but without success. The pinholes occur in the coatings directly over small voids in the

concrete surface. It is believed that when the specimens were dipped, air at room tem-

perature was trapped in these small voids by the bituminous coating. The high tempera-

ture of the bitumen caused a rapid expansion of the trapped air, and before the bitumen

had cooled sufficiently to resist flow, resulted in a hole being blown in the coating. Once

this hole was formed, no amount of working with hot spatulas, etc., could seal it. The

fact that the softer grades of bitumens, when applied at constant viscosity, were more

effective than the harder grades reflects the greater ability of the soft asphalts to seal

the pinholes by gradual flow at room temperature.

Future investigations of the long-time waterproofing properties of bitumens might

better be done with concrete specimens in which no voids appear in the surface. Thi.s

surface condition could perhaps be accomplished by using a cement-water paste to fill

any voids that developed during fabrication of the specimens, as was done in this study

for weathering test specimens. On the other hand, it might be argued that the effects of

pinholes on the waterproofing properties of different grades of bitumens is an important

characteristics, thus it would be unrealistic to attempt to eliminate their influence in

comparative tests by creating a concrete surface that would not produce pinholes in the

coating. If, in fact, a "filled" concrete surface would result in a coating with no pinholes,

it is suggested that filling the concrete surface pores might profitably be adopted as part

of the routine procedure for the construction of waterproofing membranes.

3. Proprietary Coatings: For the long-time immersion test on the proprietary

products a coating thickness of 0.025 in was adopted. In a few instances six to eight

brush applications were nece.ssary to achieve even this thickness. Table 3 shows the
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also be noted that the coating thickness averaged 0.018-0.024 in for these coatings, and

they were applied at room temperature.

The efficiencies of the remaining proprietary coatings were considerably lower than

those of the asphaltic cut-backs containing asbestos fiber. The soap- or chemical-type

asphaltic emulsions yielded slightly higher efficiencies than the clay-type asphaltic emul-

sions. However, the straight chemical-type emulsions were extremely difficult to apply

as they broke while in the brush. This did not occur with those emulsions of the soap

type that contained a mineral filler or stabilizer. Some of the chemical-type emulsion

coatings remained tacky after several days of air drying, and the coating thicknesses

could not be determined.

The coal-tar emulsions were all of the clay type and are generally recommended for

use in areas that are protected from sunlight. Only one coating. No. 2, was effective to

any degree in preventing the absorption of water by the concrete specimens.

The Carbon-Arc Weathering Test

In general the bituminous coatings within a type weathered to the same e.xtent and

with nearly identical crack patterns. For the purpose of illustrating the results of this

test, photographs have been chosen which show typical crack patterns for each of the

types on which tests have been completed.

Only one set of specimens with unweathcred coatings is shown (see Fig. 3) since it

is typical of the appearance of all the specimens prior to weathering. The parallel, ver-

Fig. 3—View of 1

by 3 by 8 in specimens
with their freshly
trimmed coatings,
ready for outdoor
weathering or expo-
sure to carbon-arc
light.
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tical grooves were caused by slight imperfections in the sharp edge of the cutting blade

and were not of measurable depth.

ASTM Type C Above-Ground Asphalt: Fig. 4 shows ASTM Type C above-ground

asphalt after 1000 hr of exposure. The blisters were caused by the expansion of the air

trapped in the small voids in the specimen surface underneath the coating. This occurred

during the exposure to the carbon-arc light when the temperature of the coating rose

to an estimated 165-170 deg F. The coating was softened at this temperature, and only

a slight pressure from underneath was necessary to cause the blistering. The blistering

is not an important factor when studying the resistance to weathering in the carbon-arc

machine.

The rather severe surface cracking is typical of the weathering of all the Type C
asphalts except C-6 and C-7. These 2 coatings showed only very slight cracking after

1000 hr of exposure. This type of cracking was first recorded at 350 hr of exposure for

the remaining 6 ASTM Type C coatings.

Tests results supplied by the manufacturer of each of these asphalts reveal the

following differences in coatings C-6 and C-7 as compared with the other six.

1. Lower softening point.

2. Lower flash point.

3. Higher penetration at 115 deg F.

4. Higher penetration of residue.

F ig. 4—Typical
crack pattern for 6 of
the 8 ASTM Type C
asphalts after 1000 hr
of carbon-arc weather-
ing.
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F i g. 5—T y p i c a 1

weathering for all the
AREA above-ground
asphalts after 1000 hr
of carbon-arc weather-
ing.

AREA 202 Asphalt For Saturant and Mopping Above Ground: Fig. 5 shows the

results of 1000 hr of exposure on the AREA above-ground asphalts. The coating has

flowed so badly that the concrete surface is exposed. This is typical of all the ARE.\

above-ground coatings. The tendency to flow was evident after only 15 hr and was quite

pronounced after SO hr. The underlying surfaces were finally exposed at around 350 hr

of exposure. There was not enough difference in the appearance of the five coatings

tested to attempt to evaluate it at any time during the exposure test.

ASTM Type B Above-Ground Asphalt for Mild Exposure: Figs. 6 and 7 show the

results of 300 hr of exposure on two of the Type B asphalts. Fig. 6 is typical of the

weathering of asphalts B-4 and B-S and shows only a smoothing and dulling of the

surface. Fig. 7 is typical for asphalts B-1, 2, 3, and 6 and shows excessive flowing and

exposure of the primed concrete surface.

The test data supplied by the manufacturer show that sources B-4 and B-5 have

the highest softening points (151.5-153 vs. 146-149). No other test shows any consistent

difference. Asphalts B-^ and B-S were exposed to a total of 1300 hr with no change in

the appearance of the surface except dulling.

ASTM Type A Tar for Above-Ground Use: It was realized that the tars would

flow badly when exposed to the heat of the carbon-arc weathering machine. However,

they were included in order to complete the study of the effects of the carbon-arc light

exposure on the above-ground coatings. Fig. 8 shows the typical weathering for all the
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F i g. 6—T y p i c a 1

weathering for 2 of
the 6 ASTM Type B
asphalts after 300 hr
of carbon-arc weather-
ing.

F ig. 7—Typ ical
weathering for 4 of
the 6 ASTM Type B
asphalts after 300 hr
of carbon-arc weather-
ing.
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F ig. 8—Ty p i cal
weathering for all the
ASTM Type A tars

after 300 hr of carbon-
arc weathering.

above-ground tars after 300 hr of exposure. The surfaces of the concrete specimens are

exposed as a result of excessive flowing.

Proprietary Coatings: In the carbon-arc weathering machine, 4 of the unfilled

asphaltic emulsions showed complete failure after 300 hr, while 2 of the special asphaltic

cements showed complete failure at 800 hr, with serious distress being evident at only

70 hr. The 2 remaining special asphaltic cements showed advanced stages of cracking

after 1100 hr, with the first cracks appearing between 400 and 800 hr. Other than some

blistering on one or two of the asbestos-filled cut-back asphalts, no other distress was

apparent.

Table 4 contains a summary of the results of tests on the proprietary coatings that

are intended to withstand severe exposure conditions. Several things are apparent from

the information contained in Table 4. Asphaltic emulsions containing asbestos fibers were

durable in the outdoor weathering test, and the single sample subjected to the carbon-arc

weathering test was durable. Also it appears that the clay-type emulsions may be more

durable than the soap-type emulsions. Cut-back asphalts with asbestos-fiber filler were

durable in the carbon-arc weathering test. Of the specially processed asphaltic cements

the catalytically blown asphalts were somewhat more durable than the others.

Although the carbon-arc weathering test was intended to be a test of weathering

only, it actually was a test of a combination of weathering and temperature suscepti-

bility because of the radiant heat absorbed by the coatings. Since the specimens were

placed in the rack at a slope of 1 on 1, those coatings with softening points of less than
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Table 4

—

Summary of Results of Carbon-Arc and Outdoor Weathering Tests on

THE Proprietary Coatings for Outdoor Exposure

Coating Type
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After 21 months of outdoor weathering, the durabilities of the specification-grade

bitumens for above-ground use were evaluated. Seven of the 8 ASTM Type C asphalts

developed deep cracking in both the 0.070-in and the 0.020-in thick coatings. These

cracks occurred in rectangular patterns and extended down to the concrete surface.

There were only isolated instances of cracking in the eighth ASTM Type C asphalt at

either thickness. There was no indication in the results from the softening point, pene-

tration, or ductility tests that this asphalt should behave differently than the others.

Fig. Q is typical of the cracking that occurred on the thicker coatings.

The AREA above-ground asphalts likewise exhibited deep cracking with one excep-

tion. Fig. 10 shows the cracking that occurred on four of the five bitumens in this cate-

gory. The exception was an asphalt produced from a Mexican-base crude from the

Panuco area. The surface wrinkled but did not crack. This asphalt had a higher ductility

(43 vs. S-38) than the other asphalts in this group.

Four of the six ASTM Type B asphalts were free from cracking, although the sur-

faces of three of these exhibited extensive wrinkling. Again there was no consistent

difference in test results for ductility, etc., that would explain why two of the asphalts

developed extensive crack patterns. Fig. 11 is typical of the wrinkling that occurred.

All the ASTM Type A tars flowed off the surfaces to a nearly immeasurable thick-

ness and left the surfaces exposed in small areas. The remaining coating formed a pattern

of wrinkling that resembled alligatoring. No cracking was evident in any of the tars.

Typical weathering for the tar coatings is shown in Fig. 12.

Three of the special asphaltic cements exhibited deep cracking while the fourth was

free of cracks. The asphalt that was free of cracks was catalytically blown and contained

10 percent diatomaceous earth to impart greater tensile strength. Fig. 13 is typical of

the cracking that occurred on three of the four coatings.

The only deterioration that occurred among the proprietary coatings intended for

use on exposed surfaces was limited to the complete failure of two soap-type asphaltic

emulsions, as shown in Fig. 14. Three coatings, intended for use in areas protected from

the sun, were subjected to the outdoor weathering test, and these failed completely.

These were two clay-type coal-tar emulsions and one soap-type asphaltic emulsion.

Figs. IS and 16 show the types of failure that occurred with these coatings.

Uniformly good performance was obtained in outdoor weathering with the cut-back

asphalts containing asbestos fiber (Fig. 17), and with clay-type asphaltic emulsions

(Fig. 18).

(Text continued on page 319)
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F ig. 9—Typi cal
cracking in ASTM
Type C asphalt after
21 months of outdoor
weathering. Coatings
approximately 0.075 in

thick.

Fig. 10—Typical
cracking for 4 of the
5 AREA above-ground
asphalts after 21
months of outdoor
weathering. Coatings
approximately 0.025 in

thick.
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Fig. 11—T y p i ca 1

wrinkling pattern for

3 of the 6 ASTM Type
B asphalts after 21

months of outdoor
weathering. Coatings
approximately 0.025 in

thick.

Fig. 12—Typical
appearance for all the
ASTM Type A tars
after 21 months of
outdoor weathering.
Coatings approxi-
mately 0.025 in thick
initially.
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Fig. 13—Typical
cracking on 3 of the
4 special asphaltic
cements after 21
months of outdoor
weathering. Coatings
approximately 0.075 in

thick.

Fig. 14—Typical
failure of two soap-
type asphaltic emul-
sions after 21 months
of outdoor weathering.
Coating applied as
directed.
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F ig. 15—Ty pi cal
failure of coal-tar
emulsion intended pri-

marily for use in areas
protected from sun-
light, after 21 months
of outdoor weathering.
Coating applied as
directed.

Fig. 16—Typical
failure of a soap-type
asphaltic emulsion in-

tended primarily for
use in areas protected
from sunlight, after 21
months of outdoor
weathering.
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Fig. 17—Appearance
of cut-back asphaltic
coating containing as-

bestos after 21 months
of outdoor weathering.

Fig. 18—Appearance
of clay-type asphaltic
emulsion after 21
months of outdoor
weathering.
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Effect of Sulfate Soil Conditions

The presence of sulfates in soils in the western states has caused extensive concrete

deterioration in structural concrete in the past. Such deterioration is generally present in

the form of softening or extensive cracicing due to internal expansion. Lord (17)

observed a complete disintegration of mortar specimens after 180 days of continuous

immersion in a water solution containing \y> percent sodium sulfate and IK' percent

magnesium sulfate.

Nine asphaltic coatings were tested in the alkali solution used by Lord. After 270

days of continuous immersion, three uncoated 3- by 6-in concrete cylinders showed no

signs of disintegration nor did any of the asphaltic coatings show any signs of deleterious

attack by the alkali solution.

The differences in the results of these tests on untreated specimens and those of

Lord could have been due to differences in the tri-calcium-aluminate content of the

cements. However, they may have been due to the degree of saturation of the specimens

at the time they were placed in the alkali-water solution.

The specimens tested for this study were immersed in water for 1 year prior to

testing while Lord's specimens were cured in water 28 days followed by 28 days of air

drying, so that they were capable of absorbing the sulfate solution at an early age. The
coated specimens were essentially the same as Lord's as regards the degree of saturation

of the underlying specimens since they were oven-dried prior to application of the

coating. Since Lord's experiments extended over a period of three years, it is perhaps

too early to evaluate the effect of sulfate-water on protected concrete surfaces from these

tests.

Preliminary Work on Bacteria Attack

Small samples of asphalt, molded into pellet-shaped specimens, were immersed in a

solution of beef extract and water in which soil bacteria from a local organic soil had

been placed. Although the specimens changed shape, there was no evidence of attack.

When it became apparent that a considerable amount of time would be required, this

test was set aside for the time being in order to concentrate on other test procedures.

To date, no additional work has been initiated.

For such a test to be successful it is likely that the action of strains of bacteria

that have been known to attack hydrocarbons would first have to be studied. Subbota

(35), in 1947, reported that there were several strains of bacteria that attack hydro-

carbons, while Voroshilova (36), in 1950, stated that these bacteria are anaerobic and

Rosenfeld (37), as well as Zobell (38), identified these bacteria as belonging to the

De Sulfovibric group. Rabotnova, et al., (39) found that Sulfomonas Dcnitrificans will

attack crude asphalt containing sulfur compounds.

Effect of Air-Blowing on Properties of Asphaltic Bitumens

Since oxidation is the principle factor in the weathering of asphalts, it would be

desirable to develop a test which would measure, in a short time, the resistance to this

type of weathering. A test method was developed in an effort to evaluate the effects of

oxidation on changes in softening point, penetration, and ductility of a number of

asphalts. The data are presented in Table 5 from the air-blowing of one sample of each

asphalt tested. Each test result is the average of two determinations.

It is believed that the important feature of these data is the comparison of test

results between comparable ASTM and .ARE.A asphalts at the end of the air-blowing

period. As indicated by the outdoor weathering test and the carbon-arc exposure test,
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cracking occurs among those asphalts intended for above-ground use which initially

have high softening points and low ductility. Both the above- and below-ground asphalts

meeting AREA specifications would be better able to withstand weathering than the

corresponding ASTM asphalts, because they have lower softening points and greater

ductility at any time during the exposure to air-blowing. Whether these differences are

sufficient to result in less tendency toward cracking in the case of the AREA asphalts

than for the ASTM asphalts would have to be answered by exposure tests.

The ductihty and softening point test results after 48 hr of air-blowing indicated

that cracking would be likely to occur in the ASTM Type A asphalt because of the very

low ductility and relatively high softening point. On the other hand, the AREA below-

ground asphalt had a considerable amount of ductility and a rather low softening point

after air-blowing and probably would not crack in a thin-film weathering test.

A weathering test on the above-ground asphalts that had been subjected to air-

blowing, including the special asphaltic cement, would result in cracking, and it would

be a matter of comparing the rate at which cracking developed.

The air-blowing procedure could be used in conjunction with carbon-arc weather-

ing for above-ground bitumens, and with thin-film oven tests for below-ground bitumens,

and appreciably accelerate the weathering so that total time required for testing would

be reduced from weeks to days. Considerable experience with such a procedure, including

correlation with service behavior, should lead to a knowledge of the ductility, softening

point, etc., that a bitumen must possess initially to perform satisfactorily in service.

Other properties should also be investigated after weathering, such as brittleness at low

temperatures, adhesiveness, and temperature susceptibility.

The Low-Temperature (40 Deg F) Ductility of

Asphalts at Different Rates of Elongation

Four asphalts from each grade of ASTM and AREA asphalts were tested for

ductility at 40 deg F at %, 1, and 5 cm per min. The results are shown in Table 6.

Each value reported is the average of two determinations from each of two tests.

The data in Table 6 show that rates of elongation of 1 and S cm per min result

in about the same ductility for comparable ASTM and AREA asphalts when tested at

40 deg F. The same is true at ]4 cm per min with two exceptions, and these were AREA
below-ground asphalts which elongated beyond the capacity of the machine. This is

one more instance where the results of specification tests do not reveal the reasons for

the differences in low-temperature ductility that were observed. The lack of good agree-

ment for 4 tests of asphalt E-4 tested at 1 cm f>er min indicates rather radical differences

and may provide the clue to such marked variability. That is, it is possible that unless

extreme care is exercised in heating the sample and in cooling the specimens immediately

after filling the molds, planes of weakness because of uneven rates of cooling may be

formed and their effects, in turn, exaggerated when testing at low temperature. It is

significant, however, that two specimens formed from the same sample of asphalt gen-

erally gave good agreement with one another.

The Effect of Method of Manufacture on Temperature-

Susceptibility and Ageing of Thin-Film Bituminous Coatings

At the request of the waterproofing committee, G. L. Oliensis has prepared a sum-

mary of the effects of methods of manufacture on the behavior of bitumens. With Mr.

Oliensis' permission a portion of this summary (40) is included because of its informative

nature concerning steam-refined and air-blown asphalts.
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Table 6

—

Low-Temperature (40 dec F) Ductility of Asphalts at Different
Rates of Elongation, Cm.

Asphalt

A-5
A-G
A-7
A-8

E-1
E-2
E-4
E-5

C-2
C-3
C-7
C-8

B-2
B-3
B-4
B-6

D-1
D-2
D-4
D-5

Specification (iradc

ASTM Type A.
ASTM Type A.
ASTM Type A.
ASTM Type A.

AREA below gr.

AREA below gr.

AREA below gr.

AREA below gr.

ASTM Type C.
ASTM Type C.
ASTM Type C.
ASTM Type C-

ASTM Type B.
ASTM Type B.
ASTM Type B.
ASTM Type B.

AREA above gr

AREA above gr

AREA above gr
AREA above gr

Rate of Elongation, Cm/Min.

M

11^
8M

17

150+
150+
19

2ix

^
3

3

2^
3%
4
3

1

4^
5

6M

m6K

8H
9

3^-1

2%
3M
2

2M
IM
2K
2^

13^
4

4

4H

2M

\y2

^-1

2

IM

Four sets of test results show averages of 9, 20^, 45, 4654-

The differences in behavior of steam- or vacuum-refined asphalts and air-blown

asphalts as observed in the test results that are described in this report "can readily be

explained by certain definite and basic differences in characteristics of bitumens of the

different types examined.

"One of the more important of these basic differences is that between asphalts of

the steam-refined or vacuum-refined type, in the manufacture of which no air agitation

is employed, and the air-blown, or air-oxidized type, in which the asphalt is agitated

with air in its preparation, and has its normal characteristics strongly modified by that

air agitation.

"The air agitation just referred to imparts a number of practical advantages to the

air-blown asphalts, as follows:

1. For a given penetration at 77 deg F they have a higher melting point than

steam-refined asphalts, and conversely for a given melting point they have a

higher penetration at 77 deg F than steam-refined asphalts.

2. The spread between the penetration at 77 deg F and IIS deg F, and the spread

between the penetration at 77 deg F and 32 deg F, is distinctly smaller than

is the corresponding spread in the case of steam-refined asphalts. This means

that the hardness or consistency of air-blown asphalts changes very much less

with changes in temperature than is the case with steam-refined asphalts; or

as we term it in the bituminous industry, air-blown asphalts are 'less sus-
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ceptible to temperature changes' than are the steam-refined variety. In other

words, if two asphalts, one air-blown and the other steam-refined, both happen

to have the same penetration at 77 deg F, the steam-refined asphalt will become

much softer at higher temperatures than 77 deg F than will the air-blown,

and conversely at lower temperatures than 77 deg F the steam-refined asphalt

will become much harder and more brittle than will the air-blown.

"As a result of these differences the advantages of blown asphalts from the practical

standpoint are quite apparent, inasmuch as their higher melting points and lower su.«-

ceptibility to temperature changes will give them a greater resistance to flowing, sagging

or dripping at high temperatures than steam-refined asphalts, and conversely at lower

temperatures they will be less brittle than the steam-refined type. If the foregoing were

the sole differences between the two types, manifestly the blown asphalt would be much

superior for all purposes than the steam-refined or unblown. However, the blown

asphalts pay a certain price for the practical advantages that the air treatment has

imparted to them, and the price is a rather serious one as follows:

1. The blown asphalts are less sticky, or adhesive, than steam-refined.

2. They are less ductile at ordinary temperatures, and therefore cannot stretch as

far without cracking.

3. Their internal composition is less stable, so their lighter components, or oils,

that give them their initial flexibility, 'sweat out' as the asphalt ages. These

oils weather away rapidly when exposed outdoors so that the residual film

loses its 'life' in a manner somewhat analogous to that of an old rubber band.

4. All asphalts, of all grades, inevitably tend to develop cracks, both in cold

weather and after long enough exposure to the elements. By reason of their

lower ductility at ordinary temperatures, blown asphalts tend to crack more

readily than steam-refined. At the same time, by reason of their resistance to

flow or sagging tendencies, they also lack the very slow but persistent internal

movement that characterized steam-refined asphalts and encourages self-healing.

As a result, once a crack forms in blown asphalts, the crack never heals but

tends to grow progressively wider and deeper, whereas in steam-refined asphalt

a crack forms more slowly and tends to self-heal.

5. Since permanent cracking in an asphalt film spells its failure, and since as just

shown blown asphalts are much more addicted to permanent cracking than

steam-refined, blown asphalts are as a class less durable than steam-refined.

"Fortunately, blown asphalts can be blended with steam-refined asphalts to obtain

properties that are intermediate between the two and that are roughly proportional to

the percentages of each that are present in the blend. Similarly, an asphalt may be only

partially blown—that is, it may be .steam-refined during most of its preparation but be

agitated with air for only a short period. In either of these two ways it will become

less susceptible to temperature changes than the steam-refined asphalt, but at the same

time retain at least a measure of the life, self-healing properties and durability of the

steam-refined. By such a compromise it will become more practical for ordinary water-

proofing usage without too much lo.ss in life and durability.

"The .ARU-V asphalt for above ground is just such a compromise-type, which is

frequently characterized in the trade as a 'semi-blown asphalt.' ASTM asphalt. Type B.

ranks in the same classification. On the other hand, ASTM Type C ranks as a straight

air-blown asphalt, and it can therefore be expected that it will have all the advantages
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as well as all the disadvantages of a straight air-blown asphalt as stipulated in the

foregoing paragraphs.

"However, there is another important factor that has a strong; Inlluencc on the

behavior of a film of asphalt, regardless of whether it is steam-refined, air-blown, or

semi-blown, and that is the actual thickness of the exposed film. Generally speaking, the

thinner the film of bitumen the less exaggerated will be those various trends that we

have pointed out as characterizing the different types of asphalts. For example, a thin

film of blown asphalt will develop cracking much more slowly than a thick film, and the

cracks will be individually much finer though at the same time more closely spaced

together. Similarly, in a steam-refined asphalt, the thinner the film the greater resistance

it will have to sagging or flowing, so that a thin film of the latter may frequently show

no flow whatever. On the other hand, when applied in thick films a blown asphalt will

develop cracks that are individually much wider and deeper (though also spaced much

wider apart) than the same asphalt would in thin films; and steam-refined asphalt in

thick films would sag or flow excessively.

"However, this does not mean to say that asphalts should be applied in thin films

to be successful. On the contrary, thin films are neither as waterproof nor as durable as

thicker ones. On the other hand, too thick a film means excessive deep cracking in blown

asphalts and excessive sagging and flow in steam-refined. Hence, films should be applied

neither too thick nor too thin, and past experience has fairly clearly indicated that the

optimum thickness for optimum success is roughly about O.OSO in (or 1/20 in) for a

layer of asphalt applied on a smooth surface. This corresponds to 25 lb per 100 sq ft

when a pure asphalt containing no filler is used. This figure is by no means sacrosant,

as deviations of as much as 5 lb either way would not be serious. Furthermore, this

figure applies to application over a smooth non-absorptive surface. When applied over

woven fabrics or other rough perforated surfaces, 5 or 10 lb more would be entirely

legitimate."

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study indicated no superiority in test performance for ARE.^

above- and below-ground asphalts over the performance of comparable grades of ASTM
asphalts when they met the specification requirements as listed in Appendix A. Specifi-

cally, comparisons of the two types of asphalts showed:

1. No difference in performance in the long-time immersion test.

2. In the carbon-arc exposure test the ASTM Type C asphalt cracked and blis-

tered while the AREA above-ground asphalt flowed off the surface. It was

indicated that some ASTM Type B asphalts were capable of withstanding

extensive exposure in the carbon-arc weathering machine.

3. No difference in performance in the outdoor weathering test for ASTM Type C

and AREA above-ground asphalts. The ASTM Type B asphalts exhibited

greater durability than either and had not developed any cracking after 21

months.

4. On the basis of results of a single test of each type of asphalt in the air-blowing

test, the comparable grades of ASTM and AREA asphalts appeared to increase

in softening point and decrease in ductility and penetration at about the same

rate. However, since the AREA asphalts have more favorable properties with

regard to self-healing after cracking, it is indicated that an AREA below-

ground asphalt would begin to fail because of oxidation at a later date than
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an ASTM Type A asphalt. With regard to this point, however, no instance is

known where a below-ground membrane has failed; thus the difference may
be only an academic one.

5. The differences that occurred in the low temperature ductility test were so

radical as to make the test of doubtful value unless extreme care in obtaining

uniformity is exercised. Where reasonable reproducibility did occur, the AREA
and ASTM asphalts behaved in much the same way when tested in this manner.

The special asphaltic cements that were included in this study were developed for

use in severe exposures such as canal linings, etc. Their chief attribute is low temperature

susceptibility. The performance of the asphaltic cements in this study was about the

same as for the AREA and ASTM above-ground asphalts.

The properties of the coal-tar pitches were difficult to evaluate because of their

extremely high susceptibility to flow at room temperature and their brittleness at any

lower temperature. In the long-time immersion test the Type A tar coatings when applied

at constant viscosity appeared to be superior to the above-ground asphalts.

The cut-back asphalts tested which contained asbestos fiber appeared to be a superior

type of coating. With the exception of one coating, which appeared to contain an exces-

sive amount of asbestos fiber, the cut-back asphalts stabilized with asbestos fiber showed

excellent performance.

Those clay-type asphaltic emulsions for use in exposed locations appeared to be

more stable in the weathering tests than the soap or chemical type. They had the further

advantage of being easier to apply, although if the latter were applied with spray equip-

ment, this would no longer be a consideration. None of the emulsions was effective in

the long-time immersion test.

There are many instances mentioned in this report where further investigation would

be profitable. Perhaps the most fruitful areas of study would be the further investigation

of bacteria attack, of accelerated weathering tests both for above- and below-ground

asphalts involving air-blowing at elevated temperatures or some other accelerator, and

of temperature susceptibility of bitumens.

From the work summarized in this report a great deal has been learned about the

behavior of waterproofing bitumens. Although some of the properties that have been

studied are a little far removed from actual conditions, it is felt that the information

thus obtained will lead to a better understanding of those properties which are important

to the successful use of waterproofing bitumens so that realistic specification requirements

can be adopted.
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APPENDIX A

MANUFACTURER'S TEST RESULTS ON SPECIFICATION-GRADE BITUMENS

The manufacturer's test results on specification-grade bitumens are presented in

tabular form en following pages.
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ASTM Type B (D 449^9)

A somewhat less susceptible asphalt with good adhesive and "self healing" properties

for use above ground level where not exposed to temperatures exceeding 125 deg F.

Note: Suitable for bridges, culverts, retaining walls, tanks, dams, conduits, spray

decks, etc.

Soft. pt. (R & B\
degF

Flash pt. (CO.
C.\ degF

Pen.
.32-200-60
77-100-5
115-50-5

Duct., 77 @ 5, cm
Less on htng.,

325, £0, 5%---
Pen. of res.,

% of orig

Prop, of bit. sol.

inCS^, %
Prop, of bit. sol.

in CCI4, %
Ash, %
Ret. on 200 sieve

as % of bit.

sol. in CS2
Oliens's spot

Spec.

Min Max

145

4C0

10

25

15

eo

«9

170

50
115

i\Iid.

Cont.
North
B-1*

148

560

14

30
98
19

99.8

99.7
X

Xrg,

Mid. Cont.
South

B-2^

146

X

15
31
92
16

B-3

149

550+

16

35
115
25

0.1—

80+

99.5+

99.5+
0.1—

Wyo.
B-4

151.5

15
34
103
17.1

0.15

82.4

99.9
X

Calif.

B-5*

153

490

11

27
96
19

0.14

81

99.9
0.22

Texas
Gulf
B-6*

147

600

11

27
99
29

0.02

99.9

99 . 92
0.08

* These asphalts also meet the requirements of the revise/^ AREA specification for a.sphalt for

saturant and mopping above ground.

Processing:
B-1 Steam refined and air blown.
B-2 Vacuum reduced.
B-,3 Oxidized steam and vacuum reduced base.

B-4 Refined in a straight run plant and reduced in batch type flow stills.

B-S Air refined.

B-6 No data on processing.
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AREA Asphalt for Saturant and Mopping Above Ground

Shall be the product obtained by the distillation of crude asphaltic base petroleum

with steam agitation, supplemented if necessary with oxidation by air, but without the

addition, during any stage of the process of manufacture, of any fluxing material other

than a native asphalt or a straight steam refined asphalt residual.
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Special Asphalt Cements

Soft, pt
Flash pt., (C.O.C), deg F
Penetration

115-50-5
77-100-5
32-200-60

Loss on htng. 325 deg F, 50 g, 5 hr, %.
Pen. of residue, % of orig.

Ductilit}' at 77 deg F @ 5 cm/min, cm.
Sol. in CSj, %
Sol. in CCI4, %
.\8h, %

M-1 1
1

181
575

70
40
22
0.020

39
2.7

99.7

M-12

1

152
570

110
50
27
0.020

49
6.8

99.7

M-20 2

175+
500+

150

50/60
30+
0.5-

80+
5+

98+
98+
2.0—

M-21 '-

175+
500 +

160 -

68/88
38+
0.5-
80+
5+

8.0+

• Produced from air-blown mid-continent base crude.

- Catalytically air-blown with phosphorous pentoxide

APPENDIX B

LIST OF MANUFACTURERS OF WATERPROOFING BITUMENS
AND PROPRIETARY PRODUCTS

Bituminous Waterproofing Materials

Seventy -si.x materials were received for testing. These include:

ASTM Type A Asphalts for Below-Ground Use (8)

American Bitumuls and -Asphalt Co. from San Francisco, Calif

Anderson-Prichard from Cyril, Okla.

Husky Oil Co. from Cody, Wyo.
Kerr-McGee from Winnewood, Okla.

Lion Oil Co. from Eldorado, Ark.

Pioneer Asphalt Co. from Lawrcnceville. 111.

Texas Co. from Lawrcnceville, 111.

Texas Co. from Port Neches, Tex.

ASTM Type B Asphalts for Above-Ground Use in Mild Exposure (6)

American Bitumuls and Asphalt Co. from San Franci.sco, Calif.

Husky Oil Co. from Cody, Wyo.
Kerr-McGee Oil Co. from Winnewood, Okla.

Lion Oil Co. from Eldorado, Ark.

Pioneer Asphalt Co. from Lawrenceville, 111.

Texas Co. from Port Neches, Tex.
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ASTM Type C Asphalts for Above-Ground Use in Severe Exposure (8)

American Bitumuls and Asphalt Co. from San Francisco, Calif.

Anderson-Prichard from Cyril, Okla.

Husky Oil Co. from Cody, Wyo.

Kcrr-McGee Oil Co. from Winnewood, Okla.

Lion Oil Co. from Eldorado, Ark.

Pioneer Asphalt Co. from Lawrencevillc, 111.

Texas Co. from Lawrencevillc, 111.

Texas Co. from Port Neches, Tex.

AREA Asphalts for Saturant and Mopping Above Ground (5)

Cities Service from Panuco, Mexico

Esso Std. from Venezuela

Lehon from Mid-continent crude

Shell from Venezuela

Socony Mobil from Kansas crude

AREA Asphalts for Mopping Below Ground (6)

Citias Service from Panuco, Mexico

Esso Std. from Venezuelan crude

Pioneer Asphalt Co. from Mid-continent crude

Shell from Venezuelan crude

Socony Mobil from Kansas crude

Socony Mobil from Wyoming

ASTM Type A Coal-Tar Pitches for Above-Ground Use (6)

Barrett from Chicago plant

Barrett from Edgewater, N. J., plant

Koppers from Cicero, 111., plant

Koppers from Kearney, N. J., plant

Reilly from Chicago plant

Reilly from Indianapolis, Ind., plant

ASTM Type B Coal-Tar Pitches for Below-Ground Use (6)

Barrett from Chicago plant

Barrett from Edgewater, N. J., plant

Koppers from Cicero, 111., plant

Koppers from Kearney, N. J., plant

Reilly from Chicago plant

Reilly from Indianapolis, Ind., plant

Proprietary Products

Asphaltic Cut-Backs

Acorn Refining Co. "Bituminous Aluminum Coating"

Acorn Refining Co. "Bituminous Mastic Coating''

American Lubricants Co. "Sturdy Roof Coating"

Nox Rust Chem. Corp. "Protek-Coat"

Spring Packing Corp. "Spring Kote No. 10"

Zone Co. "Heavy Duty Coating No. 2"
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Asphaltic Emulsions

American Bitumuls "Fibrccoat"

American Bitumuls 'Waterproofing"

American Bitumuls "Weathercoat"

Anderson-Prichard ''Micro Seal No. 1"

Anderson-Prichard "Micro Seal No. 70"

Bridges Paving Co. "Bitucote Dampproofing No. 110"

Bridges Paving Co. "Protective Coating"

Flintkote "Railroad Emulsion No. 1"

Flintkote "Railroad Emulsion No. 2"'

Flintkote "Railroad Emulsion No. .5''

Flintkote "Railroad Emulsion No. 6"

J. W. Mortell "Mortex No. 4"

Nox Rust Chem. Corp. "ProtekCoal No. lO"*

Texas Co. "Emulsified Asphalt No. 23"

Coal Tar Products

Koppers Co. "Bituplastic No. 28"

Maintenance Inc., "Jennite J-16"

Reilly Tar and Chem. Co. "CA No. 5"

Reilly Tar and Chem. Co. "CA No. 50"

Reilly Tar and Chem. Co. "Tar Pet"

Union Chemical and Oil Co. ''Min-Ra-Litc"

Special Asphalts

Ceresit Waterproofing Corp. "Cerophalt No. 20"

Lion Oil Co. "Catalytic Asphalt C"

Lion Oil Co. "Catalytic Asphalt D"

Standard Oil Co. "Korite No. 1"

Standard Oil Co. "Special Korilc"

Tests are not completed for this product





ATOMIC ENERGY—AS OF MAY 1, 1956*

By R. W. SenifFf

Manager Research, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

Atomic energy is considered something new. That is not so. It is only the way in

which we are trying to use it that is new. Essentially, all energy that man has converted

to useful work is of atomic origin. Furthermore, it seems that nearly all future supplies

of energy will continue to come in various ways from this ultimate source. This is

because the sun, essentially a gigantic, continuous hydrogen bomb, has been and is the

earth's one energy source of any consequence.

The atomic energy which is such a live subject today is not believed to originate

from the sun, but rather from remaining traces of unstable atoms still in the earth's

crust from the time when the earth was perhaps something like the sun.

All energy sources except one are non-renewable. These include the conventional

fossil fuels, uranium and thorium for direct atomic energy. Therefore, our increasing

rapid rate of energy consumption will eventually deplete them to the point of energy

starvation. The use of atomic energy will extend the supply and delay the arrival of the

time of serious energy shortage. The one renewable energy supply is the direct capture

of energy from the sun. The present cost of this is much greater than energy from fossil

fuel and from direct atomic sources.

Atomic Fuel Must Compete Economically vi^ith Conventional Fuels

There is no such thing as an atomic power plant. It is only a conventional powir

plant which uses atomic fuel. The fuel, and reactor in which the fuel is "burned", is the

only way it differs from conventional power plants. The atomic reactor simply replaces

the conventional firebox. The boiler and all the other machinery are essentially the same.

Technology and fuel resources may in time equate the net cost of the atomic reactor

and the conventional firebox. The equation will be balanced earlier in the fuel starved

countries than it will in America where fossil fuel source are still vast and new technology

is constantly making lower grade sources economical.

Small atomic power reactors have been built and successfully operated, but none

of them is economically competitive with conventional fireboxes for land plants in thi.s

country. Nor do practical engineers e.xpect the larger nuclear reactors now in the planning

stage to be competitive in this country for many years to come.

*Thb presentation includes only the relatively limited General Discussion contained within a

oomprehensive report on this subject to his management by the author—a report he characterized as '';i

summary of the significant aspects of atomic energy as I see them at Ihis time."

In presenting the report to his management, the author said, in part, as follows:

'It expresses my views based on published literature, discussions with technical personnel, attendance
at numerous atomic energy meetings, including a course in 'Management Problems in the Use of

Radioisotopes in Industry', at Oak Ridge, Tcnn., attendance at Congressional hearings, actual use of

gamma ray techniques and various types of radiation instrumentation in our laboratory, as well a.s

thorough examination of the possible practical application to our industry of all other related techniques
•iuch as 'tracer', engine wear measurements, food preservation, etc.

"As might be expected, my views differ in varying degrees from those of others whose attitudes
range from intellectual interest to emotional disdain. If my views appear skeptical in some respect*
it is not from disdain for the sincere evangelism of nuclear scientists whose vision extends much further
into the future than ours and upon whom much of the future well-being of our progeny undoubted!)
depends."

t The author is also a member of ihe .ARE.\ and chairm:in of the A.AR .Atomic Energy Committee.

339
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Other Uses of Atomic Energy

There are uses for atomic energy other than its heat. These uses involve its radio-

active rays and the particles of the atom which are discharged as it splits or disintegrates.

There is some question at this time whether these constitute an asset or a liability. Their

practical application has not been as extensive as predicted 10 years ago, while public

realization of their hazards has increased.

Dr. Russell Morgan, professor of radiology, Johns Hopkins Medical School, and

radiologist in chief, Johns Hopkins Hospital, speaking before the nuclear research meet-

ing sponsored by the Baltimore Chamber of Commerce at the Elkridge Club, March 1,

1956, made the following statements:

"Radioactive materials have been less effective from the standpoint of their the-

rapeutic effect in treatment of many diseases than was anticipated 10 years ago.

"The control of the radiation hazard continues to pose serious problems and will

require considerable work from a health standpoint in years to come as nuclear power

becomes more extensively used."

Industrial application has also fallen far short of earlier predictions, and so far

there have been no revolutionary applications in industry. Various industrial applica-

tions are cited repeated by nuclear scientists who are not familiar with the practioal

aspects of such appUcations, but careful analysis of these applications discloses that no

new valuable technology has emerged nor any technology which has not been achieved

by means cheaper than the production of radioactive materials from uranium. There

appear to be other cheaper and safer ways of producing these rays than from uranium.

More Basic Research is Required

It still appears that the atom bomb remains the most important derivative of

uranium at this writing. But no one can predict the outcome of the research being con-

ducted on uranium products and radioactivity in many sciences at many places, except

to say that the more it is studied the better it will be understood.

Overoptimism by the General Public

If there is one thing which can be said with certainty about atomic energy today

it is that public misunderstanding is profound. People not well versed in atomic science

and industrial power techniques, or medicine, or industrial uses of atomic radiation,

have been encouraged to expect too much too soon. Technical facts have been stretched

beyond reality in speeches and articles by highly placed government officials, scientists

and businessmen. Each speaker or writer seems to have an evangelistic fervor in trying

to outpromise the last one. People are concerned about its safety and benefits; labor is

concerned about jobs; managements are wondering what, if anything, should be done

about specific industrial applications, and how it may affect their industry. The average

man has been led to expect an industrial revolution in his time; deserts to bloom, and

industrialization of backward countries through some relatively simple application of

cheap and unlimited energy from atomic sources. The "peaceful atom" and the "military

atom" are so hopelessly entwined historically, psychologically, administratively, tech-

nologically, and poHtically that rational thinking and action appear to the interested

observer to be almost totally lacking.

Practical Engineers are Beginning to Assess the Problems

On the other hand practical engineers are beginning to realize that profound tech-

nological problems must be solved before atomic heat can compete with conventional

heat sources in areas where there is as yet no starvation of conventional energy sources.
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The foregoing inferences were drawn in part from reading the McKenney panel

report on "Peaceful Applications of Atomic Energy", and attending public hearings

before the Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy.

According to Sylvania Electric Company's Products Engineer Stanley B. Roboff,

progress toward "practical low cost nuclear power will be only as fast as we can develop

new and better materials for use in reactors. We do not yet have materials of construc-

tion that can withstand the severity of conditions which would exist within a power

reactor operating with (modern) ultra-high power output." He listed the following

unsolved road blocks in the way of competitive atomic power.

(1) High temperature nuclear fuels must be developed, capable of operating over

a wider range of temperatures and of burning longer. Existing atomic fuel

elements melt below the temperature required for modern efficient power plant

operation.

(2) The cost of reactor materials, such as zirconium, beryllium and heavy water,

must be reduced.

(3) New materials of construction capable of withstanding severe corrosion and

extreme temperature ranges must be developed.

(4) More efficient moderators must be developed.

(5) Smaller and lighter reactor shields must be developed for mobile reactors.

(6) A low cost fuel recovery process must be developed.

To this list must be added at least two other problems.

(7) One emphasized by the public utilities, that no company or group of com-

panies have sufficient resources to assume the risk of third party liability in

case of an accident in a nuclear fueled power plant.

(8) Another problem is one which should immediately occur to any boiler inspec-

tor, but which I have never seen or heard mentioned. This may well be the

most serious problem, and it is strange that it has not been mentioned before.

This is the problem of predicting the failure of pressure vessels when they

cannot be inspected. Pressure vessels used in connection with atomic furnaces

are subjected to problems of severe corrosion and diffusion of one metal into

another. These conditions appear to be more severe than those of conven-

tional power pressure elements. The present practice in atomic power reactors

of building a pressure vessel around a pressure vessel is costly and not very

practical if mobility is desired.

Monsanto Withdraws From the Atomic Power Field

—U. S. N. Becomes More Cautious

One of the first large companies to be interested in atomic power, Monsanto Chem-

ical, after spending more than $1 million on atomic power research, abandoned the

project in October 1955, because of the stubborn technical problems and loss of AEC
support.

The Navy withdrew its plans for an atomic fueled carrier, and AEC is installing the

reactor for producing steam at Shippingport, Pa., where the Duquesne Light Company

will purchase the steam from it for generating electricity. Admiral Rickover, head of the

Navy reactor work, says this is an experimental installation not intended to produce

economic power.
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This Is a Period of Rapid Change in Attitudes Toward Atomic Energy
It is not surprising then that the public mind is confused and that attitudes are apt

to shift from day to day.

One can only arrive at the conclusion that the problems of putting atomic energy

to practical peacetime use have been greatly oversimplified in the public mind.

The Idea of Splitting the Atom Is Not New
The truth of the history of the splitting of the atom is so much more interesting than

fiction that a small part of it is briefly reviewed here. The alchemist of the Middle Ages

dreamed of "transmutation of metals" and scientists throughout the centuries have aspired

to "split the atom"' much as man has aspired to fly. For centuries both were considered

impossible. The amount of energy inside the atom has long been recognized. Einstein'?

famous formula E=^mc" is now 51 years old. The general public did not pay much
attention to all this but passed it off largely as the crackpot ideas of a long haired,

childish scientist. However, 44 years ago (in 1912) the second edition of a childrens' book

called the "Book of Knowledge", which was being sold by door-to-door salesmen, con-

tained a vivid description of the energy which could be derived from the atom when
means were found for releasing it. A good part of a generation has passed, and although

means of releasing this energy have been found, we are still trying to apply it econom-

ically. Before and during the intervening half century several generations of scientists

had been quietly and continuously exploring the nucleus of the atom in many countries,

including Russia. The public paid practically no attention to atomic research during that

period, although a vast amount of technical literature was published throughout those

years. A monthly magazine "Nucleonics" (McGraw Hill), devoted exclusively to the

science of the atom, has been in continuous publication in this country for 14 years.

A Great Scientific Event Had Little Public Significance

Most people feel that World War 11 was responsible for the research which split the

atom, but this is not true. It was the century or so of pure scientific research in labora-

tories all over the world by men and women of almost every race which made it possible

to apply it in World War II. The war may have accelerated application, but on the

other hand it may have actually materially retarded practical peaceful application. We
might find it much further advanced today if atomic energy had not become a weapon.

At any rate the timing of the war and release of atomic energy were more coincidence

than anything else.

The splitting of the atom was dramtically announced to the public by many popular

magazines such as the Saturday Evening Post. Life magazine featured good popular

descriptions of atomic energy and uranium. This was before World War II.

Even these disclosures made little impression on the general public, but to the

nuclear scientist their implications were immediately apparent and the event ranked in

significance to his specialty along with man's first flight. Then the atom became a war

secret and the public promptly forgot about it until five years later, in 1945, at

Hiroshima. The burst of publicity which followed was exceeded only by the burst of

the bomb itself.

The Introduction of Applied Atomic Energy

The tremendously dramatic introduction of atomic energy as a weapon of war

resulted in a surprising variety of public reactions. Prophesies were and are still being

made at all levels in civilian and government circles which range from extremely pessi-
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mistic on one hand to overly optimistic on the other. News writers, scientists and

politicians, adopting the techniques of the movies, vied to coin superlative phrases to

predict the glories of the coming of the peaceful atom. Phrases such as 'The Impact

of the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy", "The Atomic Age", were freely bandied about.

The general public joined in and freely added their predictions and fears, until one

begins to wonder if perhaps ail of us have been reading too much of "Science Fiction",

"Space Man" and ''Super Man". Predictions of exotic applications in industry, medicine

and agriculture raised public anticipation of its benefits to high and unrealistic levels.

Predictions of doom on the other hand raised doubts and fears which compounded the

confusion.

How Can We Evaluate the Effect of Applied Atomic Energy?

Even responsible government officials tend to overdramatize this. As a recent example,

the public hearings before the Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy are titled

"The Impact of Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy." Why the dramatic term "impact"

when "effect" would be more realistic. There was not at that time and there still is

nothing tangible to warrant the term "impact". It appears that the only impact, aside

from the bomb and on the taxpayers' pocketbook, has been essentially psychological.

The relative significance of atomic energy to the individual, whether he be layman or

scientist, is most difficult for him to determine. Creative imagination is one thing, but

imagination run riot until it becomes fantasy, which is accepted as fact, is dangerous.

By reviewing the various aspects of atomic energy in the light of history and the things

with which we have long been familiar, we may gain a more practical viewpoint con-

cerning it.

Emotions Are Clouding Our Views

It appears that one of the things which makes it difficult to evaluate the possible

effects of atomic energy is the emotional block which always arises from our association

of it with the atom bomb. It is difficult to talk about atomic energy for any length of

time without mentioning the bomb. Perhaps it would help to rationalize a little con-

cerning this phase, rather than to attempt to ignore it, because it cannot be ignored

when we try to think clearly about its peaceful uses.

There are many other previous developments which have been subjected to the

same emotional distortion. The atom bomb, and later the hydrogen or fusion bomb

of still greater strength, differ in effect from traditional weapons only in their increased

power. If one takes time to read the literature which was contemporary with the dis-

covery and early use of gunpowder and dynamite, and the lighter-than-air rigid aircraft,

the submarine, and many other similar developments, he will find the same evidence of

excitement, intrigue and unreasoning prophesy of doom on one hand, and unreasoning

prophesy of wonderful things to come on the other hand. But, dynamite and gunpowder

turned out to be greater boons to, than destroyers of, mankind.

Perhaps the cxplo.sion of the atom bomb in war will be recorded as one of the

dramatic events of military history along with many others. No doubt primitive man,

who protected himself with tooth and nail, experienced the same consternation when

he met his first opponent armed with a club, the man with the club when he met the

man with the spear, and the man with the spear when he met the man with the bow

and arrow, or King Philip of France at Crecy on August 26, 1346, when his great army

with crossbows suffered devastating defeat from the Black Prince's smaller English

force armed with the new and efficient long bow, or King Philip 11 of Spain's Duke
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ot Medina Sidona, when in 1588 in the English Channel he met Sir Francis Drake's

uiiiazingly maneuverabie ships which could tack into the wind at much sharper angles

than his own clumsy Invincible Spanish Armada, etc., almost to infinity. Yet, man has

managed to survive and prosper in spite of all these developments.

But, nations and races of men have disappeared from the earth before the onslaught

of men armed with improved weapons or having greater vigor and greater solidarity of

purpose. If "history is prologue", then the bomb has introduced no new problem in the

relationship between peoples. It is simply a continuation of the historical one which

is as old as the origin of man. Man is man's great danger, and until he learns how to

control himself, he cannot expect to control the tool in his hand for the general good

of mankind. We have the abihty to do this if we will just do it. Perhaps the advice

of Teddy Roosevelt is sound in this case, "speak softly, but carry a big stick". We need

only to fear our own weaknesses. We had a close shave in World War II where the

extensive use of the bomb by our enemies before we had it would have lost the war

for us. As it was, it came too late to be a deciding factor, but by shortening the war

and preventing invasion of Japan, it undoubtedly saved many lives on both sides and

much destruction of Japanese property. "The atomic bomb did not cause the war.

It ended the war. We spent $2 billion on it, a lot of money; it cost that much money

to run the war just 9 days. If you shortened the war by just 9 days you are money

ahead.'" Had both sides in World War II possessed the atom bomb and both of them

knew it, it probably would never have been used at all. The boomerang of poison gas,

an almost equally devastating weapon, in World War I, resulted in stalemate which

taught armies not to use it in World War II. The same may become the case with the

atomic weapon, especially if the more benevolent nation is the possessor of the greater

atomic strength. Thus, by being scientifically strong and benevolent at the same time,

we may establish a long, if restless, period of comparative peace and prosperity which

historians may refer to, along with the "Pax Romana" and "Pax Britannica", as the Pax

Atomica." The bomb in the long run could turn out to be a blessing in disguise.

The Bomb Has Also Distorted Our Technical Perspective

Because we were able to make it and because it so violently exploded, we tend to

greatly oversimplify the techniques of peaceful application, to underestimate the cost

of the energy derivable from it, and to overestimate the economically usable power

obtainable from the atom. We overlook the difference between energy for destruction

and energy for useful work. The efficiency and engineering problems of the two are

quite different. A pound of gasoline can be made to produce six times as much useful

energy as a pound of nitroglycerine. Perhaps the relative power of the atom bomb as an

explosive has led us to overemphasize its relative value for producing useful heat for

power. This is largely because the engineering problems are different—it is infinitely

more difficult to use atomic heat efficiently for industrial power production than to use

it effectively in a weapon.

^ "Story Behind the Atomic Bomb", by Dr. Reuben G. Gustavson, vice president and dean of

faculties, University of Chicago. Delivered before the Executives' Club of Chicago, Chicago, 111., Sept. 7,

1945. (from Vital Speeches of the Day. Oct. 1, 1945, pp. 762-767)
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress in study, but no report.

2. Cost of track curvature.

Progress report, submitted as information page 346

V Determination of maintenance of way expenses for various traffic conditi()n.s,

collaborating with Committee 11.

Progress report, submitted as information page 353

4. Economics of various types of yard-to-yard car reporting.

Progress in study, but no report.

5. Comparison of running time with total time between loading and unloading

points of freight cars, and methods of reducing total time, collaborating with

Car Service Division, AAR, Signal Section, AAR, Communications Section,

AAR, and American Association of Railroad Superintendents.

Progress in study, but no reporl.

.u.=;
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6. Economics of improved freight stations and facilities, collaborating with

Committees 6 and 14, and with Freight Station Section, AAR.

Progress in study, but no report.

7. Life of rail, collaborating with Committee 4.

Final report, with recommendations submitted for adoption page 359

8. Innovations in railway operations.

Progress in study, but no report.

Special report on Operations Research page 361

The Committee on Economics of Railway Location and Operation

H. B. Christianson, Jr., Chairman

AREA Bulletin 532, November 1956.

Report on Assignment 2

Cost of Track Curvature

R. L. Milner (chairman, subcommittee), J. M. Bentham, J. W. Bolstad, L C. Brewer,

D. E. Brunn, C. A. James, F. B. Peter, C. W. Pitts, E. C. Poole, C. P. Richmond,
A. L. Sams, L. E. Ward.

Your committee submits the following report of progress in the gathering of data

to determine the effect of curvature upon the cost of maintaining track.

The first progress report on this assignment appears in the Proceedings, Vol. S3,

1952, page 946. The present report represents a further analysis of that part of the

report dealing with "Effect of Curvature on Maintenance-of-Way Cost".

This further analysis is based on separate studies as to the effects of curvature upon

the cost of: Ties—Account 212; Rail—Account 214; Other Track Material—Account

216; Ballast—Account 218; and Track Laying and Surfacing—Account 220. These are

being taken up in the order named, ties being first.

The study on ties was developed on the basis of an inventory of ties in track.

For this purpose, a form, Table 1, was used in gathering the tie inventory data. While

the form is self-explanatory, the following specific points will aid in understanding its

purpose:

1. One sheet was used for each separate mile inventoried.

2. The inventory was to show ties actually in track as of the date of inventory.

This information was divided between tangent and curved track, as shown on

the inventory sheet.

3. It was necessary to show the lineal feet of tangent and curved track, as indicated

on the form.

4. As a check to determine if the form was properly filled out, the lineal feet

of tangent and curved track generally totals 1 mile or 5280 ft, more or less.

The grand total of ties in 1 mile of track depends, of course, on spacing and

should total 3000 to 3100 ties, more or less.

(Text continued on page 352)
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TABLE 1

A Study of
Effect of Curvature on Track Maintenance Cost

INVENTORY OF CROSS TIES IN TRACK AS OF 1955

(Excludes Bridge and SvrLtch Ties)
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TABLE 2

CROSS TIE INVENTORY - 12 Railroads

Data Received as of 6-12-56

(Number of Cross Ties in Thousands)

Rail-
road
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TABIE 3

Indicated Effect of Curvatxire and Traffic
Loading on Average Age of Cross Ties

In Track

(Weighted Average Ages in Years)

Railroad
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TABLR U

Summary of Data of Table 3 for Each Railroad Divided
as to Curvature but Without Regard to Traffic Density

Railroad
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tabu: 6

Comparative Data to Study
The Effect of Tie Plate Area On

Average Age of Cross Ties in Track

(Weighted Average Ages in Years)

Railroad
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Thus far information has been gathered on 547,000 ties on 181 miles of main track,

representing 12 railroads. Summary of the data gathered is shown on Table 2—Cross Tie

Inventory.

Breakdown of these data are as follows:

Table 3—Effect of Curvature and Traffic Upon Average of Ties in Track for

Individual Railroads.

Table 4—Summary of Data of Table 3 for Each Railroad Divided as to Curvature

but Without Regard to Traffic Density.

Table 5—Effect of Traffic Loading Upon Age of Ties in Track by Degrees of

Curvature for All Railroads Combined.

Table 6—Comparative Data to Study the Effect of Tie Plate Area on Average

Age cf Ties in Track.

Note that the average age of ties shown in the tables would approximate about

one-half of the average age of ties at removal.

The implications, ba.'^ed on analysis of tie renewal practices indicated in the data

furnished, are:

1. The average age of ties in tangent track or in curved track show no significant

difference (all railroads) up to and beyond 8 deg.

2. The average age of ties in light-traffic lines (more than 2 million tons per year)

is similar to that in heavy-traffic lines (31 to SO million tons per year).

3. The area of tie plates (now in track) does not indicate any consistent effect

upon the age of ties in track of all degrees of curvature.

4. Tie replacement policy (12 railroads) appears to be governed to a large extent

by factors other than curvature and traffic. Availability of funds and oppor-

tunity of replacement may be possible factors.

While more extensive analysis will he made as additional data become available,

the need for more objective criteria for determining the optimum time of removal is

quite apparent. It appears very necessary to supplement human judgment with instru-

mental checks based possibly on sonic test methods. Development of such instrumenta-

tion is being explored to determine the feasibility and possible future conduct of a formal

research project.
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Report on Assignment 3

Determination of Maintenance of Way Expenses for Various

Traffic Conditions

Collaborating with Committee 11

I P. Rav (chairman, subcommittee), H. B. Christianson, Jr., J. M. Fox, J. E. Inman,
H. A. Lind, R. L. Milner, E. C. Poole, H. M. Shepard, C. L. Towle, D. K. Van
Ingen, J. A. Wood.

Your committee submits the following report of progress in the gathering of infor-

mation pertaining to the study of variable and constant maintenance of way and struc-

tures expenses, and invites comment and criticism of the method herein outlined.

The portion of maintenance of way and structures expenses affected by use, or

variable with traffic, has been a controversial and much discussed subject. This com-

mittee was given the task to develop a formula which would measure the maintenance

of way and structures expense affected by use. A number of drafts were submitted to

the committee members with much discussion and correspondence. A progress report

was made at the March 1956 meeting and at the June 1956 meeting. After further

correspondence and discussion, it was decided to publish the outline of a proposed method

of determining variable and constant maintenance of way and structures expense as

information in anticipation of obtaining assistance in comment and criticism from other

sources.

The formula or method developed has been designated as the "experience" formula

rather than a theoretical formula in that it measures the fluctuations in maintenance

expense with the fluctuations in traffic volume. In arriving at its conclusions, the com-

mittee had before it much data and many computations, using different methods. All

cannot be shown here, but they can be mentioned. Only those methods considered by the

committee as most practical are shown.

1. Many computations were made using different years of the same railroad,

adjusting costs to a common index or cost level (Chart A).

2. Computations were made using the different divisions of the same railroad for

different years (Chart B).

3. Computations were made using 26 of the larger Class I railroads for different

individual years (Chart C).

Computations were made on a number of bases, using the straight-line formula

(y=.a-\- bx) to measure the changes in cost with the changes in traffic volume, wherein:

y^ Maintenance per mile of track, excluding depreciation and amortization.

x=r Density in total gross-ton-milcs per mile of track, freight and passenger.

a=iA constant to be determined, or the mamtcnance cost if no traffic.

b =: The rate of change in maintenance cost with changes in traffic density.

The bases used were:

(a) The statistics of each railroad separately, not weighted as to size.

(b) The statistics of each railroad separately, giving weight to each as to size,

using gross-ton-miles as the measure for weighting.

(c) The statistics of each railroad separately, giving weight to each as to size,

using miles of track as the measure of weighting.

(Text continued on page 357)
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The results of the computations for methods (a), (b), and (c) for each individual

year, 1950 to 1954, incl., and the 5-year average indexed to the 1955 cost level, for 26

Class I railroads, are shown in the table below. It is believed that method (c) is the

most practical method.

Not Weighted

Year (a)

1050 y = 0.7702 + 0.4293.V

1051 V = 1.2156 -f 0.4205.V

1952 y = 1.0302 + 0.4937.V

1953 y= 1.1438 4- 0.5100.V

1954 y= 1.1377 + 0.4287.V

Weighted on
Gross-Ton-Miles

(b)

v = 0.8730+ 0.413 7.V

y= 1.3674+ 0.3994.V

y= 1.3506+ 0.43 53-v

v = 1.5270+ 0.43 54.V

y= 1.3730+ 0.3704.V

Weighted on

Miles of Track

(c)

= 0.7156+ 0.4420.x-

= 1 .0795 + 0.4484.V

= 1.0649 + 0.485 6.V

= 1.1745+ 0.4978.1-

— 1.1980 + 0.40320.-

.•>-ycar average

indexed to year

1055:

y= 1.2199 + 0.529U- y = 1.4916 + 0.4777.V y= 1.2007 + 0.5291X

The indices used for bringing the 5 years to a 5-year average indexed to year 1955

are as follows:

1950=130.13
1951 = 118.90

1952 = 115.49

1953 = 112.36

1954= 103.45

1955 = 100.00

These indices were applied to both factors.

The percent variable and constant can be determined from the average without

further indexing.

bx
Percent variable=— X 100

wherein .v = gross-ton-miles (millions) per mile of track.

A number of computations were made using multiple correlation wherein three

or more variables were used. In some of these computations a separation was made

between the effects of pas.senger gross-ton-miles on expense and freight gross-ton-miles

on expense. The results were somewhat erratic, although indicating a somewhat higher

cost for passenger gross-ton-miles than for freight gross-ton-miles.

The results of multiple correlation for each individual year, 1950 to 1954, incl., and

the S-year average indexed to the 1955 cost level, for the same 26 Class I railroads, are

to be found in the table below.

The computations were made from the formula:

Xi = a + fei2.sa;a+ 6i3.;Xn

wherein Xi is the dependent or estimated variable replacing the y, and x- and r.i

are independent variables, i.e.:

Xi = Total cost.

X2 = Miles of total track in thousands

Xa= Gross-ton-miles in millions

/>i2 3= The change in dependent variable .Vj with a given change in x^

fti3.2=The change in dependent variable x, with a given change in x.i
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Year

1950 — $ 822,460 + $0.714 X Miles of Total Track + $0.457 X Gross-Ton-Miles

Thousands Millions

1951 —$1,520,000 + $1,119 X M iles of Total Track + $0.4b7 X Gross-Ton Miles

Thousands Millions

1952 —$1,818,920 -|- $1.262 X Miles of Total Track + $0.480 X Gross-Ton-Miles

Thousands Millions

1953 —$2,271,000 4- $1.405 X Miles of Total Track + $0.494 X Gross-Ton Miles

Thousands MiUions

1954 $1,392,340 -|- $1.101 X Miles of Total Track + $0.396 X Gross-Ton-Miles

Thousands Millions

S-year average indexed to year 19SS:

—$1,217,908 -f- $1.287 X Miles of Total Track -|- $0.534 X Gross-Ton-Miles

Thousands Millions

The results of the computations for railroads with 5 million gross-ton-miles per

mile of track and 10 million gross-ton-miles per mile of track are shown below:

Weighted on Weighted
Gross-Ton-Miles Not Gross-ton on Miles Multiple

Per Mile of Track Weighted Miles of Track Correlation

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

5 Million:

Constant $1,220 $1,492 $1,201 $1,287

Variable 2,646 2,389 2,646 2,670

Total $3,866 $3,881 $3,847 $3,957

Percent variable 68.4 61.6 68.8 67.5

10 Million:

Constant $1,220 $1,492 $1,201 $1,287

Variable 5,291 4,777 5,291 5,340

Total $6,51

1

$6,269 $6,492 $6,627

Percent variable 81.3 76.2 81.5 80.6

The results of these computations applied to three large railroad systems over a

series of years compared with the actual results, and the difference, are shown in the

following table:
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Estimated Maintenance Costs Compared With Actual Records

Common Dollars Year 1937

Three Class I Railway Systems (Omitting War Years)
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Rail and Fastenings.—Charge only for that portion in excess of that used in the

present operation on the basis of experience. In the absence of actual experience, antici-

pated life of rail on a new location under similar operating conditions may he determined

with the following formula:

in which formula

T = the rail life in million gross tons of traffic carried in main-line use.

/l = a constant representative of conditions of track maintenance standards, char-

acteristics of traffic, etc.

W t= the weight of rail in pounds per yard.

D c= the traffic density in million gross tons per year.

To use the above formula in determining anticipated rail life for use in grade and

line revision studies, substitute the known rail life T, as determined by past experience

for a given weight of rail and traffic density, and determine the A' value from that

experience. This value of K then can be used in the formula to arrive at the rail life

under the new set of conditions brought about by grade and line revisions. In the absence

of actual experience, a K factor of 0.545 may be used as an average determined from

past experience.

For life on curves, use the following percentage of life on tangents:

Degree of Without Oilers With Oilers

Curve Percent Percent

100 100

1 87 100

2 73 89

3 60 79

4 48 70

5 38 62

6 30 55

7 22 49

8 16 44

9 12 40

10 10 37

Additional Bridging Steel—In the absence of own experience, use life of 50 years.

Additional Creosote Trestles—In the absence of own experience, use life of 25 years.

Enginehouse Additions—In absence of own experience, use life of 50 years.

Additional or other Buildings—In absence of own experience, use life of 50 years.

Additional Signals—Life of 30 years.
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Special Report on

The Significance of Operations Research for the Railroad Industry*

The purposes of this report are as follows:

A. To explain briefly what Operations Research is.

B. To give some examples of problems in the railroad industry for which Opera-

tions Research is well adapted.

C. To discuss the feasibility of individual railroads using Operations Research a's

part of a general research program.

A. WHAT IS OPERATIONS RESEARCH?

1. Operations Research is the application of the scientific method to problems which

arise in some organizational setting. It is concerned with management problems, and as

such is an aid in making management decisions. Operations Research is concerned with

the same sorts of problems which traditionally have been the interest of industrial

engineers, production and financial executives; in short, with the area of management

engineering.

2. Historically, O.R. received its major impetus in helping in the solutions of military

problems. The term was first used to describe the methods employed by the British Air

Military Research Station in determining the best ways in which to employ various

forms of radar equipment in World War 11.^ Success in the radar field led to similar

activities in air warfare, and anti-submarine detection and warfare measures. O.R. was

used also by the United States both for naval problems and problems of logistics. At the

end of World War II, the armed forces of the United States continued to promote the

development of O.R. methods, and today large O.R. groups continue to work on mihtary

problems for the Air Force, the Navy, and the Army.

3. It was not a difficult step from purely military applications to industrial applica-

tions. Today many firms have O.R. teams as part of their permanent staff. Many other

firms use consulting organizations to provide the services of O.R. groups. Universities

such as Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Johns Hopkins, The Case Institute, Car-

negie Institute of Technology, to mention only a few, have active research underway on

many kinds of OR. problems. Typical of such problem areas are those of production

scheduling, inventory control, plant and warehouse location, cost and other forms of

accounting control, maintenance programming, equipment utihzation and other problems

of management. It is more fruitful to view O.R. as part of the normal development in

the field of management science rather than a new field of endeavour.

4. Essentially the feature which distinguishes O.R. from other methods of attacking

management problems arc the tools and scientific philosophy which O.R. teams apply

to these problems. The methods which O.R. groups use are not the traditional tools

of industrial engineering or accounting, though both these disciplines might be included

• This report was prepared from an oriKinal paper by R. R. Crane, manager of research, manage-
ment Sciences. Touchc, Xiven, Bailey & Smart, and H. H. Wein, associate professor, head of trans-

portation Kroup, CarncKic Institute of TechnoloKy, both members of Committee 16, by a special

subcommittee consisting of Q. K. Balver (chairman), R. R. Crane. W. J. Harlow. J. E. Jay, R. L.
Milner. F. N. Nye, Geo. RuBge, D. K. \an Ingen. and H. H. Wein.

'See "Reflections on Operations Research" by E. C. Williams, November 1954, Journal of the
Oprraiinns Research Society of America.
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in an O.R. team.' The advanced techniques generally used by O.R. are based on three

great developments which became more widely recognized in the mid-thirties. These are:

(a) The extension and refinement of statistical methods to industrial problems;" (h) The
more intensive application of mathematical methods to industrial problems; and (c) The
development of high-speed methods of computation. Any example of O.R. work, whether

it is a problem drawn from business, government, or the military area, will be found

to include techniques drawn from one or all of these fields. The specific tools used in

these problems may involve relatively simple techniques such as regression analysis, or

more advanced techniques such as sampling theory, queuing theory, linear programming,

quadratic decision programming, game theory, Monte Carlo methods, and other related

methods. The advantages of these techniques are that great power is obtained in data

collection, interpretation and analysis of problems which in most cases it is simply not

possible to obtain with any other methods. Problems involving many variables and

their inter-relations can be handled with precision and economy.

5. It is important to stress, however, that tools and techniques by themselves are not

enough for successful O.R. As a consequence, the device of an O.R. team is almost uni-

versally employed rather than an O.R. individual. The teams require not only those who
are adept in the use of these advanced tools, but also those who have intimate knowledge

of the company and industry, including the administrative and institutional details and

the engineering, financial, personnel, or sales aspects of the particular problems. Without

such team balance, O.R. will be handicapped, and its solutions will lack the elements of

realism necessary in any working solutions. The knowledge required in statistics, mathe-

matics, or high-speed computing is sufficiently complex so that in general one will not

find that a single individual will be sufficiently skillful in all three fields, let alone having

command of the institutional or practical elements of the problem. O.R. teams will

thus consist of several technical specialists in the O.R. tools and specialists in the sub-

stantive elements of the problem. The problem of the best size and composition for

O.R. teams for the railroad industry is treated in Section C.

6. How Operations Research Works—Perhaps the best way to gain insight into the

difference in approach of an O.R. team and conventional methods is by use of an example.

The following simple example is purely hypothetical.

Suppose a railroad management is interested in improving the service of its crack

freights—which we designate the Red Ball freights (RB). Let us define "improving the

service" very simply as increasing the frequency of times that the RB's are on schedule

or better. The management considers various measures, say A, B, C, etc. After discussion

it selects measure A as the best—on the theory that A will give the highest percentage

of on-time or better performance. It puts A into practice and tallys the results, as shown

in Table 1.

1 See Herman and Maggee—"Operations Research for jNIanagement," Harvard Business Review,

July-August 19S3, on the methods of industrial engineering and O.R.

" The development by Walter Shewhart of Statistical Quality Control over two decades ago, may be

viewed a.s the forerunner of the application of statistical methods to industry.
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Table 1

—

Performance of Red Bali. Freight Trains

Percent Percent

oj On-Time oj On-Time
or Better or Better

Day Before Measure A After Measure A

1 56 82

2 65 95

3 70 93

4 68 96

100 70 92
Average 65 95

Clearly, measure A seems to have worked. Would an O.R. team approach this

problem in any different manner? The answer is yes, it would. The first question they

would raise is as follows;

Question 1—Is the objective solely to improve the service of the Red Balls, with

no other conditions on that improvement?

Answer to Question 1—Clearly there are other conditions for improving the RB.
They should be economical and not deteriorate other train service.

Question 2—How do you know that the service of other trains has not deteriorated

as a result of the measure A?

Answer to Question 2—^Well, we really don't know—but we see no reason for this

to occur.

.\t this point, the O.R. team formulates a hypothesis which will test the validity

of answer 2 and Table 1. This hypothesis is:

(a) The services of other trains (OT) (where service is defined as percent of time

of other trains meeting schedules) is a function of the percent of time the RB meet

their schedule. Or in shorthand: (1) Or, =/ (iJBs) • After some work, they come up

with a revised Table 1, as follows:

T..VBLE 2

Percent Percent Percent Percent

of Time RB of Time OT of Time RB of Time OT
on Schedule or on Schedule or on Schedule or on Schedule or

Better, Before Better, Before Better, After Better, After
Day Measure A Measure A Measure A Measure A

1

2

.•\verage 65 60 38

Revised Table 1 (Table 2) shows a different picture from Table 1, for it is clear

that though measure A has improved the service of the RB freights, the service of other

freights show marked deterioration. The OR. team applies statistical tests of significance

to the data which show that the deterioration of the OT's could be attributed to chance
farlors in le.ss than 1 time out of 100. Their problem now really liegins. They have
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shown that measure A with high probability has adverse effects on the OT's. Two basic

problems remain: (1) Can the effects of the measures be determined in advance of put-

ting different measures into effect? (2) How much deterioration in the OT service is

management willing to accept for every one percent increase in on-time or better arrival

of RB's. They form several other hypothesis, or in O.R. language, models. These models

in effect state in a mathematical way the dependence of on-time or better arrivals of any

train on the measures applied to that train and all other trains, and upon the daily car

flow of the system. In determining and testing these models various techniques, such as

statistical sampling, Monte Carlo procedures, and other statistical and mathematical

techniques, are used. After this work, their results can be shown in Chart 1. This shows

the effects of two measures on on-time or better arrivals of the RB freights and the OT
freights as traffic volume is allowed to vary over the probable range of 15,000 to 50,000

cars per day.

Chart 1 now gives management the information it needs to make a more rational

choice. What it shows is that if a value is placed on all trains (not only RB's) falling

within some service range, the best measure will vary depending upon the amount of

traffic which the road is handling. As the chart shows for any valuation of service for

RB's and OT's, measure A is the best to employ up to 33,000 cars per day traffic. Beyond

that range the service of the OT's falls very rapidly under A-—much more so than the

service of the RB's falls under measure B. Given any valuation, the better of the two

policies can be adopted. The rule might state: adopt measure A up to 33,000 cars per day

volume; adopt measure B, thereafter.

Summary

The first step in solving any operational problem is thus to clearly define the prob-

lem. The second step is to obtain adequate operational information. The third step is to

analyze this information and develop a theory of how the operation works. The fourth

step is to apply the results obtained from the theory to the actual operation.

Frequently people realize they have a problem but cannot e.xpress it except in general

terms. In this case, the researcher must first "find" the problem and define it clearly

and specifically. To do this and carry out the second step, he will use available opera-

tional data or, where necessary, gather his own information.

The next step in the solution is the development of a theory of how the operation

works. Using this theory the scientist may rapidly and inexpensively investigate the

effects of varying many of the factors which enter a problem and frequently determine

the best arrangement of physical facilities or procedures for the objective of the operation.

The final step is changing the operation to produce the results desired as predicted

by the theory.

The outstanding limitation of this technique is that all theories are only approxima-

tions of the actual operation. First you simplify and then develop the theory to get a

cleaif understanding of the problem. The theory can serve only as an aid in obtaining

the solution, and one must always be careful when using the results of the theory that

some requirement inadvertently left out of the theory for one reason or another, such as

the Car Service Rules or an ICC regulation, does not make the results inapplicable.
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CHART I

EFFECT ON SCHEDULE OF VARIOUS MEASURES
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B. EXAMPLES OF SOME RAILROAD PROBLEMS THAT CAN BE MOST
EFFECTIVELY HANDLED BY O.R.

Following are some problem-areas and related specific examples of railroad problems

drawn from freight operations which, it is believed, can be effectively attacked by scien-

tific methods.

Utilization of Rolling Stock

The railroads move material of one kind or another in cars in trains of various

lengths and tonnages at varying speeds via many routes from many geographical loca-

tions to many others. The average turn-around time from loading to loading for a

freight car is about IS days. Of this IS-day period, less than 10 percent is spent actually

accumulating the ton-miles for which the railroads are paid. If normal freight line-haul

speed were maintained from origin through to destination, the average travel time would

be less than 12 hours. Decreasing turn-around time is a way to increase car utilization

and improve the service to the shippers. The following examples are directed at ways

of decreasing freight car turn-around time.

(a) The Distribution of Freight Cars: On a national or a system-wide basis when

the day to day variation of car requirements and availability is fairly constant, some

improvement in the process of distributing freight cars which would lead ultimately to

decreased turn-around time could be obtained through the use of linear programming.

Linear programming is a mathematical technique which was developed previously by the

Air Force since World War II to assist in solving problems in the supply of men and

equipment. A detailed description of the application of hnear programming to a simplified

car distribution problem is given in Case 1. Much more complicated situations with

many added conditions can be solved by this method.

(b) Classificaition Yard Operations : Cars spend a large percentage of their time in

yards. The theory of queues can be applied here to predict the effect of changing the

number of yard inspection crews, the rate at which cars can be humped, and the number

of switch engines used. The cost of adding or subtracting facilities is balanced against

the decrease or increase in average car delay in the yard or terminal to obtain greatest

economy.

(c) The Distribution of Classification Effort Between Yards: A problem with which

railroads are faced is the determination of the proper degree of classification work to be

carried out at key yards. A simplified example of a problem of this type is given in

Case 2. Here two classification yards with different car handling capacities are con-

sidered, and certain conditions of classification for ultimate destination are specified. The

value of the techniques used in this special case only becomes clear when an attempt is

made to solve complicated actual problems. Many operating problems of this type cannot

be solved adequately except by special methods. In Case 2 programming and queueing

theories are employed.

Maintenance

Railroads must maintain the roadway over which the trains pass, the rolling stock

that moves over the roadway, the motive power and the many other railroad facilities.

The most economical cycling of overhauls and the desirability of preventive maintenance

are problems which have been studied in other industries by scientific methods. These

methods also can be applied on the railroads to their maintenance problems. Following

are several specific problems:
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(a) Replacement of Rail: A number of questions immediately arise in connection

with the replacement of rail by new or partly used rail. One important maintenance

problem is the determination of the most economical time to replace a lot of rail of a

given age. It is well known that individual rails wear out at different rates, and conse-

quently some rai!s must be replaced before others. For a special case, the most economical

time to replace the entire lot of rail, while recognizing the necessity of replacing individual

rails as they wear out, is given in Case .^.

(b) Preventive Maintenance: Preventive maintenance performed on such railroad

equipment as rolling stock and motive power will decrease in-service failure. For example,

a diesel engine might be thoroughly overhauled every 4, 6 or 8 years, whichever is the

most economical interval.

(c) Hot Boxes: To what extent are hot boxes related to maintenance procedures

and to what extent are they related to mechanical design? With the aid of failure theory,

a critical examination of operational data on hot boxes can help answer this question.

One specific application of failure theory to hot boxes is in the evaluation of such

individual maintenance practices as servicing only those journal boxes which, after

in.«;pection by a qualified man, are determined to be in poor condition, rather than

servicing all the journal boxes, as is frequently done. In some instances this procedure

has appeared to decrease greatly hot box set-offs.

There are many more problem-areas and specific problems which will occur to the

railroad man, once the capabilities of scientific research on operations are recognized.

This research may be applied to many railroad departments. Possible areas are the loca-

tion and design of new facilities (such as yards and track layouts), and the information

transfer and processing systems which are becoming increasingly more useful in the

railroad operations. Advance recognition of the proper design of such expensive facilities

as these is necessary to assure that the railroads obtain the facilities best adapted to the

purpose. The design of facilities requires a clear understanding of the operational require-

ments as well as a familiarity with technological developments. Another area is the design

and installation of terminal systems and cost control.

Following are some more detailed, though greatly simplified, examples and railroad

problems which can be approached by O.R.

Case 1—Freight Car Distribution

One mathematical technique for solving problems of distribution is called linear

Programming. The movement of many items to many places at specified times in such

a way that the cost of movement in time or money is a minimum is a problem of

programming.

Linear programming is of recent development, relatively speaking. Application of

this technique to industry has been fairly extensive. It has helped solve such problems

as the proper composition of feed mixes for animals, problems in production scheduling

and in transportation. Only a much simplified case of the distribution of empty freight

cars will l)e given here, but it is perfectly possible to solve much more complicated situa-

tions with many added conditions.

In this example seven locations are considered, which may be thought of as separate

citie.s, metropolitan areas, or whatever. In Fig. 1 they are shown as locations A, B, C,

D, E, F, and G. Confininc our attention to the first day, the three origins. A, B and C,

have, respectively, o, 4 and empty (or surplus) cars which must be distributed to fill

the request for empties at four destinations, D, E, F and G. In other words, the problem
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LINEAR PROGRAMMING FOR

EMPTY FREIGHT CAR DISTRIBUTION

EMPTY CAR SOURCES. AND REQUIREMENTS FOR CARS

LOCATION

A
B
C

E
F

6

1ST DAY
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SHIPPING TABLES
LOWEST COST FOR DAY-TO-DAY BASIS

1st day 2 NO DAY
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empties available at origin B are moved to destination G, filling part of G's requirement

for 6. The other 2 cars for G are sent from location C, which also sends 4 and 3 to D
and E, respectively, using up C's total surplus of 9. Note that only 8 of the 9 surplus

cars at A are moved, one being held at A or "stored". This comes about because there

were a total of 22 empties available, but only 21 were required on this day. Special

consideration of Car Service Rules and orders have been omitted.

The cost of this first day's movement is computed by multiplying the number of

cars in each movement by the cost as shown in the table of Fig. 1, and adding the cost

of all movements. For example, the cost table shows a cost of $3 to move a car from

A to E. In the solution, 5 cars were so moved at a cost of $15. Add to this $3 required to

move 3 cars from A to F at $1 per car, and so on for all movements. The total cost for

this example is thus $60.

The car surpluses and requirements for the second day are also shown in Fig. 1,

and the linear programming solution, obtained by exactly the same process as the first

day, is given in the upper right-hand chart of Fig. 2. The minimum cost for the second

day is 66, or a total of 126 for the two days' movements, each handled independently

of the other.

Now in practice, a railroad often knows empty car requirements and availability

a day or more in advance. The second example, shown in the two lower charts of Fig. 2,

assumes that on the first day the surpluses and requirements for the second day are also

known, and this information is taken into consideration in the solution. The total cost

for the two days combined is now 60—a startling reduction from the day by day total

of 126. It is necessary to insert a word of caution here—one cannot generalize that a SO

percent reduction will always occur when information on succeeding days is taken into

account. The total cost for two days considered together will usually be less, and never

more, than for the two days considered separately, but the gain will be of varying

magnitude.

So far we have discussed only movements for minimum cost and have said nothing

about the time required to supply the shipper or location with cars.

Let us make the assumption that the surplus empties are released at the origin at

S pm and that cars are needed at the destinations at 8 am on the following day. Let us

further assume that the time required to move from the origin to a destination is pro-

portional to the cost as given in the cost table of Fig. 1. Then the average cost in time,

or lateness after 8 am is 4 hr and 27 min over the two days in the example where each

day is handled separately. In the cost-saving case of two days handled together, the

average cost in time is 4 hr and 41 min—an increase of only 14 min per request filled.

The savings in cost was obtained at the expense of some loss in time, but this loss is

relatively small. In fact, looking at the individual times instead of the averages, four

destinations had to wait varying times up to 30 hr in the case in which the two days

were solved one at a time; while in the solution for two days simultaneously, only 3

destinations had delayed arrivals and the maximum was 24 hr. Thus, in terms of

maximum delay, rather than average, the simultaneous two-day solution is actually better

as well as less expensive; this will not always be the case, however.

The technique of linear programming may be adapted to the car distribution problem

on a nation-wide scale as well as to the day-by-day local movements.
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Case 2—Analysis of a Classification Yard

The second case to be discussed is the application of queucinK theory, or waiting

line theory, to the operation of a classification yard. The problem was to find the effect

of changes in operatini; procedure on the average time a car remained in the yard.

A queue is a group of items which are standing in line to be processed. For example,

people standing in line to have their groceries checked, or standing in line at a passenger

ticket office, constitute a queue. The theory of queues has been developed extensively

and with increasing rapidity since World War II, although the theory had already been

used to some extent in telephone trunking problems a number of years earlier.

Fig. 3 shows a simplified model of train flow through the receiving and humping

part of the classification yard under study. It is seen that after arrival in the yard

a train waits an average of 65 min before the inspection begins. Inspection itself requires

an average of 71 min, after which the train is again required to wait 160 min before

being classified or humped. The humping process takes only 25 min on the average.

SIMPLIFIED TRAIN FLOW CHART
FOR A CLASSIFICATION YARD

AVERAGE TIMES FOR TYPICAL ONE WEEK PERIOD

AVERAGE

65 MIN

AVERAGE

71 MIN

WAIT

AVERAGE

I

80 MIN
I

PAPER WORK

AVERAGE

160 MIN

PRE- INSPECTION INSPECTKDN PRE-GLASSIFICATION CLASSIFICATION

AVERAGE

25 MIN

WAIT

F19.3
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The paper work process is seen to start as soon as the train arrives and requires an

average of 80 min for completion. This is considerably less than the sum of 65 min prc-

inspcction wait and the 71 min inspection, so that in this yard paper work was seldom

a bottleneck.

The first thinii one notices is that this 160-min pre-classification wail is somewhat

large, particularly in view of the short (25 min) time required for the following classifi-

cation process. However, while the average time to hump a train is 25 min, this work can

only go on while the switch engine is on the job. The full time required to classify a train

may be thought of as the sum of the time the switch engine actually spends in the

bottom making shovedowns, trimming, etc.

Now, unfortunately, train arrivals at yards are not very well behaved, mathematically

speaking, and trains arrive in a sort of random, but not purely random, fashion. Yard

processing rates follow no simple rule, and in addition we see on this flow chart two

queues (pre-inspection wait, and pre-classification wait) in series. We know of no theory

to handle this type of situation, and hence a computational technique called the Monte

Carlo Method was used.

The Monte Carlo Method is so called because it uses random numbers to generate,

in this case, the arrival times and sizes of trains, the latter determining the humping

times. One can use this technique to reproduce a random sample or "run" of the entire

classification process in order to obtain, under various conditions, the number of trains

waiting in the two lines and the time they have to wait.

Histograms of the distribution of times the trains spend in the two queues are

shown in Fig. 4. In the pre-inspection queue, for example, about 43 percent of the trains

entering the yard wait between and 40 min before inspection starts. This is shown

by the solid line which was obtained from actual yard data. About 25 percent of the

trains wait between 40 and 80 min, and so on. The dotted line shows the results obtained

from the application of the experimental, or Monte Carlo Method, to the simple yard

model of Fig. 3. The Monte Carlo results are irregular, just like the yard data, since

only a limited number of computational steps were used. Note that the experimental

results (dotted line) follow the actual operation (solid line) rather well, except that in

the pre-inspection queue it extends too far out on the time scale. And in the pre-

classification queue it not only extends too far out on the time scale, but it is also too

high in the time interval to 40 min.

The next step is to investigate the cause of the principal disagreements in Fig. 4

between the Monte Carlo results and the yard. To this end, we note that the theory

has so far not taken any account of the continual corrective actions of the yard man-

ager. That is, he continually watches the fluctuating situation and reassigns personnel

and equipment in a continual effort to offset the undesirable effects of these fluctuations.

If the general rules followed by the yard manager are known, we can express these as

so-called feedback relations and include them in the Monte Carlo Method. Discussion

with the yard manager indicated that the following rules essentially were used. When

the number of trains in the pre-inspection queue is four or greater an extra inspection

crew is assigned. When the number of trains waiting in the pre-classification queue is

five or greater another hump engine and crew is added. When only one train is waiting

to be classified, the hump engine will frequently stay down in the bottom, and to reflect

this, a rule was used in the computation which was that in 50 percent of the cases where

only one train was waiting it would be humped without delay, and SO percent of the

time it would be kept waiting.
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DISTRIBUTION OF WAITING TIMES
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by those in charge of a railroad operation, and care is required to avoid disrupting the

operation. We don't have to worry about that when we work on paper, and the cost

of the experiment is trivial by comparison. In fact, if one had a continuing requirement

for this sort of computation, the whole job could be done on special computing equip-

ment and in this way the equivalent of years of experience could be obtained in a matter

of a few hours or days. The queueing theory is put to so many uses that it will not be

long before such a computer exists. Some designs already have been proposed.

Case 3—Application of Failure Theory to Rail Replacement

This case is concerned with the theory of failures. The theory of failures has a long

history. It has been developed to a high degree by the insurance companies, and has

more recently been applied by O.R. scientists to military and industrial maintenance-

replacement problems.

There are three general types of failure. In most situations, one usually finds a

mixture of the.se. The important point to understand about the theory of failures is that
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Mechanisms of Failure

'WEAR OUT FAILURE

CHANCE FAILURI

^ INITIAL FAILURE

TIME
Fig.

6

if one plots length of life data from three types of failure, he would obtain three distinct

cur\'es. These characteristic survival curves are shown in Fig. 6, in which the percent

of items sur\'ivinK to any given time are plotted against time.

The uppermost curve in Fig. 6 is characteristic of what is called wear out failure.

One obtains this type of curve when the item in question is installed in good condition,

and physically wears out from use or age. Not very many fail in the early states, and
then after a while more and more fail until only a few especially long-lived cases are left.

Now it is also possible that the life-curve of a piece of equipment might appear

like the middle curve in Fig. 6. This is called a chance failure curve, since in this case

any item is equally likely to fail at any time, independently of its age. If the failure
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of parts is found to occur according to this chance failure law, there is no advantage to

be gained by expending funds in preventive maintenance on them. The parts die at the

same rate, whether they have just been installed or have been in service for some time.

Maintenance has no effect on the life, and hence both its cost and the lost equipment-time

would be wasted.

It was stated earlier that most equipment will exhibit a combination of the pure

types of failure. For example, in a rail failure the grinding of the wheel rims and the

flanges on the track are characteristics of wear out failure. An example of chance failure

is found in the spinning of the locomotive driver wheels which produces burns on the

top of the rail. These latter occur more or less at random in time after a rail has been

placed in service. They are not very important, relative to the overall picture, but they

are there and have to be dealt with in a different way from wear out failure.

Finally, there is the type of failure called initial failure, characterized by the lower

curve in Fig. 6. It is common in operations of electronic equipment where failures often

occur as soon as or very soon after the piece of equipment is turned on. In fact, new

naval vessels, for example, are subjected to shakedown cruises, one purpose of which

is to discover and rectify initial failures.

In this case, a lot consisting of 1000 rails has just been installed. From the per-

formance of other rail of the same type, a rail failure curve is obtained as shown in

Fig. 7. This curve shows the percent of the initial rail lot which must be replaced after

an given total tonnage has passed over it. The density of traffic over this rail is SO mil-

lion gross tons (MGTs) per year. The cost of replacing rail in large lots, such as 1000

or more, is $100 per rail ; the cost to replace rails one by one as they fail is $200 per rail.

The problem is to determine the procedure which should be followed in order to minimize

the replacement cost.

THE DEPENDENCE OF RAIL SURVIVAL ON TRAFFIC CARRIED
100

200 400 600
MILLION GROSS TONS OF TRAFFIC CARRIED

F.9.7
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The cost per year (equivalent to SO MGT) of complete replacement of the lot of

1000 rails at intervals of a given number of MGTs, starting with the original installation,

is shown in Fig. 8. The cost of replacing mdividual rails as they wear out prior to the

complete replacement is included in the curve of Fig. 8. This figure shows that the

lowest annual cost results from the replacement of the entire lot of rail after 400 MGTs
have passed over the road, although during this period approximately 10 percent, or 100

individual rails, will have had to be replaced. The total cost of this procedure, spread

over the 8 years required for 400 MGTs of traffic, is approximately $15,000 per year.

C. ORGANIZING FOR RAILROAD RESEARCH

Organizing for research requires the answers to several major questions. How much
research should be done, what kind of people are needed to do it, how should the group

fit into the existing railroad organization, and how should a railroad get such a group

started? Some remarks on these points are contained in the following paragraphs.

The Functions of Railroad Research

The two basic objectives of research in an industrial concern are to help in the

development of new and improved products for the firm to sell and to help in the con-
stant battle to reduce costs. Research assists in the development of new products in two
ways. It is used to find out the needs of the prime consumers through well known tech-

niques, such as market research. It assists the engineering departments, the sales depart-

ment, and other groups within the firm in designing, creating and developing new prod-
ucts to satisfy these needs. This is done through scientific research in basic fields of

physical science, such as, chemistry, physics, metallurgy, etc.
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Research helps in reducing costs by helping to develop better materials, processes,

and equipment designs. It may also help through commercial research in evaluating cost

and price trends, long-range market trends, and so forth. Industrial research thus has

two major divisions ; research in the physical and natural sciences, and commercial

research which studies the economic factors influencing the company's business.

The product of the railroads is transportation service. Hence, the objective of research

by the railroads is to create new and improved transportation service. While conven-

tional industrial research emphasizes technical research to produce new and improved

equipment for these industries to sell, railroad research emphasizes the production of

new and improved methods of providing transportation service.

Research by the railroads can produce improved railroad service and lower costs in

two ways; first, by developing improved ways of carrying out this service using avail-

able equipment; second, by evaluating the requirements of the railroad industry for new

equipment in the light of shipper requirements so that new types of transportation

service may be possible.

Thus the functions of research in a railroad are:

(1) To develop more effective methods of providing transportation service.

(2) To develop requirements for new equipment which will improve this service.

(3) To evaluate new equipment proposed or offered to railroads.

It has been stated that much of railroad "research" through the years has been

carried out by the suppliers. This is very likely true of the technical research, although

the recent establishment of a common railroad Research Center under the auspices of

the Association of American Railroads is a major contribution in this field by the rail-

roads. However, the functions listed above do not duplicate those of technical research.

Rather, properly executed, they lead to supplementation of the technical research and

can be of invaluable mutual assistance, providing a direction for technical research which

will at the same time make this research more effective and provide a highly desirable

incentive for more technical research by guaranteeing that a need exists for the results

of this technical research.

The Amount of Research

The amount of research carried on by industry has been the subject of a consider-

able number of studies of various government and research agencies (see, for example,

the studies of the Harvard Business School summarized in the "Harvard Business Re-

view" May-June 1954, and "Industrial Research and Development" January 1953, pre-

pared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of U. S. Dept. of Labor)

.

Table 1 summarizes some results of the Harvard study. This study included only

technical or scientific research. It does not include the large sums of money spent by

industry on commercial research.
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Table 1
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Highlights of Thx; Harvard Business School Study
OF Industrial Research
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Further reference to Table 1 permits the expression of these research expenditures

in terms of professional personnel. From Table 1, it appears that the cost per profes-

sional research worker is $20,000, while the average for all research personnel is about

$8400 for all research workers, including technicians, clerks, and other non-professional

members. This figure includes all expenses other than plant. Thus, there would be about

50 professionals and over 100 research workers in a research department budgeted at $1

million per year. For a research activity of this magnitude, salaries would range from
about $4,000 for junior professionals to over $20,000 for the directing scientist.

Organization

One of two types of research organization are generally used in industry—a central

or a decentralized research organization.

With a centralized organization, most of the research activities are concentrated in a

central research department which then provides services to the other departments of

the firm.

A research department of a railroad would function much the same way as any of

the other supporting departments.

In the decentralized version of a research organization, a relatively small group is

attached to the staff of the executive vice president or president, and similar smaller

groups are attached to each of the major departments which may require research.

The small group attached to the executive vice president's office is responsible for coor-

dinating the research work throughout the organization, but each of the smaller research

units reports directly to the respective department heads.

There are advantages and disadvantages for each of these organizational arrange-

ments which make it virtually impossible to state dogmatically that one or the other is

always the better. Two rules might be of some assistance in making a decision along

these lines, however. First, a research group needs cross fertilization of ideas so that if

the entire research effort which can reasonably be supported by an organization is fairly

small, say less than 25 members, it probably would be desirable to have a central depart-

ment. Second, if the individual departments of an organization are very dissimilar and

require widely differing amounts of research, then the central department may also be

desirable.

Personnel

To carry out satisfactorily the functions described in preceding paragraphs, a wide

variety of skills and capabilities are required of these research personnel. Because the

major subject under study is the activity of the railroad, these personnel should be

qualified in the scientific study of large-scale operations. They should have a clear under-

standing of scientific method and of advanced statistical procedures. They should be

quahfied in economics, have a broad knowledge of the industries served by the rail-

roads, and a knowledge of market research and accounting practices. To be able to

recognize new equipment requirements and to evaluate the proposals for new equipment,

this group needs a certain number of technical skills. In general, these will result from

training in the physical sciences and from training in electrical, electronic engineering,

and mathematics, and other branches of engineering.

Many of the personnel required for a group such as this can be obtained from

present railroad personnel, and some of this work is already being done in various

departments of the railroads. If this is true, then why is it desirable to give this activity

formal recognition by establishing a separate department? It is desirable for the same
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reasons that it is desirable to establish any department—to emphasize a particular,

important organizational activity, to give it direction from top management, and to

guarantee that its work is facilitated and the results of the work employed in an

expeditious and effective manner.

How to Establish a Research Activity

A railroad if it should elect to establish a research activity may do so in a number

of ways, but perhaps the simplest approach is the direct approach of hiring a qualified

director of research, or appointing a qualified member of the railroad to that post, and

giving him the responsibility and authority to establish this activity.

Other procedures include utilizing, at least at the outset, the services of competent

research institutions, or the outright purchase of a complete research activity.

It is likely that any procedure which a railroad might follow to establish a research

activity would be a difficult one. Research activities in industry have been a long time

getting established, and many problems still remain ; furthermore, difficult as it is to

obtain competent technical research personnel, it is even more difficult to obtain per-

-onnel competent in the special functions of railroad research. In view of these difficulties,

a railroad which is seriously thinking of organizing an O.R. group would do well at the

outset to engage competent help on a consulting basis to aid in the formulation of an

O.R. program and the hiring of individuals to staff that program, as well as in helping

to evaluate those personnel within the railroad who might be suitable for the O.R. team.

One last point is worth stressing. Research is a difficult function in any business organ-

ization. It takes time and patience, and above all the understanding support of top

management. A management which expects results over night from an Operations Research

Group is generally not ready to have one.

The Future of Operations Research on the Railroads

The future of research on railroad operations is, in a sense, the future of the rail-

roads themselves. For research by a large mdustry is like reflective thinking by an indi-

vidual. .\n individual, who after some point in his life solves all new problems with

which he is presented by "reaction", and then does not think about the solution again,

is like the industry that lives only from day to day. He learns little and, therefore,

changes little. It may be that, for some industries and for some individuals, the need

for learning is over. It has been dramatically demonstrated, however, by the trucks

and the air lines that the railroads' requirements for learning are not over. It is not

enough for the railroads to provide just their present service, nor in fact, is it enough

for the railroads to continue to improve this service at the rate which it has been

improving for 20 to 30 years. This rate is not fast enough. The railroads have no alterna-

tive if they wish to remain healthy financially, but to take on all the characteristics of

free enterprise, including full-scale research programs.

There is increasing interest in the railroads in research of all types. The AAR has

established a Research Center and several railroads have research activities of various

types. .\ number of railroads have long done O.R. and achieved remarkable success by

this means. In addition, a number of new research institutions and universities have

shown interest in the railroads.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, submitted as information page 384

2. Current developments in combatting corrosion of water, fuel, and sanitary

services, collaborating with Mechanical Division, AAR.

No report.

3. Federal and state regulations pertaining to railway sanitation, collaborating

with Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, AAR.

Progress report, presented as information page 393

4. Cathodic protection of pipe lines and steel storage tanks, collaborating with

Electrical Section, AAR.

Progress report, presented as information page 394

5. Fuel oil additives and equipment for application.

Progress report, presented as information page 400

6. Railway waste disposal, collaborating with Joint Committee on Railway

Sanitation, AAR.

Brief progress report, presented as information page 404

7. Treatment of water for cooling purposes.

Final report, submitted for adoption and publication in the Manual page 40S
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0. Disinfectants, deodorants, fumigants, and cleaning materials collaborating

with Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, AAR.

Progress report, presented as information page 415

10. Detection and disposal of radioactive materials in air, oil and water filters

on diesel locomotives and other equipment, collaborating with Joint Com-
mittee on Railway Sanitation, AAR.

Progress report, submitted as information page 423

11. Design of plants and treatment methods for small drinking water supplies

where approved public supplies are not available, collaborating with Joint

Committee on Railway Sanitation, AAR.

F inal report, presented as information page 424

The Committee on Water, On, and Sanitation Services,

H. L. McMULLiN, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 532, November 1956.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

H. M. Schudlich (chairman, subcommittee), W. F. Arksey, R. A. Bardwell, J. M. Bates,

I. C. Brown, B. W. De Geer, J. J. Dwyer, H. E. Graham, E. M. Grime, T. L. Hen-
drix, Jr., H. M. Hoffmeister, A. W. Johnson, Theodore Morris, A. B. Pierce, E. R.
Schlaf, H. E. Silcox, L. E. Talbot, D. C. Teal, T. A. Tennyson, Jr., J. E. Wiggins,
E. L. E. Zahm.

Your committee has realized that the present specifications in the Manual covering

welded steel water and oil tanks (Manual pages 13-3-17 to 13-3-21, incl.) are sketchy,

inadequate and incomplete. The latest AWS and AWWA specifications have been

reviewed, and the proposed specification, submitted herewith, is made to conform with

the desirable features of both. The specification is being presented at this time as infor-

mation and will be submitted for adoption in the Manual next year. Meanwhile, com-

ments and criticism are invited.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR WELDED STEEL TANKS FOR WATER
OR OIL STORAGE

A. GENERAL
1. Scope of Specifications

These specifications apply to the construction of arc-welded storage tanks of the

above-ground type for storing water or oil at atmospheric pressure. The specifications

apply particularly to cylindrical tanks with vertical axes and to elevated tanks, all of

such dimensions as to preclude shop construction and shipment by car or truck. ./

2. Definitions

Elevated tank shall mean a tank supported on a tower.

Standpipe shall mean a flat-bottom cylindrical tank having a shell height greater

than its diameter.
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Reservoir shall mean a flat-bottom cylindrical tank having a shell height equal to

or smaller than the tank, diameter.

Tank shall mean an elevated tank, a standpipe or a reservoir.

Purchaser shall mean the person, company or organization which purchases the tank.

Contractor shall mean the pers(m or company who contracts to furnL-^h and erect

the tank.

B. MATERIAL
1. Quality of Metal

Plate material shall be open-hearth or electric-furnace steel conforming to any ol

current ASTM Specifications, designations, A 7, A 283 (Grades C and D), A 285 (Grades

A, B and C), A 113 (Grades A, B and C), A 201 (Grades A and B), or A 373, except

all plates in thicknesses greater than ^ in shall conform to A 283 (Grade C). Copper-

i)earing steel with copper content of about 0.20 percent may be used if specified.

Structural shapes shall be of open-hearth or electric-furnace steel conforming to

current ASTM Specification, designation A 7. Copper-bearing steel with copper content

of about 0.20 percent may be used if specified.

Castings shall conform to current ASTM Specification, designation A 27, Grade

60-30, full annealed.

Forgings from plate materials shall be of open-hearth steel conforming to any ASTM
specification permitted under paragraph above on plate material. Forgings from other

than plate material shall be from material conforming to ASTM Specification, designa-

tion A 235, Class C. Forged and rolled pipe flanges shall be from material conforming

to ASTM Specification, designation A 181, Grade 1.

Bolting shall conform to current ASTM Specification, designation A 307, Grade A.

Welding electrodes for manual arc-welding shall conform to the requirements of

current AWS-ASTM Specifications, AWS designation A-S.l and ASTM designation A 233.

Electrodes shall be any E^60XX Classification suitable for the electric current charac-

teristics, the position of welding and other conditions of intended use.

C. DESIGN
1. Type of Joints

Joints shall be either butt or lap welded as specified. Joint design shall be in com-
pliance with Sec. IV and V of current AWS Standard Rules for Field Welding of Steel

Storage Tanks.

2. Design Loads

Dead load .-hull I)e the estimated weight of all permanent construction and fittings,

using 4Q0 lb and 150 lb per cu ft for steel and concrete, respectively.

Live load shall be the weight of the contents of the tank filled to overflowing with

water a.ssumed to weigh 62.5 lb per cu ft.

Winfl load or pressure, acting in any direction, shall be assumed to be 30 lb per

sq ft of vertical projection.

Snow load shall be assumed to be 25 lb per sq ft of the horizontal projection of the

tank for surfaces having a slope of less than 30 deg with the horizontal.

The balcony, if any, and the roof, shall be designed to withstand a vertical load

of 1000 lb and 500 lb, respectively, applied at any j)oint. Each section of ladder shall be

designed to with.stand a load of 350 lb. All of the structural parts and connections shall

be proportioned to withstand such loads.
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Provision in the design for earthquakes shall be made only upon specification by the

purchaser.

3. Unit Stresses

The steel members shall be so designed and proportioned that during the apphcation

of the loads previously specified, singly or in any combination, the maximum stress shall

not exceed the following:

Maximum Fiber Stress PSI
Tension Compression Shear Bending Bearing

Plates and structural members 1S,000 15,000 11,250

Cast steel 11,250 15,000 7,325

Column base plates 20,000

Contact area of milled surfaces 22,500

Single or double welded butt

joints, with complete pene-

tration 12,750 15,000 8,437.5

Double weMed lap joints ... 7,312.5 (Transverse)
Double welded lap joints . . . 5,625.5 (Longitudinal)

Note—Stress in a fillet weld shall be considered as shear on the throat for any direc

tion of the applied load. The throat shall be assumed as 0.707 times the short leg.

4. Plate Thickness

The minimum thickness for any part of the structure shall be i% in for parts not

in contact and 34 in for parts in contact with liquid contents. The controlling thickness

of rolled shapes for the purpose of the foregoing stipulations shall be taken as the mean

thickness of the flanges, regardless of web thickness. The minimum thickness for tubular

columns and struts shall be ^4 in. Round or square bars used for wind bracing shall

have a minimum diameter or width of ^ in. Bars of other shapes, if used, shall have

a total area at least equal to to that of a ^-in round bar.

5. Reinforcement Around Openings

Openings in tank shall be reinforced 100 percent, i.e., the area put back around the

hole shall equal or exceed the area cut out to make the hole. Necks of attachments, such

as nozzles and manhole frames, shall not be considered as reinforcements.

6. Foundation Bolts

Foundation bolts may be either plain or deformed bars, either upset or not upset.

The bolts shall be proportioned for the maximum possible uplift, using the area at the

point of smallest diameter. Bolts must extend into the concrete pier far enough to

develop the maximum uplift, but not more than to within 3 in of the pier bottom, and

shall terminate in a right angle bend or hook.

7. Support for Elevated Tanks

The area of the column base shall be sufficient to distribute the column load over

the concrete foundations without exceeding the specified bearing stress on the foundation.

If the anchors are connected to the base plates and not to the column shaft, the connec-

tion of the column to the base plate shall provide for the maximum uplift.

If the columns are spliced, the splice must be capable of withstanding the maximum

possible upHft, or 25 percent of the maximum compression, whichever is greater. Columns

may be spliced either by butt welding or by welding splice plates to both sections of

column being jointed.
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If necessary to properly distribute the horizontal reactions at the base, bottom struts

of steel connecting the lower ends of the columns, or of reinforced concrete connecting

the foundation piers, shall be provided.

A horizontal girder shall be provided to resist the horizontal component of the

column loads for tanks with inclined or battered columns connecting to the tank shell.

This girder shall be proportioned to withstand safely as a ring girder the horizontal

components of the load on the top columns. If this girder is used as a balcony, it shall

be not less than 24 in wide and shall be provided with a railing not less than 36 in high.

D. SHOP FABRICATION

1. Workmanship

All workmanship shall be first class in every respect.

2. Straightening

The work of straightening material, when required, shall be done by methods non-

injurious to the steel, such as pressing or rolling while the steel is cold. Straightening by

heating or hammering is not permissible.

3. Finish of Plate Edges

The plate edges to be welded shall be uniform and smooth and cleaned of slag

accumulation before welding. The plates may be sheared, machined, chipped or machine

oxygen cut. Manually guided oxygen cutting is permissible for edges of irregular contour.

E. WELDING
1. Definitions and Symbols

Welding terms shall be as given current AWS Standard Welding Terms and Their

Definitions.

Welding symbols shall be as shown in current AWS Standard Welding Symbols.

2. Qualifications of Welding Procedure and Testing of Welding Operators

Tanks, towers and their structural attachments shall be welded by the shielded metal-

arc or the submerged-arc process, using suitable equipment. The welding may be per-

formed manually, automatically or semi-automatically according to procedures qualified

b>-, and by welders and welding operators tested in accordance with, applicable sections

current AWS Standard Rules for Field Welding of Steel Storage Tanks, using the suggested

test values contained therein.

3. Flat Tank Bottoms Resting Directly on Grade or Foundation

Bottoms shall be built to either butt-joint or lap-joint construction as specified

below:

Butt Joint Construction—Joints shall be single welded from top side with complete

j)enetration, using backing strip 14, in thick or heavier tack welded to the under side of

the plate.

Lap Joint Construction—Plates shall be leasonably rectangular, .square-edged, and

ipf dimensions to provide laps of at least 1% in. Marginal sketch plates under the bottom

ring shall have the outer end of joints "fitted" and welded to form a smooth bearing

under the shell. Welding shall be on the top side only with a continuous full-fillet weld

iin all seams. Three plate laps in tank bottoms shall not be closer than 12 in from each

other and also from the tank shell.
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4. Shell to Bottom Joint

F"or flat-bottom tanks the attachment between the bottom edge of lowest course

side sheets and the bottom sketch plate shall be continuous fillet welds on both sides

of side sheets. The size of each weld measured along the surface of either plate shall be

not less than the thickness of the thinner plate, with a maximum of Yi in. The sketch

plates shall extend outside the tank shell a distance of at least 1 in beyond the toe

of the weld.

5. Butt-Welded Joints Subject to Primary Stress Due to Weight
or Pressure of Tank Contents

Longitudinal joints of cyhndrical tank shells and all joints in riser pipes and in

suspended bottoms of elevated tanks shall be double welded butt joints to insure com-

plete penetration or single welded butt joints, with suitable backup strip or equivalent

means to insure complete penetration.

6. Butt-Welded Joints Subject to Secondary Stress

Circumferential joints of cylindrical shells shall be double welded butt joints and

shall have complete fusion with the base metal over the required depth of weld. Mate-

rials y% in thick and less and all single-groove welded joints, shall have complete pene-

tration. Square-groove and double-groove welded butt joints may have partial pene-

tration, provided the unwelded portion does not exceed one-third the thickness of the

thinner plate at the joints, and provided the unwelded portion is located substantially

at the center of the thinner plate. Any joint of this type shall have a strength at least

equivalent to two-thirds that of a double welded joint having complete penetration.

7. Lap-Welded Joints Subject to Primary Stress Due to Weight
or Pressure of Tank Content

Longitudinal joints of cylindrical tank shells and all joints in riser pipes and in

suspended bottoms of elevated tanks shall have continuous full-fillet welds on both edges

of the joint with a lap not less than five times the thickness of the thinner plate.

8. Lap-Welded Joints Subject to Secondary Stress

Circumferential joints of cylindrical tanks shells shall have continuous fillet welds

on both sides with a lap not less than three times the thickness of the thinner plate.

They shall be designed to develop an efficiency of SO percent based upon the thickness

of the thinner plate joined. Any joint of this type shall have a strength at least equivalent

to two-thirds that of a lap joint having full-fillet welds on both edges.

9. Roof Plate Welds

Joints in roof plates may be welded on the top side only with butt joints using

single-groove welds or with lap joints using full-fillet welds. If butt joints are used,

suitable backing must be provided to insure not less than 90 percent joint penetration.

10. Intermittent Welding

Intermittent groove welds shall not be used.

Intermittent fillet welds shall not be used on tank shell plating. The length of any

.segment of intermittent fillet welds shall be not less than 4 times the weld .size, with a

minimum of lYi in. All seams of intermittent fillet welding shall have continuous welds

at each end at least 6 in long.
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11. Maximum Thickness of Material to Be Welded for Various Joints

The maximum thickness of material to be welded for various joints shall be:

a. Yi in for lap joints subject to primary stress due to the weight or pressure of

tank contents. (Longitudinal joints of cylindrical tank shells and all joints below

the point of support in suspended bottom.)

b. j'8 in for lap joints subject to secondary stress. (Circumferential joints of cylin-

drical tanks)

.

c. Yi in for lap joints in flat-bottom tanks resting directly on foundation.

d. 2 in for butt joints. (2 in is the maximum thickness of material permitted to be

welded under these specifications.)

F. ERECTION

1. General

The contractor shall furnish all labor, tools, welding equipment, falsework, scaffolding

and other equipment necessary to erect the tank complete and ready for use on a foun-

dation furnished by the purchaser. The contractor shall also furnish liability and com-

pensation insurance and supply the purchaser with certificates of insurance coverage.

Power for welding shall be supplied by the contractor.

All welds in the tank and structural attachments shall be made in a manner to

insure complete fusion with the base metal, within the limits specified for each joint,

and in strict accordance with the qualified procedure.

The bottom plates shall be assembled and welded together, using a procedure that

will result in a minimum of distortion from weld shrinkage.

All shell, bottom and roof plates subject to stress by the weight or pressure of the

contained liquid shall be assembled and welded in such a manner that the proper

curvature of the plates in both directions is maintained.

Holes made in the plates for erection purposes shall be closed by any of the methods

prescribed in Sec. VIII of current AWS Standard Rules for Field Welding of Steel

Storage Tanks.

Any clips, jigs or lugs welded to the shell plates for erection purposes shall be

removed without damaging the plates, and any portions of weld beads remaining shall

be chipped or ground smooth.

2. Weather Conditions

Welding shall not be done when the surfaces of the parts to be welded are wet from

rain, snow or ice; when rain or snow is falling on such surfaces, or during periods of

high winds unless the welder and work are properly shielded.

Welding shall not be done when the base metal temperature is less than deg F.

When the base metal temperature is within the range of to 32 deg F, incl., the base

metal within 3 in of the place where welding is to be started shall be heated to a tem-

perature warm to the hand.

3. Preparation of Surfaces to be Welded

Surfaces to be welded shall be free from loose scale, slag, heavy rust, grease, paint

or any other foreign material which adversely affects proper welding. Such surfaces must

also be smooth, uniform and free from fins, tears and other defects which will not jx-rmil

proper weldinc.
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4. Cleaning Between Beads

Each bead of a multiple-pass weld shall be cleaned by removing deposits of slag and

other loose material before the next bead is applied.

5. Tack Welds

Tack welds used in erection for assembly of joints subject to primary stress from

the weight or pressure of the tank contents, and those used for assembling the tank shell

to the bottom, are to be removed ahead of the continuous welding.

Tack welds used in the assembly of joints subject to secondary stress, such as those

used in flat bottoms, roofs and circumferential seams of cylindrical tank shells, need not

be removed, provided that they are sound and that subsequent beads are thoroughly

fused with the tack weld.

6. Peening

Peening of weld layers may be used to prevent undue distortion. Surface layers shall

not be peened.

Peening shall be performed with light blows from a power hammer, using a blunt-

nosed tool.

7. Weld Contour

In all welds the surface beads shall merge smoothly into each other.

Undercutting of base metal in plate adjoining the weld shall be repaired, except as

permitted for inspection of joints in accordance with Sec. VIII of current AWS Standard

Rules for Field Welding of Steel Storage Tanks.

All craters shall be filled to the full cross section of the weld.

8. Weld Reinforcement

The reinforcement for butt welds shall be as small as practicable, preferably not more

than ^ in. In no case shall the face of the weld lie below the surface of the plates

being joined.

9. Chipping and Oxygen Gouging of Welds

Chipping at the root of welds and chipping of welds to remove defects may be

performed with a round-nosed tool or by oxygen gouging (melting out).

10. Flat Tank Bottoms

The bottom plates, after being laid out and tacked, shall be joined by welding the

joints in a sequence will result in the least distortion due to shrinkage of welding, and

to provide, as nearly as possible, a plane surface.

11. Tank Shell

For welding in the vertical position the progression of welding shall be either upward

or downward, according to the direction specified in the welding procedure and used for

welder qualification.

The shell plates shall be joined by welding the joints in a sequence which the con-

tractor has found to result in the least distortion due to shrinkage of the welding and

which will avoid kinks at the longitudinal joints.
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12. Matching Plates

The plates forming a lap joint shall be held in as close contact as possible during

welding, and in no case shall the separation be more than tV in. Where separation occurs

the size of the weld shall be increased by the amount of separation.

The adjoining plates of butt joints subject to primary stress from weight or pressure

of the tank contents shall be accurately alined and retained in position during welding,

so that in the finished joint, the center lines of adjoining plate edges shall not have an

offset from each other, at any point, in excess of 10 percent of the plate thickness (using

the thickness of the thinner plate if of different thicknesses) or ^ in, whichever is

larger.

The adjoining plates of butt joints subject to secondary stress shall be accurately

aUned and retained in position during welding so that in the finished joint, the thinner

plate (if one is thinner than the other), or either plate (if both plates are of the same

thickness), shall not project beyond its adjoining plate by more than 20 percent of the

plate thickness (using the thickness of the thinner plate if of different thickness), or % in,

whichever is smaller.

G. ACCESSORIES FOR STANDPIPES AND RESERVOIRS

1. Manhole and Hatches

A manhole to be furnished in the first ring of the standpipe or reservoir shell shall be

at a location designated by the purchaser. The manhole shall be either circular, 24 in. in

diameter, or elliptical, 18 by 22 in minimum size, with a cover equipped with a handle

and hinged to shell. The thickness of the cover plate shall be adequate to withstand the

hydrostatic loading.

A roof door or hatch shall be furnished and placed near the outside tank ladder on

standpipes and reservoirs and immediately above the high water level on elevated tanks.

The hatch shall provide a minimum opening dimension of 24 in diameter and shall be

equipped with a suitable handle, also hinges and hasp for locking. The opening shall

have a curb not less than 4 in high and the cover shall overlap the curb not less than

2 in.

2. Ladders

.\n outside ladder shall be provided for standpipes and reservoirs from the tank

foundation to the roof at a location designated by the purchaser. For elevated tanks a

tower ladder shall be furnished, extending from a point about 6 ft above the ground

up to and connecting with the balcony, or roof ladder if no balcony is provided. The

tower ladder may be vertical but shall not have a backward slope in any place. For

elevated tanks an outside tank ladder shall be provided connecting with the balcony, or

tower ladder if no balcony is provided; the tank ladder may be attached to the roof

swivel ladder. For standpipes and reservoirs with roofs having a slope too steep to

walk on, and for elevated tanks where practical, an outside roof ladder shall be furnished

attached to the roof finial with a swivel connection and equipped with rollers so that

it can be rotated around the roof. The .=ide rails of all ladder."; shall be not less than

H by 2 in and the ladder rungs shall be not less than -K in diameter.

3. Indicator

An indicator shall be furnished and installed for the full height of the tank, of 10-in

channel iron with graduated scale complete with suitable metal float, target with guides

and bronze metal sash chain.
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4. Roof Finial

The roof shall be equipped with a suitable finial.

5. Overflow

When specified, a stub overflow of the size designated shall be furnished and installed

to project not less than 12 in beyond the tank shell.

6. Vent

A suitable vent shall be furnished and installed above the maximum liquid level.

The vent shall have the capacity to pass air or vapor so that at the maximum possible

rate of liquid entering or leaving the tank, dangerous pressures will not be developed.

The overflow pipe shall not be considered to be a vent. The tank vent may be combined

with the roof finial if desired. The vent shall be designed and constructed in a manner

to prevent the ingress of birds or animals.

7. Pipe Connections

For reservoirs and standpipes the pipe connections of sizes and at locations specified

shall be fittings attached to the tank bottom and extending 3 in above the tank floor to

which the connecting pipe may be connected, or pipe connections may be made by

welding pipe with standard flanges at each end through the tank shell or by welding both

inside and outside threaded tank flanges to the tank shell. The openings for pipe con-

nections must be properly reinforced as required by these specifications.

For elevated tanks the pipe connections shall be fittings to which the connecting

pipes may be connected and shall be of the size and number specified by the purchaser.

The contractor shall furnish pipe to extend from the fitting into the riser pipe through

and not less than 2 ft above its base. The pipes shall enter the riser pipe base through

watertight packing rings furnished by the contractor.

8. Steel Riser Pipe for Elevated Tank

A steel riser pipe not less than 36 in. in diameter shall be furnished. The riser pipe

shall be fitted with a manhole not less than 12 by 18 in. in size about 3 ft above the

riser base, the opening to be reinforced so that all stresses around the opening are pro-

vided for. The riser pipe shall be designed to withstand all stresses imposed upon it.

9. Additional Accessories

The purchaser shall specify any additional accessories required to be furnished by vhe

contractor.

H. INSPECTION, TESTING AND PAINTING

1. Inspection

The purchaser may, if he so specifies, require mill and/or shop inspection by a com-

mercial inspection agency, the cost of which shall be paid by the purchaser. Copies of the

mill test report shall be furnished the purchaser if requested.

Field-welded joints shall be inspected by a qualified welding inspector designated

by the purchaser. The inspection shall be in accordance with the rules set forth in Sec.

VIII Requirement for Testing Shell Joints by Sectioning Methods, of current AWS
Standard Rules for Field Welding of Steel Storage Tanks.
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2. Testing

Flat-bottom tanks shall have the bottom and first side courses tested for leaks by

applying air pressure or vacuum to the joints previously coated with soap suds, linseed

oil, or by applying other suitable material for the detection of leaks. Upon completion,

the entire tank shall be tested by filling with water.. .\l\ leaks shall be repaired by

cutting out weld and rewelding. The tank shall be empty or the water level shall be

at least 2 ft below the point being repaired.

Tanks with suspended bottom upon completion shall be tested by filling with water,

applying internal air pressure or external vacuum, or by applying suitable material to

the joints for detection of leaks. Any leaks which are disclosed by this test in either

bottom, shell, or roof shall be repaired by cutting out weld and rewelding. While repairs

are being made the tank must be empty or the water level not less than 2 ft below the

point being repaired.

3. Painting

The steel shall be shipped without painting.

After the tank is completed and tested it shall be thoroughly cleaned with a wire

brush or by sand blasting and painted or treated with a metal preservative as specified

by the purchaser.

Report on Assignment 3

Federal and State Regulations Pertaining to Railway Sanitation

Collaborating with Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, AAR

H, W. Van Hovenberg (chairman, subcommittee), M. R. Bost, I. C. Brown, C. E. DeGeer,
F. E. Gunning, J. J. Laudig, G. F. Metzdorf, J. Y. Neal, H. E. Silcox, J. H. Upham,
J. E. Wiggins, Jr.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

Your committee summarizes for this year the activities of the Joint Committee

on Railway Sanitation, AAR, composed of representatives from the Medical and Surgical

Section, Operating-Transportation Division; the Engineering and Mechanical Divisions;

the U. S. Public Health Service; and the Department of National Health and Welfare

of Canada.

The Joint Committee, through its special subcommittee, has continued to serve in a

liaison capacity with the U. S. Public Health Service on aspects of sanitation related to

railroad operations. It has continued to .supervise the activities of A.\R Sanitation

Re.search and Development, which office is located at the Association's Central Research

Laboratory in Chicago, and has made recommendations for its maintenance and budget

in 1957.

Through the Sanitation Research and Development unit, studies have been progressed

on such various phases of railroad sanitation as waste disposal, food service, potable

water, hydrants, laboratory facilities and their utilization, etc. Contact has been main-

tained and expanded with railroad representatives over the country on the general subject

of sanitation.

The committee will continue to supervise and implement the activities of Sanitation

Research and Development in 1957 and also maintain its close working relations with

the U. S. Public Health Service.
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Your representatives on the Joint Committee are T. L. Hendrix, Jr., J. E. Wiggins,

Jr., and H. W. Van Hovenberg, the last named serving also as the engineering representa-

tive on the special subcommittee.

Report on Assignment 4

Cathodic Protection of Pipe Lines and Steel Storage Tanks
Collaborating with Electrical Section, AAR

W. F. Arksey, (chairman, subcommittee), G. A. Ausband, B. W. De Geer, J. Dwyer,
H. E. Graham, F. E. Gunning, T. L. Hendrix, Jr., G. F .Metzdorf, Theodore Morris,
E. R. Schlaf, D. C. Teal, C. B. Voitelle.

Your committee presents the following progress report covering the problems of

design and installation of cathodic protection on buried pipe lines and buried and above-

ground steel storage tanks. Material presented has been extracted in part from a report

prepared by the Correlating Committee on Cathodic Protection, sponsored by 11 asso-

ciations, including the Association of American Railroads. Members of the subcommittee

reviewed the report at a special meeting and offer the following:

A. INTRODUCTION TO CATHODIC PROTECTION

Corrosion of metal is an electro-chemical action. Where a metal is in contact with

an e'ectrolyte, it will corrode if electric current flows from it into the electrolyte. Con-

versely, it will not corrode if the current flow is stopped or reversed in direction. A
metallic structure in contact with soil is such a metal in an electrolyte. If a stray electric

current flows from the structure into the soil, the metal will corrode by the electrolytic

action called "electrolysis." If the metal is corroded by "concentration-cell" action, i.e.,

by selective chemical attack on a single metal structure contacting non-homogeneous soil,

such action will generate a current that will flow from portions of the structure into

the soil. This latter action occurs to some extent along all buried structures traversing

adjacent soil beds of different chemical properties.

In either type of corrosion, the outward flow of current from metal into soil indicates

that the metal surface is discharging positive ions and is therefore "anodic." Experience

proves that the attendant corrosion, if electrolytic, can be mitigated or stopped most

practicably by channeling the return of current from the structure through metallic con-

ductors leading toward the current source. If the corrosion is of the concentration-cell

type, or due to any causes other than stray currents, it can be stopped or mitigated by

(1) stopping the flow of current by completely insulating or "coating" the structure, or

(2) reversing the direction of current flow to make the structure "cathodic." This latter

technique is called "cathodic protection."

Cathodic protection of underground metal structures has been used for more than

20 years, and it is of proven merit, but the methods followed in its appMcation are still

being developed and differ in detail among individual engineers. Extensive correlation

of experience aimed to harmonize such differences are being actively undertaken by

Technical Practices Committees of the National Association of Corrosion Engineers.

Significant results should attend their work. This report, however, is confined to a

general presentation of practices now in use.

The following information should be considered in problems connected with cathodic

protection systems:
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1. Cost of Underground Corrosion

Corrosion of buried plant and its contingent losses arc costing American industry

about $1 billion per year. Much of this loss can be stopped by proper prcventivr

measures. Thus it is a good business for management to give sympathetic support to

their engineers dealing with the application of cathodic protection.

2. Principle of Prevention

Corrosion of metals reverses the reactions through which we have refined them

by returning metals to their original form as ores and compounds. This attack is always

evidenced by chemical change and a flow of electric current from the metal. In most

cases a chemical change initiates the current flow but, conversely, a flow of impressed

current from metal to soil causes chemical change.

Regardless of whether the chemical change initiates the current flow or vice versa,

the corrosion damage is physically similar. If such current out-flow can be prevented,

corrosion cannot occur.

3. Stray-Current Electrolysis

The attention of industry was directed, even before 1900, to the corrosion of buried

pipe and cable near electrified street-railway tracks by the currents which "strayed" into

these structures from the rails. The pipes and cables were corroded where these currents

left them via the soil en route to the current source. This type of corrosion is called

"electrolysis."

4. Natural Corrosion

In numerous areas where transit companies have abandoned electrified track, opera-

tors of other structures are finding that removal of the stray railway currents has allowed

the weaker currents of natural corrosion to flow unopposed. The track current was giving

cathodic protection to the adjacent structures, although it could also aggravate the

corrosion. With some railroads abandoning electrified lines, a similar condition could

develop.

5. Coating as a Protective Measure

If a structure could be coated with an impervious and durable layer of electric

insulating material, all flow of current to or from the soil would be prevented. Inas-

much as the soil and moisture would be separated from the structure, corrosion could

not occur.

Although excellent coatings now are available that will provide reasonable protection

if carefully applied, most of them will deteriorate or become damaged in time. Such

coating defects tend to focus corrosive action and hasten structure damage locally.

Early structures were buried bare, and many coatings applied on other structures

prior to the last decade have little if any protective value now. To coat or recoat these

operating structures—which usually requires that they be uncovered, raised and cleaned

—is difficult, expensive, and often impractical.

6. The Cathode Protection Technique

For reducing corrosion on older structures, or insuring continued protection with

newer coating.-!, the use of cathodic protection is indicated. Specifically, this is the tech-

nique of impressing inward-flowing currents to counteract, and thus prevent, the outward-

flowing currents of natural corrosion. Where cathodic protection is applicable, it has the

special advantage that it can be installed with very little disturbance of the structures.
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Two types of protective current source may be used. Where considerable current is

required, it may be obtained from direct-current generators or rectifiers connected by

insulated wires positively to the anodes and negatively to the structure. For the intro-

duction of external currents through the soil into the structure, anodes of graphite rod,

or of scrap cast iron or steel are customarily used.

Where less protective current will suffice, anodes can be used which will self-

generate the needed current. When masses of magnesium, aluminum or zinc are buried

and connected to a steel or lead structure by insulated wires, they will generate current

(as in a battery) which will flow through the soil into the structure.

All types of anodes will be corroded by the protective current which they discharge

to the soil, and they must be renewed at intervals. However, under favorable conditions

they may last several years before replacement is necessary.

7. Cathodic Interaction Problems

The current applied to one structure may enter adjacent structures, causing corrosion

where it leaves that structure. Therefore, any operator planning a cathodic protection

system should notify operators of neighboring buried structures so that all can cooperate.

B. CATHODIC PROTECTION TECHNICAL PRACTICES

In applying cathodic protection, the following questions arise:

1. How much protective current is required?

2. Where should the current supply points be located?

3. What type of power supply is best suited to the particular job?

4. What kind of ground-bed should be used?

5. Are the protective currents likely to stray to other structures and cause interfer-

ence, or electrolysis? If so, what is the best all-around solution of the problem?

These questions are dealt with in the items that follow.

1. Current Required for Proper Cathodic Protection

Most engineers concur that the most practical method of determining protective

current requirements is to apply such current to the structure on a trial basis, using

portable power supplies and temporarily installed anodes. The current flow can be

adjusted until relatively simple field measurements indicate that cathodic protection has

been established on the structure sufficient to prevent further corrosion. (Suitable power-

supplies and anodes are discussed in following Arts. 3 and 4.)

The adequacy of protection is best determined by measuring the potential it estab-

lishes between the structure and the soil under various rates of current flow. Such poten-

tials can be measured by use of a voltmeter or potentiometer equipped with insulated

lead wires, one attached to a soil-contact reference electrode (or half-cell) and the other

to suitable test leads or a sharp prod capable of making good electrical contact with the

structure metal. A good contact is especially important because many erroneous or mis-

leading voltmeter readings may occur if an IR drop or galvanic voltage is caused by any

mill scale, corrosion products or pipe coating that may remain between the contact prod

and the bare structure metal. When prodding soft metals, due care must be taken not to

puncture them.

The voltmeter should have an internal resistance at least SO times that of the remain-

der of the circuit, this to reduce circuit resistance errors to a practical degree. Some
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engineers prefer to use potentiometers because of their infinite resistance characteristics

and reliability. For making the voltmeter contact to the soil, a suitable non-polarizing

reference electrode (or half-cell) is used. For testing on steel or black iron structures,

generally a copper sulfate half-cell is used. For testing on load cable sheaths, a lead

chloride half-cell may be used. Some cable engineers, however, prefer to use an electrode

made of the same metal as the structure.

The structure-to-soil potentials thus indicated by the voltmeter will differ according

to the condition of the structure under test and on the location and type of reference'

electrode used. However, potentials measured with one type of electrode can be expressed

in terms of others by merely adding or subtracting known conversion factors. If the

electrode used is reliable, its type has little bearing on the final answer. The half-cell

electrodes are generally preferred because their potentials are more easily reproduced

and are less affected by environmental factors.

Based on such potential measurements, certain widely accepted practical criteria,

indices or "yardsticks" of adequate cathodic protection have been developed. Using the

half-cell reference electrodes, experience has shown that adequate protection of steel or

black iron pipes usually is obtained if their potential is reduced by the protective current

to measure about — 0.85 volt with respect to a copper sulfate half-cell in contact with

the soil. For galvanized pipe, a potential with respect to a copper sulfate half-cell of

about — 1.10 volts is required for protection.

Discretion must be exercised in employing any general-purpose yardstick, since

higher potentials may be required in environments such as cinder fills or where bacterial

corrosion is present. Only further testing or experience can indicate when protection is

obtained under such conditions. Caution must be exercised when applying the higher

criteria for steel and black iron structures in the vicinity of other underground metal

structures—particularly in congested metropolitan areas.

Protective current flowing from the .soil to a structure causes potential gradients

which depend on the electrode location, the soil resistance, and the amount of current

flow. The reference electrode used for measurements along a well coated pipe line or

cable can be located either over or near the structure without introducing appreciable

error. For measurements along a poorly coated or bare structure, some engineers prefer

to locate the electrode a distance away from the structure equal to the latter's burial

depth. Others favor placing the electrode at a distance where further removal causes no

change in potential readings. The positioning of such electrodes is best determined by

experience and, in general, will vary with the types of climate and soils. A special method,

called the "null method", has been devised which aims to minimize the errors of electrode

positioning. Engineers seeking to use this alternative method can find it explained in

corrosion literature.

Another completely different method sometimes used is to calculate the amount

of protective current required on the basis of establishing a minimum adequate current

density over the entire structure. The density required for protection of steel or black

iron structures in soils varies widely and is affected by soil type, resistivity, moisture,

aeration, etc. Densities considered adequate for protection of these structures range from

O.SO to 20.0 ma per sq ft, depending on whether the soil is mildly or highly corrosive.

Such calculations sometimes arc used to check the results obtained by the potential test

methods above described; also, they may be used for estimating the si/e of power supph

rrqiiiroH for the potential fi'sf methods.
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2. Location of Current Supply Points

The location at which protective current should be applied to a structure as well as

the amount of current required may be determined by use of batteries or portable gen-

erators connected between the structure and temporary anodes. Reading should be taken

along the structure at points progressively farther from the power supply connection.

Depending on conditions, it may take minutes, or several days, for structure-to-soil

potentials to become stable. Temporary equipment should be left in place for some time

to establish reasonably stable conditions.

The choice of current supply locations depends to a large extent on the type of

permanent power supply suited to the job. The scope of this report, however, is intended

to cover smaller installations where galvanic anodes would normally be used. Where the

system to be protected is extensive, the services of a competent corrosion engineer are

recommended. The effect of cathodic protection systems on signal systems should be

investigated to avoid false signal operation.

3. Available Current Sources

Sources of direct current power considered most practical for cathodic protection are:

a. External Power Sources

(1) Ac-dc rectifiers

(2) Dc generators driven by various types of prime movers

b. Galvanic Anodes (magnesium, zinc or aluminum)

Where large amounts of current per location are required, it is generally more

economical to use external power sources, although in some cases the use of a large group

of galvanic anodes may be preferable.

Services from a-c power, if available, is preferred as a prime source by most engi-

neers. In some cases, private power lines have been built along a pipe line for the sole

purpose of supplying a number of ac-dc rectifiers. Most of the rectifiers in use are the

copper-oxide or selenium types, connected to 60-c a-c power lines. Copper oxide and

selenium rectifiers differ m their characteristics, but both types are satisfactory for

cathodic protection service. Both provide an efficient low-cost and low-maintenance

source of direct current.

Galvanic anodes can efficiently produce only a few hundred milliamperes per anode,

but on coated structures or on plant of limited extent, this may provide adequate pro-

tection. It is often practical to install galvanic anodes, singly or in groups, at frequent

intervals along a long line, and thus obtain the protection that might be afforded by

rectifier-type supplies at wider spacings. For galvanic anodes, magnesium is now favored

by corrosion engineers. A new type of magnesium ribbon can be laid parallel to the }ine

and thereby provide a continuously distributed anode.

The most appropriate metal for, and disposition of, galvanic anodes for protection

in any given case will depend upon the structure metal and the soil conditions. Other

conditions being identical, the current output of a galvanic anode depends on the effective

electromotive potential of the anode metal relative to that of the structure metal.

Open circuit potentials between properly installed galvanic anodes and reference

half-cells contacting adjacent soil are relatively constant, that of magnesium relative to

copper sulfate being about 1.50 v and that zinc to the same reference being about 1.0 v.

It is often impossible, however, to accurately predict the effective potential of a galvanic

anode relative to an undisturbed buried structure, for two reasons.
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First—the theoretical relative potentials calculated from the values listed in "electro-

motive series" tables of handbooks are seldom realized when the two metals are placed

in soil or water. Second—the innumerable and often wide variations of undisturbed

structure surface and burial environment cause corresponding and unpredictable effects

on these potentials. Thus only local experience or testing can determine with reasonable

accuracy what effective open-circuit anode-to-structure potential may be realized in a

particular installation.

4. Anodes and Ground-Beds

The design of a good ground for the current supply depends on soil conditions and

the amount of protective current required. The term "ground-bed" usually refers to a

group of anodes interconnected and operated as a unit. The terms "anode" and "ground-

bed" are used herein somewhat synonymously. In cathodic protection the corrosion is

transferred in effect from the structure to the buried anode, thus the latter in time will

be consumed and will need to replaced.

Where the soil resistivity is low and the current requirements small, steel rods driven

vertically into the earth can be used as a ground. Often junk iron or steel pipe or old

rails are so used. These are consumed at a rapid rate, but, if easily replaced, may be

more economical than a longer-lasting arrangement of greater cost. The use of finely-

divided coke or "coke-breeze" surrounding the buried steel has been found, in some

instances, to increase its life. Carbon and graphite rods also furnish suitable ground

anodes. Some difficulty has been experienced in obtaining economical life from carbon

rods in salt environments, but specially treated graphite rods have been buried in salt-

impregnated earth or directly in sea water with favorable results.

The physical size of the anode installation usually is designed to insure a reasonably

long service life, and to provide a resistance low enough to minimize power require-

ments. For large installations where costs are substantial, an analysis comparing the

annual costs of grounds of various resistance versus their power requirements will indi-

cate the optimum combinations. Formulas for estimating the resistance to ground of

various shapes, sizes and arrangements of ground electrodes are available.

The wires connecting the external power source and the anode or ground-bed will

be corroded unless they are insulated along their lencjlh and at their connection to the

anode or ground-bed. This is not the case with galvanic anodes, since the wire also is

cathodically protected and need be only mechanically strong. However, insulating the

wire will serve to prevent waste of protective current.

C. DESIGN OF CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEMS

Your committee plans on obtaining first-hand information on actual mechanics of

making a survey and designing a system during the next year.
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Report on Assignment 5

Fuel Oil Additives and Equipment for Application

R. A. Barcivvell (chairman, subcommittee), T. W. Brown, R. E. Coughlan, C. E. DeGeer,

M. A. Hanson, T. W. Hislop, Jr., C. O. Johnson, A. B. Pierce, R. M. Stimmel,

L. E. Talbot, T. A. Tennyson, Jr., C. B. Voitelle, E. L. E. Zahm.

This report is submitted as information.

A. INTRODUCTION

Within recent years the specification requirements of railroad diesel fuel have been

changed to permit use of refinery products not formerly considered desirable, which has

resulted in a more plentiful supply of railroad diesel fuel, and in many instances an

actual saving in the purchase price per gallon. With these changes in requirements,

problems have developed in connection with stability, combustion, flow characteristics,

anti-knock value, and corrosion, in which the use of additives is indicated.'" Such

additives may be applied to the diesel fuel by its manufacturer or by the railroad.

In either case, some method of proportioning the additives and mixing them with the

fuel must be designed. There are several types of additives proposed or in use in railroad

diesel fuel oil supplies at present. These include:

1. Stabilizers

These types prevent sludge formation and agglomeration, and are the only types in

general use in any volume in diesel fuel. Their action should insure stability through

combustion. Complete combustion will eliminate unburned or partially burned fuel being

forced into the crankcase lubricant where it will form oil-insoluble matter in the form

of sludge or varnish, will lower valve deposits, and will reduce soot and smoke. All other

additives listed should have stabilizing or dispersant characteristic incorporated in order

to be used successfully. The stabilizer additive, if fully effective as such, need not neces-

sarily be a dispersant additive. These stabilizers may also be used by the refiners, both

for storage stability and filterability of their domestic heating oil. Some of these com-

pounds are similar to lubricating oil additives of anti-oxidant and/or dispersant-type

characteristics, but those with metallic constituents sometimes prove undesirable in

railroad fuel due to extraction by, or suspension of, any water present, and due to the

creation of exhaust sparking in diesel operation.

Due to lower operating temperatures in fueling systems than in crankcases, a wider

number of inhibitors, mainly of the amine or phenol types, are stable enough for fuel oil

purposes. These additives must not be used indiscriminately without full consideration

of results, as some additives which afford storage stability cause a dirtier engine parts

condition. Some additives which promote cleaner pistons, less liner deposits, or reduced

smoking, cause excessive valve deposits. Several additives may be used together to pro-

duce the desired effect, and by synergistic action will require smaller amounts than if

used alone. The surface activity of some stabilizers will also provide the treated oil with

rust prevention properties. Some of these additives of the organic amine type are claimed

to add a certain amount of alkalinity to the fuel oil which will decrease some of the wear

effects caused by a high sulfur content in fuel. Whether this is due to a neutralizing

effect or a change in sulfur combustion has not been fully investigated.

1 Symposium on Additives for Petroleum, Ind. Eng. Ckem., 41, 886-962, 1949.

2 The use of additives in Petroleum Fuels, ACS Publication No. 365, 1955.
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2. Metal Deactivators

Metals in fuel oil, especially copper, create a sludge-forming tendency which may

be alleviated by the addition of a small amount of one of several known oil soluble

chelating agents. A dosage of about 3 ppm of a proper deactivator, in most cases, will

chelate any copper that is picked up from the bronze, brass, or copper in fueling sys-

tems, neutralizing the effect of copper. Copper in small amounts, less than 0.01 ppm,

will cause oxidizing chain reactions resulting in sludge formation when small amounts

of organic peroxides or sulfides are present in the oil. In proper proportion, the presence

of a proper metal deactivator actually makes the stabilizing additive more effective, but

metal deactivators can degrade an oil, if used in excess, because of their solubilizing

effect on metal.

3. Pour-Point Depressants

These are similar to the types used in other oils, and are presently used by some

refiners in the winter, and by at least one railroad having a high-pour-point fuel avail-

able. Pour-point depressants themselves may be regarded as dispersants for wax particles.

Although these additives lower the flowing point of oil by preventing the formation

of large-size wax crystals, they do not affect the cloud point, at which temperature

these wax crystals commence to form ; so fine filtration must be eliminated until the oil

is heated unless the proper dispersant is used to keep the wax particles minute. The

exact lowering of the pour point in different oils is unpredictable, as each fuel acts differ-

ently. Individual tests must be run to ascertain both the particular type of pour-point

depressant necessary and the proper dose.

4. Rust or Corrosion Inhibitors

These are added to some refiners' products just as in gasoline. A small concentration

will effect protection against any moisture present from reacting with iron. Corrosion

inhibitors are desirable, too, in reducing metal contamination of the oil which, in turn,

will contribute to stabilization, as described under metal deactivators.

5. Cetane Improvers

This additive improves the ignition characteristic of fuels and is most effective in

aiding cold weather starting of certain makes of diesels. There is no present known use

of cetane improvers in railroad fuels. Several good cetane improvers are available,

although their necessity or advantage for railroad fuel has not been determined as yet.

A low-cetane, high-deposit fuel plus cetane number improver may show improvement

in deposits in agreements with improvement of cetane number."

6. Others

Anti-icing additives may be added by some roads in isolated cases. Undoubtedly, if

heavier fuels are used, newer additives will be developed as deposit modifiers and

combustion improvers.

Since refiners offer the same tuel in many casus for domestic heating oil, there may

be some question of their making special addition of additives, especially on small

orders, to satisfy stability requirements of an individual railroad. Due to the blending

of their stocks in times of oil shortage, lack of compatability may vary the additive

requirement, which can be more actively followed by the individual customer, based on

"Significance of the Cetane Number of Diesel FueLs, CRC Project No. CFD-26~47 (unpublished).
Revised May 20, I9SS.
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his own correlating tests. The refiners often add the additive for their own storage

stability, which would not concern them at times when their stock is turning over

rapidly. The addition of a corrective additive by a railroad, instead of rejection at

times of shortage, will be of aid to railroad purchasers. In the case of pour-point

depressant, this addition is judged by weather conditions at time of use.

The railroad, in any case, must find means to correlate its own operating conditions

with the beneficial action of commercially offered additives, to evaluate their use and

justify their purchase. This is usually done by carefully controlled storage or thermal

stability tests, and smoke rating tests. The light microscope and filter pad comparisons

after accelerated heat may be used, m conjunction with stability tests, to judge the size

and amount of sludge particles formed. The electron microscope, when properly eval-

uated, can duplicate the results of these stability tests, but will not predict the action

of oil with metals. The electron microscope is a valuable tool for fuel study because

the particles are formed by the electron beam at temperatures of from 400 to 1600 deg F,

and thus duplicates what happens to a fuel when it is injected into a cylinder during

operation. These tests are correlated with diesel operation on the railroad by such items

as engine parts wear, injector replacements, filterability on engine or at fueling stations,

or smoke rating of diesel exhaust. There are other more complicated methods performed

in research to evaluate additive effectiveness."

B. PLANTS

Although the addition of additives to prevent fuel deterioration is generally recom-

mended as soon as possible after manufacture, preferably in the rundown tank from

the stills, the dispersant activity of some additives gives some thought to the addition

of the additive as the fuel is supplied to diesel units to prevent contamination from

unclean systems; also, some additives are extracted by moisture which may be present

in oil as received from the refiner. Where additional stabilization is required, additives

may be added either as the fuel is loaded into tank cars at the refinery or as unloaded

by the railroad customer. In the former case, some railroads may specify the additive

and proportion to be added by the refiner, and the refinery may use its own proportion-

ing equipment. The proportioning of these additives is not as vital as with stoichiometric

chemical reactions, such as in water treatment, but should be within the range of require-

ments. For distillate fuels, the stability additive requirement is usually a dose of 125 to

250 ppm, while for heavier residual fuel blends this may be considerably higher.

Refiners make addition by one of several systems, including:

1. Gas Pressure System—This involves injection from the pressure vessel through

the needle valve control by an inert gas under pressure.

2. Eductor—This involves an eductor, sometimes with a booster circulating pump,

controlled by a valve in the in!et side of the eductor.

3. Proportioning Pumps—These may be connected to flow-responsive meters for

variable flows.

4. Saturator Pot—This method, starting with crystaline soluble compound, is mainly

for batch treatment.

When additives are applied on the railroad, there are several means in use:

1. Proportioning Pumps

This metering method involves the position injection of a fixed volume which can

be varied by adjusting the length of the pump stroke. The proportioned quantity can
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be determined by comparison with the metered amount of diesel fuel. Both the starting

switch and electric pump motor must be explosion proof if they are located in the

fueling station pump house. If present fueling pump switches are located outside, the

starting switch is placed with them and need not be explosion proof. It still may be

desirable to locate the proportioning pump inside the building along with the additive

supply, in which case the pump motor only must be explosion proof. In piping the

additive from the vat to the fuel line, steel tubing or iron pipe and fittings should be

used so that any chelating action of the additive will not be wasted before reaching

the engine fueling system. If the additive has picked up an appreciable amount of copper

before reaching the system, its action may actually be detrimental. As to a supply tank

for the additive, a small corner tank can be designed to occupy a minimum space but be

large enough .so the refill interval will be at the maximum. Due to small dosage, a Iwo-

week or one-month supply at most stations will not demand too large a vat. In some

cases, the additive may be pumped directly from the receiving drum, eliminating the

need of a vat. Feed into a sight glass is desirable in such instances.

2. Siphon or Suction-Type Feeder

This type feeds from a supply tank into the suction side of the fuel pump. Metering

may be obtained with a needle-type metering valve. It is also desirable to have a shut-off

valve, so that the setting for the desired proportioning need not be changed. The feeder

tank can then be made large enough to treat a number of tank cars ^vith only one

adjustment of the needle valve, and with the shut-off valve turned on and off in

conjunction with starting the fuel pump.

3. Gravity Metering into Tank Cars

An orifice device may be placed in the bottom of a feeder tank with a dose just

large enough for one tank car, and with an orifice size adequate to drain the contents

by the time the tank car is unloaded or being filled.

4. Hand Application into Tank Cars

This method is used when none of above systems is available. In the case of a full

tank car. it is desirable to add the required amount of additive slowly with a sprinkling

can, rather than dump the necessary amount in one slug. If added as tank is being

filled, it is desirable to pour the additive slowly into the fuel oil stream.

In selecting the additive, thought must be given to such physical characteristics

as pour point and miscibility. The latter is most important when treatment is applied

to individual tank cars. Some additives are so heavy they will not mix properly if added

to the top of the tank car. They drop to the bottom where they will remain with any

residual not unloaded. A number of additives are too viscous to be metered properly,

but may be suitably diluted to a stock solution for use if they do not precipitate out

at low temperatures. Some additives in carrier solutions will crystalize out at low tem-

peratures and can only be resolubilized with difficulty.

C. SAVINGS AND RESULTS

If residual-fuel blends, high-pour-point fuels, low-cetane fuels, or other "degraded"

lower priced fuels are available to a railroad, their evaluation by the test methods listed

and the application of additives by the means shown may result in savings along with

-uccessful operational use.

The largest savings can be made from the competitive purchasing of lower grade

fuels which tests have shown may be corrected for trouble-free use by additives. The
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price fluctuation, both seasonal and sectional, does not allow an exact formula for

savings; but, if the mechanical requirements are met and proved by the correlating

stability test for the oil, the dosage and type of additive can be ascertained. The price

of the lowest cost fuel available, plus additive necessary, will give a comparison on which

to base savings.

It should be mentioned that there are "degraded" fuels which do not require addi-

tives, and some so-called premium fuels which do not meet the stabihty requirements

and may require stability additive treatment.

At present, there is no stability additive effective in all fuels. Each fuel should be

evaluated individually to determine if an additive is required, and if so, to determine

the most effective additive.

The saving from the use of additives may be measured in part by the degree of

mechanical perfection, as mentioned under the correlating tests, by such evaluation as:

1. Extension of Uje of piston rings, liners, and valves—Although this will probably

be the largest mechanical savings, these figures would have to be evaluated for individual

roads based on operations as compared to operations with previously used fuels.

2. Fewer injector replacements.

3. Extension of filter replacements—At wayside fueling stations, costs of materials

and labor for renewing cartridges in the average size unit is from $50 to $150. Filter life

may be extended through the use of stable fuels. The ful-flo filter replacements on diesels

may also be extended.

4. Less exhaust smoke complaints—Some makes of units have more tendency to

create smoke than others, which may be alleviated by use of proper additives.

Report on Assignment 6

Railway Waste Disposal

Collaborating with Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, AAR

T. A. Tennyson, Jr. (chairman, subcommittee), W. F. Arksey, G. A. Ausband, I. C.

Brown, E. M. Grime, F. E. Gunning, E. C. Harris, H. M. Hoffmeister, J. Y. Neal,

N. B. Roberts, J. P. Rodger, A. G. Tompkins, J. W. Ussher, J. E. Wiggins, Jr.

During the past year your committee has continued its study of waste disposal

regulations reported in the various trade and technical magazines available to it, and

no basic changes in such regulations have been found.

In connection with the assignment for this year concerning the separation of oil

from waste water where emulsions are involved, several new plants are either under

construction or have just been placed in operation, and these may furnish information

of interest after they have been in service for a sufficient time.

This is a progress report presented as information.
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Report on Assignment 7

Treatment of Water for Cooling Purposes

L. E. Talbot (chairman, subcommittee), G. A. Ausband, R. A. Bardwell, I. C. Brown,

T. W. Brown, D. E. Drake, J. J. Dwyer, M. A. Hanson, E. C. Harris, T. W. Hislop,

Jr., J. P. Rodger, E. R. Schlaf, H. E. Silcox, R. M. Stimmel, D. C. Teal, T. A.

Tennyson, Jr., A. G. Tompkins, E. L. E. Zahm.

Because of the increased use of air conditioning, both in railroad rolling equipment

and in office buildings, new problems in water treatment have been encountered. For

this reason the subject was assigned and a report was presented, as information, to the

Association in 1955 and in 1956, with the understanding that the assignment would be

continued for another year to give further consideration to the subject as possible

Manual material.

Your committee has reviewed and revised the last two year's reports and presents

the revised version to the Association at this time with the recommendation that it be

adopted and published in the Manual at the end of Part 4, Chapter 13.

The proposed new Manual material gives a description of the various types of cool-

ing installations; outlines the types of scale and corrosion formations which may be

found in the systems, together with the current methods of treatment necessary to

prevent them; describes the various slime formations and gives methods for their pre-

vention; and outlines the chemical and biological attacks in cooling towers and the

controls necessary to prevent such attacks.

TREATMENT OF WATER FOR COOLING PURPOSES

GENERAL

The increased use of air conditioning during the past few years, coupled with water

shortages in many areas, have introduced many new problems in cooling-water treatment.

Some of the problems being encountered are outlined, and methods for their solution

are suggested.

A. TYPES OF COOLING SYSTEMS

L Once-Through

In the once-through system the water passes through the heat exchanger equipment,

absorbs heat, and then discharges as waste. Where the plant is relatively small, or where

the available water supply is unlimited, this type of system is preferred. It is economical

to install, and less difficulty from corrosion and deposits is encountered in the heat

exchanger than is the case with the recirculating system. No evaporation or concentra-

tion of solids takes place because the cooling water passes through only once. However,

in most areas of the country, the once-through systems are not feasible because of the

shortage and cost of water supplies.

2. Open-Recirculating

The open-recirculating systems are being installed in increasing numbers. These use

spray ponds or cooling towers to release the absorbed heat to the atmosphere by evap-

orating a portion of the cooling water. This system saves water, as the only losses are

those caused by evaporation, wind, and blow-down. Evaporation of the water results

in the concentration of the dissolved and suspended solids present in the make-up water.
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Also, the spray pond or cooling tower introduces an aerating effect which increases the

dissolved oxygen content and thereby encourages corrosion.

3. Double-Recirculating or Closed System

Where the raw water is limited in amount, or where it contains an excessively high

concentration of solids, double-recirculating systems are instal'ed. In these systems

the primary water which absorbs heat from the plant equipment is kept in a closed cycle

and is not exposed to the atmosphere. The warm water in the closed system is cooled

by secondary recirculating water passing through a heat exchanger. A double-

recirculating system minimizes evporation and concentration in the closed cycle. The

amount of make-up water required for the closed system is thereby negligible, and either

condensate or water properly treated externally may be employed.

B. TYPES OF SCALE

1. Calcium Carbonate

The type of scale most commonly encountered in any circulating water subjected

to increase in temperature and/or increase in concentration is calcium carbonate. This

results from the decomposition of calcium bicarbonate in accordance with the following

reactions

:

a. Ca(HC03)2-f- Heat= CaCOa + H2CO,

b. H2CO3 + Heat= CO2 -f H2O

2. Calcium Sulfate

Calcium sulfate scale is rarely encountered in air conditioning systems except where

waters of high permanent hardness are used as make-up water, or where sulfuric acid

is used to remove temporary hardness. This is readily explained by the solubility of

calcium sulfate at the temperatures usually encountered. The solubility of calcium sulfate

is 2000 ppm at 60 deg F; 2100 ppm at 100 deg F; 2000 ppm at 150 deg F; and 1800

ppm at 200 deg F. The solubility of calcium carbonate is less than SO ppm at these same

temperatures.

3. Iron Oxides and Hydroxides

A special case of scale formation from ferrous bicarbonate may be encountered in

cooling water .systems employing iron-bearing well waters in accordance with the

following reactions.

a. Fe(HC03)2 = FeCO, -f CO2 + H2O
b. 4FeC03 -f 3 O2 — 2Fe203 + 4CO2

Iron oxide may also be formed because of corrosion in the cooling system ; however,

this will be discussed under a special heading.

4. Mud and Silica

The build up of mud and/or silica in the cooling system is usually due to the

presence of suspended solids in the make-up water or dust and dirt contamination from

the atmosphere. If possible, these solids should be removed by external methods, such

as coagulation and filtration.
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C. USE OF THE LANGELIER INDEX

The tendency to deposit calcium carbonate scale is readily predicted by the use of

Langelier's equation. Based on a knowledge of the calcium, alkalinity, and dissolved

solids content of the water, together with the pH value and the temperature encoun-

tered, Langelier's equation px;rmits determination of the pH of saturation. It is calculated

by the following method:

1. Knowing the temperature and total dissolved solids, iind the constant from Fig 1;

next, locate this point on Col. 1, Fig. 2.

2. Aline this point with the known value of calcium hardness on Col. 3, Fig. 2,

marking the intersection on Col. 2 (pivot Hne).

3. Aline this point on the pivot line with the known alkalinity on Col. 5.

4. Read the pH saturation (pHs) from the intersection of the above line with

Col. 4.

5. The saturation index is the actual pH minus pH saturation (pHs)

If the actual pH exceeds the pH„, the index will indicate incrusting tendencies;

if the actual pH is lower than the pHs, the water will be corrosive. Thus a positive index

indicates a tendency to deposit calcium carbonate scale, and a negative index indicates

a tendency to dissolve scale if present. A decrease in calcium hardness, alkalinity, tem-

perature, or pH will lower the index; a decrease in the total dissolved solids will slightly

increase the index.

The saturation index is a measure of directional tendency and driving force, but not

of capacity, since it does not indicate how much calcium carbonate will deposit. For

example, in zeolite softened water, where the effluent is very low in calcium, the index

may be positive and high but normally there will be no appreciable scale formed.

Limitations in the use of the Langelier index are due mainly to the effects of tem-

perature. If, for example, the saturation index of a cooling system water (taken from

the cooling tower) is —0.7, this index will change to — 0.1 at approximately 200 deg F.

This condition is due to the fact that the solubility of calcium carbonate decreases with

temperature rise. The same condition exists when the index, at the lower temperature,

is in the positive range. In this case a rise in temperature would further increase the

index. For this reason, the use of sequestering agents is necessary in systems subjected

to a wide range of temperatures.

Where adjustment of the index is necessary, lime or soda ash is used to raise the

index, while sulfuric acid is normally applied to reduce it. If a water is properly treated

and sufficiently inhibited, no trouble should be encountered with incrustation, providing

that the saturation index is less than + 1.5.

D. METHODS OF TREATMENT FOR SCALE PREVENTION

1. Internal Treatment

a. Once-Through Systems—Sequestering agents, such as polyphosphates and tannins

have the property of preventing sca'e deposits. Dosages of 3 to 5 ppm of a sequestering

agent is usually sufficient. However, if the water contains a large amount of scale-

forming salts, it may be necessary to treat first with an acid, lime, or other means to

reduce the hardness. Applying sulfuric acid to convert part of the carbonate hardness

to sulfate is recommended.

Scale formations from ferrous bicarbonate may be encountered in once-through

cooling systems employing iron-bearing well water, and is handled either by the use

of sequestering agents or an iron removal system.
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b. Recirculating Coolijig Systems—Prevention of scale formations is more difficult

than in the once-through systems, due to increased mineral content. CaJcium carbonate

is the principal offender; other scaling solids may be due to calcium and magnesium
silicates and calcium sulfate. Therefore, excessive concentrations must be avoided by
blow-down procedures.

The treatment required is similar to that used in the once-through systems, i.e.,

the use of sequestering agents, such as polyphosphates and tannins.
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2. External Treatment

a. Cold Lime Treatment—This is widely used for the reduction of calcium hardness

and an equivalent amount of alkalinity. Hydrated lime is applied and the water allowed

to clarify by sedimentation ; effluent is normally stable with respect to calcium car-

bonate saturation. However, increased temperatures plus the concentrating effect in the

cooling system would result in an excessively positive index; therefore, acid is fed to the

effluent to reduce pH and alkalinity.

The acid dosage depends on the water analysis and the number of concentrations

taking place. It is unwise to attempt to reduce the alkalinity to less than 10 ppm by

acid. As an alternate, a polyphosphate may be used following lime treatment if the

water is not heated to a high temperature. With lime treatment, a calculated index in

the range of -f 0.5 to +1.0 at the highest temperature in the system is usually

satisfactory.

b. Zeolite Treatment—Clear hard-water supplies may be treated by sodium zeolite

softening all or part of the water. The advantages are: (1) it requires limited control;

(2) regeneration procedure can be fully automatic.

Complete zeolite softening should be used with discretion, since (1) absence of scale

leads to corrosion; (2) high raw water alkalinities involving large amounts of sodium

bicarbonate in the effluent will partially decompose to form sodium carbonate, giving

rise to a high pH and may cause delignification of the wooden tower structures; and

(3) if high alkaline water is concentrated in the cooling system, and wind loss is appre-

ciable, the neighborhood will be coated with a white deposit. If high alkahne waters

are completely softened, sulfuric acid may be added to reduce the alkalinity.

Partial zeolite softening with hard water by-pass, plus acid feeding if required for

alkalinity reduction, is a simple and flexible method of preventing excessive scaling.

Leaving appreciable hardness in the water provides protection against ferrous heat

exchange surface corrosion. Control is normally by the use of the Langelier index.

c. Acid Treatment—This consists of the reduction of alkalinity with acid. Sulfuric

acid converts calcium bicarbonate to calcium sulfate, carbon dioxide, and water. The

carbonate alkaUnity of make-up water can be controlled within the desired limits by

this method. Usually acid is applied to adjust the "M" reading to between 2 and 3

grains per gal or a pH range of 6.0 to 7.0. With this pH the Langelier index will gen-

erally be negative and calcium deposits will not be a serious problem. Exact control

can not be maintained with respect to index adjustments because of temperature differ-

entials in the system; therefore, the water must also be further conditioned with

sequestering agents.

Consideration must be given to calcium sulfate formations and concentrations in

the system. Scale vidll form if concentrations exceed 2000 ppm. Acid should be applied

to return water inlet, make-up line, or bottom of the cooling tower. Carbon dioxide

formed will be partially removed by aeration in the tower if acid is thus applied. Cal-

culate the acid requirement as follows: Acid (lb/100 gal) required ="M" reading minus

residual "M" desired, where "M" is methyl orange alkalinity in grains per gal as cal-

cium carbonate. It is usually advisable to feed sulfuric acid diluted to S to 10 percent

strength for better distribution and control.

d. Blow-Down Control—This is required to prevent development of excessive solids.

Necessity for use of acid is avoided in many cases by maintaining lower cycles of con-

centrations and using sequestering agents.
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Allowable concentration depends on the type of water and temperatures. (1) Cal-

cium carbonate type waters require blow-down sufficient to keep calcium carbonate con-

centrations or saturation index within the range where treatment will be effective.

(2) High permanent hardness waters require blow-down sufficient to prevent calcium

sulfate from exceeding its solubility (2000 ppm). When sufficient sulfuric acid is used

to reduce bicarbonate hardness, the calcium sulfate contcnl of the cooling water is the

limiting factor in blow-down control.

E. CORROSION FORMATIONS

1. Types of Attack

a. General Atfack, in which the entire surface of the metal is corroded, is generally

due to a low pH or acid water. Failures are not common except under very severe

conditions.

b. Pitting is a form which is localized, and results wholly from the presence of

dissolved oxygen or some other localizing effect. It is frequentl\ accompanied by tubercu-

lation, and may lead to objectionable deposits as well as metal failure.

c. Micro-Biological Attack is sometimes referred to as sulfate reducing bacteria, and

generally occurs in the form of pits.
'

d. Stray Current Electrolysis is an attack in which the metal is eaten away, especially

where the current leaves the system.

2. Types of Control

The manner in which an inhibitor functions is referred to as its control. In general,

inhibitors act in a combination of two or more of six ways, which are as follows:

(1) anodic polarization; (2) cathodic polarization; (.3) forming protective coatings;

(4) preventing harmfull deposits; (5) removal of corrosive constituents; and (6) .adjust-

ing the pH.

3. Types of Inhibitors

a. Soda Ash, Lime, and Alkaline Phosphates function to neutralize acidity. Neutral-

ization can lessen corrosion, but seldom eliminates it completely, unless other factors arc

brought into action. With a high negative index, where sequestering agents would be

of little or no benefit, the index should be adjusted with soda ash or caustic soda. With

soda ash, however, carbonate layer on heat transfer surfaces may become tco thick or

clog narrow passages. Advantages are its low cost, and that it may be combined with

other treatments.

b. Sulfites function to remove dissolved oxygen. They are reported to reduce sonii-

forms of corrosion, and are believed to function through removal of oxygen. They are

incompatible with oxidizing passivators. Reaction between commercial sulfite and oxygen

at cool temperatures is slow, and it is not practical for cooling water deaeration. Catalyzed

forms have been developed which react rapidly at cool temperatures. Cost is the main

limitation, since sulfite requirement is about 10 parts per part of oxygen.

c. Molecularly Dehydrated Phosphates, such as sodium hexametaphosphatc, function

to prevent harmful deposits. By softening and sequestering action they prevent deposi-

tion of substances with regions of different potentials. They also have cleaning actions

which may remove deposits and incrustations. They help to remove "red water",

although some iron may remain in solution in invisible form. They may be used in two

ways: (1) as a threshold treatment, 1 to 10 ppm phosphate, which is helpful in once-
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through systems, but loses sequestering ability in time by reverting to orthophosphatc,

especially when heated; and (2) by introducing a much larger amount, exceeding

requirements to hold all metal oxides in solution. Intermediate proportions may precipitate

insoluble phosphates. In recirculating systems, lower pH values are advantageous in

changing the form of corrosive attack, and in permitting use of sufficient polyphosphate

to overcome severe corrosion tendencies without danger of reversion. This method is so

satisfactory that adding acid to reduce pH has become common practice. Best results

are obtained at a pH of 6 to 7 and with polyphosphate concentrations of 20 to 80 ppm
at all times.

d. Borates are used for neutralizing, softening, and sequestering. Much more borate

than soda ash is required for neutralizing. Softening and sequestering abilities are less

than phosphates. Their advantage is that a large excess of borate is harmless to certain

metals which would be attacked by an over dose of more caustic compounds.

e. Sodium Silicates are used for neutralization, cleaning, and sequestering. They

form siliceous compounds which may deposit as protective films. They possess desirable

cleaning and sequestering properties. They may be made in a slowly soluble form, which

is desirable for small units serviced only at long intervals.

f. Chromates function by anodic polarization. They form thin passivating films

and are usually used where ferrous metal must not only be kept entirely scale free,

but also protected from corrosion. Sodium chromate of 300 to 500 ppm in circulating

water forms a uniform thin barrier between the metal and oxygen in the water. This

water should be kept slightly alkaline, and dissolved solids kept below 1000 ppm. High

cost prohibits its use in once-through systems, or in recirculating systems with high

make-up water requirements.

g. Sodium Nitrate functions by anodic polarization. It inhibits corrosion in the

same manner as chromates. Nitrate acts as an oxidant, being reduced to ammonia.

h. Organic Chromates, such as chrome glucosates, function by anodic polarization.

They are true passivators, like inorganic chromates, and are used in recirculating sys-

tems. Their effectiveness is roughly proportional to their hexavalent chromium content.

They cost more than inorganic chromates, but last longer because they are less reactive.

F. SLIME FORMATIONS

The three main groups of organisms which may give trouble in recirculating cooling

water systems are as follows:

1. Algae Group—This group may be divided into three types: the blue-green, the

green, and the diatoms. The blue-green and the green algae flourish only in that portion

of the system exposed to light and air. These two types cause trouble in that they restrict

the flow of water and/or air in the cooling tower. The diatoms are found in natural

water supplies and cause trouble by forming deposits in piping, filters, or similar equip-

ment. The diatoms are composed largely of silica, and, on chemical analysis, this deposit

might look like a mineral deposit.

2. Bacteria Group—Contrary to comrnon belief, certain types of bacteria, and not

algae, are responsible for a great deal of slime found in piping and exchangers of a cool-

ing system. This group may also be divided into three types: the slime forming, the

corrosive or sulfate reducing, and the iron-depositing bacteria. Recognition of the fact

that all bacteria are not slime forming is a very important step in interpreting analytical

results. The relative number of these types of bacteria present indicates the degree of

trouble caused by them. The corrosive type of bacteria reduces the sulfate in the water
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to sulfide, which is extremely corrosive in a water system. The iron-depositing type of

bacteria are those which take in solution iron and give off insoluble iron in the form

of a slimy sheath around their cells. The resulting deposit is actually composed of iron

o.xide skeletons of dead bacteria. Usually, the iron-depositing bacteria are found in well

water supplies. They are troublesome in that they cause deposits of slimy iron oxides in

the piping systems of the cooling installations.

3. Fungi Group—There are actually two types of fungi which cause trouble in

cooling-water systems. These are the yeast and molds. Both yeast and molds may result

from air-borne contamination of the cooling system.

G. METHODS OF TREATMENT FOR SLIME PREVENTION

Before any type of control is recommended for slime prevention, an analysis of the

cooling water, the raw water supply, and the organisms in the slime should be made.

For example, if no fungi or algae is found by analysis of the slime, then probably all

the trouble is due to bacteria and a bactericide is required. If the fungi group is the

offender, then a fungicide should be used. From a practical standpoint slime growth

can be kept under control in cooling systems by periodic application of relatively large

doses of readily available, inexpensive chemicals.

Some of the methods used for the prevention of slime in cooling systems are as

follows

:

1. Chlorine (Bactericide, Fungicide)—Intermittent chlorination is commonly used

for the control of slime in once-through systems; however, in recirculating systems the

disadvantage of using chlorine is that the excess chlorine is removed by aeration when
the water is passed over the cooling tower. Usually the chlorine is shot-fed, and a residual

of several parts per million (depending on the amount of slime present in the system)

is maintained for 30-min periods at 24-hr intervals.

2. Bromine (Bactericide, Fungicide)—The use of bromine for the control of slime

gives satisfactory results. However, due to the high cost and the hazards involved in

its use, it is neither practical nor economical. The combination of continuous chlorination

with shock bromine treatment gives satisfactory control of slime and a definite cost

reduction compared with either of the two used separately.

3. Copper Sulfate (Algacide)—This chemical has been used to prevent algae growth

and is effective against certain strains of algae particularly resistant to chlorine. It is not

lost through aeration in the tower, but its use is limited by the fact that copper

precipitates at pH values of 8.5 and over. Copper sulfate requirements for treatment

of various organisms vary from 0.10 to 0.50 ppm, depending on the type present. When
copper salts are used, care must be exercised to limit the blow-down water or water

drained from the system into streams, keeping the concentration of copper salts under

10 ppm in the stream because of the toxicity of the copper ion to acquatic life.

4. Copper Citrate (Algacide)—This compound is sometimes used instead of copper

sulfate. Its stability in solution and high solubility in alkaline waters makes it more

effective than copper sulfate. Good control of slime has been maintained using from 10

to 30 ppm of copper citrate added at intervals of 2 to 7 days, depending on the growth

rate of the algae.

5. Sodium Penlachlorophenale (Bactericide, Fungicide)—This compound has proven

effective in many instances for the control of slime in recirculating systems. This material

is soluble and stable in alkaline waters and does not react with most organic and inorganic
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chemicals which might be present in the system. The blow-down discharge should be

carefully regulated when using this compound because of its toxicity to fish and animals.

Slug feeding of the pentachlorophenate has proven more effective than continuous feed-

ing. Good control is established by adding 200 ppm to the circulating water; when the

concentration is depicted, another slug is added. Considerable success has been achieved

by combining the phenolic compound with the copper salts. Satisfactory results can be

obtained using 60 to 100 ppm of the combination instead of the 200 ppm of the phenolic

compound alone.

6. Quaternary Ammonium Compounds (Algacide)—The quaternary ammonium com-

pounds are of rather recent development. These materials show effective toxicity towards

slime growth when used in relatively high concentrations. It has been found that certain

compounds have been lost in cooling tower systems due to volatilization. The presence

of high salt concentrations in the water also greatly reduce the effect of these materials.

Since quaternary ammonium compounds possess effective surface active properties, some

work has been done with these materials in combination with other slime control agents.

Alkyl dimethyl benyl ammonium chloride is one of the many types of quaternary

ammonium compounds presently available.

H. CHEMICAL ATTACK AND ITS CONTROL IN COOLING TOWERS

1. Occurrence—The wood towers used for air conditioning equipment may be sub-

jected to chemical attack from alkaline or acid cooling waters. In the case of the former,

the alkaline carbonates attack and destroy the lignin in the wood, producing a fibrous

spongy appearance of decay known as delignification. Water on the acid side also attacks

wood structures in a similar way.

For new installations the pH of the water may be used as an indicator. Cooling

water with a pH under 6.0 and over 7.0 should be treated.

2. Control Measures—Reduce high alkalinity by controlled acid treatment. The pH
of the acid waters can be adjusted by the addition of lime.

The attack of alkaline carbonates, especially when the wood is alternately wet and

dry, is evidenced by alkaline salt deposits on the wood which may be removed by

periodic washing.

I. BIOLOGICAL ATTACK AND ITS CONTROL IN COOLING TOWERS

1. Occurrence—Biological destruction of wood cooling towers can occur under cer-

tain conditions and is caused by a micro-organism or fungi that utilizes the wood for

food. Different species attack different constituents of the wood.

Most wood fungi attack the cellulose of the wood, leaving a dark residue known as

"brown rot." It is usually found at points where the wood is in contact with iron

fastenings and in sections of a tower kept moist but not flooded by the recirculating

water.

Another type, but rare, are the fungi that produce a "white rot" which destroys the

lignin and reduces the wood to a light-colored stringy mass. Instead of being confined

to a small area as is the case with brown rot, this white rot will spread to all parts

of the wood cooling tower.

2. Control Measures—Treat water with copper or chlorophenate materials as dis-

cussed under Sec. G.
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Report on Assignment 9

Disinfectants, Deodorants, Fumigants and Cleaners

Collaborating with Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, AAR

R. S. Glynn (chairman, subcommittee), R. A. Bardwell, M. R. Bost, E. C. Harris,

D. E. Drake, C. E. Fisher, T. L. Hendrix, Jr., A. W. Johnson, John Norman, A. G.
Tompkins, H. W. Van Hovenberg.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Cleaners, because of their importance in preparing the way for the application of one

or more of the other materials, is considered first in this assignment.

Cleaning, in the last few years, has become an important and costly of)eration on the

average railroad, but in spite of this the selection of cleaners and their use has often

been given little or no qualified supervision. It is little wonder, then, that the user of

synthetic detergents finds himself confused when trying to select a product for his par-

ticular use, because the task is not a simple one even for experts in the detergent field.

To select and use detergents to the best advantage it is necessary to know as much about

them as possible, and in this respect, there is no substitute for a railroad chemical depart-

ment properly staffed, with responsibility to approve or disapprove cleaning materials

offered for use.

Dirt has been defined as matter in the wrong place. Cleaning is the process of

removing foreign matter or dirt from places where it is not wanted. The process of

cleaning may be carried out in a variety of ways. For example, in the dry cleaning of

clothes dirt is removed by solvents such as naphtha and benzene. The simple mechanical

removal of dirt is illustrated in the beating of a carpet. For the most part cleaning

is done with water to which is added a small amount of one of the substances called

detergents.

The word "detergent" has come into common use only recently, and the tendency

is to think of detergents as substances possessing miraculous cleaning powers. However,

they can be defined simply as cleaning agents. The striking fact about detergents is the

small amount of the material that is required to do a particular cleaning job. Tremendous

amounts of cleaning agents are wasted by indiscriminately using more cleaner than is

needed for the job.

In any consideration of the subject of cleaners it must be remembered that soap

is the common ancestor of all cleaning agents. Fundamentally, soap is the chemical

product formed bj' the saponification or neutralization of fats, oils, waxes and rosins or

their acids, by organic or inorganic bases. The basic saponification reaction is illustrated

as follows: sodium hydroxide is combined with glyceryl stearate (a fat) to yield sodium

stearate (soap) and glycerine. Fatty acids are so called because they are the principal

components of the natural fats such as tallow and other animal body fats, fish oils, and

vegetable oils such as olive oil. Sodium and potassium are the only metals which form

soluble salts of the fatty acids.

A soap molecule consists of two parts: a long straight chain of carbon atoms linked

one to another and combined with hydrogen atoms, and a salt-type group attached to the

end of this chain. The long chain of carbon atoms present in a soap is what the chemist

calls a hydrocarbon chain, since it is composed solely of hydrogen and carbon atoms.

The various constituents of petroleum such as kerosene, gasoline, etc., are made up
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entirely of mixtures of such hydrocarbon chains of various lengths, and the pronounced

characteristic of these petroleum products is that they are completely insoluble in water.

In contrast to the insoluble hydrocarbon parts of the soap molecule the outstanding

characteristic of the salt group to which it is attached is its strong tendency to dissolve

in water. Accordingly, one part of the soap molecule displays a strong tendency to

dissolve in water while the other part strongly resists dissolving. The former is said to be

hydrophilic or water loving, and the latter hydrophobic or water hating. Each portion

of the molecule exerts its natural tendency independent of the other. The water soluble

salt group tends to pull the whole molecule into solution, whereas the water insoluble

hydrocarbon group resists the tendency to go into solution. In general, compounds

whose molecules consist of two parts, one of which is hydrophilic and the other hydro-

phobic, are called surface-active compounds, a term which covers soaps, detergents,

wetting agents and other substances with similar characteristics.

In hard water much of the soap is removed from solution in the form of a sticky,

curd-like precipitate, and its cleaning power is correspondingly reduced, because of the

presence of dissolved salts of calcium and magnesium (hardness) which react chemically

with soap by replacing its sodium or potassium with calcium and/or magnesium. Only

after all of the dissolved calcium and/or magnesium have been removed, in this way

or by pre-treatment, can soap function as a cleaning agent.

Further, soap cannot be used in acidic solutions. When soap comes in contact with

an acid solution, the hydrogen ions of the acid replace the sodium of the soap, thus

regenerating the fat or tallow from which the soap was originally formed. Since they are

insoluble in water they fall out of solution as white curdy precipitates closely resembling

the precipitates formed in hard water.

Synthetic detergents, first developed in Germany following World War I, overcame

many of these disadvantages. It had long been recognized that the carboxyl (COOH)
group present in soaps in the form of sodium or potassium salt reacts with the calcium

and/or magnesium ions of hard water and destroys the cleaning power of the soap.

In contrast to soaps, the synthetic detergents do not contain the carboxyl group, instead

they have a sulfonic (SO2OH) group which is derived from sulfuric acid. It is relatively

easy to introduce the strongly acidic sulfonic group into a great many compounds. By
the action of sulfuric acid, the strongly hydrophilic (water loving or water soluble)

sulfonic group can be attached with relative ease to a typical hydrophobic (water

hating or water insoluble) molecule such as a petroleum compound. Then when the

acidic hydrogen of the sulfonic group is replaced by sodium through the action of

caustic soda, a typical synthetic detergent molecule is formed. Because of the cheapness,

availability and great chemical reactivity of sulfuric acid, the hydrophilic group of the

vast majority of synthetic detergents consists of the sodium sulfonate group. In fact,

the problem of making a new surface-acting agent is largely one of finding the means

of introducing a sulfonic group into a suitable large hydrophobic molecule. The process

is known chemically as sulfonation. Synthetics are made from a wide variety of raw

materials, including certain petroleum constituents, coal tar derivitives, compounds

derived from cracking gases, and chemically modified fatty acids, while most soaps are

sodium salts of the higher fatty acids. By choosing his starting materials properly

the chemist can produce synthetic detergents with almost any desired properties.

Soap and surface-active agents generally are ionic compounds. In water solution,

the sodium atom acquires a positive charge and becomes a positive ion or cation; the

remainder of the molecule takes on a negative charge and becomes the anion. The latter,

which contains the large hydrophobic group, might well be called the "business end" of

i
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the molecule, since it is to this ion that the compound owes its surface-active properties.

Surface-active agents are classified usually into three groups (anionic, cationic and

nonionic) according to the way they ionize in solution. In the first, the large hydrophobic

chain forms part of the negative ion (anion) and they are known as anion active com-

pounds. The vast majority of cleaning agents and surface-active synthetic detergents

on the market belong to the anionic class. In the second, the large hydrophobic chain

forms part of the positive ion (cation) and they are known as cation active compounds.

In this case the negative ion consists of a simple chlorine atom carrying a negative

charge. The cationic surface-active agents are in most cases poor detergents and are of

little interest from the point of view of cleaners, although they are of great interest in

other respects. In the third, which has come into prominence in very recent years, the

compound does not ionize or split up into positively and negatively charged particles

in water solution and is known as nonionic.

These last compounds are made up of a long-chain hydrocarbon (the hydrophobic

group) , to one end of which is attached a second chain consisting of hydrocarbon units

of two carbon atoms apiece linked together by means of oxygen atoms. This latter group

is known as an ether linkage because it is the characteristic group of the class of com-

pounds called ethers. Although they do not ionize, ether linkages are weakly hydrophilic,

and a compound having 10 or 12 of such linkages, as do the nonionics, will tend to be

soluble in water. Thus, the necessary balance between solubility and insolubility is

secured in a nonionic compound by the presence of a hydrophobic hydrocarbon chain

attached to a hydrophilic chain. Some of their advantages are: they do not form salts

with calcium and/or magnesium ions and are, consequently, unaffected by hard water;

they do not react with acids and may be used even in strong acid solution; in general,

they foam less than ionic surface-active agents, a property which is desirable where a

non-foaming cleaner is required. Along with all their desirable properties, however,

nonionic compounds have one disadvantage—they are heavy pastes or thick liquids

which cannot be dried to solid powders and must be handled in these forms.

.\ group of synthetic detergents commonly referred to as igepons are soaps whose

carbo.xyl (COOH) group has been "blocked" by combination with a short hydrocarbon

chain having a strongly hydrophilic sulphonic group.

The alkylaryl sulfonates have a basic structure of a benzene ring and alkyl side

chain of about 12 carbon atoms which seems to favor detergency and many of the mo-st

.successful detergents are of this group.

It is noteworthy that small differences in the structure of surface-active compounds

often affect their behavior profoundly. For example, alcohol sulfates, in which the sulfate

group is located at the end of the hydrocarbon chain, are among the best available

detergents. On the other hand, alcohol sulfates developed more recently in which the

sulfate group is situated near the center of the hydrocarbon chain, lack detergent power

almost entirely, but are among the most powerful wetting agents known.

Since dirt consists of certain specific kinds of matter, its actual composition will be

largely determined by where it is found. Dirt is rarely a single substance and most always

consists of a complex mixture. In the railroad field most of the dirt we have to deal with

docs not dissolve in water and is made up of oily matter and solid particles. The oily

components of the dirt include mineral oil, tar, grease and fats. The solid particles

include soot, fly ash, and carbonaceous matter from incompletely burned fuel. There are

also many dusts arising from all kinds of industrial processes. Oily matter and solid

particles almost always occur together, and it would be quite unusual to find solid dirt

free from oil. This fact is of considerable importance in cleaning.
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Many assume that the way detergents help to remove dirt is a simple matter and

can be easily explained. Actually, however, a number of rather complex chemical and

physical reactions take place, and the fundamental chemistry of cleaninp: is so involved

that experts in the field of detergents do not completely understand it even at the

present day. The study of what detergents actually do in the cleaning process belongs

to the fie?d of colloidal chemistry. Water solutions of soaps and detergents used for

cleaning, with the exception of the nonionics, belong to a special group of colloidal

.substances known as colloidal electrolytes. If a very small quantity of soap is put in

water it dissolves completely, forming positively charged sodium ions and negative ions

containing the long hydrocarbon chains of the fatty acid from which the soap is made.

If the concentration of the solution is increased by the addition of more soap the long

chain negative ions which are hydrophobic and soluble in water only to a very slight

extent seek escape from the surrounding water with which they are incompatible.

Since the water repellent negative ions do not all concentrate at the surface, they

can "escape" from water in a different way, namely, by grouping themselves into spherical

colloidal particles known as "micelles" containing perhaps 50 to 100 ions. These micelles

are made up in such a way that the water repellent hydrophobic chains are in the centers

of the spheres, and the surfaces of the micelles are formed by the hydrophilic ends. This

arrangement has the effect of enclosing the hydrophobic parts of the ions in a hydrophilic

shell, thus making the "micelles" as a whole soluble in water. This behavior of soaps is

typical of surface-active agents generally and plays a very important part in their ability

to remove dirt.

When cleaning, the surface to be cleaned can be considered as hydrophobic, and

the fundamental reason why detergents are of such great assistance in cleaning is that

they have the ability to transform a hydrophobic surface into a hydrophilic one. This is

accomplished by the strong tendency of the hydrophobic chains of the detergent molecules

to get themselves as far away as possible from the surrounding water. In striving to do

so they attach themselves to any hydrophobic surface that may be present. At the

same time, the hydrophilic ends of the detergent molecules naturally orient themselves

toward the water for which they have a strong affinity. The overall effect is to transform

what was originally a water-repellent surface into a water-receptive surface by covering

it with a layer of detergent molecules oriented as just described.

When a detergent solution acts on a layer of dirt spread over any given surface

the dirt which is ordinarily hydrophobic provides a means for the long-chain negative

ions of the detergent to escape from the water by attaching themselves to it. In doing

so the hydrophilic heads project into the water to which they are naturally attracted.

Thus, the dirt layer, which was at first hydrophobic, becomes hydrophilic since its

surface is now completely coated with the hydrophilic ends of the detergent molecules.

The detergent molecules attach themselves not only to dirt but to the underlying

surface as well wherever there is a break in the dirt layer. The detergent solution thus

"wets" this surface and in so doing is able to displace the dirt layer. The detergent

molecules in attaching themselves try to cover as much of the surface as possible. If the

dirt particles are broken up (by agitation) a much greater surface is presented for

attachment of the detergent molecule. The suspended dirt usually consists of a mkture

of solid and liquid particles, as well as solid particles covered with a layer of oil. When

the detergent molecules attach themselves to soil particles the latter become hydrophilic

and will suspend in water. The particles formed in this manner are of colloidal size,

too small for the separate particles to be visible to the naked eye; this is known as a

colloidal dispersion.
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Detergents and surface-active agents, generally, when dissolved in water, lower its

surface tension very markedly, which undoubtedly contributes to better cleaning ability.

However, it cannot be said that any compound that lowers the surface tension of water

is necessarily a detergent because many substances that do so have no cleaning proper-

ties. The same holds true for foaming. Foaming certainly is associated with cleaning,

and many of the best detergents produce copious amounts of foam in cleaning operations.

Foam, however, is by no means an infallible guide in selecting a detergent. Some materials

produce a great deal of foam in water without being detergents, and there are some
quite good detergents that give little or no foam.

Detergents containing chains in the 12 -carbon range are made from imported cocoa

nut oil and work best at relatively low temperature, whereas, those that contain 18

carbon atoms in the chain are most efficient at higher temperatures. The latter are made
from cheap domestic tallow.

Ordinary soaps should not be used in solutions having a pH below 7, but they can

be used at an\- pH above 7. The optimum pH valve at which they work best is in the

neighborhood of 10.5. The synthetic detergents are far less affected by acids than are

soaps and can be used to some extent below pH 7. But they, too, have been found to

perform best in the alkaline range at a pH between 10 and 11. No difficulty arises in

keeping the soap solutions up to the optimum pH because solutions used have a pH
of about 10.5 normally. The action of water on the soap itself results in the formation

of a small amount of sodium hydro.xide. To synthetic detergents whose solutions are

tienerally neutral (pH 7), alkaline substances must be added in order to maintain the

most favorable pH. These substances, known as "builders", increase the detergent value

and are economical ingredients. The most common builders are soda ash, phosphates,

certain sodium silicates, and free caustic soda. Phosphate builders in particular act as

water softeners by tying up calcium and magnesium ions so they cannot react with

soap or otherwise adversely affect the solution.

Cleaning compounds can be classified as follows:

1. Soap products

(a) Soap in bar and cake form

(b) Packaged soap products in the form of powder, flakes, granules or beads

2. Non-soap packaged cleaners

.?. Abrasive cleaners

4. Products based on the new synthetic detergents

(a) Light-duty detergents

(b) Heavy-duty or built detergents

While the nature of soaps has been discussed sufficiently it might be well at this

point to consider soaps for the industrial worker and a few physiological facts that must
l)c understood before the problem can be adequately approached.

The surface of the skin is substantially coated with acid originating in sweat, with

some contribution from glands, and is composed mainly of lactic acid. More and more
it is becoming established that this acid mantle aids the skin in resisting the action

of bacteria and chemical irritants. To destroy this acid mantle is to destroy the "first

line of defense" of the skin. Prolonged and profuse sweating sometimes becomes alkaline,

thus washing away the acid coating of the skin surface, and the well known high incidence

of industrial dermatitis in hot weather may often be cau.sed bv this fact. Alkali as an
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additive or from soap hydrolysis, high alkalinity waters, certain solvents, and too aggres-

sive a detergent or wetting agent must also be avoided in this connection.

Body-cleaning agents are available in cakes, powders, liquids and pastes, and each

lends itself to preference under different circumstances.

Cake soap is suited to the inclusion of mineral abrasives but not to vegetable origin

abrasives which are frequently helpful in proper cleaning. Issuing individual cakes is

highly uneconomical since many of them are wasted, lost and carried away. Their use

in industry is limited.

Liquid soaps are commonly potassium soaps, and the fatty acids suited to their

formulation are those most likely to induce dermatitis (e.g., cocoanut oil) . This is not

necessarily true of synthetic liquid detergents.

Paste soaps have many of the disadvantages of cake and liquid soap and few

superiorities over any—at least in industry.

Powdered soaps are usually economical, may be dispensed readily, may not be easily

removed from the premises, are subject to little wastage and may contain scrubbers.

Organic scrubbers are preferred, since mineral abrasives induce microscopic skin abrasions,

and in order of preference at this time, the scrubbers are cornmeal, corn cob meal, wood
meal and walnut shell meal.

Some synthetic detergents foremostly promoted for laundry purposes are better

suited to skin requirements than some soaps directly sponsored for hygenic use. Com-
bination of a properly selected powdered synthetic detergent with an organic scrubber

for practical purposes in industry is a matter of choice.

The pathogenic organisms more readily destroyed by soap solutions include strep-

tococci, peneumococci, mengococci, diphtheria bacilli, influenza bacilli and spirochetae

pallidae. Staphylococci are most resistant.

Few chemical germicides in soaps are active and at the same time harmless. Occa-

sionally, dermatitis or sensitization may be induced by these anti-bacterial agents. The

two germicidal agents best regarded for inclusion in soaps are mercuric iodide and

dihydroxy hexachloro diphenyl methane.

The products in Class 2 form a relatively small group, but have been on the market

for many years. They are based on certain inorganic phosphates that are versatile clean-

ers as well as good water softeners. One clue to their effectiveness is their rapid action

with greases and greasy constituents of dirt. Further, they clean well without producing

foam and accordingly illustrate the fact that, contrary to popular belief, foam is not

essential to good cleaning.

In Class 3, scouring powders only will be considered, even though such cleaners

are also marketed in paste and bar form. Originally, scouring powders were designed for

cleaning kitchen pots and pans. They have, however, been used as all purpose cleaners,

often with serious damage to glazed .sinks, bath tubs, and painted woodwork. Scouring

powders usually consist of a uniform mixture of soap powders, an insoluble abrasive,

and an alkaline salt, such as soda ash. While scouring powders differ widely in compo-

sition a typical average composition might be illustrated as follows: 80 to 90 percent

abrasives, 2 to 10 percent soap, and 1 to 10 percent soda ash.

The abrasives used vary widely in hardness, with silica and feldspar at the hard

end of the scale to talc and chalk at the soft end. Abrasives that are soft enough to be

used on the most delicate surfaces are often too mild to give good cleaning action under

more severe conditions. Through the proper choice of abrasives or mixture of abrasives,

it is possible to compound a scouring powder suitable for most any purpose. A recent

i
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improvement in scouring powders is the substitution of synthetic detergents in place

of soap as one of the ingredients.

Class 4 consists of products based on the new synthetic-type detergents. The words

"based on" are important, for these products do not consist entirely of synthetic deter-

gents, but contain other ingredients as well. The synthetic is the "active" ingredient on

which the detergent power of the mixture depends, but the other ingredients play an

important role.

The light-duty detergents consist of a simple mixture of the synthetic compound

and a neutral salt, usually sodium sulfate. The synthetic, or active ingredient, generally

constitutes 30 to 40 percent of the mixture, sodium sulfate making up the balance.

The chief advantage of mixing sodium sulfate with the detergent is the fact that it

contributes to the cleaning power of the mixture. Sodium sulfate, however, is not as

effective as the builders to be discussed in connection with the heavy duty detergents.

The heavy-duty detergents of Class 4 (b) are the latest arrivals in the field of

cleaners, and have risen to first place on the consumer market. The spray dried heavy-

duty detergents are homogeneous bead-like particles that pour freely, dissolve rapidly

in water, and consist of mixtures of one or more synthetic detergents with the addition

of certain highly effective builders, usually polyphosphates. Only two of the polyphos-

phates need be considered, tripolyphosphate and tetrasodium pyrophosphate.

These phosphates, instead of reacting with the calcium and magnesium ions of hard

water to form insoluble precipitates, are able to lock up or sequester these ions in tho

form of water-soluWe compounds. The chemist calls this process "complex formation."

The sequestering power of these substances is so great that they can even redissolve

the slimy precipitate which forms when hard water acts on soap. Synthetic detergents

have greater hard water resistance than soap because their calcium and magnesium salts

are more soluble. Nevertheless, they require the addition of phosphate builders to

counteract the adverse effect of hard water.

Of recent development are materials to prevent dirt from redepositing. One substance

used for this purpose in alkaline cleaners only is sodium carboxymethyl cellulose, com-

monly called sodium CMC for short. CMC not only improves the power of detergents

to remove soil but also prevents the redeposition of the soil after it has been removed.

Most of the cleaners used on a railroad, with the exception of acid cleaners, belong

in Class 4 (b). That is, they contain a synthetic detergent, often in combination with

soap, and are then "built" with phosphates, soda ash, metasilicate or even straight caustic

for very heavy-duty jobs.

The physical changes that surface-active agents bring about in a liquid arc: lowering

of surface tension, wetting, foaming, emulsification, dispersion and detergency. These

properties are not independent of one another but are closely interrelated. Any given

surface-active agent has all of the general properties to some degree, and, therefore, all

detergents are to some extent wetting agents, cmulsifiers, and dispersing agents. In any

given case, however, one property usually predominates and forms the basis for classifying

a compound as to its being a wetting agent, a detergent, an emulsifier, or other kind

of surface-active agent.

The tests commonly used in the laboratory to measure certain characteristic proper-

ties of surface-active agents are accurate only to the extent to which conditions can be

standardized. For instance, in an effort to prepare a really representative artificial soil

analyses of ordinary street dirt were collected from .six American cities: Pittsburgh, De-

troit, Cleveland, Buffalo, St. Louis and Boston. The analysis of dirt from each city

disclosed them to be remarkably similar. It was found that the various dirts contained
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much lower amounts of rinely divicicd carbon than is usually assumed to be present

in dirt, and they all contained a very high proportion of silica. Lack of attention to any

of the details, however, will lead to erratic results. These tests are adequately described

elsewhere in the literature.

What is most lacking is an understanding of the relationship between the chemical

structure of a surface-active agent and what it does. Very little careful work on this

problem has been done up to the present time, because it is quite difficult and tim^

consuming. Also, since the synthetic detergents became a commercial success without

anyone having to know too much about them, the need for fundamental research did

not seem urgent.

In determining whether one detergent is better than another the answer usually

depends on the end use. The producers of detergents study them very carefully, compili'

information on what they do, how they perform under various conditions and this

information is usually available for the asking.

About the only thing that the purchaser has to consider is cleaning costs. Here the

performance of the cleaner as well as its initial cost must be taken into consideration,

since a higher priced product that works efficiently often results in a lower cost per unit

than a cheap material that does not do as good a job. Approval or disapproval of any

cleaning material then, rests primarily on the cost per unit of satisfactory cleaning, and

this can be determined only by properly trained observers testing the material under

service conditions. Secondary considerations for approving a cleaning material include

traffic relationships, supplier responsibility, location of formulating plant, engineering

service, etc.

During recent years, the major efforts of the detergent producers have been directed

toward developing the all-purpose cleaner. This is no doubt a carry over from the day,-

when there was only one detergent available, soap, and it was used for everything

The leading heavy-duty detergents on the market today do approach the ideal of all-

purpose cleaners, but it stands to reason that no cleaner can do all jobs perfectly.

It is practically an impossible task to write material specifications for the few-

classes or types of cleaners used in the railroad industry since it would take several

thousand individual specification to cover the field. The alternative to material specifica-

tions is performance specifications, and many experts in the field believe this approach

can be only makeshift since reliable empirical testing methods have not been developed

to measure all of the desirable as well as undesirable properties of a detergent compound.
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Report on Assignment 10

Detection and Disposal of Radioactive Materials in Air, Oil and

Water Filters on Diesel Locomotive and Other Equipment

Collaborating With Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, AAR

J. M. Bates (chairman, suljcommittee), H. M. Schudiich, B. W. DeGeer, C. E. Fisher,

R. S. Glvnn, E. M. Grime, H. M. Hoffmcister, J. J. Laudig, John Norman, L. E.

Talbot, j. E. Tiedt, C. B. Voitelle.

This is a report of progress submitted as information.

Arrangements and studies are now being conducted relative to the handling of

radioactive materials in transit on raih-oads at the time of an accident, and this sub-

committee, through cooperation with H. A. Campbell, chief inspector, and Dr. W. G.

McKenna, chief chemist, of the Bureau for the Safe Transportation of Explosives and

Other Dangerous Articles, AAR, contemplates having a small booklet available for dis-

tribution to operating, maintenance of way and other interested officers of railroads some-

time during 1957. The express purpose of such a pamphlet is to have information readily

available at the time of an accident and to insure safe handling of radioactive materials

in transit.

Your committee has been advised that the Atomic Energy Commission is not con-

templating any additional tests of nuclear weapons at Yucca Flats in the vicinity of

Las Vegas, Nev., this year; therefore, it will not be able to make any additional fallout

material tests on rolling equipment in the area between Salt Lake City and Los Angeles.
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Report on Assignment 11

Design of Plants and Treatment Methods For Small Drinking

Water Supplies Where Approved Public Supplies

Are Not Available

Collaborating With Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, AAR

E. L. E. Zahm (chairman, subcommittee), T. W. Brown, B. W. De Geer, D. E. Drake,

R. S. Glynn, H. E. Graham, T. L. Hendrix, Jr., Theodore Morris, N. B. Roberts,

E. R. Schlaf, D. C. Teal, H. W. Van Hovenberg, J. W. Wiggins.

This report covers small drinking water supplies for the use of employees and their

families at isolated locations where approved public water supplies are not available.

It is a final report presented as information.

While this classification is not covered by interstate quarantine regulations, it is the

responsibility of the railroad to provide safe and palatable water for this use. Water

supplies for this purpose should be secured from sources which have proved safe and

reliable or which can be made safe by treatment methods. In providing water at isolated

locations it may be necessary to modify the requirements of federal regulations covering

water for passenger equipment, but it is desirable to secure water of best suitable quality

for employee use. The proper investigation of available sources and attention to location

in relation to possible contamination is necessary and will influence the type and size

of equipment required for treatment.

Eighteen replies to a questionnaire sent to 27 railroads indicate that 8 roads do not

find it necessary to operate any drinking water supplies in this category while 10 roads

operate one or more plants. A total of 55 plants are reported in operation on the 10

roads. At approximately half of these locations surface water is used and water is

obtained from wells at the other locations. Various treatments are used to produce

potable water, the methods depending largely upon local conditions.

The following information should be considered in developing small drinking water

supplies for employees in order to provide safe water and to minimize treatment

requirements.

Characteristics

The water should be palatable and as free as possible from odor, color or turbidity.

Dissolved mineral solids should not be excessive and the water should not be corrosive

to the distribution system.

Sources

1. Wells—Properly located and constructed wells^ are generally the most satisfactory

source of small drinking water supplies. Less treatment is required than for surface

supplies as natural filtration may purify water that percolates through suitable soil. In

many cases wells may provide safe water of proper characteristics without any treatment.

However, public health requirements include chlorination of all public supplies.

2. Surface Supplies—Surface supplies such as streams, ponds and springs should be

taken from the cleanest possible source which will provide an adequate quantity. Care

should be taken in locating intakes to avoid heavy contamination from drainage from

sewers, septic tanks, barn yards and polluted bodies of water.

lAREA Proceeding, Vol, 52, 1951, pages 230-241,
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Spring water may come from porous formation or from crevices or fissures in rocks.

The same principles that apply to well location and construction should apply to springs.

The spring should be located above flood level, completely enclosed in a water-tight con-

crete box penetrating to the water-bearing stratum and filled with a tight overlapping

cover. In some cases surface waters treated with lime, soda ash and coagulants for boiler

feed purposes have proved sufficiently disinfected for drinking water, provided a reten-

tion time of at least 6 hr is maintained and lime excesses provided to give a pH of

approximately 0.0. It may be necessary to filter such water, and the caustic alkalinity

should be neutralized.

3. Cisterns—Cisterns can be made reasonably satisfactory sources of drinking water

without treatment but are ordinai'lly constructed only when conditions preclude the pos-

sibility of developing wells. Careful attention should be given the design and construction

to provide proper grade, downspout piping and clcanout. In general, filters are not

recommended. Cisterns used as storage tanks and filled from tank cars which have been

filled from approved sources and used exclusively for hauling drinknig water may be

satisfactory, but recommended practice is to chlorinate each car as filled.

4. Tank Cars—Tank cars assigned exclusively to drinking water service may be used

to supply satisfactory water if they are filled from approved sources and handled properly

to avoid contamination in filling or in transit. However, these cars should be chlorinated

each time they are refilled. Such cars are usually set out at points of use and refilled

at approved locations as required.

5. Distillation—The distillation process provides safe water without treatment, but

the flat taste of the water may be objectionable. Aeration will improve this condition.

This type of water is aggressive and requires proper receptacles for handling and storage.

6. Bottled Water—Bottled water is satisfactory if secured from approved sources.

7. Snow and Ice—In some isolated locations it may be necessary and practical to use

melted snow or ice for drinking purposes.

Treatment Methods

The design of treatment plants ].>; contingent upon such factors as the initial quality

of the water, volume required, and availability of power. One or more of the following

methods may be required to produce water of satisfactory quality for drinking purposes.

1. Filtration—Filtration is one of the basic processes for removing turbidity or

other suspended material. Sand filtration, with a bed of fine sand overlaying layers of

coarser sand and gravel contained in a suitable unit with the necessan*' piping arrange-

ment, is used for filtration. Such filters may be of pressure or gravity type designed to

operate at a flow rate of 2 gal per sq ft of filter area per min. The water is usually

treated to coagulate the suspended matter to provide a gelatinous material which accumu-

lates in the sand and benefits filtration. Filter alum is generally used for this purpose

and is applied through an alum pot which is an integral part of the filter piping. Filters

are washed by reversing the flow of water so that the upward flow floats the sand and

dirt, expanding it .30 to 40 percent of its normal volume. The movement of the grains

of sand scrub off the dirt which is washed out of the filter.

The filter is washed when the loss of head is about 10 psi or when the filtered water

becomes unsatisfactory. The wash rate .should be as high as possible without washing

the sand from the unit and should be continued until the effluent is as clear as the

influent.

Filter aids are used to clarify water containing collodial material as turbidity.

Piatomite, soinetlmes calle4 (^atomaceous earth or filter aid, is available as diatomaceous^
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Fig. 1—Small packaged filter with single control valve and accessories.

silica filter aid which is inert to water and water treatment chemicals. When used as a

filter medium it is supported as a filter cake on cylindrical elements of helically wound

wire, porous rubber or porous refractory material. During the filter cycle the optimum

addition of filter aid (determined by trial) is maintained.

Filters of practically any size are readily obtainable from a large number of manu-

facturers (Fig. 1).

2. Taste and Odor Control—Authorities on 'the subject of taste and odor control

agree that tastes are detected by "taste buds" in the mouth, principally on the tongue,

and that taste consists of sweet, sour, bitter and salt. They do not agree on the funda-

i
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mental odors. One school of thouj^ht lists six categories: spicy, flowery, fruity, resinous,

foul and burnt. Another school lists only four: fragrant, acid or sour, burnt and caprylic,

a fermentation of butyric acid with an unpleasant odor resembling that of sweat. The

combination of tastes and odors are practically without limit, and the one best method

of eliminating them, or at least reducing them to a palatable level in a water supply,

is a challenge to the ingenuity of the engineer and chemist.

The processes used in combatting taste and odor are often intimately tied in with

iron removal, sterilization, filtration and softening processes. For example, aeration is

beneficial to iron, taste and odor control. The iron is removed by oxidization; the odor

is removed by establishing a state of equilibrium between the gases in the water and

the gases in solution. If carbon dioxide is released by the iron, taste is also affected by

the removal of this gas, reducing the acidity of the water.

Aeration of a small water supply is most easily accomplished by pumping air into

the water by means of perforated pipes, strainers, porous plates or tubes. Care must be

used to diffuse the air thoroughly throughout the water to eliminate "dead spots". A
simple method of obtaining thorough diffusion in a compact space is to introduce water

and compressed air into the bottom of a small enclosed tank containing a coarse gravel

bed, and discharging the air-water mixture into an elevated vented storage tank. An air

dosage equal to that of the water treated is sometimes necessary to remove carbon

dioxide and hydrogen sulfide ; however, dosage of 0.05 cu ft of air per gallon of water

will suffice in some cases of odor removal.

If a large volume of compressed air is available and the water supply is obtained

from a well of fairly high static level, iron, taste and odor removal may be accomplished

by means of pumping the water by means of air lift.

Aeration will not affect odors not due to decomposition or volatile oils. Tastes and

odors due to industrial wastes and chlorophcnols, created by chlorinating water containing

phenols, are not affected by aeration. Furthermore, the growth of algae is promoted by

aeration, provided certain conditions of air, sunlight and dust are present.

In softening a water supply by any of the precipitation methods, much is accom-

plished to promote taste and odor removal. Decaying organic matter in suspension is

enmeshed in the precipitate ; no doubt odors are absorbed on the faces of the freshly

formed crystals. Iron, which contributes to taste, is removed if it has been oxidized to

the greater valence. Hydrogen sulfide is removed. Taste due to excessive carbon dioxide is

removed. The choice of coagulants is important in securing good flocculation as well

as taste.

In softening a water supply by the so-called zeolite method, if the carbonate hard-

ness is high, an effluent having a "baking soda" taste may be objectionable. While the

four basic tastes mentioned above do not include an "alkaline" taste, nevertheless it is

considered by some that the sen.sation of an alkaline taste is produced by chemical

action on the tongue.

Tastes due to a high chloride content cannot be benefited by softening, aeration,

filtration or chlorination. Deionizaticn, even using split treatment, is impractical in

most cases.

Chlorination may be used in controlling certain tastes and odors. This phase of water

treatment is covered elsewhere in this report. Exces.sive chlorination may be removed

by aeration or by application of activated carbon, discu.sscd below.

Activated carbon cannot remove tastes due to the acid control of water. It will

remove muddy, fishy and musty odors. Pressure-type activated charcoal filters are avail-
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able, which are suitable for installation in supply lines to drinking fountains, etc. These

may be installed singly, or in parallel or tandem banks if necessary, to secure water free

from taste or odors. Rcplacable cartridges are available, but care should be exercised

in the selection of these cartridges to obtain a suitable type.

If water is treated by a precipitation-filtration method, powdered activated carbon

may be added to the water with the coagulant, or just ahead of the filters, or even laid

on the surface of the sand filter, provided that dosage and contact time are properly

adjusted. The powdered material may be converted to a slurry, or dry-fed at a rate

of from 5 to 20 ppm, depending on conditions. If slurry is used, corrosion-resistant vats,

mixers, pumps and feed lines are recommended. The vat should be of concrete. Slurry

pumps made of duriron have been successful in resisting corrosion. Slurry agitator, shafts

and paddles made of 316 stainless steel have been recommended. Slurry discharge lines

may be made of hose for small installations.

Granular activated carbon may also be used. A separate filter bed may be employed,

and the carbon backwashed and regenerated by steam, if available. This regeneration

treatment may be repeated several times before replacement of the carbon is necessary.

There are available many types and brands of activated carbon, varying in price

and effectiveness. The trial and error method is usually employed to determine the most

efficient type and the most effective pH range for controlling the particular problem.

The choice of methods and materials used in controlling taste and odor will be governed,

therefore, by other forms of water treatment being carried on simultaneously.

3. Softening—Hard waters may be made satisfactory for drinking and culinary use

through the salt regenerated zeolite method." This is a simple and economical process,

and zeolite softeners of a wide range of sizes and flow rates are available from numerous

manufacturers. Analysis of the water to be softened will determine the type of zeolite

required. The hardness of the water together with the quantity determine the size of

the unit. (Fig. 2)

4. Iron Removal—Carbonaceous or resinous type zeolite softeners will remove fer-

rous iron from solution during the normal softening cycle. The presence of sulfides in

the water may cause difficulty. Manganese zeolites may be used for iron removal if

softening is not required.

Iron removal by means of aeration is used in some cases although this method is

not practical for very small supplies.

5. Sterilization-—Water that has been treated effectively by the processes of coagula-

tion, sedimentation and filtration should be nearly free of harmful bacteria. However,

complete removal of pathogens is essential, and this is accomplished by sterilization as

the last purification procedure. The chemical usually used for this purpose is chlorine,

either as a gas or as a chlorine-containing compound. Other sterilization agents include

chlorine dioxide, a combination of chlorine and ammonia, excess lime treatment to pro-

duce a pH above 9.S, ozone, iodine, precipitated silver and even exposure to ultraviolet

light. Applicable to a small drinking water system for a railroad there are probably only

two; chlorine and excess lime.

6. Chlorination—Practically all water contains dissolved material and organisms

which may be oxidized or destroyed by available chlorine. Upon chlorination, a part

of the chlorine is consumed within a period of 10 to IS min in oxidizing such substances

and in destroying living organisms. The amount thus consumed is commonly referred

to as the chlorine demand of the water. It is essential to chlorinate sufficiently to satisfy

= AREA Proceedings, Vol. 55, 1954, page 362.
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Fig. 2—Zeolite softener with brine tank.

this demand and to provide a residual chlorine content in the water of 0.1 to 0.2 ppm.

Determination of chlorine residual is usually made by a simple colorimetric test where

the yellow color, due to the addition of a few drops of orthotolidine, is compared with

permanent glass standards. Such tests should be made at least daily.

Gas chlorinators use liquid chlorine in cylinders under pressure. The chlorinator

meters the gas and dissolves it in a small stream of water prior to application. Units are

available with capacities from 0.05 to 6000 lb of chlorine per day. Chlorine is much
cheaper per pound in the liquified gas form (12 cents ±) than in the chlorine-containing

compounds such as hypochlorite. However, due to the high initial cost of gas chlorinators,

special requirements for handling, storage and safety precautions, the use of gas

chlorinators is usually limited to sterilizing supplies of more than 100,000 gal per day.
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Fig. 3—Chlorinator for small drinking water supplies.

Most hypochlorinators are small diaphragm-type pumps supplying a solution con-

taining chlorine, usually made from high-test calcium hypochlorite (70 percent available

CI) . These are available from several reputable manufacturers in a wide variety of

designs with electric motor, hydraulic and electric solenoid power and either with constant

rate feed with manual adjustment, or proportional feed actuated by water, orifice and

other flow measuring devices. A typical unit has a diaphragm pump head made of

plastic with plastic check valves and plastic tubing for suction and discharge pipe.

(Fig. 3)

Home-made hypochlorinators using constant-head weirs to control drip of solution

into a non-pressure reservoir have been used with limited success.
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Fig. A—Typical treatment plant, Northern Pacific Railway, Gibbon, Wash.

Earthenware crocks or parafined wooden barrels may be used as vats for the hypo-
chlorite solution, which is usually made up as a solution of 1 to 2 percent available

chlorine.

Fairly recently a slow dissolvinp tablet of calcium hypochlorite has been made
available by one chemical company, together with a feeder whereby a metered stream
of water dissolves the tablets in approximate proportion to the rate of water flow.

Tablets weigh 1/6 oz, containing 70 percent available chlorine and cost about $1.40 per

pound of available chlorine.

7. Excess Lime—The sterilizing effect of excess lime, which has been used in several

municipal supplies (mostly in Ohio), in lieu of chlorination, lends itself very well to
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Fig. 5—Typical treatment plant, M-K-T Lines, Franklin, Mo.

some small railroad drinking water systems where lime-soda softened water is available

for boiler feedwater. The lime excess in the water provides a pH above 9.S, which has

sufficient germicidal action to render the water safe. In some cases supplementary treat-

ment with alum and filtration is used to reduce the causticity and to insure removal of

amoebic cysts.

General

The volume of water required, the quality and other factors will vary so greatly

at different locations that treatment plant design cannot be standardized. By determining

the requirements and the quality of the water at individual locations, small plants can

be economically designed to provide safe palatable water for the use of employees

for drinking and general purposes. (Figs. 4 and S)
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommended revisions page 434

2. Merits and economics of prefabricated types of highway-railway grade

crossings.

Progress report, presented as information page 43Q

i. Merits of various types of highway-railway grade cro.ssing protection,

collaborating with Signal Section AAR.

Progress report, presented as information page 440

4. Outline to guide highway departments and others in making applications

for easements, etc.

Final report, presented for adoption and inclusion in the Manual page 441

5. Possible change in existing protection at grade crossings where railroads have

changed from multiple-track to single-track operation, collaborating with

Signal Section, AAR.

Oral report possibly to be presented at annual meeting.
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6. Problems related to location and construction of limited access highways

in vicinity of or crossing railways.

Final report, presented for adoption and inclusion in the Manual page 443

7. Sight distance at highway-railway grade crossings.

Oral report to be made at annual meeting.

8. Recommended protection at highway-railway grade crossings where one-

way traffic on the highway crosses one or more tracks on the railway,

collaborating with Signal Section, AAR.

Progress report, presented as information page 444

10. The effect of highway improvement projects on railway properties, col-

laborating with the AAR Committee on Grade Crossings.

Final report, presented as information page 457

The Committee on Highways,

C. I. Hartsell, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 532. November 1956.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

J. M. Trissal (chairman, subcommittee), B. Blum, E. R. Englert, J. T. Fitzpatrick, C. I.

Hartsell, Wm. J. Hedley, J. A. Jorlett, J. E. K. Krylow, R. W. Mauer, E. A. Miller,

H. G. Morgan, R. E. Nottingham, W. C. Pinschmidt, R. R. Thurston.

Your committee submits the following recommendations with respect to Chapter o

of the Manual:

Pages 9-1-2 and 9-1-3

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR HIGHWAY GRADE CROSSINGS
OVER RAILROAD TRACKS

Reapprove with the following revision:

In Art. 3. Width and Surfaces of Approaches, page 9-1-2, add after the word

"approaches" in second line the following: "to an automatically protected railroad-

highway grade crossing."

Page 9-2-2

Fig. 1—Highway Crossing Sign, Painted, 6-Ft, 50-Deg Type

Reapprove with following revision:

Change note reading: "Paint post white or aluminum" by adding the words: "if

practicable."

Page 9-2-3

Fig. 2—Highway Crossing Sign, Reflector, 6-Ft, 50-Deg Type

Reapprove with following revision:

Remove pinnacle from post on side view of crossing sign.
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Page 9-2-4

Fig. 3—Highway Crossing Sign, Painted, 4-Ft, 90-Deg Type

Reapprove with following revision:

Change note reading: "Paint post white or aluminum" by adding the words: '"if

practicable."

Page 9-2-5

Fig. 4—Highway Crossing Sign, Reflector, 4-Ft, 90-Deg Type

Reapprove without change.

Page 9-2-6

Fig. 5—Reflector Watchman Of? Duty Sign

Reapprove without change.

Page 9-2-7

Fig. 6—Reflector Gates Not Working Sign

Reapprove without change.

Pages 9-3-2 and 9-3-3

REQUISITES FOR HIGHWAY GRADE CROSSING SIGNALS

Reapprove with the following revision:

In Art. 2. .•\spect, page 9-3-2, add the following sentence: "Additional light units or

an additional signal may be used if it is determined to be impracticable to protect all

highway traffic approaching the crossing from one direction with a single signal."

Page 9-3-4

Fig. 1—Typical Location Plan for Automatic Crossing Gates

and Flashing-Light Signals—Right Angle

Reapprove with following revisions:

Change note in upper left and lower right corners reading: "Mechanism for Oper-

ating Gate Arm", to read: "Center of Base for Crossing Protection." Show arrow pointing

to center of base.

Change solid line designating center line of pavement to the conventional designation

for center line.

Change title to read: "Typical Location Plan for Automatic Crossing Signals With

or Without Gates for Two-Way Highway Traffic—Right Angle."

Change title in table of contents to conform.

Page 9-3-5

Fig. 2—Typical Location Plan for Automatic Crossing Gates

and Flashing-Light Signals—Acute Angle

Reapprove with following revisions:
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Change note in upper left and lower right corners reading: "Mechanism for Oper-

ating Gate Arm", to read: "Center of Base for Crossing Protection." Show arrow to

center of base.

Change solid line designating center line of pavement to the conventional designation

for center line.

Change title to read: "Typical Location Plan for Automatic Crossing Signals With

or Without Gates for Two-Way Highway Traffic—Acute Angle."

Change title in table of contents to conform.

Page 9-3-6

Fig. 3—Typical Location Plan for Automatic Crossing Gates

and Flashing-Light Signals—Obtuse Angle

Reapprove with following revisions:

Change note in upper left and lower right corners reading "Mechanism for Oper-

ating Gate Arm", to read: "Center of Base for Crossing Protection." Show arrow point-

ing to center of base.

Change solid line designating center line of pavement to the conventional designation

for center line.

Change title to read: "Typical Location Plan for Automatic Crossing Signals With

or Without Gates for Two-Way Highway Traffic—Obtuse Angle."

Change title in table of contents to conform.

Page 9-3-7

Fig. 4—Typical Curb and Gutter Location Plan for Automatic

Crossing Gates and Flashing-Light Signals

Reapprove with following revisions:

Label vertical dimension line extending downward from left side of left flashing light

background as "Minimum Clearance Line."

Remove the word "reflectorized" in two places shown.

Add dimension "11 in" between vertical face of curb and minimum clearance line

Change arrow from the word "curb" to make it point to the vertical face of curb.

Change title to read "Typical Curb and Gutter Location Plan for Automatic Crossing

Signals With or Without Gates."

Change title in table of contents to conform.

Page 9-3-8

Fig. 5—Highway Crossing Signal, Flashing-Light Type
with Stop on Red Signal Sign

Reapprove with following revision:

Remove word "reflectorized" in two places shown.

Page 9-3-9

Fig, 6—Highway Crossing Signal, Flashing-Light Type with Stop Sign

Reapprove with following revision:

Eliminate the word "reflectorized" referring to the number-of-tracks sign.
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Page 9-3-10

Fig. 7—Highway Crossing Signal, Wig-Wag Type with Stop

When Swinging Sign

Reapprove with following revision:

Eliminate the word "reflectorized."

Page 9-3-11

Fig. 8—Highway Crossing Signal, Wig-Wag Type with Stop Sign

Reapprove with following revision:

Eliminate the Avord "reflectorized."

Page 9-3-12

Fig. 9—Highway Crossing Signal, Flashing-Light Type,
6-Ft and 8-Ft Cantilever Span

Reapprove with following revision:

Delete the word "reflectorized" in two places shown.

In note reading: "Clearance sign where required, to be furnished by Railroad Co.",

delete the words "to be furnished by Railroad Co."

Page 9-3-13

Fig. 10—Highway Crossing Signal, Flashing-Light Type,

10-Ft and 12-Ft Cantilever Span

Reapprove with following revision:

Delete the word "reflectorized" in two places shown.

In note reading: "Clearance sign where required, to be furnished by Railroad Co.",

delete the words "to be furnished by Railroad Co."

Page 9-3-14

REQUISITES FOR "NO RIGHT TURN" OR "NO LEFT TURN"
SIGNALS

Reapprove with following revision:

Delete Art. 2. Application, and substitute the following:

2. Application

On highways adjacent to and approximately paralleling a railroad, which intersect

or join another highway that crosses the railroad at grade, "No Right Turn" or "No

Left Turn" signals may be used to supplement highway grade crossing signals which are

located at the crossing.

Delete Art. 3. -Aspect, and substitute the following to make this article conform

to the wording of Bulletin No. 5 of the Grade Crossing Protection Unit of Train

Operation, Control and Signals, AAR:
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3. Aspect

Sign shall be illuminated without flashing during period that the crossing signals are

operating. The yellow marker located above the sign shall flash in synchronism with the

crossing signals.

In Par. (c) of Art. 4. Mounting, insert the word "drawing" after the words "Sig

Sec." in both references to the Signal Section.

Delete Art. 6. Design and Assembly, and substitute the following:

6. Design and Assembly

"No Right Turn" or "No Left Turn" signs shall be in accordance with Signal Section,

AAR, Specification 231, Manual Part 237; sign roundel shall have transparent letters

with black background. Yellow marker light unit shall be in accordance with Signal

Section, AAR, Specification IQO, Manual Part 166, or Specification 232, Manual Part

244, except for color.

Pages 9-4-1 and 9-4-2

REQUISITES FOR AUTOMATIC CROSSING GATES

Reapprove with following revisions:

Delete Art. 1. Aspect, and substitute the following:

1. Aspect

An automatic gate, when installed, shall serve as an adjunct to a highway crossing

signal of the flashing-light type and, when indicating the approach of a train, shall

present toward approaching highway traffic the aspect of an arm equipped with red

lights either being lowered or at rest in the horizontal position across the lane or lane-

used by traffic approaching the crossing.

Delete Art. 2. Mounting, and substitute the following:

2. Mounting

Flashing-light type signal, with or without gate, or wig-wag type signal should be

placed preferably to the right of approaching highway traffic and conform to Figs. 1, 2

or 3 and Fig. 4. Where local conditions require, gate arms may be placed at other than

right angles to highway, and additional light units or an additional signal may be used

if it is determined to be impracticable to protect all highway traffic approaching the

crossing from one direction with a single .signal.

Page 9-4-4

Fig. 1—Highway Crossing Signal, Flashing-Light Type
with Extended Lights and Mast-Mounted Gate

Reapprove with following revisions:

Remove the word "reflectorized" referring to the number-of-tracks sign.

Remove the word "reflectorized" referring to the Stop on Red Signal sign.

In title of drawing, delete the word "extended" and substitute therefor the word

"suspended."
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Page 9-4-5

Fig. 2—Highway Crossing Signal, Flashing-Light Type
with Extended Lights and Pedestal Mounted Gate

Reapprove with following revision:

Delete the word "reflectorized" in two places.

Report on Assignment 2

Merits and Economics of Prefabricated Types of Highway-
Railway Grade Crossings

R. E. Nottingham (chairman, subcommittee), C. L Hartsell, H. D. Blake, M. H. Corbyn,
Raymond Dejaiffe, P. J. Harnish, W. H. Huffman, W. J. Jones, R. W. Middleton,
E. A. Miller, R J. Pierce, P. D. Tracy, V. R. Walling, J. T. Ward, Raymond Westcott.

The AREA Manual includes specifications for two types of prefabricated crossings:

the sectional treated timber type, and the precast concrete slab type.

Two other types of prefabricated crossing materials have been under observation,

namely, the metal open-grating type in three designs, and the rubber-on-steel-plate pad

design, which has been developed and installed in four locations within the last two

years.

The sectional treated-timber type has been in general use for many years and mav
be expected to have a service Hfe of from 10 to 15 years. The cost in place of a recent

installation, where the railroad prefabricated its own sections from oak ties sized down,

was $13.64 per foot of track, of which $10.64 was for material, and $3 for labor.

Sections of treated gum timber, factory made, are quoted from $12 to $15 per foot

of track, FOB plant, which with hardware, freight and labor would amount to from $15

to $25 per foot of track in place.

Precast concrete slabs were used extensively by several railroads a few years ago

;

however, heavy truck travel over these slabs caused wear under the bearings and the

slabs began to rock and break up, offering a hazard to train movement.

The committee understands that most railroads have decided not to make any new

installations in their main lines and arc replacing, when necessary, the concrete slabs with

other material. At present a crossing of this type would cost $25 to $30 per foot of

track.

Some metal open-grating type crossings of the better type have been giving satis-

factory service during the past five years that they have been under observation. The
cost ranges from .$50 to $100 per foot of track, depending on the design.

The rubber-on-steel-plate type is a recent development which over the past two

years in service has required no maintenance and promises good service life. The installa-

tions are at Akron and Salem, Ohio, Hagerstown, Md., and at Jolict, 111. The cost of

one installation was reported as $72.67 per foot of track, of which $5.08 was labor, and

no freight was charged. The actual cost will probably range up to $100 per foot of track.

More cost and service life data are needed before a full report can be made.

This report is offered as information. Your committee desires to continue this

assignment for further study and recommends the subject be continued.
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Report on Assignment 3

Merits of Various Types of Highway-Railway Grade
Crossing Protection

Collaborating with Signal Section, AAR

J. E. K. Krylow (chairman, subcommittee), H. D. Blake, G. B. Blatt, M. H. Corbyn,
E. R. Englert, J. T. Fitzpatrick, P. J. Harnish, Wm. J. Hedley, D. W. Hughes, R. W.
Mauer, Palmer H. Slack, R. F. Spars, V. R. Walling.

The following is a progress report.

Your committee has been studying this matter for some time and has found that tht

comparative merits of the different protective devices or their combination cannot be

determined by the number of accidents which may occur at a particular railway-highway

grade crossing.

Protection at highway-railway grade crossings is provided by three basic methods:

Communication

Obstruction

Communication and obstruction

1. Communication

Signs—To tell the highway user the location of a grade crossing and warn him of the

possible approach of a train. They may be of the following types: red light, flashing or

non-flashing; bells; wig-wag; rotating signs; watchmen. Any one of these, or a com-

bination, communicates the information to the highway user that a train is on or

approaching the grade crossing.

2. Obstruction

Gates and Barriers—These obstruct the approach to the grade crossing and prevent

the highway user from entering on the crossing when a train is on or approaching a

grade crossing.

3. Communication and Obstruction

A combination of obstruction and communication devices to communicate the infor-

mation to the highway user that a train is on or approaching a grade crossing and

obstructing his approach so that he cannot enter on the crossing.

The committee is endeavoring to determine the merits of these methods and devices

or combination of devices as they apply to the railroads of the United States. Preliminary

study indicates that the merits of the use of the different appliances vary as to location

and traffic.

A study of 51 crossings (multiple tracks) in Pennsylvania and New York protected

with automatic short-arm gate assemblies, consisting of signs, bells, flashing-light signals

and gate arms from date of installation to December 15, 1954, covering 266 crossing

years, and 266 crossing years prior to short-arm gate installation, indicates the following:

No. of Property

Accidents Killed Injured Damage

Before short-arm gates (266 crossing years) 38 10 31 37

After short-arm gates (266 crossing years) 4 .

.

.

.

4
Decrease in total number of accidents since installation of automatic short gates, 89

percent.
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To progress this assignment toward the end that it may be concluded at a reasonabi\

early date, it may be necessary to furnish the committee some financial assistance and

to make some special assignments to determine the conditions as they affect the

different parts of the United State.-..

The report is submitted as information, with the recommendation that the subject

be continued.

Report on Assignment 4

Outline to Guide Highway Departments and Others in Making
Application for Easements, etc.

E. R. Englert (.chairman, subcommittee), G. B. Blatt, Bernard Blum, C. M. Carnahan,

R. B. Carrington, Jr., J. R. Derieux. Jr., W. R. Dunn, Jr., P. W. Elmore, C. I.

Hartsell, F. .\. Miller, W. C. Pinschmidt, J. M. Trissal, J. L. Way, Raymond
Westcott.

In its reports for 1955 and 1956 your committee presented, as information, an "Out-

line" for the guidance of those desiring licenses or easements for highways, streets and

roadways on railway property. (Proceedings, Vol. 56, 1955, page 378, and Vol. 57, 1956,

page 328)

.

Some important revisions to the "Outline" have been made during the past year,

and it is now submitted with the recommendation that it be adopted and published

in the Manual.

LICENSE OR EASEMENT APPLICATIONS

(Highway-Street-Roadways)

A. PURPOSE

This outline is for the guidance of highway personnel and others in making applica-

tion for license or easement for highway, street, or roadway on railway property. Before

a license or easement is granted, consideration must be given by several departments

of the railway. By following this guide, field and office work, by both the applicant and

railway, can be held to the minimum and the granting of licenses and easements greatly

expedited.

B. PROCEDURE

1. Preliminary Review

When it becomes apparent that a license or easement on railway property is being

considered, the locating engineer for the highway, street or roadway shall immediately

contact the chief engineer of the railway for an on-the-ground review.

2. Plans

The applicant shall furnish the following drawings:

a. Plan view or situation map showing:

(1) Railway property lines and improvements, such as tracks, buildings, and

pole lines that are likely to be involved. Railways have maps of all their

property and generally will make them available to responsible organizations

and individuals.
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(2) Boundaries of the property to be used by license or easement, v^ith both ends

tied in with bearings to the center line of a main track. The tie-in points are

to be located by measuring along the center line of the main track to the

nearest permanent railway structure. The license or easement shall also be

located in relation to local land survey ties where practicable.

(3) Distance along the center line of main track from tie-in points to the nearest

railway mile post or survey station.

(4) Proposed highway, street, or roadway, together with secondary structures to

be installed on the license or easement, incidental to the highway, street, or

roadway.

(5) Existing and proposed drainage and structures.

(6) Edge of slopes.

(7) Location of any construction or temporary license or easement.

b. Profiles of center line of proposed highway, street, or roadway, showing original

ground line and proposed grade. Relative base-of-rail or top-of-rail elevation of the main

track at tie-in points of the easement or license shall be shown.

c. Details of present and proposed drainage shall be furnished when runoff charac-

teristics or storage are affected.

d. Cross sections of present ground line, showing proposed roadbed. The sections

shall be carried to the center line of a main track when the proposed roadbed is adjacent

to the track roadbed. Where a crossing of railway tracks is involved, full details as to

grade of road, tracks, pavement section and crown, superelevation, construction details,

and procedure shall be furnished on a large-scale detail drawing.

c. A plat showing the property to be used by license or easement shall be furnished

on 8- by 10-in or 8%- by 13-in (where practicable) vellum or other material suitable

for making reproductions.

3. Submission

a. The plans shall be submitted to the chief engineer of the railway, together with

a formal letter signed by the applicant or a person duly authorized to negotiate such

license or easement. The letter shall request the license or easement, explain the need

for the license or easement, as well as state amount of compensation offered.

b. The letter of submission shall include the name of the engineer in charge of the

work to be contacted for a review of the proposal on the ground.

c. A copy of the application (letter and plans) shall be sent to the railway super-

intendent in charge of the territory where the license or easement is desired. If the

railway superintendent is not known, the application shall be sent in duplicate to the

chief engineer.

C. GENERAL

The location of highways, streets or other roadways should be made in accordance

with Arts. 1, 2 and 3 of Location of Highways Parallel With Railways, Miscellaneous

Part, this Chapter, where practicable. When the location cannot be made in accordance

with Arts. 1, 2 and 3, then Art. 4 of the same document shall govern.
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Report on Assignment 6

Problems Related to Location and Construction of Limited Access

Highways in Vicinity of or Crossing Railways

S. B. Gill (chairman, subcommittee), F. N. Barker, H. D. Blake, A. C. Cavou, R. Dejaiffe,

A. D. Duffie, H. F. Gilzow, C. I. Hartsell, J. T. Hoelzer, F. T. Miller, G. P. Palmer.
D. D. Rosen, H. E. Snyder, R. R. Thurston, J. T. Ward, J. L. Way.

Last year your committee presented a report on this subject as information. (Pro-

ceedings, Vol. 57, 1956, page 331). This report has been revised, and the revised version,

presented below, is submitted with the recommendation that it be adopted and published

in the Manual at the end of Miscellaneous Part, Chapter 9.

PROBLEMS RELATED TO LOCATION AND CONSTRUCTION
OF LIMITED ACCESS HIGHWAYS IN VICINITY

OF OR CROSSING RAILWAYS

.\ limited access highway may be defined generally as a highway especially designed

for through traffic and to which abutting property owners have no right of access.

.\ccess may be had only at specified locations.

In some instances these access restrictions are modified to the extent that such access

may be had by abutting owners as is reserved pursuant to the map and description of

lands to be appropriated. Service highways, to provide access to and from areas adjacent

to a limited access highway, may also be provided if they are deemed necessary in the

public interest.

.\ny abutting property owner has an inherent right of entry to and from a public

highway. In estabhshing limited access highways, this inherent right of abutting owners

must be acquired from the owner by purchase, gift, agreement or condemnation. A rail-

way as a property owner may therefore assert its right of access to a limited access

highway that abuts its property, and seek a form of compensation for such loss of rights.

Problems related to the location of limited access highways in vicinity of railways

are as follows:

1. Loss of access if the limited access highway replaces an existing public way.

2. Inability of railway to serve lands lying beyond the highway that may be

suitable for industrial development.

.3. Access to intervening lands by an industry desiring to locate between the

railway and a limited access highway.

Other problems relating to the location and construction of limited access highways
arc common to the location and construction of any highway. These problems are out-

lined in the Manual under Location of Highways Parallel with Railways, Miscellaneous

Part, this Chapter.
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Report on Assignment 8

Recommended Protection at Highway-Railway Grade Crossings

Where One-Way Traffic on the Highway Crosses

One or More Tracks on the Railway

Collaborating with Signal Section, AAR

D. W. Hughes (chairman, subcommittee), H. D. Blake, G. B. Blatt, Bernard Blum,
C. M. Carnahan, M. H. Corbyn, J. R. Derieux, Jr., C. I. Hartsell, W. H. Huffman.

J. E. K. Krylow, H. L. Michael, J. M. Trissal, Palmer H. Slack, T. M. Vander-
stempel.

The committee presents as information the following tentative recommended prac-

tice concerning signal aspects designed to provide basic minimum protection at highway -

railway grade crossings where one-way traffic on the highway crosses one or more tracks

on the railway. The accompanying series of drawings illustrate the treatment to be

given the various combinations of highway-railway grade crossings, and are in the main

self-explanatory. These drawings are numbered Figs. 4 to IS, inch, and may be con-

sidered supplementary to the location plans for protecting two-way highway traffic

—

Figs. 1, 2, and 3 in Part 3, Chapter 9 of the Manual. Additional features may be added

as load conditions, the laws of the several states, certain policies of the roadwav

authorities and the individual railroads may require.

Further collaboration with other agencies may require adjustments which will be

disclosed in subsequent reports of the committee.
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Report on Assignment 10

The Effect of Highway Improvement Projects on Railway

Properties

Collaborating with the AAR Committee on Grade Crossings

J. T. Hoelzer (chairman, subcommittee), F. N. Barker, H. D. Blake, C. M. Carnahan,
A. C. Cavou, A. D. Duffie, J. S. Felton, S. B. Gill, C. I. Hartsell, J. A. Jorlett,

H. L. Michael. G. P. Palmer, R. J. Pierce, W. C. Pinschmidt, R. F. Spars.

Last year your committee presented material on this subject with the view of recom-

mending its adoption and inclusion in the Manual this year. (Proceedings, Vol. 57, 1956,

page 333). The AAR Grade Crossing Committee, however, maintains that no benefit

would result from publication of this report in the Manual.

Consequently, your committee recommends that the 1056 report be accepted as

information and that the subject be discontinued.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommendations submitted for adoption page 46C

(a) Review of Manual material on LCL freight facilities.

No report.

(b) Review of Manual material on width of driveways for freight houses.

No report.

(c) Review of Manual material on locomotive terminals.

No report.

2. Clas.sification yards, collaborating with Committee 16.

Report on hump end classification yard track layout using automatic control,

presented as information page 461

3. Scales used in railway service, collaborating with Electrical Section, .\.\R.

Part 1 . Revision of Manual material on .scales.

Progress report, including recommended revisions page 472

Part 2. Weighing freight cars by the two-draft method.

Progress report, presented as information page 475

459
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5. Influence of roller bearing cars on design of hum|i and flat yards.

Progress report, presented as information page 476

7. Design data lor classiticalidn \ai(l giadii'nts.

Progress report, presented as information page 477

0. Procedure for anai\zing hump vard operations.

Final report, presented as information page 47^

Special oral report on facilities for loading and unloafling rail-truck freight

equipment, to be presented at the Annual Meeting.

The Committkk on Yards and Terminals,

F. A. Hess, Chairman.

.\RK.\ BiilUtin 5.?2. Xovemlwr l').S6.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

Pages 14-2-1 to 14-2-19

PASSENGER TERMINALS
In last year's report on this assignment your committee offered for adoption certain

recommendations with respect to Passenger Terminals, pages 14-2-1 to 14-2-10, inch,

in the Manual. (See Proceedings, Vol. 57, 1956, pages 364 and 365).

One of these recommendations was as follows: On page 14-2-0, de'ete Par. (b),

.Art. 1.^. Trucking Ramps, and substitute the following:

(b) Ramp gradients in excess of 8 percent are not recommended.

In making up the 1056 Manual Supplement, this correction was inadvertently fncor-

porated in Par. (b) of Art. 12. Passenger Ramps, instead of Par. (b) .Art. 1.^ as called

for. Hence, both of these paragraphs in the Manual are in error.

To remedy this situation, the committee recommends that page 14-2-0 be corrected

and reissued in the 1057 Supplement, revising Par. (b), Art. 13 as called for in the 1950

report, and changing Par. (b). Art. 12 back to its former wording. These two paragraphs

will then read as follows:

Par. (b), Art. 12. Passenger Ramps. "The gradient for passenger ramps preferably

should not exceed 10 percent."

Par. (b). Art. 13. Trucking Ramps. "Ramp gradients in excess of 8 percent are

not recommended."
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Report on Assignment 2

Classification Yards

Collaborating with Committee 16

K. F. Beck (chairman, subcommittee), M. H. Aldrich, W. O. Boessneck, N. C. L. Brown,

H. P. Clapp, K. L. Clark, S. W. George, H. J. Gordon, L. C. Harman, D. C. Hastings,

F. A. Hess, M. A. James, B. Laubenfels, Glen Lichtenwalner, L. L. Lyford, H. J.

McNallv, C. E. Merriman, C. J. Morris, G. L. Roberts, L. W. Robinson, H. T.

Roebuck, W. C. Sadler, H. L. Scribner, L. R. Shcllenbarger, R. A. Skooglum, F. R.

Smith, J. N. Todd, P. P. Wagner, Jr., W. E. Webster, Jr., C. F. Worden.

Hump End Classification Yard Track Layout Using

Automatic Control

This report presented as information, covers many of the factors influencing the

track layout, together with typical examples of group design.

The distance from crest of hump to clearance point in a classification yard should

be reduced to the practical minimum through the use of a compact track arrangement.

If the track design provides for a quick diversion of cars below the group retarder,

problems in car spacing will become less acute. The critical distance through the switches

over which car spacing must be maintained below the group retarder should be kept

as short as possible to minimize the tendency of one car to overtake another. As a con-

sequence, the possibility of cars going into the wrong classification track is lessened.

A great variation in the degree of curvature exists in present-day yards. Curvature

up to 16 deg has been used in recent yards without difficulty. Reverse curvature is fre-

quently used to attain the previously described short critical distances. It is desirable

to hold curvature to the practical minimum.

The track layout is influenced by the individual railroad's standards for number

of turnout, track centers, clearances, etc. Table 1 shows the type and number of turnouts

used in many of the country's more recently built retarder yards, in addition to other

pertinent data.

The distance between tracks is usually not less than li ft, although some of the

more recent yards have been constructed with 14-ft track centers. Sometimes this dis-

tance may be regulated by governmental agencies. Additional space between some tracks

may be provided to accommodate pole lines, lighting facilities, signal and communica-

tion equipment, and tube systems. If the additional space is placed between groups, it may
assist in reducing the degree of curvature within the groups.

Another factor influencmg the track layout is the frequent insertion of additional

tracks within the hump area. These tracks may include pull, set-out, and engine release

tracks. If these tracks are used, space shou'd be provided for the necessary turnouts in

the sub-leads of the outside groups.

Retarders in the past have been located between the groups and crest of hump,

resulting in the use of retarders at three or four locations within a route. Many recent

yards have used two retarders per route, located on the hump lead and ahead of each

group, thus eliminating the intermediate retarder.

It should be borne in mind that each individual retarder yard presents its own
problems. The design of the group layout, however, .should receive the most exacting

attention because' it affects the critical distances previously referred to, and affects the

operating capacity of the yard Having selected a basic group layout, every effort should
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be made to use it for all groups. Rail lengths for all groups can be precut, resulting in a

lowering of construction and maintenance costs. The groups should then be connected

within as short a distance as practical to the hump lead.

Figs. 1 through S illustrate some of the fundamental group layouts which havo

been used in various yards. Figs. 6 and 7 are modifications of Figs. 1 and 4. For con-

venience, the examples shown arc based on No. 8 turnouts, No. 10-8-6 lap switches, and

14-ft track centers. Turnouts and track centers other than those shown may be applied

to the typical designs to satisfy an individual railroad's requirements.

Fig. 1—Ladder Type—Eight Tracks Without Lap Switch

This layout uses equilateral turnouts for the first three switches. The 'adder angle

equals the frog angle. The number of tracks in this layout can be increased to ten, as

shown in dotted lines. A six-track group is obtained by eliminating a track from each

side.

Fig. 2—Ladder Type—Seven Tracks With Lap Switch

This group utilizes a lap switch with the center leg serving one track and the outside

legs forming the ladders. A nine-track group can be obtained by adding one track on

each side, or a five-track group by eliminating a track from each side.

Fig. 3—Balloon Type—Eight Tracks Without Lap Switch

An equilateral turnout is used initially, followed by conventional turnouts. A ;;roup

of this type is not readily expanded to include nine or ten tracks. It may be reduced,

however, to include six or seven tracks.

Fig. 4—Balloon Type—Nine Tracks—All Lap Switches

Lap switches are used in all locations. The group is not readily expanded to include

ten tracks, but an eight-track group may be obtained by using a conventional turnout

on one side. A seven-track group is obtainable by using conventional turnouts on both

sides instead of the lap switch. A six track group can be obtained by using a conventional

turnout instead of the lap switch for the first turnout.

Fig. 5—Balloon Type—Eight Tracks with Lap Switch

The center leg of the lap switch serves two tracks, while each of the two outside

legs serves three tracks. By using an equilateral turnout for the outside two tracks the

design can be expanded to include ten tracks, as shown in dotted lines. It can be reduced

to seven tracks by omitting one of the outside tracks and utilizing the track closest to

the lap switch. It can also be reduced to six tracks by eliminating the two outside tracks

and using equilateral turnouts for the remaining outside tracks.

Fig. 6—Ladder Type—Lead at Angle to Classification Tracks

This group is a modilication of Fig. 1. It uses conventional instead of equilateral

turnouts and places one ladder on the inside. This type is used in the outside groups

of yards.

Fig. 7—Balloon Type—Lead at Angle to Classification Track

This group is a modification of Fig. S and is generally used in the outside groups

of yards. The reverse curve allows a shift of one track center which, in turn, lengthens

the curves for all other tracks and decreases the curvature.

The last column in Table 1 relates the group designs in the various retarder yards

to Figs. 1 through 7 of this report.

I
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The relative merits of the seven different group designs presented can be determined

from the three following comparisons:

One method of comparison is based upon average distance to clearance point, usinK

the distance from the first point of switch to the point of switch leading to each track

as a measurement. The following tabulation shows this comparison in feet.

Tracks Per Group
Figs. 6 7 S 10

l&t) 186.67 224.00 252.00 286.22 .U.VhO

2 140.82 171.25 205.8.^ 2.U.61

.< 186.67 208.00 224.00

4 119.72 150.17 147.61 145.42

7&5 106.86 l.U.Ol 145.62 160.0^ 168.87

Another method of comparison is based on a diversion factor which depends on

the number of times that one car will follow another at a point of separation. In this

method, the cars are spread evenly to all tracks in the group and distributed in sequence,

coupled with a distance factor based upon a car clearing each switch to be operated

for the following car.

In a group consisting of N tracks there are N (N-l) combinations in which one car

can follow another closely. The distribution of these combinations is made between ihe

switches in the group, depending upon the number of tracks served by each switch.

As an example, a switch serving two tracks has combinations based on A^i(iVi-l) or

2 (2-1) ^2; a switch serving three tracks has combinations N^iN^— 1) —iVi(iV,-l) or

3(3-1) — 2(2-1) =4. An application of this equation for all switches in a group will

develop a value for each. This example is carried out in detail in Fig. 1. The circled

numbers opposite each switch are the combinations based upon the equation.

These values when multiplied by the distance from the first point of switch to the

point of switch in question, plus a distance equal to the length of track circuit and

averaged for the number of combinations, gives the values in feet as shewn in the

following tabulation.

Tracks Per Group
Figs. 6 7 8 9 10

1 & (1 114.73 129.67 135.00 148.33 165.6o

2 94.36 101.19 113.62 120.94

3 114.73 119.00 119.00
4 99.13 92.00 93.96 94.23

5&7 82.00 87.78 90.91 93.44 95.08

.A third method of comparison is based upon the total angle through which cars

must move from group retarder to tangent track. This is shown in the following

tabulation.

I'iv.^ Maximum Angle Minimum Angle

1 14° 18' 20" 7° 09' 10"

2 14° 18' 20" 0°

3 21° 26' 30" 7° 09' 10"

4 33° 34' 58" 0°

5 ( 10-Track Group) 37° 02' GO" 7° 09' 10"

5 ( 8-Track Group) 28° 36' 20" 7° 09' 10"

6 14° 18' 20" 14° 18' 20"

7 42' 55' 00" 14° IS' 20"

.Automatic retarder control is under development. There is a possibility that special

designs of groups and their connection to the hump lead may he required as the

development progresses.
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Report on Assignment 3

Scales Used in Railway Service

C. L. Richard (chairman, subcommittee), W. P. Buchanan, B. F. Gilbert, H. W. Hem,
F. A. Hess, V. C. Kennedy, E. K. Lawrence, H. H. Russell, R. F. Straw, J. N. Todd.
N. L. Wood.

Part 1

Revision of Manual Material on Scales, Chapter 14, Part 5

Portions of the material in Chapter 14, Part 5, of the current Manual, relatinfi

to scales and weighing, are out of date, incompatible with modern developments in

weighing facilities and practices or otherwise in need of revision. Accordingly, your

committee submits the following recommendations with respect to this material:

Pages 14-5-1 to 14-5-15, incl.

RULES FOR THE LOCATION, MAINTENANCE, OPERATION
AND TESTING OF RAILWAY TRACK SCALES

Reapprove with the following revisions:

Page 14-5-1

Par. (a), Art. 1, Sec. A. Delete all material following the italic caption and substitute

the following:

"Location of a scale in a much-used track may increase the costs of maintenance,

inspection or testing and should be avoided except for special cases."

Par. (d), Art. 1, Sec. A. In second line change the word "must" to "should."

Page 14-S-2

Delete the first two paragraphs at the top of the page, referring to weighing rules.

Par. (e), Art. 1, Sec. A. Delete the sentence beginning with the word "Ordinarily"

and ending with the word "affected."

Par. (a), Art. 3, Sec. A. Delete all material following the italic caption and substitute

the following:

"Unless the scale is equipped with an automatic weight recording device, the distance

and gradient from the hump ajjex to the higher end of the scale should be so related to

the scale length and gradient that the minimum weighing time for free-running cars

will be 4 sec."

Par. (b), Art. 3, Sec. A. Delete all material following the italic caption and substitute

the following:

"Unless the scale is equipped with an automatic weight recording device, the

gradient of the weigh rails should not exceed 1 percent and the track gradient for at

least 10 ft beyond each end of the scale should conform to that of the weigh rails. (See

Sec. AA, Art. 12)

Par. (c), Art. 3, Sec. A. Delete all material following the italic caption and substitute

the following:

"Track gradients below the scale should conform to AREA recommendations for

the particular class of yard. Where local conditions may involve running cuts of two

or more cars with car riders into the classification yard, the weigh rail gradient should

extend a sufficient distance below the scale to allow assembly of weighed cars in cuts

without excessive impact and to insure that cars are off the scale when impact occurs.
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Art. 2, Sec. A.\. Delete this article and substitute the following:

2. Scale Shop

Major repairs to scales, if they involve renewal or sharpening of pivots, should be

performed in a scale repair shop provided with facilities for controlling pivot gage,

range and alinement.

Page 14-5-4

Art. 1, Sec. B. In line 1 insert the words ''with one or more standard test cars"

between the words "tested" and "at."

Art. 2, Sec. B. In line 4 delete the words "the trip end of". In the same line insert

the word "also" between the words "and" and "in."

Art. 3, Sec. B. In lino 2 delete the words "the trip end of."

Page 14-5-6

Art. 3, Sec. C. In line 7 delete the words "of the weighbeam."

Page 14-5-8

Par. (b), Art. 8, Sec. C. Delete entire paragraph and substitute the following:

(b) Maintenance Tolerance.—The basic maintenance tolerance for track scales in

commercial weighing service shall be 2/10 of 1 percent (2 lb per 1000 lb of test load)

applied as follows:

1. For a two-section scale the basic tolerance shall apply to any error observed

with any test car or cars at any position on the scale.

1. For a scale of more than two sections, when tested with a single test car of not

more than 7-ft wheel base, the basic tolerance shall apply to the greatest mean

of any two errors observed with the car spotted at two positions at least a

scale sectional distance apart. However, the error for any one position of the

test car shall not exceed 3/10 of 1 percent (3 lb per 1000 lb of test load).

3. For a scale of more than two sections, when tested with two or more test cars

of not more than 7-ft wheel base, the basic tolerance shall apply to the greatest

error observed with the cars occupying positions at least a scale sectional

distance apart.

4. For any scale, when tested with a single test car having a wheel base of more

than 7 ft, the basic tolerance shall apply to any error observed with the car

at any position.

Pages 14-5-16 to 14-5-18, incl.

LARGE CAPACITY SCALES—TOLERANCES, SR REQUIREMENTS,
AND REGULATIONS

Reapprove with the following revisions:

Page 14-S-lS

Following Sec. BB and Editorial Note, add new section as follows:

C. TESTS

Large-capacity scales in regular weighing service should be tested with standarti

weight test loads of appropriate amount at intervals of not more than six months.
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Pages 14-5-19 to 14-5-37, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE MANUFACTURE AND INSTALLATION
of FOUR-SECTION, KNIFE-EDGE RAILWAY TRACK SCALES

Reapprove with the following revisions:

Page 14-5-23

Art. 1, Sec. CC. In first sentence, following the word "Castings", insert a comma
and the words "steel tubing or structural shapes."

Delete the second sentence and substitute; They shall be clean, smooth and uniform,

and castings shall be free of blisters, blowholes, shrinkage holes and cracks.

Pages 14-5-38 to 14-5-55, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE MANUFACTURE AND INSTALLATION
OF TWO-SECTION, KNIFE-EDGE RAILWAY TRACK SCALES

Reapprove with the following revisions:

Page 14-5^1

Art. 1, Sec. CC. In first sentence, following the word "Castings", insert a comma

and the words "steel tubing or structural shapes". Delete the second sentence and

substitute: They shall be clean, smooth and uniform, and castings shall be free of

blisters, blowholes, shrinkage holes and cracks

Pages 14-5-56 to 14-5-78, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE MANUFACTURE AND INSTALLATION
OF TWO-SECTION MOTOR TRUCK SCALES, AND BUILT-IN,

SELF-CONTAINED AND PORTABLE SCALES FOR
RAILWAY SERVICE

Reapprove with the following revisions:

Page 14-5-57

Art. 2, Sec. BB. In Table 1, left column heading, change the word "Pounds" to

"Tons". Delete all values listed in table and substitute:

10 18 by 9

15 22 by 9

20 24 by 10, 34 by 10

30 34 by 10, 40 by 10

Page 14-5-58

Art. 2, Sec. BB. In Table 2, delete the words "Self-contained" and the three lines

of capacity and size values for that type of scale. Substitute the following:

Self-contained, Floor Scales, (Full frame) 6,500 46 by 38, 48 by 48.

60 by 48, 72 by 48,

76 by 54
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Page 14-S-6S

Art. 2, Sec. DD. In first sentence, following the word "Castings", insert a comma

and the words "steel tubing or structural shapes." Delete the second sentence and sub-

stitute: They shall be clean, smooth and uniform, and castings shall be free of blisters,

blowholes, shrinkage holes and cracks.

Part 2

Weighing Freight Cars by the Two-Draft Method

Your committee presents as information the following progress report on its study

of the subject "Weighing Freight Cars by the Two-Draft Method".

Weighing freight cars by the two-draft method consists in separately weighing each

truck of a car on the same scale and adding the results to represent the total weight

of the car. The practice originated many years ago as an expedient for spot weighing

cars at rest when many of the track scales then in service were of insufficient length to

accommodate new freight cars of long wheel base. For spot weighing, the practice of

two-draft weighing with the cars at rest has declined because present-day track scales,

constructed and installed in accordance with AREA specifications, arc usually of sufficient

length to accommodate modern freight cars of long wheel base and weigh them in one

draft.

Application of the two-draft method to weighing cars in motion is a comparatively

modern development which, for reasons of installation and maintenance economy, has

been adopted by some railways and industries in midwest United States and Canada,

primarily for weighing of cars loaded with coal, ore, sand, gravel and quarry products.

The committee is informed that the method is in use, with satisfactory results, at

approximately 90 weighing points, that the weights so derived are acceptable to carriers

and shippers, and that they are approved by agencies responsible for weighing control

and supervision.

An incidental advantage claimed for the two-draft weighing method is that, by

establishing the weight of each individual truck of a loaded car, it enables operating or

super\-ising personnel to readily identify those cars which, because of overloaded axles

or unequal load distribution, are potential causes of derailment or other operating

hazards.

Study of a considerable amount of data submitted to the committee by railways

using the method indicates that, with the weighing facilities correctly installed and

maintained, and with correct weighing procedure, the weighing accuracy is comparable

with that obtained when weighing the same cars spotted or while in motion over a

scale of much greater length. With respect to installation cost, it is estimated that, for

a sca'e of 20-ft length, the expen.se would be approximately one-half that required for

a scale from 70 to 90 ft long.

Essential requirements for successful application of the method are considered to be

(1) a track scale of substantial construction, from 12.5 ft to 20 ft in length, installed in

accordance with AREA requirements; (2) approach and run-off track gradients con-

formins exactly to the weigh rail gradient; and (3) an automatic weight-recording

device of proper design and proven accuracy, adapted to motion weighing.

It is appropriate to emphasize that whereas the two-draft weighing of motor vehicles

is not approved by official wciRht-regulating agencies, the considerations responsible for

that policy do not app>ly to railway operation because the factors affecting motor vehicle

weighing do not obtain, or are negligible, in railway rolling stock and roadbeds.

The committee plans to continue its study of the subject.
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Report on Assignment 5

Influence of Roller Bearing Cars on Design of Hump and Flat Yards

G. H. Chabot (chairman, subcommittee), R. F. Beck, N. C. L. Brown, R. S. Cheney,
H. P. Clapp, H. J. Gordon, J. E. Griffith, D. C. Hastings, F. A. Hess, J. L. Loida,

J. H. Megee, F. R. Smith.

Your committee submits the following report as information with the recommenda-

tion that the subject be continued in view of additional research recently initiated to

determine the behavior of roller-bearing equipment.

Within recent years there has been a definite trend toward greater use of roller-

bearing-equipped freight cars. As a rule these cars have been built for a special service,

and their operation has been limited to certain segments of the owning roads. Occasionally

a few of these cars will be diverted from their regular service and will be found among
conventional solid or friction-bearing cars in yards where they previou.sly have not been

handled.

In the study of the performance of roller-bearing cars compared with conventional

solid or friction-bearing cars, it is difficult to obtain definite conclusions because of the

numerous variables affecting performance. The performance or rollability of a car may
be determined by its rolling resistance, which, in turn, is affected by surface, line, cross

level and curvature of track, temperature, humidity and other weather elements, condition

of center and side bearings of cars, weight of car and its contents, and numerous other

factors.

Certain roads have conducted tests to determine the behavior of these cars in general.

The Iron Ore Company of Canada at Seven Islands, Que., tested a single type of roller-

bearing car. The results of this test may well serve as a guide to solving complex

problems of handling mixed traffic. In the Seven Islands tests a sing'e car with maximum
load, a single empty car, and an empty two-car cut were selected to reproduce actual

operating conditions.

The resulting average resistances on tangent track were as follows:

Test Selection 4 MPH 7 MPH
Single car, maximum load 0.175% 0.180%
Two-car cut empty 0.235% 0.270%
Single car empty 0.250% 0.350%
Average 0.220% 0.267%

The above values are valid only for the particular yard and conditions under which

the tests were made. (An explanation of the above table can be found in the Proceedings,

Vol. 56, 1955 (pages 1022 to 1029, incl.)

Tests were also conducted at the Canadian Pacific Railway, St. Luc Yard, with a

single ore car with a light load, and the resistance was found to be 0.26 percent at 3 mph.
This value is close to those obtained at Seven Islands. In tests of solid or friction-

bearing cars, resistances approached those of roller-bearing cars. Therefore, it is concluded

that there is no appreciable difference in the rolling resistance, regardless of the type

of wheel bearing used. The lowest reported resistance for loaded roller-bearing cars is

0.075 percent, while the rolling resistance of well maintained loaded solid-bearing cars

has been measured as low as 0.08 percent.

Based on the above data, the design of existing hump and flat yards need not be

changed where mixed traffic is handled. If the grades in existing yards have been designed

for easy-running soHd or friction-bearing cars, then roller-bearing cars can be handled

J
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in the same manner. Where a yard will handle only roller-bcarinp; equipment, the grades

of that yard can be tailored to the operation, as was done in the case of the Iron Ore

Company of Canada.

Usually the choice of grades is a compromise between safe coupling speeds, the range

of rolling resistance of cars to be handled, and the distance cars are to run. The percent

and length of retarding grade should be taken into consideration because of the low

starting resistance of roller-bearing cars. Prevailing winds will also affect low-resistance

cars, and this feature should be given consideration in the design. Through the hump

and hump switches, no change in gradients need be made in order to handle mixed

equipment. If the hump is to be used solely for the handling of roller-bearing cars, the

gradients can be reduced without affecting operating efficiency.

The majority of roads have indicated that no special provision is taken when roller-

bearing cars are handled in yards along with conventional-bearing cars, which is probably

due to the fact that cars of the roller-bearing type constitute a minority and have been

handled so far without serious difficulty. The problems which may confront roads with

respect to mixed equipment are numerous and varied, and in the majority of cases they

will be peculiar to the individual road, so that general rules cannot reasonably be

formulated to cover all instances.

From these facts it is concluded that the behavior of roller-bearing cars is funda-

mentally the same as solid or friction-bearing cars, except for lower starting friction and

greater uniformity in rolling resistance. While in motion, both types of cars can be

handled in the same manner. Present yard gradients can be retained for mixed equip-

ment if they are designed to handle adequately easy-running solid-bearing cars. The

design of gradients for new yards can follow present practices, unless the new yard

is to handle onlv roller-bearing cars.

Report on Assignment 7

Design Date for Classification Yard Gradients

B. Laubenfels (chairman, subcommittee), M. H. Aldrich, R. F. Beck, A. E. Biermann,
W. 0. Boessneck, N. C. L. Brown, H. P. Clapp, K. L. Clark, H. C. Forman, S. W.
George, H. J. Gordon, J. E. Griffith, L. C. Harman, F. A. Hess, J. E. Hoving, C. E.
Merriman, J. C. Miller, C. J. Morris, A. G. Neighbour, L. F. Pohl, L. W. Robinson,
R. E. Robinson, H. T. Roebuck, W. C. Sadler, H. L. Scribner, L. R. Shellenbarger,
P. P. Wagner, Jr., W. E. Webster, J. C. Warren, C. F. Worden.

In 1052 your committee presented under .Assignment 2—Classification Yards, a table

showing pertinent data on retarder-controlled hump yards in operation, under construc-

tion and in the planning stage at that time. This table (Table A) can be found in the

Proceedings, Vol. 53, 1952, page 301.

Your committee new presents herewith Table B, which shows the .same data on the

more recent retarder-controlled hump yards in operation or under construction.
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Report on Assignment 9

Procedure for Analyzing Hump Yard Operations

Glen Lichtenwalner (chairman, subcommittee), R. F. Beck, W. 0. Boessneck, N. C. L.

Brown, H. P. Clapp, K. L. Clark, S. W. George, W. H. Goold, J. E. Griffith, D. C.

Hastings, F. A. Hess, B. Laubenfels, J. H. Megee, C. E. Merriman, J. C. Miller,

A. G. Neighbour, B. G. Packard, R. E. Robinson, M. S. Rose, W. C. Sadler, L. R.

Shellenbarger, F. R. Smith, P. P. Wagner, Jr., W. E. Webster, Jr., C. F. Worden.

This is a final report, submitted as information.

It is essential that the operating performance of an existing yard be analyzed to

determine whether the design and methods of operation are such that the traffic is being

handled efficiently and at the lowest possible cost. Similarly, the design of a proposed

yard should be analyzed to determine whether the design is such that the traffic can be

handled economically and expeditiously.

The techniques of "time and motion study" properly applied will give a complete

picture of the operations of an existing yard. It will reveal the points of delay and inter-

ference and provide information needed to arrive at corrective measures. The same
techniques applied to the design of a proposed yard, through the use of standard time

values for methods and motions, will reveal operating weaknesses in such a design and

point the way to betterment of the layout. Standard time values as here used is the

established time needed for a motion or operation, such as time for uncoupling, time

for a car to move from one point to another point either propelled or free, time for

oiling journals, etc.

A comprehensive statement of this method of analysis is that all traffic through

the yard must be continuously timed from arrival to departure, with such timing being

broken down into its purest elements for the smallest practicable number or groups of

units. These elements of time then can be grouped in various manners for study by
engineering and operating personnel in order to determine weaknesses of the layout or

design. Having determined the "ills", "cures" can then be applied.

To aid the study, general information should be collected and evaluated from the

movement and delay records that are being kept. In some cases it may be necessary to

supplement these records with additional reports during the time of the study.

Measures of performance should also be determined from the reports and record.-,

of the yard. Such measures can be the number of classifications per locomotive hour
or manhour, or the average detention time of cars for each class of traffic. These measures
will be needed for comparison after alterations or changes are accomplished. Other

traffic studies that will reveal maximum and minimum of traffic should be made to

determine the relation of yard operation to main-line operation. For instance, main-line

movements might be correlated to the peak operation of the yard in order to avoid
delays that occur due to the work load exceeding maximum capacity.

In general, the continuous time study would cover such general elements as receiving,

humping and classifying, trimming, car repairing, icing, assembling, and departing. These
general time elements must be recorded in smaller elements of time. For example receiv-

ing time elements might be: train entering yard, clearing the road locomotive, bleeding,

inspecting, removing caboose, hump engine traveling to receiving track, engine coupling

and pulling back.

All delays must be timed, recorded, and explained. The importance of continuous
timing cannot be overemphasized.
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The analysis and correlation of all this necessarily voluminous data require thorough

and careful study, involving both operating and engineering skill and experience, in

order to arrive at the correct conclusions, detect the important and basic deficiencies

and weaknesses (if any exist), and apply the proper remedies to secure the maximum
efficiency of operation. This analysis will include plotting of graphs of the various inter-

related phases of the yard operation and studying them to determine how one affects

another.

With respect to the hump classification operation, some of the interrelated factors

affecting humping capacity are:

1. Convenience of location and arrangement, and freedom from interference by

conflicting movements, of track connections between receiving yard and hump-

ing leads.

2. Number and arrangement of humping leads.

3. Correct design and construction and proper maintenance of gradients and ahne-

ment of the leads and classification tracks, to ensure as far as possible favorable

rolling and coupling of cars without damage.

4. Location of inspection pit and/or journal oiling facility.

5. Humping speed (increase of speed is of value only up to a certain point, depend-

ing upon capacity of switching system and retarder control ; consistency or

uniformity of speed is of greater importance in order to avoid errors)

.

6. Communications and signaling on hump and leads.

7. Accuracy and promptness in preparation and transmission of switch lists.

8. Accuracy in making cuts.

9. Accuracy in operation of switches.

10. Correct and efficient operation of retarders.

11. Consistent and logical classification track assignments.

12. Trimming time (this is a major factor affecting humping capacity, and should

be kept to the minimum by avoiding errors in classification and operation of

retarders)

.

The fundamental problem in a hump classification yard is to classify cars correctly

with minimum damage and delay, and it should be emphasized that, to achieve the most

efficient operation for any given yard layout, it is necessary to minimize the chances for

errors which may cause improper classification, damage and delay.

A detailed check and study of the entire operation of an existing or proposed yard

in the manner outlined above, together with thorough and intelligent analysis of the

data collected, and followed up by the necessary action to effect the needed changes and

improvements revealed by the study, will result in an improved layout.
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

W. R. Swatosh (chairman, subcommittee), C. L. Gatton, J. R. Harris, E. M. Hastings,

Jr., C. J. Henry, J. S. Lillie, D. F. Lyons, J. W. McMillen, O. K. Morgan, W. G.
Nusz, G. W. Patterson.

Your committee offers the following recommendations with respect to the Manual:

Pages 20-4-1 to 20-4-7, incl.

FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR TRACKAGE RIGHTS
Your committee's review of the Form of Agreement for Trackage Rights disclosed

that the depreciation stipulation contained therein is not in conformance with deprecia-

tion regulations prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commi.ssion, and that the method

of reimbursement is on a numerical basis whereas it should be on a train-mile basis.

The committee, therefore, recommend.s reapproval of the form with the following

revisions and additions:

Eliminate Sec. 7. Payments, contained on pages 20-4-2 and 20-4-.^ and substitut'j

the following:

7. Payments

(a) The . . . "A" . . . and ... "B" ... Companies hereby agree that the cost of all

capital improvements to and retirements from, and all taxes of whatsoever nature assessed

against the joint section shall be borne on train-mile basis by the companies, including

the service loss on all non-depreciable property and depreciation accrual on depreciable

property as provided for in the Interstate Commerce Commission classification for

accounting.

(b) The cost of operation and maintenance of roadbed, embankment, bridges and

culverts, right-of-way fences, drainage ditches, and all other facilities (although not

herein named) , except as hereinafter provided, necessary for joint operation within the

joint section shall be borne by the companies as follows:

Such costs shall be apportioned between the companies on a car-mileage basis,

viz., such costs shall be paid for in the first instance by the ... "A" . . . Company,

and the . . . "B" . . . Company shall reimburse . . . "A" . . . Company monthly for

its proportion of the total amount of such costs, said proportion being the propor-

tion thereof that the number of car-miles of cars and locomotives operated each

month, respectively, over and upon the joint section by or on behalf of . . . "B" . . .

Company bears to the total number of all such car-miles operated during each month.

In determining the number of car-miles operated over and upon the joint

section, a steam locomotive shall be counted as two cars, each unit of a diesel loco-

motive as one car, and a caboose as one car, but no count shall be included for

locomotives or cars used in work trains or wrecking service, track motor cars or

other equipment used in connection with maintenance or construction work on the

joint section.

(c) Bills rendered pursuant to the provisions of this agreement shall be payable

monthly, within thirty days after rendition, and shall be prepared in conformance with

the Rules of the General Managers Association of then in
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effect, or by its successor, having authority to issue such rules. Bills shall also include

vacation or other allowances paid under wage agreements and charges in effect from

time to time among railroads to cover the cost of Social Security, Railroad Retirement

taxes, Federal and State taxes and other similar charges. If at any time during the term

of this agreement the said General Managers Association of ,

or any successor thereof, shall not have in effect rental rates for any unit of equipment,

roadway machines, or special tools used in work performed by . . . "A" . . . Company,

the rental rate therefor shall be at ... "A" . . . Company's then established rates.

\ote.—See alternate basis for rental at end of this form.

Following the terminating text of the agreement, eliminate the existing notes and

insert the following:

Note.—ALTERNATE BASIS FOR RENTAL.

In place of the provisions of the foregoing Sec. 7 , the rental may be on a numerical

basis, in -which case use the provisions in the following Sec. 7:

7. Payments

The ... "B" ... Company shall pay to the . . . "A" . . . Company during the

i-nntinuance of this agreement:

(a) A sum equivalent to of the interest at the rate

of percent per annum on Dollars, hereby

agreed upon between the parties hereto as the value of said joint section as of the

effective date of this agreement

;

(b) A sum equivalent to of the interest, at like rate,

on all assessments and on the cost of additions, extensions, improvements and betterments

used by the . . . '"B" . . . Company, which may from time to time be made to said

joint section;

(c) A sum equivalent to of the taxes assessed against said

joint section

;

(d) A sum equivalent to of the accruals on depreciable

property, and a sum equivalent to of the service loss on non-

depreciable property as prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission classification

for accounting;

(e) That proportion of the cost and expense of operation and maintenance of said

joint section which the car and engine mileage of the . . . "B" . . . Company thereover

in each month shall bear to the total car and engine mileage (each engine to be counted

as two cars) thereover in such month; insurance to be included in operation and

maintenance.

(f) All bills shall be payable monthly, thirty days after rendition. Bills shall include

wages at the current rate paid by the ... "A" . . . Company for each class of labor

furnished, including vacation allowance, Public Liability and Property Damage Insurance,

Workmen's Compensation Insurance, Unemployment Compensation Insurance, payments

pursuant to Social Security and Retirement Laws, or similar laws. State and Federal,

applicable to the work undertaken by the . . . "A" . . . Company, and

percent on labor costs for supervision and administration. Materials shall be billed at

cost plus transportation and percent for handling, supervision and

administration. From all credits for scrap or second-hand material there shall be deducted

percent.
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The rental provisions of Sec. 7 may also be on a lump sum basis.

In any case the elements which usually enter into the expense on which rental is based

are as given in Sec. 7.

Report on Assignment 3

Form of Lease Covering Subsurface Rights to Mine
Under Railway Miscellaneous Physical Property

I. V. Wilev (chairman, subcommittee), J. P. Aaron, G. H. Beasley, R. G. Brohaugh,

G. K. Davis, G. K. French, H. W. Legro, L. W. Lindberg, R. O. Nutt, J. L. Perrier,

E. E. Phipps, H. L. Zouck.

Your committee submits the following tentative draft of lease as information.

The Manual at present does not contain a form of lease covering subsurface rights

to mine under railway miscellaneous physical property. The form is drafted for general

use by providing places throughout the lease for the insertion of the name of the material

to be mined.

Members of the Association are requested to give the committee the benefit of their

suggestions and criticism.

FORM OF LEASE COVERING SUBSURFACE RIGHTS TO MINE
UNDER RAILWAY MISCELLANEOUS PHYSICAL PROPERTY

THIS LEASE, made this day of ,19 , by and between

, a corporation organized and existing under the law?

of the State of , hereinafter called the Railway Company, and

, hereinafter called the Lessee.

WITNESSETH:

Whereas, the Railway Company owns certain premises situated in ,

County of , State of , further described

as follows :

and as shown on map entitled " ", dated ,

hereto attached and made part hereof; and

Whereas, the Lessee desires the exclusive right and privilege to mine and remove

the * underlying the surfaces of said premises; and

Whereas, the Railway Company is agreeable to granting to the Lessee a lease foi

such purposes;

Now, Therefore, in consideration of $ cash in hand paid by the

Lessee to the Railway Company, of the royalties hereinafter provided, and of the

covenants herein contained, the Railway Company hereby grants said lease, subject to

the following terms and conditions:

1. Mining Rights

The Railway Company, insofar as it lawfully may, lets and leases to the Lessee

the mining privileges upon and under said tracts or parcels of land above described,

except as hereinafter provided, to mine, excavate and remove said *
,

together with all necessary and convenient rights-of-way through and under said lands

for drainage, ventilation and ventilating shafts and tipples necessary to remove said

*
, in the same manner and to the same extent as said mining rights and

privileges arc vested in the Railway Company.
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2. Term

This lease shall be effective (date) and shall extend for a period

of years. It maj- be renewed for a period, under the same

conditions, upon six month's notice prior to the date of expiration.

3. Exceptions and Reservations

The Railway Company reserves unto itself the rights for existing railroad facilities

and leases within the area described above, and further reserves the right to construct,

operate and maintain future railroad facilities and to tjrant leases that do not unduly

interfere with the mining privileges.

The Lessee shall not have the right to mine under said railroad facilities and leases

except with the written consent of the Railway Company and in accordance with plans

approved by the Chief Engineer of the Railway Company.

4. Rentals and Royalties

The Lessee shall pay to the Railway Company a rental or royalty of

cents for each ton of pounds of merchantable * mined

from said premises, said payment to be made monthly not later than the

day of each month for the * mined during the preceding month

;

provided, however, that for the year beginning January 1, 19 ..., and every year

thereafter, the Lessee shall pay to the Railway Company a minimum rental or royalty

of $ , such minimum payment to be made not later than the

of the succeeding year.

The annual minimum royalty payment shall be proportionately reduced for an>

period that the Lessee shall be prevented from mining or shipping *

by reason of any strike, or by reason of the vein or seam of * being

too thin, or inferior in quality after proper preparation, to yield a merchantable
* for profitable mining, or by reason of the destruction of the mining

plant of the Lessee, or by reason of an act of God, provided that such period for royalty

abatement is limited for the time reasonably necessar>- to overcome the difficulties.

5. Taxes

The Lessee shall pay all taxes, levies and assessments which may be assessed upon
the leasehold estate hereby created, the surface land used by the Lessee and all buildings

and improvements placed thereon by the Lessee, for each year during the continuance

of this lease, and all taxes, levies or assessments that may be imposed upon the

* after it is mined from said leased premises or other products made
from said *

, whether said taxes, levies or assessments are so levied or

assessed in the name of the Railway Company or the Lessee. If the Les.scc fails to pay
said taxes, levies or asses-sments, or any part thereof, when and as the .said taxes, levies

or assesments become due and payable, the same may be paid by the Railway Company,
and the Lessee shall pay to the Railway Company any such sums so paid by the Railway
Company within days after demand therefor, with interest at the rate

of percent per annum, and the Railway Company .shall have the same
liens and remedies for the collection of said sums of money so paid by it as are herein-

after provided for and reserved to the Railway Company for the collection of rentals

or royalties.
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6. Weight of Material Mined

The quantity of * mined from said leased premises and shipped in

railway cars shall be determined by the weight sheets furnished by the Railway Com-

pany over which said * is shipped. All * mined from

said leased premises and not shipped in railway cars shall be weighed on accurate and

reliable scales which shall be installed, operated and maintained at or near the

* tipple by the Lessee at its expense. Said scales shall be kept in good

condition and repair and the Railway Company shall have the right at any time to test

the accuracy of said scales. Should the scales in use prove inaccurate on account of age

or for any other reason, new and reliable scales shall be installed by the Lessee at its

expense.

7. Report by Lessee

The Lessee shall, on or before the day of each calendar month, furnish

to the Railway Company a report in writing, showing the total number of tons of

pounds of * mined from the premises during the preceding

month, under this lease.

8. Records of Lessee

The Lessee shall keep an accurate record of all * mined and

removed from or converted into other products or used or stored on the leased premises,

and a record of all analyses made or caused to be made by the Lessee of said

* The authorized representatives of the Railway Company shall have

access at any and all reasonable times to all such records for the purpose of inspecting,

auditing and making copies of said records.

9. Plan for Mine Development

The Lessee shall, before commencing any operations on the leased premises, submit

to the Railway Company a general comprehensive plan, providing for the extraction

of the * Said plan shall show the proposed location of the mine

openings, headings and air courses, buildings and other improvements, which plan shall

be subject to the approval of the Chief Engineer of the Railway Company. When such

plan has been approved by the Railway Company, the Lessee shall prosecute its mining

operations in accordance therewith, except as the said plan may be changed thereafter

by consent in writing of the Chief Engineer of the Railway Company. Approval of the

plan shall not constitute assumption of any liability by the Railway Company.

10. Mining Plant

The Lessee shall install in or near said leased premises a * mining

plant having a capacity of at least tons per day, with all necessary equip-

ment, and shall keep and maintain said mining plant and equipment in good working

order, condition and repair.

11. Lessee's Engineer

The Lessee shall employ and keep employed during the continuance of this lease a

competent, reputable civil or mining engineer.
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12. Mine Map

The Lessee's engineer shall make and keep posted a correct and accurate map, on a

scale of , of the mine and workings on the leased premises. Said map shall

accurately show the boundary lines of the leased premises and the location of all rights-

of-way, streams, roads, buildings and other improvements within the boundaries of the

leased premises, and the locations, directions, courses, levels and projections, and the

dates of the making or extension of all openings, entries, headings, drainways, air courses,

haulways rooms, pillars, working places and extensions of said mine or mines, and any

additional information that may be necessary to the safe and proper conduct of the

operations. Said map shall comply in all respects with the mining laws relating thereto.

The Lessee shall furnish the Chief Engineer of the Railway Company, on or before

the day of January and July of each year, a copy of said map, revised

to show the actual conditions as of the last day of the preceding calendar month. Author-

ized representatives of the Railway Company shall at all times have access to the maps,

plans and tracings of the Lessee prepared in connection with the mining operations on

the leased premises.

13. Method of Mining

The Lessee shall work, mine and remove said * in an efficient and

workmanlike manner, in conformity with the approved methods of mining *
,

with a view to mining the greatest possible quantity of minable, merchantable

* from the leased premises. The mining operations shall be carried on

in conformity with the laws of the State of and the United States

of America now in force or which may hereafter be enacted, and in accordance with

the mining rights hereby leased, and so as not to violate any of the rights herein

expressly excepted and reserved.

14. Inspection of Mine

The authorized representatives of the Railway Company shall have the right to

enter at all times the mine or mines and workings connected therewith and other opera-

tions of the Lessee under this lease, whether below or on the surface of the leased

premises, in order to examine, inspect, survey or measure the same or any part thereof,

or for any other lawful purposes, and, for these reasons, to use freely all means of

access thereto without hindrance or molestation.

The Railway Company may direct the Lessee, by notice in writing delivered to the

mine superintendent or any other person in authority at the mine on the leased premises,

to stop immediately or remedy any mining practices or other act which might cause any

loss or injury to the Railway Company, or which may be a violation of any of the

covenants and agreements on the part of the Lessee to be kept and performed, contained

in this lease. When such direction is given, the Lessee shall cause such mining practice

or other act to be immediately stopped or remedied. A copy of the notice shall be sent

by registered mail to the Lessee at

15. Material to Be Left Along Boundaries

The Lessee shall not, except with the written consent of the Chief Engineer of the

Railway Company, drive any drift, tunnel, slope, shaft, rooms, entry or air course within

ft of any of the outside boundaries of the leased premises.
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16. Transporting Mined Material From Adjacent Lands

The Lessee shall not, except with the written consent of the Chief Engineer of the

Railway Company, transport any * from adjoining, adjacent or

neighboring lands across, under, through or over the leased premises.

17. Thin Veins

The Lessee shall not be obliged to mine any area or areas of said *

that are so thin as to be impracticable of economical mining, or that may not with

proper preparation yield merchantable *
, but if the Lessee shall elect

to mine any such area or areas of *
, the Lessee shall mine the same

under all of the terms and conditions hereof. The Lessee shall not abandon any area

or areas of said * until notice in writing is given to the Railway Com-
pany, and, if requested so to do by the Railway Company, the Lessee shall leave such

pillars of * as the Chief Engineer of the Railway Company may direct,

for the support and protection of the entries and air courses leading to such area or

areas of said *

The Lessee shall test within, around and beyond such area or areas of *

as the Lessee may desire to abandon, to establish the extent and limits of such area or

areas of thin and unmerchantable *

18. Abandoned Areas

The Railway Company shall have the right, at its option, to lease to another or

others, while this present lease is still in force and effect, the area or areas of said

* which may be abandoned by the Lessee under the provisions hereof

;

provided, however, that during the term of this lease or any renewals thereof the mining

and removal of said * so abandoned shall not unreasonably interfere

with the mining operations of the Lessee.

19. Removal of Personal Property During Term

The mining plant, improvements, machinery and equipment which may be placed

on said leased premises by the Lessee shall remain intact during the term hereof, and

no portion thereof necessary for the operation of said mining plant at maximum capacity

shall be removed from the leased premises during the term hereof without first having

obtained the written consent of the Railway Company
;
provided, however, that this

provision shall not apply to any article which may be traded in or sold or otherwise

disposed of by the Lessee for credit upon the purchase or replacement of other or addi-

tional equipment to be installed upon the leased premises, or to the seller's right to

remove when machinery and equipment is purchased by the Lessee upon conditional

sales contracts and reservation of title.

20. Removal of Property After Term

When this lease shall terminate by reason of the Lessee having mined all of said

* and paid to the Railway Company all the royalties, rentals and other

moneys required to be paid hereunder, and complied with all the covenants and agree-

ments contained herein on the part of the Lessee to be kept and performed, then the

Lessee shall, within the period of months from the date of said termination,

remove the mine plant, improvements, machinery and equipment which it has placed

upon the leased premises. Any property not so removed by the Lessee within said period
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of months shall become the property of the Railway Company, or the Rail-

way Company may remove said mining plant, improvements, machinery and equipment

at the expense of the Lessee.

21. Railway Company's Right to Buy Equipment

In the event this lease shall be terminated otherwise than by forfeiture, before, in

the opinion of the Railway Company, all the merchantable and minable *

underlying said tracts or parcels of land is mined, then the Railway Company shall

have the right, at its option, within days after said termination, to purchase

from the Lessee, at a price to be agreed upon, part or all of the mining plant, improve-

ments, machinery and equipment, and all other property of the Lessee located upon or

used in connection with the operation of the leased premises. If the Railway Company
and the Lessee are unable to agree upon the purchase price, then such price shall be fixed

by arbitration as hereinafter provided. Pending the fixing of such price, all said property

shall be left intact by the Lessee, and the Railway Company or subsequent lessees, if

any, to whom the Railway Company may have granted such right, may, if they or

either of them so desire, proceed with the use of said property in mining operations.

In the event said property is used by the Railway Company or subsequent lessees

and is not purchased as herein provided, a reasonable rental will be paid by the Railway

Company or subsequent lessees, to the Lessee, for the use of said property. Any rentals

or royalties or other moneys due the Railway Company under the terms of this lease

at the time said property, or any part thereof, is purchased by the Railway Company
shall be credited upon the purchase price of said property, whether said price is fixed

by the parties hereto or by arbitration. The Railway Company will, within

days after such termination, notify the Lessee, in writing, whether it desires to purchase

all or part of said property, and the Lessee shall within a period of months

from the date of said notice, remove the property which the Railway Company does not

desire to purchase. Any property not removed by the Lessee within said period of

months shall become the property of the Railway Company, or the Railway

Company may remove said property at the expense of the Lessee. This right of the

Railway Company to buy from the Lessee said property, or any part thereof, or the

exercise of said right, shall not be held to release or impair any then existing obligation

or liability of the Lessee hereunder, or any right or remedy herein granted to or in any

manner vested in the Railway Company or otherwise available to it for the collection

of said rentals, royalties or other moneys payable hereunder.

22. Indemnification

The Lessee shall, at its own cost and expense, defend, fully indemnify and forever

save harmless the Railway Company, its successors and assigns, from all losses, claims,

damages, actions and causes of action, resulting from or in any manner growing out of

the operations of the Lessee hereunder, as well as out of the failure of the Lessee to

comply with the terms and conditions of this lease, whether the same be caused or con-

tributed to by negligence of the Railway Company or otherwise, and will promptly

repay any sum or sums which the Railway Company may pay or be compelled to pay,

and discharge any judgment or judgments that may be rendered against the Railway

Company, including all costs and attorney's fees, because of any such claim or claims.
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23. Insurance

The Lessee shall at the Lessee's own expense carry insurance at all times in a com-
pany or companies approved by the Railway Company, coverinn the liability assumed

under this lease, with limits of not less than $ for one person and

$ for one accident for personal injuries or death, and $

for property damage for each accident, with an aggregate limit of not less than

$ , and shall furnish the Railway Company true original counterparts

of such policy or policies and have the Railway Company's written approval of said

policies at least forty-eight hours before entering the said leased premises. Said policies

shall provide for written notice to the Raliway Company at least days in

advance of cancellation.

24. Assignment

The Lessee shall not assign, sublet or underlet, mortgage or convey this lease or the

leasehold estate, rights or privileges hereby demised, or any part thereof or interest

therein, without first having obtained the written consent of the Railway Company.

Any transfer by process of law or proceeding in equity, or any transfer of a controlling

interest in the share of stock of Lessee to persons not now in control of Lessee, shall be

deemed an assignment within the meaning of this provision and violation of this cov^enant.

Subject to the provisions herein contained regarding assignment, this agreement shall

extend to and bind the successors and assigns of the respective parties hereto.

25. Forfeiture

The Railway Company shall have the right to terminate and forfeit this lease if the

Lessee shall default in the payment of rentals, royalties or any other money herein pro-

vided to be paid by the Lessee when and as due and payable, or if the Lessee shall fail to

keep, observe or perform any of the covenants, agreements or conditions in this lease,

and if any such defaults shall continue for a period of days after written

notice is given by the Railway Company to the Lessee for observance or performance

of any such covenant, agreement or condition.

The Railway Company shall also have the right to terminate and forfeit this lease

if the Lessee shall make any assignment for the benefit of creditors, or shall be adjudicated

bankrupt, or file an application under of the Bankruptcy Act or

any amendment thereto or substitute therefor, or any answer admitting material allega-

tions of an application filed against Lessee thereunder, or shall suffer or permit a receiver-

ship of the Lessee's property. No demand for the payment of said rentals or royalties

or other money required to be paid by the Lessee, nor other notice of default than above

provided, nor any re-entry by the Railway Company shall be necessary in order to effect

a forfeiture of this lease or to terminate the estate of the Lessee.

Upon such declaration of optional forfeiture all estate, rights and privileges of the

Lessee hereunder shall cease and determine, and the Railway Company may thereupon

or at any time thereafter, without further notice, demand or action, re-enter and take

possession of the leased premises, or any part thereof, to the same extent and with like

effect as though this lease had never been made. In case the Railway Company exercises

the right herein provided to declare this lease forfeited, it shall not be liable to the

Lessee for any injury or damage by reason thereof, and the Lessee hereby expressly

waives and releases any and every claim for any such injury or damage. But the exercise

by the Railway Company of the right to declare this lease forfeited shall not be held
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to release or impair any then existing obligation or liability of the Lessee hereunder or

any right or remedy herein granted to or in any manner vested in the Railway Company
or otherwise available to it for the collection of said rentals, royalties or other money
payable hereunder or the enforcement of any other liability.

26. Surrender of Prop^erty in Case of Forfeiture

In the event this lease is terminated by forfeiture before all of said *

has been mined and removed, or paid for under the terms and provisions hereof, the

Lessee shall immediately surrender to the Railway Company, without expense or cos*

to the Railway Company, the mining plant on said leased premises, together with all

equipment, machinery, tracks and other appliances used in the operation of said leased

premises and then owned by the Lessee, and also * and other products

stored on said leased premises.

27. Railway Company's Liens

In order to secure the payment of all rentals or royalties and other moneys herein

provided to be paid by the Lessee, the Railway Company is hereby given a first lien

upon the leasehold estate hereby created and upon all shafts, houses, buildings, tipples,

structures, ovens, rails, railroad tracks, equipment, machinery, improvements and property

of every kind and character which may be placed by the lessee upon the leased premises.

All rentals, royalties and other moneys herein provided to be paid by the Lessee

shall be deemed and treated as rents reserved upon contract by the Railway Company.

28. Railway Company's Rights Not Waived

No delay or omission of the Railway Company to exercise any right, remedy or lien

accruing upon any default or forfeiture hereunder, or otherwise available to it, shall

impair, prejudice or waive any such right, remedy or lien, but every such right, remedy

and lien may be exercised by the Railway Company in the same manner and to the

same extent as if such delay or omission had not occurred.

29. Arbitration

Disagreements or disputes between the Railway Company and the Lessee as to any

of the covenants, agreements or conditions of this lease, or as to the performance or non-

performance thereof, that cannot be settled between the parties hereto, shall be settled

from time to time by arbitration ; one arbitrator to be chosen by the Railway Company
and one by the Lessee, and the two so chosen shall select a third arbitrator. The award

by all or a majority of the arbitrators shall be final and conclusive on the Railway Com-
pany and the Lessee as to the question or questions submitted to arbitration, including

reasonable compensation to the arbitrators. Such costs shall be assessed to either the

Railway Company or the Lessee, or both of them, as decided by the arbitrators. Pro-

vided, however, that any cause of action, right or remedy hereby reserved to or otherwise

existing for the benefit of the Railway Company, to collect the rentals or royalties or

other moneys to become due and payable hereunder shall not be questions for arbitration

Pending an award by the arbitrators as to any disagreement submitted to arbitration, no

action shall be taken by either the Railway Company or Lessee as to the matters in

diagreement, and if the award of the arbitrators is in favor of the Railway Company

the Lessee shall be given a reasonable time of not less than days from the

date of said award in which to remedy or correct the matter or condition for which

it was found to be in default.
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30. Notice to Lessee

The giving of any notice to the Lessee under the provisions hereof, the manner of

which is not otherwise herein expressly provided, shall be sufficient if in writing, and one

copy thereof, addressed to the Lessee, is left with the superintendent, manager or an

agent in charge of the mines or of the mine office of the Lessee, and one copy thereof is

sent by registered mail to the Lessee at its last address furnished the Railway Company.

If there shall be no one found in charge of the mines or of the mine office of the Lessee,

one copy of said notice shall be posted on the front door of said mine office or at the

entrance to said mine.

3L Notice to Railway Company

The giving of any notice to the Railway Company under the provisions of this lease

shall be sufficient if in writing and sent by rgeistered mail to the Chief Engineer of the

Railway Company at All plans,

maps, reports and other records and information herein required to be furnished by the

Lessee to the Railway Company shall be mailed to the Chief Engineer of the Railway

Company at the above address, unless and until the Lessee shall be otherwise instructed

in writing by the Railway Company.

32. Modifications

No waiver, release, modification, alteration or amendment of any of the terms, con-

ditions or provisions of this lease shall be valid or set up or relied upon or offered in any

judicial proceeding or otherwise unless the same is in writing, duly executed by the

Railway Company and the Lessee.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed this instrument in

, as of the day and year first above written.

Attest : Company

Secretary By

Attest: Lessee

Secretary By

Note 1.—This form of lease is not intended to cover strip or surface mining

operations.

Note 2.—Insert the name of the material to be in mined in all blanks marked
*

Report on Assignment 4

Form of Agreement Covering Parallel Occupancy of Railway

Right-of-Way and Property by Electric Power Lines

E. M. Hastings, Jr. (chairman, subcommittee), K. A. Begemann, A. B. Costic, J. R.

Harris, W. D. Kirkpatrick, J. S. Lillie, D. F. Lyons, W. L. Mogle, W. E. Webb,
D. H. Yazell.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

Your committee requested information from the railroads represented on it as to

their experiences and what they desire included in an agreement of this kind. Compiling

the information already received in collaboration with the Signal, Communications, and

Electrical Sections, AAR, the committee has prepared a preliminary draft for further

study.

i
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Report on Assignment 5

Insurance Provisions Recommended for Various Forms
of Agreements

Clarence Young (chairman, subcommittee), H. F. Brockett, K. G. Brohauj;h, R. F. Cur-
rell, G. K. Davis, J. F. Halpin, E. M Hastings, R. C. Heckel, W. D. Kirkpatrick,
I), t. Lyons, C. B. XieJiaus, J. W. Wal'enius, D. J. White.

I

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

During the past year your committee has followed the rapid developments in the

field of railroad protective liability and property damage insurance. The various interests

have just about reached substantial agreement, and the committee hopes to submit a

report next year that will be of real value to the members of the Association.

The Insurance Section, AAR, has appointed three of its members to collaborate with

Committee 20. One of these, C. D. Dawson, gave a very interesting and informative

talk on railroad protective insurance to the committee at its September meeting.

Now that railroad protective insurance is becoming somewhat standardized, your

committee e.xpects to review the insurance requirements of all agreements in the Manual
with the view of bringing them up to date.

Report on Assignment 6

Form of Agreement for Turnpike or Toll Road Crossing Railway
Tracks and Property

J. W. Wallenius (chairman, subcommittee), J. P. Aaron, K. A. Begemann, H. F. Brockett.
R. F. Correll, A. B. Costic, C. L. Gatton, J. F. Halpin, R. C. Heckel, C. J. Henry,
J. W. McMillen, W. L. Mogle, G. W. Patterson, J. L. Perrier, W. R. Swatosh, W. E.
Webb, D. H. Yazell, Clarence Young.

Last year your committee presented as information, a tentative draft of Form ot

Agreement for Turnpike or Toll Road Crossing Railway Tracks and Property (Pro-

ceedings, Vol. 57, 19S6, pages 355 to 362, incl.), and requested suggestions and criticism

thereon.

Your committee has reviewed last year's draft, and with revisions in it, now submits

the form, as revised, for adoption and publication in the Manual.

In accordance with the Association's rule that proposed Manual material should not

be reprinted in committee reports if it appeared in a report in substantially identical

form not more than one year before being submitted for adoption, the proposed material

is not reprinted in full herein. The more extensive revisions were made in Sec. 5. Insur-

ance (Proceedings pages 357 and 358) ; Sec. 10. Right of Entry and Grant of Easement
(Proceedings page 360) ; and Sec. 11. Future Crossing Privilege by the Railway Company
(Proceedings pages 360 and 361). Accordingly, your committee recommends deletion of

these .sections, substituting therefor the following:

5. Insurance

In addition to insurance which the Authority may require its contractors to carry,

the Railway Company may take out insurance which will protect and save harmless the

Railway Company from and against (1) all loss of and damage to any property what-
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soever (including property of the parties hereto and of all other persons whomsoever and

the loss of or interference with any use or service thereof), (2) all loss and damage on

account of injury to or death of any person whomsover (including employees and patrons

of the parties hereto and all other persons whomsoever), and (3) all claims and liability

for such loss and damage and cost and expense thereof caused by, growing out of, or in

any way related to or connected with the construction of the Crossing Project provided

for by this agreement, whether or not caused by the negligence of the Railway Company.

Such insurance may provide coverage limits in such amounts as the Railway Companv

may determine. The cost of such policies shall be considered as a part of the costs of the

Railway Company for which it shall be entitled to reimbursement, but in no event shall

the aggregate cost of such policies exceed The Railway Company

hereby waives all claims against the Authority arising out of any tort to the extent that

the Railway Company is protected by such policies. In the event companion policies arc

issued to the Authority, as insured, the cost of such companion policies shall be paid

to the insurance company by the Railway Company, and the Railway Company shall be

reimbursed therefor by the Authority.

10, Right of Entry and Grant of Easement

The Railway Company will permit the Authority to enter upon the property of the

Railway Company to the extent reasonably necessary for inspection, construction, main-

tenance, repair and renewal of the crossing structure, provided, however, the Authority

shall give reasonable advance notice to the Railway Company of any work proposed to

be done which may affect the safety or operation of the Railway Company. Such work

shall be done in such manner and under such conditions as not to interfere with the

proper, safe and continuous use, operation and enjoyment of the property and railway

of the Railway Company; if requested by the Railway Company, the Authority shall

submit plans and specifications to the Railway Company for its acceptance and approval

before any work is started. The Authority shall furnish or cause to be furnished insurance

coverage in favor of the Railway Company as may be necessary in view of the work to

be performed, and such work shall be accomplished in accordance with the terms of thia

Agreement.

The Railway Company agrees, insofar as its title enables it to do so, and subject

to the right of the Railway Company to continue to operate its railway (over) (under)

said crossing structure, that it wall, for a sum to be agreed upon, grant and convey to

the Authority, its successors and assigns, an easement in perpetuity for the construc-

tion, reconstruction, maintenance, repair, renewal and operation, and use upon its lands,

of the highway crossing structure, its foundations and supports, which shall be constructed

in the manner and location as provided by the terms of this Agreement, and as set forth

on the property plan and map designated Exhibit "B" bearing the title "Parcel Easement

Plan " which is attached hereto and made a part hereof, or any

revision thereof which may be agreed to by the parties hereto.

11. Future Crossing Privilege by the Railway Company

If at any time the Railway Company should desire to cross the property of the

Authority with a structure for the purpose of extending its railroad tracks or facilities,

the Authority, as part consideration hereof, shall grant the Railway Company the right

for such crossings without charge therefor, provided, however, that (a) all costs and

expense of effecting such crossing .shall be paid by the Railway Company, (b) the work
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shall be accomplished so as not to interfere materially with the use and operation of the
facilities of the Authority, (c) the plans and specifications therefor are submitted to and
approved by the Authority before work is commenced, (d) that insurance coverage as
may be necessary, in view of the work to be performed, shall be furnished the Authority,
and (e) that conditions similar to those imposed herein for the crossing of the right-of-
way and track of the Railway Company by the structure of the Authority, should he in

a manner satisfactory to the Railway Company and the Authority.
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Report of Committee 25—Waterways and Harbors

A. L. Sams, Chairman,

F. B. Manning,
Vice Chairman,

Arihur Anderson
G. H. Beasley

G. W. Becker
G. W. Benson
C. M. Bowman
A. F. Crowder
G. K. Davis

B. M. Dornblatt

w. h. eckenbrine
N. E. Ekrem
Benjamin Elkind (E)

Oscar Fischer

R. L. Groover

C. J. Henry
B. M. Howard

J. E. Inman
H. F. Kimball
Shu t'ien Li

G. W. Mahn, Jr.

S. L. Mapes
R. B. MiDKlFF

J. G. Miller

W. J. O'Connell
H. R. Peterson

C. W. Pitts

R. C. POSTELS

J. G. Roney
CM. Seagraves

C. R. Shaw
W. D. Simpson
F. R. Spofford

G. L. StaleY

A. B. Stone

J. G. Sutherland

W. R. SWATOSH
P. V. Thelander
V. R. Walling
G. A. Wolf

Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress in study, but no report.

2. Current policies, practices and developments dealing with navigation projects,

collaborating with AAR Committee on Waterway Projects.

Progress report, presented as information page 498

'•. Bibliography relating to benefits and costs of inland waterway projects in-

volving navigation.

Progress report, presented as information page 512

4. Economic analysis of a completed waterway project.

No report.

5. Synopsis of that portion of the report by the Commission on Organization

of the Executive Branch of the Government (Hoover Ta.sk Force report)

pertaining to water resource development.

No report.

The CoMMiriEE on Waterways and Hakbuks,

A. L. Sams, Chairmun.

.\REA Bulletin S32. November 1956.
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Report on Assignment 2

Current Policies, Practices and Developments Dealing

with Navigation Projects

Collaborating with AAR Committee on Waterway Projects

B. M. Dornblatt (chairman, subcommittee), Arthur Anderson, G. W. Becker, G. W.
Benson, G. K. Davis, Oscar Fischer, R. L. Groover, J. E. Inman, R. B. Midkiff,

R. C. Postels, C. M. Seagraves, C. R. Shaw, W. D. Simpson, G. L. Staley, J. G.
Sutherland, W. R. Swatosh.

There is submitted herewith a progress report, for information only, on the handling

of a project by the Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army, from the inception of the project

to its authorization and the appropriation of funds for it by the Congress.

The latest available data in connection with the policies and practices of the Corps

in dealing with navigation projects is found in the "Annual Report of the Chief of Engi-

neers, U. S. Army," 1951, Part I, Vol. III. The procedure, once the Congress has author-

ized the project, for requesting construction funds is covered in the Orders & Regulations

(O & R) of the Corps of Engineers, Part III, Chapter 4, Civil Works, Sec. 12, 13 and 14.

This report is broken down into two sections corresponding with the breakdown in

the aforementioned document.

AUTHORIZATION

I. Methods of Authorization

Quoting from the Annual Report of the Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army, 1951:

"Civil Works projects are authorized by Congress under a procedure developed over

more than a century and consisting of two major steps:

1. Authorization of specific investigations and reports.

2. Authorization of specific projects and plan of improvement.

"This authorization procedure covers the life history of a Civil Works project from

the time its investigation is initiated by local interests acting through their representatives

in Congress until, if it is found to meet the standards prescribed by law, it is authorized

by Congress for construction by the Federal Government. This procedure includes a

number of different types of authorizations under which Congress exercises varying

degrees of control over the Civil Works program. As a general rule, however, both Civil

Works investigations and projects must be specifically authorized by Congress; the

authority for independent action delegated by Congress to the Chief of Engineers is

limited to necessary project modifications and to miscellaneous general and continuing

authorities for work of an emergency nature, or for operations that are required annually.

The authorization procedure is described in detail in Appendix C with this report.

"1. Authorization of Investigations

"The first step toward authorization of a given waterway improvement is taken

when local individuals and organizations expressed to their representatives in Congress

their interest in and desire for the improvement. The Congressmen or Senators con-

cerned then obtain an authorization for an investigation and report by the Corps of

Engineers, either by legislative authority in a River and Harbor and Flood Control Act

or, in appropriate cases, by a resolution of one or the other Committees on Public

Works.
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"Methods of authorizing investigations. A study and report may be authorized by

Congress in either of two ways:

"(a) If no previous study and report has been authorized, an item directing the

study must be incorporated into an Omnibus River and Harbor and Flood Control bill.

Enactment of that bill into law authorizes the investigation and report.

"(b) If a previous study and report has been made, the Public Works Committee

of the Senate or House may by resolution request that the Board of Engineers for

Rivers and Harbors or the Chief of Engineers review such prior report or reports,

with a view to determining if circumstances have so changed as to justify modification

of the previous conclusions and recommendations. Congress has itself limited the scope

of such review reports.

"Need for new investigations. Despite the magnitude of the Civil Works program

already reported on and authorized, there remain vast water-resource potentialities that

have not been passed on. The rate at which these further potentialities are studied is for

Congress to decide ; authorization of additional studies should be accompanied by a

commensurate uniform flow of appropriations if the studies and reports already author-

ized and to be authorized are to be handled efficiently and expeditiously.

"After authorization of an investigation, the next step in the authorization procedure

is accomplishment of the study and report by the Corps of Engineers. This involves

consideration of the investigating and planning procedures of the Corps, which will be

discussed later.

"2. Authorization of Projects

"Action by Congress. Civil Works projects are authorized individually by Congress,

usually as an item in an Omnibus River and Harbor and Flood Control Bill prepared

by the House Committee on Public Works, then sent to the corresponding Committee

of the Senate for its action. Both Committees hold extensive public hearings in connection

with the bill, at which representatives of the Corps of Engineers, or other interested

Federal agencies and of state and local interests may and do appear to voice their views

on the proposed improvements. On enactment of the bill, the improvements become

authorized Civil Works projects of the United States. The authorized project is always

specific and Hmited, either in the report of the Corps or as specified in the Act ; the

authorized plan may not be materially modified without additional authorization by

Congress.

"Types of Authorization. Project authorizations are of three general types:

"(a) An individual improvement (usually small and unconnected with a regional or

basin plan), at an estimated first cost set forth in the project document or in the Act.

"(b) Approval by Congress of a general plan presented in the project document,

but with authorization of construction and funds for only a specified part of the plan.

"(c) Approval of a general plan as in (b), but with authorization for appropriation

of a specified sum for the 'initiation and partial accomplishment' of the project, or for its

'continuation' when it is already under way. The specific amounts authorized for initiation

or continuation are generally referred to as 'monetary authorizations.'

"Under an authorization of type (b), the Corps of Engineers may undertake only

the authorized works to the extent of the sum authorized for appropriation ; under type

(c) it may undertake any of the works involved in the approved plan, but again within

the limitation on appropriation,'
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II. Continuing and General Authorization

The Corps of P^ngineers has certain continuing and general authorizations in addition

to the individual authorizations of specific projects and plans as described above.

Again quoting from the Chief of Engineers report:

"In addition to the individual authorizations of specific projects and plans herein-

before discussed, Congress has made available to the Chief of Engineers certain continu-

ing and general authorizations, under which he may perform certain recurring works of

waterway development. These authorizations are described in more detailed elsewhere

and cover such works as

—

(a) Rivers and Harbors:

Maintenance of certain harbor channels

Snagging and clearing of navigable channels

Replacement of obsolete navigation structures

Removal of wrecks

Provision of fishways

Provision of future power development at navigation dams.

(b) Flood Control:

Small flood control projects of limited scope

Rescue work, flood lighting, maintenance, and emergency repairs

Removal of obstructions and clearing channels

Alteration or protection of facilities damaged by a project

Emergency bank provision for highways, bridges, and utilities.

"The Corps of Engineers also has a continuing authorization for administering the

Federal laws for the protection and preservation of the navigable waters of the United

States, including the following: Granting permits for structures or operations in navigable

waters; approving location and plans of bridges, dams, dikes, or causeways; altering

obstructive bridges ; establishing regulations for the use of the navigable waters, including

drawbridge regulations; establishing anchorage grounds, special anchorage areas, danger

zones, dumping grounds, restricted areas, fishing areas, and harbor lines; investigating

the discharge or deposit of refuse in navigable waters; preventing oil pollution of coastal

navigable waters ; determining the heads of navigation ; estab'ishing reasonable tolls for

bridges over navigable waters
;
granting permits for occupation and use of Federal works

and lands under the control of the Corps of Engineers ; constructing Anacostia Park and

reclaiming and developing Anacostia River and Flats, D. C, maintaining and repairing

Washington Aqueduct and increasing the water supply of the City of Washington; studies

for preserving Niagara Falls, and supervising power companies diverting water there-

from; reports of international boards on operations affecting international boundary

waters; and proposed legislation in connection with the foregoing."

III. Authority for Modifications

The work carried on by the Corps of Engineers may be modified under the following

conditions:

"Favorable survey reports submitted to Congress by the Corps of Engineers usually

recommend authorization of a certain improvement subject to such modifications as in

the discretion of the Chief of Engineers may appear advisable. The Corps of Engineers

recognizes that such permission to alter authorized projects is an important delegation
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of authority, and has attempted to exercise that privilege carefully. The Corps classes

such permissible modifications in two categories:

"(a) Those necessary for engineering or construction reasons to produce the full

usefulness of the improvement envisioned by Congress, such as shifting a dam from one

site to a more adequate nearby site; changes in storage capacity or allocation of a

reservoir to ensure its optimum performance for all interests; changes in channel aline-

ment as indicated by more detai'ed surveys; or change from a concrete to an earth dam,

or vice versa, as indicated by more complete foundation explorations or the relative avail-

ability and cost of construction materials.

"(b) Moderate extension of authorized project limits, such as levee extensions to

protect developing urban areas or increasing the size of locks to meet changing require-

ments of navigation. Such changes are considered to be those required to meet changing

engineering or economic conditions, and within the intent of Congress in authorizing

the project.

"On the other hand, the Corps considers it necessary to bring project modifications

to the attention of Congress for specific action whenever such modifications will:

a. Materially alter the scope or functions of the project.

b. Materially change the authorized plan of improvement.

c. Involve special circumstances unknown to the Corps and to Congress when the

project was authorized."

IV. Policies and Procedures for Investigating and Planning Civil Works

"The planning policies and procedures of the Corps of Engineers which have resulted

in the current Civil Works program have been improved and modified as the Federal

interest in water-resource development has expanded, and on the basis of experience

gained over the years. They have passed through definite stages from studies of indi-

vidual situations and projects to plannings for rivers, and to comprehensive investigations

for entire river basins.

"In brief the current investigating and planning procedures of the Corps require

that full consideration be given to all water resource potentialities and problems, with

a view to development of sound and comprehensive plans for river basin improvement.

"In current studies and reports it is possible to incorporate a vast amount of tech-

nical and scientific experience largely developed during the past 20 years. This advance

in engineering studies has been paralleled by a more exhaustive economic valuation of

proposed improvements, and by greater coordination with Federal, State and local

interests."

"1. Growth of Policies

"The policies followed by the Corps of Engineers in investigating and planning Civil

Works stem from the commerce clause of the Constitution, which provides that Congress

shall have power Ho regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several

states, and with the Ind'an tribes' and from the various acts of Congress which form

the body of river and harbor and flood control legislation.

"These legislative bases have been expanded from requirements pertaining solely

to navigation to the many related aspects of river-basin improvements such as hydro-

electric power, preservation of fish and wildlife, and others which have been incorporated

into Civil Works legislation during the past decade. Accordingly, it has been necessary

for the Corps of Engineers to develop administrative policies and procedures to keep

pace with the expanding Federal interest expressed by legislative enactments.
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"Prior to 1900 most investigation and planning by the Corps of Engineers was for

navigation, except for the work of the Mississippi River Commission which began jn

1879. Since 1900, advances have included establishment of the Board of Engineers for

Rivers and Harbors in 1902 ;
provisions for consideration of hydroelectric power in

reports, in 1909; and provisions for consideration of flood control and other water

problems and uses in studies, by act of 1917. The River and Harbor Act of 1920 first

defined the local cooperation to be required in navigation improvements.

"In 1925 and 1927, authorization by Congress of the '308' surveys broadened the

basis for investigation by the Corps of Engineers and resulted for the first time in a

comprehensive effort to assess the problems and potentialities of practically all the major

river basins of the United States.

"Authorization of the major project for the Alluvial Valley of the Mississippi River

in 1928 placed with the Corps of Engineers the responsibility for planning and executing

that most important improvement. Establishment of the Beach Erosion Board in 1930

recognized that importance and necessity for coastal engineering and Federal assistance

in planning coastal improvements. The first general flood control act of 1936 established

the Federal interest in nationwide flood control and initiated a chain of legislative actions

which necessitated rapid expansion of planning procedures, including:

More detailed coordination with other Federal agencies.

Recognition of rights and interest of affected states.

Providing for hydroelectric power development.

Considering consumptive uses of water.

Recognition of major drainage as an element of flood control.

Providing for recreation and public use of reservoir areas.

Preserving fish and wildlife resources.

Disposal of hydroelectric power and allocation of costs.

Disposal of water for domestic and industrial use.

Regulating flood storage in reservoirs.

Considering highway crossings over dams.

These provisions were embodied into Civil Works law in the various acts up to and

including that of May 1950, and the Corps of Engineers has implemented them by

administrative procedures."

In addition to the above quotations from the Chief of Engineers' report, the follow-

ing Appendixes to the report also give in more detail policies and procedures as outlined

above:

A. Resume of the Federal Civil Works Program

B. Relationship affecting the Civil Works Program

C. Procedure for authorization of Civil Works

D. Policies and procedures for investigation and planning Civil Works

E. Federal Navigation Program

F. Federal Flood Control Program

G. Civil Works Engineering

H. Cost estimating and cost experience

I. Relocations and lands

J. Continuing and general authorizations.

K. Recommendations of Investigative Staff of House Committee on

Appropriations.
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CONSTRUCTION

The project havinu once been authorized is now ready for the request for funds.

The regulations covering same may be briefly stated by quoting from a text pre-

pared in 194S at the Engineer School, Fort Belvoir, Va., and revised December 1949 by

the Civil Works Branch, Office, Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army. Under the heading of

"Appropriations", the text states:

"V. Request for Construction Funds

"The first step after authorization of the project and determining its place in the

construction program is to obtain funds with which to carry out the construction. This

usually takes place in two or more stages. First a request for detailed planning funds

with which to prepare definite project reports, plans and specifications, etc., and second,

request for the funds required for actual construction. In some cases, however, the initial

request may cover both the planning funds and funds for initiation of construction.

In either case, the procedure is the same.

"The Chief of Engineers, on the basis of information from the Division and District

Engineers, prepares data sheets to support a request for inclusion of funds for a specific

project in the budget for the coming fiscal year. These proposed budget items are first

presented to and discussed with the Bureau of the Budget in order that they may be

correlated with budget requests from other Departments of the government into a con-

solidated budget consistent with the overall program of the President. When the budget

request of the President is made available to Congress shortly after the beginning of

each calendar year, a subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations of the House

of Representatives takes the initial action in Congress on the President's budget pro-

posals. The subcommittee holds hearings and asks for information from the Chief of

Engineers and local interests concerned with the project and prepares its recommenda-

tions to the full Committee on Appropriations which, in turn, presents a proposed Ap-

propriation Bill for consideration by the House of Representatives. After action by the

House, or simultaneously with consideration in the House, similar action is taken in the

Senate. After passing of the Appropriation Bill by the House and Senate, and signature

by the President, the money required for the project is made available to the Chief of

Engineers. (See O&R 4212.01 to 4212.09 and 4213.01 to 4213,14)."

VI. Bureau of Budget

It is to be noted in the aforementioned reference that before the Congress can act

on the appropriation the Chief of Engineers must arrange, through discussions, with the

Bureau of the Budget in order that they may be approved and included in the budget

for the coming fiscal year.

The Bureau of the Budget has set forth certain standards and procedures which

will be used by the Executive Office of the President in reviewing proposed water

resource project reports and budget estimates to initiate construction of such projects,

submitted in accordance with existing requirements. This circular, known as Budget

Circular No. A—17 (dated 31 December 19S2) on Water Resource Projects, was forwarded

by Memorandum, dated 31 December 1952, to the following Heads of Executive Depart-

ments and Establishments having responsibility for the development of water and related

land resources program:

Secretary of Agriculture

Secretarv of Commerce
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Secretary of State

Administrator of the Federal Security Administration

Secretary of the Army
Secretary of Interior

Chairman of the Federal Power Commission

Chairman of the Board of the Tennessee Valley Authority

for their guidance in adopting more uniform agencies' policies and standards and to give

the agencies a better basis for presenting all pertinent information which ha? a bearing

on the merits of the proposed projects.

All reports submitted to the Bureau of the Budget after 1 July 1953 must conform

to the requirements of this circular.

Quoting from the Circular:

"1. Purpose. The pohcies of the President with regard to programs and projects

for the devlopment of water and related land resources have been established from time

to time both as a part of the normal budget and legislative review process under Bureau

of the Budget Circulars Nos. A-11, 'Instructions for the preparation and submission of

annual budget estimates', and A-19, 'Reports and recommendations on proposed and

pending legislation,' and as a part of the review of project reports under E.xecutive Order

93S4, 'Submission of reports to facilitate budgeting activities of the Federal Government.'

This Circular is intended to draw together certain of these policies for water resources

programs and projects and to provide the agencies in advance with a better understanding

of the considerations which will be used in determining the relationship of a proposed

program or project, or budget estimate, to the program of the President.

"The standards and procedures set forth in this Circular will be used by the Executivj

Office of the President in reviewing agency reports and budget estimates subject to its

provisions, in order that uniform policies may be applied with a view towards (a) estab-

lishing priority for projects yielding the greatest value to the Nation, and (b) securing

effective resources development at minimum necessary cost. The priority among programs

or projects meeting the standards and procedures set forth in this Circular, and action

upon budget estimates to initiate such programs or projects, necessarily will also depend

on budget policies established from year to year to meet current economic conditions.

"2. Authority. Executive Order 9384, October 4, 1943, requires submission to the

Bureau of the Budget of reports relating to or effecting Federal public works and im-

provement projects. Bureau of the Budget Circular No. A-19, Revised, requires sub-

mission to the Bureau of agency reports on proposed and pending legislation. Bureau

of the Budget Circular No. A-11, Revised, outlines the requirements for preparation and

submission to the Bureau of annual budget estimates. This Circular No. A-47, supple-

ments the requirements of the Executive Order and Circulars referred to and is issued

pursuant to the authority cited therein."

VII. Federal Programs

While the Circular "relates to Federal programs or projects for the conservation,

development, or use of water and related land resources", only those sections applicable

to navigation projects are covered in this progress report.

VIII. Participation

After defining such terms as project, program, benefits, economic costs, financial costs,

constructions costs, etc., the Circular provides for participation on all political levels as

follows:
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"6. State, local and Federal participation. Agencies responsible for developing pro-

posed programs or projects shall, as now provided under certain laws and administrative

practices, consult with the people of the area primarily affected and with the State and

local governments and Federal agencies concerned. This consultation should take place

at the earliest feasible stage and should be continued throughout the investigation, survey,

and planning stages, in order that the views of these groups and agencies may receive

adequate consideration. Such consultation need not be repeated at the time budget

estimates to initiate a program or project are being prepared; however, budget estimates

shall include the latest information available on the views of Federal agencies. States,

and interested local groups as to priorities of project development, scheduling of con-

struction, and willingness to comply with requirements for local participation."

IX. Evaluation

Detailed requirements for information to be included and criteria for review of

evaluation reports are set forth below:

"7. Information for inclusion in, and criteria for review of, evaluation reports.

"a. The following categories of information, some of which are elaborated in later

paragraphs of this Circular, shall be included in the evaluation report proposing author-

ization of a new water or related land resources program or project. Under certain of

the categories of information listed below, there are indicated the criteria which will be

used by the Executive Office in the review of proposed program or project reports:

"(1) A description of the need for the production or services which would result

from the program or project; the relation of the program or project to the other elements

of the resource development program of the region in which the program or project is

to be undetaken; the contribution of the program or project to balanced national con-

servation and development; and the efficiency of the program or project in meeting

regional or national needs.

"An important consideration in the review of evaluation reports will be whether

execution of the program or project, and, within practical limits, execution of each

separate part of a program or project, will be more economical than alternative means
available in the region for meeting the same needs. Where a single-purpose alternative !«

available, inclusion in a multiple-purpose program or project plan of any purpose of

resource development will be considered only if the purpose is accomplished more
economically through the multiple-purpose program or project than through the single-

purpose alternative. A further consideration in the review of evaluation reports will be

the relative economy of alternative means available on a national basis for meeting the

needs to be met by the program or project.

"(2) A concise but complete estimate of all the benefits and all of the economic

cost of undertaking the program or project. In addition to comparing the total benefits

of the program or project with its total economic costs, the estimate should also show
separately the particular benefits and economic costs attributable to each purpose of the

program or project. Wherever appropriate, benefits and economic costs shall be expressed

in monetary terms. Where monetary estimates cannot reasonably be made, the relative

.significance of such benefits and costs shall be stated in as precise and quantitative terms

as possible. Because any long-term estimates are subject to wide margin.^ of error, the

results should be expressed in ranges rather than in single figures. The estimate should

be made from an over-all public or national viewpoint and should indicate any specifically

indentifiable groups, localities or districts receiving program or project benefits.
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"While it is recognized that a comparison of estimated benefits with estimated costs

does not necessarily provide a precise measure of the absolute merits of any particu'ar

program or project, one essential criterion in justifying any program or project will,

except in unusual cases where adequate justification is presented, be that its estimated

benefits to whomsovcr they may accrue exceed its estimated costs. Inclusion in a multiple-

purpose program or project plan of any purpose of resource development will, except in

unusual cases where adequate justification is presented, be considered only if the benefits

attributable to that particular purpose are greater than the economic costs of including

that purpose in the program or project. Monetary computations will be most useful in

arranging programs or projects, or parts thereof, serving the same purpose in the order

of their economic desirability.

"(3) All data relating to the financial feasibility and to the allocation and reimburse-

ment of financial costs prepared in accordance with the standards set forth in paragraphs

11-21. This shall include a statement as to the financial feasibility of reimbursable features

of the program or project and the net effect of the program or project on the Federal

Treasury. For this purpose the project report shall show an anaSsis of the sources of

repayment or sharing of the financial costs of each of the purposes involved in the

program or project. Financial costs shall be converted to an annual basis to make possible

a comparison of annual financial costs and annual revenues of any program or project

or separable purpose thereof.

"(4) A statement as to the source and nature of, and an appraisal of the adequacy

of, the basic information available and used during the preparation of such program

or project and the methods employed in the analysis and interpretation of such basic

information.

"b. Requests for funds for the initiation of construction of a program or project

following authorization shall be accompanied by a statement indicating the changes which

have occurred, if any, since submittal of the original report upon which authorization

was based, affecting the total cost, the economic evaluation, or the purposes of the

program or project. If substantial changes have occurred, the request shall be accom-

panied by a revised evaluation report."

X. Navigation Projects

Estimate of benefits as pertaining to navigation projects are set forth in:

"8. Benefits to be included in evaluation. The evaluation report prepared in accord-

ance with paragraph 7 shall include an estimate of the primary benefits of the program

or project. Unless the report sets forth clear justification for considering other factors,

main reliance in the review of project reports will be placed on the following categories

of primary benefits:

* * *

"e. In the case of navigation projects other than harbor improvements, the trans-

portation savings resulting from:

"1) The differential between expected costs of movement by non-water transport

and expected costs of movement by water transport for those commodities which will be

carried by land transport if the project is not built, but which will move by water if the

project is built.

"2) For traffic which will not move without the waterway improvement, but which

will move by water if the project is built, the differential between the cost of transporta-

tion by waterway and the highest cost at which it would be feasible for the traffic to

move.
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"3) Where the project improves an already navigable waterway, the differential

between expected costs with and without the project of moving on the waterway traffic

expected to move on the waterway even if the project is not built.

"i. Value of municipal, industrial, and domestic water supply to be furnished,

measured by the cost of obtaining equivalent supply from the cheapest alternative source

that would most likely be used in the absence of the project, including the cost of

development of the same source of water by the water users themselves as one of the

alternatives. Taxes and interest charges for the alternative source should be computed

on a basis comparable with the project.

"j. Increases in the value of recreation and fish and wildlife resources expected as a

result of the project. Although such benefits are usually not subject to measurement in

monetary terms, complete information, in terms of the amount and type of expected use

of recreation and fish and wildlife developments is required as a basis for comparison

of the incremental costs and benefits of such developments referred to in paragraphs

11 (c) and 19 (b).

"k. Savings in the cost of water treatment or gains in the value of streams for

industrial, municipal, and domestic water supply, and other uses, through the abatement

of water pollution; and reduction in the cost of pollution abatement by stream flow

augmentation. Such benefits shouM be calculated as the residual benefit possible after

allowing for all direct measures to control pollution at the source that would normally

be requ'red or considered necessary by the public health authorities concerned.

"The evaluation prepared in accordance with paragraph 7 shall also include an esti-

mate of any secondary benefits which the program or project will provide. The evalua-

tion shall include a separate estimate showing a total primary and total secondary bene-

fits. Until standards and procedures for measuring secondary benefits are approved by

the Bureau of the Budget, the evaluation shall be based mainly upon primary benefits.

"The evaluation .«;hall also include an appraisal of the general benefits which will

accrue through such effects as safeguarding life and public health, stabilizing national

and regional food and raw materials production, and contributing directly to the improve-

ment of technically underdeveloped areas within the Nation's boundaries."

XI. Costs

Costs are covered as follows:

"9. Costs to be included in evaluation. The evaluation prepared in accordance with

paragraph 7 shall include an estimate of the total construction costs and the total opera-

tion and maintenance costs of the program or project, whether such costs are incurred

by the Federal Government, State or local governments, or private interests.

"Such an evaluation shall also include a statement of economic costs expected to be

induced by the program or project, such as the costs of:

a. Displacement of people.

b. Decreased va'ue of lands, minerals, water quantity or quality, and other water

or related land resources, where not reflected in market values.

c. Rectifying adverse effects upon sanitation, transportation, highway construc-

tion or maintenance, or other activities reasonably foreseen as being affected

by the program or project.

d. Business losses, such as disruption of trade or diversion of waterborne traffic

from existing ports or channels.
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c. Losses in State or local tax revenues, adjusted for changes in costs of State

and local government services caused by the existence of program or project

facilities.

f. Unprevented and uncompensated losses of or damages to fish and wildlife re-

sources; recreation resources; and scenic, archeological or historical values.

g. Abandonment of economically useful structures, such as locks and bridges.

"Such an evaluation shall also include an appraisal of other detriments to the gen-

eral welfare, whether or not they can be measured in monetary terms, and the groups

which will suffer any substantial injury should be identified so far as feasible."

Comparison of costs and allocation to respective features are covered in the following

sections:

"10. Comparison of benefits and economic costs. Benefits to be obtained and economic

costs to be incurred throughout the assumed economic life of a program or project, as

limited by paragraph 14 of this Circular, where expressed in monetary terms, shall be

converted to a common time basis to facilitate the comparison called for in paragraph

7a (2). Where benefits and economic costs are compared on an annual basis, interest on

the construction costs should be included in the computation of average annual equiva-

lents for total economic costs. Where the present net worth method of comparing benefits

and economic costs is to be used, future benefits and economic costs should be discounted

to present values. Using an interest rate to cumulate benefits and economic costs is

necessitated where the net gain or loss at any given time during the operation of the

program or project is to be computed. Determination of the applicable interest or dis-

count rate shall be made in accordance with paragraph IS, except for the interest rate

on project costs to be financed by non-Federal sources.

"11. Purposes to which costs may be allocated and criteria for allocation of costs.

The evaluation report prepared in accordance with paragraph 7 shall include a tentative

allocation of the construction costs and operation and maintenance costs of the program

or project to the several purposes to be served, which allocation shall serve as the basis

for the proposed reimbursement and cost-sharing arrangements recommended in the

report. Proposals for the allocation of costs will be reviewed in accordance with the

following standards:

a. Subject to the criteria set forth in paragraphs b and c following and paragraphs

19 and 20, costs of both separable and joint facilities shall be equitably allocated

to the following purposes and to no other purposes:

(1) Flood control

(2) Reclamation

(3) Navigation

(4) Watershed management

(5) Electric power and energy

(6) Domestic, Municipal, or industrial water supply

(7) Recreation development

(8) Fish and wildlife development

(9) Pollution control or abatement

b. Cost of programs or projects shall be allocated to the several purposes for

which they are undertaken on the following basis:

(1) The costs of facilities or features of a program or project used only for a

single purpose of water resources development shall be allocated to the

respective purposes served by such facilities or features,
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(2) The costs of facilities or features of a program or project used jointly by

more than one purpose of water resource development shall be allocated

among the purposes served in such a way that each purpose will share

equitably in the savings resulting from combining the purposes in a multiple-

purpose development.

* * *

(2) Allocations of costs to pollution control or abatement shall be limited to

those costs for that purpose which are to be fully reimbursed by the States,

local governments, districts, or other interests concerned, including other

Federal establishments.

"12. Responsibility for allocation of costs on multiple-purpose programs or projects.

For purposes of this Circular, the head of the agency responsible for construction of the

program or project will be considered responsible for:

a. Making the initial tentative allocation of costs among the purposes to be served

by a program or project.

b. Making a revised cost allocation prior to the submission of a budget estimate

to initiate the program or project if the costs can be ascertained with greater

accuracy at that time than at the time of submission of the project report, or

if the designated use of the program or project is changed, or if the estimated

costs have changed substantially. Where designated use is changed or estimated

costs have changed substantially, the head of such agency shall also indicate

the reason therefor.

'"Other agencies having respon.sibilities with respect to various purposes of the project,

such as power marketing, rate approval, reclamation, navigation, flood control regula-

tion, etc., shall be afforded full opportunity to consult and make their views known
at both these stages in the determination of the cost allocation.

"13. Reimbursement and sharing of costs. For the purpose of this Circular, it 3S

essential that definite determinations be made as to which part of the financial costs

of a proposed program or project will be reimbursed to the Federal Government, which

will be borne by others than the Federal Government, and which will not be reimbursed.

With respect to financial costs to be reimbursed and cash contributions to be made,

^e proposed source of funds therefor shall be clearly indicated. Where cash contribution'-

are required, such requirement shall be expressed as a percentage of the construction

costs of the program or project, rather than in dollars. Where repayment is to be made
over a period of time, a tentative schedule of payments to be made to the Federal Gov-

ernment shall be established. With respect to any further financial costs to be borne by

others, such as contributions of property, the nature of the cost-sharing arrangements

to be entered into by the Federal Government shall be indicated. With respect to non-

reimbursable costs, the authority relied upon in declaring such costs to be nonreimbursable

shall be clearly indicated; where no legislative authority exists, justification .shall be

presented for proposing that the costs be considered nonreimbursable."

"14. Length of repayment period. Proposals for repayment of the Federal invest-

ment in a program or project will be reviewed in accordance with the following standards:

a. Rates and other charges for the products or services of a program or project

shall be set so that repayment of the initial Federal investment in the program

or project can be accomplished within a period equal to the useful economic
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life of the proposed proeram or project, but not longer than 50 years, following

the date on which the head of the sponsoring agency determines that benefits

from the program or project will be available to the beneficiaries. This same

period of time with the same limitation shall be used for computing benefits

and costs of the propos»ed program or project.

b. In the case of a major replacement, modification, or addition to a project, the

cost thereof shall be reimbursed within (1) the estimated useful economic life

of such replacement, modification, or addition, (2) the estimated remaining

useful economic life of the project to which it is an addition, or (3) 50 years,

whichever is least, following the date on which the head of the sponsoring

agency determines that benefits from the replacement, modification, or addition

will be available to the beneficiaries. In the case of a major replacement, mod-

ification, or addition to a project serving power or domestic, municipal, or

industrial water supply, the unliquidated balance of the initial Federal invest-

ment allocated to such purpose, together with any unpaid interest or other

expenses may be proposed for re-scheduling of repayment over the same period

of time as is proposed for repayment of the cost of the major replacement,

modification, or addition.

"IS. Determination of interest rate of Federal investment. Interest for purposes of

estimating reimbursements shall be calculated at a rate based upon the average rate of

interest payable by the Treasury on interest-bearing marketable securities of the United

States outstanding at the end of the fiscal year preceding such computation which, upon

original issue, had terms to maturity not more than 12 months longer or 12 months

shorter than the economically useful life of the project or part thereof in which Federal

investment is to be made. Where the economically useful life of the project is expected

to be longer than IS years, the rate of interest shall be calculated at a rate based upon

the average rate of interest payable by the Treasury on obligations, if any, outstanding

at the end of the fiscal year preceding such computation, which, upon original issue, had

terms to maturity of IS years or more.

"If there are no such outstanding interest-bearing marketable securities of the United

States with original terms to maturity not more than 12 months longer or 12 months

shorter than the economically useful life of the project, or with original terms to maturity

of IS years or more, interest shall be calculated at a rate equal to the rate of interest

payable by the Treasury on the issue of interest bearing marketable securities of the

United States outstanding at the end of the fiscal year preceding such computation which,

upon original issue, had terms to maturity shorter than, but most nearly equal to, the

economically useful life of the project.

"Where the average rate calculated by the methods prescribed above is not a mul-

tiple of ^ of 1 percent, the rate of interest .shall be the multiple of ^ of 1 percent next

lower than such average rate."

XII. Additional Projects

Additional standards are then listed in the Circular relating to:

a. Power

b. Flood Control

c. Reclamation

d. Irrigation

e. Recreation, and

f. Domestic, municipal and industrial water supply.
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XIII. Future Requirements

The final paragraph of the Circular is quoted below in lull;

"21. Provision in Federal water resources programs and projects for future require-

ments. Where a significant saving will result from inclusion in the original plans for a

program or project of additional or enlarged structures, facilities, or parts thereof which

will serve anticipated future non-Federal needs, as, for example, excess storage capacity

in reservoirs for municipal or industrial water supply, provision for such inclusion may
be made if:

a. The cost of including the facilities for anticipated future needs, including the

properly allocable part of the joint costs of the program or project, represent

not more than IS percent of the total construction costs of the program or

project.

b. All financial costs of such additions will be repaid within 50 years after the

date on which initial use of such addition is begun, regardless of the degree to

which the full capacity provided is utiUzed during that period. In arriving at

the financial costs of such additions, interest on the construction costs during

the period of deferral of any use may be waived.

c. Reasonable assurance is given by local interests at the time the project report

is prepared that initial use of the proposed addition to the program or project

will begin within not more than 10 years, and a repayment contract is signed

by local interests prior to the beginning of construction agreeing to start repay-

ment within such 10-year period."

XIV. Submittal to Congress

Once approved by the Bureau of the Budget, the project can then be included in

the hst of authorized projects which go to the appropriate committee of both Houses

of Congress for inclusion in an overall or special appropriation bill submitted by the

respective Committee of the House and Senate for final approval of each House, followed

by the signature of the President.

The appropriation will be available after enactment and approval by the President

in the fiscal year for which appropriated or on date set in the act itself.

XV. Federal Transportation Policy

Mention must also be made of a Report to the President prepared by the Presi-

dential Advisory Committee on Transport Policy and Organization, entitled "Revision

of Federal Transportation Policy" dated April 1955, signed by the Hon. Sinclair Weeks,

Secretary of Commerce, Chairman.

This report makes the following recommendation:

"Revise the national transportation policy to as.sure maintenance of a national trans-

portation system adequate for an expanding economy and for the national security, to

endorse greater reliance on competitive forces in transportation pricing, to reduce economic

regulation of transportation to a minimum consistent with public interest, and to assure

fair and impartial economic regulation."

To accomplish this the report recommends the following action and revision of

public policy affecting transportation:

1. Increased reliance on competitive forces of transportation in rate-making in

order:
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(a) to have transportation enterprises function under a system of dynamic com-

petition which will speed up technical innovation and foster the development

of new rate and service concepts; and

(b) to enable each form of transport to reflect its abilities in the market by

aggressive experimentation in rates and service in order to demonstrate to the

fullest its possibilities for services to the shipping and traveling public

;

2. Maintenance of a modernized and financially strong system of common carrier

transportation

;

3. Encouragement of increased efficiency and economy in the management of all

transportation services in order to give the ultimate consumer the benefit of the lowest

possible transportation costs; and

4. Development of an efficient transportation system for defense mobilization or war.

Adoption of this report may thus effect both the system of evaluation of the Corps

of Engineers in recommending a navigation policy, the Bureau of Budget Circular A-47

standards and procedures and, finally, action of the Congress in authorizing and

appropriating funds for navigation projects.

Report on Assignment 3

Bibliography Relating to Benefits and Costs of Inland

Waterway Projects Involving Navigation

Shu-t'ien Li (chairman, subcommittee), C. M. Bowman, A. F. Crowder, B. M. Dorn-
blatt, W. H. Eckenbrine, N. E. Ekrem, B. M. Howard, H. F. Kimball, R. B. Midkiff,

J. G. Miller, W. J. O'Connell, J. G. Roney, C. M. Seagraves, J. G. Sutherland,

P. V. Thelander.

Your committee submits the following progress report which presents 13 additional

references not previously reported to the Association.

194S

1. Relative Economy and Fitness of the Carriers, 194S. Report of Transportation

investigation and Research Board, Catalogue No. 79-l:S.doc.79, Government Printing

Office, Washington 25, D. C.

2. Economics of Iron and Steel Transportation, 1945. Report of Transportation

Investigation and Research Board, Catalogue No. 79-1 :S.doc.80, Government Printing

Office, Washington 25, D. C.

3. Economics of Coal Traffic Flow, 1945. Report of Transportation Investigation

and Research Board, Catalogue No. 79-l:S.doc.82, Government Printing Office, Wash-

ington 25, D. C.

4. Report on Physiographic, Economic, and Other Relationships between Tennessee

and Cumberland Rivers and between Their Drainage Areas. Message from President

Roosevelt, 1945, Catalogue No. 70-1 :H.doc. 107, Government Printing Office, Washington

25, D. C.

1953

5. Faison, Haywood R.: Some Economic Aspects of Waterway Projects. ASCE Proc,

Vol. 79, Separates No. 318, Oct., 1953.
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1954

0. Ohio River Navigation Project Information for Task Force on Water Resources

and Power Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the Government.
Prepared by Corps of Engineers, Department of the Army, February 1954 (unpublished).

7. Mueller, Ralph W.: Navigation on the Warrior-Tombigbee River System. ASCK
Proc, Vol. 80, Separates No. 414, March 1954.

8. Talley, B. B.: Development of the Delaware River for Commerce, ASCE Proc,

Vol. 80, Separates No. 503, September 1954.

1956

9. U. S. President's Report on Water Resources Policy, January 17, 1956. House
Document No. 315—Communication from the U. S. President on Water Resources

Policy.

10. Brown, Carey H.: Water Resources and Power Studies, Task Force, Hoover
Commission; Improvements to Navigation. ASCE Proc. Paper No. 901, March 1956.

(This paper concludes that many navigational improvements now under consideration

or recommended are of dubious economic value. Development of economically sound

projects could be implemented by making user charges adequate at least for maintaining

and operating navigation systems.)

11. Bennett, Jr., N.B.: Cost Allocation for Multi-Purpose Water Projects. ASCE
Proc. Paper No. 961, June 1956. (The separable cost-remaining benefits method of cost

allocation, its dependence on benefits and alternate costs, and the meanings attached to

single-purpose alternate costs, specific and separable costs, joint costs, and remaining

project costs are discussed.)

12. Rasmussen, J. J.: Economic Criteria for Water Development Projects. ASCE
Proc. Paper No. 977, June 1956. (Water development projects must be planned and

their feasibility evaluated in terms of national objectives with due consideration given

to all the various facets of a project. Certain specific economic criteria must be

considered.)

13. Fogarty, E. R.: Benefits of Water Development Projects. ASCE Proc. Paper No.

961, June 1956. (The extent to which uniform procedures for analyses of benefits and

costs by water development agencies can be meaningful is limited by different legislative

requirements, project purposes, and types of projects.)
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

C. S. Graves (chairman, subcommittee), C. M. Angel, S. M. Bielski, C. E. Booth, H. M.
Booth, R. R. Cahal, F. D. Dav, C. E. Defendorf, L. A. Durham, Jr., R. L. Fletcher,

C. F. Gall, A. H. Gustaferro, J. F. Hendrickson, K. E. Hornung, T. M. Kelly, N. C.

LeClaire, R. E. Lilliston, W. C. Oest, C. L. Robinson, J. B. Schaub, R. C. Turnbell,

O. G. Wilbur.

Your committee offers for adoption and publication in the Manual the following

recommended practice relating to locomotive sanding facilities to replace the existing

material on locomotive sanding facilities, Manual pages 6-23-1 to 6-23-9, incl.

LOCOMOTIVE SANDING FACILITIES
L General

In the design of locomotive sanding facilities consideration should be given to the

question of whether green sand will be stored and dried at the servicing location, and

how it will be handled and loaded into locomotive sand boxes, or whether bulk dry

sand will be delivered from other points, and how it will be handled and loaded Into

locomotive sand boxes.

If dried sand is to be delivered to servicing stations, consideration should be given

to the drying of the sand at some centrally located railroad plant, from which dis-

tribution can be made to several stations, rather than purchasing commercially dried

sand. The use of quarry waste of the fineness of sand, if available on a railroad, should

also be considered.

2. Capacity

The sand requirement at a location is an important factor affecting its storage.

Availability of the material must be considered in determining storage capacity.

In green sand storage plants, wet sand should be placed in storage during the

summer months in amounts sufficient to carry through freezing weather, thus avoiding the

results of freezing conditions.

The disadvantages of extensive green sand storage are that considerable space for

bins is required and that handling sand to the drier with hand labor is costly, especially

as the material in storage lessens, except where overhead storage is used.

Dry sand storage plants, even with sand readily available, should preferably have

a capacity in excess of one carload.

In outlying sections where the demand is light, it may be found desirable to pro-

vide a bin with a capacity of less than a carload, so that a carload of sand can be

distributed among several locations.

Carrying bulk dry sand in storage in too large quantities is not recommended where

the turnover is slow and the humidity is high, as condensation is a factor. The sand under

such conditions tends to take up moisture, resulting in an unsatisfactory condition for

flowing. Where there is a quick turn over of sand the absorption of moisture is not

serious.

3. Storage Tanks and Service Tanks

Either concrete or steel storage tanks will render satisfactory service for dry sand.

The service tank at track side is generally of steel construction mounted on a steel

column at a suitable elevation to permit loading sand into locomotive sand boxes by
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gravity through pipe and hose connections. Capacities of live or ten tons are satisfactory

for these latter tanks, the size being determined by the quantity of sand handled.

The service tanks into which sand is loaded by the use of air should be equipped

with approved dust arrestors to release the air and retain the dust within the tank.

They should also be equipped with approved signals to indicate when the tank is full

and when the point of depletion is approaching.

Equipment is available to transfer sand automatically from the dry sand storage

tank to the overhead smaller servicing tank. This obviates the necessity of assigning

labor to keep sufficient sand in the servicing tank or delaying the sanding of a locomo-

tive because of an insufficient supply of sand in the servicing tank. The importance of

the operation should determine if such a refinement is justifiable.

4. Unloading

Green sand may be unloaded from cars either by hand shoveling into bin, by clam-

shell or other type of bucket, or by a belt conveyor system elevating the sand from a pit

beside or beneath the car into the green sand storage bin. The choice of operation will

be determined by the importance of the servicing point.

Bulk dry sand may be unloaded from box cars either by hand shoveling, or by the

use of wheelbarrows or large scoops mounted on casters. The sand is pushed from the

car into a hopper outside the car door and is elevated by a conveyor into the storage

tank. This is an expensive method of unloading.

Probably the most economical method of unloading dry bulk sand is from totally

closed hopper-bottom cars or from box or rebuilt tank cars with hopper bottoms. These

cars can be spotted over a hopper built into a pit, into which the sand can be discharged.

From this hopper the sand can be elevated into the dry storage tank, either by conveyor

or by use of air.

If air is used in elevating the dry sand, an elevating tank must be installed beneath

the hopper in the pit. As the sand flows into the elevating tank and fills it, automatic

controls can be arranged to close the valves on the tank, open the air valves and blow

the sand from the elevating tank into the storage tank. When the elevating tank is

empty the reloading operation is repeated. The elevating tank used in such an arrange-

ment must be equipped with a small air release at its top to relieve the air as the tank

fills with sand. The demands of the terminal will be the determining factor on which

justification for such equipment will depend.

Tank cars may be rebuilt with inside hoppers to discharge sand through a valve or

valves in the bottom of the car either to an underground elevating drum by gravity,

or by air direct to the dry sand storage tank.

Mechanical shovels are avaliable for removing sand from a box car to a hopper at

the car door, but such equipment should be thoroughly investigated for the specific

conditions under which it is to be operated.

Obviously, the unloading of dry sand should not be undertaken in the open in wet

weather.

5. Transfer from Storage to Servicing Tanks

This operation is handled by installing the dry sand storage tank at an elevation

sufficient to permit the sand to discharge by gravity into an elevating tank for dis-

tribution to the servicing tanks. This operation can likewise be automatically handled,

thus reducing labor costs.
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6. Dryers

Stove dryers, steam dryers, and oil or gas-fired dryers of the hopper or rotary

cylinder type are available, and each has its place, depending upon the demands of the

station.

7. Elevating Pipe

It is obvious that sand handled under air pressure is abrasive to the pipe carrier.

For such lines 2}/2-in flanged or welded pipe should preferably be used. At connections

the pipe ends should butt so that no space whatever exists between them which would

permit cutting action to begin and wear down the pipe to the point where it enters the

fitting.

At points in the line where sharp bends are necessary either a heavy T or, preferably,

a Y connection should be used with a short piece of pipe plugged and fastened to the

dead end of the fitting. This forms a pocket which fills with sand for deflection purposes.

It has been determined that where the direction of flow is changed the ricochet of sand

just beyond the fitting causes a greater wear in the pipe there than elsewhere. It is good

practice to introduce a flanged replacement pipe section not less than 18 in long imme-

diately beyond the T or Y fittings. All pipe should be installed so it is accessible for

replacement.

Certain conditions may require placing a section of elevating pipe so as to offset

some obstacle, or space may permit a long radius curve in the change of direction.

Specially manufactured hose is available for such locations, and in some installations

has out-lasted pipe. If such material is used the life of the hose will be extended if it is

rotated a quarter turn at intervals.

8. Air Pressure

The minimum air pressure that can be used to move sand is desirable, as lower

pressures materially reduce the wear in the pipe. Therefore, it is desirable to place an

air reducing valve in the air supply line and cut the pressure to the minimum required

to move the sand. Dry sand can be moved through 2^-in pipe for horizontal distances

up to 300 ft at 70 lb air pressure.

9. Elevating Tanks

Elevating tanks must be of the approved unfired pressure type with suitable valves

for admitting sand and air. The tank should be fitted with a relief cock to release the

pressure after the elevating operation when the handling of sand is manually controlled.

10. Sand Cocks

Where necessary to use sand shut-off cocks in an elevating line to change the flow

of sand from one servicing tank to another, care should be exercised in selecting a suit-

able cock, as these units will quickly be worn by the sand if they are not rugged enough

in design and material.

11. Gravity Loading Lines

Gravity loading lines should be not less than lYz-'m pipe leading at an angle of

45 deg from the overhead servicing tank to the sanding platform. These pipes should be

intsalled so as not to encroach on the clearance lines. These delivery pipes are generally

supported on posts above the platform. A Y connection is desirable at the platform end

to permit the service hose connected thereto to hang verticle when not in use and

further to permit a cleaning or rodding of the line in case of stoppage.
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Valves should be placed in these lines at the service tank connection to permit

shutting off the sand when necessary to work on the delivery pipe, hose or nozzle. Suit-

able lines should be provided for reaching top sand boxes on certain types of switcher

locomotives.

12. Nozzles

Control of the flow of sand is desirable to avoid spillage at the sand box where

it is loaded. Various types of nozzles are available. Care should be exercised to obtain

a weather-proof unit. The size of the nozzle must be given consideration to be sure

it will fit into the sand box.

13. Air Loading

At sanding points where the demand is light, equipment can be arranged for loading

sand into the locomotive boxes directly from the dry sand storage tank, by the use of air

obtained from the locomotive. This method of loading eliminates the need of the

elevated servicing tank necessary for gravity loading. Air pressure must be carefully

controlled to avoid the dust resulting from excessive blowing into the sand boxes.

14. Platform

Platforms built parallel to the track and at a suitable height conveniently to reach

sand boxes on the sides of locomotives are desirable. Light steel framing with steel open

grating for the deck is a much-used type of construction. The platform should prefer-

ably be long enough to extend from the front to rear sand boxes of a locomotive unit

or units, depending upon the arrangement of the sand delivery pipes.

15. Track

The track for unloading either green or dry sand should be arranged so as to cause

the least interference with the movement of trains and locomotives through the yard.

It should preferably be an independent track used only for that purpose.

16. Lighting

Suitable lighting should be provided at the sanding platform if night servicing is

required.

17. Location

If space is available the sanding spot should preferably not be combined with the

fueling spot. The desirability of combining these two operations at one spot should be

determined on the basis of the operation of the particular terminal.
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Report on Assignment 5

Sound Control for Railway Buildings

S. G. Urban (chairman, subcommittee), C. M. Angel, W. F. Armstrong, H. M. Booth,

C. E. Close, C. E. Defendorf, V. E. Elshoff, J. W. Gwyn, A. H. Gustaferro, J. F.

Hendrickson, K. E. Hornung, A. A. Melius, I. A. Moore, G. A. Morison, W. C. Oest,

D. E. Perrine, A. B. Ryan, J. J. Schnebelen, H. T. Seal, R. C. Turnbell, J. W.
Wagner, O. G. Wilbur.

This is a final report, submitted as information.

Introduction

Sound control as it relates to buildings is a comparatively new technical field and

is based on scientific principles and extensive research in the study of acoustics. From
the studies and resulting test data many techniques and materials have been developed

to solve sound-control problems. Much of the technical information is available in manu-

facturers' literature and in publications on standardized acoustic values of materials.

The correct utilization of this technical data requires an understanding of acoustics and

a working knowledge in the field of sound control. It is the purpose of this report to

provide a general guide in planning and designing sound control for railway buildings

and to give some background in the fundamentals of sound for the intelligent use of

reference data on acoustics.

Sound-control problems can be very complex and involved, and an accurate analysis

resulting in a satisfactory and economical solution may require an expert consultant in

the field of acoustics. Sound control should be an integral part of the architectural

problem, starting with the preliminary planning and continuing through the working

drawings, to ascertain good acoustic conditions in the completed building at reasonable

cost. Good planning is the first important noise-control measure. It will recognize

acoustic problems in their relation to general functioning of the building and include

site location and utilization, interrelation of horizontal and vertical spaces within a

building, mechanical noise isolation and construction covering methods and materials.

Sound control is becoming increasingly important for reasons of health, comfort and

efficiency, while the rapid growth of mechanization in offices has greatly increased the

number and variety of noise problems. At the present time accepted standards of allow-

able noise have not been established for the industrial area. Some measures for control

of noise can be considered in shop planning.

Generally, sound control deals principally with acoustics, the improvement of hear-

ing conditions and the reduction of noise in rooms. Acoustic problems and their control

measures are discussed in this report as a general approach by the nonacoustic trained

railway engineer or architect. For a broader and detailed study of the physics of sound

and architectural acoustics, a bibliography is included at the end of this report. This

bibhography also contains the reference sources for material on this assignment.

Locations for Sound Control

Many business and industrial organizations recognize that the comfort and health

of their employees are matters of great importance from the standpoint of increased out-

put as well as furthering friendly relations between management and employees. When
sound-control treatment has been installed, an improvement in efficiency of the employee

can be expected. Test installations show that more time is required to do a given amount
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of work in a noisy room than in a quiet one. While proper sound-control treatment often

represents a considerable investment, it can increase efficiency, reduce errors and con-

tribute to the contentment and health of workers. The acoustic treatment of spaces

used by the traveling public can be effective and favorable to good hearing and comfort.

In a station waiting room, ticket office or other passenger facility, the outside noises are

often at a high level, but with properly adapted sound control, the intensity of the

noises can be reduced substantially to furnish the traveler a ciuiet, comfortable environ-

ment (luring waiting periods or when in the course of making arrangements for travel.

Modern buildings and business office methods use mechanical equipment of many
kinds to save time and effort in comfortable and pleasant surroundings. While elevators,

heating and coohng systems, communication systems, office and business machines and

equipment supply these needs, they also create a problem of sound control because of the

noise created and the vibrations generated by the motors, fans, compressors and other

equipment. The continuing rise in noise levels requires that more attention be given

this problem in the design and functioning of buildings. There also appears to be a greater

consciousness of noise in some areas that can contribute to the problem to make acoustic

treatment a necessity for the contentment and health of workers.

There are many interior building areas in railway facilities, or related to railways

in some manner, where sound control is commonly applied. There are some railway

buildings and rooms not generally recognized as needing acoustic treatment. To carry on

the functions of these facilities in the proper acoustical environment, the following list

of noise levels in decibels is recommended based on intensities and frequencies ordinarily

encountered when a difference of at least one decibel in the intensity level is required

to produce a noticeable change in loudness under the most favorable listening conditions:

Decibels

Studios for recording, radio and television 25 to 30
Music rooms 30 to 35
Hospitals, auditoriums, motion picture theaters, lecture rooms, class rooms 35 to 40
Conference rooms, executive offices, directors rooms, small offices, employee
meeting and club rooms 35 to 45

Private offices, drafting rooms and libraries 40 to 45
Telegraph offices, dispatchers offices, yard control rooms, telephone switchboard
rooms 45 to 50

Large general offices, ticket offices, freight offices, yard offices, waiting rooms,
stores, banks, lounges, etc 45 to 55

Business machine offices, stenographic pool offices, duplicating machine rooms,
print shops, restaurants, shop offices, store rooms, passenger concourse SO to 55

In shops, boiler rooms, garages and other locations the noise levels are often in

excess of 50 db, and range as high as 100 db. These industrial areas do not conform to

any accepted standard and must be analyzed individually for design along practical and
economical limits.

The sound intensity level can be measured by a sound-level meter. This is a device
consisting essentially of a microphone or transmitter, amplifier, electrical network,
variable attenuator and a meter calibrated to read the intensity level of the sound in

decibels.

Divisions of Sound Control

The divisions of sound control are basically three in number, consisting of (1) noise

quieting, (2) audition, and (3) noise isolation. Most problems in sound control involve
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the first two of these in varying degrees which are generally classified together as acoustics

of room interiors. Noise isolation is an entirely different problem from the first two
divisions and concerns the measures to confine high-level noises and vibrations to

restricted areas. This problem arises in connection with mechanical equipment in build-

ings and business office functions, such as typing pools and business machine procedures.

1. Noise Quieting

Noise quieting is technically referred to as the reduction of the noise level and deals

with the absorption of unwanted noise to provide a satisfactory acoustical environment.

Research has disclosed that if noise energy is absorbed as rapidly as it is produced,

preventing its reinforcement and accumulation, the disturbing intensity can be eliminated.

Sound-absorbing materials on walls and ceilings of rooms offer the solution to the air-

borne sound problem. Noise quieting is the principal factor for treatment in offices, class

rooms, hospitals, libraries and other interiors where protection against noise is required.

Noise quieting does not provide for the preservation of the character of a sound as

produced, and is the treatment provided where audition is not important.

2. Audition

The other major factor in acoustics is audition, which considers good hearing con-

ditions in auditoriums, theaters, conference rooms, music rooms and other interiors where

sounds by the voice or of music must be heard to the best advantage. The treatment

deals with the elimination of echoes, excessive reverberation and extraneous sounds

Audition can often be effected with sound-absorbing materials applied to the reflecting

surfaces, such as the walls and ceilings, but the architectural design of the room is the

most important factor in providing good hearing conditions. Proportions of the room

relating to length, width and height, curving surfaces, angles, corners and decorative

treatment must be studied for best acoustic results. The sounds must be distributed

properly throughout the room for acoustic uniformity and to avoid disturbing echoes,

undue focusing or isolated areas of low intensity of sound.

3. Noise Isolation

Sound control provides for the isolation of noise as an important aspect to be con-

sidered in the plan and design stages which are the basic means of providing satisfactory

sound conditions in regard to both acoustics and structural vibrations. When the noise

is of great intensity, the problem is usually one of sound isolation and the control of

sound transmission and vibration to effect a reduction in the passage of sound and vibra-

tions from one area to another. Little improvement results by making a room acous-

tically correct if there are noises entering from an adjoining area. Outside interference

must be reduced to a very low level, and acoustic materials alone may not be able to

accomplish this to the point where it would not be troublesome. Effective means of vibra-

tion control may need to be coupled with sound-absorbing materials to accomplish the

desired condition.

Sound penetrates a partition through crevices and cracks and may also set the wall

itself in vibration. Doors must be tight or of a special soundproof type with adequate

seals. The amount of sound transmitted through a single wall, floor or ceiling by vibra-

tion per square foot is roughly inversely proportional to its weight. The lighter the

material the greater is the sound transmission, a factor which must be considered with

modern structural design employing materials of maximum strength consistent with low-

est economic weight. Metal partitions with 3-in sound-absorbing filler have been found

effective in general use for offices. Double walls separated by an air space or by materials
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differing considerably in density generally can effectively isolate sound. Lightweight con-

crete-block cavity walls can be used for this purpose. The double wall method takes up

tioor space and can create structural problems. Its efficiency is reduced if through con

nections are used. Another method is based on the erection of lightweight interior wal!s

which are within yet completely separated from the rest of the structure by shock

-

absorbing isolators. No solid, through connections are used. The isolators are installed

at specitic points to dissipate the sound impulse energy in resilient insulating material

which constitutes a barrier between the course of the sound and the structure.

Effective ways to avoid noise generation in mechanical equipment is through careful

designing, manufacturing and testing, but when the best possible mechanical job has

been done, then the problem is one of airborne sound or vibrations or both. This applies

particularly to quieting ventilating and air-conditioning equipment made more complex

when air ducts are used. The equipment should be designed and mounted to prevent the

escape of operating noises, and the ducts should be treated to absorb sounds which might

otherwise be carried to various parts of the building through the system.

Fundamentals of Acoustics

Research in the field of acoustics indicates that poor hearing conditions result from

reverberation, the presence of sound after the source has ceased. This condition is

caused by excessive sound reflections from walls and ceilings. The resulting reverbera-

tions do not permit the listener to distinguish successive words or sounds as definite and

separate elements. Irritations, confusion and lack of intelligibility result. Excessive sound

reflections are also the cause for much of the noise in rooms. Through the use of certain

building materials, sound waves can be satisfactorily absorbed, and excessive reflections

eliminated.

Knowledge of the fundamentals of acoustics is a necessary background to design

properly a treatment for sound control Sound waves and the energy they contain when

generated in a closed room should be understood. The shape, size and construction of a

room have a direct bearing on the acoustics because the sound waves and rays are

affected differently under various conditions.

Sound can be defined as a wave motion in air. The waves are originated by any

vibrating body and are audible if they rate at least 12 to IS per sec. Shrill tones will

vibrate up to about 20,000 per sec, beyond which they are not audible to people. The

speed of travel of sound waves is constant, disregarding variations with temperatures,

and is approximately 1120 ft per sec. Sound does not travel instantaneously and results

in one of the most frequent causes of poor hearing conditions. Noise is made up of

sounds, each varying in pitch and intensity, with character and volume determining the

degree of irritation to persons exposed to it.

The sound wave can be measured in units called the wave length. A sound wave has

intensity measured as the amount of energy contained in the vibrating air particles

The loudness measured in decibels depends on intensity, the greater the intensity the

louder is the sound. Acoustic standardization has arbitrarily assigned 10-16 w per sq cm
to correspond to decibels as a reference va'ue establishing an absolute sound-intensity

level. The unit used for denoting sound intensity is the decibel, abbreviated db. One
decibel corresponds roughly to the slightest change in the loudness that can be distin-

guished by the human ear for normal intensities and frequencies.

.\ny material will absorb varying amounts of sound for different frequencies. Absorp-

tion for a square foot of material may be only 0.12 units at 125 cps, 0.25 units at 250
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cps, 0.88 units at 500 cps, and 0.77 units at 2000 cps. From this it is obvious that the

reverberation of a given room will depend upon the pitch of the sound. It is common
practice to use a frequency of 500 c as that basis of comparison with other materials.

This frequency is used in calculations for ordinary correction because it happens to be

fairly accurate for general performance. For ordinary auditorium correction the SOO-c

frequency may be used. Radio and television studios and concert halls would need to be

figured for other frequencies. For noise quieting in hospitals, banks, offices and cor-

ridors, the average value of coefficients from 250 to 2000 c, incl., should be used. This

average value is known as the noise reduction coefficient, abbreviated as NRC.

Since sound waves can be transmitted, reflected or absorbed when sound encounters

a barrier, such as a wall, all three actions occur to varying degrees. The absorptivity of

the wall surface is generally recognized to be the percentage of incident sound energy not

reflected, which includes sound transmitted through the wall in addition to the sound

actually absorbed by the wall. The wave length of sound is not always small compared

to conventional objects, so calculation of the absorption of sound by different types

and shapes of materials is not a simple problem in geometry. However, the geometrical

method is commonly used because it is simple and still sufficiently accurate. This method

assumes an open window to transmit all of the sound reaching it and is described as

having an absorptivity of 1.00. Absorptivities of materials, depending upon how well

they absorb incident sound, classify 0.20 as moderate, 0.50 as good and 0.80 as excellent.

An average person has an absorptivity of 4.5, varying only slightly with the manner

of dress. This absorptivity is four and one-half as much sound as the hypothetical window

will absorb. A material absorbing half the sound that falls upon its surface would have

an absorption coefficient of 0.50, or Yi unit per sq ft.

When a reflected sound reaches a listener with a time delay after the direct sound,

it is called an echo. To be apparent this time delay must be at least 1/20 of a second.

Reflections of sounds from the walls of a room generally occur so rapidly and frequently

that no echo is apparent, but the reflected sound adds to the apparent loudness of the

direct sound. After the direct sound stops, <^he reflections continue which causes the

sound to persist at a gradually decreasing level until completely absorbed. Such pro-

longation of sound is called reverberation. The reverberation time is a measure of the pro-

longation of sound in a room after the source has stopped, also the time required for the

sound to decay 60 db. The reverberation time depends only on size of the room and its

sound absorbing qualities and not on power of the source or steady intensity. Some

reverberation is desirable because it adds to the apparent loudness of the sound, and

for many types of musical sound, reverberations seem to be desirable aesthetically.

Excessive reverberation will cause overlapping and confusion of spoken syllables and

musical tones, making hearing unsatisfactory. A general guide for reverberation time

can be given in this manner:

Reverberation Hearing

Time Conditions

Over 3 sec Poor

2 to 3 sec Fair

1 to 2 sec Good

The reverberation time of a room can be calculated approximately from the formula

0.05 F

where t is reverberation time in seconds, V is room volume in cubic feet, and A is the

total absorption of the interior surfaces of the room. A is calculated by multiplying each
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surface area by its absorptivity and adding all of the absorption together. The constant,

0.05, depends upon room shape, but varies so little for conventional rooms and audito-

riums that the single value is nearly always used. Most available data are based on this

simple formula by W. C. Sabine, a pioneer in the field of acoustics.

The following simplified example illustrates the use of the reverberation formula

for the calculation of reverberation time (t) at an assumed single frequency of 500 cps:

Room size 20 by 100 ft, with 10 ft floor to ceiling; Volume^ 20,000 cu ft.

Absorption Area
Surface Coefficient Sq Ft Absorption

Floor—hardwood 0.03 2000 60
Ceiling—plaster on lath 0.03 2000 60
Walls—plaster on masonry 0.025 2400 60
Number of persons—20 4.3 . . 86

266 units

1^ 3.75 seconds
266

^=ML(20^= 3.75 seconds

If this room is an office or other area where normal conversation is desired, a

reverberation time of 3.75 would be classed as poor. Acoustic treatment of the ceiling

would change the absorption coefficient to 0.75 if ^yi in thick perforated acoustic tile

was substituted for the coefficient 0.03 for plaster on lath. Total absorption would then

amount to 1686 units and reverberation time, t, in the formula, would be 0.59 sec,

which would be too low for good audition, but good for sound quieting and adequate

for an average business office. The example shows relative abilities for absorbing sound
of different types of material. These absorption coefficients with other details are found

in the publication of the Acoustical Materials Association on "Sound Absorption Coeffi-

cients of Architectural Materials", as well as in other publications and manufacturers'

catalogs devoted to acoustics.

Reverberation control does not always require that special acoustic materials be

used. In moderate sized rooms where the volume per person is small, with wood paneled

walls, upholstered furniture, carpeted floors, or curtained windows, the desired

reverberation time may already be achieved.

Acoustic Treatment

Although the distribution of sound in a room is determined principally by its overall

shape and smaller surface variations, the amounts and locations of absorbing materials

also influence sound distribution. Generally, it is easy to get between 5 and 10 db of noise

reduction by absorptive treatment. The results are often much greater than the noise

reduction calculation indicates. Absorptive treatment on the ceiling or walls reduces the

spreading of the sound and makes the room more like the outdoors where sound dimin-

ishes with distance from the source instead of being uniform everywhere. This reduction

in the reverberation has a good effect on people, particularly in large rooms used for

general work purposes.

A common treatment is to apply acoustic materials over the entire ceiling, but this

may not be the right method where good hearing conditions are important. Complete

ceiling treatments are satisfactory for offices and work areas where installation is foi

noise quieting only. The ceiling surface can be the most helpful in providing useful

reflections between speaker and listener, but \vith acoustic treatment more material is

used than is needed for reverberation control, making the room too "dead" for ideal
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hearing conditions of voice or music. Generally, sound-absorbing materials for reverbera-

tion control should be located around the perimeter of the ceiling, on upper wall areas

and on other special areas of trouble. The wall opposite a speaker is an especially im-

portant location for echo control. Often only upper wail surfaces need to be treated with

acoustic materials with nothing placed on the ceiling, or else only a .small band of

material on the ceiling near the windows. An auditorium should not have acoustic material

on the middle portion of the ceiling if it is flat, as this area is helpful to the intensity

of the speaker's voice for those in the rear. Placement of acoustic materials is important

for the best hearing conditions and often calls for special architectural designing, more so

than covering an entire ceiling.

Based on broad experience it has been noted that the total units of absorption in a

room, not including absorption by occupants, should range between 20 and SO percent

of the total interior surface area. The 20 percent limit will require acoustic treatment

of the entire ceiling, or its equivalent, and the 50 percent limit will require treating the

entire ceiling and over half of the wall areas. Generally, the smaller percentage is required

for rooms of large floor areas in comparison to the ceiling height and for sound sources

of medium intensity and wide spacing. The opposite conditions require use of a larger

percentage of the range for good results. Where there may be some doubt in the planning

of new construction as to the type and distribution of noise sources, or if the area is

subject to change, then an amount of absorption material in the upper range will provide

the widest area of control.

The range of absorption between 20 and 50 percent is important, but in providing

acoustic correction for an existing noisy area, it is also necessary to ascertain that the

added absorption will produce an improvement. The change in absorption is measured

by the absorption ratio of the new condition compared to the old. It has been observed

that to make a satisfactory improvement in an area, the total absorption of all the

materials in the room after correction should be in the range of 3 to 10 times the absorp-

tion of all materials in the room before correction. The ratio of 3 is about the smallest

that can be detected by ear under average conditions. The ratio of 10 in an average room

is the maximum economical limit for absorption beyond which reducing reflection is not

likely to be heard.

The ratio of new and old absorption totals of a room denote loudness or intensity

reduction and can be expressed in decibels of reduction of reflected sound energy by

the formula

i2=10log^

Where R is the reduction of reflected sound energy measured in decibels, A^, is the total

absorption of materials in the room after treatment, and Ai is the total of absorption

of materials in the room before treatment.

In the example showing calculations for reverberation for a room 20 by 100 ft with

10-ft ceiling height, the ratio of new absorption materials to the old equals 6.34, which

falls in the middle of the recommended range of 3 to 10. Applying the formula for R
shows 8.02 db improvement by the application of the ceiling tile. If this office had a

number of noisy business machines in use, additional acoustic material applied to the

walls would be desirable to effect a greater reduction of reflected sound.

In a room with large window areas, the wall area may be insufficient for application

of acoustic material to get the required reverberation time. Acoustic baffles made of

absorbing materials suspended away from the walls may be used to make up the shortage.
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In a shop with baffles placed around a machine so as to partially enclose it, the Bound
is absorbed at the source before it has a chance to spread to other parts where a lower

sound level may be desired.

Baffles to be effective must be very highly sound absorbent, and this can be done
by using 3 to 6-in layers of porous materials. Mineral wool, glass wool or other fibrous

materials can be used when encased within perforated metal or perforated asbestos board

coverings. Highly porous masonry can also be constructed as effective baffles.

Selection of Acoustic Material

There are many acoustic materials available with many varying features to be con-

sidered. Noise quieting efficiency is of prime importance, but selection should not be

made on this characteristic alone. The conditions peculiar to the particular job or area

to be treated are important. Physical characteristics of different acoustic materials, the

manner of application, and costs must be considered with each installation best to meet
the architectural as well as the sound control problems.

/. Coefficients

The coefficients of absorption indicate the percentage of sound absorbed at different

frequencies from 125 to 4000 cps The coefficient also varies with the thickness of the

material, size of pores, and ratio of pore volume to total volume.

2. Noise Reduction Coefficients

The noise reduction coefficient (NRC) is the average for the 4 middle frequencies

from 250 to 2000 cycles, incl. Minor differences in NRC values are not important as a

difference of less than 10 points is seldom detectable in the treated room. In specifying

for sound treatment, it is best to provide a range of 10 c in the NRC for the type of

material to be used.

3. Relative Costs

The cost of an acoustic treatment is determined by the initial cost of the acoustical

material, the manner of mounting and the backing. The type of material, mounting and
backing are frequently established from local building code requirements. It is to be

noted that the cost of the material is not in relation to the efficiency, but to the method
of manufacture and composition of the material.

Perforated fiber-type tile is a low-cost material with a high sound absorption.

Mineral-type tile and glass-fiber-type tile are comparable in price and next higher

in cost.

This is followed in cost by tiles of pure cork material which are available for special

uses in locations where the humidity is very high.

The metal pan unit with a mineral wool pad is highest in cost of material.

Installation methods affect the cost and are often determined by job conditions.

Cementing to an existing plaster backing is generally the most economical method.

Concealed nailing to wood stripping is economical, but depends upon acceptance

under local building requirements.

Mechanical suspension systems with the tile set in metal splines are often higher

than other systems, but can be used to advantage to conceal overhead piping, ducts and

conduits as well as making these facilities available by easy access through removability

of any of the tile.

Acoustic plasters and plastics are about the same in cost. The two additional coats

of acoustic material required cost more than fiber tile on a base coat of plaster.
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Blown-on acoustic plaster is probably a little less in cost than trowelled acoustic

plaster, but job conditions will have a bearing on the cost.

4. Resistance to Fire

Fire resistance is an important consideration in .safeguarding lives and property, but

there is some difference in opinion regarding the importance of acoustic material as a non-

combustible material. It may be considered one of the interior finishes in buildings where

the structure itself provides a large measure of fire safety, and as such would not need

to be noncombustible.

Building codes may require noncombustibility, and generally the mineral tiles are

noncombustible. The fiber tiles are usually classed as slow burning or combustible. These

slow burning or combustible tiles are permitted in some codes if the backing is solid and

fire resistant, such as plaster without the finish coat, or a sheathing of gypsum board.

5. Rodent, Vermin, Termite, Mildew, Dry-Rot Resistance

No food for rats, mice or other pests should be contained in the material which

might invite attack for itself alone. Most acoustic materials meet this requirement but

do not qualify as barriers as well as wood or plaster.

Some locations may require protection against mold, mildew, decay, dry rot and

termites. This extra protection is offered in acoustic materials treated with penta-

chlorophenol preservative.

6. Light Reflection

The light reflection value of a ceiling is important for proper lighting in the room

as well as for economy of lighting cost. This value is now given by most producers. It

has been common practice to use white or off-white colors for tiles which give a high

reflection of light. Some manufacturers treat the bevels of tiles with the same surface

finish, which increases the light reflection value over those that permit the untreated

material to be exposed. In using colored tiles of brown, green, gray and yellow, allowance

for lower light reflection should be made.

7. Heat Transmission

Some acoustic materials, such as cork, can adequately serve the dual purpose of

acoustic correction and thermal insulation. This factor is not generally furnished in manu-

facturers' data, but is available on request to the producer.

8. Weight

The weights of acoustic materials vary greatly from fiber types to mineral types,

ranging from 0.10 to 2.30 lb per sq ft. The weight of the material may have some effect

on the type of suspension system and in the structural considerations of the building.

9. Moisture

In areas where humidity is excessive, like kitchens and washrooms, the moisture

can be destructive to many acoustic materials. A 100-percent cork material has a high

resistance to moisture and is suited to an environment where humidity is high.

10. Effectiveness, Paintability and Maintenance

Architectural acoustic tile has been slotted, perforated, fissured or otherwise provided

with small apertures in the materials to increase absorption coefficients. Diameter, depth

and distribution of the apertures over the surface of the absorbent greatly affect the

sound-absorbing efficiency. The scientific explanations for these variations are not com-
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pletely understood. Covering such a material with a thin perforated screen of metal or

other hard material does not interfere measurably with its sound-absorbing efficiency.

With as httle as 10 percent of the screen perforated, practically all of the sound energy

will be transmitted to the absorbent material backmg. This important characteristic

makes possible the painting of such materials with a negligible decrease in the absorbing

effectiveness while observing the precaution of not clogging the perforations, slots or

fissures.

These materials can generally be brushed, vacuumed or washed satisfactorily. When

brushing or vacuum cleaning is not adequate, a more thorough cleaning may be done

by washing with mild soap and water applied with a moist cloth or sponge. Water paints

should not be used, as they have a tendency to warp some acoustic materials. Some

staining, such as that from heating and cooling registers, smoke and other causes, are

difficult to remove and may require painting. Aging also causes discoloration not easily

removed that can be covered with repeated coats of paints without harm to the original

effectiveness of the material.

Metal-pan-type tile with a blanket of mineral or glass wool provides an easily

maintained, washed or brushed surface. Perforated mineral board of hardboard surfaces

are also washable. This type of treatment is very efficient and is particularly well adapted

near the floor level on wails such as in business machine rooms where a high degree of

sound control is required. The hard surfaces are not so easily damaged and are easily

maintained. A 4-in paint brush is recommended for applying soapy water to metal pan

units followed immediately by an almost dry sponge to avoid wetting the sound-absorbing

pad backing.

Acoustic Plaster and Plastics

Acoustic plaster has been in common use as a decorative sound-absorbing material

that eliminates the mechanical appearance of some other treatments. It is a trowelled-on

efficient material with adaptability on flat or curved surfaces and architecturally flexible

for intricate designs. The results obtained vary considerably with methods employed in

the installation. The material is generally tinted before application when some coloring

is desired, as painting impairs the absorbing efficiency. Several prepared spray paints

have been advanced for maintenance painting, but there is no assurance that efficiency

will not be damaged. Spray painting can be used only in a few locations, while brush

painting will impair effectiveness. The nature of acoustic plaster, its application and

finish are variable factors in each installation that do not assure a high initial effective-

ness nor give assurance of long-lasting absorbing qualities. Acoustic plasters that have

been perforated with nail holes after the material has received fiaiish trowelling suffer

less in loss of effectiveness in repainting.

Acoustic plastic is a trowelled-on material of mineral composition with qualities

similar to those of acoustic plasters. A sprayed-on material with asbestos fibers is also

available for which claims are made by the manufacturer for absorption by tiny pores

and a surface that yields with sound waves and reduces their intensity through diaphrag-

matic action. It is recommended for both acoustic and thermal purposes and is adaptablr

to the underside of roofs, metal buildings, corrugated cement asbestos buildings, boiler

rooms and other rooms where temperature control is important. This types of material

must be applied properly and have sufficient binder to prevent shedding of fibers.
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Concrete Masonry

Sound treatment can be achieved with sound-absorbing concrete masonry for both

quieting and sound transmission from room to room. For economy of construction con-

crete-block surfaces are being used in building interior finishes. By omitting plaster

finishes, the textured surface is expo.sed and serves well for noise quieting even when

painted.

For both noise quieting and soundproofing, cavity walls using concrete block are

very effective, absorbing up to 55 percent of sound striking it and reducing sound trans-

mission through the wall as much as 55 dbs. This method is recommended when architec-

tural design and cost will permit for such rooms as television and radio studios, audi-

toriums, theaters and classrooms.

Technical Data and Information on Acoustics

The technical data and information necessary to select the acoustical material required

in a design for acoustic treatment is available in manufacturers' catalogs. Much of this

information has been combined in one publication by the producers of architectural

acoustic materials who have formed The Acoustical Materials Association for the pur-

pose of furnishing engineers and architects technical data on sound-absorbing materials.

Their Bulletin XVI-1956 on "Sound Absorption Coefficients of Architectural Materials"

classifies these materials and provides technical information pertinent to the selection and

design of an acoustic treatment. From the tables the available materials can be selected

readily to meet certain requirements of appearance, composition, method of installation

and acoustic efficiency. The materials available are classified in the following groups:

1. Regularly perforated cellulose fiber tile

2. Random-perforated cellulose fiber tile

3. Slotted cellulose fiber tile

4. Textured or fissured cellulose tile

5. Perforated mineral fiber tile

6. Fissured mineral fiber tile

7. Textured or smooth mineral fiber tile

8. Membrane-faced mineral fiber tile or board

9. Perforated metal pans with mineral fiber pads

10. Perforated asbestos board panels with mineral fiber pads

11. Sound-absorbent duct lining

12. Special acoustic panels and systems

For technical data on acoustic plaster and plastics, masonry materials, structural

metal panels and other materials for sound control, reference should be made to the

catalogs of producers of the material. It is also possible to attain variations in absorption

of sound at particular frequencies by using wood, metals, masonry products and fabrics

in attractive finishes. Upholstered seating provides almost the equal number of absorp-

tion units that a person furnishes. This is an important consideration when figuring a

treatment independent of the number of occupants of the room.

From the bibliography that concludes this report can be found complete tables of

coefficients of the many materials that are used for interior finish of rooms. A list is

furnished here of a few materials commonly used in simple calculations for reverberations:
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Material J25 CPS

Brickwall, unpainted 0.024

Brickwall, painted 0.012

Floors:

Concrete or terrazzo 0.01

Wood 0.05

Linoleum, asphalt tile, rubber or cork ti!e on concrete

Carpet, without pad 0.00

Carpet, with felt pad 0.11

Glass 0.035

Marble or glazed tile 0.01

Plaster, gypsum or lime, smooth iinish on tile or brick 0.01.^

Plaster, gypsum or lime, smooth finish lath 0.02

Plaster, gypsum or lime, roush finish on lath O.O.^o

Wood wall panels 0.08

Furnishings and Audience

Fabrics, hung straight:

Light, 10 oz per sq yd 0.04

Medium, 14 oz per sq yd 0.06

Heavy, draped, 18 oz per sq yd 0.10

Chairs, metal or wood 0.15

Theater and auditorium chairs:

Wood veneer seat and back

Upholstered in leatherette

Heavily upholstered in plush or mohair

Audience, seated, depending upon kind of seats, apparel,

etc 1.0-2.0 3.0-4.3 3.5-6.0

Technical Data and Information on Noise Isolation

The transmission of noise through walls, floors and ceilings takes place as a diaphrag-

matic vibration. The surface is set into vibration by either direct physical impact, called

impact transmission, or by alternating air pressure due to sound waves, called airborne

transmission.

The efficiency of a wall, floor or ceiling construction for .sound insulation is known

as transmission loss (T.L.) measured in decibels. It is the number of decibels a sound

loses in passing through a wall. If a sound of 60 db intensity passes through a partition

having a transmission loss of 20 db, it will have on the other side of the partition the

difference between these two levels, or 40 db.

Transmi-ssion loss is a physical characteristic of a wall dependent on the materials

and construction. Loudness of sound striking a wall, its size or the acoustic properties

of the rooms on either side of it have no direct bearing on transmission loss, although

it does vary with frequency of the .sound. Generally, partitions and floors are more

efficient at high frequencies than for low-frequency sounds. This is why ordinary con-

versation is sometimes heard through a partition as a low mumble caused by high-

pitched overtones of the speech sound, on which intelligibility depends, not being trans-

mitted effectively. Tests on the transmission of speech through walls of known efficiency

can be clas.sified, assuming a noise level of about 30 db on the listening .side:

Coefficients

SOO CPS
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Transmission

Loss of Wall Hearing Conditions Rating

M db Normal, talking is easily understood through the wall. Poor
.?0 to 35 db Loud talking is understood. Normal talking is not

easily understood. Fair

35 to 40 db Loud talking is not intelligible. Normal talking is

heard faintly. Good
40 to 45 db Loud talking is heard faintly. Normal talking is

inaudible. Very Good
45 db or greater . . Very loud sounds heard faintly or not at all. Example,

radio at full volume. Excellent

Placing a door or window having a low transmission loss in a wall of high efficiency

will reduce the effective transmission loss of the wall. Cracks around openings or any

holes will reduce the efficiency of a wall unless sealed by felt or rubber gaskets. Ordinary

doors have a sound reduction of about 25 db. If more is required, a double dooi?

vestibule will help, or a special sound insulating door should be used.

Sound insulation of windows is not often required other than for those used for

observation in radio and television studios. These should be double or triple in thickness

of heavy glass, with each pane isolated from the frame by rubber or felt gaskets. Panes

of different thickness are helpful in avoiding resonance effects.

Sound-insulating efficiencies of various partitions and floors at frequencies covering

the audible range have been tabulated by various manufacturers who offer their engi-

neering services for the proper application and use of their materials and designs.

A common occurrence requiring noise isolation concerns machines and the vibrations

they create in buildings. Floors on which machines are located will be set into vibration

which will generate sound waves in another part of the building. Steel framework will

conduct vibration to create audible sound in areas far removed from the machine

causing the vibrations. The sound created might be at an inaudible frequency, but still

cause rattling of light fixtures, metal filing cabinets or other furnishings. The usual method

for reducing the transmission of machine vibration is to provide a resilient mounting

for the machine to curb and absorb vibration. Most commonly u.sed materials for mount-

ings are rubber, fiber board, cork and steel springs.

Machine vibrations are generally absorbed successfully by resilient materials, but

the total load per square inch should be distributed over an area so that the load bearing

of the material used will not be exceeded. Isolating efficiency of the pad is improved by

additional thickness, but the load limit of the material is not changed.

Steel springs are frequently used to reduce transmission of vibration through a

building but often tend to cause more vibration of the mounted machine. They can be

used effectively under many and varying conditions, but must be carefully selected for

each installation. The steel coil springs are designed for stiffness and load limit and are

used for hangers as well as direct load bearing. Isolators using rubber bonded to steel

fasteners are also available for reducing vibration from machines. These units should be

u.sed only under conditions for which they are recommended by the manufacturers.

The problem of noise in passages where free movement of air is necessary, as in a

ventilating system for a building, is very important. Acoustic absorbing materials installed

under special conditions will reduce noise without noticeably impeding the air movement.

There are several methods of doing this, with the design depending upon the struc-

ture and factors such as type and thickness of sound-absorbing material, spacing, open

area and length of treatment. The methods commonly used for applying acoustic materials
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for the reduction of sound in air passages can be classified comparatively, indicating

relative attenuation as a function of frequency for each treatment. The ducts can be

treated with absorption materials by these methods:

1. Lining in the duct, either rectangular or round, for its entire perimeter. This

method is most effective in reducing noise at a narrow frequency range, the

location of which is dependent on the treatment. Satisfactory results are usually

obtained by treating the duct for a distance of at least 10 times the average

of its cross sectional dimensions.

2. Splitters or parallel baffles equally spaced running in the direction of the air

movement. This method is also effective in a narrow range as for duct lining.

3. Lining the far side of a right-angle bend of a duct gives the maximum attcn-

tuation occuring at middle and high frequencies.

4. Special soundstream absorbers made of curving obstructions in the duct that

eliminate straight-line transmission of sound and movement of air. This method

is effective over a comparatively wider range in frequency, with the highest

attenuation occurring at middle and high frequencies.

5. Staggered baffles like soundstream absorbers direct the sound transmission

against sound-absorbing materials at various angles in the duct. This method

is equal in effectiveness with soundstream absorbers.

Absorptive materials installed m ducts should not only be highly absorbent, but also

fireproof, moisture resistant, odorless, vermin proof and have a surface that will not

materially increase friction losses.

Installation Methods for Acoustic Tile

There are a variety of methods for the installation of acoustic tile developed to cope

with almost any structural condition, old or new. Strictest fire regulations can be met

by the proper selection of materials and the manner of their application. They can be

applied directly to an acceptable surface or suspended to form a new ceiling with ready

access to the space above to accommodate pipes, conduits and ducts.

The principal methods of installation of acoustic tile and the various mechanical sus-

pension systems are available from producers' catalogs with technical data and descrip-

tions. The acoustic tile must be selected to suit the method of application, observing that

the sound absorption varies with the method of mounting. General descriptions follow,

outlining the various installation methods and systems in common use:

1. Nailed, Stapled or Screwed Applications

Perforated or slotted fiber-type acoustical tile can be applied only with nails or

screws. The holes in the four corners of the tile are used to nail or screw through for

concealment. The nail used in a special double-headed nail.The screw is a special type

also applied with a small electric jig. Some producers make a special tile with an inter-

locking V tongue-and-grooved joint that permits nailing or stapling one or two tonguos

that are covered as the tiles are applied. This method is generally used with open

coiling joists which are bridged with 1- by 4-in nailing strips spaced 12 in center to

center for the 12- by 12-in size tile. Generally, a felt applied over the entire ceiling area

ahead of the tile will reduce the chance for infiltration which will eventually cause

soiled or dust spots at the joints. Similar wood strips applied over irregular or broken

plaster ceilings can provide a suitable and level surface for nailed, stapled or screwed-on

tilo.
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Wood strips for furring should be kiln-dried soft wood, 1 by 3 in or larger, and

generally installed not to exceed 12 in on centers. Where structural framing exceeds 24 in

on center spacing, cross framing of 2- by 3-in or 2- by 4-in strips at 24 in on center*

should be used to assure rigidity when the acoustic material is installed.

2. Adhered-to-Plaster Application

The adhered method is widely used for in.stalling acoustic tile because it is fast, clean

and economical. Small spots of adhesive are placed on the backside of the tile, pressed

and slipped into place against the ceiling surface. Some manufacturers use splines to

insert into slits or kerfs in the edges of adhered tile to assure an even surface. By using

this method fiber tile can be applied to surfaces that are complex curves by varying the

thickness of pads of adhesive and by kerfing the back of the tile to permit a small curve.

When building a new plaster base for acoustic tile, it is necessary to apply only the two

base coats and omit the finish coat. This method meets the requirements of many building

codes for noncombustible application for both fiber and mineral tiles.

New concrete or plaster backing surfaces should be tested for moisture before the

installation of acoustic materials. About six months in place is generally required for

drying new concrete, while it takes four or five weeks before new p'aster can be considered

ready.

For old concrete, gypsum board or plaster surfaces that are porous or dusty, applica-

tion of a wall size is recommended. Old painted surfaces should be tested by installing

only a single tile for 48 hr. If the paint has not been softened by the cement upon removal

of the test tile, the work can proceed safely. If the paint has softened, it should be

removed before applying any acoustical material, or a mechanical fastening used. Cement

alone should not be used for large units. Units exceeding 12 by 24 in need supplementary

mechanical fastenings in addition to the cement.

3. Adhered-to-Gypsum-Board Application

Fire safety is very important in connection with the suspended-type acoustic ceiling

and is accomplished with noncombustible mineral tile adhered to fire resistant gypsum

board as a backing. A light metal suspension system is adaptable to the fastening of the

sheathing of gypsum board, usually 2- by 8-ft panels, in the special metal splines or by

annular nai's into an anchored bar. The gypsum board for this purpose has an asphalt

impregnated core and water-repellant paper coat to guard against moisture that might

cause sagging or dimensional change. The surface of the sheathing is smooth and is a

good base for the application of acoustic tile by the adhered method.

Where gypsum board, lath or sheathing are to be installed below wood joists as a

surface for cementing, it is important for finished appearance that a level base be pro-

vided. Gypsum materials .should not be applied directly to wood joists because they are

not level and are also subject to a small amount of turning. By using wood nailing strips

1 by 3 in, or larger, with the necessary shimming, a firm and level backing can be pro-

vided. Spacing of such wood strips depends upon the thickness of the gypsum material

to be used and in accordance with manufacturer's recommendation. Before using a

gypsum back the manufacturer of the product should be consulted to determine if it has

any coating that might make it unsuitable for adhering acoustic material with cement.

4. Suspended System with Concealed Fastening

Ceilings are generally suspended to provide space for utilities, to conceal structural

systems, and to provide a lower ceiling level. Lighting fixtures and air-conditioning

outlets can be readily mounted flush with the ceiling.
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Suspension systems are generally of a special type to be selected from manufacturers'

catalogs to suit the individual job and the type of tile to be used. They generally con-

sist of a grid of 1^-in channels suspended 4 ft on centers from metal strap or wire

hangers. In the concealed method, a T- or Z-shapcd spline fits into a kerf in the tile,

and a special clip secures the spline to the supporting channel, and as each row of the

tile comes into place the preceding spline and clip is concealed. The system requires no

backing material and the tile is the only cei!ing material.

Framing members for the suspension system should be leveled with a water level

before installing the suspension members and before beginning the application of acoustic

material. The suspension system should provide for its members to be locked together

to prevent slippage. The design of a suspended acoustic system should be made in

accordance with the recommendation of the manufacturer of the acoustic material

covering the method of suspension and the thickness and type of acoustic material.

5. Suspended System with Exposed Fastenings

The exposed fastenings in a suspended acoustic tile system has the special advantage

of making the space above the ceiHng accessible. Another advantage is the possibility of

substituting translucent plastic panels for some of the acoustic tiles to admit light from

concealed fixtures above the panels.

The standard method for most types of suspended ceilings uses a 4-ft grid of 1^-in

channels to which shaped metal members are clipped 24 in apart. Acoustic tile, size 12 by

24 in, rests on those exposed shaped members in a manner permitting individual tiles

to be lifted and set aside for ceiling space access. Replacement consists of seating the

original tile in place again, giving no indication of its removal.

Variations of the systems described are made by the different manufacturers using

special shaped members, clips and fastenings. CUps are made to hold tile to ^-, IJ/2-

and 2-in channels and to bar joists. Splines and clips are available to hold tile by attach-

ing directly to wood furring strips. In some systems T runners are used as a grid instead

of channels and cross T's used instead of Z splines. Special shapes are required for install-

ing metal-pan type acoustic tile which generally employ T runners 2 ft on center

suspended by adjustable hanger clips.

Working Conditions at the Site

For the best performance and appearance the installation should follow accepted

techniques and under the proper conditions at the site of the work. It is recommended

the job have a temperature of 70 deg F with a relative humidity of 55 percent main-

tained as nearly as possible before, during and after installation. If cUmatic conditions

do not permit this temperature and humidity, then conditions which will prevail during

occupancy should be held before, during and following the installation of the acoustic

treatments.

It is best if all plastering, concrete, ceramic tile and terrazzo work be complete and

dry. Doors and windows should be in place and glazed. Heating and cooling systems

should be ready for operation when necessary. Roof decks of concrete and gypsum should

be dry, and any spaces between decks and suspended ceilings should be vented adequately

to the outside. Thermal insulation should be lust used on the topside of roof decks when

the temperature d fferences between interior and exterior are substantial at any season

before cementing tile directly to the underside of the deck. Lighting should be observed,

particularly if it strikes the areas for treatment at a sharp angle causing long shadows

of slight unevenness of joints, resulting in unsatisfactory appearance of the work. Sur-
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faces of concrete, plaster, gypsum board or furring strips to receive acoustic material

should be level without irregularities. No acoustic material should be applied until back-

ing has been examined and accepted as satisfactory. Since acoustic treatments are increas-

ingly important in modern interiors, the selection of the right time to install these

materials may mean the difference between an attractive or unattractive interior.

Conclusion

Acoustic problems can usually be solved by the application of fundamental principles

of sound control combined with engineering judgement and experience. These problems

can be classified as sound conditioning in the manner air conditioning applies to control

of the movement of air. Many noise problems will be avoided or eliminated by good

planning and early incorporation of noise-control measures that will result in savings in

time and money.

The solution of a noise problem follows certain definite steps beginning with an

analysis of the levels of offending noise and the establishment of a criterion. The nature

and extent of the problem must be clearly defined, and the kinds of noise sources and

their number must be known as well as the relative importance and magnitudes. Accept-

able noise levels must be determined for a satisfactory .solution that will provide for

noise quieting for an environment in which hearing is good, or to insulate noise from

quieter surroundings. When the conditions of a problem are known and a criterion

selected, the amount of reduction of noise should be determined. This is done by taking

the differences measured in decibels between the offending noise level and the level of the

accepted criterion. With this known, the noise-control measures required for solution

can be determined to bring about the solution of the sound problem.

Acoustic treatment when used for noise reduction is for the purpose, as far as prac-

tical, of eliminating the disturbance created by excessive sound reflection. The effects of

absorption in reducing the disturbance does not lend itself readily to a precise evaluation

because disturbance and comfort are human manifestations, variations of which are

not measurable directly related to changes of sound conditions that are effected in a

room on the introduction of absorbing material. Also, because rooms in which absorp-

tion is used for reducing noise vary so greatly in size, shape, amount and distribution

of absorbing materials and in the kind and locations of sound sources, the theory is very

complex and not always adequate for accurate prediction for the behavior of sound and

the effects of absorption. Existing theory, where applicable, coupled with wide experi-

ence will make possible successful treatments for noise reduction. Treatment for comfort

alone by providing absorption in excess of what can be distinguished by ear serves no

useful purpose. For practical and economical reasons, only the required amounts of

absorption should be used to suit the size and shape of the room and the intensity and

distribution of noise source to insure satisfactory control of reflected sound. Treatment of

a room is seldom strictly for purposes of noise reduction but is generally combined with

good hearing.

Treatment for audition as it relates to sound control consists of the application of

acoustic material having an absorption coefficient that permits reverberating sound to

diminish within proper limits, and is concerned with clarity and distinctiveness of speech

and music to insure natural and effortless hearing. The amount of treatment should be

enough to control satisfactorily the reverberation as amounts in excess of this require-

ment are not only uneconomical but may create a "dead" quality to the room without

benefit to the wanted sound. Generally, larger amounts of absorbing materials are used

for correcting noisy conditions in a room used for working space than would be desired

or required for acoustic treatment of the same room if used for hearing speech or music.
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Noise isolation is a sound-control measure that early planning will take cognizance

of distance and space as the best and most economical means of insulation. Where this

is not possible, massive impervious barriers must be used to isolate sound within a build-

ing. Absorbing blankets, acoustical tile and thermal insulation materials have poor isola-

tion qualities because they are usually transparent to sound, lightweight and porous. Spe-

cial systems for noise isolation arc al.so available as well as special doors and door gaskets

that can help to isolate a noise within a given area.

\'ibration isolation usually involves the .separation or isolation of a vibrating

source from some sounding material to which the source is attached. Resilient mounts

of springs or resilient materials can appreciably reduce vibration. It is important to choose

the right mounting, properly designed and installed, or the condition will not be reduced

and may be increased. To be effective the vibration isolation must be completely isolated.

Any ties, such as bolts, pipes, ducts or cable, between a vibrating source and other sur-

faces, such as a wall, will transmit vibrations even though precautions have been taken

for mounting of the vibrating machinery. It is necessary to insert into such ties and lines

some type of material providing a vibration break. This may be a canvass sleeve, loops

or coils or commercial resilient sleeves and connections.

Sound attenuation in ducts used in air conditioning systems and for ventilating

purposes is accomplished by recognized methods of treatment that provide for sound-

absorbing materials being installed inside the ducts. The various methods are best adapted

to certain frequencies, but it is possible with a combination of methods to reduce noise

at any frequency.

Materials with smooth impervious surfaces, like plaster, wood, concrete and glass,

are not good sound absorbers. Porous materials, such as mineral and glass wool blankets

and iTiber tile, retain incident sound energy and are known as good absorbers of sound.

As an acoustic application they admit sound energy that is absorbed in different amounts

for different materials, varying with material thickness, frequency of the incident sound,

the angle of incidence of sound, and the method by which the material is mounted.

If correctly used, sound- absorbing material, such as acoustic tile, can be effective in the

reduction of noise, but they are not the answer to all noise problems, and may in certain

instances be responsible for creating undesired conditions.

There are many acoustic products available' with a wide range in effectiveness,

beauty, ease of maintenance, manner of application and cost. Selection of the proper

material to suit the acoustic design is important.

Just a few years ago the reverberating vocal megaphone announcements of trains

competed with the noise and confusion of railway terminal concourses and waiting rooms.

Today it is the public address systems that must compete with disturbing noise factors

in railway terminals. While the large metropolitan stations are not always ameniable to

acoustic treatment, particularly those of monumental design, the noise in many new and

remodeled stations has been reduced through the use of acoustic materials. Effective use

of sound conditioning can generally be made in terminals in spite of the aggravated

problems, such as high peak capacities of travelers, highly reflective hard surfaces of

polished marble walls and terrazzo floors, which if allowed will reverberate the numer-

ous voices, footsteps and other .sounds and noises to a point of near confusion. Sound

treatment can be extremely effective in creating a quiet atmosphere practically demon-

strated by results in many terminals and smaller stations.

In railway offices it is common business practice to gather a large number of workers

and business machines within a single room, which may result in a noise condition that
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will increase fatigue and lower the efficiency of office workers. Speech can be unintelligible

even at short distances, noises from distant sources in the room can seem almost as loud

as that from sources near at hand, telephone conversation can be difficult because of the

effect of the room noise, and because of the loss of intelligibility and noise, persons

speaking will raise their voices above the normal level, in this manner increasing the

general noise throughout the room. Also, the actual intensity level of the reverberant

sound is greater than it would be in the same room with absorbent material.

While the principles for noise quieting in offices and other similar work areas are

the same for the industrial environment, the noise levels are considerably higher, and

general conditions as to the structure and character of the noises and grouping make the

problem very complex. The reduction in the noise level in the shop may be less than

would be expected on the reverberation theory, but workers report treated areas seemed

to be less noisy. The explanation, perhaps, is that while noise originating near the work
was not reduced, the effect of acoustical treatment on reverberation and noise from

distant sources was to improve the shop conditions. Industrial management is recog-

nizing that acoustical treatment is an important consideration for employees' welfare

and for industrial economy.

A survey taken among the members of this subcommittee representing 21 railroads

in the United States and one in Canada indicates that no action has been taken among

these railroads in the direction of noise quieting in shop facilities. The information re-

ported in connection with the industrial environment is the experience in industry apart

from the railroads. Railway shops and facilities differ vastly from most industrial plants

and factories and the assembly line production methods of manufacture. Most shop

buildings for railroads are of necessity large in area and high, enclosing considerable space

which in itself is the best means of noise quieting.

The need for sound control occurs when people gather indoors, varying in accordance

with requirements for quiet, audition and noise insulation. These requirements are com-

mon to many railroad facilities and in relation to their need advance the recommendation

for sound control in railway buildings.
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Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress in study, but no report.

2. Extent of adherence to specifications.

Progress report, submitted as information page 542

3. Substitutes for wood ties.

No report.

4. Tie renewals and cost per mile of maintained track.

The report on this assignment, consisting of the annual statistics compiled

by the Bureau of Railway Economics, AAR, and providing information about

tie renewals and cost data for 1955 was published in Bulletin 530, June-
July 1956.

5. Methods of retarding the splitting and mechanical wear of ties, including

stabilization of wood, collaborating with Committee 5 and NLMA.
Oral report to be made at annual meeting.

6. Bitminous coatings of ties for protection from the elements.

Part 1—Progress report, presented as information page 543

Part 2—Specifications for tie coatings, submitted for adoption page 545

7. Causes leaduig to the removal of ties.

Progress report, submitted as information page 547

541
A
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S. End splitting of cross and switch ties.

Progress in study, but no report.

9. Means for effecting greater utilization of timberland growth available for

cross tie production.

Progress report, submitted as information page 549

The Committee on Ties,

L. C. CoLLisTER, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 533, December 19S6.

Report on Assignment 2

Extent of Adherence to Specifications

P. D. Brentlinger (chairman, subcommittee), C. S. Burt, G. B. Campbell, R. L. Cook,
H. R. Duncan, A. K. Frost, F. J. Fudge, L. E. Gingerich, F. F. Hornig, R. P. Hughes,
C. E. Jackman, G. R. Janosko, L. W. Kistler, R. H. Paschal, A. Price, N. A. Salzano,

R. G. Wintrich.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

Resuming field inspection trips, your committee in 1956 inspected ties owned by five

railroads at three treating plants located in Missouri and Illinois. At these plants

1,000,000 ties were in storage and represented production from the states of Arkansas,

Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Oklahoma and Tennessee.

Two of the plants visited were commercially owned, and one plant was railroad

owned and operated. At all of the plants good housekeeping was practiced and ties were

well stacked. The commercial plants, operating under the direction of the railroads

whose ties they stored, complied with all directives regarding stacking and spacing of

ties, and the elimination of weeds and debris. Currently, drainage is no problem, although

caked mud indicated pools of water had remained on one yard until seepage and

evaporation dissipated the water.

The railroad-owned plant is exemplary and leaves little, or nothing, to be desired.

The well drained cinder-filled storage yard supported the tie stacks on special concrete

blocks. Adequate storage room eliminated crowding of stacks and permitted free cir-

culation of air currents for maximum seasoning. The neatness of the yard and the

precision of the stacks and the stacking procedures presented examples that are fully

endorsed by this committee for the proper care of ties during their seasoning period.

Changes in the method of protecting ties against splitting were evident. Three rail-

roads were selectively dowelling ties that split during air seasoning. These ties were

dowelled after seasoning and before treatment. The precentage of ties dowelled varied

according to the origin of the ties and the climatic conditions prevalent during the sea-

soning period. One railroad continues to apply C-irons in all ties.

The quality and sizing of all ties observed were considered good in that there was

no obviously intended departure from acceptances according to AREA specifications.

There were sufficient over-size ties in the stacks, however, to indicate that all railroad

tie inspectors must constantly be alert and insist on complete inspection of all ties.

It is worthy of note to point out the marked improvement in the quality and sizing

of the ties of one railroad since the last inspection by the committee. This railroad is

to be congratulated on its changed policy that assures the railroad of getting quality ties

of standard size and shape.
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In all cases but one the ties were inspected individually in the field at the point

of production. Generally, ties are branded to denote ownership and painted for size

classification. Committee members commented on the non-durabihty of paint spots for

later identification.

The apparent results of acceptance of ties in accordance with AREA specifications

proves conclusively that adherence to specifications results in ties of good quality and

proper size for use by the railroads.

Report on Assignment 6

Bitminous Coating of Ties for Protection from the Elements

E. F. Snyder (chairman, subcommittee), J. E. Armstrong, L. C. Collister, B. S. Con-
verse, R. W. Cook, B. E. Crumpler, F. J. Fudge, R. F. Garner, H. E. Grier, M. J.

Hubbard, R. P. Hughes, H. W. Jensen, T. O. Manion, R. H. Paschal, G. A. Williams.

Part 1

This is a progress report, presented as information, and is based on replies to a

questionnaire requesting information on the number of coated ties in track and experience

with the coating material.

The questionnaire was sent to 28 railroads, and 18 roads replied. Half of the report-

ing railroads applied the coating to bridge ties with the primary purpose of fire pre-

vention. However, the abihty of the various coatings to furnish a seal and reduce the

amount of checking and splitting is noteworthy. Several types of materials were used

for this purpose, ranging from heavy plastic bridge cement to a light bituminous mate-

rial. All furnish a measure of protection, but the lighter compounds seem to have better

lasting qualities, as some of them have been performing satisfactorily for periods

ranging up to 12 years.

The consensus seems to be that the material must protect the ties for at least five

>ears to justify the investment. Nearly all of the applications were made on an experi-

mental basis, and the costs reported for applying the materials are not comparable with

out-of-face coating on a program basis. The cost of application ranged from $0.32 to

S3 .81 per tie. The most expensive application included brush coating bridge ties and

guard rails completely and is really not applicable to the studies of this committee. It is

interesting to note that there was a wide difference in the cost per tie for different

locations on the same railroad.

A number of railroads expressed the belief that the same results might be had by

increasing the amount of coal tar or petroleum in the tie treating mixture at the plant,

but did not believe it would have the lasting qualities of bituminous coatings applied to

the tie surface.

The railroads which have had sufficient ties under test over a period of three or

more years to furnish them a good working knowledge of how the coatings are per-

forming believe that this is a practical method for extending tie life and recommend

that further studies be made on the subject. They are not all in agreement that all

species should be coated, however.

It seems evident from the reports that while the subject has been a matter of dis-

cussion and experimentation for a number of years and is generally endorsed as a prac-

tical method of extending tie life, none of the reporting roads indicate they have any

intention of starting a regular program of coating tics to protect them from the elements.
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It is evident that they are not too impressed with its possibilities as an economic factor

in reducing maintenance cost. Until the AREA tests at London, Ky., as well as individual

tests by railroads, show what coating the tie surface will do to extend the life of cross

and switch ties, it is reasonable to expect few out-of-face installations. The future of

this particular development lies in the present field and laboratory tests which most of

the reporting roads desire continued.

The replies to the questionnaire are summarized in the accompanying table.

Summary of Replies Received From Reporting Railroads in Response
TO A Questionnaire Relating to Bituminous Coating of Ties

FOR Protection From the Elements

Railroad Reporting
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Part 2

The tentative specification for tie coatings prepared by the American Railway Engi-

neering Association in cooperation with the National Lumber Manufacturers Association,

as revised and printed in the December 4, 1953, report on "Improving the Service Life

of Cross Ties" is considered satisfactory until further experience with coating materials

indicates changes are required in their type and application. This specification is

presented herewith, and your committee recommends that it be adopted and published

in the Manual.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR TIE COATINGS, THEIR APPLICATION
AND TESTS

GENERAL

The coatings shall be formulated for application without heating and for maximum

protection of cross ties and switch ties against weathering and splitting in service. Suit-

able coatings shall be of a waterproof material capable of forming a durable protective

coating over the top of the tie. They shall have the ability to retain, over a wide range

of temperatures (— 10 to 150 deg F), such plastic properties as will fill existing splits

and provide a waterproof film over splits caused by shrinking or swelling of the wood.

A. COATING MATERIAL

1. General

Coating shall consist of a solvent-type bituminous or other material capable, upon

application, of filling existing checks and splits and maintaining a suitable continuous,

pliable, waterproof coating on the tops and exposed ends of the tie with the following

general requirements:

2. Homogenity

A freshly opened container, after it has stood for at least 48 hr at a temperature

of 50 deg F shall show little or no settling or hardening, and shall mix readily to a smooth

homogeneous state when hand-stirred for a short time.

3. Consistency

The material shall be of a consistency at a temperature of as low as 50 deg F

suitable for spraying, brushing or applying by other suitable means as recommended

by the manufacturer.

4. Adhesion at Low Temperatures

When applied at the rate per square foot prescribed by the manufacturer, the material

when tested in accordance with Sec. C, Art. 2, shall not crack, flake, nor separate at a

temperature of — 10 deg F.

5. Stability at Elevated Temperatures

When applied at the rate per square foot prescribed by the manufacturer, the

material, when tested in accordance with Sec. C, Att. 1, shall, after conditioning to

140 deg F for 24 hr, show no evidence of running off the test specimen.
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6. Setting Characteristics

When applied at the rate per square foot prescribed by the manufacturer, the material

shall have set to a firm, plastic film after conditioning for 24 hr at room temperature.

The material shall be considered set when it will not stain more than lightly the surface

of the finger when applied with slight pressure.

7. Corrosion

The material shall not be corrosive to metal parts of the track structure and shall

meet the corrosion requirements as stated in Sec. C, Art. 3.

8. Resistance to Alkalies

The material shall show no signs of deterioration when in contact with mild alkalies

when tested in accordance with Sec. C, Art. 4.

9. Non-Volatile Content

The material shall have a non-volatile content of 60 percent minimum by weight

when tested in accordance with ASTM Method of Test, designation D 6-39 T.

10. Gap Filling and Check Coverage

At the time of application, the material shall have the ability to fill splits J/^ to 5^ in

wide and 1 in deep, and remain in place until the coating has set. Also, the material shall

have the ability to cover checks % in wide and form a continuous waterproof cover over

the ^-in check after the solvent has evaporated.

11. Water Resistance

A coating of the material, when applied at the rate of application recommended by

the manufacturer, on Kraft paper, shall have a water-resistance rate of at least 10 hr

when tested in accordance with the procedure outlined in Sec. C, Art. 5.

B. APPLICATION
1. General

The material shall be applied on the entire top and end (above ballast) surfaces

with a heavy application down the center of the tie. The surface to be treated shall be

dry and free of frost, dust, and other foreign material that will prevent the coating

from adhering to the tie. The coating shall be applied at a temperature of not less than

SO deg F. The rate of application shall be in accordance with the manufacturer's

recommendation.

During application, care should be taken to prevent the material from smearing the

top of the rail. The tie plate shall be covered with the compound, and special care shall

be exercised to fill unused spike holes and to insure that the edges of the tie plates are

sealed. When relaying the rail, the entire tie should be covered before installing the tie

plates.

2. Coating the Tie

All splits and/or checks % in larger shall be filled prior to the overall coating.

3. Top Dressing

Immediately after coating the tie, at the option of the railroad, a layer of mineral

aggregate shall be scattered over the coated surface. The mineral aggregate applied as a

top dressing shall be %- to ^-in chips, gravel, slag, or similar material, and shall be

free of dust.
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C. TESTS FOR TIE COATINGS

1. Stability at Elevated Temperatures

A film of the material, applied at the rate of application recommended by the manu-

facturer, shall be applied to two 3 by 6-in No. 22 gage steel panels. The two panels

shall then be placed in a position 20 deg to the horizontal under an infrared lamp for

24 hr. The distance between the lamp and the panels shall be adjusted so that the

temperature is 140 deg F ± 2 deg F.

2. Adhesion at Low Temperatures

After exposure to infrared radiation for 24 hr (Sec. C, Art. 1), the panel shall be

cooled at room temperature for IS min and then put in a low temperature box for 3 hr

at a temperature of — 10 deg ± 2 deg F. At the end of the 3 hr, the panel shall be bent

with a steady, slow motion, 180 deg around a 1-in mandrel, with the metal next to the

mandrel. The time required to bend the panel around the mandrel shall be not more

than 2 sec.

3. Corrosion

Clean, polished strips of steel of any convenient size may be used. The strips shall

be completely immersed in the compound at room temperature for a period of 48 hr.

The strips shall then be removed, solvent-rinsed, and dried. The steel strips shall show

no trace of corrosion.

4. Resistance to Acids and Alkalies

Three metal panels of convenient size shall be covered with a coating at the rate

of application recommended by the manufacturer and allowed to dry for 24 hr at room

temperature. Immerse one strip in each prepared bath of 10 percent solutions of hydro-

chloric acid, sulfuric acid and sodium hydroxide for 24 hr. At the end of 24 hr, remove

and rinse thoroughly with water. The immersed panels shall show no signs of attack

discounting the edge faces and marginal edges.

5. Water Resistance

Water resistance .shall be determined by the dry-indicator method specified in the

standard of the Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry, Method T-433-

m-44, using the method in Par. 1, Procedure A.

Report on Assignment 7

Causes Leading to the Removal of Cross Ties

R. B. Radkey (chairman, subcommittee), E. L. Collettc, B. S. Converse, L. E. Gingerich,
C. M. Long, F. A. Poling, N. B. Roberts, H. S. Ross, L. S. Strohl, G. A. Williams.

Your committee submits the following progress report on causes leading to the

removal of treated main-track cross ties during the current work season.

Six committee members, working on different railroads, each inspected 1000 to 2000

ties and recorded the failure cause or the reason individual ties were removed from main
track, together with data on preservative treatment, track conditions, and traffic. Table 1

is a tabulation of this inspection.
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Considerable difference in the reasons for removal is noted among the timber species,

the major failures being split in oak ties, crush or shatter in pine ties, decay or split in

gum ties, and split in mixed hardwood ties. Spht, decay, or plate cutting accounted for

the failure of 70.2 percent of the ties inspected.

The ties served under varying track conditions and traffic, as follows: 90- to 132-lb

rail; cinder, gravel, chat, crushed stone or slag ballast; train speeds up to 100 mph;

tangent and curve; and 3 to 35 million gross tons of annual traffic. The majority of ties

seen were pressure treated, although the preservatives and retentions in many of the

older ties were not up to the quantity or quality of present practice.

Cross ties were generally removed on the basis of less than three years of life

remaining, although extremes of one to seven years of life remaining were reported

Two railroads plan to reinstall 3 to 9 percent of the oak and gum ties removed for

additional track use.

Your committee finds considerable difficulty in assembling factual current informa-

tion on cross tie failures. Only one railroad is known to keep detailed records of failure

causes for the major portion of its tie renewals. This situation is understandable when

the cost of such record keeping is considered. More than 200 man-hours of field and

office work were required to record data on the 6649 ties inspected for this report.

Work will be continued through the 1957 work season, enlarging the scope and

sampling to insure the causes for removal reported are in accord with current practice.

Table 1- -Causes Leading to Removal of Treated Main-Track Cross Ties
During 1955-56

Inspection Summary

Total Ties Inspected

Reason for Removal
Decay
Crushed or shattered
Plate cut
Broken
Spike killed

Tamp killed

Split
Natural defects
Deraihnent or dragging equipment.
Other

Total

Age of Ties Removed
Youngest
Oldest

Number of Railroads Reporting

Oak

2504

12.2%
4.1%
9.4%
0.4%
7.8%
3.2%
60.6%
0.6%
1.6%
0.1%

100.0%

5 years
33 years

Pine

2270

16.9%
33.5%
21.9%
0.2%
5.6%
.0.5%
5.2%
12.4%
1.9%
1.9%

100.0%

9 years
34 years

846

38.2%
4.5%
0.8%
0.7%
7.2%
0.9%

38.9%,
0.6%
6.4%
1.8%

100.0%o

7 year.s

34 years

Mixed
Hard-
ihoods

1029

19.3%
0.2%
26.2%

5.5%
0.5%
47.1%

1.2%

100.0%

10 years
29 years

Total

6649

18.2%,
13.6%,
15.2%
0.3%
6.6%
1.6%
36.8%
4.6%
2.2%
0.9%

100.0%

;) years
34 years
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Report on Assignment 9

Means for Effecting Greater Utilization of Timberland Growth
Available for Cross Tie Production

W. R. Jacobson (chairman, subcommittee), P. D. Brentlinger, C. S. Burt, L. P. Drew,
F. J. Fudge, M. J. Hubbard, L. W. Kistler, H. B. Orr, L. S. Strohl.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Early in 1955 there was an exchange of correspondence between J. H. Tabb, presi-

dent, Railway Tie Association, and William T. Faricy, president, Association of American

Railroads, wherein the RTA asked consideration of certain matters on the part of the

AAR, including means for better utilization of timber stands available for cross tie

production. As an outgrowth of that correspondence a meeting was held in Chicago,

May 18, 1955, of representatives of the Railway Tie Association, the Purchases and

Stores Division, AAR and AREA Committee 3—Ties, acting for the C&M Section,

Engineering Division, AAR. Committee representatives at this meeting included L. C.

Collister, chairman of Committee 3, and the following other members: C. S. Burt,

L. P. Drew and P. D. Brentlinger.

At this meeting representatives of the Railway Tie Association presented in a gen-

eral way their thoughts and suggestions as to procedures which might be adopted by the

railroads to minimize some of the current problems of the tie producers to make more

effective utilization of the timber resources of the country and tend to hold down tie

costs. Only their Proposal 4 came within the jurisdiction of Committee 3, and this

pioposal raised the question as to whether AREA Committee 3 should undertake an

additional assignment dealing with means for effecting greater utilization of timberland

growth, which might give consideration to such matters as the uses of woods less com-

monly used at the present time and to the pos.sibilities of using a larger percentage of

6-in ties.

Committee 3, at its meeting of September 20, 1955, appointed a subcommittee to

study this problem and to make recommendations as to whether this should be accepted

as a regular assignment. This subcommittee did a lot of work by correspondence, and

at a meeting on August 7, 1956, made a recommendation that Committee 3 accept this

assignment. Committee 3 was advised of this, and by letter ballot a majority of the

committee voted in favor of accepting this proposal.

First of all, possibly a general discussion of the pre.sent status of the Td groupings

is in order along with a general review of the characteristics and general usage of the

timber in the Td category. A suggested regrouping is listed below. This is based on the

physical characteristics of the wood, i.e., fiber stress, hardness and compression parallel

to grain.

Group "A" preferred species Croup "B" less desirable, but serviceable

Ash, white

Beech

Birch, yellow

Cherry, black

Elm, rock

Elm, American

Hickory

Maple, hard

Maple, red

Ash, black

Birch, white

Butternut

Catalpa

Chestnut

Cottonwood

Elm, slippery

Hackberry

Maple, soft

Mulberry

Poplar, yellow

Sassafras

Sycamore
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All species mentioned in group "A" arc used; some quite extensively. All these have

shown excellent service life, matching, and in some cases surpassing the life expectancy

of oak. However, it must be borne in mind, that in most cases, in order to achieve the

maximum service life, incising is mandatory. Ties of beech, hard maple and yellow birch

are used very extensively by most northern roads with incising prior to treatment. Other

species are used to a lesser extent mainly because of the erratic checking habits of such

species as elm, white ash and hickories.

Group "B" species are less desirable in most cases because of being softer, more

brittle, or having poor spike holding characteristics. All species are treatable, most should

be incised, and all will give very adequate service in industrial, side, and yard tracks.

, It can be presumed that RTA is not so much concerned with the silvacultural

aspects of the problem as with the complete usage of all species occurring in the general

mixed hardwood stands. However, the first problem cannot be ignored in that a very

definite upset is appearing in the composition of those stands that contained a mixture

originally of hickory and oak with a scattering of other species. Hickory is now taking

over many of these acres formerly held by upland oaks. This problem is already recog-

nized by other agencies concerned with the utilization of hickory as cross ties. This also

is a problem that the railroads cannot ignore; they must use hickory if they are to con-

tinue to have oak. Engineers must bear in mind the cross tie is "grown" and not manu-

factured in the sense that rail, tie plates, etc., are. You cannot continually draw one

species from a forest and expect the timber stand to keep the same balance. Some paper

companies with extensive holdings, after years of cutting the more desirable pulpwood

species have thrown their stand so far out of balance that intensive research was neces-

sary to devise means for a greater utilization of other species. The railroads are being

faced with this situation and it will get more serious unless our engineering departments

recognize and utilize other species. Many of these species will yield as desirable service

as the species now being used.

Your committee feels that it is in accord on the utilization of the less desirable

of the species. However, it would advance this question: if advanced treatment and

conditioning methods make the less desirable species desirable, will the producers equip

their plants accordingly and treat these ties at the same price? It calls attention to the

1955 wood preserving statistics, which show that 55 percent of the cross ties treated were

oak, 8 percent were gum, and 19 percent were mixed hardwoods. This shows that 27

percent of the ties treated in 1955 were either gum or mixed hardwoods, which is just

about one-half of the quantity of oak ties treated in that year. This indicates that the

less desirable species can be considered suitable, and are actually so considered by some

roads; however, the problem involved in using them is much greater in some sections

of the country than in others.



Report of Committee 17—Wood Preservation

A. B. Baker
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y. Destruction by termites; methods of prevention, collaborating with Com-

mittees 6 and 7.

Progress report, submitted as information page 56"

10. Incising forest products.

Progress report, submitted as information, including a paper entitled

"History, Development and Practice of Incising Forest Products on the

Northern Pacific Railway" page 567

The Committee on Wood Preservation,

A. J. Loom, Chairman.

ARE.\ Bulletin 533. December 1956.

Report on Assignment 2

Specifications for Wood Preservatives

W. W. Barger (chairman, subcommittee) , Walter Buehler, D. L. Davies, W. H. Fulweiler,

M. S. Hudson, L. W. Kistler, P. B. Mayfield, A. P. Richards.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Our report is made up of five parts, as follows:

PART 1—KEEP UP-TO-DATE CURRENT SPECIFICATIONS
FOR PRESERVATIVES

Studies of treated material used in coastal waters indicate that solutions of coal tar

in coal-tar distillate oil give more protection against attack by marine organisms than

does straight coal-tar distillate oil. Therefore, unless for unforseen developments, the

committee plans to recommend to the Association in its 1958 report, reapproval of the

Specifications for Creosote—Coal Tar Solutions, in Part 2, Chapter 17 of the Manual,

with the addition of the following footnote:

"Solutions for the treatment of marine structures shall be mixtures of coal-tar

distillate oil and coal tar in the approximate proportions given."

PART 2—REVIEW AND REPORT ON NEW PRESERVATIVES

The committee submits herein, for information only, specifications for two water-

borne preservatives. Both of these specifications—for copper arsenite, known as Chem-

onite, and for chromated copper arsenate, known as Greensalt—have been approved as

standards by the American Wood-Preservers' Association. Patents on these preservatives

have expired.

AMMONICAL COPPER ARSENITE

Ammonical copper arsenite shall be composed of the following ingredients in the

proportions given:

Percent

Copper calculated as cupric hydroxide (Cu(0H)2 57.7

Arsenic trioxide (AS2O3) 40.7

Acetic acid (CH3COOH) 1.6
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The above shall be dissolved in a solution of ammonia (NH3) in water of sufficient

strength to make the weight of ammonia contained in the treating solution from 1.5 to

2.0 times the weight of the cupric hydroxide contained in water.

The proportions of the chemicals in the treating solution may vary within the

following limits:

Max Mitt

Percent Percent

Cupric hydroxide (Cu(OH) 2) 59.7 55.7

Arsenic trioxide (As^-O^) 42.7 38.7

The preservative shall contain at least 95 percent of the active ingredients listed

above.

The foregoing tests shall be made in accordance with the standard methods of the

.\WPA (See AWPA Manual, Sec. A2).

Comment

Ammonical copper arsenite is recommended for the preservative treatment of all

classes of timber except marine piling. However, salt treatments as a general rule have

not been found entirely satisfactory for cross ties because they do not help protect the

wood mechanically as do oily type preservatives.

For general use where leaching is not an important factor, the following retentions

of ammonical copper arsenite are recommended:

For use in contact with the ground, not less than 0.50 Ib/cu ft. For use above ground

not less than 0.30 Ib/cu ft.

CHROMATED COPPER ARSENATE
Chromated copper arsenate in the solid state shall be composed of the following

ingredients in the proportions given:

Percent

Hexavalent chromium, calculated as potassium dichromate (KaCraOz) 56

Copper calculated as copper sulfate (CuSOi 5H2O) 33

Arsenic calculated as arsenic pentoxide (As205 2H.iO) 11

The proportions of the ingredients in the solid preservative, or in treating solution,

may vary within the following limits:

Max Min
Percent Percent

Potassium dichromate to copper sulphate 5.5 to 3.0 4.5 to 3.0

Potassium dichromate to arsenic acid 5.5 to 1.0 4.5 to 1.0

Copper sulfate to arsenic acid 3.3 to 1.0 2.7 to 1.0

Hexavalent chromium only shall be considered in determining the amount of potas-

sium dichromate present.

The preservative shall contain at least 95 percent of the active ingredients listed

above.

The foregoing tests shall be made in accordance with the standard methods of the

.WVPA (See AWPA Manual, Sec. A2).

Comment

Chromated copper arsenate is recommended for preservative treatment of all classes

of timber except marine piling. However, salt treatments as a general rule have not been
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found satisfactory for cross ties because they do not help to protect the wood mechanically

as do oily type preservatives.

For general use where leaching is not an important factor, the following retentions

of chromated copper arsenate are recommended:

For use in contact with ground, not less than O.SS Ih/cu ft. For use above ground

not less than 0.3 S Ib/cu ft.

PART 3—REVIEW METHOD OF SAMPLING CREOSOTE IN TANK CARS

The committee recommends further study on this subject.

PART 4—STUDY THE ADVISABILITY OF ESTABLISHING THE FLASH
POINT OF CREOSOTE

The committee is studying the advisability of establishing a minimum flash point

requirement for creosote. The committee recommends further study on this subject.

PART 5—REVIEW STRENGTH REQUIREMENTS OF PENTA SOLUTIONS
FOR POSSIBLE ADDITION TO SPECIFICATION

At the present time, the AREA treatment specifications that allow penta for treat-

ment have footnotes specifying that the penta solution used must contain approximately

5 percent penta. The committee feels that the present footnote on treatment specifications

is adequate at this time. The committee will continue to study this subject.

Report on Assignment 3

Specifications For Petroleum As A Carrier For Standard

Wood Preservatives

H. M. Schudlich (chairman, subcommittee), W. W. Barger, J. A. Barnes, H. B. Car-

penter, L. C. Collister, R. F. Dreitzler, H. R. Duncan, M. F. Jaeger, C. H. Wakefield.

Your committee submits the following report of progress, as information, in the

review of the specifications.

There has been considerable discussion, and studies are being made by other asso-

ciations, to reduce the flash point requirement of the petroleum oil for blending with

creosote—from 2 IS deg to 175 deg F. Uniformity of AREA specifications with those of

other associations may be desirable, but for the benefit of those who wish to retain the

quality of the petroleum oil as specified in the Manual (see specification for Petroleum

for Blending with Creosote, Chapter 17, Part 2), it is recommended that no changes in

the flash point be made at this time.
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Report on Assignment 5

Conditioning of Forest Products Before Preservative Treatment

M. S. Hudson (chairman, subcommittee), P. D. Brentlinger, L. C. Collister, H. R. Dun-
can, B. D. Howe, R. R. Poux, R. B. Radkey.

The report of the committee this year is confined to methods and processes for

conditioning forest products before treatment.

During the year the number of cross ties prepared for preservative treatment by

artificial methods of seasoning increased so markedly that the committee concluded that

a report on the quantities of ties processed by the various quick drying methods would

be of considerable interest to the Association.

The increase in the use of artificial methods of seasoning resulted from an increase

in demand for treated cross ties that began late in 1955. At that time cross tie inventories

at treating plants was very low, and since an air seasoning period of 6 to 12 months is

necessary from the time of purchase of the green ties to get them ready for treatment, all

of the available capacity for quick seasoning of ties was pressed into use to meet the

demand.

Three processes for artificial seasoning of cross ties were used during the year. These

were (1) the Boulton process, (2) controlled air seasoning, and (3) the vapor process.

The Boulton process, which has been in use in this country since about 1885, consists

of boiling the cross ties in the preservative under vacuum in wood preserving cylinders.

Under normal conditions Boultonizing is used only in the West Coast area for condi-

tioning cross ties for treatment. Douglas fir is the principal species Boultonized. About

lJ/2 to 2 million of these are treated annually. It is estimated that about half of these

are seasoned by the Boulton process. Increase in the use of the Boulton process this year

occurred in the drying of hardwood cross ties. Exact information on the number of

hardwood ties Boultonized this year are not available but the quantity is estimated to be

about 100,000.

In the controlled air seasoning process, cross ties are prepared for preservative treat-

ment by drying them in tunnel kilns. About 500,000 ties will be dried by this process

in 1956. The process is used for seasoning gum and mixed hardwoods only.

The vapor-drying process uses the vapors of organic chemicals to dry cross ties in

regular wood preserving cylinders. About 2 million ties will be dried by this process

(luring the year. All species of hardwood ties are seasoned by this process.

Expansion of facilities for controlled air seasoning and vapor drying during recent

years has made possible meeting a part of the heavy tie demand this year. However,

most of the capacity of the available facilities was already committed for seasoning as a

regular practice and, therefore, could be used in only a limited way to meet this increased

demand.
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Report on Assignment 6

Specifications for Fire-Retardant Treatment of Wood

W. H. Fulweiler (chairman, subcommittee), W. W. Barger, R. S. Belcher, F. J. Fudge,
H. M. Harlow, M. S. Hudson, H. E. Hurst, A. J. Loom, J. W. McGlothUn, H. M.
Schudlich, H. C. Todd, Jr., C. H. Wakefield.

The committee has no report on Manual material this year. However, it has learned

of two large-scale burning tests of roof decks constructed of pressure-treated wood.

One of these has been completed and the second will be run shortly. The results of these

tests should yield valuable information to the committee.

Report on Assignment 7

Service Test Records of Treated Wood

R. P. Hughes (chairman, subcommittee), A. B. Baker, A. S. Barr, W. S. Brown, C. M.
Burpee, G. H. Dayett, Jr., W. H. HilUs, Jr., T. D. Kearn, L. W. Kistler, G. L. P.

Plow, R. R. Poux, R. B. Radkey, W. C. Reichow, W. B. Stombock, F. H. Taylor.

Your committee submits the following report of progress on service test records

of treated wood.

This year the committee confined itself to records on the service life of treated poles

and submits reports from the following companies:

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway—on 1956 inspection of Signal Department

pole line between Ransom and Mazon, 111.

Western Union Telegraph Company—on 1956 inspection of creosoted yellow pine

poles along T&NO Railway between Houston and Orange, Tex., and along the Illinois

Central Railroad between New Orleans, La., and Mississippi state line.

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad 1956 report on 1954 inspection of

the New York-New Haven cable line.

Canadian Pacific Railway—on 1953 inspection of creosoted pine poles, Desbaret

—

Garden River, Thessalon Subdivision.

Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph Company —on 1956 inspection of Lincoln—Platts-

mouth Toll Line.

Western Union Telegraph Company and Wisconsin Power and Light Company

—

on poles treated with pentachlorophenal.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway—Report on 1956 Inspection

OF Signal Department Pole Line Between Ransom and Mazon, III.

Date of this report—Oct. 18, 1956.

Name of Company reporting—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

Location of poles in the installation covered by this report—between Ransom and

Mazon, 111.

Name of authority responsible for this report—G. K. Thomas, signal engineer, system.

Kind of wood—Southern pine poles for signal line.

Condition before treatment—good.

Conditioning used—air seasoned.

Kind of preservative used—AREA No. 1 creosote.
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Treating process used—Rueping process.

Net retention of preservative—8 lb per cu ft.

Penetration of preservative—practically complete.

Date of latest inspection—September and October 1956.

Name and business connection of inspector—P. R. McCulium, signal inspector, AT&SF
Railway.

Method of inspection used—"sounding"

Number of poles originally set—607.

Date of installation—1926.

Number removed account decay or insect attack—none.

Number removed account other causes

—

5 account of line change due to grade crossing work

2 destroyed by fire

7 total removed

Number of poles still remaining in line—600.

Number of poles inspected—600.

Inspection was made by striking the pole to see if it was hollow and a few were

bored. Several were found to be hollow, but there seemed to be enough wood left

to provide necessary strength.

Number of sound poles—no evidence of decay or insect attack—600.

Number of poles having some defect not sufficient to justify their removal—1.

One pole had been burned in the through bolt holes by right-of-way fire and is

braced with a crossarm in vertical position. This pole is otherwise sound and satis-

factory for use. Balance of 599 poles is in sound condition and we expect several

years additional life.

Remarks—These poles are set in black loam soil with usual amount of moisture found

in good farm soil.

The Western Union Telegraph Company—1956 Report on Creosote Treated Poles

Along T&NO Rah-way Between Houston and Orange, Tex., and Along

Illinois Central Railroad Between New Orleans, La.,

AND Mississippi State Line

Date of this report—Sept. 7, 1956.

Name of company reporting—The Western Union Telegraph Company.

Location of poles in the installations covered by this report:

a) Line along the T&NO from Houston to Orange, Tex., and

b) Line along the Illinois Central Railroad from New Orleans, La., to the Louisiana-

Mississippi state line.

Kind of wood—Yellow pine.

Preservative used—Creosote (coal derivative) from Germany or possibly from Belgium

in part.

Date of latest inspection—1956.

Number of poles originally set in these installations and date set:

a) T&NO—4227 poles; years 1914 and 1915.

b) IC—3478 poles; years 1914 and 1915.

Number removed account decay or insect attack—Unrecorded; very small; probably less

than 1 percent.
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Number removed account other causes—Unrecorded; probably less than 5 percent due

to fires, storms, floods, etc., and disregarding poles which were shifted in the line

to meet right of way use requirements.

Number of poles still remaining in line—Unrecorded; probably 94 or 95 percent.

Number of poles inspected—These lines given cursory examinations from time to time.

The last detailed inspection was in 1939, at which time a test inspection was made

between Houston and Orange, when 300 poles were excavated and bored and the

line carefully examined. At that time 1 percent of the poles were found to be

defective (not entirely useless). This was contribtued to by shakes at the tops and

grass fire burns at the butts. These conditions gave the termites an opportunity to

work on some of these poles.

Number of sound poles—no evidence of decay or insect attack—99 percent in 1939.

Number fit for further service but having decay or insect attack—All.

Number unfit for further service account decay or insect attack—None immediately

dangerous to the line.

Number unfit for further service account other causes—None.

Remarks—These poles showed evidence of age and depreciation but they clearly possessed

considerable factors of strength and a definite remaining service life.

Fig. 1—M. Pole 268 plus 23. Wench check 3/32 by 1 by 8 in. Top Vi. by 3^

by 5 in. Splinter

—

not decayed.
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e-j ^*?' ^~?!;/P^^ ^'^} P^"^ ^- S°^^ sandy loam. Butt 30-in circumference,
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The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company—
1956 Report of New York-New Haven Cable Line

This line was completed in 1918 with a total of 3029 fully treated poles. These

poles were air-seasoned yellow pine, treated with 12 lb of creosote per cubic foot of

wood to meet AT&T Specification L-3239. The chemical analysis of creosote used is as

follows:

Condition at 38 deg C Liquid
Spec. Grav. at 38 deg C 1.059

Dist. Below 200 at 38 deg C 842 percent
" " 210 at 38 deg C 1.34 percent
*' " 235 at 38 deg C 14.20 percent

Residue above 355 deg C 25.75 (soft)

Water and Suspended 70 percent

The last inspection was made in 1954, at which time 54 poles had been replaced

because of decay as follows:

Tota\
Number
Inserted
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line by removing the earth and borings were taken from ten of these poles. Borings were

taken from the following poles:

Creosote
Penetration

Pole Inches

#5542 2.50

#5603 1.75

#6346 1.50

#6367 2.10

#6397 2.10

#6402 1.25

#6414 1.00

#6416 2.50

#6417 1.30

#6420 2.10

All the reset creosoted pine poles examined between Desbaret and Garden River were

found to be sound and there was no evidence of decay in any of them. A laboratory

analysis of the borings taken from the 10 poles indicated a retention of 8.8 lb per cu ft

in the sapwood of the poles.

From the results of this inspection, it is reasonable to conclude that the remaining

creosote retention of these poles moved from the Nemegos Subdivision is adequate to

protect the poles. In the United States Department of Agriculture Forest Pathology

Special Release No. 37, dated January 1953, it is shown that in order to inhibit fungus

attack by lentinus lepideus, which is the most virulent encountered, the timber must

have an initial retention of 7.5 lb per cu ft in the sapwood.

It should be pointed out, however, that the preservative used to treat the poles in

question is considerably different from that used in treatment nowadays, and it would

be unwise to draw a general conclusion, without further tests, that it would be satisfac-

tory to reset other large numbers of creosoted pine poles without a retreatment.

It is the recommendation of our outside plant engineer that if at a future date the

resetting of large numbers of creosoted pine poles is contemplated, an investigation at

that time should be made to ascertain net retention of preservative in the poles. From
those results, a decision should be reached as to whether the poles should be retreated

or reset as they exist.

From the results obtained on this recent inspection, it is the opinion of the same

officer that the poles removed from the Nemegos Subdivision and reset on the Thessalon

Subdivision are adequately protected and that no action need be taken to ground line

treat them.
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Summary of Inspection of Poles of Western Union Telegraph Company,
AND Wisconsin Power and Light Company
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used consisted of distillates with straight runs with varying quantities of residue dis-

tilling over at 355 dcg C; others were made low in tar acids, naphthalene and both.

To this list were added imported oils, a mixture of coal tar and creosote, and a mixture

of creosote and petroleum.

The results indicated that mixtures of creosote and coal tar offer better protection

against limnoria than did any of the straight distillates and that vertical retort tar creosote

alone is not as effective for this purpose as the other types of creosote studied. The results

do not show any real difference between the performance of regular creosotes made low

in tar acid or naphthalene content and straight run creosotes of otherwise the same

characteristics. More detailed information regarding these investigations may be obtained

by reference to the following volumes of the Proceedings of the American Wood
Preservers' Association:

1049 The Toxicity of Preservative Oils Before and After Artificial Aging. R. H.

Baechler, p. 90

1950 Cooperative Creosote Tests, p. 68

1951 Evaluating Wood Preservatives by Soil Block Tests, 4 Creosotes. C. Duncan

and C. A. Richards, p. 275

1952 Cooperative Creosote Program, Preliminary Progress Report on Marine

Exposure Panels, Port Aransas, Tex., and Wrightsville Beach, N. C. A. P.

Richards, p. 15

1954 Fractional Distillation of Creosote and Composition of Preservative Used

in Cooperative Creosote Program. H. L. Stasse, p. 13

1956 Cooperative Creosote Program, Progress Report on Marine Exposure Panels.

A. P. Richards

A final report on this phase of the work will be presented by the American Wood
Preservers' Association during the coming year and will be found in the 1957 Proceedinss

of that Association.

TEST PILES

The following reports have been received from W. M. Jaekle, chief engineer.

Southern Pacific Company.

Report of the 1956 Inspection of Specimens Furnished by Chemical Warfare

Service and Placed in San Francisco Bay at Request of the Late

Dr. H. von Schrenk

Gate 25-1-A. Installed at Biological Station, Oakland Pier, July 21, 1925, removed

1942, replaced 1946. The untreated pieces hung at this station, 1954-1955, show heavy

limnoria and moderate bankia attack; loss in weight 28 percent.

No. 2 (Creosote and 1 percent diphenylamine chlorarsine) Heavy limnoria attack.
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Chemical Warpare Service Test Pieces Forwarded from Edgewood Arsenal

BY Lt. Col. C. E. Brigham and Hung at Oakland Pier February 24,

1932; Removed 1942, Replaced 1946

Specimen
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Report of Inspection January 6, 1956 of Test Pieces Exposed

TO Marine Borers at Oakland Pier

The untreated test pieces exposed 1Q54-55 had heavy limnoria attack and moderate

Hankia attack; loss in weight 28 percent.

A. Hercules Powder Co.products exposed 1948-55 showed the following condition:

Rosinamine D. Test piece No. S Heavy limnoria attack.

B. Cuprolignum treated pieces exposed 1948-55 showed the following condition:

Cu-3, pressure treated About Yi destroyed by limnoria.

C. Copper Naphthenate (pressure treated) piece, shows the following condition:

CN, pressure treated Heavy localized limnoria attack.

D. Four pieces placed April 5, 1950 show the following conditions:

Standard (of Calif.) Wood Preservative

No. 1—6.0 lb retention Destroyed by limnoria 1954.

No. 2—13.7 lb retention Heavy teredo and limnoria attack.

Creosote

No. 1—12.6 lb retention Moderate localized limnoria attack.

No. 2—6.2 lb retention Heavy localized limnoria attack.

E. Portland Gas & Coke Co. Five pieces treated with "Gasco" oils. Placed October 1951:

HC—Gasco Creosote 14.6 Ib/cu/ft Very light limnoria.

LC—Gasco Creosote 6.6 Ib/cu/ft Light limnoria attack.

HD—Gasco distillate 13.0 Ib/cu/ft Very light limnoria.

MD—Gasco distillate 10.3 lb/cu,/ft Moderate limnoria attack.

LD—Gasco distillate 3.9 Ib/cu/ft Moderate limnoria attack.

F. Eight pieces treated with various preservatives at West Oakland were placed January

20, 1954:

PCPXH-1—20% pentachlorophenol in xylene, 19.84 lb/

cu/ft placed 3/7/55 Light limnoria attack.

PCPL—4% pentachlorophenol in toxisol WTL, 12.85

Ib/cu/ft Moderate limnoria attack.

PCPH—10% pentachlorophenol in toxisol WTL, 12.62

Ib/cu/ft Heavy limnoria attack.

CL—Creosote, 7.45 Ib/cu/ft Light limnoria attack.

GRM—Creosote, 18.97 Ib/cu/ft Light limnoria attack.

CM—Creosote, 10.58 Ib/cu/ft Light limnoria attack.

CRL—Creosote, 13.24 lb,/cu/ft Moderate limnoria attack.

CH—Creosote, 11.21 Ib/cu/ft Very light limnoria attack.

CD-I—Petroleum diluent oil. Shell 50% destroyed by limnoria

and some teredo.

TEST BOARD STUDIES

Marine borer test panel studies are being continued primarily for the purpose of

(1) identifying the species present, (2) determining the extent of activity over extended

periods of time, (3) fixing the breeding dates of each locality, and (4) correlating if

possible the relationship of the above data with physical and chemical conditions of the

water. This overall program is being sponsored by

1. The New England Marine Piling Investigation. Committee chairman, S. G.

Phillips, chief engineer, Boston & Maine Railroad.

2. The New York Harbor Marine Borer Research Committee. Committee chair-

man, Roger Oilman, director of port development, New York Port Authority

3. Navy Department, Bureau of Yards and Docks

These investigations involve the placing of untreated test panel assemblies at well

over 300 locations distributed on a world-wide basis. The design of the assembly is such

that each month a pair of panels is removed and forwarded to the laboratory for
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examination. One of these panels has been submerged for one month, the other for a

longer period, usually eight months. From a series of such panels it is possible to obtain

the information described above.

The cumulative results of these studies may be found in "Ninth Progress Report on

Marine Borer Activity in Test Boards Operated During 1955", Report No. 9889, and

may be obtained on application from the William F. Clapp Laboratories, Inc., Duxbury,

Mass.

Report on Assignment 9

Destruction by Termites—Methods of Prevention

Collaborating with Committees 6 and 7

F. J. Fudge (chairman, subcommittee), W. Buehler, H. R. Duncan, W. H. Fulweiler,

H. M. Harlow, B. D. Howe, M. F. Jaeger, J. W. McGlothlin, A. P. Richards,

H. C. Todd, Jr.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

The project to establish a test plot has been approved and the necessary materials

have been purchased.

Treatment of the specimens is expected to be complete by the middle of 1957, and

installations at the test site will follow shortly thereafter.

Report on Assignment 10

Incising Forest Products

W. C. Reichow (chariman, subcommittee), A. B. Baker, G. L. Cain, D. L. Davies, B. D.
Howe, R. P. Hughes, H. E. Hurst, W. L. Kahler, R. R. Poux, M. H. Priddy, R. B.

Radkey, H. M. Schudlich, C. H. Wakefield.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

The incising of forest products is not new, yet its acceptance to date as a medium

to better treatment of wood has seen considerable development. Incising was originally

conceived to effect increased penetration in refractory timber species, such as fir, and

later much experimentation was done to aid control of checking and splitting by pre-

incising the green timber.

Some railroads incise their ties, regardless of species, as normal procedure. Adzing,

boring and incising in the mill of their plants progresses as one continuous operation.

Other railroads have experimented with inci.sing to some extent, or have done none at all,

as in many cases incising has not been available at some treating plants.

Your committee has endeavored to develop the benefits derived in all aspects of

incising, i.e.:

a. Green ties and timber to reduce checking and splitting.

b. Before treating to increase penetration.

c. Tie species incised.

d. Lumber and thickness incised.

A tabulation of answers to above questions and general comment by various rail-

roads is made a part of this report.

As a special feature the committee also presents in full a paper by the chairman of

Committee 17, A. J. Loom, entitled "History, Development and Practice of Incising

Forest Products on the Northern Pacific Railway." This is a very enlightening discourse.
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Incising of Forest Products By Railroads

Railroad
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Experimental tests continued, and the present pattern of incisions and style of teeth

were chosen and finally approved by the AREA. Several incising machines were con-

structed by this company after the war, and in 1925 one was delivered to the Northern

Pacific plant at Paradise for incising cross ties, switch ties and timbers treated at that

plant. Since 1927, all cross ties, switch ties and timbers treated for the Northern Pacific

at the Seattle, Wash., plant of the West Coast Wood Preserving Company have been

incised.

In view of the satisfactory results of incising at Paradise and Seattle, the latest type

of incisor was obtained and installed at the Brainerd plant in 1945, in direct connection

with a new tie adzing and boring layout.

Since the incisors were installed, all ties, timbers and lumber 3 in or more in thick-

ness, treated at each plant, has been incised immediately before treatment.

It is the Northern Pacific's standard practice to air season all ties before treatment,

and to adze, bore and incise in one operation immediately before treatment. Incisors

are located in direct connection with the adzing and boring machines so that incising

requires no additional handling.

Although experimental tests indicate that the incising of green ties retards to some

extent their tendency to check and split during the seasoning period, enough benefit has

not been observed to warrant the additional cost of extra handling required to incise

green ties.

Most satisfactory penetration, absorption and distribution of preservative is assured

by incising immediately before treatment, and in my estimation this has contributed

largely to the long service life of Northern Pacific ties and structural timbers treated with

straight creosote, 20-20 creosote-coal tar solution and 50-50 creosote-petroleum solution.
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Vice Chairman, C. V. Lund L. T. Wyly
E. R. Andrlik J. F. Marsh Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Steel girder spans.

Progress report, presented as information page 572

2. Steel truss spans.

No report.

3. Viaduct columns, collaborating with Committee IS.

Progress report, presented as information page 572

4. Longitudinal forces in bridge structures, collaborating with Committees 7,

8 and 15.

Progress report, presented as information page 572

5. Distribution of live load in bridge floors:

(a) Floors consisting of transverse beams.

(b) Floors consisting of longitudinal beams.

Progress report, presented as information page 573

6. Concrete structures, collaborating with Committee 8.

Progress report, presented as information page 573

7. Timber structures, collaborating with Committee 7.

No report.

The Committee on Impact and Bridge Stresses,

D. S. Bechly, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 533, December 19S6.
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Report on Assignment 1

Steel Girder Spans

M. J. Plumb (chairman, subcommittee), E. R. Andrlik, D. S. Bechly, E. R. Bretscher,

T. F. Creed, Jr., C. P. Cummins, W. E. Bowling, P. L. Montgomery, A. L. Piep-

meier, H. C. Prince, C. A. Roberts, J. H. Shieber, A. P. Smith, C. B. Smith.

A report on tests of five plate-girder spans on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

Railway was published in Bulletin 530, June-July 1956, page 85. This report covered

the stresses in the flanges, webs and bracing produced by the passage of diesel and steam

locomotives at a complete range of speeds.

A report on tests of nine plate-girder spans on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

Railroad has been completed and will be published soon.

Report on Assignment 3

Viaduct Columns

Collaborating with Committee 15

A. T. Granger (chairman, subcommittee), E. D. Billmeyer, E. E. Burch, A. C. Banks,

Jr., N. E. Ekrem, J. F. Marsh, W. H. Munse, H. C. Prince, M. B. Scott, J. R.

Williams.

Tests were conducted during 1956 by the research staff of the Engineering Bivision,

AAR, on a steel viaduct on the Genesee & Wyoming Railroad near Retsof, N. Y., at the

expense and request of that railroad to determine the direct and bending stresses in the

viaduct columns and tower bracing under static and dynamic loading.

Report on Assignment 4

Longitudinal Forces in Bridge Structures

Collaborating with Committees 7, 8 and 15

J. A. Erskine (chairman, subcommittee), E. B. Billmeyer, E. T. Bond, Jr., T. F. Creed,

Jr., A. C. Banks, Jr., K. L. BeBlois, W. E. Bowling, W. B. Kuersteiner, C. V.
Lund, J. F. Marsh, A. L. Piepmeier, C. A. Roberts, F. W. Thompson, M. O. Woxland,
L. T. Wyly.

Longitudinal forces on a high concrete pier were measured during the tests made

on the plate girder spans on the Santa Fe. A report on these tests is included in the

report on the girder spans referred to in Assignment 1.

In connection with the tests on the steel viaduct reported on under Assignment 3,

stresses induced by the longitudinal forces due to the starting and stopping of heavily

loaded trains were measured.
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Report on Assignment 5

Distribution of Live Load in Bridge Floors

(a) Floors Consisting of Transverse Beams

(b) Floors Consisting of Longitudinal Beams

N. M. Newraark (chairman, subcommittee), D. S. Bechly, E. S. Birkenwald, J. W.
Davidson, K. L. DeBlois, W. N. Downey, W. B. Kuerstciner, D. W. Musser, C. H.

Newlin, E. W. Prentiss, C. B. Smith.

During 1956 tests were conducted by the research staff, Engineering Division, AAR,

at the request and expense of the New York Central System, to determine the longitudinal

distribution of the axle loads under single and double-track operation on a steel viaduct

at New York City. This structure carries multiple tracks on transverse floor beams.

Report on Assignment 6

Concrete Structures

Collaborating with Committee 8

J. H. Shieber (chairman, subcommittee), J. W. Davidson, W. N. Downey, N. E. Ekrem,

J. A. Erskine, A. R. Harris, R. H. Heinlen, James Michalos, P. L. Montgomery,
N. M. Newmark, E. W. Prentiss, A. P. Smith, F. W. Thompson, G. S. Vincent,

J. D. Woodward.

The research staff of the Association of American Railroads has completed the

analysis of the data secured during the laboratory tests of the reinforced concrete slabs

in the laboratory of the Bureau of Reclamation in Denver, Colo. Analysis of the data

obtained in the field tests to determine the behavior under static and dynamic loads of

the prestressed concrete .slabs and adjacent reinforced concrete slabs of conventional

design on the Burlington near Hunnewell, Mo., has also been completed. The report

on the laboratory and field tests is scheduled for completion in 1957.

In collaboration with Committee 8—Masonry, tests are currently being conducted

to determine stresses and pressures on reinforced concrete pipe under long-time loading

and under various heights of fill. In cooperation with the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis Railway, strain gages were placed on pipe before it was installed under a 40-ft

fill in the road's new classification yard in Atlanta, Ga. As the filling progressed, pressure

cells were placed to measure the horizontal and vertical pressure on the pipe. Readings

were taken during the placing of the fill of both the earth pressures and the strains in

the pipe. This fill is now in place, and readings will be taken periodically to determine

the effect of long-time loading on the pipe.





Report of Committee 29—Waterproofing

W. H. Acker, Jr. R. L. Mays

A. L. Becker L. H. Needham

D. E. Bray B. J. Ornburn

Lyle Bristow H. a. Pasman

R. J. Brueske M. Pikarsky

M. W. Bruns R. D. Powrie

W. H. BuNGE C. W. Preston

A. E. Cawood W. E. Robey

R. A. M. Deal F. S. Schubert

^ » -^ 0. E. Fort T. M. van Sprecken

jflL ^^MM E. T. Franzen W. R. Weaver

^H^^^^^H Nelson Handsaker J. W. Weber

u,.xT„,. cr^.^^ri
.^^^* W. G. Harding C. A. Whipple (E)Henry Seitz, Chairman, ^ '

E. A. Johnson, E. Kimmei K. B. Woods

Vice Chairman, J- A. Lahmer (E) Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects.

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, submitted as information page 57o

2. Waterproofing materials and their application to railway structures, col-

laborating with Committees 6, 8, and 15.

Progress report, submitted as information page 576

.^. Coatings for dampproofing railway structures, collaborating with Committees

6 and 8.

Brief progress report page 577

The Committee on Waterproofing,

Henry Seitz, Chairman.

ARE.\ Bulletin 533, December 1956.
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

E. A. Johnson (chairman, subcommittee), W. H. Acker, Jr., R. J. Brueske, M. W. Bruns,
R. A. M. Deal, E. T. Franzen, R. L. Mays, H. A. Pasman, R. D. Powrie, F. S.

Schubert, T. M. von Sprecken.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Your committee is now in the process of approving extensive revisions in the current

specifications for coal tar pitch and creosote primer in Chapter 29 of the Manual. These

changes are based on the information that has been developed in the course of the research

on waterproofing materials being carried out under Assignment 2. Subject to final

committee action, the changes will be submitted for adoption next year.

At the same time your committee will recommend for adoption the following revision

in the Specifications for Membrane Waterproofing, Manual pages 29-2-1 to 29-2-1.^,

incl.

On page 29-2-2, Sec. B, Art. 2, change item b in the tabular material to read:

"Solubility in carbon tetrachloride not less than 99 percent."

Report on Assignment 2

Waterproofing Materials and Their Application
to Railway Structures

Collaborating with Committees 6, 8, and 15

R. J. Brueske (chairman, subcommittee), A. L. Becker, D. E. Bray, W. H. Bunge,
A. E. Cawood, E. T. Franzen, B. J. Ornburn, M. Pikarsky, C. W. Preston, W. R.
Weaver, J. W. Weber.

Your committee presents the following progress report as information to familiarize

the readers with the progress being made on the study and investigation of waterproofing

materials and membranes.

WATERPROOFING MATERIALS

Last year your committee reported that the study of bituminous waterproofing

coatings being carried on at Purdue University had been completed. Since then the final

report has been edited and published in Bulletin 531, Part 1, September-October 1956.

The results of the bitumen tests support the revisions to the waterproofing specifica-

tions, under consideration. Good basic asphalt materials meeting the revised specifications

are now readily available.

Your committee is in the process of revising the specifications for coal tar pitch

and creosote primer. The proposed revisions have been drafted and will be submitted

for adoption next year under Assignment 1.

WATERPROOFING MEMBRANES

Waterproofing membrane testing is being carried on in Chicago by the AAR research

staff. Progress to date has necessarily been slow, as both the testing procedure and

apparatus had to be developed before membrane waterproofing tests could be progressed.

Testing is now proceeding at a more accelerated rate; however, the nature of the tests

do not lend themselves to great speed.
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Results of the membrane tests to date have emphasized the importance of main-

taining close inspection when applying a membrane waterproofing. When heating the

asphalt to the proper temperature, great care must be taken to avoid overheating.

Precautions should also be taken to prevent skimping when applying the asphalt.

Temperature recording gages will be installed on a bridge of the Chicago & Western

Indiana Railroad, which will record the temperature of the bridge's membrane water-

proofing. It is anticipated that this study will give information about the range of

temperatures a membrane waterproofing will be subjected to when applied on a bridge

with a minimum of 6 in of ballast under the ties.

A study is now being made to determine the effect of different asphalts on the

properties of a membrane waterproofing. Many variable factors, such as the type of

material, stretch, temperature changes, action under hydraulic head and the number of

plies of materials, are also being considered.

Your committee is confident that the membrane waterproofing studies will enable it

to prepare a revised specification that will produce a durable and efficient membrane

waterproofing.

MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS

The specifications for several materials, such as asphalt plank, asphalt block, in-

sulating paper, etc., used in connection with waterproofing, are being throughly inves-

tigated. The committee feels confident that the results will lead to a more modern and

complete specification.

Report on Assignment 3

Coatings for Dampproofing Railway Structures

Collaborating with Committees 6 and 8

F. S. Schubert (chairman, subcommittee), E. A. Johnson, Lyle Bristow, O. E. Fort,

J. M. Gilmore, W. G. Harding, Earl Kimmel, L. H. Needham, W. E. Robey, K. B.
Woods.

This is a progress report on a new assignment, the purpose of which is a complete

modernization of the current specification for dampproofing. It is proposed to inves-

tigate various types of coatings with the view of determining their fundamental proper-

ties, such as permeability, diffusivity, adhesion and chemical reactions between water

and coating and coating and concrete. Library and other preliminary work is currently

underway at Purdue University to develope the necessary methods and procedures.
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Committee

To the American Railivay Engineering Associaiion:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommended revisions page 580

(a) Revision of Manual of Instructions for Care and Operation of Main-

tenance of Way Work Equipment.

The revised edition of this Manual was presented in Part 2 of Bulletin

531, September-October 1956.

2. Motor cars, trailer and push cars, collaborating with Signal Section, AAR,
Committee 10.

No report.

3. New developments in work equipment.

Progress report, presented as information page 581

4. Improvements to be made to existing work equipment.

Progress report, presented as information page 585

5. Propane gas-operated engines.

Final report, presented as information page S87

S79
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6. Detergent and non-detergent crankcase oils.

Final report, presented as information page 589

7. Machines for reclaiming material from abandoned tracks.

Final report, presented as information page 502

8. Tie unloaders.

No report.

0. Heavy, off-track work equipment.

Final report, presented as information page 595

10. Torque converters.

Final report, presented as information page 601

The Committee on Maintenance of Way Work Equipment,

A. W. MuNT, Chairman.

.AREA Bulletin S33, December 19S6.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

S. H. Knight (chairman, subcommittee), C. L. Fero, W. E. Kropp, Jack Largent, E. H.
Ness, P. G. Petri, F. E. Yockey.

The following revisions are submitted with the recommendation that they be adopted

and published in the Manual.

27-1-3 and
27-1-4

CARE AND OPERATION OF MAINTENANCE OF WAY
WORK EQUIPMENT

In view of the publication of a revised edition of the previously known Manual

of Instructions for Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way Work Equipment, in

Bulletin 531, September-October 1956, and proposed reprinting in handbook form in

January 1957, under the new title "Handbook of Instructions for Care and Operation

of Maintenance of Way Equipment", reapprove the above-named document, with the

following revisions:

27-1-3

Substitute the following for Par. 2, which refers to the first edition of the Manual

of Instructions for Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way Work Equipment;

2. Adequate instructions for the care and operation of maintenance of way equip-

ment should be issued. Such instructions, developed by the AREA, were first published

in the Proceedings in 1947 and were later reprinted in handbook form under the title

"Manual of Instructions for Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way Work Equip-

ment." These instructions were subsequently completely revised and expanded and issued

as a Second Edition in 1957 under the title "Handbook of Instructions for Care and

Operation of Maintenance of Way Equipment."
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Change the title of this document from Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way
Work Equipment to Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way Equipment.

27-1-3 and 27-1-4

Throughout the entire document, wherever the term "work equipment" is used,

eliminate the word "work".

Report on Assignment 3

New Developments in Work Equipment

T. H. Taylor (chairman, subcommittee), R. M. Baldock, L. E. Conner, F. L. Horn,
Herbert Huffman, R. K. Johnson, W. F. Kohl, T. M. Pittman, R. S. Radspinner,

J. E. Reynolds, W. B. Super.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

Previous reports on this subject are to be found in the Proceedings, Vols. 45, 50, 52,

53, 54, 55, 56 and 57. The current report covers machines marketed since the last report,

with the exception of machines reported separately under Assignments 7 and 8. This

report, as is customary, includes the major improvements and additions that have been

made to existing machines since last year's report.

Ballast Distributor and Sweeper

A new 4500-lb machine for disking, sweeping and equalizing ballast is available.

The machine is powered with a 4-c, 60-hp gasoline engine through a transmission which

allows 4 speeds in either direction. The machine is equipped with adjustable arms on

|-,,iii '1'
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each side which can be fitted with disks, shoulder shapers or ballast levelers. These arms

are raised and lowered hydrauiically. The broom is driven mechanically and can be

rotated in either direction. It is reported that discarded air hose may be used for replace-

ment of the brush quills when they become worn. The machine is equipped with an

hydraulic turntable which may be used when turning the unit on the rails or when

removing it from the track.

Brush and Weed Sprayer

This machine is a flexible-nozzle boom which is operated from the cab of a dual-

drive truck to permit easy, accurate spraying of roadbed shoulders for the control of

weeds and brush. The boom may be moved to a number of spraying positions while the

truck is in motion and may be folded back into a vertical stack on the side of the truck

when not in use. Controls have been provided in the truck cab for boom and berm-

nozzle movements, boom position and pressure. The range of spraying operations, to left

or right of roadbed, is handled by the driver who uses the dual steering wheel and foot

controls on either side of the cab as occasion arises.

Combination Track Machine

This is a self-propelled, one-man operated machine which is reported to combine

the functions of an hydraulic power jack, hydraulic tie nipper, electric tie tampers, and

track leveling device. It is powered with a 60-hp, 4-cylinder gasoline engine which oper-

ates the hydraulic system. Final drive is through a hydraulic motor with a geared trans-

mission. This is said to provide travel speeds up to 25 mph in either direction.

Combination track machine.
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The power jack is activated by two 12,000-lb hydraulic rams. The tie nippers work

on both ends of the tie. The tamping head is raised and lowered hydraulically and con-

sists of four electric-vibratory tamping assemblies. Each of these assemblies is equipped

with two tamping bars. The track leveling device is reported to be accurate to 1/32 in.

The machine weighs 8000 lb and is equipped with an hydraulic jack and transverse set-

off wheels.

This machine has been designed to operate ahead ut production tampers. It raises

the track and tamps the ballast under the joint and center ties which hold the track

to grade until it has been tamped by the production tamper.

Controlled-Torque Impact Wrench

An air-operated, nut-running tool which uses the torsion-bar principle to impact the

nut to a desired preset torque, for precision tightness, and then shuts itself off auto-

matically has been introduced. The tool operates at normal speed and power while

the nut is being run to the desired torque. However, when this torque is reached, causing

Controlled-torque impact vi^rench.

nut running resistance to equal the stress preset in the torsion bar, the impact mechanism

rebounds instantly and trips a rubber- faced shutoff valve. The tool is available in two
sizes, the smaller with an adjustable torque range up to 90 ft-lb and a rated capacity

(high-strength bolts) of ^ in. The larger size has an adjustable torque range up to

550 ft-lb and a rated capacity (high-strength bolts) of ^ and ^ in.

Portable Flood Lighting Equipment

This is a 3500-w, rubber-mounted, portable, weatherproof, light assembly of seven

adjustable bulbs, a telescoping light tower of steel tubing, and a structural steel base

which has been mounted on a skid-type sub-base. It is powered by a self-contained,

single-phase 120-v a-c generating plant driven by a gasoline engine. The generating unit

IS reported to be unusual in that there are no brushes, bearings, commutator, springs or
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wearing parts. The only movable part of the generator rides on the engine crankshaft.

The generator is said to maintain a constant 120 v (within 3 percent) from no load to

full load.

Hydraulic Starting System

An hydraulic starting system for diesel engines consisting of an oil reservoir, engine-

driven hydraulic pump, hand pump, hydraulic accumulator and starter assembly is now

available. The system is reported to provide positive starting torque at high turnover

speeds regardless of weather conditions. Power for operating the fluid motor of the

starter assembly is provided by the hydraulic accumulator. This accumulator is pre-

charged by operation of the engine or by means of an auxiliary hand pump which pro-

vides standby service in case of emergency. The accumulator has been factory sealed

and charged with nitrogen gas and is said to be practically maintenance free. Reserve

oil for the system is circulated to a reservoir from the starting motor discharge and

recharged into the system through the engine-driven hydraulic pump, which is started

automatically when the engine starts, or by the standby hand pump.

Deadhead Detector

A portable magnetic-particle inspection device which requires no electrical power

has been developed and is now available. The device is designed to locate surface and

fatigue cracks in magnetic parts and members. Since electrical arcing is impossible, the

device can be used for inspection in hazardous areas. The yoke legs are hinged and the

angle-cut tips rotate so that good magnetic contact can be made on parts of almost any

shape. The permanent magnets are of an aluminum-nickel alloy. A new magnetic circuit

which has been developed is reported to provide especially effective magnetizing power

tor the device's weight of 5 lb. This magnetizing power is said to provide a magnetic

pull of 40 lb on a flat surface. The kit is complete with carrying case, spray gun, wet-bath

and dry particle materials.

Self-Propelled Spike Puller

A new self-propelled, hydraulic spike puller equipped with two pulling assemblies

which enable it to pull spikes from both sides of the rail is now available. The hydraulic

cylinders are controlled by a single valve. They are mounted on a common spring-

counterbalanced, pantograph support to provide easy raising and lowering. Each cylinder

has its individual longitudinal track to permit a limited amount of independent move-

ment parallel with the rail. These movements are reported to enable the operator to

position the pulling jaws over the spikes without having to stop the machine at an exact

spot with respect to the tie. The accumulator size is sufficient to take care of the two

cylinders. The propelling mechanism drives one wheel on each rail.

Tool and Equipment Trailer

A highway trailer equipped with rubber tires and a welded-steel body with hinged

lids and inside dimensions of: length 6 ft; width 3 ft 3 in; sides 1 ft 7 in high, and

ridge 2 ft 6 in above the floor, is available. This carrier has a load capacity of 3500 lb

gross and is reported to be adaptable to the transportation of tools and equipment usually

used by construction and maintenance crews. It is equipped with a parking leg and a

towing hitch which is adjustable to the height of the towing vehicle.
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Spike puller.

Cribber-Adzer

A new machine has been made available. This machine, operated by one man,

is equipped with three adzing heads, cribbing brushes, creosote spray, and is so designed

that it may be operated in either direction. The depth of the cut is adjustable and the

creosoting spray is equipped with a trip valve so only the adzed tie surface is sprayed.

It is reported the machine will crib and adze 100 ft of track per min.

The machine rides one rail and is equipped with a crawler unit at the track center

for propulsion. Auxiliary track wheels are furnished for use in moving over the rails.

Adzing heads and cribbing brushes are mechanically driven ; all other operations are

hydraulic. Power is supplied by an 8-cylinder 100-hp industrial engine.

Report on Assignment 4

Improvements to Be Made to Existing Work Equipment

R. E. Berggren (chairman, subcommittee), C. T. Blume, I M. Boone, L. B. Cann, Jr.,

F. H. McKenney, P. G. Petri, R. J. Smith, F. N. Snyder, M. M. Stansbury, M. C.

Taylor.

This is a progress report, submitted as information, and is a continuation of the

progress reports submitted by this committee as presented in the Proceedings, Vol. 53,

1952, page 396; Vol. 54, 1953, page 666; Vol. 55, 1954, page 502; Vol. 56, 1955, page 525

and Vol. 57, 1956, page 488. It covers changes in work equipment that this committee

considers to be practical and desirable.
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Track Maintainer (Production Tamping Machine)

This machine is designed lor all types of tamping in out-of-face surfacing, spot

raising and smoothing of track. It is a self-propelled machine requiring one man to

operate.

Suggested improvement to this machine:

Revise the hand brake arrangement so that the operator may pull the hand brake

lever to set the brake and push the lever to release. The present arrangment is opposite

to this and places the operator in an awkward position when traveling to and from

the work.

Track Gager

This machine is used to gage tie plates during rail laying operations. The gaging

shoe assembly moves the loose plates into proper position and holds them while the

multiple drill head is lowered manually to drill two anchor holes simultaneously in the tie.

Suggested improvement to this machine:

Use harder material in the gaging-shoe side plates to extend the life. At present

they wear excessively and unevenly, requiring planing or renewal in a short time.

Spike Driver Carriage

This is a four-wheel device used under the mechanical spike driver to permit lateral

movement of the driver for driving spikes in a tie at both rails during tie renewals.

Suggested improvement to this machine:

Apply power device to move and hold the driver in position over the rail to drive

spikes. This is particularly desired for driving spikes on high side of a curve, as it is

difficult to move the driver to the high side.

Track Broom

This machine is used for dressing track, removing surplus ballast from tie areas and

for yard cleaning. It is equipped with 140 replaceable steel wire-rope brushes, % by

12 in, on a rotating drum for sweeping.

Suggested improvement to this machine:

Replace wire-rope drum assembly with a unit drum made from less expensive

material and assembled so that replacement of worn parts can be made with less expense.

Tie Sav)

This machine is used to saw ties in track for removal in tie replacing operations.

Suggested improvements to this machine:

1. Frame and bracing should be improved and made heavier to reduce or eliminate

excessive vibration.

2. Improve the material in the saw blades to extend time between sharpening. Only

10 to 12 cuts can be made at present.

Track Liner

This device consists of two hydraulic rams and a portable power plant which is

mounted on two double-flanged wheels with a bracket support to hold machine on the

rail.

Suggested improvements to this machine:

1. Improve anchor arrangement in ballast to permit a more horizontal thrust of the

track, eliminating the lifting tendency.

2. The outrigger wheel axle should be made stronger to reduce its tendency to bend.
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Ballast Drainage Car

This is a heavy-duty, track-mounted, self-propelled machine used for scarifying,

disking, plowing and equalizing ballast.

Suggested improvement to this machine:

Apply a vertical steel guide bar to each side of the spring-loaded body frame near

the front end, these guides to extend downward to keep front ballast plow in line on

curves and in heavy ballast.

Report on Assignment 5

Propane Gas Operated Engines

Paul Martin (chairman, subcommittee), E. J. Clopton, F. L. Etchison, Herbert Huffman,

W. E. Kropp, C. F. Lewis, Harry Mayer, C. W. Mitchell, H. C. Nordstrom, R. S.

Stephens, H. A. Thyng.

Your committee submits, as information, the following final report on propane gas

operated engines.

Propane is a by-product in the manufacture of gasoline. It emits as a gas from the

refining tower where it is trapped, or captured, and is compressed into a liquid for ease

of storing and transporting.

Prior to the early 1930's propane, and its "sister" butane, were burned at the

refineries and in the oil fields and thus wasted. As the process of compressing it to

maintain it as a fluid became common, it became marketable as fuel for internal

combustion engines, and for heating and cooking in rural districts.

Propane was first used as an engine fuel by trucking interests on the West Coast

of the United States, and in recent years its use has greatly increased, resulting in a wide

interest in the subject.

Propane boils at — 44 deg F and butane at 4-32 deg F, at ordinary atmospheric

pressure, making it necessary to keep them confined under pressure to maintain them

as a liquid. Both propane and butane, or a mixture of both, may be used as fuel. Here-

after in this report these fuels are referred to as "LPG" (Liquid'Petroleum Gases) fuel,

instead of propane fuels.

Present-day benefits from the use of LPG fuel are as follows:

Fuel Savings: To realize the greatest savings in LPG fuel it should be purchased in

bulk for storage, and then transferred to the fuel tanks on equipment, or used for the

recharging of privately or company owned cylinders. To buy the fuel in bottle con-

tainers from an outside source increases the cost approximately four fold over the bulk

purchase. At the present time, depending on the geographical location, LPG fuel costs

from 4 to 10 cents per gal less than gasoline, when purchased in bulk form.

Increased Engine Power: LPG fuel has an octane rating of over 100, compared to

about 85 for the best commercial gasoline with ethyl added. With this high anti-knock

value, engine compression pressures can be raised, thereby taking full advantage of the

higher octane fuel with resultant increased power output.

Longer Engine Life with Reduced Engine Maintenance Costs: Because LPG fuel

enters the combustion chamber of an engine as a gas and not as a moist vapor, as in

the case of gasoline, there is no dilution of the lubricating oil or deterioration of upper

cylinder lubrication. Further, ga.soline has a tendency to cause deposits of carbon and

sludge which are injurious to the engine and its operation. Because the foregoing is not
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as true of LPG fuel, there is far less valve and piston ring wear, resulting in greatly

increased periods of engine operation between overhauls.

Increased Lubricating Oil Life: The absence of engine lubricating oil dilution, when

LPG fuel is used, greatly increases bearing life with resulting benefits, and also makes

it possible to use lighter lubricating oils which, in turn, promote easier starting in cold

climates. The operating time between oil changes is substantially increased because of the

absence of sludge formations in the crankcase.

Reduction of Noxious Exhaust Fumes: Although this item is more beneficial where

equipment is being used in confined areas, such as in buildings, the benefits will also

be noted on equipment operating in the open. Where there is a concentration of equip-

ment working in a small area and using gasoline as a fuel, the exhaust fumes can be

objectionable in the absence of any wind. The combustion efficiency of LPG fuel is

much higher than that of gasoline, which results in a decrease of carbon monoxide in the

exhaust gases.

The objections to the use of LPG fuel are few. The most serious objection in field

use is the storage of the fuel and the transferring of the fuel from the storage container

to the fuel tank on the piece of equipment. In some areas the local supply of LPG fuel

can be a problem, but as its use increases this condition will improve.

The LPG fuel system for an engine is quite simple, though definitely different from

a gasoline system. The tank for LPG fuel should be constructed of 3/16- or ^/4-in plate

to withstand the maximum pressure of 200 lb. The tank should be equipped with safety

valves in order to maintain this pressure, so that the fuel will remain in liquid form

until used. The tank should never be completely filled.

Approved tanks are equipped with a bleeder valve that will emit fuel when it reaches

its level and thus maintain a 20 percent expansion space for the fuel. From the tank

the fuel passes through a fuel filter into a high-pressure regulator to reduce the fuel from

the tank pressure to a workable pressure of from 4 to 10 lb. The fuel then passes into

a vaporizer which is incased in a water jacket to enable it to be heated by the coolant

from the engine. The application of heat to the vaporizer is necessary to insure the

transforming of the fuel from a liquid form to a gaseous form and to overcome the

refrigerating process caused by the vaporization of the fuel. The new vapor fuel passes

into a low-pressure regulator, which maintains the pressure required for the engine, and

then into the carburetor where it is mixed with the proper portion of air before enter-

ing the engine. It should be noted that this gas-air carburetor is very simple and does

not contain the movable parts found in a carburetor used with liquid fuels. Thus,

maintenance is negligible.

When it is proposed to convert a gasoline-fueled engine to a LPG-fueled engine,

a thorough study of the engine should be made to determine if it is suitable for the

conversion. The engine manufacturers should be consulted as to the limits of the neces-

sary modifications to the engine to obtain the peak performance of the LPG fuel. The

most desirable modification is to increase the compression ratio to 10 to 1. However,

it has been proven that if the compression ratio of a gasoline-fueled engine is raised two

points, the consumption of LPG fuel will be equal to that of the gasoline formerly used.

Increasing the compression ratio is not a necessity, but it does improve engine per-

formance as well as fuel economy.
,

In raising the compression ratio the bearing load is greatly increased, and a pre-

liminary study should determine whether the bearing area will stand this increased load.

Other factors have to be considered when converting to LPG fuel, as follows:
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A cold intake manifold is desirable to attain maximum volumetric efficiency. Hot

spots or heating devices in the intake manifold formerly used for gasoline fuel should

be removed. The ignition system must be kept in good condition, for with the increase

in compression the spark resistance is increased, and the hotter combustion temperatures

of LPG fuel will require the use of cooler spark plugs, and possibly better valve and

valve seat materials. Finally, to attain and maintain this higher compression ratio it may
be necessary to replace the pistons and increase the number of piston rings per piston.

In summing up the above information, it can definitely be determined that the

conversion of an engine to LPG fuel operation, if properly engineered, will produce

a substantial savings in fuel and maintenance costs.

Report on Assignment 6

Detergent and Non-detergent Crankcase Oils

G. R. Collier (chairman, subcommittee), N. W. Hutchison, Jack Largent, C. F. Lewis,

J. A. Mann, H. C. Pottsmith, T. J. Reagan, F. E. Short, W. B. Super, M. C. Taylor,

J. L. Terrj'.

This is a final report, submitted as information.

The increasing tempo of mechanization of maintenance work, most of which involves

ever greater use of internal combustion engines, indicates the timeliness of a brief,

analytical report on lubricating oils. Lubricant salesmen are telling us this is a "deter-

gent" oil, this one is "anti-corrosive", this one improves the viscosity index, and so on,

until no one short of a petroleum chemist thoroughly understands the properties of the

oils in common use. The fact that roadway maintenance equipment uses both gasoline

and diesel engines further complicates the lubricating oil problem. Generally, a good

diesel lubricating oil, of suitable viscosity, may be used in gasoline engines. However,

the higher operating temperatures of diesels, the greater sulfur content and heavier

deposit-forming componeVits of diesel fuels, and the greater bearing pressures prevalent

in diesel engines introduce special problems in the lubrication of diesels that are not

present in the gasoline engine. Detergents and other additives are used to meet these

special requirements.

Originally, straight mineral oils were used in diesel engines, and occasionally this

type oil is still used under certain relatively light service conditions. The lubrication of

the diesels of maintenance of way equipment under the rugged conditions of loading,

dust, and servicing, necessitates an oil possessing the following characteristics:

1. Oxidation stability to reduce deposit formation and withstand viscosity build-up.

2. Adequate film strength.

3. Corrosion resistance to prevent acid attack of metals, particularly those used

in bearings and bushings.

4. Dispersion and detergency to hold contaminating materials in suspension or

solution, thereby reducing the tendency to deposit out on engine parts.

5. Rust-proofing abiHty sufficient to prevent rusting of metal surfaces during

periods of inactivity of the machine.

To start with, lubricating oil has three primary functions, namely:

1. To reduce friction between bearing surfaces.

2. To act as a coolant or heat transfer medium.

3. To act as a sealing agent.
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The ability of a properly refined mineral oil, of proven crude stock, to accomplish these

primary functions is not altered significantly by the use of additives. It is in the field

of secondary functions of lubricating oils that additives make their contribution. Control

of oxidation of the oil, prevention of corrosion, protecting ferrous parts from rusting,

and keeping oil contaminants or deposit-forming materials from interfering with engine

operation are beyond the scope of the straight mineral oils.

A properly refined lubricating oil is composed of an infinite variety of hydrocarbon

molecules. These are all susceptible to oxidation when exposed to air. The end results of

oxidation are: the formation of acids, which corrode the more reactive metal in bi-

metallic bearings, and the formation of varnish-type deposits. Most oils oxidize very

slowly at temperatures below 200 deg F. However, above this temperature the rate is

affected by metallic catalysts, soluble metal compounds, water, degree of aeration, tem-

perature, and time of exposure. Generally, the oxidation rate of a non-catalyzed oil

doubles with each 18 deg F rise in temperature. Thus the rate of flow of oil past high-

temperature zones, such as the ring area, is of critical importance and the crankcase

temperature, where the oil is held the maximum time, is likewise an important factor.

The most commonly used oxidation inhibitor compounds contain phosphorous and/or

sulfur. While it is not understood exactly in what manner these control the oxidation

of oil, still the following characteristics are generally noted: the ability to inactivate

fresh metal surfaces, a deactivating effect on soluble metal compounds that otherwise

tend to promote oxidation, the ability to form an impervious protective film on the bear-

ing surface, and the ability to retard the formation of peroxides. The deactivating of

soluble metal compounds and the inactivating or protecting of fresh metal surfaces j.*^

broadly referred to as catalyst poisoning, and takes the form of a protective film over

the metal surface. This may be chemically bonded as in the case of a sulfide coating.

While this coating is desirable on bearing surfaces, it must be carefully balanced.

The peroxides formed during oxidation are responsible for the corrosive action on

bearing metals. In controlling the peroxides it is considered that the oxidation inhibitors

react with some of the elements of decomposition and themselves undergo a change.

This accounts for additive loss between oil changes. Permanency of anti-oxidation

inhibitors varies with chemical composition.

The term detergency has come to mean the control of deposits which interfere

with engine operation, and the abihty to hold contaminates in suspension. Thus the con-

trol of deposits in the ring area, on valve guides and piston skirts, as well as the preven-

tion of filter plugging and deposition of oil insoluble contaminants are functions of the

detergent additives. Generally, the detergent additives contain a sulfonate, phosphate,

phenolate, or carboxylate group in combination with a metal, barium, calcium, mag-

nesium, or potassium. Often the detergent additive tends to promote oil oxidation, so

it is readily seen that anti-oxidants and detergent additives must be finely balanced.

In addition to promoting engine cleanliness, the detergent additives generally have

several desirable side effects. They promote the adhesion of the oil film to metal sur-

faces. Where engines are in storage, this bonding of the oil film reduces the tendency

of moisture to condense in drops on the metal surfaces, thereby controlling the rusting.

This same characteristic provides engine protection during the warm-up period or durinii

winter operations. Too, the excess alkalinity of the additive will neutralize much of the

acidity resulting from the fuel combustion. They also increase the film strength of the

oil. During periods of rapid break-in or of peak load, when straight mineral oil would

rupture, this added film strength increases bearing protection. However not all the side
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effects of detergent additives are desirable. They also increase foaming, emulsifying action,

and reduce the film forming activity of sulphur or sulfur-phosphorus compounds on

bearing and other metal surfaces.

It would be ideal if additives could be combined and retain the desirable charac-

teristics of each, but as mentioned above they frequently work at cross purposes, as is

the case with detergent additives promoting oil oxidation. Thus the finished lubricating

oil may contain several additives, the correct combination of which is reached only

after long research and trial. In fact, it is considered that combinations of additive

agents require more testing than the individual additives themselves. Therefore, m'"inp

oils of different brands, or even different oils of the same brand, will generally upset

this balance. Even changing from one brand of oil to another in an engine without

mixing may destroy the protective coatings that have been formed. Often engines start

using oil shortly after the change to a new brand.

Since the strength of additives in a lubricating oil is depleted during operation,

and the rate of depletion is dependent upon engine operating conditions, good main-

tenance practices and careful inspection still are essential to economic engine operation.

The accompanying table summarizes the more commonly used additives, their pur-

pose, reasons for use, and their mechanism of action. This table, which originally

appeared in "Lubrication", a magazine of the Texas Company, is presented with the

permission of the Texas Company.

Report on Assignment 7

Machines for Reclaiming Material from Abandoned Tracks

R. S. Radspinner (chairman, subcommittee), F. L. Etchison, S. E. Haines, Jr., W. T.

Hammond, H. F. Longhelt, Francis Martin, G. M. Strachan, T. H. Taylor.

This is a final report submitted as information.

For various reasons, including the installation of centralized traffic control in

multiple-track territories, it is practical for many railroads to take up extensive mileage

of main tracks and some branch lines. One of the major factors in the decision as to

whether or not to reclaim or abandon the material in a track is the work equipment

available for the job. There are many existing machines that can be used with little

change; others require modification or attachments. In many instances, individual rail-

roads have taken their own ideas to manufacturers to build special equipment for this

work.

This report does not cover in detail the removal, loading and handling of the rail

and fastenings; it covers only the equipment now used for this work.

One of the first items to be removed from the track is the rail anchor. This is done

with a special tool, or in most cases with only a standard spike maul or sledge. The

spikes and bolts are next removed with gasoline-powered machines and, along with the

angle bars, tie plates, and miscellaneous track material, are piled in the center of the track.

The loading of the rail will depend upon whether the track is single or multiple.

On single track, rail can either be loaded directly into cars or dragged along the track

by tractor equipment and loaded by work train. This operation is made more simple on

multiple track where a series of cars can be handled by a work train on the adjacent

track transporting the rail to a central point. The same crane, if equipped with generator

and magnet, can also pick up the small piles of assorted rail fastenings which were

collected as the rail was taken up.
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An inspection is next made of the ties, at which time they are classified for reuse

in main line, side tracks, yard tracks, or for other purposes. Some railroads merely

classify them as good, fair or scrap. The number of ties in each group will, in part,

determine their method of reclaiming. The removal of the scrap tie is generally the first

operation, which includes piling and burning. The ties to be reused are either banded

together for bulk handling or picked up directly out of the track and loaded loose

in cars.

For loading loose ties there are numerous types of equipment, most of which con-

sist of attachments mounted on existing machines. These include:

Skid-Loader Attachment for Tractor—This machine is designed for scraping up

scattered tics or for lifting them out of a pile. Two tines slide under the ties, after which

a hydraulic or mechanical arm closes down and holds the ties secure. A shoe at the base

of the loader is designed to enable the machine to move heavy loads over rough terrain.

If these ties are to be picked up by a crane, they are banded together while locked in

the jaws of the loader, then set aside for loading in open cars.

Pneumatic-Tired Tractor -with Lijt Attachment—There is on the market a four-

wheel drive, rubber-tired tractor with a fork lift which will load ties into low-side

gondola cars. It has a multiple fork and arm action for sorting, reaching, lifting and

placing of loads. It is designed for carrying big loads over almost any terrain and

picks up timber in a fashion similar to the tractor-skid loader described above.

Rubber-tired, Four-Wheel Tractor with Swing Loader—This type of equipment is

similar to the fork loader but differs from it in that the loading and digging head is

mounted on a 180-deg swing boom, allowing straight-line movement of the equipment.

Tie Loading Attachment Mounted on a Crawler Tractor—This machine is described

and illustrated in the Proceedings, Vol. 52, 1951, pages 375 and 377. It consists of a

bulldozer "C" frame that scoops up the ties and is controlled by one drum of the tractor

cable control unit mounted on the rear. The other cable drum controls the position

of a towed truck so that ties may be loaded without manual labor. A small gasoline

engine-generator set mounted beside the operator furnishes power for the overhead

conveyor system.

For loading banded ties into either trucks or cars, a variety of cranes having sufficient

boom length, including highway truck cranes, could be used. Heavy duty tractors with

boom attachments, and with either crawler or pneumatic-tire mounted, can handle

a bundle of ties. If a paralleling track is available, most any type of locomotive crane

could handle this work.

It is understood, for this report, that the ballast to be reclaimed is of sufficient

quantity and quality to justify the salvaging operation over the purchase of new ballast.

Considerable thought and study should be given to the procedure for recovering

the old ballast which, of course, varie^ as to type and depth. It also may or may not

require screening, depending upon its condition. This means that there may be, in one

operation, a need for both screening and direct loading. This divides the types of equip-

ment into two groups. For the direct loading, there are in existence many types of

equipment that could be used. There are a number of machines that have been designed

to pick up ballast and load it in a dump truck or open top car. They range from clam-

shell, dragline outfits, certain types of front-end tractor loaders, to force-feed loaders.

Here the depth of the ballast, the method of controlling the machine digging depth and
the hauling equipment to be u.sed must fit into the picture. Since these machines have

already been in service and, in most cases arc now owned by individual railroads, they

will not be described in detail in this report.
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The second group of machines must be considered when screening of the old ballast

becomes necessary. In many cases, in order for the ballast to be picked up for cleaning,

it must first be formed into a windrow. Again this is generally done with auxiliary

equipment already in service, such as spreaders, ballast regulators, motor graders,

bulldozers and force-feed loaders.

Several manufacturers and railroad shops have put together different combinations

of machines to do all the jobs of picking up the ballast, cleaning and loading, etc. At

least one manufacture has developed a machine to do all three in a continuous opera-

tion. One such combination used by a railroad consists of a bucket loader used to load

ballast directly into cars, and where the ballast had to be cleaned, a screening machine

was built. It consists of a double vibrating screen erected on a separate carriage, towed

behind the bucket loader. The dirt, cinders, etc., are discharged to the side while the

screened stone (3^ in and over) is deposited in a windrow at the rear of the cleaner.

W^hen sufficient stone is cleaned, the bucket loader loads directly into cars. There are

several models and sizes of force-feed loaders that would fit into this operation which

are now classified on many railroads as yard or track cleaners. Successful use has been

made of the shoulder ballast cleaner by conveying the cleaned material into trucks for

reuse.

One railroad has had a machine custom-built for reclaiming ballast. It consists,

basically, of a 4- by 8-ft adjustable screen and three conveyors mounted on a stripped-

down truck body. The power take-off from the truck drives variable volume pumps

for the several hydraulic motors required. A set of hydraulic valves for controlling the

screen and conveyors is mounted on each side of the truck. The cleaner, when used,

is towed backwards by a forcefeed loader, feeding the ballast into the screen's hopper.

One long conveyor places the cleaned ballast wherever it is wanted, and the other two

conveyors are used to waste the dirt to either side of or under the cleaner.

There is one machine reported that is designed to perform all operations in the

reclaiming of salvageable ballast. It is said to operate at a rate of 140 ton of cleaned

ballast per hour, combining the loading potential of a force-feed loader with a shaker

screen and elevating device. The full floating force-feeder at the front is equipped with

a cutting edge which can be raised or lowered to the desired depth of cut. The feeder

carries the material to be reclaimed to a loader belt which transports dirty ballast to a

shaker screen where dirt and fines fall back to the bed. The cleaned ballast then moves

to a receiving hopper from which it is elevated and loaded into railroad cars by a con-

veyor belt. Complete hydraulic controls operated from the driver's seat are said to raise

or lower the conveyor belt to permit loading over the side of any type of open-top

railroad car and also swing it 17 deg either to right or left of center. By uncoupling

the elevating conveyor, removing the shaker screen, and adding the standard swivel

conveyor and tunnels this rubber tired machine ^an be converted to a force-feed yard

cleaner or loader.
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Report on Assignment 9

Heavy Off-Track Work Equipment

F. L. Horn (chairman, subcommittee), C. T. Blume, G. R. Collier, S. E. Haines, Jr.,

H. F. Longhelt, Francis Martin, F. H. McKenney, E. L. Mire, J. E. Reynolds,

J. W. Risk, F. E. Short, G. M. Strachan.

This is final report, submitted as information.

The removal of maintenance of way work equipment from the rails is finding

increased favor with most railroads. This is especially true of the larger machines which

cannot easily be removed from the track at the work site but must be run to a siding

to clear rail traffic. Various factors, including the high costs of work-train service, the

high costs of using operating personnel on self-propelled on-track machines, interference

of the on-track machines with revenue rail traffic, and the loss of productive time of the

work gang while the on-track equipment is cleared for other rail traffic, have combined

to render the use of off-track equipment desirable on many railroads. Changing work

methods have tended to accelerate the move toward off-track work equipment.

Scope of Report

The many and varied heavy off-track machines available today cannot each be

covered in detail within the space limitations of this report. Moreover, considerable

heavy off-track equipment has received widespread acceptance and use by the railroads,

for example, the off-track earthmoving and grading equipment being used by most rail-

roads, and need little further study at this time. The large number of on-track cranes

and pile drivers in use on the railroads, the interest of several railroads in off-track

cranes, and the availability of many makes and models of cranes and attachments seemed

to indicate a study of off-track cranes and pile drivers would prove most useful.

Accordingly, this report, with the exception of a general discussion of off-track equip-

ment applicable to many types of machines, will primarily be concerned with an

investigation of off-track cranes and pile-driving equipment.

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF OFF-TRACK EQUIPMENT

The use of off-track equipment can produce savings from the decreased interference

with, or from, rail traffic; increased utilization of equipment; the ability of off-track

equipment to perform work beyond the working limits of on-track equipment; and, in

many cases, improvements iliat may be made in the methods used in performing work.

Off-track machines working some distance from the track may normally continue to

operate while trains are passing. Such machines working near the track must interrupt

their work for only the period required to permit safe passage of trains. The off-track

equipment is normally available for productive work during a greater part of the work

day than similar on-track equipment. The off-track equipment can be used for work

well away from tracks. .Attachments and allied machines are available for many of the

off-track machines so that the machines can perform a variety of work, permitting full

utilization of the machines. The capabilities of off-track machines will often permit

improvement of work methods or the performance of work not previously possible with

on-track equipment.

While off-track equipment may replace on-track equipment for much of the main-

tenance and construction work of the railroads, there will be instances where the loca-

tion of the work site or the type of work to be performed may require the use of
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on-track machines. Thus, most railroads will require both off-track and on-track machines,

each performing the type of work to which it is particularly adapted.

A number of machines that may be used either on or off track are being manu-

factured and are being successfully used on several railroads. Several cranes of this type

will be discussed later in this report.

Selection of Off-Track Machines

The type of work to be performed primarily by a machine should first be determined.

Machines qualified to perform this work should be determined, and each investigated

further to determine the various attachments available and secondary uses for which

it is qualified, the secondary uses often assisting in justifying the purchase of a machine.

Optional features which may result in one machine being much more adaptable to rail-

road service than other machines should be considered. The type of off-track mounting,

usually pneumatic tires or steel crawlers, that is most suitable for the type of service

to be performed should be decided. The capacity required in the machine should then be

determined, many manufacturers offering machines with similar features over a wide

range of working capacities. Features affecting the movement of the machine by rail

or highways must be considered. The machines should then be investigated to determine

the serviceability or durability of the power plant and other machinery. The key factors

in selecting machines may be summed up as their capabilities, adaptability, versatility,

and serviceability.

Many of the off-track machines which can be used on railroads were developed for

use by the heavy construction industry. Most of these machines may be used on the

railroads without change. Others may be adapted for railroad use. The observation by

key railroad personnel of off-track equipment in use on large construction projects can

be of considerable assistance in selecting such equipment for use on the railroads, or in

obtaining ideas as to equipment which might be adapted for railroad use. Useful infor-

mation on work methods of the machines or employes working with the machines

may also be obtained from these observations.

Transporting Off-Track Equipment

Off-track equipment is ordinarily mounted on pneumatic tires or crawler treads

Heavier machines mounted on crawler treads move at a rather slow speed on their

treads, so that a move of over two miles on their treads is not usually economical. Other

crawler-tread machines, such as crawler tractors, move at a higher speed and ma\'

economically be moved 10 or 12 miles on their treads. Pneumatic-tired machines are

normally capable of attaining speeds of 20 mph or more, and may be economically

moved under their own power over distances of 200 to 500 miles, depending upon

their speed.

Crawler-mounted machines may be economically moved over longer distances of

300 miles or nioie by heavy-duty low-bed equipment trailers pulled by a heavy-duty

truck. Information on trailers available for such use was presented in a previous report

of tbis committee, appearing in the Proceedings, Vol. S6, 19SS, pages SSO and 551. Laws

covering the movement of trailers or heavy equipment over highways should b^

considered in arranging for highway transportation of equipment.

Long-distance moves of off-track equipment are most economically made by rail.

Equipment may be loaded on flat cars and properly blocked for safe shipment. However,

considerable savings and safety in loading and unloading, and increased assurance of

minimum damage in transit can be attained by the use of cars outfitted with ramps,
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runways, tie-down and blocking fixtures, and other appurtenances for equipment ship-

ments. Additional information on rail shipment of equipment may be found in a previous

feport of this committee in the Proceedings, Vol. 51, 1950, page 261, and in the forth-

coming new edition of the Handbook of Instructions for Care and Operation of Main-

tenance of Way Equipment.

FULL-REVOLVING OFF-TRACK CRANES

This type of crane is the conventional one in wide-spread construction and industrial

use. It is widely manufactured in a variety of capacities and mountings, and with differ-

ing control systems, attachments and optional features. The range of capacities generally

useful to railroads are: pneumatic-tire-mounted cranes—7J^ to 50 tons, or ^ to V/z yd;

crawler-mounted cranes—7>4 to 80 tons, or J^ to 3 yd. The attachments and optional

features vary among manufacturers and should be carefully considered when selecting

a crane for railroad use.

Mountings

Most crane manufacturers offer machines with crawler, pneumatic-tired truck, and

"wagon" or "mobile" mountings. The crawler crane is particularly suited for work on

soft or uneven ground. The truck-mounted crane is capable of speeds of 35 to 40 mph
on the highway and, when the carrier is equipped with sbc-wheel drive, may be used

for off-highway work under most conditions. Truck-mounted cranes are ideally suited

for handling small jobs at scattered locations. "Wagon" cranes are ordinarily used on

improved areas or roadways in reclamation or material yards. Movement over highways

is limited by some difficulty of control and the boom being suspended while moving.

Controls

The type of controls used on cranes may be generally classed as straight mechanical

linkage, assisted mechanical linkage, or a pressure system. Some type of assisted or

pressure system controls is desirable on larger machines, resulting in less operator fatigue

and greater machine efficiency throughout the working day.

Optional Features

Some of the more generally available optional features are the independent boom
hoist, power lowering of the load, and a third hoist drum. All these features are espe-

cially useful in erection work. Most manufacturers can furnish their cranes with any one

of several makes of gasoline or diesel engines. The wheel arrangement, tire sizes, number

of driving axles, and control of the truck from the crane cab or truck-mounted cranes

are usually optional features.

Attachments

1. Lifting Crane

The crane machinery with a sectional latticed boom forms the lifting crane. Pin-

connected boom sections and "pendant" boom suspension facilitate changing the length

of the boom and minimize boom cable usage. Tubular shock struts or buffers installed

as boom stops can prevent major damage to the machine.

2. Shovel

The shovel is suited for loading out loose or consolidated material or broken rock

in a face extending upward from the base of the machine. It can load out more material

in a given time than any other type of crane-mounted excavator.
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3. Backhoe

The backhoe is useful in digging deep vertically sided ditches and in excavating

consolidated material or broken rock from below the base of the machine. It is highly

productive in ditching work, but not in general excavation and loading.

4. Dragline

Thf dragline is a high production machine for handling unconsolidated materials

from below its base. It is particularly well suited for digging and cleaning drainage ditches,

removing gravel from stream beds, and bank sloping.

5. Clamshell

The clamshell is used to make deep vertically sided excavations, unload material

from cars, and in charging elevated storage bins.

6. Orange-Peel Bucket

The orange peel bucket is used to handle scrap metal, large stones, and other

irregularly shaped materials.

7. Grapples

Grapples may be used in handling ties, pulpwood and other bulky materials that

are rather uniformly sized and stacked.

8. Electromagnets

A separately powered generator, an electromagnet, a rewind device, and current

controls may be obtained on most cranes over 10 tons capacity. The electromagnet per-

mits very rapid handling of ferrous materials.

9. Pile-Driving Leads

Pile driving leads are discussed later in this report.

10. On-Track Crane Carriers

One crane manufacturer has developed a carrier for its 10-ton crawler-mounted crane

which essentially converts the crane to an on-track crane. The car is propelled by the

crane engine and controlled by the crane operator. This carrier has been previously

described in a report of this committee, the description appearing in the Proceedings,

Vol. SO, 1949, page 351. The crane car and crawler-crane combination result in a versatile

machine with a great deal of mobility. It has proven very successful in use on a number

of railroads.

OTHER OFF-TRACK CRANES

A number of machines capable of performing some or all of the work of conventional

cranes are available. Some of these machines are primarily used for other purposes,

v/ith functioning as a crane available through attachments. Descriptions of some of the

more useful and higher capacity machines follow:

Crawler Tractor-Crane

One manufacturer has available crane attachments in several capacities which may

be applied to a crawler tractor of another manuafcturer. The machine may perform

lifting crane, shovel, dragline, and clamshell work over an arc approaching 270 deg.

The track shoes are shaped so that the machine may travel on track. Other tractor

attachments may be mounted on the tractor to increase its usefulness.
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Pneumatic-Tired Tractor-Crane

One manufacturer has recently redesigned a tractor-mounted hydraulic crane to

adapt it to railroad needs. The machine consists of a tractor chassis carrying the engine,

hydraulic pump, and controls mounted on two rubber-tired axles. A full revolving

telescoping boom is mounted at the center of the chassis. This boom is swung and

telescoped by hydraulic power. A single load line on a hydraulically operated drum i.^^

provided. The large diameter rubber tires are mounted to straddle the track rails. A

track car for transportation or use of the machine on track is provided. The track car

is propelled by a separate engine, but is controlled from the operators seat. Ramps for

loading the machine on the track car are also provided. Attachments available include

a hydraulic clamshell bucket, a bulldozer blade, generator for electromagnet, the track

car, a rubber-tired trailei for transporting the track car and other attachments over

the highway, and a work platform which may be attached to the boom near the boom

point. The machine is rated at 5 tons lifting capacity at a radius of 10 ft. The machine

is capable of highway speeds of about 25 mph. It should be very useful in handling

light crane and other work about large terminals.

Hydraulic Crane

-Another hydraulically operated crane has been used on railroads for several years.

The machinery deck is mounted on a truck or crawlers in the same manner as conven-

tional cranes. However, a telescoping boom is suspended in a circular frame near the

front of the deck. The boom is telescoped, raised or lowered, and rotated within the

circular frame by hydraulic power. The bucket or other attachments are controlled by a

hydraulic cylinder at the end of the boom. Hoisting of the load is accomplished by

raising the boom. The machine is ideally suited for excavation and grading work

requiring close tolerances and may be used for track lining and material handlin'.;.

V'arious-shaped buckets and blades as well as material-handling attachments are avail-

able. A truck-mounted machine featuring large tires that straddle the rail, flanged wheels

that may be dropped to permit travel on track, and remote control of the truck from

the crane controls has been developed for railroad use. The machine is versatile, handling

a wide variety of work.

OFF-TRACK PILE DRIVERS

Off-track pile drivers may be used at many locations to drive bridge and other

piling. Changes in work methods from those used with on-track drivers will usually be

required, the changed methods often resulting in reduced costs of driving. Since the

off-track pile-driving equipment best suited for railroad use is an attachment for off-track

cranes which may quickly be converted to other uses, the investment in off-track pile

driving equipment is usually much less than for on-track pile drivers. Off-track driving

leads may be adapted for use on locomotive cranes, permitting a set of pile-driving

equipment to be used on either off- or on-track equipment.

Driving Leads

Many types of driving leads for suspension from crane booms are available, and

others may be designed for specific situations encountered. However, the most common
type consists of a frame, open on the side away from the crane, carrying guide beams or

channels to guide the hammer, and suspended from the boom point of a crane. Sheaves

may be attached to the top of the frame to handle the driving hammer and piling.

Other designs may utilize the crane boom sheaves for this purpose. A ladder is pro-
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vided on the leads to assist in handling the pile. Adjustable struts extending from boom

foot to a point near the bottom of the leads act to steady the leads.

Pile Hammers

1. Drop Hammer

The drop hammer is merely a steel casting shaped so that it is guided by the leads.

It is raised by a hoist line from the crane and allowed to drop. The dropping hammer

strikes a steel follower block resting on top of the pile, with metal to metal contact

of the hammer and follower block cushioned by wood or other material. The drop

hammer is used with light cranes for driving short piling in rather soft material.

2. Steam or Air-Operated Hammers

Steam hammers utilizing steam pressure acting on a piston in a cylinder to Hft and

drop an attached heavy casting have been in wide use for many years. More recently,

compressed air is being used instead of steam to operate these hammers, eliminating the

need for large quantities of fuel and water.

The single-acting steam hammer utilizes steam or air pressure acting on a piston

in a cylinder to raise an attached heavy casting which is then allowed to drop freely

to strike the cushioned follower block resting on top of the pile. It strikes from 60 to

80 blows per min, and is used in driving piles of large mass, particularly concrete piles.

The double-acting steam hammer also utilizes steam or air pressure to raise the

piston and attached heavy casting, but steam or air is then admitted to the upper side

of the piston, driving the piston and attached casting downward with greater velocity

than would be attained in free fall, imparting additional energy to the blow struck

the follower block. It operates at up to 300 blows per min and is used to drive piles

of light mass, such as steel or wood. It is lighter in weight than an equally rated single-

acting hammer, but suffers considerable loss of driving energy due to rebound on large

piles in hard driving.

3. Diesel Pile Hammers

Pile hammers utilizing the same principle as a diesel engine are a recent develop-

ment. Three manufacturers have diesel hammers available, two of which operate in

conventional leads and one requiring special leads. One of the diesel hammers is described

in a previous report of this committee, appearing in the Proceedings, Vol. 52, 1951,

page 351.

Diesel pile hammers operate in much the same manner as a single-acting steam

hammer, combustion of fuel oil raising the piston in the cylinder. A fuel tank is mounted

on the hammer frame and, by means of valving, a metered amount of fuel is admitted

to a depression at the bottom of the cylinder. This fuel is atomized and ignited by the

falling hammer, causing the piston to be driven upward. The hammer is started by

turning the fuel valve on, raising the piston, and letting it drop. It is stopped by shutting

off the fuel. A rope to operate the fuel cut-off valve is the only external control needed.

Diesel hammers appear to still be in stages of development, but when perfected should

offer sizeable operating savings over conventional hammers.

Steam or Air Supply for Pile Hammers

Most modern cranes are now powered by internal combustion engines, eliminating

the use of steam from the boiler of steam-powered cranes for pile driving. However,

a number of compact steam generators and portable boilers in various capacities and on

various types of mountings are available. Some of the more compact units may be
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mounted on a platform attached to the rear of the machinery deck of the crane. Larger

units may be set up adjacent to the piling being driven. Many of the boilers are available

on rubber-tired mountings. Both the steam generator and portable boiler are fired by

fuel oil and are practically automatic in operation. The steam generator can furnish

a full head of steam within minutes of being lit off, but may prove rather expensive

to maintain. The oil-fired portable boiler will require about J^ hr to furnish a full head

of steam.

Compressed air is being widely used in place of steam for driving piles. Portable

compressors of the rotary type offer high capacities in a compact machine and are well

suited for this use. The compressed air capacity needed will depend upon the hammer

being used, one or more of the larger compressors being required. The compressors may
be mounted on a platform attached to the rear of the machinery deck of the crane

or may be located adjacent to the piling being driven. When not being used for driving

piling, the compressors are available for other work. A heavy-duty, high-volume portable

air compressor suitable for pile driving service was described in a previous report of this

committee, appearing in the Proceedings, Vol. 54, 1953, page 648.

Report on Assignment 10

Torque Converters

H. A. Thyng (chairman, subcommittee), S. H. Knight, I. M. Boone, L. E. Connor,
C. L. Fero, J. A. Mann, Paul Martin, C. W. Mitchell, P. G. Petri, T. J. Reagan,
F. M. Snyder, J. L. Terry.

This report, which is a final report, submitted as information, outlines the purpose

of torque-converter applications and their basic construction. Included also, however,

is a brief outline of fluid couplings in order to avoid any possible confusion between

them and torque converters.

The purpose of a torque converter is to multiply the torque of an engine. The

amount of load applied to the output shaft of the torque converter determines the

extent to which the engine torque is multiplied. There is no multiplication of torque

when the amount of load can be moved with the approximate amount of torque being

produced by the engine. When the load is increased, the torque required at the output

shaft of the torque converter exceeds the amount being produced by the engine. The

fluid inside the converter is then directed in a manner to increase the turning power

of the output shaft.

The converter most generally in use at the present time is the three-stage converter.

Some manufacturers are offering torque-converter applications ranging in size from 15

to 600 hp.

A torque converter consists of three basic parts, namely, the impeller, turbine assem-

bly and converter housing. The impeller is attached to and driven by the input shaft

which, in turn, is driven by the engine crankshaft. The impeller is made up of a series

of blades which act as a pump. The turbine consists of sets or rings of blades connected

to the output shaft. The output shaft is connected to the machine or equipment that

is powered. The converter housing contains sets of stationary reactor blades.

The torque multiplication occurs as follows: the fluid is picked up by the rotating

impeller blades and directed against the first set of turbine blades where it is redirected

to the first set of stationary reactor blades in the converter housing. These blades, in
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turn, redirect the fluid to the second set of turbine blades. Thus the fluid is directed

and redirected through the multiple of turbine-blade stages.

Under normal running conditions the fluid passes through the converter easily and

quickly, striking each blade at a very slight angle. When the load is increased the turbine

slows down, since it is directly connected to the output shaft and the fluid strikes the

turbine blades at a sharper angle. As the force of the fluid is relayed from the first to

the second and on through the turbine blades, the output torque accumlates until it is

increased up to five times the input torque.

The accumulated rotative force created, as the fluid is directed and redirected from

one turbine blade to another, is equal to the output torque of the converter. It becomes

greater with the increase of the angle at which the fluid strikes each set of blades in the

turbine and housing. Thus the torque converter selects automatically the proper output

torque and applies it as required.

In addition to multiplying the torque of an engine, a torque converter applies power

through a fluid which absorbs engine and equipment shock and vibration, permitting

engines to operate smoothly at various speeds.

It is recommended that care be used in selecting the proper size converter for any

and all applications to insure adequate output torque, and to avoid slippage. If due care

is exercised in the selection, slippage is negligible and will only occur momentarily while

the power unit is attaining proper speed.

While torque converters are not recommended for application on all types of work

equipment, it is thought that the general use will increase as new machines are developed

and present-type machines are improved.

At the present time such equipment as bulldozers and other heavy earth moving

equipment, locomotive cranes and shovels are performing satisfactorily with the three-

stage torque converter.

A fluid coupling consists of the same basic parts as a torque converter except for

the stationary reactor blades attached to the housing, and while having some of the

features of a torque converter, it does not increase the output torque. The reason for

not increasing the output torque is due to the lack of stationary reactor blades. The

fluid is picked up by the impeller blades and directed against the turbine but without

benefit of being redirected by the stationary reactor blades. Therefore, the output torque

is not increased. Where it is only necessary to protect against shock loading of an engine,

and the torque is sufficient after the engine has attained operating speed, a fluid coupling

will provide satisfactory results.

I
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Submitted as information, this is the fifteenth report of a series on this subject,

which has been reassigned annually since 1935. The current study covers an inspection

and study of an undertrack skeletonizing, raising and ballasting operation performed on

the Northern Pacific Railway, previous studies having dealt with various maintenance

operations on the Lehigh Valley; Norfolk & Western; St. Louis-Southwestern; Great

Northern; Illinois Central; Denver & Rio Grande Western; Delaware & Hudson; Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western; Pennsylvania; Elgin, Joliet & Eastern; St. Louis-San

Francisco ; Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe ; Chesapeake & Ohio ; and Southern.

The method of skeletonizing, raising and rebaliasting track on the Northern Pacific

observed by the committee is relatively new and is performed through use of the

so-called undertrack raising sled, a non-mechanical piece of equipment that is towed

by a locomotive.

At the present time, it is reported, there are three general types of undertrack

skeletonizing and undertrack raising equipment designed for towing by a locomotive or

other type of power, either off-track or on-track. To date, however, the locomotive has

been the most satisfactory and positive source of power. While each of the three types

are designed for separate specific uses, their operations can be coordinated, and at least

two of the units could be teamed together at all times.

Raising Sled

The first type is the undertrack raising sled which is inserted under the track and

then towed by a locomotive. As the unit is towed, it progressively raises the track,

placing under the ties all crib material and material above the ties. It is usually 10 to

12 ft in length, 12 to 14 in deep, and has 5 runners on the underside, and 2 runners

on the top side for riding the undersides of the ties. The runners on the bottom are

spaced as follows: one in the center, one under each rail, and one on each side at the
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extreme width of the unit. They are placed on the bottom of five vertical steel-plate

members which support and carry the track. The two top runners are located so they

can be centered under each rail. The front end of the sled is wedge shaped in a hori-

zontal plane, with the point of the wedge located slightly below the center of the sled.

The deck of the device is as open as possible, consistent with the strength needed to

carry the track and resist the towing force.

As the track is raised the material above the bottoms of the ties drops downward

in advance of the sled. Some cribs do not drop freely and must be punched out. If this

occurs at the time the crib is over the sled, the openings in the deck allow the ballast

to drop through so that it becomes part of the new foundation under the ties. If too

many cribs fail to fall, it can be readily seen that there would be a lack of adequate

material deposited under the ties, which would prevent obtaining an even and regular

subgrade. It is important that a fairly equal and regular amount of material is consistently

placed beneath the ties.

The runners are devised to seek the level of the tie beds. Attached to the rear of the

sled is an apron that distributes and levels off the material which drops through the top

of the sled to the undertrack area. As the s'ed is pulled along, the track gradually comes

to rest on the newly prepared roadbed behind the operation. This device can be used

either to place the existing ballast or new ballast under the track. While, as mentioned

above, the normal sled depth is 12 to 14 in, good use has also been made of units

having depths ranging down to 3 in. When such shallow sleds are used it should be

realized that only that amount of raise will be obtained, and, if there is material in the

cribs and above the ties in excess of the requirements for this raise, some of this material

will still remain in the cribs. It is not advisable to use a 6-in sled to obtain a 6-in raise

nor to use such a shallow sled if one desires to drop all material in existing cribs, as a

good bit of the material cannot regularly or readily be dropped, with the result that

a considerable amount of it will spill over the tail of the plow, causing irregularities in

the track surface behind.

Skeletonizing Plow

The second type of undertrack equipment is usually termed a skeletonizing plow,

and while the aforementioned sled can also be used for skeletonizing work, there is an

important difference in the two operations. When the sled is used for skeletonizing, it

accomplishes this objective through depositing the material under the ties. The plow,

however, removes it from the track area and places it on the shoulders. The need for

the plow on many railroads, and at many locations on other railroads, is obvious, as

there are many areas and sections of track where the additional track raising accom-

plished through operation of the sled only cannot be reasonably accommodated. The

plow, generally, is constructed in a manner similar to the sled. Overall size, runners,

nose and openings in the deck are almost identical, but instead of having only the

vertical members at five parallel locations, which are also parallel to the track, as in

the sled, the plow also has three V-shapcd blades, of the same height as the plow. These

blades are usually installed at an angle of 45 deg to the center line of the plow, are

spaced approximately 20 in apart, as measured at right angles to the blades, and have

a surface shape which conforms to an ordinary moldboard design. The normal tendency

of both the sled and the plow is to ride on the highest of the tie beds, as neither unit

has the weight nor cutting edges that would enable it to penetrate or remove the

solidified tie beds. In the case of the plow, this means that a certain amount of the

material from the cribs is placed on and remains on those tie beds having a lower eleva-
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Undertrack skeletonizing plow Front view.
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Undertrack skeletonizing plow—Side view.
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tion, which also insures a minimum automatic raise insofar as the general and average

elevation of the track is concerned. The amount of raise that results from the plow

operation could be very minor or it could amount to as much as 1^/2 to 2 in, depending

upon the condition of the ties, particularly their thickness under the tie plates. Behind

the plow there is a drag attachment which serves to smooth the roadbed surface,

eliminating clods or windrows that would otherwise affect the surface condition at the

rear of the plow. The skeletonizing plow has another optional refinement consisting

of scarifier teeth that can be placed to rip out the highly compacted tie beds and thus

permit removal of material to a lower depth. Use of these teeth, which can be set to

varying depths, helps to prevent the automatic raise mentioned above, and also permits

lowering the track where desired.

Double-Track Skeleton Plow

The third type of undertrack equipment is known as the double-track, or one-way

skeletonizing plow. As evident from its name, it is used primarily on a truly double-track

railroad or on a single-track railroad adjacent to a siding or other tracks and having

adequate space to permit depositing the waste material on the opposite side. Specific

details of its construction, size or related features are not available, but it is known

that it has been used successfully on the Burlington on its line between Chicago and

St. Paul during this past summer.

Tow Cars

In the sledding or plowing operation seen on the Northern Pacific, and as done on

the many other railroads using this undertrack equipment, the plow or sled while

moving is controlled by a relatively simple device placed on the end of a flat car. This

method is standardized at most locations where this type of equipment is in use. However,

the Santa Fe has constructed a special type of tow car, complete with the necessary
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Special tow car with "crib knocker" in operating position.

hydraulic controls, to handle the various phases of the operation. A short description of

this car might be of interest. It incorporates a device known as a "crib knocker", con-

sisting primarily of a light structural steel frame which has attached to its extreme end,

immediately ahead of the plow, a rotating axle to which are welded numerous spokes

in six parallel lines. The spokes are of such a length, and are spaced circumferentially

in such a manner that each line of spokes strikes successive tie cribs and causes the crib

material to drop ahead of the plow. The pressure of one line of spokes against the side

of a tie causes the axle to rotate and brings the succeeding line of spokes in position

to contact the following crib. This device can be lifted hydraulically and folded against

the end of the framework constructed on the tow car. There is also a hydraulic hoist

arrangement which is used to load or unload the p'ow or sled from the deck of the car.

The towing cables are attached one to each of two hydraulically controlled telescoping

rams that can either be extended or retracted to steer the plow or sled, as may be neces-

sary. These control rams are only a slight distance above the top of the rail and can be

operated while the plowing is being done and without stopping the train.

Renting the Equipment

At some locations, notably in Canada, it was the practice, at one time at least,

to contract the entire undertrack skeletonizing plow and surfacing sled operation, with

only general supervision furnished by the railroad. This was not the case, however.
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on the Northern Pacific. Here, all the contractor furnished was complete undertrack

sledding and plowing equipment.

There are several choices as regards contracting for this equipment. Each piece can

be obtained "bare"—in other words, with no supervisory employee of the contractor or

any maintenance by the contractor. All these costs are borne by the railway. The equip-

ment can also be obtained with a maintenance clause only, whereby the contractor insures

its being in operating shape, or will return to the railway the cost of all repairs. Or,

each piece can be obtained fully maintained by the contractor who will, in this instance,

also furnish a supervisory employee who will arrange for needed repairs and, in addition,

instruct the railway employees in the operation of the equipment. The latter manner

of contracting for the equipment is a somewhat more satisfactory arrangement and was

the one preferred by the Northern Pacific. It appears that the majority of other roads

handle the work similarly. It should not be inferred that all roads contract for this

type of equipment or service. Many of them own equipment the same as or similar to

the equipment seen. The object and manner of operation is almost always identical.

The fully maintained rental rates seem to be fairly general over the country and

are quoted in unit costs per foot about as follows:

From to IS miles per month

—

lYz cents per track foot

From 15 to 25 miles per month—6 cents per track foot

Over 25 miles per month—5 cents per track foot

Added to the above is a flat rate that is presently said to be $500 per month for the

contractor's supervisory employee, but which would probably change in different parts

of the country and would also be subject to wage adjustments. It should be pointed out

that the mileage figures quoted above are for gross miles the equipment is actually

operated rather than the net mileage of the authorized program. In the case of the

short section of double track the Northern Pacific was reballasting near St. Cloud, Minn.,

the total mileage of the program was 4.4 miles while the sled was operated a distance

almost double this figure:

While the contract is not too confining or precise in nature, and usually has no

severe penalty clauses covering non-performance on the part of either party, there are

certain stipulations that appear in contracts with various roads, as follows:

Normally, the contractor furnishes only the plowing and sledding equipment, listed

below:

a. One steering guide to be attached on end of a flat car.

b. Two cables for towing undertrack equipment, complete with separator bar and

hitches to connect sled to steering guide.

c. One skeletonizing plow with removable extended spreader wings.

d. One track raising sled for raising on old or new ballast.

e. Two sets of skids and setoff rails, with rollers, for removing or inserting sled

or plow.

The stipulations are as follows:

a. Contractor will insure equipment to be in good working order and repair.

b. Railroad will agree to operate separately each sled and/or plow a minimum of

eight miles per month.

c. Contract ordinarily has a 10-day termination clause.

d. Contract is for a specified amount of work and is renewable if desired.
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Operation on Northern Pacific

The particular surfacing project Committee 22 inspected was being carried out on

both tracks of the Northern Pacific's double-track main line west of St. Cloud, Minn.,

between M. P. 75.8 and M. P. 78.0. The majority of the work was on tangent track,

although about three-fourths of a mile was in curve territory. However, the committee

did not view the operation on any of the curved track. The two main tracks each have

112-lb RE 1946 rail; 4-hole, double-shoulder, 8- by 11-in tie plates; 28 rail anchors per

panel; 24-in, 4-hole, headfree joint bars with 6J/2-S-6J/2-in hole spacing and 1 1/16- by

6-in bolts with 1 1/16-in spring washers; 7-in by 9-in by 8-ft 6-in cross ties with 23 ties

per 39-ft panel. The old ballast was badly fouled gravel and was being replaced with

•)4-in to 2-in crushed granite obtained from a railroad owned quarry near St. Cloud at an

approximate cost of S2.05 per cu yd. In this instance, the ballast haul distance was only

about 8 miles and ballast car requirements were minimum. The ballast cars in use were

of the selective hopper type, and the best possible unloading control could be exercised.

In the operation viewed, the Northern Pacific, because of the nature of the roadbed

foundation, coupled with the normally expected weather conditions, which involves

considerable moisture in both summer and winter with the latter season accompanied

by severe freezing, chose to make maximum use of the old gravel ballast by placing it

beneath the ties, accepting the added increase in elevation of the track, rather than

wasting it on the shoulders, and thus aid, to a certain degree, in gaining greater stabiliza-

tion. Therefore, over the portion of the railroad covered in this report, the undertrack

raising sled only was used. No operation of the undertrack skeletonizing plow was seen,

although the Northern Pacific officers said they had used the plow at certain locations

where it was neither advisable nor desirable to obtain any more than an absolutely

minimum raise. According to the contractor, his skeletonizing plow could be fitted with

scarifying teeth, preset to a determined depth below the V plow blades, and operated

in a manner that would make it possible to lower the track below the grade line existing

prior to the start of the work. This handling would permit raising the track on clean,

fresh ballast without raising the grade line.

The general aim on the work inspected was to use the undertrack raising sled for all

skeletonizing and reballasting operations except the final surfacing raise. The initial

operation was to restore fill shoulders to an adequate degree, and this work was done

as far in advance of the reballasting work as was possible, programming considered.

The preparatory work at motor car setoffs and road crossings was held to the minimum

but the setoff and crossing timber had to be removed. No primary roads were involved

here, but if there had been, greater preparations would have been necessary, including

considerable hand skeletonizing through and on both sides of the crossing, if it was the

desire to maintain the crossing elevation at its former height.

The next operation required the insertion under the track of the raising sled, and

attaching its two cables to the towing rack which was itself fastened to a flat car. This

tow car was pulled by a locomotive. At the point where the sled was inserted, and for

approximately one-half rail length each side of this point, the track was hand skele-

tonized and then raised with track jacks. At some locations, where it could be manuevered,

a bulldozer was used to shove the sled underneath. At other locations, special skids were

placed on the ground and the sled lined on top of them, after which it was skidded

under the track by men with lining bars. Considerable care was used to make certain

that the sled was as truly centered an^ as perfectly lined under the track as was possible

before the track jacks were operated to lower the track to bear on the sled. Previous use
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Undertrack sled operation.

of the sled had established the average length of the towing hitch required. While the

towing rack had ratchet-operated adjustments, which would either shorten or lengthen

the cable on one side as compared to the other, the proper cable lengths required to

insure minimum drift of the sled and mis-alinement of the track behind the sledding

operation had been fairly well established through experience, and very few running

adjustments needed to be made.

After these preparations had been made, the signal was given the train crew to start

pulling the sled. In conjunction with the sledding operation, the men normally assigned

to handle operations are as follows:

Handle ratchet on steering guide 1 laborer

Knock down cribs (one man each side) 2 laborers

Lifting ties which do not raise with rail (two men on each side) 4 laborers

Marking ties for removal (as designated by foreman) 1 laborer

Knocking ties to be renewed off rail behind sled (two men on each side) 4 laborers

Inserting new ties 2 laborers

Salvaging tie plates and spikes and pulling occasional spikes 1 laborer

All personnel is used interchangeably as requirements dictate.

The above group is supervised either by an assistant roadmaster, who also directs

the train operation, or directly by a foreman. The locomotive is operated at a slow

walking speed, with stops being made as needed to allow the crew to catch up. A definite

effort is made to insure that all old ties requiring renewal are removed and that all new
ties to be inserted are placed in the track prior to the time the track is again resting on
the roadbed behind the sled. Where the renewals average 350 to 400 per mile, the above
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Undertrack sled operation.

crew could adequately keep up with a train speed averaging Yz to Y^ mph. Heavier tie

renewals would either require more men or a slower average train speed.

Following the above, the ties are spiked, using two mechanical spiking machines,

one on each rail, operated by two machine operators, two spike holders, one on each

rail, and two nippers, one on each side of the track. Ordinarily a mechanical liner is used

to line the skeleton track to a point as near the final aUnement as is possible. One

machine operator, two laborers and an assistant foreman comprise this crew.

Normally, it is the practice to use two work trains, particularly where the overall

job is of considerable magnitude. The first one handles the plowing or sledding assign-

ments while the second train performs the ballast unloading and distribution.

As soon as the skeletonizing operation was completed, the sled was removed from

under the track, loaded on a push car and transported to a point behind where it was

desired to follow a previous skeletonizing pass with a ballast insertion and raising opera-

tion. Usually, ballast is unloaded on skeletonized track as soon as possible after the track

has been raised on the old ballast to secure the benefits of compaction under traffic for

about 24 hr. The second operation of the sled is then carried out. A much smaller crew,

naturally, is used for this work and would ordinarily consist of the following force:

Handle ratchet on steering guide 1 laborer

Spacing and straightening ties and insuring all ties raise with rail

(3 men on each side) 6 laborers

An assistant roadmaster is in charge as before, while the foreman takes the excess

men from the first described sled operation to a point ahead of the recently completed

skeletonizing and performs the needed preparatory work for the following day's skele-

tonizing assignment. In addition to the above men, the identical force for lining track
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View of undertrack sled operation facing tow car.

is required as before. For each lining operation, center line offset stakes, set in the clear

of any part of the sled, are placed to insure that only a minimum amount of lining will

have to be done following the final ballasting raise.

When the undertrack sled completes its reballasting run, ballast is again unloaded,

and this time it is plowed to a depth above the top of ties that will permit a final and

average 2-in tamping raise. The track is usually allowed to settle under traffic at least

24 hr before the final raise is made.

Prior to the final raising operation and immediately following the last pass of the

raising sled, the field engineers obtain track elevations as of that time, plot the profile,

determine a final grade line which will provide an average raise of 2 in, and set the

ballast stakes for the final tamping work. These ballast stakes are preset and their pur-

pose is twofold. Initially, they were used as an offset line to reestablish the track on its

center and were then used as grade reference stakes to complete the job.

The work performed to obtain overall completion of the reballasting program is

handled by a force consisting of a foreman, 3 machine operators and 35 laborers using

a power track jack, a tamping machine and the same mechanical track liner used for the

preceding operations. Following this, sufficient ballast is unloaded for shoulder dressing,

and a mechanical ballast regulator is employed.

The raising accomplished in the complete job observed amounted to the following:

The skeletonizing operation provided a net raise, after settlement, of 2)4 to 3 in; the
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Towing attachment and spreader bar.

reballasting run with the sled gave an elevation increase of SJ^ to 6 in; and the final

tamping raised the track another 2 to 2^4 in, resulting in an overall increase in track

elevation of 11 in.

For the completed job, the average rate of progress amounted to about one mile per

day, and the stated cost was 30 to 35 percent under what was considered a normal cost

with previous methods of handling, under which at least two and possibly three opera-

tions of regular tamping equipment would be required to obtain the same raise.

Approximately 2500 cu yd of ballast were used per mile for this program. While the

quarry was quite convenient to the work site, this would, of course, not often be the

case. Ordinarily, when the quarry is within 100 miles of the work location, and if no

more than one terminal is involved in the movement of the material, an average supply

of 60 to 80 ballast cars would be required to insure unimpeded progress. Fifty ballast

cars should be added to the pool for each additional 100 miles a similar program is

distant from the quarry.

No effort was made to limit severely the speed of trains at any time. None, except

the work train, were allowed to pass over skeleton track. The ballast was unloaded

immediately following each operation of the raising sled. After ballast was unloaded,

the track was, or could be, opened for traffic which was allowed to move under a 35 mph
speed restriction. This restriction was effective for all trains and was maintained until
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the final surfacing raise and lining had been completed. The general surface and line

conditions following each sled operation were sufficiently adequate for train operation

at the 35 mph restriction.

The ma.ximum progress obtained by the Northern Pacific with the rai.sing sled was

35,000 ft in one day. This is certainly not an impossible accomplishment, particularly

when there is adequate on-track time given for both the skeletonizing train and the

ballast trains. Possibly one of the slowest operations under these circumstances is the

lining work which would quite necessarily have to be given special handling. A very

definite requirement would be a relatively large supply of ballast under load. While

such rapid progress may be abnormal, it does give an idea of the maximum potential

obtainable through use of the undcrtrack equipment. To reach this potential organiza-

itonal and coordination problems must be solved and adapted to the sled operation.

Under certain conditions, and in specific areas, this sort of progress can be economically

and practically obtained even though the imagination may be staggered.

Following the Committee 11 inspection trip, the Northern Pacific attempted pulling

its undertrack sled by means of a rubber-tired off-track machine with four-wheel drive

—

specifically a machine designed primarily for use as an end loader and having a rated

iH cu yd capacity. This test was carried out, and the road reported that the initial

towing operation, in which fouled ballast was placed under the ties, was successful

beyond expectations. However, in the sledding operation to place new ballast under the

ties, the ties were too lightly contained by the loose ballast in the crib space, with the

result that the ties were easily and seriously displaced by the tractor wheels in obtaining

traction. This part of the test was not considered satisfactory, but the testing will be

continued. The Northern Pacific is now giving consideration to the use of rail anchors

on each tie to hold the ties against movement by the tractor wheels in an attempt to

obtain more satisfactory results during the second sledding operation.

While some roads make a practice of placing rail anchors on each unanchored tie,

except joint ties, to prevent tie movement by the sled or plow operation, the Northern

Pacific anchored every other tie under one rail. However, a good rail anchor pattern

existed, and there was virtually no movement of the unanchored ties. In the rare cases

of ties that moved, it was very simple to respace them behind the sled while the track

was suspended in the air. On other roads, it has been found to be much cheaper to space

loose ties than it is to constantly apply, remove and reapply rail anchors.

At the location of the operation witnessed on the Northern Pacific, track centers

between the two main tracks being resurfaced were somewhat less than 14 ft. The lining

requirements of one track, therefore, were somewhat greater than normal because the

road desired to provide the proper 14-ft centers between these two main tracks. From a

line disturbance standpoint, however, the displacement of the track laterally was quite

minor and only a very small amount of lining was necessary. All of it was lined slightly,

but there were no major alinement changes. These remarks should be qualified by stating

that the weather on the day of the inspection was quite temperate. In hot weather,

lining needs could be quite different, especially if extreme tightness normally existed

in the rail. But this would have to be quite severe, as the trouble experienced with

skeleton track, when this situation is not aggravated by a need to pass traffic over it,

amounts to a good deal less than is commonly thought. Most such difficulties are caused

by a combination of circumstances, and relatively well anchored track, unless roughly

disturbed, does not kink readily or excessively following or solely because of

skeletonizing.
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Cost Data

The costs of the work on the Northern Pacific and similar work on two other roads

are noted below:

Northern Pacific Road "A" Road "B"
Track feet skeletonized and raised 181,555 42,274 47,520
Total cost $129,578.00 $46,537.07 $37,873.44
Cost per mile $ 3,768.45 $5,817.13 $4,208.16
Cost per foot $ 0.714 $ 1.10 $ 0.797

In attempting to obtain an average of labor force used, it was discovered that such

data would necessarily have to be qualified, as no two situations, on different roads, or at

different locations on the same road, would ever be identical. The same is true of the

cost figures above. In each case, related as labor is to money, certain other features

of the work must be given consideration. Two of the features affecting the overall cost

are the track occupancy time available for the work and the extent of tie renewals

necessary. The size of the force required will vary with the quantity of ties requiring

renewal if progress is to be constant. Generally speaking, however, the savings amount

to a stated estimate of 22 to 40 percent on various railroads over performance of the

same work with an ordinary surfacing and skeletonizing gang organization. However,

in all the reports obtained, the skeletonizing is included as a part of the overall rebal-

lasting operation, which tends to minimize the large savings for skeletonizing alone

obtainable when this work is done with undertrack plowing equipment. One set of quite

accurate figures, including all units of cost, show that skeletonizing work can be accom-

plished with a skeletonizing plow for an average cost of $143 per mile, not considering

the tie renewals; while with cribbing machines, the cost amounts to $4350 per mile.

If complete skeletonizing is the usual practice on a particular road, and is not something

that is performed merely to take full advantage of the equipment described in this

report, some rather considerable savings on skeletonizing alone can be obtained. Such

savings should possibly be treated separately from the cost of the surfacing raise.

The practices reported by other roads in handling this type of work may be of

interest. The Canadian National uses the following force, equipment, assignment and

sequence of operations. It should be noted that it uses two undertrack sleds as normal

practice.

1. Cable gang 1 foreman

1 spreader operator

S laborers

2. Skeletonizing, sled reballasting and tie renewal gang .... 1 foreman

1 asst. foreman

17 laborers

2 ballast sleds

The work is divided into two operations as noted below:

a. This includes the crew around the skeletonizing sled knocking down crib

ballast, lifting hanging ties, removing and replacing worn out ties, installing

additional ties, replacing broken tie plates, spacing and spiking all ties, and

rough lining track. On the average, 400 to 500 ties are renewed, and 270 ties

added per mile. This operation is not only designed for a ballast program.
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but also to upgrade the track from Class "B" to Class "A". Because of the

necessity to add an average of two additional ties per panel, all ties have

to be respaced. This operation of skeletonizing and retieing, etc., takes a

crew of 17 to 18 men.

b. The next operation is to unload ballast and make the first lift with the

ballast sled. This operation, with further straightening of ties, adjusting of

rail anchors and lining, is carried out with the same crew used in operation

(a) above.

3. Ballast Gang 1 foreman

2 asst. foremen

3 machine operators

40 laborers

1 power tamper

1 ballast regulator

1 power jack

Sequence of Operations

1. Skeletonize track with sled. Old material from cribs is levelled off and gives

3- to 4-in lift.

2. Unload ballast at rate of 1200 cu yd per mile.

3. Lift track with sled—6-in lift.

4. Second unloading of ballast at rate of 1200 cu yd per mile.

5. Make 2- to 3 -in surface lift with ballast gang.

Each sequence was performed at the rate of one-half mile per day. Allow

several days between (4) and (5) to allow initial 6-in sled lift to be compacted

by traffic before making final surface lift.

Work Train Day

It is necessary to leave the track skeletonized for a period up to 24 hr after

both the skeletonizing and sled lifting to allow time for the gang to renew ties,

space ties, adjust rail anchors and line track. Protect skeleton track with 10 mph
slow order.

Assuming program has been in operation for some time—When ballast train

arrives in morning there is J^ mile of skeleton track sitting on old ballast and

j/2 mile skeleton track sitting on new ballast.

Unload ballast throughout this mile of skeleton track. Require special plates

on spreader nose so that at most there is only IJ/2 in of gravel above the top

of the ties. These plates shou'd be retractable or special care taken when moving

spreader, as clearance over closure rails at turnout is limited.

Two sleds are required to give continuous sequence of operations. If only one

sled is used, it would be necessary to remove it from the track each day and move
it back one-half mile in preparation for the following days work.

Many railroads are becoming interested in the operation of the undcrtrack equipment
and it is reported that at least the following roads have used the equipment to date and
that many others are showing considerable interest in the obvious economies possible

through this manner of track skeletonizing, raising and reballasting:
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CNR Skeletonizing plow—Track raising sled

C of Ga
CB&Q '

" " Track raising sled

(including one-

way plow for

double track)

D&RGW Skeletonizing plow—-Track raising sled

CRI&P None

PRR Skeletonizing plow " " "

CPR
ON None

SP Skeletonizing plow "
" "

M-K-T None " "

AT&SF Skeletonizing plow

C&NW

Conclusions

Committee 22 was privileged in witnessing a relatively new method of performing

skeletonizing work and a heavy reballasting operation through the use of undertrack

raising equipment, all work being performed by a labor force that was extremely small

considering the scope of the work. Worthwhile economies were gained by handling the

work in this manner, the stated savings amounting to between 30 and 35 percent. The

experience gained in this operation will no doubt lead to greater maintenance savings

in the future. The quality of the work left little to be desired.

For this operation, a balanced organization is of primary importance. Adequate

amounts of equipment, with personnel sufficient to operate it efficiently and keep pace

with it will provide for maximum economies. With this sort of organization geared to

the most efficient work-train day possible, under known conditions, worthwhile savings

plus an expedited program are foregone conclusions. From the data and information

obtained for this report, the undertrack equipment apparently is not the bottleneck.

The supply of ballast is the factor that dictates the ideally balanced organization. This,

and every other type of a highly mechanized group, in order to realize optimum per-

formance and results, must have the complete cooperation and guidance of all super-

visors who are charged with progressing the program. This situation was present and

quite evident on the Northern Pacific, but they do have the opportunity to improve

and better their operations in view of their intense interest in this work.
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Report on Assignment 3

Labor Economy Resulting from Removal of Turnouts
From Main Tracks

H. C. Mintecr (chairman, subcommittee), A. D. Alderson, D. F. Bartley, B. V. Bodie,
E. J. Brown, R. H. Carpenter, A. B. Chanev, W. E. Chapman, P. A. CosRrove,
L. R. Deavers, W. M. S. Dunn, L. C. Gilbert, W. H. Hamilton, G. L. Harris, W. W.
Hav, G. W. Hunt, N. M. Kellv, L. A. LoRgins, Rov Lumpkin, J. S. McBride,

J. F. McCook, E. H. Mcllheran, j. R. Miller, R. W. Pember, W. R. Rees, M. S. Reid,

L. H. Rose. H. W. Scelev, F. R. Spofford, P. V. Thelander, W. H. Vance, H. E.
Wilson, C. R. Wright.

Your committee submits the following final report as information.

In order to develop information relative to the assignment "Labor Economy Result-

ing from Removal of Turnouts From Main Tracks", questionnaires were sent to 39

railroads requesting that they furnish information as to their practices relating to

removal of switches. Replies were received from 33 railroads, reporting in various

degrees of detail.

An analysis of the replies received indicates that 24 of the roads remove turnouts

which have not been used for some time. Thirteen of these roads remove the entire turn-

out, including the switch ties. The remainder remove the switch, frog and turnout rails

only.

The other nine roads advised that each turnout removal was considered separately,

and removal was dependent on local conditions. In some cases just the switch and frog

are removed, in others, the entire turnout, including the ties, is removed.

In reply to the question as to who or what determines whether turnouts are to be

held in the track or removed, 13 roads indicated that this decision is made by the

operating department. Four roads indicated that it is a Joint decision of the operating

and traffic departments. Seven roads indicated that the main factor considered is usage,

and in two cases snow conditions were given as the reason for temporary removal dur-

ing winter months. The other roads remove turnouts on recommendation of the

maintenance-of-way department after consideration of each case separately.

It was found that the length of time that the turnout was not used was a deter-

mining factor in the decision on removal, and that this period of non-use varies from

four months to two years, with the preponderence of roads using one year as the period

of non-use justifying removal.

Other factors which influence removal of turnouts from the track are the age and
condition of the turnout, traffic, location, cost of maintenance, change in the weight

of rail, and rearrangement of facilities.

Nineteen roads reported that the question of safety is also a factor in determining

whether a turnout should be removed from the track.

Average estimated costs of removing, reinstalling and maintaining turnouts, and
maintaining a comparable length of track, follow:

Main Track Branch Line

Labor in man-hours to remove frog and switch only, including
turnout rails S8 54

Labor in man-hours to remove entire turnout, including

switch ties 162 128
Labor in man-hours to rein.stall frog and switch only,

including turnout rails 89 81
Labor in man-hours to reinstall entire turnout, including

switch ties 259 215
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Estimated annual maintenance costs: Main Track Branch Line

Turnout $ 296 $199

Turnouts in signal territories $ 642 $566

Turnouts in interlocked and CTC signal territories $1483

Estimated cost of maintaining same lineal feet of track . . $ 81 $ 53

Weights of rail used in main tracks vary from 65 to 155 lb, and all weights from

56 to 133 lb are used on branch lines.

CONCLUSION

This study has brought out that most roads remove turnouts from the track when

they have not been used for a period of about one year. Most roads also take into con-

sideration the following factors in determining whether turnouts will be removed: usage,

the safety factor, cost of maintenance, and possible elimination due to changes in the

physical plant, such as installation of CTC. An analysis of the labor required to remove

a turnout as compared to the expense of maintaining a turnout indicates a definite

economy to be gained by removal.

Report on Assignment 6

Labor Economies of Various Mechanical Methods of Tamping
and Equalizing Ballast, Including the Double

Shifting of Machines

Claude Johnston (chairman, subcommittee), A. D. Alderson, M. B. Allen, J. F. Beaver,

B. V. Bodie, R. H. Carpenter, G. E. Chambers, A. B. Chaney, C. G. Davis, H. J.

Fast, J. L. Fergus, K. H. Hanger, G. L. Harris, W. H. Hoar, G. W. Hunt, T. B.

Hutcheson, H. W. Kellogg, N. M. Kelly, W. I. King, J. F. McCook, J. R. Miller,

G. M. O'Rourke, R. R. Pregnall, Jr., M. S. Reid, C. R. Wright.

This is a final report, submitted as information.

From replies to a questionnaire prepared in 1954, your committee assembled infor-

mation from 44 railroads covering the operation of 425 mechanical tampers of various

makes. Information as to scope of use, methods of operation and maintenance is reported

in the Proceedings, Vol. 56, 1955, page 467.

In order to develop the current report, a questionnaire was prepared and sent to 59

railroads. This questionnaire requested information on the number of tampers in use,

methods of operation, and man-hours of labor used in daily operation of the machines.

Since this study was to be an analysis of the productivity of the on-track power tamper,

railroads were asked to limit the consideration of man-hours reported to handling jacks,

spot and level boards, making the raise, and operation of the machine. Such operations

as tie installations, tie spacing, filling track, equalizing bal'ast and lining track are

variable factors and should not be included in a study of mechanical tamping. The rail-

roads were also asked to report on types of machines and methods used in equalizing

ballast and also make comments on double shifting of machines.

Mechanical Tamping

Replies to the questionnaire were received from 39 railroads, representing all regions

of the United States and Canada. A total of 483 mechanical tampers were reported in use

by these railroads. This tends to show that the use of the mechanical tamper is increas-
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ing, as several railroads reported more tampers in service at the present time than two

years ago. Information gathered from the questionnaire indicated that more than 70

percent of the railroads reporting utilized the mechanical tamper in some form of

organized production gang. These gangs are equipped with various types of tie machines,

spike drivers, mechanical track liners, and ballast distributing devices. Nearly al! of these

gangs use two tampers operating in tandem to increase production. There seems to be a

definite tendency among the larger railroads to operate tampers in tandem rather than

as single units. Only one-third of the railroads reported using a mechanical tamper for

smoothing and spot tamping. However, one large southeastern railroad stated that it had

a definite program of smoothing and spot tamping as a follow-up operation after a

regular out-of-face surfacing gang had completed a cycle of work.

To permit a comparison of the relative economies of mechanical tamping and hand

tamping, the railroads were asked to state the amount of track tamped per day and

the number of man-hours of supervision and labor required with a mechanical tamper.

They were then asked to furnish the man-hours of supervision and labor required to

tamp an equal amount of track using hand labor with forks or shovels. While the

answers to these questions varied, it was obvious from an average of all reports that

hand tamping required about three times the amount of labor and about two times

the amount of supervision as mechanical tamping.

It must be realized that the data furnished in reply to these questions represented

the approximate man-hours for an average day's production. In order to produce a more

realistic comparison of the two methods of tamping, a time study would be required

which would be costly and difficult to coordinate among a large group of railroads. A!so,

such variables as traffic densities and climatic conditions would make it difficult to set

standards and methods for time studies.

From the comparative man-hour requirements as reported, it may be concluded that

mechanical tamping is more economical. However, the data furnished covered daily

production only, and does not take into consideration the capital investment in the

machine and such other items of expense as depreciation and maintenance. In order to

cover these expenses there must be an accumulated daily saving which can be made

only by the continued operation of the machine to the fullest extent possible.

While the study indicated that less labor is required with a mechanical tamper,

it does not always follow that the overall labor requirements can be automatically

reduced if a mechanical tamper is placed in operation.

One thing that was agreed upon by all railroads reporting was that track surfaced

with a mechanical tamper is more uniformly tamped, and that less smoothing and spot

surface work is required between cycles of out-of-face surfacing. Most railroads reported

that a finished surfacing operation lasts from three to five years on main line tracks.

Equalizing Ballast

.Ml railroads reported that they now use mechanical methods to equalize ballast.

A total of 316 machines was reported in u.se by 35 railroads. Of this total 270 were

made by the same manufacturer. The versatility of this type of roadway machine is

demonstrated by the many jobs reported performed by all the railroads. In addition

to the primary job of equalizing and shaping the ballast section, it is used in production

gangs with tie machines to plow down shou'dcr or level down fouled ballast, spreading

new ballast, and pulling in ballast ahead of tamper. Many roads reported using the

machine to improve drainage of the ballast section and for weed control.
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It is difficult to measure the comparative economics by mechanically equalizing bal-

last. It was afireed upon by the railroads that this type of machine can perform many
services that obviously would not be attempted by the use of hand labor. However,

there is a definite factor of economy involved, since it was widely reported that drainage

i.^ improved, thus avoiding pumping track and reducing the necessity for spot tamping.

A uniform ballast section reduces loss of ballast through waste and produces a more

stable track condition with minimum section.

All railroads reported that a definite saving in hand labor is involved when the

machine is used for filling in track ahead of tamping operation and for distributing

ballast after unloading.

Double Shifting of Machines

Only two of the railroads reported that they had ever operated roadway machines

more than one shift per day. The work on these two roads was satisfactory, and about

equal production was gained on both shifts. The remainder of the roads reported that

they had never worked machines on double shift; however, seven have considered such

practice. The principle objections to double shifting machines were inability to maintain

the equipment properly, necessity of additional labor, difficulty of supervision, and the

problem of housing and transporting gangs. There are also a general opinion among

those who had not done work in this manner, that the quality of work performed would

be below standard as a result of working under artificial light.

CONCLUSION

Reports reflect that the daily production of a mechanical tamper is about three

times that of an equivalent-size gang using hand labor. The saving that can be derived

from the use of a mechanical tamper is influenced principally by the number of days

during a given period that the machine is in productive work. Uniformity of finished

surface and longer intervals between cycles of work are other economic factors to be

considered.

Mechanical methods of equalizing ballast have resulted in savings in operations

where hand labor was required. Also, many operations can be performed that would not

normally be done. A uniform ballast section is produced with a minimum of material

that results in a more stable track condition, with longer intervals between out-of-facc

surfacing raises.

Double shifting of roadway machines has not been done by enough railroads to

develop the relative economics of such practice. Double shifting of machines would

result in a greater utilization of equipment, which could influence the savings to be

realized; however, most railroads expressed the opinion that increased cost of super-

vision, additional labor gangs, and difficulty of working under artificial light make

such practice impractical.
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Report on Assignment 7

Economies to Be Derived By Increasing Productive Manhours
of Track Forces Through the Use of Radio Communication

H. J. Weccheider (chairman, subcommittee), Lem Adams, B. V. Bodie, W. H. Brameld,
R. H. Carpenter, G. E. Chambers, A. B. Chancy, C. G. Davis, M. H. Dick, W. M. S.

Dunn, J. E. Eisemann, H. J. Fast, R. L. Fox, W. H. Freeman, E. B. Harris, W. W.
Hay, W. H. Hoar, G. VV. Hunt, N. M. Kelly, Roy Lumpkin, R. L. Mays, E. H.
Mcllheran, H. C. Minteer, J. P. Morrissey, R. W. Pember, R. R. Pregnall, Jr.,

W. R. Rees, H. W. Seeley, F. R. Spofford, A. H. Stimson, H. M. Williamson.

This is a final report, submitted as information.

Information for this report was compiled from replies received from various rail-

roads in the United States and Canada to a questionnaire sent out by the committee

relative to the use of any form of radio communication in track force organizations.

Seventy-eight railroads were requested to furnish data concerning their present

practices and replies were recieved from 74. The canvass developed the following

information:

Progress to Date

a. Eight railroads have equipped complete gangs as indicated below:

Sumber of

Railroads Type of Gang Equipped

1 1 power tamper each
1 2 mechanized resurfacing gangs
1 1 mechanized resurfacing gang
1 1 mechanized resurfacing gang

1 mechanized tie renewal gang
1 rail laying gang
1 highway truck

1 1 mechanized resurfacing gang
1 power tamping gang
1 rail laying gang
1 work train

1 18 mechanized resurfacing gangs

3 rail laying gangs

1 1 mechanized resurfacing gang
1 rail laying gang

Three of the railroads coming under the above category advise that additional power

tampers, mechanized gangs and on-track cranes will be equipped with radio communica-

tion next year, and one railroad reports it is in the process of equipping 14 bridge and

building gangs.

b. Fourteen other railroads use some form of radio equipment in various phases

of special work as indicated below:

Sumher of

Railroads Type of Work
1 In restoration work to communications system, following damage from

high winds, heavy snow or slides; also in the construction of a new
yard.

1 In the construction of a new 41 -mile track extension, including the

use with ballast gangs and communication with work trains in this

special work.
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Number of

Railroads Type of Work
1 In transporling and un'oading welded rail. One of these railroads also

makes use of walkie-talkies by the signal department in focusing
color light signals.

1 Has equipped two ditching units and two roadmasters.
1 Has equipped one weed burner.

1 Has equipped the Engineering Department forces engaged in con-
struction work. Field forces keep in touch with their office and
various members of the party spread out over many miles.

2 Have some trucks equipped.

2 Have made use of radio equipment on work trains.

1 Has used walkie-talkies in rail laying gangs.

Four of the 14 railroads using radio in special work report that the practice will be

extended as indicated below:

Number of

Railroads Type of Work
1 Has three sets on order to be used for rail laying and resurfacing gangs.

1 Intends to equip all large gangs within the next few years.

1 Intends to use walkie-talkie sets on rail laying and mechanized tie

gangs next year.

1 Will equip two mechanized resurfacing gangs next year.

c. Five of the railroads which reported that no radio equipment in any form has

been used to date advise that they have future plans as follows:

Number of

Railroads Type of Work

1 Two sets of walkie-talkies will be ordered for large section gangs.

1 Is in the process of equipping one mechanized resurfacing gang.

1 Will equip three mechanized resurfacing gangs.

2 Will equip one power tamping gang each.

Seven other railroads coming under this category advise that they intend to make studies

next year.

Summarizing the data received from the 74 reporting railroads, eight have equipped

complete gangs, 14 have used some form of radio equipment in special work, and 12

which have not made use of radio to date have plans for the future, which leaves 40

of the 74 reporting lines with no plans for radio equipment.

As indicated above, there has been considerable progress in applying radio equ'pment

to maintenance-of-way work in a short time. The various reports indicate that a serious

trend toward radio started in 1955 on some railroads, with approximately the same

number of additional railroads using this medium to govern the operation of track gangs

in 1956.

Cost

The reports indicate that the initial cost of equipping complete gangs varies from

$1000 to $4500, contingent on the number of machines equipped and type of radio equip-

ment used. One railroad reports a cost of $2280 to radio-equip two units of a mechanized

gang, at $800 for each machine and two walkie-talkies at $340 each.
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Maintenance

Maintenance of radio equipment is generally performed in the field by an electronics

technician. In some cases the maintenance is handled by a communications maintainer

in the same manner that he now handles the present radio base station equipment. In

cases where radio cannot be field serviced, spare parts are installed, and the defective

ones taken to the radio shop for necessary repairs.

Following is a description of how two of the principal railroads making use of radio

equipment have adapted it to their track gangs:

DETROIT, TOLEDO & IRONTON RAILROAD

The DT&I reports that the use of radio in its track gangs has reduced delay to

trains, permits more production time for the gang, gives better coordination of its

activities, and reduces idle time of expensive equipment.

The surfacing gang is one of three system maintenance-of-way gangs on the DT&I
which have been furnished with radio-communication equipment. The other two are the

rail laying and tie renewal gangs. The radio equipment used includes both the transit-call

type and the automobile-type units, each consisting of a transmitter, control box and

receiver operating from the 6- or 12-v d-c battery of the equipment, and walkie-talkie

packsets. They all operate on a dual frequency of 161.43 and 161.61 megacycles. The

first is termed Channel "A" for point-to-train or gang-to-train communication, and the

second is termed Channel "B" for end-to-end or intra-gang communication.

The primary reason for the use of radio on the maintenance of way work equipment

is to expedite the movement of trains over the road by the elimination of train stops

due to the working of the system gangs, and to reduce the delays to mechanized mainte-

nance gangs when clearing for trains. The installation of two-way radio sets on the

work equipment actually supplements a radio system recently installed for controlling

the movement of trains by the dispatcher. At present, the DT&I has eight wayside

offices equipped with radio, each of which is remotely controlled by the dispatcher at

Dearborn, Mich. Each station may also be locally controlled. Through these stations

the dispatcher can contact all road trains and switchers that are radio-equipped. Con-

versely, the train conductors, who ride in the trailing units of the two-unit locomotives,

can contact the wayside stations and the dispatcher.

Radio Sets on Trucks

The system rail gang has a two-way radio installation on its locomotive crane and

another installed on the van-type truck assigned to this gang. The system tie gang has

sets installed on three large track machines, i.e., the tie machine, the ballast regulator

and the power tamper, and also on the van-type and pick-up trucks assigned to it. The

system surfacing gang has sets installed on the power tamper, and ballast regulator, and

on the van and pick-up trucks assigned to it. In addition, each of these gangs has three

walkie-talkie packsets which are used by the foremen and assistant foremen and as

standby units. The radio sets have an effective range of from 10 to 25 miles, depending

upon the terrain and other interferences, and the walkie-talkies a range up to 5 miles.

Setting Work Limits

Under present operating rules of the DT&I, the three system maintenance gangs

are protected from 7:30 a.m. until 4:01 p.m. each working day by "19" train orders

which designate the mile post location within which the gang is working, the name of
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the foreman in charge, and whether or not slow boards will be used to indicate a speed

restriction on the track being worked. The information for this order is given to the

dispatcher each afternoon for the next day's work. This gives the dispatcher sufficient

notice in which to issue "19" orders for the next day's trains. Each morning the fore-

man of each gang will again contact the dispatcher and secure a train line-up from him

so the number of trains and their approximate arrival time will be known. Ordinarily,

a working-limit goal of three miles is observed, one mile for occupancy by the gang

and one mile on each side for use as an approach.

At each of the beginning ends of these working limits the foreman will have a red

octagonal sign placed adjacent to the track on the engineer's side. The sign reads "STOP
SYSTEM GANG", and trains or engines by general order instructions are not permitted

to pass this sign between the times specified on the train order without receiving proper

permission from the gang foreman. When it is necessary for the speed of trains or engines

to be reduced below normal speed due to track or other conditions while moving through

the limits of the gang stop signs, standard yellow "SLOW" board and green "RESUME
SPEED" signs are used by the trackmen to mark the territory where the speed is

restricted.

How Radio Is Used

When an approaching train is about 20 miles from a gang's working limits, the

engineer will call the gang foreman on the "A" channel of the radio and the call will

be heard over the loudspeakers of the sets mounted on the track machines. These equip-

ment sets are always tuned into the "A" channel unless they are being used for intra-

gang communication, in which case the "B" band will be used until the end of the

conversation, after which the set will be turned back to the "A" band by pushing a

button on the control box.

If the foreman of the gang is within hearing distance of the equipment radio, he

will answer, giving his name and location. If he is not within hearing distance of the

loudspeakers of any of the machines, the operator of one of the units will call the

foreman, who will go to one of the track machines and answer the train's call.

The engineer will tell the foreman where the train is at that moment and about

how many minutes will elapse before it reaches the gang's working limits. Ordinarily,

this radio contact is made sufficiently in advance of the actual arrival of the train to

permit the larger track machines to be run to a siding, and the smaller machines to be

set off the track. The assistant foreman usually accompanies the equipment, and when it

is in the clear, he calls the foreman on the "B" band, the foreman receiving the call on

his packset to give him this information. Then, as soon as the remainder of the gang

has the track in condition for traffic, the foreman contacts the train which by then is

within range of the foreman's packset, and gives the engineer permission to pass the

system gang stop sign and moves through the work limits.

If the engineer of an approaching train is unable to contact the foreman designated

on the train order, the train is brought to a stop before it reaches the "STOP SYSTEM
GANG" sign, and the engineer sends a trainman ahead on foot to establish contact with

the gang. The train cannot proceed until authority to do so has been obtained from

the foreman in charge. Also, while a train is passing through the working limits, the train

and engine crew must be on the alert for hand signals and obstructions.
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Extra Sets Are Safeguards

Since only one radio mounted on a work-equipment unit is required to contact a

train, this question may be asked: Why not equip only one machine with radio and the

others with the packsets? There are several reasons for having more than one work unit

equipped with radio. The track machines are subject to severe vibrations which some-

times interfere with the use of the radio sets. Hence, by having a set on more than one

track machine, the probability that radio communication will fail completely, is reduced

considerably.

Also, there are occasions when one work unit may be working some distance from

the remainder of the gang, and since they have radio equipment, the foreman can

contact them to instruct them to clear up for a train or move to another location.

More Uses Found Daily

Since the installation of radio on maintenance of way equipment has been relatively

recent, new uses for it are being found daily. For example, in one instance, the mechanic's

p!ck-up truck had gone to the camp to pick up the box lunches for the gang. Mean-

while, one of the track machines broke down, and the mechanic found that a spare part

was needed to place the unit in running condition. He immediately used the radio to

contact the driver of the truck, who picked up the spare part at the camp and brought

it back with him. Thus, the machine was repaired while the gang was eating lunch and

without the delay that would have occurred while the truck made a second trip to

camp.

The radios have also proved useful whi'e moving the camp trailers. There are two

such outfits which consist of about five house trailers each. Both the van and pick-up

trucks assigned to the gangs are equipped with radio and have hitches for hauling the

trailers. If the camp move is a short one, the two trucks will move the trailers, but if the

camp move is for a considerable distance, the trucks assigned to the section forces will

be commandeered from the three nearest sections to assist in making the move. These

trucks are not radio-equipped, but they do have trailer hitches. To avoid blocking

traffic, the trucks are spaced from 400 to 500 ft apart when moving over the highway

in a convoy so as to give other highway vehicles room to pass. Since the head and

rear trucks of such a convoy are about one-quarter of a mile apart, there is a possibility

that the vehicles would get separated if one of them developed trouble and had to stop.

By putting the gang's radio-equipped trucks at the head and rear of the convoy, the

vehicles are kept together and can assist one another in the event of difficulty.

Another important reason for the use of radio on maintenance of way equipment

is to permit these machines to be moved from one job location to another under their

own power while under train orders, thus saving the time and expense of loading and

unloading this equipment. The smaller machines are coupled to the larger radio-equipped

units and are hauled to the next job location. The radios on these units enable the

dispatcher to follow the progressive movement of the outfits at all times.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY

The SP reports that productive time of on-track work equipment has been increased

and delays to trains reduced since the installation of radio on several on-track power

tamping units and cranes. The flagmen working with these tampers are also provided

with radios mounted on tripods, enabling them to communicate quickly with the tamper

foreman. The radio-equipped tampers have been used on the Sacramento and Shasta
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Divisions on single-track, double-track and CTC territory. All trains on these divisions

are radio-equipped, and wayside stations on some sections have radio for communication

with trains.

How Radios Are Used

An ordinary tie tamping gang consists of 25 to 40 men with a foreman. When the

gang begins work in the morning, two flagmen go to their stations, one in each direc-

tion from the work scene and about l]^ miles away. As noted, each flagman has a two-

way radio mounted on a tripod, and can communicate with either the tamper operator

of the foreman.

The foreman can get his line-ups in two ways, depending upon the territory in

which the gang is working. If the wayside stations have radio, the foreman uses the

tamper's radio to call the nearest wayside station operator and secure a line-up. If there

are no wayside radio stations nearby (within IS mi'es or so), the foreman calls a flag-

man, who takes his radio and goes via automobile or motor car to a wayside telephone

booth. He relays into the phone what the foreman tells him on the radio, and relays

back via radio to the foreman, the line-up given to him by the telegraph operator.

Foreman to Flagman

When a train approaches, the foreman tells the flagman to let the train come, or to

hold it. If the train is to be held, the foreman radios advice to the flagman when the

track is safe. Prior to the radio installations, the tamper foreman took his gang off the

track in time to clear for trains according to his line-up. If a train were late, it was

difficult to inform the foreman quickly, and as a result he would have his gang in the

clear long before the train actually arrived at the working site. Now if a train is late,

the foreman is kept advised and has more time to work before clearing the track. Thus

the tie tamping gang spends more time actually working.

As the tamping work progresses, the foreman periodically radios the gang's location

to the wayside operator, either directly or via the flagman. This information is sent

to the dispatcher, keeping him constantly informed. This has also helped to reduce

delays to trains because the dispatcher can plan his overall train movements better,

knowing where the tamping gang is working.

More Radio Planned

The SP now plans to equip five more production tampers with radio. The road

is also considering putting radio on more locomotive cranes and other work equipment,

such as relief cranes.

The radio installations were made by the communications department in cooperation

with the engineering department.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the two-year period that radio equipment has been used as a medium

to govern the operation of track gangs, it is the consensus of the committee that radio

is a valuable asset. It has materially reduced lost man-hours and idle time of expensive

equipment, facilitated coordination between various track machines, thus increasing the

efficiency of the gang, and reduced delays to trains operating on a slow order. This is

particularly true where power tamping, mechanized resurfacing and rail laying gangs

are working on single track, and machines are spaced over one-quarter to one-half mile

of track an)^ copjnjijnication is difficult.
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On double track where large track gangs arc working and trains are being detoured,

the use of radio, in addition to increasing the efficiency by coordination between various

track machines, offers the possibility of contributing considerably to the safety of track

gangs in proper warning being given by supervision to the men of approaching train

on the opposite track.

Even though considerable progress has been made, the fact remains that the mainte-

nance of way department has barely scratched the surface of the possibilities forthcoming

in the use of radio, and it is felt that in ensuing years, radio communication will advance

on its own merits in affording safety and more efficiency to various gang organizations

and that careful study will develop many other uses in the vast field of maintenance.

Report on Assignment 8

Relative Labor Economies of the Three Types of Tie Spacing:
(1) Random, (2) Suspended Rail Joints, and

(3) Supported Rail Joints

P. A. Cosgrove (chairman, subcommittee), Lem Adams, A. D. Alderson, D. F. Hartley,

W. H. Brameld, G. E. Chambers, W. E. Chapman, C. G. Davis, W. M. S. Dunn,
H. J. Fast, R. L. Fox, W. H. Hamilton, E. B. Harris, W. H. Hoar, H. W. Kellogg,

N. M. Kelly, H. E. Kirby, J. S. McBride, J. R. Miller, J. P. Morrissey, G. M.
O'Rourke, J. A. Pollard, H. W. Seeley, J. S. Snyder, W. B. Throckmorton, W. H.
Vance, F. R. Woolford, C. R. Wright.

This is a final report, submitted as information.

Questionnaires were sent to 40 railroads requesting that they furnish information

covering labor economies of three types of tie spacing: (1) Random, (2) Suspended

rail joints, (3) Supported rail joints.

Replies were received from .52 railroads. Twenty-si.x reported that random spacing

was used. Three reported that supported joints were used when spacing ties under 36-in

joint bars, and suspended joints were used when spacing ties under 24-in joint bars.

Two reported using suspended joints only. One reported the use of supported joints only.

Of the 26 railroads reporting the use of random spacing, 20 indicated they use

24 ties, two use 2?> ties, and four use 22 ties in each ,59-ft panel of track.

The two railroads using suspended joints placed 22 ties in each 39-ft panel of track.

Of the four railroads reporting the use of supported joints, two use 24 ties, one uses

2^ ties, and one uses 22 ties in each 39-ft panel of track.

A test of the three types of tie spacing was performed by one railroad beginning

in 1940 and ending in 1951. Twenty-four ties per 39-ft panel were used. Maintenance

costs were kept covering work done in keeping the joints smooth between out-of-face

track raising operations. It was found there was very httle difference in the average

cost of maintenance per mile per year between the supported and the random spacing,

but for the suspended joints it was approximately 40 percent higher.

The average cost per mile per year for supported joints was 996 man-hours, for

random spacing 977, and for suspended joints 1411 man-hours. It was felt the unfavorable

showing on the suspended joints may have been caused in some cases by local conditions.

The conclusion reached by this test, insofar as spacing of joint ties is concerned,

was that there is no appreciable difference in the condition of the track due to the type

of tie spacing.
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Twenty-six railroads reported no more labor was used raising and smoothing

random-spaced joints than supported joints. The reason given by the reporting railroads

for the predominance of random spacing was that at present labor rates they could no

longer justify the cost of accurately spacing ties in order to provide either suspended or

supported joints. The railroads reporting the use of random spacing felt the use of 36-in

joint bars has now minimized the reason for accurately spacing ties at joints.

The amount of tonnage is not used as a basis for determining the type of spacing.

Joint chipping, battering and flowing of rails apparently has not been affected by the tie

spacing.

One railroad reported it was better to use a supported joint spacing under 36-in

insulated joints.

The railroads using random spacing stated that in order to accurately space the tie.s

to obtain either supported or suspended joints, it would be necessary to raise the track

higher when doing out-of-face surfacing, thereby using more labor and a larger amount

of ballast.

One railroad reporting the use of supported joints with 36-in joint bars, stated that

the object of spacing ties is not to secure tie symmetry with respect to rail ends, but

rather to assure closer spacing under the joints than away from them. It is the opinion

of this railroad that more load is carried to the joint ties than to the ties under the

whole rail section, because the joints are more flexible. Closer spacing of joint ties is

desirable better to distribute this load, resist settlement and counteract low joints.

The few railroads that report the accurate method of tie spacing so the joints are

either supported or suspended, are of the opinion that a better riding condition is

obtained, and that less labor is used to tamp joints between cycles of out-of-face

surfacing of the track.

In general, the railroads reporting do not take time to space ties accurately when

using on-track tamping machines, as it is their opinion the extra labor could not be

justified to space ties, and that such also results in delays to tamping machines. Ties are

merely straightened so they are perpendicular to the track, and ties that are bunched or

skewed are straightened so they can be properly tamped by the on-track tamper.

CONCLUSION

The consensus is that there is not sufficient benefit obtained by accurately spacing

ties in order to provide suspended or supported joints; therefore, the cost is not jusitfied,

and it is more economical from a labor standpoint to use the random method of tie

spacing.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following sul:)jects:

1. Revision of Manual.

lirief progress report, recommending revisions . . . .

H. C. Charlton
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6. Uae of prestressed concrete for railway structures, collaborating with Com
mittee 6.

Progress report, submitted as information page 648

7. Methods for improving the quality of concrete and mortars, collaborating

with Committee 6.

Progress in study, but no report.

8. Specifications for the construction and maintenance of masonry structures.

Report recommending revisions in Part 1, "Specifications for Concrete and

Reinforced Concrete Railroad Bridges and Other Structures", and Part 16,

"ASTM Specification References", Chapter 8, in the Manual page 650

10. Methods of construction with precast-concrete structural members, col-

laborating with Committee 6.

Progress in study, but no report.

The Committee on Masonry,

M. S. NoRRis, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 533, December 1956.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

E. P. Wright (chairman, subcommittee), C. W. Gabrio, R. W. Gilmore, A. C. Johnson,
A. P. Kouba, E. A. McLeod, R. E. Paulson, R. B. Peck, J. H. Shieber, R. A. Ullery.

Your committee recommends the adoption of the revisions to the Manual as set

forth in the report on Assignment 8.

Report on Assignment 2

Principles of Design of Masonry Structures, Including Design

of Masonry Culverts

Collaborating with Committees 1, 5, 6, 7, 15, 28, 29 and 30

J. H. Shieber (chairman, subcommittee), H. C. Charlton, J. U. Estes, J. S. Hancock,

A. N. Laird, J. F. Leppman, J. R. Nutter, Donald Patterson, Anton Tedesko, L. E.

Vandegrift.

Last year your committee presented as information a tentative draft of "Specifica-

tions for Design and Construction of Reinforced Concrete Box Culverts" (Proceedings,

Vol. 57, 1956, pages 531 to 538, incl.), and invited comments and criticisms thereon.

These specifications, not reproduced herein, are now submitted with the recommendation

that they be adopted and published in the Manual as Part 16, Chapter 8, and that the

ASTM Specification References now published as Part 16 become Part 17.
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Report on Assignment 3

Foundations and Earth Pressures

Collaborating with Committees 1, 6, 7, 15 and 30

R. B. Peck (chairman, subcommittee), C. C. Cooke, G. H. Dayett, B. M. Dornblatt,

J. A. Erskine, E. A. McLeod, R. F. Noll, Roscoe Owen, W. H. Robertson, K. J.

Wagoner, E. P. Wright.

Your committee presents the following tentative Specifications for the Design of

Spread Footing Foundations, with the recommendation that they be published as infor-

mation and that comments and criticisms bt invited thereon. It is anticipated that these

specificat'ons will be recommended for adoption and publication in the Manual next

year in Chapter 8, Part 3—Footing Foundations.

It is pointed out that adoption of these specifications as Manual material will

require revisions in Part 5, Retaining Walls and Abutments, which revisions will also

be recommended for adoption next year. These revisions are as follows:

Page 8-5-2. Sec. B, Art. S. Character of Foundations.

Replace existing material by the sentence: "The character of the foundation material

shall be investigated as specified under Sec. B, Art. 4 of the AREA Specifications for the

Design of Spread Footing Foundations, Part 3, this Chapter."

Page 8-5-5. Sec. D, Art. 3. Soil Pressure

Replace all material in this article by the sentence: "The allowable soil pressure

beneath the footing shall be determined in accordance with AREA Specifications for the

Design of Spread Footing Foundations, Part 3, this Chapter."

Figs. 1 and 2 in the Specifications for Retaining Walls and Abutments will be

deleted. Figs. 3, 4 and 5 will become Figs. 1, 2 and 3.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR DESIGN OF SPREAD FOOTING
FOUNDATIONS

A. DEFINITIONS

1. Types of Spread Footings

A spread footing is a structural unit by means of which a load is transferred and

distributed to the underlying soil or rock at a pressure consistent with the requirements

of the structure and the supporting capacity of the soil or rock.

Spread footings may be classified in accordance with their structural arrangement

as follows:

a. An individual column footing, which supports a .single column or isolated load.

b. A wall footing or continuous footing, which supports a wall.

c. A combined footing, which supports more than one column.

d. A raft or mat, which supports all the columns in a structure or in a large

portion thereof.

Spread footings may be classified in accordance with their depth and dimensions,

as follows:
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a. Shallow footings, for which the depth of foundation Di, defined as the minimum

vertical distance from the base of the footing to the surface of the surrounding

ground or floor, does not exceed the least width B of the footing.

b. Deep footings, for which the distance D, is greater than 3B.

c. Intermediate-depth footings, for which the distance D, lies between the limits

B and iB.

Spread footings may be classified with respect to the subsurface materials from

which they derive their support, as follows:

a. Footings on granular material, such as sand, gravel, slag, crushed rock or non-

plastic silt.

b. Footings on saturated clay or plastic silt.

c. Footings on unsaturated clay or silt.

d. Footings on non-homogeneous deposits.

e. Footings on rock.

B. INFORMATION REQUIRED
1. Field Survey

Sufficient information shall be furnished, in the form of a plat or topographic map,

to determine the structural requirements. The location of underground utilities, the

location and dimensions of existing foundations, and the location of existing roads, tracks,

or other structures shall be indicated. In connection with footings for river crossings,

the records of high water, low water, and depth of scour shall be provided.

All information available concerning the nature of the foundations of neighboring

structures on similar materials, and of the settlement and behavior of these foundations,

shall be assembled and condensed as a guide to the judgment of the engineer in the design

of the new structures.

2. Controlling Dimensions

Information shall be assembled concerning the proposed arrangement of the columns,

piers, or machines to be supported ; the depths of basements, tunnels, and other excava-

tions; the elevation of the surface of filled areas; and all other factors that may affect

or be affected by the construction.

3. Loads

The loads to be supported by the foundations shall be indicated. These shall be

subdivided into the following categories:

a. Dead load, including the load due to weight of the structure, the load due to

earth pressure, and weight of any fill supported directly by elements of the

structure.

b. Normal live load, defined as the live load that is likely to be transmitted to

the foundation throughout the greater portion of the useful lifetime of the

structure.

c. Maximum live load, defined as the greatest live load that may be anticipated

at any time during the lifetime of the structure.

d. Traction and centrifugal force, if pertinent.

e. Snow load, if pertinent.

f. Ice load, if pertinent.
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g. Earthquake load, if pertinent.

h. Wind load.

i. Hydrostatic loads, including buoyancy and the forces exerted by flowing water.

j. Area load, defined as any load transmitted to the supporting soil or rock

by the direct addition of fill or pavement to an area in such a manner that

the loads are not carried directly by footings or transferred by structural

members to footings.

In connection with the live loads, an estimate shall be made of the duration of the

loading, since the settlement of some types of subsurface materials depends upon the

proportion of the total time during which the live load is active.

The character and frequency of an>- viijratory loads shall be noted.

4. Character of Subsurface Materials

The nature and extent of the various formations of soil and rock beneath the site

and the depth to ground water shall be determined by means of test borings and physical

tests of a type and to an extent appropriate to the character and importance of the

structure and the nature of the subsurface materials. The borings shall be made in

accordance with the AREA Specifications for Test Borings, Part 1, Chapter 1 of the

Manual. Load tests and other physical tests that may be considered necessary on the

basis of the results of the borings shall be performed in such manner as to provide the

most significant information pertinent to the particular conditions at the site.

The maximum depth of frost penetration shall be determined, usually on the basis

of local experience and records. In the absence of such records, the chart. Fig. 1, may
be used. Similarly, in regions of excessively swelling or shrinking soils, the depth shall be

determined within which significant volume changes occur as a result of seasonal

variations in moisture content.

DEPTHS IN FEET

LOCAL VARIATIONS MAY BE

LARGE, ESPECIALLY IN

MOUNTAINOUS AREAS

FIG I APPROXIMATE DEPTH OF FROST PENETRATION
FOR DESIGN OF FOOTINGS
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Pertinent supplementary data with respect to local geological or foundation condi-

tions, including aerial photographs and agricultural soil maps, should be assembled if

available. Data concerning changes in groundwater level should also be investigated.

The data concerning subsurface materials shall be assembled in suitable graphical

form, such as cross sections through the various deposits, showing the probable arrange-

ment and sequence of lenses or strata, the pertinent physical properties of each clement

of the deposit, and the location of the groundwater table.

C. DEPTH OF BASE OF FOOTINGS

1. Selection of Tentative Depths

On the basis of the data concerning the subsurface materials, tentative elevations

for the bases of the footings should be selected. In general, the shallowest depth cor-

responding to stiff or firm material represent? the most suitable preliminary selection.

However, unless special provisions are made, the depth shall not be less than the depth

of frost penetration or, in expansive clay subsoils, less than the thickness of the zone

of significant volume change of the subsoil due to seasonal moisture variations.

2. Revision of Depths of Footings

After the preliminary depths have been selected, the allowable soil pressure shall be

determined and the sizes of the footings proportioned to this pressure. If the resulting

design is not feasible or economical, similar studies shall be made for footings established

at other depths until the most suitable and economical arrangement is determined. In

considering the relative economy of footings at various levels, the cost and difficulty of

excavation below groundwater level in pervious soils shall be taken into account. The

economy and suitability of other types of foundations, such as piles or piers, shall also

be considered.

D. ALLOWABLE SOIL PRESSURE

1. Definition

The allowable soil pressure for footings supported by rock or soil shall be taken

as the smaller of the following two quantities:

a. The safe soil pressure, defined as the ultimate soil pressure at which the

supporting material will fail beneath the footing, divided by an appropriate

factor of safety.

b. The allowable pressure for settlement, defined as the maximum pressure to

which the footings of the structure, when the entire structure is loaded, may be

subjected without producing excessive settlement or excessive differential settle-

ment of the structure.

The soil pressures defined in the preceding paragraph are to be considered as net

pressures; that is, they represent the pressure at the base level of the footing in excess

of the pressure at the same level due to the weight of the surrounding soil immediately

adjacent to the footing.

2. Shallow Footings on Granular Material

The safe soil pressure for a shallow footing on sand or other granular material

depends on the least width B of the footing, the depth of foundation Df, the relative

density of the sand or other granular material, and the position of the groundwater table.
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If the relative density has been investigated by means of the standard penetration test,

as described in the AREA Specifications for Test Borings, the ultimate pressure can be

selected by means of the charts, Fig. 2 (a) and 2 (b).

The charts, Fig. 2, are based on the condition that the groundwater level is a dis-

tance below the base of the footings at least equal to the width B. If the groundwater

level is above this elevation, the pressures given by Fig. 2 shall be multiplied by the

appropriate reduction factor Rw or R'w as shown in Fig. 4.

For building foundations, the safe soil pressure shall provide a factor of safety of

three against dead load plus normal live load and snow load, and a factor of safety

of two against dead load plus maximum live load, snow load, and wind and other

transient loads. For bridge foundations, the safe soil pressure shall provide a factor of

safety of three against dead load plus maximum live load and centrifugal force, and

a factor of safety of two against the sum of these same forces plus wind load, traction

load, ice load and other transient loads.

The allowable soil pressure for settlement depends on the least width of the footing,

the relative density of the granular material, and the position of the groundwater table.

If the relative density has been investigated by means of the standard penetration test,

the allowable pressure for settlement may be selected by means of the chart. Fig. 3.

The values given by the chart correspond to a settlement of 1 in. The allowable soil

pressure for the amount of settlement upon which the design of the foundation is to be

based may be obtained by considering the allowable soil pressure to be proportional to

the settlement.

The chart. Fig. 3, is based on the condition that the groundwater level is at a

distance below the base of the footings at least equal to the width B. If the ground-

water is at or above the base of the footing, the allowable soil pressure shall be reduced

SO percent. If the groundwater level is intermediate between the base of the footing

and the additional depth B, the soil pressure given by Fig. 3 shall be multiplied by the

reduction factor R' „ as given by Fig. 4 (c).

The allowable pressure for settlement shall be determined for the sum of the dead

load, the normal live load, and the snow load. No reduction shall be made on account

of periods of decrease of or freedom from live load.

The charts. Fig. 2 and 3, furnish generally conservative results. However, in doubtful

cases or on important projects, the relative density of the granular material shall be

investigated by more refined procedures, including load tests.

3. Deep Footings and Intermediate-Depth Footings on Granular Material

The safe soil pressure for deep or intermediate-depth footings in sand or other

granular material may be conservatively determined by the same procedures as those

used for shallow footings.

The allowable soil pressure for settlement of deep footings on granular material may

be taken as twice the value determined for shallow footings of the same dimensions on

granular material of the same relative density.

The allowable soil pressure for settlement of intermediate-depth footings may be

determined by linear interpolation between the values for shallow and deep footings.

4. Shallow Footings on Saturated Clay and Saturated Plastic Silt

The ultimate soil pressure for shallow footings on saturated clays or clayey soils

depends on the width B, the length L, and the depth of foundation Df of the footing.
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to the top of the soft material at an angle of 00 dcg to the horizontal, and the pressure

at this depth shall not exceed the safe soil pressure for the soft material.

For building foundations, the safe soil pressure shall provide a factor of safety of

three against dead load plus normal live load and snow load, and a factor of safety

of two against dead load plus maximum live load, snow load, and wind and other

transient loads. For bridge foundations, the safe soil pressure shall provide a factor

of safety of three against dead load plus maximum live load and centrifugal force, and

a factor of safety of two against the sum of these same forces plus wind load, traction

lead, ice load and other transient loads.

The settlement of a structure located above very stiff or hard clay (Qu greater

than 2.0 tons per sq ft) is ordinarily of no significance unless the structure is exceptionally

large and heavily loaded. For such structures and loadings, .special investigations, involv-

ing the determination of the Atterbcrg limits and consolidation characteristics, are recom-

mended to predict the settlement.

The settlement of a structure located above soft to stiff clays (Qu less than 2.0 tons

per sq ft) can be estimated accurately only on the basis of special investigations as

described above. However, an upper limiting value for the ultimate settlement, which

may in many instances provide sufficient information for practical purposes, can be

determined on the basis of the procedure and charts. Fig. 5. For very soft and soft clays

(Qu below 0.5 ton per sq ft) the results are likely to be reasonably accurate. For medium

and stiff clays (q,, between 0..'^ and 2.0 tons per sq ft) the actual settlements are likely

to range between one-fourth and one-tenth of the computed settlements.

The loads considered in the settlement computation shall include the dead load,

the live load as specified below, and the weight of any fill added above the original

ground surface at the site. The weight of any excavated material shall be deducted from

the downward loads. The change in pressure at mid-height of a compressible clay layer

shall be computed on the basis of the soil pressure and footing layout by means of the

theor>- of elasticity.* In simple cases the change in pressure may be computed by spread-

ing the pressure from loaded areas at an angle of 60 deg to the horizontal.

For buildings, the live load considered in the settlement computation shall be the

normal live load reduced in proportion to the fraction of time the footings are likely

l*^ be loaded.

For bridges, the live load may ysually be neglected in the settlement computation.

5. Deep Footings and Intermediate-Depth Footings on Saturated Clay

The ultimate soil pressure for deep footings supported on saturated clayey soils

shall be determined by the same procedures as for shallow footings, except that equation

( 1 ) shall be replaced by

9d = 3.75 g„ ( 1 -f -jj^j (2)

The safe soil pressure for intermediate-depth footings may be determined by linear

interpolation between the values for shallow and deep footings.

The settlement of a structure supported by deep footings or intermediate-depth

footings shall be investigated by the same procedures as those for shallow footings on

such materials.

• Charts to facilitate the computation have been prepared by N. M. Newmark. See "Soil Mechanics
in Encineerini; Practice", Terzaghi and Peck. p. 206.
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1. DETERMINE NATURAL WATER CONTENT W OF CLAY (% OF DRY WEIGHT)
2. DETERMINE INCREASE OF PRESSURE Ap (Ib/sq ft) AT MID-HEIGHT OF

CLAY LAYER
3. DETERMINE EXISTING INTERGRANULAR OVERBURDEN PRESSURE Pg (Ib/sq ft):

ORIGINAL GROUND SURFACE-j

WATER TABLE-^

CLAY LAYER

IF WATER TABLE IS ABOVE t OF
CLAY LAYER Po=62dw -«- 53d

IF WATER TABLE IS BELOW t OF
CLAY LAYER Po=M5d

.;~Th dw, d an ARE EXPRESSED IN ft

4. DETERMINE R=Ap/po
5. DETERMINE A FROM CURVE I AND VALUE OF w
6. DETERMINE B FROM CURVE 2 AND VALUE OF R
7. COMPUTE SETTLEMENT S(ft) = H A B

0.30

0.25

Q20
<
u. 0.15
O

^ 0.10

>0.05

n
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6. Footings on Unsaturated Silts and Clays

Present knowledge does not permit the statement of simple procedures for design

of footings on such materials on the basis of ordinary boring and routine testing opera-

tions. As a rough, generally conservative guide, the procedures for shallow footings on

granular material, based on the standard penetration test, may be used.

The allowable soil pressure shall preferably be based on the results of standard load

tests made on plates 1 ft square, at footing level or at deeper levels if preliminar>'

standard penetration tests indicate the presence of less resistant material below footing

level.

The loading plate for each load test shall be established at the bottom of an excavated

area not less than 4 ft square. Load shall be applied in increments equal approximately

to one-fifth of the estimated allowable soil pressure, at intervals of approximately Yi hr,

and the corresponding settlements measured, until the load produces continuous progres-

sive settlement or until the load reaches three times the estimated allowable soil pressure.

The allowable pressure for design shall then be taken as one-half the load required to

produce a settlement of 5^2 in, but not to exceed a pressure corresponding to the

appropriate factor of safety with respect to the load producing continuous progressive

settlement.

If softer or weaker strata exist below the deposits on which the footings rest, the

influence of the softer or weaker strata shall be duh' considered in interpreting the

results of the load tests.

In regions of great seasonal changes in moisture conditions, consideration shall be

given to the effects of volume changes in clayey soils, especially if the liquid limit exceeds

about 45 percent. The swelling characteristics shall be investigated and, if necessary,

the foundations established below the zone of seasonal moisture change in order to avoid

heave and settlement of parts of the foundation. Local practices for reducing the unde-

sirable effects of such volume changes shall be ascertained and given consideration.

7. Footings on Rock

Soft intact rocks with insignificant joints or bedding planes, such as some shales or

siltstones, may be regarded as stiff to hard clays, and design of footings on these materials

may be based on the procedures applicable to hard clayey materials.

The allowable pressure on formations of rocks of greater intrinsic strength is com-

monly determined by such structural features or defects as joints, bedding planes, solu-

tion cavities, and faults. Core borings shall be made as described in the AREA Specifica-

tions for Test Borings, but the design shall be based on experienced judgment formed

after a detailed study of the character and defects of the formation.

8. Footings on Non-Homogeneous Deposits

Footings established above stratified or other non-homogeneous formations shall be

proportioned on the assumption that the most unfavorable conditions disclosed by the

subsurface explorations may be present under the most heavily loaded footing, unless

detailed information is obtained concerning the actual conditions beneath each footing.

9. Allowable Pressure on Footings with Eccentric or Inclined Loads

The allowable average soil pressure beneath a footing with a vertical load acting

with an eccentricity e .shall be taken as that for the footing as if it were centrally loaded

multiplied by a reduction factor Rr which may be obtained from the chart. Fig. 6. The
width of the footing shall be determined as if the reduced soil pressure were uniformly
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distributed. If the footing is eccentrically loaded in two directions, the allowable average

soil pressure shall be determined on the basis of the maximum value of f/B, where B is

the width of the footing in the direction of the eccentricity.

For computation of the stresses within the footing itself, the pressures on the

foundation shall be calculated by the following formulas (see Fig. 7)

:

La
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F. DETAILS OF DESIGN

1. Reinforcement

Wherever the concrete of a footing is in contact with the soil, steel reinforcement

shall be provided with a cover of not less than 3 in. If the concrete is placed against a

seal coat or against steel sheeting that is to remain in place, the cover shall be not less

than 2 in.

2. Footings at Varying Levels

If the footings for two adjacent parts of a structure arc established at different

levels, the difference in elevation of the bases of adjacent footings, divided by the least

horizontal clear distance between the footings, shall not exceed a value appropriate to

the characteristics of the subsoil, and in general should not exceed 1.0.

3. Drainage

Unless underwater construction is specified, surface water or groundwater shall not

be permitted to accumulate in excavations for footings. Such water shall be conducted

to sumps located outside the boundaries of the footing and removed. If the water cannot

be handled by this procedure, groundwater lowering should be accomplished by well

points or other appropriate means.

4. Treatment of Bottom of Excavation

Care shall be exercised to prevent disturbance of the materials at the bottom of the

excavation by equipment or by the feet of the workmen.

On soft clayey or silty soils a working platform or mud coat of lean concrete,

from 2 to 3 in. in thickness, is recommended if disturbance is probable. Otherwise, final

excavation of the last 3 to 6 in above grade should be deferred until immediately before

placement of the reinforcement.

The concrete in a working platform or mud coat shall not be considered as con-

tributing to the strength of the footing.

If a tremie seal is to be placed to permit dewatering of the cofferdam for a pier,

the thickness of the seal shall be adequate to withstand the upward pressure of the water

beneath the seal at the time of dewatering. Due advantage may be taken of the low

permeability of clayey subsoils in estimating the uplift pressure.

5. Information on Drawings

Design drawings according to which footings are to be constructed shall indicate

the allowable soil pressure for which the footings are proportioned.

Report on Assignment 6

Use of Prestressed Concrete for Railway Structures

Collaborating with Committee 6

R. W. Gilmore (chairman, subcommittee), D. H. Dowe, W. J. Eney, E. W. Kieckers,

R. I. Rollings, C. P. Schantz, W. R. Wilson.

Your committee submits the following report of progress in the gathering of infor-

mation pertaining to the use of prestressed concrete for railway structures.

Your committee has previously reported in detail (see Bulletin 530 June-July 1956,

pages S3 to 58, incl.) on the use and relative economics of prestressed concrete in railroad-
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carrying bridge spans. However, other uses of prestressed concrete for railroad i)urpo5C>

must necessarily be treated generally, as follows:

Highway Overpasses

Prestressed concrete is widely used in overhead hitihway bridges and is ])arlicu!arlv

adaptable in cases where economies can be effected by keeping the depth of the floor

structure to a minimum, thereby reducing the quantity of the approach fills and at the

same time giving the required clearance over the railroad. Closely allied to the highway

overpass is the parking deck, now coming into use over railroad property in congested

areas. The use of prestressel concrete for this purpose offers not only a minimum depth

oi overhead structure but also, in most cases, provides a structure easy to erect because

of the comparatively light weight of members, and economical, due to the lower costs

possible when large quantities of similar units can be manufactured.

Buildings

Prestressed concrete can be used to advantage in railroad buildings, particularly in

warehouse construction where there is a large area of roof structure. Here again, roof

slabs and supporting beams can be constructed in large quantities, materially reducing

manufacturing costs and, at the same time, affording a roof structure which is easy to

erect and having a substantial reduction in weight compared with conventional precast

slab construction.

Concrete Piles

Although the use of prestressed concrete in precast concrete pile construction is

-omewhat new, it has been in existence long enough to prove that concrete piles can be

constructed by this means which will have satisfactory strength, be lighter to handle,

be less susceptible to cracking, and, if manufactured in sufficient quantities, will be no

more expensive than the conventional precast concrete piles.

Poles, Crossing Planks, Cross Ties, Etc.

This type of material is usually manufactured in large quantities, and although the

use of prestressed concrete for such purposes is somewhat new, it is reasonable to expect

that development will be made rapidly. The advantages are the comparatively low cost

of manufacture, the resistance to cracking in handling and, in some instances, a reduction

in weight.

Whatever use is made of prestressed concrete, it must be borne in mind that a large

manufacturing expense is required for casting beds and forms and, therefore, the larger

the number of units manufactured, the lower the cost of each unit. The decision as to

whether to use prestressed concrete, the conventional precast concrete, or other construc-

tion materials, will in most cases resolve it.self into a problem of economics.
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Report on Assignment 8

Specifications for Construction and Maintenance

of Masonry Structures

R. E. Paulson (chairman, subcommittee), R. S. Bennett, A. E. Cawood, A. B. Fowler,

L. H. Needham, J. E. Peterson, L. J. Riekenberg.

Your committee submits for adoption the following recommendations with respect

lo Chapter 8 of the Manual.

Pages 8-1-1 to

8-1-26, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONCRETE AND REINFORCED CONCRETE
RAILROAD BRIDGES AND OTHER STRUCTURES

Reapprove with the following revisions:

Page 8-1-1. In Sec. B, Art. 1, second paragraph, delete the words "ASTM Specifica-

tion C 233" and substitute therefor "ASTM Specification C 260."

Page 8-1-4. Change Sec. C, Art. 9 to read as follows:

9. General

Coarse aggregate shall consist of crushed stone, gravel, crushed slag, or, subject

to the approval of the engineer, other inert materials with similar characteristics, having

hard, strong durable pieces, free from adherent coatings, and shall conform to the require-

ments of this specification.

Crushed slag shall be rough, cubical fragments of air-cooled, blast furnace slag and

shall weigh not less than 70 lb per cu ft. It shall be obtained only from sources approved

by the engineer.

Page 8-1-13. Add to Sec. J a new Art. 10, reading as follows:

10. Field Tests

During the progress of construction the engineer will have tests made to determine

whether the concrete which is being produced compares to the quality specified in Art. 5.

The contractor shall cooperate in the making of such tests to the extent of allowing

fress access to the work for the selection of samples and storage of specimens and in

affording protection to the specimens against injury or loss through his operations.

Four cylinders will generally be made for each class of concrete used in any one

day's operation. In special cases this normal number of control specimens may be

exceeded when in the opinion of the engineer such additional tests are necessary. The

contractor, however, shall not be required to furnish for such additional tests more than

2 cu ft of concrete for each 100 cu yd of concrete being placed.

Samples of concrete for test specimens shall be taken at the mi.xer, or in the case

of ready mixed concrete, from the transportation vehicle during discharge. When, in the

opinion of the engineci, it is desirable to take samples elsewhere, they shall be taken

as directed by him. Such specimens shall be molded immediately after the sample is

taken, placed in a protected spot and kept under moist curing conditions at approxi-

mately 70 deg F for 24 hr, whereupon they shall be removed to the testing laboratory.
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The air content of freshly mixed air-entrained concrete shall be checked at least

twice daily for each class of concrete. Changes in air content above or below the amount

specified shall be corrected by adjustments in the mix design or quantities of air-

entraining material being used.

Should the strengths shown by the test specimens fall below the values given in

Art. 5 the engineer shall have the right to require changes in proportions to apply on

the remainder of the work.

Delete Sec. P. Curing, and substitute therefore the following:

P. CURING
1. General

These specifications for heat curing, wet curing, or membrane curing are based on

the use of Type I, lA, II, IIA, III or IIIA portland cement concrete deposited in air.

2. Heat Curing

In freezing weather, or when there is likelihood of freezing temperatures within the

specified curing period, suitable and sufficient means must be provided before concreting,

for maintaining all concrete surfaces at a temperature of not less than 50 deg F for a

period of not less than 7 days after the concrete is placed when Type I, lA, II, or IIA

Portland cement is used, and not less than 3 days when Type III or IIIA portland cement

is used.

The temperature of concrete surfaces shall be determined by thermometers placed

against the surface of the concrete. Provision shall be made in form construction to

permit the removal of small sections of forms to accommodate the placing of ther-

mometers against concrete surfaces at locations designated by the engineer. After ther-

mometers are placed, the apertures in forms shall be covered in a way to simulate

closely the protection afforded by the forms.

In determining the temperatures at angles and corners of a structure, ther-

mometers should be placed not more than 8 in from the angles and corners. In deter-

mining temperatures of horizontal surfaces, thermometers shall rest upon the surface

under the protection covering normal to section involved.

Temperature readings shall be taken and recorded at intervals to be designated

by the engineer, over the entire curing period specified, and the temperatures so recorded

shall be interpreted as the temperature of the concrete surfaces where the thermometers

were placed.

When protection from cold is needed to insure meeting these specification require-

ments, all necessary materials for covering or housing must be delivered at the site of the

work before concreting is started and must he effectively applied or installed, and such

added heat must be furnished as may be necessary without depending in any way upon

the heat of hydration during the first 24 hr after concrete is placed when Type I, lA,

II or IIA Portland cement is used, or the first 18 hr when Type III or IIIA portland

cement is used. The methods of heating and protecting the concrete shall be approved

by the engineer. Chemicals or other foreign materials shall not be mixed with the

concrete for the purpose of preventing freezing, unless approved by the engineer.

When heat is supplied by steam or salamanders, covering or housing of the structure

shall be so placed as to permit free circulation of air above and around the concrete

within the enclosure, but to the exclusion of air currents from without, excepting that

where salamanders are used, sufficient ventilation .shall be provided to carry off gases.
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Special care shall be exercised to maintain the specified temperature continuously and

uniformly in all parts of the structure enclosure, and to exclude cold drafts from angles

and corners and from all projecting reinforcing steel. All exposed surfaces in the heated

enclosure shall be kept continuously wet during the heating period unless heat is supplied

in the form of live steam.

3. Wet Curing

All concrete surfaces when not protected by forms, or membrane curing compounds

must be kept constantly wet for a period of not less than 7 days after concrete is placed

when Type I, lA, II or IIA portland cement is used, or not less than i days when

Type III or IIIA portland cement is used.

The wet curing period for all concrete which will be in contact with brine drip,

sea water, salt spray, alkali or sulfate bearing soils or waters, or similar destructive

agents, shall be increased to 50 percent more than the periods specified for normal expo-

cures. Salt water and corrosive waters and soils shall be kept from contact with the

concrete during placement and for the curing period.

When wood forms are left in place during the curing period they shall be kept

sufficiently damp at all times to prevent openings at the joints and drying of the concrete.

4. Membrane Curing

Membrane curing or membrane curing following preliminary wet curing may be

substituted for wet curing with approval of the engineer.

Liquid membrane-forming compounds shall meet the requirements of the current

.ASTM Specification, designation C 309. The compound may be clear (may contain a

fugitive dye), white pigmented, or light-gray pigmented as specified by the engineer.

The compound shall be applied at the coverage rate of 150 or 200 sq ft per gal

to all exposed concrete surfaces except areas where concrete or other material is to be

bonded, such as construction joints and areas to be dampproofed or waterproofed.

The compound shall be sprayed on finished surfaces as soon as the surface water

has disappeared. Spraying equipment shall be of the pressure-tank type with provision

lor continual agitation of the contents during application. The compound shall be

applied in one coat by spraying one-half of a given area in one direction and the

remaining one-half at right angles to this direction. If forms are removed during curing

period concrete shall be sprayed lightly with water and the moistening continued until

the surface will not readily absorb more water. The compound shall then be sprayed or

brushed on the concrete surface as soon as the moisture film has disappeared.

The continuity of the coating must be until the fourteenth day after the concrete

has been placed when Type I, lA, II or IIA portland cement is used, or until the sev^enth

day when Type III or IIIA portland cement is used.

Pages 8-16-1

and 8-16-2

ASTM SPECIFICATIONS AND DESIGNATIONS

On page 8-16-2 delete the reference to ASTM designation C 233-50T.
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c.
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7. Methods of measuring high and wide shipments.

No report.

The CoMMiTTKi; ox Clearances,

E. R. Word, Chairman.

ARE.^ Bulletin 533, December 1956.

Report on Assignment 2

Clearances as Affected by Girders Projecting Above Top
of Track Rails, Structures, Third Rail, Signal

and Train Control Equipment

Collaborating with Signal and Electrical Sections, and with Mechanical
and Operating-Transportation Divisions, AAR

J. E. Good (chairman, subcommittee), C. O. Bird, E. S. Birkenwald, S. M. Dahl, W. T.

Davis, C. F. Intlekofer, M. L. Johnson, J. E. Krome, A. G. Neighbour, C. E. Peter-

son, A. J. Rankin, W. S. Ray, J. E. South, E. R. Word.

This is a progress report, with a Manual recommendation submitted for adoption.

In the Association's Manual of Recommended Practice, its ''Equipment Diagram

Unrestricted for Main Lines'", on page 28-5-2, has since 1Q38 called for a clearance

of 2% in between any part of a car and top of rail, as the absolute minimum under

any and all conditions of lading, operation and maintenance (wear of axles, wheels

and settlement of parts). This diagram was reapproved without change in 1953, but

especially in view of the increasing number of car retarder installations throughout the

country and other signal devices being installed between or near the track rails, on the

one hand, and a combination of wear of car parts, on the other hand, which has resulted

in no margin of safety whatever in some cases in the ly^-in minimum, the committee

has for some time thought that this minimum should be increased to at least 2)4 in.

However, it has been realized that any action in this regard must be jointly with the

Mechanical Division, AAR, whose Plate B "Equipment Diagram—Unrestricted for

Interchange Service", has likewise shown a 254-in clearance above top of rail; also

because this figure appeared in Rule 67 of the AAR Code of Interchange Rules, having

been first introduced there in 1910.

In view of this situation, the committee late in 1954 brought this matter to the

attention of the then newly formed Joint AAR Committee on Clearances, which includes

representatives of AREA Committee 28, the Mechanical and Operating-Transportation

Divisions, AAR, the Electrical, Signal, and Safety Sections, AAR, and the directors

of engineering and mechanical research, AAR. This committee, after careful consideration

of the matter, crystallized its thinking at a meeting on January 18, 1955, and recom-

mended to the Mechanical Division that it explore the possibility of providing a clear-

ance of not less than 3 in between any part of freight car truck or car and top of rail

for new or rebuilt cars.

This recommendation was referred to the Car Construction Committee of the

Mechanical Division, which in its 1956 report, dated May 26, 1956, recommended that

Plate B "Equipment Diagram—Unrestricted for Interchange Service", as shown in the

Supplement to the AAR Manual (Mechanical Division) be modified by the addition

of a new note to read as follows:
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"All new or rebuilt cars should be so designed that no part ol car shall be less than

2^ in above the top of the running rail under all allowable wear and spring deflection

conditions."

The report also stated that the Arbitration Committee ol' the Mechanical Division,

advised of this recommendation, agreed that the 234-in clearance \vill take care of con-

ditions insofar as trucks of cars are concerned, but was continuing its investigations in

this regard, and had asked the Committee on Car Consrtuction, in collaboration with

the Engineering Division, AAR, to give further consideration to this matter with respect

to details between truck centers of some of the cars now in service.

On the basis of this 1Q56 report of the Committee on Car Construction, the recom-

mendation of the committee for adding a new note to Plate B was submitted to letter

ballot of A.-\R Member Roads, and was approved, effective March 1, 1957. Thus, the

additional note will be added to the Mechanical Division's Plate B in the next Supplement

to the Mechanical Division Manual.

In harmony with the recommendation of the Committee on Car Construction in its

1956 report, the Arbitration Committee of the Mechanical Division proposed a change

in Rule 67 of the Interchange Rules, the new text of which reads as follows:

Rule 67. No part of body or truck shall be less than 2^ in above top of running
rail. Cars built new or rebuilt on and after January 1, 1958, must be so designed that

no part shall be less than 2>}4 in above the top of running rail under all allowable wear
and spring deflection conditions.

On the basis of the AAR Member Road approval of the new note to appear on

Plate B of the Mechanical Division, revised Rule 67 became effective and appears in

the Supplement to the Interchange Rules, as of August 1, 1956.

In view of these actions on the part of the Mechanical Division, which have been

approved by AAR Member Roads, and in harmony with the thinking of Committee 28,

it is the recommendation of your committee that in order to bring the Association's

Equipment Diagram Unrestricted for Main Lines, pages 28-3-2 of the Manual, in line

with the action of the Mechanical Division, it be revised to the extent of adding thereto

the same note which has been approved for adding to Plate B "Equipment Diagram

—

Unrestricted for Interchange Service" of the Mechanical Division—as follows:

"All new or rebuilt cars should be so designed that no part of car shall be less than

2)4 in above the top of the running rail under all allowable wear and spring deflection

conditions."

Approval of this recommendation by the Association is recommended.

In view of the feeling of the Arbitration Committee of the Mechanical Division that

this 2%-in clearance, while adequate to take care of conditions insofar as trucks are

concerned, may not be adequate with respect to details between truck centers of some

cars now in service, and in view of its recommendation that this matter be given further

consideration by the Committee on Car Construction, in collaboration with the Engi-

neering Division, AAR, it is expected that this matter will be further considered during

the coming year, with the possibility of further recommendations. Your committee will

participate in these deliberatons to the extent called upon, and will keep the Association

advised of further developments.
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Report on Assignment 4

Compilation of the Railroad Clearance Requirements
of the Various States

M. W. Wohlschlaeger (chairman, subcommittee), W. S. Campbell, S. M. Dahl, R. L.

Goss, J. D. Hudson, R. C. Nissen, A. J. Rankin, J. C. Scholtz, A. M. Weston.

Your committee submits as information a tabulation of the clearance requirements

of the various states brought up to date as of December 1, 1956. In it, we would call

attention to the fact that, as the result of recent orders, the clearance requirements of

the states of Arkansas, Nebraska and Wyoming are shown for the first time; also, that

few or extensive revisions in clearance requirements are shown for the states of Colorado,

Idaho, Michigan, New Mexico and Oregon.
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Report of Committee 24—Cooperative Relations
with Universities

R. J. Ston'e, Chairman,

\V. H. Huffman,
Vice Chairman,

\V. S. Kerr, Secretary,

L. L. Adams*
M. B. Allen
W. S. AUTREY
J. B. Babcock
George Baylor
T. A. Blair
Armstrong Ciiinn

m. h. corbvn
R. P. Davis

J. F. Davison
G. H. Echols
O. W. ESHBACII
E. W. Falanders
P. O. Ferris
E. I. Fiesenheiser
C. G. Grove
W. W. Hay
J. P. HiiTZ, Jr.

S. R. HURSH
A. \'. Johnston
G. A. Kellow
Frank Kerekes

H. E. KiRBY
T. R. Klingel
N. W. Kopp
B. B. Lewis
F. J. Lewis
H. S. Loeffler
E. E. Mayo
G. W. Miller
C. H. Mottiek
R. C. NissEN
L. M. Ogilvie

W. A. Oliver

J. F. Pearce

J. E. Perry
R. B. Rice
W. T. Rice

J. A. Rust
W. C. Sadler
P. S. Settle, Jr.

H. O. Sharp
D. W. TiLMAN

Committee

* Died May 3, 1956.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Stimulate greater appreciation on the part of railway managements of:

(a) the importance of bringing into the service selected graduates of colleges

and universities, and

(b) the necessity for providing adequate means for recruiting such graduates

and of retaining them in the service by establishing suitable programs for

training and advancement.

Progress report, presented as information page 65.S

2. Stimulate among college and university students a greater interest in the

science of transportation and its importance in the national economic struc-

ture, by cooperating with and contributing to the activities of student organ-

izations in colleges and universities.

Progress report, presented as information page 650

3. The cooperative system of education, including summer employment in rail-

way service.

Progress report, presented as information page 661

4. The role of engineering technicians in the railroad field.

Progress report, presented as information page 664

The Committee on Cooperative Relations With Universities,

R. J. Stone. Chairman

AREA Bulletin S34, January 1957.

6S7
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MEMOIR

ILoijat ICitfiep ^bamg

Committee 24 records with deep regret the death of L. L. Adams, chief engineer,

Louisville & Nashville Railroad, Louisville, Ky., a Life Member of the AREA, and a

director of the Association from 1951 to IQS.v Mr. Adams died at Louisville on May 3,

19S6. He was a member of several AREA committees, and joined Committee 24—
Cooperative Relations with Universities in IPSO, serving until the time of his death.

A more complete Memoir on Mr. Adams appears in the current report of the Com-
mittee on Track. '

Report on Assignment 1

Stimulate Greater Appreciation on the Part of Railway
Managements of:

(a) the importance of bringing into the service selected graduates of

colleges and universities, and

(b) the necessity for providing adequate means for recruiting such grad-

uates and of retaining them in the service by establishing suitable

programs for training and advancement.

C. G. Grove (chairman, subcommittee), M. B. Allen, G. H. Echols, E. L Fiesenheiser,

J. P. Hiltz, Jr., W. H. Huffman, N. W. Kopp, F. J. Lewis, C. H. Mottier, R. B.
Rice, W. T. Rice, P. S. Settle, Jr.

To introduce the report on this two-part assignment, it will be interesting and

informative to note the change which has taken place in the approach of our committee

to this assignment during the last IS years. At the inception of the assignment, when

it had a somewhat different wording, stress was laid on the necessity of colleges and

universities providing proper instruction and courses to be taught by men of adequate

ability and experience. Due to a change of attitude on the part of the engineering col-

leges and universities, and changes in courses provided, the approach of our committee

in more recent years has been to place emphasis on the need for the railroads to bring

into the service selected graduates by providing adequate means for recruiting, and by

establishing suitable training programs.

During the present period of upsurge in expanding industry in almost every field,

excepting possibly railroad transportation, employment opportunities have been offered

graduate engineers far in excess of the number of graduates available to fill them. Gen-

erally speaking, the railroads have been unable or unwilling to match the starting salaries

offered by many other industries. This has been largely responsible for the unusually

small number of graduate engineers who have accepted railroad employment. Many such

engineers who might otherwise have been available to the railroads have been attracted

to other growing industries also because they believe the future is more attractive in

these other industries, especially those which have well arranged training programs for

young engineers.

Another very serious aspect of the situation is that the colleges and universities are

finding fewer and fewer applications for, and decidedly less interest in, courses in rail-
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road engineering, with the result that many of them have dropped railroad courses from

their curricula. This latter information comes to us from instructors and professors who

for many years have been the railroads' best friends in encouraging and guiding young

men to take courses with railroad options.

Thus the railroads are now faced with a situation where, due to generally inade-

quate starting salaries and a lack of sufficient well-ordered training programs which

lead to scheduled increases and positions of responsibility, there is a marked lack of

interest among student engineers in railroading as a desirable career. This, coupled with

the dropping of railroad courses in some of the colleges and universities to which the

railroads have long looked as their source of supply for young engineers, makes the

situation a serious one.

What is the answer to this problem ? As your committee sees it, those responsible in

the railroad industry for bringing young engineers into the service must stimulate an

interest in railroading among these young men by:

1. Creating an interest in the youth of .America for railroading as a profes.sion while

they are in high school or the grammar grades. Offer them work on the railroads during

their vacations. This can best be accomplished in the smaller communities where there

always has been a greater interest in railroads than in metropolitan areas. Such employ-

ment may lead to a cooperative course in railroad engineering. The railroads might even

invest in a young man's future, looking to obtaining his services later, by advancing

him the money necessary for his first year of railroad—college cooperative work and

study, after which he would be self-supporting. In this way, as well as by personally

seeking out young men and hiring them, the spark of interest in railroading may be

planted and nurtured in many a young man to the extent that he will choose railroading

as a career after graduation.

2. Offering starting salaries and merit increases comparable to those in other

industries.

3. Providing training programs well designed and under the direction of adequate,

capable and sympathetic supervision, with privileges and opportunities for advancement

equal to or better than those offered by other industries.

If these things are not done, the magnificent railroad plant of America, currenth'

undergoing a refining and modernization program in which engineering skill is so essen-

tial, will be in grave danger of retrogression because of a lack of the constant infusion

of well trained engineers—^.so vital to the healthy blood stream of every industry.

Report on Assignment 2

Stimulate Among College and University Students A Greater

Interest in the Science of Transportation and Its Importance
in the National Economic Structure, By Cooperating

with and Contributing to the Activities of

Student Organizations in Colleges

and Universities

R. P. Davis (chairman, subcommittee), W. S. Autrey, T. A. Blair, J. F. Davison, E. W.
Falanders, W. H. Huffman, E. E. Mayo, G. W. Miller, J. E. Perry, J. A. Rust.

During the year, the committee developed a list of 27 of the latest and best railroad

films, dealing with construction, maintenance and operation, of most likely interest to

college students taking civil, railroad and transportation courses, .\bout the middle of
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September, this list, which names the fi'ms by title, gives a brief synopsis of their con-

tents, and states from whom available, was sent in duplicate to the heads of engineerinn

in more than 200 colleges of the United States and Canada.

On a second entirely new project the committee brought together, from more than

50 railroad companies and a number of railway supply companies, more than 1500 35-mm
color slides, from which to make multiple sets of a limited number, relative to railroad

construction and maintenance, for sale or loan to the engineering colleges for use in

classroom work or in extra-curricular activities. From these available slides the followint:

sets were produced:

Fifteen sets of 130 slides each, covering the more important aspects of railway

construction and maintenance—to fill specific orders from colleges.

Six sets of the same slides for loan to the colleges upon application to the secretary's

office.

Two sets of 23 slides each, detailing the sequence of operations in the Mechanized

Laying of 39-Ft Rails, for loan to the colleges upon application to the secretary's office.

Two sets of 58 slides each, detailing the sequence of operations in the Welding and

Laying of Continuous Welded Rail, for loan to the colleges upon application to the

secretary's office.

Two sets of 37 slides each, detailing the sequence of operations in Mechanized Tic

Renewals and Track Surfacing, for loan to the colleges upon application to the secretary's

office.

About the middle of October all of the foregoing sets of slides were completed,

purchase orders were filled, and the remaining sets were on hand for loan. In all cases,

the slide sets were furnished with a detailed index and descriptive matter.

Supplementing these visual aids made available to the engineering colleges, the com-

mittee has continued to send out, upon request, additional copies of its Recruitment

Brochure, "The Railroad Field—A Challenge and Opportunity for Young Engineers'",

and up to the time this report was prepared had sent out more than 3800 copies, beyond

the 7600 copies reported as distributed in last year's report on Assignment 4. Of these

3800 copies—all on request—nearly 2900 were sent free to colleges and universities;

375 were sent free to high school counselors; some 220 copies were distributed free to

fill miscellaneous requests; and 330 copies were sold to railroads and others. This dis-

tribution by the AREA supplements the more than 6000 copies of the brochure dis-

tributed free to schools, colleges, public libraries, railroad officers, and professors of

transportation and allied subjects, by the Public Relations Department of the Association

of American Railroads.

Your committee wishes to record the fact that all of the work done in preparing

the list of available films, and also in assembling the slide sets, was done by the executive

secretary and his staff, for which service the committee wishes to express its thanks.
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Report on Assignment 3

Cooperative System of Education, Including Summer Employment
in Railway Service

O. W. Eshbach (chairman, subcommittee), J. B. Babcock, Armstrong Chinn, P. 0. Ferris,

W. H. Huffman, A. V. Johnston, W. S. Kerr, T. R. Klingel, R. C. Nissen, L. M.
Ogilvie, J. F. Pearce.

The following address by Mr. R. D. Meade, Director, Cooperative Education Pro-

gram, Illinois Institute of Technology, was presented at the October 26th meeting of

Committee 24, and is submitted at the Committee's request.

The Co-op Plan at Illinois Institute of Technology

by R. D. Meade

An Explanation to Industry

Industry's demand for co-ops is increasing, but the percentage of qualified high

school grads who want to co-op is relatively small. Perhaps the cause is economic or

perhaps colleges generally are providing a greater number of scholarships to potential

co-op candidates. At any rate, recruitment is our biggest problem. We have found that

one of the big stumbling blocks to recruitment is the extremely high cost of an engi-

eering education. Many boys who have considerable potentiality as engineers simply do

not have sufficient funds availab'e to obtain training. A report in the Journal of the

National Education Association states that of those not planning to seek higher education,

three out of four would go to college if adequate scholarship help were available. The

National Science Foundation estimates the number at 200,000 annually.

With well-trained and competent professional engineers at a premium, it appears

that all concerned must make every effort to ensure a steady flow of young men into

the profession. The co-op plan is one method of solving the problem. Therefore, we are

suggesting to industry that it help engineering colleges compete for the top-notch boys

by sharing in the expense of training them. There are numerous ways that industry can

give financial aid to engineering education. The plan we have evolved in connection with

the co-op program seems to have considerable appeal. Its net cost to indu.>;try is not great

and its benefits are quite specific and practical.

Geography plays an important part in the recruitment and assignment of co-op

personnel. Co-op institutions report that practically all co-op boys either attend school

and/or work within a short radius of their homes. This is true of our co-op students.

If it is necessary for boys to live away from home both to study and to work, it is not

easy to convince them of the worthwhileness of the co-op plan. The rate of pay they

receive usually does not permit them to live away from home and pay board and room.

It is impossible for them under such circumstances to save anything with which to go

to school on alternate terms. The solution is for a company to select co-ops from its own
sphere of influence and send them away for training.

We are suggesting, therefore, that interested companies .survey the families of their

employees and ascertain if there are sons who have been graduated or soon will be

graduated from high school, who might have the interest and the ability to pursue engi-

neering as a profession. Another way is to work closely with the local high school to

pick one or more outstanding candidates each year. When a survey has been completed.
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the company, aided by the high school authorities and the Institute, can select one or

more boys to go to an engineering college on the co-op plan. A survey should be made
and the selective process carried out annually. March, April, and May are the appropriate

months to make such a survey in high schools and to identify boys with an engineering

potential. In schools having a mid-year class, the same kind of survey can be made in

the months of November, December, and January.

Inasmuch as the first year in college always seems to require a greater outlay of

money then most parents realize will be necessary, few families have sufficient funds

on hand to meet the commitments that must be made. The cost of room, board, tuition,

and books for one year at Illinois Institute of Technology is approximately $1500. The

tuition portion of this amount is approximately $750. If a boy can be given employment

by a company during the summer months preceding college entrance, he can earn a

substantial sum. However, this does not provide enough money for a school year. Obvi-

ously, parents should sacrifice to help put a boy through college. Usually, however, there

simply is not enough money available. Thus, if a company wants to ensure a steady

flow of qualified local youths into its organization, some financial provision must be

made to get the right boys inducted into its service. After the first year, a boy usually

can paddle his own canoe with little or no aid from the company. If he can get over

the first year's hump, there usually is hope that he can continue. His earnings during

alternate terms, together with help from his parents, usually will see him through the

remaining four and one-half years. Sometimes, companies pay a portion of the tuition

and provide funds for books and supplies each term a boy is on campus. Others outside

the Chicago area usually pay transportation expense to and from homes of students.

We have observed that companies earmarking local boys in this way do not find

it necessary to scramble or to cut-throat for professional personnel. The co-op plan

serves as an "educational assembly-line" to produce engineers for the company at regular

intervals. Because of family, company, and community connections, these fellows are

already adjusted to company po'icies and procedures. And when a cash outlay has been

made by the company on a boy's behalf, he quite naturally feels a significant obligation

to the company. The results are good for all concerned.

In order to facilitate the operation of the co-op plan, the Institute has set up

arrangements whereby a participating company may contribute to a Co-op Fund what-

ever sum it deems appropriate. The sum contributed probably should be at least $750

per boy to be trained. A contribution of $1000 per boy will provide a full tuition-and-

supplies scholarship for one year. This does not include anything for the administrative

overhead to operate the program. The Institute's customary procedure is to provide a

company's trainee full tuition and allow him to apply the remaining portion of the grant

on his book expense for the year. It is hoped that any surplus remaining at the end of

the school's fiscal year (August 31) will be allocated to the Institute to help carry the

overhead. It is assumed that parents will be able to provide necessary funds for board,

room, and second-semester tuition, if the scholarship does not take care of the full

tuition.

Under present Federal tax laws, a considerable portion of such scholarship con-

tributions may be written off when returns are made.

Administrative Procedures of Co-op Plan

Recruitment of Candidates: At the present time, major responsibility for recruiting

candidates for the co-op plan rests with participating companies. It is expected that

interested companies will provide part or all of such students' tuition, book expense,
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etc., for the freshman year or probationary period. Most companies prefer to recruit

likely candidates from among the sons of their own employes. Neighboring high schools

are also a good source. In the event the number of candidates is insufficient to meet

company needs, the Institute will undertake to recommend unattached candidates that

come to its attention.

Candidates may be recruited for admi.^^sion either in September or in February. Rarely

are freshmen admitted to the ses.sion beginning in June. Promotional activities for the

September group must be begun about March 1 annually, and about November 1 for

the February group.

Co-op training is available at the Institute in the following departments: Mechanical,

Electrical, Metallurgical, Chemical and Industrial Engineering. Co-op candidates are

accepted only in these fields.

Selection: Selection of candidates shou'd entail at least two screenings: first, by the

company and, second, by the Institute. The initial screening should be made through

procedures established by the company to insure that only those boys with a definite

interest in the company and its product will be nominated for serious consideration.

Any boy so nominated should be acceptable to the company. This acceptability should

be indicated by a certificate to be given the candidate.

Screening by the Institute is a very thorough procedure which includes: (a) an

analysis of the candidate's high school record, and (b) his standing on a battery of tests

which are designed to evaluate his background for engineering and his chances of success

at Illinois Institute of Technology. This analysis and these tests are required of all

candidates for admission to the Institute.

In order to set the final screening procedures in motion, it is necessary that each

candidate submit a formal application for admission to the Institute. This application

must be submitted on forms provided by the Institute. A supply of these forms will be

provided participating companies upon request to the Co-op Coordinator.

After an application has been received by the Institute, the candidate is given an

appointment for the admissions test. The results of this test and his high school record

provide data upon which the Institute's decision is made. This decision will be com-

municated directly to the candidate by the Director of Admissions and a copy sent to the

interested company. If admission is authorized for more candidates than the company

has scholarships available, the Institute will assist the company in the .selection of the

appropriate number of the most promising candidates. However, the final decision must

necessarily be made by the company rather than by the Institute.

Inasmuch as the freshman year in engineering education is essentially a probationary

period, the Institute reserves the right (a) to drop any student whenever in its judir-

ment he cannot pursue further study with profit to him.sclf and, (b) to deny any student

whose academic performance is not up to standard the right to be assigned as a co-op.

It should be made clear to all concerned that admission to the Institute does not of

itself guarantee a student the opportunity to be a co-op. Co-op students are selected

individuals.

Applications will be processed as rapidly as possible after their receipt by the Insti-

tute. Inasmuch as an application for admission is a complicated procedure involving thi

cooperation of the student, his high school the testing bureau and the Institute, sufficient

time should be allowed for these routines to be properly administered. One month is not

too long a time to allow for these procedures—a longer time is required during rush

periods of the year.
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Finances: The Institute will be glad to assume icsponsibility for the administration

of scholarship funds provided for the co-op students sent to the Institute by participating

companies. Funds so received will be kept in separate accounts and drawn upon only as

directed by the sponsoring company. The customary method involves a transfer of funds

from the company to the Institute late each summer. When a company's students arrive

on the campus early in September all necessary vouchers are issued him to pay his tuition,

purchase books, etc.

Communications: Communications regarding all routines connected with the admis-

sion of students should be sent to P. B. Lottich, director of admi.ssions, Illinois Institute

of Technology, Chicago 16, 111.

Communications regarding the overall aspects of the co-op plan should be addressed

to Raymond D. Meade, co-op coordinator, Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago 16,

Illinois. The co-op coordinator is responsible for an individual co-op student only after

he has been admitted to the Institute and has entered his probationary period on the

campus. Communications regarding individuals who are seeking information about the

co-op plan should be addressed to the Director of Admissions.

Report on Assignment 4

The Role of Engineering Technicians in the Railroad Field

D. W. Tilman (chairman, subcommittee), George Baylor, M. H. Corbyn, W. W. Hav,
W. H. Huffman, S. R. Hursh, G. A. Kellow, Frank Kerekes, H. E. Kirbv, B. B.

Lewis, H. S. Loeffler, W. A. Oliver, W. C. Sadler, H. O. Sharp.

This is a progress report presented as information

There is now general awareness of what is termed the "shortage of engineers." This

situation is more acute because many industries use technical talent for many types of

employment which do not necessarily require the training and background of an engi-

neering graduate. During 1056, United States industries wanted to employ about 35,000

new engineers and the Armed Forces wanted about 8000, but the colleges and universities

of the nation graduated only 27,500. Competition for the available supply of engineers

has reached a fever pitch and shows no sign of abating. In fact, it is predicted that the

nation will be short 10,000 engineers a year for the next 10 years. It seems certain that

in the foreseeable future, the railroads will find it difficult, if not impossible, to attract a

sufficient number of graduate engineers for replacements made necessary by resignations,

deaths and retirements.

In addition to these difficulties, considerable expansion of engineering forces must

be contemplated to take care of the new technological developments. Industry and the

engineering profession are experiencing the impact of such terms as "nuclear energy",

"electronics" "automation" and others. Today, railroads are geared to rather gradual

development and improvement of existing facilities. The new basic areas of science and

technology are entirely new concepts, and the railroad industry must be prepared to

create a technological force capable of coping with them.

The railroads will have to make better and more efficient utilization of their present

engineering talent and of the college graduates who can be induced into the railroad field.

Re-examination of some types of railroad engineering work will indicate that a back-

ground of a full college course is not required. Too often jobs are over rated with respect

to technical and personal requirements. Frequently, too great an emphasis is placed on

a college degree. Sometimes without justification, such degrees serve as a sort of screen-
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ing device for abilities, and accordingly it does not follow that the use of college grad-

uates in all types of technical work is the best utilization of manpower.

Progress can be made in solving the shortage of engineering manpower by redefining

job requirements and better use of available engineering talent. Re-evaluation of job

requirements may indicate that many tasks now performed by college graduates could be

carried out satisfactorily by men who, for one reason or another, have not completed

a college course. Possibly, technicians could do certain jobs as well as graduate engineers.

However, the railroads should not relax their high standards for those positions and

activities in which college training or the equivalent has been shown to be essential.

In the development of these job studies, the existence of a new technician area of

employment becomes apparent. The need for technicians in this area should not be met

by extending the curricula of vocational and technical high or preparatory schools

upward. New patterns of education have developed in recent years for persons capable

of functioning as technicians. The schools are sometimes known as technical institutes.

Generally, two years, but sometimes three years, are required to complete specially

designed courses in the post-high-school area.

The Technical Institute

The technical institute programs ordinarily have a "collegiate" point of view which

demands academic offerings and requirements compatible with the intellectual and emo-

tional maturity of an age group quite different from that found in high schools. Cur-

ricula in the technical institutes follow a functional pattern and generally include mathe-

matics, sometimes up to but not including calculus. Students are well grounded in chem-

istry, electricity and physics and, in some cases are more advanced in specialized areas

than the four-year college graduates. Curricula generally provide for courses in strength

of materials, design, production planning, etc. In some schools, students are also p:iven

courses in psychology, sociology, human relations, English, communications, etc.

The technical institute approach is far removed from the concept of vocational

training. The institute is capable of producing technicians worthy of supporting engineers

and scientists.

.\dmission to the technical institute is granted only to high school graduates or

equivalent. Generally, two full years of specialized post-high-school training arc required

to prepare an engineering technician adequately for his technological duties. Curricula in

one-year courses are primarily vocational. Three-year, full-time courses may prepare a

student for advanced degree studies.

Approved or accredited technical institute programs are especially designed and gen-

erally contain a minimum of elective subject matter. The curricula are based on scientific

principles and include considerable post-secondary school mathematics. In general, the

courses are intensive, highly practical, terminal in occupational objective, shorter than

regular college programs, and lead to a graduation designation similar to the Associate

Degree granted by many junior colleges. Many of the institutes operate on a cooperative

work basis.

The Engineers' Council for Professional Development in 1055 accredited the pro-

grams of about .^0 technical institutes in the United States. The following such schools

offer technician training in the areas of railroad work often performed by graduate civil

engineers:

Cogswell Polytechnical Institute—San Francisco. Calif

Finlay Engineering Col'ege—Kansas City, Mo.
Franklin Technical Institute—Boston, Mass
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University of Houston—Houston, Tex.

Lain Drafting College—Indianapolis, Ind.

New York State Agricultural and Technical Institute- Canton, N. Y
Ohio Mechanics Institute—Cincinnati, Ohio

Oklahoma Institute of Technology—Stillwater, Okla.

Oregon Technical Institute—Klamath Falls, Ore.

The Pennsylvania State University—University Park, Pa.

Purdue University—West Lafayette, Ind,

Southern Technical Institute—Chamblee, Ga.

University of Dayton Technical Institute—Dayton, Ohio

Wentworth Institute—Boston, Mass.

These schools are closely integrated with the industrial and commercial life of their

respective communities. They have become very important community institutions. It

should be noted that the list includes at least three great educational centers. The Penn-

sylvania State University, Oklahoma Institute of Technology, and Purdue University,

which have recognized the need for and have included in their programs the more limited

^ lange of the technical institute.

In 1956 the technical institutes graduated about 14,000 trained technicians. The

number of full-time students at such institutes rose 24.3 percent in 1QS5, and it is expected

that enrollments will continue to rise.

The Engineering Technician

The engineering technician belongs to a relatively new group of specialists who

work with professional engineers and scientists. He is an important and essential mem-
ber of an engineering team in research, planning, designing, constructing and maintaining

plant and equipment. He should be familiar with the work of the other members of the

team, who are normally the professional engineers or technicians with long experience.

As an engineering aide, the functions of the technician may be similar to those of

the engineer, but differ in level of complexity, the completeness of instructions, and the

amount of supervision. Among his activities he may engage in such work as drafting,

surveying, testing, inspecting, detail designing, cost estimating, computing, expediting,

report writing, statistics, and many other sub-professional activities. With experience he

will rise to many supervisory-level activities.

A survey recently conducted by the Engineers' Joint Council indicates that industry

is coming to recognize the importance of the technician in the overall engineering man-

power situation. The survey points to the conclusion that the demand for technicians

is equal to the demand for engineering college graduates. Many industries are seeking to

place technicians in as many positions as they are capable of filling, thereby releasing

engineers for work more in keeping with their training and education.

It is apparent that partial relief to the shortage of engineers on the railroads can be

brought about by a better utilization of the talents of the engineers available. Engi-

neering technicians can be employed and teamed with the professional men to turn out

the work more efficiently and economically. The railroads should energetically get in

the market for this new group of especially trained engineering technicians. The railroads

should also do what they can to influence the schools toward building up curricula which

will give young men the essential instructions.

1



Report of Committee 7—Wood Bridges and Trestles

W, W. BovER J. R. Kelly
T. P. Burgess H. G. Kriegel

H. M. Church (E) R- E. Kuehner
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W. C. Howe, Chairman, M. W. Jackson Josef Sorkin
R. E. Jacobus F. L. Thompson

S. L. Goldberg, Milton Jarrell L. W. Watson
Vice Chairman, C. S. Johnson Clifford Wendell

W. L. Anderson R. P. A. Johnson A. M. Westenhoff
H. Austill (E) J. V. Johnston W. C. Wilder
J. C. Boston W. D. Keeney Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.

To the American Railway Engineering Association

:

Your committee reports on the following subjects;

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommendations submitted for adoption page 668

2. Grading rules and classification of lumber for railway uses; specifications

for structural timber, collaborating with other organizations interested.

Progress report, including recommendations submitted for adoption page 668

.?. Specifications for design of wood bridges and trestles.

Progress report, including recommendation for revision of specifications and

reapproval page 676

4. Methods of fireproofing wood bridges and trestles, including fire-retardant

paints, collaborating with Committees 6 and 17 and with the Fire Protection

and Insurance Section, AAR.
Progress in study, but no report.

5. Design of structural glued laminated wood bridge.» and trestles.

Progress in study, but no report.

0. Design of timber-concrete composite decks, collaborating with Committee 8.

Progress report, presented as information page 678

The Committee on Wood Bridges and Trestles,

W. C. Howe, Chairman.

.\RF,A Bulletin S,M. January 19S7.
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

Milton Jarrell (chairman, subcommittee), W. W. Boyer, F. H. Cramer, B. E. Daniels,

K. L. DeBlois, P. R. Eastes, J. V. Johnston, C. V. Lund, W. B. Mackenzie, F. W.
Madison, C. H. Newlin, W. A. Oliver, O. C. Rabbitt, W. C. Schakel, B. J. Shadrake,
L. W. Watson, A. M. Westenhoff.

Your committee submits the following recommendation with respect to Part 2,

Chapter 7 of the Manual.

Pages 7-2-18 to 7-2-22, incl.

COMPARISON OF UNIT STRESSES IN TIMBERS IN OPEN
AND BALLASTED DECK TRESTLES

Table 1—Open-Deck Trestles, E 60 Loading.

Table 2—Open-Deck Trestles, E 72 Loading.

Table 3—Ballasted-Deck Trestles, E 60 Loading.

Table 4—Ballasted-Deck Trestles, E 72 Loading.

Reapprove without change.

Report on Assignment 2

Grading Rules and Classification of Lumber for Railway Uses;

Specifications for Structural Timber

Collaborating with Other Organizations Interested

C. H. Newlin (chairman, subcommittee), W. L. Anderson, E. M. Cummings, K. L.

DeBlois, V. T. Huckaby, R. P. A. Johnson, H. G. Kriegel, A. L. Leach, C. V. Lund,
W. D. Keeney, R. E. Kuehner, L. J. Markwardt, T. K. May, W. H. O'Brien, Clifford

Wendell, A. M. Westenhoff.

Your committee recommends that the Manual material now appearing under the

titles, Specifications for Structural Timbers, pages 7-1-12 to 7-1-31, incl., and Notes on

the Use of Stress-Grades, pages 7-1-32 to 7-1-36, incl., be deleted and that the following

specifications be adopted and published in the Manual in their place.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR STRUCTURAL LUMBER

A. FOREWORD

1. General

Lumber, including structural lumber, is the product of the saw and planing mill not

further manufactured than by sawing, resawing, passing lengthwise through a standard

planing machine, cross cutting to length and working. After the lumber is produced it is

necessary to inspect each piece individually to determine its grade. Lumber which is so

graded that working stresses can be assigned is called stress-graded or structural lumber.

Existing grading rules for structural lumber issued by the industry's regional agencies

are in conformity generally with the recommendations of the U. S. Forest Products
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Laboratory as presented in the Wood Handbook' and with American Luml)er Standards,

and the range of grades available is adequate for railway purposes.

It is recommended that structural lumber be purchased in accordance with the grading

rules of the industry's agency publishing rules for the species.

B. ORDERING STRUCTl'R.AL LUMBER

1. Inquiry or Purchase Order

An inquiry or purchase order lor structural lumber should dearly stipulate:

a. Quantity in board feet or number of pieces.

b. Thickness, width and length.

c. Whether rough or surfaced, and extent of surfacing.

d. Stress-grade. Use the complete designation as given in the rules. Paragraph or

page numbers may be used as additional identification.

e. Species of wood.

f. The name and date of the grading rule book and the name of the organization

issuing it. It is preferable to use the most recent rule book but the designation

"current grading rules" should not be used because confusion may result due

to changes in grade names and/or paragraph or page numbers."

g. Any exceptions to or modifications of the grading rules such as:

(1) Lumber to be free of wane.

(2) Seasoning if desired, stating the method and acceptable moisture content.

Note that mills do not ordinarily season beam and stringer or post and

timber sizes.

(3) Special heartwood requirements.

(4) Special shear grades.

(5) Special provisions to make joist and plank or beam and stringer grades

suitable for continuous spans.

(6) Special provisions to make joist and plank or beam and stringer grades

suitable as columns or tension members.

(7) Special inspection provisions.

(8) Provisions for treatment.

Example 1 : 30,000 fbm 2x8-12 ft, S4S, 1300#f structural joist and plank, southern

cypress, in accordance with Standard Specifications for Structural Stress-Grades of Hard-

woods and Cypress, dated 1^43, issued by the National Hardwood Lumber Association.

Example 2: 120 pieces 3x12-20 ft, S4S, select structural joists and planks, Douglas

fir, coast region, in accordance with Par. 123a of Standard Grading and Dressing Rules

for Douglas Fir, West Coast Hemlock, Sitka Spruce, Western Red Cedar Lumber, effec-

tive March 15, 1956, issued by West Coast Lumbermen's Association, except to have

90 percent heartwood.

Example 3: 48 pieces 12x12-26 ft, rough, dense structural 65, southern yellow pine,

in accordance with Par. 282 of 1956 Grading Rules for Southern Pine Lumber, issued by

Southern Pine Inspection Bureau, except to be free of wane.

' U. S. Department of Agriculture Handbook No. 72. Similar information may be found in ASTM
specification, desiKnation D 245. These recommendations provide both a model for writing grading rules

lor structural lumber and a means of evaluating the allowable workng stresses for any grade of lumber.

" If it is proposed to use grading rules for which recommended working unit stresses are not shown
in Tables 1 and 2, the rules should be checked by use of the Wood Handbook or ASTM si>ecificatioD,

c'esignation D 245.
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C. WORKING STRESSES

1. Recommended Working Unit Stresses

Recommended working unit stresses for most commercial stress-grades of lumber

have been determined in accordance with the principles set forth in the Wood Handbook

for several conditions of use. These stresses are shown in Tables 1 and 2. For other con-

ditions the stresses should be adjusted as recommended in Sec. D.

D. NOTES ON THE USE OF STRESS-GRADED LUMBER

1. Introduction

To make the most effective and efficient use of any material the designer should be

familiar with the characteristics of that material. In the following, the important char-

acteristics which affect the strength of lumber are discussed briefly. Other characteristics,

such as durability, resistance to splitting, resistance to wear, hardness, holding power of

nails, finishing characteristics, etc., are not discussed, although they may be important

and must not be overlooked.

2. Basic Stress

The term "basic stress" is used to denote the allowable working stress for lumber

which is unchecked, straight grained, and clear, and which will be subject to maximum
load for a long time and will be saturated all of the time. The basic stress is not a

working stress for any commercial grade. It must be modified for the grade of the

lumber and for actual loading and moisture conditions to obtain working unit stresses.

For basic stresses and for the quantitative effect of lumber characteristics on strength,

see the Wood Handbook. The stresses given in Tables 1 and 2 take into account the

characteristics permitted in the grading rules.

3. Knots and Holes

The distortion of the grain around a knot causes stresses across the grain which

limit the allowable stress in tension and compression parallel to grain for fully inter-

grown knots the same as for loose knots and knot holes. The effect of knots and knot

holes on compression perpendicular to the grain and on shear stress may ordinarily be

disregarded. Holes from other causes, such as bored holes, have approximately the same

effect as knots. If there are many holes or large holes or grooves made in the lumber

during fabrication and erection, their effect on stress should not be disregarded.

4. Slope of Grain

Lumber is much stronger in both tension and compression along the grain than in

any other direction, and since in a straight beam or post there will be a component of

stress across the grain whenever the grain is not parallel to the axis of the beam or post,

it is necessary to limit slope of grain. Ordinarily, grading rules limit the slope of grain

throughout the length of posts, but only in the middle half of beams and joists, on the

assumption that the slope of grain near the ends will not be much greater than the slope

in the central part. If a beam or joist is to be used for continuous spans or a ten.sion

member, the slope of grain should be further limited (see Notes 6 and 7 under Table 1).

Since the allowable slope of grain for posts is somewhat greater than for beams and

joists, it is not considered necessary to limit specifically the slope of grain near the ends

of beams or joists which are to be used as posts.

I
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5. Pitch and Gum Pockets, Seams and Streaks

The effect of pitch or gum on the strength of wood may be disregarded, although

it is sometimes associated with pockets or seams where the absence of wood may affect

the strength.

6. Wane

Wane is permitted in most structural grades. Its effect on the strength of the piece

in bending or compression parallel to grain is not great. Wane at a point of bearing per-

pendicular to grain has a proportional effect on bearing stress and, in addition, may
cause eccentricity of load or support. Where bearing stresses are high or eccentricity is

objectionable, the structure can be designed so that the wane will be removed in framinu

or the lumber can be ordered '"to be free of wane."

7. Density

Dnsity has a large effect on the strength of lumber. For a few species a visual

inspection method has been developed which will separate the lumber into two density

classifications, but there is considerable overlap of actual densities in the two classifica-

tions. If a more accurate method of density segregation, economically applicable to

commercial production, could be devised, a large increase in allowable stress could be

made for most lumber.

8. Warp, Cup, Bow

Warp, cup and bow may cause eccentricity of loading and torsional stresses and

difficulties in framing. For ordinary construction the stresses produced can be disregarded

if the member is straight enough for easy framing.

9. Checks, Splits, Shakes

Some grading rules limit checks, splits and shakes throughout the length of struc-

tural lumber because of their effect on hazard of decay, appearance, etc., and these

considerations are the primary ones in post grades. In beams and joists the checks,

splits and shakes within the middle half of the height of the piece within a distance from

each end equal to three times the height of the piece are limited because of their effect

on shear stresses. Outside of these limits checks, .splits or shakes large enough to cause

a shear failure are unlikely.

10. Shear

When a beam is checked or split, or has a shake at the end, the total shear stress

on the remaining area will be less than the total for an unchecked beam, because the

upper and lower parts of the beam will carry part of the load independent of the beam

as a whole. This distribution of shear stress in a checked beam is a function of the span-

depth ratio and of the location of the loads and. therefore, cannot be compensated for

by changes in grading rules. For the detailed procedure to be followed in shear design

of rectangular beams, see Sec. D, Art. .=>, of Specifications for Des'gn of Wood Rririce^

and Trestles for Railway Loading, Part 2, this Chapter.

This procedure assumes that the beam must be .safe against shear failure. A shear

failure has the effect of splitting the beam into two pieces; therefore, if the bending

stresses in the original beam were low, the two parts of the beam might safely carr>

the load after the beam had "failed" in shear. This factor is ordinarily disregarded in

the design of new structures, but should not be disregarded in rating existing structures.
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11. Mismanufacture

Mismanufacture affects framing primarily. If the strength of the pieces is based

on the smallest size permitted, mismanufacture may be disregarded.

12. Moisture Content

The strength of lumber in tension, compression and shear is a function of the mois-

ture content at the time and is practically independent of its previous condition. However,

changes in moisture content produce checks, and enlarge checks and splits already present.

The amount of checking will increase with an increase in the size of the piece and will

vary with the method of seasoning and exposure, to weather. Tables 1 and 2 assume

the lumber has not become more severely checked, because of improper seasoning or

severe exposure to weather, than contemplated by the grading rules.

Under most conditions lumber which has been installed when green or saturated

will dry out in service, and prolonged exposure to moisture will be required to raise

the moisture content very much. Lumber of joist and plank sizes and larger which is

not submerged or framed to retain moisture will not acquire much moisture content in

exposure to usual weather most places in the United States. Some contact surfaces, such

as the bearing between stringers and caps of railway trestles, are conducive to the reten-

tion of moisture, and at such surfaces it is recommended that the stresses be limited to

those applicable to green or saturated lumber.

Good timber preservatives do not affect the strength-moisture content relations.

13. Decay

Decay weakens wood. The decrease in strength may be very marked when the decay

is barely perceptible, and since decay may spread rapidly, infected structural members

should be inspected frequently until replaced. It is common practice to reduce the allow-

able stresses for untreated lumber subject to decay hazard to offset loss of strength due

to undetected decay. Such reductions should not be relied on to compensate for loss

of strength due to known decay. Good preservatives can protect wood against decay for

many years, and if applied by modern treating processes, properly conducted, the damage

to the wood by the treating process may be disregarded.

14. Duration of Load

The allowable load varies with the length of time the load is applied. Fig. 1 shows

graphically the approximate relation of allowable stress to time. If the load is removed

before failure is reached, there will be some recovery, but so little is known about the

amount of recovery that it should be disregarded, and the duration of load should be

figured as the sum of all the lengths of time that the load is applied. If lumber is sub-

jected to several different loads with different durations, each combination should be

investigated, and if each alone is .safe the lumber may be considered safe.

15. Temperature, Heat

The stresses recommended in Tables 1 and 2 and the provisions in these notes on

the use of stress-graded lumber assume the lumber is to be used under ordinary condi-

tions of temperature. If abnormal temperatures are anticipated, the designer should

refer to the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory Report No, R 471, Effect of Heat on the

Properties and Serviceability of Wood.

I
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16. Notches

Notches with square corners should be avoided where possible because there will

be a strong tendency for a check or split to result. If a square-cornered notch is used near

the end of a piece, the effective depth in computing shear should be taken as

1

where c=^ the net depth at the notch, and

d= total depth of the piece

17. Size of Bearing Area

The stresses for compression perpendicular to grain given in Tables 1 and 2 apply

to bearing 6 in or more in length anywhere in the length of the piece and to bearings

of any length at the ends of the piece. For bearings shorter than 6 in located 3 in or

more from the ends, the stresses may be increased in accordance with the following

factors:

Length of bearing (inches) 5^ 1 IJ^ 2 3 4 6 or more
Factor 1.75 1.38 1.25 1.19 1.13 1.10 1.00

For stresses under a washer the same factor may be taken as for a bearing of length

equal to the washer diameter.

18. Centrally Loaded Columns

The stresses given for compression parallel to the grain in Tables 1 and 2 are

applicable to columns or struts with an unsupported length not greater than 11 time.s

the least dimension of the member.

For columns where — is more than 11, the allowable stresses are:
d

T='V-^{Kd) J
'"«'' ^ ^^^^ than A'.

P 0.274 E L
—J- == / T \i for ~T greater than K.

K = 0.641 a/—
P =^ total load in pounds.

A = area in square inches.

reworking unit stress in compression parallel to the grain for short cnUimn.o.

L r= unsupported length in inches.

rf= least dimen.sion in inches.

£ = modulus of elasticity.

L
Columns should be limited to —;- not more than 50.

d

The allowable load on a centrally loaded round column is the same as for a sqnare

column of the same cross sectional area.

19. Combined Axial and Bending Loads

The general formulas for safe eccentric or comiiined bending and end loadings of

square or rectangular wood column.*; are
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P_

1 —

L
for columns with -j of 1 1 or less, and

a

A\ 2d ) ^ S + A .r ,

P

for columns with slenderness ratios of 20 or more, where

P
—j- = average compressive stress induced by axial load.

M
—g- ^= flexural stress induced by side loads.

z = ratio of flexural to average compressive stress when both result from the

same loading, .so that the ratio remains constant while the load varies.

e = eccentricity of axial load.

rf^ width of column, measured in the direction of side loads and eccentricity.

This is the depth to use in computing the flexural stress.

/= allowable working unit stress for extreme fiber in bending.

c:= allowable unit stress for the member if used as a centrally loaded column.

Stresses for columns with slenderness ratios between 11 and 20 are determined by

straight-line interpolation between the formula for a slenderness ratio of 11 and the

formula for a slenderness ratio of 20.

Where side loads are such that maximum deflection and flexural stress do not occur

M
at mid-length of the column, it is generally satisfactory to consider ~^ as the maximum

flexural stress due to the load or loads, regardless of its position in the length of the

column.

A more detailed discussion may be found in U. S. Forest Products Laboratory Report

No. R 1782, Formulas for Columns with Side Loads and Eccentricity.

20. Form Factor

The size and shape of a beam affects the modulus of rupture. This effect is cal'ed

the form factor. A factor of 0.90 has been assumed in arriving at allowable stresses,

.so that for rectangular beams of ordinary size no form factor need be figured. The form

factor for beams of all sizes and for round and box or I-section are given in the Wood
Handbook.

2L Deflection, Permanent Set

The modulus of elasticity given in Tables 1 and 2 gives the deflection which will

occur immediately on application of load. Under long continued load there will be an

additional sag or permanent set which will be approximately equal to the elastic

deflection.

22. Factor of Safety, Variability

There are many factors affecting the strength of lumber for which no satisfactory,

commercially applicable methods of evaluating the effects have been found. These

factors produce a variability among pieces which otherwise seem to be alike. Since the
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allowable stresses of Tables 1 and 2 are based on the strength of the weakest pieces

that may occur in the grade and assume that each piece must carry its load, it follows

that if a load is carried by several members, not independent of each other, the designer

could reasonably allow somewhat higher stresses. Conversely, if the failure of a single

member would cause unusually great damage, the allowable stress on that member

should be reduced. An overload of 50 percent will cause failure in only rare cases, but

if the load is doubled, failures will be frequent

Report on Assignment 3

Specifications for Design of Wood Bridges and Trestles

S L Goldberg (chairman, subcommittee), W. L. Anderson, T. P. Burgess, F. H. Cramer,

J, P. Dunnagan, P. R. Eastes, J. T. Evans, R. H. Gloss, F. J. Hanrahan, M. W.

Jackson, Milton Jarrell, R. P. A. Johnson, C. V. Lund, E. A. Matney, C. H. Newlin.

Josef Sorkin, W. C. Wilder.

Your committee offers the following recommendations with respect to the Specifica-

tions for Design of Wood Bridges and Trestles for Railway Loading, including Appendix

A, Part 2, Chapter 7 of the Manual.

Pages 7-2-1 to 7-2-17, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR DESIGN OF WOOD BRIDGES AND
TRESTLES FOR RAILWAY LOADING

Reapprove with the following revisions:

Page 7-2-1. Delete Sec. A and substitute the following:

A. FOREWORD
1. Scope

This specification covers the design of wood structures subject to railway loading,

and it assumes each structural member to carry its own load, competent design and

fabrication, reliable stress grading of timber material, and adequate maintenance of

structures.

Pages 7-2-1 and 7-2-2. Delete .\rts. 1 and 2. Sec. B, and substitute the following:

1. Materials

Wood piles shall conform to AREA Specifications for Wood Piles, Part 1, this

Chapter.

Structural lumber shall be stress-grade and shall conform to .'^RE.A Specifications

for Structural Lumber, Part 1, this Chapter.

Where portions of the structure consists of structural steel, reinforced concrete or

masonry, the current AREA specifications relating to structures of these materials shall

apply, with the allowance for impact provided for in those specifications.

2. Clearances

The clearances on straight track shall not be less than those shown in Fig. 1. On
curved track, the clearance shall be increased to allow for the overhanging and the

tilting of a car 85 ft long, 60 ft between centers of trucks, and 14 ft high. Where legal

requirements provide greater clearances, they shall govern.

Superelevation on curves shall be as specified by the engineer.
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Page 1-2-b. Delete Art. 5, Sec. C, and substitute the following:

5. Other Lateral Forces

(a) Wind on the Structure

The lateral force due to wind shall be assumed as .^0 lb per sq ft acting in an>

horizontal direction as a moving load;

(1) on V/i times the vertical projection of the lloor s\steni lor trestles.

(2) for truss spans, on the vertical projection of the .^^pan, i)lus any portion ol

the leeward trusses not shielded by the floor system.

(3) on the vertical projection of all bracing, posts, and piles of trestles and

towers.

(b) Wind on the Train

The wind force on the train shall be taken as 300 lb per lin ft on one track applied

8 ft above the top of rail. This force shall be considered as a moving load acting in an>

horizontal direction.

(c) Nosing of the Locomotive

The lateral force due to the nosing of the locomotive shall be a moving concentrated

load of 20,000 lb applied at the top of the rail in either horizontal direction at an>

point of the span. The resulting vertical forces shall be disregarded.

Because of the limited duration of the loads, the lateral forces from wind and nosing

ol the locomotive need not be considered in the design of stringers.

In computing the stability of towers and trestle bents, the structure shall be con-

sidered as loaded on the leeward track with a live load of 1200 lb per lin ft and subjected

to a wind force of 300 lb per lin ft applied 8 ft above the top of rail.

Page 7-2-6. Delete Art. 6, Sec. C, and renumber present Arts. 7 and S as Arts. 6

and 7, respectively.

Pages 7-2-6 and 7-2-0. Delete Art. 1, Sec. D. and substitute the following:

1. Working Unit Stresses

Working unit stresses to be used for design shall be those shown in Table 1 for the

appropriate condition of use and species. For .species and grades not shown, see Table 1

of Specifications for Structural Lumber, Part 1, this Chapter.

Page 7-2-7. Delete Table 1, Sec. D. and substitute new Table 1 presented herewith.

Page 7-2-9. Delete first paragraph of Art. 2, Sec. D, and substitute the following:

Stress values in Table 1 are to be used for posts and struts where the unsupported

length is not greater than 11 times the least dimension and for end bearing of com-

pression members.

Change first line of second paragraph to read as follows:

For columns where L/d is more than 11, the allowable working stresses are:

Page 7-2-9. Delete Art. 3, Sec. D, and substitute the following:

3. Bearing

The working stresses for compression perpendicular to grain apply to bearings 6 in

or more in length located anywhere in the length of a timber and to bearings of any

length at the ends of the beams or other members. For bearings shorter than 6 in located

3 in or more from the end of a timber, the stresses may be increased in accordance

with the following factors:
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Length of bearing, inches Yt. 1 1J4 2 3 4 6

Factor of increase t.7S 1.38 1.25 1.19 1.13 1.10 1.00

For stress under a washer or other round bearing area, the same factor may be

taken as for a bearing whose kngth equals the diameter of the washer.

Page 7-2-10. In Table 2, change the heading of the fourth column to show the LI

d

ratio of 11 in place of the present 10.

Report on Assignment 6

Design of Timber-Concrete Composite Decks

Collaborating with Committee 8

W. A. Oliver (chairman, subcommittee), J. C. Boston, T. P. Burgess, E. M. Cummings,
W. A. Genereux, R. H. Gloss, J. F. Holmberg, C. S. Johnson, W. D. Keeney, R. E.

Kuehner, T. K. May, W. H. O'Brien, O. C. Rabbitt, A. H. Schmidt, B. J. Shadrake.

Josef Sorkin, W. C. Wilder.

Your committee is considering a report on design procedures and specifications for

timber-concrete composite decks which it expects to submit for consideration for inclu-

sion in the Manual at a later date. Two years ago it submitted as its report a paper

by T. K. May, director of technical service, West Coast Lumbermen's Association,

entitled "Composite Timber-Concrete Construction." This will be found in the Pro-

ceedings, Vol. 56, 1QS5, page 642. Mr. May's paper discussed the development of this

form of construction and outlined the several laboratory studies which have been made

in establishing efficient construction details.

The following, which is submitted as information, describes the conventional

assumptions and procedures which have come to be accepted as standard for the design

of these composite decks.

DESIGN OF TIMBER-CONCRETE COMPOSITE DECKS

Timber-concrete composite decks have been used for more than 20 years for highway

bridges and in other situations where heavy-duty floors are needed. As a result of

laboratory studies and experience gained from their behavior under service conditions,

standardized design procedures have been developed over this period of time. This

article describes these procedures and briefly discusses design assumptions.

Specifications for timber-concrete composite decks have been prepared by the

American Wood Preservers' Institute. These cover materials and details of design. More

elaborate specifications are found in the "Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges",

of the American Association of State Highway Officials. In the 1Q53 edition, specifications

for construction are found in Sec. 2.20.10. page 12Q; for design in Sec. 3.3.5, page 173,

and Sec. 3.9.1, page 250.

Composite timber-concrete decks have been used in two forms. One has been devel-

oped by the Oregon Highway Department and consists of a concrete slab poured so as

to act integrally with wood stringers, forming T-beam sections. The second type, con-

sideration of which is presented herewith, was developed primarily by the American

Wood Preservers' Institute and consists essentially of a continuous wood-concrete slab

across the width of the structure and supported on bents. The wood part of the slab is

made of 2 -in dimension material set on edge with wide faces vertical and spiked together.

Alternate pieces or laminations are usually 2 in wider than the adjacent pieces, or they
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may be set 2 in higher than the adjacent piece. In either case grooves 2 in deep are

formed between laminations on the top surface. The concrete is poured on top of this,

as shown in Fig. 1 (a). The horizontal shear between the two materials is developed

by means of small triangular-shaped plates embedded in the grooves formed between

adjacent high and low laminations. Continuous contact is maintained between concrete

and wood by means of uplift spikes, as shown in the figure.

A variation of the AWPI type has been recently developed by the West Coast

Lumbermens' Association. In this, the shear between the materials is developed by

dapping the tops of the laminations, and the sides of the high laminations are grooved

to prevent uplift. A typical .•section of the WCLA type and an elevation are shown in

Fig. 1 (b).

Experience has shown that alternating 2 by 4 and 2 by 6 or 2 by 6 and 2 by 8

laminations will satisfy all but very unusual loading requirements. Since concrete is

assumed to take no tension where the slab is made continuous over the supports, the

deck becomes one of composite wood and steel. The wood is in compression while the

tension is taken by steel reinforcing bars. A nominal amount of steel is provided in both

directions for shrinkage and temperature stresses throughout the concrete.

In the conventional design procedure, the dead load is assumed to be taken by the

wood section alone. The live load is taken by the composite section, wood and concrete

for positive bending moment and wood and steel for the negative bending moments

over the supports. For bending moment, the concentrated wheel load is assumed to be

distributed laterally on a line normal to the direction of traffic a distance of 5 ft. For

shear, the critical section for a wheel load is assumed to be .^ times the depth of the

slab from the face of the support, and the lateral distribution is taken as 4 ft.

Empirical values for bending moments are used for design and are obtained from

a reduction of the simple beam moments. The reduction factors commonly used are

presented in Table 1 as percentages of the simple beam moments, wL-/S for uniform load

and PL/4 for concentrated load. Note that they are for maximum values and, in general,

do not occur simultaneously.

The modulus of elasticity, E, of both the wood and concrete vary during the lite

of the structure, depending upon the condition of the wood and the age of the concrete.

For the purpose of analyzing the transformed area of the composite section, the ratio

of Ec to E,r has commonly and conveniently been taken as one. With this assumption.

the section becomes homogeneous, and the maximum bending stresses can be determined

by a direct application of the beam formula, s^Mc/I. Decks designed in this way

have given satisfactory service, thus justifying the assumption. The AASHO .specification

recommends that E,/E.r be taken as 2 where the thickness of the concrete is equal to

or greater than the thickness of the wood slab.

Over the support of continuous spans where negative bending moment occurs,

the section is theoretically of composite wood and steel. The modulus of elasticity of

steel, E,, is taken at the usual value, ,^0,000,000 psi, and the modulus of elasticity of

wood, E,r is taken at the accepted specification value for pine and fir used in an exposed

condition, i.e., 1,600,000 psi. The ratio £,/£„ is consequently 18.75. and in the trans

formed area, the area of the steel bars in a 12-in width is multiplied by 18.75 to obtain

an equivalent amount of wood. In computing the dimensional properties of the section

(location of neutral axis, and moment of inertia), since every third lamination is spliced

at the support, the width of wood available in a 12-in width of section becomes 8 in.

Incidentally, in order to maintain a uniform length of lamination, every third lamination

is also spliced at the 54 point of the span
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FIG. I

TIMBER-CONCRETE COMPOSITE DECKS
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in use. However, in the overall economy of the composite deck they have been accepted

as being more efficient than any of the others. As stated previously the West Coast

Lumbermen' Association is presently using daps in the top edge of the laminations

to develop the shear between the wood and concrete.

Whether spans are simple or continuous, total .'^hear per loot of width is cu.-

tomarily computed on the assumption that the span is simply supported. The horizontal

shearing stress is determined by the use of the theoretical relationship for homogeneous

beams, VQ/It, which for a homogeneous rectangular section becomes 1.5 (VJbh). This

last expression is, of course, the shearing stress on the neutral plane. In the wood-concrete

section this is not quite correct theoretically, since the neutral plane is at mid-depth.

In the wood-steel section over the support of continuous spans it is theoretically correct

or nearly so, since shear is constant between the wood and the plane of the steel. How-

ever, for design purposes the use of the standard formula is a practical means of esti-

mating shearing stress and is for that reason an acceptable procedure.

In computing the spacing of the shear plates only the shear due to Hve load i.-^

considered. This is increased by 30 percent to include impact. As established by test thv

working value for a single shear developer is 1750 lb. Consequently, 1750 divided by

the horizontal shear per inch of length per foot of width gives the spacing of the plates

in inches for each foot of width. Since in l^-^-in laminations there are 3.69 grooves per

foot of width, this value multiplied by the spacing of the plates per foot of width will

give the spacing of shear plates in inches in each groove. Practice carries this spacing to

the quarter point of the span where the spacing is increased in about 2 steps to a maxi-

mum of 20 in at the center line. They are staggered in adjacent grooves. In the WCL.\
type, shear is developed by standard 3-in daps, ^ in deep and spaced 6 in on centers

in both high and low laminations. Economy of fabrication dictates this constant spacinjz

of daps.

The 60d uplift spikes are driven into the high laminations and spaced about 24 in

apart, usually at an angle of 45 deg, sloping up toward the supports. Their heads art-

left, extending about 1^ in above the surface. The WCLA type prevents separation

between wood and concrete by longitudinal grooves on both sides of the high laminations.

Detailed computations for the design of these decks can be found in "Modern Tim-

ber Engineering", by Scofield and O'Brien, and published by the Southern Pine Asso-

ciation, or in "Timber-Concrete Composite Decks", a brochure published by the American

Wood Preservers' Institute.

Table 1

—

Maximum Bending Moments—Percent of Simple-Span Moment
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Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects;

1. Revision of Manual.

Revision of Specifications for Stee! Railway Bridges, submitted for adop-

tion and publication in the Manual page 085

Revision of Specifications for Assembly of Structural Joints Using High-

Strength Steel Bolts in Steel Railway Bridges, submitted for adoption and

publication in the Manual [)agc o8()

2. Fatigue in high-strength steels; its effects on the current Specification.'^ for

Steel Railway Bridges.

Progress report, presented as information page 68ft

4. Stress distribution in bridge frames;

(a) Floorbeam hangers;

(b) Model railway truss bridge.

Progress report, presented as information page 602
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5. Design of steel bridge details.

Progress report, presented as information page 602

6. Preparation and painting of steel surfaces.

Progress report, presented as information page 69.'(

8. Specifications for design of corrugated metal culverts, including metal arches.

Progress report, presented as information page 69'

10. Specifications for design of continuous bridges.

Progress report, presented as information page t)94

11. Economics of various design loadings.

No report.

Thp: Committee on Iron and Steel Structures,

A. R. Harris, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 534, January 1957,

MEMOIR

Shortridge Hardesty, general partner of Hardesty & Hanover, Consulting Engineers,

New York, and a member of the AREA and of Committee IS since 1029, died October

16, 1956, at his home in Larchmont, N. Y., at the age of 72. He is survived by his wife,

Adelia V. Ferrell Hardesty; a son, Egbert R. Hardesty of Larchmont; a daughter, Mrs.

Hebert Davidson of Danbury, Conn.; and three brothers, Egbert, Mayo and John

Hardesty, all of Kansas City, Mo.
Born in Weston, Mo., and graduated A.B., Drake University, in 1905, and C. E.,

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, in 1908, he entered the office of Waddell & Harrington

in Kansas City, continuing with them until July 1914, after which he was engaged in

writing many of the chapters of Dr. Waddell's two-volume work "Bridge Engineering.'

He became designing engineer of the firm of Waddell & Son in 1916. and in 1920 came

to New York with Dr. J. A. L. Waddell, in active charge of the latter's work in con-

nection with the design and construction of a large number of bridges. In 1927 he

became Dr. Waddell's partner in the firm of Waddell & Hardesty, and after Dr. Waddell's

death in 1938, continued the firm's engineering practice. In 1945 he formed the partner-

ship of Hardesty & Hanover with Clinton D. Hanover, Jr., which partnership took over

the practice of Waddell & Hardesty.

Mr. Hardesty's important railroad bridge work included 11 vertical lift bridges

over Newark Bay and the Hackensack and Passaic Rivers for the Pennsylvania Railroad,

the Central Railroad of New Jersey, and the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad

;

the lift span over Suisun Bay for the Southern Pacific Company ; and portions of the

recently completed New York Central lift bridge over the Harlem River in New York.

Some of his other important bridge work, too numerous to mention in its entirety,

included the Cooper River cantilever bridge at Charleston, S. C; the Mississippi River

cantilever bridge at Cairo, 111.; the Anthony Wayne suspension bridge over the Maumee
River at Toledo, Ohio ; the Rainbow Arch bridge over Niagara River at Niagara Falls

(the longest fixed-end arch span) ; and the Marine Parkway bridge over Rockaway Inlet

(the longest highway vertical lift bridge).
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Mr. Hardesty was a consultant in the preparation of planning studies for the cities

of Portland, Ore., and New Orleans, La. He designed the structural frames of the Trylon

and Perisphere for the New York World's Fair; and made extensive studies relative

to the design of structural, mechanical and electrical features of movable bridges; long-

span cantilever, arch and suspension bridges; fatigue in structural members; and the

application of lightweight floors, alloy steels, and structural aluminum to bridge design

and construction.

Because of his outstanding ability and work, he received three honorary degrees

—

Doctors of Laws from Drake University in 1928, Doctor of Engineering from Union

College in 1949, and Doctor of Engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in

1951. He received the Norman Medal of the American Society of Civil Engineers in 1940

and the Thomas Fitch Rowland Prize in 1942. In 1955 he was designated Civil Engineer

of the Year by the New York Metropolitan Section of the American Society of Civil

Engineers.

Besides his activity in the AREA, he took an active part in the American Society

of Civil Engineers, being a life and honorary member ; was chairman of the Column

Research Council, organized under the Engineering Foundation to study and rationalize

the design of metal compression members; was also a member of the American Society

for Testing Materials, the Society of American Military Engineers, the American Con-

crete Institute, the American Toll Bridge Association, the International Society for Bridge

and Structural Engineering, Sigma Xi, Tau Beta Pi, and Phi Beta Kappa fraternities, and

an honorary member of the Rensselaer Society for Engineers.

Mr. Hardesty continuously and generously contributed to the work of Committee

15, his most outstanding contribution being the Specifications for Movab'e Bridges. His

friendliness for and helpfulness to the members of the committee will be long remem-

bered. It is with sorrow and regret that the committee records the loss of an admirable

friend and a devoted associate.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

E. S. Birkenwald (chairman, subcommittee), J. L. Beckel, R. P. Davis, A. R. Harris,

J. F. Marsh, D. V. Messman, C. Neufeld, C. H. Sandbcrg, G. L. Staley.

Your committee submits for adoption the following recommendations with respect

to the Manual:

Pages 15-1-1 to 15-1-43, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR STEEL RAILWAY BRIDGES

Page 15-1-9, Art. 24, Sec. A. In.sert the following new sentence between the present

first and second sentences:

On spans supporting multiple tracks, the nosing effect from only one track shall

be used.
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Pages 15-M-27 to 15-M-29, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR ASSEMBLY OF STRUCTURAL JOINTS
USING HIGH-TENSILE STEEL BOLTS IN STEEL

RAILWAY BRIDGES

Page 15-M-27. In the title of these specifications, change the words "HIGH TEN-
SILE" to "HIGH-STRENGTH."

Page lS-M-28, Art. 1 a, Sec. D. In the third line, change the word "and" after

the word "head" to the word "or."

In the fifth line, insert the words "or bolt heads" after the word "nut."

Page 15-M-29, Table 3. In the heading for the second column, correct the spelling

of the word "calibrating."

Report on Assignment 2

Fatigue in High-Strength Steels; Its Effect on the Current

Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges

E. S. Birkenwald (chairman, subcommittee), R. C. Baker, Ethan Ball, R. T. Blewitt,

F. H. Lovell, F. M. Masters, N. W. Morgan, Cornelius Neufeld, N. M. Newmark,
J. C. Nichols, G. H. Perkins, L. L. Shirey, E. K. Timby, C. Earl Webb.

Your committee submits the following progress report, presented as information.

During the past 10 years, numerous high-strength steels have been tested in fatigue

for the committee by the Research Council on Riveted and Bolted Structural Joints.

These steels show no evidence of being better than structural steel, ASTM Specification,

designation A 7, in fatigue strength where the joints are fastened together with rivets.

As a consequence, the committee has finally selected a high-strength steel which, though

not presently covered by an ASTM Specification, has been used in bridge structures of

considerable tonnage during the past 45 years. It is a medium-carbon manganese steel

which rolls and fabricates well, and because it requires no alloying elements, should

prove to be economical through avoidance of extra mill charges.

Adoption and publication in the Manual of the high-strength steel specifications by

the Association will necessitate extensive revisions of the Specifications for Steel Railway

Bridges, Part 1, Chapter IS. These revisions are presented below as information, looking

to their submission next year for adoption and publication. Comments and criticisms,

which should be submitted to the committee chairman by not later than May 15, 1957,

are earnestly solicited.

Pages 15-1-1 to 15-1-43, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR STEEL RAILWAY BRIDGES

Pages 15-1-33 to 15-1-35, incl. Delete Art. 2, Sec. 8, covering structural silicon

steel. Art. 3, Sec. B, covering high-tensile structural and rivet steel, and Art. 4, Sec. B,

covering structural nickel steel. In their place substitute the following:

High-Strength Structural Steel For Riveted and Bolted Structures

2. High-Strength Structural Steel

(a) This specification covers special high-strength structural steel shapes, plates

and bars intended primarily for use in main stress-carrying structural members.
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(b 1) Material furnished under this specification shall, except as otherwise specified

in Par. (b 2), conform to the applicable requirements of the current edition of the

Tentative Specification for General Requirements for Delivery of Rolled Steel Plates,

Shapes, Sheet Piling and Bars for Structural Use (ASTM designation A 6)

.

(b 2) In the conditioning of surface imperfections no welding shall be employed

except as provided in Par. (b 3).

(b 3) If agreed between the manufacturer and the purchaser, welding may be used

to condition surface imperfections. In such case, the welding shall be done either with a

welding electrode conforming to classification E 6015 or E 6016 of the Tentative Specifi-

cations for Mild Steel Arc-Welding Electrodes (ASTM designation A 233), or the area

to be welded shall be preheated to a temperature of not less than 212 deg F.

(c) The steel shall be made by either or both of the following processes: open-

hearth or electric-furnace.

(d) A sufficient discard shall be made from each ingot to secure freedom from

injurious piping or undue segregation.

(e) When subjected to the ladle and check analyses, respectively, required by the

provisions of ASTM Specifications, designation A 6, the steel shall conform to the

requirements as to chemical composition prescribed in Table 1.

Table 1

—

Chemicxl Requirements
Ladle Check

Analysis Atialysis

Carbon, max, percent 0.30 0.33

Manganese, min, percent 1.20 1.15

Phosphorus, max, percent

Acid 0.06 0.075

Basic 0.04 0.05

Sulfur, max, percent 0.05 0.063

Silicon, max, percent 0.30 0.33

Copper, when specified, min, percent 0.20 0.18

Note: Other alloying elements may be added if required to meet the Tensile

Requirements.

(f 1) The material as represented by the test specimens shall conform to the

requirements as to tensile properties prescribed in Table 2.

Table 2

—

Tensile Requirements
Over 1 In Over lyi In

Up to 1 In tol]/2ln to4In,ind.

Tensile strength, min, psi 78,000 75,000 72.000

Yield points, min, psi 50,000 47,000 45,000

Elongation in 8 in, min, percent 17" 18 19

Elongation in 2 in, min, percent 21

Reduction of area, min, percent 30'' 27.5''

•See Par. (f 2)
"See Par. (f 3)

(f 2) For material under /;, in. in thickness or diameter, a deduction from thi'

percentage of elongation in 8 in specified in Table 2 of 1.25 percent shall be made for

(ach decrease of .I'i in of the specified thickness or diameter below {\\ in.

(f 3) For material over ^4 i"- 'n thickness or diameter, a deduction from the per-

centage of reduction of area specified in Table 2 of 0.50 percent shall be made for each

increase of i\) in of the specified thickness or diameter above }<l in to a minimum of

24 percent.
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(g) The bend test specimen shall stand being bent cold through 180 deg without

cracking on the outside of the bent portion to an inside diameter which shall have a

relation to the thickness of the specimen as prescribed in Table 3.

Table i

—

Bend Test Requirements
Ratio oj

Bend Diameter
to Thickness

Thickness of Material, Inches of Specimen

}4 and under 1

Over 54 to 1, incl 1^4

Over 1 to 1%, incl 2

Over 114 2^

(h) Two tension and two bend tests shall be made from each heat, unless the

finished material from a heat is less than 30 tons, when one tension test and one bend

test will be sufficient. If, however, material from one heat differs Y^ in or more in

thickness, one tension test and one bend test shall be made from both the thickest and

the thinnest material rolled, regardless of the weight represented.

(i) In addition to the standard marking as provided in ASTM Specifications, desig-

nation A 6, material shall be marked with a color identification stripe on one end of

each piece.

Pages lS-1-38 to lS-1-42, incl. Delete Sec. C and substitute the following:

C. HIGH-STRENGTH STRUCTURAL STEEL

Foreword

In issuing specifications for using this steel in railway bridges, it is desirable to

present certain information, not appropriate as specification clauses but worthy of

consideration.

1. High-strength structural steel has been used in important railway and highway

bridges and has proved satisfactory.

2. High-strength structural steel can be obtained from several structural and plate

mills in substantial tonnages for specific projects.

3. It is customary to use carbon steel rivets in fabricating high -strength structural

steel, the rivet values being based on the carbon rivet. For field connections, high-strength

bolts have been used.

4. The modulus of elasticity is the same for high-strength structural steel as for

carbon steel.

5. Short spans can be constructed most economically of carbon steel.

6. As span lengths increase and the influence of dead load becomes preponderant,

a span of equal cost as between carbon steel and part high-strength structural steel will

be reached, but of two spans of equal cost in place, the heavier one (carbon steel) is the

better purchase, for reasons of rigidity and thickness of material (resistance to corrosion).

7. With increasing length of span, the economy in use of high-strength structural

steel will become pronounced, and the features of rigidity and resistance to corrosion

will be amply protected in a high-strength structural steel design. For such spans, and

unless there is extreme need for reducing the dead load, the floor systems should be of

carbon steel.

8. While high-strength structural steel has ample plastic action between yield point

and ultimate strength, it is not as great as for carbon steel. While it has excellent ductility
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and bending properties, those properties arc not quite so good as in carbon steel. There-

fore, when high-strength structural steel is used, some effort should be made to com-

pensate in the design and details for these differences, such as secondary stresses, stress

raisers and edge distances.

9. The fatigue strength of riveted joints made of high-strength structural steel is

practically the same as for that of riveted joints made of carbon steel. For this reason,

the allowable unit stresses in Sec. C, Art. 1, shall not apply to members that will be

subjected to a large number of stress cycles during the life of the bridge and having

either reversal of stress or low dead-load stress. For such members the allowable unit

stresses shall be reduced, and in floor systems .shall not exceed those specified in Sec. A,

Art. 31.

General

The term "High-Strength Structural Steel" means medium-carbon manganese steel

as specified in Sec. B, Art. 2.

The following specifications shall apply to high-strength structural steel parts of

bridges, except as provided otherwise herein.

Unit Stresses

1. Unit Stresses

Except as limited in Sec. C, Par. 9, of the Foreword, the allowable unit stresses

to be used in proportioning the parts of a bridge shall be as follows:

Lb per Sq In

Up to and
Incltiding 1 In

.

in Thickness Over 1 In

Axial tension, net section 27,000 25,000

Tension in extreme fibers of rolled shapes, girders, and built

sections, subject to bending 27,000 25,000
.\xial compression, gross section

For stiffeners of plate girders 27,000 25,000
For compression members centrallv loaded and with values

/

of— not greater than 125:

f P
Riveted ends 24,000-0.66"^ 22,000-0.66 -^

f P
Pin ends 24,000-0.S6— 22,000-0.86 -^

I ^= length of member, in inches

r = least radius of gyration of member, in inches

For compression members of known eccentricity,

see Appendix A.

Compression in extreme fibers of rolled shapes, girders, and
built sections, subject to bending, gross section (for values

/ I'l P
of -^ not greater than 40) 27,000-7.5 -gr 25,000-7.5 "^

/=: length, in inches, of unsupported flange between
lateral connections or kncebraces

h =i flange width, in inches.
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Lb per Sq In

Up to and
Including 1 hi

.

in Thickness Over 1 In

Diagonal tension in webs of girders and rolled beams at sec-

tions where maximum shear and bending occur simul-

taneously 25,500 24,000

Stress in extreme fibers of pins 40,000

Shear in plate girder webs, gross section 16,000 15,000

Shear in pins 20,000

Bearing on pins 36,000 34,000

Bearing on milled stiffeners and other steel parts in contact 40,000 38,000

Bearing between rockers and rocker pins 17,000

Bearing on expansion rollers and rockers: Lb per Lin In

p-U,000
For diameters up to 25 in 2F000 ^^^ ^

p-liflOO —
For diameters from 25 in to 125 in —

^ffooo
-^jOOO v a

d= diameter of roller or rocker, in inches

p= yield point in tension of the steel in the roller or the

base, whichever is less

2. Thickness of Material

Metal, except for fillers, shall not be less than ^-^ in thick.

In compression members consisting of segments connected by cover plates or lacing,

or segments connected by webs, the thickness of the webs of the segments shall be not

less than 1/25 of the unsupported distance between the nearest rivet lines. The thickness

of the cover plates or webs connecting the segments shall be not less than ^2 of the

unsupported distance between the nearest lines of their connecting rivets or the roots of

their rolled flanges.

The thickness of the webs of plate girders shall not be less than 1/140 of the clear

distance between flange angles or side plates.

If the depth of the web between flanges or side plates of a plate girder exceeds 50

times its thickness, it shall be stiffened by pairs of angles riveted to the web in accordance

with the requirements of Sec. A, Art. 67.

3. Sizes of Rivets

The diameter of rivets in main members preferably shall not be less than 1 in.

4. Lacing

In compression members, the shearing force normal to the member in the plane

of the lacing shall be that obtained by the following formula:

P
V ——

100

(

100
I
T^l

f + .o »;
V = normal shearing force.

P = allowable compressive axial load on member.
/ = length of member, in inches.

r:= radius of gyration of section about the axis perpendicular to plane of lacing,

in inches.

To the shear so determined shall be added any shear due to the weight of the

member or other forces, and the lacing proportioned for the combined shear.
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5. Rivets

Rivets preferably shall be made of rivet steel specified in Sec. B, Art. 1. Other
steels may be used for rivets and bolts if specified by the engineer.

5. High-Strength and Carbon Structural Steels Combined

In case the deformation of high-strength structural steel elements of members or
spans induces stresses in other elements exceeding the allowable stresses for carbon steel,

such other elements also shall be made of high-strength structural steel. Otherwise,
bracing and secondary truss members generally shall be made of carbon steel. Lacing,
stay plates, diaphragms, stiffening angles, and other detail material, except gussets and
splice plates, shall be made of carbon steel. For high-strength structural steel elements,

the \\orkman.ship shall he that specified for high-strength structural steel.

7. Secondary Stresses

The design and details shall be such that secondary stresses will be as small as

practicable. Secondary stresses due to truss distortion or floorbeam deflection usually
need not be considered in any member, the width of which, measured parallel to the
plane of distortion, is less than l/lO of its length. If the secondary stress exceeds 5600 psi

for tension members and 4200 psi for compression members, the excess shall be treated
as a primary stress.

Workmanship
8. Holes

High-strength structural steel shall be either drilled or subpunched and reamed. The
holes may be drilled iV in larger than the nominal diameter of the rivet or subdrilled
and reamed to that size, if the material is thicker than ^ in. Material of less thickness
may be either drilled as specified above, or else punched f« in smaller than the nominal
diameter of the rivet and reamed to finished size.

9. Sheared and Flame-Cut Edges

Sheared edges of high-strength structural steel shall be planed to a depth of l4 in.

Flame-cut edges shall be machined to a depth of % in, except that machine-flame-cut
edges may be used without removal of metal if they are softened by post-heating in a
manner satisfactory to the engineer.

10. Welding

Welding will not be permitted.
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Report on Assignment 4

Stress Distribution in Bridge Frames

(a) Floorbeam Hangers

(c) Model Railway Truss Bridge

C. H. SandberR (chairman, subcommittee), E. F. Ball, J. E. Bernhardt, E. S. Birken-

wald, J. M. Hayes, J. F. Marsh, F. M. Masters, J. Michalos, N. W. Morgan, N. IM.

Newmark, G. L. Staley, E. K. Timby, C. Earl Webb, L. T. Wyly.

Your committee submits the following report of progress.

The research project on the study and investigation of the causes and remedies

of faliures in floorbeam hangers in railway truss bridges and counterweight trusses of

bascule bridges has been conducted at Purdue University under the direction of Prof.

L. T. Wyly, then research professor of structural engineering and head of department.

7"he three final reports are now ready for publishing and consist of the following:

Static and Dynamic Tests of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railway Bridge at Erie, Kans.;

Static Tests on the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Bridge at Dennison, Tex.; and Static Test?

on the Texas & New Orleans Railway Bridge at Wax Lake, La. These reports all cover

measurements of live-load stresses in floorbeam hangers. The field work was done in

part by the AAR research staff and in part by Purdue University.

Work is now in progress on recommendations for changes in the specification

=

covering the design of floorbeam hangers.

The model truss bridge project is progressing. All the high-strength and A 7 steel

will be delivered to the fabricator by Feb. IS. It is planned to have the truss bridge

erected by June 1957, after which test will be started.

Report on Assignment 5

Design of Steel Bridge Details

G. L. Staley (chairman, subcommittee), P. E. Adams, H. A. Balke, R. P. Davis, W. E.

Dowling, E. T. Franzen, Shortridge Hardesty, D. V. Messman, A. G. Rankin.

H. F. Smith.

Your committee submits the following progress report, presented as information.

The report "Study of Columns with Perforated Cover Plates" by M. W. White and

Bruno Thurliman, will be found on page 173 of Bulletin 531, September-October 1956

(same page in 1957 Proceedings).

The committee will further study the subject of perforated cover plates before

submitting a recommendation for adoption in the Manual.

The committee has under study a list of recommendations for obtaining satisfactory

details in bridge construction. These have been compiled from a study of the various

field and laboratory tests of structures and structural members that have been carried

out in recent years. It is hoped to have a report on this study published during 1957.
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Report on Assignment 6

Preparation and Painting of Steel Surfaces

R. C. Baker (chairman, subcommittee), R. N. Brodie, A. R. Harris, J. C. King, F. M.
Masters, N. W. Morgan, R. E. Peck, A. G. Rankin, W. S. Rav, C. A. Roberts,

L. L. Shirey. C. E. Sloan, C. E. Webb.

Your committee submits, as information, the following progress report.

Missouri Pacific Brine Drippings Paint Test

Of the two bridges in the test, only Bridge No. 94 across the Marys River at

Chester, III., where the original paint systems were placed three years ago, was given

new paint applications. Several new materials were placed on the east side of the bridge.

The materials consisted of a vinyl mastic and a vinyl cocoon coating. These coatings

were applied over a wash primer to the floorbeams of the test areas onlj'. Laterals

adjacent to the floorbeams were coated. None of the stringers were coated. One coat

of the thick vinyl base coatings was applied only over the wash primer. A polyurethane

system was also applied successfully. This is one of the first tests of this very new

material which has been introduced recently from Germany.

Detailed examination of the condition of the paints revealed that the best paint

system on tests is the vinyl system based on wash primer, two coats of red lead vinyl,

and two coats of black vinyl paint. Only a small portion of the floorbeam was attacked

by brine, and slight breakdown occurred on the bottom angles of the stringers and on

the laterals. The second best system is the one consisitng of red lead linseed oil primer

to which was added litharge, red lead phenolic intermediate coat, and black phenolic

(laint. The systems consisting of asphalt oil with bridge cement applied over the oil,

and with grease coatings with wax coatings over the grease, were in poor condition,

with rust showing underneath the coatings that remained. While there w^as insignificant

breakdown of any of the paint-type coatings on the webs of the stringers due to the

.sheltered position of the stringers, all of the asphalt oil and grease coatings showed

considerable breakdown on the stringers.

Weathering vs shop painting tests will be made on spans to be erected on the

Pennsylvania Railroad, the Great Northern Railway and on the Nickel Plate Railroad.

Information was received that the American Iron and Steel Institute had made
a substantial contribution to help carry out the work of the Paint Council.

Report on Assignment 8

Specifications for Design of Corrugated Metal Culverts,

Including Corrugated Metal Arches

W. E. Dowling (chairman, subcommittee), R. Archibald, H. F. Bober, R. N. Brodii,
V. R. Cooledge, C. E. Ekberg, R. W. Gustafson, J. C. King, D. V. Messman. C. Neu-
feld, L. L. Shirey, C. E. Sloan, H. F. Smith, J. E. South.

Your committee submits as information the following progress report.

The Specifications for Corrugated Structural Plate Pipe, Part 4, Chapter 1, of the

Manual, were adopted in 1Q54. In order to include specifications for pipe-arches and

arches, the committee has under -tudy a recommendation to broaden the scope of the
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present specifications to cover corrugated structural plate pipe, pipe-arch, or arch culverts

60 in or more in diameter or span.

A current development in structural plate pipe is the use of elliptical structures and

elliptical shaping by the fabricator when field-strutted pipe is specified. It has been

recommended to revise the present specifications by adding material to cover the elliptical

structures and elliptical shaping.

The committee has decided that the study of these recommendations shall include

a field survey of existing installations of pipe-arches, arches and elliptical structures, and

formal request has been made to the director of research. Engineering Division, AAR,
to conduct such a survev.

Report on Assignment 10

Specifications for Design of Continuous Bridges

J. F. Marsh (chairman, subcommittee), H. A. Bailee, R. T. Blewitt, R. L. Kennedy,
Shu-t'ien Li, M. L. McCauley, J. C. Nichols, R. E. Peck, J. E. South.

Your committee presents, as information, the following specifications, looking to

their adoption and publication in the Manual next year. Comments and criticisms are

solicited.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE DESIGN OF CONTINUOUS
STEEL RAILWAY BRIDGES

1. General Specifications

The current specifications for Steel Railway Bridges of the American Railway Engi-

neering Association shall apply to continuous steel bridges, except as provided otherwise

herein. The references to Articles and Sections given in the following are to those

specifications.

2. Definition

The term "continuous" is used to denote load-carrying beams, girders or trusses

which are integral over an intermediate support or supports.

3. Reactions

Reactions shall be determined by recognized methods of analysis based on the gross

sections or areas of the members.

4. Foundations

To prevent injurious settlement, the bearing supports shall be on unyielding

foundations.

5. Deflections

The proportioning of the members preferably shall be such that the maximum
downward deflection from the dead-load position in the .span under consideration due

to live load and impact shall not be greater than l/lOOO of the distance center to center

of supports.

6. Depth Ratios

Depth ratios shall be such as to satisfy deflection requirements.
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7. Impact

The impact shall be in accordance with Sec. A, Art. 20. In the impact formula L is

the length, in feet, of the longest span in the continuous group, center to center of

supports.

8. Uplift

Span lengths preferably shall be selected so that the dead-load reaction at any

support of the group will be at least l.S times the live-load uplift. Should calculated

upUft occur, that end shall be securely anchored in a vertical direction. Anchorage against

uplift shall be designed for 1.5 times the calculated uplift, taking credit for the dead-load

reaction.

9. Reversal of Stress

Members subject to reversal of stress shall be proportioned in accordance with

Sec. A, Art. 28.

10. Loads and Forces

Continuous and discontinuou'^ live loads shall be used for determination of maximum
effects.

11. Diagonal Tension

Diagonal tension in webs of girders and rolled beams where maximum shear and

bending occur simultaneously shall not exceed that allowed in Sec. A, Art. 31.

12. Splices

Splices in main members of girders or rolled beams shall be designed for maximum
moment and simultaneous shear or maximum shear and simultaneous moment. Splices

preferably shall be located at the points of dead-load contra-flexurc.

13. Bracing

In addition to that specified in the Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges, there

shall be adequate bracing where beam or girder flanges are in compression.

There shall be cross frames or diaphragms in the spaces between the main members,

so placed as to act with the bracing in providing lateral support for the flanges subjected

to compressive stress. Such cross frames or diaphragms and their connections shall be

adequate to resist the stresses induced by the assumed lateral distribution of live load.

14. Longitudinal Stiffeners

Longitudinal stiffeners shall i)c placed over continuous supports on deep girders to

prevent web buckling. They ma> be cut at their intersections with transverse stiffeners.

The gage line of the longitudinal stiffeners shall be 1/5 D from the toe of the compression

flange. The longitudinal stiffeners shall he proportioned .so that:

h: — Dt^i2A -pT 0.13
j

where

/f; = minimum required moment of inertia of longitudina"! stiffeners about idge in

contact with web plate.

D = clear distance between flanges.

I = thickness of web plate.

,/ = clear distance between transverse stiffeners.
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15. Cover Plates

In areas ol negative moment in girders or rolled beams, minimum cover-plate lengths

shall be at least 2 times the maximum depth of members, plus 3 ft. Cover plates on

spans less than 100 ft in length shall be carried to the point where the range of stress

does not exceed SOOO psi.

16. Proportioning Web Members

Web members shall be so proportioned that an increase in the specil'icd live load,

which will increase the total unit stress in the chords at the points of maximum moment

in the .spans by one-third, will produce total unit stresses in the web members not in

excess of one and one-third times the specified designing stresses. Members and their

connections subject to reversal of stress under such increased live load shall be propor-

tioned in accordance with Sec. A, Art. 28, using the increased designing unit stresses.

17. Camber

Camber shall be in accordance with Sec. A. .'Krt. S3. The lengths considered shall be

l)etween points of contra-flexure.
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Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommended revisions page 699

2. Bibliography on subjects pertaining to records and accounts.

Progress report, submitted as information page 707

3. Office and drafting practices.

Progress report, submitted as information page 710

4. Use of stati.stics in railway engineering.

Progress in study but no report.

5. Construction reports and property records.

Progres.s in study but no report.

6. Valuation and depreciation:

(a) Current developments in connection with regulatory bodies and courts.

Progress report, submitted as information page 711

(b) ICC valuation orders and reports.

Progress in study but no report.

697
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(c) Development of depreciation data.

Progress in study but no report.

7. Revisions and interpretations of ICC accounting classifications.

Progress report, submitted as information page 71,5

8. Simplification of records to determine original costs of tracks to be used

in their retirements from the investment account.

Progress in study but no report.

9. Simplification of annual reports on Form 588 to the Interstate Commerce
Commission, and underlying completion reports.

Progress in study but no report.

The Committee on Records and Accounts,

Morton Frif.dm.'\n, Chairman.

.\REA Bulletin S34, January 1957.

MEMOIR

5ot)n Campbell ^ac^ong

It is with sorrow that your committee reports the sudden death of John Campbell

Parsons on March 22, 1956, at the Memorial Hospital, Danville, Va., after a seizure

during a business trip. He had served with the committee for less than a year.

Mr. Parsons had been engineer of real estate for the Southern Railway System since

December 1950. His railway service began with this company in 1025, following five

years' experience in municipal and highway location, construction and design, subsequent

to his graduation in 1920 from the University of Tennessee in civil engineering.

His railway experience included district maintenance, yard and terminal extension,

and some 10 years in valuation, and among his special assignments were investigations

in connection with the abandonment of branch lines.

During World War II he served from its formation in the 707th Railway Grand

Division, the first such unit into France and the first across the Rhine. He held the

rank of captain in this unit and become major in the reserves after the war. He had

been decorated with the Purple Heart.

In addition to being a member of the AREA, Mr. Parsons was a member of the

Washington Society of Engineers and the Society of American Military Engineers.

He was a Mason, belonging to Johnson City Lodge Number 486, Johnson City,

Tenn., where he is buried in Montevista Cemetery. He was born in nearby Madison-

ville, Tenn., December 28, 1898.

He is much missed by his railway associates, not only for his good humor and

anecdotes, but also for his intimate knowledge of his railroad.

W. M. Hager, Chairman

L. W. Howard
E. J. Rockefeller

Committee on Memoir
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

W. A. Krauska (chairman, subcommittee), F. B. Baldwin, P. D. Coons, C. C. Haire,

E. M. Killough, W. M. Ludolph, J. B. Mitchell, J. H. O'Brien, F. A. Roberts.

R. L. Samucll, J. N. Smeaton, H. R. Williams, M. C. Wolf.

Pages 11-4-10 to 11-4-24, incl.

GRAPHICAL SYMBOLS

The revision of Graphical Symbols, Figs. 1 to S, incl., appearinj; on pages 11—1-11 to

11-4-18, incl., of the Manual, has been completed by a special joint committee con-

sisting of two members of this committee and two members of Committee V of the

Signal Section, AAR, operating as American Standards Association Subcommittee 1-ASA-

Y-32-1. With the exception of Fig. 1, many revisions were made, some through collabora-

tion with ASA and the Signal Section, AAR, and others as the result of recommendations

offered by members of this committee.

The graphical symbols involved and the recommendations in connection with each,

are as follows:

Page 11-4-11, Fig. 1—Hydrography—^Relief.

Reapprove without change.

Page 11—4-12, Fig. 2—Agriculture-Railways (Topographic Maps)—Railway Tracks.

Reapprove with revisions (revised drawing presented herewith).

Page 11—4-13, Fig. 3—Boundary and Survey Lines—Cartography.

Reapprove with revisions (revised drawing presented herewith).

Page 11-4-14, Fig. 4—Track Fixtures—Buildings and Structures.

Reapprove with revisions (revised drawing presented herewith).

Page 11-4-15, Fig. 5—Track Accessories—Fences—Highways and Crossings.

Reapprove with revisions (revised drawing presented herewith).

Page 11—4-16, Fig. 6—Mines—Oil and Gas Symbols—Bridges—Culverts, Sewers, etc.

Reapprove with revisions (revised drawing presented herewith)

.

Page 11-4-17, Fig. 7—Water Supply and Pipe Lines—Fire Prevention—Pole Line Wires

—Electrified Lines.

Reapprove with revisions (revised drawing presented herewith).

Page 11-4-18, Fig. S—Lighting—Rail—Ballast—Sign Boards and Posts.

Reapprove with revisions (revised drawing presented herewith).
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JJm^

HILL SHADING

DEPRESSION
CONTOURS

.r>,vx'"'.

^J'slX^N-^'^r/^^-^ TAILINGS OR

'^iii'^;^"''<^^

JG DEBRIS

ABUTMENT, WAL
AND PIER

AGRICULTURE

MEADOW CLEARED LAND

^aa

DECIDUOUS TREES

f

^)-l
o o o o

O O O o o o

O O O 'J O /^
O o o o ^~^

o o o o o

ORCHARD

OAK TREES EVERGREEN TREES WILLOWS

TTfrTTr)
TTfl'I'f I

f f rrrf
CORN

4^

PINE,WILLOWS
AND BRUSH

II lit; --y///.

TOBACCO VINEYARD CULTIVATED LAND

RAILWAYS (topographical MAPSj

STEAM
ELECTRIC
STREET RAILWAY
NARROW GAGE

• RAILWAY TRACKS

I t I I I I I 1 1 I

(track maps and profiles)

RAILWAY TRACK OR OLD TRACK TO REMAIN = ^

OLD TRACK TO BE TAKEN UP X-FOR NEW OR
SPECIAL MAPS
MADE FOR A SPE
CIFIC PROJECT

PROPOSED TRACKS

PROPOSED FUTURE TRACKS

FOREIGN TRACKS

PROFILES

ALINEMENT-4'*CURVE TO RIGHT-2\EFT

ALINEMENT-2°CURVE LEFT-250'SPIRAL

(RED)

(RED)

(COLOR OTHER THAN RED OR

BLACK WITH INITIALS OF RD.)

Vertical curves

* INDICATES USE OF SINGLE OR DOUBLE LINES FOR RAILWAY TRACK AND
YARD STUDIES DOUBLE LINES ARE SATISFACTORY FOR SCALES OF 1

EQUALS

50'OR LARGER. SINGLE LINE SHOULD BE USED FOR SMALLER SCALES

LINES MAY BE LEFT UNCOLORED

Fig. 2.
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BOUNDARY AND SURVEY LINES
FOREIGN R OF W. LINE

STATE LINE

COUNTY LINE

TOWNSHIP LINE

CITY OR VILLAGE LINE

RESERVATION LINE

INNER PARCEL LINE

STREET BLOCK OR OTHER PROPERTY LINE
RED

SURVEY LINE -^^- ^^^

CENTcK LINE ^ ;
j

—

T'J

5

"c
—

i~iShowLocation And rroperSymbol

COMPANY PROPERTY R.OF W. LINE

CARTOGRAPHY
SECTION CORNER SECTION CENTER

TRIANCULATION STATION OR TRANSIT POINT

BENCH MARK BmXi232 STONE MONUMENT
IRON MONUMENT
VILLAGE =^ f^
FIRE LIMITS t^/^/SSSi-

CHURCH-SCHOOL ^ (5

TANKS AND OIL RESERVOIRS

OIL AND GAS WELLS .^o o Of.

CITY

CITY LIMITS

CEMETERIES

COKE OVENS

MJNE OR QUARRY

[CEMj [t]

Mora.

XPROSPECT

MINE TUNNEL
COAST GUARD STATION

MAGNETIC MERIDIAN

SHAFT B
LIGHTHOUSE OR BEACON
3L.S S. ^ C.G.S.

®

Angle

^ HATCH OR COLOR (TRANSPARENT)RED

Fig. 3.
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TRACK FIXTURES

TURNOUT AND SWITCH STAND

SPRING SWITCH

DOUBLE SLIP SWITCH

SINGLE SLIP SWITCH

DERAIL (BLOCK) Z=Z^I=ZI (SWITCH POINT

BUMPING POST >--

FRICTION CAR STOP
CAR RETARDER

SINGLE

CROSSING

STONE

DOUBLE SINGLE DOUBLE

BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
fSl FRAME rn BRICK

CONCRETE [C] CORRUGATED IRON[CI] BRICK PASS. STA. [BS

ELECTRICAL SUB-STATI0N[SS]LIGHTNING ARRESTER HOUSE [LA

INDICATE USE AND NUMBER OF STORIES.

PLATFORM OR DRIVEWAY (INDICATE KIND AND CHARACTER)

TURNTABLE ^
CAR OR LOCOMOTIVE WASHER

NTERLOCKING TOWER
~;t;
—

E3
^

CINDER PIT
CINDER HOIST C.H.

CIRCULAR ENGINE HOUSE

DIESEL SHOP [PS]

COALING STA. (MECHANICAL) (trestle)

OIL STORAGE &^.. ^ fPUEL OIL FO.

DELIVERY TANK
)0f underground add U.G.)|^^3

q,^_ ^q

r^ii rni riK>.M-
' DIESEL OIL-D.O.

OIL COLUMN. Py^L OIL - P.O.

F.O.

©5^

Fig. 4.
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RECTANGULAR
ENGINE HOUSE
SECTION HOUSE

SECTION TOOL HOUSE

Hndicafe Kinaf And \

XCharacfer ) r

PRIVY

GRAIN ELEVATOR [Gi:

« INDICATE TYPE AND CONSTRUCTION BY COMBINATION OF LETTERS.

TRACK ACCESSORIES
RAIL REST

MAIL CRANE

GAS CONTAINER

SWITCH HEATER
G-GAS E.-ELECTRIC

P

4^

GANTRY CRANE "

BOOM CRANE [Z3—
TRACK SCALE —^^
MOTOR TRUCK OR \ r"-^
STOCK SCALE > Q
RAIL LUBRICATOR ^

STOP

CLEAR

DRAGGING EQUIPMENT DETECTOR (single track)

AUTOMATIC TRAtN CONTROL

* FENCES
STONE FENCE C^ J vt J-) BOARD FENCE

PICKET FENCE •
— • • BARB WIRE FENCE

RAIL FENCE ^^-^-^——- WORM FENCE

WOVEN WIRE FENCE SNOW FENCE „,. ,

,|, ^jp

SNOW SHED
^'^j =E^^Hzr3= HEDGE Ooc^ajoeeo^

ELECTRIC FENCE -e e—e—

STOCK PENS
[

"
] INTER TRACK FENCE i i i i i

*(G1VE HEIGHT OF FENCE)

HIGHWAYS AND CROSSINGS
PUBLIC AND MAIN ROADS (SHOW STATE OR U.S. ROUTE NO)=
PRIVATE AND SECONDARY ROADS -zi- = = = -~~~~

TRAILS --"' ""^^

STREET AND PUBLIC ROAD CROSSINGS -
jj ^_^

//

<i;

^
PRIVATE ROAD CROSSING

ROAD CROSSING AT GRADE
" " UNDER "

" " OVERHEAD

CROSSING GATES -=Q=^ (3=—
GATE WITH SIDEWALK ARM GATE WITHOUT SIDEWALK ARM

GATE ARW SIDEWALK GATE ARM WITH LAMPS
CATTLE GUARD
FARM GATE
TURNSTILE

I

"(X X)--

Fig. 5.
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TUNNEL

TEST OPENING

MINES

SHAFT

X COAL OUTCROP

B

OIL AND GAS SYMBOLS
LOCATION.RIC OR DRILUNC WELL O SALT WELL

OIL WELL • SMALL OIL WELL
DRY HOLE <>- DRYHOLE WITH SHOWING OF OiL

GAS WELL <}- GAS WELL '

SYMBOL OF ABANDONMENT v THUS *

NUMBER OF WELLS ,THUS 0,o

^r
•3 *; •a

<^C

* BRIDGES
DP. E-70

SHOW VOLUMES THUS

GIRDER

TRUSS

TRESTLE (wooden)

SIGNAL BRIDGE

LIFT SPAN

BASCULE, DOUBLE LEAF

BASCULE, SINGLE LEAF

DRAW SPAN

* USE LETTERS TO DESCRIBE GIRDER AND TRUSS BRIDGES GIVE

LOADING.

CULVERTS,SEWERS,ETC.
MASONRY ARCH OR FLAT TOP CULVERT ):rr^£^jr_-_--_(

PIPE (over 36DIA-)
^

|i---^=^^--_-_i

PIPE DRAIN OR WOOD BOX (seljIA-AND UNDER) H^-'-^:^^iH

SEWER ^^'-Ans(^ CATCH BASIN -t^^-C3^^--

MANHOLE —L^^--O^- SUMP Sump Q
(INDICATES DIRECTION OF FLOW .)

Fig. 6.
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WATER SUPPLY AND PIPE LINES
water tank (give character diam. ht cap in gals) ^wt
water column (give size and type]

pipe: company water '^^^j

» M *-

o e » e A~

REFRIGERANT GIVE SIZE AND
GAS KIND OF PIPE
STEAM AND DIRECTION
CONDENSATE I OF FLOW.
OIL LINES
COMPRESSED AIR

VALVE (GIVE SIZE)

RISER (GIVE SIZE AND KIND OF PIPE)

METER (GIVE NAME AND SIZE)

FIRE PREVENTION*
FIRE HYDRANT (GIVE SIZE, NO. OF HOSE & STEAMER CONNS)--

FIRE ALARM BOX (GIVE BOX NUMBER) [^
CHECK VALVE (GIVE SIZE AND KIND) C=^

WALL REEL OR HOSE RACK 1^?
HOSE AND HYDRANT HOUSE (^

FIRE DEPT CONNECTION c=:C3

CHEMICAL FIRE EXTINGUISHER carr,ag\^"^^'"

POST INDICATOR VALVE (GIVE SIZE) 6-

* INDICATE AND LABEL PIPE FITTINGS, VALVES AND OTHER
WATER SUPPLY FIXTURES BY NAME WHERE POSSIBLE.

POLE LINE WIRES
POWER TRANSMISSION, TELEGRAPH, SIGNAL "T f f T
& TELEPHONE LINES (DESIGNATE WIRES AND OWNERSHIP)

ELECTRIFIED LINES
THIRD RAIL

JUMPERS

Runnino ttail Or C . L 0< Tr»c><.-i.nj aa.

FEEDER

SWITCH

OVERHEAD RAIL OR WIRE

Fig. 7.
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LIGHTING
ELECTRIC LIGHT LOCATION (OIVE TYPE OF LAMP AND POWER ) -)j(-

FLOOD LIGHTING TOWER H B 8 8 8

*RA
BLACK

WHITE

RED

YELLOW

L
GREEN

ORANGE

BROWN
Licshf,

'^s!^^] LIGHT BLU€

TYPICAL PROGRESSIVE RAIL SYMBOLS . WEIGHTS TO BE INSERT-
ED TO SUIT INDIVIDUAL ROAD'S CONDITION . SOLID LINES OF THE
COLORS SHOWN MAY BE USED IN PLACE OF SYMBOLS-

BALLAST
SCREENINGS t==- = --=^^BROKEN STONE

SLAG

GRAVEL

CHATS

BURNT CLAY

MILE POST

YARD LIMITS

WHISTLE POST

GRAN. SLAG

CINDERS

SAND

EARTH

SIGN BOARDS AND POSTS

^^5^ SECTION POST

FLANGER SIGN

E^

[XIXIXIXl

dp

CROSSING SIGN

OTHER POSTS ^^^^
Describe With ( ^

OTHER SIGNS teZ/^rs^ S"^

BRIDGE AND TUNNEL WARNING

NOTE -

FOR SYMBOLS OF CROSSING FLASHERS, BELLS AND OTHER SIG-

NAL APPLIANCES SEE SIGNAL SYMBOLS OF SIGNAL SECTION

A.A.R.

* See Rail Chart - Page ll-l-ll ^^^
Fig. 8.
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Report on Assignment 2

Bibliography on Subjects Pertaining to Records and Accounts

T. H. O'Brien (chairman, subcommittee), J. B. Byars, C. E. Clonts, C. E. Lex, Jr.,

B. H. Moore, B. F. Nauert, F. H. Neely, J. C. Parsons, E. J. Rockefeller, J. E.

Scharpcr, H. C. Wertenberger, W. C. Wicters, L. Wolf.

Your committee presents as information the following bibliography of subjects per-

taining to railroad records and accounts for the period September 1955 to September

1956.

Depreciation

1. Faster Depreciation Meets Mixed Reactions, Chemical Engineering, Vol. 62, p. 276,

May 1955.

2. For Pipe Line Contractors; New Depreciation Methods for Equipment Invest-

ments, by P. Schwartz, Petroleum Engineering, Vol. 27, pp. 31-32, May 1955.

3. Liberalized Tax Depreciation, by C. N. Ostergren, Public Utilities, Vol. 56, pp. 49-

51, July 7, 1955.

4. National Association of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners Views of Deprecia-

tion, Electrical World, News Ed. 144, pp. 63-64, July 4, 1955.

5. Realities of Today's Real Estate Investment, by M. L. Colean, Architectural

Forum, Vol. 102, p. 127, April 1955.

6. Three More PSC's Rules on Depreciation, Electrical World, Vol. 144, page 218,

July 11, 1955.

7. Louisiana PSC Issues New Depreciation Order, Electrical World, Vol. 144, p. 196,

August 8, 1955.

8. PSC Depreciation Order for Kentucky Power Company, Electrical World, News
Edition, VoL 144, p. 63, September 12, 1955.

9. Treatment of Liberalized Tax Depreciation, by R. E. Larsen, Public Utilities

Fortnightly, Vol. 56, pp. 264-269, August 18, 195S. Excerpt, Electrical World, Vol. 144,

page 206, July 25, 1955.

10. Three Fast Depreciation Orders Issued by Ohio PUC, Electrical World. Vol. 144.

pp. 108-110, October 17, 1955.

11. Florida Rules on Depreciation, Electrical World News Edition, Vol. 44. p. 63.

November 7, 1955.

12. PSC Sets Accounting Methods, Electrical World, Vol. 144, p. 262, November 14.

1955.

13. Shall We Take Heavier Depreciation in Early Years? by J. N. Bell, NACA
Bulletin, Vol. 37, pp. 335-342, November 1955.

14. Utility Survey of Accelerated Depreciation, by R. A. Rosan, Commercial and

Financial Chronical, Vol. 182, p. 1757, October 27, 1955.

15. Tax Reduction not Deferred for FPC Order for Accounting Treatment of Lib-

eralized Depreciation, Electrical World, Vol. 144, p. 166, Nov. 28, 1955.

16. Summary of Accounting and Rate Making Treatment of Liberalized Deprecia-

tion for the Industry, Electrical World, Vol. 144, j). 206, Dec. 12, 1955.

17. Depreciation—You Need to Figure the Options Now, Business Week, pp. OO-IOO,

Jan. 22, 1955.

18. Depreciation Now Bigger Factor in Deducting from (Iro.ss Income, b\ J. F.

McCarthy, American Builder, Vol. 76, p. 02, December 1954.
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19. Tax Savings Can Be Realized Through Correct Depreciation, by N Fish, Business

Transportation, Vol. 34, pp. 2,?-2S, December 1955.

20. Colorado PUC Rules on Depreciation, Electrical World, Vol. 145, p. 258, March

10, 1956.

21. British Report Favors Present Value, Electrical World, Vol. 145, p. 63-64, March

20, 1956.

22. Tax Write-offs Attacked, Oil and Gas Journal, Vol. 54, p. 90, June 11, 1956.

2i .Advantages and Disadvantages of Various Depreciation Methods by R. M.

Dodds, Public Utilities, Vol. 57, pp. 253-263, February 16, 1956.

24. Rules on Depreciation, by E. S. Reno, Journal of Accounting, Vol. 101, pp. 59-

64, May 1956.

25. New Look at Rapid Tax Depreciation, by N. F. Stanley, Concrete, Vol. 64, pp.

38-30, May 1956.

26. New and Stricter IRS Rules, Steel, Vol. 138, p. 66, June 4, 1056.

27. Accelerated Depreciation Use to Stabilize Economic Growth, by S. Airey, Com-

mercial and Financial Chronicle, Vol. 183, p. 2360, May 17, 1956.

28. Accelerated Depreciation, by O. Ely, Public Utilities Fortnightly, Vol. 57, pp
680-683, May 10, 1956.

29. Rules on Accelerated Depreciation, South Carolina PSC, Electrical World News,

Vol. 145, p. 190, March 5, 1956.

30. Oklahoma Commission Rules on Accelerated Depreciation, by C. P. Guercken,

Public Utilities Fortnightly, Vol. 57, pp. 193-195, Feb. 2, 1956.

31. Ohio PUC Issues Depreciation Order, Electrical World, Vol. 145, pp. 207-208,

Feb. 20, 1956.

32. New Jersey Rules on Depreciation, Electrical World, Vol. 145, p. 63, January 30,

1956.

33. Four Ways to Write Off Capital Investment. Management Should Have a Wider

Tax Choice, by J. Dean, Journal of Business, Vol. 28, pp. 79-89, April 1956.

34. Financing Tomorrow's Steel Plant Demands Realistic Depreciation and Pricing

PoHcy, by C. J. Handley, Journal of Metals, Vol. 8, pp. 338-340, March 1956.

35. Economic Appraisal of Depreciation Policy, by C. D. Clark, Bibliography (50

titles) Journal of Business, Vol. 29, pp. 28-40, January 1956.

36. Colorado PUC Rules on Depreciation, Electrical World News, Vol. 145, p. 258,

March 19, 1956.

37. Advantages and Disadvantages of Various Depreciating Methods, by R. M.

Dodds, Public Utility Fortnightly, Vol. 57, p. 63, February 16, 1956.

Amortization

1. Coming; Decision on Future, Business Vv^eek, pp. 27-28, July 16, 1955.

2. Depreciation and Amortization, by A. E. Lawrence, Chemical Engineering Progress,

Vol. 51, pp. 227-231, May 1955.

3. New Goals for Defense Plant; Aids Expansion of Defense-Related Industries,

Business Week, p. 31, May 28, 1955.

4. Tax Amortization Program Slated for Slowdown in Months Ahead, Oil Paint

and Drug Reporter, Vol. 168, p. 3, July 18, 1955.

5. Accelerated Amortization and Industrial Concentration, by R. T. Selden, Review

of Economics & Statistics, Vol. 37, pp. 282-291, August 1955.

6. Fast Tax; for Some the Ax Falls; by G. H. Baker, Iron Age, Vol. 176, p. 38,

August 18, 1955.
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7. Fast Write-offs Get the Ax, Business Week, p. 3i, August 20, 1955.

8. Fast Write-offs Spurred Car Buying, by A. R. Seder and others, Railway Arc,

Vol. 139, p. 7, July 25, 1955.

9. 15 Companies with Earnings Increase Assured, by J. H. Partridge, Magazine of

Wall Street, Vol. 96, pp. 518-519, July 23, 1955.

10. Go Slow Signal for Speed Up Plan, Chemical Week, Vol. 77, p. 13, Augu.'^t 20,

1055.

11. Grounds for Limiting Scope of Accelerated Tax Amortization of Cost of Certain

Emergency Facilities, by G. M. Humphrey, Commercial and Financial Chronicle, Vol.

182, p. 476, August 4, 1955; Abstracts, Oil Paint & Drug Reporter, Vol. 168, p. 7, July

25, 1955; Steel, Vol. 137, p. 47, July 25, 1955.

12. ODM Head Takes Ax to Tax Aid Program, Oil Paint and Drug Reporter, Vol.

168, p. 3, August 15, 1055.

13. Serious Drain on Revenue; Government's Fast Amortization Program, Chemical

Week, Vol. 77, p. 23, August 6, 1955.

14. Write-off; Who will Get Tax Aid? by N. R. Regeimbal, Iron Age, \ol. 176, pp.

47-48, August 11, 19SS.

15. Rapid Amortization Essential for Industrial Expansion, by S. Fish, Manufac-

turers Record, Vol. 124, p. 43, September 1955.

16. Tax-Am; Closed to Steel, Aluminum, by N. R. Regeimbal, Iron Age, Vol. 176,

pp. 22-23, September 29, 1955.

17. Steel; Fast Write Off Is Out, by T. Campbell, Iron Age, Vol. 176, p. 175,

November 17. 1055.

Life Expectancy

What's the Life of a Diesel, by H. F. Brown, Railway Age, July 30, 1956, p. 22.

Mr. Brown refers to the economic life which he says can be predetermined by

simple mathematical reasoning, by which he develops a final chart (Fig. 5) from which

the economic life may be read, knowing the average rate at which maintenance costs

increase with age of equipment.

He summarizes, saying that this is a discussion of the basic factors involved and

applicable to determination of the economic life of all types of equipment and that

•'.
. . when properly made, is no more debatable than the multiplication table."

Miscellaneous

Railroad Construction Indices, 1914-1955. Compiled by the Engineering Section of

the Bureau of Accounts, Cost Finding and Valuation of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, Washington, D. C, August 15, 1956.

These Indices summarize and record the result of studies made by the Engineering

Section of the Bureau of Accounts, Cost Finding and Valuation over a period of years.

They have not been examined or passed on by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
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Report on Assignment 3

Office and Drafting Practices

\V. M. Ludolph (chairman, subcommittee), B. Eikind, W. A. Krauska, A. T. Powell,

H. B. Sampson, R. L. Samucil, H. A. Shinklc, J. R. Traylor, W. C. Wieters.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

During the past year, the attention of your committee has been drawn to the use

of various types of electronic computers in calculating earthwork and bridge problems

in connection with highway construction. This development was discussed at a Confer-

ence on Improved Engineering Methods and Procedures, sponsored jointly in March

1956 by the Illinois Division of Highways and the American Association of State High-

way Officials. In large railroad relocations, grade changes and yard construction, similar

problems arise, and your committee desires to direct attention to this new development

in engineering office procedures.

As the application of these machines to this work is a complicated process, and

as there are a number of different manufacturers, each of which has one or more models

or types, it is necessary to consult a manufacturer as to the suitability of his equipment

to any particular problem.

Your committee recommends that anyone faced with such problems on a major level

should take up the subject with his railroad's machine research or special methods divi-

sion. They will know of the equipment available and will already have established direct

contact with one or more computer manufacturers who will be glad to assist.

W. M. Ludo!ph of this committee is serving as the Association of American Rail-

roads representative on American Standards Association Committee Y 14 in connection

with the preparation of the American Drafting Standards Manual, and is collaborating

with other divisions and sections of the AAR on the subject.

The draft of this Manual has been circulated to the industry for criticism and has

been revised in light of the criticism received. After approval by ASA Committee Y 14,

it will be published.

W. A. Krauska and W. M. Ludolph of Committee 11, together with two representa-

tives of the Signal Section, AAR, F. Youngwerth and E. B. Piatt, are serving as a task

group of ASA Committee Y 32 which has been assigned to revise American Standard

Z.32.2.S "Graphical Symbols for Railroad Use." The revised standaj-d will be entitled

"Graphical Symbols for Use on Railroad Maps and Profiles, ASA Y 32.7."

The draft of this standard has been circulated to the industry for criticism and

has been revised in light of the criticism received. After approval of ASA Committee

Y 32, it will be published.
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Report on Assignment 6

Valuation and Depreciation

(a) Current Developments in Connection with Regulatory Bodies and Courts

H. T. Bradley (chairman, subcommittee), R. B. Aldridge, S. H. Barnhart, J. B. Byars,

C. E. Clonts, P. D. Coons, Spencer Danby. V. H. Dovle, W. S. Gates, Jr., H. N.
Halpcr, K. A. Heinv, J. W. Higgins, L. W. Howard, R. D. Igou, E. M. Killough,

C. B. Martin, J. B. Mitchell, B. H. Moore, B. F. Nauert, C. F. Olson, J. C. Parsons,

H. L. Restall, C. S. Robev, E. J. Rockefeller, J. B. Styles, H. R. Williams, M. C.

Wolf.

Regulatory Bodies

The Interstate Commerce Commission's allocation of its appropriation for the

valuation activities of the Bureau of Accounts, Cost Finding and Valuation for the

year beginning July 1, 1Q56, contains approximately .S340,000, the same as the previous

year.

During the year the valuation forces of the Bureau were engaged principally in

railroad and pipe-line work, preparing many tentative and final valuations on an annual

basis for all pipe-line companies subject to their jurisdiction. No tentative valuation.>

were made for railroad companies.

During 1955, Class I carriers charged Account 459, Valuation Expenses, an amount of

$764,375, contrasted with $771,008 for the year ended 1954.

As of October 1, 1956, the 131 line-haul Class I carriers were practically on a cur-

rent basis in the filing of the 588 returns with the Bureau, with the following excep-

tions: 2 carriers not filing for the year 1952, 3 for 1953 and 22 for 1954. Of the returns

due December 31, 1956, 15 carriers have filed. The Valuation Order No. 3 Section of the

Bureau is now 92 percent current in its field check of these returns.* The 588 returns

enable the Bureau to carry into its continuous inventories and records the changes in

propertj' and their costs subsequent to the original valuation. These returns are made
on an annual basis.

The Engineering Section of the Bureau, having completed revised inventories for

the 131 Class I line-haul carriers through the year 1943, is engaged in bringing its inven-

tories forward to later dates and, as of October 1, 1956, was approximately 80 percent"-

current (long form method). Since October 1, 1955, the engineering reports of 6 Class 1

carriers were brought to later dates, using the long form method. The work of the

Order No. 3 Section in bringing summaries of original cost other than land, to current

dates is 94 percent* current; the summarization of original cost of land is 41 percent*

current. The Land Section has completed 73 percent* of its work of adding additions

and betterments to the latest appraisals which, except in a few cases, were as of 1945

or earlier.

In measuring progress on its railroad valuation work, the Bureau was not able to

maintain a statu.« quo in its program during the year, or even for the past five years,

and it will be impossible with its limited personnel to keep abreast of its valuation work

load, much less to make up arrears without increased forces. On October 1 the staff

totaled 53 employees, of which 18 are in the Engineering Section, 24 in the Order No. 3

Section (16 office and 8 field), and 11 in the Land Section (7 office and 4 field). The
Order No. 3 field forces have been merged with the staff of the Bureau's Accounting

Examiners, and the augmented force is used interchangeably in the Bureau's work,

viz., both accounting and valuation.

* Based on 9..?87,785 mile-years from basic valuation dales through 1955.
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Elements of Value as of January 1, 1955

The Bureau of Accounts, Cost Finding and Valuation prepared its estimates for the

Class I carriers covering the standard elements of value as of January 1, 1955, and

released them January 31, 1056.

Report of the Committee on Valuation,

National Association of Railroad and Utilities Commissions

In July the above named committee issued its annual report for 1956, consisting

of a text of 10 pages with an appendix of 11 pages, which quotes excerpts from decisions

discussed in the text. Copies may be secured from the Office of the Secretary, NARUC,
7413 Post Office Building, Box 684, Washington 4, D. C, at 75 cents per copy.

The report reviews recent economic developments and notes that in spite of the

high level of business activity the general price level has changed very little. From this

it concludes we may be stabilizing on a new high plateau of prices, but even so it will

take a long time for utility investment (original cost) to catch up to the present price

levels (reproduction cost)

.

With respect to rate base valuations the report reviews recent decisions of statu

courts and commissions, which may be summarized as follows:

(a) In certain states the constitution, or statutes, require recognition of fair value

as an element in determining a rate base. The relative weight accorded this factor seems

to vary from 100 percent in Arizona to whatever the Commission deems proper in

New York.

(b) In states not so restricted, original cost is the predominant factor used.

With respect to accelerated depreciation the report states, in part: "This Committee

commented at length in the 1955 report upon accelerated depreciation for income tax

purposes as permitted by Section 167 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. At that

time commissions in eight states had approved tax reserve accounting in one form or

another on the basis that the tax reductions are really deferrals. As this is written

commissions in 23 states have considered this matter from an accounting standpoint.

In all but two cases the commissions found that normalized taxes should be used in deter-

mining earnings and have found that the tax reduction should be treated as a deferral

by setting it aside in a tax reserve or restricted surplus account. This action seems to

meet the intent of Congress of providing capital for expansion.

"As was explained in our last year's report, a difficult problem may occur in deter-

mining whether the accumulated tax reserve or restricted surplus account should form

the basis of a deduction from the rate base (or perhaps a reduction in the rate of return).

.\ppropriate treatment may well vary in different jurisdictions because of the difference

in regulatory laws or commission policy."

Amortization of Defense Facilities

As of December 31, 1955, the Office of Defense Mobilization closed all goals in the

railroad transportation field, with the result that certification of such facilities for 60

months' amortization has been confined to applications on file at the cut-off date.

The steel industry and others are currently attempting to have the goals applicable

to construction projects in their field reopened, although this effort to date has not been

successful. On the other hand, there is a feeling that certain ODM goals may be reopened,

and as an insurance measure it might be advisable for railroads to file applications for

such projects as they consider appropriate. Such applications will be denied but will be
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given a serial number which may give them certain priority rights if applicable goals

are reopened. There is no assurance that anything will be gained by this procedure,

but the filing of such applications is relatively simple and inexpensive.

30 Percent Depreciation Reserve Required by Internal Revenue Service

As a condition precedent to changing from retirement to depreciation accounting for

road property, the Internal Revenue Service required a 30 percent deduction for past

accrued depreciation at the date of the changeover, which, on most railroads, was made

at the end of 1041 or 1042. In the aggregate, this 30 percent deduction probably exceeded

$1,500,000,000.

In the case of Commissioner vs Akron, Canton & Youngstown Railroad Company,

the United States Court of Appeals upheld the Tax Court ruling that a railroad which

had not signed a Terms Letter could not be required to establish a 30 percent reserve

In Denver and Salt Lake Railway vs Commissioner of Internal Revenue 24 T.C.

709, the Tax Court held that the 30 percent deduction did not apply when computing;

sudden obsolescence losses. The government has since dropped its appeal in this case.

Certain bills have been introduced in Congress which may partially eliminate the

30 percent deduction, thereby increasing amounts which may be recovered through

charges for depreciation over the remaining life of such assets. While no action was

taken on this legislation by the 84th Congress, there is a strong feeling that railroads

will be granted substantial relief from this deduction either through future legislative

or administrative action. One of the proposals being given consideration is to eliminate

the 30 percent deduction and in lieu thereof substitute depreciation sustained prior to

March 1, 1913, on property still in existence at the date of the changeover with certain

adjustments.

Report on Assignment 7

Revisions and Interpretations of ICC Accounting Classifications

M. M. Gerber (chairman, subcommittee), S. H. Barnhart, C. E. Clontz, C. R. Dolan.

B. Firestone, W. S. Gates, Jr., W. M. Hager, C. B. Martin, B. H. Moore, J. H.
O'Brien, F. A. Roberts, C. S. Robey, H. B. Sampson, J. R. Traylor, J. L. Willcox.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

Last year's report on this assignment presented changes in Annual Report Form A,

Schedule 515—Rails Laid in Replacement, and Schedule 516—Rails Laid in Additional

Tracks and in New Lines and Extensions. Beginning with the Annual Report for the

Year 1956, the quantities of rail will be reported in short tons, instead of in gross tons

as formerly. After further study, your committee recommends that this change not

be carried into the valuation records and reports, but to let it there remain in gross tons.

Under order of August 17, 1956, the Interstate Commerce Commission will renumber

and rearrange the accounts of the General Balance Sheet Statement prescribed for rail-

road companies, effective January 1, 1957.

The general effect of this order is:

1. Current assets and current liabilities will be shown as first items in lists of

assets and liabilities, respectively.

2. Capital stock, capital surplus, and retained income will be included in the sami-

group under "Shareholders Equity" at end of balance sheet.
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Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report. (See report on Assignment 8).

2. Physical properties of earth materials:

. (a) Roadbed. Load capacity. Relation to ba.'last. Allowable pressures,

(b) Structural foundation beds, collaborating with Committees 6 and 8

Brief progress statement, presented as information page 71

'

.V Natural waterways: Prevention of erosion.

Progress report, presented as information page 71!

:. Culverts:

(a) Conditions requiring head walls, wing walls, inverts and aprons and

requ!sities therefor

(b) Specifications for high-pressure gas lines.

Progress in study, but no report.
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6. Roadway; Formation and jnol action:

(a) Roadbed stabilization.

Progress report, presented as information page 734

Part 1—Landslides page 735

Part 2—Seepage and stability problems in deep cuts in residual soils page 738

(b) Slope protection by use of additives.

Progress report, presented as information page 745

7. Tunnels:

(a) Ventilation; changes necessary for operation of diesel power.

(b) Clearance; methods used to increase, collaborating with Committee 28.

Progress in study, but no report.

8. Fences.

Progress report, with recommendations for revisions to Specifications for

Metal Fence Posts and Specifications for Right-of-Way Fences page 747

9. Refiectorized roadway signs, collaborating with Committee 9 and Signal

Section, AAR.

Progress in study, but no report.

10. Ballast:

(a) Tests.

Progress report, submitted as information page 748

(b) Ballasting practices.

Progress report, submitted as information page 771

(c) Special types of ballast.

Progress in study, but no report.

(d) Specifications for sub-ballast.

Progress in study, but no report.

11. Chemical control of vegetation, collaborating with Signal Section and Com-

munications Section, AAR.

Progress report, submitted as information page 77o

Part 1—Herbidal tests on railroad right-of-ways at Gainesville, Fla page 779

Part 2—Sixth annual report on AAR cooperative weed control project page 790

Part ^—Chemical control of vegetation—195o AAR report page 798

Thk Committee on Roadway and Ballast,

.\. P. Crosley, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 5,^5. lebruary 19.S7.
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Report on Assignment 2

Physical Properties of Earth Materials

(a) Roadbed. Load Capacity. Relation to Ballast. Allowable Pressures.

(b) Structural Foundation Beds, Collaborating with Committees 6 and 8.

R. R. Manion (chairman, subcommittee), G. W. Brown, C. E. Dvsart, J. G. Gi!lev,

J. W. Poulter, H. F. Smith.

Under this assignment your committee presented in Bulletin 530, June-July 1956.

page 59 (same page 1957 Proceedings), an advance report entitled "An Annotated

Bibliography on Swelling Clays" as a reference for use in connection with studies of

unstable roadbeds where swelling clays are causing trouble.

The AAR research staff has installed additional soil pres.sure cells in the fill on the

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway at Hill's Park Yard, Atlanta, Ga., where

your committee is collaborating with Committee 8 in a study of pressures on concrete

pipe culverts under different depths of fill. The committee intends to submit a report

on this installation next year.

Report on Assignment 3

Natural Waterways : Prevention of Erosion

F. R. Nay!or (chairman, subcommittee), R. A. Anderson, G. W. Becker, F. H. McCiuigan,

J. A. Noble, K. W. Schoeneberg.

In 1955 your committee presented as information a report on the prevention of bank

erosion in natural waterways of the alluvial type by the use of steel jetties (Proceedings,

Vol. 56, 1955, page 679 to 687, incl.). The following report supplements that of 1955

and covers additional types of installations that may be made when conditions are not

favorable for a steel jetty installation.

Variations in stream depth and width, volume and velocity, direction of flow, slope

and water surface, and condition of bed and banks are factors that contribute to

erosion.

The problem of protecting the bed of a waterway against erosion is supplementary,

in general, to the main one of protecting its banks. (Fig. 1 .shows a typical eroding stream

hank).

As stated in the previous report, protection structures may consist of jetties, dikes,

revetments, groins or retards. Some locations may require a combination of two or

more types.

Steel, stone or timber may be used in a jetty installation. Steel jetty units can be

made of angles, pipe or other suitable steel members. Timber u.sed in pile dikes may be

treated or untreated.

Revetments are structures designed to protect the bank directly and, in their normal

use, consist of two distinct parts: the section below normal low water, known as a mat-

tress, and the part extending from the mattress to the top of bank, designated bank

paving. Other types of revetments con.sist of facings of stone, concrete, fascines and

other materials.

Mattresses are constructed of willows, concrete, asphalt or lumber. They are al.^^o

frequently used to prevent stream-bed scour adjacent to bridge piers or similar structures

where conditions are favorable for proper sinking and anchoring.
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Fig. 1.

Dikes, groins, and retards may be permeable or impermeable, depending on their

function and the materials used in their construction.

Since little, if any, marine equipment is required for their installation, jetties arc

usually made at less cost per linear foot of bank protected than other types of protec-

tion. In large streams the amount of marine equipment required for certain other types,

such as pile dikes, asphalt or articulated concrete mattresses, limits their use, particu-

larly on railroads where such equipment is not usually available. In the following, how-

ever, several of the types of installations mentioned will be briefly described.
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FOR RIVER BANK PROTECTION
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Fascine Boxes

Par. 1, page 681, of the previous report contain.s information concerning the fabrica-

tion and use of fascine boxes. This type of installation is not patented and is one of the

least costly per lineal foot of bank protected that can be made. An all-welded fascine

box, without wire covering, is shown in Fig. 2. The cross-section members are shop
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made, and the completed frame, of any desired length, is welded in the field. The woven
wire cover is applied in the field.

No preliminary shaping of an eroding bank is necessary before placing fascines,

which are usually installed perpendicular to the bank. In some instances, particularly

where scour is at the toe of bank, with resultant sloughing, one or more rows of fascines

arc placed parallel to the sloughing bank. Good results have been obtained by a com-
bination of parallel and perpendicular installations.

Fascines that are to be installed perpendicular to an eroding bank are usually

fabricated on top of the bank, at a safe distance from its edge, anchored securely bv
cables and then launched into position by skidding and dragging. The proper time for

installing is at a low-stream stage. Installations can and have been made when the stream

was near bank-full stage by rolling the fascine over the edge of the bank, after securely

anchoring it, the fascine taking position at an angle to the bank line. Those to be

installed parallel to the bank and along its toe are usually fabricated on pontoons from

which they are launched into position.

Fa.scines function by retarding the current, and catching twigs, leaves and other

light drift, causing a deposition of the stream load. As such deposits cover the boxes,

additional units are installed, as required, to continue the process of bank building and

reducing slopes. The usual result is a stable bank covered with vegetation, as shown by

Figs. 3 and 4. Fascines are not recommended for use in streams where heavy flows of

drift and ice occur.

Stone Jetties

The use of stone for constructing jetties to protect eroding stream banks has

proved satisfactory and economical in areas where stone is available. Successful installa-

tions have been made by the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad on the Kansas,

Arkansas and Canadian Rivers. Other successful installations have been made on streams

with similar depth, velocity and geological characteristics.

.>**"

Fig. 3,
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Fig. 4.

While the generally accepted plan for making such installations is to construct them

perpendicular to the bank line with their crowns approximately level with the top of

hank, successful installations have been made with a slope in crown from the top of

bank to an elevation 4 to S ft above the stream bed and angled downstream on a line

approximately perpendicular to the direction of current. The latter method reduces the

weight of the jetty and the tendency to "pancake" on an unstable stream bed.

There is no fixed method for determining the spacing of jetties, but they should

he placed at intervals that will insure their fending off current from the eroding bank

and angled .sufficienth' to minimize eddies between jetties.

When it becomes evident that the spacing of jetties is too great to accomplish the

desired results, intermediate jetties can be installed, as necessary, to provide a properly

functioning in.«tallation.

Stilling the water between jetties results in a deposit of current-borne silt and an

accretion along the eroding bank which is eventually covered with vegetation. Main-

tenance of this type of jetty by adding stone when rerjuired is a relatively .simple

problem.
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Fig. 5.

To be effective, stone jetties should, like other types of bank protection, be well

anchored into the eroding bank. This can be accomplished by cutting a trench through

the eroding bank with sufficient width for operating trucks hauling the stone. As the

jetty is constructed from stone dumped from trucks and shoved into position, the

trench in the bank is backfilled with stone, providing proper anchorage into the eroding

bank. Sloping the crown of jetties, which usually have a minimum crown width of 10 ft

for the safe operation of trucks, results in the use of less stone and a reduction in the

cost of jetties. Successful installations of stone jetties have been made at a co.st of less

than $7 per bank foot of protection. Figs. 5, 6, and 7 illustrate properly functioning

stone jetty installations.

Pile Dikes

Pile dikes are used, frequently with mattresses, for bank protection and to train

the stream into a more favorable alinement in locations in which it is shallow and has

a tendency to meander. One such typical location is shown by Fig. 8.

The design of pile dikes has been adopted from designs used on the Missouri Kiver,

which were evolved after many years of experience. A pile dike system usually consists

of a trail dike at the upstream end and any number of spur dikes extending the protection

downstream.

Dike spacing depends on the curvature of the bend protected and is generally 1.5

to 2 times the length of spur dikes. Where the stream is deep, strength of the structure

is increased by additional rows of pile clumps. Usually, treated piles are specified to

prevent early decay and minimize maintenance. In some northern streams ice action
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reduces the life of piling to the point where treated pile use cannot be justified and

untreated piles are used.

The basic requirement for the success of pile dike structures is that they trap the

bed load within the dike area. The absence of sufficient bed load material makes pile

dikes ineffective.

Failure of pile dikes, which are permeable, may result from stream-bed scour, heavy

accumulation of drift, or erosion at the junction of the dike and the high bank, the
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Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

or turbulence and to cause scour instead of depositing the bed load. Where stream depth

is excessive and large amounts of drift are present during rising stages, pile dikes arc

not recommended.

Some, pile dike installations require the use of marine equipment not usually available

on railroads. Such installations can and have been made, however, on navigable streams

where eroding banks threaten the stability of a railroad, the projects being completed

under agreement between the railroad affected, the United States Government and other

governmental authorities.

The intermittent flow on other streams makes it possible to use land driving pquip-

luent, usually available on railroads, in making successful insfallaliniis.
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Fig. 9 shows details of a timber pile dike. An installation providing proper protec-

tion is shown by Fig. 10. Another installation, not fully successful, is shown by Fig. 11.

Revetments

Maximum bank caving occurs on the concave side of pronounced bends. At locations

where it is not desired or necessary to change the stream channel in preventing erosion,

revetment is frequently used for bank and stream bed protection. This type of protection

originated with the use of willow mats, the willows for their fabrication being usually

available at a location not too distant from the bank or .stream bed location to be

protected.

Where the bend radius is short, the direct current attack on the concave bank may
become so severe that revetment will not provide a thoroughly adequate and reliable

means of protection.

Bank grading is usually undertaken in connection with revetment work, and drain-

age control is usually necessary to prevent leaching out of materials from underneath.

In early installations, mattresses were placed before bank grading was undertaken, but

in more recent installations grading is the first part of the work performed.

Revetments constitute a continuous type of bank protection works and consist in

general of mattresses below the level of mean low water and of paving above that line.

Mattresses may be of brush, lumber, concrete or asphalt, while the paving may consist

of riprap stone, concrete blocks, sheet asphalt or concrete in sheets. The availabilitv

of materials and the proper equipment for use in installing are the determining factors

m making a decision concerning the installation to be made. Mattress types are shown
in Fig. 12.

Bank protection works of the continuous types must cover the area they are to pro-

tect; mattresses must be extended channelward to sufficient distance to preclude scour

at the toe and along the bank, upstream and downstream, to points in the bend where

curvature is slight.

Revetment must be sufficiently flexible to permit its conformity to irregularities of

the bank and bed and to allow its adjustment to holes which may develop beneath it.

Revetment, in general, should be as impermeable as is consistent with flexibility.

The life of revetment and its effectiveness are largely dependent upon the manner in

which banks have been prepared to receive it. The principal aim is to produce a smooth

curve which leads to and from adjacent reaches on nearly tangential lines. The bank

.should be graded to a slope of about 1 on 3 to a minimum of S ft below mean low

water. If the bank material is unstable, the slope may be decreased to 1 on S.

Paving is of two distinct types: monolithic sheet and riprap, the former consisting

of concrete or asphalt and the latter of rock or concrete. Thickness of the monolithic

paving .should be not less than 4 in and that of riprap not less than 10 in. Becau.'^e of its

flexible nature, riprap is generally more suitable and of longer life than monolithic paving

which frequently fails by undcrminini; through cracks and seams developed by frost and

other action.

The height to which paving should be carried varies with local conditions but is gen-

erally carried to the top of banks. In all cases it is necessary to provide a good connection

between its lower edge and the upper edge of the mattress.

Mattresses

A woven willow mattress consists of willows woven together and tightly bound

by wire or cables. Pockets arc formed to contain the rock baMast which is cast from

barKP"; to sink the mattress Ont> nihir ynrd nf stone per square is distribnled ovp)- the
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entire mattress, starting at the upstream shoreward corner, and a band of stone 1 ft

thick is placed along the shore edge of the entire mattress to join with the upper bank

paving. Where willow mattresses are used to prevent stream-bed scour the method of

sinking varies somewhat from that used in bank protection.

Willow framed mattresses are constructed in rectangular units with a length and

width appropriate for successful handling and sinking. A unit l.'^O ft long by 100 ft wide,
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and 16 in thick is recommended for general use. The size may vary to fit the area to be
protected. Approximately 1600 lb of .stone per square is required for sinking.

Articulated concrete mattresses require the use of specialized marine equipment and
are instal'ed mainly on navigable streams. Units, 25 ft long by 4 ft wide, are made up
of reinforced concrete slabs, each of which is 3 ft 10J4 in long, 14 in wide and 3 in thick.

These slabs are strung with 1 in space between them, on heavy non-corrosive, reinforcing

fabric, which consists of ,< longitudinal wires, continuous throughout the length of the

unit and looped at each end for fa.<tening to corresponding longitudinal wires in the

abutting ends of adjoining units. Transverse reinforcement is provided by rectagular

brackets, extending beyond the individual .slabs to permit joining with corresponding

brackets in adjacent units. Cables are run between units to hold the mattress together

as a whole and to facilitate launching. The operation of sinking is progressive from the

bank line to the outer edge of the revetment. Anchorage to the upper bank is provided

by noncorrosive anchor wires attached to the looped ends of the longitudinal reinforcing

wires protruding from the edges of the individual units. These wires are anchored to

deadmen buried in the top of the bank or to .screw anchors in the slope. They are

ultimately covered by the upper bank paving.

As in the case of articulated concrete mattresses, asphalt mattresses require the use

of special equipment that limits their use to special locations. It is a reinforced mattress

constructed in strips with a maximum length of 217.5 ft. Thickness varies from 2 to

3 in and length is determined by that of the stringout barges which guide the laying

plant. Reinforcement consists of 9/32-in launching cab'es, spaced at 3-ft intervals, and

fastened to 6-ft widths of welded wire fabric. Sand, loess and asphalt are dried, heated

and mixed on a floating plant, and the hot mix is carried to the casting and layout plant

in an insulated barge.

The hot mix is taken by screw conveyors from the carrying barges to storage cars

of the hopper type, which are fitted with hydraulic dumping mechanisms. These cars

operate on a track to the river edge of the upper deck of the mattress barge and dump
into finishing machines, which distribute the mix over the deck, tamping and com-

pressing it at the same time to form the finished mattress. The finishing machines run

on rails along the edges of the working area of the deck, and the mattress slides under

the shoreward one of these in launching. Dimensions of a single launch are 30 by 217.5

ft, which are the approximate dimensions of the deck area. The launch is cooled to about

125 deg by a stream of water played upon it from above and below, and is then paid off

across the deck and over a curved apron on the shore side of the barge until the rear

edge is in the former position of the front edge. The operation is then repeated over

and over, care being taken to obtain a thorough bond between successive launchings by

hand tamping. Reinforcing fabric and cables are drawn up from below the deck, and

the hot mix is kept from sticking to the deck by the use of flake mica. Successive mat-

tresses are laid with upstream overlaps of 10 ft or more. The completed mattre.ss has

a weight of 130 lb per sq ft and a strength varying from a minimum of 7000 to 14,000 lb

per lin ft at 40 deg F. The principal advantages of the reinforced asphalt mattress and

asphalt paving are: flexibility, cheapness, ease of laying and ease of maintenance.

Causes of revetment failure are:

Direction of flow not parallel to bank.

Inadequate drainage back of bank.

Inflexibility of mattress.

Paving carried to insufficient height.

Insufficient bond between mattress and bank paving.
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Permeability of mattress.

Effects of freezing and damage by ice.

Failure of metal fastenings.

Insufficient layer of spalls or crushed rock under paving.

The woven lumber mattress is a development of the woven willow type and is used

where lumber may be procured at relatively low cost. Separate boards are held in place

by weaving, by nailing and by wiring. Cribs or pockets, 8 ft square and 1 ft deep, arc

provided along the outer edge of the mattress to hold the ballast stone in place. Sinking

is accomplished by casting one-man stone from barges, starting at the upstream-in.shore

corner. About 0.6 cu yd of stone per square is required.

The fabrication of a timber mattress is started at the upstream end by fastening

three thicknesses of boards together to form the lower or bottom half of the header.

To extend the bottom half the full width of the mattress, each layer is butt-jointed,

and the joints of each layer are broken for a length of at least 3 ft with joints in the

succeeding layer. The 3 layers are lashed with 1 turn of strands of No. 9 galvanized

wire and nailed with 20 d nails at 3-ft intervals. On top of this half of the header,

selected boards, called weavers, are spaced at 3-ft 4-in to 3-ft 8-in intervals and nailed

to the bottom half of the header. On top of the weavers, parallel to and directly over

the header, a spacer board is nailed to the header intersection with 20 d nails. At right

angles to the header and directly over each weaver, two thicknesses of boards, called top

boards, are fastened to the spacer board with 40 d nails. The top half of the header,

made like the bottom half, is placed on top of the top boards, directly over the bottom

half and nailed to the lower half with 60 d nails at each weaver intersection. The entire

header is securely lashed together at 3-ft intervals with one turn of 2 strands of No. 9

wire. A second header is constructed 8 ft therefrom to provide a connection for anchorages.

A similar header completes the end of each section of mattress.

The lumber in the main body of the mattress is woven parallel to the header in

courses not more than 1 in apart. Each weaving board is woven so that at alternate

weavers the board will be underneath. In each successive course the weaving board passes

under and over those weavers that the preceding course passed over and under. All

woven boards are securely nailed to each weaver passed over.

Each weaver is made continuous for the entire length of the mattress by lap splicing

not less than 3 ft, and the lapped boards are fastened together by lashing and nailing.

Nails at each end of a lap are clinched. Adjoining splices are shifted not le.ss than 4 ft

to avoid a continuous line of splices.

Top boards of two thicknesses are placed on the weavers, at right angles thereto

and directly over weavers. The boards of each layer are butt-jointed, breaking joints not

less than 4 ft and secured to the weavers every 4 ft with wire and nails.

The cross binders of three thickness of boards, spaced as indicated, extend the entire

width of the mattress.

The mattress is cribbed by additional boards placed over the top boards and cross

binders which are spiked together and lashed at each intersection with galvanized wire

tightly twisted and secured to the mattress to form cribs for holding the stone used in

sinking the mattress.

The mattress is sunk to the river bed with stone of good quality. The pieces of stone

used vary in weight from 10 to 125 lb. Care is used in placing stone to avoid damage

to the mattress. Two tons of stone per 100 sq ft of mattress is usually specified for a

completed mattress.
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LUMBER MATTRESS INSTALLATION

Upper Bank Paving

After the bank is graded and dressed to proper slope, a 4-in gravel blanket is placed

from the shore edge of the mattress to a height not less than 15 ft vertically above the

low-water plane. This is followed by a layer of stone, not less than 10 in thick and

covering the entire graded slope.

If found to be more economical, the upper l)ank paving may be done with unconi

pacted mass asphalt, using an aggregate of sand or sand and gravel proportioned with
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asphalt cement to produce a mixture wherein the aggregate will be well bonded by the

asphalt cement, the voids reasonably well filled with no possibility of bleeding.

Figs. 13 and 14 .show a typical revetment installation with woven lumber mattress

and stone paving.

Derrick Stone Riprap

Erosion frequently occurs in beds of streams with great depth and a current velocity

so great that the launching and placing of mattresses is impractical. Such erosion may
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seriously affect the stability of bridge piers or similarly situated structures. One proven
method of preventing such erosion is by use of derrick stone. A typical installation is

that illustrated by Fig. IS.

An annual survey, made when the river was at a low stage developed that scour
had occurred on the downstream side of a railroad bridge to a depth of 116 ft below
mean sea level wherf the normal elevation of the river bed was approximately SO ft
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l)cIow mean sea level. Permitting this scour to continue would endanger two piers of

the bridge.

Since the stream is subject to rises of 40 ft or more, and a hydrograph covering

many previous years indicated a rise to be imminent, no time was available for securing

materials, constructing and sinking mattresses. It was decided to blanket the bottom
and sides of the scoured "hole" and the area immediately upstream with derrick stone,

the stones used to vary in size from 100 to 500 lb. No local stone being available, it was
secured from distant quarries, partially by barge direct and partially by rail, the latter

being transferred to barges for placing.

A supersonic depth recorder was used for determining the limits of the scoured area

and progress in filling. A current meter was used in an effort to determine the approxi-

mate angle of descent of the stones, but due to the presence of cross currents and boils,

the information secured by its use was inconclusive. Using the data obtained, loaded

barges were placed at proper locations and the stone unloaded by derrick. During the

time the work was in progress, the river was at flood stage, reaching a maximum height

of 4- 44.0 mean sea level. The depth of water varied from 150 to 160 ft.

To blanket completely the hole and the area immediately above required 15,000 tons

of stone. Due to the long haul of material and the necessity of transferring from car to

barge, the total cost of the completed installation was $115,000. It has proven effective.

A survey made in 1955 indicates a maximum depth of — 55.0 mean sea level in the

area covered by stone.

Summarizing, it appears that the methods of preventing erosion best adapted to

railway use are steel jetty, stone jetty, steel fascine and pile dike installations. If these

are impractical or if erosion continues, revetment by use of lumber mattresses and stone

paving should prove satisfactory. Any installation made must be properly maintained

to be fully successful.

Report on Assignment 6

Roadway : Formation and Protection

(a) Roadbed Stabilization

(b) Slope Protection by Use of Additives

L. D. Shelkey (chairman, subcommittee), G. W. Becker, F. N. Beighley, D. W. Blair,

M. G. Counter, B. H. Crosland, R. A. Gravelle, G. D. Mayor, G. S. Sowers, C. E.

Whitmore, Jr.

Your committee reports this year on both of its assignments (a) and (b) . The report

on Assignment (a) is submitted in two parts, designated as Part 1 and Part 2.

These reports represent work under the cooperative investigation, with committee

.sponsorship, between the Engineering Division, AAR, and the Engineering Experiment

Station of the University of Illinois, under the direction of G. M. Magee, director of

engineering research, AAR and Dr. R. B. Peck, professor of foundation engineering

of the university. Rockwell Smith, research engineer roadway, was in direct charge of the

work for the Engineering Division and prepared Part 1 of this report.

Part 1, submitted as information, is a general discussion of landslides on railroads,

the costs involved, and suggestions for correction and prevention.

Part 2, also submitted as information, was prepared by Professor D. U. Deere of the

University of Tllinnis. Tt is a discussion of .seepage and .stability problems in deep ruts in

residual .soils.
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The report on Assiunment d (b). Slope Protection by Use of Additives, is presented

as information, and is a discussion of the use of asphalt for this purpose in coastal and
lakeshorc areas and in arid regions.

Report on Assignment 6 (a)

Part 1

Landslides

Laiulslides can be defined as the downward and outward movements of slope-

forming materials composed of natural rock, soils, artificial fills, or a combination of

these materials. The movement may be of any one of three principal types, namely,

falling, flowing or sliding, but usually consists of a combination of these three types.

Landslides present serious problems to the railroads of the world. A single derailment

from such a cause can easily approximate ^1 million in damages and claims.

Questionnaires on landslides were sent to representative railroads in both the United

States and Canada, and replies were received from 12 roads representing approximateh-

24 percent of the line mileage for these countries. They reported direct annual main-

tenance costs from land.slides as follows: one road .'SSOOjOOO to $1,000,000; two roads

S250,000 to $500,000; two roads SlOO.OOO to $250,000; three roads .S25,000 to .$100,000;

and four roads less than .S25,000 per year. In addition, all these roads reported certain

years with expenditures in considerable excess of the average annual cost. Ey projectini;

these costs over the entire systems of the country and Canada it appears that direct

damages from landslides amount to over $5,000,000 per year. It is to be emphasized

that this is only the direct cost. Indirect costs can easily double or triple this figure,

for the above costs do not include damages to equipment or lading or for personal

injuries. As an example of the possible cost, within the last eight years there have been

three derailments becau.se of landslides which have cost more than $1,000,000 in damages

and claims. One railroad reports that a single slide cost 2,640 train-hours delay, which

in itself would approximate $52,000 in out-of-pocket labor costs, not including lading

or equipment rental or intangibles.

From the above it is apparent that the railroads have a vital interest in the better-

ment of any slide conditions on their lines to reduce these expenditures and increase

safety. It should bo* noted, however, that the railroads have been leaders in protecting

against slides, as is evidenced by their installations of slide fences and safety signals,

and by the scaling of rock cliffs that has been done.

This brings to light the further benefits that can be derived from preventive main-

tenance or correction of present slides. Very little construction for new lines is now
underway. The lines in operation have had the benefit of many years of maintenance,

and have a consequent built-up stability. However, many slide sections are still trouble-

some, and it is on these that further action can be taken, both to reduce further main-

tenance expense and to increase safety factors. Cost records kept on the most trouble-

some sections for a period of years could be used to determine the high maintenance

sections and would readily indicate the advi.sability of full correction or continual main-

tenance. It may be said, in general, that if the yearly maintenance on any particular

slide section runs over 5 percent of the correction costs, the maintenance is probably not

economical. This is over and above any safety considerations that may govern. In addi-

tion to costs, reference linp>i tf) determine the time and amount of movement, preripifation
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and temperature records would be a very great help in defining the problem. Prediction

as to time and size of movement is often possible with such records.

A number of new lines are being built as relocations around dams and canals and
as grade and alinement corrections. On these new lines, much can be done to eliminate

the possibility of slides. A full reconnaissance is advisable and will often pay dividends

many times the cost. Air photography is the first step in the identification of general

topography. Second is the general history of the region and a study of natural slope.

It has been shown many times that old slides can be determined from a .study of the

air photos. In addition, specific information, both geological and alluvial, will be of

assistance. The natural slopes will indicate at what degree the material involved will

normally be at rest. It has been possible both in railroad and highway relocations to

avoid certain old slides which might be reactivated by the disturbance caused by the

construction of a new grade.

In addition to this, the grading itself might cause slides through slope failure. To
determine the characteristics and expected behavior of the material, a soil survey is of

extreme importance. Analysis of the material and location of other pertinent features,

such as underground water and natural moisture content, may be of considerable impor-

tance, both in forecasting the stability of the new line and also in the process of

construction. The second part of this report describes a relocation on which incomplete

information was obtained prior to letting of the contract. The cost of this project will

probably exceed the estimate appreciably because of the change of construction required

when the natural conditions were exposed.

There are two conditions that should be considered, actual slides and potential slides.

A potential slide depends to a considerable extent on the character and structure of the

rock and soils, on the general topography, on the climate and vegetation to a certain

extent, and on surface drainage and underground water. It is not expected that full

investigation of every slope involved is economically possible. But, an investigation is of

value for general conditions. The greater the amount of damage involved if a slide

occurs, the greater can be the cost of the investigation warranted.

In the investigation of the possibilities of potential slides, any change of normal

conditions should be given full consideration. As an example, future irrigation areas or

reservcirs or fluctuations of water levels adjacent to any soil structure can greatly affect

its statality; also, any cut or fill naturally changes the normal pattern.

Actual slides are easily determined. They are indicated by ground movement, such

as settlements or an upward movement of pavement or track. In certain cases it is also

possible to determine the start of slide movements before any particular disturbance to

the track has occurred. This is evidenced by open cracks, broken pipe lines, leaning trees

or poles and other physical indications. In other cases, a small slip or slide at the toe

of a fill or cut may precede a large, more serious movement. It is on these slides that

measurements of movement from a reference line is important. It may be possible with

full accumulation of data, to predict the amount of movement and the time of occurrence.

Such information will forewarn maintenance forces and can be of great value in elimina-

tion of delays and abnormal maintenance.

It is also possible for old slides to be reactivated under certain aggravated conditions.

Many railroads have records of slides that have been stable for 10 or 20 years suddenly

starting to move, such as fills where slides on one side have stopped movement and have

broken out on the opposite side.

As mentioned above, grading through an old slide area even of ancient origin can

reactivate movement. This must be considered on relocation work and measures taken

to analyze the effect of the change.
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There are two courses apparently open to the railroad maintenance engineers. One is

the prevention of slides, and the second is the correction of slides. There is no sharp Jim-

between these two procedures, as the basic principles governing preventive and correc-

tive treatments are very similar. However, there are a number of corrective measures

which would seldom if ever be applied to the prevention of landslides.

There are three general methods for prevention, namely, by increasing the resistance

to .sliding, by decreasing the motivating force of .sliding, or by elimination of the possible

sliding mass entirely. For consideration of any of these factors, information on the

expected movement and type of forces involved is of the greatest importance. Also, for

any individual section the information should be specific and not the general characteris-

tics of the region. This latter, of course, is of great assistance in determining the type

of investigation to be made.

Specifically, there are a large number of methods used for increasing the sliding

resistance, including drying of the soil material and so increasing the shear strengths

of the material, benching to reduce sliding by an increase of friction, restraining struc-

tures, and solidification, such as by grouting and chemical stabilization.

The reduction in the motivating force is usually accomplished by removal from

the area of the slide the material which causes movement. In addition, the elimination

of subsurface seepage and water pressures will also decrease the force.

The third method for prevention is the avoidance of slides areas by relocation or

the complete removal or bridging of the slide area.

It is often not possible for the relocation to avoid slide areas on railroads. However,

it has been accomplished and is usually worth consideration before construction is begun.

More possible, however, is the use of slopes, both fill and cut, of a design which will

reduce the hazard of landslides. This, of course, is made possible only by an investigation

into the soil conditions, and where rock is involved in the geology of the area. The

prevention of landslides on either old or new lines can result in excellent economy,

although in general it is hard to assess the value to be obtained. If it is considered that

the elimination of a single slide can poduce savings of .$50,000, which is well within

the realm of probability, it can be seen that some expenditures for investigation is justified.

For correction of a present landslide a complete field and laboratory investigation

is a necessity. For adequate correction the cause must be determined. Also, the surface

of rupture, and probable depth including geological and soil information, the type of the

rock, the water table, source of water and other such pertinent features are required.

A map of the section showing these features will be of assistance in the analysis for the

correction. In addition, subsurface investigation through the surface of rupture with

samples and laboratory analysis is important. Data to be included should be precipitation

records, temperature, particularly freezing and thawing data, history of the regions and

other such information.

These data shou'd be assembled in such form that all can be considered in a cor-

rection analysis. Plotting of these data will often illustrate size of movement, rate and

time of year, and it is often pos.sible to correlate action with various meteorolocical and

I)recipitation data.

There is no general rule for prescribing treatment. Each particular landslide must

be treated .separately, and it is not probable that any landslide will fall into a simple

classification. Usually such movement results from a combination of causes. Prevention

of a slide may require more than one specific measure, but for the correction of slides

(here is usually one best method. It is necessary for the investigation to fully illustrate

which of these possible corrective measures will most likely give the best results. A rational

engineering approach is possible by proper utilization of available knowledge and

investigation.
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Part 2

Seepage and Stability Problems in Deep Cuts in Residual Soils,

Charlotte, N. C.

By Don U. Deere''^

Introduction

Construction was begun in the summer of 1955 of a new cross line approximately

2 to 3 miles south and west of Charlotte, N. C. The new route connects lines of the

Columbia and Charlotte Divisions of the Southern Railway System and will eliminate

a number of grade crossings in the city of Charlotte. The project was participated in

jointly by the city, the state, and the Southern Railway. The city was the constructing

agency.

The cross line is 6.1 miles in length of which approximately one-half is in cut.

Much of the cut section is less than IS ft deep, but several cuts range from 30 to 40 ft

in depth over lengths of more than 1000 ft. The maximum depth of cut is 48 ft.

Grading operations were begun with 18-yd scrapers. The use of the scrapers had to be

discontinued at depths ranging from 12 to IS ft when soft saturated subgrade was

encountered. Excavation was continued with the aid of draglines for the deep drainage

ditches. As the cuts were deepened to final grade, increased amounts of seepage from the

cut slopes had to be coped with, and numerous slope failures resulted. Most of the

.'^lides were of small magnitude, but one slide involved over 2500 cu yd of earth.

This report deals with those aspects of the subsurface conditions which were pri-

marily responsible for the slope failures, the construction methods adopted for combating

the adverse conditions, the results of the construction methods used, and a .summar\

of the experience to be gained from this series of deep cuts in residual soil.

Subsurface Conditions

The soil at the site consists of a considerable thickness of red residual soil resting on

granite bedrock. The residual soil was formed by weathering (chemical decomposition)

of the granite in place. The thickness of the residual soil ranges from just a few feet

to as much as 50 ft or more. The contact between the soil and the underlying rock is

quite irregular, and often is gradational. The granite bedrock is considered to be of

Carboniferous geological age. The granite is often cut by dikes several feet wide of fine-

grained black or green igneous rock (basalt or trap)

.

The residual soil is a mixture of sand, silt, and clay. Silt and clay are the main

constituents to a depth of approximately 15 ft. Beneath that depth fine to medium sand

constitutes SO to 60 percent of the soil, and the percentage of clay-size particles is le.ss

than 5 percent. Laboratory test results for a typical boring are shown in Fig. 1.

It will be noted from the grain size distribution plot that the upper 2 ft of the soil

profile contains only IS to 20 percent of clay-size constituents. This soil is classified as a

dark reddish-brown sandy clayey silt. This upper zone corresponds to the A-horizon,

the zone of depletion, in the pedological system of soil classification. Between the depths

of 2 to 4 ft the clay content increases to values as great as 58 percent, and the soil is

classified as bright reddish-brown sandy silty clay. The zone corresponds to the B-

horizon, zone of accumulation, in the pedological system. Between the depths of 4 ft

and about IS ft the soil is predominately silt, about SO to 60 percent, with the clay

content and sand content each ranging between the limits of about 10 and 30 percent.

The soil in this depth range is somewhat lighter in color, being light reddish-brown with

* Associate professor of civil engineering and of geology, University of Illinois.
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minus plastic limit) of most of the soil samples is zero or nearly so. This attests to the

low plasticity and cohesion of the soil in the deeper parts of the soil profile.

The plasticity characteristics of the soil may also be used for classification purposes.

Fig. 2 shows the plasticity chart with the plotted positions for the soils tested. There is

considerable scattering of the plotted points. However, the samples from the surface to a

depth of 7 ft plotted in a zone near the A-line. This area corresponds to inorganic sOts

of high compressibility. The samples below a depth of 7 ft plotted well beneath the

A-line in a zone corresponding most nearly to inorganic silts of medium compressibility.

The position of these plotted points again indicates the relatively low plasticity and

cohesion of the deeper soil.

Some idea as to the consistency or strength of the soil can be obtained from the

results of the standard penetration test. This test is made while obtaining the samples

during the boring process and refers to the number of blows, N, required of a 140-lb

hammer falling freely 30 in to cause a penetration of 12 in with a standard spUt-spoon

sampler (2 in O.D., l}i in I.D.) into the underlying soil. The A^-values were found to
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range from 6 to 7 tor the upper IS ft (Fig. 1). Beneath IS ft values ranging from

12 to 17 were obtained. These values indicate a stiff consistency for the upper clayey

and silty soils and a loose to medium density for the underlying silty sands.

The ground-water table in the cut areas was encountered at depths ranging from

about S to 20 ft. The upper surface of the ground water table was not plane, but curved,

and in general followed the surface topography in a subdued form.

Samples from the borings and observations in the field showed that joints or cracks

were quite numerous throughout the residual soil. The joints may have been formed

during the process of weathering of the granite. However, it is more likely that the

joints were present in the granite and that they have persisted through the process of

weathering. Of added interest and importance was the presence of a thin coating of a

black very greasy-like material on many of the joint planes. This substance was identified

as manganese dioxide. It was no doubt deposited on the joint planes by the action of

circulating ground water.

Construction Problems

When the water table was reached, the contractor was unable to continue the use

of the large scrapers for excavating due to the soft nature of the saturated subgrade. As

previously mentioned, the water table was encountered at depths ranging from 8 to

20 ft. The soil in that depth range consists of sandy silt or fine silty sand with varying

amounts of clay. In the presence of water the soil became exceedingly soft and weak

under the action of the scrapers. In addition, sloughing of the slopes and small slides

took place as the excavation proceeded below the water table. Hence, two problems

evolved; construction procedures to permit excavation; and stability considerations of

the subgrade and slopes.

Excavation by scraper was discontinued and dragline excavation started. It was

decided that an open ditch should be constructed along one side of the cut to handle

the seepage water and to attempt to bring about a general lowering of the water table.

This would result in less seepage from the slopes and an overall greater stability when

the cut was excavated to its full width. Fig. 3 is a photograph taken November 1, 1955.

of the drainage ditch in the area of one of the deepest cuts, from station 208 to station

225. It will be noted that some sloughing took place along the sides of the ditch and

that a considerable amount of seepage water was being handled. The ditch as shown in

the photograph was about 15 ft below the bottom of the general excavation but was

still about 10 or 15 ft above final grade. No bracing or sheeting was used in the ditch.

The ditch was widened towards one side to conform to the design position and the

1 to 1 slope of the finished cut. During the process a rather large slope failure occurred.

The condition of the cut and the .slide is .shown in Fig. 4 on a photograph taken February

1, 1956. An outcrop of rock is .shown in the foreground. It is interesting to note that

sound rock which required blasting is found at the same elevation and not too far

distant from soil that is .so weak that .slope instability results. Several other slides of

smaller magnitude occurred in this and other cuts. The mechanisms of the .s^ope failures

are di.scus.«ed in later paragraphs.

The cuts were completed by maintaininK the ditches at a lower level than the gen-

eral bottom of the cuts. To provide permanent sub-drainage a 10-in diameter perforated

pipe was placed along one side of the cut between the side ditch and the track. The pipe

was laid on a cru.shed stone bed in the bottom of a narrow trench which had been

excavated by a back-hoe to a depth of 6 ft below subgrade. Straw was placed around

the pipe to act a'= a filter, and the trench was backfilled with ^ to IVj-in crushed stone
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Fig. 3—Cut during construction, November 1, 1955. Note water and sloughing
of slopes. (Ditch width approximately 10 ft).

Diagonal laterals 30 ft long extending under the track to the opposite bank were used

at intervals of 100 ft or so to provide for more complete drainage. A typical section

is shown in Fig. 5. A photograph taken October 24, 1956 of the completed cut is shown
in Fig. 6. The area where the largest slide took place is clearly visable in the photograph.

The subdrains at each cut were discharging about 10 to 20 gal per min at this time,

which is about the same rate of discharge as when the drains were first placed .«;everal

weeks earlier. This is not a large flow of water when one considers that each drain is

serving a cut 500 to 1000 ft long. The small flow is due to the rather low permeability

of the silty fine sand.

Where the subgrade was noticeably soft, 4 ft of the subgrade was removed and a

backfill was placed of compacted residual soil from the upper portions of the soil profile

where the natural soil was drier. The soil excavated from beneath the water table was

stock-piled in the hope that it would dry out sufficiently to be used in the fill areas.

However, due to its low permeability it did not dry sufficiently and the soil was wasted.

Mechanism of the Slope Failures

Several factors can be pointed out as being directly responsible for the slope failures

;

namely, the seepage of water from the slopes, subsurface erosion caused by the seepage,

the presence of joints throughout the residual soil and the occurrence of a soft man-

ganese dioxide coating on the joint planes. As the excavation proceeded beneath the

ground-water table, water emerged at the contact of the slope and the excavation bottom.
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Fig. 4—Same cut as Fig. 3, February 1, 1956. Note slide in background
and rock outcrop in foreground.
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Fig. 6—Completed cut showing slide area, November 23, 1956. Note rock
outcrop beyond train.

Because of the relatively low permeability of the residual clayey sandy silts and silty

fine sands, the amount of seepage water was not great. However, the emerging water

was capable of carrying out grains with it as it emerged due to the small amount of

cohesion present in the deeper residual solis. A process of backward erosion was initiated

which removed the base support under portions of the .slope and failure was imminent.

The slope failures were often localized along major joints which had dips or inclina-

tions towards the cut. The joints were often clearly visible extending from the base

of the cut upward to the surface, a distance of more than 40 ft. The presence of the

soft greasy-like manganese dioxide coating on the joint planes precluded the development

of any friction or cohesion on these surfaces. Clearly, the joints formed discontinuities

and planes of weakness in the soil. Even without the added hazard of subsurface erosion

due to seepage, the presence of the joints were enough in themselves to account for

several failures where the orientation of the joints happened to be in a particularly

unfavorable attitude.

A theoretical analysis of the factor of safety for any of the cuts would have no

meaning, .since it ia impossible to evaluate all the variables by either laboratory or field

testing. The exact effect of subsurface erosion caused by the seepage on any given slope

cannot be evaluated in advance, nor can the number and position of the joints. Neg-

lecting the effect of both these factors, one would find that the factor of safety of the
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slopes is well above unity. A slope Hatter than the one to one design slope would give a

higher theoretical factor of safety, but under the actual conditions encountered would
not have made an appreciable difference.

Summary

A study of a series ot deep cuts in residual soils of this type has shown that there

are several inherent conditions likely to be present in these soils that may result in slope-

failures. The residual soils may be quite clayey and cohesive in the upper few feet of the

soil profile. However, the clay content decreases below a depth of IS ft or so, and the

soils are essentially cohesionless silts or fine silty sands. If a high water table is pre.sent.

.seepage at the base of the cuts may cause backward or subsurface erosion which ends

to undermine the slope. In addition, the presence of joints, possibly with coatings of

manganese dioxide, introduces planes of weakness in the .soil mass which further results

in a lower stability. Predrainage by open ditches, by gravel-fil!ed trenches, or possibly

by wellpoints should be considered. Working the cut from one side only at approximate

grade elevation would perhaps result in sufficient drainage to allow construction to

progress at a normal rate. Rather than work at flatter slopes, it would appear advisable

to consider the use of a 10 or 12-ft beam at midheight of the slope where cuts are greater

than about 20 ft.

Report on Assignment 6 (b)

Slope Protection by Use of Additives

\ primary consideration in slope protection is to divert or control surface drainage.

Surface cover of some type on exposed areas of both cut and fill sections is vital for the

control of erosion caused by both wind and rain.

Erosion by both wind and water on sandy soil (of the type known as dune sand,

blow sand, sugar sand and dead sand) as encountered particularly in coastal and lake-

shore areas and arid regions presents a tremendous problem in the attempt to control

erosion. Physical conditions that contribute to this type of erosion include high winds,

lack of rainfall, high surface temperature, rapid evaporation, and an extreme lack of

fertility. Wind is one of the more important erosion factors of sandy soil. It causes

surface drying, soil movement and, on unprotected surfaces, the loss of seed and fer-

tilizer. Through sand-blasting action and the constant whipping back and forth of plants,

wind restricts the choice of survival species and increases the difficulties of plant estab-

lishment. The consensus is that a complete cover is the only .satisfactory method of

controlling erosion.

The angle of repose of sand is 30 to 40 deg, yet it will blow on a flat surface. Thus,

it may be deduced that it can be stabilized on any degree of slope between these extremes.

It is recommended that slopes of sand embankment should be as flat as possible to

permit machine methods of stabilization and to encourage plant establishment where

climatic conditions permit. On this basis, slopes of from 1 on 4 to 1 on 14, where

practicable, are desirable from both construction and maintenance points of view.

USE OF ASPHALT

One of the types or methods of slope protection in sandy soil which have been tried

and have met with some success is the use of asphalt.
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Coastal and Lakeshore Areas

Projects have been carried out involving the use of emulsified asphalt as a semi-

porous cover on slopes ot almost pure sand. In May 1953, on a location in North

Carolina, a mechanical hydraulic seeder was used to spray under high pressure a mix-

ture of seed and fertilizer suspended in water over the areas to be seeded. The same

equipment was used a few days later to apply a mixture of SO percent AE-S emulsified

asphalt and 50 percent water at the rate of 0.4 gal of mixture per square yard over

only the cut slope areas.

It was found soon after starting that a cru.st was forming due to the dryness of the

sand which soaked up the water rapidly from the emulsion. No rain had fallen in several

weeks, with the temperature at 85 to 90 deg. The rate of application was reduced 50

percent with the expectation of making the second application after a rain, but no rain

came and no second application was made. The cost was $0.0143 per sq yd for seeding

and $0,155 per sq yd for the emulsion.

The job was checked in the summer of 1953 to observe results. It was found that

on areas where no emulsion was used, namely fill slopes, there was good germination

of the seed, while on the areas where emulsified asphalt was applied, there was poor

germination. The reason for this was that the layer of asphalt absorbed the heat and

held it, even at night, destroying viability of the seed or burning the seedlings. The tem-

perature of the soil under the asphalt was found to be 10 to 15 deg hotter than the

areas with no asphalt. It was felt that even though very little grass was obtained on

the asphalted areas, the application of it was well worth while, as very little erosion

by wind or water occurred in those areas.

In December of that year, reseeding and a new application of emulsified asphalt

was made on a 40-ft strip on the cut section back slopes. To keep the asphalt from

forming a crust, the mixture was cut to 25 percent asphalt and 75 percent water. The

same rate of application of 0.4 gal of mixture per square yard was continued, and it vvas

found that the mixture was penetrating 1 in and not crusting. Inspection several weeks

later disclosed that good germination was obtained on all areas; however, it was neces-

sary to top-dress the asphalted areas with a 6-8-6 fertilizer at 20 lb per 100 sq yd. As

of October 1954, it was found that on the areas where the emulsion was applied, the

grass was greener and grew faster than on the untreated areas. No erosion has occurred

on the treated areas regardless of whether grass was growing or not.

Arid Regions

Another project was com.pleted in 1953 in the midwestern arid region of Wyominj:

where winds blowing at 50 mph and as high as 80 to 90 mph were causing considerable

erosion through its funneling action in cut slopes and upsweep action on fill slopes.

These surface areas were sprayed at some locations with RC-1 road oil and at others

with an asphalt-water emulsion consisting of 60 percent bitumuls and 40 percent water.

The application was made with a work train which consisted of a steam engine,

a pump spray car with side-arm spray bars with fan-type spray nozzles, and tank cars

of asphaltic materials. For areas farther away and out of reach of the spray bars with

extensions, the material was shot on the surface from nozzles made from S-in pipe pinched

at the end and connected to a hose, or from the top of a spray truck equipped with

spray bars and hose with nozzles. It was found that best penetration effects and the

least amount of run-off were achieved when the bitumen was sprayed at temperatures

of from 170 to 200 deg F for the emulsion, and approximately 250 deg F for the RC-1

road oil. Heating these materials caused them to congeal immediately on contact with
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the sand, which prevented the water from leaching away from the emulsion and pre-

vented the RC-1 oil from soaking into the sand and cracks to the extent that the surface

would not be thoroughly covered.

The work train was run over a section of 1000 to 1500 ft at a speed of IS mph,

making a light application. The procedure was repeated after a time elapse of about

4 hr in order to permit the first coating to set up and to get complete coverage. The
total application rate was 0.4 gal to 0.75 gal of emulsified mixture, or RC-1 road oil,

per square yard for a penetration of from ^ to J^ in. The cost to do this work was
.-0.028 per sq yd.

This work has proven very successful in controlling and retarding wind erosion

of drifting sands to the extent that the track structure and side ditches no longer

become drifted over, which formerly presented a major maintenance and removal problem.

Some spots in the coating have broken out where the wind has been most severe, but

repairs have been easily handled on a normal program every three or four years at a

cost equivalent to a small fraction of the original cost.

Report on Assignment 8

Fences

L. J. Deno (chairman, subcommittee), L. V. Johnson, R. L. McDaniel, A. W. Schroeder,
W. L. Young.

Your committee offers the following recommendations with respect to the Manual.

Pages 1-6-6 to 1-6-9, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR METAL FENCE POSTS
A survey conducted by the committee disclosed that few railroads are purchasing

metal fence posts conforming to the specifications in the Manual. Suppliers have objected

to the strength, ductility and inspection requirements and will meet AREA specification.^

only with added cost to the consumer. Modification of our specifications to conform

more nearly to the U. S. Department of Commerce Commercial Standard 184-51 will

enable purchasing railroads to realize savings due to large-volume production. Steel fence

posts manufactured to conform to CS 184-51 have proved to be entirely satisfactory for

general railroad requirements.

Your committee, therefore, recommends that the entire specification as printed on

pages 1-6-6 to 1-6-9, incl., in the Manual be reapproved with the following revisions:

Page 1-6-7. Delete Art. .5 and Art. 4.

Redesignate Arts. 5 to 7 incl., as Arts. .? to 5 incl.

Page 1-6-8. Redesignate Arts. 8 and as Arts. 6 and 7, respectively.

Page 1-6-9. Delete Art. 10 and substitute the following:

8. Inspection

Inspection and approval of the posts .sha'i be made by the engineer or other author-

ized representative of the purcha.scr. Such inspection shall be made at the plant of the

manufacturer, who will allow the inspector acccs.= to all operations involved and shall

facilitate as much as po.ssible the work of insi)ection and provide necessary faciUties

for inspection. Posts, .selected bv the inspector at random, shall be inspected, and if they

meet the requirements, the lot shall be accepted.
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Pages 1-6-10 to 1-6-14, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR RIGHT-OF-WAY FENCES
Galvanizing of wire is now generally accomplished cither by the hot-dip method

or the clecti-o-galvanizing process. The Precce or copper sulphate dip test for deter-

mining the thickness of coating on galvanized wire was developed in 1880 when the

hot-dip process was the popular method of galvanizing. The hot-dip method produces

an iron-zinc alloy coating, whereas the electro-galvanizing process produces pure zinc.

The rate of solubility of the coating in the Preece test varies with the iron content of the

coating; therefore, the test does not accurately determine the relative merits of coatings

applied by the two methods.

The committee, therefore, recommends that the specification be rcapproved with the

following revisions:

Page 1-6-11. Delete Par. (a), Art. 8, Sec. B, and substitute the following:

(a) The galvanizing of wire shall consist of a uniform coating of zinc, the weight

of which shall be not less than 0.6 oz per sq ft of surface treated.

Delete Par. (b), Art. 8, Sec. B.

Page 1-6-12. Redesignate Par. (c). Art. 8, Sec. B, as Par. (b). Art. 8, Sec. B.

Report on Assignment 10

Ballast

(a) Tests

(b) Ballasting Practices

(c) Special Types of Ballast

(d) Specifications for Sub-Ballast

R. H. Beeder (chairman, subcommittee), E. R. Anderson, E. W. Bauman, J. G. Camp-
bell, J. P. Datesman, A. T. Goldbeck, E. W. McCuskey, L. E. Rundell, J. W. Thomas,
Stanton Walker, C. E. Webb.

Your committee reports this year on two of its assignments only, namely,

(a) Tests, and (b) Ballasting Practices.

The report on Assignment (a) is submitted as information and is the fourth report

on the progress of the oscillator ballast tests being carried on at the Association of

American Railroads Research Center.

The report on Assignment (b) is a recapitulation and discussion of the replies

received to a questionnaire submitted to member railroads on ballasting practices, and is

presented as information.

Report on Assignment 10 (a)

Fourth Progress Report on Research Project on Ballasts

Introduction

This is the fourth report on the progress of the oscillator ballast tests being carried

on at the Association of American Railroads Research Center. The previous tests are

described in detail in the AREA Proceedings, Vol. 54, 1953, page 1140, and Vol. 56,

1955, page 717.
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The research is sponsored by the committee and is being performed and reported

on by G. L. Hinueber, assistant research engineer roadway, of the research staff of the

Engineering Division, AAR, under the general direction of G. M. Magee, director of

eng.neering research, and Rockwell Smith, research engineer roadway.

Tests have been completed on 13 materials, including crushed rock, gravel and slag,

and are in progress on a 14th material. The results of these tests are reported on below.

Discussion of Tabulated Results

Tables la through Im show the results of complete sieve analyses on test aggregates

before and after oscillator tests and before and after Los Angeles abrasion tests. These

data are discussed under the heading "Oscillator Test Vs Los Angeles Abrasion."

Table 2 shows the percent change in fineness modulus for oscillator and Los Angeles

abrasion tests. Table 2a shows the ratio of the percent change in the fineness modulus

for the Los Angeles abrasion tests to the percent change in the fineness modulus for the

oscillator tests. These data are also discussed under "Oscillator Test Vs Los Angeles

Abrasion."

Table 3 shows results of auxiliary tests, including specific gravity and absorption,

and sodium sulfate soundness (weathering) which are discussed under their respective

headings.

Table 4 shows test results of fines produced in the oscillator test. These tests include

Atterberg limits, permeability and cementing value and are discussed under the heading

"Tests on Fines Produced in the Oscillator Tests."

Figs. 1 through 4 show plots of oscillator test results vs Los Angeles abrasion test

results.

Oscillator Tests Vs Los Angeles Abrasion

Breakdown or degradation of ballast in the oscillator test is caused by crushing and

abrasion under loads similar to those imposed by heavy, fast-moving traffic.

Degradation in the Los Angeles abrasion test is due to crushing by impact and

abrasion. Efforts to establish a correlation between the results of the Los Angeles abrasion

test and field performance or laboratory tests simulating field conditions for ballasts

have been unsuccessful in the past.

The oscillator test eliminates many variable which might affect the results in a

correlation of degradation of ballast under traffic conditions and degradation of ballast

in the Los Angeles abrasion test. Each ballast tested in the oscillator test is subjected to

the same type and amount of loading. Breakdown due to weathering is eliminated.

Subgrade conditions are the same for each material tested. The element of variation in

personal judgment is eliminated.

Aggregates which have good field performance records, as well as several with poor

field performance records, have been tested. Aggregates which show high losses in the

Los Angeles rattler (LAR), as well as those which show low losses, are being tested in

order to get a wide range of materials, some of which will perform well in the field,

others of which will perform poorly, some of which will meet specifications, and some

of which will fail to meet specifications.

The search for possible correlation between results of L.^R and o.scillator tests have

included the investigation of such data as:

1. Percentages passing the No. 1? sieve after tests.

2. Changes in fineness modulus due to degradation in tests.

3. Changes in percentages retained on various screens due to degradation in tests.
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Attempts to correlate results of oscillator tests with results of standard LAR tests

have not been too encouraging. In order to have perfect correlation between results of

the two tests, the ratio of the percent change in fineness modulus for the Los Angeles

abrasion test to the percent change in fineness modulus for the oscillator test should

be constant for all aggregates tested. Fig. 1 shows a plot of the percent change in fineness

modulus due to degradation in the Los Angeles test vs percent change in fineness modulus

due to degradation in the oscillator test. It will be noted that the correlation is not good.

A number of variations and modifications in the Los Angeles abrasion test procedure

were tried in hope that better correlation might be found between results of the oscillator

test and results of an altered or modified LAR test.

It has been suggested that the artificial gradation, as specified in the Los Angeles

test procedure, was not sufficiently representative of the test material. Consequently, the

LAR test was repeated on each available test aggregate, using a gradation identical with

its actual original gradation. These tests wen run using 1000 revolutions on a 10.000-g
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sample or 500 revolutions on a 5000-g sample, depending on the gradation of the aggre-

irate, as called for in the standard Los Angeles abrasion procedure. The resulting degrada-

tion in the LAR test, as indicated by the change in finene.«s modulus of the various

ballast test materials, in most cases closely approximated the degradation in the standarfl

LAR test of corresponding materials graded as specified in the standard test procedure.

However, it is noted that in a few cases the difference was great enough to be significant

.

Kig. 2 shows a plot of the percent change in fineness modulus due to degradation in llu-

LAR on materials of actual original gradation vs percent change in linentss modulus duf

lo degradation in the oscillator test. The correlation thrt exists between results of thesr

lyAR tests using actual original gradations and results of o.scillator tests is sliKhlly better

than that obtained using ASTM specified gradation on LAR samples

In addition LAR tests were run on the various test aggregates without using thf

abrasive charge called for in the standard (est procedure It was considered that the

abrasion and crushin^ of the ballast particles in the LAR lest due t(t lontart and impat

'
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with the abrasive charges (steel balls) might be too severe—much more severe than

under traffic conditions. These tests were run on the various test aggregates using their

actual original gradations and at 1000 or 500 revolutions as called for in the standard

LAR test procedure. A comparison of the results of the modified LAR test (no abrasive

charges) and the oscillator test for eight test aggregates, Fig. 3, shows fair correlation.

It will be noted that the modified LAR tests on some aggregates were run using

a 10,000-g sample with 1000 revolutions and on others using a 5000-g sample with 500

revolutions. This is in accordance with the present standard Los Angeles abrasion test

procedure in which the coarser materials require a larger sample (10,000 g) and a greater

number of revolutions (1000). It has been suggested that these differences in test proce-

dure might make a difference in test results. Consequently, it is proposed, when time

permits, to rerun the modified LAR tests (no abrasive charge) using a SOOO-g sample

and 500 revolutions for all test aggregates regardless of gradation.
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Finally, the Los Angeles abrasion test was repeated on all available test materials,

reducing the number of revolutions from the standard 1000 or 500 for the complete test

to 200 or 100. In other words, the test was run reducing the number of revolutions to 20

percent of that specified in the standard Los Angeles abrasion test procedures. It was felt

that in the LAR test of a non-homogeneous material, the soft, friable and less durable

pieces and softer portions of individual pieces would abrade in the early part of the

test, and crushing and abrasion of the more durable material would take place thereafter.

It was considered that by reducing the number of revolutions the action in the Los

Angeles abrasion test might more closely approximate that under simulated traffic contli-

tions. Fig. 4 shows a plot of the percent change in fineness modulus due to degradation

in the abbreviated L.'\R test vs the percent change in fineness modulus in the oscillator

test. This indicates that a fairly good correlation has been established between the result^

of the abbreviated LAR tests and results of the oscillator tests. Future additional test-

will help to verify or discount the existence of a correlation.

(Text cuiitiuui'd on page 767)
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Table 2

PERCENT CHANGE IN FINENESS MODULUS

LAR on Orlg. Gradation LAR on Specified Grad.

Complete Test

Sample

No.
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Table 2a

RATIO % Change in F. M. LAR
% Change In F. M. Oscillator

LAR on Original Gradation LAR on Specified Gradation

Complete Test

20 % No Abrasive Complete 20 %
Test Charges Test Test

17.6

25.2

4.6 5.4 16.4 i4.7

1.7 2.1 5.7 1.6

4.0 4.8 12.3 3.3

7.3 15.5 6.8

5.2 4.0 18.2 6.2

2.7 4.1 7.0 2.7

2.4 5.9 9.0 2.9

1.9 3.3 7.9 2.7

2.8 4.7 10.3 3.2

4.7 5.7 13.3 3.8

2.8 3.6 12.0 3.6

Weathering

Another important factor in degradation of ballast in service is breakdown due to

weathering. In this connection, sodium sulfate soundness tests were run on each ballast

test materia). (Results are shown in Table 3.) Present AREA ballast specifications require

that the weighted average loss in the sodium sulfate soundness test shall not exceed

10 percent after 5 cycles. Only one ballast tested so far has exceeded this value. How-

ever, several materials in the group tested reportedly have poor field soundness records.

It may be that the specified test for soundness is not sufficiently severe to be used as an

acceptance test. With this in mind it was deemed advisable to run a 10-cycle soundness

test on each available test aggregate in addition to the S-cycle test. The results of these

tests are too incomplete for presentation in this report.

Specific Gravity and Absorption

Results of specific gravity and absorption tests, as shown in Table 3, do not seem

to indicate anything of significance about ballast quality.

Sample
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No.
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TESTS ON FINES (-#40)

Sample

No.
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ttst is descrilu'd in ARKA FroceediriKs, \oi. 5t). 1055. This test is desinned to show

chemical hardeninsi and should not be confused with other cementing values tests showing
cementation mainly throuuh dessication.

Summary of Preliminary Findings

1. Poor correlation was Iniind })et\vei'n results ol standard Los Anjjeles abrasion

tests and oscillator tests.

2. Slightly better correlation was tound between results ol" Los Angeles abrasion tests

run on test samples using actual original gradation, and oscillator tests.

.'>. Fairly good correlation was found between modified Los Anueles abrasion (no

abrasive charge) and oscillator tests.

4. Good correlation was found between results of "abbreviated" Los Angeles abrasion

tests and oscillator tests. Further additional tests are needed to verify or discount this

correlation.

5. Sodium sulfate soundness test results are incondu.sive. Test ?s po.ssibix not severe

enough for acceptance test. Additional tests raising numbes of cycles from 5 to 10 are

being run. Further investigation is deemed advisable.

6. Specific gravity and absorption tests do not seem to indicate anything significant

about ballast quality. It is pos.sible that additional specific gravity and absorption tests

may help establish relationships between .specific gravity and absorption and resistance

to weathering and abrasion.

7. The plasticity (measure of temporary cementing) and permeability of ballast

fines are functions of the percentage of silt and clay size particles present.

8. Permanent cementing of ballast as measured by the cementing value test (uncon-

fined compressive strength on moist cured molded specimens) on ballast fines seems to be

relatively uncommon.
0. Properties of ballast fines investigated are significant only as long as the ballast

yields relatively large quantities of fines under service conditions.

Report on Assignment 10 (b)

Ballasting Practices

Last year your committee submitted a questionnaire to all the railroads represented

in the membership of the AREA. It consisted of 10 questions pertaining to ballasting

practices on the individual roads. Sixty-five different railroads submitted replies. The
following report, presented as information, is a recapitulation and discussion of the

replies received.
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Yee no.
Dose tie number 3f tiee installed influence your
decision as to vhether or not Fpot surf'-cin^ nnd
linin," should fee carried Out? 2? 37

Total replies 64 1^2. W^ 57.81'^^

QirsSTIOw #9.

Yes No
Do yo-j use some classes o^ tnll^et sinnly bec»uFe
they sre 8Vflil»ible on your r«>ilw«ty, evpn thouf:h they
npy re of inferior quality? ?7 29

Totnl replies 56 itft'.Zl 51.75^

qt-^S'"ICV #10

Ype
5'rom fin econonicl point of vipw do you v^lipvp it i?

t)rot)er -

1. To uFe tie tyi^e '>-^ bpl.l?>et nentioned -obove.even
thouph it m^y be necesRpry to rebp"il=pt it reore ?8 26

frequent intervals 51. B5 i^/.l^i

Totol renliRS 5k

2. Do you believe -^ hi^er ^rode t^ nr-teri-'l, «>ven

thoufh it n^^y be -nurchnper fron off line 2? 2?
pointF, could >e Justified? 50.:o< 50.00'?^

Tot"! reijlies 5^

Discussion of Answers

Question 1. There are many types of good ballast shown with the use of limestone

and slag prevailing. It also appears that AREA size No. 4, V/2-^ in, is the most popular

type of all of the rock ballast, and this total added to that shown for AREA No. 5 size,

1-^ in, would lead one to believe that most railroads are leaning toward a smaller size

of ballast than they used in the past.

.\s chats ballast is not included in the AREA ballast specifications, the general range

in size only is shown. No break-down was made Ixtween pit-run gravel "A" and pit-run

gravel "B", as there was not enough information submitted to make such a break-down.

Question 2. Information shown brings out the fact that the prevalent raise under

reballasting is 3 in and up to 4 in, with varying amounts under other raises, while under

the resurfacing heading it indicates beyond a question of doubt that light raises of from

1^ to 2 in are the ones most used. It is interesting to note that raises up to 9 in are

made in isolated locations under the reballasting heading, and the greatest number

reported under the reballasting heading is that made under the 6 in heading, which,

of course, indicates that many railroads are still carrying out a heavy reballasting and tic

installation program.

Question 3. From the replies received it is apparent the power vibratory method of

tamping predominates in both resurfacing and reballasting operations, with power per-

cussion method second, while under spot .surfacing operations it appears the hand method

still predominates, with hand vibratory and hand percussion tools following in the order

named.

It is surprising to note that even under reballasting and resurfacing operations

there are still a considerable number of railroads who are carrying out such procedures

by the use of hand tools and hand vibratory and percussion tampers.
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Question 4. The trend of thouKht brought out by studying the figures submitted

iincier question .< continue through question 4, as it is apparent that the power vibratory

method of tamping is thought to be the best in connection with the reduction of settle-

ment as well as breakage of ballast. Not far behind the power vibratory method,

of course, is the power percussion type tamping, which stands up in fairly good propor-

tion throughout the various items covered in this question.

It is interesting to note the closeness of the percentages of the replies unrit-r all four

portions of this question relative to power vibratory method of tamping.

Question 5. Again it is very evident that the railroads are gradually catering towards

a smaller size of ballast when it is noted the number of replies that specify AREA No. 4.

1^2-^ in, being their choice under all six stipulations of this question, and it should be

noted that the percentages vary very little. The trend towards smaller ballast is further

brought out when it is noted that the number of railroads specifying AREA No. 5.

that is, 1-^ in, are more than those using AREA No. 24, 2^-^ in, and AREA No. 3,

2-1 in, when considered individually.

Question 6. The replies received to Par. (a) of this question are somewhat sur-

prising, when it is noted there are still one-third of the railroads involved who do not

believe that spot surfacing and lining operations should be carried out behind reballasting

or resurfacing. But, of course, this may be explained by the fact that many roads make

light lifts of from 1 to 3 in when carrying out reballasting operations, consequent))

there is very little settlement involved.

Under Par. (b) of this question there is nothing surprising noted other than the fact

there are a few railroads who believe that spot surfacing and lining operations should

not be carried out until the following year, and again this may be explained by the fact

that only small raises are made.

Under Par. (c) of this question it is evident that most of the railroads definitely

consider the amount of raise involved before they make up their mind as to whether or

not spot surfacing and lining operations are required.

Under Par. (d) of this question it is noted that a light raise of 2 in is still considered

the minimum which should govern as to whether or not spot surfacing or lining is

required. It is evident from the percentage of replies received under this portion of the

question, that most roads still feel that there will be some settlement out-of-line and

cross-level of the track even on light raises.

Question 7. The trend of thought of the majority of railroads as to whether or not

tie renewals should be made when carrying out reballasting or resurfacing work, is about

what is to be expected and it appears that the answers given under this question show

good judgment.

Question 8. Replies received indicate that most railroads carry out spot-surfacing

and lining work after reballasting or resurfacing regardless of the number of ties installed,

although there are a few which apparently feel that the number installed has some

bearing as to the stability of the track after reballasting or resurfacing operations.

Question 9. It is surprising to note how many railroads admit they are utilizing

a ballast they consider inferior. Of course, the fact that it is available on their property

certainly has a great deal to do with whether or not they used it when considered from

an economical standpoint, which is probably the governing factor.

Question 10. When considering the number of railroads which say they are using

an inferior grade of ballast under question Q, and checking this number with those under

the first part of question 10, which feel they are justified in using an inferior grade,

it is found that the figures are practically identical. The same applies to those which

feel that they are not using an inferior grade of ballast under question 9, when considered
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with those which state that they do not feel that it is economical to use an inferior

grade, even though it may be available on their property.

When considering the second portion of this question, it is interesting to note that

the proportion of the answers received are exactly equal as to whether or not it is felt

that a superior grade of ballast could be justified even though it would be necessary to

purchase it from points off line.

The consensus under question 5 as to why it was felt that certain classes of ballast

met the six conditions outlined, was due to the fact that regardless of the type of ballast

used, it had worked out to general good advantage under the six different conditions.

Some of the replies conceded that other types of ballast would be more adaptable to

some of the conditions noted, but felt that they were justified in using the type that was

standard on their property when considering the advantages received from all of the

six conditions listed.

Report on Assignment 11

Chemical Control of Vegetation

Collaborating with Signal Section and Communication Section, AAR

C. E. Webb (chairman, subcommittee), C. R. Bergman, J. A. Bunjer, B. S. Converse,

H. S. Leard, W. F. Petteys, W. O. Trieschman, A. A. Winter.

The report on this assignment, presented as information, consists of three parts.

Parts 1 and 2 are resumes of the research being conducted at the University of Florida

and Iowa State College as cooperative projects between these institutions and the Engi-

nering Division, AAR. The reports have been prepared by members of the staff of the

colleges as noted. Part 1 is also the final report from the University of Florida sum-

marizing the work for the entire five-year period. Iowa State work will continue.

Part 3 is a report on the field observations made by the AAR research staff prepared

by C. G. Parris, agronomist, and Rockwell Smith, research engineer roadway.

Research investigation has also been made at Montana State College during 1956.

This investigation has been completed, and a final report will probably be published in

one of the summer AREA Bulletins.

For the Engineering Division, AAR, the entire project is under the general direction

of G. M. Magee, director of engineering research, and Rockwell Smith.

Part 1

Herbicidal Tests on Railroad Right-of-Ways at Gainesville, Fla.

E. G. Rodgers*

Associate Professor of Agronomy, University of Florida

Extensive effort has been directed toward finding economical means of weed control

on railroad right-of-ways in recent years. Various railroad companies have conducted

individual experiments, and the findings of herbicidal research in areas other than rail-

roads have given beneficial data. The Association of American Railroads has sup-

ported herbicidal research on railroad roadbeds through various universities and for the

'Acknowledgements are extended to the Association of American Railroads for partial financial support
of this project, to the Seaboard Air Line Railroad for use of right-of-ways and assistance in application
of herbicides, and the various chemical companies for gratituous supplies of herbicides used in these
tests.
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past five years at the University of Florida. During these five years, many chemicals

have been applied, either alone or in combination, to individual railroad plots located

near Gainesville, Fla. Findings from this research indicate that weeds can be controlled

effectively with chemicals, but the major problem is doing it economically. The intent

of this paper is to present the detailed findings from the study conducted in 1956 as well

as briefly summarize research conducted during the preceeding four years.

1956 Program

Eleven herbicides, either alone or in various combinations, were applied March 15

in triplicate to plots 1 rod wide and 1^ rails, or approximately 58 ft, long astride rail-

road right-of-ways of the Seaboard Air Line Railroad located near Gainesville. Water

was used as diluent at 30 gal per acre, except as otherwise indicated in Table 2*.

Native vegetation consisted predominantly of perennial grasses in initial stages of spring

growth, but other species listed in Table 1 also were beginning to appear. The ballast

consisted largely of limerock with some sand included.

Plots were evaluated periodically and assigned index values of 1 to 10, indicating

no control to complete control, respectively, of all vegetation. Evaluations were begun

April 13 and terminated October 5. Approximately every fifth plot was untreated and

used for comparison of control in adjacent plots.

Relatively good control of weeds was provided by several of the individual treat-

ments, as indicated by control indices shown in Table 2. Sodium chlorate and diuron

mixtures at 80 and 10 lb of active ingredient per acre, respectively, were satisfactory on

most vegetation through the season. Nut grass and Bermuda grass, however, were not

effectively controlled. The addition of 5 lb of ATA (Amizol) did not change the degree

of control obtained. Reduction of diuron from 10 to S lb markedly reduced effectiveness

of control of all vegetation.

Diuron-dalapon mixtures at 10 lb of active ingredient of each per acre gave satis-

factory control. Initial phases of Bermuda grass encrouchment were evident, however,

toward the end of the growing season. Reduction of dalapon to S lb apparently did not

alter the degree of control realized. A corresponding reduction of diuron did result in

.poorer control, even when dalapon was held at 10 lb. Apparently, the minimum effective

rate of diuron is 10 lb per acre in this mixture (see Figs. 1 and 2).

Replacement of the dalapon with TCA did not reduce effective control (see Fig. 3).

Two pounds of TCA appear to have phytotoxicity equal to 1 lb of dalapon in mixture

with diuron, and for a slightly lower total cost. TCA also is more soluble. TCA is more

corrosive than dalapon, however, but this should not be a serious factor when proper
'

care is given the spray equipment.

Diuron alone at rates of 10 and 20 lb per acre held relatively well throughout the

season. At 10 lb in earlier years, good control had not been obtained; a minimum of

20 lb had been required. The relatively high rainfall in 1Q56 may have been associated

with the good control realized from the low rate this year. The use of 60 gal of diesel oil

per acre as diluent for these rates of diuron did not improve control. Instead, the degree

of control of all vegetation was reduced from 20 to 30 percent. This reduction is in

direct contrast with some 1955 results when addition of Lion Herbicidal Oil No. 7 mate-

rially increased the kill of all vegetation and considerably extended the residual effect

of the toxicity in the soil, as illustrated in Fig. 4. In fact, 20 lb of diuron applied in this

oil early in 1955 gave fairly good control of all vegetation throughout the 1955 and

1956 growing seasons. The differences in the two seasons might have contributed some-

what to these contrasting effects, but most probably the principal difference is in the

See pages 788 and 789 for tables referred to in thu report.
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of native vegetation with 10 lb per acre each of diuronand dalapon. Only scattered sprigs of Bermuda grass persist.

Fig. 2—Control with 5 lb each of diuron and dalapon.
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Fig. 3—Control with 10 lb of diuron and 20 lb of TCA per acre.

Fig 4—Control with 20 lb of diuron in 100 gal of Lion Herbicidal Oil

No. 7 per acre as seen in October 1956. Application date was March 29, 1955.

Note almost complete absence of vegetation.
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Fig. 5—Control with 80 lb per acre of Baron (erbon).

ability of the two oils to combine with diuron into molecules that are non-soluble in i.oil

moisture.

The addition of 2,3,6-TBA in the diuron-diesel oil mixture did not add to the

control obtained. Again, the efficiency of control was reduced. Whether the use of an

oil comparable to Lion Herbicidal Oil No. 7 would have given the same or different

results is speculative and subject to further testing.

Monuron gave somewhat less effective control than did comparable rates of diuron.

Again, the use of oil instead of water as diluent apparently reduced the degree of control

obtained.

Erbon at 160 lb per acre (Fig. 5), Ureabor at 1 and 2 lb per 100 sq ft, and Nalco

H-174 at 300 and 400 lb per acre were individual treatments that gave nearly perfect

control throughout the 1956 growing season. The high resistance of nut grass to these

herbicides was the major factor preventing realization of 100 percent control. Erbon at

80 lb was slightly less effective than at the higher rate, and the high resistance of Bermuda

grass as well as nut grass was associated with this reduced rating. Urox at rates of 150

and 200 lb per acre effectively controlled all vegetation during the season, but not as

completely as Nalco H-174, Ureabor, or the high rate of erbon. At 100 lb, Urox wa.>;

slightly less effective than at the two higher rates. Considering the excellent showing in

1956, further testing of this group of materials appears justified and highly desirable.

SUMMARY OF TESTS FROM 1952 THROUGH 1955

1952 Program

From the beginning of the railroad tests at the University of Florida, the probablf

differences in response of a given weed species to a given herbicidal treatment during

different stages of growth was recognized. The first series of treatments in 1952 included
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application of all treatments in January, June, and September to correspond with dor-

mant, rapid, and senescent growth stages, respectively.

Sodium chlorate at rates up to 320 lb per acre showed good control of most vegeta-

tion from 1 to 2 months after treatment, but failed to have sufficient residual for the

entire growing season. A mixture of chlorate at 80 lb and TCA at 40 lb gave about the

same response. Lion Herbicidal Oils No. 6 and 7 at 80 and 160 gal per acre gave temporary

control by burning the tops of the weeds and kill to the ground line; regrowth occurred

soon thereafter. Oil No. 7 was more efficient than No. 6. Monuron (known then as

CMU) at 10 lb per acre was relatively ineffective. The addition of 80 lb per acre of

sodium chlorate to this 10 lb, however, increased the control very markedly. Relatively

satisfactory control was realized from the January application of this treatment.

All treatments, except the oils, were more effective when applied in January than in

June or September. In September, most growth had terminated for the season, and the

materials had insufficient residual to be effective during the following year. Applications

in June were more effective than those in September, but generally were considered

unsatisfactory.

1953 Program

Three growth stages of weeds again were selected for application of 30 herbicidal

treatments. This time the applications were made in March, May, and July which gen-

erally correspond in the Gainesville area to the initial, rapid, and declining growth stages

of most native vegetation. Best response was shown in the March treatments. The high

percentage of each plant being meristematic in nature in these very early growth

stages may be associated with the good response to these early treatments, since meriste-

matic portions of plants are known generally to be most responsive to herbicides.

Probably the best control of all vegetation was provided by repetition at intervals

of 60 days up to a total of 4 applications of a mixture of TCA-sodium chlorate at 40-80

lb per acre, respectively. Each application would provide good control for only about

60 days, after which time vigorous regrowth would begin. Re-treatment at that time

would prevent development of this young vegetation. Extending the interval between

app'ications to 90 days was too long; the re-treatment generally would fail to eradicate

even for a short time the native vegetation that would be present.

Diuron and monuron at rates of 30 lb per acre or higher gave effective control

throughout the season, particularly when applied at the earliest date. Diuron was some-

what superior to comparable rates of monuron in these tests. Control was considered

unsatisfactory from applications of Gerstley Borate at rates less than SOOO lb per acre.

Concentrated Borascu at rates less than 4000 per acre, and Polybor-chlorate at 2000 lb

or less per acre. Gerstley Borate at 6500 lb per acre and Concentrated Borascu at

4000 lb per acre generally were effective in control of native vegetation. Sodium chlorate

alone at rates up to 120 lb per acre and TCA alone up to 80 lb were unsatisfactory.

1954 Program

Three dates for application of 50 herbicidal treatments were selected. These dates

were January, March, and June to correspond, respectively, with dormant, initial, and

rapid growth stages of native vegetation. Treatments applied during the dormant season

and early plant growth stage were somewhat superior to comparable applications in

June. Among the 50 herbicidal treatments included in this test, the best control came

from a mixture of TCA-sodium chlorate at 40-80 lb per acre, repeated at 60-day inter-

vals to a maximum of 4 applications. A single application of this mixture in general was

unsatisfactory. TCA alone at rates up to 160 lb per acre provided fair control, particu-
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larly of grassy weeds for the first 6 to 8 weeks after application. Thereafter, vigorous

regrowth of most species occurred. Additions of 5 to 10 lb per acre of a low-volatile

ester formulation of 2,4-D to 40- and 80-lb rates of TC.A did not markedly improve

the control obtained.

Dalapon, in contrast to the above treatments, generally was more effective when

applied in June rather than at either of the earUer dates. Rates of 40 lb or more per

acre gave good control of grassy weeds for most of the season, but reinfestation by

broad!eaf weeds was common by 4 to 6 weeks after treatment.

Diuron and monuron at rates up to 50 lb per acre were considered to be generally

unsatisfactory in control of weeds. In other years, 30 lb per acre and sometimes lower

rates gave satisfactory control. Probably the poor performance of these compounds in

1954 may be attributed to the lack of normal rainfall during the growing season. The

addition of 5 and 10 lb per acre of a low-volatile ester formulation of 2,4-D to 10-

and 20-lb rates of monuron did not improve the overall control. In fact, applications

of these mixtures were somewhat mferior to comparable amounts of monuron alone.

Gerstley Borate generally was ineffective at rates less than 5000 lb per acre. Applica-

tions of this material at 5600 lb per acre in January gave fairly good control throughout

the season.

1955 Program

Since applications in March, or during initial stages of spring growth, had generally

given as equally fair, or better, results in prior years as those apphcations applied either

earlier or later, all applications in 1955 were made during the month of March. The best

control obtained was from a mixture of 10 lb per acre each of dalapon and diuron,

a mixture not previously tried nor reported elsewhere in the literature. Plots to which

this combination was applied were practically free of all vegetation throughout the

growing season as well as the 1956 season (See Figs. 6 and 7). Increasing diuron

to 20 lb per acre in this mixture did not significantly change the results. The presence

of limestone rock in the railroad ballast was associated with higher levels of control by

this combination. Evidently some absorption of the materials by this rock occurred,

delaying its decomposion and thus considerably extending its period of residual toxicity.

Diuron alone at 20 lb or higher per acre was fairly effective in controlling all native

vegetation throughout the season. Monuron, on the other hand, was required at minimal

rates of 30 lb per acre to provide comparably good control. The effective control of

weed by these urea products in 1955 as contrasted to the poor control in 1954 is most

likely correlated with the higher rainfall than in the preceding year. Diuron at 10 and

20 lb per acre in 100 gal per acre of Lion Herbicidal Oil No. 7 was markedly more

effective in controlling weeds than were comparable rates of the same material with

water being used as the diluent. These oil sprays controlled all vegetation throughout

the growing season and, with the exception of Bermuda grass, through the 1956 season

also.

Dalapon in mixture with .ATA generally provided control no better than comparable

amounts of dalapon alone. The mixture, however, did more effectively control broadleaf

weeds for the first tour to .six weeks after treatment. Addition of 2 lb per acre of MCPA
(2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid) to this mixture did not increase its weed killing

properties.

Erbon controlled all vegetation throughout the growing season when applied at

160 lb per acre. The same material at 80 lb per acre gave good control for about 3

months, after which .serious reinfestation by Bermuda grass occurred.
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Fig. 6—Control with 10 lb per acre each of diuron and dalapon as seen
in October 1956. Applied March 29. 1955, Bermuda grass was main species
appearing at end of second growing season.

"€*'

Fig. 7—Control with 20 lb of diuron and 10 lb of dalapon per acre as
seen in October 1956. Applied March 29, 1955. Note almost complete absence
of vegetation at end of second growing season.
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The TCA-sodium chlorate mixture at 40-80 lb per acre again was included. The
original treatment alone gave good control for 4 to 8 weeks. The treatment was repeated

after 60 days and on other plots after 90 days for a total of 2 treatments in each case.

In both instances, serious reinfestations occurred before the end of the growing season.

Further repeated applications were not made because of the added expense of such a

practice when and if it were to be adopted on a large scale. Such added expense probably

would become excessive and rule out the practice even though satisfactory control might

be secured.

DISCUSSION

An exhaustive test has indicated that the TCA-sodium chlorate mixture at 40-80 lb

per acre will not effectively control native vegetation on railroad beds in the vicinity of

Gainesville, Fia., for periods longer than 4 to 8 weeks after each application. Control

generally is satisfactory of all vegetation, however, during this short period. Since the

growing season in Florida usually has a minimum duration of about 7 months, satis-

factory control throughout the season by this treatment would require repeated applica-

tion at intervals of about 60 days. The added expense of the necessary number of repeat

applications probably would become excessively great on large scale operations.

Diuron and probably monuron at minimal rates of 30 lb per acre generally will

provide satisfactor}' control throughout one season and result in reduced growth of weeds

during at least the early part of the following season. Limited research data are avail-

able to support the idea, but repeat applications of these materials at much reduced

rates during the second and succeeding seasons probably will provide satisfactory con-

trol. Diuron generally has proven slightly superior to monuron. The initial application

of either of these materials would considerably exceed the normally recognized justifiable

maximum of about $100 per mile. Reduction in the required rates of application during

succeeding seasons probably would reduce the overall expense to somewhat less than this

figure over an average of five years.

The dalapon-diuron mixture offers even greater advantages in that initial cost would

be considerably lower. These Florida tests have shown that this mixture will satisfactorally

control most native vegetation for one year and well into the second season. This is

particularly true on railroads having ballast composed largely of limerock. In the second

and succeeding years these costs would be reduced even further. The replacement of each

pound of dalapon with 2 lb of TCA would result in further slight reductions in the

overall cost. Results of the 1956 research indicate that such replacement of dalapon by

TCA does not decrease the weed-control properties of the mixture.

Herbicidal oils are popular in some weed-control programs. With few exceptions,

their use in these Florida tests has been relatively unsatisfacory. Use of oils as carriers

for the urea herbicides has given erratic results, indicating wide differences in effects of

the various oils and a possible dependence upon seasonal conditions. Further, the lack

of a standard set of specifications for herbicidal oils adds to the overall confusion in

securing oils with uniform characteristics.

The findings of this and similar research conducted elsewhere indicate that con-

siderable progress has been made during the past five years toward more economical

weed control on railroad right-of-ways. To date, the urea materials probably show more

promise of effective control than any other individual herbicide. Until weed-control pro-

grams can be budgeted on the basis of several rather than a single year, the initial

expense of these materials probably will prevent their use. Present indications point

toward the probabiHty that a mixture of two or more different herbicides ultimately

will prove to be the desired answer.
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CONCLUSIONS

Results from this series of tests seem to warrant the following conclusions:

1. Residual in the soil of most herbicides is greatest when application is made during

the initial plant growth period in the spring.

2. A mixture of 10 lb per acre each of dalapon and diuron will effectively control

most native vegetation for at least one growing season.

,^. Herbicidal oils provide only temporary weed control.

4. Mixtures of TCA and sodium chlorate at rates of 40 and 80 lb, respectively, give

only temporary control of native vegetation.

5. Diuron and monuron each in individual treatments of 30 lb per acre will satis-

factorily control native vegetation for at least one growing season.

6. Further evaluations are justified for erbon, Urox, Ureabor, diuron-da'apon and

diuron-TCA mixtures and Nalco H-174.

Table 1

—

Predominant Plant Species in Railroad Plots

Cynodon dactylon
Sporobolus poireth
Sporobolus purpurascens-.
Andropogon littoralis

Paniciim cortsanguineum
Paspalum urvi),li

Paspalum nolatum
Eremochlia ophiuroides
Cyperus rolundus
Digilaria sanguinalis
Cenchrus echinatus
Quercus pumila
Eupatorium capillifolium.
Chamaesyce maculala
Richardia scabra
Melilolus alba

Scientific Name Common Name

Common Bermuda grass
Smutgrass

Vaseygrass
Common Bahiagra.ss
Centipedegrass
Nut grass
Crabgrass
Sandbur
Running Oak
Dog-fennel
Eyebane
Florida pusley
White sweetclover
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Table 2—1956 Herbicidal Applications and Index Ratings

Treatment
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Part 2

Sixth Annual Report on AAR Cooperative Weed Control Project^

By W. E. Loomis and R. H. Schieferstein'

The 1956 season marked the sixth year of weed-control investigations on railway

roadbeds in Iowa. Tests included mixtures of various translocated herbicides with CMU
(monuron) and sodium chlorate applied to previously untreated roadbeds. Evaluation

of herbicidal oils was continued and expanded. Investigations of spray programs involved

repeat sprays with several promising herbicidal treatments, some of which were used

for the fourth successive year. Two testing locations were utilized: one at Ames, as in

past years, and the other on additional track in Kanawha, la., 60 miles north of Ames.

Severe drought conditions prevailed at Ames over most of the growing season. Seasonal

rainfall and temperature conditions at Kanawha approximated normal for the area.

Mixutres of Chemicals

Results this season demonstrated again the superiority of mixtures of chemicals over

the components applied alone for general control of mixed vegetation. The superior per-

formance of mixtures appeared to depend greatly on the proper choice of the components

of the mixture. The following points should be kept in mind: (1) Components of mix-

tures should not be similar materials. Mixing similar herbicides gives results comparable

to those obtained by adding successive increments of the same material. (2) Components

of a mixture differing in one or more respects can contribute to superior vegetation con-

trol in a number of ways. Thus they may have a different range of species specificity;

they may be most effective during a different portion of the season; they may be active

in different depths in the soil; or they may have different complimentary types of action

on a given plant. (3) Each component of a mixture should be added for some specific

purpose or purposes. It is wasteful to add materials that are not needed.

Chemical Treatments

CMU-chlorate mixtures continued to give good results in 1956, as shown in Table 1*

and Fig. 1. CMU 10 lb/acre (12.5 lb 80 percent powder) plus chlorate 80 lb/acre gave

excellent results in both test areas. The S-200 rate at Ames gave control equivalent to

10-80, but was somewhat less effective at Kanawha. In this mixture the chlorate is a

quick-acting material of medium longevity, and the CMU is a slower acting material

with longer residual action. These two materials have exhibited a somewhat different

species specificity. Certain species, however, appear to be tolerant of common dosages.

Some of these were horsetail, milkweeds, slough grass, big and little bluestem, rose, and

devil's shoestring.

TCA-chlorate, 40-80, gave good early kill but lacked the residual capacity required

for full-season control. This is shown in Table 1. Table 2 and Fig. 2 show the value of a

late application of herbicidal oil in providing full season vegetation control with this

mixture.

Dalapon-2,4-D mixtures gave adequate early control of a wide range of species.

Here again these treatments did not give good control over an entire season in this

^This is a report of a cooperative project supported in part by the Association of American Rail-

roads, between the Association and the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, with the cooperation ol

local railroads in the Ames and Kanawha, Iowa areas.

- Professor of plant physiology and research associate, respectively, Iowa Agricultural Experiment

Station

* See pages 797 and 798 for tables referred to in this report.
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Fig. 1—CMU (monuron), 10 lb, plus sodium chlorate, 80 lb, per acre sprayed
May 24, 1956, at Kanawha, la.. Photo taken October 4, 1956.

'* -^

Fig. 2—TCA. 40 lb, plus chlorate, 80 11), per icii- tdlowed by midseason
oil in foreground, without oil in background. The treatments were applied
for four successive years. Photo taken August 21, 1956.
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area. It appeared, from the current season's work, that this situation may be corrected

by the addition to the mixture of a material of long residual effect such as CMU. One

year's results also indicated that more than 5 lb/acre of CMU would be required. The

rates of dalapon and 2,4-D have not been well worked out, but limited information

suggested 10-20 lb acre dalapon and 2-3 lb/acre of 2,4-D. Brush-mix (2,4-D—2,4,S-T,

1:1) at equivalent rates may be substituted for 2,4-D if species present warrant its

use. Omission of the 2,4-D or brush-mix resulted in inadequate control of many broad-

leaved species. This is shown in Fig. 3.

Results in 1956 showed little justification for spraying mixtures of dalapon and

chlorate. Dalapon was more effective on certain of the tall prairie grasses and bluegrass.

Chlorate showed a longer residual effect and was somewhat more effective on broad-

leaved plants. These materials seem to be too similar in many respects to give a com-

plimentary effect when sprayed together. It appeared possible that the chlorate may
have killed the tops of some plants by contact action before the dalapon was translocated

to the roots.

Amino triazole (ATA)-CMU mixtures were similar in action to dalapon-CMU

mixtures and in addition gave better control of broadleaved species where 2,4-D was

not included. ATA-S + CMU-10 gave results equivalent to Dalapon-10—CMU-10. ATA
showed considerable promise for the control of deep-rooted perennial species and grasses,

but its value in general vegetation control was not fully evaluated.

Work with sodium arsenite as a contact herbicide was discontinued because of an

apparent lack of interest due largely to its high mammalian toxicity. This toxicity prob-

lem has not been adequately solved by the use of currently available repellents. Plots

sprayed in July 1955, however, with 40 lb/acre sodium arsenite and 0.01 percent wetting

agent held the track surprisingly free of annual species through July 1956. (See Fig. 4).

This long residual effect was probably due to the very small amount of precipitation

during this period. Under average conditions arsenic at this rate can be expected to hold

down vegetation somewhat longer than a good herbicidal oil.

Oil Treatments

Research in past seasons indicated that 80 to 100 gal/acre of a good herbicidal oil

was required to give adequate top-kill of heavy vegetation. Also, it appeared that with

some of the available oils these rates would suppress emergence of a new crop of annual

plants for a short time. The length of time a given oil kept vegetation suppressed varied

inversely with the amount of rainfall after application. Fig. 5 shows a plot about five

weeks after an application of herbicidal oil that possessed superior holding ability.

Table 3 gives a comparison of some of the oils that were tested this season. Ade-

quate control for about 6-10 weeks was obtained from one spraying. In a repeat test

on predominantly annual weeds extending over a 4-year period, two applications per

year in 1953 and 1954 of L-8764 or LHO-7 eliminated the necessity of a second applica-

tion in the next 2 years. LHO-6 did not give this result.

Specifications for a good aromatic oil have not been completely worked out.

Although a relatively high aromatic and possibly olefin content seems essential, there was

no good correlation between effectiveness of the oil and aromatic content above a certain

level. There was some correlation between distillation end point of the oil and effective-

ness when the required aromatics were present. High molecular weight paraffins and

yellow and red color bodies seemed to have some effect in retarding subsequent germina-

tion of annuals.
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Fig. 3—CMU, 10 lb, plus dalapon, 10 lb, per acre sprayed at Kanawha
on May 22, 1956. Photo taken October 4, 1956,

^5^*^^^**%-,

Fig. 4—Sodium arsenite, 40 lb per acre, plus wetting agent, sprayed near
Ames, la., on annual vegetation July 21, 1955, followed by a very dry year,
Photo taken July 17, 1956.
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Fig. 5—Lion Herbicidal Oil No. 7, 100 gal per acre, sprayed near Ames on

July 13, 1956. Photo taken 5 weeks later on August 21,

The use of certain chemical additives has been proposed as a method of increasing

the residual capacity of herbicidal oils. In 1956 the addition of 1 percent glacial acetic

acid to L-8764 did not increase the effectiveness or residual capacity of the oil.

The addition of CMU theoretically should enhance the residual of herbicidal oils.

In practice, however, two serious limitations were clearly evident. First, it is extremely

difficult to maintain CMU in suspension in oil. Second, and more important, CMU must

be applied early to achieve best results while oil gives maximum results only when

applied later to growing foliage. Thus there is no suitable time for applying a mixture

of CMU and herbicidal oil.

Problem Species

Experience has shown that horsetail (Equisetum sp.) often rapidly infested tracks

where most of the other .species were eliminated by treatment. This probably resulted from

the reduction of competition for the horsetail. In preliminary tests amino triazole was the

most effective of eight chemicals tested for the control of horsetail. Exact rates of

application have not yet been determined. Oil treatments at three-to-four week intervals

during the growing season controlled this weed and may perhaps eventually eradicate it.

Roses (Rosa sp.) recovered rapidly from the contact action of contact and soil

sterilent herbicides. Tests this year showed 2,4,5-T at 2-3 lb/acre to be effective in killing

this plant. Brush-mix could likely be substituted for straight 2,4,5-T as is the case with

several other species,
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Devil's shoestring (Polygonum coccineutn), common milkweed, (Asckpias syriaca),

whorled milkweed (Asclepias verticillata), and ground cherry (Physalis heterophylla) are

four common perennial broadleaved species that are tolerant of usual rates of sterilants.

These species are also resistant to control with 2,4-D. The best means of control currently

available are sterilant treatments with heavier rates of sodium chlorate.

Some of the tall prairie grasses, especially sloughgrass (Beckmannia syzigachne), big

bluestem (Andropogon gerardi), and little bluestem (A. scoparius), were not adequately

controlled with the usual rates of CMU-chlorate mixtures. These species appeared to be

controlled better by treatments containing dalapon or amino triazole.

Spray Programs

Interesting results were obtained in 1956 from fepeat spray treatments on plots

started in 1953, and involving three different spray plans. These spray plans were:

No. 1. Sprayed on alternate 3'ears in early May (1953-1955)

No. 2. Sprayed each year in early May (for four years)

No. 3. Sprayed each year in early May followed in 60 days by an oil treatment

The results of this test are presented in Table 2. Based on the assumption of 85-percent

control being adequate, TCA-40—chlorate-80 + 2,4-D-2, TCA-40, and TCA-40—chlo-

rate-80 must be followed each year by an oil treatment to obtain the desired degree oi

vegetation control. By this same standard, two oil treatments per year were not satis'

factory. To give 85 percent control of vegetation, chlorate-160 and CMU-10 had to be

applied each year but did not require the follow-up oil application. Application of CMU-
10—chlorate-80 and CMU-20 every other year gave adequate results. A plot receiving

CMU-10—chlorate-80 in 1953 and 1955 with no treatment in 1954 or 1956 is shown in

Fig- 6,

Fig. 6—CMU, 10 lb, plus chlorate, 80 lb, per acre sprayed in early May 1953

and 1958, with no treatment in 1954 and 1956. Photo taken August 21. 1956,
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In 1953 a test was begun to evaluate the feasibility of following a soil sterilant

with herbicidal oil applications in successive years. This sequence of applications utilized

the soil sterilant to eliminate the perennial weeds and utilized the oils to destroy periodic

reinfestations of annual species. During the four seasons, 1953-56, good control of road-

bed vegetation was obtained from this type of spray program. The program consisted of

a TCA-40—chlorate-80 application in the spring of 1953, followed by an herbicidal oil

application in the fall of 1953, two oil applications in 1954 and one each in 1955 and
1956. The substitution of CMU-10 lb/acre for TCA in the soil sterilant treatment

would undoubtedly have eliminated the need for the late oil application in 1953, and
possibly one of the two oil applications in 1954. This year it was noted that perennial

species, noteably bromegrass and devil's shoestring, were encroaching from the edges.

Next season the track will need a chemical treatment applied in bands along the outside

of the rails, but the area to be sprayed will be considerably reduced. The use of such

spray programs could spread the cost of the expensive chemical treatment over following

years when only the cheaper oil treatment is required. The cyc!e may then be repeated

with the chemical treatment confined to areas where perennials have since encroached.

Timing of the applications of both chemicals and oils is of prime importance if best

results are to be obtained. Most soil sterilants are activated by rainfall after application.

Thus sterilants with long or medium residual give best resuHs when sprayed early in the

spring, mid-April to early June in this area. Translocated chemicals which enter the

plant through the foliage should be sprayed after plants have made some growth but are

still young—late May to late June for an average season in the Ames area. Contact

herbicides, such as herbicidal oils, should be sprayed after considerable top growth has

been made but before the earliest species have seeded, mid-June to late July for early

species and mid-August to mid-September for late season annuals.

Summary

In this sixth season of herbicide research on roadbed vegetation control, major

emphasis was placed on evaluation of mixtures of soil sterilants, on the use of herbicidal

oils, and on the development of economical spray programs. Continued experiments

showed the distinct superiority of properly chcsen mixtures of herbicides over the single

chemical applications at comparable rates. The mixture of CMU-chlorate was most

effective for general roadbed vegetation control. Mixtures of CMU-amino triazole and

CMU-dalapon appeared promising. The Dalapon-chlorate mixtures showed essentially

the same limitations as experienced with TCA-chlorate mixtures in past years.

Aromatic oils at rates of 100 gal/acre gave adequate kill of annual weeds and top

kill of perennials. Oils varied in the length of time they held vegetation in check. These

herbicidal oils are characterized by certain general physical and chemical properties, but

exact specifications cannot be written as yet. Their actual herbicidal value can best be

determined by trials on the plant species present.

Relatively long-term control of roadbed vegetation may be achieved by the use of

spray programs which utilize soil sterilants initially, followed in two or three succeeding

years by applications of herbicidal oils. Such programs appear economically feasible and

adaptable to existing spray equipment.

We are indebted to the Chicago & Northwestern and Fort Dodge lines at Ames,

and to the Minneapolis & St. Louis line at Kanawha for collaboration, without which

this research would have been impossible.
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Table 1

—

Performance Summary of Certain Chemical Treatments*

Treatment and Hates in Lb./Acre

Sodium chlorate-80
Chlorate-100

Monuron (CMU)-IO

CMU-20
Trichloroacetic acid (TCA)-40
Dalapon (Dala)-20

Dala-40
Amino triazole (ATA)-15 -

CMU-10 + chlorate-80

CMU-10 + chlorate-100
CMU-5 -f- chlorate- 150
CMU-5 + chlorate-200

TCA-40 + chlorate-80
TCA-40 -I- chlorate-80 -|- 2,4-D-2-
TCA-30 -I- chlorat€-125

Dala-10 -I- CMU-10
Dala-30 -|- CMU-5
Dala-20 + 2,4-D-2

Dala-20 -|- chlor-80
Dala-40 -|- chlor-80
ATA-5 + CMU-10

ATA-15 -I- CMU-10
Dala-20 4- sodium metaborate-500
Ammate-60 -|- CMU-5

No. of
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Table 3

—

Comparison of Herbicidai. Oils*

Identification of Oil
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There is also an increase in the use of dry soil sterilant type chemical along the

ballast toe line to prevent encroachment of vegetation into the ballast area (Fig. 2).

This type of treatment was used primarily in the south where two or more applications

of contact and translocated materials are often required.

Baron, a relatively new chemical released for commercial use in 1955, was applied

to a limited extent on some railroads. This material was used primarily as a substitute

for Radapon-2,4-D in areas where 2,4-D susceptible crops were grown adjacent to the

railroad. It is a general weed killer and is effective on both grasses and broadleaved

weeds. This chemical is absorbed through the leaves as well as through the roots. Rainfall

appears to be necessary for the maximum effective results.

During 1955, glacial acetic acid was used to a limited extent as an additive to

herbicidal oil. Results indicated that the additive tended to influence the kill of certain

weed species, particularly Johnson grass. In addition, during the past year several test

plots have been applied in various sections of the country using herbicidal oils fortified

with glacial acetic acid. The results of these tests are discussed under the summary of

regional treatments.

Time of application appears to be one of the important factors in controlling vegeta-

tion. Results tend to substantiate the hypothesis that vegetation is more susceptible to

herbicides when the greater percentage of the total plant is meristematic in nature.

Herbicides applied during the early spring, at which time the higher percentage of the

total plant system is growing, has generally given the best results. However, it is often

Fig. 2—Application of dry soil sterilant type chemical along ballast toe line.
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a practical necessity to delay application of contact and translocated materials in order

to allow the late germinating species to emerge. A good example of this is Mexican fire-

weed which is an annual that causes a great deal of trouble throughout the midwestern

states. This species germinates late during the spring and often reinfests an area following

early treatment.

The control of deep-rooted perennial weed species with translocated herbicides is

usually more effective when applied in the spring at the time when most leaves have

reached their maximum size, and the plant food is being translocated downward at a

rapid rate. This also applies to some annual plants in that a greater percent of the

herbicide is translocated when the rate of translocation of the plant food is high.

Soil sterilants are more effective when applied during the season when the moisture

or precipitation is sufficient to leach the material into the plant root zone. In general,

soil sterilant type chemicals tend to provide better results when applied during the fall

in areas of low rainfall. However, a late winter or early spring treatment has been

consistant in providing effective results for a season in areas of high precipitation where

the rainfall pattern is well distributed throughout the year.

Treatment for brush control is effective when applied at the time when the plant is

translocating large quantities of plant food to the roots. The higher rate of translocation

usually occurs when the plants have reached the full-leaf stage and also during late

summer or early fall.

In reference to the use of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T, volatility is an important factor to

consider. This is of particular interest in areas where cotton, tobacco and other highly

susceptible crops are grown. The amine salts of 2,4-D are usually considered to be safe

from the volatility standpoint. However, precaution should be used when applying any

2,4-D and 2,4,S-T formulation in areas adjacent to crops since damage is often caused

by the spray droplets drifting on the susceptible crop. When using the 2,4-D and 2,4,S-T

esters, the low-volatile formulations are usually safer to use in areas where crops r'.re

grown. Research workers have found that there is very little difference in the relative

volatility between two esters in a series or two formulations in a series. The 2,4-D and

2.4,S-T esters are also subject to drift under wind conditions. Any of these materials

can cause damage to crops when improperly or carelessly applied. However, the low-

volatile forms are relatively safe when carefully applied by experienced personnel under

favorable conditions.

Rates, proper coverage and cost must be considered in controlling weeds. The rate

of application varies with the type of treatment; however, it is good practice to apply

sufficient rates to eliminate the most serious pest on a roadbed. Proper coverage is par-

ticularly important when applying contact and translocated materials. For example, con-

tact killers kill only that portion of the plant in which it comes in contact. Therefore,

it is necessary to get complete coverage to obtain a good top burn. In general, a good

coverage is necessary to kill most species with a translocated material. Translocation

occurs primarily in a vertical direction, and it does not move laterally to a great extent.

The cost of any treatment depends on the type of material u.sed, rate applied, etc. The

cost of some of the most commonly used treatments i.s shown in Table 2. This cost is

based upon the list price of these materials f.o.b. from the plant. It must be mentioned

that the cost of these materials is a general average and may vary from the list price

for specific jobs and under local conditions.

Following is a summary of the results observed of various chemical treatments used

by railroads as well as results of tests in six of the seven regions during 1956.
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WEED TREATMENTS
Region 1

Radapon-2,4-D Amine at the rates of 30 and 8 lb per acre, respectively, were used

quite extensively on main and branch lines and yard areas throughout Region 1 during

1956. This treatment was effective in killing grass species, such as smooth brome grass,

quackgrass and annual grasses, when applied during early July. Most of the annual

broadleaved plants were eliminated. However, some of the perennials were injured only

and not killed. Such species as milkweed, yellow toadflax, wild rose, ground cherry and
bouncing bet showed signs of a high degree of tolerance to this treatment. In some
instances, when the treatment was applied during early July, the rainfall was sufficient

to influence the regrowth of annuals such as crabgrass, foxtail grass, lambsquarter and
sandbur by late August. An excellent top kill was noted on August 17 in one area

where the treatment was applied during the later part of July. Apparently, here the

precipitation was not enough to cause regrowth by annuals or regrowth of the perennial

species.

Methoxone-chlorax was used on main-line and yard areas in this region at the rate

of 55 gal concentrate per acre. When applied during early June, this treatment apparently

eliminated practically all vegetation for a period of six weeks, after which reinfestation

occurred with annual species. The reinfestation was extremely heavy in yard areas where

small grains present a serious problem. Retreatment with a contact killer was necessary

in these locations.

Granacide A Special at the rate of 62 gal concentrate per acre applied during early

June was effective in eliminating annual species. The problem in these yard areas was

primarily small grains and annual weeds. This treatment provided a good kill for a

period of six weeks. There was apparently very little residual effect from the treatment

and reinfestation began to occur during late July. This was caused by small grain being

dropped from box cars as well as a high rainfall. Re-treatment was necessary during late

July and early August in areas of heavy reinfestation.

Ureabor was used very successfully in yard areas at the rate of 435 lb per acre

(Fig. 3). This material was applied during early April in order to get the benefit of the

early spring precipitation. Results on August 17 were excellent on perennial species as

well as annuals. This material had prevented emergence of annual weeds even with an

excessive amount of rainfall during the summer.

Nalco H 174, at the rate of 200 lb per acre was applied during April in yard areas.

This chemical was effective in eliminating annual species, but was erratic in controlling

deep-rooted perennial weeds. Moisture was, apparently, sufficient to carry the chemical

into the root zone of most plants but not enough to leach the material into the root

zone of such species as yellow toadflax and alfalfa. In some areas scattered Mexican

fireweed and gum weed plants were surviving, indicating that the chemical had leached

out of the shallow root zone in these areas.

Urox, a relatively new soil sterilant type chemical was used in tests at the rate of

125 and ISO lb per acre. Test plots were put out May 10 in areas heavily infested with

perennials and annuals. Numerous species were present, such as bouncing bet, quackgrass,

milkweed, sweet clover, live-forever, foxtail grass, ragweed and others. Both the 125 and

150 rates were effective in eliminating the grass species. However, in one instance the rate

of ISO lb did not kill the more resistant broadleaved perennials such as milkweed, bounc-

ing bet and live-forever. Also, in this particular area a number of annuals were present.

Apparently, the excessive rainfall had leached the chemical out of the top 3 in of the soil

which favored the emergence of these weeds. In another area, rates of 150 lb on similar

species provided practically 100 percent control for the season.
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Fig. 3—Region 1—Yard area treated on April 4, 1956, with Ureabor at

the rate of 435 lb per acre. Picture taken August 17. Note untreated track to

the right showing degree of infestation.

Region 2

.\ mixture of sodium metaborate-sodium chlorate was applied at the rate of 43 gal

concentrate per acre during April. Results were good for a period of two months, after

which reinfestation occurred with annual species such as fireweed, foxtail and crabgrass.

This was influenced to a great extent by the heavy rainfall in June. Much of the

Mexican fireweed was killed during .April by a spot treatment of 2,4-D Amine at the

rate of 0.82 lb per acre. However, seedlings emerged later in the season, causing a heavy

infestation in some areas.

Chlorax Liquid No. 2 was used on main and branch hnes during July at the rate

of 55 gal concentrate per acre. There appeared to be a good top burn of most species

two weeks following treatment. Perennial species such as milkweed, sweet clover, and

chicory were injured. Of special interest was the kill of the vegetative form of horsetail.

Grass species appeared to be dying.

.\ branch line and yard heavily infested with vegetation was treated in June with

Herbicidol at 48 gal concentrate per acre. Results were good 6 weeks following treat-

ment. Annual species were controlled; however, perennials such as milkweed and rasp-

berries survived. Below-normal rainfall appeared to assist in the control of annual weed.

On one branch this treatment was applied during July with a good top burn evident

.< to 4 weeks later.
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A mixture of Radapon-2,4-D used on a main line at the rate of 40-8 lb per acre,

respectively, provided control of practically all species for 8 to 10 weeks when applied in

June. The length of control was greatly influenced by a deficiency of moisture during

June and July. Above-normal rainfall in August caused scattered reinfestation with

crabgrass, prostrate spurge and quackgrass.

In one area, a yard was treated in April with Nalco H-174 at the rate of 250 lb

per acre. This chemical was applied early enough to get the benefit of the high rainfall

during April. There was a good kill of all species 5 months after application. However,

it was noted that a few scattered spots of sandbur, prostrate spurge and quackgrass

were beginning to emerge late in the season.

Oils were used quite extensively in this region during 1956. One of the oils applied

had specifications as follows: flash point—150 deg minimum, pour point 30 deg, aromatic

content SO percent, initial boiling point 400 deg F minimum, and end point 725 deg.

This oil was applied during May at the rate of 65 gal per acre. Results were effective

for a period of 4 to 6 weeks, after which regrowth began with most species, particularly

with broadleaved plants. Regrowth was stimulated by 1.86 in of rain within a period of

7 days during later June and early July. Annual grass species appeared to be the most

susceptible to the oil treatment. Perennial species were injured but completely recovered

within 4 weeks.

Urox was used in a number of areas on test plots at the rate of 100, 125, ISO, 175,

200 and 225 lb per acre. One test series with the 6 rates was applied on a cinder ballast

which was heavily infested with quackgrass, some milkweed, bindweed and yellow toad-

flax. Test plots were put out April 20. Results, September 27, indicate that this material

is very effective in eliminating the grass species. However, the deep-rooted perennials

—

milkweed, yellow toadflax and bindweed—are rather resistant to this chemical. Plots

with rates of 200 and 225 lb per acre were sterile.

On another area Urox was applied on a crushed rock and soil ballast where blue

grass, dandelion, plantain and annual weeds and grasses were prevalent. These treatments

were applied during April at rates of 125 and 150 lb per acre (Fig. 4). Results were

excellent 6 months following apphcation. No difference could be determined in the

effectiveness of the 2 rates.

Ureabor was applied during April near the same area at the rate of 435 lb per acre.

This material was slow reacting and was not fully effective in killing plantain. Also, crab-

grass tended to come in late in the season.

Region 3

Radapon—2,4-D, at the rate of 40-8 lb per acre gave good results on Johnson grass

and Bermuda grass when applied in June. These two species were by no means eradicated;

however, this treatment reduced the stand considerably. Broadleaved annuals were

eliminated as were annual grasses. Bermuda grass and Johnson grass sprigs which had

survived had made some regrowth by September. Also, some annuals such as crabgrass

and sandbur had germinated late in the season. Heavy rainfall during July and August

tended to increase reinfestation.

Gerstley Borate was used in yard areas during June at rates of 5220 to 8700 lb per

acre. This treatment was applied in areas where nut grass was the predominant species.

Other species present were Bermuda grass, Johnson grass, and many annuals. These high

rates tended to eliminate all species except nut grass. A single application of 5220 to

6090 lb per acre decreased the stand and retarded growth of the nut grass (Fig. 5). In

one area, a second application of 8700 lb per acre during August gave excellent kill of

nut grass. The period that the material will sterilize the soil depends to a great extent

upon the amount of rainfall.
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Fig. 4—Region 2—Urox being applied April 18, 1956. Note hand applicator
which may be used in yard areas.

Fig. 5—Region 3—Gerstley Borate applied late June 1956 at the idle
of 12 lb per 100 sq ft. Picture taken September 11, 1956. Note track to right
not treated.
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Granicide 2X at the rate of 80 gal concentrate per acre provided a good initial kill

applied in yard areas during July. This treatment tended to keep the vegetation under

control for a period of approximately 6 weeks, after which reinfestation occurred with

annuals and perennials. Nut grass, Bermuda grass and Johnson grass appear to be rather

resistant to this chemical. Other species such as pigweed, peppergrass, marestail, and

crabgrass were susceptible.

A mi.xture of chlorate-chloride was applied in July at SO gal concentrate per acre

on main-line and yard areas where Johnson grass was the predominant species. Results

were good two months following treatment. This chemical combination was very effective

in killing the tops of Johnson grass and annual weeds and grasses. Bermuda grass was

surviving in a few scattered spots. Bunches of bouncing bet had been injured but

recovered. Trumpet vine which was encroaching into the ballast had been defohated but

was making new growth. There was no regrowth of annual species late in the season

This might have been influenced by a low rainfall during July and August.

Another mixture which was used in this region was TCA-chlorate at the rate of

SO gal concentrate per acre. This combination was applied during July on areas pri-

marily infested with Bermuda grass. Other species in the treated area were Johnson grass,

trumpet vine and annuals. This treatment was effective in killing a greater percent of the

Bermuda grass and other species except trumpet vine. In several areas trumpet vine had

been defoliated but was recovering two months after treatment. Practically no regrowth

was noted except a few sprigs of Bermuda grass.

Region 4

Radapon-2,4-D mixture at the rate of 40-8 lb, respectively, was used quite exten-

sively throughout this region. Two applications were necessary in one area where the

vegetation was extremely heavy and the growing season long. The first application was

made in June followed by the second treatment during early September. The results of

the first treatment were effective in decreasing the stand of Bermuda grass and other

species except milkweed, trumpet vine and broom sedge. However, milkweed was injured

and trumpet vine defoliated. Florida pusley germinated and came in during August, but

was eliminated by the second application. Results observed in October indicate that the

second treatment was again effective in decreasing the population of Bermuda grass that

had reinfested the edges of the treated area. All annual species were under control.

On one main line Baron was substituted for Radapon-2,4-D in areas adjacent to

crops susceptible to 2,4-D. This material was very effective on Bermuda grass, broom

sedge, Johnson grass, and other species when applied in June at the rate of 20 gal per

acre; however, it was not as effective on nut grass. The population of nut grass was

reduced and the growth stunted in a large percentage of the plants. There was no

appreciable regrowth four months following treatment.

2,4-D was sprayed along the edges of the right-of-ways on a main line for the

control of broadleaved weeds. This chemical was applied during June at the rate of 8 lb

per acre and was effective in killing the susceptible species. Trumpet vine and Bracken

fern were relatively resistant to this dosage.

A mixture of Radapon—2,4-D—diuron (Telvar DW) was applied on a 3-ft width

each side of the ballast on the main line at the rates of 40-8-10 lb, respectively. This

mixture was relatively ineffective in controlling Bermuda grass, trumpet vine, gamagrass,

broom sedge and nut grass. There was a very heavy stand of Bermuda grass four months

following application and only a few spots showed signs of any treatment. These were

small areas where the vegetation appeared to show signs of chlorosis and a few spots

which were relatively free of vegetation. The reason for poor results with this treatment
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has not been established. In some sections of the country, Radapon at the rate of 40 lb

has been effective in reducing the stand of Bermuda grass. The combination of Radapon

—

2,4-D—diuron should have controlled or at least decreased the vigor of the vegetation

in this area. Some of the things which might have influenced the results in this area are:

(1) extremely heavy sod of Bermuda grass; (2) the rate of Radapon was not sufficient

to decrease the stand of Bermuda grass, and it recovered before the diuron was leached

into the root zone; (3) only a small amount of diuron was leached into the root zone

because it is highly insoluble; (4) there might be a soil factor involved, but this has

not been determined; and (5) it is quite possible that a portion of the 9.01 in rainfall

fell in a sudden downpour, washing the chemical from the roadbed; however, there is no

evidence to substantiate this theory. It might be mentioned that the precipitation during

July and August was below normal even though the total for the two months was

10.07 in.

On another area Radapon—2,4-D was used at 40-8 lb, respectively, and applied in

May on a main line. This treatment provided effective results for two months, during

which time the precipitation was quite heavy. Bermuda grass and Johnson grass stands

were greatly reduced and nut grass showed signs of injury. Trumpet vine was defoliated.

However, reinfestation occurred with these species by September.

A yard area was treated with Nalco H-174 in January at the rate of 400 lb per acre.

This chemical provided control until April, after which Bermuda grass, crabgrass, nut

grass and others reinfested the area. In some areas a second application was necessary

to provide seasonal control. All vegetation except Bermuda grass was controlled where

two treatments were applied and no regrowth was noted in September.

An oil with the following specifications: flash point, 190 deg, toxicity 75 percent (by

sulfonation), initial boiling point 438 deg F, and end point 750 deg F, was used con-

siderably in one area. Two treatments each year are required for minimum control with

a contact killer in these areas. The first application was made in mid-May at the rate

of 66 gal per acre. This was followed by a second treatment at the same rate during

late July. The first treatment provided effective results for a period of four to six weeks,

during which time the precipitation was high influencing a heavy regrowth. The second

application was effective in holding the vegetation down for six weeks. At the time of

inspection regrowth was just beginning. Nut grass, apparently, recovers from an oil treat-

ment within two to three weeks, Johnson grass in four weeks, and Bermuda grass in

six weeks.

Another treatment used in this region was Borascu 44 at the rate of 3480 to 4356 lb

per acre applied in February. This material was used in yard areas which had been

treated during 1954 and 1955 with Concentrated Borascu. This series of treatments has

reduced the vegetation in these yards to a few spots of Bermuda grass and nut grass.

Urox was applied on a large area of a main line on a 3 ft width on each side of ths

ballast. This treatment was applied in March at the rate of 126 lb per acre. Results are

reported to be very favorable over most of the area. However, trumpet vine was

encroaching into the ballast in many spots.

TCA-sodiupi chlorate was used by one railroad at the rate of 40-80 lb per acre in

1955. Two applications were necessary because of the heavy infestation of Bermuda grass.

The first treatment was applied in April and the second during September. Results

observed in March 1956 indicated that the second treatment was effective in reducing

the stand of Bermuda grass in the treated area. However, some Bermuda grass was

beginning to encroach into the ballast from the edges of the roadbed.
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A number of chemical combinations were applied in a test on one railroad during

May (see Table 3 for results). The higher rates of most chemical combinations were

effective until mid-July and early August. Of particular interest was Baron applied at

60 lb per acre which practically sterilized the soil until early August, at which time

Bermuda grass began to reinfest the treated area. The best treatment was Radapon-Telvar

DW at the rate of 100 and 30 lb per acre, respectively.

The oils in the test were good in eliminating the annuals and holding the other

species down for a period of appro.ximately six weeks. One oil appeared to prevent

regrowth over a slightly longer period of time. The addition of 2 percent of glacial acetic

acid did not tend to increase the amount of kill to any significant degree.

Region 5

A mixture of sodium metaborate and sodium chlorate applied in April at the rate

of 43 gal per acre tended to give good control for a period of 10 weeks. Annual weeds

began to infest the treated area during late July and early August. Species which tended

to cause trouble were Mexican fireweed, foxtail grass, crabgrass and prostrate spurge.

A spot treatment of 2,4-D was used in April to control Mexican fireweed on one

railroad. This chemical was applied at the rate of 0.82 lb per acre based on complete

coverage of an acre. However, since this was a spot treatment, the rate actually applied

on Mexican fireweed would be equivalent to 3 to 4 lb per acre. This type of treatment

was effective in killing the fireweed seedlings that were emerging. However, many spots

were omitted, and these areas were heavily infested later in the season by seedlings

that emerged after the treatment was applied.

Monobor-chlorate No. 2 plus 2,4-D at the rate of 69 gal MBC No. 2 and 1.38 lb

2,4-D per acre provided good results when applied in June. There was practically no

regrowth two months following application.

Two oils. Cox Hykil and S/M Agronyl R, were used in this region at 96.5 gal per

acre. There was no difference noted in the percentage of p^ant kill between the two oils.

Both were effective in killing the grass species and annual broadleaved weeds. The oil

tended to prevent regrowth of perennials or reinfestation by annuals for 5 to 6 weeks.

However, 2 months following treatment spots were heavily infested with Mexican fire-

weed, ragweed, bindweed and smartweed. Re-treatment is necessary in these areas.

A test was made in this region using oils fortified with glacial acetic acid as com-

pared with oils applied alone. Two oils were used at the rate of 96.5 gal per acre fortified

with 0.7 percent acetic acid, and at the rates of 96.5 and 48.25 gal per acre without an

additive. Vegetation consisted of fireweed, thistle, puncture vine, bindweed, cheat, foxtail

grass, dock, milkweed, dogbane, smartweed, slough grass and others. There was prac-

tically no difference in the effectiveness of the oils. Each provided control for a period

of approximately six weeks. Both were more effective on grasses than broadleaved species

primarily because most of the grasses were annuals, and seed'ings did not emerge after

treatment. However, annual broadleaved weed seed germinated, particularly Mexican

fireweed, and caused considerable trouble late in the season. Smartweed recovered and

had reinfested several spots two months after treatment. A better initial kill was obtained

from the high rates of oil because of a more complete coverage.

Plots treated with the oils fortified with glacial acetic acid were very similar to the

straight oil treatments in that grasses were better controlled and broadleaved species

reinfested the area six weeks later. The addition of the acetic acid did not tend to

increase the overall kill of all species. Slough grass and yellow nut grass appeared to be

better controlled in areas where the acid was used. However, the increase in control

was not significant and cannot be attributed to the acetic acid.
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A large comparative application was made in this region using 9 treatments on 70C

miles of branch lines as shown in Table 4. Test No. 2, Radapon (dalapon)—Methoxone-
Chlorax No. 2, was, perhaps, the most effective treatment in this test for controlling

both grasses and broadleaved plants. Both of the Chlorea Test Nos. 4 and 5, were very

effective in controlling grasses and some broadleaved weeds (Fig. 6). The Radapon-
metho.xone-monuron (Telvar W or CMU) did an excellent job in killing grasses and

preventing reinfestation with annuals. Radapon-methoxone did a good job in eliminating

grasses, but some broadleaved species survived and reinfestation occurred with fireweed,

foxtail, and knotweed. Test No. 10 Ammate emulsion-monuron (Telvar W or CMU)
was very good where monuron was applied. It should be noted that monuron was not

applied on small areas throughout this branch line because of difficulty encountered dur-

ing application which prevented the constant injection of the monuron-oil slurry into

the ammate solution. Test Nos. 6, 8 and 8A can be rated as fair. There was little differ-

ence in these tests in the degree of kill on grasses. However, Test Nos. 8 and 8A seemed

to be better in controlling broadleaved weeds. The TCA (4) Chlorax No. 2 treatment

was relatively ineffective.

Results from these tests indicate that (1) brome grass and quackgrass are relatively

.susceptible to all chemical treatments used on these branch lines, (2) blue grass is sus-

ceptible to treatments containing monuron as well as Radapon, (3) smartweed is rela-

tively resistant to all treatments, (4) willow is susceptible to Gamet and Ammate emul-

sion-monuron treatments and tolerant to others, (5) buckbrush is susceptible to treat-

ments containing methoxone, (6) horsetail is relatively resistant to all treatments, (7)

milkweed is tolerant to all treatments except Gamet and (8) Mexican fireweed is sus-

ceptible to treatments containing chlorax, as well as Gamet, but tolerant to others, and

(9) annuals such as foxtail and knotweed are susceptible to treatments containing

monuron and resistant to others.

Region 6

On one branch line Nalco H-174 was applied January, 1954 at the rate of 400 lb

per acre. This material was used in an area where peppercress was causing a great deal

Fig. 6—Region 5—Test 5—Methoxone-Chlorea No. 4. Applied June 24,

1956. Picture August 22, 1956.
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of trouble. This treatment was effective in killing a large proportion of the peppercress,

annual grasses and reducing the stand of horsetail in the area. Reinfestation with annuals

occurred during early winter of 1955 and a second applicaiton was made using rates of

275 and 350 lb per acre. This second treatment was applied for the purpose of eUminating

the remaining peppercress plants as well as to control the annual grasses.

In another area, a mixture of methoxone-chlorax-monuron (CMU) was used on

a main line at the rate of 41.31 gal methoxone-chlorax and 6.61 lb monuron (CMU) per

acre (Fig. 7). This treatment was very effective on all species when applied during early

January. No regrowth was noted 6 to 7 weeks following application. The annual precipi-

tation in this area is approximately 15 to 18 in and occurs during the months of October

through March. The remaining 6-month period is extremely dry. Based on this informa-

tion this treatment should control vegetation for the season with residual toxicity during

the fall and early winter.

A mixture of monobor-chlorate No. 2 at the rate of 112 gal concentrate was applied

during April 1955, on main and branch lines of one railroad. This treatment provided

very good control of all species and prevented regrowth until late January 1956. Annual

grasses were beginning to reinfest this area 10 months after application.

On one railroad monuron (CMU) was applied during January at the rate of 10

to 12 lb per acre. The application was made just in time to receive the benefit of the

heavy precipitation during January. Results appeared to be very good, with soil

sterilization 6 weeks after treatment.

't^'iT

Fig. 7—Region 6

—

Methoxone-Chlorax-monuron (CMU) applied during
early January 1956 at the rate of 41.31 gal Methoxone-Chlorax and 6.61 lb
monuron per acre. Picture taken February 21, 1956. Width of treatment is

5 ft each side of ballast. Note good spray pattern.
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Several test sites were inspected in this region during February 1956. Materials

which show promise for controlling vegetation under conditions found in these areas

are shown in Table S.

Region 7

Methoxone-chlorax as used on main and branch lines by one railroad in this region

gave good results when apphed during April at the rate of 55.7 gal concentrate per acre.

Annual species were eliminated as was sweet clover. Blue grass was rather resistant to

this treatment but was retarded and showed signs of chlorosis. Horsetail tended to

survive without much injury.

The methoxone-chlorax mixture was used in another area during April at the rate

of 85 gal concentrate per acre. This treatment resulted in a good initial top kill of prac-

tically all species. Again, blue grass tended to be resistant, especially in areas where a

heavy sod was established, although this species was injured. Large bunches of orchard

grass were scattered throughout the area and suffered top kill. In most cases the roots

of the orchard grass were surviving.

Radapon—2,4-D at the rate of 30 and 8 lb per acre, respectively, was used by

another railroad during Ma>. Results a few days following appLcation looked very

good. There appeared to be an excellent top kill of all vegetation. According to the rail-

road personnel, this treatment provided good seasonal control in most areas.

A series of tests which was put out during May 11-12, 1955, in this region was

inspected May 18, 1956. Treatments and results are shown in Table 6. Of particular

interest was the fact that Baron at 80 lb per acre had not killed the dandelion and plan-

tain species by August 23, 1955. However, one year after treatment these two species

had been eliminated.

BRUSH TREATMENTS
Region 2

The low-volatile ester type of brush killer was used quite extensively in this region

during 1956. In most cases these materials were applied in late summer and early fall.

Their full effectiveness cannot be determined until next year.

On one railroad a 50-50 mixture of 2,4-D—2,4,S-T was used at the rate of approxi-

mately 2-3 gal (8-12 lb) concentrate per acre in a 112:1 dilution during August, 1955

(Fig. 8). This treatment was applied on brush species such as elm, sumac, oak, willow,

wild cherry, locust and birch which ranged in height from 5 to 15 ft. Apparently there

was an excellent top kill of all species except birch. Approximately 10 percent resprouting

of elm and locust occurred 11 months after treatment. In one area there was a slightly

higher percentage of resprouting of locust, elm, wild cherry and birch. This increase in

resprouting probably can be contributed to the fact that a light drizzle occurred at the

time of application, and a hard rain fell just as the spraying operation was stopped.

In another area Ammate was effective in killing elm, maple, sumac, oak and others

when applied in July 1954. Ammate was mi.\ed at the rate of 1 lb in 1 gal of water and

applied to the foliage until a complete coverage was obtained. There appeared to be an

excellent kill of all species 2 years after application.

Region 3

A 50-50 mixture of 2,4-D—2,4,5-T was used in a 100:1 dilution at the rate of

approximately 2-3 gal (S-12 lb) concentrate per acre (also used in Region 4). This

treatment was applied during August 1056 on brush 3 to 15 ft in height. Species were

sassafras, sycamore, oak, sumac and e'm. There appeared to be a very good top kill one

month following treatment. The effectiveness of this treatment cannot be determined

until next vear.
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A ».>'

Fig. 8—Region 2—Brush treatment applied August 1955, using low
volatile esters of 2,4-D—2,4-T in a 112:1 dilution at the rate of 2-3 gal con-
centrate per acre. Picture taken August 2, 1956. Note good top kill but some
regrowth.

Ammate was used as a substitute for 2,4-D—2,4,5-T in areas where crops such as

cotton and tobacco were growing near the railroad. This material was mixed at the

rate of % lb per gal of water and sprayed on the foliage to the point of run-off. Top kill

was very good on elm, sumac, sassafras, oak and sycamore one month following treatment.

Region 4

Treatments used in this region were similar to those applied in Region 3. The SO-SO

mixture of 2,4-D—2,4,S-T was used in a 100:1 dilution over much of the area. Approxi-

mately 2-3 gal (8-12 lb) concentrate was applied per acre during July and August on

brush S to 12 ft high. Predominant species were bay, willow, sumac, scrub oak, ash,

sassafras, persimmon, sycamore, wild plum, and pine. There appeared to be a good top

kill on most species, except pine, 4 to 6 weeks after application. In some spots the pine

needles were brown, while in other areas the pines appeared to be resistant. An early

inspection next spring or summer will give a better indication of the effectiveness of the

treatment. Again, Ammate was used as a substitute for 2,4-D—2,4,S-T in areas adjacent

to crops and proved to be successful in killing the tops of all species.

One area inspected this year was treated during September 1QS5 with a 50:50 mix-

ture 2,4-D—2,4,S-T at the rate of 2 gal concentrate per acre (8 lb) in a 100:1 dilution.

Species in the area were elderberry, elm, wild cherry, sumac, oak and sawbrier. Soon

after application this railroad was required to cut the brush. A heavy regrowth of prac-

tically all species had occurred one year after treatment. In some spots the brush had

regrown as much as 12 to 15 ft in height. Apparently, the brush was cut before the

chemical was translocated into the roots of the plants.
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TABLE 2

COST OF MATERIALS USED IN VEGETATION CONTROL (FOB PLANT)

WEEDS

Chemical

1. Aromatic Oil

2. Aromatic Oil W/Acctie Acid

3. Atlacide

4. Atlas D

5. Baron (erbon)

6. Borate (Slurry)

7. Chlorate-Chloride

8. Chlorxx Liquid

9. Chlorax No. 2

10. Chlorea

11. Chlorea No. 3

13. Concentrated Borascu

14. 2.4-D Amine

15. Granacide 2X

16. Herbicidol

17. Methoxone-Chlorax

18. Metho.\oiie-Chlora.\-CMU

19. Monobor-Chlorate No. 2

21. Nalco H 170

22. Nalco H 174

23. Radapon (dalapon)-2, 4-D

24. Radapon-2,4-D-Telvar DW

2'). Tclvar W ( nunuron)

26. Telvar DW (diuron)

27. TCA-Chloratf

28. Ureabor

29. Urox

1. Ammate X

2. Esteron Brush Killer

3. Esteron 2,4 5

Rate per acre

55-95 gal.

55-95 gal.

80 gal. cone.

10 gal. cone.

20-40 gal. cone,

or 80-160 lb.

1 1/4 ton

40 gal. cone.

100 gal, cone.

50 gal. cone.

435-870 lb.

210 gal. sol.

2830-5230 lb.

2 gal . cone

.

81 cone.

36-40 cone

.

56-83 cone.

42 gal. cone. MCP-
Chlora-N plus 6.61 lb.

cmu

112 gal. cone.

44 gal. eonc.

Dilution of Concentrate

WaterjChemlcal

None

100 oil:2 acetic .-icid

i lb/gal.

Cost per lb.

or gal. Coat per acre

$0.10/gal. $5.50-$9.50

0.12/gal. 6.60- 11.40

0.52 1/2/gal. 42.00

0.45 1/2/gal. 4.55

5.33/gal. 106.60-213.20

29. 25Aon 36.56

0.53* 21.20

0.35 1/2-0.44 1/2 35.50- 44.50

0.18 1/2-0.23/ 18.50-23.00
gal. sol.

0.1485 64.60-129.20

0.1((.'i'-0.227 41.37- 47 67

0.032 90.56-107.36

2.56 5.12

1:1 0.46 37.26

4:1 0.01 21.96-24.40

1:1 0.35 1/2-0.44 1/2 19.88-36.94

1:1 plus G. 61 lb. CMU MCP-Chlora.\ 32. 10-35. SS

0.35 1/2-0.44 1/2
CMU-2.60

1:1 Unavailable Unavailable

1:1 $0,472 $20.77

Dry

100:1

200-400
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TA3LE 3

CHirtrCAL WEED KILLER TESTS
REXHOt: h

Lfi;GTH CF TESTS: 1,000 feet long and 22 feet vri.de.

TYPE OF V2 j'^TAT'^CH : Heavy stand of Bermuda crass -nd nixed weeds on the shoulder only.
Other STjecies trunpet vine, Johnson grass, nutgrass, ragweed, bunch
rass, broomsedge, dogfennel, dogbane, marestail ^nd awarf oak.

APPLICATICM: Chemicals applied >:ay 22, 23, 1556. - Oils June 11 - 12, I056
V.'EATKJIR: Frop J'lne to C'ctober test area has had above a. rage rainfall.

Avera re maximum temperature - May, S7.9°, June, 91.8°, July, 92.5°, rainfall -

?.ay, 1.96", June l.Lil", July, 9.53" August and September data not available

^^T V.Q
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TABLE 3 (coat.)

HATIaC^'--

PLOT NO. CHIMCAL
POUIJDS June June July July Aug. Sept. Oct,
Pm ACRE 12 27 10 23 21 26 U

13.
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TABLE h

0OOP:tRATTVE '.JEED CONTROL TliST IN REGEON 5

Date A'^plied: June ll-2h, 1956
Date Inspected: August 20-23, 1956

Vegetation: Predominant species - smooth brone grass, blue grass and quackgrass.
Other species - smartweed, milkweed, horsetail, vdllow, buckbrush,
knotweed, foxtail grass, snd '-'exican fireweed.

Test No. Treatment
Rate ADplied
Per Acre

Miles
Treated Rating

Radapon (dalapon)-"ethoxone (MC°)

Radapon ( dalapon ) -!'Iethoxone
Chlorax Mo. 2

3 RadaTX)n-!'ethoxone Liquid +

nonuron (Telvar W

h Methoxone-Chlorax No, 3 - mon-
uron (Telvar v;)

5 Methoxone-Chlorea No. h

6 Chlorax(Chlorate)-TGA No. 2

(TCA)

7 Radapon-'ethoxone Liquid

6 Garnet (Amino Triazole and Meth-
oxone)

9 TCA (U) -Chlorax #2(Chlorate)

10 Ammate anulsion(Ainmate X) +

monuron (Telvar W) I476 gal,
pil slurry

32.5-1.63 lb.

36.29"-l,8l"
39.07"-1.95"
58.68"-2.93"

12.0
26.5
67.12
22.65

20. 6h lb.-93.35gal. 31.0
21. 2U lb.-95.59pal. U.O
19.)4l4 lb.-S7.52 " 33.16
17.16 lb. -77. 31" 20.36

7.116-1,50-9.50 lb. 25.87
9.66-1.93-7.78 lb. 18.13

10.88-2.17-6.73 lb. 23,37

200. h gal. -h. 80 lb. 2Li.07

I87.86gal.-i1.50 lb. 25.93
219.8 gal. -U. 90 lb. ^ii.50

282. I6gal. -5.1*6 lb. II.I48

210.6 gal. -8. 85 lb.* 23
193.37gal.-6.65 lb.» 31. ?3

98.1 lb. -17. 66 lb. 27.3li

113.5 lb.-20.U3 lb. U.60

38.29 lb-1.91 lb. 20.58

7.0 Ib.-llj.O lb. 23.25
6.731b.-13.58lb. h.lS
7.2 lb. -li*. 351b. 21.2li

66.t46lb.-23.93ib.
75.531b. -27.191b.

22.

U

23.32

32. 161b. -5.58 lb. 2li.27

27.75lb.-6.0U lb. 11.00
27,691b. -e.ii lb. 25.29

Very Good

Excellent

Verj- good

fair to

excellent

Very good to

Excellent

Fair

Very good

Fair

Good

'lb, of Telvar v; (CJ-HJ)
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TABLE 6

ai2'iCAL rHEAi!'y:TS of test i:: inrAcn 7

Date Aoplieil - y.&y 11-12, 1955
Date Inspected - May 18, 1956
'/epetation - Orchard grass, quackprass, plantain, dandelion marestail, cheat^.-rass,

ryegrass, sowthistle and others.
Vleather - Average ".ax. Temp. 1955 - Aur. 71.3°, teptonber 66.0°, October 56.6°,

Novenber Lh.hP, December h3.6°j 1956 - January Ui.3°, February 10.7°,
::arch U7.5°, Awil 59.0°, l^ay 67.2°, June 6^.6°, July 75.5°, Au(;ust 73.5°,
Rainfall: 1955 - August .17", September 1.52", October 6.60", I.'ovenber

0,96", December 9.50"; 1956 - January 8.67", Febniary 2.17", Karch 1.95",
At-ril .33", May .83", June 2.)47", July .33", August .76".

^lot No. Treat"ient and Rate Per Acre

1 Baron 20 f^al. (CO lb.) in 160 gal.
water

2 Baron 20 gal. (80 lb.) in 160 gal.
water

3 3aron 20 pal. (80 lb.) in 80 ,^al. die-
sel oil

h nadanon(dalar)on)20 lb.-2,U-D 6 lb.

in 1 60 gal. water

5. Hadar)on(dalanon) 20 lb. -2,1.-1) 8 lb. in

160 gal. water.

Results

Anproximately 90-95 p rcent control
of all species, A few scattered
bunches of orchard r:rass. Oaiide-

lion a nla-'itain survived last year
but have been killed.

Approximately 90-95 percent kill of
all species one year following treat-
ment.

Approximately 90-95 r^ercent control
all species, definitely bettor
Initial kill t'aan '..'hen i;ater v;as used
as a diluent. This vjas evident dur-
ing last year's growing season, wo
difference one year after an li cation,

Arproxinately 80-90 percent kill of
orchard crass, ryegrass, quack,_-rass

and sowthistle. About I4O percent of
the area has been reinfested \nth
rat-tail fescue.

'jo-)d initial kill. Apnroxinately
80-90 nurcent vill of rnost sr^ecies

one year following treatmeit. Annual
rat-tail fescue rrass had reinfeste''

a larpe n .Tccntagp of the Trea.





Report of Committee 5—Track

O. C. Benson
F. J. Bishop
M. C. BiTNER
\V. R. BjORKLUND

J. C. Brennan
K. G. Brisbtx

R. J. Bruci:

T. F. BuRRis
H. F. Buscn
M. D. Carothers
E. W. Caruthers (E)
H. B. Christianson
E. D. COWLIN
F. W. Creedle
P. H. Croft
L. E. Donovan
K. E. Dunn
H. F. FiFIELD

R. M. Frey

J. W. Fulmer
R. G. Garland
L. W. Green
W. E. Griffiths
M. J. Hassen
A. E. Haywood
C. C. Herkick
A. B. Htllman
H. W. Jensen

L. H. JtMulT
C. H. Johnson
C. N. King
T. R. Klingel
C. J. McConauohy
G. W. Miller
E. R. Murphy***
H. B. Orr
M. P. OVIATT

J. S. Parsons
C. E. Peterson
S. H. Poore

J. IVI. Rankin
J. A. Reed
M. K. RUPPERT
J. M. Salmon, Jr.
R. D. S.'MPSON
R. C. Slocomb
T. R. Snodgrass
G. R. Sproles

J. R. Talbott, Jr.

J. B. Tayxor
R. E. Tew
K. H. Von Kampen
D. J. White
J. B. Wilson
B. J. Worley
M. J. Zeeman

Committee

\V. E. Cornell, Chairman,

Troy West,
Vice Chairman,

A. F. Huber (E),

Secretary^

L. L. Adams*
J. E. Armstrong, Jr.

W. G. Arn (E)
H. S. Ashley**
John Ayer, Jr.

(E) Member Emeritus.
* Ded May 3, 1956.

** Ded February 12, 1956.
•••Died May 15, 1956

To the American Railivay Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report. See report on Assignments 2 and 3.

2. Track tools, collaborating with Committees 1 and 22 and with Purchases

and Stores Division, AAR.

Part 1—Manual recommendations, submitted for adoption page 832

Part 2—Standardization of head shape and size for drive and lag screws,

submitted as information page 835

Part 3—Instructions for the care of track tools, submitted as information. . page 83.'!

3. Plans for switches, frogs, crossings, spring and slip switches, collaborating

with Signal Section, AAR.

Progress report, presented as information page 837

Appendix 3-a—Service tests of designs of manganese steel castings in cross-

ings at McCook. Ill pam- S3.S

Appendix 3-<" -Specificationv lor >«prinii washers for us«- in special triirkwork,

-iihmiftpd for adoption I'Hge S<o

S2y



830 Track

A. Prevention ot damage resulting irom brine drippings on traclc and struc-

tures, collaborating with Committee 15, and Mechanical Division, AAR.

Progress report, presented as information page 841

5. Design of tie plates, collaborating with Committees 3 and 4.

Progress report, presented as information page 845

0. Hold-down fastenings for tie plates, including pads under plates; their effect

on tie wear, collaborating with Committee 3.

Progress report, presented as information page 852

7. Effect of lubrication in preventing frozen rail joints and retarding corrosion

of rail and fastenings.

Progress report, presented as information page 878

8. Laying rail tight with frozen joints.

Progress report, presented as information page 895

9. Critical review of the subject of speed on curves as affected by present day

equipment, collaborating with the AAR Joint Committee on Relation

Between Track and Equipment.

No report. Your committee will continue with the study of the present

AREA spiral.

10. Methods of heat treatment, including flame hardening, of bolted rail frogs

and split switches, together with methods of repair by welding.

Progress report, presented as information page 903

11. Economics to be gained by the railroads from the more extensive use of

AREA trackwork plans.

Progress report, presented as information page 955

12. Standardization of head size and shape for drive and lag screws, col-

laborating with signal section, AAR, and interested AREA committees.

The report on this assignment is, and hereafter will be, included in the

report on Assignment 2.

The Committee on Track,

W. E. Cornell, Chairman

AREA Bulletin S3S, February 1957

MEMOIR

Lois Litsey Adams, chief engineer of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad, Louis-

ville, Ky., died in Lousiville on May 3, 1956.

Mr. Adams was born at Harrodsburg, Ky., February 4, 1889, and received his higher

education at the University of Kentucky, graduating in 1911 with the dcgere of B.C.E.

He was a member of Tau Beta Pi, honorary engineering fraternity. Mr. Adams entered

the service of the L&N as a rodman, subsequently serving successively as assistant resident

engineer, resident engineer, assistant engineer, headquarters supervisor, roadmaster, divi-

.sion engineer, engineer maintenance of way, and assistant chief engineer, becoming Chief
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1

Engineer in September 1951. During World War I he served in the U. S. Army as Cap-
tain, 306th Engineers, A.E.F.

As a member of the AREA for 3o years, Mr. Adams served with distinction on live

of the Associations Committees, namely. Committee 1—Roadway and Ballast, 1934-

1037; Committee 2—Ballast, 1934-1937; Committee 5—Track, 1938 until the time of

his death, being vice chairman 1950-1953, and chairman, 1953 to 1956; Committee 22—
Economics of Railway Labor, 1937-1944, being vice-chairman, 1939-1944; and Commit-
tee 24—Cooperative Relations with Universities, 1950 until the time of his death. He
also served as a director for the Association from 1951 to 1953.

Mr. Adams gave generously of his time to committee work and enjoyed a fine

reputation for his ability, broad experience and judgement. Members of the Track com-
mittee sincerely regret his untimely passing and will miss their pleasant and friendl>-

association with him. The AREA has lost a valuable member.

G. R. Sproles

S. H. POOKE

J. W. FULMER
Committee on Memoir

MEMOIR

Harold S. Ashley, engineer maintenance of way of the Boston and Maine Railroad

and a member of the American Railway Engineering Association, died on February 12,

1956, in Stoneham, Mass., after an illness of several months. He is survived by his

widow, Madeline (Hutchins) Ashley, a son William H. Ashley and two grandsons who
reside in Wyoming. He is also survived by his father and several brothers and sisters

who reside in New Hampshire.

Mr. Ashley was born January 7th, 1893, at Lowell, Mass., the son of Herbert and
Annie (Pollard) Ashley. His entire 43 years of railroad service was with the Boston

and Maine. He entered railroad service on September 1, 1912, as a chainman and

advanced through positions of assistant engineer, track supervisor and assistant division

engineer until his appointment as construction engineer in 1940. As construction engineer

he was in charge of the relocation of a portion of the Fitchburg Division main line

necessitated by the construction of the Birch Hill Dam by the federal government. On
completion of this assignment he successively held positions as division engineer, engineer

of track, assistant engineer maintenance of way, assistant to chief engineer, culminating

in his appointment as engineer maintenance of way on March 1, 1955, which position

he was holding at the time of his death.

Mr. Ashley held membership in the American Railway Engineering Association since

1941 and was a member of Committee 5—Track. His earnestness and interest in the

work of this committee will be remembered by his committee associates.

Mr. Ashley was a registered professional engineer in both the State of New Hamp-
shire and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. His fraternal affiliations included mem-
bership in several Masonic bodies.

He leaves behind a large circle of associates and friends who feel deeply the los.s

in his passing.

O. C. Benson

Troy West
R. C. Slocomb

Committee on Memoir
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Edmund Richard Murphy, assistant engineer of track, New York Central Railroad,

at New York, died suddenly as a result of a cerebral hemorrhage on May 15, 1956.

He is survived by his wife, Alice, and son, Richard.

Mr. Murphy was born June 11, 1900, at Malone, N. Y. He attended Clarkson Col-

lege, majoring in Civil Engineering. On July 17, 1Q19, he entered the service of the

New York Central as a chainman at Albany, N. Y., and was progressively promoted to

assistant supervisor of track, supervisor of track, and on January 1, 1947, was promoted

to division engineer. After serving in that capacity on the St. Lawrence and Electric

Divisions he was advanced to assistant engineer of track at New York on January 1,

1953.

Mr. Murphy joined the AREA in 1942 and was a member of Committee 5—Track.
During his membership on that committee he always took great interest in its work

and participated in its studies to the fullest extent. During the last two years of his life,

poor health forced him to curtail his activities on the committee, but he attended its

meetings as often as he could and gave all help possible.

Mr. Murphy was well liked and will be long remembered by his associates.

K. E. Dunn

J. C. Brennan

L. H. Jentoft

Committee on Memoir

Report on Assignment 2

Track Tools

Collaborating with Committees 1 and 22 and with Purchases

and Stores Division, AAR

C. E. Peterson (chairman, subcommittee), O. C. Benson, F. J. Bishop, W. R. Bjorklund.

R. J. Bruce, T. F. Burris, W. E. Cornell. K. E. Dunn, A. E. Haywood, C. N. King,

C. J. McConaughv, G. W. Miller, M. P. Oviatt, J. M. Rankin, R. C. Slocomb,

J. R. Talbott, Jr., Troy West, J. B. Wilson, B. J. Worley.

Part 1—Manual Recommendations

Your committee submits the following recommendations for adoption and publication

in the Manual:

Pages 5-6-9 to 5-6-25, incl.

PLANS FOR TRACK TOOLS

Page 5-6-14. Plan 10-57-AREA rail fork

A constructive change has been made by a manufaclurcr in the design of the rail

fork, permitting improved leverage and better grip on the rail web, which adds a definite

safety factor.

The slotted head was ehminateri (as it did not release automatically when the rail

j.assed the balance point) and two lugs were placed on the lower portion of the fork,

iinr nliove the othn, which .uromplish the same jMirposc for turning the rail at the em!

(i| the rail web.
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'32 Approx. weight 13 lb

Brinell 275-350
Tolerance

2% on length, lift and location of heel

5% on cross section dimensions

Plan 10-57—AREA rail fork.

,-Points where hordness is taken-

BRINELL /CLAW 300-375
IHEAD 286- 340

TOLERANCE-
2% ON LENGTH, 5% ON
CROSS SECTION.

EYE TAPERED TO CENTER
4° ON LONG DIAMETER

"(o 3° ON SHORT DIAMETER

CLAW END VIEW ''^-Ja"

FURNISH IN CARBON STEEL ONLY

APPROX. WEIGHT 6 LBS 5 OZ.

BOTTOM VIEW OF CLAW

Plan 32-57—AREA track spike lifter.
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Tests show that the new design requires less effort to turn the rail, and the fork

releases instantly when the rail is turned past the balance point.

The manufacturer is not seeking a patent on this new design of rail fork, and your

committee recommends that it he adopted and published in the Manual on page S-6-14

in place of present Plan 10-53.

The specifications for the new design are the same as for the present rail fork.

Page 5-6-10. Plan 18-53—AREA tie plug punch.

Your committee recommends deletion of Plan 18-53—AREA tie plug punch, becau.^e

it is not used. Also, delete reference to this tool from the list of tools on page 5-6-9.

Plan 32-57—Track spike lifter.

Your committee recommends that Plan 32-57—Track spike lifter, be adopted and

published in the Manual on page 5-6-26. A^so add reference to this tool to the list of

tools on page 5-6-9, as follows: "* 32-57, Track Spike Lifter, Carbon, See Plan."

This tool is used to advantage to raise spikes in the turnout area, particularly at the

guard rail plates, switch plates, rail brace plates, frog plates, and in any location where

the standard claw bar cannot easily reach the spike head.

It is designed to do a job safely and to avoid the danger of injury resulting from

misuse, such as striking the heel of a claw bar or striking a track chisel held in an

awkward position.

Pages 5-6—1 to 5-6-5, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR TRACK TOOLS
Page 5-6-4. Because of the recommended deletion of Plan 18-53—AREA tie plug

punch, delete from the heading of Art. 23 the words "Tie plug punch. Plan No. 18."

Page 5-6-5. Because of the recommended adoption of Plan 32-57—Track spike

lifter, add new Art. 29, as follows:

29. Track Spike Lifter—Plan No. 32.

No special tests required.

Pages 5-6-5 to 5-6-8, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR ASH AND HICKORY HANDLES
FOR TRACK TOOLS

Page 5-6-8. Because of the recommended deletion of Plan hS-53—AREA tie plug

l)unch, delete reference to this tool in the tabulation under Art. 9.

Because of the recommended adoption of Plan 32-57—Track spike lifter, insert refer-

ence to this tool in the tabulation under .\rt, 9, as follows: "Track Spike Lifter, 22 in,

HB-2, 7, 32."

Page 5-6-8

RECOMMENDED LIMITS OF WEAR FOR TOOLS TO BE
RECLAIMED

Because of the deletion of Plan 18-53—AREA tie plug punch, delete the figure "18"

in the second line of the first paragraph.
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Part 2—Standardization of Head Size and Shape for Drive
and Lag Screws

The following is submitted as information.

Your committee is making a study looking to the standardization of head size and
shape for drive and screw spikes, so that there can be developed a tee handle socket

wrench having only one type of socket suitable for use for these drive and screw spikes.

Part 3—Instructions for the Care of Track Tools

All track tools should be reworked wherever possible by grinding, this to be performed

on section tool house grinders (preferably) or at a centralized grinding point.

The grinding wheels should be A46-MSV—meaning:

A—aluminum oxide abrasive

46—grain size

M—medium hard grade

5—structure (medium)

V—vitrified bond
7" diameter, Type 1 wheel

l]4" wide

— arbor size (hole)

which will permit soft, not harsh grinding.

The wheels should be turned at such a speed that the stock to be removed will be

ground off, not burned off, but the speed should never exceed that marked on the wheel.

The finished contours should conform to the contours shown on AREA plans or of

a tool as received from a manufacturer, which conforms to AREA drawings.

GRINDING SUGGESTIONS FOR VARIOUS TOOLS
Adzes

The head of an adz should be kept squared up at all times. No mushrooming or

batter should be permitted on the head at any time. The edge should be kept keen and

sharp at all times. All nicks should be ground out of the cutting edge.

Bars, Claw

Heel should be kept free of mushrooming or batter, which is an admission that the

heel is struck with a maul in violation of all instructions.

Claw ends, particularly on the outer contour, should he kept in touched-up condition.

Chisel end should be kept ground.

Bars, Lining

Points should be kept dressed up.

Bars, Tamping

Tamping ends should be kept squared up and not permitted to become round.

Chisel or spear ends should be kept ground up.

Chisels, Track

No mushrooming of heads should be permitted at any tinu'. and tht- original radius

and chamfer .should be maintained as nearly as possible.

I'oints should be kept ground constantly to the original contour and angle.
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When the edge is reground, the finishing of the tool should be completed by resting

the point on a piece of scrap rail and striking 25 or M light l)lo\vs to set the cutting

edge (remove feather edge).

Mauls, Spike

No mushrooming should be permitted. The contour and chamfer of face should be

kept ground to the original contour.

Picks, Clay

Bevel end should be kept ground.

Point .should be kept sharp.

Picks, Tamping

Point should be kept sharj).

Tamper end should be kept squared up and no rounding permitted to start.

Puller, Spike

Face of the claw should be kept squared up.

Tongs, Tie

Points should be kept sharp.

Tongs, Timber

Points should be kept sharp.

Sledges

No mushrooming should be permitted. Contour and chamfer should be ground to

conform as nearly as possible to the original.

Punches, Track

No mushrooming should be permitted.

Heads should be kept ground as nearly as possible to the original contour and

chamfer.

Points should be kept squared up at all times.

Wrenches, Track

Jaws should be kept ground at a parallel at all times, and the face of the jaws should

be kept free of mushrooming.

Jaws should be checked frequently for size.

ABUSES TO BE .WOIDED

Adzes

Should not be used to drive spikes.

Should not be used under the tie plate as a nipping bar.

Bars, Lining, Diamond Point

Should not be used to turn rails.

Should not be used in the hole of a rail ; nor should the handle be put in the hole

so the tool is used as a rail fork.
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Wrenches, Track

Handle should not be used in a liolt, hole to turn the rail.

Mauls, Spike

One spike maul should never be struck with another, the i)riiuii)ai abuse being the

thin-polcd maul beinj; placed between the iiuard and rolliuLC rail and usvd as a track

])unch.

Among other common abuses of this tool are to drive ties out from under the rail

;

removing joint bars instead of using pinch bars; striking heel of claw bar; and, of course,

striking across the top of the rail.

Tongs, Rail

The handles should not be placed in a holt hole and used to turn the rail.

Chisels, Track

Should never be driven down between one rail and another to tr\- to create an

expansion joint.

Care should be taken so the chisel point does not rest on the spring wa.sher when

cracking a nut.

This completes the report on Assignment 2.

Report on Assignment 3

Plans for Switches, Frogs, Crossings, Spring and Slip Switches
Collaborating with Signal Section, AAR

M. J. Zeeman (chariman, subcommittee), W. R. Bjorklund, R. J. Bruce, T. F. Burris,

M. D. Carothers, E. W. Caruthers, H. B. Christ;an.son, W. E. Cornell, E. D. Cowlin,

F. W. Creedle, L. E. Donovan, J. W. Fulmer, A. E. Haywood, A. B. Hillman,

A. F. Huber, H. W. Jensen, C. H. Johnson, T. R. Klingel, C. J. McConaughy
H. B. Orr, C. E. Peterson, S. H. Poore, J. A. Reed, R. D. S mpson, R. C. Slocomb
T. R. Snodgrass, J. B. Tavlor, K. H. Von Kampen, Trov West, J. B. Wilson,
B. J. Worley.

While your committee has several items under consideration, some being new plans

and others being revisions of existing plans, this is mentioned only as information. The

Standardization Committee of the Manganese Track Society is collaborating in this

work and their cooperation is appreciated.

The only subject which is finished, which is submitted for approval as recommended

practice and publication in the Manual (Portfolio of Trackwork Plans), is entitled

Specifications for Spring Washers for Use in Special Trackwork. This specification has

been prepared by the research staff of the Engineering Division, AAR, and is presented

herewith as Appendix 3-c. Your attention is called to the fact that a tentative specifica-

tion was submitted previously as information, shown in the Proceedings, Vol. 56 for

19SS, pages 819-820. The new specification now submitted covers a more simplified

method of testing.

A progress report, also prepared by the research staff, is presented as Appendix 3-a:

Service Tests of Designs of Manganese Steel Castings in Crossings at McCook, 111. This

report is presented as information.
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Appendix 3-a

Service Tests of Designs of Manganese Steel Castings

in Crossings at McCook, 111.

This report, submitted as information, covers the service performance of the solid

manganese test castings in the crossings between the double-track lines of the Baltimore

and Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad and the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway

at McCook, 111.

Foreword

Since the last progress report (Proceedings, Vol. 57, page 687), two of the te.st

castings have been retired and two remain in service. The following paragraphs will

include the results of the inspection of July 31, 1956, and the final inspection of the

retired castings.

CASTINGS REMAINING IN SERVICE

USS Solid Pedestal Casting

Of the two castings of the solid pedestal design furnished by the Johnstown Works

of the United States Steel Corporation, one was depth-hardened and the other was left

in the as-cast and ground condition. The depth-hardened casting had 45 in of cracks in

all categories, except in the base, after 3.6 years of service. Extensive cracks in the flange-

way fillets adjacent to the two receiving corners and one transverse crack across the

B&OCT flangeway near the periphery of the solid pedestal, together with base cracks,

have occurred. Because the general pattern of cracks in this casting is similar to that

of the retired non-depth-hardened casting of the same design, it is believed that the

depth-hardened casting will be removed from service in a few months.

Ramapo Deepened Flangeway Casting

After 3.8 years of service, the deepened flangeway casting with depth hardening

furnished by the Raniapo Ajax Division, American Brake Shoe Company, had 15 in

of flangeway cracks, including 5 in. in the fillets and 10 in along the center line of the

Santa Fe flangeway floor. This casting is in reasonably good condition and should last

another year or two.

CASTINGS RETIRED FROM SERVICE

Shot-Peened Casting, Morden-Ramapo Design

This casting, which had the flangeways shot peened from the top prior to installa-

tion, was retired March 5, 1956, after 6.8 years of service. The casting had extensive

cracks in the flangeways, side walls and the running surface of the Santa Fe internal

arm. It is estimated that the casting carried approximately 400 million gross ton of

traffic.

The original Morden-Ramapo casting, without shot peening, was installed in August

1944, and retired after 4.5 years of service. From an analysis of the service conditions

of these two Morden-Ramapo castings, it is judged that the shot peening was not the

important factor in increasing the service life of the second casting. The original casting

had a common receiving corner during three-fourths of the service period. This resulted

in 92 percent of the receiving corner impacts being imposed on the same tread corner.

In contrast, the shot-peened casting was relocated after 3.S years, and the receiving

corner impacts were well distributed over the three tread corners, with percentages of 37,
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36 and 27. Also, the original casting was removed from service with appreciably fewer

cracks and less damage than for the shot-peencd casting. During the first two years of

service of the two castings, it appeared that the shot pccning had retarded the formation

of flangeway cracks, but after the third year of service, this apparent advantage had

been dissipated.

USS Solid Pedestal Casting Without Depth-Hardening

The USS non-depth-hardened casting was retired on May 2, 1956, after 3.6 years

of service in the crossing carrying eastward traffic on both tracks. This casting had been

removed from the track for repair and inspection of the base, but was not reinstalled

because of the combined weakening effect of the longitudinal cracks in the fiangeways,

across the Santa Fe fiangeway, on the running surface, in the side wall and in the base

of the casting. Gross tons of traffic carried by this casting is estimated at 230 million.

This casting was returned to the supplier for examination.

Acknowledgement

The Association gratefully acknowledges the assistance rendered by the B&OCT and

the frog and switch manufacturers.

Appendix 3-c

Specifications for Spring Washers for Use in Special Trackwork

In 1955 your committee .submitted, as information, a two-part report consisting

of (1) The results of a five-year investigation of the causes of loss in tension in frog

bolts, leading to specifications for spring washers for frog bolts, and (2) suggested specifi-

cations for spring washers for use on frog bolts (Proceedings, Vol. 56, 1955, pages 752-

820).

Additional reactance tests of spring washers have been made by the AAR research

staff using the "Method of Testing for Reactive Load", as proposed in the suggested

specifications. Vol. 56, page 819. These tests have indicated that this method of testing

is not satisfactory for acceptance tests of single-coil washers, because the amount of

imbedding of the ends of these washers into the relatively narrow side walls of a nut

is a great deal more than in a flat plate of corresponding Brinell hardness.

Also, some of the manufacturers of spring washers believe that an acceptance tes!

requiring bearing surfaces of selected hardness ground to a smooth finish for each test

is too involved for day-to-day use.

Accordingly, the "Method of Testing for Reactive Load" has been revised to meet

both of these objections, and the following recommendations are presented for adoption

and pub'ication in the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans.

a. Delete Article 15. Spring Wa.shers, as now published in the Portfolio of Trackwork

Plans, .Appendix A-52, page 8, reading as follows:

Article 15. Spring Washers

1501. Material Covered

Helical spring washers for use in special trackwork.

1502, Manufacture

Spring washers for all bolts ^" diameter and ovtr. -.hiill hi- in an ordiinrc with the

current AREA Specifications for Spring Washers
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b. The followinc; revisions and additions are recommi-nded in lieu of the foregoing

Article IS.

Article 15. Spring Washers

1501. Material Covered

Spring washers for use in spi'cial trackwork.

1502. Manufacture

Spring washers for all bolts of M" to iy»" diameter, incl., shall be in accordance

with the current AREA Specifications for Spring Washers (Manua', Chapter 4, Part 2),

except that for the 1J4" and l'}/s" sizes the following revisions and additions to the

specifications shall govern.

Method of Testing for Reactive Load

The reactive pressure tests of the specimens shall be conducted in a compression

machine of approved design, equipped with a deflection gage, graduated in 0.001 in and
located so that readings are taken from approximately the center of the platens. Each
specimen shall be preloaded three times to 60,000 lb between hardened steel blocks and
completely released. The specimen will then be compressed with the fourth 60;000-]b

load and released to a release point, at which release point the reactive load shall be not

less than 10,000 lb.

The release point shall be as determined from tests conducted in the manner herein-

after described on six specimens of the design and size of washer involved. Each specimen
shall be compressed in the testing machine between an ASA heavy medium -carbon nut
with a short length of its bolt as one bearing face and a 4" square steel plate of not
to exceed 150 Brinell with a hole drilled in the center tt" larger than the nominal bolt

diameter as the other bearing face. The faces on both sides of the nut and plate shall be
mach'ned or ground for each specimen tested to provide flat and parallel bearing surfaces.

The specimen shall be oriented to have one coil end c'ose to the middle of one s"de of the

nut. Load the specimen to 40,000 lb and record the gage reading for that position of the
platens. Increase the test load to 60,000 lb. Then release the platens until the distance
between them is 0.030" greater than the gage reading taken at the 40.000-lb load and
record the reactive load remaining. The same specimen after two additional preloads
of 60,000 lb between hardened steel b'ocks .shall then be released from a load of 60 000 lb

to this same reactive load and the release distance recorded. The average release distance
so obtained for the six specimens shall constitute the release point for all reactance
acceptance tests of that design and size of washer.

Ductility Test

This test shall be conducted in accordance with Art. 4, Par. (a) of the current
.specifications, except double-coil washers shall first be cut off to form a single-coil washer.

Proportion of Tests

Art. 5 of the current specifications shall govern, except that three .specimens will be
tested for each lot of 1000 or more of finished spring washers.

Acknowledgement

The Association is indebted to the Eaton Manufacturing Company, Reliance Division,

and The National Lock Washer Company for their cooperation and assistance rendered

in the conduct of this investigation.
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Report on Assignment 4

Prevention of Damage Resulting from Brine Drippings

on Track and Structures

Collaborating with Committee 15 and Mechanical Division, AAR

W. E. Griffiths (chairman, subcommittee), J. Aver, Jr., H. F. Busch, L. W. Green,

J. S. Parsons, T. West.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Laboratory work is continuing at the AAR Research Center in seeking efticient non-

to.xic materials to serve as inhibitors against the corrosive action of refrigerator car brine

effluent. This work is being carried out under the general direction of G. M. Magee.

director of engineering research, Engineering Division, and under the immediate super-

vision of S. K. Coburn, chemical engineer. Participating in the experimental program

are K. J. Morris and J. Oda. Earlier work described in the Proceedings (Vol. 55, 1954.

page 1084; Vol. 56, 1955, page 820; Vol. 57, 1956, pages 696 and 757) details the develop-

ment of various experimental procedures and the results of several evaluations of available

inhibiting materials.

Several formulations were evaluated in the 90-day varying relative humidity cycle.

The materials were ethylene thiourea, an excellent inhibitor in acid pickling reactions

;

sodium metasilicate pentahydrate ; and sodium polyphos with Dow flake. These are

identified as ETU, SMP, and SP:DF, respectively. A product submitted by the Armour

Research Foundation identified as HX-1 also was included in the test. The inhibitors

were placed in 5 percent brine solutions in the following concentrations:

Concentrations

in Weight

Test Solutions Percent

Control—Brine 5.0

Brine with ETU-1 1.0

Brine with ETU-2 0.5

Brine with SMP 0.5

Brine with SP:DF 0.5

Brine with HX-1 0.1

The data in terms of mean weight loss of 3 sets of 4 coupons exposed for .SO, 60

and 90 days, respectively, are shown graphically in Fig. 1.

It can be seen from these data that ethylene thiourea and HX-1 are unsatisfactory.

Observation based on past experience indicated the test coupons were losing metal at a

rate comparable to the coupon exposed to the uninhibited brine-control solution. The

SMP was not too effective as an inhibitor. The SP:DF product appears promising and

is being studied further.

One of the difficulties likely to rule out potentially useful materials is their tendencv

to precipitate in the presence of brine before they can become effective. For example,

the SMP flocculated upon addition to the brine .solution; however, it was d fficult to

predict the degree of inhibition to be expected without carrying out the test. In similar

fashion, gelatinous or flocculant precipitates result when the SP:DF composition is

prepared when concentration relationships are not strictly controlled.

During the course of any investigation it is necessary to be able to measure the con-

centration of the several materials present at varying intervals of time. The analysis ol

certain of these mixtures presents major analytical problems. To overcome one of thesi'
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Corrosion Dota for Three Sets of Coupons Exposed for 30, 60, and 90 Doys Respectively

problems a new type of instrument was obtained, called a Malmstadt Titrator. It is

shown in Fig. 2. This instrument makes possible rapid analysis of brine at various con-

centrations with a speed and degree of accuracy unobtainable heretofore.

In one of the studies in which investigation is continuing it is necessary to learn

the ratio of inhibitor to brine at various intervals of time during the course of an ice-

melting cycle. The method for analyzing for inhibitor concentration is a long and tedious

process. Attempts at utilizing the Titrator in conjunction with chromatographic adsorp-

tion techniques to circumvent this difficulty are underway.

Another phase of the brine corrosion problem is that called galvanic corrosion. It is

of interest to learn what influence the different chemistry of the spike, tie plate and rail

have on one another in so far as galvanic corrosion is concerned. When two metals of

different chemical composition are placed in metallic contact with one another in a wet

or brine atmosphere, a galvanic cell is created similar to the familiar dry cell. It is neces-

.sary to learn which system is likely to be actively corroding. Is the rail corroding at a

greater rate than the tie plate ? Is the tie plate corroding at a greater rate than the spike ?

Will a corrosion inhibitor have any influence on the rate of corrosion? These questions

are being considered by means of the system of couples shown in Fig. 3. A sandwich of

two pieces of rail steel encompassing a core of tie plate steel is constructed. The whole

is clamped together to afford metal-to-metal as well as fluid contact. The unit is immersed

in brine solutions in the usual fashion. Similar couples are made reversing the sandwich

components. The same systems will be subjected to the corrosion cycle with inhibitors

present.

Because the present screening test for evaluating inhibitors is relatively elaborate

und time consuming, a search for a more rapid technique was started. A particularly

useful instrument used by the manufacturers of automotive antifreeze to evaluate in a
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Fig. 2—Malmstadt Titrator for inhibitor content.

preliminary fashion their corrosion inhibitors was found and built, and will be evaluated.

It consists of a 0.5-in thick disk of rail steel whose diameter is 0.7S in which is molded

into an epoxy resin leaving one surface cxpo.'ied. A copper wire is peened into the

opposite end of the disk and held in place by means of a glass tube. The wire and tubing

are sealed to the disk by means of the epoxy resin. The copper wire is led to a potentio-

meter in conjunction with a standard cell. The exposed surface of the disk serves as the

corroding anode, while the electrode from the standard cell serves as the cathode when
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Fig. 3—Galvanic corrosion couple of rail and tie plate steel.

Fig. 4—Corrosion inhibitor screening apparatus.

the two electrodes are immersed in a 5-percent brine solution. The rate and degree of

corrosion is determined by continuous potential measurements in millivolts as well as by

subjective observation of the surface of the disk. Potentially useful corrosion inhibitors

will be marked by the magnitude of potential differences set up with respect to time.

Doubtful inhibitor compositions screened in this manner will result in a considerable

saving of time by eliminating the need for a 90-day weight loss study. The apparatus is

shown in Fig. 4.
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Report on Assignment 5

Design of Tie Plates

Collaborating with Committees 3 and 4

VV. E. Cornell (chairman, subcommittee), J. E. Armstrong, Jr., O. C. Benson, E. G.
Bnsbin. M. D. Carothers, J. W. Fulmer, C. N. King, J. S. Parsons, J. A. Reed.
R. D. Simpson, R. C. Slocomb, Troy West, M. J. Zeeman.

This report, offered as information, covers the service tests of tie plate designs used

with 112-lb rail on the Illinois Central Railroad. This investigation is being conducted

by the AAR research staff under the general direction of G. M. Magee, director of

engineering research. This assignment was under the direct supervision of H. E. Durham,

research engineer track, and his assistant, A. D. Van Sant, and other track staff members.

Introduction

For the purpose of developing information on several design features of tie plates

for the S^-in rail base width, 7 designs of tie plates were installed, October 1944, on

creosoted oak and pine ties in a 4-deg curve and tangent track laid with 112 RE rail

in the southward main of the IC, near Curve and Henning, Tenn. (Proceedings, Vol. 46,

page 593). A similar test installation of 7 designs of tie plates for the 6-in rail base

width was made in November 1944 on creosoted oak and pine ties on tangent, and hard-

wood ties in a 6-deg curve of the single-track main line of the Southern Railway System

(CXO&TP Ry.) laid with 131 RE rail, north of Chattanooga, Tenn. In 1945 and 1946,

dynamic stress measurements were made en the foregoing tie plate designs and reported

in Vol. 47, page 491 and Vol. SO, page 1. Two additional designs of tie plates for use in

curved track were added to the IC test in the 4-deg curve; as follows:

(1) Three and one-half track panels of 12 -in tie plates with %-in eccentricity in

both rails in January 1947, and (2) 7 rail lengths in the inner rail with 15-in tie plates

with 1^-in eccentricity, replacing the 7 original tie plate designs when it was necessary

to readze the softwood ties in July 1950. These special tie plates were included to check

their effectiveness for equalizing the tie abrasion at the plate ends and reducing the

aage widening and the frequency of rcadzing and regaging.

This progress report will include the test results to April 1956 of the remaining

IC tests on the 4-deg curve which are to be terminated, because in connection with

readzing and setting up the inner rail on the original hardwood ties, the IC will relay the

track with 1.^2 RE rail. The test on the CNO&TP will be continued for a few more

\cars to develop more information on tie abrasion, the effect of tie plate corrosion and

permanent bending of the plates as influenced by excess compression and abrasion of the

wood under the rail base.

The original seven designs of tie plates on the IC were installed on new creo.soted

oak and pine ties in 28 panels of track laid with 112 RE rail, October 1944, and Were

divided equally between tangent track at Henning, Tennessee and the 4-dcg curve, near

Curve, Tennessee. In addition to the 14 test panels on the curve, 3J/2 panels of 12-in

tie plates (^-in eccentricity) on new creosoted oak ties were added in 1947. The 14

test panels in tangent track were eliminated as follows: nine panels by a derai'ment in

July 1951 and the remaining five panels by relaying 132 RE rail, February 1955. On the

4-deg curve, the seven test panels with creosoted pine ties were terminated because the

softwood ties required replacing in June 1Q54.
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DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS

Final measurements for the remaining 8 designs of tie plates in the 4-deg curve

were taken in April 1956, after the original 7 plate designs and the 12-in plates for

curves had carried 205 and 153 million gross tons of traffic, respectively. A summary
of the results of tests on the softwood ties in the curve was published in Vol. 56, page

824. At the beginning of this llj^-year test all trains were hauled by steam power,

except for one passenger train each way a day. At present, all of the passenger trains

and most of the freight traffic is handled by diesel power. Some of the heavy freight

trains operate below the balanced speed of the curve which has 4-in elevation.

Tie Plate Penetration

The tie abrasion measurements taken for the 8 remaining designs of tie plates on

creosoted oak ties in the 4-deg curve are summarized in Table 1. When the inspection

was made in April 1956, it was evident that the rate of plate cutting by the 11 -in plates

in the inner rail had accelerated. For the 6 designs of 11 -in plates, the rate of plate

cutting had increased 27 percent over that for the 22-month test period ended April 1954.

The corresponding percentage for the 13-in plates with the average plate cutting of the

five 11-in tie plate designs with 5^-in eccentricity follows: (1) Average plate cutting for

both rails indicates the 13-in plates had 20 percent less penetration, compared with

15 percent as would be expected from the inverse ratio of the plate lengths, and (2) the

average depth of plate cutting at the field end of the inner rail plates was 0.748 in and

0.510 in (ratio of 1.47) for the 11-in and 13-in lengths, respectively. In curved track

v.'here conditions are such that the primary cause of tie removal is plate cutting on the

inner rail, it appears that the 13-in plate would greatly increase the tie life over that

with the 11-in plates. Data for the same 5 tie plate designs indicate 12 percent more

plate cutting on the inner rail than on the outer rail. In comparing the performance

of the 3170 plate (8^ in by 11 in, with 5^-in eccentricity) with the other five 11-in

plates, the reduction in plate cutting was a little less than would be expected from the

larger area. This apparent deficiency could easily be caused by the variation of the ties

in the short test sections of one rail length each.

The special 12-in tie plates with ^-in eccentricity were made from the 419—13-in

design of plates by shearing off 1 in at the gage end. From measurements with the

dynamometer tie plates, it was found that the centroids of the tie plate loads on the

inner and outer rails of the 4-deg test curve were 1.4 in and 0.5 in outward from the

center line of the rail base, respectively. This resulted in a compromise eccentricity of

0.95 in for the two rails, and the %-in value would be a good approximation. Table 1

includes the tie abrasion data for the 12-in plates. As in previous reports, the special

plates failed to equalize the tie abrasion at the plate ends to the extent expected. Plate

cutting was equalized much better on the outer than on the inner rail. The average plate

cutting of the 12-in plates was 0.293 in for 153 million gross tons as compared with

0.252 for the 13-in plates, or 16 percent more. The unequal plate cutting of the 12-in

plates on the inner rail was almost as great as that for the 11-in plates. The 12-in plates

had unsymmetrical spiking because of no anchor spike holes left on the gage end. Each

plate had three cut line spikes (two on the gage side) and one anchor spike on the field

side of the rail. This was a condition that caused rapid tie abrasion at the field end of the

inner rail plates, which caused the gage ends to tilt upward and further concentrate the

pressure on the field end of the plate. It is believed that a conventional plate with

?^-in eccentricity and symmetrical spiking would have given much better results.
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The centroid of the tie plate loads, as computed from the penetration data for the

five 11-in tie plates with j/^-in eccentricity, is 1.3 in and 0.0 in for the inner and outer

rails, respectively. Since 1Q46, the centroid of pressure of the outer rail plates had changed

from 0.5 in to 0.0 in outward from the center line of rail, indicating an increase of the

predominant speed of some of the trains, possibly resulting from greater use of diesc!

power.

In Vol. 56, page 824, the final report covering the creosoted pine ties has been

published.

Tie Plate Bending

The data taken April 1956 to check the plates for being permanently bent did not

indicate any significant bending of the test plates. The 11-in 419-X design is l4 in

thinner than the tie plate shown on AREA Plan 4, and this design would be expected to

bend first. When the plates are removed from the track, they will be checked for bending

and reported next year.

Gage of Track

Fig. 1 shows the track gage for the remaining test panels since the curve was relaid

with used 112 RE rail, June 1954. The average gage has increased 0.21 in. in the original

7 test panels shown in the lower part of the figure, and has become more irregular in

several of the test panels.

An analysis of the causes of gage widening was presented in the last report (Vol. 56.

page 830) for the 9^-year period ended April 1954. Excluding rail wear, there was no

significant change in the distribution of the gage widening as to unequal plate cutting

of the oak ties and horizontal plate movement with respect to the tie in the llj^-year

service period. Excluding rail wear, 1/3 of the gage widening with the 13-in plates was

caused by unequal plate cutting, compared with / for the 11-in plates.

Reinstallation of Special 15-in Tie Plates for Curves

The 15-in plates with 1^-in eccentricity were installed on 144 lies in the inner rail

of a 6-deg curve, August 1955, on the Iowa Division of the IC, near Dubuque, Iowa.

.•Ml initial readings were taken in October 1955 and repeated in October 1956. Fig. 2

shows the details of construction and variation in the gage of track during the one-year

service period. The two-panel sections at each end of the four sections with new ties,

represent the IC construction with existing ties and special rail braces on every fourth

tie for holding gage. Average gage widening of the 4 sections with new ties was 0.07 in,

including 0.03 in rail wear. The curve is in excellent condifon after approximately 16

million gross tons of traffic. The curve now has rail oilers each way from it.

Tie abrasion measurements were taken in October 1956. The measurements arc

too small to be of significance, except to determine when the plates have become seated

pioperly. Although the initial tie plate penetration readings were taken after three months

of traffic over the tie plates, many of the tie plate ends had tilted upward a year later.

Summary

The 13-in-419 tie plate design with -^g-in eccentricity reduced the tie abrasion of

the hardwood ties on the curve 20 percent, compared with the average for the five 11-in

designs of the same eccentricity. The corresponding percentage for the creosoted pine

ties as of May 1950 after only 105 million gross tons of traffic, was 26. There was al.so

another important advantage of the 13-in plates in the reduction of the maximum plate

cutting which occurred at the field end of the inner rail tie plates, which was 0.510 in
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and 0.748 in for the 13-in and 11-in plates, respectively—a reduction of i2 percent.

From the May 1950 data, which was the final check of the 13-in plates on tangent track,

the tie abrasion was about the same for the two lengths of tie plates. Based on the data

for the five 11-in plates, the plate cutting on the inner rail of the curve with oak tie?

was 12 percent greater than on the outer rail. The May IQSO data for the softwood ties

indicated a corresponding figure of 70 percent. On the curve there was no advantage

shown for the 3170 design of plate, which had the larger width of SYz in and greater

eccentricity of ^ in. This design in tangent track on creosoted pine ties (last reported

in Vol. 56, page 824) was more effective in reducing plate cutting than the other remain-

ing 11-in plates. However, the ties were in better condition in the panel with the 3170

plates. Extra plate width should have the same advantage as extra length, provided the

ties have adequate width in the tie plate area.
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TABLE 1. SERVICE TEST OV MECHANICAL WEAR OF TIES WITH EIGHT
DESIGNS OF TIE PLATES FOR U;2-RE RAIL ON CREOSOTED OAK TIES

IN THE 4° CURVE OF THE SOUTHWARD M,\INOF THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILROAD, MILE L-333, NEAR CURVE, TENNESSEE.

Tie
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spikes should reduce the gage widening 70 percent. For each kind of tie, the percentage due

to horizontal plate movement was the same for the two lengths of tie plates.

In the 4-deg curve the original 14 test panels were installed in October 1944. In June

1954, the 7 panels of creosoted pine ties were removed bcause of failure, principally

under the inner rail, due to crushing and ring separation. The heavy plate cutting and

readzing for the 15-in plates contributed much to the tie failure. At best, it was estimated

that the pine ties would be usable for an additional year or for a total life of about

11 years.

In February 1955, the five remaining test panels of 11 -in plates with pine ties at

Henning, Tenn., were relaid with 132-lb rail and 14-in tie plates. At that time the ties

were about 10% years old. About 25^ percent of the ties were removed because of crushing

and plate cutting.

For the test conditions of an average of IS million gro.ss tons of traffic per annum,

the 11 -in plates are inadequate for obtaining a good service life of ties.

Conclusions

Results from the service tests indicate there is no reason for changing the design

of the 11-in and 13-in AREA tie plates, Plans 4 and 7.

The 419-X design of 11-in plate is % in thinner than the Plan 4 design. This test

has been of too short duration to justify reducing the thickness of either AREA design,

because the tie plates should withstand 20 years of normal corrosion and wear without

bending. The service test on the Southern Railway will develop information on the effects

of corrosion and a larger number of cycles of stress.

The 13-in design of tie plate is justified for use on both curve and tangent and

softwood and hardwood ties, because of the relatively short tie life expected with the

11-in plates. It is estimated that the creosoted pine ties on tangent with 11-in tie plates

will have a 15-year life. The oak ties with the same length of plate will have a life of

less than 20 years on the curve and greater on tangent if the 11-in plates were continued

in service.

While the 12-in plates with J/g-in eccentricity failed to equalize the plate cutting

on the curve as expected, it is believed that a conventional design with the .same eccen-

tricity would function as intended. Investigation of the special 134-ii eccentricity tie

plates will be continued.

Excluding rail wear on the 4-deg curve, the major cause of gage widening with the

112 RE rail and 13-in tie plates was the horizontal plate movement on the ties, which

was twice as large as that caused by unequal plate cutting. With the 11-in plates, the

two causes of gage widening were about equal. Gage widening due to the two causes

dl.scussed can be effectively reduced by the use of special hold-down fastenings.
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Report on Assignment 6

Hold-Down Fastenings for Tie Plates, Including Pads

Under Plates; Their Effect on Tie Wear

Collaborating with Committee 3

J. S. Parsons (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, J. E. Armstrong, Jr., H. S. Ashley,

F. J. Bishop, M. C. Bitner, J. C. Brennan, H. B. Christianson, W. E. Cornell, E. D.
Cowlin, F. W. Creedie, R. G. Garland, L. H. Jentoft, T. R. Klingel, C. J. Mc-
Conaughy, M. P. Oviatt, J. M. Rankin, J. A. Reed, M. K. Ruppert, J. M. Salmon,
Jr., T. R. Snodgrass, R. E. Tew, Troy West.

This is a progress report covering the ninth annual inspection of the service tests

of hold-down fastenings, tie pads, etc., on the Louisville & Nashville Railroad, and is

submitted as information.

This investigation is being conducted by the AAR research staff under the general

direction of G. M. Magee, director of engineering research. H. E. Durham, research

engineer track, is in direct charge of this assignment and is being assisted by A. D. Van

Sant, assistant research engineer track, and other members of his staff.

Introduction

This assignment is primarily concerned with determining the most economical and

effective methods for extending the service life of ties by reducing plate cutting and the

frequency of regaging and readzing curves by the use of special hold-down fastenings,

tie pads, etc. With the cooperation of the Louisville & Nashville, extensive service test

installations were made in the northward main near London and East Bernstadt, Ky.,

where the traffic density is over 20 million gross tons per year. The tests were started

in August 1947 and additions and revisions have been made in subsequent years. The

1947 installations are described in the Proceedings, Vol. SO, 1949, page 595, and last year's

report was published in Vol. 57, page 707. Figs. 1 and 2 and Tables 1 and 2 give the

location and description of all the test sections except those numbered 01, 02 and 03.

In 1956 one new section with a special design of hold-down fastenings was added,

and section 40 was revised by replacing one-half of the original pads with Bird LD-S ply

all-jute tie pads in the 5-deg test curve.

The detailed annual inspection of all the test sections was made in May 1956 by the

AAR research staff. Inspection by the subcommittee and guests was made on June 6,

1956, by the removal of tie plates, tie pads, etc., for observing the condition of the test

materials and protection provided for the ties. This report will include the more important

results of the inspection of the tie pads, tie seals and tie coating and a description of the

additions and changes in the test sections. Next year, it is planned to take tie abrasion

measurements for the sections with hold-down fastenings and make a complete report

on that phase of the investigation.

ADDITIONS AND CHANGES TO TEST SECTIONS
Section 57

This additional section was installed on the south spiral of the S-deg test curve

where the curvature was about 4 deg, June 28, 1956. The section consisted of 24 new

creosoted oak ties prebored with 9/16-in holes, new 14-in tie plates and two each of cut

line spikes and Spring Lags for anchor spikes (Fig. 3). The Spring Lag is a double-leaf

spike made of two 9/32-in by 11/16-in half-oval sections and bent into the approximate
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shape of a cotter key, except for J^-in separation of the leaves along the spike shank.

This spike has an overall length of S-in and when driven, the oval shank has major

and minor diameters of 11/16-in and 9/16-in. The spikes, when driven in the anchor

position, have the major axis coincident with the diagonal of the tie plate punch, as

shown in Fig. 3. This diagonal position provides an equal horizontal reactive spring

force against all four sides of the anchor spike hole. Initial or base readings for measure-

ment of tie abrasion were taken October 3, 1956.

Section 40

This section in the 5-deg curve was originally installed in July 1950 with new creo-

soted oak ties, 14-in tie plates, two each of cut line and anchor spikes and the Taylor-

Fibre Company rubber-vulcanized-fiber laminated tie pads. The liber layer of the pads

is similar to that used in insulated joints, and has cracked and split badly. Because these

pads are not acceptable, it was decided to remove and replace them on the south 24 ties

with Bird LD 5-ply coated tie pads, which are made of alternate layers of jute cloth

and burlap. The all-jute tie pads are priced lower than the SD 5-ply coated pads made

of alternate layers of cotton duck and jute burlap. The 48 pads were installed on the

1950 ties after brushing and doping the adzed surfaces with creosote. The same plates

and cut spikes were restored, except new cut line spikes were used. Sand was found

under most of the retired pads, also some compression of the wood. The new pads were

placed May 7. 1956, and the initial measurements for plate settlement were taken October

3, 1956.

Maintenance of Tie Plate Fastenings

Because of the small amount of out-of-face tightening of the special hold-down

fastenings needed this year, the work was postponed until next year. An eight-year

summary of this work was published in Vol. 57, page 715.

Gage of Test Curves

Fig. 4 shows the gage of the test sections on the two 43^-deg curves. During the

last service period, some of the cut spike sections in the long test curve had a little gage

widening, but with less irregularity. In several of the 1947 installations, the special hold-

down fastenings have continued to hold good gage, the best gage being in sections 14

through 17. The irregularity apparent in the north portion of section 16 was caused by

replacing a rail in the high side of the curve. The Racor stud and pad sections 48 and 49,

installed with new ties in 1952, have held almost the same average gage for four years.

The best gage in the short 4K-deg curve continues to be in section 26 with the Lacka-

wanna doub.'e-shoulder diamond-bottom tie plates with only three cut spikes per tie

plate. Since regaging section 21 on the short curve in September 1953, it was necessary

to regage the section again in October 1956. All of the high rail plates now have four cut

line spikes and two anchors. As indicated in previous reports, the gage widening has

been influenced by a cross swing in the fast curve and probably by the 1948 Fabco pads.

Fig. 5 gives a graphic record of the gage of the 5-deg test curve. In most of the

sections, the irregularity of the gage has increased to some extent. The influence of the

joints on the gage irregularities is predominant in sections 37 through 47, each being two

rail lengths long, except section 3Q. The joints in the outer rail are at the dividing lines

between the sections. The typical pattern is that the wide places are generally near the

outer rail joints and the tight places are near the inner rail joints. The gage measure-

ments were taken no closer than three ties from the rail ends.

In the 1950 sections (37-43, incl.), the gage widening has been minimum in section

43 with Racor studs and maximum in sections 38 and 39, including the effect of replacing

the pads.
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Fig. 6 shows the gage record of sections 01, 02 and 03 in the 5-deg 36-min curve from

June 1952 to June 1956. This test is being made to determine the benefits of using

compounds in the spike holes of the ties for holding gage on a moderately sharp curv«.

Each of the sections includes three panels of track. Section 01, used for controls, represents

the L&N old standard construction with 131 -lb rail, 13-in tie plates, and two each of cut

line and anchor spikes. In section 02, all spikes were pulled and redriven after adding

Compound No. 8 in the tie holes, using grooved plugs where needed. Compound No. 8

is a resin type wood hardener and is now sold under the name of Tylife in a plastic

capsule. Section 03 was prepared in the same manner, except that only Rust Joint Iron

plus water was placed in the tie holes before redriving the spikes. (See Vol. 54, page 1052

for details of installation)

.

The gage taken in June 1956 was less irregular than in June 1955. In this four-year

test there has been little change in the average gage of the three test sections, although

the control section had the least gage widening and section 03, the most.

Because of the good tie condition in the test curve, it is not possible to develop

the advantages of the two compounds which are known to be effective in increasing the

withdrawal resistance of cut spikes in good ties or spike killed ties. The test with these

compounds will be discontinued with this report, because of the lack of spike killed ties

and a problem of holding gage.

GENERAL INSPECTION

This year's inspection of the test sections for deficiencies, etc., was made by members

of the AAR research staff in the week of May 6, 1956. Inspection of tie pads, hold-down

fastenings and tie seals on the adzed surfaces by removal of the tie plates was conducted

when the subcommittee had its meeting on June 6, 1956. Thirty-three Track committee

members and guests attended the inspection which involved removal of 23 tie plates

and photographing the specimens. Some members of the inspection party walked over

the test installations on the previous afternoon when the Koppers' No. 16 tie sealing

compound sections were being checked by T. G. Gill, chief, seasoning and preservation

section. Timber Engineering Company, and a member of the AAR research staff. Mr.

Gill also assisted the AAR by serving as the photographer during the two-day inspection.

Figs. 7 to 25, incl., show the condition of the tie pads and seals used on creosoted

oak ties in the test curves, and Figs. 26 and 27 cover the creosoted pine ties in tangent

track. Below the title of each photograph, comments on the conditions observed are

listed. In general, a different specimen of each construction, representing average con-

ditions, is removed for the periodic inspection. Under a few of the tie pads, dampness

or free water was observed. It was reported that a light rain had fallen five days prior

to this inspection.

Judging from the condition of the J^-in thick, Dunne Rubber Company 14-in molded

rubber pad in section 42 (Fig. 9) and from the laboratory rolling load tests, there is an

indication that the 5^-in thickness may prove to be inadequate for a satisfactory service

life under the existing conditions. It, therefore, is advisable for those who wish to use

solid rubber pads to specify at least i^H-in thickness, unless the service conditions are

much less severe than in the 5-deg test curve.

At this inspection it was decided to remove two pads on the same tie in section 27

with 1948 Burkart fiber pads. It had previously been observed that several of these pads

under the outer rail of the long 4^-deg curve had been compressed or abraded away

to zero thickness at the field end, for vi'hich Fig. 15 is a typical case. The pad in Fig. 16

under the inner rail of the curve was in better condition, but had damp wood under

three-fourths of the pad. The records show some pads in the outer rail were cut off as
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early as 1954, and it is judged that the outer rail pads gave satisfactory protection to

the ties until 1955, or about a seven-year life, which is much too short. The Burkart pad

of 1948 was colored green and uncoated. These pads absorb 30 percent moisture by

weight when immersed in water 7 days. As the traffic softens the pad, it takes more
and more water like a sponge. This causes the pad to deteriorate in areas of higher

pressures and abrade away.

The Bird tie pads in Figs. 18 to 21, incl., generally had a satisfactory seal with the

ties up to 80 percent of the pad area. The reason for the supplemental pad inspection

in Fig. 21 is given below the photograph.

The combination of a Racor pad and studs shown in Fig. 22 provided a good seal

with the tie. The cost of the pad and studs is comparable to the price of some of the

other pads. AU three of the pads removed from the short 4J/2-deg curve (Figs. 23, 24,

and 25) had sand and dampness under the pads. The J-M pads in section 25 were in

good condition except for some abrasion on the top side. Because of abrasion on the top

of the field end of the J-M pads, the J^-in thickness may be too thin for a good service

life under the existing service conditions.

Figs. 26 and 27 demonstrate the advantage of sealed tie pads on softwood ties.

Sand and pebbles with free water under the Fabco pad had abraded the tie and the pad

to some extent. The Bird 5-ply duck-felt tie pad was 70 percent sealed and had no free

water under the pad and practically no abrasion. The foregoing inspection provides more

evidence for a previous tentative conclusion that pads sealed for a long service period

benefit the softwood ties more than the hardwood ties.

Based on these tests for various service periods (as shown in years in parentheses

following each pad designation), the following tie pads have shown the better perform-

ance: Bird fiber-rubber (7 and 4) ; Fabco (9, 8, 6, 5 and 1) ; Bird 5 and 7-ply duck-

burlap (8 and 7) ; Burkart fiber (4) ; Dunne molded rubber (6) ; Racor fiber-rubber

(4.7 and 4) ; and Bird vinyl pads (4) . The one-year old pads in sections 54, 55 and 56

are satisfactory. The Bird fabric and vinyl pads have shown superiority for maintaining

a seal with the ties. However, the Racor pads and studs in section 48 also maintained

a good seal with the ties. The 1948 Burkart fiber pads are omitted from the foregoing

list for the reasons previously stated.

Tie Coatings

Koppers Company No. 16 sealing compound (known as Tie Saver Compound) was

applied to the top and ends of new and existing creosoted hardwood tics in July 1950

to investigate its capacity for retarding the splitting, checking and weathering of the

timber. Section 35 included 120 new ties, and the coating was applied to all of the adzed

surfaces, before placing the ties, and on the top of the odd numbered ties, leaving the

other ties for controls. In addition, the compound was also brushed on the ends of the

coated ties in the south half of the section. Section 36, consisting of 118 existing ties, had

all ties coated on top and also the ends of the south 58 ties. The tops of all ties coated

were sprinkled with %-in washed gravel for a protective covering. The test sections are

located in fast tangent track laid with 131-lb rail, 6-hole joints and 13-in tie plates with

a waffle bottom. T. G. Gill, chief, seasoning and preservation section, Timber Engineering

Company, with the assistance of a member of the A.AR research staff, made the sixth

annual inspection, June 5, 1956. During the month previous to the inspection the tem-

perature and rainfall were about normal. The last precipitation was reported as a light

rain, June 1, 1956.

The efficiency index of the coating for keeping the sphts covered was determined

from the number of splits % in wide or larger on the top end faces of the ties. The

efficiency factors for the new ties in section 35 were obtained from the following formula:
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Efficiency, percent= 100
(Number of checks in uncoatcd ties'

Number of checks in coated ties ,

X 100

Because all of the existing ties were coated in section 36, the original number of splits

in the ties before being coated was used for computing the efficiency factors.

Values of the coverage efficiency of the coating for the 6-year test are tabulated

below:

Caleyory
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Fig. 3—Section 57, 2 each of cut line spikes and Spring Lags for anchors
in outer rail of 5-deg curve.

coating on 1950 ties has shown the better results. A check of these sections will be made

in 1957, after which it will be decided whether (1) to replenish the coating on the 1950

ties and (2) to continue the test on the existing ties. The economy of first coating

a 10-year old tie, or older, is doubtful.

General Remarks

For all practical purposes the effective service life of the 1948 Burkart pads has

been established as 7 years in the long 4^-deg curve. The cost of a pad-year can now

be determined. It can be used eventually in comparing the overall cost of the various

types of pads, or making studies of the cost of extending the service life of ties.

In addition to the use of tie pads and/or special hold-down fastenings, larger tie

plates or combinations thereof, consideration for reducing the maintenance cost of curved

track should include the special plates for use on curves, with or without special anchor

spikes. In this same study, it may be advantageous now to make plans for a program to

protect ties from plate cutting in territories where the tonnage on the remaining main

tracks has been greatly increased by installing CTC, with the attendant reduction in

number of main tracks.

Pads with long-term sealing capacity provide better protection to the ties, but this

inspection, as well as prior ones, has indicated that the softwood ties should be benefited

more than hardwood ties.

Generally, there has been practically no abrasion of the hardwood ties protected

with tie pads, except where the tie plate contacted the tie, and in the case of the hard

J-M pads in section 25.

Acknowledgement

The Association is indebted to the L&N for its cooperation and assistance rendered

in the conduct of the service tests and extends its appreciation for the aid furnished by

the suppliers.
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Fig. 7—Section 53, Nox-Rust Tie Seal, one yeai ol ^eivice, outer rail,

5-deg curve, before and after removal of tie plate. Compound did not fill all

plate holes or seal the plate edges. The seal material had dried out some, but
covered about two-thirds of the underplate area.
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Fig. 8—Section 54, 14-in Railroad Rubber Products I/4 in thick rubber

pads, uncoated, but with liquid rubber sealant brushed on adzed surface, one

year of service, inner rail, 5-deg curve. Liquid rubber sealant was three-

quarters gone under pad, but was present outside the pad. Sand and pebbles

were found under the pad. This type of sealant is unsatisfactory. Pad was in

good condition.

Fig. 9—Section 4/. Dunne Rubber Company, 14-in molded rubber tie

pad, V?, in thick, uncoated, 71 months of service, inner rail, 5-deg curve. Sand

under pad and on top had abraded the pad which had worn thin in some

areas. Pad had a short tear. Little compression of the wood at field end of

tie plate. Pattern of pad grooves has been "etched" on plate and tie.
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Fig. 10—South portion section 46, 14-in Racor tie pad, coated, 55 months
of service, inner rail, 5-deg curve. Some sand on tie and bottom of pad. Pad
was not sealed to the tie. Little compression of wood at field end of plate.

Pad condition good.

Fig. 11—Section 47, 14-in Burkart tie pad, bottom coated, 4 years of
service, inner rail, 5-deg curve. Underplate area fairly clean except for a

little sand. Practically no coating was left. Pad had little bond with tie and
had stretched i/4 in lengthwise, but was in good condition.
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Fig. 12—Section 55, 14-in Johns-Manville fiber-rubber pads, 54 iri thick,

bottom coated, one year of service, inner rail, 5-deg curve. Pad had good seal

with the tie. Most of the coating adhered to the tie.

Fig. 13—North portion section 56, 14-in Fabco pad, ^ in thick, bottom
coated, one year of service, inner rail, 5-deg curve. Pad had good seal and
moderately strong bond with the tie. Coating adhered to the tie.
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Fig. 14—South portion section 56, 14-in Fabco pad, Vg in thick, bottom
coated, one year of service, inner rail, 5-deg curve. Pad was sealed well to
the tie with less bond strength than for the ^-in Fabco pad (Fig. 13). Most
of the coating adhered to the tie.

Fig. 15—Section 27, 13-in Burkart fiber pad, uncoated, 92 months of serv-
ice, outer rail, long 414-deg curve. One-third of pad was abraded away at
the field end where tie abrasion was about 1 16 in. Twenty-three of 48 pads
under the outer rail have worn to zero thickness at the field end and may be
damaged to some extent like this one. Some pads were cut off as early as
1954.
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Fig. 16—Section 27, 13-in Burkart fiber pad, uncoated, 92 months of

service, inner-rail, long 4><-deg curve. About three-quarters of the under
pad area was damp. This area was fairly clean with little sand and about
1/16 in wood compression at field end of plate. Pad was in moderately good
condition, except for being worn thin at the field end.

Fig, 17—Section 3, 13-in Bird Improved Fiber-Rubber pad, abraded sur-

face, ^ in thick, coated, 4 years of service, inner rail, long AYz-in deg curve.

Pad was not sealed to the tie and little coating was left. A little sand was
under the pad. Slight wood compression was at field end of plate. Pad was in

good condition.
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Fig. 18

—

North portion section 4, 13-in Bird vinyl tie pad, coated, 4 years

of service, inner rail, long ^Yz-deg curve. About 80 percent of pad area was

sealed with a fairly strong bond. Pad was in good condition.

lii

Fig. 19—South portion section 4, 13-in Bird 5-ply duck-burlap tie pad,

coated, 94 months of service, inner rail, long 4V^-deg curve. Pad area was

80 percent sealed with strong bond. Top ply of pad was dislocated and

damaged.
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Fig. 20—North portion section 5, 13-in Bird 7-ply duck-burlap tie pad,

coated, 94 months of service, inner rail, long 4i/2-deg curve. Under-pad area
was clean except for a little sand at the gage end. Pad seal has a moderate
bond strength under the rail base. There was a slight wood compression at

the field end. Pad was delaminated but was protecting the tie from abrasion.

Fig. 21—South portion section 5, 13-in Bird 7-ply duck-felt tie pad,
coated, 110 months of service, inner rail, long 4^-deg curve. This pad was
inspected in the rain on October 4, 1956. It is substituted for pad 35E,
inspected June 6, 1956, which has been removed in previous inspections.
The pad shown was 80 percent sealed with good bond. Water was under the
field end where the pad was not sealed. Top ply of pad was dislocated and
severely damaged. There was no abrasion or compression of the wood under
the pad.
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Fig. 22—Section 48, 14-in Racor pad, coated, 2 Racor studs, 46 months
of service, inner rail, long 4^-deg curve. Under-pad area was clean and well
sealed. Most of the bottom coating adhered to the tie. Pad condition was
good.

'y/T'-FT^^-

r^'*

r^

Fig. 23—Section 21, 13-in Fabco tie pad, uncoated, 94 months of service,
outer rail, short 4'/4-deg curve. Free water and sand were found under this

pad. Pad had stretched IV2 in lengthwise. A little wood compression was
observed at the field end.
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Fig. 24—North portion section 25, 13-in J-M laminated asbestos-rubber
tie pad, Ys in thick, uncoated, 94 months of service, outer rail, short 4^2-
deg curve. Underplate area had moisture, little sand and 1/16-in abrasion
of wood at field end. Pad was in excellent condition, except for abrasion
which was a maximum of 1/16 in at the field end.

'i^^: rx:'j^'

Fig. 25—South portion section 25, 13-in J-M laminated asbestos-rubber
tie pad, % in thick, uncoated, 94 months of service, outer rail, short 4^-deg
curve. Moisture and sand were observed under the pad, which had abraded
the tie some at the field end. Pad condition was excellent except was worn
a maximum of 3/32 in on the field end.
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Fig. 26—Section 4, 13-in Bird 5-ply duck-felt tie pad, coated, 106 months

°orn'but"w//?r°''^ 'T' 'h' *"\^^"J
''^'^- Th'« Pad was di^locatTd and

exceot o^ cf^nH ?.''.'vf"
sealed with the tie. The underplate area was clean

wnnJ ThL ^ *^^ ^^^^ ^""^ "^^^^^ t^^^^ ^as some compression of thewood. There was no free water under the pad.

Fig. 27—Section 21, 13-m Fabco tie pad, 14 in thick, uncoated, 106 months
fn th'/'"'.''''^'"'c^^1

P'"! J3^s. tangent track. This pad was one of the bestin the section. Sand, pebbles and free water were found under the padCompression and abrasion of the wood was about 1 16 in at each end of
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Fig. 28—Section 35, Koppers' No. 16 sealing compound on alternate new
creosoted oak ties, 71 months of service, tangent track. Top view—General
view looking south from north end. Bottom view—West ends of tie Nos. 61

(L) to 64 (R), incl. End coating on ties 61 and 63 has practically disappeared.
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Fig. 29—Section 36, Koppers, No. 16 sealing compound on existing
creosoted hardwood ties, 71 months of service, tangent track. Top view

—

General view looking south from north end. Bottom view—West ends of tie
Nos. 18 (L) to 22 (R), incl., which were not coated on the ends.
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Report on Assignment 7

Effect of Lubrication in Preventing Frozen Rail Joints

and Retarding Corrosion of Rail and Fastenings

R. G. Garland (chairman, subcommtitee), John Ayer, Jr., E. G. Brisbin, T. F. Burris,

W. E. Cornell, W. E. Griffiths, G. W. Miller, E. R. Murphy, J. M. Rankin, M. K.
Ruppert, G. R. Sproles, R. E. Tdw, Troy West, B.J. Worley.

This progress report covers the results of a six-year service test of rail joint preserva-

tion on the Illinois Central Railroad and is submitted as information.

This investigation is being conducted by the AAR research staff under the general

direction of G. M. Magee, director of engineering research. H. E. Durham, research engi-

neer track, was in direct charge of the field tests and was assisted by A. D. Van Sant,

assistant research engineer track, and other members of his staff.

Introduction

As stated in last year's report (Proceedings, Vol. 57,. 1936, page 735), the 1950 test

sections installed in the northward main track of the IC south of Chebanse and Ashkum.

111., which had brush-coat or plastic joint packing for joint preservation, were discon-

tinued. A summary and final conclusions were given for those sections. Inspections and

measurements are being continued for the original 1950 sections 7 and 8 with joints

packed with a grease and section 6 without a lubricant. Since 1953 original sections 3

and 10 have been used to investigate the spray method of joint preservation. Beginning

in 1955, spray applications were made in the 1944—131 RE rail in the southward main

to investigate the problem of preserving and unfreezing joints in old rail.

Inspection of the joints packed with a grease and end plugs will be continued to

determine the service life of that method of joint protection. Spray application of metal

preservatives on old joints will be investigated further to develop more information

on the compounds that will provide protection against corrosion of the rail ends for

several years without respraying. The thinner sprays that have been tested for three

years should be satisfactory for unfreezing joints, but some of the compounds have a

short service life for protecting the rail ends from corrosion. Fig. 1 shows the original test

sections and the location of the old joints being tested in the southward main between

mile posts 74 and 76. The fol'owing report covers the sixth service period of 12^ months,

ended July 25, 1956, in which the traffic on the northward main amounted to 35 million

gross tons, making a total of 188 million gross tons since the initial measurements of

August 1950. The first service period of the spray materials in the southward main

included 10J4 months in which the track carried 20.5 million gross tons of traffic.

DISCUSSION OF TEST DATA
Rail Joint Gaps

The rail joint gap patterns in the sections continued in the northward main for last

winter and summer are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. There was no section that

had an outstanding rail gap uniformity at the lower temperatures, although section 7

had a little more uniformity than the others. For the summer measurements with rai!

temperatures ranging from 116 to 122 deg F (Fig. 3), section 3-E with Barcote 600 had ;i

slightly better gap uniformity with over 90 percent of the joints in the first two incre-

ments of gap width. However, this is the only section having the measurements taken

in the east rail which was laid somewhat tighter than the west rail, as evidenced by the
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difference in the summer average rail gap widths. Section 10 with all joints in the first

increment is excluded in the ranking heoau^o only 20 joints in the west rail were inchKied

in the measurements.

Rail gap bar diagrams for the measurements niarle in the 1944

—

lil RE rail in the

southward main are presented in Figs. 4 t(/ 7, incl. The test of spray materials was

started in the west rail of Miles 75 and 76 in August 1^55 and in the cast rail, July 1056.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the summer rail gap measurements of the four .sections in the west

rail before and after spraying, August 10-11, 1Q55, with the compounds indicated. There

was no significant change in the rail gap pattern one month after the first spray applica-

tion of the three compounds. Winter rail gap measurements for the west rail are shown

in Fig. 6. There was no section with good rail gap uniformity. Fig. 7 includes the 1955

summer measurements for the four 19S5 sections in the west rail and the two 1956

sections in the east rail. The control sections, 11-W and 11-E, without lubrication, are

shown at the top of Fig. 7. From Figs. 4 and 7 it will be observed that in the first year

of spray protection, the compounds in section 12-W, l.^-W and 14-W effected a moderate

improvement in the rail gap pattern by increasing the number of joints in the first incre-

ment. This did not occur in control section 11-W. It will be more significant if the

compounds are capable of improving the rail gap uniformity next winter and thereafter.

Joint Bar Pull-In

This year the out-to-out measurements were taken for only sections .3-W, ^-E, 6,

7, 8 and 10 in the northward main and plotted in Fig. 8. The average pull-in or joint

wear for the sections listed (except ,VE and 10) for the 6-year test period, ranged from

0.097 in to 0.109 in, averaging 0.104 in, or about 0.016 in per year. Section .t-E was

emitted because the measurements were not started until 1953, and section 10 data in-

cluded only 20 joints, which are too few to be representative. From August 1953 to

July 1956 during the spray coat protection period in sections ,S-E and .^-W, the average

joint wear was 0.054 in, or about the same as in section 6 without lubrication or end

plugs. In this test with headfree joint bars, most of the pull-in of the bars occurred at

the bottom. In this test and the preceding one on the Burlington Road, there has been

litt'e difference in joint wear with or without lul)ricati()n.

Of the original 1950 installations in the northward main, the joints in section 7

packed with Texaco 905 grease and end plugs have had the best protection against cor-

rosion and the most lubrication on the fishings. In the 6-year service period the joint bar

pull-in for section 7 was 0.109 in as compared with 0.097 in for section 6, without lubrica-

tion. It is apparent from this test and prior tests of track bolt tension and joint wear,

that joints with high slippage resistance and little or no change in rail gap because of the

daily change in rail temperatures have less wear than joints that are free to have more

daily slippage movement becau.se of lubricated fishing surfaces or inadequate boH tension.

Because some of the 1050 tests are being continued primarily to establish the effective

.service life of the protection provided by packing joints with a grease and end plugs,

the joint wear, or pull-in measurements, will be discontinued with this report.

Spray Method of Joint Preservation

In July 1953, investigation of the spray method of joint preservation in sections 3

and 10 of the northward main laid with 1950—132 RE rail was started. In 1955 three

metal preservatives were sprayed on the 6-holc headfree joints in the 1944—131 -lb rail

of the southward main on miles 75 and 76. The joint bars on the 1944 rail were trans-

posed and turned end for end in 1954, but were not relubricated. In 1044 the joints

were given a brush coat of Texaco No. 45, and nothing since that time has been applied

to the inside of the joints.
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At the inspection in June 1956, it was decided not to respray the 1953 installations

in the northward main. Inspections will be continued to determine the service life of the

protective coating on the rail web. In August 1955 three spray compounds were first

applied to the old joints in the 1944 rail in the southward main. Each of the three com

pounds. Texaco No. 1965, Conoco No. 151 and No-Ox-Id No. 100, were applied to the

joints in y^-mV.e of the west rail. The first two sections were resprayed with the same

material, July 11, 1956, and the No-Ox-Id No. 100 was left for observation another year.

A new spray was added to the east rail in the south half of mile 75 in the southward

main. The spray is known as No-Ox-Id No. 201, which was furnished by the Dearborn

Chemical Company and applied with its spray equipment on the afternoon of June 20,

1956. No-Ox-Id No. 201 has a heavy cylinder stock oil base with selected rust inhibitors,

wetting agents, and the necessary carrier for spraying at normal temperature. When
heated for spraying joints, the latter compound had good flowing and penetrating qual-

ities. This is in contrast to No-Ox-Id No. 100 which is petrolatum based, with good

weathering properties, but with less flowing and penetrating capacity. The quantity of

the compounds used in pounds per joint and the spray coat number (first or second)

are shown following the designation of each product: No-Ox-Id No. 201, 1.0 lb (1);

Texaco No. 1965, 1.3 lb (2) and Conoco No. 151, 0.61 lb (2).

Maintenance of Way Report

The track bolts in each stretch of track are retightened each year with power

wrenches. During the last service period, the IC reported one loose bolt in section 8 and

one broken bolt in section 6 of the northward main. There were no bolts reported loose,

broken or missing in sections 11-W, 12-W, 13-W and 14-W of the west rail of the south-

ward main. There were no stripped joints in any of the test sections. Four broken and

3 loose bolts and no stripped joints in 4^ miles of track during a 6-year test period is

excellent performance. For the purpose of this report, a loose bolt is one that has no

tension.

Inspection of End Plugs

The 1950 installations included 1740 Texaco Plastic H end plugs divided as follows:

980 with square ends in sections 7 and 8, and 760 with beveled ends in section 2, 5

and 9. The inspection made of the end plugs in July 1956 indicated that 65, or 6.6

[percent, of the square plugs and 159, or 20.9 percent, of the beveled plugs had worked

out of the joints. In the last report the corresponding percentages were 3.6 and 11.8.

The square-end plugs have a longer service- life and require less material.

Inspection of Dismantled Joints

The subcommittee held its annual inspection on June 20, 1956. The condition of 10

dismantled joints was observed by the inspection party of 16 visitors, including 4 AREA
members, 9 representatives of 5 suppliers, and 3 others. The photographer of the Burling-

ton Road took the photographs for the AAR research staff, and the Association is indebted

to the Burlington for the assistance of their capable photographer. This year all of the

inspection photographs were taken with photoflash light.

A composite photograph showing the top and bottom of the bars and rail ends is

included for each of the joints inspected (Figs. 9-18). Fig. 9 shows the condition of a

brush coat of Conoco anti-rust compound which had been protected from the weather

by the plastic H end plugs during the six-year test. The rail web still had a protective

coat of the rust preventive, although it was quite thin in the middle foot of the joint

where the heat left from the rail end hardening melted the petrolatum-based compound.
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Fig. 10 covers a joint without lubrication and end plugs after six years of service. Thi-

joint was fairly clean and free of rust .slabs in the lower rail li.'Iets, except for a small

area at the receiving end of the gage bar. The bolt threads were greased in 1950. In gen-

eral, the corrosion had pitted the rail little and had not damagcfi the bolt shmks and

heads to an important extent.

Fig. 11 shows how well a joint packed with Te.xaco Xo. oo.=) graphite grease has

been preserved during the six-year te.«t period. It is estimated that about two-thirds

of the grease was left in the joint. The upper rail fillets were clean and practically free

of corrosion. There wi-rc no rust slabs present. The hulls were well preserved. This joint

had some grease on a part of the top tlshings and much more on the lower fishings.

Fig. 12 .'^hows a typical joint packed with Stanolinrl Petrolatum (Dark) an<l Plastic

H end plugs. Becau.>;e of the relatively low melting point of the grease, mu.st of it had

melted and run out of the joints in the first two or three summers. However, there Was
a thin protective film left on the rail web. This joint had corrosion in the upper fillets

and no lubricant. In both of the packed joints, the point bars were protected well on the

inside of the web and to some extent on the lower fishings.

The protection provided by Te.xaco No. 905 grease (Fig. 11) was superior to tha:

of the joints packed with Petrolatum (Dark).

Figs. 13 to IS, incl., concern the investigation of the spray method of rail joint

preservation which was started in original sections 3 (3-W and 3-E) and 10 in 1953, and

in the 1944 rail of the southward main in 1955. After three annual spray coats of Texaco

No. 941, the coating on the rail web (Fig. 13) had become substantial, and it was not

necessary to respray in 1956. Service life of the rail web protection against corrosion

will be determined at later inspections. In Fig. 14, the protection of the rail web by

Leadolene Barcote No. 600 was fair in the second year after two annual .spray applica-

tions. There was a rust slab in the lower rail fillet behind the receiving end of the out-

side joint bar. This section will be discontinued, as the serviceability of the Barcote 600

has been established, because for continued protection, respraying should be resumed.

Section 10 (Fig. 15), after three annual .spray coats of an asphaltic base compound.

i< in the same category as Texaco 941 in that the rail web coating is now adequate to

discontinue respraying and to determine its serviceability for protection against corrosion.

Figs. 16, 17 and 18 show the results obtained with three spray compounds in the

1944 rail of the southward m.ain. This was the first .spray coat applied to the inside of

the 11-year old joints. The joints in section 12-W with Texaco 1Q65 and 13-W with

Conoco 151 had little of the spray coat left after 10 months' service. F"or old joints the

thinner type sprays will, obviously, require two to three applications to provide adequate

cover on the rail web. In Fig. 18, the first spray coat of No-Ox-Id No. 100 in section

14-W still provided a good cover on the rail web after 10 months' service. Sections 12-W
and 13-W were .sprayed the second time with the .same two compounds, July 11, 1956

•Application of the spray in the joints this year was conducted in the manner as

described in last year's report. The same J's-in flatjet tyjie of nozzle was used by inserting

it behind the joint bars to the second bolt and also spraying across the top of each bar.

This application is slower than when the nozzles are inserted only to the first bolt, but

excellent coverage was obtained on the rail and joint bars, especially alonu' the middle

foot where corrosion fatigue failures occur in the rail.

General Remarks

After six years of service, the joints packed with Texaco No. ^05 graphite grea,si'

were well preserved. Protection provided by Petrolatum (Darki in tlu- packed joints was

somewhat inferior to Texaco No. 005.

f I'rxl comludid on Jxif^r .S'J.^J
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Fig. 10—Section 6. !^Jo lubrication or end plugs.
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|.. 17-nair
''
"mm." "^

1-.-% -^.n-

Fig- 11—Section 7. Packed with Texaco 905 graphite grease
and Plastic H end plugs.

1 lar^iic H end plugs.
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Fig 13—West rail section 3. Ten months' service after three annual

spray coats of Texaco 941.

iMg. 14—East rail section 3. 22y^ months' service after two annual

spray coats of Leadolene Barcote No. 600.
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Fig. 15—Section 10. Ten months' service after one spray coat of Texaco
TA-2420 and two annual coats of Texaco RCX-236.

Fig. 16—Section 12-W. Ten months' service after the first spray coat
of Texaco 1965 on 1944 rail, SB main.
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Fie 17—Section 13-W. Ten months' service after the first spray coat

coat of Conoco 151 on 1944 rail, SB main.

Pig iR—Section 14-W. Ten months* service after the first spray coat

of No Ox Td 100 on 1Q44 rail, SB main.
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III the northward main, the spray applications were started when the rail was three

\ears old. The following number of annual spray coats were required to provide a good

protective cover on the rail web to permit less frequent spraying: Barcote 600, 2 coats

and Texaco 041 and RCX-236, .'< coats. With sufficient heat and good atomization, only

2 coats of RCX-2.^6 .^^hould have been adequate.

The results from .^praN ing the 1^44 rail with Texaco i^o.S and Conoco 151 the first

lime indicate that in order to establish jnotection against corrosion on the rail web, two

or three coats would be required during the fir.st year.

So far, no serious corrosion had formed in the joints without a metal preservative

This assignment will be continued until the .service life of the various spraying

compounds for arresting corrosion on the rail has been determined.

Conclusions based on the lO.^O test sections have been published in the Proceedings,

\"ol. 57, ])age 745.
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Report on Assignment 8

Laying Rail Tight with Frozen Joints

J. B. Wilson (chairman, subcommittee), O. C. Benson, F. J. Bishop. M. C. Bitner,

H. F. Busch, H. B. Christianson, W. E. Cornell, P. H. Croft, J. W. Fulmer, L. W.
Green, A. B. Hillman, M. P. Oviatt, J. M. Sa'mon, Jr., G. R. Sproles, J. R. Talbot,

Jr., J. B. Taylor, Troy West, D J. White.

This is a progress report on the service test of light rail with high bolt tension vs

rail laid with normal expansion and bolt len.sion on the Louisville & Nashville Railroad,

and is presented as information.

This subject is being investigated by the .\AR research staff under the general

direction of G. M. Magee, director of engineering research, and under the direct super-

vision of H. E. Durham, research engineer track, with the assistance of A. D. Van Sant,

assistant research enLiineer track, .and other staff members.

Introduction

A complete description of the light and normal rail service test .installations on the

L&X near Chapel Hill, Tenn., was published in the Proceedings, Vol. 57, 1956, page 76Q

Both of the test sections were relaid with 132 RE rail, 6-hole headfrce joint bars, 1^-in

track bolts and 14-in tic plates. The /s-mi'e of test track was laid tight in November 1Q5.^,

with 65 to 70-deg rail temperature. The normal rail was end hardened and beveled at

the mill, but the tight rail was not. Both sections have slag ballast and crcosoted hard-

wood ties. The tight rail is anchored with compression clips, and the normal rail has

S ties per rail boxed with grip-type anchors. At each end of the tight-rail track, 8-panels

of end-zone anchorage were provided. All ties, except at the joints, were boxed with

the grip-type anchors. Initial or base readings taken by the AAR research staff were

completed October 12, 1055, and were repeated August S, 1956, making a service period

of O.m year. During this period, Ihe Iota! traffic amountefl to 13 million gross tons.

On September 12, iu5h, the subcommittee made its tirsi in.si)ectinn of the lest .>;ections.

Inurteen Track cnmniittep members and liuesls weri- escorted o\er the \r<\ installations

\)\ some ol (he rnainlenHntr ol \\a\ ofliiers ol the lA'N.
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Bolt Tension Measurements

The bolts in the normal rail arc rfli^htencd aiinuall.\ with a poutT track wrendi.

The applied tension is within the 15,000 lo 25,000-11) raiiKe recommended by the AREA
(Manual Chapter 5, Part 5). No measurements are hein^ made of the holt tension in the

normal rail.

Because it was desired to freeze all of the joints in the ti^'ht rail and prevent them

from opening in cold weather, high bolt tension was required. Both laboratory and field

tests conducted by the AAR research staff have indicated that the slippage resistance of

a joint for opening and closing the rail gap is appro.ximately equal to the sum of the

applied tension of the bolts in one rail end. It was assumed that the rail temperature at

Chapel Hill would have a range of + 10 deg F to + ISO deg F. This is equal to a 70 deg

differential from the mean temperature, which can develop a total thermal force of

177,000 lb in 132 RE rail. For 6-hoIe joints, the applied bolt tension should be % of

177,000 lb, or 59,000 lb. Because high bolt tension sets up rather large localized stresses

in the rail web at the first bolt hole and in the upper fillet at the rail end, and 50,000 lb

tension is beyond the capacity of the 1^ in bolts, an average of 45,000 lb tension was

recommended for the tight rail. This bolt tension is estimated to create a joint slippage

resistance of 135,000 lb, which is equivalent to a temperature differential of 53 deg

instead of 70 deg.

The tight rail was laid in November 1953 with bolt tension of 35,000 to 40,000 lb.

The bolts were first retightened in October 1955, at which time the power wrench was

set for approximately 45,000 lb tension. These bolts were retightened again in September

1956. The bolts in the normal rail were retightened in October 1955 and June 1956.

A check of the loss in bolt tension in 10 joints of the tight rail from Ocotber 12, 1955 to

August 8, 1956, was made. The results follow:

Average Bolt Tension in 1000 Lb Percent

Bolt Position Initial Final Loss Loss

Middle bolts 44.2 26.5 17.7 40.0

Intermediate bolts 44.5 36.2 8.3 18.7

End bolts 45.9 34.7 11.2 24.4

Avg. all bolts 44.9 32.5 12.4 27.6

For the period of 0.82 year the middle bolts lost 40 percent tension, compared with

19 to 24 percent for the other bolt positions. Because some of the tight joints were found

open at each of the four inspections, with rail temperature ranging from 46 to 128 deg,

it was decided to retighten the bolts to approximately 45.000 lb. This work was done in

September 1956. All joints found open were closed before retightening the bolts. Six of

the tight rail joints were found open on August 7, 1956, when the rail temperature was

128 deg. When the first one of these joints was closed (joint 332) September 27, 1956,

with rail temperature of 100 deg, a half oval-shaped area on each rail end, j4 in by 2 in.

bulged upward slightly, thus indicating that the metal would break out from at least

one of the rail ends in a few days. Bolt tension loss in 10 tight rail joints will be

measured for another year before deciding the frequency for retightening the bolts.

When the tight rail was laid, the bolts were not greased. In 1955 a high torque was

required to retighten the bolts to 45,000 lb tension. In 1956, the nuts were backed off, and

the bolt threads were greased with Texaco 904 graphite grease. This greatly reduced the

torque setting of the cutoff on the power wrench and avoided further abuse to the bolts

and nuts.
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Rail Joint Gaps and Cumulative Rail Creepage

It is desired to take data on the rail gap widths and cumiilatiw rail creepage for the

extreme range of rail temperature each year. The cumulative rail creepage, taken from

long >iee' bars driven in the ballast at the one-quarter points in the tight rail and one-

ihird points in the normal rail, is checked each time the rail gaps are measured. These

data are sufficient lor calculating precisely for each rail and subsection, the buckling or

breaking force in the rail. Figs. 1 and 2 give information on the rail creepage and rail

gap pattern as found on October 11, lo.v^. Fig. 1 shows the location of the two stretches

of test track, grade line of track and other details. Each rail was marked opposite each

steel bar reference point and all future rail creepage will be based on the rail location

as of that date. In F"ig. 2 the tight rail had 5 open gaps in 211 joints at a rail tem-

l)erature of 11.^ deg. Two of those 5 joints with the larger rail gaps were closed by the

section gang. The low air temperature of the preceding night was 47 deg, and the tight

rail joints were also inspected while the rail was warming up to 75 deg. Under these

conditions, 2> joints were found open. U was evident that several of the joints were

opening during the night and clo.«ing in the warmest part of the day. Approximatel\

18 of the 20 open joints in the east rail had not been retightened. Sixteen of the same

25 joints were still closed in February and August 1Q56. The tight rail had 13 open

joints in February 1Q56 at a rail temperature of 46 deg (Fig. 4) and 6 open joints in

.\ugust 1056 (Fig. lb) at a rail temperature of 128 deg.

There was a sharp change in the rail gap pattern of the normal rail between October

1055 (Fig. 2) and August 1056 (Fig. 6). At a rail temperature of 112 deg, the normal rail

had 77 percent of the gaps in the first 2 brackets and an average gap of 0.025 in. By

August at 124 deg rail temperature, there was an average rail gap of 0.076 in and onlv

-IS percent of the joints in the brackets from 0.00 to 0.04 in incl., thus indicating a large

increase in the joint slippage re.sistance during the third year of service, or about when

new rail ma\" have an accelerated tendency to deve'op frozen joints. The average slippage

re.sistance of the normal joints in both rails from the low temperature of 48 deg, ranged

from 3.^,800 lb in October with 112 deg rail temperature to 105,000 lb in August 1956

with 124 deg rail temperature. Thermal forces in the ti.ght rail are calculated from

70 deg since the rail was laid tight at that temperature. The average buckling force of

the two rails in August 1056 was 140,400 lb with rail temperature of 128 deg. The aver-

age joint slippage force in the two rails (from 70 deg to 46 deg) was only 59,900 lb.

.Arrangements have been made for the L&N to take rail gap and creepage data on the

coldest night each winter. The success of the {>erformance of tight rail depends on keeping

the joints closed at all times and avoiding stripped joints.

It will be ob.served from the figures for the cumulative rail creepage that the mag-

nitude of the rail movement in the two sections was fairly com|)aral)!e. From other test<

of rail anchorage, it was determined that the rail moved back and forth with the trafti

in tracks carr> ing two-way traffic. The change in the light rail position from rail tem-

perature of 113 deg (Fig. 1) lo 46 deg (Fig. ,n indicated each rail was pulled inward

at the ends of the section. In Fiu. 5. with rail temperature of 128 deg, the movement of

Ihe rail at the end- of the ."-ection wa.s >-till inward in A of 4 instances, and the other end

had returned to the initial ])osition in Fig. 1. In the tight rail sub.section (a), lo clips per

rail were u.-^ed as compared with in location (c). Fig. 3 shows that the total inward

movement of the 2 rails at the north end with the larcer number of rail anchors was a

little less than at the south end.
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Rail Surface Profiles

The rail surface profiles for 20 joints, 10 in each rail of both categories, have been

averaged and plotted in Fig. 7. When the August 1956 measurements were taken, the

service life of the rail was i3 months. The 1956 profile for the tight rail was bowed
upward a little more than in 1955, indicating the effect of the higher rail temperature in

1956. The tight rail was not end hardened and beveled like the normal rail. As of August

1956 the rail end batter in the tight rail averaged 0.009 in compared with 0.005 in for

the normal rail. It is believed the difference in the batter was largely due to not end-

hardening the tight rail. The profile of the normal rail has changed little during the 10-

month service period. Because the traffic tonnage is said to be about balanced as to

direction, there is little reason for the rail end batter to be greater on the south rail

(toward Birmingham), as shown, unless the higher freight train speed southward was .'

factor. The high point on the south half of the normal rail joints may have been caused

by end hardening what is now the north end of the rails, to a higher hardness than on

the south end. Grinding down the hump on the south rail about 0.00.^ in to a straight

edge would make the batter about the same as on the other rail end.

Fig. 8 is a graph of the joint bar pull-in, or total joint wear, for the 10-month service

period. The values shown are averages of the readings taken at the top and bottom of

the bars at the ends and middle of the joints. For this short test period the pull-in for

the normal bars was three times as large as that of the tight rail joints. Through a mis-

understanding, the bolts in the normal rail were retightened in June 1956 instead of after

the out-to-out measurements taken in August 1956. The bolts in the tight rail were

retightened in September 1956. It is anticipated that the pull-in of the joints in the tight

rail will be appreciably less than in the normal rail joints, but not to the extent indicated.

No conclusions with respect to joint wear should be considered until the test has been

underway at least five vears after October 1955.

Rail End Chipping and Welding

All of the rail ends in the 210 joints of normal rail were free of chipping, except that

3 joints had very minor surface defects that may lead to chipping in the future. The

metal flow at the rail ends had been just sufficient to fill the end bevel across the middle

half of the running surface.

The north 13 joints of the tight rail were built up by gas welding in March 1056.

Some of this work was done for exploratory purposes.

From the check made in August 1956, there were 69 of the tight joints with no

chipping. About 30 joints had relatively deep chipping or flow of metal that might lead

to a break out. Some of the latter joints may require repair by welding in the next few

months. In a few instances the metal flow on one end of the rail in a joint was toward

the field side of the rail. This is conducive to a break-out of the metal.

At many of the joints in the tight rail it was observed that the rail heads were in

contact, but the bases were not. It is evident that when the rails were end-milled, the

head was undercut to assure contact at the running surface. Unfortunately, this concen-

trates the buckling force of the rail in hot weather in the rail head, or possibly in the

upper half of the head, which tends to cause the metal flow to break out. For laying

rail tight, the rail ends should be sawed or cnd-millcd with less deviation from a

square cut,

(Text concluded on page 903)
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Maintenance of Way Report

For the first service period, the L&N reported the following work chargeable to

the tight rail test section: (1) Welding and grinding 14 battered or chipped joints, (2)

replacing 16 compression clips and (3) replacing one broken track bolt. Each of the test

sections had the bolts retightened once. There were no loose bolts or stripped joints in

cither test section. There was no other ex:jense reported for joint maintenance, such

as tamping, lining, regaging, replacing signal bonds and replacing ties.

The tight rail was laid in November lOS.^, and the compression clips were retightened

out-of-facc, a year later. Since that time there has been only spot maintenance on the

clips.

Conclusions

No conclusions are justified now as to the advantage of tight rail over normal rail.

Considering the amount of batter and relatively deep chipping in the tight rail joints,

it would promote economy to have the rail end-hardened and beveled, the .same as the

normal rail.

Acknowledgement

The Association is greatly indebted to the L&X for providing the test trackage and

a.ssisting in the conduct of the service te.st.

Report on Assignment 10

Methods of Heat Treatment, Including Flame Hardening of Bolted

Rail Frogs and Split Switches, Together with

Methods of Repair By Welding

S. H. Poore (chairman, subcomm.ttee), M. C. Ritncr, J. C Brennan. T. F. Burris,

W. E. Corne'l, F. W. Crcedle, L. E. Donovan. R. M. Frev, W. E. Griffiths, M. J.

Hassan, A. E. Haywood, C. C. Herrick, L. H. Jentoft, C. H. Johr.son, T. R. Klingel.

H. B. Orr, C. E. Petersen. J. M. Salmon, Jr., R. D. Simpson. T. R. Snodgrass,

R. E. Tew, K. H. Von Kampen, Troy West, D. J. White.

Tests of Welding Techniques for Repair and Serviceability of Four

Metallurgies of Rail Steel in Simulated Units of Bolted

Rail Crossing Flangeway Intersections

This report of progress, consisting of two parts, covering techniques for welding the

simulated units and the results of the service tests, respectively, is presented as

information.

This investigation is being conducted by the .\.\R research staff under the general

direction of G. M. Magee, director of engineering research. H. E. Durham, research

engineer track, is in direct charge of the investigation and is being assisted by A. D.

Van Sant, ass'stant research engineer of track, and other members of his staff. K. Kan-

nowski, metallurgical engineer, assisted in planning the laboratory welding tests and

evaluating the welds. R. E. Cramer, special research associate professor. Universit\

of Illinois, conducted the metallurgical examination of the welds.
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Part 1—Welding Techniques and Metallurgical Examination
of Experimental Laboratory Welds

Introduction

In April 1054, ,^ panels each of 8 units of simulated 90-deg crossing flangewa\

intersections made of 1.S2 RE rail, were installed in the south rail of the westward

freight main (No. ^) of the Chicago, Milwaukee. St. Paul & Pacific Railroad at Mann-
heim, 111. The trafiic is all slow-speed freight hauled by diesel power inbound to the

Bensenville retarder yard. Each test panel (Fig. ii) is comprised of three flame-hardened

units furnished by three manufacturers and three heat-treated units furnished by three

other manufacturers, and one unit each of used chrome-vanadium rail and open hearth

control-cooled rail, as rolled. All of the easer and running rails of carbon steel were

blue-end rail from the same heat. All of the seven new specimen rails furnished for the

laboratory welding experiments were also from this same heat, and each was representa-

tive of the corresponding test units in service. The used C-V rail furnished for the

welding experiments was identical to the easer and running rails of the field units.

In conection with determining the service life of eight kinds of test units, an exten-

sive plan for the experimental welding was developed. In order to assemble information

on the various welding techniques suitable for building up the tread corners on the eight

variations of metallurgy, heat treatment or flame hardening, questionnaires were fur-

nished to the following companies: Air Reduction Sales Company (AIRCO), Linde Ai''

Products Company (formerly Oxweld Railroad Service Company), Teleweld, Inc.,

Milwaukee Road, Norfolk and Western Railway, and the six frog and switch manufac-

turers who donated the easer and running rails for the flame-hardened and heat-treated

test units in triplicate.

In the Proceedings, Vol. 56, 1955, page 878-888, laboratory hardness readings over

a cross section of rail were published for some of the test units, including other data.

Heat-treated units furnished by the United States Steel Corporation were water quenched,

while those prepared by Bethlehem Steel Company and the Cleveland Frog and Crossing

Company were oil quenched. Flame-hardened units furnished by the Trackwork Division*.

Taylor-Wharton Iron & Steel Company and Pettibone Mulliken Corporation were

quenched with dehydrated compressed air, while the Ramapo units were quenched with

water about 1 ft behind the flame, or after the rail was below the critical temperature.

The chemical composition of the carbon steel units is as follows: C 0.78, Mn 0.82, P

0.011, S 0.36, Si 0.18. The chrome-vanadium rail has composition approximately a:-

foUows: C 0.74, Mn l.,-^0. Si 0.25, Cr 0.90, V 0.12.

Welding Techniques Selected for the Experimental Welding

From the information received in the questionnaires, the AAR research staff selected

the welding techniques to be used on the rails representative of the eight variations of

field test units. In addition, the research staff included some alternate techniques for

investigation. Table 1 is a summary of the welding procedures used in making the labora-

tory welds. The alternate techniques, designated "A", were added to the program for

exploratory purposes. For instance, method lA was the same as method 1 except that

post heating was prescribed for the gas weld on the C-V rail. Alternate method 4

A

(electric) was the same as 4, except it was used on the flame hardened rail. Method 3A

(electric) was the same as .5 except the preheating was eliminated and the post-heat was

lowered, chiefly to determine the effect of not preheating. Method 6.A (electric) was

* Formerly the Weir-Kilby Corporation,
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revised for use on the C-V rail by increasinR the preheat temperature. Methods 7 and 7A

differed only in the post heating. After examfriinK the first four welds on the C-V rail,

it was decided to make two supplementary electric welds, because in the electric weld,

6AEV, martensite had formed in the rail steel. The item number in Table 1 designates

the sponsor of the welding procedure, and in addition, each weld was designated with

a G or E, for the gas or electric method. Table 2 gives a .summary of all welds made
plus those described in the footnote. Each weld designation also included a letter to

designate the rail as indicated in the lower portion of Table 2. For example, weld IGP
is a gas weld made by the .-MRCO procedure IG on the Pettibone Mulliken flame-

hardened rail. Table o is a nummary of the chemical composition of the weldinp rod'^

used, either for the undiluted weld metal or the deposited metal, as indicated by 1h<

footnote.

Making the Welds

The first 30 welds on the S rails were made in the garage of the AAR Research

Center administration building, February 195.v The first day was for making all of the

gas welds and the next day for the electric welding. The rail lengths varied from 11 ft

4 in to 16 ft 4 in, and the welds were made near the midlength of the rails to provide

the quenching effect on the welds by as much rail length as possible on each side. Prior

to welding on top of the rails, all of the mill scale, corrosion and some of the decarb

were ground off. From the later metallurgical examinations, some of the micro-structure

photographs indicated white grain boundaries of ferrite from the original decarb zone

of the rail. This will not occur in the field welding, as the decarb will be worn away long

before the welding is necessary. All of the welding was performed on the original top

of rail, and no finish grinding was done.

On the first day 14 gas welds were made by a gas welder furnished by the Chicago.

Burlington & Quincy Railroad. All of these welds were peened with a machinist's hammer
having a long radius on the striking face. It was intended that these welds be about 3 in

long and tapering from % in thick at the center to a feather edge. The welder moved

the welding rod rapidly and peened frequently for a good grain structure. Afterward,

it was found that the welds were somewhat thinner than desired for a good examination.

Only one weld by the gas method was post heated. This was weld lAGV on the C-\
rail. It was post heated to 750 deg F. which was checked with a Tempilstik. Representa-

tives of the companies that sponsored the several techniques and some of the suppliers

as we'l as those from the Burlington Road were present to supervise the work.

On the next day the first 16 electric welds were made by a welder from the Mil-

waukee Road, using equipment furnished by Teleweld, Inc. Teieweld also furnished the

propane heaters for preheating and post heating where specified. The temperatures were

measured with Tempilstiks and agreed well with the heat specified. All welding beads

were laid paral'el with the rail head and increa.sed progressively from one bead high

on one side to three beads high on the o[)posite side. The gasoline-enszine-driven r.'enerator

used for the electric welding was operated at 25 v and 225 amp dc. Becau.se of the 'opi;

cable used, the amperage at the electrode was about 175. No finish grinding was done

on the welds. Representatives of all sponsors of the electric welding techniques and of

some of the suppliers of the field test units and of the Milwaukee Road were present to

supervise the welding. AM of the electric welds wore peened lightly to remove the scale

left from the coating on the electrodes.

In January 1056 the International Rail Weld Corporation kindly agreed to make
the electric welds, 7EV and 7AEV, on the C-V rail with the National Carbon Company
No. 170 RR rod (bottom <if Table 1). These welds were made in their shop and super

-

vi.scd bv K. Kannowski.
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METALLURGICAL EXAMINATION OF THE WELDS

All of this phase of the investigation was conducted under the direct supervision

of R. E. Cramer, who also reported the results to the AAR research staff. Because of

the large amount of work involved in examining the 32 welds, only three typical sections

through the welds were studied, rather than utilizing numerous slices for each weld.

This was justified because in the final analysis the results of the service tests on the

Milwaukee Road should indicate which welding techniques are the best for the various

test units. a^ ^ SB.

Preparation of Weld Specimens

The deposited weld metal varied from 3 to .S in long. The rails were cut to about

7 in long for convenience in shipping and handling. A cross section ^-in thick was cut

near the midlength of each weld. A longitudinal section, I/2 in thick, was then cut from

one of the remaining halves of the rail. This piece was symmetrical with respect to the

center line of the rail head. These two sections were surface ground and lightly etched

with ammonium persulfate to show the depth of heat affect on the rail steel. They were

then used for Rockwell "C" hardness tests. After taking the hardness readings, the

specimens were re-etched with ammonium persulfate and photographed. Because the

re-etching blanked out many of the Rockwell hardness indentations, all points were

indicated by black dots for better reproduction. The results of the foregoing tests are

shown in views (a) and (b) of Figs. 1 to 32, incl. The Rockwell readings have been

converted to Brinell hardness (3000 kg).

A third section was cut from each weld lor the metallographic examination and was

taken from one of the longitudinal pieces of the rail head left after slicing out the middle

yi-in, as above described. The section used was l^ in wide which was cut from the end

of one of the side pieces of the rail head adjacent to the cross sectional slice. Therefore,

the vertical section used for this purpose was ^ in wide, longitudinal with the rail and

included the junction between the weld metal and the rail steel. After highly polishing

the surface and etching in 2 percent nital, each section was examined with a microscope

for defects. If any defects were found, at least one was included in the micrographs

along with the weld juncture. Otherwise the picture was taken at random along the

juncture between the weld deposit and the parent metal. These micrographs are shown

as view (c) in Figs. 1 to 32, incl., with appropriate notes below.

Therefore, in judging the quality of a we'd, as shown in the micrographs, the law

of chance should be considered because of the small ^-in section cut from a weld appro.xi-

mately 3 in wide by 4 in long. Other sections could easily include a defect like a gas

pocket, a shrinkage crack or be free of defects. Gas holes or porosity are stress raisers

and contribute to weld failures. The importance of a hole as a stress raiser has been

demonstrated in hot torn steel rails which have failed because the tear acted as a nucleus

of a fatigue crack. Professor Cramer also stated that he has examined many welds with

a microscope and found very few that could compare well with good quality rolled steel.

Obviously, the welding procedures to be selected cannot be confined only to the perfect

welds. The techniques will be proven in the service tests. Some methods may be dropped

because of poor serviceability of the welds, while others may be modified.

Discussion of Metallurgical Examinations

The experimental welds on each of the eight rails, covered by Figs. 1 to J>2, incl.,

will be discussed separately and in the following order: Flame-hardened rails, heat treated

rails, C-V rail and open hearth control-cooled rail, as rolled.
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Pettibone Mulliken Corporation Rail—Flame Hardened

Four welds, two each by the gas and electric methods, were made on the PM flame

hardened rail, as covered by Figs. 1 to 4, incl. As previously mentioned, views (a) and

(b) serve to show the depth of the weld deposit, the depth of the heat-affected zones

having a fine grain structure, the location of the Rockwell hardness points with Brinell

conversions in the table below, and in Figs. 1 and 2, particularly, the heat-affected zone

of the original flame hardening. Weld IGP (Fig. 1) appears to be satisfactory in that

there were no unduly high or low hardness readings and the micro-structure is acceptable.

The white grain boundaries in the rail steel are fcrrite from the decarb left on the top

of rail after grinding prior to welding. Weld 2GP (Fig. 2) had one hard spot of 372

Brinell near the weld juncture at location B. View (c) shows a few grains of martensite

at the bottom of the thin layer of weld deposited metal. The high Brinell reading must

have hit this thin layer of hard steel. Tukon hardness readings were taken in the area

included in the micrograph, and these ranged from 430 to 600 Brinell. Tempered mar-

tensite is objectionable in a weld and may cause an early failure under traffic. It is

possible that the martensite was caused by sudden cooling of the weld. It is the opinion

that the welding procedure could have been satisfactory with slower cooling. The

tempered martensite can be eliminated by post heating. For both of the gas welds in

Figs. 1 and 2, the Brinell readings in column D were practically out of the weld area.

The top readings ranged from 250 to 270 Brinell, which indicates that most of the hard-

ness from the original flame hardening had been removed. The average initial Brinell

hardness of the field units was 309 on the PM rails and 250 on the rail as rolled.

Two electric welds, 3EP and 4AEP, were made on the PM rail (Figs. 3 and 4) . Both

of the welds had a good grain structure in the weld metal and the rail steel, and good

fusion at the weld juncture. Weld 3EP had three bard spots of 372 or 382 Brinell. These

hard areas were all at the end or side of the weld deposited layer, but were not found in

the specimen used for the raetallographic examination (view c) . Weld 4AEP contained

no objectionable hard spots. In Figs. 3 and 4, location D was outside of the welded area,

and the top hardness readings indicated that the original flame hardening had not been

tempered, as was the case with gas welds, IGP and 2GP. Instead of making the gas

welds on flame-hardened or heat-treated rail steel by the continuous method used, one

authority recommends applying the rod in small patches, possibly working on two tread

corners at one time to avoid overheating the base metal and creating too soft rail steel.

Ramapo Ajax Rail

—

Flame Hardened

Figs. 5, 6, and 7 cover the welds made on the rail flame hardened by Ramapo Ajax

which was somewhat harder on top than those rails flame hardened by PM and Weir-

Kilby. It will be observed from the figures that the heat affect from the flame hardening

of Ramapo Ajax was somewhat deeper than on the PM and Weir-Kilby flame hardened

rails (Figs. 8 and 9). The two gas welds, IGR and 2GR, had no excessively hard spots,

but both had ferrite along the grain boundaries in the rail steel, weld 2GR having the

most. The weld metal of IGR had a fine grain structure and is considered better than

the medium coarse grain of weld 2GR. In the electric weld, 3ER, (Fig. 7), the hardness

readings on top were generally higher than on the two gas welds. Hardness as high as

382 Brinell was found at location A which was along the outside of the weld where it

was only one bead thick. Location D was outside of the welded zone and the second

and third points below the top were 352 Brinell, or about the same hardness found on

top of the field units before installation. Electric weld 3ER had a fine grain structure

in the deposited metal, but had vertical streaks which represent a cast structure cooled
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rapidly. It will be noted in Fig. 7 (c) that the flame-hardened rail steel below the weld

had its typical fine grain structure. From a metallurgical viewpoint, the flame hardening

was performed well. Preparatory to outlining the welding program, Ramapo Ajax had

recommended the same welding procedure as 2G. Later it was decided to eliminate the

duplicate weld.

Weir-Kilby Rail—Flame Hardened

Examinations of the four welds, two each by the gas and electric methods, are

presented in Figs. 8 to 11, incl. It will be noted from view (b) of the figures that the

depth of the heat affect from the original flame hardening by Weir-Kilby was somewhat

less than that of the Ramapo flame-hardened rail. There were no hard areas in the gas

welds (Figs. 8 and 9), although some of the top hardness readings were below 250

Brinell hardness of the rail, as rolled. The heat-affected zone from welding in view

(b) was much deeper in Fig. 9 (2GW) than in Fig. 8 (IGW). Due to the larger amount

of heated metal in Fig. 9 (b), the resulting hardness below the weld-deposited metal was

lower than in Fig. 8 (b). Although weld IGW had a gas pocket (which is a stress raiser),

the welding procedure is considered satisfactory. Weld 2GW had good fusion, as the

juncture is hardly discernible, and is considered satisfactory. The weld-deposited metal

of electric welds (Figs. 10 and 11) had relatively large gas pockets, fine grain structure

and small areas of high hardness at the ends or sides of the deposited weld beads. The

hardness readings were higher in the weld-deposited metal of 3AEW than in 3EW, and

elimination of preheating to 500 deg F in the former is judged to have been a con-

tributing factor (Col. D). From the results of the examination, weld SEW is considered

superior to weld 3AEW.

ClevelanJ Frog and Crossing Rail—Heat Treated

Four welds were made on the rail heat treated by the Cleveland Frog and Crossing

Company. The weld-deposited metal of 2GC (Fig. 12) had satisfactory hardness and

grain structure, except some of the readings in the weld metal were somewhat lower than

the heat treated rail. It is possible that the layer of weld metal was too thin to obtain

a representative hardness reading. The deep heat affect in the rail steel resulted in the low

hardness readings. At the weld line there was some ferrite in the grain boundaries left

from original decarb of the rail.

In Figs. 13 to 15, incl., for electric welds lEC, 3EC and 3AEC, the 2 percent nital

did not etch the weld metal sufficiently to show the structure. In all three micrographs

the fine grain structure of heat-treated rail steel was in evidence below the weld junc-

ture. The hardness of the weld metal of lEC (Fig. 13) made with AIRCO No. 361 elec-

trode (stainless), was much lower than is desired for building up rails. This type of rod

has good cold-working properties, but will create a batter condition before attaining

hardness comparable to the heat-treated rail or to rail ends properly hardened. There

was a crack in the rail steel below weld lEC (Fig. 13) between locations A and B (view

(a)) which may have been formed when the piece was fractured off because the rail

could not be sawed off due to hard spots which ruined the saw blades. Specimen 3EC,

Fig. 14 (a), had a small crack in the lower part of the weld metal (to the right of loca-

tion B) which is believed to have formed during the cooling period. The hardness of

welds 3EC and 3AEC (Figs. 14 and IS) are satisfactory. The two last-mentioned welds

were made by the same method, except that 3AE was not preheated. From the labora-

tory analysis it does not appear that omission of the preheating reduced the quality of

weld 3AE. However, in building up battered rails in track by the electric method, it is

usually recommended to preheat the work hardened areas.
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Bethlehem Rail—Heat Treated

Four welds, one gas and three electric, were made on the rail heat treated by the

Bethlehem Steel Company. Views (a) and (b) of Fig. 16 for weld 2GB do not show

clearly the heat-affected zones. In view (a) the heat affect covers the entire rail head

except for a segment with a middle ordinate of ^ in (full size) at the bottom of the

view. In view (b) the heat affect was shallow at location D and about % the depth of

the specimen at location F. There were two hard .spots in the top of the weld at locations

A and B. Although the chemical composition of the O.xweld M. W. rod was not obtained,

it is assumed that the rod had a high carbon content, comparable to rail steel. The micro-

graph showed carbides mixed with the rather coarse grain structure of the weld deposited

metal. In the process of welding, the rail steel structure below the weld was made

coarser, and there was no fine grain structure typical of heat-treated steel in the micro-

graph (Fig. 16 (c). Considering that the Bethlehem rail was originally hardened to

about 340 Brinell, part of the weld deposit and an appreciable area of the rail steel

was left in too soft a condition, and would result in batter under traffic.

As in the case of weld lEC on the Cleveland heat-treated rail (Fig. 13), the weld

metal of lEB (Fig. 17) had several low hardness readings, which are judged to be rather

soft for building up rail batter. The micrograph showed no etching of the weld metal,

but did show the typical fine grain structure of the heat-treated rail steel. This weld is

considered satisfactory except for the soft areas.

Weld 3EB (Fig. 18), made with the Teleweld electrode, did not etch in the 2 percent

nital. The hardness readings are generally good.

Weld 4EB (Fig. 19) was made by the technique recommended by the Bethlehem Steel

Company. This method has been successfully used in the maintenance of heat-treated

bolted-rail crossings. The hardness readings are generally good. If it is assumed that at

location D, the top hardness reading was in the decarb zone, then the next reading

below of 342 Brinell indicates no tempering of the heat-treated rail steel about 1 in

from the end of the weld. The micrograph indicated there was a gas pocket at the weld

juncture with a shrinkage crack extending upward from it.

United States Steel Rail—Heat Treated

One gas weld (Fig. 20) and two electric welds (Figs. 21 and 22) were made on the

rail heat treated by USS. This rail was water quenched, whereas an oil quench was used

in the heat treatment of the Cleveland and Bethlehem rails. The hardness readings for

gas weld 2GS appear to be satisfactory, except they were much softer than the heat-

treated rail steel. A slag or oxide inclusion was found at the weld line, shown in Fig. 20

(c). Because the weld metal etched similarly to the rail steel, it is presumed that the

Oxweld M. W. rod had carbon content comparable with the rail steel. For this weld,

the typical fine grain structure of heat-treated rail was not apparent in the micrograph

Electric weld lES (Fig. 21) was made with the AIRCO No. 361 electrode, and as in

other previously described IE welds, there were several low hardness readings softer

than the as-rolled rail (BHN 250). This weld is too soft, especially on heat-treated rail

of Brinell hardness of 340. The weld metal was not etched by the 2 percent nital. The rail

steel showed a very fine grain structure.

Weld 3ES (Fig. 22) had generally good hardness readings. In view (c) the weld

metal did not etch. A small porous area was found at the weld line. This weld appears

to be satisfactory' except for the porosity.
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Chrome-Vanadium Rail

The C-V rail used for the experimental welds was identical to the rail furnished for

fabricating the field units. Because no new C-V rail was available in the latter part of

1953, the Norfolk & Western Railway kindly furnished used 132 RE C-V rail for both

the field and laboratory tests. This rail was released from the outer rail of a 6-deg curve,

where it had carried 90 million gross tons of traffic.

From the original recommendations made for welding of rails representative of the

eight kinds of field units by the cooperating suppliers and railroads, no arc-welding tech-

nique was offered for the C-V rail. Teleweld, Inc., investigated the problem of welding

on C-V rail by making a number of experimental welds on a short piece of the rail

in its laboratory. Because its findings indicated a special electrode, not on the market,

was desirable and also that the high post heating required was not practical in field

welding, Teleweld did not suggest a procedure for electric welding the C-V rail. In the

first four welds made on the C-V rail at the AAR Research Center, procedure 6AE
(Table 1) was selected by the AAR research staff. This was a modification of the arc-

welding procedure 6E recommended by the Milwaukee Road for use on carbon steel rail,

as rolled.

Results of the examination of the first four welds are shown in Figs. 23-26, incl.

The C-V rail is a self-hardening steel, and the average hardness of the field units was
364 Brinell, about comparable with the heat-treated carbon steel rails. The two gas welds,

IGV and lAGV, differed only in the post heating; the former having none and the latter

700-800 deg F. These two welds, as well as 2GV, all had some roughness just below the

welded zone in the two sections (a) and (b). These same areas show white spots in the

micrographs which contained grains of martensite and tempered martensite in the rail

steel, which is undersirable. Weld IGV had hard spots up to 437 Brinell, as compared

with 404 Brinell in weld lAGV. The post heating in the latter weld was insufficient to

reduce the hard spots and possibly eliminate the martensite. Likewise, in weld 2GV
(Fig. 25) martensite was found in the rail steel with hard spots up to 460 Brinell. No
post heating was used for the latter weld. It may be possible to post heat to sufficiently

high temperature and penetration to reduce the hard spots and eliminate the martensite.

Electric weld 6AEV was made with procedure 6E and the McKay E973 Frogalloy (stain-

less) electrode (Fig. 26). This weld had a thin layer of martensite in the rail steel below

the weld metal which did not etch. Because the stainless rod is austenitic steel, post

heating cannot be used to smooth out the hard spots and possibly eliminate the marten-

site. The thin layer of martensite was difficult to saw and caused breakage of the blades.

This weld had both hard and soft spots. The technique is unsuitable for welding on

C-V rail. In Fig. 26 there were cracks in the rail steel below the weld juncture near

the outside edges of the weld to the right of location A and between D and E. These

may have occurred because of sudden cooling.

Supplemental Welds on C-V rail

After examining weld 6AEV, the AAR research staff decided to investigate other

techniques for electric welding the C-V rail. The two procedures, 7E and 7AE, listed

at the bottom of Table 1, were selected with the cooperation of the International Rail

Weld Corporation, which made the welds in their shop in January 1956. The two welding

procedures differed only in the post heating, as indicated in Table 1. Composition of the

National Carbon Company No. 170 coated rod is shown in the lower part of Table 3.

This rod contains some chromium and vanadium, but no nickel. Metallurgical examina-

tions for welds 7EV and 7AEV are shown in Figs. 27 and 28. Both welds were preheated
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to 500 deg F. The post-heat temperatures were measured with a contact pyrometer and

were as follows: 20 min to 800 deg F for weld 7EV and 20 min with a torch to 1200 deg

F for 7AEV. In view (b) of Fig. 27, weld 7EV had some cracks between locations E
and F. One crack is included in the micrograph. Likewise, one vertical crack was found

in weld 7AEV (Fig. 28) between locations E and F. It is believed these cracks were

caused by the welds cooling too rapidly. There were several hard spots on specimen

7EV, ranging up to 472 Brinell, indicating insufficient post heating. This hardness is

considered too high. The weld was very fine grained, and the rail steel had medium and

tine grain size structures.

Weld 7AEV (Fig. 28), with post heating to 1200 deg F, had several areas of much
too low hardness. However, the hard spots, like those of weld 7EV, were eliminated.

Therefore, it appears that post heating to about 1000 deg F would be more satisfactory.

The micrograph includes the lower end of one vertical crack. There was some porosity

at the weld line which is indicated in Fig. 28 (a). Both the rail steel and weld metal had

fine grain structures. If there were no cracks in the weld metal of both specimens (7EV

and 7AEV), the grain structures could be considered satisfactory.

Open Hearth Control-Cooled Rail As Rolled

Figs. 29 to 32, incl., show the results of the metallurgical examinations of four welds,

two each of gas and electric, made on the blue-end carbon steel rail, as rolled. Weld IGO
(Fig. 29) had satisfactory hardness, as shown in the table. The micrograph shows satis-

factory grain structures for the weld metal and rail steel. No defects were found in the

yi in wide specimen used for taking the micrograph. Weld 2G0 (Fig. 30) also had satis-

factory hardness readings. The micrograph for this weld showed a gas pocket at the weld

line and some tempered martensite in the weld metal, which are both undesirable.

Electric weld specimen 3E0 (Fig. 31) had fairly high hardness readings in the top

portion. This weld also had a relatively large gas pocket near the weld juncture, and is

considered satisfactory, except for the defect, which occurs quite frequently in the average

welds.

Electric weld 6E0 (Fig. 32) had hardness readings much lower than those of weld

.^EO. At some of the hardness point locations there were hard spots up to 349 Brinell

(Col. D). It is possible that there was a thin layer of hard metal, but was probably not

thick enough to get a true reading with the Rockwell hardness tester. Several of the

welds made with the McKay E973 and AIRCO No. 361 (stainless) electrodes appeared

to be too soft. The double size micrograph included a large gas pocket and shrinkage

cracks between it and the weld line. Shrinkage cracks occur more frequently in electric

welding than in gas welding and should be prevented, if possible. In this case, however,

it is possible that the weld might have been cooled too suddenly. Weld 3E0 is considered

better than 6E0.

.\s mentioned earlier in this report, the purpose of the laboratory welding experiment

was to aid in selecting the techniques that show promise of being satisfactory in track.

Final evaluation of the welds will be developed from the service tests.

Recommended Welding Procedures for the Service Test Units

Table 4 shows the welding procedures to be used in building up the tread corners

of the 24 field test units at Mannheim, 111. Each of the eight kinds of units are in three

locations, and three welding techniques for each metallurgy or heat treatment will be

explored initially. The OHCC and C-V units will be repaired with one electric procedure

and two gas methods, post heating to 1000 deg F on the C-V rail to eliminate the mar-
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tensile. Each supplier's heat-treated or flame-hardened units will be welded with two

electric procedures and one gas method, except that the Ramapo units will have two gas

techniques and one electric.

Part 2—Service Tests of Simulated Crossing Units

at Mannheim, 111.

Foreword

A description of the installation of 24 test units has been published in the Proceed-

ings, Vol. 56, 1955, page 878. In Vol. 57, 1956, page 768, the results of the service tests

for the test period from April 13, 1954 to July 15, 1955, involving approximately 27

million gross tons of slow speed freight traffic, are given. The following report covers

the test period from April 13, 1954 to June 19, 1956, after approximately 48 million

gross tons of traffic. Fig. 33 shows the plan of a typical panel of the bolted rail con-

struction comprised of eight units of simulated crossing flangeway intersections.

Maintenance of Tread Corners

In April 1955 the tread corners were first ground to avoid chipping and developing

cracks in the running and easer rails. Heavy grinding was required on the tread corners

of the unhardened units, and light grinding was performed on the other units. By May
1956 regrinding was necessary. All units had more flow in the transverse flangeways on

the easer rails than on the running rails. This was caused by the treadworn hollow wheels.

While grinding off the metal flow from the easer rai!s, the running rails in all units were

ground lightly to restore the normal flangeway contour. In addition, it was necessary

to grind the flow from the gage side of the running rails at the receiving corners of all

the OHCC units and other units as follows: East Panel, none; middle panel, PM, W-K
and C-V units; and west panel, PM and C-V units. A ^-in thick stone was used to grind

off the flow with sharp edges that had occurred on the adjacent sides of the running

and easer rails. This was chiefly on the receiving corners.

Rail Wear and Batter, and Brinell Hardness

These measurements were made on the center line of the running rails, as previously

described in Vol. 56, 1955, page 878. Points 10 in from the ends of the units were used

to determine the normal rail head wear and the cold rolling effect on the rail steel.

Measuring points ^ in from each side of the transverse flangeways were used to deter-

mine the rail batter and work hardening of the tread corners. The Brinell readings include

the hardness of the running rail surface prior to installation of the units and in June

!9S6. The vertical height data also give the results for the total service period. Table 5,

in four parts, is a summary of the test measurements.

In some instances, particularly on the flame-hardened and heat-treated rails, thi-

initial Brinell readings were lower than expected. It was desired to take the readings on

the top of rail, and the decarb was not ground off completely. This was done to avoid

a simulated batter condition. At the tread corners the top of rail has upward slopes each

way from the flangeway and a transverse radius, all of which tend to affect the accuracy

to some extent of the field measurements. In general, the rail wear and batter measure-

ments are quite consistent, considering the conditions. There are minor deviations in

the hardness readings. Part 4 of Table 5 gives the averages for the three units in each

category and provides the best basis of comparison.

The rate of increase in receiving-corner batter of all of the units has decelerated

with respect to the traffic in the second test period. For 78 percent more traffic, the
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receiving corner batter increased only 16 percent on the open hearth control-cooled rail

units, 20 percent on the flame-hardened units, 28 percent on the heat-treated units and

44 percent on the used C-V units. The rate of batter on the leaving corners in the second

test period was higher than on the corresponding receiving corners, except for the

Ramapo and C-V units. In contrast to the 16 percent increase in receiving-corner batter

of the OHCC units during the second service period, the increase on the leaving corners

was 78 percent.

The following table includes a comparison of the receiving corner batter and normal

rail head wear for the four groups of units during the entire .service period.

Normal Head Wear Receiving-Corner Batter

Category Inches Percent Inches Percent

OHCC units 0.020 100 0.095 100

All flame-hardened units 0.015 73 0.065 68

All heat-treated units 0.000 47 0.038 40

Used C-V rail units 0.010 SO 0.036 38

In the flame-hardened group, the Ramapo units had the lowest average receiving

corner batter of 0.054 in, or 57 percent of the control units. The Cleveland units of the

heat-treated group had the lowest average value of receiving corner batter of 0.035 in,

or 37 percent of the control units.

Average increases in Brinell hardness readings due to cold rolling and work hardening

of the normal rail and the tread corners are tabulated below:

Average Increase in Brinell Hardness

Readings April 13, 1954 to June 19, 1956

Normal Tread Corners

Category Rail Receiving Leaving

OHCC units 42 53 52

.\'l flame-hardened units 52 55 50

.•Ml heat-treated units 40 62 47

Used C-V rail units 13 4 10

Practically all of the work hardening on the rail and tread corners was developed in

the first service period, ended July 15, 1955. The values for the C-V rail are probably

within the tolerance of the King hardness tester. It was shown by a micro-hardness test

in the last report that the used C-V rail had 21 Brinell points greater hardness from 0.6

to 0.8 mm below the top of rail than on the running surface.

The receiving-corner batter on the C-V and heat-treated rails is about the same,

but the average excess hardness of the latter rails at that location was 26 Brinell points.

The corresponding average excess hardness of all the flame-hardened units was 14 points.

The highest average Brinell hardness readings on the receiving corners were 412 on the

Ramapo flame-hardened units, 400 on the USS heat-treated units, compared with 368

for the C-V units and 302 for the OHCC units. During the last service period the

receiving-corner batter increased percentagewise: 23 percent for the Ramapo units, 31

percent for the USS units and 44 percent for the C-V units. It seems probable in the

future that most of the heat-treated units may have less total receiving-corner batter than

the C-V units. Because the Ramapo units have 0.054 in receiving-corner batter, as com-

pared with 0.036 in batter on the C-V units, it is presumed that the batter on the latter

units will remain less than that of the Ramapo units.

During the second service period the receiving corner batter on the OHCC units

increased from 0.082 in to only 0.095 in, or 16 percent. Becau.se of the medium traffic

density and slow speed of operation, it may not be necessary to weld the tread corners

(Text concluded on page 955)
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TABLE 3. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF WELDING RODS USED IN THE
LABORATORY EXPERIMENTAL WELDS

Item

No.
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TABLES. PARTI. SUMMARY OF RAIL HEIGHT MEASUREMENTS AND I3RINELL HARDNESS
READINGS TAKEN ON THE THREE SIMULATED CROSSING INTERSECTION PANELS
IN THE MILWAUKEE ROAD AT MANNHEIM, ILLINOIS.

WEST PANEL
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TABLE 5. PART 2. SUMMARY OF HAIL HEIGHT MEASUREMENTS AND BRINELL HARDNESS
READINGS TAKEN ON THE THREE SIMULATED CROSSING INTERSECTION PANELS
IN THE MILWAUKEE ROAD AT MANNHEIM, ILLINOIS.

CENTER PANEL
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TAbLE 5. PART 3. SUMMARY OF HAIL HKIGIIT MKASUHEMENTS AND BRINELL HAHDNESS
READINGS TAKEN ON THE THREE SIMULATED CROSSING INTERSECTION PANELS
IN THE MILWAUKEE ROAD AT MANNEHIM, ILLINOIS.

EAST PANEL Test Period, April 13, 1954 to June 19, 1956
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PART 4. SUMMAnV OF RAIL HEIGHT MEASUREMENTS AND BRINELL HARDNESS
READINGS TAKEN ON THE THREE SIMULATED CROSSING INTERSECTION PANELS
IN THE MILWAUKEE ROAD AT MANNHEIM, ILLINOIS.

AVG. OF 3 PANELS Test Period, April 13, 1954 to June 19, 1956
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before 1958. However, in order to expedite one of the most important phases of this

assignment, it is planned to start building up the tread corners in 1957.
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Report on Assignment 11

Economies To Be Gained By the Railroads From the More
Extensive Use of AREA Trackwork Plans

H. B. Christiansen (chairman, subcommittee), J. E. Armstrong, Jr., J. Aver, Jr., M. C.

Bitner, W. R. Bjorklund, R. J. Bruce, T. F. Burris, K. E. Dunn, j. W. Fullmer,

A. B. Hillman, A. F. Huber, C. H. Johnson, J. S. Parsons, G. R. Sproles, M. J.

Zeeman.

This subject was assigned during the year and your committee submits the following

first progress report thereon.

After organization in August 1956, the committee decided at its first meeting

to obtain information from the railroads principally as to the use that is being

made of AREA trackwork plans and the effects that greater use would have on costs;

also information from manufacturers in regard to savings that might be accomplished

with greater reference by the railroads to AREA plans in their purchase orders for frogs,

switches, and guard rails. Figures published by the AAR show the average annual pur-

chases of frogs, switches, crossings, and parts during the last five-year period, including

1955, to cost about $28,000,000.

Returns were received to the questionnaire from 75 railroads having a total main-

tained mileage of 272,478. This compares with 321,360 maintained miles of Class I rail-

roads in the United States and represents 84.8 percent of the total.

Replies received from Canadian railroads indicate that their trackwork plans are to

a considerable degree similar to AREA plans, and that reference is made to AREA plans

whenever questions of design arise. However, there is no possibility of change from their

present arrangements with respect to trackwork plans, and for that reason this report is

limited to railroads of the United States. Information taken from the questionnaire forms

the basis for this report.

Space does not permit nor do the replies lend themselves to a literal summary of the

first three sections of the questionnaire, which are listed below:

Question 1. a. List below the .•\REA plan.>; you arc now sjx-cifying for turnout units:

Main-Track Turnouts

Slow Speed Intermediate Speed Highspeed Yard Turnouts

Switch
Frog
Guard Rail . .

.

Rail Sections .
.
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b. If you do not specify AREA plans, list below AREA plans that are essentially similar

to the plans you do specify for turnout units.

Main-Track Turnouts
Slow Speed Intermediate Speed Highspeed Yard Turnouts

Switch
Frog —
Guard Rail . .

.
—

Rail Sections ..

Question 2. If you are not specifying AREA plans for the above units, list below those

that you would consider recommending for adoption in connection with rail relay

programs.

Main-Track Turnouts
Slow Speed Intermediate Speed High Speed Yard Turnouts

Switch

Guard Rail ...

Rail Sections . .

From information obtained in answer to Question 1 a and 1 b, we can obtain figures

representing the total maintained mileages of roads using AREA plans for switches, frogs,

and guard rails and of roads where plans are basically AREA. They are divided arbi-

trarily between roads of less and more than 1000 miles of maintained track and then

combined in total, as follows:

1 a.

Miles of Maintained Track of Reporting Roads Where AREA Trackwork
Plans Are SPECirrED

Roads Having Maintained Mileage Over 1000

(Total Mileage of Reporting Roads 257,238)

Main-Track Turnouts
Slow Speed Intermediate Speed High Speed Yard Turnouts

Switch 11,442(4.4%) 11,442(4.4%) 11,442(4.4%;) 4924(1.9%)
Frog 14,898(5.8%) 17,052(6.6'%) 14,898(5.8%) 4924(1.9%^
Guard Rail .. 11,442 ( 4.4%) 13,596 ( 5.3%) 13,596 ( 5.3%) 4924 ( 1.9%)

Roads With Maintained Mileages Under 1000

(Total Mileage of Reporting Roads 15,240)

Main-Track Turnouts
Slow Speed Intermediate Speed High Speed Yard Turnouts

Switch 5251(34.5%) 3387(22.2%) 3177(20.8%) 4838(31.7%,)
Frog 7519 (49.3%) 5655 (37.1%) 5445 (35.7%) 7106 (46.6%)
Guard Rail... 5029(33.0%,) 3937(25.8%) 3188(20.9%,) 4186(27.5%)

All Reporting Roads

(Total Mileage of Reporting Roads 272,478)

Main-Track Turnouts
Slow Speed Intermediate Speed High Speed Yard Turnouts

Switch 16,693 ( 6.1%) 14,829 ( 5.4%) 14,619 ( 5.4%) 9762 ( 3.6%,)
Frog 22,417 ( 8.2%) 22,707 ( 8.3%) 20,343 ( 7.5%,) 12,030(4.4%)
Guard Rail .. 16,471 ( 6.0%o) 17,533(6.4%) 16,784(6.2%) 9110(3.3%,)
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1 b.

Miles of Maintained Track of Reporting Roads Where AREA Trackwork Plans
Are Not Specified But Where They Are Essentially Similar to Plans Used

Roads Having Maintained Mileages Over 1000

(Total Mileage of Reporting Roads 257,238)

Main-Track Turnouts
Slow Speed Intermediate Speed High Speed Yard Turnouts

Switch 154,633 (60.1%) 153,232 (59.6%) 157,507 (61.2%) 153,331 (59.6%)
Frog 141,049 (54.8%) 148,707 (57.8%) 157,606 (61.3%) 149,866 (58.3^)
Guard Rail ...120,733 (46.97o) 118,263(46.0%) 99,909(38.8%) 93,037(36.2%)

Roads Having Maintained Mileages Under 1000

(Total Mileage of Reporting Roads 15,240)
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All Reporting Roads

(Total Mileage of Reporting Roads 272,478)

Main-Track Turnouts
Slow Speed Intermediate Speed High Speed Yard Turnouts

Switch 64,900(23.8%) 63,343(23.2%) 63,237(23.2%) 52,915(19.4%)
Frog 64,720(23.8%) 63,163(23.2%) 64,614(23.7%) 52,841(19.4%)
Guard Rail ... 56,693(20.8%) 56,693(20.8%) 43,164(15.8%) 43,257(15.9%)

Question 3. Advi.se important features not now in any of the AREA trackwork plans for

turnout units that should be incorporated to make them acceptable for your road.

Answers to this question were so many and varied that it could serve no useful

purpose to enumerate them in this report. We have sent copies of them to the chairmen
of Committee 5 and Subcommittee 3 of Committee 5 for their consideration. On the

other hand, the general tone of the transmittal letters and replies indicated a genuine
interest by chief engineers in our assignment.

Question 4. If a change in your turnout units is proposed in answers to Question 2

and/or 3, advise the increased costs of emergency stocks over and above what is

now carried, during each of the transition years until the program of standardization
is completed.

The estimates of the 6 railroads that gave replies averaged $5.50 per maintained mile
per year for the cost of additional stocks to be carried during the change-over period

and varied between about '^2 and -SIS. The maintained track mileage of these 6 railroads,

none of which now specify AREA trackwork plans in their purchases, totals 57,269.

Using a 5 percent interest charge, the additional cost based on the above average would
be $275 per 1000 maintained miles per year. We have made no allowance for additional

store department handling costs, which would be minor, and it is apparent that the

additional cost applying to Question 4 would be a very small percentage of the cost of the

track material purchases.

Question 5. If a change in your trackwork units is proposed in your answer to Ques-
tion 2 and/or 3, advise the estimated total annual increased cost, if any, for their

installation.

Nine railroads, all large ones, stated in their reply to this question that there

would be no additional expen.se. It appears that these estimates were made on the basis

of adopting AREA standards during rail relays. One road of about 9300 maintained miles

estimated $15,000 average additional cost per year for 17 years. One railroad of about
4500 maintained miles estimated $5557 per year, and one of about 200 maintained miles

estimated $2500 per year.

Question 6. What percentage of the total cost of your turnout units is represented by
those purchased to AREA plans or to your own plans that are basically AREA
plans ?

Practically all railroads replied to this question. For railroads of over 1000 main-
tained miles, the estimated percentage was 54.7. For roads under 1000 maintained miles

it was 82.8, and considering all reporting lines it was 56.3. Zero or very low percentages

reported by a few of the larger roads brought the last-named percentage about 10 percent

below the average of the remaining railroads.

Question 7. What percentage of the total cost of your turnout units is represented by
the changes proposed in answers to Questions 2 and/or 3 ?

About 25 answers were received to this question, ranging from to 100 percent

;

however, it is difficult to summarize or compile them for this report.

Six out of seven manufacturers addressed replied to the following questionnaire
sent them September 28, 1956:

1. Advise estimated percentage reduction in cost of frogs, switches, and guard rails made
of existing rail sections in accordance with the various plans and/or alternates pre-

sented in the 1955 AREA Portfolio of Trackwork Plans, provided that these require-

ments (a) equalled one-half your total production of like items; and (b) equalled two-
thirds your total production of like items.
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2. Advise the information requested above, assuming that the requirements would be
limited to a single length and design of switch and a single angle and design of frog

for each of the following turnouts:

a. No. S—Yard turnouts

b. *No. 10—Main-track slow-speed turnouts

c. No. 16—Main-track intermediate-speed turnout.-,

d. No. 20—Main-track high-speed turnouts

* Railbound manganese insert or spring rail frog or both may be included. It can be assumed
that this stipulation would permit the manufacturer to stock items made in the more popular rail

sections.

.?. What would be the condition with re,«pect to filling orders more promptly as com-
pared to present?

4. What adverse effect will patented parts have on the general adoption of AREA
standard plans?

5. What is the proportionate total value of frogs, guard rails, and switch materials as

compared to total sales of trackwork materials?

Summary of Replies From Manufacturers to Above Questionnaire
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To The American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1

.

Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommended revisions page 062

2. Collaborate with AISI Technical Committee on Rail and Joint Bars in

research and other matters of mutual interest.

Progress report, including as Appendix 2-a, Report on Investigation of

Failures in Control-Cooled Rails page 964

3. Rail failure statistics covering (a) all failures; (b) transverse fissures;

(c) performance of control-cooled rail.

Progress report, including statistics on rail failures reported up to December

,U, 1955 (on net ton basis) page 972

4. Rail end batter; causes and remedies.

Progress report, presented as information page 992

5. Economic value of various sizes of rail.

Progress report, presented as information page 993

n. Service tests of various types of joint bars.

Progress report, presented as information page 995

961
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7. Joint bar wear and failures; revision of design and specifications for new

bars, including insulated joints, and bars for maintenance repairs.

Progress report, presented as information page 1004

Appendix 7-a—Report on Rolling-Load Tests of Joint Bars page 1005

8. Cause of shelly spots and head checks in rail; methods for their prevention.

Progress report, including report on service tests of heat-treated and alloy

steel rails, presented as information page 1026

Appendix 8-a—Report on Shelly Rail Studies at the University of Illinois . .page 1041

0. Recent developments affecting rail section.

Brief progress report, presented as information page 1048

10. Service performance and economics of 78 ft. rail; specifications for 78-ftrail.

Progress report, presented as information page 1048

Appendix 10-A—Specifications for 78-ft open-hearth steel rails page lOSO

11. Rail damage resulting from engine burns, prevalence; means of prevention;

repair by welding.

Progress report, presented as information, including statistics on welded

engine burns and failures page 1056

Appendix 11-a—Suggested specifications for welding engine burns page 1056

. The Committee on Rail,

B. R. Meyers, Chairman.

.^REA Bulletin 535, February 195 7

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

L. S. Crane (chairman, subcommittee), E. L. Anderson, F. W. Biltz, J. L. Gressitt.

R. L. Groover, W. H. Hobbs, C. C. Lathey, H. S. Loeffler, Ray McBrian, B. R.

Meyers, L. T. Nuckols, E. E. Oviatt, R. E. Patterson, G. L. P. PJow, R. B. Rhode,
E. F. Salisbury, S. H. Shepley, A. A. Shillander. G. L. Smith, J. S. Wearn, H. F.

Whitmore, Edward Wise, Jr.

Your committee offers the following recommendations with respect to Chapter 4

of the Manual, for adoption:

Pages 4-2-1 to 4-2-6, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR OPEN-HEARTH STEEL RAILS

Reapprove with the following revisions:

Page 4-2-4. In Art. 15 (a), replace the words (Control Cooled) with the words

(Kind of Steel). Also, change the year 195,^ to 1957.

Page 4-2-5. Revise Art. 15 (c) to read as follows:

The top rails shall normally be lettered "A" and succeeding ones "B", "C", "D".

"E", etc., consecutively, but in case top discard is greater than normal, the rail lettering

shall conform to the amount of discard, the top rail becoming "B", or other succeeding

letter to suit the condition. Where the combination of weights and/or lengths specified
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produce more than eight rails (A-H incl.) per ingot it will be permissible to stamp any

additional rails with the letter "H". Design and size of letters and numerals to be used

in stamping shall be as here shown:

Page 4-2-6. Revise Art. 18 to read as follows:

Rails shall be handled carefully to avoid damage and shall be loaded in separate

cars according to the classifications listed below, except when the number of rails in a

classification in a rolling is insufficient to permit separate loading, it shall be permissible

to load more than one classification in a car. This mixed loading shall insofar as possible

be confined to one car.

(a) No. 1 (unpainted ends) rails with carbon and/or manganese content at or

below the mean of the specified range.

(b) No. 1 (blue end) rails with carbon and manganese content above the mean

of the specified range.

(c) No. 2 (white end) rails.

(d) X-Rayls (brown end)

.

(e) No. 1 "A" (yellow end) rails.

(f) No. 1 short (green end) rails.

No subdivision by classification markings other than listed above is necessary for

separate loading.

Pages 4-2-12 to 4-2-14, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR QUENCHED CARBON-STEEL JOINT BARS

Reapprove with the following revisions:

Page 4-2-14. Revise the first two sentences of Art. 13 to read as follows:

The joint bars shall be smoothly rolled, true to template and shall accurately fit

the rails for which they are intended. The bars shall be either sheared or sawed to length

and the punching and slotting shall conform to the dimensions specified by the purchaser.

Pages 4-2-15 to 4-2-18, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR HEAT-TREATED CARBON-STEEL AND
ALLOY-STEEL TRACK BOLTS AND CARBON-STEEL NUTS
Reapprove with the following revision:

Page 4-2-18. Revise the last paragraph of Art. 13 (b) to read as follows:

The threaded parts shall be coated with a metal preservative and, before packing,

nuts shall be screwed on the bolts enough turns to hold them in place until used.

Pages 4-3-1 to 4-3-14, incl.

RAIL RECORD FORMS
Page 4-3-7. Report of Rail Failures in Main Track, Form 402-.A. Reapprove with

the following revisions:

Add an additional question to the report immediately following Question 17 and

to be numbered Question 17a. Question to read as follows: "I7a. Last date tested by

detector car or other detecting equipment."

In Par. D under Instructions, replace the words (Control Cooled) by the words:

(Kind of Steel).
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Change the next to last sentence to read as follows: "'The kind of steel may be "B"

(Bessemer) ; "OH" (Open Hearth) ; "CC" (Open Hearth, Control Cooled) ; "CH" (Open

Hearth, Control Cooled, End Hardened) ."

Change the rail section shown from 11225 to 11525 and chance the year from lO.U

to 1057.

Page 4-,^-<J, Form 402-C. Reapprovc with ihe fol'owing revision:

Change the heading of Col. 4 to read as follows: "Net Tons New Rail Laid."

Pages 4-^-10 and 4-^-11. Form 402-C (a)—Instructions for Filling in Rail F'ailure

Forms 402-C and 402-L. Reapprove with the following revisions:

Revise Pars. and 13 to read as follows:

9. Express the tonnage of rails and the mile years in whole numbers, the mileage in whole numher^

and tenths.

13. To convert tons into track miles, the number of tons may be divided by the figures given

below, which show the tons (2000 lb) of rail per mile of single track for different weights per yard

of rail.

80 RA.\ 140.79 tons 127 NYC 224.02 tons

90 RA-A 158.40 tons 129 TR 227.74 tons

100 RA-A 175.60 tons 130 RE 228.09 tons

100 RA-B 176.86 tons 131 RE 230.20 tons

100 RE 178.64 tons 132 RE 232.40 tons

105 NYC 184.80 tons 133 RE 234.88 tons

106 CF&I 187.62 tons 136 LV 239.71 tons

110 RE 193.50 tons 136 CF&I 239. 71 tons

112 TR 197.65 tons 140 PS-RE 247.45 tons

112 RE 198.00 tons 152 PS 266.82 tons

115 RE 201.87 tons 155 PS 273.67 tons

119 CF&I 208.09 tons

Report on Assignment 2

Collaborate with AISI Technical Committee on Rail and Joint Bars

in Research and Other Matters of Mutual Interest

B. R. Meyers (chairman, subcommittee), C. B. Bronson, C. J. Code, C. A. Colpitts,

L. S. Crane, W. J. Cruse, E. B. Fields, J. C. Jacobs, W. M. Jaekle, K. K. Kessler,

Ray McBrian, L. T. Nuckols, Embert Osland, W. C. Perkins, G. L. Smith, R. P.

Winton.

This committee is currently sponsoring two studies at the University of Illinois,

which are reported on by Prof. R. E. Cramer, as follows: (1) Report on "Investigation

of Failures in Control-Cooled Rails'', presented as Appendix 2-a, and (2) Report on

shelly rail, included as an appendix to the report on Assignment 8.

The committee and the manufacturers have a number of items on their agenda,

some of which have been completed and are included in the report on Assignment 1

—

Revision of Manual. Some of the subjects still on the agenda are: a study of various

means of eliminating burrs at the edges of rail bolt holes, improvement in the head

easement of angle bars, and standardization of joint bar bolt holes.
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Apendix 2-a

Investigation of Failures in Control-Cooled Railroad Rails

By R. E. Cramer
Research Associate Professor, University of Illinois

Organization and Acknowledgment

This investigation is financed equally by the Association of American Railroads and

the Technical Committee on Rails of the American Iron and Steel Institute.

Student assistants, D. L. Hare, W. B. Crum, and B. McRill have worked on this

investigation on a part-time basis this year.

Control-Cooled Rails Which Failed in Service

Since October 1, 1955, reports have been prepared on 32 failed control-cooled rails.

These reports are sent to the railroad engineers supplying the rails, and copies were sent

to the rail mills and the director of engineering research, AAR, for the Association's

rail failure statistics.

Table 1 gives a summary of the 32 failures and Table 2 lists each rail separately.

Transverse Fissures from Shatter Cracks

It will be noted that there were two rails found which were sold as control-cooled

rails which developed transverse fissures from shatter cracks. One was rolled at the Algoma

Mill in June 1947. Only two extra shatter cracks were found in a 6-in etched slice, so this

rail apparently cooled just a little too fast to eliminate the few shatter cracks which

developed. The second rail was rolled by the Inland Steel Company in September 1944.

.\n etch test of a 4-in section from the rail head showed 10 longitudinal and 2 transverse

shatter cracks. This would indicate to the writer that the rail was not put in the cooling

containers at the mill, but somehow was shipped with the control-cooled rails from that

heat, although a study of mill records and inspection records indicate that all rails from

this heat were properly control cooled. Apparently, no satisfactory explanation can be

found at this time.

Transverse Fissures from Hot Torn Steel

Table 1 shows eight transverse fissures from hot torn steel. These rails were rolled

as follows:

Steelton Mill 1940, 1941, 1942 (2). 1947, 1950, 1952

Inland Mill 1946

Transverse Fissure from Inclusion

Fig. la shows the transverse fissure from a white non-metallic inclusion H in. in

diameter. Fig. lb is a photo-micrograph of a transverse section of the inclusion taken

at about 70 X magnification with dark field illumination to show the white crystalline

nature of the material. Fig. Ic is a conventional photo-micrograph at about 70 X magni-

fication after the specimen was etched in 2 percent nital to show the grain structure. The

inclusion is black because it is a glassy material and transmits light instead of reflecting

the light. It is not an active oxide because it did not decarburize the surrounding steel.

This inclusion appears to be a refractory material from the melting furnace or the ladle

used for the molten steel at the mill.
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Table 1—Summary of Failed Rails

T. F. from shattnr crack
T. F. from hot torn steel

T. F. from inclusion
D. F. from shelling _. .

Engine burn fracture
Fracture from area built up by electric welding.
Fracture from electrode burn on base
Deep crack and gage corner break
Bolt hole break
Base break from seam
Fracture from welded engine burn

Total _ -

Table 2

—

Failed Control-Cooled Rails Examined

Between October 1, 1955 and October 1, 1956

T.F. = Transverse Fissure; D.F ^ Detail Fracture; E.B.= Engine Burn

Source
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Fig. 2—Fracture of electric butt welded rail at electrode burn.

Rail 90S Top—Fracture starting at small dark fatigue area.

Bottom—Photomicrograph along rail base showing junction of hard

spot with unhardened steel.

Etched in 2 percent nital. Mag. about 70 X-
Diamond spots are Tukon readings converted to Brinell

hardness.

Tukon hardness indentations converted to Brinell hardness, which read as high as 742

Brinell numbers. There were shrinkage cracks formed when the small area was quenched

which acted as the starting points for the fatigue crack which caused the rail failure.

End Crack and Gage Corner Break of Crome-Vanadium Rail

The Pennsylvania Railroad reported several failures of its chrome-vanadium test

rails similar to the failure shown in Fig. 3a. This figure shows the rail end with a deep

crack across the head and the gage corner broken off. A 2-in length of this rail end

was split vertically into 2 halves. The gage corner half was opened up at the crack, and
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1

Fig. 3—Chrome-vanadium rail with end crack and gage corner break.

Rail 008. a. Rail as received.

b. Vertical view looking down on crack in left half of rail head.

c. Longitudinal vertical section showing crack along center line of rail. Rail end

at right.

Etched in hot hvdrochloric acid.

Fig. 3b shows a vertical view of the crack. It appears to have started at the center line

of the railhead about J/2 in from the rail end at the location of the arrow. Fig. 3c

shows the vertical section of the rail head along the center line etched in acid to enlarge

the crack for a good photograph. Rockwell C hardness readings were taken on the

section shown in Fig. 3c. The hardest readings were near the tread at the end of the rail,

which represented 390 Brinell hardness. Readings at the depth of the crack indicated 350

Brinell hardness. All hardness readings are normal for a chrome-vanadium alloy rail.

Metallographic tests and etch tests were made of the rail, but no unusual condition was

found to explain the failure.

Mechanical tests and charpy tests were made of the failed rail, and the results are

given in Table 3, together with all previous tests made at this laboratory of chrome-

vanadium alloy rails. The failed rail has good mechanical strength. Its elongation is a

little lower than any of the other rails, but there is not a large enough difference to

consider this as the full explanation of the failure. It should be realized that all test

specimens have been taken away from the rail ends, but due to cooling conditions at the

rail ends, there may be internal stresses developed where this failure started that do not

exist in the test specimens.

To investigate further the transverse strength of rails, a set of three transverse

Charpy specimens with no notch were cut from the heads of two standard carbon rails,

two high sihcon rails, two chrome-vanadium rails and the failed chrome-vanadium rail

No. 008. The results of these transverse Charpy tests are quite different from longi-

tudinal specimens which had been previously used for all Charpy tests. The results of the

tests are given in Table 4.

It will be noted in Table 4 that the transverse Charpy tests of the chromium-

vanadium rails gave values only about one-fourth as great as the longitudinal Charpy

values. This is a considerably greater reduction than for the high silicon or standard

carbon rails. This seems to indicate a weakness in the transverse properties of the

chromium rails which had not previously been known. It may explain their early failure

in service under the impact of car wheels.
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Report on Assignment 3

Rail Failures Statistics Covering (a) All Failures, (b) Transverse
Fissures, (c) Performance of Control-Cooled Rail

C. J. Code (chairman, subcommittte), S. H. Barlow, F. W. BHlz, H. BrLstow, C. B.
Bronson, L. S. Crane, J. K. Gloster, W. H. Hobbs, N. W. Kopp, B. R. Meyers, L. T.
Nuckols, Embert Osland, (i. I,. 1'. Plow, J. G. Roncy, S. H. Sheplcy. A. A. Shillander,
H. F. Whitmore.

These statistics comprise the rail failures reported to December 31, 1955, and are

submitted as information. They include the service and detected failures reported by 59

railroads on all of their main-line railway mileage, which constitutes 87 percent of all

of the main-line track in the United States and Canada. This report was prepared by
Kurt Kannowski, metallurgical engineer of the Association of American Railroads, Engi-

neering Division research staff, under the direction of G. M. Magee, director of engineering

research.

The accompanying tables and diagrams have been prepared to indicate the extent

of control of the transverse fissure problem that has been obtained by the use of control-

cooled rail and detector car testing, to give data on the quality of each year's rollings

for the various mills, and to show the types of failures that are occurring on the various

railroads as related to the mill producing the rail.

In order to conform with the records and practices of the industry, all data in these

statistics relating to tonnages are now shown as based on net tons rather than on gross

tons as in previous years. This effects directly only Table 3, which shows the "Tons of

Rails and Track Miles of Each Year's Rollings, 1945-1954, incl.. Reported by 58 Rail-

roads."

This year's statistics are affected to some extent by lack of data from three roads

which had reported in previous years.

Transverse Fissure Failures

The number of service transverse fissure failures, as shown by curves "A" and "C"

on Fig. 1, continue to decrease gradually. Comparing the data of Table 1, we find for

the same 59 roads reporting both years that the service failures decreased from 879

in 1954 to 728 in 1955, a reduction of 19 percent. This reduction of 10 percent is some-

what less than the reduction of 24 percent in 1953. yet it still shows considerable progress

in reducing service failures. In this connection it is of interest to note the track miles

tested by detector cars as .shown in the following tabulation.

Year No. of Roads Track Miles Tested By
Tested Reporting Detector Cars

1953 59 212,280

1954 5b 201,134

1955 56 186,322

Even with a decrease in the detector car mileage, the substantial reduction is a

gratifying indication of the effects of controlled cooling and increased efficiency of detec-

tor car testing.

This year it must be noted that detected transverse defects have decreased consid-

erably, as .shown on curve "B" of Fig. 1. For the same 59 roads the detected transverse

defects in 1954 were 28,814 compared to 24,195 in 1955. This is a 16 percent decrease in

detected transverse defects in a detector car mileage which .shows a decrease of 5 percent
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for the same roads. This decrease in miles of track tested by detector cars has undoubt-

edly an effect on the decrease of detected defects.

Table 2 gives information on the number of detected transverse fissures as contrasted

with the number of total detected transverse defects. This table consists of failures from

the raihoads that break all detected defects and verify the type of failure. The data

in this table are also shown in P'ig. 1, and it will be observed that the detected transverse

fissures (Curve D) have shown a steady downward trend since 1943. The same trend

can be noted again this year. This decline can be partially attributed to the increased

tonnage of contro.'-cooled rail in service. The other factor affecting this data is the fact

that in recent years some roads have discontinued the practice of breaking all detected

transverse defects. Until last year, the total for all of the roads reported on Table 2

had not been affected. This year, with four more roads discontinuing this practice, a con-

siderable effect on the data must be taken into account.

Mill Performance

Figs. 2 and S show the quality of the rail from the various mills for each year's

rolling, as indicated by the failures which develop. Fig. 2, which gives the failures during

the first five years of service for all collectively, shows that the failure rate has declined

.steadily to the rollings of 1948. Since then a slight increase can be noted, which is

attributed to the ever increasing occurrence of compound fissures and detail fractures,

even at this early phase of the rail life.

The accumulated failures by mills and year of rolling, given in Fig. 3, show that for

certain mills and certain years the failure rate has been considerably above normal.

Very little change has occurred in this data since last year's report. The causes for the

above-normal failures were explained last year, and there are no outstanding changes

worthy of comment this year.

Fig. 4, showing the control-cooled rail failures per 100 track miles, has a different

pattern this year than in previous years in that the number of failures for 10 years

of service has not declined relative to that for 9 years. The reason for this deserves

further study. Another interesting difference is that the sharp increase in the number of

failures after 6 years of .service, as reported last year, occurs after 7 years of service in

this year's report. This is the 1948 rollings, the year the new llS RE and 132 RE rail

.sections were introduced. It will be interesting to follow the pattern of this curve for the

next 3 years.

Types of Failures

Tables 6 and 7 give information on the types of failures in control-cooled rail. It will

be noted this year again that the detail fractures and the failures within the joint bar

limits are the outstanding types of failures, representing 42 percent and 34 percent,

respectively, of all failures reported. Comparing failures of all types per 100 track miles

for 1953, 1954 and 1955, we find these to be 8.15, 7.74, and 8.12, respectively. There is a

decrease in all of the failures with the exception of detail fractures which increa.scd from

2.98 to 3.44, failures within joint bar limits from 2.73 to 2.80, and other head failures,

0.49 to 0.60.

The failures within the joint bar limits will decrease as soon as the improved rail

designs and corrosion protection takes effect, and the e'imination of potential failures

with increased testing has taken place. To show the effect of this testing. Table 8 was

added in 1954. It shows the rail failures in the web within the joint bar limits on rail of

100 lb and all heavier sections. Comparing this table with last year's we find that 5,829,360

joints were inspected b\' means of in';triiments compared to 6.755,210 this year. From
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this table we can note that several roads that did not use detection devices last year
resorted to them this year. This accounts for the fact that the number of failures did

not drop when several roads, which in 1954 started the testing with detecting devices,

had minimized these failures on their railroad. As the older rail, susceptible to this type

of failure, is eliminated by this testing wc find these failures decreasing. The major rail

problem remaining to date is the incrca.'^ing number of rail failures from detail fractures

due to .shelling. Considerable time and effort is devoted to research in finding a practical

.solution to the problem of shelling.

AM failures in control-cooled rail that are thought to be transverse fissures are sent

to the University of Illinois for verification by Prof. Cramer as a part of the Cooperative

Rail Failure Investigation sponsored jointly by the AAR and the AISI. Table 9 shows

the results to date of the examination of the submitted failures. These failures consisted

of transverse fissures from hot torn steel, inclusions and shatter cracks. This is the first

year that a transverse fissure due to improper cooling has been reported in the United

States in a rolling since 1939. It occurred in a 1944 rolling by the Inland mill.

lOOOC
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TABLE 3 TONS OF RAILS AND TRACK MILES OF EACH YEAR'S ROLLINGS 1945 - 1954 INCL.

REPORTED BY 58 RAILROADS.

Year

Rolled
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TABLE 7 - ACCUMULATED FAILURES OF ALL TYPES FOR OH CONTROL COOLED RAIL, ONLY IN

ROLLINGS 1945 - 1954, INCL. , ACCUMULATED TO DECEMBER 31, 1955 SERVICE AND DETECTED,
SEGREGATED BY ROADS AND MILLS.

HOADS
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TABLE 7 - CONTINIED

ROAUS
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TABLE 7 - CONTINUED

ROADS
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Keport on Assignment 4

Rail End Batter, Causes and Remedies

K. K. Kessler (chairman, subcommittee), E. L. Anderson, B. Blowers, B. Bristow, R. M.
Brown, B. Chappell, C. J. Code, L. S. Crane, W. J. Cruse, J. K. Gloster. R. L.

Groover, J. C. JacoJDS, L. R. Lamport, C. C. Lathey, H. S. Loeffler, B. R. Meyers,
E. E. Oviatt, G. L. P. Plow, W. G. Powrie, R. B. Rhode, J. G. Roney, G. L. Smith,
A. P. Talbot, R. P. Winton, J. E. Yewell.

This is a progress report, presented as information

Progress has been made during 1956 on this investigation, which was outlined in

the Proceedings, Vol. 56, 1955, page 929. One rolling-load machine has been in operation

on this work continuously during 1956 at the AAR Research Center. Thirteen rail joints,

mostly built up with test welds made by the oxyacetylene welding method, have been

subjected to 5,000,000 cycles of a 30,000-lb wheel load. Rolling-load tests that have

been made show that improperly prepared welds will fail prematurely in this testing

method. The investigation, as planned for the oxyacetylene welding practices, is nearing

completion.

With the completion of the new engineering laboratory early next year and the

contemplated assignment of two or three additional rolling-load machines to this inves-

tigation, work will proceed more rapidly on the outlined investigation of electric welding

methods and electrodes. Consideration will also be given to making tests of welds on

battered high-silicon rail ends.
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Report on Assignment 5

Economic Value of Various Sizes of Rail

J. C. Jacobs (chairman, subcommittee), E. L. Anderson, S. H. Barlow, B. Blowers.
B. Chappell, C. A. Colpitis, L. S. Crane, G H. Echlos, P. 0. Ferris, L. K. Ginperich!
W. H. Hobbs, W. M. Jackie, X. \V. Kopp, VV. H. Leaf, H. S. Loeffler, B. R. Mevei>.
K. Osland, R. E. Patterson, R. B. Rhode, J. G. Ronev, J. F. Shaffer, A. A. Shillandir.

W. D. Simp.son, A. P. Talbot, J. S. Wearn.

Your committee submits the following report of progress as information. It is a

continuation of Study A, reflecting changes in the test mileage and computed to show

averages after 12 years. The labor and material averages are computed to compensate

for the decrea.se in test track mileage.

Study A

Result of Study of Illinois Central Railroad, Northward Track, Mattoon
TO Savoy, III., Test Sections of 11

2

-Lb and 131 -Lb Rail

11 2-Lb Rail

MP 152.24-172.00 laid in 1942 and 1943
Original test included:

19.76 track miles
18 turnouts
1 railroad cro,ssing

22 public road crossings
2 private grade crossings

24" joint bars

Changes iu rail mileage:
1950—M. P. 152.09-152.24 laid with 1 1.5-lh,

0.15 miles, added to test.

1952— .M. P. 1.55.87-1(50.52 relaid with 132-lb,

4.65 miles, dropped from test.

195.3--M.P. 160.52-163.55 relaid with 132-11),

3.03 miles, dropped from test.

19.54—M. P. 152.09-155.87 relaid with 132-lb.

3.78 miles, dropped from test.

.\veragp annual traffic density—28,000,000 gross l(>ni«

131-Lb Rail

MP 132.00-152.24 laid in 1944
Original test included:

20.24 track miles

6
36"

turnouts
railroad crossings
public road crossings
private grade crossings
joint bars

Changes in rail mileage:
1950—M. P. 152.09-152.24 laid with ll.i-lb,

0.15 miles dropped from t^st.

Comparison of the Two Sections, Cost of Investment—1944 Prices

Il,,n
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Maintenance Labor and Material Per Mile
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The greatest savings realized through the use of 131-lb rail has been in cross ties,

possibly due to the use of long and heavier joint bars, larger tie plates, and greater rail

rigidity. Cross ties in both sections are renewed in accordance with similar maintenance

standards and conditions.

Report on Assignment 6

Service Test of Various Types of Joint Bars

T. A. Blair (chairman, subcommittee), B. Chappell, C. J. Code, L. S. Crane, J. C.

Dejarnette, P. O. Ferris, E. B. Fields, L. E. Gingcrich, R. L. Groover, J. C. Jacobs,
K. K. Kcssler, N. W. Kopp. W. B. Leaf, H. S. Loeffler, E. H. McGovern, B. R.
Mevers, Embert Osland, G. L. P. Plow, E. F. Salisbury, J. F. Shaffer, S. H. Sheplev.

G. L. Smith, J. S. Wearn, R. P. Winton.

This is a progress report on two service tests of joint bars for 115 RE and 132 RE
rail, established in 1948 and 1949, and is offered as information. The investigation is

being conducted by the Engineering Division research staff of the Association of American

Railroads. The work has formerly been carried out under the direction of Kurt Kan-

nowski, metallurgical engineer on the research staff, but because of the press of metal-

lurgical work and the further consideration that this investigation primarily involves

engineering rather than metallurgy, it was assigned this year by G. M. Magee, director

of engineering research, to be under the direction of H. E. Durham, research engineer

track. The field measurements, analysis of data and preparation of the report were carried

out by A. D. Van Sant, assistant research engineer track, and other members of the

research staff under Mr. Durham's direct supervision.

Description of Service Test Installation

These two service tests have been described in detail in previous reports of the

committee, and the cross section designs and physical properties of the various designs

of joint bars included in the test are given in the Proceedings, Vol. 52, pages 636. For

both tests the rail was end hardened in the field. Most of the bars were installed in 1948,

although some that were not available at that time were added to the test later in 1949.

The service tests were designed to study variations in joint bar design and the effects

of the new AREA bolt hole spacing, the old ARE.\ bolt hole spacing, and a 4-hole

spacing for 36-in bars.

The service test sections of joint bars for 132 RE rail are located on the eastbound

main track of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway 100 miles west of Chicago. Each

test section is ^ mile in length, all located on tangent track. The test installation includes

the following test sections:

Location V—132 headfree, 36-in, 6-6-7^8-6-6-in, new AREA punching, o-holc

bars, placed in August 1948.

Loction W—132 RE headfree, 36-in, 9-9J/8-9-in punching, 4-hole bars, placed

in August 1948.

Location X— 132 RE headfree, 36-in, 65^-6J/<;-5^-6J^-6i^-in, old AREA punch-

ing, 6-hole bars, placed in August 1948.

Location Y—132 Rail Joint Company. K 42, headfree, 36-in, oVi-o'/j-SMi-fiK'-

6J^-in, old AREA punching, 6-hole bars, placed in March 1949.

Location Z—132 Rail Joint Company, K-44, headfree, long-tie design, SO-in.

6J^-654-SJ^-6V2-&/<2-in, <'lfl -^REA punching, 6-hole bars, placed in March

1949.
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It will be observed from the above that this test installation lor \62 RE rail

includes a comparison of three different designs of joint bars, and in the case of the new
AREA headfree joint bar includes three different bolt hole spacin>;s. Fig. 1, page 572

of the Proceedings, Vol. 51, 1050, shows the e.xacl location of each test section, tied into

mile posts and highways, and includes the designation letter and description of each.

The measurements of joint droop, rail end batter, and fishing-surface wear included

in this report were taken in June 1956. From the date of installation until this time,

sections V, W and X have carried 138 million gro.ss tons of traffic, section Y, 128 million

gross tons and section Z, 119 million gross tons.

The service test sections of the 115 RE rail joint bars are located on the westbound

main track of the Chicago & North Western Railway near Sterling, III., 106 miles west

of Chicago on the Omaha line. Each test section includes 100 joints and is approximately

2000 ft long. This test installation includes the following sections, all on tangent track.

Location AA—115 RE headfree, 36-in, 9-93^-9-in punching, 4-hole bars, placed

in November 1948.

Location BB—115 RE headfree, 36-in, 6-6-7j/^-6-6-in, new AREA punching,

6-hole bars, placed in November 1948.

Location CC—115 Rail Joint Company, K-22, headfree 36-in, 6-6-7j4-6-6-in,

new AREA punching, 6-hole bars, placed in November 1948.

Location DD—115 Rail Joint Company, K-4, headfree, 36-in 6-6-7 J^-6-6-in, new

AREA punching, 6-hole bars, placed in November 1948.

Location EE—115 Rail Joint Company, K-24, headfree, long toe design, 39-in,

6-6-7 J^-6-6-in, new AREA punching, 6-hole bars, placed in May 1949.

The designation letters for locations AA to DD are the reverse of the order given

in the report of 1949. This change was made after location EE was added to have the

sections in alphabetical order in track.

It will also be noted that the above includes four different designs of joint bars

and also includes for the new 115 RE headfree design a test section with the new AREA
punching and a test section with a 4-hole punching for a 36-in length bar. Fig. 2 on page

573 of the Proceedings, Vol. 51, 1950, shows mile posts, highways, designation letters.,

and joint bar description relative to each test section.

The measurements on this service test installation were also taken in June 1956.

The initial or base reading for all of the sections in the C&NW test were taken in May
1949, and from that time until the date of the June 1956 measurements the track had

carried 111 million gross tons of traffic.

Discussion of Test Data, Santa Fe Test

Graphs of top of rail camber, rail surface profile, and pull-in of the joint bars or

total wear of the joints for the service tests of joint bars for 132 RE are given in Figs. 1,

2 and 3, respectively. The top of rail camber data (Fig. 1) show a general increase in the

droop of the joints in all sections. Most of this change has occurred since the measure

ments of May 1954. While there are some differences in the amount of droop at the

different test sections, the amount of droop for all of the sections is too small to be of

any particular significance.

It is evident from the rail surface profiles in Fig. 2 that most of the rail end batter

developed before the field end hardening on the new rail. Most of the leaving rail ends

are higher for the June 195f) readings than for the October 1948 readings. This is due

to the fact that the end-hardened material has not worn away as rapidly as the top
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of rail 24 in away from the rail ends where the end of the surface profile gage was

supported. Generally, the receiving rail end profile was lower in the June 1956 measure-

ments than in the October 1048 measurements, probably due to an increased amount of

fishing surface wear on this rail end from the wheel impact. The leaving rail end profile

on location W for the south rail is outstandingly high, and the explanation for this is not

evident as the profi'e is normal for the same test section in the north rail. Although the

profile for the angle bar section in location Z is somewhat lower than for the other test

sections, it was initially low, and the change does not seem to be inconsi.stent with those

in the other test sections.

The change in out-to-out distance at the bottom of the middle of the joint bars,

reflecting the amount of fishing surface wear, has generally progressed in about .i

straight line. .An abnormal condition is indicated for location Z with the angle bars, the

amount of pull-in having changed little in the last four years. An e.xamination will be

made of this test section to see if there is any apparent explanation for this condition.

Except for this section the amount of wear at the bottoms of the bars is progressini.'

at an average rate of about 0.2S in per 10 years for all of the test sections. With an

available takeup of O.SO in for the RE design bars, this would indicate a service liff

of about 20 years before all of the takeup was exhausted. Since these are all headfrei-

type bars, the amount of out-to-out change or wear at the top of the bar is not of an\

particular significance.

The inspection of June 1956 revealed that 12 of 132 K-44 long-toe joint bars in

section Z had developed transverse fractures in the slots for the line spikes. The bars had

two slots spaced at .^^-in centers on each end. Ten of the cracked bars were on the

field side of the rail, and 8 of the 12 bars had cracked in the vacant inside slot of the

receiving rail end. The long-toe bars had been replaced with short-toe bars on two joints

because of bar breakage.

Chicago & North Western Test

In general the same comments can be made on the test data obtained from the

C&NW service test for rail joints for the 115 RE rail as were made for the Santa Fe

test. The amount of joint droop, as shown in Fig. 4, has increased at all test sections

since the 1954 measurements, but the amount of droop at any test section is of little

consequence. There is no significant or outstanding difference in performance indicated

in the rail surface profiles shown in Fig. 5. Here again most of the rail end batter evi-

dently developed in the rail ends before they were end hardened. The principal change

in profile has been the raising of the leaving rail end and a dropping of the receiving rail

end as in the Santa Fe te.^t. There is more sag in the profiles for locations DD and EE
than for the other test sections, but this was also evident in the original profiles and

presumably was due to lack of sufficient camber in the bars when they were manufac-

tured The rate of change in out-to-out distance or joint bar wear at the middle of the

joint bars for the bottom of the bars, as indicated in Fig. 6, is quite consistent throughout,

being somewhat less for the 36-in 4-hole RE bars of location AA. However, the difference

here does not seem significant, and the rate of wear is also about 0.25 in per 10-year

lieriod as in the Santa Fe test.

In the June 1956 inspection, there were no cracks found in the joint bars. The long-

toe joint bars in section EE had developed no cracks in the spike slots. However, one

pair had been replaced with short -toe bars because of breakage.

(Text lonrhuled on pav,c 1004)
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Conclusions

After eight years of service ail of the test sections are showing excellent performance.

and there is no significant difference in the performance of any of them with the possible

exception of the installation of long-toe or angle bars in the Santa Fe service test. These

bars have shown almost no pull-in at the bottom for the last four years, which is an

abnormal condition and may indicate some restriction to take-up. Also, a significant

number of these bars relative to the total bars included in the test have developed cracks

in the spike slots which arc progressing into the joint bar.

Acknowledgement

The Association is indebted to the Santa Fe and the C&NW for their cooperation and

assistance in the conduct of these service tests.

Report on Assignment 7

Joint Bar Wear and Failures; Revision of Design and Specifications

For New Bars, Including Insulated Joints, and Bars

For Maintenance Repairs

Embert Osland (chairman, subcommittee), S. H Barlow, T. A. Blair, Blair Blowers,

R. M. Brown, C. A. Colpitis, L. S. Crane, J. C. Dejarnette, E. B. Fields, L. E.
Gingerich, J. L. Gressitt, R. L. Groover, W. H. Hobbs, S. R. Hursh, L. R. Lam-^ort.

E. H. McGovern, B. R. Meyers, G. L. P. Plow, J. F. Shaffer, S. H. Shepley, H. F.

Whitmore.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Rolling-load tests of joint bars were continued at the University of Illinois. During

the year Prof. R. S. Jensen, who had been directing these tests, assumed other duties

at the University, which made it difficult for him to continue with this assignment; how-

ever, we were fortunate in securing the services of Prof. R. E. Cramer to take over this

work. The roHing-load tests of three different types of compromise joints were com-

pleted, and some progress was made in investigating the effects of various easements in

joint bars. In addition to the rolling-load tests, fatigue tests were conducted on joint

bar steel of various Brinell hardness. The results of the above tests are submitted in

Appendix 7-a.

It will be noted that there was a considerable variation in the performance of indi-

vidual joints of each type of compromise joint. Porosity in the bars undoubtedly con-

tributed to the erratic performance of the cast joints tested this year, as well as those

tested last year, and manufacturers are continuing a study aimed at producing sounder

castings.

Fatigue tests of small T-shaped specimens cut from joint bars emphasized the

superiority of higher Brinell hardness. Although they recogn'zed the merits of Brinell

tests, representatives of the steel companies on the Joint Contact Committee requested

us to defer for the time being our proposal to substitute a number of Brinell tests for a

portion of the tensile tests required by our present joint bar specifications. They would

prefer to make some history by using Brinell tests as a quality control measure in their

own operation. The fatigue tests also revealed an extremely wide variation in the per-

formance of test specimens cut from the interior of the bars and those cut from near

the surface. The importance of minimizing decarburization at the surface of joint bars

will again be stressed at the next meeting of the Joint Contact Committee.
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At least one of the steel companies has expressed an interest in sawing instead of

sheari. g joint bars to length, and the Rail committee voted to change Art. 12 of the

joint bar specifications to provide for either sheared or sawn bars.

The improved performance of headfree joint bars provided with a head easement

had made it desirable to provide this feature for head-contact bars. A tentative plan

covering such an easement has been prepared and submitted to the members of the Rail

committee for criticism and comments before discussing the matter further with repre-

sentatives of the steel mills. The steel companies have suggisted that on the basis of mill

experience, we would secure a larger percentage of bars with acceptable depth of head

easement if our plan was changed to provide only for a minimum depth instead of

specifying a definite range between minimum and maximum depths. This suggestion is

being considered by the committee.

Appendix 7-a

Fifteenth Progress Report of the Rolling-Load Tests of Joint Bars

By R. S. Jensen

Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, University of Illinois

Introduction and Acknowledgment

This report covers tests of joint bars conducted during the past year in the Talbot

Laboratory, University of Illinois, as a part of the work of the Engineering Experiment

Station in cooperation with the American Railway Engineering Association Committee
on Rail under Assignment 7—Joint Bar Wear and Failures; Revision of Design and
Specifications for New Bars, Including Insulated Joints, and Bars for Maintenance
Repairs. Embert Osland, office engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, is

chairman of the subcommittee for this assignment. The work is sponsored and financed

by the Association of American Railroads.

Acknowledgment is made of the services of James Bryant and Elmer Hunt,
mechanicians in the Talbot Laboratory shops.

Testing Machines and Test Specimens

Joint bar tests were made in three 3.3-in stroke rolling machines similar to the one

described in the Proceedings, Vol. 40, 193Q, page 649. The dimensions of the test joint

and method of loading are described in the Proceedings, Vol. 44, 1943, page 587. In all

tests, the maximum bar bending stresses are obtained with the wheel load at the joint

gap and are 50 percent in value and reversed in sign with the wheel load at the

cantilever end of the stroke. The criterion for bar failure is taken to be the number of

cycles of loading to propagate a fatigue crack to one-half of the bar height.

Results of Rolling-Load Tests

Rolling-load tests have been completed on 17 joints using 36-in bars since the last

anual report was published. Six tests have been completed on U.S.S. compromise joints

(joints 345-350) using forged, headfree bars for 132- to ll5-lb rail sections. These bars

had bolt hole spacing of 7J/^-6-6 in, and weighed approximately 109J4 lb per joint (two

bars)

.

SLx tests have been completed on Du-Wel compromise joints (joints 3S1-3S6) using

cast steel, head-contact bars for 132- to llS-lb rail section. These bars had bolt hole
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spacing of 7J^-6-6 in and weighed approximately IO31/2 lb per joint (two bars). The

chenntxal analysis of the heat from which these bars were cast is as follows:

Heat DWC60, C-0.32, Mn-0.89, S-0.031, Si-0.39, Cr-0.74, Ni-0.79, Mo-0.42

Five tests have been completed on 115 RE hcadfree bars, (joints 3S7-361) on which

easements 1^ in long and approximately 0.200 in. in depth were milled in the laboratory,

the easements being carried completely over the top surface of the bar. These bars had

bolt hole spacing of S^-6J/2-6J/2 in.

Data on these 17 joints are tabulated in Table 1, and physical properties, as deter-

mined by tensile tests on specimens cut from each failed bar, are listed in Table 2.

Hardness Tests on Joint Bars

Both Brinell and Rockwe!l B hardness readings were taken on the upper and

lower fishing surfaces of all bars before testing, and Brinell read'ngs were also taken

on both ends of the tensile specimens cut from the center of the head of each failed bar.

For the U.S.S.forged compromise joint bars, the Brinell readings on the top fishing

surfaces ranged from 208 to 252, with an average hardness of 229; readings on the

lower fishing surfaces ranged from 208 to 254, with an average hardness of 228 for 12

bars. Rockwell B readings, converted to equivalent Brinell, averaged 58 points lower

for these bars. The tensile specimens machined from the failed bars showed Brinell

hardnesses ranging from 223 to 260, with an average hardness of 245.

For the Du-Wel compromise joint bars of cast steel, Brinell readings on the top

surfaces ranged from 251 to 289, with an average hardness of 268, and Brinell readings

on the bottom surfaces ranged from 256 to 290, with an average hardness of 273.

Rockwell B readings, converted to equivalent Brine'l averaged 43 points lower for these

bars. The tensile specimens machined from the failed bars showed Brinell hardnesses

from 257 to 278, with an average of 266.

For the 115 RE headfree bars, the Brienell readings on the top fishing surfaces

ranged from 208 to 286, with an average hardness of 238; readings on the lower fishing

surfaces ranged from 214 to 284, with an average hardness of 236 for the 10 bars. Rock-

well B readings, converted to equivalent Brinell, averaged 51 points lower for these

bars. The tensile specimens machined from the fai'ed bars showed Brinell hardnesses

ranging from 238 to 260, with an average hardness of 249.

Rolling-Load Tests of U.S.S. Compromise Joints, 132-115 Lb

Results of 6 tests of U.S.S. compromise joints with forged, headfree, 36-in bars,

are listed in Table 1. The average cycles for failure for these joints is 288,800. This

compares with an average of 306,700 cycles for 6 tests of Rajo compromise joints

reported last year.

All of the 6 bar failures were from the base, and all originated at the center of bar

length where the joint bar changes section from 115 to 132 lb. Apparently, the stress

concentration due to the change in section was sufficient to cause a fatigue crack to

start, since no gouging of the rail ends was detected on the bars at the origin of the

cracks. For the three right hand joints tested, two of the failures were gage-side bars

and one failure was an outside bar. For the three left hand joints of this group, one

failure was a gage-side bar and two failures were outside bars.

Fig. 1 shows three of the fractures after sawing through the bars to complete the

break, and Fig. 2 shows two of the bars in which the cracks had progres.sed about three-

fourths of the way through the bars.
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Table 2

—

Physical Properties of Joint Bars
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Fig. 1—Fractures of forged compromise joint bars.

Five of the six bar failures started from the base and one started from the head

of the bar. All six of the failures originated at blowholes or porosity in the cast steel

bars. The bases of two of the bars, .554X and 355N, contained fairh- large cavities which

served as the starting points for the fatigue cracks. These cavities can be seen in Fig. 4.

which shows the fractures of three of the cast steel bars.

Fig. 5 shows the outer face of Bar .^54N and the inner face of Bar 3.^5N with the

cracks outlined by magnaflux.

Four of the cracks which caused failure progressed to central bolt holes, three to oval

holes and one to a round hole. For the three right-hand joints tested, two of the failures

were outside bars and one failure was a gage-side bar. For the three left-hand joints-

two failures were in gage-side bars and one in an outside bar. Although none of the bars

failed at a rail end, light gouging by the rail ends was observed on a few bars.

High values of yield point and tensile strength were obtained from the tensile test.s

of specimens cut from the failed bars, while the values for reduction of area and elonga-

tion tended to be on the low side. Some difficulty was encountered in obtaining tensile

.'specimens from the bars because of the porosity. In a few cases several specimens were

machined in order to get one with no porosity showing on the specimen. Fig. 6 shows

etched sections of three of the bars with various amounts of porosity. For comparison.

Fig. 7 shows three of the etched sections of the Rajo ca.^t steel compromi.se joint bars

tested last year.

M'crographs lor these bar.^ revcakd :i liiu- grain slrucluiv. Fig. S shows three of llic

micrographs, which are typical.

(Text continued on page 1016)
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Fig. 2—Forged compromise joint bars showing cracks.
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Fig. 3—Micrographs from forged compromise joint bars.

Alxiut 75 X matjiiilicalion, 2 pcicent nita! ctih. a. Bar .U5N,
1). Bar 346N, c. Bar MIS.
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Fig. 4—Fractures of cast compromise joint bars.
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355 N

Fig. 5—Cast compromise joint bars showing cracks.
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354 N 355N 356S

Fig. 6—Etched cross sections of cast compromise joint bars.

Hot SO Dercent hydrochloric acid etch.

339S

Fig. 7—Etched cross sections of cast compromise joint bars.
Hot 50 percent hydrochloric acid etch.
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Fig. 8—Micrographs from cast compromise joint bars.

About 70 X magnification, 2 percent nital etch. a. Bar 3S4N, b. Bar 35SN, c. Bar 3S6S.
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Fig. 9—Fractures of 115 RE bars with milled easements.

Rolling-Load Tests of 115 RE Headfree Bars with Milled Easements

Results of 5 tests of 115 RE, headfree, 36-in bars with milled easements are listed

in Table 1. The easements were milled in the laboratory on the top fishing surfaces of

the bars to a depth of approximately 0.200 in and to length ol V/y in, using a 3-in

diameter milling cutter. The easements were carried around the top of the head of the

bar well beyond the area of contact of bar and rail. These are the first S tests completed

from a group of 12 joints using 115 RE headfree bars with milled easements. Tests are

also planned for 12 joints using 132 RE headfree bars with milled easements; these tests

are in progress.

The average cycles for failure for these 5 joints is 278,080. This average for these

bars with the old bolt hole spacing of S^-6^-6J/2 in is considerably lower than the

average of 1,344,100 cycles for 11 joints reported last year for 115 RE bars with hole

spacing of 7J/^-6-6 in and easements ground in the top bar surface in the laboratory.

Six bars in the five joints failed; five of the failures started at the top, and one

started at the base and progressed to a round bolt hole. Fig. 9 shows three of the frac-

tures. Of the five bars which failed from the top, three of the failures started in heavy

bearing areas just outside of the easement. On two of the bars, 360S and 361S, the crack

started in the center of the easement and progressed halfway through the bar. The depth

of easements on these two bars was 0.200 in and 0.205 in, respectively. Two companion

bars, 3S7S and 361N with easements 0.213 in. in depth and 0.217 in. in depth revealed

cracks in the center of the easements Y^ in long and IJ^ in long, respectively. This

apparently indicates that the easement depth of 0.200 in or more is too great for these
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Fig. 10— 115 RE bars with milled easements showing cracks.

115 RE bars; consequently, tests for the remaining 6 joints with 115 RE bars are

planned with easements of about one-half that depth milled in the bars. Fig. 10 show?
two of the cracked bars with the cracks outlined by magnaflux.

Micrographs of specimens from each failed bar revealed a fairly fine grain structure

for all bars, and some decarburization up to depths of 0.014 in on 3 of the bars. Fig. 11

shows micrographs from three of the failed bars. The phy.sical properties, listed in

Table 2, are well above .'\RE.\ specifications for all bars.

Fatigue Tests of Small Specimens from Joint Bars

In order to determine the fatigue strength of joint bar steel of various Brinell hard-

ness under different ranges of stress, fatigue tests were made on a series of 12 groups

ol small T-shaped specimens cut from joint bars. The fatigue machines and shape of

specimens are described in the Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, pages 464-466 and Vol. 48,
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#_ MACHINED SURFACE

O— AS ROLLED SURFACE

COMPLETELY REVERSED STRESS

BRINELL HARDNESS RANGE — BELOW 200

100

MILLION CYCLES

FI6. 12 S-N DIAGRAM FOR FATIGUE TESTS OF

T-SPECIMENS FROM JOINT BARS
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»_ MACHINED SURFACE

O— AS ROLLED SURFACE

COMPLETELY REVERSED STRESS

AVERAGE BRINELL HARDNESS 225

100

MILLION CYCLES

FIG. 13 S-N DIAGRAM FOR FATIGUE TESTS OF

T-SPECIMENS FROM JOINT BARS.
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Table 3

—

Fatigue Tests of T-Section Specimens From Joint Bars

Specimen Surface Finixh
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Report on Assignment 8

Causes of Shelly Spots and Head Checks in Rail:

Methods for Their Prevention

W. H. Hubbs (chairman, subcummittLc) , \V. I). Ahn\ , b. \\ HWV/., 1'. A. lilair, U. Hiislow.

C. J. Code, L. S. Crane, W. J. Cruse, J. C. Dcjarnette, J. L. Gressitt. S. K. Hursh,

W. M. Jaek!e, K. K. Kessler, C. C. Lathey, W. R. Leaf, Ray McBrian, B. R. Meyers,

L. T. Nuckols, R. E. Patterson, W. C. p'crUins, J. G. Roney, W. I). Simpson. J. S.

Wearn, Edw. Wise, J. E. Yewell.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

During the past year this investigation has been limited primarily to that conducted

by the research staff of the Engineering Division, .AAR, and that conducted by the

University of Illinois.

The AAR provides funds to support the work performed by its Engineering Division,

and the AAR and AISI jointly provide funds to support the work conducted by the

University of Illinois.

The Joint Contact Committee, consisting of members selected by the Rail committee

and by the rail manufacturers, has met during the past year with the research inves-

tigators for the purpose of reviewing and guiding the conduct of the research work.

That portion of the work conducted by the AAR Engineering Division research staff

is covered by the report prepared by Kurt Kanowski on inspections of service tests of

heat-treated and alloy rail at nine locations. There are five tests of heat-treated rail,

two of chrome vanadium alloy, and two of high-silicon rail.

The final report of the test of heat-treated rails on the Norfolk & Western Railway

near Kermit, W. Va., includes the following significant statement:

"The observations in this installation show a very definite advantage of the heat-

treated rail over the standard control-coo'ed rail. In the case of shelling, figuring from

the first rails of each type to be removed from service, the rail life had been increased

by 2J/2 times. Even though not pertinent to the problem of shelling, it has been found

important from the standpoint of economics to point out that the life of the heat-treated

rail on the low side has been 4>4 times that of standard rail."

That portion of the work conducted by the University of Illinois is covered by a

report prepared by Prof. R. E. Cramer, which follows as Appendix 8-a.

This report covers the results of (1) mechanical and rolling-load tests to produce

shelling failure and detail fractures, and (2) tests of six rails which developed detail

fractures in service.

Prof. Cramer has averaged some of the tests to produce shell\- failures under ihc

rolling load machine, with the following a[)proximatc results:

Average Cycles

for Failure
'

50,Q00-Lb

No . of Samples, Type of Rail Wheel Load

Four standard carbon rails 1 ,.^50,000

Five silicon rails 1,700,000

Four higher silicon rails 1 ,^00,000

Two silicon-vanadium rails 2,000,000

Samples of the alloy rails and heat-treated rails which have been installed in service

tests have also been sent to the University for rolling load tests. As further service tests

are completed, additional factual data should develop to support the value of the rolling-

load machine as an accelerated test to forecast the value of any given rail composition.
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Report on Inspections of Service Tests of Heat-Treated and

Alloy Rail in Shelly Territory Installations

During \o>() a numht'r of si'ivici- lest installations ol heal-lreatccl chroniL'-xanad^uin

and hijih-silicon rail were inspected in cooperation with the representatives of the various

rail producers and the reiiresentatives of the involved railroads. The majority of these

installations are on curves which had a i)revi(;us hi>tor\ of rail failures due to shelling.

.\nnual rail contours, detai'ed records of the ob.served progress of the head checks, flaking

ami >hcll> spots and photographs were made. A considerable improvement in extending

I he ser\icc life and resistance^ to shelling was noterl on the majority of the installation";.

('om|)rehensi\-c descriptions of these installations were given last year in the Pro-

ceedings, \'ol. .'^7. pages 8.^0-850. A brief summary of the observations this year, a de.scrip-

tion of new in.stallations, and a final report on the heat-treated rail in.stallation on the

Norfolk and Western Railway are presented in the following paragrai)hs.

Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range Railway Service Test oi 115 RE
Crome-Vanadium Alloy Rail

This installation is extensively described in the Proceedings, Vol. 57, page 833.

At the date of this year's inspection, 61,000,000 gross tons of traffic had passed over

the curves at M. P. 3.93 and M. P. 3.58, and 58,000,000 gross tons of traffic over the

curves at M. P. 32.2 and M. P. 26.65. One standard control-cooled rail at M. P. 3.93 had

to be removed on account of the two shelly spots reported last year, and two other

standard control-cooled rails showed severe shelling, which will be the cause of their

removal from track before the end of the ore season. The balance of the standard control-

cooled rails had medium to heavy flaking. The C-V rail showed head checks on the

majority of the rails. The curve at M. P. 32.2 had medium to heavy flaking on the

standard control-cooled rail. Two of the C-V rails had shown a beginning of a black

spot last year. This area had flaked out high on the gage corner about 1 in square and

:t'j in thick. The balance of the C-V rail showed head checks. The curve at M.P. 26.65

showed a large amount of abrasion and heavy flaking on the standard control-cooled rail.

The C-V rail showed some curve wear and no gage corner defects. Curve oilers were

noted to be in operation.

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Service Test of 132 RE Heat-Treated Rail

This test installation is described extensively in the Proceedings, \'ol. 57, page SS.''.

.At the date of this year's inspection, 236.000,000 gross tons of traffic had passed

over the installation. Shelling has developed on three of the six standard control-cooled

rails. Five of these rails also had medium flaking, while one standard control-cooled rail

showed no gage corner defects. One heat-treated rail had no gage corner defect, but the

other five had head checks. One of these five rails also had some light flaking.

Great Northern Railway Service Test of 115 RE Heat-Treated Rail

This installation is extensively reported in the Proceedings, Vol. 57, pages 837-850

.\t the time of the in.spection this year, 220,000,000 gross tons of traffic had passed

(.ver the installation. The standard control-cooled rail had been removed on account

of shelling at 1^3,000,000 gross tons of traffic. All of the heat-treated rails have remained

in .service and showed light to medium flaking intermittently throughout the curve. One

of the rails on the receiving end had a heavy flake last year which can be classified as a

light shell this year.
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Great Northern Railway Service Test of 115 RE High-Silicon Rail

This service test was installed to investigate the properties of high-silicon rail in

regards to its abrasion and shelling resistance. Two locations, each with two comparable

curves, were laid with high-silicon rails on the high and the low side on one of the curves

of each location and standard control-cooled rails on the other of the curves. Curve 710

at M. P. 1444.,^ and curve 705 at M. P. 1443.0 of the Kalispcll Division were relaid

with high-silicon and standard control-cooled rail, respectively, to investigate the

resistance to shelling of the high-silicon rail. Curve 48 at M. P. 1681.0 and curve 52 at

M. P. 1683.4 of the Cascade Division were relaid with high-silicon and .standard control-

cooled rail, respectivel\ , to investigate the abrasion resistance of high-silicon rails. Curve

710 is of 5 deg curvature with a 0.400 percent descending grade and a length of 1087 ft.

Curve 705 is of 5 deg curvature with a 0.361 percent descending grade and a length of

761 ft. Both curves have an elevation of 3J/2 in. Curve 48 is of 2 deg 30 min 45 sec curva-

ture with a 0.655 percent ascending grade, a length of 2308 ft, and an elevation of 3-)4 in.

Curve 52 is of 2 deg 30 min curvature with 1.5 percent ascending grade, a length of

801 ft, and an elevation of 2^ in. The type of traffic over these curves consists of

passenger and general freight trains with a maximum authorized speed of 40 mph for

Loth over curves 705 and 710 and for freight trains over curves 48 and 52. The maximum

authorized speed for passenger traffic is 55 miles per hour over curves 48 and 52.

The 115 RE high-silicon and standard control-cooled rail on both installations were

produced by the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company in 1955. The rail was laid in June

and September 1955. The analysis of heat CH 16191 laid on curve 710 is 0.77 C, 0.87 Mn,

0.030 P, 0.029 S and 0.71 Si. Heat CH 1162 laid on curve 48 has an analysis of 0.73 C,

0.79 Mn, 0.030 P, 0.023 S and 0.62 Si. The following BHN were obtained with a King

hardness tester after the rail had been in service 6 months.

BHN
Location - Range Avg.

Curve 710- high silicon 286-311 292

Curve 705—standard control-cooled 241-269 254

Curve 48—high silicon 293-311 301

During the inspection this year it was noted that curve lubricators were operating.

Due to insufficient tonnage at this date, no gage corner development could be observed.

Norfolk & Western Railway Service Test of 132 RE Heat-Treated Rail

These installations on a 6-deg curve near Maher, W. Va., at M. P. N 481 -|- 210 it

and on the 4-deg, 7-deg, 12-deg Looney's Curve at M. P. N 455 -p 582 ft are described

extensively in the Proceedings, Vol. 57, pages 834-835.

During last year's inspection oi the curve at Maher, head checks were noted on

every rail except one, and light flaking on 15 of the 66 rails. During this year's inspec-

tion at 70,450,000 gross tons of traffic, head checks were common on all rails and light

to medium flaking on 75 percent of the rails. The rail oiler for this curve has not been

operating properly since the rails were installed. R. P. Winton, testing engineer, mainte-

nance of way, has reported the removal of one of the high-side rails on account of a

detected transverse defect on June 9, 1956. Looney's Curve was observed to be well

lubricated this year, and at 40,000,000 gross tons, 5 of the 55 rails on the high side

showed intermittent light flaking.
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Pennsylvania Railroad Service Test of 155 PS Heat-Treated Rail

This year's inspection of this installation of 12 heat-treated and 12 standard control-

cooled end-hardened rails in the No. 1 eastbound track on No. 11 curve east of Tyrone,

Pa., observed all of the original rail still in service at .^2.1,000,000 gross tons. These ISS PS
rails were laid on the high side of a 6-deg curve in January 1949. The test rails wen;

instaVed in the following sequence beginning at the receiving end of the curve: two

end-hardened rails, two heat-treated rails, two end-hardened rails, etc. It was noted that

there was a reduction in the number of shelly spots and black spots on the individual

rails. In some cases there was a reduction in the amount of flaking. This reduction of

the gage corner defects is apparently due to the large amount of curve wear noted this

year. At the time of the inspection it was noted that the rail was lubricated effectively.

There is a considerable difference in the appearance of the different rails from the receiving

end to the leaving end of the curve, and in some cases the untreated rai's at the leaving

end of the curve appeared to be in a better condition than the heat-treated rail at the

receiving end of the curve. However, at each adjacent location the heat-treated rails

appeared to be in a better condition than the adjacent untreated rails.

Pennsylvania Railroad Service Test of 155 PS High-Silicon Rail

This test was installed in October 1953 from a heat of steel with the following high

silicon analysis: 0.79 C, 0.72 Mn, 0.01 P, 0.0S4 S and 0.59 Si in the No. 1 eastbound track

on Bixlers Curve near M. P. 164, east of Lewistown, Pa. The rails in this installation

were laid in groups of five high-silicon rails with groups of five standard control-cooled

rails on both high and low sides of the curves. All rails in this test had been produced

and end hardened at the Steelton Plant of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation. The previous

152 PS rail on this 2-deg 37-min curve had shown light and medium flaking with some

black spots and shelly spots after 12 years of service. At the time of this year's inspection,

with 69,000,000 gross tons of traffic over the installation, the standard rai^s showed head

checks and light flaking throughout, while the high-silicon rails showed some head checks

and intermittent light flaking on five rails.

Pennsylvania Railroad Service Test of 140 PS Chrome-Vanadium Alloy Rail

A test of chrome-vanadium alloy rails to evaluate their resistance to shelling was

installed on the No. 1 track of the Pittsburgh Division, east of Torrance, Pa., between

M. P. 298+950 ft, and M. P. 298 -f 3325 ft, during the latter part of October 1953.

The installation is on the High Rock curve, which has a curvature of 3 deg 52 min and

an elevation of 4^ in. The traffic on this track is eastbound and consists of freight and

occasional passenger trains. The maximum authorized speed for this curve is 50 mph
for passenger trains and 45 mph for freight trains. On this curve the test consisted of

31 C-V rails on the high side interspersed with standard control-cooled rails and 16 C-V
rails on the low side interspersed with standard control-cooled rails. The chrome-

vanadium rails were taken out of heat number CV 96080, Illinois, produced by the United

States Steel Corporation with the analysis of 0.69 C, 1.38 Mn, 0.017 P, 0.022 S, 0.30 Si,

1.11 Cr, 0.13 Va.

On May 9, 1956, an inspection was made in conjunction with the steel producers

and Pennsylvania Railroad representatives at an approximate gross tonnage of 67,000,000.

At this time it was observed that three of the standard control-cooled rails showed black

spots, and some medium flaking. Head checks were observed on the majority of these

rails. The C-V rail showed no gage corner defects generally observed in connection with

shelling. It was noted that up to this date five of the C-V rail had been removed on account
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of an end defect on the nature of spalling, which had originated from cracks on a level

below the end bevel. Laboratory examinations did not find any weeping cracks on these

failed rails. During the inspection two more C-V rails were observed to have this defect.

The progression of the cracks from the rail end in practically every direction gives the

defect the appearance of shatter due to low impact strength. It is of interest that all of

the defects have been on the high rail, where ordinarily impact is not as heavy as on the

low rail; although that is not necessarily true at this location.

FINAL REPORT OF THE SERVICE TEST OF 132 RE HEAT-TREATED RAILS
ON THE NORFOLK & WESTERN RAILWAY

This service test was installed on the Norfolk and Western to investigate the resistance

to shelling of heat-treated rail under coal car traffic. The installation is located in the

main-line, westbound track, M. P. NA 6, west of the station at Kermit, W. Va., and

west of the tunnel exit on a 6-deg curve. The service life of standard control-cooled

rail on this curve has been 2-3 years on the high side and 12-18 months on the low side.

The rail on the high side had to be removed due to a high incidence of failures caused

by shelling. The rail on the low side had to be removed due to excessive head flow. The

service test was installed on May 3, 1949, and it consisted of 23 heat-treated and 24

standard control-cooled mill end-hardened rails. Eight of the control-cooled end-hardened

rails on the low side were removed on December 1950 on account of head flow and the

first control-cooled end-hardened rail on the high side had to be removed on account

of a detected detailed fracture from shelling on November 19S1 at approximately 120,-

000,000 gross tons of traffic. The first two heat-treated rails on the high side to be

removed on account of shelling were found during the inspection on May 1956 at

300,000,000 gross tons of traffic, and are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. On June 9, 1956,

another heat-treated rail on the high side had to be removed on account of a detected

transverse defect. All of the heat-treated rails on the low .side showed very little plastic

deformation at the time of the last inspection.

The following detailed information on this installation might be of interest. The eleva-

tion on this 6-deg curve is S in. The dimensions of the tie plates are 8 in by 18 in, with

a cant of 1 in 20 and an eccentricity of 29/32 in. All of the ties are oak. A curve

lubricator has been observed to be functioning at every inspection. The maximum
authorized speed over this curve for freight and coal trains is 35 mph and for passenger

trains, 45 mph. The 47 test rails were from two heats; IS heat-treated and 16 standard

control-cooled end-hardened rails were from one heat and 8 of each type were from

another heat. Standard control-cooled rails were laid through the tunnel, followed jus;

west of the tunnel exit by 6 control-cooled end-hardened test rails on both the high

and low side, followed by 12 and 11 -heat treated rails on the high and low sides, respec-

tively. On the leaving end of the curve this was followed by standard control-cooled

rails on both the high and low sides.

These 132 RE heat-treated rails were produced at the Steelton Plant of the Beth-

lehem Steel Company. The analysis of the 16 test rails of Heat 82589 is 0.78 C, 0.79 Mn,
0.023 P, 0.034 S, and 0.17 Si. The 31 test rails of Heat 87581 have an analysis of 0.77 C,

0.83 Mn, 0.015 P, 0.037 S and 0.15 Si. A King brinell hardness tester wa.s u.sed on thv

lield side of the head of the rail to obtain the following hardness readings:

High Rail Loiu Rail

Control-cooled rail 265-278 BHN 262-269 BHN
Heat-treated rail 307-341 BHN .<21-352 BHN
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Test rails from both heats were submitted for rolling-load tests to the University

of Illinois. Prof, Cramer reports the following results in the Proceedings, Vol. 52, page 670.

.4 s Rolled
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lai! had increased to the extent that it was necessary to remove all of this rail, wh'ch

was accomplished by October 1953. Fig. S illustrates the condition of these rails at the

time of their removal. Fij;;. 6 illustrates again the d fference between the heat-treated rail

G-4 and the standard control-cooled rail at this stage. At 228,000,000 gross tons of

traffic the heat-treated rail showed four black spots and one shelly spot on rail G-4,

as shown on Fig. 7. At this time it was felt to be of interest to fo'low the development

of a black spot on rail E-S, as shown on Fig. 8. At 263,000,000 gross tons of traffic

(he heat-treated rail was observed to have developed three shells and six black spots.

Here again the most representative condition of the shelling is shown on rail G-4 on

Fig. 9. The development of the black spot at this stage is illustrated on rail E-S by

Fig. 10. At 300,000,000 gross tons of traffic only one heat-treated rail was free of gage

corner developments and another had only head checks. Black spots were found on three

and shelling on six of the remaining heat-treated rails. Two of the shelly rails showed

vertical cracks developing from the ends of the shelly spots. This condition, illustrated

on Figs. 11 and 12, was considered serious enough to warrant removal. A month later

another heat-treated rail developed a detected transverse defect from a shell and had to

be removed.

The observations on this installation show a very definite advantage of the heat-

treated rail over the standard control-cooled rail. In the case of shelling, figuring from

the first rails of each type to be removed from service, the rail life had been increased

by 2J/ times. Even though not pertinent to the problem of she'Kng it has been found

important from the standpoint of economics to point out that the life of the heat-treated

rail on the low side has been 4^/2 times that of standard rail. At this stage it shows very

little head flow. To illustrate this and the resistance to abrasion of heat-treated rail, two

diagrams showing representative contours of rails of both types on this test at different

tonnages of traffic are presented. Of the twelve non-heat-treated rails laid on the low side

of the curve, four were removed November 6, 1950, four on December 28, 1950, two

prior to April 1953, and the remaining two prior to February 1954. The contour of the

low rail made on September 8, 1953, was taken on one of the two best non-heat-treated

rails which were not removed until prior to February 1954.

The photographs and data in this report were obtained through the close cooperation

of R. P. Winton, testing engineer, maintenance of way, Norfolk and Western Railroad.
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Fig. i_Heat-treated rail showing light flaking at 110,000,000 gross

tons of traffic.

Fig. 2—Heat-treated rail showing black spot at 110,000.000 gross

tons of traffic.
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Fig. 5—Standard control-cooled rail showing severe shelling

at 183,660,000 gross tons of traffic.

Pig. 5—Heat-treated rail showing black spot at 183,660,000 gross

tons of traffic.
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Fig. 7—Heat-treated rail showing shelly spot at 228,020,000 gross
tons of traffic.

Fig. 8—Heat-treated rail showing black spot at 228,020,000 gross
tons of traffic.
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Fig. 9—Heat-treated rail showing shelly spot at 263,000,000 gross
tons of traffic.

Fig. 10—Heat-treated rail showing black spot at 263,000,000 gross
tons of traffic.
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Fig. 11—Heat-treated rail showing severe shelly spot at 300,000,000
gross tons of traffic.

^^»p"¥'3!B«^yi«S8t« jamwSf

Fig. 12—Heat-treated rail showing severe shelly spot at 300,000,000
gross tons of traffic.
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NORFOLK a WESTERN RAILROAD
152 LB. R.E. HEAT TREATED RAIL SECTION

Location West of Kermit Station, Kermit, West Va. , M.R NA 6 , Degree 6".

Mill Bethlehem Steel Corp. . Kind 132 Lb. H.T. , Laid May 3. 1949.

High Rail

Height -7j/B"-O07"

QAM

Date: 10-19-49 90.000.000 Gross Tons

QAGK

High Rail

Height- 7 1/8-018'

Low Rail

Height- 7 l/8"-.OI6'

Date: 5-9-51 110.000.000 Gross Tons

QAQ^

High Rail I

Height- 71/8-082" \\

Low Rail

Height- 7 1/8- 080'

Date: 5-24-55 263.000.000 Gross Tons
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NORFOLK a WESTERN RAILROAD
132 LB. RE CONTROL COOLED, END HARDENED.

RAIL SECTION
Location West of Kermit Station, Kermit,West Va. , M.P. NA 6 , Degree 6",

Mill Bethletiem Steel Corp. . Kind 132 Lb.^C.C,End Hardened . Laid May 3.1949.

GAGE

t

Low Rail

Height- 7 1/8"-.012'

Date: 10-19-49 90.000,000 Gross Tons

GAGE

High Rail

Height- 7 l/8"-.056"

Low Rail

Height- 7 l/8"-.09l"

Date: 9-8-53 183,663.000 Gross Tons
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Appendix 8-a

Fifteenth Progress Report on Shelly Rail Studies

at the University of Illinois

By R. E. Cramer
Research Associate Professor, University of Illinois

Organization and Acknowledgment

The shelly rail studies at this laboratory are financed equally by the Association

of American Railroads and the American Iron and Steel Institute.

R. T. Murphy and H. J. Kinj:, student test assistants, have worked on this inves-

tigation on a part-time basis. Marion Moore, mechanic, has operated the rolling-load

machines.

Rolling-Load Tests to Produce Shelling Failures

Tab'c 1 shows the results of mechanical tests and rolhng load tests on 16 different

rails to produce shelling failures. Four of these rails, of standard carbon steel analyses,

averaged 1,358,000 cycles in the rolling-load tests. Two of tjiese rails, Nos. 1167 and

1168, gave e.xceptionally high tests which makes this average about 35 percent higher

than the average for previously tested standard carbon rails.

Five of the test rails, of high-silicon analysis, having silicon from 0.55 to 0.74 percent,

averaged 1,692,000 cycles. Four test rails were considered extra high silicon, with silicon

from 0.90 to 0.92 percent. These four rails averaged 1,940,000 cycles. Two of the rails,

Nos. 1173 and 1174, were high-silicon rails with vanadium added which averaged

2,038,000 cycles in the rolling-load tests. It should be considered that these four tests

of silicon-vanadium rails are too few for judging a new type of steel. Fig. 1 shows the

failures produced in most of the specimens, and Fig. 2 shows photographs of .six of the

failed rails.

One new specimen of chromium-vanadium rail has been tested—specimen 1181 A

—

which ran 4,874,000 cycles in the rolling-load test.

Rails Which Developed Shelling in Service

Six rails were received from the Chicago & North Western Railway which repre-

sented 14 shelling failures from one heat of steel. Fig. 3 includes etched cross sections

of two of the rails which show more than the usual number of segregation streaks. The

bottom left photomicrograph shows the cross section of a large nonmetallic inclusion,

and the bottom right photomicrc.graph shows a part of its length. This was the only

extra-large inclusion found, but it is con.sidered from the results of the etch tests that

this heat of steel contained more segregation streaks than most heats of rail steel. This

condition of the steel may have contributed to the extra large number of detail frac-

tures which developed after 15 years of service on the high side of a 1-deg iS-min curve.

However, the writer believes it is the experience of many railroads that most of the

rails on such a curve will develop .shelly failures when the traffic has reached a certain

rather high volume. However, in this ca.se, there were an excessive number of detail

fractures which developed from shelling crack> while the shelling cracks were small.

(Text concluded on page 1046

J
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167-A I 67-B II68-A 68 -B

II69-A II69-B II70-A 170-B

1I7I-A II7I-B I 172-A 172-B

1173-A 1173-B 1174-A 1 1 74-8

II75-A II76-A II77-A II79-B

FIG I LOCATION OF SHELLING CRACKS DEVELOPED IN

ROLLING-LOAD MACHINE.
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^

67-B

1170-A 1170-8

\

II7I.A

specimen
Number
1167B
1169B
1170A
1170B
1171Amm

U73-R^^

Fig. 2—Shelly failures produced in rolling load tests.

Average
Brinell

Kind of Specimen Hardness

llS-lb standard rail 274

115-lb high-silicon rail 298

llS-lb high-silicon rail 305
llS-lb high-silicon rail 305

112-lb T. R. standard rail 274
136-lb silicon-vanadium rail 327

Cycles of

50,000-Lb

Wheel Load

1,882,000

1,354,000

1 ,644,000

1,561,000

948,000

1,128,000
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Fig. 3—Rails which developed shelling in service.

Top—Etched cross sections showin;,' segregation streaks in rail heads.

Etched in hot hydrochloric acid.

Bottom, Left—Photomicrograph of transverse section of inclusion.

Mag. about 70 X- No etch.

Bottom, Right—I^hotomicrograph of longitudinal section of inclusion.

Mag. about 70 X- N'<> ftch.
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Rolling-Load Tests to Produce Detail Fractures

Ten rolling-load tests have been made since October 1, 1955, to produce detail

fractures from shelling in the laboratory. These tests are listed in Table 2.

Tablk 2

—

Rolling Load Tests to Produce Detail Fractukks

(All tests used 50,000-lb wheel loads with slots 6 in long and 5 in below the rail tread)

Spcci-
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156 iis^r-

'*?«-

175

1177

specimen
Number
1156

1159

1175

1176
1177

117.S

1176

%|i>

1178 '-^•-, J y.:/

Fig. 4—Specimens tested to produce detail fractures.

Kind of Rail Type of Fracl ure

1L5-Ib high silicon 20% D.F. from shelling

133-lb high silicon 40% D.F. from shelling

1.53-lb extra high silicon 15% D.F. from .^ihel'ing

133-lb e.\tra high silicon 107o D.F. from shelling

133-lb extra high silicon 7% D.F. from shelling

133-lb extra high silicon 20% D.F. from .shelling

11

(
" \cles of

0,000-Lb

'heel Load

2,S4 1,000

2,33cS,000

1,404,100

1,180,000

SOO.ICO

SI 6,000
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Report on Assignment 9

Recent Developments Affecting Rail Sections

W. J. Cruse (chairman, subcommittee), W. D. Almv, E. L. Anderson, S. H. Harlow,

F. W. Biltz, T. A. Blair, C. B. Bronson, C. J. Code, L. S. Crane, P. O. Ferris, S. R.

Hursh, W. M. Jackie, K. K. Kesslcr, L. R. Lamport, C. C. Lathey, Rav McBrian.
B. R. Mcvers, W. G. Powrie, R. B. Rhode, G. L. Smith, H. F. Whitmore, R. P.

Winton, Edward Wise, Jr.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

A survey of the proposal for the adoption as AREA standards of the Colorado Fuel

and Iron 106, 119 and 136-lb rail sections is now in progress. Durinj;; 1Q.S7 a study will

be made of these sections, including field inspections of installations which have been

in service since the fall of 1054.

Report on Assignment 10

Service Performance and Economics of 78-Ft Rail

;

Specifications for 78-Ft Rail

Collaborating with Committee 5

L. R. Lamport (chairman, subcommittee), W. D. Almy, E. L. Anderson, T. A. Blair,

B. Bristow, C. B. Bronson, B. Chappell, L. S. Crane, J. C. Dejarnette, J. K. Gloster,

J. L. Gressitt, S. R. Hursh, J. C. Jacobs, W. M. Jaek'e, N. W. Kopp, Rav McBrian.
B. R. Meyers, E. E. Oviatt, R. E. Patterson, R. B. Rhode, E. F. Salisbury, A. A.

Shillander, W. D. Simpson, A. P. Talbot, R. P. Winton, Edward Wise, Jr., J. E.

Yew ell.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

The test information previously reported on this subject centered around two service

installations of 78-ft rail; one of 133-lb section on the Pennsylvania Railroad near

Hannah, Ind., and the other of llS-lb section on the Chicago & North Western Railway

near Calamus, la. Henceforth, test data on these two installations, including summer

and winter rail gaps, will be taken every other year, as it is believed that a basic under-

standing of the behavior of the rail in these particular tests has been achieved.

The remainder of this report, therefore, relates to an additional test of 78-ft rail

which was installed on the Illinois Central Railroad near Monee and Peotone, 111.,

during August 1956.

New Installation of 78-ft Rail

The Illinois Central laid 3^ miles of 78 ft, 132-RE rail on the southbound main

track between M.P. 34.7, near Monee, and M.P. 42.5, near Peotone, in August 1Q56. The

installation was divided into two parts, one at each end of a newly laid four-mile

continuous welded rail installation on the same track. The 78-ft rail, which adjoins the

continuous rail at M.P. 35.7 and extends northward for one mile, was anchored with

every other tie being boxed. This one-mile installation will be used for test purposes,

with the AAR research staff periodically taking joint gap measurements. The remaining

part of the track with the 78 ft rail continues at the south extremity of the continuous

rail at M.P. 39.75 and extends to M.P. 42.5. This section has 22 forward anchors and

8 backup anchors for every 7.S-ft length. The traffic is high speed with a predominance

(>f diesel power.
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nn_
MP 42-42.5 - West Roil MP 42-42.5 - East Roil

Avg. Rait Temp. 1 1
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(Laid tight at 75°)

Roil laid Aug. 16; gaps measured Aug. 17.
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Roll laid Aug. 15; gaps measured Aug. 17.
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The Illinois Central laid all 78-ft rail tight in both parts of this installation. This
operation was accomplished with an average rail temperature of 110 deg F extending
over a 5-day period. During this time, the rail temperature was as low as 75 deg F and
reached a high of 126 deg F.

Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the resulting rail gaps with corresponding temperatures.
The diagram shows the AAR test mile at the top on the right with gaps from both
rails combined into the various categories. Rail laying temperatures averaged 110 deg F
through two days, and the recorded gaps were taken on the third day at 120 deg F rail

temperature. The average gap for both rails was 0.06 in.

The bar diagrams for each rail between M.P.s 42 and 42.5 are included in this report
to bring out a very interesting variation. During the rail laying operation, circum-
stances dictated the installing of the west rail at an average rail temperature of 75 deg F,
whereas the east rail was laid at an average of 117 deg F. The gaps taken a few days
later on the respective half miles are categorized in the diagram. Only 9 out of 35
joints showed any joint gap opening on the west rail at 113 deg F, and all of these were
no wider than 0.04 in. The east rail, however, had an average gap of 0.22 in at 113 deg
F with a few openings as wide as ^ to i4 in. This emphasizes the importance of laying
the rail at a temperature no higher than 90 deg F.

The AAR research staff will continue periodically to take the necessary measurements
on this new one-mile installation just south of Monee.

Specifications for 78-ft Rail

Due to the inability of the steel mills to furnish rail rolled in 78-ft lengths at this
time, it is not proposed to submit specifications for Manual material, but they are
included herewith as information for future reference until such time as the mills mav
be in a position to furnish rolled 78-ft rail.

Appendix 10-a

RECOMMENDED SPECIFICATIONS FOR 78-FT OPEN-HEARTH
STEEL RAILS

Scope

(a) These specifications cover open-hearth carbon-steel standard tee rails of nominal
78-ft lengths in sections 115 lb per yard and heavier. Specific hot-stamped identity shall
appear on each nominal 39-ft unit of the 78-ft lengths in accordance with Art. 13 (c).

(b) The order will specify whether "A" rails and X-Rayls shall be supplied in single
lengths of 39 ft or as double unit lengths of 78 ft.

(c) The test procedures set forth in these specifications apply to the top unit of
multiple-length rails.

(d) Supplementary Requirement (Art. Si) of an optional nature is provided. It
shall apply only when specified by the purchaser.

1. Access to Works
Inspection and tests shall be made at the works of the manufacturer before ship-

ment, and the works management shall afford all reasonable facilities for determining that
the rails are being furnished in accordance with the.se specifications.

2. Chemical Composition

The chemical composition of the steel, determined as prescribed hereafter, shall be
within the following limits:
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Constituents Nominal Weight in Pounds per Yard

Percent 115-120, incl. 121 and Over

Carbon : 0.67-0.80 0.69-0.82

Manganese 0.70-1 .00 0.70-1 .00

Phosphorus, max 0.04
"

0.04

Silicon 0.10-0.23 0.10-0.2.^

3. Average Carbon

In any rolling it is desired that the number of heats above the mean carbon per-

centage of the specified range shall be at least equal to the number of heats below the

mean, and that the average carbon .shall be as high as the mean.

4. Analyses

Separate analyses shall be made from ladle tests representing one of the first three

and one of the last three applied full ingots of the heat to determine the percentage

of carbon, manganese, phosphorus, sulfur and silicon. Determinations may be made

chemically or spectrographically. The average analysis of the ladle test shall conform

to the requirements of Art. 2. Upon request, samples shall be furnished to the inspector

for check analysis.

5. Ductility and Resistance to Impact

(a) Ductility and resistance to impact shall be determined by the standard AREA
drop test machine, with test specimens from 4 to 6 ft long cut from the top of the "A"

rails from the second, middle and last full ingots of each heat. Temperature of the test

specimens shall not exceed 100 deg F. The distance between supports shall be 4 ft for

sections 11.') to 140 lb per yard, incl. For sections over 140 lb per yard it shall be 4 ft

S in.

The test specimens shall be placed head upwards on the supports and subjected to

one blow from the tup falling free from the following heights for rails of the nominal

weights indicated:

Weight per Yard,

Pounds Feet

1 15-120, incl 20

121 and over 22

(b) If all of these specimens withstand the above drop test without breaking between

the suports, all of the rails of the heat will be accepted subject to final inspection for

surface, section and finish.

(c) If any specimen breaks in a location other than between the supports, the test

shall be disregarded and a retest shall be taken from the top of the rail involved.

(d) If one of the three specimens fails, subject to the requirements of Art. 5 (c),

all of the "A" rail units of the heat shall be rejected.

Specimens shall then be cut from the bottom of the same "A" rail units or the top

end of the "B" rail units of the same ingots and tested subject to Art. 5 (c). If any of

these specimens fail, the "B" rail units of the heat shall be rejected.

Three additional specimens shall then be taken from the bottom end of the "B" rail

units or the top end of the "C" rail units of the .same ingots and tested subject to Art.

5 (c). If none of the.se .specimens faiLs, the balance of the heat shall be accepted subject

to final inspection for surface, section and lini.'ih. If any ol these specimens fail, the entire

heat .shall be rejected.
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6. Interior Condition

(a) A test piece representing the top end of the top rail unit of each ingot of each

heat rolled, which has passed the drop test requirements of Art. 5, shall be nicked and

broken. If the fracture on any test specimen exhibits seams, laminations, cavities, inter-

posed foreign matter, or a distinctly bright or fine-grained structure, the top rail unit

represented shall be classed as an "X-Rayl."

(b) When specified by the purchaser, progressive all-ingot nick-and-break testing

with elimination of X-Rayls shall be performed as follows:

A test piece representing the top end of the top rail unit from each ingot of each

heat rolled, which has passed the requirements of Art. 5, shall be nicked and broken

to determine whether the interior metal is sound. If an interior defect shows on the

fracture, the top end of the top rail unit shall be nicked and broken back. If a fracture

free from interior defect is reached at a point permitting the rail unit to be finished

to an acceptable length, the remainder of the rail unit and the following rails of the

ingot shall be accepted. If not, the rail unit shall be rejected and a test piece cut from

its bottom end to represent the second rail unit of the ingot. The units of the second and

succeeding rails shall be tested in the same manner.

The nick-and-break tests on the top end of the rail units shall be made at incre-

ments optional with the manufacturer and, if necessary in order to obtain a fracture free

from interior defects, the tests shall be carried to the point where the finished rail unit

will be of minimum acceptable length.

An interior defect is interpreted to mean seams, laminations, cavities, interposed

foreign matter, or a distinctly bright or fine-grained structure made visible by the

destruction tests.

Short rails produced under this procedure shall be excluded from consideration in the

17 percent limitation of Art. 9.

7. Classification

No. 1 Rails.

—

No. 1 rails shall be free from injurious defects and flaws of all kinds.

X-Rayls.—Rails as described in Art. 6 (a)

.

No. 2 Rails.—Rails which conform to the following requirement will be accepted

as No. 2 rails.

(a) Rails which do not contain surface imperfections in such number or of such

character as will render them unfit for recognized uses.

(b) Rails arriving at the straightening presses with sharp kinks or a greater

camber than that indicated by a middle ordinate of 6 in. in a length of 39 ft.

(c) Rails that are not hot stamped.

8. Discard

Sufficient discard shall be taken from the ingot to secure freedom from injurious

segregations and pipe.

9. Lengths

Standard length of rails shall be 78 ft at a temperature of 60 deg F. Lengths shorter

than 78 ft shall not exceed 39 ft. Seventeen percent of the entire order will be accepted

in shorter lengths varying by 1 ft from 38 to 25 ft. A variation of ^ in from the specified

length will be allowed, except that on 15 percent of the order a variation of % in will

be allowed with 50 percent reduction in variation for lengths 39 ft and less.
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10. Section

Section of rails shall conform as accurately as possible to the templet or clrawing.s

furnished by the purchaser. A variation of n't in less or 3- in greater than the specified

height will be permitted. A variation of iV, in. in the width of either flange will be per-

mitted, but the variation in total width of base must not exceed I'c in. No variation will

be allowed in dimensions affecting the fit of the joint bars, except that the fishing templet

approved by the purchaser may stand out not to exceed iV. in laterally.

11. Weight

A variation of Yz of 1 percent from the calculated weight of .section as applied to the

entire order will be allowed.

12. Drilling

Circular holes for joint holes shall be drilled to conform to the drawings and dimen-

sions furnished by the purchaser. A variation of nothing under and h in over in the

size of the bolt holes will be permitted. A variation of s'2 in. in the location of the holes

will be permitted.

13. Finishing

(a) All rails shall be smooth on the heads, straight in line and without twists, waves

or kinks. The support for rails in the straightening presses shall have flat surfaces and

be free from hollow places, bends or crooks, and shall be spaced approximately 60 in.

.Auxiliary supports at less than 60 in may be used for straightening ends of rails. When
placed head up on a horizontal surface, rails that are slightly higher at the ends than

the middle will be accepted, provided they contain a uniform sweep, the middle ordinate

of which does not exceed 1J4 in. in a length of 39 ft or a maximum of 25^ in. in a length

78 ft. They shall be sawed square at the ends, a variation of not more than a's in

(3/64 in for 140-lb rail and over) being allowed and burrs shall be removed.

(b) Rails presented for inspection which do not conform to the requirements of

.^rts. 12 or 13 (a) may be reconditioned by the mill, provided they can be made to

meet fuUy the requirements.

(c) When any finished rail shows conditions as described in Art. 6 (a) at either

end or at any drilled hole, it shall be cut or broken back to sound metal and accepted

as a No. 1 or No. 2 short rail, subject to the requirements of Art. 7 and Art. 9. If cut

back, a fracture specimen .shall be furnished the inspector to determine the interior

condition.

14. Branding

Brands that may be read as long as the rails are in service shall be rolled on the side

of the web of each rail in accordance with the following requirements:

(a) The data and order of arrangement of the branding shall be as shown in the

following typical brand, the design of letters and numerals to be optional with the

manufacturer.

11525
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6 3 3 4 5 A B C D I r G H 17

(Heal Number) (Rail letter) (In^^otNo)

(c) The 78-ft rails shall be stamped with a letter representing each .^<J-ft unit of

length. The top .^9-ft units of the top rails of the ingots shall normally be lettered "A"
and the bottom .?9-ft units of the same 78-ft rails lettered "B". In the event the top rail

is 39 ft instead of 78 ft long, it shall be lettered "A"; the top 39 ft of the succeeding

78-ft rail shall be lettered "B"; the bottom 39-ft unit of this rail being lettered "C"; etc.

Succeeding rail units shall be lettered consecutively, but in case top discard is greater

than normal, the rail lettering shall conform to the amount of discard, the top 39-ft

unit becoming "B", or other succeeding letter to suit the condition. Design and size of

letters and numerals to be used in stamping shall be as here shown:

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN03
12345678705

(d) Control-cooled rails shall be identitied by the letters CC contained in the brand.

15. Control Cooling

(a) All rails shall be cooled in the regular v/ay on hot beds or runways until the

temperature is between 1000 and 725 deg F, then charged immediately into the containers.

(b) The temperature of the rails before charging shall be determined with a reliable

pyrometer at the top of the rail head at least 12 in from the end.

(c) The handling of rails between the hot bed and the container and during subse-

quent removal therefrom shall be carefully conducted to avoid bending and to minimize

cold straightening.

(d) The cover shall be placed on the container immediately after completion of the

charge and shall remain in place for at least 10 hr. After the removal or raising of the

lid of the container, no rails shall be removed until the temperature of the top layer

of rails has fallen to 300 deg F or lower.

(e) The temperature between an outside rail and the adjacent rail in the bottom

tier of the container, at a location not less than 12 in nor more than 36 in from the rail

end, shall be recorded or indicated with reliable equipment. This temperature shall

normally be the control for judging rate of cooling.

(f) The container shall be so protected and insulated that the control temperature

shall not drop below 300 deg F in 7 hr from the time that the bottom tier is placed in

the container. If, for unavoidable mill conditions, this time temperature cycle is not met,

the rails shall be considered control, provided the temperature at a location not less

than 12 in from the end of a rail at approximately the center of the middle tier does not

drop below 300 deg F in less than IS hr.

(g) The purchaser shall be furnished a complete record of the process for each con-

tainer of rails in accordance with Form 401-D, Part 3, this chapter.

(h) The letters CC in all brandings shall be removed from all rails failing to meet

the above requirements of Art. 15.
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(i) Rails may be hot stamped in the web ahead of the heat number with the letters

CH for control-cooled end-hardened rails when specified by the purchaser.

16. Classification Markings

(a) Rails accepted as No. 2 rails shall have the ends painted white and shall be

stamped with the figure 2 on both end faces.

(b) Rails accepted as "X-Rayls" .shall have the ends painted brown and shall l)e

stamped with the letter "X" on both end faces.

(c) "A" rails in 39-ft lengths or 78-ft rails with "A" unit on one end shall have

both ends painted yellow.

(d) No. 1 rails less than 39 ft long shall have both ends painted green.

(e) All rails of a heat in which both the carbon and manganese are above the mean
content of the specified range shall have both ends painted blue.

Individual rails shall be painted only one color, according to the order of precedence

listed above.

17. Loading

Rails shall be handled carefully to avoid damage, and rails in 3Q-ft and 78-ft lengths

."-hall be loaded in separate cars according to the classifications listed below:

(a) No. 1 low-carbon rails

(b) No. 1 high carbon rails

(c) No. 2 rails

(d) "X-Rayls"

(e) No. 1 "A" rails

(f) No. 1 short rails

No subdivision by classification markings other than listed above is necessary for

separate loading.

18. Mill Practices

The entire process of manufacture shall be in accordance with the best current state

of the art, and it is expected that in every stage of manufacture adherance to the best

practice of the individual mill will be observed.

19. Acceptance and Payment

(a) In order to be accepted the rails offered must fulfill all the requirements of this

specification.

(b) No 2 rails to the extent of 16 percent of the whole order will be accepted.

(c) Rails accepted will be paid for according to actual weight, subject to the

limitation of Art. 11.

Supplementary Requirement

Si. By special arrangement between the manufacturer and the purchaser, rails

classified as 78-ft No. 2 rails, "X-Rayls" or "A" rails in accordance with Art. 16 will

be furnished in 39-ft lengths. If additional operation requires the cutting apart of the

two 39-ft rail increments by cold sawing and reclassifying them as separate units, failure

of either/or both of the 39-ft rail increments thus produced to meet the minimum length

tolerance for .^9-ft rails in accordance with Art. Q shall bo fiisiegarded.
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Report on Assignment 11

Rail Damage Resulting from Engine Burns; Prevalence;

Means of Prevention; Repair by Welding

J. C. Dcjarnetle, Jr. (chairman, subcommittee), E. L. Anderson, F. W. Biltz, T. A. Blair,

C. J. Code, C. A. Colpitis, L. S. Crane, W. J. Cruse, G. H. Echols, P. O. Ferris,

L. E. Gingcrich, J. K. Gloster, J. C. Jacobs, K. K. Kessler, N. W. Kopp, L. R. Lam-
port, Ray McBrian, B. R. Mevers, W. G. Powrie, C. R. Rilev, E. F. Salisburv,

W. D. Simpson, A. P. Talbot, R. P. Winton, Edward Wise, Jr.

Welded engine burns and failures reported to December 31, 1955, by those reporting,

are shown in the table on page 1057.

Suggested specifications for repair of engine burns in rail in main track by o.xy-

acetylene welding are shown under Appendix 11-a.

This report is submitted as information.

Appendix 11-a

REPAIR OF ENGINE BURNS IN RAIL IN MAIN TRACK
BY OXYACETYLENE WELDING

1. Engine driver burns may be repaired by oxyacetylene welding at any location in

the length of the rail. There is no limit on the number of engine driver burns that may be

repaired in any one rail, except practical considerations, including the cost of the welding

compared to the replacement cost of the rail. When several engine driver burns occur

in one rail the welds must not be made at locations closer together than 3 ft until the

rail has cooled to normal temperatures at previous welds.

2. Engine driver burns should not be welded during rain or in areas exposed to water

spray.

3. The damaged metal in the engine driver burns must be removed by either

chipping, grinding or washing with an oxyacetylene torch. In the case of grinding, care

must be taken that grinding cracks are not formed in the weld area. If the defective

metal is removed by washing, a cutting torch with a suitable gouging tip should be used.

It is important in either method that all defective metal and all cracks be removed. Flame

gouging is a rapid means of metal removal and since it has preheated the weld area,

it should be followed immediately by welding.

4. A simple, effective method for locating any defects or progressive fractures during

flame washing, is as follows: spread the heat from the flame uniformly to produce an

even, dull red color over the floor of the cavity. Then lift the torch momentarily and

watch for any irregular appearance of the heated area as it starts to cool. If there is

a crack or fissure at or very near the surface, its course will be outlined by a concentra-

tion of brighter color along its edges. The abrupt appearance of a bright spot or area in

the floor of the cavity indicates a horizontal fissure below the floor, which must be

washed out. If there are no defects in the floor of the cavity, it will darken uniformly

as it cools.

5. If on removal of the defective metal it is found that the cracks extend below the

top of the rail more than % in. in the case of rail up to 115 lb and more than ^ in. in

heavier rail, it is advisable to replace the rail.

(1. Welding tips and rods, as recommended by the various su|i|)liers for this applira-

tiim, should be used.
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7. It is recommended that a carbonizing flame be used, which means that a slight

excess of acetylene is required.

8. When a small engine driver burn is welded, the preliminary heating should be

extended to the surrounding metal about 1 in beyond the weld area to prevent too rapid

cooling of the weld metal, which causes excess hardness and shrinkage cracks.

0. It is important to keep the heat from penetrating too deeply into the rail head.

This generally occurs during washing out large and deep burns. Excessive heat will cause

the rail to rise at the weld and when cooled to settle down below its original .surface.

In order to prevent this, preheat to 1450 dcg F the web and base for a length of about

12 in immediately below the burn.

10. The weM should be applied in the preheated area starting at one end in a bead

about 2 in long and 1 in wide. The weld metal should cool to rail temperature before

proceeding with the welding. This is to prevent exccs.^ive heat penetration, with resultant

shrinkage cracks and sagging.

11. Care must be exercised by the welder to obtain a weld deposit of sound metal,

free of slag or inclusions and porosity.

12. The increments of weld metal can be shaped with a flatter and hammer while

they are cooling.

I.'?. The built-up engine driver burns are finished by grinding to the same level as

the adjacent rail head.

14. In all of these operations the skill and workman.ship of the individual welder

is of utmost importance.



Report of Special Committee on Continuous
Welded Rail

S. H. Harlow R. J. Gammie
T. A. Klair W. E. Gardner

Bi.AiR Blowers E. P. Hackert

C. B. Bronson R. a. Hostetter

E. J. Brown S. R. Hursh

J. A. BlNJKR T. B. HUTCHESON

J. E. Campbell A. B. Lewis

H. B. Christianson C. P. Martini

W. E. Cornell C. R. Merriman

^jll^^^^
F. VV. Creedle Wm. Nuetzel

^^^H L. S. Crane F. L. Rees

^^ ^^^H R. H. Egbert E. F. Salisbury

W^ ^^^H A. W. Eogers R. a. Sharood

M ^^^B A. G. Ellefson T. C. Sheod, Jr.

C. E. WelleI, Chainua,,, ^^- T- Varies H. A. Siravo

J. C. DeJarnette, Jr.,
^ O. Ferris R. P. Winton

Vice Chairman, H. F. Fifield Edward Wise, Jr.

R. E. Dove, Secretary, W. H. Freeman Committee

To the American Raila'ay Engineering Association:

Your Committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Fabrication.

Progress report, presented as information pajic 1060

2. Laying.

Progress report, presented as information page 1060

i. Fastenings.

Brief progress statement, presented as information page 1061

4. Maintenance.

Brief progress statement, presented as information page lOOf

5. Economics.

Progress report, presented as inlormatitjn pa^;e lOfi}

The Special Committee o.\ Continuous Welded Rail,

C. E. Weller, Chairman.

ARKA Kiilletin 5.55. Fel.riiary 1957.
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Report on Assignment 1

Fabrication

Wm. Nuetzel (chairman, subcommittee), S. H. Barlow, L. S. Crane, F. W. Creedle,

J. C. Dcjarnette, Jr., R. H. Egbert, H. F. Fifield, W. E. Gardner, F. L. Rees, C. E.

Weller, R. P. Winton.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Previous reports of this committee have dealt with the organization and mechanical

setup as comprised in a single line of welding, both by the oxyacetylene pressure weld

method and the electric-flash butt weld method. This report covers the introduction

of the so-called double-line welding method.

During 1956, two railroads experimented with this method of production, and it was

found that production could be increased 100 percent over the single line with an increase

of only 25 percent in manpower.

There are certain offsetting factors however, that would lend to add costs to the

overall operation. It would be necessary to have two welding machines and probably

additional sets of flat-car equipment to properly handle the doubled output of the

fabricating plant.

The principal savings in manpower of the double line over the single line are in

welding machine operators, grinder operators, and winch operators.

Due to the fact that 1956 was an experimental year with the double-line method,

it is the opinion of your committee that it is too early to present cost figures. The study

will be continued during the coming year.

Report on Assignment 2

Laying

E. J. Brown (chairman subcommittee), J. C. Dejarnette, Jr., A. W. Eggers, R. A. Hostet-

ter, T. B. Hutcheson, A. B. Lewis, C. R. Merriman, F. L. Rees, C. E. Weller.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

The total mileage of continuous welded rail laid as of the end of 1955, by years,

is as follows:

Track Track

Year Miles Year Miles

1933 0.16 194T 18.70

1934 0.95 1948 29.93

1935 4.06 1040 33.05

1936 1.52 1050 50.25

1937 31.23 1051 37.25

1939 6.04 1052 40.00

1942 5.48 1953 80.00

1943 6.29 1954 87.00

1944 12.88 1955 266.50"

1945 4.S1

1946 3.91 Total 720.01

- 72 miles ultc lllctlic-^a^h bull woUK-d.

It is generally recognized that, where practicable, traclvs should be ballasted ahead

of rail laying, which would involve tie renewals, etc. After the relay is completed, a light

surfacing or smooth-up raise is recommended.
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The transportation of continuous welded rail follows much the same pattern on all

railroads—loading long strings on fiat cars—the number of flat cars dejx'nding on the

length of the strings. Most roads use some sort of device to anchor the rails to cars to

prevent shifting. The distance that welded rail can be tran.sported seems to be no factor,

so that a central location for the welding operation can be set up and the rail distributed

from that point.

Distribution of rail generally is made by anchoring one end and then pulling the cars

out from under the rail. A few roads unload so that the strings are Ix'tween the traffic

rails, but genera'ly the distribution is made so that the rail rests on the ballast .shouldej

or subgrade.

The laying of continuous welded rail follows much the same pattern as laying

jointed rail, and the organization depends on what practices are followed on the individual

load when the track is completely out of service, or when laying on single track where

it is necessary to close up for traffic.

After several years of experience, it is the consensus of those roads laying continuous

welded rail that fields welds are not successful ; therefore, few, if any, are made. Some roads

still use a full-length 39-ft rail, or in some cases a shorter length, on each side of an

insulated joint. On other roads, the welded rail is sawed in the field at the insulated

joint location.

The length limitations of strings of continuous welded rail vary on different roads,

the actual lengths depending upon the circumstances in each case, but generally they

are from 1400 to 1500 ft in length.

Report on Assignment 3

Fastenings

Edward Wise, Jr. (chairman, subcommittee), J. E. Campbell, W. E. Cornell, R. E. Dove,

J. C. Dejarnette, Jr., A. G. Ellefson, E. P. Hackert, H. A. Siravo, C. E. Weller.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

To ascertain the methods of anchorage used where strings of continuous welded rail

join bolted rail, and where insulated joints are in strings of continuous rail, also to find

if short rails are used each side of such insulated joints and whether users of continuous

welded rail had found it necessary to install additional anchorage to properly hold it,

a questionnaire was sent to the railroads shown on Table 1, page 117.S, Vol. S4, of the

Proceedings.

The fifteen replies received to this questionnaire are tabulated on Table 2 of this

report, a study of which shows quite a variation in practices on the reporting railroads.

The committee does not believe any conclusions can be reached from the replies

received to the questionnaire and will continue to request information from railroads

having continuous welded rail installed, as their experience with present and future

installations may provide data that will enable conclusions to be made.
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Explanation of References Indicated by Figures in Parenthesis on Table 2

(1) ! to 1,'/' in on fills; none on bridfjc-s. Most of the welded rail laid in this period

was on viaducts and adjacent fills.

(2)—No, but care must be exercised when retimberinp;.

(3)—Laid at temperature of SO to 60 deg; surfaced at same teniixTalure.

(4)—Same at each rail except at insulated joints.

(5)—Box anchored—3 rails both sides of insulated joints.

(6)—Whatever is available, 10 ft 6 in to ,^7 ft.

(7)—Varies from 585 to 4680 ft due to road crossings, switches and insulated joints.

(8)—Some joints when welded and placed in track were low; after we had ran over

them for a while we picked them up by heating with two torches. Other than the

above, no .special maintenanci.' required.

(0)—In future.

(10)—More or less.

(11)—Maximum 1404 ft. Used mostly in tunnels.

(12)—Continuous welded rail not used on curves.

(1.0—Special plan.

(14)—48 conventional anchors or 24 compression clips. Single track, 6 rail lengths;

for double track, 8 rail lengths on the receiving end and 4 on leaving end.

(IS)—Ballast section increased from 6 in beyond end of an 8-ft cross tie to 6 in beyond

end of an 8}^-it cross tie.

(16)^—Freight speed per time table restricted to 45 mph.

(17)—Average main line sections 10.331 miles.

(18)—S deg SO min (Pine Jet.) or 3 deg 30 min (at Normantown).
(19)^—General raise. Done at temperatures not materially greater than that at which the

rail is laid and anchored. Rail is anchored at temperatures between 70 to 90 deg F.

For best results for out-of-face surfacing, it should be done between 60 to 70 deg.

Spot surfacing. No precautions.

(20)—June 1956 is the only experience in transposing welded strings. The strings were

on a double main with a siding parallel to the main and were approximatelv

2400 lin ft in length. They were transposed without cutting. The procedure was

as follows: The inside spikes were pulled. The crane pulled the string inside of the

track then lifted the low rail over the high. Dollies were placed under the strings,

which were then pulled off the dollies onto the plates and under the outside spikes.

As the strings were being placed from end to end they were also .spiked, then the

anchors were replaced.

(21)—Recent rail with conventional anchors still under observation. Rail with compres-

sion clips holding O.K.

(22)—Inside track filled to top of tie.

(23)—2200 ft of isolated welded rail.

(24)—No work on hot sunny days.

(25)—Two separate anchorage patterns have been used:

(a) On 6^ miles:

AREA recommended practice, i.e., every tie boxed for 6 rail lengths at the

end of each welded string and 18 anchors per 39 ft rail between this end

anchoring.

(b) On 31^ miles:

A test anchorage i^attern with every second tie boxed for 7J/2 rail lengths at

the end of each welded string and 10 anchors per rail between this end

anchoring.
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When the continuous welded rail meets jointed rail the welded string is anchored

as per (a) and (b) above and jointed rail is anchored every second tie boxed for

8 rail lengths.

To date both anchorage patterns have been satisfactory.

(26)—Immediately prior to laying rail.

(27)—Probably three years.

(28)—Any spot surfacing required is done during the first hours of the working day or

when ambient temperature is in the neighborhood of 70 deg, the mean temperature

at which the continuous welded rail was laid.

(29)—Every other tie boxed on continuous welded rail; 14 anchors per rail on bolted

rail.

(30)—No work of spotting or raising or lining track done when temperature is over

75 deg F.

(.U)—The only special maintenance on the welded joints has been a small amount of

grinding on rail surface to adjust surface of rail at weld. One grinder operato'-

two days time in four years' time.

(32)—Initially used 24 anchors per rail uniformly for length of .string. Necessary to add

12 anchors per rail for 5 rail lengths at ends of string.

(33)—Precautions applying to tight jointed rail.

(34)—Fiber thimbles of insulated joints changed out annuall\'.

(35)—46; 8 rail lengths in extreme temperature range and 6 rail lengths in moderate

temperature range territory.

(36)—Only to increase from 6 to 8 rails as in (35)

.

(37)—If track is to be ballasted, a 6-in raise is made ahead of the relay and a 2-in

power tamping raise follows the relay. If relay is made on existing cru.shed rock

ballast, the power tamping surfacing raise follows the relay.

(38)—The Northern Pacilic standard main line raise is 8 in under the tie.

(39)—Power tamping program is not made on a gross tonnage cycle.

(40)—Short rails are used each side of insulated joints to allow for expansion. All field

drilled bolt holes are chamferred to minimize bolt hole breaks. In territories of

extreme temperature we attempt to lay the welded rail early in the summer when

the temperature is not over 90 deg.

(a) We have not made a general raise on welded rail to date.

(b) No special precautions are taken for spot surfacing.

(41)—No, except for chamferring drilled holes.

(42)—Yes; 24 anchors per rail were used when laid; no anchors have been added since.

(43)—Rail has not been in service long enough to establish.

(44)—33 miles; mobile truck section.

(45)— (a) We do not permit szeneral rai.sc if temperature is over S5 deg; (b) .same as (a)
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Report on Assignment 4

Maintenance

W. H. Freeman (chairman, subcommittee). C. B. Bronson, J. A. Bunjer, H. B. Christian-
son, J. C. Dejarnette, Jr., R. E. Dove, S. R. Hursh, C. P. Mantini, E. F. Salisbury,
H. A. Siravo, C. E. Weller.

This is a projjress report, submitted as information.

Questions 4 to 18, incl., of Table 2, which is included in the report on Assignment 3,

cover the practices followed by the railroads in the maintenance of continuous welded

rail.

The answers to these questions show that while all reporting roads do not follow

the same practices in the maintenance of welded rail, the pattern is fairly uniform. It

appears that with the exception of Question 16, practices used in the maintenance of

welded rail are quite similar to those for jointed track. The answers to Question 16

show that about 50 percent of the reporting roads use some precaution in .surfacing due

to temperature.

Report on Assignment 5

Economics

T. A. Blair (chairman, subcommittee), Blair Blowers, J. C. Dejarnette, D. T. Fairies,

P. O. Ferris, R. J. Gammie, T. C. Shedd, Jr., C. E. Weller.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

In order to prepare an up to date statement on economics of welded rail as com-

pared with jointed track a questionnaire was sent to the railroads which reported cost

data in 1953, as shown in Table 1, page 1173, Vol. 54, 1Q53, of the Proceedings, request-

ing whether with the passage of four years, any of the information in that table should

now be changed. The following changes were received:

Annual S.wings on Maintenance wiih Welded Track, Per Mile

EJ&E—increase $460 to $475
D&H—reduce $555 to $458
UP- -reduce $200 to $100

With fissures now developing in welded rail and the abnormal cost of removing the

fissure from welded section, this saving in ordinary maintenance is now more than
offset by the extraordinary expense of removing fissured rail where such fissures are

developing.

CI&L—insert $525 where no figure was previously given.

Life of Welded Rail in Track
D&H—change 12 to 25 years.

.\T&SF—change 27.5 to 30 years.
CI&L—insert 30 years where no figure was previously given.

Life of Rail in Jointed Track
D&H—change 5 to 12 years.

Time Cycle, Out-of-Face Surfacing Welded Track
EJ&E—change 8 to 9 years.

AT&SF—change 9 to 10 years.
CSS&SB—insert 7 years where no figure was previously given.
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TiMK CvcLK, OuT-or-FACE Surfacing Jointed Track

AT&SF—chani;e 10 to years.

CSS&SB—insert 5 yoars where no t'ljiure was pre\iousIy fiiven.

Because of the variable conditions under which continuous welded rail is laid and

maintained it is felt that the best average picture of economics is determined by averaging

the items shown in the Proceedings, Vol. 54, 1953, page 1173, Table 1, for all weights

of rai! 112 through 136 lb, using revised figures furnished in answer to the questionnaire.

This gives averages as follows:

.Annual saving on maintenance with welded rail per mile $481

Life of welded rail in track, years 29

Life of rail in jointed track, years 22

Time cycle, cut-of-face surfacing welded track, years 7.5

Time cycle, out-ot-face surfac'ng jointed track, years 5.1

Another questionnaire was sent to railroads which installed continuous welded rail

during the years 1952 to 1955, incl. The results are shown in Table 1 accompanying

this report.

Using the information shown in Table 1 of this report, the weighted average increase

in investment for welded rail as compared with jointed rail is $1462 per mile. Annual

interest at 5 percent on this increased cost would be $73.

To determine the annual savings due to the longer life of welded rail compared

with jointed rail we would use the cost of 132-lb rail, which is about the average of the

sections reported in Table 1. New cost per gross ton would be $115, average value of

secondhand relayer rail. $50, giving a depreciation of $65 per gross ton for 207.4 gross

tons per mile, or approximately $13,500 per mile.

The annual investment at 5 percent to accumulate $13,500 in 22 years (jointed

track) is .$351, and the figure for 29 years (welded track) is $217, giving a difference

of $134 per year in favor of welded track.

These savings are summarized as follows:

.\verage annual maintenance savings $481

Interest at 5 percent on increased cost of welded rail 73 (dr)

Annual savings account longer life of rail 134

Sub-total $542

Savings due to extending out-of-face surfacing cycle from 5.1 to 7.5 years at cost

of .S7000 per mile per surfacing 439

Total $981

The above figures are the best averages that can be worked out from the data now
available. It should be noted that there is a rather large variation in the data reported

by the various roads, particularly with respect to cycle of resurfacing.

It is felt that estimated economics for a particular road can best be worked out by

I'sing the applicable rail section, new rail cost, relay rail value and interest rate for thai

road, and selecting from the two tables quoted above the following data from the

reporting road with conditions most nearly approximating those for your particular road:

Annual maintenance saving with welded rail.

Life cycle of welded and jointed rail.

Cycle for resurfacing welded and jointed rail.

Excess cost per mile for welded rail.
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Al this time the judgment of one engineer is as good as that of another as to the

cost of relaying welded rail on secondary track at the end of its useful life on primary

track. One road laying 38 miles of welded rail found that the cost of unloading rail and

fastenings and laying rail was only .*^60 per mile more expensive than for jointed track.

It therefore appears that for any road equipped for transporting, unloading and laying

\ve!dcd rail, the cost of loading, transporting, unloading and laying relayer welded rail

would be so little in excess of jointed rail that one is not justified in considering it.
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PROGRAM
Fifty-Sixth Annual Meeting

Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel

St. Louis, Mo.

•

Monday, March 4, 1957

Gold Room—9:30 to 12:00

Introduction of officers and directors.

Address by President VVm. J. Hedley, Chief Engineer, Wabash Raihoad.

Report of Executive Secretary—Neal D. Howard.
Report of Treasurer—A. B. Hillman, Chief Engineer, Chicago & Western Indiana and

Belt Railway of Chicago.

Report of the Association Auditors—by C. A. Bick, Vice President—Operations, Monon
Railroad.

Greetings from the Signal Section, AAR, A. L. Essman (Chairman), Chief Signal Engineer

System, Burlington Lines.

Greetings from the Electrical Section, AAR, R. I. Fort (Past Chairman), Electrical Engi-

neer—Equipment, Illinois Central.

Address—The Engineer's Responsibility for Progress, by R. G. May, \'icc President,

Operations and Maintenance Department, AAR.
Address—Unemployment Tax Reduction Through Employment Stabilization, by Thomas

M. Healy, Member, Railroad Retirement Board.

Address—Growing with the Nation, by Major General Emerson C. Itschner, Chief of

Engineers, Department of the Army.

Address—Research Review (illustrated), by G. M. Magee, Director of Engineering

Research, A.-\R.

•

Gold Room—2:00 fo 5:00

Bulletin

Reports of Committees Number
20—Contract Forms 532

Address—Why Not Railroad Protective Insurance that Protects? by C. D.
Dawson, Superintendent of Insurance, Baltimore & Ohio.

1 1—Records and Accounts 5 ^4

14—Yards and Terminals 532
Address—Car Rollability on Grades (illustrated), by F. R. Smith, Chief

Engineer, Union Railroad.

16—Economics of Railway Location and Operation 532
Addre.ss—Train Tran.sit Time, by Dr. L. K. Sillcox, Honorary \ice Chair-

man of the Board, New York Air Brake Company.
25—Waterways and Harbors 532

1069
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PROGRAM
(Continued)

0—Highways 532

Recommended protection at highway-railway grade crossings where one-

way traffic on the highway crosses one or more tracks on the railway

—

with comments and illustrations by D. W. Hughes, Railroad Safety

Inspector, Michigan Public Service Commission.

•
Dinner Party, Gold Room, 7 pm

Dinner, entertainment, and dancing

Master of Ceremonies—A. Carl Weber, Laclede Steel Company.

Speaker—Lucius Beebe, on Folklore of the Steamcars.

Film—"June Decision", to be introduced by Holcombe Parkes, President, Railway

Progress Institute.

Dancing in Ivory Room.

•

Tuesday, March 5, 1957

Ivory Room—9:00 to 12:00

Bulletin

Reports of Committees Number

13—Water, Oil and Sanitation Services 532

Address—Handling of Radioactive Materials when Involved in Leakages

and Fires, by Dr. W. G. McKenna, Chief Chemist, AAR.

24—Cooperative Relations with Universities 534

Address—Engineers a Commodity, by Earl C. Kubicek, Director of Alumni

Relations and Placement, Illinois Institute of Technology.

7—Wood Bridges and Trestles 534

Address—Fire Retardant Coating Research, with iilm "AAR Participation

in A-Bomb Studies," by Seymour Coburn, Chemical Engineer, AAR.

30—Impact and Bridge Stresses 533

S—Masonry 533

Address Prestresscd Concrete Bridges in Europe (illustrated), by E. J.

Ruble, Research Engineer Structures, AAR.

15—Iron and Steel Structures 534

•

Association Luncheon

Gold Room, 12 Noon

Announcement of results of election of officers

Presentation of gavels to incoming committee chairmen

Address by A. K. Atkinson, President, Wabash Railroad
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PROGRAM
(Continued)

Ivory Room—2:30 to 5:20

HuMctin

Reports of Committees Number

28—Clearances ^-^^

29—Waterproofing 53,5

17—Wood Preservation 533

6—Buildings " 532

Film—"Faces and Figures", which tells the story of hardwood veneers for

plywood, from the cutting of the trees to the ultimate use of the

plywood.

27—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment 533

22—Economics of Railway Labor 533

Address—Where Most of Your Dollar Goes, by E. H. Hallmann, Director

of Personnel, Illinois Central.

3—Ties 533

Panel Discussion—Tics—Their Use in Track.

•
Wednesday, March 6, 1957

Gold Room—9:00 to 12:20

Bulletin

Reports of Committees Number

Special Committee on Continuous Welded Rail 535

4—Rail 535

5—Track 535

Panel Discussion—Should the Railroads Make More Exten.sive U.-^e of

AREA Trackwork Plans?

1—-Roadway and Ballast 535

Address—Soil Engineering Problems During the Construction of the Allan-

tic Railroad in Colombia, S. A. (illustrated), by Rockwell Smilh,

Research Engineer Roadway, A.AR.

Closing Business

Installation of Officers

Adjournment
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Report of the Tellers

Presented Tuesday Noon, March 5, 1957

VVe, the Coniniittee of Tellers, appointed to eanvass the ballots for officers and for

members of the Nominating Committee, find the count of ballots as follows:

For President

Ray McBrian 1,636

"For Vice President

F. R. Woolford 1,622

For Directors (first four men elected)

A. V. Johnston 1,016

W. H. Hobbs 956

A. B. Stone 941

J. C. Jacobs 883

W. W. Hay 759

W. M. Jaekle 751

J. C. Dejarnette, Jr 704

W. C. Pinschmidt 594

For Members of Nominating Committee (first five men elected)

T. M. von Sprecken 1,126

T. F. Burris 980

J. A. Bunjer 947

F. L. Etchison 778

W. D. Kirkpatrick 759

V. C. Hanna 732

A. L. Sams . 732

A. W. Munt 730

D. E. Rudisill 711

W. H. Huffman 631

The Committee of Tellehs,

R. A. Bardwell, Chdirman.

R. A. BARnwEi.L, B. H. Goodwin J. R. Rusiimkk

Chairman, G. W. Giunn F. N. Snyder

J. E. Wiggins, Jr., H. W. Kellogg E. O. Salners

Vice Chairman, M. E. Kerns M. M. Stansiuiry

N. D. Bloom W. C. King R. M. Stimmel
C. M. Bardwell W. F. Kohl L. E. Talbot

H. B. Christianson, Sr. W. E. Kropp J. R. Talbott

G. R. Collier J. Largent T. A. Tennyson
R. W. FONDREN H. L. McMlILLIN W. O. TOWSON
C. J. Geyer D. V. Messman S. E. Tracy

M. E. Giddings G. Nutt A. R. Wilson
E. A. Gill J. R. Oglesby F. E. Yockey
R. S. Glynn

* Under the provisions of the Constitution, R. R. Meyers advances aiitomatically from jiniior

vice president to senior vice president,



PROCEEDINGS
Running Report of the Annual Meeting of the American Railway

Engineering Association (Construction and Maintenance Sec-

tion. Engineering Division, Association of American Rail-

roads), March 4-6, 1957, Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel, St. Louis,

Mo., Including Abstracts of All Discussion, All Formal

Action on Committee Presentations, Specific Papers and

Addresses Presented in Connection with Commit-

tee Reports, and Other Official Business of the

Association

Opening Session—March 4, 1957

President Wm. J. Hedley,'= Presiding

President Hedley: Will the meeting please come to order?

The opening session of the 56th Annual Meeting convened at 9:30 am

President Hedley: This is the 56th Annual Meeting of the American Railway Engi-

neering Association and the concurrent annual meeting of the Construction and Main-

tenance Section of the Engineering Division, Association of American Railroads. Welcome

to St. Louis.

I had hoped that Mayor Raymond R. Tucker would be able to speak these words

to you this morning. As an engineer turned mayor, he is doubly interested in having you

here for this meeting, but he is also interested in taking out another four-year lease on

office space in the City Hall, and tomorrow is an election day. I just couldn't convince

him that we had a large bloc of potential voters in all of you out-of-town folks here.

[Laughter] Anyhow, I think I can qualify as a greeter on behalf of St. Louis. I am a

native and a long-time resident of St. Louis County.

Those of you who know your local geography know that together, St. Louis County

and Old Man River have got the city of St. Louis completely surrounded. Besides that,

I'm paying taxes to the city of St. Louis, and that ought to give me some license to speak

on behalf of it.

I suppose you (I didn't want to say it as "you-all," because you really aren't quite

that far south yet) think that I'm the fellow who brought up the idea of holding an

AREA convention in St. Louis. The truth is that I'm not, but I'm very happy that you

are here. It seems to me that there were just a lot of people who wanted a change, a

change of scenery, and they preferred to get even more than a stone's throw away from

the Palmer House. The decision to come to St. Louis this year was made by a large

majority vote of the Board of Direction. At the same time, the Board voted to go back

to Chicago, to the Sherman Hotel, for the IQ.vS convention.

These surroundings here may be unfamiliar for an .'Association meeting, i)Ut I can

assure you they are friendly surroundings. We St. Louis people are happy that the deci-

sion was made to come here for this first convention in Association histor>- outside of

Chicago, and the first convention to be hild outside of the Palmer Hou.se in 28 years.

* Chief Engineer, Wabash Railroad.
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In another innovation, we are starting on Monday rather than on Tuesday, and

much earlier in March than usual, because of special circumstances.

I'm sure it will not take you long to fet'i at home here in St. Louis. The city, the

local Convention Publicity Bureau, the various cooperating hotels and all the members

of AREA in St. Louis and the Southwest welcome you here.

We have had a very interesting time preparing for your coming, anfl we hope you

enjoy your stay.

The technical program of the convention, including reports on .some 135 assign-

ments by our 2i standing and special committees, together with 18 special features in

the form of papers, addresses, motion pictures, slide presentations and panel discussions,

is all set forth in the printed program available to you in the convention issue of the

AREA News, and should make your attendance here worth while.

The dinner party of the Mississippi Valley Maintenance of Way Club, tonight, and

the Annual Luncheon tomorrow noon, should give you a few desirable minutes of enjoy-

ment and relaxation. While those of you who have brought along your wives are busy,

you can rest assured that they are being pleasantly entertained or otherwise occupied by

arrangements which have been made for them, as listed in the News.

We are particularly glad that some of the ladies are with us here this morning.

We welcome them to sit in on any of the sessions in which they are interested, and

particularly the closing business session, beginning about 11:30 am on Wednesday,

when our new officers will be installed.

Before we start our program for today, I would like to present to you those sitting

at the two speakers' tables. As I call their names, I would appreciate it if they would

stand, and remain standing until all have been introduced. I think it would be well if

applause were withheld until all have been introduced.

We have at the higher table Mr. B. R. Meyers, junior vice president of the ARE.Ai,

chief engineer, Chicago & North Western System, Chicago.

Mr. Ray McBrian, senior vice president, AREA, director of research, Denver &• Rio

Grande Western Railroad, Denver, Colo.

Mr. N. D. Howard, executive secretary, AREA.

Mr. A. B. Hillman, treasurer, AREA, chief engineer, Belt Railway and Chicago &

Western Indiana Railroad at Chicago.

Now, beginning at the lower table, Mr. A. R. Wilson, past president, AREA, 1936-

1937, retired engineer of bridges and buildings, Pennsylvania Railroad, Lansdowne, Pa.

I had expected Mr. Armstrong Chinn to be here, but he has been out of town, and

has not arrived yet.

Mr. C. H. Mottier, past president, AREA, 1Q48-1O40, vice president in charge of

engineering, Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago.

Mr. F. S. Schwinn, past president, AREA, 1949-1950, consulting engineer and analyst,

retired assistant chief engineer, Missouri Pacific Lines, Houston, Texas.

Mr. T. A. Blair, past president, AREA, 1951-1952, chief engineer System, Atchi.son,

Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, Chicago.

Mr. C. J. Geyer, past president, AREA, 1952-1053, retired vice president, construc-

tion and maintenance, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Richmond, Va.

Mr. C. G. Grove, past president, AREA, 1053-1954, area engineer, Pennsylvania

Railroad, Chicago.

Mr. G. W. Miller, past president, AREA, 1954-1955, engineer maintenance of way.

Eastern Region, Canadian Pacific Railway, Toronto, Ont.
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Mr. G. M. O'Rourke, past president, AREA, 1055-1Q56, assistant engineer main-

tenance of way, Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago.

Mr. C. B. Porter, director, AREA, assistant chief engineer, construction and main-

tenance, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Detroit, Mich.

Mr. C. H. Sandherg, director, .ARE.A, assistant bridge engineer system, Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, Chicago.

Mr. W. H. Giles, director, ARE.A, a.ssistant chief engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad,

St. Louis.

Mr. H. R. Peterson, director, .\RE.A, chief engineer, Northern Pacific Railway,

St. Paul, Minn.

Mr. E. J, Brown, director, .\RE.-\, chief engineer, Burlington Lines, Chicago.

Mr. F. R. Woolford, director, .\RE.-\, chief engineer Western Pacific Railroad, San

Francisco, Calif.

Mr. R. H. Beeder, director, .ARE.\, a.ssistant chief engineer system, .Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fc Railway, Chicago.

Mr. C. J. Code, director, AREA, a.s.sistant chief engineer—tests, Pennsylvania Rail-

road, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. G. H. Echols, director, ARE.\, chief engineer. Southern Railway System, Wash-

ington, D. C.

Mr. L. A. Loggins, director, .\RE.'\, chief engineer. Southern Pacific Lines in Texas

and Louisiana, Houston, Texas.

Mr. R. R. Manion, director, ARE.A, assistant vice president—engineering. New York

Central System, New York.

The next chair was reserved for Mr. W. G. Powrie, a director of ARE.A, chief engi-

neer, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad Chicago, who could not he with

us today because of ill health.

Gentlemen, you may be seated. [Applause]

In presenting those here, I passed over two, as you noticed. They are the official

representatives of the two other sections in the Engineering Division of the Association

of American Railroads. I would like now to present, first, Mr. A. L. Essman, chief

signal engineer, System, Burlington Lines, who is chairman of the Signal Section. I would

be glad if Mr. Essman would stand and be recognized. [Applause!

And then I should like to introduce the second of these two gentlemen, Mr. R. I.

Fort, electrical engineer, equipment, Illinois Central Railroad, who, as a past chairman

of the Electrical Section, is sitting in for the current chairman of that section, Mr. S. B.

Pennell, assistant engineer, Electrical Department, New York Central System. [.Applau-se]

Both of these gentlemen will be recognized further, a little later in the program.

The first official order of business of the annual meeting is consideration of the min-

utes of the la.st annual meeting. These minutes were printed in Volume H7 of the .\RE.A

Proceedings for 1^56, a copy of which was furnished to each member last August.

Unless I hear some objection or correction, we will dispense with the readings of the

minutes.

Hearing no objection or correction, I declare the minutes api)rov;il as |)rinted in the

Proceedings.
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Address of President Wm. J. Hedley

I extended a welcome to \-ou at the outset of the session this morning'; for the benefit

of a few late arrivals, may I again say that we St. Louisans are happy to have you here

for the first break in the long tradition of Chicago conventions. It is quite appropriate

that, upon leaving the largest railroad center in the country, we should go to the second

largest. I'm sure you are going to fmd here, during these three days, a well ordered meet-

ing, following the pattern of the smooth-running conventions we have been accustomed

to in Chicago, with possibl> a little added touch here and there which might represent

an improvement.

These well planned meetings don't just happen. They are the result of a lot of work

by the Secretary's office, and the Committee on Convention Arrangements. Neal Howard

and his staff have done an excellent job in handling this one by remote control, coupled

with an occasional visit to St. Louis. The Arrangements Committee was augmented by a

few members from St. Louis and the Southwest, but by and large, the same hardworking

men who performed so well in Chicago have carried on in St. Louis.

In addition to Chairman Bill Pinschmidt, I would commend, particularly, Messrs.

H. T. Bradley, Vern Hanna and Sam Johnson, who were saddled with some of the more

onerous assignments.

This past year has been a good one for the Association. We have had a Board that

has worked in harmony. It has been a real pleasure for me, personally, to participate in

the activities, the official activities of the Association.

Naturally, a fine organization like this doesn't have any bad years. Measured by my
own activities, this past 12-months period has moved along at a phenomenal rate, even

for this jet-propelled age, but for Executive Secretary Howard, Ed Gehrke and the other

loyal members of the headquarters staff, it was just another one to be taken in stride.

It is their accumulated know-how that enables them to handle so promptly and efficiently

the vast amount of correspondence, record-keeping and publication work that knit

together all the work of the officers, directors, committees and individual members of the

Association, and put it on display for the edification and guidance of our own memher-

.ship and the entire railway industry.

In his speech a year ago, George O'Rourkc included some words of high praise for

Neal Howard. Now I know, more than ever, that this kind of praise has been fully

earned. This year he has handled most effectively the added duties entailed in the change

of convention city to St. Louis. Neal doesn't do these things without worrying. He wor-

ries about the things that I ought to do as well as the things that he should accomplish.

[Laughter] But that worry of his is one of the important ingredients of the successful

operation of AREA.
By statistical measurement, this past year has been a good one for the Association.

Membership has continued to increase, and has reached an all-time high of 3350, as of

February 1 of this year. I would estimate there have been some .^0 or so applications for

member.ship during the past month.

Financially, income exceeded outgo b\' a sufficient!) ct)mfortable margin to permit

us to set aside some accumulated reserve to take care of some of those unusually heavy

publication expenditures with which we will be confronted from time to time.

In accordance with an arrangement of long standing, our financial picture was
brightened by the usual payment of a substantial part of our headquarters office expenses

by the Association of American Railroads, in compensation for the work we do as the

Construction and Maintenance Section of the Engineering Division, AAR.
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No one could be active in the AREA without learninu that the woriv of its technical

committees is the very life blood of the organization. I had an early appreciation of this

fact, and was admitted to membership on Committee 14 shortly after I joined the Asso-

ciation in lo.U. \ot lonj; afterward, I started work on Committee 0, and until this year,

my first-hand knowledge of committee work was limited to my experience as an active

member of those two.

I thought I ought to know more about the others, so I accepted an invitation to

attend a meeting of Committee 24 at Springfield, Mo., as a guest. I found that meeting

was very enlightening. I then set myself a goal of attending one meeting of each com-

mittee, at least some time during the year. I still have two to go, but, barring unforeseen

developments. I will reach my goal some time this afternoon, as both of those commit-

tees—Committees 3 and 28—arc holding meetings here today. Under the pressure of the

convention program, my visits to the last two may be brief, but I will have the satis-

faction that comes from the achievement of a goal.

In the process, I have come to have an even greater appreciation of the high caliber

of our committee personnel, of their unselfish sense of duty and responsibility, and of the

real values that flow to the railroad industry from their efforts. And, all along the way,

I was accorded all the courtesies of an honored guest, for which I am truly grateful.

From its beginning, ARE.A has been a committee organization. Committee reports

were a major part of the program of the first convention in 1900. The 14 technical com-

mittees of those early days have now become 23. Some have been dropped along the

way; others have been added; some have had their names changed and their scopes of

activity adjusted to conform to the many changes needed that have arisen out of the

evolution of the railroad industry over the past 58 years.

In recent years, significant changes in emphasis of work of some committees have

resulted from the expanding research program of the Engineering Division of the Associa-

tion of American Railroads, under the capable direction of Mr. G. M. Magee. The allot-

ment of $476,845 made by the AAR for Engineering Division research in 1957 is the

largest such annual appropriation to be made, and will permit good utilization of the

facilities in the new engineering building now nearing completion at the .AAR Research

Center in Chicago.

This research program is a cooperative one between the AREA and the .A.AR. Com-
mittees of the AREA are the sponsoring and reviewing groups, whereas the laboratory

and testing work is performed by the .AAR research staff, assisted by certain university

and research institute organizations, all financed by the A.AR.

During the past year the organization of the .Association of American Railroads has

been undergoing a management study by Robert Heller and Associates, in an endeavor to

determine how it might better serve the industry. AREA, as the Construction and Main-

tenance Section of the Engineering Division of the .A.AR, has been subjected to critical

analysis, and although the Heller report on technical organization has not yet been issued,

I am pleased to report that I have been informed that it will recommend no change in

the basic committee organization of ARE.A, and will not recommend any severance of

AREA from AAR.

Last November 27th, as president of your .Association, I enjoyed the privilege of

sitting in on an occasion of further recognition of one of our honorary members, Mr.
Ralph Rudd, who was presented with the .Award of Merit of the .American Institute of

Consulting Engineers at their annual dinner. Mr. Hudd joined ARE.A 48 years ago, has

served the Association as a director, and still retains a keen interest in its affairs.
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One of the emoluments of this liigh office of mine flows from the discussions and

communications with which the president is rewarded by those "elder statesmen" of the

Association who volunteer words of praise for the continuing of the organization for

which they laid so firm a foundation. AREA takes a firm hold on its members. Men
don't serve it for a moment and then just fade away. There are 16 living past presidents

of the Association; last night, at the President's Dinner, 8 of them were in attendance,

and we had messages from the other 8, including Mr. G. J. Ray, who became a member

of the AREA 51 years ago, and occupied this President's rostrum M years ago. His letter

evinces a steady hand and an alert, current interest in .Association affairs.

You ladies in the balcon.\- form a cheerful scene. I'm sorry that there seems not to

be enough chairs up there, l)ut I can see more of \ou that way. I believe there are a

few more than we usually have in Chicago, and I am very pleased.

I fear my speech hasn't had much sparkle in it for you, but we like this organization

of ours, and we like to talk about it. You know, though, individually we wouldn't go far

without \ou. Having >'ou here now puts the frosting on the cake. Thank you. [Applause]

President Hedley: The next official order of business is to hear the report of the

executive secretary, by Mr. Howard. Mr. Howard, I will be pleased if you will present

the secretary's report.

Executive Secretary's Comment

Mr. President, members and guests:

It is difficult to believe that here we are in St. Louis, but here we are, and I hope

it will prove a most profitable and enjoyable time for every one of you. Surely, if you

will take advantage of the intensive program which has been set up, and participate in

the social functions which have been arranged, it can't help but be a pleasant and

profitable visit for you.

It is a longstanding misnomer, as part of our annual meetings, to call for the secre-

tary's report and then only give the secretary a couple of minutes to make his presenta-

tion. I can assure you that this year is no exception.

We have just completed another highly intensive and productive year, the story of

which can't begin to be told in just a few minutes, but the complete report of the secre-

tary will appear in the March Year Book Bulletin, where you will have an opportunity

to read it at leisure, so I am happy to yield my time to the important guests whom we

have on our morning program.

There are a few things that I just must say, things which I'm sure you have sensed,

but which you should be told.

Mr. Hedley indicated that we had a good >Tar. We had a better year than he told

you, and he had a great part in it. By every standard of measurement, 1056 was a splendid

year for this Association, exceeding in some respects the long succession of outstanding

years that the Association has had.

As measures of the Association's success in 1056, one may well point to the continued

interest on the part of so many of its members in the work of its 2i standing and special

committees, the large number of assignments which engaged the attention of these com-

mittees during the year, the 1.^5 assignments on which committees will report at the con-

vention, the effective program of research which these committees have sponsored and

assisted in, the high level of membership maintained (which again, believe it or not,

reached another new peak), the im|)rovenienls in organizational rletail and practices to
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brins about more effective committee work and a closer relationship between our Board

of Direction and committees, and last, but not least, a continuing favorable fmancial

condition which will enable the Association to continue and to expand its usefulness in

the year ahead.

How did this Koofi Association \ear come aljout in mSo? True, 1Q50 was Kencrally

favorable from an economic stand[)oint, which helped, but the principal ingredients of

the success attained by our Association in 1956—as it has been in the past—was again,

the vsil'ingness of so many of you voluntary dues-paying members to give generously of

>()ur time and effort to achieve the ends for which this Association was founded, which

is progress in the science of railroad construction, operation and maintenance.

Other ingredients in the success attained by the Association continue to be its sound

organizational basis, its dedicated officers, and a program of work alert to the changing

needs of the times. .Ml of this .should be a matter of pride to you members and to your

officers alike, a cau.se for gratitude on the part of the ."Vmerican railroads, and a source

of satisfaction to the Association of American Railroads, in whose behalf the AREA
serves as its Construction and Maintenance Section.

In closing, Mr. Hedley, may I thank you for the kind remarks that you made on

behalf of the secretary's office, and I would like to say in return, for the secretary's ofiice,

that it has been wonderful working for you and the Association during the past year,

and we look forward to doing everything possible in the year ahead to make 1057 another

outstanding year.

Thank you. [.Applause]

President Hedlev: Thank you, Mr. Howard. I wish time would have permitted you

to have read much of the written report, but I have read it, and I know there are many
things in it which would be a matter of interest and pride to our members. I refer not

only to the physical well being of the Association, but also to records set for its efforts,

accomplishments and services to the railroad industry.

With this much to whet your appetite, I hope that many of you will read the secre-

tary's report in full in the March Bulletin. It will be in your hands when you return

home, if you have not already received it.

We would now like to hear a report l)y our treasurer, Mr. .\. B. Hillmun, chief engi-

neer, Chicago & Western Indiana and Bell Railway of Chicago. Mr. Hillman.

Treasurer's Report

Mr. President, members and guests:

Last year your treasurer stated that financially, in 1956, it was expected the Associa-

tion would have a normal year, with receipts exceeding disbursements by a small amount.

I am happy to report now that the small amount expected was greater than anticipated.

Total receipts for 1956 exceeded total disbursements by .'^0.014. Receipts for 1956

continued high, totalling .S79,.^51, and were quite comparable to the SSO.lTl in receipts

in 1955.

There were several reasons for these high receipts, but they were due mainlv to the

continued growth in Association membership and a continuing demand for all of the

Association's publications, especially the Manual. Receipts from sales of all Association

publications exceeded estimated receipts by some $4200.

Interest on the Association's prudent investments over many years continued to pla\

an important part in annual receipts, amounting to S.^7ll in 19.=;6, which figure, alone, is

some 40 per cent of the excess of receipts over disbursements in that year.
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Disbursements for 1956 totalled $70,336, compared to $73,171 in 1955. While this

was some $3000 under the 1955 figure, they were, for comparative purposes, high. These

high disbursements were due largely to the printing of the 150-page text of the Handbook

of Instructions for Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way Equipment, as Part 2

of the September-October Bulletin. A substantial increase in number of pages devoted to

committee and research reports, and other issues of the Bulletin in the year, and 1956

Proceedings, and higher printing costs throughout the year, resulted in expending $27,286

for Bulletins and Proceedings in 1956, compared to $24,420 in 1955.

Manual expenditures in 1956 were some $1500 higher, due to the necessity of replen-

ishing the depleted stock of Manual binders.

Salary expenditures in 1956 were some $2000 higher. Conversely, only $382 was

expended for Trackwork Plans in 1956, whereas $8463 was expended in 1955. Also, only

$200 was expended for the Engineering Recruitment Brochure, for which $3391 was

expended in 1955.

Other disbursements closely approximated those of 1955. Total disbursements for

1«56, despite the unusually high expenditures mentioned, exceeded anticipated total

disbursements for 1956 by only $1300.

It is well that the Association enjoyed exceptionally good years, financially, in 1954,

1955 and 1956 because with the stock of the re-edited and restyled 1953 edition of the

Manual completely depleted, it will be necessary to reprint the Manual in its entirety in

1957. While expenditures of such reprinting will not approach the $26,460 expended in

printing the 1953 edition, the cost of producing the five-year supply of the Manual will

be considerable, especially in the light of higher printing costs.

Another item which has already contributed to the high total expenditures expected

in 1957 was the cost (in February) of reprinting, in handbook form, several years' supply

of the new edition of the Handbook of Instructions for Care and Operation of Mainte-

nance of Way Equipment, which amounted to some $7500. Therefore, with only normal

receipts anticipated, it is expected that 1957 will be an abnormal year, financially, for the

Association, with disbursements exceeding receipts by some $12,000 or $13,000. [Applause]

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Hillman.

You continue to render the Association a valuable service as its treasurer, which is

greatly appreciated. We are pleased that you have been able again to report the Asso-

ciation in a sound financial condition, with receipts in excess of disbursements, because,

as all of the officers and directors know, we face unusually heavy expenditures in 1957,

primarily as a result of printing the 11,000 copies of the Handbook of Instructions for

the Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way Work Equipment, and the necessity of

again reprinting the Manual of Recommended Practice, in order to replenish a com-

pletely depleted supply. These two expenditures, alone, will cause disbursements in 1957

to exceed receipts by a substantial amount, but as an Association, we should be proud

and pleased that we can produce publications like these that are in such great demand.

Thank you again, Mr. Hillman.

Following the practice of all well managed associations and businesses, our Associa-

tion has its books audited each year by highly competent auditors. For the past 13

years this audit has been made by two men, to whom we are greatly indebted, not alone

because of the personal time that they give to this work on nights and week ends during

the Christmas season each year, and the sizeable savings in cost to the Association over

what it would be if we turned it over to a firm of accountants, but more important,
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because of the personal interest they lake in the welfare of the Association, often making

suggestions for more efficient management and pointing out ways to economize.

I refer to C. A. Bick, vice president—operations, of the Monon Railroad, and P. D.

Mitchell, chief traveling auditor of the Illinois Central. I want to recognize both of these

gentlemen for their valuable service to the Association. Mr. Mitchell was not certain he

would be with us this morning. If he is here will he i)lease stand and take a bow? I gue.ss

he is not.

I know that Mr. Bick—who, incidentally, is a member of our .A.s.sociation—is here.

I'd like to ask him to come to the speaker's table.

As an Association, Mr. Bick, we thank you and Mr. Mitchell for the valuable service

you rendered the A.ssociation, and we would be pleased to have you make any comments

vou desire.

Auditor's Report

Thank you for your flattery.

Mr. President, fellow members of the AREA and guests: Late in 104>^, Paul Mitchell

and I were asked to take over the annual audit of the accounts of the AREA. Each year

thereafter, we were invited to perform this function, and each year we have covered our

report of audit with a letter pointing out salient improvements made, and suggestions

for further improvements as they might have appeared. This is customary in connection

with annual audits.

This year I am afforded an opportunity to tell of the outstanding impression that

Paul and I have gained over the many years of our tenure. Certainly, the very strongest

one is that while the last 13 years found me rapidly growing old, contrariwise, the AREA
has not merely held its own in that regard, but has actually grown younger.

Many of tho.se very strong men who, in the early Forties, were at the head of the

AREA, have since, for one reason or another, become inactive, but the gentlemen who
have from time to time replaced these capable far-sighted, hard-working members and

devoted .staff, have displayed at least equal attributes, which resulted, as a matter of

course, in the perpetuation of an imaginative, dynamic group able and willing not only

to cope with current problems but to engage in con.stant research aimed at having solu-

tions before problems became critical.

In over 40 years of railroading, I have been identified with a good many profes-

sional groups, and have been on a myriad of committees. Generally, the chairman and

a discouragingly few dedicated members performed or carried out the committee activities.

Watching the work of your committees, and seeing the vast amount of pertinent informa-

tion developed by them, which is then edited and published under the guidance and direc-

tion of your executive .secretary, and his numerically small oftke force, and also, over

many years, having checked the work of that same force, I am moved to say—and Paul

Mitchell joins me in .so saying—that you may well be proud of your chosen leaders and

of your e.xecutive staff.

The technological advances in the engineering art have been matched in the account-

ing field, and your staff's methods have kept abreast of the times. It .seems evident to us

that the frugality of your management has in no wise been at the expense of efficiency,

and firm control over expenses has also, in no wise, penalized the membership, which

currently receives notice through publications of all of the man\ activities of the

Association.
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I am grateful for this opportunity to tell the membership that we think that you

have "tops" in direction and staff.

Thank you. [.\pplausc]

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Bick. I don't think that Nea! Howard and I,

together, could have written any better statement than that. [Laughter] Coming from

one so intimately acquainted with the records of the Association over a period of years,

your comments are particularly gratifying. We are indeed fortunate to have you and

Mr. Mitchell as our auditors, and hope you will continue for many such years.

Who can tell? Maybe some day we will have a railroad president auditing our books.

[Laughter
I

Reverting to our regular order of business for a moment, you have heard the reports

of the secretary and the treasurer, and the comments of one of our auditors. Do I hear

a motion that these reports be accepted?

[Motion was regularly made and seconded that the reports be accepted ; the motion

was put to a vote, and carried.]

President Hedley: It is highly appropriate that we should have with us today

representatives of the Signal and Electrical Sections of the Association of American Rail-

roads, which, with the AREA, in its capacity as Construction and Maintenance Section,

make up the Engineering Division of the AAR. I have already introduced these represent-

atives to you, but I would now like to give them an opportunity to bring us a few words

of greeting, if they would like to do so.

First, I will call on Mr. A. L. Essman, chairman of the Signal Section.

Greetings From the Signal and Electrical Sections, AAR
A. L. Essman: Mr. President, members and guests of the AREA: I consider it a

great honor and a privilege to appear before this group and to bring to you greetings

from the Signal Section of the AAR. We consider that this group is one of the groups

with which we have a great allied interest in all of our respective activities.

Last night I told your president of my appreciation for one of the things that he

had accomplished through the AREA, and that was to have published one of the studies

that he had been making on the advances in railroad-highway grade crossing protection.

That study was so cleverly organized and presented that most every public body now
looks upon it as the guide with which to decide upon what type of protection should be

provided at the various crossings with which they have to deal. As for us, it has simplified

our procedure greatly in our negotiations with these various public bodies.

In addition to expressing the signal fraternity's appreciation for something of that

kind, I would like to emphasize, too, another great need, a need that is going to become

more eminent than it is at the present, and that is the sharing of the cost of the main-

tenance of these vast projects that we are now being required to install. It has already

reached the point of being a burden upon the carriers. It has not been brought about

by the traffic that exists on the carriers today, because, in most cases, there has been a

reduction in the traffic we have on the rails. The traffic increase has been on the highway,

and naturally, we feel that this is where the burden of this maintenance should lie. So I

would like to leave that thought with you. It is going to take the concerted effort of all

of us to get this point across.

Again, I want to thank you for the privilege of being here. I hope you have a very

successful meeting.
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Our Section is meeting in Chicago on September 19, 20 and 21 of this year, and if

any of you can attend, I would greatly appreciate your dropping in.

Thank you. [Applause]

President Hedi.ev: Thank you, Mr. E.ssman. We appreciate having you at our meet-

ing this morning, and we thank nou for \()ur words of greeting and >()ur in\itation to

attend your convention.

I would now like to call on Mr. R. I. Fort, recent past chairman of the Ellectrical

Section. We would be pleased to have him give us a few words.

R. I. Fort: Mr. President, members and guests: I bring to you, the assembled

American Railwa\- F2ngineering Association, greetings from the Klectrical Section, F^ngi-

neering and Mechanical Divisions, of the AAR.

In previous years we may have talked about various specific uses of electricity

which affected you and your railroads, but today I would like to restate the fundamental

policy of those I represent.

Our line of work is highly complex, wherein one small item can obtain con.siderable

importance, and can, in fact, bring a whole machine to a halt. The individual and con-

certed effort of the members of the Electrical Section is toward the use of new materials,

new processes, anything that offers promise of doing a job better, easier, and at less cost.

We are ready to adopt or adapt any innovation that will further the railroad industry.

That is our aim and purpose, and we will assist you in any way that we can.

In closing, may I wish you an excellent meeting, with much discussion, and with

everyone returning home with his notebook full. [Applause]

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Fort. I want both you and Mr. Essman to

know that your good wishes to our section are deeply appreciated. In turn, I hope that

you will convey our best wishes to your respective sections.

I have a note here from Mr. R. E. Dove, chairman of our Registration Subcommittee,

that 214 members and 161 guests were registered on Sunday, for a total of 375. Up to

10 o'clock today, 503 members and 200 guests had registered, for a total of 703, making

the total registration up to 10 o'clock today, 1078.

I now want to present to you one who, as vice president of the Operations and

Maintenance Department, AAR, really needs no introduction. Each year, since 1Q53,

when he became associated with the AAR in his present capacity, he has honored us by

accepting our invitation to participate in our convention. I am pleased that he has done

so again this year. I refer to Mr. R. G. May who, in his capacity in the AAR, is an

engineer by training and experience, and, as a member of AREA, is really one of us.

He will address us this morning on the challenging subject, "The Engineer's Responsibility

for Progress."

I should be pleased if Mr. May would come to the speaker's table.
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The Engineer's Responsibility for Progress

By Richard G. May
Vice President, Operations and Maintenance Department,

Association of American Railroads

Mr. Hcflley, members of tlie American Rail\va>- En^'ineeriiij,' Association, distinRuished

guests, ladies and fjentlcmen:

This is the fourth time I have been honorefl b> an invitation to address the mem-

bership at the annua! meeting; of your Association. I consider it both a pleasure and a

privilege.

Your selection of St. Louis as the city in which to hold the 1957 annual meeting

recognizes its importance as a railroad center. St. Louis is the second largest railroad

center in the nation, with a total of 10 road haul carriers serving this gateway. The most

important link connecting the great systems which serve St. Louis is the Terminal Rail-

road Association of St. Louis. The average daily number of cars handled is approximately

9000, and nearly 70 percent of these are loaded car movements.

Recognizing the importance of each railroad ^nd particularly the problems of the

extensive operation performed by the Terminal Association, I take this opportunity to

pay my respects to the officers of that Association for providing a real service to its

members and to the St. Louis area as a whole.

The themes of my talks in other appearances have dealt with the contribution the

engineering profession has made to railroading, the challenge and the vast possibilities that

railroading as a career offers to engineers, and the responsibility of railroad personnel to

acquaint the public with the purposes of the report of the Presidential Advisory Com-

mittee on Transport Policy and Organization.

Tribute has rightfully been paid the engineer for his major role in developing a trans-

portation network that excels any other in the world. Among other things, he has been

instrumental in creating a greater transportation capacity with fewer facilities, and he has

brought longer life to structures with, at the same time, more economical construction.

Today, however, we are confronted with the responsibility for progress of a new kind.

We could refer to this as the responsibility for progress to develop technical personnel

for the railroad industry.

The critical shortage of engineers and scientists is attested to by the wholesale adver-

tising in newspapers and trade journals. These advertisements generally are for graduate

engineers with experience, and there is no question but what it is a seller's market. An
engineer meeting the qualifications with service to sell can choose his market place and,

to a large extent, his price.

A very large contributing factor to this problem is the rule of supply and demand.

We may feel, in railroad circles, that we have not been able to interest and influence our

fair share of engineering graduates to seek employment in engineering offices of individual

railroads, but the critical shortage of engineers and scientists is general in all industries.

There are many authorities on the subject who believe that our problems lie in the

failure to glamorize mathematics, physics and chemistry in high school and higher mathe-

matics in engineering schools. Dr. Stephen Juhasz, executive editor of Applied Mechanics

Review, suggests that we merchandise science in the same manner that industrially spon-

sored television shows pay participants for knowledge of French cooking, geography and

even the batting averages of star baseball players.

Whatever methods we devise to interest enough students in engineering and science,

they must not fail, of course, to weigh the dignity of the profession and to stress the
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opportunity the railroad industry offers to engineers. The engineering officer carries a

prime responsibihty for the progress of the railroad he represents. His must be a creative,

forthright and far-seeing application of the supervision which is inherent in a po.sition

of such importance.

High on the list of the overall responsibilities of an administrator is the development

of an organization that will insure continuity of successful policies. In order to maintain

such an organization, it is necessary for the engineering officer to have a source of supply

for talent. Not only must the engineering department provide fully qualified manpower

for important positions in the various divisions of that same department, but it is also

frequently called upon to furnish personnel for key positions in other departments.

It is becoming more and more pressing that the organization of the engineering

department be adequate to meet the present-day needs and conditions. Technological

advances have been rapid and numerous in the past 25 years. Every development, whether

a device of some kind or a method of operation, must be tested, studied and retested to

attain the maximum of its practical application to railroading. And aside from develop-

ments brought about within the industry, we must also take advantage of every other

technological improvement which might add to continually more efficient railroad

operation.

The diesel-electric locomotive was an advancement in motive power and provided the

means of moving greater tonnage more economically. It was economical because of

reduced fuel cost, but even more real economies were found in reduced maintenance and

elimination of costly water and coaling stations. Studies to develop greater utilization

have resulted in vast improvement in plant and facilities.

The use of improved motive power has also provided a means of adopting and

expanding the use of other developments, such as centralized traffic control which, in

turn, provides for greater utilization of facilities. The competitive situation, alone, requires

that we investigate every possibilty of further improvement in order to meet the con-

stantly increasing costs of labor, material and taxes—and to provide, at the same time,

safer, more dependable and more efficient service.

Mechanial research and engineering research are carried on in laboratories of indi-

vidual railroads, in the AAR Research Center, and by the suppliers of railroad materials.

The field is very broad and covers everything from stabilization of roadbed to the use of

atomic energy by the railroad industry. At the present time there are approximately 43

projects under way in our mechanical research department, with another 40 being

progressed in the area of engineering research. The Freight Loading and Container Bureau

and the Sanitation Research and Development Laboratory are also continually working

on projects related to their problems.

As we review our research program, the two most obvious elements are the tremen-

dous challenge it offers to those responsible for its guidance and the unlimited opportunity

it presents to the research staff. The prime objective surrounding this intensive search

for new knowledge is the continuing realization of new processes and inventions that

will serve not only to maintain but also to extend our lead in the transportation field.

Our research, in effect, is both fundamental and applied—fundamental in the sense

of always seeking new knowledge for the development of better parts, better methods;

and applied in the sense of making the most practical application of that new knowledge

to everyday operating problems.

The Association's research program niu>l, above all, be realistic. It is, therefore, con-

cerned with problems that are common to the industry, and it is directed toward the

perfection of solutions which will be most generally beneficial. Individual railroads will
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have additional problems peculiar to their particular operations, but we could not hope

to maintain a staff to solve the more selective problems of every railroad.

Research performed by suppliers and manufacturers is of a very specialized nature.

Due to competitive aspects, it is the natural desire of each supplier to produce an article

which is acceptable lo the lailroad in(lustr\ het'orc his competitors can reach the produc-

tion stane.

I would like to summarize the area of research.

First, the Class I railroads have within the A.-XR a thorouKh^oinj; and far-reaching

research program which is constantly expanding to meet the industry's requirements with

respect to mechanical, engineering and operating problems.

Secondly, the individual railroads are establishing and extending both research and

test departments to deal with problems peculiar to their own operations.

.A.nd, finally, there are the research programs carried on by the suppliers to develop

new products, recognizing the fact that the railroads collectively form one of the greatest

purchasers in the United States. It is estimated that for the year 1956 alone the railroads'

total expenditure for fuel, material and supplies amounted to almost %2 billion.

The AREA Committee on Cooperative Relations with Universities has maintained

contacts with schools to secure engineering graduates. Individual rai'roads, through their

personnel departments and other appropriate agencies, are constantly in touch with place-

ment bureaus of engineering schools to interest young men in railroad careers. Railroad

executives and officials continue to participate in programs sponsored by colleges and

universities so that students may learn the railroad story firsthand.

Indeed, one of the most challenging tasks that railroad representatives have today

is keeping all with whom they come in contact clearly informed as to the vastness of the

job accomplished by the railroads and the seriousness of the competitive pressures under

which they carry out that job.

In 1056, the Class I railroads of the United States handled an estimated 650 billion

ton-miles of revenue freight. This total was greater than any year since 1947 when it

came to almost 655 billion ton-miles. Of particular significance is the fact that the

increased freight movement of 1956 was accomplished with fewer units of motive power

and fewer freight-carrying cars than the railroads had in 1947.

The increased productivity of today's motive power has resulted, of course, from

the changeover to diesels. A striking indication of the extent of that changeover is this

comparison of locomotive ownership between the years 1947 and 1956. At the end of

1947 the Class I railroads owned 35,108 steam locomotives and 5,772 diesel units—a ratio

of about 7 to 1 in favor of steam. At the end of 1956, just 9 years later, this ownership

consisted of 26,215 diesel units and 3,654 steam locomotives—a ratio of about 7 to 1

in favor of diesel.

With respect to the freight-car fleet, it is recognized that generally enlarged carrying

capacity has had much to do with the accomplishment of transporting more freight with

fewer cars. This is only one part of the picture, however. Other vital contributions to

improved service have been more efficient, smoother handling of freight cars in terminals

and in over-the-road movement. Modern major railroad terminals are making every

practical u.se of the marvels of electronics for speedier, safer and more economical handling

of freight cars. New freight cars will continue to be better adapted to shippers' require-

ments. They will make possible increased use of mechanized loaders and extension of

damage-reducing methods of loading.

hi the present time, total investment of the Class I railroads amounts to almost $33

billion ill toad and (-quii)nieiil alone. And ne\-er before h,is there been a railroad era more
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productive of improvement. Tiie railroads know that in order to meet the vigorous

demands of the present, as well as the many challenges that lie ahead, there can he no

let-up of any kind in their efforts to do a constantly better job of servinu the mass

transportation needs of the nation.

Since the end of World War II more than S12 billion has been spent for additions

and betterments to plant and ec|uipment, includinji 2.^,216 new locomotives and nearly

662,000 new freight cars. Indications are that expenditures for capital imjirovements of all

kinds in 10.^7 will again exceed SI billion. .And it is obvious that as population crows

and production rises, future railway capital expenditures will have to increase also if

railroads are to maintain their share of the nation's traffic.

Railroads are expected to be not only fully self-supporting but also truly tax paying.

The taxes they paid out in 1956 alone amounted to $1,121,000,000, averaging more than

$5,000 per mile of road. This is a burden which is escaped by other forms of commercial

transportation which use roadways, airways and waterways provided and maintained at

public expense.

It is out of what the railroads earn that must come the funds for capital improve-

ments. In the present state of railroad credit, wherein the rate of return in the best years

averages only a little over 4 percent, it is not feasible to finance with equity capital,

save in a few isolated instances. By and large, retained earnings will be essential to the

carrying out of the improvement program which alone will give America the kind of

railroads it is going to need even more as it develops and expands.

As far as providing economical tran.sportation to shippers is concernerl, the railroads'

average revenue for hauling a ton of freight one mile continues to l)e less than IJ^ cents.

This is only a small fraction of the revenue per ton-mile received by any other form of

general transportation. However, while the railroads have maintained a reasonably high

level of freight volume, they have not been permitted to enjoy their rightful share of the

increased production resulting from the country's expanding economy. This is a situation

which is due largely to public policies of transportation which limit and restrict the full

economic use of railroads.

There are encouraging signs that there is an awakening public realization of the

necessity for allowing the railroads to earn a fair rate of return. There is rea.son to feel

hopeful that in time a well informed public will support measures to secure the more

nearly equal treatment and opportunity which are all the railroads need or seek. They

ask no favors in this respect—they a.sk only the chance to compete on equal terms.

We can also hope that before too long there will be legislative action toward repeal-

ing the Federal excise taxes of 10 percent on transportation of passengers and 3 percent

on transportation of freight. These particular taxes are not luxury taxes. These are taxes

on necessities of life. These are taxes which discriminate against persons and companies

who use for-hire transportation services since they discourage the use of such services

and increase the use of private transportation.

In fact, in many instances the .^-percent tax on transportation of freight has no

doubt influenced large shippers to enter private shipping arrangements. The discrimina-

tory effect of these taxes has served to weaken the entire system of public for-hire trans-

portation. Their repeal or at least some relief from them is long overdue.

The railroads know that the future will present difficulties, but it should not be

forgotten that they have the benefit of an ex|)erience which stems from meeting and

overcoming difficulties for more than a century. Thay know, above all, that the funda-

mental principles of the rail method of tran.sportation are, and will (ontinue to be,

e.-vsentiallv .sound.
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I will not attempt to summarize the accomplishmt-nts of the past. We must recog-

nize our problems and seek a satisfactory solution. The railroad indu.stry is not static.

Wc must develop means of retaining and also regaining our fair share of the increasing

demand for transportation resulting from an expanding economy and growing population.

The railroad industry is realistic and progressive. In addition to improvement in physical

plant and equipment, most railroads have taken advantage of special courses offered by

universities and management institutes to train its officials and supervisors for increased

responsibilities.

On this note 1 bring my remarks to a close. We have a real respon.^ibility to provide

technical services for the railroad industry. Each individual railroad officer has that

responsibility on his railroad.

You may be assured that you have my thanks again for your invitation to appear

here today, and to participate in the program, and I wish \ou every success in your

meeting.

Thank you. [Applause]

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. May. From your vantage point in the railroad

industry, you know well the problems that confront the industry now and in the imme-

diate future, and the part that we, the engineers, can play in the solution of those prob-

lems. You have laid clearly before us what the problems are. I am sure our Association,

and the members individually, accept the challenge.

Thank you again for contributing to the work of our convention this year.

With the thought that those sitting at our two speakers' tables may prefer to join

the audience as the program progresses this morning, I will excuse them at this time.

Introduction of Officers of the Railroad Retirement Board

President Hedley: It is now my pleasure to present to you a former railroader

who started his career with the Union Pacific as a messenger boy at the age of 16, and

who continued working for that company for 20 years. About 20 years ago, his direct

railroad employment was discontinued when he left the Union Pacific and joined the

staff on the then new Railroad Retirement Board.

His business is still railroading. For the past 16 years he has been district manager

of the St. Louis office of the Railroad Retirement Board.

I have known him in his official capacity and as a good friend for many years.

He is here today with several of his associates, to all of whom I extend our cordial

greetings.

He is Mr. Fred E. Cunningham and he will introduce his associates.

Fred E. Cunningham: Thank you, Mr. Hedley, and to the representatives of the

American Railway Engineering Association, their distinguished visitors and friends, I want

to present here my associates.

At my extreme left is Mr. Courtney G. Clower, district manager in East St. Louis.

Next to him is Mr. L. S. B. Burn, chief of field activities for the Kansas City Region,

comprising nine states in the Midwest.

Next to him is Mr. Charles L. Holler, chief of field activities in the Chicago Region,

not as large, geographically, but probably one of the heaviest populated regions of all

of them.

To my extreme right, over here, is Mr. Merritt A. Robeson, chief of investigation

and employment. He is in our general office in Chicago.
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First of ail, I want to coiiKratulatc Hill Hcdiuy on his recent promotion to chief

engineer of the Wabash Railroad. Honors have been bestowed upon Bill Hedley over the

years, and he has reached a point that is, no doubt, a source of trreat pride to him, and

highly gratifying to us who know him as a friend.

Now it is my p'easure to have the honor to introduce to you the man who has

become the best carrier member the Railroad Retirement Board has ever had. I won't

tell you how old he is, because I happen to be a little bit older than he is.

He is a gentleman of the Old South, having been born in that Crescent City, New
Orleans, La. He has been married over 33 years.

It was my good fortune to meet him soon after he was appointed a member of the

Board. He insists on being called Tom, and because of my liking for informality, I am
very happy to do that. He has been a very good friend of the rank and file of the em-

ployees of the Board, with the result that he has their loyalty and devotion.

His son, Thomas, Jr., was killed in action while serving with the Marine Air Corps,

November 21, 1044. His daughter, Elaine, died in 1943. His sons, Donald and Gerald,

have served in the Navy, and James is now in the Marine Corps. Douglas and Dori.-;

are high school students, and two daughters, Irene and Kathleen, arc still in grade school.

If I might interject a little comment, this might explain why there are ,^ million Irish

in Ireland and IS million in the United States. [Laughter]

Your representative began his career in 1915, also as a messenger boy, but for the

Southern Pacific Lines in New Orleans. He worked up to the position of secretary to the

vice president and general manager in 1923. He transferred to the Illinois Central, where

he served two years as secretary to the traffic manager.

In 1925 he became field secretary for the Southeast Shippers Advisory Board, with

which he served until May 1941. He was then made district manager at Atlanta, Ga., for

the -Association of .American Railroads. He held this position until President Eisenhower

gave him the appointment as carrier member of the Railroad Retirement Board.

Previous to his appointment it had been customary for the carrier member to take

a rather negative approach to the job. However, our new member came to office when

the unemployment insurance fund was being depleted rapidly, and tax increases were

inevitable. Very soon he became intensely interested in employment stabilization as the

best means of conserving the unemployment insurance account and minimizing the

amount of tax increases. He has repeatedly and energetically brought this situation to the

attention of railroad presidents, and their interest, intensified by his communications, has

resulted in many railroads' .setting up centralized hiring facilities and stabilization plans

which have resulted in the employment of many persons who were then taken off the

unemployment insurance rolls. This prevented many individuals from becoming potential

beneficiaries in the following years.

For many years, our Bureau of Employment and Sickness Insurance has stressed

the importance of hiring claimants rather than persons who are new to the industry.

However, more progress has been made since he became a board member than in all

of the years before he came to us. .Also, most employers have instructed their c'aims

puyers to do all they can to help claimants find jobs.

Knowing that he will vigorously continue his effort to conserve this account, it is

with great pleasure that I introduce to you the carrier member of the Hoard, Mr. Tht^mas

M. Heal v.
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Unemployment Tax Reduction Through Employment
Stabilization

By Thomas M. Healy

Member, Railroad Retirement Board

It is an honor and piivilctic to be with you this morning, and I am sincerely Rrateful.

At the outset, let me emphasize, please, that the United State Railroad Retirement

Board is truly a '"big" business. During this year, it will disburse over $900 million. Trans-

lated into an average per working day, that means we will pay out ."j^lO million during

the brief time you are in session here.

Now, that $900 million is $145 million more than the Class I railroads of the United

States received in passenger traffic revenues for the entire year 1956; it is the equivalent,

practically, of the average gross operating revenues for one month ; it is $25 million more

than their net income for the entire year 1956 and double the amount you people, in the

aggregate, expended last year for improvements to roadway and structures.

The Railroad Retirement Board is, therefore, an integral factor in any financing

program, including investments for the capital improvements so essential to the growth

and strength of the railroads and the defense of this glorious nation of ours which they

have served so faithfully and so well, in peace and war.

As you probably know, the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act provides that the

costs of all unemployment, sickness and maternity benefits, as well as administrative

e.xpenses, arc to be paid solely by railroad management. The employees do not contribute

one penny. The rate is now on a sliding scale, ranging from Yz percent of taxable payroll,

when the balance in the account is over $450 milHon, to 3 percent when it falls below

$250 million.

The Act requires that the first two-tenths of one percent of contributions from the

railroads are to be placed in the administrative fund. There are no other governing pro-

visions as in the case of the Railroad Retirement Act, such as supervision by Congres-

sional Appropriations Committees, Bureau of the Budget, etc.—a point worth

remembering.

Now, that balance in the x\ccount had dropped, with startling suddenness, from its

peak of $956 million in 194S to less than $400 million in September 1955, and an increase

in tax contributions by management was inevitable.

There were, of course, several reasons for the dissipation of the account, not the least

being the increases in benefit rates granted by Congress, which last year averaged $7.OS

per day compared with $.5.39 in 1948.

In the fiscal year ending June 30, 1955, tax contributions, entirely by management,

aggregated $24 million, and interest earnings were $11 million. Benefit payments, amount-

ing to $205 million, and administrative costs, approaching $8 million, exceeded all previous

records. In simple arithmetic, receipts were $35 million and expenditures $213 million,

a mere deficit of $178 million.

Obviously, some vigorous action, preferably along cooperative and coordinated lines,

was essential if we hoped to check, and, perhaps, reverse the downward trend.

Our initial studies found, and surprisingly, that although there were an average of

126,000 experienced persons on the unemployment rolls, throughout the year, a total of

158,000 new entrants, having no previous railroad service, were recorded on railroad pay-

rolls in 1954. This appeared particularly significant in the light of an average of 1,250,000

reportable employees and only 30,000 age retirements for the entire year.
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So, we initiated our program. It was a relatively simple formula—in fact, it was

patterned after the principles of the Shippers' Advisory Hoards inaugurated some 33 years

ago and which have since provided a happy medium between the railroads and their

patrons. Our goal was to establish cooperation and coordination between railroad man-

agement, railroad labor and the forces of the Railroad Retirement Board.

We began, on October 7, 1055, with appeals to the presidents of all major railroads

that brought quick pledges of their personal support, followed in each instance, by specific

instructions down the line to give preference to recall of furloughees and to utilize the

rolls and facilities of the Railroad Retirement Board.

Next, the Bureau of Unemployment and Sickness Insurance of the Railroad Retire-

ment Board was completely reorganized. The best available men were placed in super-

visory positions. Unequivocal instructions were issued. Conferences were held with the

directors and staff people in all regions; policing activities were rcvi.sed and strcngthLned

;

effective claimant-placement programs were developed.

Then, my labor colleague, Horace Harper, warmly sujiporting every move, sought

and won the whole-hearted cooperation of the chief railway labor executives.

Coordination of these efforts soon began to bear fruit. I could, of course, relate to >ou

the specific steps taken to combat the problem and the splendid results obtained in indi-

vidual cases throughout the land ; however, within my time limitation, I believe, a brief

summary will suffice.

On managements' side, there have been continuing enthusiastic interest in our activ-

ities and reports; constant policing of instructions from top levels concerning the recall

of furloughees and the utilization of the Retirement Board's unemployment rolls and

facilities; wide participation in our efforts by railroad operating and personnel officers;

some relaxation of restrictions on age and physical requirements; establishment of mutual

arrangements for tran.sportation and other exchanges ; consolidations and reassignments

of claims agents for more effective policing; consideration of the effects on the unem-

ployment insurance account in scheduling major work projects or compulsory retrench-

ment programs.

In cooperation with the brotherhoods, there have been some reexaminations of work-

ing agreements to allow wider latitude in the exercise of seniority rights. The results are

two-fo'd: greater stability of individual employment and conservation of the unemploy-

ment insurance fund. Additionally, the labor executives, through the media of their per-

sonal contacts, meetings and publications have continuall\ emphasized their own wishes

for complete support of the program.

The sum result was a reduction of o\er ."nIOO million in hcnelit i)a.\nu'nts and admin-

istrative costs during the last fiscal year.

Actualh', the ratio of total benefits to tax contributions, which rose from .^y in 105.^

to 6.1 in 1054 and 8.3 in 1955, was brought down last year to 2.1.

I be'ievc a few typical examples would be appropriate.

In February 1956, anticipating the usual spring recruitment of maintenance of way

labor, we compiled an inventory of all such claimants, including bridge and building

forces, by locations in groups of 10 or more. This gave to each railroad a ready reservoir

of experienced workers. As a result on May 31, 1956, we had but 10,000 such claimants

left on the rolls compared with an average of 34,000 on the .same dale in the preceding

3 years.

The transfer of a forwarder operation from two serving roads to new facilities on a

third would, heretofore, normally result in a complete lay-off. In such an occurrence,

recently, an agreement was effected between the three roads and the Brotherhood of
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Railway Clerks whereby 150 employees of llie two roads were transferred to the rolls

of the third and "dove-tailed" into its seiiiorit\ lists with all rights and privileKCS.

From Coast to Coast and from the Canadian i)order to Mexico and the Gulf we are

receiving daily reports of the crossings of railroad and organizational lines whenever and

wherever the welfare of an individual, or a group, is paramount. Track and shopmen

have been converted into train service employees; brakemen into signalmen; a furloughed

switchman is now a ticket clerk, etc.

Even some physically handicapped claimants have been placed in steady employ-

ment—as examples—one in San Francisco as a iiuilding custodian for a non-railroad em-

ployer; another as i)acker in the ship|)ing department of an industry in Jersey City. A

furloughed female car cleaner was placed as a nurse's aide when examination of her record

revealed jjrevious hospital employment.

During the past year, the Railroad Retirement Hoard found jobs for .^0,S04 active

claimants and placed another 25,000 potential claimants before any benefits were due for

a total of 55,000 persons who, otherwise idle, would have been entitled to receive unem-

ployment insurance. The tremendous potential savings are easily visualized when we

multiply 55,000 persons by the average benefit payment of $iQ2 for unemployment last

year and come up with a total in excess of $20,000,000.

The direct, preferential recall of furloughees by railroads, aided by periodic inven-

tories of the Board such as mentioned in connection with the 1956 spring recruitment,

and utilization of the unemployment rolls of the Board, are reflected in the fact that with

the same general average number of employees, beneficiaries dropped from 320,000 to

69,000 on January 1, 1957, and Board payments for the services of unemployment claims

agents, at SO cents per claim, declined approximately $1,000,000.

Under policing programs, setup on definite schedules, our field offices saved $1,201,500

in just denials of claims and, additionally, during 1056, found:

10,000 cases where claimants were "unavailable for work", and benefit payments were

denied accordingly;

1,067 cases where claimants were actually working on days for which unemployment

insurance benefits were received, enabling recovery of $267,000. Incidentally, evidence of

fraud was developed in 400 of these cases and 206 have been submitted to United States

Attorneys for prosecution

;

3.^ cases, with total recoveries of $17,987, were discovered where claimants were paid

under the state employment systems while drawing railroad unemployment benefits

—

and 11 of these had evidence of fraud.

In visits to homes of sickness insurance claimants, l7o cases were found where "inabil-

ity to work" was not established by medical evidence, enabling recoveries amounting to

$14,810. In 283 other cases, the estimated ends of the ''inability to work" periods were

materially shortened.

At headquarters, the operation of a claims clearance system, in connection with

retirement annuities, secured the recovery of $4,091,092 in unemployment and sickness

benefit payments while another $4,750,000 was recaptured from personal injury settle-

ments through the team-work of the Board and the individual railroads.

And, of course, all of these things combined to help reduce administrative costs by

$1,312,000.

There is, however, no room for complacency, nor is any relaxation of vigilance

permissible.

There certainly was no secret among you as to the effect of the steel strike last year

on the urgently needed revenues of the railroads—the loss is conservatively estimated at
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800,000 carloads of traffic, all types—but do you know it cost the railroads an additional

$10 million in unemployment insurance benefits? And that $10 million may well mean an

additional tax assessment of J/i percent on January 1, 1^58, unless the team-work of all

concerned overcomes that handicap.

Under the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, management will pay out this

year in tax contributions over SlOO million. That will buy a lot of roadway equipment,

but when coupled to the taxes under the Railroad Retirement Act, and added to the

developments on the other labor fronts during the past two years, it means that the

railroads will pay out in 1057 in increased wages, and in or for employee benefits, at

least $1 billion more than in IQ.vv

That is a certainty, but how much more poses a serious question, for at this moment,

there are bills before the Congress of the United States which, if enacted, will cost the

industry another $90 million per year under the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act.

While, generally speaking, the same principles apply to all other departments, in the

construction and maintenance fields, the main lines toward conservation of the unem-

ployment insurance account are:

1. Recall of your own maintenance of way and bridge and building furloughees to

the maximum possible extent.

2. Seek the transfers, or conversions of furloughed employees in other departments

on your railroad. On one St. Louis road, 160 furloughed maintenance of way employees

were re-employed in other occupations during the last six months of 1056.

3. Call on the Railroad Retirement Board for the labor needed—our offices arc

strategically located—thereby insuring preference being given to claimant.

4. Make sure that all hiring officials or so-called commissary companies exhaust all

claimant possibilities before engaging persons with no previous railroad experience.

5. Notify our offices of all discharges or voluntary resignations.

I found, surprisingly, that we were paying benefits to employees discharged, under

labor agreements, for non-payment of union dues. That practice was quickly corrected.

The advantages are, of course, obvious. In the first place, there is a complete revo-

lution in construction and maintenance methods, and an experienced worker requires less

training. When a new entrant is hired as a laborer, for example, while an unemployed,

suitable track worker is on our rolls, you pay the one $14.00 and we pay the other $7.50

per day, bringing the cost to $21.50 for one day's work, or $7.50 more than necessary.

And that new entrant after earning a minimum of .$400 is then entitled to a .similar sum,

or more, in benefits when and if he is cut off or discharged.

To emphasize, if I may, the 1,672,000 individuals who were reported to us as work-

ing some time during 1955 on the railroads exceeded the average number employed by

35 percent. In other words, 135 persons were required on the average to keep 100 jobs

filled during the year.

Under our program, most directors of personnel now maintain records of all fur-

loughees, so that this information is readily available to your staff. Where this is not so.

there are on your lines unemployment claims agents, designated by their superior officers,

who can provide the information in their respective localities. As earlier mentioned, many
of these offices have been consolidated to permit more effective placement and policing

of claims. On one road, with headquarters here, consolidations resulted in reducing the

number of claims agents from 248 to 52. And, finally, there are the field offices of the

Railroad Retirement Board, easily accessible, and forming a sy.stem of communicalion

that can quickly determine the locations of available claimants, by classifications,
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In many areas, incidcnlall> , soni()rit.\- lij^lils and districts have In'cn cxti'iidcd and

now also include permanent moiiiic and extra gangs.

In connection with all of these things, I might mention that our Board employees

have been specifically instructed to carefully screen all referrals so that only claimants

who are determined to be reasonably acceptable are sent out on orders from botii railroad

and non-railroad industries.

Another thnig—any such claimant who refuses to accept suitable eni|)]oymenl is auto-

matically disqualified for 30 days. In the six months ending December M, l<^Sb, our field

offices saved over ,f500,000 through adverse determinations for this and other reasons.

Now, at the higher levels, there are tremendous possibilities through planning of

maintenance work, especially on the large systems. Several roads already have found it

possible to use floating forces in different locations during both winter and summer; to

utilize maintenance of way, bridge and building, signals and communications forces on

affiliated lines, providing stable employment and eliminating outside contracts formerly

necessary ; in scheduling vacations during winter months to absorb time heretofore lost

during inclement weather.

Equally important is to weigh carefully the effect on the unemployment insurance

fund of the scheduling of major work projects or in compulsory curtailments, especially

of temporary natures.

One of your presidents has figured out that an average of just 14 more days of

employment in 1956 would have saved the railroads .$25 million this year in unemploy-

ment tax contribution.

There are, of course, quite a few inequities in the Law—at least, in my opinion

—

which can only be corrected by remedial legislation. Certainly, it was never contemplated,

in fairness and equity, that employees who voluntarily quit, or were discharged for just

cause, or were guilty of false or fraudulent statements, should be rewarded with unem-

ployment benefits immediately or after the prescribed disqualification periods, or, indeed,

for self-imposed idleness, or for what might be delicately termed "acts of love."

In the few minutes still allotted to me, I would like to discuss, briefly, the status of

the Railroad Retirement Act. That situation is serious.

There are three key years—1937, when the Railroad Retirement System was actually

started in a sub-normal industrial period; 1947, a year of abnormal (post-war) peace

time production; and 1956, a year of maximum transportation competition.

We can disregard 19.^7 and with it the relative values of the dollar. Now, compared

with 1947, we find that in 1956:

Tax collections under the Railroad Retirement .'Kct were .$625 million, or 20 percent

greater.

Benefit payments were $638 million, or an increase of 216 percent.

Administrative costs were $7 million, or 34 percent higher.

The number of beneficiaries was 663,000, or 129 percent larger. The average amount

of benefits rose 60 percent.

Now, the security of the railroad retirement system is entirely dependent upon the

welfare of the railroad industry. They are inseparable, and there are no potential govern-

ment "hand-outs" in the offing.

Well, in the same comparative periods, railroad operating revenues rose to $10

billion, an increase of but 22 percent.

Operating expenses were almost $8 billion, or 20 percent higher.

Revenue tons originated in 1055 declined to 1.4 billion, or 0.2 percent; and revenue

ton miles decreased 4.8 percent.
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Revenue carloadings in 1956 totaled about 38 million, or IS percent less than in

1947. In case there is any question about that, LCL dropped 50 percent and solid car-

loadings 9.6 percent.

And, while the average number of employees on Class I railroads in 1055 dccreast-d

22 percent to about 1,050,000, the average earnings per hour worked on straight time

increased 70 percent.

Just one more comparison: the industrial production volume of tht nation in 1^55

was 43 percent greater than in 1947, but Class I railroads handed 5 percent le.ss freight.

In the face of these trends, the last Congress increased benefits, generally about 10

percent, without any accompanying provision for financing, and we are currently

operating on an actuarial deficiency of $170 million annually.

I can tell you now, in all sincerity, that total benefit payments under the Railroad

Retirement Act will, in this current year, and for the first time, exceed the ta.x con-

tributions by some .S50 million and, actuarially, liabilities of today for employees who have

already died or retired are nearly $2 billion more than assets. If we include those who are

still in active service, the actuarial shortage would be greater by several billion dollars.

Believe me, there is no surplus.

Why? Well, one reason is that annuitants on the rolls as of December 31, 1955, who

retired at ages 65 and over and who had some railroad service after 1936, contributed

S240 million in employee tax contributions and received already benefits totaling .SI,470

million—a ratio of .S6 to $1. When the value of future benefits are included, their ratio

of benefits to contributions comes to almost 12 to 1.

Nevertheless, there are bills before the Congress of the United States proposing aug-

mented benefits under the Railroad Retirement Act which, if also enacted, will cost the

industry another S100,000,000 over and above the increase of .S90 million per year men-

tioned under the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act.

I have not presented to you a very pleasant picture, but it is factual, and I sincerely

hope all of you will agree that there is truly a common interest. [.\pplause|

President Hedlev: Thank you, Mr. Healy. That was a very fine and practical

message. The figures were impressive, almost startling. I am sure that there is much the

railroads can do to help save money in the manner which xou ha\e indicated.

You are rendering a very important .service to the railroad industry. We thank you

for appearing on our program and bringing this message to us, and we are very happy

to have your associates with \()U.

Introduction of General Itschner

President Hedlev: As guests for the next feature of our program, we have invited

four representatives of the Association of American Railroads whom I would like to

present to you.

Mr. A. L. Sams, principal assistant engineer, Illinois Central Railroad, and chairman

of AREA Committee 25—Waterways and Harbors.

Mr. W. H. Hobbs, chief engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad, and chairman of the

A.^R Committee on Waterway Projects.

Mr. P. A. Hollar, vice president, assi.stant to president, A.ssociation of .American

Railroads.

And as the fourth in this group, I would like to present to you Col. Doswell Gullatt.

As most of you know. Col. Gullatt became associated with the .\.AR in 1055, after a
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distinguished career in and retirement from the United States Army Corps of Engineers.

I am pleased to present to you ("ol. (killatt, whom I have asked to introduce our special

guest on this occasion.

Col. Dosweix Gull.att: Mr. Hedley and gentlemen: It is always a great pleasure

for me to introduce my friends on occasions such as this, and whenever a group of

engineers gets together like we have here, it's always an occasion.

I have a special privilege today because I am introducing to my new friends of the

railroad industry some friends I made during a previous condition of servitude in the

Corps of Engineers. These friends of mine, of the Corps of Engineers, are of long

standing.

The Corps is organized with two groups. One group is the military group, and the

other is the civilian group. The military group is often referred to in the Corps as "ex-

ecutive engineers"; the civilian group is referred to as "technical" or "working" engineers.

We have both here with us today.

From my experience in industry since I left the Corps, I have found that it is

organized in much the same way. Even in the railroad industry, we have two groups,

the executives and the working groups, so the military is not much different from the

civilian organization.

From the military group we have with us today one very promising young engineer

whom I have known for many years. He is now district engineer of the St. Louis Dis-

trict, and many of you here know him. I want to present to you Col. White, better

known as "Bud" White. [Applause]

.•\mong the working engineers of the Corps, we have with us the chief engineer

of the St. Louis District, Mr. Lawlor. [Applause]

Gentlemen, it is a distinct pleasure to introduce a friend of mine who has achieved

the top of the engineering ladder insofar as the military profession is concerned. This

young engineer is quite a versatile man. He was born in the state of Ilhnois, took

residence in the state of Washington, he works in the state of Virginia, and his work

carries him to every part of the globe. I speak of the chief engineer of the United

States Army.

He served with a great deal of distinction in World War H in Europe, and later

was in the "police action" in Korea, at a most trying time. He has held many distinguished

posts in the service since he graduated from the Military Academy in 1024, and from

Cornell in 1026.

He went to the office of the chief engineer in charge of the civil section of the chief's

office in 10.=!,^, where he remained until he was made chief of engineers in October of

last year.

General Itschner is distinguished in many ways. I was over at the chief's office the

other day, and kind of prowled around the place. There is a bulletin board which the

secretary keeps back in the sanctuary where the eyes of the civilian population and the

taxpayers never get to, on which various information is posted, and I noticed one little

publication on this bulletin board. I can't repeat it exactly, but it went along the lines

that all department heads would take necessary action to have the personnel of their

departments refrain from referring to the chief of engineers in the familiar Army phrase

of "Old Man." It said, "He is the youngest chief of engineers appointed to the office in

126 years." Over in a corner, looking a little further, I saw a P.S. down there
—"And

furthermore, the Old Man doesn't like the term, .'^nd he i.sn't as old as many of you

think. Millie." [Laughter]

So I take great pleasure—it is a pleasure and a privilege for me—in introducing to

you the "Old Man" of the Corps, General It.schner. [Applause]
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Growing with the Nation

By Major General E. C. Itschner

Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army

Introductory Remarks

Thank you very much, Haljc. (That is Col. GuIIalfs nickname.)

President Hedley, distinKui.shed quests, meml)ers of the American Railway Knuineer-

ing A.^^sociation, I am hi,uhl\- honored and jirivilegcd to be able to lalk to you todaw

1 particularly like to talk to engineers bccau.se I feel that we have .so much in common
in the field of engineering, bccau.se I think we .speak the same languajic.

I would like to tell you—after Co\. Gullatt's story—that I am not at all under any

disillusionment about age. In fact, just about three or four years ago I had to go up to

take my annual physical examination in the state of Wa.shington, about l.'^O or IhO miles

from my station in Portland, Ore., to the hosjiital. Because we have a lot of construction

work up there, too, I decided to go up there early and stay overnight.

When I arrived, they told me that was line, that they would put me in one of the

wards, or, in fact, in a little room at the entrance to the ward, and I could stay overnight

there. I left my baggage there and went out to look over some of the construction. When
I came back, I found a very, very sick man in my bed, and all my baggage was gone.

After a great deal of effort, I found the nurse and asked her what had happened.

She said, "Well, we were filled up, and this new man came in, and he was very sick, and

you were not, so we put you across the hall in the women's ward."

Well, I was a little bit abashed at that, as you can imagine—or maybe some of you

can't imagine—but anyway, they put me in a little room similar to the one I had before,

at the hallway end of the women's ward. I went in there and found my suitca.se, all right,

and my other clothes.

I was feeling pretty low about the whole affair, but when 1 heard what went on

outside, I felt even lower. I could hear the nurse talking to the ward man, and she said,

"We're very, very crowded. If any other officers come in, we're going to have to put

them in the women's ward, too, but don't put any of the young ones in there."

[Laughter]

Col. Gullatt's nickname, as you may know, is Babe, and I have known him for

many, many years. He was a graduate of West Point slightly before me, but his repu-

tation lived after him. I often wondered how he got the nickname of Babe. I didn't

think he was a particularly good baseball player, named after Babe Ruth. I didn't know
just how effective he was with the ladies, but anyway, Babe was his name. I found out

about it a few years ago.

During his first winter at West Point he went on a hike up into the mountains

around there (and they're pretty rugged) with a number of other men from his class.

He had only been there a few months, and, coming from the Deep South, he wasn't

used to the snow and ice. Furthermore, coming from the very remote areas of the South

at this time, he only wore shoes, I believe, to church and school. [Laughter] The com-
bination of the ice and the slippery shoes was too much for him, and he spent most of

his time on this hike on his hands and knees, crawling up the mountain.side. Thus the

nickname, Babe, because they thought that was most appropriate for him.

I could tell you another story about Col. Gullatt. I don't want to spend all my time

talking about him today, but he is a very fine subject to talk about. We think a great deal

about him in the Corps of Engineers.

This happened over in Normandy, on the beaches. Col. Gullatt was in command of

one of the two beaches there—Omaha or Utah, I'm not sure which.
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Of course, as we all get older in the engineering profession—I'm sure it's true in the

railway engineering field as well as in the Corps of Engineers—we stay at our desks more

and more of the time. We call them ''chairt)orne engineers," because they sit down most

of the time.

On the Normandy beaches, he didn't have a chance to do that very much, but

nevertheless, he got quite a serious fungous growth in a place that would have been

affected if he had been sitting down more than he had. It got larger, so he went to the

doctor, and the doctor painted it with some sort of compound. Every time the doctor

painted it, on several successive visits, the sore grew out to the extent of the painted area

of the prior trip. He found out later on that he was allergic to what he was getting

painted with, more than the other.

Finall>' the_\' had to evacuate him to England, in order to give him some real hos-

pital care there for a few days. He wasn't gone long. As he got into the plane, he heard

one of the sergeants he was closely associated with, grumbUng to another sergeant, say-

ing, "Well, if he'd just get off it once in a while, it wouldn't wear out so soon." [Laughter]

Formal Remarks

The ties which link the railroads of America with the Corps of Engineers are many
and deeply rooted. They go back to the early history of our nation. They have been

cemented on many a job and in many a military campaign. Together we have helped

the nation grow in peacetime and helped defend it in wartime.

But now I think we have a common task as big and significant as any in our his-

tory. The United States faces the world-wide challenge of a tyrannical system possessing

vast human and natural resources, efficiently organized under ruthless control. This chal-

lenge may take military form and already confronts us in the field of economics and

international politics. To meet the challenge of this tyranny will call for all the strength

we can muster.

At the same time we face another challenge within our own borders—the challenge

of a population growth unprecedented in our history. To meet the expanding needs of our

people would in itself be a formidable task. As it is, we are forced to provide for our

own countrymen with one hand while we strive against world communism with the

other.

Under these circumstances we cannot afford wasted resources, wasted effort, or

wasted money. We need full use of all our resources and all our facilities—including

all of our transportation facilities.

Certainly we need a strong and thriving railway system. It would be carrying coals

to Newcastle to elaborate that point before you railroad men. Railroads are the backbone

of the national transportation system, and the nation's economy would collapse without

them.

In the same way, we need full access to and use of all our water resources. Water

has become our most important single industrial raw material. Water supply is perhaps

the most influential single factor affecting the locations of new plants. Finding adequate

water supphes to meet the foreseeable future needs of municipalities and industries is

perhaps the nation's biggest natural resource problem. All across the country we find

regions where limited water supply threatens to put a ceiling on the further growth of

enterprise. Hence it is no wonder that industries are crowding to the riverbanks. This

gravitation towai'd water is a necessary and inevitable fact of no one's seeking, to which

we must all adapt ourselves. For water resource development is essential to the expansion

of national production. It is also, in the long run, essential to the prosperity of the rail-
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roads. The railroads need industry; industry needs water development; therefore the

railroads need water development. The relationship between the railway interests and the

Corps of Engineers' water resource programs is as simple and fundamental as that.

.\gain I am aware that I am saying something that really needs no saying. The

railroads have long recognized the value of some of these aspects of water resource

development. They have supported and assisted irrigation programs and water supply

programs of both the Federal government and other agencies. In the field of flood control,

in spite of the relocation problems that sometimes arise, the railroads have shown their

recognition of their common intefest with us.

But I think it is fair to say that there has been less unanimity of opinion with

respect to waterway development. Vet I believe the basic principles for the development

of waterways are essentially the same as those applicable to flood control or water supply.

From the beginning of the waterway and harbor development program 133 years ago

up to the present time, that program has helped support the economic development of the

nation, upon which all of us depend for our prosperity. It has helped create business for

the railroads.

In our complex and closely integrated economic system, transportation is a many-

sided and yet integrated function. As a whole it is indispensable to the continued economic

health of the nation; and the various parts support and contribute to one another. I do

not believe that any aspect or form of transportation could be split off from the national

system, or hampered in its functioning, without an adverse effect upon all the other

forms of transportation and the national economy.

We of the Corps of Engineers are responsible for harbor and waterway development,

but I assure you we are not myopic about this responsibility. We regard it as but one

rather specialized portion of a national transportation system which must be kept vigor-

ous and healthful and growing as a whole. It is in that spirit that I believe we should

approach our mutual problems. When we view the many interests which we share in

common in carrying out our transportation functions, I believe we will find our best

interests to lie in working together as coordinate parts of a single over-all national trans-

portation system.

I think no one in the Corps of Engineers, certainly, has more respect than I do

for the value of railroads. I was fortunately connected with the restoration of the

railroads in the northern part of Europe in World War II. At one time we counted over

480 railroad bridges we had built or reconstructed, and I'm sure the number was sub-

stantially greater than that. We had built three large, long railroad bridges across the

Rhine, two of them in between 10 and 11 day.s and one of them in between 6 and 7

days. Those railroad bridges were substantial structures, all on piles, something like 2000

to 2400 ft long.

In Korea, too, I came to appreciate greatly the value of railroads. We were up in

the very northern part of Korea in the first year of the war, and at that time we were

on just two rations a day, two meals a day, because of the lack of tran.sportation. After

tremendous effort—doing such things as putting railroad bridges on piers made entirely

of sandbags filled with sand or gravel—we were able to get a railroad up to the northern

part of North Korea, to a place called Sinanju. That was a tremendous day for the people

of that whole area.

They asked the troops, "What do you want in your first trainload?" Surprisingly

enough, even though they were on two meals a day, they said, "We want ammunition."

Seventeen out of the first 18 cars on the first train carricfl ammunition, and the ISth

car, to everyone's great surprise, had a lo.id of or.mge soda pup. Durinu the prior summer
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there had been a lot of fussing in the papers about serving our troops beer, and somebody

decided—I think, quite wisely—to send them some soda pop instead, or in addition

thereto, and it took them until October or November to get the pop up to the troops.

It was then below zero, and most of it froze before anybody could use it. [LaughterJ

But with the military background I have had, you can see how much I must appre-

ciate the problem and the value of the railroads. I would certainly not like to have any-

thing I say here today construed as anything at all to the contrary.

The processes by which waterway projects are intiated contain many safeguards to

make sure that they are fully justified in the national interest. The Corps of Engineers

does not undertake the study of a project without a specific Congressional directive to

do so. It then makes a fact-finding survey and report on the engineering and economic

feasibility of the proposal. This report is reviewed by our own organization, including

the Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors; by the states involved; by other federal

agencies; by the Bureau of the Budget; and at least twice by Congress—once when the

project is authorized, and again when the appropriation is made.

Hearings before the Board of Engineers and the Congressional committees are open

to all to state their views and present their interests; and often there are also public

hearings in the area involved. We meet many of our railroad friends at these hearings.

The Corps does not report favorably upon a project unless its annual benefits are at

least equal to its annual charges, including both maintenance and amortization of the

construction cost with interest. And in computing benefits, we try to be conservative to

the extent that sometimes we are criticised for not being sufficiently visionary. In fact,

I spent two hours last Monday at exactly this time, defending our position in that regard,

before one of the more "liberal" senators in a Congressional committee. The whole trend

of his questioning was, "Why aren't you more liberal and far-seeing in your justification

of projects? Why do you do this, and why do you do that?"—all of which were on the

conservative side. I will have to report again, probably Wednesday or Thursday, to

continue this questioning.

I saw another senator after the meeting who had a bunch of questions. He is a very

well known senator from this general part of the country. I asked him if he wouldn't

please let me have those questions, so that I could prepare better answers the next time

I appeared. He said, "Sure; that's a good idea; I'll give them to you." I didn't realize

that there were 78 questions of a general nature concerning my philosophy, what I

thought about the economics of government projects. So, you see, we have problems

on both sides.

For example, the Ohio River waterway was justified on the assumption that traffic

might sometime reach 25 million tons a year, but last year it totalled 71^ million tons.

The Gulf intracoastal waterway was justified on an estimate of less than 10 million tons;

in 1955 the total was more than 41 million. We have had similar experiences on other

waterways. Nevertheless, we continue to adhere to our strict and conservative criteria in

justifying projects, and we are proud of the fact that we have recommended against the

construction of about 55 percent of all project proposals laid before us.

But though we thoroughly believe in the general soundness of our waterway devel-

opments, we also realize that they cannot fulfill their functions in the national interest

without sound land transportation systems. We constantly point out the fact that the

value of a harbor or waterway project depends on the extent to which rail, highway,

and air networks can be developed to carry its benefits inland. We are deeply aware of

the indispensable role of railroads in time of war or national emergency. The simple fact

is that the nation must have a complete transportation system, sound in all its branches.
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We have man>- piohlt-ms with railroads, ol coursf. Oiu- imilual pniliKiii thai lias

always been with us and prol)ably always will be is the problem ol relocations. Naturally

many rail and highway routes were originally laid out along riverbanks and through

valleys. Now we often find that those same areas are needed for facilities like flood walls,

levees, and reservoirs. Since a levee can be built only near a riverbank, and since reservoir

sites are all too rare, it often is the more flexible highway or railway facility which must

be relocated, at government expense. Had the water resource need been foreseen in time,

it might have been possible at that time to have placed the highway or railroad, par-

ticularly those built in recent years, in a different spot, at a slightly extra cost, and that

cost should properly be paid by the government. As it is, however, we find ourselves

running into some tir.st-class problems when we come to tackle water resource

construction.

There is a good example of this kind right here in St. Louis. This city is the largest

one in the Mississippi Valley without a local flood protection project. Protection is badly

needed, and no one has given stronger support to the local project than the Terminal

Railroad Association of St. Louis, whose owners include IS of the major railroad systems

in the country. But it happens that the only feasible route for a flood wall lay right

across some of the tracks of the Manufacturers Railway Company. In this case there was

no possibility of relocating those tracks; yet there was no possibility of building a section

of the flood wall without removing them. A flood wall with a gap in it is like a dike

with a hole in it—it is no good at all. So in the interest of the general good of the com-

munity, the Manufacturers Railway Company gave up some trackage. On our part, we

located the flood wall route as far riverward as possible, at some extra cost, to keep the

amount of lost trackage to a minimum. I am very glad to have this opportunity to con-

gratulate the Manufacturers Railway Company for its splendid public spirit.

Obviously it is in the best interest of all of us to keep such occurrences to a minimum.

We should profit by our experience to avoid a repetition of similar problems in the future.

I believe that all interests engaged in construction programs, governmental or private,

should do all they can to coordinate their future construction plans to avoid working at

cross purposes or unintentionally hampering one another's programs. The Corps of Engi-

neers' district offices are now preparing brief descriptions of each authorized project not

yet under construction, with explanations of such factors as the status of planning and

the imminence of construction, so that other interests may take our development proposals

into account in their plans.

Other problems connected with relocations can be and are being worked out in the

same cooperative spirit. Seven railroad bridges have been altered under the Truman-
Hobbs Act, which provides for the alteration of bridges that obstruct navigation and for

the apportionment of the costs between the government and the bridge owners; and four

more are now in process of alteration under that Act. We think, from our viewpoint,

that this Act is very favorable from the standpoint of the railroads. They get a new

bridge with a very, very small contribution on their part. However, they may not be

ready to construct a new bridge at that time.

We have also made use of the law which authorizes the Secretary of the .Xrmy to

prescribe rules and regulations to govern the operation of drawbridges. In 1054 and 1Q55

the Corps of Engineers made a survey of more than 2000 drawbridges and found that

424 of them had not been opened in 195,S. Of these, 2Q0 were not covered by special

regulations and hence their owners, under the law, were required to be ready to open them

promptly upon signal from a vessel. So we took the initiative in advising bridge owners

of the possibility of obtaining relief by special regulation.s, and as a result many bridge

owners have benefited bv reduced or eliminated .service.
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This work has tapered off now, but nevertheless, in the past year, 30 railroad bridges

were authorized to operate less frequently or under special regulations which were of

considerable benefit to the railroads, and if any of you engineers know of similar cases,

we would be most happy to hear about them, because we do not want to require you to

operate drawbridges where they are not needed by navigation. We are willing, too, to ask

navigation to compromise a bit, and to accept some few inconveniences in order to oper-

ate these bridges only during parts of the day, or certain other times, possibly upon call.

Furthermore, during the past three years the Corps of Engineers has extended the

period during which it will pay the actual costs of deferred construction or extraordinary

maintenance after relocations. This question arises, as most of you may know, under

circumstances where the relocated portion of a railroad involves cuts or tills which cannot

be considered to constitute a replacement until they are seasoned to withstand the same

conditions as the old facility. Previously, the Corps paid the co.st of .such extraordinary

maintenance for a period not to exceed ,S years.

We have now extended that, where necessary, to five years, and we are entirely

agreeable to being reasonable on the whole matter for special circumstances, such as con-

struction across swamps, where settlement might go on for much longer than five years.

In all such matters, the guiding principle, in my opinion, should be to help one

another meet the nation's needs for defense preparedness, economic strength, and future

expansion. The wisest and most profitable course for all of us in the long run is that

which helps the country grow. The strength and prosperity of America have been

achieved through cooperative endeavor, with the greatest rewards going to those who

have led the way rather than to those who have held back. We in the Corps are deeply

aware of our responsibilities in helping support the nation's growth, and we know that

those responsibilities include working with all other interests toward the same end.

I invite you and your colleagues in the railroad industry to become better acquainted

with our division and district engineers located throughout the country, such as Colonel

White, who is the district engineer here in St. Louis (they are located throughout the

country ; we have 39 districts) , for I believe we would all profit by becoming better

acquainted with one another's plans, views, and interests. I sincerely believe that our

grounds of common interest and cooperation are far greater and more fundamental than

our grounds of disagreement. In the long run, there is only one way that either of us can

continue to function and exist, and that is by growing with our growing nation, and

working together to meet its changing and expanding needs.

Gentlemen, I started out by saying I deeply appreciate this honor and privilege of

being here today. I would like to end now on the same note. Thank you very much.

[Applause]

Col. Gullatt: Thank you. General Itschner. Now I'll turn tli'j microphoni.' back to

the president.

President Hedley: General, we are very pleased to have you with us today, to meet

you, face to face, to have this fine presentation of the growth of the country, and the

needs in the growth of the country. I am sure that we in the American Railway Engi-

neering Association—both independently and as the Construction and Maintenance Sec-

tion of the Engineering Division of the Association of American Railroads—expect to do

our part to progress this growth, and we look forward to continuing cooperation with

this great organization of yours to that end.

We had hoped to be able to have a short message from Gerald Magee, the head

of our AAR engineering research staff, but the time has expired for the morning session.
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I would like to have Gerald get up and take a bow, anyway. We would like to recognize

his presence here. [Applause]

So we will close the morning session. I'm sure you have enjoyed it and have profited

by it.

We have eight committees scheduled for luncheons. This afternoon we have a series

of committee reports which will be presented in this room, in the Gold Room, starting

at 2 pm.

We now stand recessed.

[The meeting recessed at 12:05 o'clock.]

Afternoon Session—March 4, 1957

[The meeting reconvened at 2 o'clock. President Hedley presiding.]

President Hedley: Will the meeting come to order?

I want to announce first that the portion of our program that we were not able to

finish this morning—that is, the talk by Mr. G. M. Magee, director of engineering research,

AAR—will be presented at the start of the program tomorrow afternoon. Tomorrow our

program will be in the Ivory Room instead of this room. We have a very tight schedule

for this afternoon, and in order not to add to the length of this program, Mr. Magee
will be available to speak and will speak, starting the session tomorrow afternoon.

I would also announce that a tellers' committee has been appointed, which will

count the ballots tomorrow and have a report on the election of officers, to be made at

the luncheon tomorrow noon.

We have a number of committee reports to present this afternoon, including a num-
ber of special features which I'm sure you will not want to miss.

The first report on the program is that of Committee 20—Contract Forms, of which

W. D. Kirkpatrick, assistant to chief engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad, at St. Louis, is

chairman. Because of the death of his father Friday night, Mr. Kirkpatrick cannot be with

us today, so the presentation by Committee 20 will be made under the direction of its able

vice chairman, E. M. Hastings, Jr. Will Mr. Hastings and the members of his committee

plea.se come to the platform and present their report ?

The registration, as of noon today, members and guests, totalled l.<06. There were

.^00 women registered as of noon today.

Before presenting this committee to you, I want to remind you that the privilege

of the floor is extended to all members of the Association, and to railroad men, engineers,

college professors, government officials, manufacturers, supply men, and any others who
may not be members of the As.sociation. We invite your comments and criticisms. We
have provided a limited amount of time for discussion in connection with each com-
mittee report. We hojjc that you will not hesitate to participate in (liscu.s.-ion frcfm the

floor, and for your convenience in this regard, two microphones have been provided,

which in each case will be manned by members of the rei)ortinu committee, who will be

glad to bring them to you, to the extent that is possible.

I now pre.'ient to you Mr. F,. M. Hastings, Jr. [wire cro.ssing engineer system, Chesa-

peake & Ohio) vice chairman of Committee 20, who will conduct the committees'

presentation.
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Discussion on Contract Forms
[l-in- rtpiirt, sec pp. 481-495]

[President Wm. J. Hcdlcy prcsidinf;]

Vice Chairman E. M. Hastings, Jr. Thank you, Mr. Hediey. It is vvitii deep rcprct

that I have to step in and take the place of our able chairman today, as our president

has just announced, due to the death of his father. Mr. Kirkpatrick has done a mar-

velous piece of work with our committee this year. However, I will endeavor to present

the report as he prepared it, for your information.

Your Committee on Contract Forms has five subjects, four carried over from last

year, and one new subject, and has presented, I am pleased to say, reports on all of them.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Vice Chairman Hastings: The first report, on Assignment 1, will be presented by

Mr. G. W. Patterson, assistant area engineer—construction, Pennsylvania, in the absence

of Subcommittee Chairman W. R. Swatosh, assistant superintendent of construction, Erie.

Mr. Patterson: Mr. President, members of the Association and guests: Review of

the Form of Agreement for Trackage Rights disclosed that the depreciation stipulation

contained therein is not in conformance with depreciation regulations prescribed by the

Interstate Commerce Commission, and that the method of reimbursement is on a

numerical basis for the return on investment, whereas it is considered more equitable to

have reimbursement made on a train-mile basis because of changes due to dicscl opera-

tions, and also, fluctuating traffic.

Your committee, therefore, recommends reapproval of the Form of Agreement for

Trackage Rights, together with the approval of the changes and additions completely

detailed in the report. I so move.

[Vice President Ray McBrian assumed the chair.]

Vice President McBrian: Is there a second?

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. Patterson: This completes the report of the subcommittee.

Assignment 3—Form of Lease Covering Subsurface Rights to Mine

Under Railway Miscellaneous Property.

Vice Chairman Hastings: The next report of the committee is on .Assignment 3.

There is no Assignment 2.

This assignment involves the drafting of a very complicated form of lease and has

required extensive study by the committee. Mr. I. V. Wiley, assistant engineer, Mil-

waukee Road, will present the report on this as.signment. Mr. Wiley is chairman of the

subcommittee.

Mr. Wiley: Mr. President, members of the Association and guests: This assign-

ment covers the preparation of a form of lease for underground mining on railroad

property which is not being used for operating purposes.

As there are different conditions existing at each location, your committee has pre-

pared a form which is intended as a guide, and which can be changed to suit the condi-

tions and the material to be mined. The complete form has been published in Bulletin

532 and is presented as information.

The committee welcomes your criticisms and suggestions for changes so the form

can be prepared for publication in the Manual next year.
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Assignment 4—Form of Agreement Covering Parallel Occupancy of

Railway Right-of-Way Property by Electric Power Lines.

\i(i; Chairman Hastings: The report of Sul)conimittee 4, of which I am chairman,

will be presented by Mr. Clarence Young, assistant engineer, Haltimore & Ohio, and a

member of the subcommittee.

Mr. Young: Mr. President, members of the Association, and guests: Fifteen rail-

roads represented by members of our committee responded to a request for typical agree-

ments, or what they would like to have therein. A compilation of these data has resulted

in a preliminary draft which is being studied by Committee 20. We hope to put this into

submissive material by next year.

Assignment 5—Insurance Provisions Recommended for Various Forms

of Agreement.

\'i( K CiiAiRM.AN Hastings: The report on .\ssignment .^ will lie deferred until later.

Assignment 6—Form of Agreement for Turnpike or Toll Road Crossing

Railway Tracks and Property.

\ke Cir.-viRMAN Hastings: In the absence of J. W. Wallenius, engineer—construc-

tion. System, Pennsylvania, chairman of the subcommittee, K. A. Begemann, instrument-

man, Missouri Pacific, will present the report on Assignment 6.

Mr. Begemann: Mr. Chairman, members and guests: Last year your committee

presented as information a draft of Form of Agreement for Turnpike or Toll Road Cross-

ing Railway Tracks and Property. (Proceedings, Vol. 57, 1956, pages 355 to 362, incl.)

Your committee has reviewed last year's draft, and, with revisions, now submits

the form as revised for adoption and publication in the Manual, and I so move.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 5—Insurance Provisions Recommended for Various Forms
of Agreement.

Vice Chairman Hastings: In lieu of a progress report on .\ssignment 5, I wish to

introduce, at this time, Mr. C. D. Dawson, superintendent of insurance, Baltimore &

Ohio, who will, as our special feature, address you on the subject, "Why Not Railroad

Protective Insurance That Protects?''

Mr. Dawson is well qualified in this field. He is a member of the Fire Protection

and Insurance Section, AAR, and is assigned by that group as a collaborator in insurance

matters to Committee 20. Mr. Dawson has materially assisted Committee 20 in its work

during the past year.

Why Not Railroad Protective Insurance That Protects?

By C. D. Dawson
Superintendent of Insurance, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

I was asked sometime ago by your chairman of Committee 20, Mr. W. D. Kirk-

patrick, if I would accept an invitation to .speak at this annual meeting on railroad pro-

tective insurance. Needless to say, I accepted the invitation ; and I want to take this

opportunity to let you know that I deeply appreciate the privilege of addressing you on

this subject and that it is a pleasure to be here.

For the past 25 years or more, forms of railroad protective insurance have varied

considerably. It has been an extremely difficult task to improve the coverage to a point

where the railroads can get something worthwhile. Up to several years ago it .seemed as
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thou^'h the railroads should not ask for an.\thinj,' more than insurance that would cover

the ne^liuence of the contractor. Fortunately, this situation has changed somewhat in

favor of the railroads; l)Ut there is still a lot to he accomplished.

In the construction of turni)ikes, expressways, toll roads, elimination of cro.ssings at

jirade, considerable work, of cour.se, is done on the railroad's right-of-way. These opera-

lions definitely create additional risks to the railroads. Why, then, should the railroads not

be protected against any additional risks they face when such projects interfere with the

normal operations of the railroad?

It appears that we have now reached the point where we ha\e a choice ()f one of two

foims of rai'road (jrotective insurance; but neither, in my opinion, meets the railroad's

requirements. We refer to these forms as the .so-called Oregon Form, hereafter referred

to as the AAR Form, anrl the .so-called New York Form.

The New York Form was ai)out two \eais in the making. Il is a form of railroad

protective liability insurance that the bureau companies sold to the State of New York.

It affords only the protection that the bureau companies wanted the railroads to have.

The reason for this is that the New York Form was designed to be procured by con-

tractors. This would include contractors whose casualty company was not prepared to

write a broader form and would, therefore, be embarrassed by not being able to provide

for the insured the insurance required under regular state specifications. The New York

Form does not provide the rai'roads with the protection they are entitled to and should

not be accepted as a standard form of railroad protective insurance. The chief reasons

are:

(1) It does not cover the railroad's operational negligence, except for injury to

employees of the contractor or his sub-contractors.

(2) It provides no protection for property owned by the railroad.

Since the AAR Form was adopted, there have been many new developments in this

type of insurance. This AAR Form has been obsolete for sometime, and, as you probably

know, has never had the approval either of the leading underwriters in this field or of the

better-informed railroad insurance representatives. It contains special and untested clauses.

The underwriters, especially those in the East, feel that they cannot refuse to write the

insurance under this form when this coverage is specified in the contract and has to be

furnished by the contractor. They had Httle or nothing to do with writing the clauses,

but the National Bureau of Casualty Underwriters made their position clear when they

rated the form. The rates are entirely too high. Competitive costs of insurance under the

AAR Form compared with later forms, which give the railroads better protection, have

proved this to be true in a number of instances.

There are some individuals who are of the opinion that the A.'KR Form gives the

railroads all the protection the railroads need, and can expect to receive, and that the cost

is most reasonable. I do not accept that view, as you doubtless know.

Much has been said in favor of the AAR Form being written on an "occurrence"

basis rather than on a "caused by accident" basis. This difference is immaterial as far as

bodily injury is concerned.

However, underwriters would not object to taking out "caused by accident" as regards

bodily injury; and if there would be any difference in premium, it would be insignificant.

With respect to property damage, the word "accident" is thought by the underwriters

to be necessary to cut out tho.se lo.s.ses which the railroad sustains when nothing overt

occurs. For exami)Ie, (lie laiiroad holds u\) its trains to iierniit the contractor to |)ut in

place a bridge girder. Everything goes according to schedule except that the railroad has
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sustaiiu'd somu loss in di'layint; its tridns. It is felt tiial vvithmit llic word "accident",

which would require that something had to happen before the policy becomes involved,

a railroad protective polic\ not so limitid with respect to property damage would have

to respond to any claim which the railroad suffered by reason of the delay. Whenever

"caused by accident" is omitted from i)roperty damas^e liability, the property damage

rate is materially increased ; and if that increase is for something that the railroads are

not interested in receiving in the way of coverage, it may be a mistake to insist that the

property damage be written on an "occurrence" basis rather than on an "'accident" basis.

The A.AR Form provides that employees of the raihoad loaned or assigned to the

contractor or his sub-contractors shall be regarded as employees of the contractor; and

as such, the railroad would be protected for their acts or omissions. But what about

claims under the Federal Employers' Liability Act by such employees because of injury

they might sustain while performing duties for the contractor? They certainly do not

lose their status as railroad employees and they retain all their rights to sue the railroad

under the Federal Employers' Liability Act. Employees of the contractor have no rights

under the Federal Employers' Liability Act, so the question, "Does the railroad, under

the .A.AR Form, have protection for Federal Employers' Liability Act claims for injuries

to employees when assigned to the contractor?" This question has been answered in the

negative by some of the leading casualty companies as well as by some of the better

informed brokers.

The A.\R Form contains no exclusion with respect to workmen's compen.sation insur-

ance. Bureau companies, both stock and mutual, agree that it would be unlawful to write

a liability policy in many states without such an exclusion. In the best interests of all

concerned, the .\\R Form should be abandoned.

I contend that the railroads, when obtaining a railroad protective form of insurance,

should insist on coverage that will give them complete protection up to the limits of the

policies for any loss or claim which would not have occurred in the absence of the

operations as defined in the declarations of the policy.

You gentlemen, as engineers, are chiefly responsible for the provisions contained in

contracts and agreements; and I urge you, wherever possible, to demand that the pur-

cha.se of railroad protective in.surance not be made the obligation of the contractor, but

that the railroad be permitted to negotiate and arrange for the insurance. Thi.s, in my
opinion, is the key to the whole situation.

It is most impractical to require contractors to arrange for such coverage. In numer-

ous cases, this coverage must carry high limits; and as the operational negligence of the

railroad must definitely be included in the coverage, the contractor's market would be too

limited—not to mention the fact that few insurance brokers or agents are sufficiently

familiar with this type of insurance to give the required service. It is this feature that has

caused considerable delays about which so many complaints have been made. If the rail-

roads are allowed to procure the insurance, they will seek out the available markets,

however restricted, and obtain the coverage with a minimum of delay. They would be

plea.sed to .secure quotations for the cost of the insurance, and on ,i competitive basis if

requested, and submit the cost to the proper authorit> for their ai)|)rovaI.

I also contenrl that agreements and contracts such as we are discu.'^sing at this time

should make no mention of any insurance to be carried on the part of the contractor.

What we are interested in is protecting the railroad, and all that is required to adequately

protect the railroad wou'd be to have a provision in the contract reading as follows:

"The Railroad may take out insurance which will protect and save harmless the
Railroad from and against (1) all loss of, and damage to, any property whatsoever
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(including property of the parties hereto and of all other persons whomsoever and the

loss of, or interference with, any use of service thereof), and (2) all loss and damage
on account of injury to, or death of, any person whomsoever (including employees and
patrons of the parties hereto and all other persons whomsover), and (3) all claims and
liability for such loss and damage and cost and expense thereof caused by, growing out

of, or in any way related to, or connected with the provided for l)y this

agreement, during period of whether or not caused by the negligence of

the Railroad. Such insurance may provide coverage limits in such amounts as the Railroad

may determine. The Railroad shall be entitled to reimbursement for the cost of such

insurance."

This form of railroad protective insurance has been written many times. It is a form

of insurance that gives the railroads the protection they are entitled to, and the cost is

reasonable. I think all of you gentlemen will agree that the time is long past due for a

standard form of this type of insurance ; and as the railroads' representatives in the initial

stage of negotiations, you play a major part in seeing that thu railroads get a rai'road

protective policy that protects.

I thank you for listening. [Applause]

Vice Chairman Hastings: Thank you, Mr. Dawson, for a splendid address, and

for giving us your advice on this matter. The committee and Association are deeply

grateful for your cooperation and kindness in being with us today.

I would like to conclude by thanking the Association's secretary, Mr. Howard, the

subcommittee chairmen, and all members of Committee 20 for their efforts and Iheir

splendid cooperation during the past year.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes the report of Committee 20.

Vice President McBrian: Thank you, Mr. Hastings.

Gentlemen, are there any comments on the report by Committee 20? You have the

privilege of the floor, and I think the microphones are so placed that they are easily

accessible.

Mr. Hastings, your committee performs a highly important function within the scope

of the work of our Association, and it is evident that it has made several significant

contributions again this year, in the form of both new and revised contract forms, with

.several important projects still under study in the year ahead.

Your committee is now excused, with the thanks of the Association. [.Applausel

Our next report is by Committee 11—Records and Accounts, of which Morton

Friedman, chief valuation engineer, New York Central, is chairman. Will Mr. Friedman

and the members of his committee come to the platform and present their report at this

time?

Discussion on Records and Accounts

[For report, see pp. 697-713]

[Vice President McBrian presiding.]

Chairman Morton Friedman (New York Central) : Mr. Chairman, members of

the Association and guests: During the year 19S6, Committee 11 held three meetings, dur-

ing which the various subcommittees reported their activities and received suggestions

from the membership as to further progress. Each of the assignments has been handled

capably, but we are submitting reports on only five of our nine assignments ; the other

four assignments have not yet been progressed to the point where reports can be

.submitted.
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Wc have undeitakcn a new assignment on the uses of photography in railroad con-

struction and maintenance. A subcommittee has l)ccn apjjointed to study this subject,

and wc hope that an inlerestinK and instructive rei)()r( will result. I'ossibly we will request

collaboration from other interested committees.

The committee lost a valued member on March 12, 1956—Mr. John C. Parsons,

engineer of real estate. Southern Railwa\- S>stem. .\ memoir to him is i)r('sented in our

report in Bulletin 5.M.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Cii.AiRM.XN Fkiki)M.\n: Our fust report is on Assijjnment 1, to be presented by Sub-

committee Chairman W. A. Krauska, draftsman, Missouri Pacific Railroad.

Mr. Kkai ska: Mr. Chairman, fellow members and guests:

Your committee offers the following recommendations with res|)ect td the material in

its chapter in the Manual under graphical symbols:

Page 11-4-11, Fig. 1—Hydrography-Relief. Reapprove without change.

Page 11-4-12, Fig. 2-—Agriculture-Railways (Topographic Maps)—Railway Tracks.

Reapprove with changes.

Page 11-4-13, Fig. 3—Boundary and Survey Lines—Cartography. Reapprove with

changes.

Page 11-4-14, Fig. 4—Track Fixtures—Buildings and Structures. Reapprove with

changes.

Page 11-4-15, Fig. 5—Track Accessories—Fences—Highways and Crossings. Rcaj)-

provc with changes.

Page 11—4-16, Fig. 6—Mines— Oil and Gas Symbols—Bridges—Culverts, Sewers, etc.

Reapprove with changes.

Page 11-4-17, Fig. 7—Water Sujjply and Pipe Lines—Fire Prevention-Pole Line

Wires—Electrified Lines. Reapprove with changes.

Page 11-4-18, Fig. 8—Lighting—Rail—Ballast—Sign Boards and Posts. Reapi)rove

with changes.

The committee requests formal approval of these recommendations. I so move.

ViCK President McBrian: You have heard the motion. Do I hear a second?

[The motion was regularly seconded.]

Vice Presidekt McBrian : Is there any discussion ?

[The motion was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 2—Bibliography on Subjects Pertaining to Records and

Accounts.

Chairman Friedman: Mr. J. H. O'Brien, office assistant to regional engineer, Balti-

more & Ohio, and chairman of Subcommittee 2, was unable to attend the meeting because

of illness. In his absence, Mr. W. S. Gates, Jr., assistant to auditor—valuation, of the

Chicago & Illinois Midland, will present the report of the subcommittee.

Mr. Gates: Mr. President, members and guests, the report on Assignment 2—Bibliog-

raphy on Subjects Pertaining to Records and Accounts, for the period September 1955

to September 1956, consists of 56 items relating to depreciation and amortization. The
report inadvertently omitted the mention of an important publication entitled '"Working

on the Tracks." It was written by Mr. B. H. Moore, secretary of Committee 11. and is

designed as a te.xtbook in which the railroad accounting i)rinciples are related to the

physical work in the maintenance and repairs of tracks and roadbed. It may be obtained

from the Association of American Railroads, Finance, Accounting, Taxation and \'aluation

Department, and I commend it to your attention.
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This report is sul)mittcd as information with the recommendation that the assignment

be continued.

Vice Presiuent McHkian: Thank nou, Mr. Gates. The report will bu received as

information.

Assignment 3—Office and Drafting Practices.

Chairman Friedman: Subcommittee Chairman W. M. Ludolph, assistant engineer,

Milwaukee Road, will now present the report on .Assignment 3.

Mr. Ludolph: Mr. Chairman, members and guests of the ARE.A: The report on

this assignment deals with the use of electronic calculators for calculating earth work

and bridge stresses. Such calculators have been used for some time for accounting and

statistical computations as well as for scientific calculations. Their use in earth work

and stress calculations is quite recent, mainly because of the lack of knowledge on the

part of the manufacturers of the terminology used by engineers and the results required.

Since little has been written on this subject, conferences are now being held for exchange

of information between manufacturers and engineers.

Highway engineers are taking great interest in this development on account of the

heavy highway construction program ahead of them.

This report also deals with the collaboration of two members of this committee and

two members of the Signal Section of the Association of American Railroads with the

American Standards Association committees.

It is presented for information.

Nelson Hammond (Western Maryland) : Can these calculators be used in connec-

tion with original line locations?

Mr. Ludolph: Yes, when the calculators are used in conjunction with photogram-

metric instruments, all possible lines in a given area may be explored and the cost

ascertained.

Vice President McBrian: Thank you, Mr. Ludolph. Your report will be accepted

as information.

Assignment 6—Valuation and Depreciation.

Chairman Friedman: The report on Assignment 6—will now be presented by Sub-

committee Chairman H. T. Bradley, valuation engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad.

Mr. Bradley: Mr. Chairman, members and guests: One of the items mentioned in

the report of this subcommittee was the publication of the Elements of Value as of

January 1, 1955, prepared and issued by the Bureau of Accounts, Cost Finding and Valua-

tion of the Interstate Commerce Commission. On January 2, 1957, this Bureau issued

similar Elements of Value for Class I line-haul railways, as of December 31, 1955.

At the time the report was issued, there was a strong feeling that certain goals of

the Office of Defense Mobilization, which had been closed December 31, 1955, might be

reopened to permit the amortization of defense facilities over a period of 60 months.

In this category were diesel locomotives and freight cars. Subsequent rulings of the

O.D.M. have unequivocally stated that these goals will not be reopened.

Another item mentioned in the report referred to possible action by Congress to

grant relief in whole or in part from the 30 percent depreciation reserve rquired by the

Internal Revenue Service as condition precedent to the adoption of depreciation account-

ing for income tax purposes. This legislation is still under consideration, and bills are

expected to be filed in the near future.

This is for information only.

Vice President McBrian: Mr. Bradley, it will be so received.
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L. R. Morgan (New York Central) : In Ex Parte No. 206, the current freight rate

case now pending before the Interstate Commerce Commission, I notice you have intro-

duced Verified Statement No. 22-6, advocating that the ICC should find values for the

railroads based upon the Ajax Pipe Line method. Could you enlighten us as to what the

.\jax Pipe Line method of valuation is, and what approximate values would this method

produce for the railroads?

Mr. Br.adlf.v: Yes. Your request relates to value for rate-making purposes for both

railroads and pipe line companies. Stated in its simplest terms, the Ajax method is an

average of the cost of reproduction, less depreciation, and original cost less depreciation.

In getting this average, slightly more weight is given to reproduction costs than to

original costs. To this average is then added the value of lands, working capital, and an

allowance for going value.

As far as the railroads are concerned, the interstate Commerce Commission deter-

mines its values .solely on the basis of original cost for road equipment, plus the present

value of land and working capital. The effect of this is quite marked. If the railroads were

accorded the same treatment that is given the pipe line companies, the aggregate value

of all Class I railroads in the United States would be increased from approximately $25

billion to $3SJ/2 billion dollars, a difference of $10i/2 billion dollars.

Assignment 7—Revisions and Interpretations of ICC Accounting Classi-

fications.

Chairman Friedman: Our report on Assignment 7 will be presented by Subcom-

mittee Chairman M. M. Gerber, accounting engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal

Railroad.

Mr. Gerber: Mr. President, members of the Association and guests: Last year's

report on this assignment presented changes in Annual Report Form A, Schedule 515

—

Rails Laid in Replacement, and Schedule 516—Rails Laid in Additional Tracks and in

New Lines and Extensions. Beginning with the Annual Report for the Year 1956, the

quantities of rail will be reported in short tons, instead of in gross tons as formerly,

.^fter further study, your committee recommends that this change not be carried into

the valuation records and reports, but to let it there remain in gross tons.

Under order of August 17, 1056, the Interstate Commerce Commission, effective

January 1, 1957, renumbered and rearranged the accounts of the general balance sheet

statement prescribed for railroad companies.

The general effect of this order is:

1. Current assets and current liabilities will be shown as first items in lists of assets

and liabilities respectively.

2. Capital stock, capital surplus, and retained income will be included in the .same

group under '"Shareholders Equity" at end of balance sheet.

The order is included in Amendment No. 5 to the AAR publication of the Uniform

System of Accounts for Railroad Companies.

This report is presented as information only.

Are there any questions?

Wn-LiAM NuETZEL (B&O): To what extent, if any, will the prescribed changes in

the general balance sheet affect accounts of interest to engineers ?

Mr. Gerber: Former Accounts 702^^ C—Accrued Depreciation—Road, and 702i/$ £>

—Accrued Depreciation—Equipment, are combined into one Account 735—Accrued De-
preciation—Road and Equipment. However, the text of Account 735 provides that the

accounting company shall maintain subsidiary records by primary accounts as heretofore.
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Likewise, former Accounts 702J^ E—Accrued Amortization of Defense Projects

—

Road, and 702i/2 F—Accrued Amortization of Defense Projects—Equipment, are com-

bined into one Account 736—Amortization of Defense Projects—Road and Equipment.

The text of the new Account 736 provides that the accounting company shall maintain

sub-accounts separately for accrued amortization of (1) road property and (2)

equipment.

Although the balance sheet statement is revised, enginccrinfi procedure and reports

remain essentially unchanged.

Vice President McBrian: Thank you, Mr. Gerber. Your report will be received as

information.

Chairm.'^n Friedman: Mr. President, this concludes the report of Committee 11.

1 wish to thank the subcommittee chairmen and the committee members for their able

assistance during this year, and we hope that our report next year will include all of our

assignments.

Vice President McBrian: Are there any more comments from the floor on the

report of Committee 11?

Mr. Friedman, under your direction, serving as chairman for the first year, your

committee has continued to present interesting and valuable reports, and I congratulate

you upon this achievement. Proper records in accounting procedures are of vital impor-

tance in any engineering undertaking, and we look to your committee in the future, as in

the past, to keep us fully informed on these important matters.

Your committee is now excused, with the thanks of the Association. [Applause]

[President Hedley resumed the chair.]

President Hedley: The next committee to present its report is Committee 14—Yards

and Terminals, of which Mr. F. A. Hess, division engineer, Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad,

is chairman, completing his first year as chairman. Will Chairman Hess and the members

of his committee please come to the platform and present their report ?

Discussion on Yards and Terminals

[For report, .see pp. 459-480.]

[President Wm. J. Hedley presiding.]

Chairman F. A. Hess (Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad): Mr. President members of

the Association and guests: Before proceeding with the presentation of our reports.

Committee 14 wishes to express its sorrow at the passing of two of its valued members

through death during the last year.

Mr. Ben Faure Gilbert passed away June 29, 1956. Mr. Gilbert began his career

with the Southern Railway as a bridge laborer in 1917 and at the time of his death held

the position of chief scale inspector. He had been a member of the American Railway

Engineering Association since 1952.

Mr. Leroy Craun Harman passed away on December 26, 1956. He began working

for the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway as an instrumentman in 1923 and at the time of his

death held the position of district engineer.

Memoirs in honor of these two men will be recorded as a part of this report.
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MEMOIR

l@cn Jfaure (Gilbert

Ben Faure Gilbert passed away June 29, 1956. He was born in Catawba County,

N. C, April 5, 1S9Q, and was educated in the public schools of Conover, N. C. He bcpan

his career with the Southern Railway as a bridge laborer in 1917, and showing qualities

of leadership, became a foreman at an early age. He was promoted to scale inspector in

1926 and to chief scale inspector in 1046, which position he held at the time of his death.

Mr. Gilbert joined the .•\merican Railway Engineering .Association in 1952 and was a

member of Committee 14 from 19.S4 until the time of his death. He was also a member
of the Masonic Order and the National Scalesmen's Association.

He was a religious man and gave much of his time to the service of the Lutheran

Church to which he belonged in Charlotte, N. C. His good character and pleasant manner

made him many friends. The members of Committee 14 will miss his wise counsel, friend-

liness and sterling character. He is survived by his widow who lives in Charlotte.

MEMOIR

Herop Craun J^arman

Leroy Craun Harman who passed away at Richmond, Va., on December 2i, 1956,

was born at Waynesboro, Va., October 8, 1898, the son of Charles L. and Leola N. Har-

man. He attended Fishburne Military School at Waynesboro and the University of Vir-

ginia at Charlottesville, Va., where he studied mining engineering. From 1916 to 192,S

Mr. Harman worked for various engineering firms while attending school, and in October

1923 entered the service of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway as an instrumentman. He
was promoted to resident engineer at Richmond in .April 1942, and district engineer at

Richmond in February 1952.

For many years Mr. Harman was in charge of construction of both land and shore

facilities for the C&O at Newport News and Norfolk, Va. During World War II,

merchandise pier No. 8 was destroyed by fire, and Mr. Harman did a commendable job

in rebuilding this pier in record time. Later he supervised con.struction of pier No. 14,

which is a low-level coal-loading pier, built to load four ships simultaneously. At the

time of his death he was in charge of building an addition to coal pier No. 15, which

would double its capacity, and of a new ore unloading facility.

Mr. Harman joined the American Railway Engineering Association in I<J4S and was

a member of Committee 14 from 1950 until the time of his death.

He was a member of the Barton Heights Methodist Church at Richmond, a member
of the National Society of Professional Engineers, and of Theta Tau and Delta Sigma

Phi fraternities.

Mr. Harman 'was considered by his road's management and by his fellow workmen

to be a man of integrity and considerable ability. The railroad valued very highly his

recommendations and his competence as an engineer, and his loss will be greatly felt in

his field of endeavor. The members of Committee 14 will also miss his sound coun.sel,

good fellowship and faithful work.

Mr. Harman is survived by his wife, Virginia, who lives at Richmond, three daughters,

his mother, one sister and two brothers.
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Chairman Hess: Committee 14 has six subcommittee reports, a special report and

a paper of added interest. The subcommittee reports api^ear in Bulletin 5M, pages 459

to 480 incl.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Chairman Hess: In last year's report on Assignment 1 your committee offered for

adoption certain recommendations with respect to Passenger Terminals. One of the revi-

sions was incorrectly incorporated in the 1956 Manual Supplement and the committee

recommends that page 14-2-9 be corrected and reissued in the 1^57 Supplement as out-

lined in this year's report.

Mr. President, the committee offers this recommendation lor aii(ii)tii)n, and I so

move.

[The motion was regularly seconded.]

President Hedley: Is there any discussion?

[The motion was put to a vote, and carried.]

Chairman Hess: Progress is being made on reports covering Assignments 1 (a), 1 (b)

and 1 (c), having to do with revision of the Manual. However, no report will be made

at this time, having in mind that the assignments will be completed for presentation

next year.

Assignment 2—Classification Yards, Collaborating with Committee 16.

Chairman Hess: Mr. R. F. Beck, assistant engineer, Elgin, Joliet & Ea.stern, and

chairman of Subcommittee 2, will now present his report.

Mr. Beck: Mr. President, members and guests: The recent introduction of automa-

tion in retarder yards has focused attention on the track layout at the hump end of

classification yards. Our report covers in detail many of the factors influencing the track

layout. These factors include car diversion, critical distances below the group retarder,

curvature, track centers, individual railroad standards, and insertion of additional tracks

within the hump area, such as pull, set-out, and engine release tracks.

Drawings for seven fundamental group layouts are presented. Included are both the

ladder and balloon-type groups. The balloon type is characterized by consolidating the

track layout within the least possible distance. This results in a relatively short distance

from the first point of switch to the clearance point. This is usually accomplished through

the use of lap switches. One very interesting nine-track grou[) .shown in the report utilizes

four lap switches.

The relative merits of the seven different group designs can be determined from the

three following factors:

1. The average distance from the first point of switch in the group to clearance

point.

2. The total angle through which a car must move from the grouji retarder to

tangent track.

3. A diversion factor, which depends upon the number of times that one car will

follow another at a point of separation. Tables relating these three factors with

the seven fundamental group layouts are also presented.

In addition, track design data for the count r\'s latest relarder yards is included in

the report.

It should be borne in mind that automatic retarder control is still under develop-

ment. There is a possibility that special designs of groups and their connections to the

hump lead may be required as the development progresses.

This is final report submitted as information.

President Hedley: It will be so received.
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Assignment 3—Scales Used in Railway Service.

Chairman Hiiss: Mr. C. L. Ricluiid, consultant, industrial weighing, measuring

counting and data recording systems, and chairman of subcommittee ^, will now present

his report.

Mr. Richard: Mr. President, during the past year your committee thoroughly re-

viewed all material in Chapter 14, Part 5, of the Manual, relating to scales used in rail-

way .service. Material considered to be out of date, incompatible with modern develop-

ments in weighing facilities or weighing methods, or requiring clarification has been ex-

tensively revised. Your committee now recommends that the material in Chapter 14,

Part 5, of the Manual be reapproved with the revisions recommended by the Committee.

I do now so move.

[The motion was regularly .seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.)

Mr. Richards: Mr. President, your committee also submits, as information, a progress

report on its study of the two-draft method of weighing freight cars in motion. Signifi-

cant details of the information presented in the report are (1) that the practice is being

adopted on an increasing number of railroads in the United States and Canada, (2) that

the weighing accuracy is .satisfactory to the carriers, and shippers and the agencies

responsible for weighing control, (3) that it offers economies in the procurement, installa-

tion and maintenance of the short track scales utilized, and (4) that it has the additional

advantage of enabling operating or supervising personnel on railroads to readily identify

those cars which, by reason of overloaded trucks or unequal load distribution, are poten-

tial causes of derailment or other operating hazards. The committee plans to continue

its study of the subject.

Chairman- Hess: Gentlemen, we would be very happy to start a discussion on the

floor. We'll try our best to answer any questions that you might have. After all, these

reports are compromises by a lot of you, and we have assumed that if you were sitting

on this committee, you would have some questions in your minds. So if you have any,

we'll be very happy to entertain them.

Assignment 5—Influence of Roller Bearing Cars on Design of Hump
and Flat Yards.

Chairma.n Hkss: Mr. G. H. Chabot, assistant division engineer, Che.sapeakc & Ohio

Railway, chairman of subcommittee 5, is unable to be present, so Mr. F. E. .•\usterman,

assistant chief engineer, Chicago Union Station Company, will present the report, in his

.stead.

Mr. Austerman: Mr. President, members of the .Association and guests: This sub-

ject is new and interesting but we are far from reaching conclusive answers. In the efforts

of this .subcommittee to determine what were the effects of roller bearing cars on the

design of hump and fiat yards, it was found that results were limited by numerous factors

which madu it impractical to derive exact design formulae.

For e.Nample, we found that only a few roads have conducted comparative per-

formance tests of roller-bearing and solid-bearing equipped cars; that the number of

roller-bearing cars is .still too small to cause concern in car handling on many roads;

that the performance of both types of cars is affected by numerous variables; and that

current rc-^earch and development of bearings bring continuous changes and improve-

ments. These and other rea.sons are sufficient to i)revenl u^. from developing design prac-

tices at this time.

However, there are some interesting known facts. Where tests have been conducted

to determine the behavior of roller-bearing and solid-bearing cars simultaneously, the
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results obtained were relatively similar. Briefly, these tests have all indicated that the

behavior of both type of cars is fundamentally the same except for the lower starting

friction and greater uniformity in rolling resistance of the roller bearing cars. While in

motion, the characteristics of both t>pes were for all practical purpo.ses identical.

From present availat)ie information it is permissible to conclude that the design of

hump and flat yards can follow current practices where mi.xed equipment is handled. If a

new yard is to handle only roller-bearing cars, then the lower starting resistance should

be considered in the design of yard gradients.

Your committee submits this report as information, with the recommendation that

the subject be continued, in view of the additional research required.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Austerman.

Is there any discussion, or are there any questions on this subject ?

Assignment 7—Design Data for Classification Yard Gradients.

Chairman Hess: Mr. B. Laubenfels, assistant chief engineer, Lines East, Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy Railroad, chairman of Subcommittee 7, will now present his report.

Mr. Laubenfels: Mr. President, members and guests: In 1952, your committee

presented, under Assignment 2—Classification Yards, a table showing pertinent data on

retarder-controlled hump yards in operation, under construction, and in the planning

stage at that time. This table can be found in the Proceedings, Vol. 53, 1Q52, page 301.

Your committee now presents Table B, which shows the same data on the more

recent retarder-controlled hump yards in operation or under construction. This table

can be found in Bulletin 532, page 478, and is presented for information only.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Laubenfels.

Assignment 9—Procedure for Analyzing Hump Yard Operations.

Chairman Hess: Mr. Glen Lichtenwalner, field engineer. Grand Trunk Western

Railroad, chairman of Subcommittee 9, will now present his report.

Mr. Lichtenwalner: Mr. President, members and guests: This subject is very

broad in scope and, if covered in sufficient detail to actually serve as a guide for conduct-

ing such an operational study of a yard, would require a very voluminous report. Per-

tinent information for such a detailed report was assembled in a preliminary draft for

discussion purposes, but it was decided that to be of general interest the material should

be condensed and presented in a more generalized form.

Essentially, the procedure for such an analysis consists of a continuous, detailed time

and motion study of all movements within the yard, from arrival to departure of trains,

to locate any operating bottlenecks (either in yard design or method of operation) which

may slow up the handling of cars through the yard or restrict the yard's operating

capacity. The field timing and recording of data must be followed up by careful study

by both operating and engineering personnel of all these data as well as the regular car-

handling, train-movement and other records for the period covered by the study, in order

to correlate all the available information and arrive at the correct conclusions as to any

basic deficiencies which may exist, and the proper remedies to be applied. The period of

time selected for the study should cover a sufficient number of days' operations to reflect

the representative train and car movements through and within the terminal and also so

as to include periods of peak traffic volume and concentration as far as possible.

In considering the operational analysis of an existing hump yard, we might briefly

mention a few specific features pertaining to the actual hump classification operation

which .should be included in the data to be obtained in the study. These special features

would include speed of humping various portions of the train; the average humping rate
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in cars per minute ; spot check of car speeds leaving the various retarders, arriving at

tangent track, and rolling on the classification tracks; identification and check of cars

coupling at excessive speed, stopping foul at various points, and those switched to thr

wrong track (with reason for each).

The general procedure outlined in the reiiort can be applied to the design of a pro-

l)osed yard as well as to thr actual operating performance of an existing yard. In this

application, the actual record ot trains and cars handled during a .selected representative

period through the existing yard or yards to be replaced by the proposed new yard is

used in theoretically handling this traffic through the proposed yard layout. In this kind

of a time and motion study the time required for each of the various movements and

phases of yard operation is based on standard time values, such as established average

speeds of yard engines and trains within the yard, and approaching, entering and leaving

the yard; average humping speed and rate; established time required for operations and

services, such as car inspection, icing, billing, preparation of switch lists, etc., giving due

consideration to the equipment and personnel to be used. With good judgment based on

experience, and with sufficient attention given to the realities of train and yard operation,

this kind of a study will determine the capacity of the proposed layout to handle the

traffic expeditiously and the power required to do so. Also, by increasing the actual train

and car volumes by a sufficient percentage to allow for potential growth of traffic, the

same procedure will show to what extent the proposed design will accommodate such

increased traffic, and what adjustments or allowance for future expansion should be made.

This report is presented as information.

Presidext Hedlev: It will so be received, Mr. Lichtenwalner.

Special Report—Facilities for Loading and Unloading Rail-Truck

Freight Equipment.

Cn.AiRM.AN Hess: Mr. C. F. Parvin, regional engineer. Northwestern Region, Penn-

sylvania Railroad, will present a special report on facilities for loading and unloading

rail-truck freight equipment.

Mr. Parvin: Mr. President, members and guests: Committee 14 previously reported

on the subject "Facilities for Loading and Unloading Highway Semi-Trailers on Railroad

Cars." The reports are in the Proceedings, Vols. 56 and 57.

This report will deal with changes or additions in facilities required as the result of

further developments in this service.

There have been a number of developments calling for variations in side-loading

methods. The variations are brought about by the type of equipment in which the

freight is loaded. In handling some specialized rail-truck traffic there has been a tendency

to go to trailers which can be removed from the truck chassis, or to unit containers

which can be transferred from flat-bed highway trucks to railroad flat cars. Either an

overhead crane or fork lift truck can be used for the transfer.

In designing a facility for handling rail-truck traffic, con.sideration should be given to

the possibility of side loading.

One variation of end loading and unloading facilities has been inaugurated by one

railroad which eliminated the neces.sity for a portable ramp or building a permanent ramp

of car-floor height.

This method is to depress the track approximately one-half the height of the car,

use the excavated dirt to raise the adjoining ground to car-floor height and to provide

a ramp to natural ground. It is also necessary to construct an end wall, and if adjoining

facilities are too close to allow sloping of ground into the depressed area, side walls are

necessary.
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This method can be used at the end of a stub track or between two stub tracks

uluitting each other where cars might require loading or unloading from either end. The

distance l)etween the two stub track ends should be at least 70 ft. The use of end abutting

stub tracks eliminates the costly and time consuming necessity of turning cars so they can

be unloaded.

This method eliminates the need to piircha.se ramps and, because of its low cost, it is

particularly adaptable to outlying points where a minimum of cars are handled.

One railroad is experimenting with highway semi-trailers which have one set of

wheels for operating on railroad track and another set for highway service. The semi-

trailers arc hauled by truck tractors on the highway, but for rail movement are coupled

together on track and pulled by a locomotive.

Parking areas are required along the track for holding the trucks until rcad>- for

assembly.

This method eliminates the use of a flat car, with consequent saving in dead weight.

However, the trucks must be handled exclusively in a train made up of this type of

equipment. The trucks apparently will be of heavier weight than semi-trailers of the same

capacity which will partially offset the saving in flat-car weight.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Parvin.

Chairman Hess: This committee is very happy to have an added feature in the

form of a paper entitled "Car Rollability on Grades," to be presented by Floyd R. Smith,

chief engineer of the Union Railroad Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa. Mr. Smith is a grad-

uate of Carnegie Institute of Technology, and has been with the railroad for about 27

years in various capacities. He is well qualified to report on this subject. I take great

pleasure in presenting Mr. Floyd Smith.

Car Rollability on Grades

By Floyd R. Smith

Chief Engineer, Union Railroad Company

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Ladies, members of the American Railway Engineering

Association, and guests. It is a real privilege and pleasure to discuss with you this after-

noon the important subject of rolling resistance of railroad cars. One of our big problems

today is to learn more about controlling the behavior of railroad cars in motion. To

whatever extent we can improve the control of the 2 million freight cars in our country,

we will proportionately reduce expensive yard cleaning, car damage, lading damage,

delays, per diem, and crew time in switching operations, and at loading and unloading

facilities where cars are moved under gravity. While our discussion is slanted at rollability

on grades, we should first have a brief review of rollability in general. For better handling

of railroad cars, our objective must be twofold:

1. Reduce variations in rolling resistance among cars.

2. Reduce changes in rolling resistance in the same car as it rolls along the track.

Sources of Rolling Resistance

Rolling resistance is defined as the summation of all forces opposing free rolling.

One of these important forces is caused by building up and storing rotative kinetic

energy in the heavy wheels and axles of a railroad car. A car axle with its pair of wheels

will vary in weight from about 1500 to 2800 lb.
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1. Energy and Rotating Wtieels. 6. Different Wtieel Diameters.
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SIDE FRAME

TRUCK BOLSTER

FIGURE I

To illustrate this source of rolling resistance, I have here two identical toy automo-

biles. Both are equipped with friction or inertia motors. In this one the motor was left

intact, and you will note that it runs down a 6 percent incline with practically no accel-

eration or deceleration. We would then call this car a 6 percent car. In the other auto I

have disconnected the fly wheel, and you see that it runs down the same grade with a

high degree of acceleration because no forces are required to build and store energy in the

fly wheel. It's about a 3-percent car. If we give both of these cars the same initial velocity

you can immediately see the effect of the stored energy in the running of the car.

May we have the first slide, please? Fig. 1 is a schedule of the most important sources

of rolling resistance. Item 1 has been discussed. Items 2 and 3 pertain to the center bear-

ing and side bearing of the truck. Broken, scored, or unlubricated bearings, prevent free

slewing of trucks between curves and tangents. Items 4 and S are related to the tolerance

of the axle bearing in the journal box and the track bolster in the side frame. When
there is a loose fit at these points, one side frame can translate longitudinally with respect

to the other, causing the axles to skew with respect to the track.

Item 6 relates to different wheel diameters. When this condition exists, one of the

two wheels will slip, unless the car is running on a curve of specific radius to fit the

two different diameters.

Items 7, 8, and 9, track condition ; wind and temperature ; and rain, snow, ice and

dirt have an obvious effect on rolling resbtance.

Item 10, brakes, is a source of rolling resistance that needs much attention. I believe

many railroads have brake problems that have not been recognized in coasting railroad

cars. Not enough care has been u.sed to make certain that (he brake .shoe is completely

free of the wheel by releasing the handbrake and bleeding out all air.
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FIGURE 2

If you were to remove the body from a t\ pical railroad car, \ou would see an

arrangement of the brake rigging similar to that shown at the bottom of Fig. 1. The

brake rod attachment to the truck is about 12 in eccentric. If the brakes are free but

about to contact the wheel, you can see that as the car enters a curve to the right, the

brakes will be applied because of the leading truck trying to turn clock-wise. Moreover,

the brake rod will prevent slewing of the truck and set up additional friction forces.

The same situation occurs for the trailing truck when leaving a curve to the left. For

main-line operations it is important to visualize what is happening to all trucks under a

brake application—perhaps some derailments result from truck rotation.

Many sources of rolling resistance are related to inherent variables in the railroad car.

Several ideas have been tried to minimize such variables as switch point protectors,

bumps on the rail, lubricated guard rails, tight gage, tilted track, and low staggered

joints.

Evaluation of Rollability

We speak of rolling resistance in terms of percent grade or pounds per ton of load

on the rails. It is easy to show that an assumed frictionless car would require a force

of 20 lb per ton to hold it on a 1 percent grade. Other grades and forces are propor-

tional. The next slide, please. An assumed frictionless car on a 0.3 percent grade, as

.shown in Fig. 2, would require a force of 6 lb per ton to prevent motion. Or if we gave

a 0..< percent car an initial velocity of, say, 1 or 2 mph on a OJ percent grade, that car

would roll on such a grade at uniform velocity. This same 0.3 percent car would require

a force of 6 lb per ton to keep it moving on a level track at constant speed.
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The next slide, please. On the left side of Fig. ^ is shown a graphical representation

of rolling resistance and velocity head remaining in a car in motion. On the right is

shown a graph of velocity head in feet and speed in miles per hour. In predicting the

velocity of cars at any point, or in obtaining rolling resistance data, we need only to

know either the velocity head remaining in the car or its speed. The other unknown is

obtained at a glance from the graph.

Car Rollability on Grades

In connection with designing a layout for a car dumper, we did some research that

disclosed unusual behavior for the same kinds of cars on different grades. May we have

the next slide, please? Fig. 4 shows three profiles on which we obtained rolling resistance

data. At the top we have a straight track on a 0.4 percent grade which is located at

Rankin, Pa. Cars start from the location marked "stop" and coast out onto the 0.4 percent

grade. This was an excellent location to obtain normal tangent rolling resistance. The
profile shown at the lower left is the switchback area at Lordstown, Ohio, where there

are medium grades. The profile shown at the right is a .switchback area at Clairton, Pa.,

with rather steep grades. At the two switchback areas we obtained the overall rolling

resistance from zero velocity on the level grade down through the switchback and to a

point 22 ft beyond the point of frog in the valley of the switchback. Spot checks were

made to determine the car's rolling resistance from the high point to the low point on

both sides of the switchback, and these checks confirmed our overall results. The next

slide, please. Fig. S shows a summary of the data we collected for the three profiles.

In each case we arranged our data from best to poorest car, and then struck an average
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1 Improve center and side bearings by policy of good

lubrication and considering a design of rust

resisting materials.

2 Design brake rigging to niinimize rotation or

locking of the truck .

3 Create a device for freeing brake shoes when air

is bled out of car and handbrake is released

.

^ Develop a truck that will prevent side franries

fnonf) longitudinal translation.

S Consitfer wl^l and axle (fesi^n to nr)inlmize weight

variation •

FIGURE-

6

for oach 10 percent increment. These averages are shown in Culs. 2, ^, and 5. It is noted

that the average normal tangent rolling resistance at Rankin was 0.41 percent, the steep

grades at Clairton, 0.67 percent, and the medium grades at Lord.stown, 0.62 percent. The

tests show that the same kinds of cars at Clairton had a rolling resistance 1.63 times that

at Rankin, while those at Lordstown were 1.51 times the Rankin average. It is evident

from the summary that the ratios in Cols. 4 and 6 do not vary a great amount from best

to poorest cars. We have here an important and unusual observation, and certainly one

that can not be overlooked when designing a profile for predicting the behavior of cars

under the free force of gravity.

Quite naturally one would a.^k what might he the cau.ses of this |)hcn(>nu'non? There

are probably many. We feel that the three main causes are:

1. Rapid build-up of rotative kinetic energy in the heavy wheels and axles.

(Remember the action of the toy automobiles.)

2. Air friction and wind.

3. Slip between rail and wheels.

Summary

The entire held of rollability of railroad cars is one in which we have not even

scratched the surface. There is much work to be done. Thomas Edison once said, "We
don't know the millionth [lart of one lu-rcent about anything." Certainly the subject

we ha\i- been discussing is iiKJiidfd. Om vi'^nai (nni|)anies ha\e done an oulstanrling job

to help us control the moxcnicnt of r.iilroad cars with automation. Hut with the wide
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variation in roilability, automation can't do much more for our cars than your wife can

do to maivc a tender, juicy, flavorful steak from an old steer. You still have the same old

piece of meat. Wc are deeply indebted to the signal companies, but they have gone

about as far as they can go. Now, as railroad people, we must do something on our

own behalf to relieve our problem of variation in car roilability. Next slide please.

First, we should give consideration to the items listed on Fig. 6.

1. Improve center and side bearings by a policy of good lubrication and consider-

ing the use of rust-resisting materials.

2. Design brake rigging to minimize rotation or locking; of the truck.

3. Create a device for freeing brake shoes when air is bled out of car and hand-

brake is released.

4. Develop a truck that will prevent side frames from longitudinal translation.

5. Consider wheel and a.xle design to minimize weight variation.

1 propose to you that wc immcdiate]\- commence a stud\' of the car |)rol)lcm !)> a

joint committee from the Mechanical Division, .^AR, and our Association.

There arc two more things we can do to improve roilability:

1. Be sure brake shoes are completely free of contact before cars are moved.

2. Design track profiles using good data obtained from brake-free cars.

Obviously all of these things can't happen overnight. But we will never grow toma-

toes unless we set out tomato plants. Henry Ford said the definition of the word triumph

is all in the first syllable. If we Avill really try in the area we have been discussing, we

will contribute much toward helping our railroads produce better service at less cost.

I have been reading a good book entitled "Sizing up People" by Dr. Donald A. Laird,

a psychologist. The book is based on facts about people from test material. On page 70

there is a scale of intelligence for occupations and professions. Where do you think you

land on this scale? As engineers you rate at the very top above all other professions.

Let's use that intelligence to return some of the wasted dollar bills to the bank accounts

of our railroads. You can do it

—

Will you? [Applause]

Chairman Hess: Thank you very much, Mr. Smith, for your very splendid paper.

This paper brings to our attention the variable factors involving car roilability that

affect the design of grades from the crest of hump to the group retarders, and the grades

beyond through the body tracks. I would be pleased to hear from members of the com-

mittee or members in the audience who would like to discuss this subject.

Mr. Smith, I would like to ask you one question. In your studies, what was your

feeling with respect to automatic speed control devices? Did you find you still have

trouble with cars running into the clear and into the body tracks?

Mr. Smith: Mr. Hess, I have a lot of friends up here, and probably I shouldn't

answer that question. As my own personal opinion, from our observation, I think that

the thing that causes difficulty in connection with what the signal companies are trying

to do with automation is that when we measure the cars' behavior at a particular loca-

tion—say, coming off the hump, or at some loading or unloading facility, where we are

coasting cars—we can say that at that location only is the car exactly a 0.,^ percent rol'ing

resistance car. Then, as that car comes down into the yard, it has to go through some

curves. We can't build a yard without curves, can we? So it negotiates a curve or two,

and maybe there is a bad truck, or maybe there is a different wheel diameter situation.

When that car gets out into the classification yard, it may be a 0.6 percent car, or it
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may be a 0.15 percent car, and crash in and mash up the ladinu in the tar; or it mii:ht

not Ro into the clear. Either one of the two can happen.

But you cannot predict the behavior of that car. That i.s my comment on automa-

tion. I think automation will be wonderful, but I thini<, sjentlcmen, we have tu j;ct on

the ball and do something; about the car. Then, automation will be marvelous, it wi'I be

wonderful.

Chairman Hess: Mr. President, that concludes the report of our committee.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Hess, and thanks to the members of your com-

mittee for a very valuable and interesting report and also for the appearance of Mr. Smith

with his intcrestint; and informative address.

During your first year as chairman, you have kept the work of Committee 14

movinj? ahead aggressively, and as a member of this committee, I am in a position

to know more about that than possibly, about .some other committees.

Mr. Smith, on behalf of the Association, thank you for the information and the

suggestions you have brought to us.

Mr. Hess, your committee is now excu.^ed, with the thanks of the .A.ssociation.

[Applause]

We will next hear from Committee 16—Economics of Railway Location and Opera-

tion, of which H. B. Christianson, Jr., assistant chief engineer, Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific Railroad, is chairman. I will be plea.scd if Mr. Christian.son and the members of

his committee will come up to the platform.

Discussion on Economics of Railway Location and Operation

I For report, .see pp. 34.S-381.]

[President Wm. J. Hedley presiding.]

Chairman H. B. Christi.anson, Jr. (Rock Island): Mr. President, members of the

Association: Committee 16's report this year is found in ARE.^ Bulletin 532, November,

page .U5. It occupies about 37 pages, and I hope that you have read it. We have 8 assign-

ments this year; we report on 4 of them, plus a special report.

We have two progress reports, one report on revision of Manual, a special report

on operations research, and a special feature—a talk about another of our a.ssignments.

During our presentation, we invite your comments and your questions.

Assignment 2—Cost of Track Curvature.

Ch.\irmax Christianson: Our first report today is on .Assignment 2 which will

be presented by Subcommittee Chairman R. L. Milner, staff assistant to vice president,

Chesapeake & Ohio.

Mr. Milner: The full title of our assignment originally was "Restudy the Amount
of Curve Resistance and Effect of Degrees of Curvature on Cost of Maintenance." The

first phase of the study was on curve resistance. This was completed and submitted as a

progress report and may be found in Vol. 53 of the Proceedings.

The present pha.se of this study refers to the effect of degrees of curvature on cost

(if maintenance. This was considered important enough to justify an analysis divided

according to the effect of curvature upon rail, ties, .>iurface, ballast, and other track

material.

The rail portion of the study is practically complete except for full processing through

a large scale computer. This processing is expected to be completed within the near

future. There are indications that some generally accepted ideas about rail life and rail

deterioration will lie considerably modified upon comjiletion of this phase of the stu(l>'.
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The present progress report of the committee relates to the effect of curvature on

ties. Twelve railroads, whose main line trackage exceeds 98,000 miles distributed from

Coast to Coast and from the South into Canada, furnished data on the age of 547,000 ties

in track. This information on ties was divided between tangent track and various degrees

of curvature. Additional data furnished included average tonnage carried per year, size

of tie plates, and various other information.

Analysis of the data furnished did not indicate that there was any significant differ-

ence between age of ties on curves and the age of ties on tangent track for all railroads;

nor was any significant difference indicated in tie life due to variations in traffic density.

These findings were further supported by a separate analysis of the age of ties at

removal.

However, it is logical to e.xpect ties to last longer on tangent than on curves; also

to expect ties to last longer on light-traffic territory versus heavy traffic territory. As the

findings thus far do not bear out such rea.soning, it is apparent that other factors bear

an undue influence on tie life. Among the most probable of these factors are availability

of funds and the opportunity of replacement, particularly at times when track is being

raised.

The conclusion drawn from the results and observations is that greater attention paid

to tie replacement policies may be expected to yield important savings. That concludes

our assignment.

Assignment 3—Determination of Maintenance of Way Expenses for

Various Traffic Conditions.

Mr. Milner: The next assignment will be on "Determination of Maintenance of Way
Expenses for Various Traffic Conditions," and wilJ be presented by Subcommittee Chair-

man J. P. Ray, regional engineer, Baltimore & Ohio.

Mr. Ray: A report has been submitted on our progress in gathering information for

a study of variable and constant maintenance of way and structure expenses. Comments

and criticism of the method and presentation therein outlined is invited. The previous

method, removed from the Manual at the last meeting, was a theoretical formula. The

presently proposed method is an experience formula. That we are on the right track is

proved, we believe, by the data in the last table as published in the report. In that table

the new method is applied to three large railroad systems over a series of years and then

compari.son is made with actual expenditures. You will notice that the actual expenditures

are 95 percent of the estimated expenditures.

Assignment 7—Life of Rail, Collaborating witfi Committee 4.

Mr. Ray: Our next report will be presented by Subcommillec Chairman L. K. Ward,

supervisor of track, Penn.sylvania Railroad.

Mr. Ward: Mr. President, members and guests, the function of this subcommittee

is to bring up to date that information in Chapter 16 of the Manual concerning rail life

for use in determining operating data i'ef|uired for sluc]>' of Ihe economic justification

of line and grade revision.

Committee 16 has approved, by letter ballot, our recommendation as it ap|)ears in

Bulletin 5.^2, pages 359-360.

Are there any comments or questions on this report? If not, I now move that this

revi.sion be adopted and placed in the Manual.

(Vice President McBrjan assumed the chair.

|
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Vice President McBrian: You have heard the motion. Do I hear a second? Is there

any more discussion?

[The motion was reRularh- seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Special Report on The Significance of Operations Research for the

Railroad Industry.

Mr. Ward: Our next report, a special report on operations research, will i)e presented

by Mr. Q. K. Baker, president and general manager, Quanah, Acme & Pacific.

Mr. Baker: Mr. Chairman, the special paper on operations research was originally

prepared by Mr. Roger R, Crane, a member of this committee. In view of .sub.sequent

developments in this field, and the fact that Mr. Crane was busy with other commitments,

a subcommittee was appointed to assist in the completion of this paper.

We want to take this opportunity to thank Mr. Crane as well as the other members

of the subcommittee, and particularly Harold H. Wein, associate professor, Carnegie

Institute of Technology, and Messrs. R. L. Milncr and L. P. Diamond, both of the

Chesapeake & Ohio, who also worked en the rejiort ; their assistance was invaluable in its

final preparation.

The paper is included in these Proceedings, and we offer it as information for llic

consideration of the Association.

Vice President McBrian: It will be so received, Mr. Baker. Thank you.

Assignment 5—Comparison of Running Time with Total Time Between

Loading and Unloading Points of Freight Cars, and Methods of Reducing

Total Time, Collaborating with Car Service Division, AAR, Signal Section,

AAR, Communications Section, AAR, and American Association of Railroad

Superintendents.

Mr. Baker: I have the extreme pleasure of introducing to you, again, a very remark-

able man. He talked to you in 1951, and I am very glad that he can talk to us again

today. He is Dr. L. K. Sillcox, who is a mechanical and electrical engineer, and a very

versatile man, skillful in four fields—railroads, manufacturing, business and education.

Currently, he is honorary vice chairman of the board of the New York Air Brake

Company.

At 71, Dr. Sillcox has the energy, courage and determination of a half dozen jjeople

half his age. He has quite a record in education. He studied in New York and Belgium.

He holds degrees from Clarkson, Cumberland. Syracuse, Purdue and Queens Universities.

He and Mrs. Sillcox live in Watcrtown, N. Y., and have a son and four daughters.

In the beginning, he was with a railroad, the New Haven. He went to Canadian Car

& Foundry, and then came back to the railroad business, first with the Canadian Northern,

later with the Illinois Central. I think perhaps his longest stretch was with the Milwaukee

Road. He is still associated there with the renai.ssance of the road's motive power.

In 1027 he went to the New ^'()rk .Air Brake ("ompanx , and has remained Iheie

since.

I hope >(iu u ill rnj()> what he has tt) sa\'.
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Train Transit Time

By Dr. L. K. Sillcox

Honorary Vice Chairman of the Board, New York Air Brake Company

Though planning has currently become an almost overworked term, it is easy in

retrospect to observe the results of lack of planning. This applies most emphatically to the

use of capital investment on railways, and especially with regard to the intensive use of

freight cars and what it takes to accomplish such an end result. Complete disorder,

strangely enough, is often useful in planning orderly handling of operations. Yet ran-

domness is widely mistrusted. When we judge that someone has acted at random, we

tend to disapprove. We feel that the fundamental order required of rational human

behavior is lacking, and that the random, in some cases, approaches the nonsensical.

It is precisely the quality of complete disorder in the random that make it useful

in endeavoring to bring order out of chaos in the time-content or transit-time of rail-

way movements. A great deal of skill is required in examining the consequences of

variations of action in the light of different needs, and in the formulation of decision

functions which are good in the least-regret sense but are nevertheless sufficiently simple

to be applied in a practical manner.

Frequently the very qualities leading to success in an operating officer instill habit

patterns which make it most difficult for him to view adverse trends objectively. One

needs imagination to question the policies and practices followed in the industry since

its inception and frequently part of the subconscious pattern of operation. The more

scientific industries, such as chemistry and electronics, however, have demonstrated that

it is possible to survive and prosper in an atmosphere of continual change. There is a

present profound need for the highest form of business statesmanship in the railway field

if the industry is to make the most of its vast and compelling opportunities. It is an

a.xiom of industrial operation that cost be kept at a minimum.

The question arises—what cost? In a complex operation, such as that of running

a railway, it may be unwise and finally expensive to minimize each cost individually ; the

cost pattern has to be treated as a whole, and minimized as such. We must, on the other

hand, maximize net railway operating income, and of course, net income as well, if we

unwisely minimize costs to the detriment of revenues. As an example, maximum tonnage

trains, whi'e they have their vital place in the railway picture, if they are blindly adhered

to, will impair utilization of equipment and through unsatisfactory service drive certain

classes of high paying traffic away from the railways to the advantage of their competitors.

The concept of securing optimum performance (or minimum cost) from a complex

of many operations has been studied increasingly in recent years, and several important

mathematical techniques, among them the theory of linear planning, have grown up

around it. The object of a linear program is to ensure that some mathematical expression

containing many variable—usually a statement of the total cost of a many-stage operation

—shall have a minimum value, subject to a set of interrelated limitations on the sizes

of the variables. This advance bids fair to give railways an approach to the problem of

centralized control of the time-content (transit-time) as effectively as they have, in the

past, been able to effectively deal with the tonnage-content (gross-ton-miles-per-train-

hour). Automatic controls have not been and never will be a substitute for intelligence

and experience, but they demand more and more of it in the successful administrator

under such a plan, who must be skillful in applying the jjrinciples of modern transporta-

tion to the end of attracting the greatest tonnage and handling it with the most result-

ing profit. Automation and planning can reduce costs both in yielding more production
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per dollar's worth of investment and by reducing the time-content (transit-time; through

controlling the wiping out of unnecessary dead-time which is a present challenge of

enormous proportions.

Since there is so much basic need for a ci)mprchcnsivc system of orderly planning

and administration in dealing with equipment utilization, the present existence of disorder

in this field creates a challenging opportunity for creative thinking. In the process of

transportation by railways it is basically necessary to know what the inventory of freight

cars and the tonnage committed to the railways is doing hour by hour, if the time-content

of delay in terminals or enroute is ever to be brought under effective control, or the

proper use of railway investment is ever to be properly administered. In essence, it means

that railways must control the "Total Time between Loading and Unloading Points" to

be in a position to assure the shipper and consignee when delivery will be made; and,

the expected delivery time should be posted on the way-bill to guide handling enroute.

Speed is also a very important requirement if the railways are to match their com-

petition. Speed, too, is pointing up the need for better cars, since modern operation reveals

in painful terms that the ordinary freight car is not equal to present day demands if

high utilization, dependability, and low damage claims are to be attained. In addition,

there is great need for railways to secure more intensive use of their investment, and this

involves the knowledge of active and earning time. Unfortunately the modern freight

train is not truly as impressive, or as efficient, as it looks to the small boy, for it is obvious

that avoidable stops reduce its average speed far below what one would consider proper

when based on running speed.

But it is not even the average train speed that is of interest to the shipper ; it is the

average carload speed. The movement of loaded cars, rather than of trains, must be com-

pared with the movement of trucks, barges, airplanes and pipe lines. In its journey be-

tween consignor and consignee a car usually moves in several trains, and suffers long

avoidable delays that do not appear in the train performance statistics.

In a freight traffic flow study made by the New York Central during the month of

May 1Q53, it was revealed that its average car required 2.4 days to travel from the shipper

or connection to train. The time interval was from the time the car was delivered from

a delivering rail carrier or pulled from a shipper's side track, if loaded on line, until it

arrived at a terminal yard for delivery to an off-going connection or for spotting at a

receiver's side track located on line. So, important as it is to accelerate the movement

of full tonnage trains, the heart of the railway freight problem really lies in the more

effective handling of each loaded car. Where do most car delays occur? The answer is no

secret—in terminals.

Aggressive campaigns to improve carload performance by drastically reducing the

percentage of total time in transit that loaded cars are delayed in terminals may prejudice

tonnage achievements unless the traffic department is held strictly accountable for secur-

ing tonnage to make scheduled trains carry their cost and yield a prolit. The test for

appropriate action would be to weigh shipper respon.se to expediting carload movement,

and assess the improved car utilization resulting, against the economies and operating

advantages inherent in the road haul of possible fewer trains of maximum tonnage and

slower speed. In making such an observation and comparison the railways will find, as

the committee observed, that few adminstrations regular!}' assemble and report loaded

car time data, nor maintain a continuous record of time in tran.'<it (.schedule of freight

trains or timetable) even for internal use.

Obviously, a new type of carload movement index or ratio is needed to coni|)are

running time w'ith total time, and for policy guidance, if over emphasis is to he avoided
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(HI thi- traditional ()|KTatinn ()lijrcti\ I's, such as, k^oss and net ton-milt-s piT train-mile

and train-hour. Planning and administering the time-content of expected carload traffic,

particularly by eliminating excessive delays in terminals, will aid in holding competitive

Iraftic and in attracting new business. It will also add available cars for greater service

and thus making a significant contribution to greater efficiency in car utilization, which,

in the end, will hold to a minimum the need for investment in a greater complement of

equipment if cars which are operated are modern and properly manitained.

Based upon sample surveys. Committee 16 analyzed the movement of loaded cars on

Class I railways during 1955. The best average speed for loaded cars per railway was

4.h mph, the lowest was 2.3, and the average for all the railways was less than 4 mph.

The.se figures indicate a performance no better than ships and barges (see accompanying

table) ; and it is one outstanding reason wh\- highwav haulers are growing in esteem

Si'KKI) AND 'I'iMK FACTORS RkPORTKD BY HlCHWAV HAULERS (ICC StATKMENT 3-55,

Washington, August 1955) Show the Following:

Average Speed Terminal to Terminal and Peddle Trips

New England Region 23.1 mph
Middle Atlantic Region 22.8

"

Central Atlantic Region 24.8
"

Southern Region 26.6
"

Middle West Region 28.0
"

South West Region 34.0
"

The Petroleum Administr.ation for Defense, December 1951 Bulletin Reported

THE Average Speed on the Gulf Intracoastal Canal and/or
Mississippi River System

Loaded Light

Gulf Intracoastal 6 mph 8 mph
Lower Mississippi

Upbound 7.5 "

Downbound 14.0 "

Ohio River
Below
Cincinnati 7.5 "

Above
Cincinnati 0.3 "

at an alarming rate and capturing more high-paying freight constantly. Although not yet

in its final report form, a copy of this preliminary analysis and the tabulations is avail-

able in advance for those who are interested, and the committee earnestly solicits com-

ments and suggestions.

Too much stress has been placed upon the fact that fa.st freight train speeds have

increased from 12.8 mph average in 1926-1930 to 18.6 mph in 1955 when it is realized

that the time in transit of LCL freight, for example, has deteriorated severely, nor

has it improved in relation to the advance in average train speed simply due to lack of

time control administration. The most dramatic gains in railway operations during the

next decade will undoubtedly be in the area of data time-control processing. The auto-

matic identification of cars—which is already a reality—will be expanded industrywide

and will tie in as a material aid to the increased use of various types of data-processing

mechanisms in behalf of intensive equipment utilization. All of this will make possible

the speeding up of the handling of traffic as a whole, individual cars and shipments and

data concerning them. Perhaps most important of all, it will enal)le the railway officer
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to understand his own costs better and place him in a position to meet his competition

where he finds it. If car reporting marks could only describe the exact type of equipment

and the per diem classification, a variation of the latter could be employed so that owners

would be compensated on the basis of their actual investment instead of being compen-

sated on a basis of a national average. Up to this time such a scheme has failed because

of being too burdensome from a bookkeeping standpoint due to lack of simple com-

municating devices.

In the highly competitive business of freight transportation it is not enough for cars

to be in condition to receive the products for which they were designed. Of equal impor-

tance, they must start out by being entirely new, and throughout their active life

they must be so maintained that serious mechanical delays enroute can be avoided.

Every delay due to physical failure is not only costly to the shipper and the railway

but also subtracts from the total availability of the car supply by trainload lots.

To keep delays to a minimum, frequent and thorough inspections, carried out on a

responsible basis, are necessary. Good operating practice calls for scheduled and recorded

systems for complete and detailed inspections, particularly just prior to cars being loaded

from originating points and before they are placed in departing trains. Until ail carriers

and car owners insist on orderly, systematic and intensified inspections and adequate

maintenance, they cannot hope to secure satisfactory utilization or dependability of

freight cars and, consequently, freight train service.

The present cost and car-days lost due to switching cars to find those satisfactory

to load from the available supply is not known, but it may well reach an astounding

total. .\ freight car is a fluid bridge between shipper and consignee, the administration

and handling of which is spread from one section of the nation to every other. For

this reason there is no choice except to have rigidly administered rules to guarantee

that each freight car is as physically fit and as modern as conditions require. Like a

chain, unless each car in a freight train is an effective link it will result in being an

actual obstruction to movement.

There has been a steady increase in the number of dirty cars released, which

ranges between 10 and 20 percent of the total. Such cars must be held out of service

for cleaning, resulting in an avoidable delay to equipment, which shippers are responsible

lor, and until they can be properly penalized for such disregard, we can expect no real

improvement. Under the same conditions, railways must give shippers clean cars to load

in the first place.

In addition, for the first six months of 1956, loss and damage claim payments by

the railways totaled about $56.4 million, as against .$49.1 million in the first half of

1955. For the full year 1955, the rail claim payment total was $98 million; for 1954 it

was $102.8 million. If the rail freight loss and damage rate continues through the last

half of 1956 at the pace set for the first half, the records will show a total of $112.8

million paid out by the railways in 1956 because of wasteful transportation practices

—some chargeable to the railways themselves, others chargeable to the shippers. A lot

of new freight cars or other transportation equipment could be purcha.sed with this

$112 million.

The problem is not only one of securing funds but of determining the best use

which can be made of them when found. Whether additional freight cars should be

provided in place of improving terminal and line facilities to enable the permanent bet-

ter handling and use of existing equipment poses a question of very large moment.

One railway recently announced the building of a new yard, electronically equipped,

which would cost several millions of dollars but, among other things, saved 8 hr of
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time on each of the thousands ol cars moving daily through an important gateway.

Another railway announced construction ol a similar automatic yard, which also would

cost millions of dollars, but which would speed up the flow of traffic all over the line

and would, in addition, result in operating savings adequate to pay off the expense of

the improvement in approximately four years. These are examples of the kind of time-

saving car-providing improvements which may well enable the railways to turn out more

transportation with any given supply of freight cars, and the money-.saving expenditures

which help railways to cope with their competitive problem.

Railway men are so apt to place the emphasis of their actions upon trains and train

loads and not upon the individual cars, also upon tonnage transported rather than the

regard for time. Any given sum of money, therefore, which might profitably be spent

for more freight cars might also be spent, perhaps to better advantage, for more motive

power, for improved alinement of track, for enclosed car shops and machinery, for

extension and improvement of automatic signaling and train control devices, more ade-

quate passing-track arrangement and capacity to meet present-day operation with diesel-

electric motive power where every locomotive can be made a maximum unit, or for

any other one of the improvements which, in effect, add to the freight car supply through

more effective use of the present quota.

Delegates to the annual meeting of the National Association of Shippers' Advisory

Boards at Los Angeles, October 16-18, heard plenty said regarding "the most critical

problem" railways face: "That perennial canker, the freight car shortage." It is an

issue that needs a permanent solution, and if things remain as they are the Interstate

Commerce Commission may be forced to regularly supplement its practice of issuing

emergency service orders by invoking penalty demurrage charges and continuing to seek

to raise per diem penalties in times of shortages. Shippers realize that they can improve

car utilization if they refrain from indulging in a variety of practices that are wasteful

of car days, since some refuse to accept the obvious fact that the only proper use of a

freight car is for movement, and not for storage.

Shippers hold cars overlong for billing or unloading and engage in the fearful

practice of holding loaded coal cars, for instance, at mines for unconscionable periods

because the coal industry does not have storage facilities for temporally unmarketable

coal sizes. Holding cars for prospective loading, demanding slow schedules and circuitous

routes, delaying in transit for sale or reconsignment, failing to unload dunnage and

debris, and a multitude of other abuses, all contribute to car shortages and also help

to boost freight rates. Since 1952 the percentage of cars detained past free time has

advanced from IS to 25 percent, an avoidable loss sufficient to wipe out the entire

shortage if all cars had been released within the free time. When railways offer 30 day

slow schedules from the west coast inland along with certain published out-of-line

routes they merely serve to invite shippers to use freight cars for storage.

Little is gained by rushing cars over the line if they become buried in terminals.

Terminal delay is costly business that stands at the base of this problem of moving

traffic faster, dependably, and cheaper. Failure to promptly place and remove cars

from shippers' platforms, delays in forwarding loaded cars from terminals, failure to

classify cars for loading before placing them for loading, holding an excess number of

cars for local loading are all conditions within railway control which require constant

poUcing plus the need for systematic inspection and orderly maintenance of car equip-

ment. Since car shortages occur almost yearly and can be predicted with some degree

of accuracy, it is a problem which the carriers as a whole must cope with, not just

individual lines.
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It will not be solved until every Class I railway participates fully, intelligently

and responsibly in a lonfj-range program of better freight car utilization and supply.

It is not helped by reducing the percentage of bad order cars overnight by releasing

border-line equipment to service. As long as per diem rental is a costly penalty to the

owning line and a reward to those who fail to supply their quota of cars, there is sure

to be confusion and irresponsibility in the availability of a proper car supply. The
basic reason for the depleted inventory of new freight cars stems from the simple fact

that one who must use a particular item in his business will either own it, or rent it

from others, in the light of his own selfish interests. Other conditions being equal,

he will rent rather than own, if the rented article will serve his purpose and cost him

less in the long run. This is especially true if the article comes into his possession for-

tutiously, without effort or negotiation, and he is lawfully free to u.se it by nominal

payment of a rental which he knows is far below its value to him or to the owner.

This is true whether the article is a house, an automobile, or a freight car. It is par-

ticularly true during periods of shortage when the per diem charge is $2. IS and the

amount which the car will earn is many times as much.

If we can decide on an end result to be achieved, it is then possible to deal with

figures which can be administered. Surely the present performance of freight cars must

be improved if the resultant quality of the service to shippers is to command the traffic.

Your committee, therefore, desires to report their preliminary conclusions, in view of all

that has been stated above, to the effect that railways can and should at least be in a

position to operate within the following framework.

1. The volume of transportation in future years and its distribution among the

several domestic intercity common carriers will depend upon technological developments

which will also have a pronounced effect upon the amount and character of equipment

the railways will need to carry their share of such traffic.

2. Railway ton-miles increased from 452 billion in 1926 to about 081 billion in

1055, but freight car ownership decrea.sed from 2,680,000 in 1926 to 2,000,000 in 1055.

Thus, railway freight car efficiency based on ton-miles per car owned increased by 86

percent during this 29-year period, presumably owing to technological improvements in

equipment, plant and operations. If we compare 1939 with 1955 we find that the higher

utilization expresses itself under the following categories:

Percent Increase

Ratio 1955 over 193Q

Revenue ton-miles per net ton S.9

Net-ton miles per loaded car mile 19.7

Loaded portion of total car-miles 3.5

Freight car-miles per serviceable car day 32.1

Serviceable portion of total cars on line 6.9

Revenue ton-miles per car on line 84.3

These are efficiency factors which mu.st be measurably increased beyond the progress

already attained if the pro.spective increa.se in future traffic is to be accommodated

with less than a proportionate increase in freight cars on line.

3. A program based on population estimates of lOO million in 19o5 and 218 mil-

lion in 1975 (averages of Census Bureau estimates), together with an assumed increase

of about 100 miles a year in ton-miles |)er capita, indicates 1,672 billion intercity ton-

miles (1.680 billion figure arrived at indejundently by Dr. Charles F. Roos, p. 158 Cen-

tennial issue of Railway Age) will be handlefl by all carriers in 1965 and 2,136 billion

in 1075. Railways handled about 48.8 percent of the total in 1055 and that percentage
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of the estimated future traffic would give them 816 l)illion ton-miles in 1965 and 1,042

billion ton-miles in 1975 compared with 631 billion in 1055. To handle such a volume

of freight traffic a car ownership of about 2,130,000 would be required in 1965 or

113,000 over 1955 and 2,340,000 in 1975 or 323,000 over 1955, including all cars, both

railway and those privately owned.

4. Underlying these estimates we have asssumed, in view of our study of the

entire subject as above expressed, an increase, in the efficiency factors tabulated, as

follows; 10 percent by 1965 over 1955 and a 20 percent increase by 1975 in miles per

car per day, and 7 percent by 1965 and 14 percent by 1975 in tons per car.

5. What these estimates mean in terms of annual construction of freight cars is

simply that, in addition to replacing cars retired each year, about 130,000 new cars

should be added to ownership by 1965 and another 210,000 by 1975. In terms of annual

increases these figures do not loom large, but the more significant factor is that of

annual retirements.

6. As of January 1, 1956, more than 650,000 cars, or well over one-third of the

total of Class I railway ownership, were over 25 years old. Some 386,000 of these

were more than 30 years old. This figure taken as applying to privately owned cars as

well shows that retirements may run somewhat greater than the 3.6 percent annual

rate suggested by the commonly accepted 28-year average life of freight cars or the

3.3 percent rate based on a 30-year average life. A retirement rate of 4 percent applied

to the existing ownership of 2,000,000 freight cars would create a need for replacing

80,000 cars a year. As car utilization is improved the oldest cars will become surplus

faster for earlier retirement. In order to reach the required increase of 130,000 cars by

1965, an average of 93,000 entirely new cars would have to be added each year. In

order to meet the required increase of 210,000 cars by 1975, the annual rate of entirely

new cars in the second decade would reach 101,000. This would make a 20-year total

of 1,940,000 entirely new cars. Since almost 2,000,000 tons of new structural steel

would be needed each year to protect the programs, it appears reasonable to suggest

that such a construction program should be planned ahead and uniformly spread, if it is

hoped to secure the needed material and equipment as required.

7. Shippers' demands are changing, and such a conservative estimate of retire-

ment may not fit in with future needs. The type of cars required will have to be

progressively adjusted to the changes demanded by shippers, and changes in this area,

such as the use of covered hopper cars in carrying grain and many others, must be

anticipated.

8. In a competitive transportation economy, shippers will have to be advised on the

face of their waybills (as information only) the probable time when their shipments are

expected to reach destination. There is no other known way that shippers can construc-

tively assist railways in helping them to control their planning and inventories in

an effective manner; nor can the railways properly police the movement and admin-

istration of their shipments and put an end to the present unbearable factor of costly

time-consuming terminal delays without establishing a time-schedule for such handling.

Both shipper and railway must be in a position to use their inventories or investment

intensively, particularly in times such as the present when money commands such a

high rate of interest and competition among the various forms of transport is so vigorous.

In November 1956 the Railway Progress Institute issued a report entitled "Let's

Look Ahead and Stay Ahead—A Ten-Year Projection of Railroad Growth Potential."

It contains an analysis of the time spent in the loaded car cycle, which is presented in

the accompanying tabulation. [Applause]
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How A Fki.ioht Car Spends Its Time
A Typical 577-Milc Freip;hl Car Movement of 13.2 Days

Percent of

Time Total

Road Movement: 577 Miles 1-5 days 111

4.61 Movements Through Intermediate Yards 1.6 days 12.0

1.86 Interchanges Between Railroads 2.2 days 16.

7

4 Movements Between Terminal Yard and Loading and Unloading

Tracks 1-4 days 10.4

5.2 days 3Q.1

Loading and Unloading 4.0 days 30.3

Road Delays 0.2 days 1 .1

Delay for Sunday and Holidays 0.6 days 5.5

Delay Due to Reconsignmcnt, etc 0.5 days 3.8

1.3 days 10.4

Storage 0.8 days 6.2

Repairs 0.4 days 2.9

Total 13.2 days 100.0

The R.P.I, report concluded that over the next 10 years, railway traffic will increase

appro.ximately 41 percent (3^ percent compounded annually), but through better util-

ization, the railways should be able to handle this added tonnage with an increase of only

33 percent in car miles and a 17 percent increase in train miles. By stepping up our

freight car miles per car year, the report believes that 10 percent more freight cars can

move the 41 percent increment of traffic.

Source: U. S. Navv and Modern Materials Handling.

Chairman Christianson: Dr. Sillcox would like to answer your questions.

I want you to meet the gentleman who is in charge of the subcommittee on

Assignment 5, which is concerned with loaded car time. Mr. J. Edward Jay, would

you please stand up so this group can see you? He is a transportation economist for

the Department of Agriculture. [Applause]

Gentlemen, this is clearly our biggest subject. It is not only the largest for the

committee, but I feel that it is the largest subject for our .Association. I think we arc

the only group in the entire railroad industry that has the assignment of looking at

loaded car time comprehensively.

We are trying as best we can to give you helpful information on this subject.

Last year's report was most interesting; we got many comments about it. But, we think

we are only at the threshold of something that will revolutionize this business.

I am concluding three years as chairman of this committee. I would like to present

a man who has done such excellent work for this committee, Mr. C. W. Sooby. Woukl

you please rise, Clarence? He is assistant manager, transportation research. Inion

Switch and Signal Division, Westinghouse Air Brake Company, and our very capable

secretary.

The incoming vice chairman is Mr. C. L. Towle, chief engineer, Detroit, Toledo &

Ironton, Dearborn, Mich. He is in the audience. Would you plea.se rise. Mr. Towle?

[Applause]

And our new chairman is Mr. R. L. Milner, staff a.-.'^istant to vice president —
construction and maintenance, Chesapeake & Ohio, at Huntington, W. Va. Mr. Milner.

[Applause]
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This concludes our report, Mr. President.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Christian.son. This has been another series of

interesting reports.

.And thank you, Dr. Sillcox, for another of the many contributions you have made

to the science of rail transportation. Our As.sociation and the railroad industry profited

greatly over the years by the man>' scho]arl>' studies and analyses you made on this

and related subjects.

Mr. Christianson, it is with a deep sense of appreciation that we look back over

three years of the work of your committee under your direction. We welcome your

successor, Mr. Milner, and the new vice chairman, Mr. Towlc. We are sure that these

tvi^o men will ably progress in the year ahead the work you so ably directed during

ine past three years.

Your committee is excused with the thanks of the Association. [Applau.se]

The next committee to report is Committee 25—Waterways and Harbors, of which

Mr. A. L. Sams, principal assistant engineer, Illinois Central Railroad, is chairman.

Discussion on Waterways and Harbors
[For re|>cin. see pp. 497-513.]

[President Wm. J. Hedley presiding.]

Chairman A. L. Sams (Illinois Central): Mr. President, at the opening session of

the convention this morning, we had the pleasure of hearing an address by Maj. Gen.

E. C. Itschner, chief of engineers. General Itschner's subject was one in which the

railroads are vitally interested. While we railroad representatives sometimes disagree

with the Army engineers, there are many projects in which we have common interests.

After the morning's session, we joined General Itschner and some members of his

staff in a luncheon. I think this was to our advantage, because it gave us an oppor-

tunity to meet some of the men in the Corps of Engineers and to become better

acquainted with them. I should like to add the thanks of Committee 25 to General

Itschner, Colonel White, and Mr. Lawlor, for their participation in our program.

This year Committee 25 is reporting on two of our five assignments. Some progress

has been made during the past year on the other three. Our report may be found in

Bulletin 532, beginning on page 497.

Assignment 2—Current Policies, Practices and Developments Dealing

with Navigation Projects, Collaborating with AAR Committee on Waterway
Projects.

Mr. Sams: In the absence of Subcommittee Chairman B. M. Dornblatt, consult-

ing engineer, the report on Assignment 2 will be presented by Mr. G. W. Becker, special

engineer, drainage, of the Rock Island Railroad.

Mr. Becker: Mr. President, members and guests: Essentially, the committee's report

is a condensed outline of prescribed procedures to be followed in progressing a civil

works project from its initial inception and authorization, on through to the procure-

ment of funds for its eventual construction.

The original sources of information from which the report has been secured arc

detailed and voluminous, and it is your committee's belief that the paper serves a very

useful purpose in summarizing for quick understanding, subject matter of much
importance.

Mr. President, this is a progress report and is submitted as information.

President Hedlev: Thank you, Mi. Becker.
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Are there any comments or questions? This is a report of considerable volume.

It is good information to have at hand.

If not, you may proceed, Mr. Sams.

Chairman Sams: I would like to add a few more comments about this report on

Assignment 2. We have outlined the activities of the Corps of Engineers and other

governmental agencies from the inception of navigation projects through the approval

that is necessary by the Congress, the appropriation of funds, and the start of construction.

The method of preparing the report involved consulting with various members

of the Corps of Engineers, and there are a number of pertinent quotations from the

annual report of the chief of engineers. Our purpose in preparing this report was so

that you might have a short, convenient reference to the procedures that are carried

through when a navigation project is proposed.

Assignment 3—Bibliography Relating to Benefits and Costs of Inland

Waterway Projects Involving Navigation.

Mr. S.\ms; During the past year, under Assignment ,% the subcommittee has dis-

covered additional publications to report.

The chairman of the subcommittee, Mr. Shu-t'ien Li, consulting engineer, was

also unable to be present, and the report will be presented by Mr. H. F. Kimball,

assistant chief engineer, system, Burlington Railroad.

Mr. Kimball: Mr. President, Mr. Chairman, members of the Association: The

report on Assignment 3 appears in Bulletin 532, page 512. Previously, this committee

has submitted references on publications concerning navigation projects. This year's

report presents 13 additional items not previously reported to the Association.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Chairm.an Sams: In closing, I would like to say that Committee 25 was reorgan-

ized about five years ago for the purpose of amending the Manual material on Water-

ways and Harbors. Since that time we have taken on several new assignments. For the

coming year we have a total of six and have already made a very good start on them.

That concludes the report of Committee 25.

President Heoley: Thank you, Mr. Sams. We appreciate the valuable information

contained in these two reports. It is information that is good to have in the library

when you may want to use it. Po.ssiI)ly you aren't interested in it as day-to-day materiii*

for consumption, but it is the kind of thing that is excellent reference material, and

I think that is an important function of this committee of yours in its reactivated

state. We will appreciate, of course, having reports from you on your furthiM- inves-

tigations of the six subjects you have assigned for next year.

We appreciate the cooperation of your committee in extending to Major General

Itschner the invitation to appear on our program this morning, and in honoring him

at luncheon at noon today. Your committee is now excused with the thanks of the

.'\ssociation. [Applause]

The next committee to report is Committee —Highways. Mr. C. I. Hartsell, divi-

sion engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio, Saginaw, Mich., is completing his first year sm

chairman of that committee. Will Mr. Hart.sell and the members of his committee come
to the platform to present the report?
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Discussion on Highways
fFiir report, see pp. 433-457.]

IPresident Wm. J. Hedley presiding.]

Chairman C. I. Haktsell (C&O): Mr. President, members of the AREA, ladies

and gentlemen: Before proceeding with the report of Committee 0, we wish to pay

tribute to three of our members who have passed on.

MEMOIR

IRapmonb ^. ilittrebge

Professor Raymond B. Kittredge, a member of the University of Iowa faculty,

passed away December 19, 1956. He received his bachelor of science degree in civil engi-

neering at the University of Maine in 1906, and joined the faculty of the State Univer-

sity of Iowa in 1912. He joined the AREA in 1920, becoming a Life Member in 1955.

He was a member of Committee 9 from 1927 to 1949, and a member of Committee 24

from 1940 to 1943.

MEMOIR

Harry D. Blake was born in 1889 in Wisconsin, and graduated from the University

of Wisconsin in 1911. At the time of his retirement from active service, he was grade

crossing engineer of the State Highway Commission of Wisconsin. He joined the AREA
in 1927, becoming a Life Member on January 1, 1955. He served on Committee 9

—Highways, from 1928 until the time of his death in August 1956.

MEMOIR
^aul m. eimore

Paul W. Elmore was born in 1892 in Tennessee. He entered the service of the Balti-

more & Ohio Railway in August 1915, as an assistant engineer, joining the AREA in

1924. He served on Committee 9—Highways, from 1935 until the time of his death

in February 1957. He also served on Committee 13—Water, Oil and Sanitation Services,

from 1939 to 1944.

Mr. Hartsell: Committee 9 wishes to express its sorrow at the loss of the three

fine members of the committee.

The committee's report is found in Bulletin 532, pages 433 to 457, incl.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Mr. Hartsell: Mr. D. W. Hughes, of the Michigan Public Service Commission,

will read the report on Assignment 1 for Subcommittee Chairman J. M. Trissal, chief

engineer, Illinois Central, who could not be with us because of a death in his family.

Mr. Hughes: Mr. President, members of the Association and guests: The first docu-

ment to be considered is entitled "General Specifications for Highway Grade Crossings

Over Railroad Tracks," pages 9-1-2 and 9-1-3 of the Manual.

As shown in our report, your committee recommends certain revisions in this mate-

rial to make it conform to Bulletin No. 5, issued by the Grade Crossing Protection

Unit of Train Operation, Control and Signals, AAR.
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I move that these recommendations be adopted.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. Hughes: In Figs. 1 to 6, incl.. Signs for Highway-Railway Grade Cro.s.sings,

pages 9-2-2 to 9-2-7, inch, of the Manual, your committee recommends (1) that the

notes on Figs. 1 and 3 about painting the post white or aluminum he revi.sed \>y adding

the words, "if practicable," to permit use of creosoted posts; (2) that in Fig. 2, the

pinnacle be removed from the side view; and (3) that Figs. 4, 5 and 6 be reapproved

without change.

I move that these recommendations be adopted.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.)

Mr. Hughes: In the Requisite for Highway Grade Crossing Signals, pages 9-3-2

and 9-3-3, and Figs. 1 to 10, incl., pages 9-3-4 to 9-3-13, incl., of the Manual, the revi-

sions recommended, except for certain of those for Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4, are necessary to

have the Manual correspond to the aforementioned AAR Bulletin No. 5. On Figs. 1, 2

and 3, change the solid line designating the center line of pavement to the conventional

designation for center line, and change the notes reading "Mechanism for Operating

Gate Arm," to read "Center of Base for Crossing Protection," and show arrow pointing

to center of base. On Fig. 4, label vertical dimension line extending downward from

left side of left flashing light background as "Minimum Clearance Line," and change

arrow from the word, "curb," to make it point to the vertical face of curb. On Figs. 9

and 10, delete the words, "to be furnished by Railroad Co.," in the note reading:

"Clearance sign where required, to be furnished by Railroad Co."

I move that these recommendations be adopted.

[The motion was regularly seconded.]

President Hedley: Is there any discussion? All of these matters are of some im-

portance, because this material is standard, and is used by a great many public bodies

and public agencies, as well as railroads, in this field of work.

[The motion was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. Hughes: Requisites for "No Right Turn" or "No Left Turn" Signals, page

9-3-14 of the Manual.

Your committee recommends revisions in the wording of Arts. 2, 3, 4 and 6 of these

requisites, to conform with the wording of the aforementioned A.'\R Bulletin No. 5.

I move that these recommendations be adopted.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.}

Mr. Hughes: Requisites for Automatic Crossing Gates, pages 9-4-1 and 0-4-2, and

Figs. 1 and 2, pages 9-4-4 and 9-4-5 of the Manual:

The revisions recommended are necessary to make this part of the Manual correspond

to the aforementioned .AAR Bulletin No. 5.

I move that these recommendations be adopted.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.!

Mr. Hughes: That concludes the report of the subcommittee.

Assignment 2—Merits and Economics of Prefabricated Types of High-
way-Railway Grade Crossings.

Chairman Hartslll: Subcommittee Chairman R. E. Nottingham, division engineer,

Louisville & Nashville, will now report on Assignment 2.

Mr. Nottingham: Your committee submits a brief report of progress in gathering

of information on prefabricated types of highway-railway grade crossings.

The most recent development is the use of rubber panels reinforced by being vul-

canized to a corrugated steel plate. The first installation was placed in service November
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1954 and is reported to be giving excellent service. Several installations have been made

by industries and railroads since that time.

Estimates on cost of installation and service life are given for the sectional treated

timber, precast concrete slab, metal open grating and the rubber panel types of pre-

fabricated materials now in use. More cost and service life data are needed before a full

report can be made.

Other subjects which are In-ing studied 1)\' this committee are the use of green heart

timber in crossings, a new design of concrete slab cros.sinu, the use of ruhbei- pads over

ties, and a new steel plate guard for flangeways.

Our findings will be included in a later report.

Assignment 3—Merits of Various Types of Highway-Railway Grade

Crossing Protection, Collaborating with Signal Section, AAR.
CirAiRMAN Hartsell: Subcommittee Chairman J. E. Kr>'low, engineer-communica-

tions and signal, Northern Region, Pcnn.sylvania, will present the report on A.ssignment 3.

Mr. Krvlow: Mr. President, Members and guests: In 18Q3 the first successful motor

vehicle was operated on the highway in the United States.

On September 13, 189^^, Mr. H. H. Bliss stepped off a streetcar in New York City

and was the first person struck and killed by a motor vehicle in the United States. On
December 22, 1051, the millionth person was killed by a motor vehicle. In 1956 motor

vehicle fatalities reached about 40,000. Of this number about 1,400 were the result of

accidents at railway-highway grade crossings. It is because of these 1,400 fatalities

that this committee is endeavoring to determine the merits of various types of highway-

railway grade crossing protection.

The Hedley report of 1952 gave a good picture of this assignment. However, it had

certain limitation as to the territory it covered.

Your committee is endeavoring to determine these merits as they apply to extended

territory and different driver characteristics, and towards this end a research appropria-

tion from the AAR was requested and approved. Accordinglv, Mr. G. M. Magee, direc-

tor of engineering research, AAR, will arrange to collect the necessary information and

evaluate this information through his automatic computing faciUties.

It is, therefore, requested that this subject be continued.

Assignment 4—Outline to Guide Highway Departments and Others in

Making Application for Easements, Etc.

Chairman Hartsell: Assignment 4 will be presented by Subcommittee Chairman

E. R. Englert, assistant division engineer, Louisville & Nashville, Evansville, Ind., who
will make a final report.

Mr. Englert: Mr. President and gentlemen: You know that we are frequently

called upon to grant licenses or easements for roadways on railway- property. Almost

without exception, the processing of such applications requires lengthy correspondence

and additional field surveys by both the apphcant's engineers and our own engineers.

This assignment resulted from the feeling that if the highway, city or other engineers

knew in advance what railways need in the way of plans to properly consider requests,

then a great deal of work for both parties could be eliminated.

The outline published in Bulletin 532 is essentially the same as presented to the

convention in 1955 and 1056 as information. It specifies what is needed in the way
of plans, profiles and cross sections, as well as outhning how applications should be

submitted.
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We feel that this outline should be published in the Manual. Highway engineers

dealing with railway matters cannot reasonably be expected to have copies of our Pro-

ceedings, but certainly should have access to our Manual.

Mr. President, I move that the outline for license or easement applications, as pub-

lished in Bulletin 5,^2, be adopted fur publication in the Manual.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 5—Possible Change in Existing Protection at Grade Cross-

ings Where Railroads Have Changed from Multiple-Track to Single-Track

Operation, Collaborating with Signal Section AAR.

Ch.airm.ax H.\ktsi:i.l: Assignment 5 was requested by your committee fluring the

past year. Mr. E. R. Englert, assistant division engineer, L&X, whom you have just

heard, will make a progress report.

Mr. Englert: Mr. President and gentlemen: Many railways are changing multiple-

track highway grade crossings to single track because of the installation of CTC and

other reasons. This assignments was given to us in October, principally because some

public bodies have arbitrarily required the maintenance of the same protection for grade

crossings reduced from multiple track to single track.

We are trying to develop what reasons, if any, would justify the same tyi)e protec-

tion at a crossing when reduced from multiple to single track. We want to consider all

the angles, from the standpoint of both safety and economy. Our purpose now is not

so much to report progress as to ask your assistance.

We realize that obtaining authority from public bodies to change the protection will

be difficult. If there are safety or economic reasons that justify maintenance of the same

protection, we want to know them. The majority of public bodies operate on a sound

basis, and unless some organization such as ours develops the pros and cons on the sub-

ject, then the public body has no alternative, and must act arbitrarily.

Please let us have the benefit of your experience and views on the subject. Your
letters can reach us through the executive secretary's office.

Mr. President, this report is presented as information.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Englert.

Assignment 6—Problems Related to Location and Construction of

Limited Access Highways in Vicinity of or Crossing Railways.

Chairman Hartsell: Subcommittee Chairman S. B. Gill, grade crossing engineer,

Erie Railroad, Cleveland, Ohio, will now make the final report on .Assignment 6.

Mr. Gill: Mr. President, members and guests: The report of your committee is pub-
lished on page 44,^ of Bulletin 532, issued in November 1Q56, with the recommendation
that it be adopted and published in the Manual at the end of Mi.'^cellaneous Part.

Chapter 9.

Your committee now offers that report, without revi.sion, for adoption and publica-

tion in the Manual. I so move.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

President Heldev: It is adopted, Mr. Gill.

Assignment 7—Sight Distance at Highway-Railway Grade Crossings.

Chairm.an Hartsell: Subcommittee Chairman J. S. Felton, division engineer. Nor-
folk & Western at Roanoke, will now present a progress report on .'Assignment 7.

Mr. Fextox: Mr. President, members and guests: Your committee in reporting

progress offers the following as information:
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At the 1955 annual meeting your committee reported progress on this subject and

submitted sketches and tables which gave values for areas of unobstructed vision at

highway-railway grade crossings not protected by manual or automatic protection. These

tables were prepared from formulae which had been derived, taking into account various

speeds of highway and railway traffic.

Your committee was not entirely satisfied with these tables and consequently recom-

mended that this subject be continued for study.

Various organizations dealing with national safety, particularly with respect to high-

way traffic, were contacted. Some pertinent information has been received from the

following organizations: American Association of State Highway Officials, Michigan

State Highway Department, Illinois Commerce Commission and North Carolina State

Highway and Public Works Commission. It is felt that information contained in these

publications will be of valuable assistance to this committee in determining adequate

.;ight distances at highway-railway grade crossings.

It is the consensus of the committee that it collaborate with the AASHO and pos-

sibly the National Safety Council while making a further study of this subject.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Felton.

Assignment 8—Recommended Protection at Highway-Railway Grade

Crossings Where One-Way Traffic on the Highway Crosses One or More
Tracks on the Railway.

Chairman Hartsell: I think we will take this next assignment out of order. I have

heard some rumors that Assignment 8 might be exciting, so we will take Assignment 10

first—and return to Assignment 8 later.

Assignment 10—The Effect of Highway Improvement Projects on Rail-

way Properties, Collaborating with the AAR Committee on Grade Crossings.

Chairman Hartsell: Subcommittee Chairman J. T. Hoelzer, engineer maintenance

of way, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Pittsburgh, Pa., will now present the final report on

Assignment 10.

Mr. Hoelzer: Mr. President, members and guests: The report on Assignment 10

was prepared in collaboration with the A.'\R Committee on Grade Crossings and is

published in the 1056 Proceedings, page 3,^3.

It is the feeling of both Committee and the AAR Committee on Grade Crossings,

that the publieshed report be accepted as information, but that it not be placed in the

Manual.

The report, therefore, should be considered a final report, with the recommendation

that the subject be discontinued.

President Hedley: It will be so received, Mr. Hoelzer.

Assignment 8—Recommended Protection at Highway-Railway Grade
Crossings Where One-Way Traffic on the Highway Crosses One or More
Tracks on the Railway, Collaborating with Signal Section, AAR.

Chairman Hartsell: Assignment 8 seems to be a controversial subject. To bring it

to a head, Subcommittee Chairman D. W. Hughes, signal engineer, Michigan Public

Service Commission, will give an illustrated progress report.

Mr. Hughes: Mr. President, members and guests: The following presents the status

of this subject to date, and represents the thinking of this subcommittee.

For the purpose of illustration, in addition to the plans included in our report as

published in Bulletin 5.M, a series of 12 slides have been prepared. In order that the
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most important features may be given your attention, they have been set out in clear

lines. The rest of the features are either self-evident, or they follow the general practice

as shown in the existing three plans in the Manual. Before proceeding, I wish to impress

upon you the fact that practically every question that could be raised in connection with

this matter has, at some time or other, been brought up by one or more of the some

two dozen individuals assigned to the problem. Also, while the symbol for a cantilever

type signal is di.splayed and the lamp units at the lower level are not shown, neither

are they shown in the Manual nor in AAR Bulletin No. 5, put out recently by the AAR
Grade Crossing Protection Unit of TOC&S. It is recognized that the light units will be

used in the lower level as a general course, or as required. On that note we will proceed

with the slides, with a description of each slide, following by an opportunity for ques-

tions to be asked and answers provided. Accordingly, I direct your attention to Slide

No. 1.

This slide illustrates a two-lane highway bearing one-way vehicular traffic crossing

a single-track railroad. The required minimum signal aspect for this condition embraces

a single-faced flashing light signal with a full complement of reilectorized signs, both to

the right and left of the traveled portion, and on the normal vehicle traffic approach side.

Ate there any questions?

R. B. Thomas (Illinois Commerce Commission): One question, please. What indica-

tion is given to traffic that might be routed in the opposite direction?

Mr. HtTGHEs: There is no indication provided here. This is a basic minimum, and

other aspects, such as additional signals or even back light, can be provided when any

railroad or public road body thinks they are necessary.

Mr. Thom.as: Well, let me ask you: is this a minimum?

Mr. Hughes: Yes, sir.

Mr. Thomas: Why don't you set a candle out there?

Mr. Hughes: The subcommittee doesn't handle candles.

Mr. Thomas: Well, it is not handling protection. I'm going to be very sincere and

frank in my statements. I think that the signal engineers of the American railroads are

the experts in protection, and I'm sure that the signal engineers would not, of their own
volition, put out protection of this type.

First, I'd like to identify myself. I am R. B. Thomas, with the Illinois Commerce

Commission, and I am speaking as an attorney this afternoon, so I will resist any ques-

tions as an engineer.

When I want to know anything about protection, I usually go—always go—to the

signal engineers of the railroads. That's my first stop. I feel that they are the most

qualified people in these United States to tell us how to protect the crossings. They may
be coerced into something else.

Further, I am also president of the Engineering Section of the NARUC. I am chair-

man of the Grade Crossing Protection Committee, and I came to Committee 9 for the

purpose of obtaining some good information to take back to the National A.'^sociation.

Frankly, this is what I got. I don't think that the signal engineers, themselves, if they

were given the prerequisite to protect the crossing, would put out this type of protec-

tion, and I can assure you, as far as the state of Illinois is concerned, if you brought this

type of protection in to us, you wouldn't get very far with it.

Thank you.

Mr. Hughes: Thank you, Mr. Thomas.

Are there any more questions?
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G. M. Magke: I almost hesitate to speak, because I have an amazing ignorance on

what you are driving at here, but just for my own curiosity—and perhaps for some

others here who arc in the same predicament—just what is the situation? Does each

pair of parallel lines represent a lane of traffic, or a pavement ?

Mr. Hughes: Sir, the parallel lines represent the shoulders.

Mr. Maoee: Then you have a one-way pavement there, with signals on both sides

for traffic in one direction, is that correct?

Mr. Hughes: This is a two-lane highway, bearing one-way vehicular traffic, crossing

a single-track railroad. The arrow points in the direction of traffic, but it is a two-way

highway.

Mr. Magee: Well, the traffic in the other direction would be on the other highway,

then, is that correct?

Mr. Hitches: That's correct.

Mr. Magee: The gentleman mentioned that we might have a reversal of movement,

like you do on railroad track, occasionally, but my principal question was to understand

just what the diagram meant
;
you have clarified that for me, and I thank you.

Mr. Hughes: Are there any more questions on SHde 1 ? If not, may we have Slide 2?

Slide 2 illustrates a two-lane highway bearing one-way vehicle traffic crossing a two-

track railroad. The minimum signal protection to be provided in such a condition embraces

the single-faced flashing-light signal both on the right and left side of the travelled por-

tion, and bearing a full complement of reflectorized signs each, and may be supplemented

by an automatic electric gate spanning both lanes, all located on the side of the crossing

from which vehicle traffic appears.

Are there any questions?

Mr. Thomas: Yes, Mr. Hughes. This is R. B. Thomas again. In the event traffic is

reversed, which is not uncommon, what indication do you have for vehicular traffic

moving in the opposite direction, until he reaches the barrier and has to stop on the

crossing?

I'll venture to say that this installation, perhaps, would cost you .$12,000 to .$15,000.

How much additional, in your opinion, would it cost to put one set of flashers on the

far side, on the opposite side of the crossing? Perhaps .$100?

Mr. Hughes: Another set of flashers would cost appro.ximately .$500.

Mr. Thomas: They went up this afternoon.

Mr. Hughes: You asked me about an additional pair of back lights.

Mr. Thomas: No, one set of flashers on the far side.

Mr. Hughes: On the record now—$500.

Mr. Thomas: All right, say $500. You've got a $12,000 installation.

Mr. Hughes: I can't speak for the man who has to spend the money.

Mr. Thomas: I appreciate that, Mr. Hughes. There is no criticism against you at all.

All I'm trying to do is to get something to take back to our association, to be used as

a national pattern.

Mr. Hughes: This is the basic minimum protection. You can add anything that you

feel necessary, sir. There should be no less than this, but if you think something additional

is required, that is your privilege. We felt we should confine our thinking to the basic

minimum protection.

Are there any more question? If not, may we have Slide 3 ?

Slide 3 illustrates a highway bearing four or more lanes of one-way vehicle traffic

crossing a single-track railroad. The minimum signal protection to be provided under
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this condition is a sinKle-faced cantilcvcrcd-typc signal installtd holh Id the liuht and

left of the travelled portion of the highway, on the side of the crossing that traffic

approaches.

Are there any questions?

Slide 4 shows a highway bearing one-way vehicle traffic on three or more lanes

crossing a double-track railroad. The minimum signal installation to provide for this

condition consists of a single-faced flashing-light signal placed both to the right and

left of the travelled portion and may be supplemented by two automatic electric-gates

spanning the entire roadway, all of which is located on the side of the crossing that

vehicular traffic normally approaches.

Are there any questions?

Slide 5 illustrates a divided highway bearing two lanes of one-way traffic each and

separated by a median strip at least 6 ft wide and no greater than 20 ft wide, crossing

a single-track railroad. The minimum protection to be afforded here is a single-faced

flashing-light signal bearing a full complement of reflectorized signs and located both to

the right and left of the travelled portions of each strip, on the side of the crossing

that vehicle traffic normally approaches.

Are there any questions?

Slide 6 illustrates a divided highu'ay bearing two lanes of one-way vehicle traffic

each and separated by a median strip less than 6 ft in width, crossing a single-track

railroad. The minimum signal protection to be provided here is a single-faced cantilevered

signal placed to the right of the travelled portion of the roadway, on the side of the

crossing that vehicle traffic normally approaches.

Are there any questions?

Slide 7 shows a divided highway bearing two lanes of one-way vehicle traffic on

each portion and separated by a median strip at least 6 ft wide but no greater than

20 ft in width, crossing a double-track railroad. The minimum signal protection to be

provided for this condition is a single-faced flashing-Hght signal located both to the

right and left of the travelled portion of each highway strip and may be supplemented

by an automatic electric-gate spanning the two-lane roadwa>' and located on the side

of the crossing that vehicle traffic normally approaches.

Are there any questions ?

Slide 8 shows a divided highway bearing two lanes of one-way vehicle traffic on

each strip and separated by a median strip less than 6 ft in width, crossing a double-

track railroad. The minimum signal protection to be afforded here is a single-faced

flashing-light signal supplemented by an additional pair of single-faced lamp units on

a cantilever construction, which may be supplemented by an automatic electric-gate

spanning the full two-!ane travelled portion, all of which is to be located to the right

of the roadway on the side of the crossing that vehicle traffic normally approaches.

Are there any questions?

Slide 9 shows a divided highway bearing three or more lanes of one-way vehicle

traffic on each of the travelled portions and separated by a median strip not less than

6-ft wide or greater than 20 ft in width, crossing a two-track railroad. The minimum
crossing signal protection for this condition in a single-faced flashing-light .signal located

both to the right and left of the travelled portion of the roadway and may be supple-

mented by two automatic electric-gates spanning the entire width of the travelled portion

and located on the .side of the cros.sing that vehicle traftic normally approaches.

Are there any questions?

(Discussion continued on fxifir 1J49)
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Slide 10 illustrates a divided highway bearing three or more lanes of one-way

vehicle traffic on each portion and separated by a median strip being at least 6 ft wide

but no greater than 20 ft wide, crossing a single-track railroad. The minimum signal

protection to be provided under this condition is a single-faced flashing-light signal with

cantilever construction to the right of the travelled portion and a single-faced signal

with a full complement of signs to the left of the travelled portion of the roadway,

located on the side of the crossing that vehicle traffic would normally approach.

Are there any questions?

Slide 11 illustrates a divided highway similar to one formerly portrayed and dis-

cussed, except that the angle of the crossing is acute rather than a right angle. The

purpose of illustrating this type of highway-railroad crossing is to provide for the loca-

tion of a signal aspect. The signal as shown to the right of the roadway, being the

nearest to the tracks, will establish the location of a signal to the left of the roadway

through a line drawn at 90 dcg to the center line of the roadway, .^n excei)tion may

be made where local conditions require.

Are there any questions?

Slide 12 represents the same type of problem except that the crossing is at an obtuse

angle. Here again it is a matter of signal location, and it is recommended that the signals,

except for some special local condition, be located opposite each other on an angle of

90 deg to the center line of the roadway.

Are there any questions?

This concludes the report of subcommittee 8 and is offered as information.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Hughes.

Chairman Hartsell: Mr. President, this concludes the formal portion of Com-

mittee 9's report to the convention. There is an informal portion that I would like to

take up if we can find Mr. Snyder, please.

H. E. Snyder (Toncan Culvert Manufacturers Association): Mr. President, mem-

bers of the ARE.-\ and guests: Committee 9 likes to feel that it has been a forum for

your president to demonstrate his capacity for leadership, which may have attracted

him to your attention and been a factor in your raising him to the exalted position he

now occupies. During: the time he was doing his work as a member and as chairman

of Committee 9, the wives of the members formed the habit of accompanying their

husbands to some of the meetings, and we have now a very distinguished auxiliary.

Among those who have contributed outstandingly to the entertainment and to

keeping the ladies interested is the wife of our distinguished president. Therefore, in

behalf of Committee o, becau.se of our admiration and respect for them, we present to

the team of Hedley and Hed'ey, this token of our esteem. [Applause]

PREsn)ENT Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Snyder. Thank you. Committee o. Thank you

on behalf of the team of Hedley and Hedley. I will open this informally after I close

the session. If anvone else is interested, they may see it then.

This does conclude the sessions for today. I have one or two announcements to

make.

The Tellers Committee will report tomorrow on the ballotting for officers for next

year, and the report will be given to you at the luncheon.

Please do not overlook the dinner party this evening, here in this room. The Mis-

sissippi Valley Maintenance of Way Club is sponsoring the party, with .XRK.A i)eopIe

as guests.
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;

This is something added to what has been our normal program at the conventions.

I believe this is all I need to say to you now. We will reconvene tomorrow for our

convention sessions in the Ivory Room. We stand recessed.

[The meeting recessed at 5:05 o'clock.]

Dinner Party, March 4, 1957, Gold Room, 7 pm.

At the dinner party on Monday night, which was attended by both men and their

wives, the 2-level speaker's table on the stage was reserved for the officers of the spon-

soring club and the AREA and their wives; the principal speaker of the evening, Lucius

Beebe, and his associate, Charles Clegg, co-editors of The Territorial Enterprise, of Vir-

ginia City, Nev., who had come to St. Louis in their historic private Pullman car "Vir-

ginia City"; the master of ceremonies, A. Carl Weber, director of research engineering,

Laclede Steel Company; and a few special guests. Following Mr. Beebe's presentation on

"The Folklore of the Steamcars", Holcombe Parkes, president of the Railway Progress

Institute, presented the Institute's film, "June Decision", and the party was then

adjourned to the Ivory Room for dancing.

Morning Session—March 5, 1957

[The meeting reconvened at 9:00 o'clock, President Hedley presiding.]

President Hedley: Gentlemen, will the meeting come to order, please?

We have scheduled six committee presentations this morning, which include four

special features. This means we have to start promptly, and we would like to have each

committee stay within its allotted time so we can adjourn at twelve o'clock for the

Annual Luncheon in the Gold Room. On the other hand, we have allotted a limited

amount of time in connection with each committee's report for discussion from the floor,

and I therefore invite pertinent comments or criticisms from anyone present to the extent

that time will permit.

The first committee to report this morning is Committee 13—Water, Oil and Sanita-

tion Services, with Mr. H. L. McMullin, engineer of tests and water supply, Texas &
Pacific Railway, Dallas, Tex., in charge for his third year of service as chairman of the

committee. Will Mr. McMullen and members of his committee please come to the

speaker's table?

Discussion on Water, Oil and Sanitation Services
I For report, see pp. 383-432.1

[President Wm. J. Hedley presiding.]

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Chairman H. L. McMlllin (Texas & Pacilic) : Mr. President, members of the

Association and guests: Our first report is on Revision of Manual. Ordinarily that is

handled by the vice chairman of the committee, as subcommittee chairman, but unfor-

tunately, Mr. H. M. Schudlich, engineer of water service, Northern Pacific, who is the

vice chairman, was unable to be here. Mr. Schudlich put in a lot of work on the assign-

ment, and we are awfully sorry he isn't here to present the report. In his place, we have

asked Mr. D. C. Teal, superintendent water supply-system, Chesapeake & Ohio, to

present it.
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Mr. Teal: Mr. President, members and guests of the Association; our study this

year dealt with formulating specifications for welded steel tanks for water and oil

storage.

The railroads started using welded steel water and oil storage tanks in the late

'Thirties, at about the time that many were becoming dieselized. The welded joints pro-

vide much tighter and more leakproof tanks than it was possible to obtain with the

old riveted joint type construction, which is an improvement that is especially important

in the storage of diesel fuel oil.

The present specifications for welded steel water and oil storage tanks now appear-

ing in the Manual, on pages l.^-.^-l7 to 13-3-21, were adopted in 1044, and were intended

to serve as a guide for handling erection of steel tanks by contract.

Realizing that improved methods and techniques have made these specifications

inadequate and incomplete, your committee, during the past year, has reviewed per-

tinent information available, including current specifications of the American Welding

Society, the American Water Works Association and others, and has prepared new

specifications incorporating what is believed to be all the desirable features of the afore-

mentioned specifications, and which are intended to supplant the present specifications

in their entirety.

The new specifications for welded steel tanks are submitted to the As.sociation at

this time as information. We expect to recommend their adoption in the Manual next

year.

Your comments and criticisms are invited in the interim.

Ch.airman McMvllin: I neglected to tell you where you will find our report. It is

in Bulletin S.^2. and begins on page 3.S,^.

Assignment 3—Federal and State Regulations Pertaining to Railway

Sanitation, Collaborating with Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, AAR.

Chairmax McMullin: Mr. H. W. Van Hovenberg, engineer of tests and sanita-

tion, Cotton Belt Railroad, is the chairman of the subcommittee, handling our second

subject. But he, too, was unable to be here, and we have asked Mr. J. E. Wiggins, Jr.,

engineer water supply, Southern Railway, to present his report.

Mr. Wiggins: This is a progress report, presented as information.

The Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, A.^R, on which this .Association is

represented, continued through its special subcommittee to serve in a liaison capacity

with the U. S. PubUc Health Service on aspects of sanitation related to railroad opera-

tion. It has also continued to supervise the activities of .\.\R Sanitation Research and

Development and has made recommendations for its maintenance, program and budget

in 1057.

Your representatives on the joint Committee are T. L. Hendricks, Jr., J. E. Wig-

gins, Jr., and H. W. Van Hovenberg, the ia.st named serving as the engineering repre-

sentative on the special subcommittee.

Assignment 4—Cathodic Protection of Pipe Lines and Steel Storage
Tanks, Collaborating with Electrical Section, AAR.

Chairman- MrMri,i.i\: .A.'^siunment 4 is handled by a subcommittee headed by Mr.

W. F. .Arksey, engineer water .service and fuel facilities. Northern Pacific, as chairman.

Mr. Arksey will present that report.

Mr. Arksey: Mr. President, members and guests: This is the fust phase of our

studv and is submitted as information.
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Corrosion of buried plant and its contingent losses are costing American industry

about $1 billion per year. Much of this loss can be stopped by proper preventive

measures. Corrosion is always evidenced by chemical change and a flow of electric cur-

rent from the metal. If such current out-flow can be presented, corrosion cannot occur.

Cathodic protection is the technique of impressing inward-flowing currents to

counteract the outward-flowing currents of natural corrosion. Our published report gives

details of the technique, and next year we hope to present the actual mechanics of a

.survey for and the installation of a cathodic protection system.

Assignment 5—Fuel Oil Additives and Equipment for Application.

Chairman McMullin: The report on Assignment 5 was prepared under the direc-

tion of Mr. R. A. Bardwell, engineer of tests, Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad, as

subcommittee chairman, and he will present the report.

Mr. Bardwell: Mr. President, members and guests: This report includes an intro-

duction which lists the types and purposes of various additives for diesel fuel oil, and the

methods of evaluating their effectiveness. These additives include stabilizers, which are

the most important, metal deactivators, pour-point depressants, rust or corrosion inhibit-

ors, cetane improvers, and others. Methods of introduction, and so forth, by the railroad's

own refinery, are described.

Estimates of savings, and results, when additives are used are shown, measured by

benefits to the mechanical operation of diesels through the filtration of fuel oil and the

elimination of smoke complaints.

Assignment 6—Railway Waste Disposal, Collaborating with Joint Com-
mittee on Railway Sanitation, AAR.

Chairman McMullin: The report on Assignment 6 was prepared under the direc-

tion of Mr. T. A. Tennyson, Jr., chief chemist. Cotton Belt, as chairman of the subcom-

mittee: Mr. Tennyson will now present the report.

Mr. Tennyson: Mr. President, members and guests: During the past year your

committee has continued its study of waste disposal regulations reported in the various

trade and technical magazines available to it, finding no basic changes in such regula-

tions, and has kept in touch with several new installations which may furnish information

of interest in connection with the separation of oil from waste water where emulsions

are involved.

This is a progress report, presented as infoi-mation.

Assignment 7—Treatment of Water for Cooling Purposes.

Chairman McMullin: The report on Assignment 7 was prepared under the direc-

tion of Subcommittee Chairman L. E. Talbot, chief chemist, Texas & Pacific Railway.

Mr. Talbot will now present the report.

Mr. Talbot: Mr. President, members and guests: Because of the increased use of

air conditioning, both in railroad rolHng equipment and in office buildings, new prob-

lems in water treatment have been encountered. For this reason the subject was assigned

and a report was presented as information to the Association in 1955 and 1956, with

the understanding that the assignment would be continued for another year to give

further consideration to the subject as possible Manual material. Your committee has

reviewed and revised the last two years' reports and presents the revised version to the

Association at this time with recommendation that it be published in the Manual at

the end of Part 4, Chapter 13. Mr. President, I so move.

[The motion was regularly seconded.]
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President Hedlev: It has been moved and seconded that this material be adopted

for approval in the Manual. Is there any discussion of this material? You have had an

opportunity to see it for some time.

[The motion was put to a vote, and carried.]

President Hedley: It is adopted.

Assignment 9—Disinfectants. Deodorants. Fumigants and Cleaning

Materials, Collaborating with Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation. AAR.

Chairman McMullin: The report on Assignment 9 was prepared under the direc-

tion of Mr. R. S. Glynn, director. Sanitation Research and Development, A.'\R. Mr.

Glynn will now present the report.

Mr. Glynn: Mr. President and gentlemen: In our studies under this assignment, the

subject of cleaners is being handled first, and our report is presented as information.

The report was not prepared primarUy for the expert or technician, but rather for

the railroad personnel who, though not charged with responsibility for selecting and

testing cleaning materials, are responsible for some of the end uses.

The paper discusses the different classes of soaps and detergents, their uses, what

they do and how they do it.

Cleaning has become an important and costly operation on the average railroad,

but in spite of this, the selection of cleaners and their use has often been given little or

no qualified supervision. The task is not a simple one, even for the expert in the

detergent field, and at present there is no substitute for a railroad chemical department,

properly staffed, with responsibility to approve or disapprove cleaning materials offered

for use.

Approval or disapproval of any cleaning material rests primarily on the comparative

cost per unit of satisfactory cleaning, and this can be determined only by properly

trained observers, testing the material under service conditions.

Assignment 10—Detection and Disposal of Radioactive Materials in Air,

Oil and Water Filters on Diesel Locomotive and Other Equipment, Col-

laborating with Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, AAR,
Chairman McMullin: I am going to reverse the order of the next two reports,

Assignments 10 and 11. We will have .Assignment 11 next and return to Assignment 10

later.

Assignment 11—Design of Plants and Treatment Methods for Small
Drinking Water Supplies Where Approved Public Supplies Are Not Avail-
able, Collaborating with Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation. AAR.

Mr. McMillin: The report on .Assignment 11 was prepared under direction of

Mr. E. L. E. Zahm, water engineer of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas, but at the last

moment, Mr. Zahm was unavoidably detained, and is not here, so I will read the brief

that he prepared.

This report covers small drinking water supplies for the use of employes and their

families at isolated locations where public water supplies are not available.

Reference is made in the report to previously published reports covering sanitation

practices in connection with the location, construction and maintenance of drinking water
wells (Vol. S2) and developments in treatment of water bv the ion-exchange method
(Vol. 55).

Since the volume of water required, its quality and other factors will greatly vary
at different locations, treatment plant design cannot be standardized. The current report
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describes various sources of water and practical processes for filtration, taste and odor

control, iron removal and chlorination and is intended as a guide in the planning of small

water supplies for drinking and culinary use.

This is a final report, presented as information.

President Hedi.ev: It will be so received. Mr, McMullin.

Assignment 10—Detection and Disposal of Radioactive Materials in Air.

Oil and Water Filters on Diesel Locomotives and Other Equipment, Col-

laborating with Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, AAR.
Chairman McMullin: The report on Assignment 10 was prepared under the direc-

tion of Mr. J. M. Bates, general fire and sanitary engineer, Union Pacific Railroad. Unfor-

tunately, he, too, was called away at the last moment. The report is printed on page

423 of Bulletin 5.^2, and is submitted as information. It is very short and I will not take

time to read it as we have a special feature based on this subject.

At this time I'd like to introduce the speaker who will present our special feature.

He is Dr. W. G. McKenna, chief chemist, Bureau for the Safe Transportation of Explo-

sives and Other Dangerous Articles, AAR, South Amboy, N. J.

Handling of Radioactive Materials When Involved
in Leakages and Fires

By Dr. W, G. McKenna
Chief Chemist, Bureau for the Safe Transportation of Explosives and Other

Dangerous Articles, AAR

The Bureau for the Safe Transportation of Explosives and Other Dangerous Articles

is a unit of the Association of American Railroads. The Bureau is the body that conducts

the investigations of the characteristics of dangerous goods, with the view to devising safe

practices for the transportation of such goods. This discussion concerns the recommenda-

tions of the Bureau of Explosives for dealing with shipments of radioactive materials

when involved in wrecks, fires, broken packages or other emergencies in transportation.

Obviously, it would be futile to attempt to predict or completely go over all the

conditions that could happen in any emergency, so this brief discussion is planned to

consider, in general, the more likely conditions, and to offer you some suggestions for

a general plan of procedure in mishaps involving shipments of radioactive materials.

In brief, rather than attempting to make nuclear or atomic experts of railroad per-

sonnel, we have devised a plan of first aid which is designed to avoid serious complica-

tions and to keep things under control until expert advice and supervision can be obtained.

There may be some of you here who are not familiar with the activities of the Bureau

of Explosives, who ma\' not know just what the Bureau represents, or how it functions.

It is worth a short explanation at this point to acquaint you with these facts.

This year the Bureau of Explosives celebrates its fiftieth anniversary. About 1Q07.

some farsighted railroad men and some manufacturers of explosives saw the need for

a uniform set of rules and regu'ations to govern the shipments of explosives, if painful

and costly accidents were to be avoided, and so the Bureau of Explosives was formed

to carry out this objective.

It was—and still is—the primary purpose of the Bureau of Explosives to obtain

the highest degree of safety in transportation of dangerous goods that is practicable. The
means for accomplishing this objective are the promulgation of practical shipping regu-

lations, and the instruction of per.sons concerned as to the requirements and application

of these regulations.
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Experience soon showed that the idea ol unilorni methods of handling explosives

was a good one. As new classes of dangerous goods became common items of commerce,

it was a short step to expanding the regulations of the Interstate Commerce Commission

and the activities of the Bureau of Explosives to look after these other classes of danger-

ous goods. The most recent addition to this group are the radioactive materials.

It was unfortunate that the [)ul)lic introduction to nuclear phenomena came as a

result of atomic bombs. This created a fertile atmosphere for imaginative newspaper

reporters, writers, columnists and after-dinner speakers to conjure fantastic and unrealistic

situations. It resulted in a maze of obvious diftrculty for the development of effective

means of handling all radioactive materials. Believe me, I know that, .\ctually, the

connection between nuclear explosions and radioactive materials, as it affects you, is only

incidental and not comparable.

.\bout ten vears ago, regulations were written for packing, marking and labeling

of shipments of radioactive materials under the Interstate Commerce Commission

regulations. .\t that time it appeared that the number of such shipments would be few,

and the amount of radioactive materials in such shipments would be too small to present

any serious damage to personnel under any predictable conditions, even if containers

ruptured and the radioactive isotopes became exposed.

That situation has changed, of course; the number and size of such shipments has

increased tremendously. Changes have been made in the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion's regulations to take care of the larger and more frequent commercial shipments

of radioactive isotopes, and (I think this is important) all the shipments of very potent

materials for reactor development are still either accompanied by representatives of the

.Atomic Energy Commission or the shipments are made under detailed arrangcjnents

with the Bureau of Explosives, so we can keep our finger on them enroute.

Considering the present state of movement of commercial shipments, we considered

it necessary that some means of training transportation people in first aid in emergencies

be developed. We have written, and are distributing, a pamphlet containing an extremely

concise set of instructions which we believe will serve the needs of the transportation

people whenever an accident or fire occurs involving radioactive materials.

This very condensed set of rules is a result of long and studied consideration of every

word that went into it. This little one-page leaflet is available to each of you here,

and more can be obtained by writing the Bureau of Explosives office in New York City,

to meet the need of your railroad.

I didn't expect as many people here. I brought out possibly a hundred of these

leaflets that I would like to distribute, if somebody will pass them around, as far as

they will go. Anyway, there are not enough to go around, so I'll go ahead, and those

who get it can look it over. For those who don't, I will read the pertinent parts.

.\ctually, there are just three major items in this little pamphlet. Items 1 and 2

cover matters that are safety necessities, while Item 3 deals specifically with measures

to keep traffic moving, depending on the nature of the shipment and the extent of the

damage.

I will read Item 1 : "Until further determinations can be made, keep all persons at

least SO ft away. The greatest practicable distance should be maintained under any

condition. Trains or vehicles may be allowed to pass at less than 50 ft if they can do so

without stopping in the suspected area. Pensons not properly protected against radiation

shall not be permitted to approach the vicinity of any place where radioactive material

is considered liable to have been spilled.
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"If the material is involved in fire, avoid breathinp; smoke or fumes. Radioactive

material must not be disposed by submersion or dumping in any body of water, swamp

or marsh."

Let's take a look at that one for a minute.

The first note is, "Until further determinations can be made, keep all persons 50 ft

away." Obviously, from this, it is evident that an atomic explosion is not contemplated,

as you might if you accepted the impression created by some imaginative people in

some pubhshed material. We believe that since this is a radiation hazard, under almost

any conceivable condition, a person 50 ft away from a point where a radioactive material

has been spilled would be safe, at least for the length of time he was likely to be in that

particular area.

However, we go on to say, "The greatest practicable distance should be maintained

under any condition."

Next, because time is such an important factor in radiation exposure, the instruc-

tions state, "Trains and vehicles may be allowed to pass at less than SO ft if it is possible

for them to do so without stopping in the suspected area." After very careful consid-

eration, we believe that anyone, by merely passing on a train, would not be subjected

to dangerous radiation under any conceivable conditions with any type of shipment

that is being transported today. In a passing train, the very minimum distance a person

could be from a wreck would be 5 ft, and then only momentarily on passing, and

he should not be injured.

Actually, one of the bases for argument in putting this in the instruction sheet

was that we thought it better to keep traffic moving than have the trains stop and the

passengers pile out and crowd up around the mishap to see what is happening. We
think the chances of injury, while keeping things moving, are less than in a situation

where curious people are trying to get close to the wreck or fire.

Next, and in our opinion the most important, so that we show it in capital letters

on the instruction sheet
—"Persons not properly protected against radiation should not

be permitted to approach the vicinity of any place where radioactive materials are liable

to have been spilled." This is to protect the uninformed, the curious and the sidewalk

engineers.

Since radioactivity is a nuclear rather than a chemical phenomenon, it is not

destroyed by fires or chemical decontamination, even though the radioactive materials

may change in chemical and/or physical form. In view of this, we have added a warning

to caution people against breathing fumes from fires or spillage involving radioactive

materials.

Further, and of utmost importance to you people, there is a stipulation that radio-

active material shall not be dumped or submerged in bodies of water, swamps or

marshes.

Item 2 on the sheet says, "Report by telegraph or telephone to the Bureau of

Explosives, New York office, or the nearest district inspector of the Bureau of Explosives,

giving all available details." Just consider that for a moment.

Item 2 advises notifying the Bureau office or the nearest Bureau inspector by wire

or phone, giving all available details. This is extremely important. In brief, this is where

the first-aid manual calls for expert assistance.

In order to deal with mishaps involving certain types of radioactive materials, special

equipment, instruments and know-how are absolute necessities. Also, the Bureau staff

has information regarding competent, informed people in various areas who are best
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able to assist and who can be contacted best through the Bureau. Also, the Bureau field

inspectors have been instructed intensively, and have had training to handle accidents

of some severity without waiting for outside help.

Item 3 states that if there is any evidence of damage to the shipping container,

it should be determined as soon as possible:

1. Whether the radioactive material has been exposed or spilled.

2. Whether the outside shipping container has been broken open.

If either of these has happened, it gives some procedure to follow, with details for

each of the general types of shipment.

These instructions are so self-explanatory that it is unnecessary to review them here

in detail. They are a little long, and I think you can read them just as well as I can

discuss them.

Just a few final words and I am through. As you see, we have put together in a

few simple rules the do's and dont's for any presently foreseeable emergency. The future

will probably bring about a need for revision of this pamphlet, but at present it is

adequate.

It must be emphasized that the packing requirements of the Interstate Commerce

regulations for the more potentially dangerous radioative materials—or, in other words,

shipments that are most radioactive—are such that the container is very unlikely to open

accidentally except under extremely severe and unsual impacts. Also, since the containers

of these shipments are enclosed in heavy steel shells or other equally fire-resistant

materials, even if fire should melt the lead shielding, it is not likely to flow from the

outer shell, and would still offer protection to the isotope.

Even accepting the fact that some violations of the ICC regulations are sure to

occur, it would still necessitate a combination of improper packaging and a serious acci-

dent to create a really hazardous situation.

All in all, we believe that the occasion for use of these instructions will be very

few. indeed. However, here they are. We hope ferverently that you will never need

them.

Thank you. [Applause]

Cii.AiRMAN McMullin: Thank you, Dr. McKenna, for a very enlightening and

interesting talk. I'm sure we will all profit very much from your discussion.

Mr. President, that completes our report, but before I leave the speaker's stand,

I want to publicly thank the members of Committee 13, and particularly the subcom-

mittee chairmen, for their sincere cooperation and support during the three years I have

been chairman. It has been a pleasure to have worked with them.

I would now like to introduce the new chairman, but as I mentioned earlier, Mr.

Schudlich of the Northern Pacific is ill, and can't be here. However, I can introduce the

new vice chairman, Mr. D. C. Teal, of the Chesapeake & Ohio. Will you stand up, Mr.

Teal? [Applause]

That completes our report.

President Hedlkv: Thank you, Mr. McMullin. Yours is truly a hard-working

committee. It has taken on a lot of new assignments in recent years in connection with

the change from steam to diesel operation.

This committee is one of the definite examples of the flexibility of the organization

of the .ARE-A. The name of the committee was changed to better fit its current duties,

and its .scope of activities has been definitely expanded. You have responded very well

to the new responsibilities.
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We are glad to welcome Mr. Schudlich, in absentia, as the new chairman, and to

welcome, in person, Mr. Teal, as the new vice chairman. I know that both of these men
are very hard-working members of your committee, and I am sure that under their

direction, the work of the committee will be in good hands in the year ahead.

And, Dr. McKenna, we appreciate your participation in the program this morning,

and your enlightening us on one of the newer problems that confront the railroads.

I am sure that as time goes on, we will receive still more advice from you to our benefit.

The committee is now excused, with the thanks of the Association. [Applause]

Mr. R. J. Stone, vice president-operations, St. Louis-San Franci.sco Railway, chair-

man of Committee 24—Cooperative Relations with Universities—will you and your

committee come to the platform, please?

Discussion on Cooperative Relations with Universities
[For report, see pp. 657-666.]

[President Wm. J. Hedley, presiding.]

Chairman R. J. Stone (Frisco) : Mr. President and gentlemen, the report of Com-

mittee 24, which is published in full in the January Bulletin, 534, beginning on page

657, will be highlighted only by the subcommittee chairmen present, with reference to

their particular assignments. We have cut our reports particularly short, in view of a

special presentation with which we will conclude our report.

Assignment 1—Stimulate Greater Appreciation on the Part of Railway

Managements of :

(a) the importance of bringing into the service selected graduates of

colleges and universities, and

(b) the necessity for providing adequate means for recruiting such grad-

uates and of retaining them in the service by establishing suitable programs

for training and advancement.

Chairman Stone: I will now call on Subcommittee Chairman C. G. Grove, area

engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad, to comment on Assignment 1.

Mr. Grove: Mr. President, members of the Association and guests: The brevity

of my remarks on this subject is not a measure of my interest in it, or the grave im-

portance of the subject.

We are facing a real problem. There is no subject more important to the members
of the American Railway Engineering Association than that of securing young engineers

to choose railroad engineering as a career. In fact, the life blood of this organization,

as well as the future of the railroads, may be said to be dependent upon securing engi-

neering graduates.

Our report—which I hope you will read—covers several phases of the problem
which may be helpful to you in bringing this situation to the attention of your
managements.

President Heoley: Thank you, Mr. Grove.

Assignment 2—Stimulate Among College and University Students a

Greater Interest in the Science of Transportation and Its Importance in the

National Economic Structure, by Cooperating with and Contributing to the

Activities of Student Organizations in Colleges and Universities.

Chairman Stone: Dean Emeritus R. P. Davis of West Virginia University is chair-
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man of the subcommittee covering Assignment 2. Unfortunately, however, he could not

be present to report.

The activities of this subcommittee is covered in the Bulletin.

Assignment 3—Cooperative System of Education, Including Summer
Employment in Railway Service.

Chairman Stone: I will now request Dean 0. W. Eshbach of North Western Uni-

versity to report on Assignment 3.

Dean Eshbach: Mr. President, Mr. Chairman, gentlemen: During the last ten years

industry has gone through a most unfavorable situation in solving the problem of aug-

menting engineering personnel for the development of its business. You have suffered

in the same way. Those who have been relatively successful in this situation have been

largely those who have cooperated either in part-time employment of undergraduate

and graduate students, those who have made attempts to provide for graduate educa-

tion of particularly able young men, and those who have participated—small as the

percentage is—in the cooperative system of education.

Last year, your committee, calling attention to the SOth anniversary of the establish-

ment of this system of cooperative education at Cincinnati, published a summary of its

origin and its development, and also a summary of the methods in which the schools

now participating in the program operate.

It has been the practice of Committee 24 to meet once a year on a college campus

and last October this committee met with the Illinois Institute of Technology as its host.

At this meeting there was presented, more in detail, the features of the cooperative plan

as administred there, by Mr. R. D. Meade. By request, a summary of this report, giving

the details, was published in Bulletin 534 for your information.

President Hedley: Thank you. Dean Eshbach.

Assignment 4—The Role of Engineering Technicians in the Railroad

Field.

Ch.airm.an Stone: We will now hear from Subcommittee Chairman D. W. Tilman,

principal assistant engineer, Baltimore & Ohio, in connection with Assignment 4.

Mr. Tilman: Mr. President, friends: Committee 24 has taken on a new assignment

for study entitled "The Ro'e of Engineering Technicians in the Railroad Field."

An engineering technician is a young man who has received an intensive, highly

practical short course in the fundamentals of engineering. He would be trained to work

with and assist professional engineers in such duties as drafting, surveying, testing, inspect-

ing, statistics and many other subprofessional activities. With experience he might be

expected to rise to many supervisory-level activities.

.A partial relief of the shortage of the engineers on the railroads can be brought about

by utilization of the talents of available engineering technicians. There are many fully

accredited institutes in various parts of the country which are turning out such specially

trained men.

You are urged to read the committee's report and give consideration to the employ-

ment of engineering technicians.

Prh^sident Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Tilman.

Chairman Stone: At this time I want to express my thanks to all of the subcom-

mittee chairmen, not only for their very fine reports but also for the splendid support

and cooperation they have unfailingly accorded me fhiring my chairmanship of Commit-
tee 24.
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Last October we had a committee meeting at the Illinois Institute of Technology,

and at that time were presented with a very fine address. Consequently, we decided to

ask the speaker to present his talk as a feature of this convention. His talk concerns

primarily the recruitment of engineering personnel.

I refer to Earl C. Kubicek, director of alumni relations and placement at Illinois

Institute of Technology. He has a background of 12 years with the Milwaukee Road,

and I think we are extremely fortunate in being able to hear him give his views on the

recruitment of engineers. At this time I would like to present Mr. Earl C. Kubicek.

Engineers in the Marketplace

By Earl C. Kubicek
Director of Alumni Relations, Illinois Institute of Technology

A considerable amount of printers ink has been used during the past several years

in discussing the importance of adding high-calibre young men to companies' payrolls

and delving into the matter of recruitment of these persons from American colleges and

universities.

The search for talent is unceasing. The paramount position of the college campus

in this talent search is recognized by more and more companies.

It is my intention to discuss with you some points bearing on the matter, such as:

What is being done to make possible a sufficient number of scientifically trained

personnel? What is being done, by industry, with the products of engineering colleges?

What is being done, by business, to hold the personnel they already have and what is

being done to attract others to their employment? What about the supply of engineers?

In 195S, according to the best estimates of the Engineering Manpower Commission,

the need for new engineers on both civilian and military projects was placed at between

45,000 and 70,000. There were some 24,000 engineering graduates from colleges and

universities that year. Enrollment figures indicate that we can anticipate graduating

some 28,000 engineers in 1958, 31,000 in 1960 and 35,000 in 1964.

I had the opportunity several years ago to make a study of some 3,000 of our

alumni, graduate engineers, using the five-year periods beginning with 1949 and going

back 25 years. I found that, with a minimum of 52 percent of any given class reporting,

a definite pattern showed up at a period ten years out of college.

Engineers were moving from what might be termed "pure engineering'' into "super-

visory," "management" or "sales." This pattern became more pronounced at the 15, 20

and 25 year periods. In the latter instance I found no alumni as "pure engineers." They

were in responsible management positions in American industry, or owned their own

businesses.

This trend gives rise to thoughts on the matter of the hopes, ambitions and util-

izations of engineers in American industry. Last year the National Society of Professional

Engineers made a most comprehensive study with respect to engineers and their places

in industry—a study which covered some 1,300 engineers.

The Society found the "typical engineer" to be 35 years old, in engineering for

nine years with time out for military service, and employed by his present employer

—

a large manufacturing company—for si.x years. He supervises five other persons, does

most of his work in the office but does go out occasionally into the field.

Are these "typical engineers" happy? The Society's study showed 75 percent planned

to shift to other fields if the opportunity presented itself. The most popular field of inter-
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est was that of consulting engineer, with engineering administration, general administra-

tion and sales engineering following closel\' behind in that order.

Why the interest in mo\ing --other than the natural human urge for change?

The study showed that about S7 percent currently in non-technical positions would

prefer an assignment with technical engineering responsibilities if the opportunities for

advancement were commensurate.

The basic complaint on the part of the engineer, however, was not remuneration.

He was supposed to think of himself as a professional man and as a member of the

management team. He was expected to display proper loyalty towards management,

yet he received little reciprocation, on the part of management, in being allowed to

participate in policies or decisions for the company. Could it be that lack of utilization

of the team's full potential is aggravating an already serious problem?

The Committee's study of some 500 companies with 3,948 plants located throughout

the country and the employment level of some 106,000 engineers, found that despite

the high demand for the services of engineers, some companies were using engineering

graduates at relatively unimportant jobs—jobs which would be satisfactorily handled by

non-professional help.

However, the study did uncover the fact that 85 percent of the engineering staffs

of the companies studied were spending three quarters of their time in technical engineer-

ing work. Much of the routine work formerly thought of as "engineering work," such

as routine drafting, designing, changing of drawings, collecting and correlating data, is

now being channeled to subordinate personnel, leaving the creating work for the men
trained to do it.

In a recent study, "How to Attract and Hold Engineering Talent," management

had its say with respect to the engineering profession. Eighty-eight percent of the man-

agement executives indicated that their engineers had an adequate knowledge of the

fundamentals of engineering science, but 62 percent felt their engineers did not have a

proper professional attitude.

Eighty-five percent said they had tried to instill a professional attitude into their

engineering staff but 55 percent did not offer any type of training program to lit the

junior engineer for more responsible positions. Sixty percent of those replying did not

make any distinction between procedures applying to engineers and to non-professional

personnel in their employ. Ninety-three percent of the replies indicated that engineering

staff members were given time off, without loss of pay, for outside professional activities

and 42 percent said that the company actually pays the initiation dues for their engineers

wishing to participate in professional societies.

What, in the eyes of management, were some of the main reasons for mortality

among their engineering staffs? They were: 1. Insufficient salary (33 percent) ; 2. loca-

tion of work (14 percent) ; 3. personality clashes (14 percent) ; 4. lack of opportunity

for steady advancement (12 percent); 5. boredom with routine work (11 percent);

6. lack of professional recognition (9 percent); and 7. The feeling of insecurity (7

percent)

.

Fourteen-hundred engineers, currently employed in industry, according to the above

mentioned survey, were asked the question: ''Do you believe engineers' interest are

strengthened, economically or otherwise, by membership in collective bargaining

organizations?"

Thirty-four percent answered in the affirmative and 60 percent in the negative.

This matter of engineering unions is a highly complex and controversial subject, and

it is not our intent or purpose to examine the subject except to further explain that the
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j^'ioup, mentioned above and expressing a pro-union opinion were without any actual

experience with labor organization. Only 6 percent were employed in plants which had

collective bargaining organizations lor professional engineers. Only half that number

belonged to unions.

In a study reported on in Civil Engineering for November 195,5, the American

Society for Civil Engineers, whose membership numbers 17,000, of which 9,000 are

under 40 years of age, and over 7,500 are non-supervisory, found that in response to

the question, "Are you opposed to collective bargaining?", they elicitated a response

from 25.1 percent who thought that collective bargaining would be advantageous to

them and 74.9 percent who thought otherwise. Of the 25.1 percent who favored collec-

tive bargaining groups, 95.S percent would consider professional bargaining groups while

4.2 percent favored a labor union.

My discussion, to this point, has been on the subject of the engineer currently em-

ployed. What about the matter of securing additional engineers for America's growing

industry? Like the sale of your products or services, you must have the proverbial "bird

in the hand" before you can tell your story.

You've heard, possibly, of the unnamed company who lost half of their college

recruiters to other companies while on the road. Then there is the hoary storj' of the

also unnamed company who offered to hire the entire graduating class of engineers of

an unnamed college.

Inasmuch as quotas for recruits continue to rise, companies are intensifying their

recruitment efforts and examining closely techniques and methods which will insure

their securing, if not all they need in the matter of manpower, at least enough to allow

some measure of expansion.

The Engineering Manpower Commission figures that the total need for graduate

engineers is rising about live times the rate of population growth—about 9 percent

annually. The post-war low, insofar as engineering graduates is concerned, was in 1954.

There was approximately a 5 percent increase in 1955. Even with steady increases in

percentages of engineering graduates, it will be a long time before any appreciable num-

ber are available for long-term industrial indoctrination programs.

Industry now has a partner in the business of recruitment of the young engineering

graduate—the Armed Forces. Currently eight out of every ten graduate engineers have

not had their military service and are apparently subject to call.

This call may not occur immediately but will occur within a year or two after

graduation. Thus, continuous service with an employer in this case is out of the question

for the graduate, through no fault of his own.

Experience, however, has proven than 80 percent of engineering graduates, hired

at the time of graduation and prior to their induction into the Armed Forces, return to

their company after the completion of their military service. The matter of hiring college

graduates, with or without military service, is just a matter of good business. It should

be pointed out, at this point, that no college placement officer will allow discrimination

among the graduates on the part of industry.

Five years ago when the potential number of engineering graduates was steadily

declining, a survey of 135 well known companies located throughout the country revealed

that they wou!d be looking for 3,700 engineers in all categories. The following year,

1952, they estimated that their needs would be 4,200 engineering graduates.

By the time 1952 was at hand they had raised their needs to 4,900 and their esti-

mated need for 1953 to 5,646. They hoped in 1954 in spite of the fact that this repre-

sented the post-war low in the number of engineering graduates available for employ-
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ment, to find 6,178 engineering graduates. This upward spiral has and is continuing.

The percentage of increase of engineering graduates cannot keep pace with it.

If you, as a representative of American industry, stop and analyze the situation

carefully you'll soon come to the conclusion that it is a tribute to the young graduate

engineer that he's able to maintain anything like equilibrium in the face of today's

manpower market.

The potiential graduate has to pay close attention to the main reason for his being

in college—his education. He also has to prepare himself for the end in view—employ-

ment in American industry. The colleges and universities are, therefore, seecking to assist

their undergraduates as well as graduate students by developing highly organized place-

ment organizations for the mutual benefit of their students as well as business.

The college placement officer in charge of the placement operations of one of today's

colleges, spends a considerable amount of time, thought and effort in trying to insure

that the graduate, as well as the company representative, meet under the most congenial

conditions and know as much about each other as possible. While it was published

several years ago—March 1949, to be exact—the "Code of Ethics of Interviewing Pro-

cedures", which appeared in the Journal of Engineering Education, Vol. .^9, Xo. 7, is

still a basic concept of the problem. This code was derived through the joint efforts of

industrial and collegiate representatives and hence represents both points of view. The

code places the following responsibilities upon the undergraduates taking personal

interviews with representatives of industry

:

1. Adequate preparation for a company interview by the reading of company litera-

ture available to him through the college placement office.

2. Attendance at such meetings as may be arranged for him, by his college place-

ment officer, on behalf of the company in question.

3. Not to accept personnel interviews with industry representatives after he, the

student, has signified his intention of accepting employment with som? company who

has previously visited the campus.

4. To use care in filling out company personnel forms.

5. To make his decision regarding employment far enough ahead of the date of hi.-;

commencement so that the company, in turn, can make its plans.

0. To conduct himself in a business-like manner during interviewing.

What are the responsibilities of industry in this matter of college recruiting? .Among

the points outlined were:

1. The responsibility of industry in contacting the college placement officer early

in the fall preceeding the normal establishment of personal interviewin;,' schedules for

the campus.

2. Notification of students, at least two weeks following the date of persona! inter-

views on campus, as to whether or not they are acceptable to the company lor

employment.

3. The company to provide the college placement office with an adequate amount of

^uitable literature for distribution to graduates prior to the date of personal interviews.

4. .\ regular program of personal interviews to be conducted on the college campuses

through their college placement offices, during the "lean" as well as the "fat" years.

This last point mentioned is also called "consistency" and is something that industry

is learning the hard way. There are few industrial organizations who do not regularly

employ a few persons each year, and they are fa.st finding that their regular visits to

college campuses pay dividends.
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The industrial giant as well as its smaller "kissin' cousin" in business is included in

this program, for whether the annual employment problem is thousands or half a dozen,

the basic fact remains—a company can expect to find on the college campus the highest

concentration to be found anywhere of persons with ability. If a company prides itself

on needing persons of more than ordinary ability to satisfactorily operate, the conclusion

is obvious.

The young man who has spent a minimum of four years under the mental discipline

of the college world and is now ready for graduation is most apt to be a person of

character as well as intellectually capable of growth. He has lived, in many instances,

under the discipline at a personal sacrifice. He's observed the rules.

This matter of consistency in college recruiting is just a matter of common sense.

What company would think of holding its sales force back? Why, then, should it hold

its college recruiting organizations in check when they feel they've reached the "soft"

periods? That which has been built up in the matter of "customer knowledge" on the

campus can soon be dissipated by long time intervals between recruiting visits. "Skip

interviewing" as we know it, is one of the most foolish form of dollar-saving by industry.

It's an expensive way of saving.

A decade ago college recruiting was a casual business. Dropping b_\- the college

campus was normal. "Looking over a few of the boys" was usual. The approach to the

matter of literature was just about as haphazard. Few booklets were sent to the college

placement office or the students. Indeed, few company brochures were available. The

personal interview probably followed no pattern beyond getting "a line" on the applicant.

Perhaps the graduate heard from the company after the interview—most likely not. Some-

times he was invited for a plant visit—at his own expense.

How does a company set about determining the number of college graduates to be

recruited in any given year? There are, obviously, many formulas. Some answers given

us were:

1. The quota set depends upon budget.

2. Determined by growth of the company.

3. The rate of retirement.

4. A fixed number is recruited each year.

5. The quota is a percentage of the total payroll.

Writing in a recent issue of the Chemical and Engineering News, Mr. Richard S.

Ohrbrock of Proctor & Gamble Co., said in part: "The initial interview is a 'get-together

session.' The meeting between the graduate and the company representative is, in gen-

eral, a way for the company representative to get the basic facts and impressions which

will enable him to decide whether or not to take the interview to the second stage—that

of the company or plant visit."

Mr. Ohrbrock also made another ob.servation in his article, "Interviewing the College

Graduate," which can be confirmed by any college placement officer in the country. He
said, "The college recruiter represents his company on the campus." Little thought is

necessary to reach the conclusion that it is very important for a company to pick the

"right man" to represent them if they, in turn, are interested in securing only the best.

The company representative must be able to "talk the language" of the college

officers and the students. To the graduates, the company representative IS the company.

To a considerable extent the first impression of the company is gained by the grad-

uate through their meeting with its representatives. This representative must know his

company as intimately as possible.
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He must know the activities of the division or departments for which he is recruit-

ing. The judgement of the company representative in screening graduates and his ability

in interesting them in his company will have more than a little to do with the company's

future. If the company representative is empowered to hire, as is sometimes the case,

his position assumes even more importance in today's picture.

An interview with the vice president might impress the graduate—but the vice

president is not always the right person to talk to the potential graduate. Some com-

panies use "ex-trainees" while others use alumni of the college as their company represen-

tatives. An even greater percentage use engineers from their organization when inter-

viewing at engineering colleges.

VV^hile April and May were, in the past, the usual months for campus visits, recruit-

ing nowadays is a year-around activity for probably 10 percent of industry. A quarter

of it spends seven months of the year in this field.

The average college interview is relatively short in duration— 15, 20 minutes or

half hour in duration. It should always be supplemented by well-prepared literature on

the company and its products. The graduate, in reading the company literature, is often

able to get an overall impression about the company that may not be gained in a short

personal interview.

There are, in general, two types of company literature currently available in the

field of college recruiting. One is the comprehensive type such as company catalogs,

annual reports, company magazines and literature which is geared directly to college

recruitment.

It describes some of the things included in the "general type" literature but also

deals in the intangibles, such as the meaning of employment with the company for the

young graduate—a trend in looking at the company through the eyes of the young
applicant.

We know the obvious—that in times of full employment the individual becomes as

selective as does the company when the reverse economic situation holds. The individual

engineering graduate is human, and it is certainly flattering to feel that you are needed.

Today's graduates can afford to be selective—and should be. This situation, insofar

as it is given to us to see, will hold true for some time to come. Discounting the certain

number of individuals who will take advantage of the situation, today's engineering

graduate is taking a healthy, sober view of the whole employment .scene and conducting

himself accordingly.

He's going to have several offers prior to graduation. The exact number of these

offers is, in our opinion, something that no one with certainty can give in terms other

than estimates, and these should be taken with a grain of salt.

What are the criteria usually employed in college recruitment by industry ? The

pattern will include such factors as: 1. The interview creates a favorable impression.

2. He has energy. .S. He is mentally alert. 4. He is emotionally mature. .5. He presents

evidence of good judgement in discussing pa.st activities and future plans. 6. The com-

pany representative gains the impression that the graduate has a growth potential insofar

as the company is concerned.

These factors are equally applicable to the modest-size company in search of a few

men as to the large national or international organization in search of many. In summa-
tion there are probably three qualities that stand out when industry vi.sits the college

campus in .search of personnel: personality, character and intellectual quality.

For most companies, manufacturing as well as non-manufacturing, character stands

first and foremost. A composite picture will place character first with intellectual qual-
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ities and personality following closely behind. Attitude ranks fourth, physical condition

fifth, and then appearance. Appearance is obviously more important for a sales engineer

than for a research physicist.

How has the American engineering college prepared the young graduate for a place

in industry ? They have tried to make him fully cognizant of at least three important

points: 1. That he recognize the relation of the theory that he has learned in the class-

room and the laboratory to the solution of the practical problems that he will meet in

everyday business life after graduation, and he must master the methods of using theory

in their solution. 2. He must appreciate the complexity of the economic factors that play

such a dominant part in the problems of industry. 3. He must understand the character,

complexity and the importance of the human relationship involved in everyday business

activities and know how to cope with them.

This is rather a large order to be accomplished in a very limited period of time.

Today's engineering course is four years in length. There are a few, and only a few

instances, of an engineering curriculum of five years. The engineering college thinks, in

the main, of providing the young engineer with something akin to the clinical and hos-

pital internship of the young doctor through a program of part-time, summer and co-

operative education. None of these will, in themselves, answer all the questions but will,

in their cumulative effect, assist materially.

The engineering college has sought to implant in the minds of their graduates the

seed, the desire for further education subsequent to commencement. It has not and never

will be possible to give the undergraduate all the work that all the persons believe he

should have.

Writing in the New York Professional Engineer recently, Mr. Ronald S. Smith,

vice president of the M. W. KeHogg Co., said:

"Industry and education must now bear the joint responsibility for the furtherance

of the engineering profession as a whole. It is up to industry, however, to provide the

additional incentive that makes the concept (that a professional man's education is

never ended) realistic from the moment the graduate enters the organization. Industry

has generally adopted the indoctrination programs and cadet courses as a means of

introducing the graduate into its midst."

Few companies expect their young engineers to become immediately productive.

The cost of training to the company cannot, with any degree of certainty, be measured

by any known yardstick. Some companies estimate spending .fS,000 to ^8,000 on each

graduate before he becomes productive.

How they can arrive at such a definite figure is rather difficult to ascertain. What is

individual productivity ?

Companies following the doctrine, outlined by Mr. Smith, seem to be most successful

at my college, Illinois Institute of Technology, in that training programs stand high in

the graduate list of preferences. The majority place "Type of Work" as their number-one

reason for accepting employment with industry. The second reason is "Previous Affilia-

tion." This includes such factors as summer employment, part-time employment, family

affiliation with the company, etc. Salary and location are not important—it means that

all things considered equal, salary is not THE important thing assigned to it by unin-

formed companies.

We made the statement that, all things considered, salary would not be the important

factor in the choice of a graduate in a company. We have also found in studies that a $25

differential either wav will not make too much difference. It should be understood that
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in all instances we are discussing salaries based upon a 40-hour week and with not mori'

than one year's work experience gained through summer and/or part-time work.

Base salaries with industry are one thing and starting salaries are something else,

inasmuch as there are increments of possible increase above and beyond the established

base salary. There are factors that provide for additional additives to the base salary

for positions requiring previous employment, military service, class standing, out-of-

town employment, positions requiring travel, marriage, etc.

In 1956 our overall engineering average was ^i24 per month. The department aver-

ages varied last year as they do every year. Some went as high as our average for the

electrical engineering department of $461 in the June 1956 class.

We have generally found that there is an annual increase of $10 to $15 per year

per class, and we see no reason why this will stop even though it is causing a great

deal of difficulty among the younger alumni of any given college in industry. The

present median annual salary for the class of 1949 five years out of our college is

$6,000. The average starting salary of this class, at the time of graduation, was $295

per month.

My office arranged for 2,425 personal interviews between individual members of

our classes of January and June 1056, and representatives of industry for an average

of 7^ interviews per graduate.

It is not anticipated that this will diminish nor wi'I it greatly increase, .since we limit

the number of companies interviewing at any given time on campus. It is our belief that

every effort should be made to make the interviewing period one in which the company

and the individual graduate secure the utmost benefit. Mass interviewing does not, in our

opinion, lend itself to this end.

The ninth annual McGraw-Hill Survey of Business Plans found, for the year 1056,

that American industry planned to spend about $5.5 billion for research and develop-

ment and expected to expand their expenditures for these activities to $6.,^ billion in

1959. The planned expenditure for 1956 represented about 48 percent increase over that

of 1953 alone.

Nearly one-third of the employees of the General Electric Company are working

on products not manufactured by the company less than 20 years ago. The Corning

Glass Company estimates three-fourth of its income in 1955 from products new since

1040. The General Foods Company reports 16 percent of its sales three years ago were

of products developed since World War II.

With this sort of thing in mind, is it any wonder that there is tremendous demand

for the scientifically and technically trained mind? Business to progress is still dependent

upon the trained mind, and the colleges and universities of the country invite industry to

t)Ccome partners, with them, in education, [.Applause]

Chairman Stone: Thank you very much, Mr. Kubicek, for a very enlightening and

interesting address. I'm sure that all of us in the railroad industry will benefit from your

ideas and suggestions.

Mr. President, that completes the presentation by Committee 24, but I want to intro-

duce at this lime the new chairman of our committee, Mr. W. H. Huffman, assistant engi-

neer of maintenance, Chicago and \orth Western Railway. [.Applau-'^e] And our new

vice chairman, Mr. W. W. Hay, profe.ssor of railway civil engineering at the University

of Illinois. (Applause]
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I know they will receive the same enthusiastic support and assistance that I have

received both from members of Committee 24 and the officers of the Association. Thank

you very much.

President Hedlev: Thank you, Mr. Stone. Your committee carries forward a very

important phase of the work of the Association, and has made a number of important

contributions in the interests of the railways during the three years of your chairmanship,

but we know there is still much to do.

We welcome to the unfinished job the new chairman, Mr. Huffman, and the new

vice chairman. Professor Hay.

We are particularly happy today to have Mr. Kubicek jjive us information on the

important matter of attracting young men to our industry. On behalf of the Association,

I want to thank you, Mr. Kubicek.

The committee is excused with the thanks of the Association. [.Applausel

The ne.xt committee to report is Committee 7—Wood Bridges and Trestles. This is

the first of a series of reports on structures and materials. Mr. W. C. Howe, engineer

bridges and buildings, Bessemer & Lake Erie, is chairman of the committee. Will Mr.

Howe and his committee come to the platform ?

Unfortunately, Mr. Howe was not able to be here last year to make a presentation

of his committee report. We are very happy to have him with us today. Mr. Howe, you

may proceed.

Discussion on Wood Bridges and Trestles
[For report, see pp. 667-681.]

[President Wm. J. Hedley presiding.]

Chairman W. C. Howe (B&LE): Mr. President, members and guests: Your com-

mittee is reporting on four of six assignments as published in Bulletin 534, January 1957,

pages 667 to 681, incl. The committee invites comments or criticisms from the floor on

each of the subjects presented.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Chairman Howe; In the absence of Subcommittee Chairman Milton Jarrell, assistant

engineer of bridges and buildings, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, the report on Assignment 1

will be presented by Mr. W. B. Mackenzie, bridge engineer, St. Louis-San Francisco

Railway, a member of the committee.

Mr. Mackenzie: Your committee recommends that Tables 1 to 4, incl.. Manual

pages 7-2-18 to 7-2-22, incl., showing comparison of unit stresses in open and ballasted

deck trestles, be reapproved without change. I so move.

[Vice President McBrian assumed the chair.]

Vice President McBrian: Is there a second to the motion ?

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 2—Grading Rules and Classification of Lumber for Railway

Uses; Specifications for Structural Timber, Collaborating with Other Organ-
izations Interested.

Chairman Howe: The report on Assignment 2 will be presented by Subcommittee

Chairman C. H. Newlin, engineer of bridges, Eastern Lines, Southern Railway System.

Mr. Newlin: Mr. President, fellow members and guests: In 1952 your committee

presented as information a specification for structural lumber which made reference to

the specifications or grading rules of the several regional lumber associations for the
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grading of structural lumber. This specification has been revised, anrl is now presented

for adoption as Manual material.

On Table 1 of the report, under Note .'> E, the modulus of elasticity is given in

thousands of pounds per inch fourth. To be consistent with other places in the Manual,

the unit should be shown as thousands of pounds per square inch,

I move that the present ''Specifications for Structural Timbers," pages 7-1-12 to

7-1-31, incl., and the "Notes on the Use of Stress Grades," pages 7-\-M to 7-l-.^6, incl.,

be deleted and that the proposed "Specifications for Structural Lumber" be adopted and

published in the Manual.

[The motion was regularly seconded.]

Vice President McBrian: Is there any discussion?

Question: Both of the industrial grading rules include allowable stresses. Are these

stresses approved?

Mr. Newlin: No, we are recommending only that the grading rules be used for

ordinary structural lumber. We have made our own analysis of these rules, and recom-

mend stresses for them. In many cases they do equal the industry's recommendations

for the same conditions of loading, but in some cases they are considerably different.

[The motion was put to a vote, and carried.!

Assignment 3—Specifications for Design of Wood Bridges and Trestles.

Ch..urm.\n Howe: Report on Assignment 3 will be presented by Subcommittee

Chairman S. L. Goldberg, structural engineer. Northern Pacific Railway.

Mr. Goldberg: Mr. President, members of the Association, and guests:

Your committee is submitting for reapproval with revisions, the Specifications for

Design of Wood Bridges and Trestles for Railway Loading.

Many of the recommended revisions are editorial in nature. The main revision to

this specification is in Table 1, which is necessary because of the elimination of the .AREA

grading rules and the substitution therefor of the grading rules of the lumber industry's

agencies publishing rules for the various species of wood.

This brings the specifications more in line with present-da\ practice and sti\es the

further purpose of allowing a more economical procurement of lumber.

Control over these industry rules is maintained by this committee by regulating the

allowable working unit stresses for any grade and species.

Mr. President, I move that the Specifications for Design of Wood Bridges and

Trestles for Railway Loading, Manual pages 7-2-1 to 7-2-17, incl., be reapproved with

the revisions listed in this committee's report as published in Bulletin .>.'4.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 6—Design of Timber-Concrete Composite Decks, Collab-

orating with Committee 8.

Cii.MKM.Ax Howe: The report on .A.ssignment will be pre.^^ented by Subcommittee

Chairman W. .\. Oliver, professor of civil engineering, University of Illinois.

Prof. Oliver: Mr. President, Mr. Howe, members of the Association: Assignment 6

deals with the design of timber-concrete composite decks. Actually, perhaps we should

have defined this as timber-concrete, timber-steel composite decks, because these struc-

tures become a composite of timber and .steel over the supports of continuous structures.

Your subcommittee reports progress this year, and submits a description of the con-

ventional design procedures used with these timber-concrete decks.
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The report discusses very briefly the assumptions and approximations made in the

standard design procedures.

The subcommittee eventually proposes to submit typical desi^ins for inclusion in the

Manual, as an addition to a revamped drawing of the overhead wood highwax' bridge,

now found opposite page 7-M-4, Recommended Practice for Overhead Highway Bridges,

presently in the Manual.

Are there any comments or questions concerning this report ?

T. C. SiiEDD (University of Illinois): I'd like to ask whether the railroads are making

use of this composite timber and concrete construction.

Prof. Oliver: Mr. Chairman, Mr. W. D. Keeney, of the American Wood Preservers

Institute, is best able of any of the members of our subcommittee to answer this question,

and I am going to ask him to do that at this time.

W. D. Keeney: Gentlemen, this design has been used for a large number of highway

bridges, including many overhead highway bridges over railroads. However, it has not

been used for railroad loading because, to date, sufficient study has not been given to any

shear connection between the timber and the concrete to take care of the heavy locomo-

tive loadings or other loadings on a railroad bridge.

Prof. Oliver: Thank you, Mr. Keeney.

Are there any other questions? If not, Mr. Chairman, this constitutes the report

of the subcommittee.

Vice President McBrian: Thank you. It will be received as information.

Assignment 4—Methods of FireprooBng Wood Bridges and Trestles,

Including Fire-Retardant Paints, Collaborating with Committees 6 and 17

and with the Fire Protection and Insurance Section, AAR.

Chairman Howe: In connection with our Assignment 4 we are presenting a special

feature. Subcommittee Chairman B. E. Daniels, division engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee,

St. Paul and Pacific Railroad, will introduce the speaker.

B. E. Daniels: Mr. Chairman, members and guests: Committee 7 has as one of its

assignments the study of fire-retardant coatings for application to timber bridges. The

current phase of this study is being carried out at the AAR Research Center under the

direction of Mr. S. K. Coburn, chemical engineer.

In connection with his research, Mr. Coburn and the AAR were invited to par-

ticipate in a recent A-bomb test conducted by the Atomic Energy Commission and the

Federal Civil Defense Administration at the Nevada test site, on May 5, 1955. Because

the results of these tests are of significance in connection with the burning characteristics

of wood, the committee felt that Mr. Coburn's observations would be of broad interest.

I am pleased to present Mr. Coburn, who will talk on the subject of fire-retardant

coating research and AAR participation in A-bomb studies.

Fire-Retardant Coating Research, and AAR Participation

in A-Bomb Studies

By S. K. Coburn
Chemical Engineer, Engineering Division, AAR

Mr. President, members of the AREA and guests: It is a pleasure to have this

opportunity to discuss with you some of the progress being made on our assignment.

Man has lived so long with the threat of fire that he has assumed a resigned

attitude to the inevitable, after assuring himself that he has taken all reasonable precau-

tions to prevent fire from attacking his timber structures.
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Our assignment, in brief, was to carry out necessary experimental work to facilitate

the writing of specifications covering the performance characteristics of fire-retardant

coating materials which may be recommended for use on preserved timber structures

normally subject to a wide variety of fires.

For the past five years the chemical engineering staff at the Research Center under

Mr. Magee has been engaged in developing fundamental information pertaining to the

burning characteristics of treated timber. This information, combined with the valuable

field data secured some four years ago through the controlled burning of full-scale

replica bridge sections by members of the bridge and treating departments of the Santa

Fe. has helped supply us with a clearer conception of the nature of preserved timber fires.

Analytical tools in the form of a fire test cabinet have been developed as were the means

for instantaneous recording of temperatures as it relates to the interior of a timber

specimen, whether it be bare or painted. With the help of these instruments enough

experimental data were accumulated by 1056 so that it was possible to develop a more

detailed picture of the behavior of treated wood when subjected to a "standard" fire

in the fire test cabinet. Periodic progress reports highlighting some of the laboratory

work have appeared in the ARE.A Bulletins covering this committee's activities. Due to

the shortage of time only a brief scanning of this story is possible; however, the bulk

of the experimental work and related discussion will appear in the next issue of the .^REA

Bulletin carrying this committee's report.

With the help of these and other techniques we have been able to establish our first

basic conclusion ; namely, that, in accordance with the experience of investigators at the

Underwriters Laboratories, proper evaluation of protective coating materials must be

carried out on wood specimens which approach as closely as possible the kind of sub-

strate the coating material will be called on to protect in field service. Toward this end

a project was carried out at the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory to treat some 800

specimens of carefully selected southern yellow pine and Douglas fir, under empty cell

and full cell conditions, with creosote, 60:40 mixtures of creosote and coal tar and a

50:50 mixture of creosote and petroleum. The specimens were treated to have retentions

ranging between 10 and 40 lb of preservative per cubic foot. All experimental data have

been derived from these carefully treated specimens.

The fire test cabinet, as presently constituted with accompanying temperature record-

ing instruments, is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows a specimen being burned. A typical coat-

ing system with accessory holding materials to facilitate adhesion as well as the manner
in which the thermocouples are inserted is shown in Fig. 3. Figs. 4 and 5 picture the

condition of a pair of coatings which failed in the fire test cabinet. In 16-hr cycles ultra-

violet light, representing the destructive rays of sunlight, accompanied by intermittent

streams of water, are allowed to play on a painted specimen surface at a temperature

of 140 deg F. Such exposure represents an attempt at accelerated weathering in an instru-

ment called a Weatherometer. It is possible in a general way to rapidly differentiate

between coatings which are likely to fail in normal weathering service. Fig. 6 illustrates

the condition of a paint which failed after 500 hr in the Weatherometer. Fig. 7 illustrates

the condition of- a pair of specimens which had been coated with different materials and
exposed in the Weatherometer for 1,000 hr prior to burning. Fig. 8 shows a front view
of one of them. These specimens carried a high retention of preservative. Originally the

protective coating systems performed adequately. Fig. indicates the reason for carrying

out these detailed studies. Information of this type has been extreqiely helpful in pin-

pointing the personality characteristics of the various types of timber used in bridge

(Continued oti poi^r 1175}
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Fig. 1—Fire test cabinet with recording equipment.

Fig. 2—Specimen subject to flames. Fig. 3—Specimen showing thermo-
couples and fastening aids.
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Fig. 4—Example of coating which
fractured during fire.

Fig. 5—Example of complete
destruction of coating.
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Fig. 6—Appearance ot paint after 500-hr exposure m Weatherometer.
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Fig. 7 (left)—Comparison of burned and unburned specimens after

coating and char are removed.

Fig. 8 (center)—Front view of burned specimen after coating
and char removal.

Fig. 9 (right)—Weight loss incurred by burning southern yellow pine

(SYP) specimens containing creosote (C), creosote: coal tar (CT), and
creosote: petroleum (CP) mixtures at retentions of 30, 20, and 10 lb per

cu ft one month after treatment.

Fig. 10—Piling coated with fire-retardant paint facing A-Bomb
shot tower at distance of 6800 ft.
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Fig. 11—Inspection of piling with Geiger counter for radiation effects.

construction, and provides the kind of data the paint formuiator requires in order to

proceed intelligently in his phase of product development.

As a result of our investigations in this field we were invited to participate in Opera-

tion Cue. This was the name given to the A-Bomb test which was designed to allow a

cross section of American industry, the Red Cross and the Federal Civil Defense Admin-

istration to develop basic information in.sofar as their individual interests were con-

cerned. With the railroads operating over more than 1800 miles of timber trestles com-
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Fig. 12—Appearance of black-pigmented fire-retardant paint.

prising some 40 percent of the total number of bridge structures, and because of the

relatively low test costs involved, it was decided to accept the invitation and participate

in Operation Cue. Typical of the other organizations participating were RCA and Mo-

torola radio firms, Mellon Institute, Lovelace Clinic, National Canners Association,

American Institute of Architects, Edison Electric Institute, lumber manufacturer asso-

ciations. Ford Motor Company, American Association of Textile Colorists and Chemists

and some 200 other groups carrying out 65 different studies.
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Fig. 14—Burned area on frontal surface only illustrates linear direction
of radiation wave.

After one ten-thousandth of a second the temperature is estimated to be 540,000

deg F.

Heat comprises one-third the energy of the bomb.

Colors in the sky are due to reaction of nitrogen and oxygen forming the brown
oxides of nitrogen ; whereas the purples are due to shifting of electrons within the nucleus

of the atoms of the various elements destroyed.

Nuclear radiation is serious only during the first 90 sec following the blast, thereafter

the fallout dust is the main source of danger.

Radiation is measured in roentgens; exposure to 600 will result in death, absorption

of 200 will make one ill, blood changes occur when one is exposed to 25 to SO roentgens

as compared to the 0.1 roentgen one is exposed to when taking an ordinary x-ray.

[The motion picture was then shown, with commentary by Mr. Coburn.]
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Chairman Howe: Thank you, Mr. Coburn, for a very interesting talk. Mr. Chair-

man, do we have time for questions? I'm sure Mr. Coburn would be ti\ad to answer

any questions that mip;hl come from the floor on the subject.

H. C. MiNTEER (Milwaukee Road): During his discussion, Mr. Coburn showed a

slide showing the loss in weight for various amounts of treatment. Could you tell us

anything about how this loss in weight would give you information as to the quality

of the resistant paint ?

Mr. Coburn: Yes. In looking for criteria for evaluation, we found that the loss in

weight was the most reproducible measure avaiial)le. .Also, the loss in weight related to

loss in strength by the formulas with which you are familiar, and al.so loss in toxicity.

We found in our work—when we were just fishing, you might say—that if you were

to take two pieces of timber, one of which had about 10 lb of oil and the other about

20 lb, if you exposed the lO-Ih timber to a constant, 5-min fire, it would burn, perhaps.

10 min, and the 20-lb timber might burn for better than J/ hr. We found that the ratio

of wood loss to oil loss varied with the amount of retention, so you can .see that even

if a structure withstood a fire, it might rot out in a few years.

Also, to keep from being confused by a coating which may be good on one retention

of preservative and not on another retention, I think it is most important that you know
the retention of the piece of wood upon which you are testing the paint; otherwise,

you're liable to be misled very badly.

Are there any other questions ?

Mr. Daniels: Thank you, Mr. Coburn. Mr. Chairman, that completes the reports

on the assignments.

Chairman Howe: Thank >ou for arranging this fine presentation by Mr. Coburn,

and thank you, Mr. Coburn.

Since my period of service as chairman of the committee ends with this convention,

I want to take this opportunity to thank all the members of this committee and others

collaborating with us. Secretary Howard and his staff, and Mr. Magee and his staff at

the .A.AR Research Center for making my term of office the plea.sant experience that it

has been.

[President Hedley resumed the chair.]

.At this time I am pleased to introduce the new chairman of Committee 7—Mr. S. L.

Goldberg, structural engineer. Northern Pacific Railway. [Applau.se
|

It is also a pleasure for me to introduce the new vice chairman of the committee,

Mr. F. E. Schneider, assistant engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa F"e Railway. [Applause]

This concludes the report of Committee 7.

President Hedley; Thank you, Mr. Howe. You have pre.sented an interesting series

of reports, and we particularly appreciate having the presentation by Mr. Coburn. I am
sure that the committee is going to have a good year ahead, under Mr. Cio'dt)erg and

Mr. Schneider.

Your committee is excu.sed with the thanks of the .As.sociation. [.Applause]

Next, we .shall have the report of Committee .^0—Impact and Bridge Stresses. Mr.
I). S. Bcchly, assistant to engineer of bridges, Illinois Central Railroad, is the chairman

of the committee. Will Mr. Bechly and his committee come forward, please? This is Mr.

Bechlv's first vear as chairman.
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Discussion on Impact and Bridge Stresses
I
Fur rc|)i)rl, sec pp. 571 57J.]

[President Wni. J. Hedic>' i)re.si(iinii.|

Chairman D. S. Beciiiv (Illinois Central): Mr. President, members of the As.<o-

ciation, and fjuests:

Five of this committee's seven assij^nments are reported on in Bulletin 5.^.5, paKes

571 to 573. These are progress reports, and are presented as information. Two of the

reports are based on tests of live plate girder spans on the Santa Vv Rail\va\ , published

in Bulletin 5.^0 in advance of the committee's annual report.

Progress is reported in the collection of I'lcld data on the li\e load and impact

stresses on the subjects of Assignment 3—Viaduct Columns, and Assignment 4—Longi-

tudinal Forces in Bridge Structures. These subcommittees are currently reviewing the

data that has been accumulated to date on these subjects, in order to determine what

additional information will be required to permit the completion of the a.s.signments.

Assignment S covers the investigation of the distribution of live load in bridge floors.

This includes floors consisting of transverse beams and floors consisting of longitudinal

beams. Extensive field data on this subject were reported in 1955. In order to arrive at a

practical method of calculating this load distribution, and by that I mean a method

that can readily be put in specification form for use in design, a study of these field

data has been instigated at the University of Illinois. It is hoped that by an analytical

review of this great mass of data, a workable formula for axle load distribution can be

developed.

Assignment 1—Steel Girder Spans.

Chairman Bechly: Mr. M. J. Plumb, of Plumb, Tuckett and Pikarsky, consulting

engineers, Gary, Ind., chairman of the subcommittee, will give the report on Assignment 1.

Mr. Plumb: Mr. President, members and guests of the Association:

This committee has been presenting progress reports on steel girder spans for 10

years. During this time .U girder spans have been tested under about 2500 trains. Since

stresses were measured at 24 different points in a span under most of these trains, a'most

60,000 stress records have been taken.

This is one of the most extensive research programs on bridges that has ever been

undertaken. The research staff of the Association of American Railroads has done a

tremendous job of recording and analyzing this information.

If all this sounds like a lot of work, be assured that it is. Yet, with the many
variables which affect the stresses and impacts, it was essential that the program be this

extensive to produce worthwhile results.

You al! know that stresses and impacts are related to the weight and speed of a train

and to the span length of the bridge. We have found also that impact percentages are

lower if the live-load stresses are higher ; that impacts are lower in spans supported on

steel towers than in spans on heavy masonry ; and we have found an interaction between

girder flanges and stringers or bracing which reduces the live-load stresses.

These are general .statements which point the direction that our summary report on

girder spans will take. Your committee plans to have this final report ready next year.

Assignment 6—Concrete Structures, Collaborating with Committee 8.

Chairman Bechly: In the absence of Mr. J. H. Shieber, chairman of the subcom-

mitte, who has retired from the Missouri Pacific, the report on Assignment 6 will be

presented by Mr. D. W. Musser, architectural designer, Erie Railroad, Cleveland, Ohio,

vice chairman of Committee 30.
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Mr. Musskr: Mr. President, members of the Association, and guests:

During the past few years, this committee has done extensive testing ol lull-size

reinforced concrete railroad bridge slabs, jjoth under static loads in the laboratory and

under moving loads in the tield. Included were tests on standard slabs of conventional

design, slabs designed by the ultimate load theory, prestressed slabs, and badly deteriorated

slabs that had been removed from a railroad bridge after appro.ximately 40 years of

service. The report on these tests has now been completed, subject to final review by the

committee, and will be published this >ear.

Possibly the feature of the report that will be of the greatest interest to you, beyond

the satisfactory performance of the prestressed slabs, is the remaining carrying capacity

of the old slabs that had been taken out of service. These slabs had been in use on the

Burlington Railroad since 1908, were very badly deteriorated to the extent that a large

part of the major reinforcing steel was exposed, and yet they successfully carried over

three and one-half times their design load before failure in the laboratory tests.

.Additional investigations in the field of prestressed concrete for railroad bridges

was undertaken during 105o. In cooperation with the Southern Railway, the research

staff of the Association of American Railroads conducted a series of static load tests on

a 27-ft prestressed concrete beam designed for use in ballasted deck trestles on that rail-

road. The results showed that these beams would satisfactorily carry their design load

with an ample factor of safety. Plans are under way to submit similar prestressed beams

to further testing under moving loads after their installation in a railroad bridge.

This program of investigation of the strength of prestressed concrete under railroad

loading has been undertaken to increase the railroads' understanding of this type of con-

crete structure. We believe that favorable results of laboratory and field tests on pre-

stressed concrete railway bridges will result in greater confidence in this type of

construction.

This is a progress report, and is presented as information.

Chairman Beciily: M. President, this concludes the report of Committee .W.

President Hedlev: Thank you, Mr. Bechly. Your committee, year after year, car-

ries forward important investigations and tests that affect bridge design and bring to us

ideas for more economical construction and maintenance. We appreciate having the report

\ou have given us this year, and your committee is now excused with the thanks of the

.Association. [Applause]

The next report will be that of Committee 8—Masonry. This is continuing our con-

.'ideration of structural matters. The chairman of Committee S is Mr. M. S. Norris,

regional engineer, Baltimore & Ohio, Pittsburgh. Will Mr. Norris and the members of his

committee come up to the platform, plea.se?

Discussion on Masonry
I
l-'or r(i)(>rl. si-<' pp. (i.n -o.S.M

[President Wm. J. Hedley presiding.
|

Chairman M. S. Norris (B&O): Mr. President, members of the AREA and guests:

The report of Committee 8—Ma.sonry, will be found in Bulletin 5.^,^, pages bM to 652,

incl. An adx'ancc report on '"U.se of Prestressed Concrete for Railway Structures" was

jiublished in Bulletin .^.^0, paires .v^ lo .vS, incl.
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Assignment 2—Principles of Design of Masonry Structures, Including

Design of Masonry Culverts. Collaborating with Committees 1, 5, 6, 7, 15,

28, 29 and SO.

Chairman Xokris: The report on A.ssifinment 2 will now be presented b\' Mr. J. H.

Shieber, retired assistant engineer of structures, Missouri Pacific, chairman of the

subcommittee.

Mk. Shikbkr: Mr. President, meml)ers of the .•\ssociation and fjuests: Your commit-

tee feels that there is a real need for inclusion in the Manual of Specifications for Design

and Construction of Reinforced Concrete Box Culverts. .A tentative specification was

presented as information last year.

Mr. President, 1 move that these specifications—as published in the Proceedings,

\'ol. 57, 1056, pages 531 to 538, incl.—be adopted and published in the Manual.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 3—Foundations and Earth Pressures, Collaborating with

Committees 1, 6, 7 , 15 and SO.

Chairman Norris; We will now have the report on Assignment 3, which will be

presented by Vice Chairman, E. A. McLeod, assistant engineer. New York Central System,

in the absence of Subcommittee Chairman Dr. R. B. Peck, research professor of founda-

tion engineering. University of Illinois.

Mr. McLeod: Mr. President, members and guests:

Your committee presents as information new Specifications for the Design of Spread

Footing Foundations. These specifications represent somewhat of a departure from the

typical structural specification in that they attempt to provide the basis for selecting

proper soil pressure for the foundation conditions which may be encountered at a given

site. The committee hopes that these specifications will be reviewed and used in actual

practice during the coming year, and will welcome your comments and criticism, so that

any necessary revisions can be made before they are offered for adoption and publication

in the Manual ne.xt year.

Assignment 6—Use of Prestressed Concrete for Railway Structures,

Collaborating with Committee 6.

Chairman Norris: We will now have the report on Assignment 6, which will be

presented by Subcommittee Chairman R. W. Gilmore, general bridge inspector, Baltimore

& Ohio Railroad.

Mr. Gilmore: Mr. President, members and guests: Your committee presents two

reports as information.

The first report was based on a study of the cost of prestres.sed concrete bridge spans

as compared to conventional types of .spans designed for railroad traffic. This report indi-

cates that some forms of prestressed, pretensioned concrete spans can be constructed for

practically the same cost as conventional structures, if sufficient slabs are required to

spread out the cost of the forms.

The second report outlines the various uses of prestressed concrete for railroad struc-

tures other than bridges.

Assignment 8—Specifications for Construction and Maintenance of

Masonry Structures.

Chairman Norris: We will now have the report on .Assignment 8 which, in the

absence of Subcommittee Chairman R. E. Paulson, assistant engineer, Milwaukee Road,

will be presented by Mr. E. A. McLeod, New York Central, vice chairman of this

committee.
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Mr. Mc'Leod: Mr. President, members and quests:

Your committee feels that certain revisions in the Manual material on Specifications

for Concrete and Reinforced Concrete Railroad Bridges and Other Structures applying

to coarse aggregate, field tests of concrete cylinders, and the curing of concrete are

desirable and essential.

Accordingly, Mr. President, 1 move that the Specifications for Concrete and Rein-

forced Concrete Railroad Bridges and Other Structures be rcapproved with the revisions

published in Bulletin 533, pages 650 to 652, incl.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

President Hedlev: They are adopted.

Chairm.ax Norris: Mr. President, this concludes the formal report of Committee 8.

I now have the pleasure of introducing Mr. E. J. Ruble, research engineer structures,

of the A.AR, who will present a special feature, "Prestressed Concrete Bridges in Europe"

—a talk (illustrated with slides) based on information obtained by him on his recent

trip to Europe. I have talked with Mr. Ruble about his trip, and have had an oppor-

tunity to preview the slides, and I am sure that you will find his talk very interesting

and informative. Mr. Ruble.

Prestressed Concrete Bridges in Europe

By E. J. Ruble

Research Engineer Structures, Association of American Railroads

We hear a great deal about prestressed concrete today and many of us think it is

something entirely new. However, the general idea of prestressing has been employed

for many years in a great number of human activities, possibly the most common past

application being that of making the wooden wheels for wagons and carriages. The black-

smith was prestressing when he placed a hot steel hoop around a wooden wheel and

then permitted it to cool so that high compressive stresses were induced in the wheel.

.\ series of books or blocks can be used to form a prestressed beam carrying a load if

we hold the books together with our hands .so that the compressive stress on the lower

fibers of the books due to this prestressing is greater than the tensile stress resulting from

the load to be carried.

The idea of prestressing concrete to form structural members is about as old as that

of using steel in a regular reinforced concrete member to overcome the natural weakness

of concrete in tension. However, the idea was never considered practical until about

1927 when steels having very high yield points came into general use.

The shortage of steel during World War H resulted in European engineers giving

considerable attention to prestressed concrete. What at the outset was an emergency

development has, in many instances, become a feature of construction in post-war years,

because prestressing allows the weight of reinforcement to be reduced to about .20 percent

of that required in regular reinforced concrete. In addition, since the concrete is always

held in compression, prestressed beams are stronger in shear and are not subject to

cracking like regular reinforced concrete.

The general growth of prestressed concrete bridges in this country started with the

construction of the Walnut-Lane Bridge in Philadel|)hia in 1Q40. Since that time the

growth has been almost phenomi-nal, especially in the building industry of the southern

states. As an indication of the extent of its present use there will be over 2C0 prestressed

concrete bridges in the northern Illinois toll highways, and many of these bridges will

carrv railwav traffic.
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Many engineers in this country have been reluctant to accept prestressed concrete,

but the shortage of structural steel has marii.' it necessary. In order to determine the

behavior of the older prestressed concrete bridges in Europe, the consulting engineering

firm of Modjeski and Masters sponsored a month's trip through eight European countries

where I inspected 95 prestressed concrete railroad and highway structures, some of which

had been in service for about 15 years. I will now show you some colored pictures of a

few representative structures as well as some of railroad ties or sleepers taken on this

trip.

[Mr. Ruble then showed 4.^ slides, in color, of prestressed concrete structures in

England, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, France, Belgium and Holland. Only a few repre-

sentative slides are reproduced here, in view of the fact that man\' of the others will be

reproduced in one of the 1057 Bulletins in connection with the publication of a more

detailed article by Mr. Ruble on prestressed concrete structures.]

In conclusion, I wish to say that I returned from Europe firmly convinced that pre-

stressed concrete is superior to regular reinforced concrete, provided we are careful about

the grouting of the cables, placing protective cover on the anchors and on the reinforce-

ment, and other details. However, I feel certain that the new specification for prestressed

concrete now being prepared by the Masonry committee will take care of these features

and thus assure the railroads of long-lasting bridges. [Applause]

A 160-ft through girder span over the River Don in Rotherdam, England.
This bridge, which was built in 1953, is one of the longest prestressed con-
crete railroad bridges ever constructed. The bridge has a lO'/^-in prestressed
concrete deck spanning between lower flanges. The bridge is in excellent
condition, with good camber.
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A 46-ft span bridge over the River Sow, near Stafford, England. The bridge
was built in 1955 and carries about 200 trains per day.

The first prestressed concrete railroad bridge constructed in England.
This bridge was built in 1945 near Wegan, England, and consists of preten-
sioned beams about 29 ft long. The concrete wingwalls are badly deteriorated,
but the prestressed beams are in excellent condition.
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These 80-ft prestressed concrete beams support the roof of the railroad
station in Sheffield, England. The beams were built in 1953, and there is no
evidence of web or lower flange cracks in the concrete.

A 370-ft highway bridge across the Neckar River at Heilbronn, Ger-
many, near Stuttgart. This bridge was built in 1949 as a two-hinged arch and
is in excellent condition.
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A view of the prestressed concrete ties used extensively by the German
railroads. The newer ties do not have the reduced section in the center
portion.

This 243-ft highway bridge spans the Marne River in the village of
Changis, France, east of Paris. The bridge was built in 1949 without the use
of falsework. The concrete is in good condition, but the mortar protecting
the prestressing anchors is checking, which eventually will permit water to
get to the anchors and wires.
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A 200-tt deck-girder highway span in Lille, France. Eight post-tensioned
girders, 9'/2 ft deep, carry two lanes of traffic and only slight vibrations can
be detected under heavy truck loading.

The first prestressed concrete railroad bridge constructed in the world.
This bridge was built in 1942 in Brussels, Belgium and consists of preten-
sioned slabs 66 ft long. The bridge is in excellent condition, with good
camber and no evidence of concrete cracking or deterioration.
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A 5-span highway bridge over the River Drecht, near Amsterdam, Hol-
land. The bridge was built in 1954 and consists of 8 longitudinal continuous
girders for two lanes of traffic.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Ruble, and thank you, Chairman Norris and

the members of your committee for you valuable report. We appreciate particularly having

this illustrated lecture by Mr. Ruble.

Your committee is excused with the thanks of the Association. [Applause]

The next committee to report is Committee IS—Iron and Steel Structures. Mr. A. R.

Harris, engineer of bridges, Chicago and North Western System, of Chicago, is chairman

of the committee, and I would be pleased if he and his committee would come to the

platform.

Discussion on Iron and Steel Structures
[For report, see pp. 683-696.]

[President Wm. J. Hedley presiding.]

Chairman A. R. Harris (C&NW) : President Hedley, members and guests: The

report of Committee IS will be found on pages 683 to 696 of Bulletin 534.

On page 684 is a memoir concerning Mr. Shortridge Hardesty, who died on October

16, 1956, at his home in Larchmont, N. Y. Mr. Hardesty's long career as a bridge builder

began in 1908, when he entered the employ of Waddell & Harrington. His outstanding

contribution to Committee 15 is the speciiications for movable bridges. Mr. Hardesty's

friendship will be long cherished by his associates on Committee 15.

[Vice President Meyers assumed the chair.

J
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Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Chairman Harris: Committee 15 will welcome comments and discussion from the

floor in connection with any of our subcommittee reports.

The report on Assignment 1 will now be presented by Subcommillcv Chairman E. S.

Birkenwald, engineer of bridges, Western Lines, Southern Railway System.

Mr. Birkknw.^ld: Mr. President, members of the Association: Your committee is

submitting this year for adoption and publication in the Manual, revisions to the Specifica-

tions for Steel Railwa>' Bridges and the Specifications for Assembly of Structural Joints

using High-Tensile Steel Bolts in Steel Railway Bridges.

Revision to the Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges is editorial and required no

letter ballot. It seems that some railroad bridge engineers felt, because of repeated ques-

tioning by designers and others, that Art. 24, Nosing of Locomotives, was not sufficiently

clear in regard to spans supporting multiple tracks. The present article states that the

lateral force to provide for the effect of the nosing of locomotives shall be a single moving

force of 20,000 lb applied at the top of the rail, in either lateral direction, at any point

of the span. The article does not say how many tracks are supported by the span. It

should be obvious, however, from the language of the article that a single moving force

should be applied to one track, whether a single track span or a multitrack span. To
satisfy those railroad bridge engineers who felt the need for clarification in order to

eliminate possible questioning, the committee voted to insert a sentence in the article so

that there could be no doubt as to the application of the nosing effect for spans supporting

multiple tracks.

The first revision listed for the Specifications for Assembly of Structural Joints using

High-Tcnsilc Steel Bolts in Steel Railway Bridges is editorial. The trade refers to these

bolts as high strength not high-tensile. The body of the specifications refers to high

strength, not high-tensile bolts. Consequently, this revision should be made in order to be

consistent with the trade terminology and with the body of the specifications.

The second and third revisions listed for these specifications concerns the language

of Art. 1 a. Sec. D, having to do with assembly. What is proposed is a Manual change,

voted for by letter ballot of the committee by at least a two-thirds majority. The present

article will not permit the torquing of a bolt head against a surface which slopes not

more than 1:20 with respect to a plane normal to the bolt a.xis, or for that matter,

against a non-sloping surface. Under certain circumstances because of clearances, it may
not be possible to torque only the nut in a particular location. Tests were consequently

made, and it was determined that the bolt head could be torqued without damage and

within the requirements of the specifications on a non-sloping surface or on a sloping

surface not greater than 1:20 with respect to a plane normal to the bolt axis. Savings

in labor and material should accrue from this recommended revision.

The final revision listed for these specifications is merely a typographical correction.

Mr. President, I move that all of these revisions as set forth on pages 685 and 686

of Bulletin 5.U, be adopted and published in the Manual, and that the two revised

specifications be reapprovcd.

[The motion was regularl>- seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.
|

Assignment 2—Fatigue in High-Strength Steels; Its Effect on the Cur-

rent Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges.

Chairma.v Harris: Report on Assignment 2 will also be given by Mr. Birkenwald

as the subcommittee chairman. This rejiort will be presented as information this year,

and we would especially like to have any comments from the floor if anybody cares to

make them.
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Mr. Birkenwald: Mr. President, members of the Association: Since 1Q47, your

committee has been diiiRcntly endeavoring to find a high-strength steel for railway

l)ridges which would warrant use because of its economy and its reliability. As early

as 1045, your committees had been discu.ssing the need for a high-strength steel to

replace nickel steel, which because of its cost, had priced itself out of the market. Dur-

ing the time that the Research Council on Riveted and Holted Structural Joints was

fatigue-testing various high-strength steels known as the low alloy group, it deve'oped

that purchasers were having difficulty in obtaining silicon steel in accordance with the

AREA specifications, due to damage to this steel while being rolled, and the mills in-

sistence on the conditioning of the damaged steel by the welding of a non-weldable

steel which contained 0.40 percent carbon.

The fatigue testing of low-alloy steels by the Research Council of Riveted and

Bolted Structural Joints developed that some of these steels were better than others,

but no better in fatigue than structural (carbon grade) steel meeting the requirements

of ASTM Specification, Designation A 7.

All of the low-alloy steels are covered by ASTM Specification, Designation .\ 242,

and it did not appear practical to permit the use of some of these steels and bar the use

of others in the same group.

The high-strength steel selected does not meet either Designation A 04, Silicon Steel,

or A 242, Low Alloy Steel, of the ASTM Specifications. Either of these specifications,

however, could be modified so as to permit use of the high-strength steel selected. Your

committee has asked the ASTM to prepare a new specification for the high-strength steel

selected, and while a sub-group of Subcommittee II of ASTM Committee A-1 has

been appointed for this purpose, no effective action appears to be forthcoming at the

present time.

Consequently, it is the feeling of your committee that the Association should pro-

ceed to publish its Specifications for High-Strength Steel at the ear'iest possible time, in

order that the railroad industry may have a suitable material for use in railway bridges

having sufficient length of span and sufficient tonnage to warrant the use of a steel other

than structural steel, Designation A 7.

The high-strength steel has been fatigue-tested with satisfactory results, and it has

the advantage of past performance in that it has been used in a number of important

railway and highway structures. While the manganese content of the steel in the Penn-

sylvania Railroad's Ohio River bridiie at Louisville, Ky., built in 1017, was below the

minimum requirement of the proposed specifications, it was a forerunner of the high-

strength steel proposed. The Huey P. Long Bridge, built in 10,^2, at New Orleans over

the Mississippi River, serving the Southern Pacific and State Highway Route U. S. 90,

contains this steel, although silicon steel was specified. This is also true of the Southern

Pacific's Wax Lake Bridge, built in 1937, and the Pecos River Bridge, built in 1044.

The new highway bridge over the Mississippi River at Memphis, Tenn., built in 1049,

contains this steel, notwithstanding the fact that silicon steel was specified. The Phila-

dephia approach to the new Delaware River bridge in 1055 specified the use of the

proposed high-strength steel, as did the Mississippi River cantilever bridge between New
Orleans and Algiers, La., now in the process of erection.

You will find that your committee's recommendations are in two parts: the first

covering the specifications for the high-strength steel itself, which are to replace the

specifications for silicon steel, nickel steel and high-tensile structural and rivet steel,

and the second covering the use of high-strength steel, together with a foreword.
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Examination of the specifications for high-strength steel discloses that this material,

because of its carbon content, is slightly over the limit which can be considered weldable.

This posed the question whether it was possible to condition defects in the steel by

welding. P'atigue tests are made showing that conditioning by welding was no worse a

stress raiser than a drilled hole in the steel, an abundance of which would be found in

riveted or bolted fabricated steel. Consequent 1\, one of the main objections to silicon

steel besides its cost has been overcome in the selection of this high-strength steel.

The chief benefit, which will be obtained from the adoption of these specifications, is

the increase in yield point, thus permitting the use of higher unit stresses than the silicon

steel which the high-strength steel will replace.

Since the yield point of the high-strength steel for thicknesses up to and including

1 in. in thickness is 50,000 psi, which is halfway between 45,000 psi for silicon steel and

55,000 psi for nickel steel, a basic unit stress of 27,000 psi, halfway between 24,000 psi

for silicon steel and .50,000 psi for nickel steel has been selected. For material over 1 in.

in thickness, there has been a reduction made in the basic unit stress consistent with the

reduction in yield point.

While this report has touched on the obtainability of the high-strength steel in the

proposed specifications, its past use in important railway and highway bridges and its

general use in structures of sufficient length and tonnage, all a part of the foreword to

the specifications, your committee suggests that the foreword be reviewed in its entirety

by each prospective user in order that the limitations as to the use of high-strength steel

will be fully understood.

The committee welcomes any constructive criticism of the proposed Manual revi-

sions involving high-strength steel, since it intends to submit at the next Annual Meet-

ing these revisions for adoption and publication in the Manual. These revisions are now
presented as information.

This concludes the report on Assignment 2

Assignment 4—Stress Distribution in Bridge Frames, (a) Floorbeam

Hangers, (c) Model Railway Truss Bridge.

Cir.AiRM.AN Harris: The report on Assignment 4 will now be presented by Subcom-

mittee Chairman C. H. Sandberg, assistant bridge engineer system, Santa Fe.

Mr. SA^I>BERG: Mr. Chairman, members: Your subcommittee has been busy during

the last year in winding up its work on the floorbeam-hanger project. Work has also been

carried on in formulating revisions to the specifications for the design of floorbeam

hangers.

Work is coming along satisfactoril\ on our model tru.ss bridge project, and steel,

including the high-strength steel, has now been delivered to the fabricator. Thus truss

will be erected in June of this year. The bridge is 100 ft long, 16 ft high, and is a full-

scale bridge. This structure will be erected along the elevated line in Evanston. After it is

up, we would be pleased to have any of you who are intersted stop by and see what

we are doing.

This report is presented as information.

Vice President Me vers: It will be so received.

Assignment 5—Design of Steel Bridge Details.

Chairman Harris: The report on Assignment 5 will be given by Mr. G. L. Staley,

bridge engineer, Missouri-Kan.sa.s- Texa.s, chairman of the subcommittee.

Mr. Stalev: Mr. President, members of the .As.sociation: Our report is very short

and is shown on page <)P2 of Bulletin S.U. The shortness is due to the fact that the
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subcommittee was rather inactive. In the report attention is called to a report on "Study

of Columns With Perforated Cover Plates." in another Hu'letin, anrl in the last paragraph

there is a promise to do better next year.

Assignment 6—Preparation and Painting of Steel Surfaces.

Chairman Harris: The report on Assignment 6 was to be given by Subcommittee

Chairman R. C. Baker, engineer of structures, Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad, but

he was unable to be here today. So I will read the report that he submitted.

The progress report submitted for this assignment for this past year, and reports

for previous years, have set forth our research program, planned on the basis of coop-

erating with the Steel Structures Painting Council. In the past, we were fortunate in

that the Painting Council had Dr. Joseph Bigos as director of research. Dr. Bigos

resigned from this position effective December 31, 1956. To date, the Council has not

found a successor.

Dr. Bigos is still vitally interested in the work of the Council, and is trying to carry

on a part of the work, pending the appointment of his successor.

These conditions have temporarily halted our research work. However, we wish to

assure you that the work of this committee will continue, and we hope that the Painting

Council soon will be able to secure a replacement for Dr. Bigos.

Chairman Harris: I have also asked Mr. W. L. Short, bridge inspector, Missouri

Pacific Railroad, if he would comment on the tests on the Missouri Pacific bridge at

Chester.

Mr. Short: As all of you know from following the AREA and the Steel Structures

Painting Council bulletins, the tests of several of the more modern protective coatings

started on the Missouri Pacific in 1953.

Dr. Bigos and I, with railroad forces here on the Missouri Pacific, prepared the

surfaces and applied these coatings. As I recall, there are something like 12 generally

different types of coating used in this test. On one of the bridges they were applied on

sand blasted surfaces, and on the other bridge, on hand-cleaned and steam-cleaned

surfaces.

After three years of service, al! of the coatings on the sandblasted surfaces are in

excellent condition, except over areas where design details made it impractical to remove

all the corrosion products sufficiently for any coating to perform well.

Much can be done along the fines of design to protect steel structures, and much
will be done, I am certain, as time goes on.

On the hand-cleaned surfaces, at the end of the third year, none of the coatings were

considered satisfactory. So, at the direction of the AREA, Dr. Bigos came back here last

September, and we restored the coatings on the span that had been hand-cleaned and
steam-cleaned. This consisted of what you would normally call maintenance painting.

We simply removed all the corrosion products that we could get off with hand tools

(and also some power tools) over the areas where the coatings had deteriorated, and
restored them. The second coat was spot-coated, but the final or last coat was applied

to the entire test areas.

Several rust-preventive compounds were used on the hand-cleaned steel. None of

them proved to be satisfactory or worthwhile. As all of you know, in certain environments

steel structures don't need protective coatings, and it is a question whether you are even

justified in spending money for painting them. But in other environments (and cer-

tainly, the railroads are not afflicted with really severe environments as industries are)

there are locations where steel, as a structural material, is no better than the coating
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that is on it. Fortunately, those conditions arc not too prevalent, but the primary purpose

of this test was to find out whether any of these more modern coatings were compatible

with railroad environments. Certainly, some of them are. It is costly to clean surfaces

thoroughly enough to apply many of them, but, it is even more costly to replace the

structure when corrosion destroys it.

In addition to restoring the coatings on the hand-cleaned steel la.st fall, three addi-

tional types of coatings were applied. Two of them were vinyl mastics. The mastics

can be applied in much heavier coatings than the ordinary, conventional paints. Some

types of vinyls arc resistant to brine and other chemical spillage that occurs on most

railroad structures. The big defect has been that it takes so many coats to build an

adequate, dry film thickness. With the mastics, they can be applied much more heavily.

Two of these systems were applied at about 20 mills thickness, at one coating. The other

type of coating applied was a polyurethane, which is something very new. The Germans

started using it shortly after the World War II.

\'iCE President Meyers: Mr. Short, I'm afraid the Annual Luncheon must start

in about three minutes. Could you continue your remarks after lunch?

Mr. Short: Yes, we can conclude them then.

Vice President Meyers: If the committee will come directly to the ro.strura after

lunch, we'll try to start at 2:20 pm, 10 minutes ahead of the advertised time.

Mr. Short, you will continue after lunch.

[The meeting recessed at 12:20 o'clock.]

Annual Luncheon

Gold Room— 12 noon

Tuesday, March 5, 1957

The Annual Luncheon was held in the Gold Room with a background of organ

music. At a two-level main speakers' table on the stage were seated executives of railroads

with headquarters in or near St. Louis and past and present officers of the Association.

At a long elevated table immediately in front of the stage were seated the chairmen

of the Association's 2?> standing and special committees. The total attendance at the

luncheon was 1062.

After the luncheon, those assembled sang the National Anthem, following which

President Hedley introduced those at the speakers' tables, and then those at the chair-

men's table. He also introduced si.x incoming chairmen, who were given gavels. Then, after

announcing the results of the election of officers (see Teller's Report appearing on page

1072) President Hedley introduced the speaker at the luncheon—Mr. .A. K. .Atkinson,

president, Wabash Railroad, with the following remarks.

President Hedley: Our speaker is a native of Denver, Colo., where he received his

formal education in the public schools and the School of Commerce and Accounts. In his

youthful days he had a job of checking and maintaining fences on the Wyoming ranch

of Wyoming's long-time senator, Francis E. Warren. Today he continues to check and

maintain fences—and a variety of other facilities—on the Wabash Railroad and its sub-

sidiaries. He now has some assistance from several of us, but no one will f|uisliiin that

he is the hardest working man on the railroad.

His railroad career began at the age of IS as an office boy on the Denver & Rio

Grande Railroad. .After 1 1 years there, his aptitude for railroad fiscal problems was so
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well recognized that he was summoned to Washington to aid the government in the settle-

ment of its final accounts with railroads whose properties had been taken for govern-

mental operation during the First Workl War.

In 1922, upon completion of that public service, he joined the Wabash Railway as

assistant auditor. He rose in the ranks rapidly and was vice president, secretary and

treasurer when receivers were appointed for the railroad in lO.U. He then was made

treasurer for the receivers. One of his outstanding accomplishments was the development

of the plan of reorganization under which the Wabash Railroad Company took over the

properties on January 1, 1042. He then became vice president in charge of finance and

accounting of the new company. Upon the retirement of Norman B. Pitcairn in 1047,

our speaker was elected pre.sident.

So you can see he is very much a career man on the Wabash.

He is president of six other railroad companies included in the Wabash System, and

president of the Illinois Terminal Railroad and the Des Moines Union Railway. He is a

director of 13 other business corporations, and an officer of some of them.

But that is far short of the total story. He is an outstanding citizen of the City of

St. Louis, the State of Missouri and the Nation. I have here a list of four pages setting

forth his civic activities, clubs and associations. Masonic fraternal activities and awards.

It is my great pleasure to present to you the "boss" of the Wabash Railroad—Mr.

Arthur K. Atkinson.

The Challenge of the Future

By Arthur K. Atkinson

President, Wabash Railroad

It was some time ago when I promised Bill Hedley, who was then our assistant

chief engineer on the Wabash, that I would be happy to address the AREA Annual

Meeting if and when he became president of your Association. Well, Bill not only

became president, but in the meantime advised me that it had been decided to hold the

56th annual convention right here in St. Louis after an unbroken record through the

years of meeting in Chicago. On behalf of the railroads with headquarters in St. Louis

I extend you a warm welcome. I trust that this will be a highly successful convention

and that you will come back again.

It was a great compliment to Bill Hedley and to the Wabash Railroad when you

selected him as your president. Knowing Bill as I do, I am sure he has given your

organization a year of excellent leadership in these times when aggressiveness and progres-

sive thinking are so important. Perhaps now that this job for Bill is completed, he can

make good use of the spare time in his new assignment, which became effective February

1, as chief engineer for the Wabash System.

The experience of speaking before an assembly of so many technically trained

people is quite a challenge. Industrial progress is largely dependent on the aggressive

thinking by you technically minded men. In fact, the slogan for National Engineer's

Week celebrated last month was "Engineering—America's Greatest Resource." Along
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this line I recently read where we :iii' (Oiisuminn our natural resources with such rapidity

that in IS or 20 years we are likel\ to become the world's major "have not" nation.

Under these circumstances, we cannot overemphasize the importance of research and

developmqnt. If our strength lies in our reservoir of technical and scientific brain power,

the challenge of the future must be accepted by each of \ou to work tirelessly for

progress.

Today I would like to discuss the need for cooperation in railroad research and

development and the place of the technically trained engineer in our industry. There

are so many kinds of engineers nowadays that I must be careful when setting my theme

to defnie an engineer as one who holds at least one formal engineering degree from a

recognized technical institution. In our industry we have an important and perhaps even

more familiar group of engineers in the brotherhoods who operate our locomotives.

Then there is a great variety of technicians in our complex modern society who have

adopted the term engineer, including janitors, TV repairmen, plumbers and many others.

For example, I was watching the Jackie Gleason show not long ago when Art Carney,

the comedian who is cast as a sewer department employee, was asked about his occupa-

tion. He replied, ''Oh, I'm an engineer, my field is subterranean sanitation."

Each year we find it more difficult to attract to the railroad business young engi-

neering graduates. They are being so actively recruited by all branches of .American indus-

try that they are in short supply. The program of the Mississippi Valley Maintenance

of Wav Club last night included the showing of the new film recently produced by the

Railway Progress Institute entitled "June Decision." The railroads are greatly indebted

to the R.P.I, for making this movie about the young engineering graduate's dilemma

in trying to choose between the many attractive opportunities offered him and finally

* concluding to take the job with the railroad. Certainly our industry, vital as it is to

.American commerce and to national defense, needs a steady flow of new brain power

if our technological progress is to keep pace with the expanding national economy. We
cannot permit our concern over the many problems of excessive regulation, competitive

inequality and unfair taxation, all of which require amendments to laws, to keep us from

doing everything that can be done on our own to improve efficiency. In the household of

the railroad industry there are many "do-it-your.self" projects to be done.

This is an excellent time of the year to hold your annual .\REA meeting. The finan-

cial results and operational statistics for last year are now available, and plans for new

projects for the current year are complete and ready for action. The general consensus

regarding the outlook for 1QS7 is that business volume should continue at a high level,

l)ut profit margins will be under constant pressure from higher costs of taxes, labor,

supplies and materials.

Despite all the facts and figures regularly published about the railroads, a great

many people have the idea that our industry is a prosperous one. Our earnings have

regularly been at a lower rate than other major industries, yet the average person prob-

ably is more impressed by the total amount invested in our physical properties than

by the meager profits they yield. Through the >ears, the railroads have expanded their

extensive properties under the .system of private enterprise. With roughly .S.'2^. billion

invested in plant and equipment, we produce an annual sales volume of about ."^ll bil-

lion—this ratio of investment to annual sa'es is much larger than that required in other

industries. The average railroad must invest from $2.50 to .S.?.00 to produce $1.00 in

operating revenue while most manufacturing concerns need only invest 50 cents in plant

to produce .SI.00 in annual sales. Thus, generally speaking railroads need five or six

times as much capital as manufacturing concerns (o profluce the same Nolunie of business
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In limes of rising prices, financing the cost of improvements and replacements so

as to keep pace with depreciation and obsolescence is a monumental task. Recently,

a prominent railroader was asked in an interview if the railroads have kept up with

the rest of American industry. His comment was "They are far behind—80, percent of

our passenger cars arc over 15 years of age", and added, "Progress in America is such

that anything over 15 years of age is obsolete." Now this is rather strong talk. There

isn't enough money or manpower or materials to permit industry generally to renew

plants on 15-year cycles. However, in their dieselization programs, the railroads have

not only scrapped most of their steam power but have retired the obsolete road properties

supporting that operation. Modern diesel shops have replaced the dirty roundhouses. Much
still remains to be done and the timing will depend largely on adequate earnings to

finance the job.

Not long ago, the chairman of the board of U. S. Steel explained to his stockholders

the money problem of replacing a 25 year old open-hearth steel plant. In effect he said

that the cost to build the plant back in 1030 was $10 million and to rebuild the plant

today would cost $64 million. Inasmuch as only $10 million was available in the depre-

ciation reserve for replacement, the remaining $54 million has to come from other sources,

presumably profits after taxes. Of course, to have $54 million net, you must have $112.5

million of profit before taxes, and in the steel business to make that much profit requires

$600 million of sales. In other words, to replace a steel plant which originally cost $10

million 25 years ago, requires $600 million in sales today.

This is not an exaggerated case. It is a day-to-day problem on every railroad. For

example, a Wabash subsidiary company presently contemplates building a new car ferry

for carrying freight cars across Lake Michigan. The last new boat, put in service in 1927,

had a capacity of 28 cars and cost almost $Q0O,000. A new boat of similar capacity is*

expected to cost in excess of $6 million—about seven times as much. It would, of course,

have greater efficiency, being of modern design and construction, but the entire net

income of this subsidiary company for the last seven years is not sufficient to cover

its cost.

The steel executive suggested two alternatives for solving the financial problem

caused by today's high cost of replacement. First, he mentioned the possibility of over-

hauling the tax laws to allow for realistic reserves to be set aside to meet capital needs.

This is the economic dollar theory of depreciation based on a moving index of reproduc-

tion costs. It would be a revolutionary change in tax accounting, but has considerable

support. However, with the need for federal, state and municipal revenues constantly

on the increase, I doubt if any of us will live long enough to see such a plan put into

effect. The other alternative is to increase profits and, of course, this can be accom-

plished by the steel industry in two ways: by cutting costs of operation and by raising

the prices charged for steel. This alternative is only partially applicable to the railroad

indu-stry. We can produce better financial results by reducing costs, but the effect of

raising transportation rates under the present scheme of regulation might be likely to

backfire and drive business over to our competitors. Also, while the steel industry can

raise prices overnight, the process for increasing railroad rates through application to the

ICC normally involves months of delay, causing revenues to lag for behind rising costs

of doling business.

If we rule out subsidies, special tax relief and higher charges for transportation, the

railroads' hope for adequate earnings must depend on reduction of costs. This field has

unlimited possibilities, not only through technical research for better materials, equip-

ment and methods of railroad operation, but also in market research to keep up with
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chanfiinj; needs for rail passcntior and frfif;ht service. We all recoKni/e that the inherent

advantage of the railroad is the low unit cost of movinp large volumes of persons and

freight. Reduction of unit costs can I)c accomplished directlv throu'jh improved methods

and materials or indirectly hy increased volume.

Mass production of goods and services has been Ihe kcNstone of .America's industrial

progress and rising standard of living. Among the several modes of transportation, we

alone have the advantage of mass movement of pa.ssengcrs and all types of freight

—

the only true common carrier in domestic commerce.

The railroad industry is also unique among all industries in that each railroad is

dependent upon every other railroad in connection with the common use of rolling stock

and in the quality of service. We all have so many identical or similar problems we must

act in unison in working out solutions, otherwise wc will be lost in confusion. This

applies to rate and fare adjustments, contracts with the Brotherhoods, standardization

of equipment, safety legislation, interchange rules, settlement of loss and damage claims

and a host of other subjects important to our day-to-day operations.

Of particular interest to you as individual engineers and to this Association arc the

technical research programs being carried on by the various railroads, the A.AR Research

Center in Chicago, by the railroad supply industry, and by technical institutions of

learning. Our widespread network of rail transportation is a closely associated industry

of interdependent trunk line, short line and terminal railroad companies where new

methods and materials developed through the research of one could be of great benefit

to all. Year around cooperation of the railroad engineering fraternity through the .AREA

can accomplish great things for our interdepartment companies.

.According to a study made by the National Science Foundation, the total cost to the

nation for research and dev'elopment performed b>' private industry, educational institu-

tions, government agencies and all other types of organizations is now estimated to be

at an annual rate of more than .S5 bi'lion. I understand that private industry foots the

bill for about two-thirds of this tremendous expenditure for research and that those with

the largest budgets are the electrical equipment, the aircraft and the chemical industries.

In a publication of General Electric Company it is stated that their expenditures for

research and development are well in excess of the industry average of 6 percent of sales;

however, I understand that such expenditures by industry at large average closer to 4

or 5 percent of sales volume. It has been calculated that over a period of 25 years society

gets back between $27 and $54 for every dollar .spent on research, and the GE publica-

tion states "it is now a truism that those industries that have spent most on research

have gained most in stature."

.According to my information it is estimated hat the annual expenditure by the rail-

road industry on research and development is about .SIO million and that perhai)s another

.'^10 million is similarly spent by the railroad supply inrlustry, bringing the total to .^20

mil'ion a year. .As you can see. this is less than two-tenths of one percent of the Class I

railroads' annual gro.ss revenues. With no formal technical background in engineering,

I am in no position to a?sert that a substantial increase by the railroad industry for

applied research could or could nol Ik justified. Nevertheless, the striking comparison

of railroad industry re.search expenditures with those of other industries cannot be

lightly bru.shed aside. Some might .say that we are wedded to the rails and the flanged

wheel which p'aces many limitations on the practical results that could be ex|)ectefl from

railroad research as compared with the electrical equipment, the aircraft and the chem-

ical industries which have a veritable open field where the public's ajipetite for new

products is never satisfied.
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Actually, the amount spent for basic or pure research by industry is rather minor,

beiuK only about 4 percent of [hi- estimated total expenditure. The other Q6 percent is

spent for technical research in the fields of production or quality control, performance

testinji, and applied research embracing aggressive programs leading to new products,

increased sales and jirofits as well as for defensive research programs to solve the prob-

lems growing out ot higher operating costs, shifts in consumer buying habits and tech-

nological obsolescence.

The great inventor, Thomas A. Kdison, was quoted in our Sunday paper recently

with the following words of advice: "When _\ou see something which you can't under-

.stand and no one knows anything about, thai is the place to look for a real invention."

Well, this kind of technical inquisitiveness is in the field of pure or basic research.

I am afraid it would be difficult to sell your railroad managements or boards of directors

on an appropriation to support such a program. Nevertheless, it is up to you men who
are the technical group of the railroad industry to constantly question the established

methods, the materials and the equipment we are now using in our business. Just because

a method or machine has been tried and found true, is no reason that it cannot be

improved and improved again.

As a practical matter, of course, only our larger railroads have their own research

departments. I venture to say most of you are kept busy with maintenance and better-

ment projects requiring more of your time than you have to give, with little opportunity

to spend time on study and research. The .AREA does have active committees working

on a variety of railroad engineering problems. Your committees, in turn, are also work-

ing with the AAR and with the technical people in the supply industry. While our sup-

pliers contribute valuable research in the development of their products, they are naturally

more concerned with protecting their own interests. Also, there m.ay be some areas where

a research project may be of great importance to the railroads but of little significance

to suppliers. For these reasons, it is obvious that it would not be good management to

rely solely on our supply industry to carry on the lion's share of railroad research.

You are all familiar with the research project begun by the Association of American

Railroads in 1040 when provision was made for the construction of permanent facilities

in Chicago on the campus of the Illinois Institute of Technology. In 1056 the operating

budget for this AAR Research Center was slightly in excess of $1 million. The mechanical

laboratory was completed in 105,5 and an additional engineering research building is now
under construction which will permit a considerable expansion of the present activities.

Only last month the first issue of the bi-monthly Technical Information Bulletin was

published by the AAR Research Center. The distribution of these data is an important

step forward and should grow in value as the work proceeds.

Sometime ago, the AAR board of directors decided to employ the firm of Robert

Heller & Associates to investigate and make recommendations on its organization and

activities, including technical research, in thu railroad industry, and particularly with

respect to its own research activities. I am informed that the Heller organization's report

on technical research will be .submitted to the AAR directors in the near future. Some

of you have been consulted and have collaborated with the Heller people on portions

of this report. According to a preliminary copy made available to me, the report will

recommend that the railroad industry considerably expand its performance testing activi-

ties and .start a comprehensive program of applied research through expansion of the

\.\R organization and facihties, greater use of other re.search organizations, and consistent

encouragement of the supply induslr>-.
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This report proposes a new name for the AAR research ortranizalion - "The American

Rail\va>' Research Institute" and while recommcndinn close coordination with the worii

of individual railroads and the AAR technical committees, the report sujinests the pro-

posed ortjanization should not be restricted to research projects authorized only by com-

mittees. It points out that no research group can be fu'ly effective unless it is set up

so that it can exercise its own initiali\e within total hudfiet limitations and apjirovcd

categories of research.

Certainly when the Heller report is officially rileased, railroad management must

give its recommendations careful thought. Con.sidering the size of the railroad industry's

annual expenditures for equipment and maintenance, there should be many opportunities

for real accomplishments and substantial returns from dollars spent on a sound research

program. For example—a reduction of only 1 percent in maintenance of way and main-

tenance of equipment expenses through imi)rovcd techniques anrl savings in materials

would involve an annual saving of nearly 'r^M million.

The railroad industry takes great pride in its past record of accomplishments and

has good prospects for growth in the future. The fact that no other form of land transport

can match the railroad in terms of all-round economy cannot be denied. Our total oper-

ating costs still average around one-half cent per gross ton-mile—far below the actual

costs of competitor land transportation.

Long term planning and forecasting has become commonplace throughout industry

in recent years. We have a great amount of economic data produced by the government,

market research organizations, economists and others, which not only tells us where

we've been and where we are today but, with proper interpretation and projection, can

tell us wh'rc our national economy or our industry is likely to be in 10 or 20 years.

The Railway Progress Institute film .shown last night introduced a comprehensive

study of railroad growth potential for the 10 years from 1055 to 1965. This study

predicts at least a 41 percent increase in the freight ton-miles to be carried by railroads

by 1065 based on trends of growth in population and in the national income. It supports

similar forecasts made by leading railroad executives and others who warn that our

biUion-a-year expenditure for additions and betterments since the end of World War II

must be doubled in the decade ahead if we are to be adequately prepared to meet the

growing demand for transportation in the coming years. We, that is railroad manage-

ment, arc challenged to make the decision of whether we will just go along with the tide

of national growth, hoping for a proportionate share of the transportation bu.siness, or

whether we will plan aggressively, not only to insure getting our rightful share. i>iit ako

to give our competition a run for its money.

Rai'road management is not restricted to the few top officers and the board of

directors; it is the team of men who make and influence the decisions which determine

the course of the company's activities—operating, sales, i)urchasing and other supporting

departments. Long-range planning requires teamwork within the railroad and between

the railroads. You men assembled here today are an important part of the team. Your

technical planning must be farsighted yet workable. This is your challenge for the future.

While this is a day of specialization, we must all work toward a broader under-

standing of our common problems. Our product is railroad tran.sportation service and

every improvement in speed, in safety, in more careful handling of freight and pas-

sengers will help to expand our volume. The dollars available for these improvements

are limited and must be spent wi<el\ .

We have hiirh hopes that a new national transjioi lation i)olic> will .-oon be developed

and p'aced in effect to bring about equality of mmpetitive op|)orlunity for all forms
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of inil)lic transportation. I'm sure you art' all familiar with the President's Cabinet

Committee Reiiort on Transportation. It has been characterized as a step in the right

direction, Init falls far short of a comprehensive, well rounded plan to solve the nation's

growing pains. It covers only regulated surface transportation, leaving out much that

needs doing to integrate the airways, the highways and waterways in an overall transport

system to most efficiently serve the public. It does not cover the important subject of

adequate user charges against the forms of transportation which tjenetit from govern-

ment financed faci'ities, nor does it specifically cover repeal of the federal excise taxes

on freight bills and passenger fares with which public transportation has been saddled

since World War II.

The process of changing the antiquated laws and regulations governing onl_\- part

of the present transportation industry is disappointingly slow and complicated. It is a

job requiring wide xision and the combined talents of all of us. Nevertheless, I am
certain that if the nation steers the best course toward the future, it will find the rail-

roads there, stronger than ever—ready, willing and able to carry the major part of the

load. It's up to all of us to accept the challenge to be aggressive and wise in planning

for progress in railroading. It will be easier with teamwork.

This concludes my message on the challenge of the future. To summarize—the rail-

road industry looks to engineering for full cooperation within and among the rail carriers

on containing studies and improved applications for technological progress.

I thank you. [Applause]

Afternoon Session—March 5, 1957

Discussion on Iron and Steel Structures (Cont'd)

[The meeting reconvened at 2:20 pm, Vice President Meyers presiding.]

Vice President Meyers: We will continue with the report of Committee IS. Mr.

Short w% talking when we adjourned for the .'\nnual Luncheon. Mr. Short, do you have

any additional remarks?

Mr. Short: In summing up, I might say that the Missouri Pacific brine-dripping

paint test is not complete; there hasn't been sufficient time as yet for the coatings on

the sand-blasted steel to have run their course. We don't know what their life is going to

be, or anything about the economy of applying them, and won't know until we do

know more about what their life is.

We were somewhat disappointed with the performance of the coatings on the hand-

cleaned steel. We expected longer life out of some of them. It seems that the effective

service life of any of the coatings used was about two years.

Another thing we found out is that the so-called rust-preventive compounds were

worthless in this particular test. This definitely shows that in severe environments, surface

preparation must be considered.

Chairman Harris: Thank you, Mr. Short. The information you have given here

should be of great economic value to the railroads. As you stated, some of these prepara-

tions do not give the protection that is claimed.

Assignment 8—Specifications for Design of Corrugated Metal Culverts,

Including Corrugated Metal Arches.

Chairman Harris: The report on Assignment 8 will be given by Subcommittee

Chairman W. E. Dowling, bridge inspector. Union Pacific.

Mr. Dowling: Mr. Chairman, gentlemen; your committee submits the following

progress report as information.
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The Specifications for CorruKalcd Structural Plate Pipe were adopted in 1054, and

appear in Part 4, Chapter 1, of the Manual. In order to include specifications for pipe-

arches and arches, the committee has under study a recommendation to broaden the

scope of the present specifications to cover corrugated structural plate pipe, 60 in or

more in diameter, and pipe-arch or arch culverts, 73 in or more in span.

A current development in structural plate pipe is the use of elliptical structures

and elliptical shaping; hy the fabricator when field-strutted pipe is specified. It has been

recommended to revise the present specifications I)\- addini; a para^rraph to cover the

elliptical structures and elliptical shaping.

The hose action of flexible pipe is one of the deflection changes unaccompanied by

rupture or buckling, and any attempt to rationalize the structural design should be

directed toward development of permissible deflections under specified conditions of

installation.

In the development of the specifications for corrugated structural plate pipe, the

subcommittee was ab'e to correlate information gained from theoretical considerations

with information derived from a study of the structural performance of many existing

field installations, and from the AASHO tests conducted at Michigan State College.

Your committee has, therefore, directed that the study of recommendations for pipe-

arches, arches and elliptical pipe shall include a field survey of existing installations, and

formal request will be made to the director of engineering research, .A.AR, to conduct

such a survey.

Assignment 10—Specifications for Design of Continuous Bridges.

Chairm.ax H.arris: The next report is on Assignment 10. I might say that this sub-

ject was undertaken by Committee 15 because many of the grade separations that are

currently being carried out by the railroads involve the construction of continuous

bridges, and it is expected that this type of structure will be used more in the future

than it has in the past. The committee report will be given by Subcom.mittee Chairman

J. F. Marsh, designing engineer, DeLeuw Cather & Co.

Mr. Marsh: Mr. Chairman and members of the Association: Your committee

presents, as information, specifications for the design of continuous steel railway bridges,

looking to their adoption and publication in the Manual next year. Comment and

criticisms are solicited.

I will not read these specifications now, as they are contained in Bulletin 5,^4, pages

6Q4 to 696, incl. We feel they will prove helpful in the design of underpasses, particularly

where there is a specified minimum clearance from base of rail to low steel. We also feel

that a considerable saving in structural steel can be effected.

Chairman Harris: Thank you. Mr. Mar.-^h. That concludes the rei)ort of Commit-

tee 15.

\'i(E Prksidext Mevkrs: Mr. Harris, I commend you and your committee on your

continuance through the past year of important work in behalf of our A.ssociation. The
railroads of the country, if not of the world, look to your committee and its rcccm-

mendations, not only for the basic features of bridge design, but also for the lat 1

advancements in the art of bridge design and construction.

This is both a great compliment to your committee and a great responsibilitv

.

Under your aggressive leadershij). I am .sure your committee will continue to live i p

to its reputation and responsibilities.

Your committee is now excused with the thanks of the .^s.'^ociation. |.\pplau>>e|

With scientific anrl applied research high among the essential ingredients of sound

growth in our industry and our nation, it is hJL'hly appropriate that our next speaker
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shoiilfl 1)1' (he director of en^ineerinn research of the AAR, v\hose staff is constantly

enKajied in so much effective research and test work for our various technical committees.

I refer to Mr. G. M. Majit'i", whom I take pleasure in invitint; to our speaker's table.

I
President Hedley resumed the chair.)

Research Review

By G. M. Magee
Director of Engineering Research, AAR

I am plea.sed to have this opjiortunity to ijre.sent the highlights of Engineering

Division research activities during the past year. As you know, these activities are spon-

sored principally by the AREA acting as the Construction and Maintenance Section of

the Association of American Railroads. The detailed reports of our research activities are

published in the Proceedings as a part of the annual reports of the sponsoring committee

in most cases, and I will not take time to go into these. However, there are some other

activities to which I would like to direct attention. In my opinion one of the most im-

portant of these was the preparation by the Research Center this year of a research

catalogue which provides a ready reference to published reports of all research projects

conducted or participated in by the .'X.'KR. A copy of this catalogue has been sent to all

.AREA members, and I hope you will find it of \a!ue and make good use of it. 1 would

also like to call your attention to the Fifth Annual Report of AAR research activities

at the Research Center for 1956, which was published in November. Copies of this

report are available in the lobby for those who want them.

Another activity at the Research Center to which I should like to direct attention

was the two-day conference held at the Research Center on June 11-12 and attended

by representatives from various railroads owning and operating their own detector cars.

We have found these conferences very helpful.

This year for the first time a weed-control conference was held at the Research

Center, and because of the interest aroused, it was necessary to schedule two different

conferences, each of two days duration. These conferences were most interesting and

valuable in affording an opportunity for the exchange of experiences by railroad personnel

interested in weed killing, and in providing an opportunity for the research activities of

the chemical supply companies and those of the A.AR staff, including work sponsored at

various universities, to be presented to railroad personnel directly engaged in weed-

control measures on the various railroads.

The annual meeting of the Research Council on Riveted and Bolted Structural

Joints was held at the Research Center February 7 and S. The AAR, at the instance

of Committee IS—Iron and Steel Structures, has been one of the principal sponsors of

this Engineering Foundation Research Council over the past several \ears.

A new project started during the year and worthy of mention is a service test of

various paint systems on the Seaboard Air Line Railroad in an area subject to an aggres-

sive corrosion environment. .-Mso, rolling-load and slow-bend tests were initiated and

substantially progressed by Prof. Cramer at the University of Illinois on butt-welded high-

silicon rail, the welds being mafle both b\' the acet\!ene pressure process and the electric

fla.sh welding process.

Several tests were conducted by the research staff during the year at the request of

Member Roads. One of these included measurements for the first time of the lateral

thrust applied on guards rails, the tests being made on the Great Northern Railway.

At the request of the Penn.sylvania Railroad, tests were made in conjunction with the
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Fisher Body Division of General Motors Corporation to determine the lateral and ver-

tical displacements and accelerations to which lading in freight cars is subjected in typical

freight runs. Test measurements were made for the Canadian Pacific Railway to deter-

mine the stresses developed in eyebolts on switch stands, these eyebolts in several in-

stances having developed progressive fractures. Measurements of static and dynamic

stresses were made on a steel viaduct for the Genesee & W\'oming Railroad, and stress

measurements were made to determine the longitudinal di>trii)Ution of axle loads on a

steel viaduct of the New York Central Railroad in New York City.

Of particular value and importance during the year to the Engineering Division

research activities was the progress made on the construction of the new engineering

laboratory. This 98 by 102-ft building is nearing completion, and it is expected that it

will be ready for occupancy during April. This facility will provide an outstanding addi-

tion for progressing the research acti\itics of our division. The general objective is to

provide accelerated testing procedures simulating service conditions for evaluating com-

ponents of track and bridge structures within a few weeks time rather than having to

wait for a period of 15 to 20 years for service evaluations. Testing machines now in the

basement of the administration building will be moved to the new engineering labora-

tory as well as most of the rolling load machines now located at the Universit\' of

Illinois. In addition, an appropriation of .'>250,000 has been approved for the acquisition

of new testing equipment for use in the building. With the acquisition of this equipment

we shall indeed be provided with a most modern, effective and efficient testing facility.

The and 12-in stroke rolling-load machines provide an effective means of study-

ing rail metallurgy and defects, butt welds, md techniques for building up battered rail

ends by welding. These machines do an excellent job of determining whether there are

any interior defects that will act as stress raisers and develop internal progressive frac-

tures with the passage of millions of wheel loads. Six of these machines are available at

the present time for this work. The 3,^ -in stroke rolling-load machines have proven

themselves for making fatigue tests on full-size rail joints and afford the opportunity for

accelerated evaluation of rail joint design and metallurgies, including insulated joints.

Two new tie wear machines are being acquired which will provide facilities for

more quickly evaluating tie plate size and design, tie pads and coating for controlling

the rate of tie abrasion. These machines will replace the two rolling-load machines that

have been used for this work and will give superior performance because of providing

vertical loadings with lateral components alternately inwardly and outwardly of the

track, thus more nearly simulating the track loading conditions to which the tie is

subjected.

A 10 by 30-ft heavily reinforced concrete slab, 3 ft thick, provides the foundation

for the new ballast testing machine which utilizes hydraulic jacks actuated by pulsating

hydraulic pressure to provide repeated loading to the ballast section being tested. The

test section will comprise a length of track, including three ties, for the full width of the

ballast section. This equipment will make it possible to carry on fundamental work

which has not in the past been possible. It will afford the opportunity not only of study-

ing ballast materials themselves, but also of studying the effects of gradation, binder

materials, effectiveness of tie lengths with respect to tamping, effectiveness of methods

of tamping, and will even provide for making tests of soils, using a 5-ft depth of sub-

grade below the ballast section.

Structural testing facilities include a humidity room in which full lengths of bridge

stringers can be tested under repeated hydraulic loading with humidity conditions con-

trolled to simulate those in the outside atmosphere. This humidity control is necessary
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because otherwise timbers split excessively when stored and tested under the normal dry

air conditions within a laboratory. A 20 by 54-ft heavily reinforced concrete slab, 4 ft

tliick, has been jirovided In form ihc foundation inv npratt'd load tests on structural

incnibcMs of a Icnjilh up lo 50 il. Suitable loadinj,' franu's boiled to the conrretc slab

will be used with hydraulic jacks and a pulsator to provide the repeated load tests on

steel or reinforced concrete beams or girders.

.\ccelerated corrosion test machines will be provided throuf^h the courtesx- of Gen-

eral Motors Technical Center, which has kindly provided plans and given permission

for the construction of a design of machine developed at its laboratories. These machines

jM'ovidc accelerated and controlled corrosive environments which will be very valuable

in evaluating paints, inhibitors, greases and studying corrosion phenomena in general.

Burning chambers and hoods will l)e provided to facilitate the work on Ine-retardant

coatings for timber trestles, making it possible to burn larger specimens than it has been

possible to do with our present facilities in an ordinary chemical hood.

The building will also provide improved and more adequate facilities for detector

car research and development and maintenance work. A work pit is provided for labora-

tory and shop equipment, shelves for storing, and a hydraulic lift for loading and

unloading detector cars on flat cars for shipment at distances greater than the cars can

be moved economically on their own wheels.

Space is also available for an adequate ballast and soil mechanics laboratory, as well

as for the Sonntag repeated load testing machines and other fatigue testing machines

of the Mechanical Division and for the addition of single cylinder diesel test enaines for

work on diesel fuels and lubricants.

With the completion and equipping of this new laboratory we shall certainly have

a facility of which we can be justly proud and which will very greatly expedite our

research work, as well as make it possible to engage in many valuable investigations

which otherwise could not be undertaken. [Applause]

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Magee. I'm sorry that we had to put your

part of this program out of its order as announced in the printed program, because of

the short time we had left at the end of the morning session on Monday. But we very

much appreciate your being here now, giving us a review of your work, and telling us

about what you are looking forward to in the way of additional equipment and about

the things you are going to do in engineering research.

We will now continue with the afternoon program as scheduled in the AREA News.

First is the report of Committee 28—Clearances, of which Mr. E. R. Word, special

engineer, Illinois Central, Chicago, is chairman. Will he and the members of his com-

mittee please come to the platform?

Discussion on Clearances
[For report, see pp. 653-656]

I
President Wm. J. Hedley presiding.]

Chairman E. R. Word (IC) : Mr. President, members of the Association and

guests: Committee 28—Clearances, has seven assigned subjects and is reporting on two

of them.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Chairman Word: Recommendations with lespect lo re\'ision of Manual will Ije

presented under Assignment 2.
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Assignment 2—Clearances as Affected by Girders Projecting Above Top
of Track Rails, Structures, Third Rail, Signal and Train Control Equip-

ment, Collaborating with Signal and Electrical Sections, and with Mechan-
ical and Operating-Transportation Divisions, AAR.

Chairman Word: The report on Assignment 2 will be presented l)> Suhccmmittee

Chairman J. E. Good, engineer of bridges, Reading Company.

Mr. Good: Mr. President, members of the Association, and guest>; In the Associa-

tion's Manual of Recommended Practice its ''Equipment Diagram I'nrestricted for Main

Lines" calls for a clearance of 2% in between any part of a car and top of rail.

The Mechanical Division, .-K.AR, which, previous to 195.? had shown the same clear-

ances on its equipment diagram, has added a note to its diagram that "all new or

rebuilt cars shall be so designed that no part of car shall be less than 2}4 in above the

top of the running rail under all allowable wear and spring deflection conditions."

In view of this action on the part of the Mechanical Division, which has been

approved by A.-\R Member Roads, and in harmony with the thinking of Committee 28,

it is the recommendation of your committee, in order to bring the Association's Equip-

ment Diagram I'nrestricted for Main Lines in line with the action of the Mechanical

Division, that it be revised to the extent of adding thereto the same note which has been

approved for adding to Plate B 'Equipment Diagram L'nrestricted for Interchange

Service" of the Mechanical Division.

I therefore move that the Equipment Diagram Unrestricted for Main Lines, pag;

28-3-2 of the Manual, be reapproved with the addition of the following note:

"All new or rebuilt cars should be so designed that no part of car shall be less

than 2->'4 in above the top of the running rail under all allowable wear and spring

deflection conditions."

[The motion was regularly seconded.]

President Hedlev: Is there any discussion?

[The motion was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 4—Compilation of the Railroad Clearance Requirements

of the Various States.

Cn.\iRMAN Word: The report on Assignment 4 will be presented by Subcommittee

Chairman M. W. Wohlschlaeger, assistant engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad.

Mr. Wohlschlaeoer: Mr. President, members of the Association and guests: Your

committee submits as information a tabulation of the clearance requirements of the

various states brought up to date as of December 1, 1956. In it, we would call attention

to the fact that, as the result of recent orders, the clearance requirements of the states

of Arkansas, Nebraska and Wyoming are shown for the first time; also, that few or

extensive revisions in clearance requirements are shown for the states of Colorado, Idaho,

Michigan, New Mexico and Oregon.

Subsequent to December 1st your committee learned that clearance regulations have

recently been adopted by the states of Delaware and Oklahoma. Requirenunts of these

two states will appear in this committee's next report.

Chairman Word: Mr. President, this concludes the report of Committee JS.

President Hediev: Thank you, Mr. Word. Matters of concern to your committee

are of great interest and importance to our railroads. I note that several of your assign-

ments call for collaboration with other Divisions and Sections, particularly with the

Mechanical Division, AAR. I hope your committee will take the initiative in thise mat-

ters, and urge closest collaboration, in an endeavor to progress the work on these

assignments.
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Your committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association. [Applause]

Next is the report of Committee 2Q—Waterproofing. The chairman of this com-

mittee is Henry Seitz, desiKninn cnjiineer of bridges and huildinns, Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad, Baltimore. Will Mr. Seitz and his committee please come to the platform?

There will be a meeting of the Board of Direction immediately following the con-

clusion of this afternoon's session. The meeting will be held in Room 6 on the second

lloor.

You may proceed, Mr. Seitz.

Discussion on Waterproofing
I For report, .-iee iip. 5 75-577]

[President Wm. J. Hedley presiding.]

Chairman Henry Seitz (B&O) : Mr. President, fellow members and guests: The

report of Committee 29—Waterproofing, is printed in Bulletin 533, December 1056.

The committee has three assignments, and a report has been made on each assignment.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Chairman Seitz; The report on Assignment 1 will be presented by Subcommittee

Chairman E. A. Johnson, engineer of bridges, Illinois Central Railroad.

Mr. Johnson: Mr. President, members of the Association:

You will note from our printed report that a minor revision to our current specifica-

tion for testing of asphalt has been reviewed and approved by the committee. To avoid

the cost of printing and circulating this minor change, the committee has decided to

defer a request for approval by the .Association until more extensive changes can be

incorporated in our request. These changes are now being actively progressed, and it is

expected that they will be handled to a conclusion this year.

Mr. President, this report is submitted as information.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Johnson.

Assignment 2—Waterproofing Materials and Their Application to Rail-

way Structures, Collaborating with Committees 6, 8 and 15.

Chairman Seitz: The report on Assignment 2 will be presented by Subcommittee

Chairman R. J. Brueske, assistant division engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul &

Pacific Railroad.

Mr. Brueske: Mr. President, fellow members, and guests: This report is intended

to familiarize you with the progress being made on the study of waterproofing materials

and membranes.

During the past year we completed editing the report on bituminous materials and

it was subsequently published in Bulletin 531, Part 1.

We are now in the process of preparing a revision of the specifications for coal tar

pitch and creosote primer.

Waterproofing membrane testing is being carried on in Chicago by the AAR research

staff. One of the things learned from the tests is the importance of maintaining a close

inspection when applying a membrane waterproofing. Great care must be exercised to

avoid overheating the asphalt, and a close check should be made to avoid skimping when

applying the asphalt.

We are now studying the effects of different asphalt on the properties of a membrane

waterproofing. Many variable factors, such as the type of material, stretch, temperature
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changes, action under hydraulic head, and the number of plies of material arc also being

taken into consideration.

A complete investigation of the specifications for waterproofing materials such as

asphalt plank, asphalt block, and insulated paper is now being undertaken by your

committee.

Your committee is cognizant of its responsibility to provide a more modern and

complete waterproofing specification. We are confident the tests and studies we are now

carrying on will lead to such a specification.

Mr. President, this report is presented as information.

Prksidknt Hi.1)[.i.v: Thank you, Mr. Hrueske.

Assignment 3—Coatings for Dawpproodng Railway Structures, Col-

laborating with Committees 6 and 8.

("ii.AiKM.AN Skitz: The report on .Assignment .'< will be presented by Subcommittee

Chairman F. S. Schubert, resident engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway.

Mr. Schubert: As this is a new assignment considerable research was required before

arriving at a suitable method of procedure for tests.

I'nder the direction of Dr. W. L. Do'ch, assistant professor at Purdue University,

the preliminary work necessary for the testing of new materials has progressed during

the year, and work has b( gun on the testing of emulsion coatings.

Preliminary work is being done with some of the clay-type emulsions used in a

previous study of bituminous coatings. Certain othtr coatings, such as some silicones,

paints and resins, will also be tested to see how these materials compare with emulsions.

The tests being started include water diffusion through the coatings from both liquid

and vapor states, contact angle of water on the coatings, and solubility of water in the

coatings.

We e.xpect that a more detailed report can be presented on these tests next year.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Schubert.

Chairman Seitz: The members of Committee 29 are fully aware that some sections

of our specifications require revision, and our subcommittees arc actively engaged in

developing the changes required.

Materials and methods are constantly changing, and a great deal of study and

research is necessary to maintain a modern and practical specification. The committee is

represented on committees of the American Society for Testing Materials, and keeps

abreast of the work being done in our field by other technical societies, and the practices

of manufacturers. We feel highly optimistic regarding the progress of our work, and the

committee welcomes any suggestions or questions from members of the .Association.

Mr. President, this concludes the report of Committee 29.

President Hedi.ev: Thank you, Mr. Seitz. Under these assignments, although rela-

tively few in number, you have done some highly important work. We hope that your

committee will keep after these problems until they are entirely solved.

Your committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association. ( Applause)

We will next hear from Committee 17—Wood Preservation. Mr. A. J. Loom, gen-

eral superintendent timber preservation. Northern Pacific Railway, is chairman. Will he

and the members of his committee plea.se come forward ?
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Discussion on Wood Preservation
1 For roport, see pp. 551-56<)1

[President Wm. J. Hedley presidinR.]

Chairman A. J. Loom (Northern Paciiic) : Mr. President, members and quests of

the Association: Committee I7's report is printed in Bulletin 533, beginning on page 551.

The first assignment is Revision of Manual. The committee is making progress on

this assignment, but we have no report at this time.

Assignment 2—Specifications for Wood Preservatives.

Chairman Loom: The report on Assignment 2 will be presented by Subcommittee

Chairman W. W. Barger, chief inspector. Tie and Timber Treating Department. Santa Fe.

Mr. Barcer: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, our report this year consists of five

parts. It is a progress report and is submitted as information.

Under Part 1—Keep Up-to-Date Current Specifications for Preservatives, we have

one or two items that we hope to work on next year.

Part 2 is Review and Report on New Preservatives. At the present time we have

two water-borne preservatives under consideration. The specifications for these two are

printed in Bulletin 533 as information.

We have done considerable work on Part 3—Review Method of Sampling Creosote

in Tank Cars, but it is going to require more.

Part 4—Study the Advisability of Establishing the Flash Point of Creosote, is more

or less controversial, so we're going to have to do some more work on the subject to

reach agreement.

Part 5 is Review Strength Requirements of Penta Solutions for Possible Addition

to Specification. At the present time the AREA treatment specifications that allow penta

for treatment have footnotes specifying that the penta solution used must contain

approximately 5 percent penta. The committee feels that the present footnote is adequate

at this time, but it will continue to study the subject.

Assignment 3—Specifications for Petroleum as a Carrier for Standard

Wood Preservatives.

Chairman Loom: The chairman of Subcommittee 3, H. M. Schudlich, engineer of

water service. Northern Pacific, is in the hospital and could not attend the convention.

So I'm going to ask Mr. H. R. Duncan, superintendent of timber preservation, Burlington

Lines, to comment on his report.

Mr. Duncan: Mr. President, members of the Association and guests: There has been

considerable discussion, and studies have been made by other associations, about reducing

the flash point requirements of petroleum oil for blending with creosote. It has been

suggested that the flash point be reduced from 215 to 175 deg F, and that has been

done by at least one other organization.

Uniformity of AREA specifications with those of other associations may be desir-

ab'e, but for the benefit of those who wish to retain the quality of the petroleum oil

as specified in the Manual, it is recommended that no change be made in the flash point

at this time.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Duncan.

Chairman Loom: Thank you, Harry. There will be no report at this meeting on

Assignment 4—Specifications for Preservative Treatment of Forest Products, Including

Laminated Timbers. The committee has made progress on this subject, however.
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Assignment 5—Conditioning of Wood Before Preservative Treatment.

Chairman Loom: Subcommittee Chairman M. S. Hudson, consulting chemist, will

now present the report on Assifinment 5.

Mr. Hidson: Mr. Chairman, members of the Association: Your committee reports

progress in studying the use of artificial methods of conditioning cross ties before treat-

ment. During the last two years there has been quite a lot of activity in this field because

of the suddently increased demand for treated cross ties after a period in which pur-

chases of ties by the railroads had been very low. The wood preserving industry didn't

have enough dry ties in stock to fill the orders.

In past years, the only method the industry could resort to for treating green ties

(and I'm speaking now mostly of eastern hardwoods, although green ties of other species

have been treated) is the Boulton process. That was brought into use to meet the large

demand last year. In addition, two new methods of artificially seasoning cross ties were

used. One is controlled air seasoning; about 500,000 ties were dried by that process in

105b. The other process is known as vapor drying under which process about 2,000,000

ties were treated.

These processes permit bringing ties direct from the woods and treating them within

a very short time, instead of having to stack them in a seasoning yard for 6 to 12 months

to get them dry enough to treat.

One of the advantages of these artificial methods of seasoning is that tie inventories

can be reduced. Also, the wood is not exposed to wood-destroying organisms at the

most critical time in its life, just after it has been felled, when it contains all of the sap

nutrients that are favored by the organisms. Furthermore, these proce.s.ses tend to produce

less checking and splitting than air-seasoning.

It is e.xpected that as a result of the railroad's experiences during the past year,

the use of these processes will probably increase. There has been only limited capacity

for handling ties by these processes, but the facilities are expanding, and we expect that

probably many more ties will be vapor-dried and controUed-air-seasoned in future years.

That completes our report.

Chairman Loom: Thank you, Mr. Hudson.

If there are any questions on that subject, I'm sure that Mr. Hudson will be glad to

answer them. If not, we'll pass on to the next assignment.

Assignment 6—Specifications for Fire-Retardant Treatment of Wood,
Collaborating with Committees 6 and 7.

Chairman Loom: Assignment b will be presented by Mr. W. H. Fulweiler, con-

sulting chemist, chairman of the subcommittee.

Mr. Filweiler: Mr. Chairman, members of the Association: Our committee has

no report on Manual material this year. However, it has followed very carefully the

results of some large-scale burning tests of full-size structures, principally decked struc-

tures. Two of these tests have been completed, but, unfortunately, the results are not

yet available. We know of two similar types of tests which will be run within the next

month or so. We hope that by next year we will have a lot of very valuable information

as the result of these te.sts.

I might say that this committee has been cooperating—and expects to cooperate

more closely next year than we did in the past year—with Committee 7, which has been

working essentially on the use of coatings instead of treatment of wood—that is, coatings

in the form of paints and membranes that can be applied and have been applied to exist-
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inp structures. This committiH''s work has lieen confinefl to structures built from treated

materials.

This is all we have to rei)ort at this time.

Presidknt Hkdlky: Thank you, Mr. Fulwtikr.

Assignment 7—Service Test Records of Treated Wood,

Cii.AiRMAN Loom: Subcommittee Chairman R. P. Hughes, inspector, Tie and Tim!)er

Treating Department, Santa Fe, will now present the report on Assignment 7.

Mr. Hughes: Mr. President, gentlemen of the Association: Your committee 7 sub-

mits the following report of progress on service records of treated poles:

.Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway—Report on 1056 inspection of .signal depart-

ment pole line between Ransom and Mazon, 111

Western Union Telegraph Company— 1Q56 rei)()rt on creosote-treated poles along

the Texas & New Orleans between Houston and Orange, Tex., and along the Illinois

Central between New Orleans, La., and the Mississippi state line.

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad— lQ5t> report of New York-New Haven

cable line.

Canadian Pacific Railway—Inspection of crcosoted pine poles, Desbaret-Garden

River, Thessalon Subdivision.

The Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph Company—Report on ]OSb inspection of

Lincoln-Plattsmouth Toll Line.

Western Union Telegraph Company and Wisconsin Power & Light Company—Sum-

mary of inspection of poles treated with pentachlorophcnol.

Mr. President, this report is presented as information.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Hughes.

Assignment 8—Destruction by Marine Organisms ; Methods of Pre-

vention.

Chairman Loom: Next is the report on Assignment 8. The subcommittee chairman

is Mr. A. P. Richards, director of William F. Clapp Laboratories, Inc., Duxbury, Mass.

He wrote me and said he was very sorry he couldn't present the report because he was

making annual inspections of field tests. However, his report can be read in Bulletin 533.

Assignment 9—Destruction by Termites—Metliods of Prevention.

Chairman Loom: Mr. F. J. Fudge, timber engineer. New York Central, and sub-

committee chairman, will now present the report on Assignment Q.

Mr. Fudoe: Mr. President, members and guests: This is a progress report, submitted

as information.

The project to establish a test plot has been approved, and the necessary materials

have been purchased. Treatment of the specimens is expected to be completed by the

middle of 1957, and installations at the test site will follow shortly thereafter.

President Hedlev: Thank you, Mr. Fudge.

Assignment 10—Incising Forest Products.

Chairman Loom: Subcommittee Chairman W. C. Reichow, engineer wood preserva-

tion, Great Northern, will present the report on As.signment 10.

Mr. Reichow: Mr. President and members of this Association: The report on

Incising Forest Products is presented as information.

Incising was originally conceived to effect increased penetration in refractory timber

species, such as fir. Later, much experimentation was done to aid control of checking

and splitting by pre-incising green timber.
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A tabulation, and general comments of various railroads throuKhoul the country,

is presented in our report, shown on page 567 of Bulletin 5.?.^.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Reichow .

Chairman Loom: That concludes the report of Committee 17.

I would now like to introduce to >ou the new chairman and vice chairman of C(mi-

mittee 17. Mr. Paul Hrentlinger, will you stand? |.Applause] .And Mr. Holi Radkey,

will you stand? [Applause]

I neglected to sa\ where these gentlemen aie from, although I think you all know
them. Paul Brentlinger is from the Pennsylvania, and Bob Radkey is with the Illinois

Central Railroad.

On behalf of Vice Chairman Walter Reichow and m>self, we now bid farew'ell to

this committee in our present capacities.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Loom. Your committee performs important

work on behalf of the Association in a very specialized field, and, under your direction,

has kept abreast of developments, both as a m.atter of information and in the form of

recommended practices.

Mr. Loom, you have a long and distinguished record in the service of the railways

and Committee 17. You have been a member of the committee since 1932. As I add

it up, that is 25 years. After rising to the presidency of the American Wood Preservers

Association in 1Q47, you accepted the chairmanship of Committee 17. Shall I tell how old

you were when you did that ?

Chairman Loom: That's all right.

President Hedley: That was at the age of 67, just in time to permit you to com-

plete youT three-year term before retirement from active railroad service, which I under-

stand will become effective on May 1, after 51 years of continuous service with the

Northern Pacific Railway.

I know that all the members of your committee and others present join me in

expressing our appreciation to you for your long record of service to the railways, to the

Association, and to the wood preserving industr_\', and we wish for >ou many years of

health and happiness in your forthcoming retirement.

We are indeed fortunate in having Mr. Paul Brentlinger as your successor, with his

knowledge and experience in the matter of ties and wood preservation, and background

as a chairman of Committee 3—Ties, only a few years ago. We are also pleased to have

Mr. Radkey as the vice chairman, as his assistant.

Your committee is now excused, with the thanks of the Association. [Applause]

Our next committee is Committee 6— Buildings, of which Mr. D. E. Perrine, assistant

chief engineer, Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad, is chairman. Will Mr. Perrine and

the members of his committee please come to the platform ?

Mr. Perrine has done a good job in taking over this committee earl\ in the year.

You may proceed, Mr. Perrine.

Discussion on Buildings
[For report, .see pp. 515-539]

(President Wm. J. Hedley presiding.]

Chairman D. E. Perrine (C&WI): Mr. President, members and guests: Before pro

ceeding with the presentation of the report of Committee b— Buildings, we wish to say

that Mr. A. G. Dorland. retired assistant engineer, Elgin, Joliet & Eastern, has been

elected Member Emeritus. The members are happy to extend this honor to Mr. Dorland,

who was a faithful and valuable member of our committee for manv vears.
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The committee reports the death during the year of two members—Mr. Bryce M.

Murdoch, engineer of buildings, Illinois Central Railroad, who passed away on March 11,

10.S6, and Mr. Joseph Schnebclen, assistant engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad, who died

Septi'mbcr 27, 105(i. Memoirs for these men will appear in the Convention Proceedings.

MEMOIR

Mvpte Mtl&tn^it iHurdoctj

Br.Nce McKenzie Murdoch, engineer of buildings of the Illinois Central Railroad,

a member of .'KRE.'V Committee 6—Buildings, and of the American Society for Testing

Materials, died at the Illinois Central Hospital, Chicago, on April 11, 1956. He is survived

by his wife, Mrs. Esther Johnson Murdoch, and a son, Donald.

Mr. Murdoch was born in Birmingham, England, on February 2b, 1891. Much of

his early education was obtained in England, where he attended the University and

School of Fine Arts at Birmingham. In the United States Mr. Murdoch attended Vir-

ginia Polytechnic Institute at Blacksburg, Va., and later completed a correspondence

course from the Armour Institute in Chicago.

Mr. Murdoch started his railroad career with the Central of Georgia, where he

worked as a draftsman and inspector of dredging, pile driving, dock construction, and

fire protection installations. In June 1911, he joined the Illinois Central as a draftsman,

serving with that road until July 1912, when he went with the Bloomington Southern &

Jackson Railroad, Birmingham, Ala., as an instrumentman. He left that road in May
1913, to work as a designer, chiefly of reinforced concrete, for the Leonard Construction

Company. Later, he inaugurated the American Steel Window Company, a subsidiary

of Leonard Construction Company.

In October 1916, Mr. Murdoch returned to the Illinois Central to do special work.

.\fter military service in 1918 he worked in the Illinois Central Building Department until

May 1919, when he resigned to accept a position as manager of the service department

of the Hydraulic Steel Company, Cleveland, Ohio, and then as assistant manager of its

Chicago office.

In 1920 Mr. Murdoch again returned to the IlUnois Central, becoming chief drafts-

man in 1922, assistant engineer of buildings in 1926, and engineer of buildings in 1Q4,^,

which position he held until his death.

Mr. Murdoch was a member of the Eighteenth Church of Christ Scientist of Chicago

and of the First Church of Christ Scientist of Boston, Mass.

Mr. Murdoch was a registered structural engineer and a registered professional engi-

neer in Illinois. He had many friends in the AREA, which he joined in 1923. He served

on Committee 23—Shops and Locomotive Terminals, 1931 to 1937, and on Committee

6—Buildings, from 1045 to the time of his death.

MEMOIR

Joseph John Schnebelen, assistant engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad, and a member

of the American Railway Engineering Association since 1929, died on September 28,

1956. Born in St. Joseph, Mo., October 26, 1889, the son of Joseph N. Schnebelen and

Mary (Mueller) Schnebelen. He was educated at St. Mary's Parochial School, McKinley

High School, St. Louis School of Engineering, City College of Law, and Washington
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University. He was awarded a certificate in structural cnKineerinj; in niCJ; a Hachelur

of Law degree in 102.^ and a Master of Law dc;;rec in 1024.

In his earl> career (1007 IQll) he was employed as a draftsman with various

architectural firms in Si. Louis, after which he entered the service of the Missouri Pacific

as a l^ridKe draftsman, in lOJ..' lie was promoted to a.ssistant enyineer. the [Mj.'-ition he

held until his death.

Mr. Schnebelen had a total of 4,S \ears of lo_\al anil efficient service with the Missouri

Pacific Railroad. He al.so .served his country in a military capacity.

.•MthouKh not a universit\' graduate in engineering, Mr. Schiuhelcn. through his own
efforts and .studies, accumulated a thorough knowledge in .several phases of engineering

and was able to con.stant!y progress in the importance of the work to which he was

assigned, nam.ely: the preparation of plans for structural steel, timber and reinforced

concrete railwa.\' and highway bridges, as well as mi.scellaneous railroad structures.

Mr. Schnebelen was a registered professional engineer in the State of Mis.souri, and

a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers, the Society of .American Military

Engineers, and the .American Society of Naval Engineers.

Not satisfied to limit his efforts to engineering work, Mr. Schnebelen studied law,

and was admitted to practice before the Missouri State Bar and the Mis.souri Federal

Bar. He was also a member of the .American Bar .Association and the St. Louis Law
Library Association.

Mr. Schnebelen was active in political and civil affairs. He had been secretary of the

City Planning Commission of Webster Groves, Mo., and president of the St. Louis

County Better Government League.

Mr. Schnebelen is survived by his wife, Mrs. Mildred Schnebelen, and their four

sons.

He had a fine personality which made many friends for him. The members of Com-
mittee 6 and his many friends in the .ARE.A will greatly mi.ss him and feel a personal

loss in his passing.

Chairman Plrrine: The complete report of Committee 6 appears in Bulletin 5,^2,

November 105b, pages 515 to 5.?0, incl. Reports will be made on two of the seven a.ssign-

ments. Progress is being made in the study of the other five assignments, and reports

will be completed this coming year.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Chairman Perrine: Our first rei)ort on .A.ssignnunt 1, will be i)resented b\- Mr.

C. F. Gall, chief of engineering services, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, for Subcommittee

Chairman C. S. Graves, assistant steam heat and water service engineer, Santa Fe, who
could not be present.

Mr. Gall: Mr. President, members and guests: Your committee is submitting for

adoption and publication in the Manual, revised recommended practices relating to loco-

motive sanding facilities to replace the existing material. Modern practices have been

incorporated in the revisions.

Mr. President, I move that the existing Manual material relating to locomotive sand-

ing facilities be deleted and that the revised recommended practice be adopted and pub-

lished in the Manual.

I
The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vole, and carried!

PRKsn)KNT Heulev: It is adopted, Mr. Gall.

Mr. Gall: Mr. President, this concludes the report on .Assignment 1.
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Assignment 5—Sound Control for Railway Buildings.

Chairman Pkrkine: The report on A>siiinmcnt 5 will be presented 1)> Sul)C()niniitlee

Chairman S. G. Urban, architect, Texas & Pacific. Mr. Urban is also vice chairman of

the committee.

Mr. Urban: Mr. President, members of the -Association, anrl j^'uesls; The report on

Sound Control for Railway Buildings is submitted in final form as information. The

subject relates to a comparatively new field of engineering, generally referred to as

acoustics.

The subcommittee has developed this assignment into a general guide in planning

and designing sound control for railway buildings. Fundamentals of sound are defined,

acoustics and noise isolation are discussed, and the different types of materials and appli-

cation methods are described to provide a reference source on this technical phase of

building for railway engineers and architects. With this background, intelligent use can be

made of standardized acoustic values of materials and techniques for the solution of many

sound-control problems. A bibliography concludes the report for detailed study in the

physics of sound and architectural acoustics.

From the report some simple rules can be summarized for sound control

:

1. Check the surroundings. You cannot have a quiet office with a locomotive or

pneumatic tool sounding off adjoining you. In early planning locate critical rooms in

quiet places and use corridors and closets to minimize the need for costly sound isolation.

2. Use simplicity of design. The best in acoustics is obtained by simple and straight-

forward lines and correct utilization of materials. To be effective acoustically, the room

design should avoid mixing elaborate curves in surfaces. Convex curves disperse sound

evenly throughout the room. Concave surfaces are to be avoided because they focus sound

and often create unpleasant acoustics that are almost impossible to treat successfully.

3. Consider treating the walls. When a room is as high as it is long or wide, an

acoustic treatment on the walls in addition to, or in place of the ceiling treatment, will

make a more effective job.

4. Distribute the treatment. Acoustic treatment in bands or strips is usually more

effective than the same amount of material in a single large area.

5. Select materials for desired performance. Materials may look alike, but perform

differently. Check sound absorption throughout the hearing range. For ordinary treat-

ment, make selections on the basis of performance over a full range of pitches and not

for a peak absorption at one pitch.

6. Consider cost and maintenance. Initial cost and maintenance cost vary for differ-

ent materia's. Sometimes maintenance costs can exceed differences in initial costs for

acoustic materials. Various treatments lend themselves to upkeep and retention of efficiency

better than others.

Mr. President, this concludes the report on the assignment. Thank you.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Urban.

Chairman Perrine: Are there any questions regarding the sound-control report?

President Hedley: This is a very extensive report. Somebody must have an interest

in it and want further explanation.

Chairman Perrine: As a special and informative feature of Committee 6"s report,

we will now have the showing of a sound motion picture film describing the methods of

obtaining, fabricating and using hardwood veneers and plywoods.

[Showing of sound film, "Faces and Figures."
|

Chairman Perrine: Mr. President, this concludes the report of Committee 6—Build-
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inns. I wanl to extend ni\ thanks to the meml)ers ol the committee loi the excellent work

thc> have performed during ni.\ first \car as chairman.

Presidknt Hkoikv: Thank, you, Mr. Perrine. While your committee has reported

on only two assif;nments, they are nood reports, and we know that you are working; on

others for 1958.

We have enjoyed seeing the film on hardwood veneers lor plywood.

Your committee is excused with the thanks of the Association. | Applause |

The next committee to report is Committee 21—Maintenance of Way Work Equip-

ment. Mr. A. W. Munt, supervisor of work equipment, Canadian Pacific, Toronto, is

chairman. Will Mr, Munt and his committee please come to the platform? There has

been a lot of interest in this phase of the Association's work in recent years. We will be

very pleased to hear from the committee.

Discussion on Maintenance of Way Work Equipment
[For reporl, .see pp. .S79-602I

[President Wm. J. Hedley presiding.]

Chairm.an a. W. Hunt (Canadian Pacific): Mr. President, members and guests:

During the past year. Committee 27 lost one of its \alucd members—Mr. Ernie Cloutier,

supervisor of maintenance equipment, New York Central Railroad. A memoir in his

honor has been prepared, and will be published with this report in the 10.57 Proceedings.

MEMOIR

<£arnest Ilouig Cloutier

Ernest Louis Cloutier, supervisor maintenance equipment of the Northern District,

New York Central Railroad, Jackson, Mich., died at Ann Arbor, Mich., February 26,

1056. He is survi\-ed by his widow, Marjorie, two sons, Richarrl and Charles, and three

daughters, Sheila, Florence and Marjorie.

Mr. Cloutier was born December 28, lOOO. at Duluth, Minn. He entered railroad

service on May 28, 1923, as a machinist in the motive power department at Jackson,

and was transferred to the maintenance of way department August 1, 1937, subsequently

being promoted first to roadway machine inspector and then to machinist foreman. On
.\ugust 8, 1044, he was made supervi.sor of maintenance of way equipment with head-

quarters at Cincinnati, Ohio. On February 1, 1046 he was transferred to the Michigan

Central, now the New York Central's Northern District, as supervisor of maintenance

equipment, which position he held until the time of his death.

Mr. Cloutier joined the AREA in 1947 and became a member of Committee 27 in

1040. During his membershp on Committee 27 he took great interest in committee work

and will be remembered for his friendliness and devoted interest.

Mr. Cloutier was a member of the A.F.&A.M.

CiiAiKM.AN Mint: Those of you who have with you your Hulletin 5.^.< will find the

report of Committee 27 on pages 570 to 002, incl., with the exception of the report on

Assignment 1-A. which was published as an advance report in Part 2 of Bulletin 5.<1.

We are reporting on nine a.ssignments, three of which are progress reports, and six of

which are final reports. Seven of the reports are submitted as information only, one

report contains recommended revisions for inclusion in the Manual, and one report

covers revision of the Manual of Instructions for Care and Operation of Maintenance
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of Way Work Equipment. The presentation of these reports is confined to brief sum-

maries, but this committee feels that those who are interested in work equipment will

find that the full reports contain \alual)ie information, and sucsests that they be read

in their entirety.

This committee invites i)ertinent comments from the audience. We modestly admit

that, either individually or collectively, we do not know nearl.\' all there is to be known

about work equipment, but the suijcommittec chairmen will do their level best to answer

any questions you may wish to ask.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Ch.'XIrman Munt: The report on Assignment 1 will be presented by Subcommittee

Chairman S. H. Knipht, fleet manager, Northern Pacific Railway, who is also vice chair-

man of this committee.

Mr. Knight: The Manual revisions recommended by your committee are necessary

because of the publication of a revised edition of the previously known Manual of Instruc-

tions for Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way Work Equipment under the new

title "Handbook of Instructions for Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way
Equipment.

[Mr. Knight then read the recommendations of the committee as printed on pages

580 and 581 of Bulletin Sii, concluding as follows:]

Mr. Knight: I move that the document "Care and Operation of Maintenance of

Way Work Equipment", Manual pages 27-1-3 and 27-1-4, be reapproved with the

aforementioned revisions.

[The motion was regularly seconded.]

President Hedley: Is there any discussion of this motion?

[The motion was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. Knight: That concludes my report.

Assignment 1 (a)—Revision of Manual of Instructions for Care and

Operation of Maintenance of Way Work Equipment.

Chairman Munt: Next is Assignment 1 (a). This assignment took two years to

complete, and represents a tremendous amount of work by the subcommittee chairman

and the committee members who took part in compiling the new handbook. We feel that

it contains a wealth of information, and will be a valuable reference guide to all who

use it.

The hard-working chairman of this subcommittee is Mr. S. E. Tracy, superin-

tendent of work equipment, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, who will present

the report.

Mr. Tracy: Mr. President, members of the Association and guests: You have a copy

of the report of this committee, and as Mr. Munt has said, it has been a big assignment.

It was not done by the members of the subcommittee alone; we had a lot of help.

I would like to take just a moment, if I may, to express my appreciation to those

who lent us a hand in making this report. I should like to express my appreciation to

the members of the original subcommittee for their outline of the work; to the manu-

facturers of equipment for the information they gave us, that >'0U wouldn't find in

ordinary publications; to all the mem.bers of Committee 27 for their confidence in and

for their cooperation with the subcommittee; to the people in the office who typed and

retyped the script several times; and last, but not least, to the Committee on Publications

of the Board of Direction, and to Mr. N. D. Howard and his entire staff, for their

assistance, advice and cooperation.
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The material for the orJKinal edition was published in Bulletin 4(il, September-

October 1046, and appears on pa>;es 1 to 121 in \'ol. 4>S, 1047, of the Proci-edincs. This

Handbook, the lirst of its kind, was subsequenll_\ published and sold in l)i)uiid form

to members and the rai'roads at a nominal price.

The interest in the Handbook, as was indicated !>> the volume of .-^ales (approxi-

mately 10,000 copies) and the inquiries for additional copies after the supply had been

exhausted, together with the general increase in the development and use of equipment

since the original edition, clearly indicated that a revised edition was advisable.

The revised edition was published in Part 2 of Bulletin .v<l, for September October

105(1. It is now available in bound fium to members anfl the railroads at a nominal

price. In the interest of economy, this material will not be published in the 1957

Proceedings.

In revising the Handbook, some of the elementary material in the original pub-

lication was eliminated; and by the use of subheadings and the grouping of rules, it was

thought that both clarification and a minimum of ti'xt would result.

The revised edition covers all types of equipment that have been in general use

long enough to gain the experience necessary to formulate rules for its care and opera-

tion. It is the intention of Committee 27 to keep the material in the Handbook up to

date through annual reports to the .'\ssociation, the contents of which will appear in the

Bulletins and Proceedings and will eventualh be included in any subsequent reprinting

of the Handbook.

As of February 15, approximate!)' 8400 copies of the rexiscd Handbook had been

sold. The committee earnestly solicits suggestions which will in any practicable way make

the Handbook more valuable for the purpose for which it is intended.

Mr. Magee: May I ask a question if it is in order? I haven't any criticism on this

very fine Handbook, and I think it's excellent, but in going over it and thinking back

over the reports of this committee, I have wondered why it is apparently the policy not

to mention the names of the manufacturers of this equipment. It seems to me that the

descriptions of equipment are so given that anybody could tell who the manufacturers

are, but they are not named.

My thought is that it might be simpler just to give the name of thi- item. I don't

know any reason why that can't be done, insofar as AREA policy is concerned. My
suggestion is that the committee might give consideration to that.

President Medley: Do you have any comments on that, Mr. Munt?

Chairman Mint: Well, Mr. President, it has always been my understanding that

we could not mention trade names in any published reports in the AREA Proceedings.

I think Mr. Magee has a good point there; however, as chairman, I haven't the authority

to authorize a change in the po'icy. I think that is a matter for the Board of Direction.

If it wishes to change the policy, it can.

I would say this, Mr. Magee—we'd be most happ\' to mention the manufacturers,

but what we are doing is in keeping with past practices.

President Hedlev: I think you are correct that the Board of Direction has an eslab-

li.shed rule against mentioning trade names, but the Boarfl of Direction might listen to

your recommendations. Its rules are subject to change, too.

Do I understand that it is \our recommendation that we permit publication of the

names in connection with the equipment that is flescribed in this Handbook?

Chairman Mint: Yes, sir, that's right. It would bf of ureat benefit to us to identify

these machines. Sometimes I can't tell them apart.
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PRicsrnr.NT Hi;i)i.r.v: In other words, it woulfl iminovc (lie usefulness of this Hanfl-

l)ook.

CiiAiKMAN Mi'nt: That's right, sir.

Mk. Mackk: We've had the same thing come up in our research projects, where we

test proprietary materials, and the report just is of no value to railroad people unless

they know what is involved. We have gone into it pretty thoroughly with the Law

Department, and it is my understanding that while we can not recommend any proprietary

product, as long as we restrict our reports to factual information, or descriptions, such

as is done in the Handbook, there will be no real violation of policy, nor would we be

iikel> to get into any legal difficulties.

Prksioknt Hei>i.i:v: Thank you, Mr. Magee. The Hoard will take note ol the com-

ments that have been made here.

Assignment 3—New Developments in Work Equipment.

Chairman Munt: Wc should like to emphasize the fact that the next report on

Assignment .^, is a continuous one, and each year an effort is made to include a brief

description of all the new and important developments in the work equipment field.

A summary of this report will be presented by the subcommittee chairman, Mr. T. H.

Taylor, supervisor—maintenance of way material and equipment, Northwestern Region,

Pennsylvania Railroad.

Mr. Taylor: Mr. President, gentlemen:

This assignment. New Developments in Work Equipment, is, as Mr. Munt told you,

a continuing one. It represents an effort on the part of Committee 27 in general and

Subcommittee 3 in particular, to present to you, in capsule form, the latest developments

in new machines and major improvements that have been made to existing machines

since the last report. This report differs from those submitted in previous years in that

it was decided to submit information on only truly new machines and important im-

provements made to other machines. The thought was to reduce the length of the report

yet present the newest developments. This year your subcommittee is reporting on nine

new machines and improvements to one machine which have been brought to its attention

since the report of last year.

Four of these machines are directly applicable to track maintenance. These include

a ballast distributor and sweeper which may be equipped with discs, shoulder shapers,

or ballast levellers, and is also equipped with a power-driven broom for sweeping the ties

or removing or placing ballast between the rails. In this group is another unit called the

combination track machine which combines the functions of a power jack, tie nipper, tie

tamper, and track levelling device. This machine is designed for use in raising track and

tamping the ballast under the joints and center ties which hold the track to grade ahead

of a production tamper.

Another machine is the self-propelled hydraulic spike puller which can pull spikes

from both sides of the rail and is operated by one man seated on the machine. This unit

is a production-type machine and is designed for use with rail renewal gangs. This group

also includes a cribber-adzer machine which cribs, adzes and sprays creosote on the ties.

This unit is operated by one man and is designed primarily for use in rail renewal work

but can also be utilized for tie plate renewal work.

Another machine described is a brush and weed sprayer which is used in conjunc-

tion with a truck for spraying roadbed shoulders for the control of weeds and brush.

The boom of this device can be moved to a number of spraying po.sitions b\ controls

operated from the truck cab.
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Other machines described in the rejxirt inc'iide a controlled torque impact wrench,

portable Hood ii^'htin^ equipnicnt. and a portable di'adhead detedor. This 'jroup of units

would have a useful api)lication in bridge and building work.

An improved type of hydraulic startinn system is described which was especially

developed for use in starting; diesel engines during cold weather. Improvements to this

device consist of providing a better sealing .system to prevent blowout of packing and

seals when high hydraulic pressures are ap|)lied to the .system in building up the high

torque required to turn the engine over.

The last machine described in the re|)ort is a tool and eijuipnunt trailer which is

reported to be adaptable for use in carrying tools and equipment usually used by con-

.struction and maintenance crews. This unit can be used with most types of towing

vehicles used by railroad gangs.

This report is presented as information.

President Hedi.ev: Thank you, Mr. Taylor.

Assignment 4—Improvements to Be Made to Existing Work Equipment.

Cii.AiRM.i^N Munt: The next report is on .-^-ssignment 4. The rei)ort will be summarized

by Subcommittee Chairman R. E. Herggren, sujierxisor maintenance of ua.\ and ec|uip-

ment, Illinois Central Railroad.

Mr. Bekc.c.ren: Mr. President, fellow members and guests: This is a progress report,

submitted as information, and is a continuation of reports submitted by this committee

in previous years. It covers changes in existing work equipment that the committee has

found to be both desirable and practical.

The current report is confined to improvements we suggest be made to .seven

machines to improve operation, extend life, or to facilitate maintenance.

AH of the recommended improvements listed were submitted to the manufacturers

of the equipment for their consideration. They expressed gratitude for these suggestions,

and advised that they would cooperate as soon as possible in effecting the desired

improvements.

President Hedlev: Thank aou, Mr. Rerggren.

Assignment 5—Propane Gas-Operated Engines.

Cii.MKM.AN Mi'nt: The next assignment covers a study of propane gas-operated

engines, and the report on this subject will be presented by the subcommittee chairman,

Mr. Paul Martin, superintendent maintenance e(|uipment system, \ew York Central

System.

Mr. M.'VRTIn: Mr. Proident, Mr. Secretary, and gentlenun: This is a final report,

presented as information.

Propane and butane are by-products in the manufacture of ga.soline, and must be

confined under pressure to maintain them in liquid form. Propane and butane, or a com-

bination of both, may be used as fuel and are .sold commerciallx as IPC ( I.i(|uid

Petroleum Gases) fuel.

.\t the present time, depending on the geographic location, I,PC fuel costs from 4

to 10 cents per gallon less than ga.soline when purchased in bulk form.

LPG fuel has an octane rating of over 100 as compared to about 8.s for the best

commercial ga.soline. With this high anti-knock value, engine compres.sion pres.sures can

be raised, thereb\' taking full advantage of (he higher octane fuel with resultant increased

power output.

There is no dilution ni the lubriialint; oil or delci ioialion ol nppii c_\linder lubriga-
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lion, thus iiuiiMsin^: \;il\c hiMiin^; and |)isl(in riii^ liti with f;rc;iti_\ iiicii'asi'd periods

between oil chanj;e.s.

The combustion efficiency of LPG fuel is much hijjhcr than that of gasoline, resulting

in a decrease in carbon monoxide in the exhaust gases for operation in a confined area.

A description of a LPG fuel system follows:

The fuel tank must be constructed to withstand a pressure of 200 psi and be equipped

with required safety valves.

From the tank the fuel passes through a fuel filter into a high pressure regulator,

reducing the fuel from the tank pressure to a usable pressure of from 4 to 10 lb. The

fuel then passes into a vaporizer which is heated iiy the coolant from the engine to

transform the fuel to a gaseous form. The gaseous fuel passes into a low pressure regula-

tor, which maintains the pressure required for the engine, and then into the carburetor

where it is mixed with the proper portion of air before entering the engine.

To convert an engine to use this fuel, the engine manufacturer should be consulted

as to the limits of the necessary modifications to the engine. The most desirable modifica-

tion is to increase the compression ratio to 10 to 1. In raising the compression ratio the

bearing load is greatly increased, and a preliminary study should determine whether the

bearing area will stand this increased load.

Other factors to be considered are:

The ignition system must be kept in good condition, as the spark resistance increases

with the compression ratio. To maintain this higher compression ratio it may be neces-

sary to replace the pistons and increase the number of piston rings per piston.

In summing up, it can definitely be determined that the conversion of an engine to

LPG fuel operation, if properly engineered, will produce a substantial savings in fuel

and maintenance costs.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Martin.

Assignment 6—Detergent and Non-Detergent Crankcase Oils.

Cn.AiRMAN Munt: The next report deals with the subject of Detergent and Non-

Detergent Crankcase Oils. Subcommittee Chairman G. R. Collier, district engineer, Gulf,

Colorado & Santa Fe Railway—who, coming from Texas, is quite familiar with all types

of oils—will present this report.

Mr. Collier: Mr. President, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen: Thank you, but that

Texas oil has not rubbed off on me.

The use of gasoline and diesel engines in maintenance work is extensive at present,

and continues to increase. The composition of lubricants is becoming more and more com-

plex, in order to meet the divergent problems of lubrication. Thus, a brief analysis of

lubricants is in order.

Lubricating oils, of course, have three primary functions, namely, to reduce friction,

to act as a coolant, and to act as a sealing agent. Generally, a good diesel lubricating oil

may be used in any ga.soline engine. However, diesels, with their higher temperatures,

their greater bearing pressure, and fuel with greater sulfur and heavier deposit-forming

components, present problems that are not present in the gasoline engine. Detergents and

other additives are added to meet these special requirements for diesels, which are:

oxidation stability, adequate fi'm strength, corro.sion resistance, dispersion and detergency,

and rustproofing.

The anti-oxidants generally contain compounds of sulfur, phosphorus or nitrogen,

and occasionally contain metals like zinc and tin.
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Phosphorus compounds, as well as some IcaH snaps, arc used to proviflc film strencth

under bcarinK pressure.

Organic compounds containing; active sulfur and phosphorus act as corrosion

retardants.

Detergent qualities arc gained hy metallo-organic compounds such as naphthenates

and sulfonates.

Rustprooiing is obtained through amines, fatly oils and certain fatty acids.

The more common additives, their characteristics and purposes, are tabulated in detail

in our printed report in Bulletin 53.?.

The combination of additives is the result of research and long testing. Often, addi-

tives are not compatible, so the indiscriminate mi.xing of oil in engines should be avoided.

Since the strength of additives in lubricating oil is depleted during operation, and

the rate of depletion is dependent upon engine operating conditions, good maintenance

practices and careful inspection are still essential to economic engine operation.

Mr. President, this is submitted as information.

President HEni.Ev: Thank you, Mr. Collier.

Assignment 7—Machines for Reclaiming Material from Abandoned

Tracks.

Cii.MRM.AX Ml'Xt: The next assignment has to do with machines for reclaiming

material from abandoned tracks. The report will be summarized by Subcommittee Chair-

man R. S. Rad.spinner, supervisor roadway machines and equipment, Chesapeake & Ohio

Railway.

Mr. R.adsi'IXNEr: Mr. President, members and guests: Many railroads today are

considering the economies to be obtained by taking up extensive mileage of main-line

track and, occasionally, a branch line. One of the major factors in the decision as to

whether to reclaim or abandon the material taken up is the work equipment available

for the job.

There are many existing machines that can be used with little change. Others require

modification or attachments. Some railroads have also taken their own ideas to manu-

facturers to build special equipment for this work, or have built it in their own company

shops.

The removal and recovery of rail and fastenings is handled similarly to a well organ-

ized rail renewal program, with some additional larger or faster loading devices to speed

up the delivery of the reclaimed material to storage or sorting areas.

The ties are disposed of according to their value, .\fter field grading, they are eitliei

stacked for burning, sold in place, banded for l)ulk haiidlini.', or picked up direct l> and

loaded in cars.

The equipment for reclaiming the ties, in general, includes attachments such as skid

loaders, lift forks, swing loaders, and a conveyor system. The bulk handling can be done

with several types of tractors, locomotives or tractor cranes.

Considerable thought and study should be given to the procedure for removing th/

old ballast, which, of course, varies as to type and depth. .Mxi, it ma> or may not

require screening, depending on its condition, age, etc.

This means that in one operation there may be a need lor both screening and

direct loading. This divides the type of equipnu-nt into two groups. For direct loading,

there are in existence many types of usable ecjuipment, such as front-end loaders, force-

feed loaders, clamshell cranes, and others. Here the choice of equipment, in part, dejiends

on the availability of additional tractors or goofl roads for truck use.
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The second group of machines must be considcrfd when screening of the ballast is

necessary. In some cases, ballast is formed into a windrow by dozers or graders. Again,

the choice of equipment depends on the types available. The ballast must be either

screened and placed back on the roadbed, and then loaded, or a combined operation used,

as developed by one manufacturer, that picks up the ballast, cleans it, and loads it

directly into any type of open top railroad car or truck.

This is presented as information.

President Hkulev: Thank you, Mr. Radspinner.

Assignment 9—Heavy Off-Track Work Equipment.

Chairman Munt: The ne.xt report has been prepared by a subcommitted headed

by Mr. F. L. Horn, engineer of track, Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, who

is also secretary of this committee. He will give you the highlights of his report. I might

mention here that I think Mr. Horn is getting too much publicity. It seems to me 1 saw

him sitting up at the speakers' table last night too. [Referring to the speakers' table

at the dinner party Monday night.]

Mr. Horn: Mr. President, members and guests: There is increasing interest in the

use of heavy off-track work equipment on railroads on the North American continent.

Such equipment is being used both to complement and to replace on-track work equip-

ment. The use of off-track work equipment will usually result in reduction of the amount

of work-train service, reduction of interference of on-track equipment with revenue rail

traffic, increased productive gang time due to elimination of the need to run heavy

on-track equipment to clear other rail traffic, and permitting improvements to be made

in work methods.

The report presents a discussion of factors to be considered in planning purchase

and use of heavy off-track work equipment. Off-track equipment may be found mors

versatile in performing many different kinds of work, the secondary uses often assisting

in justifying purchase of a machine. Off-track machines are available with various types

of mountings, i.e. crawler, pneumatic-tired truck, pneumatic-tired trailer, and with many

optional features which should be thoroughly investigated. Facilities and methods to be

used in transporting heavy off-track equipment to and from work sites should be con-

sidered, together with various laws and regulations covering transportation by highway

and by rail. It is also pointed out that much heavy off-track equipment suitable for use

on railroads is also used in the heavy construction industry and is generally available

for rental in emergencies or for specialized uses.

It was not possible to present information on all heavy off-track work equipment

that might prove useful to railroads within the space limitations of this report. Because

of the large number of on-track cranes and pile drivers in use and the interest of several

railroads in off-track cranes and pile drivers, the report covers in some detail the features

of such equipment. The type of mountings, controls, optional features, and attachments

generally available for full revolving cranes are discussed. Three cranes differing from

the conventional full revolving cranes are discussed. The pile-driving attachment for full

revolving off-track cranes, together with pile hammers and methods of powering the pile

hammers, are also covered.

This report is offered as information with the thought that the information presented,

though general in nature, may serve as a guide in considering the use or purchase of

heavy off-track work equipment.

PRESinENT Heih.ev: Thank you, Mr. Horn,
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Assignment 10—Torque Converters.

Chairman Mint: TIh' last rc'ijort 1)\ lhi> Kinimillir will hi' iin.sintrd !>> Suhnmi-

mittce Chairman H. A. Th\n^. supervisor of work cciuipnu'nt, Boston S: Maine Raiiroafl.

Mr. Tiiync; Mr. President, members and nuesls: This report outlines the jnirpose

of torque-converter applications, the basic construction of such a conNcrtei am! a'so a

brief description of fluid couplings and their purpose.

The purpose of a torque converter is to multipl\ the torcjue of an engine which is

effected by the amount of load applied to its output shaft.

While the fiuid coupling consists of the same basic parts as the torque converter,

except for the stationary reactor blades attached to the housing, it does not increase the

output torque, due to the lack of these blades. Where it is only nece.ssary to protect

against shock loading of an engine, and the torque is sufficient after operating speed has

been attained, such a coupling will provide .satisfactory results.

A torque converter has three basic parts; the impeller, turbine assembly and con-

verter housing.

Torque multiplication occurs thus: the fluid is picked up by the rotating impeller

blades, directed against the first set of turbine blades, then redirected to the first set of

stationan*' reactor blades in the converter hou.sing. These blades redirect the fluid to the

second set of turbine blades. The fluid is thus directed and redirected through the multiple

of turbine-blade stages.

Normally, the fluid pa.sses through the converter ea.sily anrl quickly, striking eath

blade at a very slight angle. When the load is increa.sed, the turbine slows down .since

the fluid strikes the turbine blades at a .sharper angle. As the force of the fluid is relayed

on through these blades, the output torque accumulates until it is increa.sed uji lo five

limes the input torque.

This accumulated rotative force is equal to the output torque of the converter. It

becomes greater with the increase of the angle at which the fluid strikes each set of

blades in the turbine and housing, automatically selecting the proper output torque and

applying it as required.

The three-stage converters, ranging in size from 15 to 600 hp are at present most

generally in use. Bulldozers, other heavy earth-moving equipment, locomotive cranes and

shovels perform satisfactorily in this range.

Careful selection of the proper size converter will insure adequate outi)ul torcjue.

.•\lthough torque converters are not recommended for application on all types of work

equipment, their general use will increase with the improvement of i)resent machines

and the development of new ones.

Presidj:nt Heoley: Thank you, Mr. Thyng.

Chairman Munt: Mr. President, that completes the rei)orl of this committee. Before

'eaving the podium, I would like to express my appreciation to the members of this

committee for their splendid support during my first year as chairman.

Presidknt Hkdi.kv: May I a.sk one question, Mr. Munt?

Your committee has recommended—and the convention has approved changing the

document "Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way Work Equipment" by leaving

out the word, "work." How about Iea\ing the word "work" out of the name of the

committee? | Laughter] Not that I don't want you to work, but is there a rea.Min for

continuing the word "work" in the name of the committee when there seemed to be a

reason for deleting it in the Manual and in the name of the new Handbook?

Chairman Mi^nt: Mr. President, I thought you were going to ask a po.ser like that.

The basic idea, as I understantl it, is that the Handbook embraces all types of main-
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Icnancc of u'a\' equipment, and \\c felt that it would be better to drop the word "work"

because the term "work equipment", under ICC classifications, applies to that AAR equip-

ment that can be pulled in trains on its own wheels. B_\' flroppinf; the word "work"

for the purpose of the Handbook, we felt that the title wou'd more clearly indicate that

the book embraces all types of equipment used by the maintenance of way forces.

I don't think we'd like to drop the word "work" from the name of the committee,

right at the moment. That is my personal opinion. However, that is subject to con-

firmation b\' evL'r\b<)d\' else. There should be a complete committee opinion on a thing

like that.

President Hedley: Yes, I agree with th;it, but I wondered if nou had given consid-

eration to it.

Chairman Munt: No, we hadn't, Mr. President. I don't know whether we want

to, particularK', unless there is some good, sound reason for doing so.

President Hedlev: I saw someone back in the aisle, there, who wanted to speak.

Is that right?

W. E. Jackson, Jr. (Santa Fe) : About this torque converter, I'd like to know about

the percentage of power loss in a torque converter.

Chairman Munt: Mr. Thyng, would you mind answering that question?

Mr. Thyng: It is said that it does not exceed 4 percent, and that is in s'ippage.

Mr. Jackson: Thank you.

President Hedley: Are there other questions or comments?

Thank you, Mr. Munt. Our Association is deeply indebted to your committee for

keeping us currently up to date on the developments in power tools and machines so

essential in economical maintenance of way and construction work. We appreciate this

line series of reports you have given us here. We appreciate the outstanding job your

committee did in producing the new edition of the Handbook of Instructions for the Care

and Operation of Maintenance of Way Equipment.

Our thanks, again, and your committee is excused with the thanks of the Association.

[Applause]

Now we have the report of Committee 22—Economics of Railway Labor. This com-

mittee deals with the economics of the use of the equipment that has just been described

to you by Committee 27. Mr. D. E. Rudisill, engineer, maintenance of way and structures,

Pennsylvania Railroad, is chairman.

Will Mr. Rudisill and the members of his committee please come up to the platform?

You may proceed, Mr. Rudisill.

Discussion on Economics of Railway Labor
[For report, see pp. 603-630]

[President Wm. J. Hedley presiding.]

Chairman D. E. Rudisill (Pennsylvania): Committee 22 has five subcommittee

reports to present. These reports have been published in their entirety in Bulletin 533,

pages 603 to 630.

[Vice President McBrian assumed the chair.]

Chairman Rudisill: Due to the fact that we have two special features, the sub-

committee chairmen ha\e limited their reports to very brief outlines of their activities.
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Assignment 2—Analysis of Operations of Railway That Have Substan-

tially Reduced the Cost of Labor Required in Maintenance of Way Work.

Chairman Ritdisill: The first report is that of Subcommittee 2. The chariman of

this committee is Mr. J. E. Eisemann, district engineer. Santa Fe, who will report at this

time.

Mk. Eisemann: Mr. President, members of the AREA and visitors: Submitted as

information, this is the fifteenth report of a series on this subject, which has been reas-

signed annually since 1935. The current study covers the operation of undertrack plowing

and raising equipment used in connection with out-of-face surfacing programs, primarily

on the Northern Pacific Railway, but also including mention of similar uses of such equip-

ment on other railroads. Previous studies have dealt with important and interesting main-

tenance practices on 14 other railroads in prior years. Committee 22 made a visit to the

Northern Pacific Railway this past June for the purpose of actually viewing an undertrack

sledding operation which was being performed in the vicinity of St. Cloud, Minn.

The details of the operation of this undertrack equipment are a part of our report

and comments plus cost figures on operations as experienced on other roads are al.so

covered.

The inspection trip on the Northern Pacific Railway was very educational, and a

considerable amount of interest was shown by all committee members as a result of this

trip. The Northern Pacific, along with other railroads, has effected some very great

labor economies through the use of this undertrack equipment, and Committee 22 ex-

presses sincere appreciation for having been given the opportunity to view this relatively

new operation. Our thanks are herewith tendered the Northern Pacific Railway.

In connection with the presentation of our report, we were requested to attempt to

obtain a film, or to make a film, showing some features of both the undertrack plowing

operation and the undertrack sledding operation, which we did.

Before we get to that film, just to give you an idea of what to look for, the initial

portion of the film was made on the Santa Fe Railway, showing Santa Fe equipment

designed and built by the Saeta Fe. The second portion of the film shows operations

on the Fort Worth & Denver, and includes an undertrack sled operation in addition to

an undertrack plow operation.

The first part of the film, in each case, will give you a view of the equipment in

use, and then the operation. On the Santa Fe it will be strictly a plowing operation, with

no sledding. On the Fort Worth & Denver, it will be a plowing operation first, then a

sledding operation.

I believe we are read\ for the film now

.

f
Showing of movie film.|

Qvestion: Do you have any more anchors to the ties?

Mr. Eisemann: Some railroads do, but others consider that addition and removal

of the anchors presents a greater labor problem than the respacing of ties, which work

can be performed quickly and cheaply while the track is up in the air.

Question: Are your new ties spotted?

Mr. Eisemann: They are spotted tentatively before the machine comes along; in

this particular case, a couple of assistant foremen marked ties as the track came up,

and as they could make a good inspection then, other markings were made. Prior to that,

they had tentatively inspected the tics for removal, and unloaded new ties in line with

that initial inspection.

Question: What is that operation with the hoe, there, where they are digging out

under the ties?
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Mr. Eisemann: That is just removing excess material. It might be a part of the

crib that didn't drop down until it was shaken a little bit more. They smooth it off or

remove it, one or the other.

Question: How much of a lift were you getting with that material?

Mr. Eisemann: They were getting a 4-in lift in this particular case. The roadmaster

will drop down in a minute and dig a hole, and you will .see just how much they were

getting.

Chairman Rudisill: Thank you, Mr. Eisemann. You and your subcommittee are

to be congratulated for the report. I think the details of the report as written up in

the Bulletin will be of interest to all maintenance men. I have heard quite a bit of

favorable comment on the report.

Assignment 3—Labor Economy Resulting from Removal of Turnouts

from Main Tracks.

Chairman Ritdisill: Mr. H. C. Minteer, division engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee,

St. Paul & Pacific Railroad, subcommittee chairman, will give the report on Assignment 3.

Mr. Minteer: Mr. President, members and guests. During 1056, a study was made

to develop information on labor economy resulting from removal of turnouts from main

tracks.

This study developed that most roads remove turnouts from the track when they

have not been used for a period of about one year. Factors taken into consideration

regarding removal are: usage, the safety factor, cost of maintenance, and possible elimina-

tion of the turnout due to changes in the physical plant.

Analysis of the labor required to remove a turnout as compared to the expense of

maintaining a turnout indicate a definite economy to be gained by removal.

This report is submitted as information.

Assignment 6—Labor Economies of Various Mechanical Methods of

Tamping and Equalizing Ballast, Including the Double Shifting of Machines.

Chairman Rudisill: Report on Assignment 6 will be given by Mr. Claude John-

ston, chairman of the subcommittee, assistant vice president of the Birmingham Southern

Railway.

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, members and guests: This is a final report, sub-

mitted after two years of study by your committee.

The initial report on this assignment covered the operation of 425 mechanical tampers

of various makes reported in use by 44 railroads. Information was assembled as to scope

of use, method of operation, and maintenance.

The current report was developed from information furnished by 39 railroads, repre-

senting all regions of the United States and Canada. Since this study was to be an analysis

of the productivity of the on-track power tamper, consideration of man-hours reported

was limited to handling jacks, spot and level boards, making the raise and operation of

the machine. Variable factors such as tie installations, filling track, equalizing ballast and

lining track were not included.

Four hundred and eighty-three mechanical tampers were reported in use by these

railroads. More than 70 percent of the railroads reporting indicated that the mechanical

tamper was used in some form of organized production gang these gangs being equipped

with various types of tie machines, spike drivers, track liners, and ballast distributing

devices. Nearly all of these gangs use two tampers in tandem to increase production.

Only one-third of the railroad reported using a mechanical tamper for smoothing
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and spot tamping. One southeastern railroad has a definite program of spot-tampinp as a

follow-up operation between regular out-of-face surfacing cycles.

A comparison of the man-hours required in mechanical tamping to those required

to tamp an equal amount of track using hand labor, showed thai hand lamping required

about three times the amount of labor and about Iwo limes the amount of supervision

as mechanical tamping.

Data used in making this comparison were only approximate, and varied among

the railroads reporting. In order to make a more realistic comparison of the two methods

of tamping, a time study would be required, which would be costly and difficult to

coordinate among a large group of railroads.

From the comparative man-hour requirements as reported, it may be concluded that

mechanical tamping is more economical ; however, the data used covered daily produc-

tion only, and does not take into consideration the capital investment in the machine,

depreciation and maintenance. In order to cover these expenses there must be an accumu-

lated daily saving which can be made only by the continued operation of the machine

to the fullest extent possible.

Equalizing Ballast: All railroads reported that Ihey use machines to equalize ballast.

The versatility of this type of roadway machine is demonstrated by the many jobs

reported performed by all the railroads.

Mechanical methods of equalizing ballast have resulted in savings in operations

where hand labor was required. Also, many operations can be performed that would not

normally be done. A uniform ballast section is produced with a minimum of material,

which results in a more stable track condition, with longer intervals between out-of-face

surfacing raises.

Double Shifting of Machines: Only two railroads reported that they had ever oper-

ated roadway machines more than one shift per day. The work on these two roads was

satisfactory, and about equal production was gained on both shifts.

Double shifting of roadway machines has not been done by enough railroads to

develop the relative economics of such practice.

Double shifting of machines would result in greater utilization of equipment which

could influence the saving to be realized; however, most railroads expressed the opinion

that increased cost of supervision, additional gangs, and dift'iculty of working under

artificial light makes such practice impractical.

This is a final report, submitted as information.

Vice President McBrian: It will be so received.

Assignment 7—Economies to be Derived by Increasing Productive Man-
Hours of Track Forces Through the Use of Radio Communication.

Ch.airman Rudisill: Assignment 7 will be presented by the subcommittee chair-

man, Mr. H. J. Weccheider, engineer maintenance of way, Erie Railroad.

Mr. Weicciieider: Mr. President, members of the A.ssociation and guests:

For the record I would like to correct an error in our printed report. On page 624,

Bulletin S}>.\, the first number under the heading ''Xumber of Railroads" should be 4

instead of 1.

Your committee's report covers a subject, which is in its infancy as far as the main-

tenance of way department is concerned.

The report was prepared from replies made b> 74 railroads to a questionnaire sent

out by this committee. From the information compiled, it develops that the medium of

radio communication in track forces started in 10,S5 and progres.sed further in lO.^ft.
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Briefly covcrinfr the progress to date, the replies from the various railroads reflect

the following:

1. Eight of the 74 reporting railroads have equipped complete track gangs, con-

sisting of power tamping, mechanized resurfacing, tic renewal, and rail laying gangs.

One of the eight railroads reports that in addition they have plans in 1057 for equipping

14 bridge and building gangs with radio communication. Another of these railroads plans

to equip five more power tamping gangs and several locomotive cranes.

2. Fourteen other railroads, although not having equipped complete gangs, report

the use of some form of radio equipment in various phases of special work, such as:

(a) Restoration of communications lines following damage from storms.

(b) Construction of a new 41 mile track extension and new yards.

(c) Transporting and unloading of welded rail.

(d) Roadmaster's motor car and automobile.

(e) Equipment operators' trucks.

(f) Various pieces of equipment, such as cranes, ditching units and weed burners.

(g) Engineering department forces engaged in major construction work spaced out

several miles.

Four of these 14 railroads intend to extend the practice to large gangs in 19.'i7.

.5. Five of the railroads which reported that no radio equipment had been used in

any form advise that they have future plans to equip at least one track gang in 1057

and seven other railroads intend to make studies this year.

Summarizing the reports from the 74 reporting railroads

—

11 have equipped complete

gangs or use some form of radio equipment in special work and 12 railroads have made

some pJans for the future. These figures reflect that 40 of the 74 reporting railroads

have not used radio communication in any form or have any immediate plans for the

future.

It is the conclusion of the committee that the use of radio communication in track

gangs has materially increased the efficiency of gangs by reducing unproductive man-hours

and idle time of expensive equipment in facilitating coordination between various track

machines and between supervision and trains. Delays to trains also have been reduced.

This is particularly true when work is being done on single track.

Even though considerable progress has been made in the short duration of two \ears,

the committee further feels that radio communication in track and other maintenance

of way gangs will advance on its own merits in ensuing years in affording safety and

more efficiency.

Assignment 8—Relative Labor Economies of the Three Types of Tie

Spacing: (1) Random, (2) Suspended Rail Joints, and (J) Supported Rail

Joints.

Chairman Rhoisill: Mr. P. A. Cosgrove, division engineer, Illinois Central Railroad,

subcommittee chairman, will report on Assignment S.

Mr. Cosgrove: Mr. Chairman, members of the .^RE.A and guests: The report on

Assignment 8 points out that the general trend on most railroads today is toward random

spacing of ties.

Replies to our questionnaire covering the subject were received from SI railroads;

26 reported the use of random spacing, 5 used suspended joints and only 1 used supported

joints.
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With the increased use of tampine machines, the extra labor needed to accurately

space ties is not justified, and this operation also results in delays to the machines.

An interestinfi feature of the report is the fact that there is very little difference in

the average cost of maintenance per mile per year between supported joints and random

spacing, and the cost was found to be considerably higher in the case of suspended joints.

It is apparent there is not sufficient benefit derived from accurate spacing of ties,

and it is more economical to use the random method.

This is a final report submitted as information.

Vice Presidknt McBri.an: Thank you, Mr. Cosgrove.

Chairman' Rudistli.: Committee 22 has been very fortunate over the past years in

being able to secure some outstanding speakers as features of our committee presentations.

We have been fortunate again this year. Our speaker today has continuously been em-

ployed by the Illinois Central Railroad for ,<0 years. The first 10 years were spent in

the accounting department, then transferring to the operating departmenl, he advanced

to the position of di\ision superintendent.

In September I040 he was transferred to the personnel department in Chicago, and

is now director of personnel for the Illinois Central Railroad. His subject today will be

one of interest to all of us. I believe- -"Where Most of Your Dollar Goes."

Mr. E. H. Hallmann.

Where Most of Your Dollar Goes

By E. H. Hallmann

Director of Personnel, Illinois Central Railroad

When George O'Rourke asked me to talk to you and give you some of the history

of the labor movement in our country, I imagine that most of you were in about the

same position that the bartender was. in Mr. .Atkinson's story, but you gentlemen are

well aware that most of the dollar that you spend to maintain your railroads goes for

labor expenses.

I shall not attempt to tell \ou how \ou can do >our work in a more economical

manner. There are too many of my friends here who know that I know nothing about

that. Nor shall I attempt to sell you any labor-saving device. Rather, I shall attempt

to give you a brief history of the labor movement in the railroad industry, in the hope

that by a better understanding of that history, and the climate in which these organiza-

tions developed, you may in some way find it useful in your efforts to stretch those

dollars even farther than you have had to stretch them up to now.

Many of toda\ 's problems involving labor and management in other industries have

been with railroad.s for a long time. There are few new things under the sun. Not many
people realize that while the Wagner .Act of the 'Thirties, among other features, gave

employees in outside induslr> the unrestricted right to organize, almost 10 years prior

to that time the Railwa\' Labor .Act, among other features, reco^ni/ed that railroad

emplo\ees had already formed organizations.

Yes, the labor organizations on our railroads are the second oldest in .America,

being antedated only by those organizations in the |)rinting industr.N'. Man_\ of our organ-

izations are nearly 100 years old, and nearly all of them were founded principally as

fraternal organizations. In those days, railroading was in fact a hazardous occupation.

Here, a marvelous change has been made. The organization with which you gentlemen

are most familiar was founded in 1887 under the name of the Order of Railroad Track-

men. The preamble to its pre.sent constitution reads:
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1. To exalt the characlir and increase the al)ility of its members.

2. To insure greater safety to the traveling public and effect economy in the

departments in which our members are employed by interchanging ideas and

adopting the l)est methods of jierforming our duties.

3 To benefit the general public !)> raising the standard of efficiency of our

membership.

4. To alleviate distress anfl suffering caused b.\' sickness or disabiiit>' among our

members.

5. To assist widows and orphans of deceased members.

6. To allow no person to remain a member of the Brotherhoor! unless he li\es a

sober, moral and honest life.

7. To require all members to faithfully and honestly perform duties to the best

of their ability for the Brotherhood and for their employers.

8. To use all honorable means to secure the passage of laws beneficial to our

membership, and to improve labor conditions generally.

9. To stimulate the civic education of the members in their political rights; and

to use the ballot intelligently to the end that the Government may not be

perverted to the interest of the favored few, but that it may be a ''Govern-

ment of the people, by the people and for the people" in the fullest sense.

Federal legislation in the railway labor field is also not new. The fust of such legis-

lation was passed in 1888, although two years prior to that date, congress passed an act

providing for compulsory arbitration in railway labor disputes. President Cleveland vetoed

it, stating that compulsory arbitration did not fit in with the American concept of free

enterprise.

The 1888 act contained what is still much of the foundation of the present Railway

Labor Act. It provided that either side could apply for arbitration, and if declined, the

President may appoint an investigating committee to make a report to him. It was felt

that public sentiment would force a settlement within the framework of the report. The

outstanding case under this law was the Pullman strike of 1804. Here the Pullman Com-

pany declined to arbitrate. Eugene Debs, head of the American Railway Union, ordered

that no trains containing Pullman cars would be operated. He was arrested and the

strike was ultimately broken. The Supreme Court had this to say:

"As, under the constitution, power over interstate commerce and the transportation

of the mails is vested in the National Government, and Congress by virtue of such grant

has assumed actual and direct control, it follows that the National Government may
prevent any unlawful and forceable interference therewith.

"The entire strength of the Nation may be used to enforce in an}' part of the land

the full and free exercise of al! national powers, and the security of all rights entrusted

by the constitution to its care. The strong arm of the National Government may be put

forth to brush away all obstructions to the freedom of interstate commerce and the

transportation of the mails. If the emergency arises the Army of the Nation, and all its

militia, are at the service of the nation to compel obedience to its laws.

"So, in the case before us, the right to use force does not exclude the right to appeal

to the courts for a judicial determination and for the exercise of all their powers of

prevention."

The investigating committee in this case recommended, among other things:

1. A permanent committee of three be appointed to fix wages of employees.

2. That the railroads must obey their decisions.

?>. Pending investigation, no employee could be discharged.
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4. An emploNH'c coulrl not aid or aldt a striki-.

5. Labor organizations l)c incdrjxirati'd with Ictial ri-sponsihilits'.

The next milestone was the Erdman Act of 1S08, which set up a permanent commit-

tee of conciliation and mediation. This was a two-man committee consisting of the

chairmen of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the U. S. Committee of Labor.

This act eliminated the fact-frndins commission. This permanent committee worked very

we'l for a time, hut finally both sides appan.'ntly felt it delved into problems outside

the sphere of its responsibility.

The principal chanjie involved in the Xewlands .Act of 1«14 was that it created a

permanent V. S. Board of Conciliation and Mediation, hut provided that an arhitralion

award mu.st stick to the question at issue:

The next important milestone was the .Adamson .Act of 1016 which establishefl the

eis:ht-hour day. Many of xou heru will recall that this was a ver\ controversial subject

and was finally .settled by a .=i to 4 decision of the Supreme Court.

Next came the period of federal control and alonj; with it the Hoard of Wau'cs and

Workinj; Conditions with the Director General as its chairman.

The Transportation .\ct of 1Q20 .<et up a permanent Rai'road Board with nine

members, three each representinfi labor, management, and the public. This board had

authority over wages and rules, and its career was a stormy one. In 1020 it granted

increases; in 1021 made reductions, and the following year still further reductions. The

shopmen's strike soon followed, and in September 1022 the Attorney General secured an

injunction. The Board failed primarily because it had no jiower to enforce many of its

decisions and recommendations.

President Harding sent a message to Congress which read:

'"The law covering the Railroad Labor Board is inadequate. Contrary to public

impression, it has little or no power to enforce its decisions. It cannot halt a strike, and

manifestly Congress deliberately omitted the enactment of compulsory arbitration. The
decisions of the Board must be made enforceable and effective upon carriers and employees

alike."

Both sides realized that these conditions cou'd not be tolerated, and in 102o, the

present Railway Labor Act was drafted by management and organizations jointly and

enacted into law. This act provides for mediation, voluntary arbitration, and if declined,

an emergency board. In 1034, the Act was amended to create the four divisions of the

National Railroad .Adjustment Board with headquarters in Chicago. You gentlemen are

familiar with the Third Division, as matters involving maintenance of way disputes arc

referred to this board.

The la.st significant change in the l<ailwa.\ Labor .Act occurred onl> a lew \ears ago

when the act was amended to permit the making of union shop agreements. Since all ol

\ou are fami'iar with that revision, I shall not take up your time to further discuss it.

From the brief history I have presented, nou will .see that many things thought to be

new or rcvoluti(mary are really not that at all. Of one thing you may be certain—that is

the organizations that represent railroad employees are among the oldest of any such

organizations; they have come through wars, peace, prosperity and depressions, and at

the present time arc bigger and stronger than ever; and last but not lea.st, their officers

arc intelligent, experienced, and dedicated to their jobs. [ Applause |

[President Hedley resumed the chair.)

Ckairman Ridisill: Mr. Hallmann offered to answer any f|Ue.stions that anyone

would care to raise.
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If llirrc arc no (iiu'slions, I wish to thank Mr. HaNmaiin on Iji'half of ("ommittcc 22

for coming; down from Chicago and adding so maU'riall\ to iht' interest of our report.

Mr. President, that will conchide our report.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Riidisill. Your committee is one of the popular

committees, as is evidenced by the audience. Also, your committee is popular among its

own members, it seems, because it always has a ^ood turnout. We are very pleased to

see that.

Your reports this >ear ha\e been intereslinfi We are inflel)led to \'ou. We arc also

indebted to Mr. Hallmann, and ma.\ I add to the remarks of Chairman Rudisill by

thanking you on behalf of the Association.

Your committee is excused with the thanks of the Association. | .-Xpplau.se
|

Next is the report of Committee S—Ties, of which Mr. L. C. Collisler, manager

Tie and Timber Treating Department—S>'stem, Santa Fe, is chairman. Will Mr. Collister

and his committee please come to the platform?

Discussion on Ties
[F(.r report, sec pp. 541-550]

[President Wm. J. Hedley presiding.]

Chairman L. C. Collister (Santa Fc) : Mr. President, Committee i is reporting

on six of its assignments. The report of Committee 3 is published in Bu'letin 5.^.?,

December 1056, pages 541 to 550.

Assignment 2—Extent of Adherence to Specifications.

Chairman Collister: Our first report is on Assignment 2 and will be presented by

Subcommittee Chairman P. D. Brentlinger, forester, Pennsylvania Railroad.

Mr. Brentlinoer: Our published report details the work of the subcommittee during

1Q56.

The report mentions that the marked improvement in the quality of ties owned by

one railroad was attributed to the work of the Tie committee. A previous inspection

disclosed that ties of inferior quality and poor sizing were being used by this railroad.

Improper application of standard specifications had resulted in a stock of ties that were

not suitable for main line track.

This case history is cited to emphasize the value of committee field inspections of

ties owned by the railroads and stored at the various wood preserving plants. Attendance

of more committee members is requested. Railroads maintaining memberships on Com-
mittee 3 should realize that attendance at committee meetings is one of the requisites

for membership, and, in addition, the member increases his knowledge of ties.

Assignment 4—Tie Renewals and Cost per Mile of Maintained Track.

Chairman Collister; The next report, on Assignment 4, will be presented by Sub-

committee Chairman L. W. Kistler, tie and timber agent, St. I^ouis-San Francisco.

Mr. Kistler: Mr. President, members and guests: According to the Bureau of

Railway Economics, AAR, Annual Cross Tie Statistics for 1055, there were 23,807,322 new

wood cross ties inserted in track on the Class I railroads of the United States and

5,257,042 in those of Canada. F"or the United States, this was 4.34 percent, or 005,125

ties more than in 1054. For Canada, the insertions were 380,407 less. There was consid-

erable variation in the eight regions, ranging from 13 percent fewer in the New England

Region to 24 percent more for the Central Eastern region.

Perhaps some comparison of statistics would be of interest:
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Loii' High [nited Stat( s

Ties inserted in 1055 45, New England 10.^ Southwestern 73

5 year average insertions ... 56, New England 1 lb, Southwestern 82

In.sertion comparison, 1^55

with 1054 9 less in 10 more in Cen-
Southern tral Eastern 3 more

Cost per tie .S2. 87, Southwestern $3.54, Great Lakes S3.30

Cost per mile of track SI 50, New England $206, Southwestern $242

Equated ton miles per mile

of track 4.405. NorthwL'stern 10, 500, Pocahontas 6,600

Based on the 5-year a\erages, the C()m[)uted tie life would he approximatelN- 54 years

for New England and 26 years in the Southwestern.

In 1051 the 5-year average for the United States fell below 100 for the first time,

and this average has decreased each year to 82 in 1055. Based on 3016 ties per mile, this

is an indicated average life of 36.78 years. This is a real achievement.

However, one should be cautious in interpreting these statistics for individual car-

riers, as there are many variables which must be taken into account. One indeterminable

factor is the use of second hand or reclaimed ties. As has been mentioned in previous

reports, due to accounting practices on most railroads, these are not reported, but we

have reliable information that one or two of our larger carriers each inserted approxi-

mately 250,000 of them last >ear. That there were man>' more than this on all lines,

is quite evident.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

Assignment 5—Methods of Retarding the Splitting and Mechanical
Wear of Ties, Including Stabilization of Wood, Collaborating with Com-
mittee 5 and NLMA.

Ch.airm.an Collister: .Assignment 5 calls for collaboration with the National Lumlxr
Manufacturers Association. Mr. G. M. Magee, director of engineering research. AAR.
has kindly consented to review the work of this collaboration. Mr. Magee.

AAR-NLMA Cross Tie Research

By G. M. Magee
Director of Engineering Research, Association of American Railroads

I am pleased to again ha\e the opportunity to give you, at the invitation of your

chairman, a progress report on thj cooperative research undertaking for prolonging the

service life of cross ties being progressed at the TECO Laboratory at Washington and

sponsored by the Association of American Railroads and the National Lumber Manu-
facturers Association. 1 think it would be well to Inst briefly review the objectives, which

were detined and clarified by the research carried on in the early phases of this inves-

tigation. The primary objectivL' is to find a means of seasoning and treating green ties

to avoid the splitting and checking that develops during the seasoning period in the

tie yard. The .second objective is to develop specifications for a tie coating that could

be applied to the top surfaces of ties in track for the purpose of filling in splits and
checks and retarding their further development. The third objective is to find a suitable

means of protecting the tie fibers under the tie plate area from the chemical deterioration

that was found to occur from the corrosion products from the tie plate and spikes. The
fourth objective is to find a means of treating the surface of adzed ties during rail

renewal operations with a chemical or compound Ihat would harden the surface and
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make it mori' resistant to tie plate wear in addition to offering protection against decay

of the freshly adzed surface. Means of controllinp; or lesseninj; tic abrasion by the use

of tie plate fastenings or tie pads is a part of another investigation by the Association

research staff and is not included as an objective of this joint investigation.

With respect to the first objective, the combined seasoning and treating process was

developed to the point, as I advi.sed you last year, that 1500 ties were obtained, treated

by this process, by the Pennsylvania Railroad and installed in track for observation of

.service performance. In addition, the Illinois Central obtained 500 ties also treated by

this process. The Administration Committee, consisting of railroad representatives and

NLMA representatives, inspected the tics treated by this process and installed on the

Pennsylvania Railroad in May of last year. Although it is obvious that a much longer

period of service than the one year that the.se ties have been in track will be required

before conclusive results ma> be drawn, nevertheless, the general appearance of the ties

treated by the combined seasoning and treating process in the PRR installation was indeed

most gratifying. The appearance with respect to checking and sp'itting of the combined

seasoned and treated ties was in general much better than that of ties seasoned and

treated in the conventional manner. It will indeed be interesting to see how this com-

parison continues with a longer service period. However, it is the opinion of the Admin-

istration Committee and the TECO staff that the combined seasoning and treating process

using the glycol is not as economical as the vapor drying process, and so far as is now
known will give no better results. Since the cost of glycol required for this process is a

principal factor in the added cost for this method of treatment, efforts of the TECO
staff this year will be concentrated on finding a means of still further reducing this cost.

With respect to the second objective, a tentative specification for a suitable tie coat-

ing has been prepared for consideration by the Tie committee. The exposure tests of

various tie coatings have been continued at the TECO Laboratory, and it is the hope

of the Administration Committee and the TECO staff that coatings will be developed

by supply companies which will give a substantially longer service life without the

requirement for recoating than is afforded by any of the coatings so far offered for

inclusion in this exposure test.

Considerable laboratory work has been done in an eft"ort to find suitable chemicals

for treating the adzed tie surface under the tie plates. So far none of the various types

of resins and chemicals that have been tried appear to offer sufficiently promising results

to justify their use, and search is being continued in an effort to find some chemical that

would be satisfactory for this purpose.

Consideration will be given by the TECO staff this year to obtaining data on the

possibility of using radioactive materials for tie treatm.ent and conditioning, as it has

been found that some very astonishing changes in the physical properties of plastics can

be obtained after they are exposed to radioactivity. Available information on this subject

will be reviewed to determine whether work should be initiated along this line with the

thought that it may be possible to provide the tie with a very strong and durable

exterior coating to help resist checking and splitting, make it more waterproof and better

able to resist abrasion from the tie plate and from ballast and tamping. We are hoping

that some interesting and worthwhile developments may be possible from such use of

radioactive materials. [.Applause

|

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Magee.
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Assignment 6—Bituminous Coating of Ties to Protect Them from the

Elements.

Chairman Cui.i,istp:r: Assignment 6 will now he leporU-d on l)\ Siil)rommittcf

Chairman E. F. Snyder, assistant to chief cnpncer, Illinois Central.

Mr. Sn'Vder: Mr. President, members of the .'\s.socialion: Cross ties, like other mate-

rials used in track, have increased in price as wages and processing costs have risen. The

increase in price of track ties has seriously affected maintenance costs. It become increas-

ingly important to keep tie renewals in track to an absolute minimum con.sistent with,

i)Ut not at the sacrifice of proper maintenance. One of the very few ways this can be

accomplished, is through providing better protection to the tie during its service life.

It is a well known fact that exposure to the hot, drying action of natural sunlight

develops checks and splits in timber. Over a period of time the checks and splits develop

into deep cracks, and sometimes these cracks may continue entirely through the tie.

Water, snow, ice, ballast and dirt soon set up conditions that lead to decay and ultimate

failure long before the mechanical life of the tie is expended.

Sufficient information has been developed through Assignment 6 to indicate that

coating the top, exposed surface of all timber in track, will prevent the.se checks and

splits from developing as long as the coating cover remains unbroken and continues to

seal off the wood from exterior damage.

Studies will be continued on this subject by your committee to find better and more

economical methods of applying coatings which have the long weather-resisting qualities

necessary to justify their application.

Our report also presents new specifications for tie coatings, their application and

tests, with the recommendation that they be adopted and published in the Manual.

These are now submitted for your approval, and I move that they be accepted.

President Hedlev: Is there any discussion on this new specification?

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 7—Causes Leading to the Removal of Ties.

CuMRMAN Collister: The report on Assignment 7 will be presented t)y Subcom-

mittee Chairman R. B. Radkey, engineer of ties and treatment, Illinois Central.

Mr. Radkey: Mr. President, members and guests: We are endeavoring to establish

the reasons why main track cross ties are currently removed. During the 1056 work

season, committee members inspected and recorded failure causes for 6600 treated cro.ss

ties on five different railroads. The three major failure cau.scs in order of decreasing

importance for several species were found to be:

Oak—Split, decay, and plate cut

Pine—Crush or shatter, plate cut. and decay

Gum—Split, decay, and spike kill

Mixed Hardwoods—Split, plate cut, and decay.

This study of tie failures encounters two major problems: first, difficulty of exact

failure definition where the tie is generally deteriorated; second, the time consuming

nature of the work. More than 200 man-hours of field and office work were involved in

this report. The scope of the sampling will be enlarged during 1057.

President Hedlev: Thank you, Mr. Radkey.

Assignment 9—Means for Effecting Greater Utilization of Timberland
Growth Available for Cross Tie Production.

Chairman Coli.ister: .\.s.signment o is a new subject, and the report will be presi-nled

by Subcommittee Chairman W. R. Jacobson, engineer—timber inspection and treatment,

Soo Line.
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Mr. Jacobson: Mr. President, meml)crs and kucsLs: The Railroad Tie Association,

through the A.'KR, requested Committee .^ to give study to the means for effecting greater

utilzation of timbcrland growth available for cross tie prodution. Your committee thought

the matter over, and elected to make the study. Your committee submits the present

report as information only. The entire subject is quite controvcr.sial, and your committee

is continuing further work along these same lines.

Presioknt Hedi.ky: Thank you, Mr. Jacobson.

Panel Discussion on "Ties—Their Use in Track"

Chairman L. C. Collister (acting as moderator): The last part of our presentation

is a panel discussion on "Ties—Their Use in Track."

The members of the panel, to my immediate left, are: Mr. L. P. Drew, assistant

chief engineer, Union Pacific Railroad; Mr. L. E. Gingerich, assistant chief engineer

—

maintenance, Pennsylvania Railroad; Mr. M. J. Hubbard, assistant chief engineer

—

system, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway; Mr. R. B. Radkey, engineer of ties and treatment,

Illinois Central Railroad; and Mr. W. E. Fuhr, division engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee,

St. Paul & Pacific Railroad.

We know this will be an interesting discussion, and we will welcome questions from

the floor, so to those of you who have questions—feel free to ask them. We will answer

them to the best of our ability.

To get this discussion rolling, I want to direct the first question to Mr. Drew:

When tie renewals are made by heavy maintenance gangs, should this be

done on the basis of renewing all ties which will not last until the next

renewal cycle?

L. P. Drew (Union Pacific) : This is a question that can be answered only by deter-

mining the period of a cycle. If the cycle is short—say, three to five years—it is usually

most economical to remove all ties which will not last that period. However, if your

cycle is longer, then it is sometimes not advisable to remove ties which have from 8 to

10 years' service life still remaining.

Chairman Collister : The Association has just adopted a specification for

coating of cross ties. I would like to ask Bob Radkey: when do you believe

it will become practical to adopt coating of ties as standard practice?

Mr. R. B. Radkey (Illinois Central): Coating ties will become standard practice

when we are convinced that the benefits will justify the cost. At present, coating is

primarily a hand-labor job, with a relatively short coating life as compared to the total

tie life. Right now there is reasonable justification for coating expensive bridge timbers,

but the economy of cross tie coating is yet obscure.

Tie coating could quickly become standard practice with the development of one

of three things: first, a process of applying the coating in the treating cylinder, whereby

the ties are delivered to the point of use completely equipped with the coating (encase-

ment in a plastic shell might be an answer). Second, an on-track machine which would

apply coating, out of face, to all track ties, at a speed of 5 to IS mph and require no

individual hand labor. Third, the development of a coating which would have an effec-

tive life of 20 years. Costs would have to be within reason with each of the foregoing.

Chairman Collister: Along with that same question, I'd like to ask Mr.

Hubbard: why do not railroads adopt the practice of coating ties with some

plastic materials to reduce splitting and decay?
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Mr. M. J. Hi'BBARD (Chesapeake- \ Ohio): I think I would answer that, in jieneral,

it would be for economic reasons.

If sterilized ties could be economically coated witii ,i jila.stic coating that would not

be broken and e.x'posed to weather conditions, prcservatixe treatment would not be neces-

sary for an indefinite life. This is not possible, as preservativo treatment is necessary to

prevent decay, and to date there does not .seem to he an economical plastic coating to

cover treated ties that will add very much to the service life of a well treated tie. Any

heavy plastic coating on tops of ties that are exposed to the direct sun rays will definitely

reduce checking and splitting. The e.xtent of checking and splitting of the particular species

of wood will to some extent determine the value of the coating.

Chairman Collister : Mr. Gingerich, I'd like to ask you: how do various

anti-splitting devices compare in effectiveness in tie service?

Mr. L. E. Gingerich (Penn.sylvania) : It has been our experience that the old S

and C irons give satisfactory .service during the seasoning period, but after ties are placed

in track, we find in about five years that a considerable number of the S and C irons

have either fallen or rusted out, and are no longer effective. After about ten years in

track, they are practically all out, either rusted or fallen out, with no continued benefit

insofar as splitting is concerned.

On the other hand, tics in which dowels have been installed are not so affected. We
find that after ten years in track, the dowels are in good condition, with every indication

of considerable more life. We also feel that they have retarded the spHtting of ties dur-

ing their service life, and that is an important factor in heavy tonnage territory, particu-

larly where you have heavy grades and heavy curvature.

Chairman Collister: Mr. Fuhr, in hardwood ties protected by tie plates,

is plate cutting ever the sole cause for renewal?

Mr. W. E. Fuhr (Milwaukee Road): Yes, according to the report of our committee

on Assignment 7—Causes Leading to the Removal of Cross Ties, replies received from

five leading railroads show that 0.4 percent of the 2.^00 oak ties inspected in 10.'!6 were

removed because of the plate cutting.

Chairman Collister: We have now asked a question of each one of the members

of the panel, and we have more questions, but in case any of you feel the urge to ask

a question, feel free to break in, and we'll try to answer your question.

Mr. Radkey, who should inspect and mark ties prior to renewal?

Mr. Radkkv: The title of the person doing this work is relativ'eh' unimportant. He
should be familiar with track maintenance work to understand what is needed from a

cross tie. He must have sufficient timber knowledge to distinguish between damaging

and minor defects. He must be able to make an unhurried, on-the-ground inspection of

each tie in track, bearing in mind the standard of maintenance desired.

The inspection and marking should be done in advance of the work .season, to

realize full benefits in the ordering, shipment and distribution for renewals.

In actual practice, this work is done by system tic inspectors, track supervisors, sec-

tion foremen, or track inspectors to good advantage. The renewal selection should not

be left to the first laborer in the renewal gang, who marks the tie by pulling the spikes.

Chairman Collister: Mr. Drew, when should a tie be renewed because
of plate cutting?

Mr. Drew: This depends to some e.xtent on the species and the amount of traffic.

Most plate-cut hardwood ties—and a good many softwood—can be left in track, so long

as the depth of the plate cutting docs not exceed from P/. to 2 in. Be\ond that point.
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unless you have a very good ballast support, the bearing under the rail is not sufficient

to handle the load.

Chairman Collister: Mr. Fuhr, are hold-down spikes effective in holding

down plate movements and the resulting damage to wood fibers?

Mr. Fuhr: The answer to this question depends upon several factors, such as species

of wood in the tics, type of hold-down fastening, and number of anchor spikes.

The 1055 inspection of the three-mile test section started in 104,^ on the Illinois

Central Railroad indicated that in the case of creosoted oak ties, the greatest tie plate

penetration occurred with two cut spikes; next, where there were no anchor spikes; and

the least penetration was with two screw spikes with double-coil washers.

For creosoted pine ties, the greatest penetration was where no anchor spikes were

installed; next, four cut spikes; then, in turn, four screw spikes; four screw spikes with

double-coil washers ; two cut spikes, two screw spikes ; and last, with the least penetration,

two screw spikes with double-coil washers.

The test also revealed that the screw spike section on softwood ties has continued

to be less effective in reducing plate cutting, whereas the cut spike section showed no

acceleration in the rate of wear.

On the hardwood section, the screw spike has continued to be moderately effective

in minimizing plate cutting, with reductions ranging from 30 to 50 percent, compared

with the cut spike construction.

Chairman Collister: Mr. Gingerich, are small, undersized—either hewn
or sawn—ties acceptable for light-traffic branch lines or yard body tracks?

Mr. Gingerich: In my opinion, no. I think ties specified for those types of tracks

today are about as small as you can properly spike without fear of breakage or serious

splitting. Also, the bearing area provided by the ties now specified is about the minimum

we can economically use.

Chairman Collister: Mr. Hubbard, how many years of service may be

expected from mixed hardwoods and so-called less desirable species, when
properly handled and installed under the most favorable conditions?

Mr. Hubbard: If properly handled, treated and installed under the most favorable

conditions, the mixed hardwoods and so-called less desirable species of ties will give

approximately the same service life as the general run of what is considered the better

grade of ties.

These species are considered less desirable on most railroads because of the special

handling, treatment and installation required. If the ties are air seasoned before treat-

ment, the seasoning period varies with the species, and for proper treatment the species

should be separated. If properly tie plated to prevent plate cutting, these ties can be

installed in approximately the same locations with respect to curves, tonnage, etc., as the

so-called better-grade ties.

Chairman Collister: Mr. Drew, should all ties be pre-bored, or only the

ties used in heavy-traffic territory?

Mr. Drew: In my opinion, all ties should be pre-bored. The advantages of pre-

boring have very little to do with the amount of traffic. One of the reasons for pre-

boring is that the spikes can be driven without splitting the tie, and also, you get a

little additional penetration of the treating solution in the area where the spike will

eventually be driven.

Therefore, the amount of traffic, or whether it is a line with heavy traffic, an im-

portant line, or a branch track, is not the determining feature. In my opinion, more

advantages are gained from pre-boring ties on light traffic hnes, where you get more
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service life, than on those with heavy traffic, where, oftentimes, your tie is removed for

mechanical wear rather than decay, or causes where no benefit would be derived from

pre-boring.

Chairman Collister: Mr. Radkey, how is the use of tie pads justified?

Mr. R.adkev: Tie pads are justified through the longer service life brought about

through a decrease or elimination of tie plate cutting. Where plate-cutting is a prime

consideration, tie pads can be justified. Where plate-cutting is a minor consideration, the

use of tie pads is questionable.

Chairman Collister: Mr. Gingerich, should ties be renewed in cycles,

or by what is known as spot renewal?

Mr. Ginoericu: In general, 1 think Mr. Drew answered this question: I can elaborate

on it, if you wish.

Chairman Cuu-iSTtR: Yes, if you would, please.

Mr. Gingerich: I think there is an economical and a proper use for both methods.

If your volume of traffic is such that a track must be given an out-of-face working and

a raise, say, every four to six years, it is entirely proper and economical to renew all ties

in the track that will not give reasonably adequate support until the next out-of-face

working.

Where the cycle period between out-of-face working and raises is greater, say 7 to

8 years, it wouldn't be economical or proper to renew ties that will not give satisfactory

service until the next working. In that case, I would say the proper method is to make

spot renewals.

Chairman Collister: Mr. Fuhr, will the presence of mixed, different-sized

ties in main track cause appreciable difficulty in track maintenance?

Mr. Fuhr: Some roads are in the process of changing over from 8-ft to 8-ft 6-in

ties or, in some cases, Q-ft ties. During the changeover period—I'd say, 20 to 30 years,

or longer—some minor variations in surface will occur as a direct result of the increased

bearing capacity of the longer tie over the shorter one. However, this should not present

any more of a problem than was present before the changeover started.

Chairman Collister: Mr. Hubbard, if ties are marked by someone other

than the foreman renewing ties, should some judgment be left to that fore-

man as to taking out additional ties, or leaving in some already marked?

Mr. Hubbard: Yes, some judgment should be left to the foreman, especially when

ties are being renewed with a raise of track. Often on a heavy-tonnage line on curves, ties

are spiked killed and detected when track is raised in that the ties fail to come up with

the rails. Then again, there are some ties that have been marked to be removed that

may show up to be a fair tie with additional life when track is raised.

The marking of ties to be removed from track at a certain time is important, and

no two people will agree a hundred percent. To date, we have no device for determining

the need for removal except by visual inspection. If cross tics are unloaded economically

and spotted for renewal at the tie spot, any variation from the actual spot cither way
causes added expense.

The main thing is the correct tie .spot, which is difficult to get, and, for economical

reasons, I think a good foreman should have the privilege of changing the spot.

Chairman Collister: We have a lot of questions here, but I think the time is get-

ting late
;
perhaps some questions from the floor would be in order.

President Hedlev: .\re there .<ome questions from the floor?

G. M. Magee (AAR) : How about treating mixed hardwood?
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Chairman Collistf.r: You mean in one charge, or separately? How do you mean

that?

Mr. Macjee: What is the thought on the present best practice u'here \ou have mixed

hardwood to use?

Chairman Collister; Who would you hke to answer that?

Mr. Magee: I think you'd be a good one.

Chairman Collister: For our part, Mr. Magee, we are separating the oaks and

the gums. However, with vapor drying, we are in the process of throwing ail of the

mixed hardwoods with the gums, figuring that they will treat pretty well along with

the gums.

However, I believe the problem is not so much in treatment as it is in the seasoning.

For instance, most of the hickories are going to split or decay badly in the seasoning period

it would take to air-season or condition gum ties to get the moisture content down to

where they can be treated satisfactorily. However, I believe that with conditioned sea-

soning, the mixed hardwoods can be treated right along with the other hardwoods.

H. B. Christiansen, Jr. (Rock Island) : How effective are the ribbed

plates in reducing plate-cutting, compared to hold-down devices?

Chairm.an Collister: Mr. Drew, would you like to answer that one?

Mr. Drew: Well, the experience with ribbed plates seems to have indicated, over a

period of years, that they did more damage than good. Therefore, their use has been

discontinued for that reason on most major railroads. I can't see any good reason why
we should go back to it.

That is just my opinion, of course. It's like many other things in cross ties and

maintenance that are subject to controversy.

T. A. Blair (Santa Fe) : I'd like to ask Mr. Drew a question, if I may.

In looking over, oh, for 15 years, the average tie insertions per mile that

your committee reports, you have had a most enviable record on the Union
Pacific, with a low figure. I'd like to know whether you attribute any por-

tion of that low figure to the fact that you use district gangs for insertion

of ties?

In other words, the average road has section gangs insert or make the spot renewals

of ties, where you have had district gangs doing it. Don't you think that a part of the

good figure you have has resulted from the use of those district gangs?

Mr. Drew: That is probably true, Mr. Blair. However, you must bear in mind the

fact that we have only been using district gangs in the last few years.

That seems to bear out your contention that possibly that is one of the factors.

However, there are other factors which I consider as important. For instance, we have

maintained a high standard in our ballast, and in my opinion that has contributed as

much to our low annual renewal rate as any other one factor.

I might also say we've gone to heavier rail, larger tie plates and, in general, a higher

standard of maintenance, with the net results as shown in the tigures. AU of those factors

have some bearing on your annual tie renewals.

Mr. Blair: I still want to stay with it just a minute longer, Mr. Drew. [ Laughter
|

I have watched that proposition of yours. Your neighbors have done the same

thing; every one of us has put in heavier rail, and we have improved our ballast. Some
of us have increased the length of our tie, and still, I think it's about 12 years that this

record of yours has been going on, compared with your immediate neighbors—one of

which happens to be our railroad.
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I won't concede that >ou ha\e a tietter tie. [Lauj:htei| 1 think a lot of it is due to

your use of a district panj;. and [uiliint.' out a tie when it begins throwintt its weight

over on its neighbors.

Mr. Drkw: I think probably our discus.sion answers that question, Mr. Blair.

For the benefit of those who are not familiar with the fjeographical location, there

are no two railroads that I can think of in the United States that are more similar than

the Santa Fe and the Union Pacific. They operate through almost identical territories

for considerable portions of their track. They also carry very close to the same amount

of tonnage. Their operating conditions are quite similar. Therefore, as you said, we don't

use a better tie than you do. In fact, I question whether the tie we use is as good, because

our ties are all softwoods, and you use some hardwoods. So that must be the answer

to it, that the type of gang which we use for renewal has been largely responsible for

our low average tie renewals.

Mr. Magee: I'd like to ask the panel what you think of the report of

the Committee on Economics of Railway Location and Operation, on the

study made on tie life, which indicates that there is no difference in the

life of ties with respect to traffic density and with respect to tie plate area?

I don't know which member of the panel would want to answer that, but

I would be curious to know your thoughts on it.

Chairman Collister: Mr. Magee, we were a little unfortunate in that we had a

Tie committee meeting going on at the time of the presentation, and I don't think an>

of us has really reviewed that enough to answer that question.

Mr. R-^dkev; This might be a case of talking when I ought to be listening, but

actually, that was a very interesting report. It certainly is contrary to what most of us

have thought. .According to this report, tonnage and curvature have very little effect on

tie life.

About the best you can say is that there must be other factors which we haven't

considered. Probably one of the most outstanding factors is the economic cycle. That is,

we have good times and bad times on the railroad, and perhaps our tie renewals are

coupled to available money rather than tonnage, curvature, or anything else.

Chairman Collister: That's a really good answer, Bob.

I had a rather interesting discussion with Mr. Milner about that this morning, along

a lot of those same lines.

I believe it was Mr. McKenzie [president. Cotton Belt
|
who gave an address to

the R.T.A. about when a tie should be renewed. The gist of it is that ties are renewed

when the money is there. And there are times, wc know, when a lot of people want to get

a piece of track up so they won't have to come back over it the next year or the year

after, or for five more years. Maybe they don't want to havu to come back there during

the rest of their tenure. There are a lot of human elements in tie renewal work that

justify a little bit more educationon the part of all of us, I believe.

Mr. Magke: Well, I haven't had the (opportunity to go completely into the records

that they analyze in the report, but just from my own observation, most railroads, where

they have higher traffic densities, have gone to larger plates. I don't know how- the com-

mittee could make such an analysis and properly take that into account—in other words,

to say that ties have the same average life, irrespective of traffic density, when studies in

track would require that you have the same area of tie plates and the same size of rail

throughout. Conversely, to say that your life of ties is the same, irrespective of area of

tie plates, would mean that you'd have to have the .same traffic conditions.
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Perhaps their figures took that into account. I don't know. However, I couldn't help

but feel when I read that statement that somebody certainly had spent a lot of money

for tie plates without ficttinfi anything out of them, if that's right. [ Laughter

|

Mr. Radkev: You want to remember, Mr. Magee, that the term "average service

life" is hard to define. .Actually, I believe the field data in that report was gathered by

taking an inventory of the ties on a section of railroad track. It's pretty hard to deter-

mine the average service life from that. What they actually measured was the age of the

ties in the track, and then, through some equation, arrived at the actual service life.

Chairman Collister: Pinpointing it a little bit further, we had some hard luck

with the Q-ft fir tie out in the desert country, with heavy rail and big plates. Ties that

were put down in 1042 were coming out, plate-cut 2 in, in 1051. Douglas fir ties in the

same area, with the same weight of rail, same traffic, on the westbound track, with

smaller plates, put down in 1024, were coming out for study with a ^ in of plate-cutting.

There we know, from the study of the tie, that the density of the wood was much

heavier in 1024 than it was in 1042. The ties were not specially cut. They were quarter-

sawn, edge-grain and box-heart ties in both studies, so there wasn't too much of a dif-

ference there but there was a definite difference in the densities of the species of woods.

The lighter density wood, under the bigger plate, came out after only 10 years, under the

same traffic conditions, and in the same locality.

Mr. Hubbard: I might say that the appHcation of the report on our line might be a

little bit contrary to our present practices. We're going to an 18-in tie plate on heavy

tonnage lines, 2-deg curves and over. If we followed this report, we couldn't justif>' the

18-in plates, but we think maybe we can, after a period of time.

L. W. KiSTLER (Frisco): Mr. Chairman, I'd like to make one comment. In analyzing

the tie statistics from year to year, a point which has impressed me as much as any other

(and which is seldom discussed) is the matter of geography.

Assuming that the major i-ailroads of the country have approximately the same

degree of maintenance, you will observe from those statistics that the railroads through

the south, where they have a longer summer period, more rainfall, and average higher

humidities, have considerably lower average tie life than the railroads through the north.

For example, as was pointed out this year, the average tie-year life, as indicated by

the results in the New England region, was 56 years, I believe, or 54, I don't recall my
own figures, whereas, for the Southwestern region (and it is sometimes a little confusing

as to the railroads in the southwestern grouping) it was 26.

I was wondering if any of the panel had given consideration—particularly those

who serve, we'll say, the north and the south—to the distribution of species, or varia-

tions of treatments, whereby they might more nearly equalize the service life in the

southern and northern areas?

Chairman Collister: Bob, you run north and south.

Mr. Radkey: Yes, we have, to some extent, Mr. Kistler. On the Il'inois Central, oak

ties are used in the north, and gum ties are used in the South. We fear that the oak ties

are more prone to splitting in the alternate wetting and drying they would receive in the

south. Usage depends more on the ties available to us rather than on any other direct,

clear-cut distinction. If we got into differences in the treatment, the problem of distribu-

tion would be extraordinary.

Chairman Collister: Answering from our own standpoint, we are putting our gum
ties out on the Coast lines, where we feel they will give us better results than the oaks,

because they will not be so prone to splitting. We are putting a little more preservative

into the gum ties, because they will take it where the oaks will not. Because of that
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factor, the excessive heat that they will be conditioned in will tend to fiive them a better

coating as a result of the leaching or bleeding of the preservative under the sun.

Again, I believe it is a matter of opinion on the part of the individual railroads as

to where the tic should be best located.

Mr. President. I think that .should pretty well sum up "Ur report. 1 would like tn

make one statement which I should have presented in prefacing this panel discus.sion

—

these statements are the ideas of the panel, and not nece.s.sarily tho.se of the Association

or any individual railroad.

H. R. Duncan (Burlington): .Apropos of the remarks by Mr. Blair, in comparing

ties on the Union Pacific and the Santa Fe, this committee made quite a study of tie

renewal cycles some years ago. .At the time, it had the help of the Forest Products Labora-

tory. I don't be'ieve we can be too sure in saying what life we are getting from ties,

simply by looking at our last year's renewals, or tho.se for the last five years or the last

ten years.

For example, in this study, if you make an improvement in your standards that

affect tie life—it may be species of wood or size of tie plate—probably the greatest factor

is the change in treatment.

The Union Pacific's tie renewals are very low, but the Union Pacific made quite an

improvement in its standards, as I recollect, about 1927 or 1928.

Mr. Drew: That's correct, Harry. We changed from zinc chloride to creosote

petroleum, exclusively, beginning in 1927. However, the actual changeover took a matter

of two or three years.

Mr. Duncan: Then, of course, they had the problem of the zinc chloride treated ties.

I don't know what the average life was—probably 16 to 18 years.

Mr. Drew: The average life of zinc chloride treated ties that we were getting, was

right close to 18 years.

Mr. Duncan: So then, after they improve their standards, it takes 18 years to

remove all of the old ties and to get benefit from the higher standard ties in track. There-

fore, the\' should now be at a ver\' low point in their renewal cycle.

On the other hand, studying some of the renewals on the Santa Fe, they have bored

and adzed their ties, and had a high grade treatment for a great many years. Conse-

quently, the curve of renewals is pretty well straightened out on the Santa Fe, but I

don't believe it is on the Union Pacific.

Mr. Drew: You're absolutely correct, Harry.

Mr. Duncan: I would figure that in the next 25 or .^0 years, the figures will be some-

what reversed, and the Union Pacific renewals will probably be higher, and there will be

less fluctuation from one year to another on the Santa Fe. This is a prediction from a

study I have made on that subject. [ Laughter
|

Mr. Blair: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to make one ob.servation, and that is that the

Santa Fe has gone to the same system of tie renewal that the Union Pacific uses now, and

we will soon be in our cycle, so I think we'll ha\'e a pretty good comparison. But I still

believe that where you uniformly pull out \our ties every year you're going to get some

additional life over leaving it to the roadmaster, the superintendent, or even a poor sec-

tion foreman, when he has so much rough track that he can't put in the ties that he

is given.

President Hedlev: Thank you very much, Mr. Collister. Obviously, this has been

an interesting report, and an interesting panel discussion. It has drawn more comment
from the floor than anything I have .seen in quite some time, and that is all to the good.

Your committee is excused with the thanks of the .Association. [.Applause]

[The meeting recessed at 6:20 o'clock!
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Morning Session—March 6, 1957

|T1h' meeting reconvened at « o'c'ock, President Hedlev presiding.]

Prksipent Hedi.kv: Gentlemen, will the meetint; please come to order? This is the

Imal technical session of the 5hth Annual Meeting-

Before we start with the regular program, consisting of committee reports, I want

to announce the registration up to the end of yesterday. There were 0Q2 members, 767

guests and ^bl women registered, so the grand total was 2121, as of that hour.

I would also like to announce that the Board elected Prof. W. W. Hay, of the Uni-

versity of Illinois, a director, to fill the one-year unexpired term of Mr. Frank Woolford.

following Mr. Woolford's advancement in the election yesterday to vice president.

Our first committee to report is the Special Committee on Continuous Welded Rail.

The chairman is Mr. C. E. Weller, division engineer, Illinois Central Railroad. Will Mr.

Weller and the members of his committee plca.se come to the platform?

Discussion on Continuous Welded Rail
IFor report, .see pp. 1059-1066]

[President Wm. J. Hedley presiding.]

Chairman C. E. Weller (Illinois Central) : Mr. President, members and guests of

the Association: The year of 1956 was certainly a year of progress for continuous welded

rail, and also for your committee.

We are happy that all of our subcommittes have progress reports to make at this

time. The report of the committee is found on page 1059 of Bulletin 535.

We feel that we have a report which is of importance to all who are concerned with

track maintenance. We hope—and certainly feel—that the report will be one that you

will care to read and to study.

Assignment 1—Fabrication.

Chairman Weller: The report on Assignment 1 will be given by Subcommittee

Chairman William Nuetzel, division engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal.

Mr. Nuetzel: Mr. President, members and guests: During 1956, two railroads experi-

mented with a new idea in the welding of rail. Prior to that year, it was all welded on

a single-line set-up. During 1956 double-line production was attempted, which was found

to reduce the cost of the welded rail substantially. The output of the plant could be

doubled with only 25 percent increase in manpower.

Unfortunately, the figures obtained were sketchy, and the double line was an experi-

mental set-up. I understand that one railroad is now using the double line and is

exceeding its production estimates.

The subcommittee will pursue this situation further during the coming >ear, and

it is recommended that this report be accepted as information only.

Assignment 2—Laying.

Chairman Weller: Mr. E. J. Brown, chief engineer, Burlington Lines, is chairman

of Subcommittee 2, and will now present his report.

Mr. Brown: Mr. President, members and guests: The report on Assignment 2 con-

tains a tabulation by years of the track miles of welded rail laid, which for the most part

shows a progressive increase, particularly from 1947 through 1955. At the time the report

was prepared, the figures for 1956 were not available, but it will be of interest to note

that thus far the figures for 1950 indicate a total of nearly 525 miles.
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A detailed report ot the organization and cost data for transporting and laying rail

was prepared t)\ this committee in 105.i, and is found in N'olume 54. Since there has

been no marked departure from the general outline of organization given in that report,

we felt that it was not necessary to revise it at this time.

Prksidknt Hkdi.i.v: Thank you, Mr. Brown.

Assignment 3—Fastenings.

Ch.airm.an Wkllkr: Mr. Ed Wise, Jr., engineer maintenance of way, Louisville &

Nashville, is chairman of Subcommittee .^ and will now present his report.

Mr. Wisk: Mr. President, members of the .Association and guests: Under .•\.ssignment

.'< we wrote to railroads to ascertain the method of anchorage used where strings of con-

tinuous welded rail joined bolted rail, and where insulated joints are in strings of con-

tinuous rail, and also, to find if short rails are used on each side of such insulated joints,

and whether the users of continuous welded rail have found it necessary to install addi-

tional anchorage to properly hold it.

Fifteen replies were received to this questionnaire. The committee docs not believe

any conclusion can be reached from the replies received, but will continue to request

information from railroads having continuous welded rail installed, as to their experience.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Prksident Hedlev: Thank >ou, Mr. Wise.

Assignment 4—Maintenance.

Chairman Weller: Mr. W. H. Freeman, engineer of track, Denver & Rio Grande

Western, our subcommittee chairman on Maintenance, was unable to be here. His report

will be given by Mr. H. B. Christiansen, special engineer, Milwaukee Road.

Mr. Christianson: Mr. President, Mr. Chairman, members and guests: This is a

progress report submitted as information.

In 1956 a questionnaire was sent to 15 railroads who have laid continuous welded

rail. This was done in an effort to find out if maintenance parties for continuous welded

rail differed to any great extent from those for the maintenance of jointed track. The

reporting roads responded well.

The only real difference found was in surfacing, 11 of the 15 reporting roads using

varying precautions in surfacing continuous welded rail due to temperature. Some of

these roads placed a high temperature limit on both general surfacing and some on only

spot surfacing.

Thirteen of the 15 reporting roads surfaced the continuous welded rail from a running

surface to a maximum lift of 4 in.

No unusual maintenance was reported on the insulated joints.

Only one reporting road had done any transposing on curves.

Three of the reporting roads increased the width of their ballast section.

Generally it was found from the replies to the questionnaire that the maintenance

of continuous welded rail did not require any unusual maintenance practices.

Assignment 5—Economics.

Chairman Weller: Mr. T. A. Blair, chief engineer .system, Santa Fe, is chairman

of our subcommittee on Economics. Mr. Blair.

Mr. Blair: Mr. President, gentlemen: The reports of the Committee on Continuous

Welded Rail show that the use of welded joints is increasing each year. The data fur-

nished by this subcommittee shows that during period of rising costs that the cost of

welding per joint has decreased. The cost of joint bars and accessories has been increasing
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during the same period. Any company with a reasonable amount of welding can now

expect to weld joints cheaper than to install ordinary joints. There is a definite prospect

that the cost of weldinR will be further reduced in the future.

The reported average maintenance saving per year of S4<S0, together with the saving

resulting from increased life of rail and e.xtcnded cycle between out-of-face-surfacings,

which results in a further saving of $4.^9 per mile, certainly justifies investigation by any

railroad.

We feel that our time probably could be.st be used in trying to answer questions.

President Hedlev: Are there any questions on this really live subject—questions or

comments from anyone in the audience? We have microphones back here that will be

handed to you.

Thank you, Mr. Blair.

Chairman Weller: Mr. President, that concludes our report.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Weller. Your committee has produced another

series of informative reports on all phases of your assignments. It is significant to the

Association that your committee is fully aware that it is dealing with relatively new

aspects of track construction and maintenance, concerning which railroad men all over

the United States, Canada, and many foreign countries are interested, and they are look-

ing to us, as an Association, for the answers.

You are carrying forward a most interesting and valued phase of Association work,

and I'm sure you will continue to do so.

Your committee is exused, with the thanks of the Association. [Applause
|

President Hedley: The next committee to report is our important Committee 4

—

Rail. The chairman of this committee, as most of you know as a result of the election

announced yesterday, is the senior vice president of our Association, Mr. B. R. Meyers,

chief engineer, Chicago & North Western System. I will appreciate it if Mr. Meyers and

his committee will come to the platform.

Discussion on Rail
[For repiirt. sec p|). 961-1058.]

[President Wm. J. Hedley presiding.]

Chairman B. R. Meyers (Chicago & North Western): Mr. President, the report

of Committee 4—Rail, starts on page Q61 of Bulletin 5,35.

The honor of Member Emeritus has been conferred upon Mr. Clifford B. Bronson,

retired chief engineer maintenance of way, New York Central, a life member of the

AREA. He has served terms as vice chairman and chairman of the Rail committee, and

has given outstanding service on it for M years, which is an enviable record. Is Cliff

here this morning? If he is, I would like to have him stand. I guess he is not.

During the last year two members have been dropped because of the three-year rule

for retired members—Mr. J. L, Gressitt, retired chief engineer of the Pennsylvania, and

Mr. E. E. Oviatt, retired consulting engineer of the New Haven. I want to thank them

for their past services.

There have been two resignations due to retirements and three for other reasons.

We have five guest members who will become active at the close of this convention.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Ch.airman Meyers: The first report, on Assignment 1, will be given by the sub-

committee chairman, L. S. Crane, mechanical research engineer. Southern Railway.
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Mr. Craxe: Mr. President, gentlemen: The Rail committee recommends that the

Specifications for Open Hearth Steel Rails, pages 4-2-1 to 4-2-6, incl., of the Manual,

be reapproved with the following revisions: [For these revisions see pages 062 and 963

of Bulletin 5.^5, same pages in these Proceedings]. I so move.

[The motion was rcgu'arly .seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.!

Mr. Crane: It is recommended that the Specifications for Quenched Carbon Steel

Joint Bars, pages 4-2-12 to 4-2-14, incl., of the Manual, be reapproved with the follow-

ing revisions: [For these revisions see page 06,^ of Bulletin 5.^5, same page these Pro-

ceedings]. I so move.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. Crane: It is recommended that the Specifications for Heat-Treated Carbon-

Steel and Alloy-Steel Track Bolts and Carbon-Steel Nuts, pages 4-2-15 to 4-2-18, inch,

of the Manual, be reapproved with the following revisions: [For the.se revisions see page

063 of Bulletin 535, same page these Proceedings]. I so move.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. Cr.axe: It is recommended that Rail Record Forms 402-A—Report of Rail

Failures in Main Track; 402-C ; and 402-C (a)—Instructions for Filling in Rail Failure

Forms 402-C and 402-L, be reapproved with the following revisions: [For these revision

see pages 063 and 064 of Bulletin 535, same pages these Proceedings]. I so move.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. Cr.ane: Mr. President, that concludes the report on Assignment 1.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Crane.

Assignment 2—Collaborate with AISI Technical Committee on Rail and

Joint Bars in Research and Other Matters of Mutual Interest.

Chairm.an Meyers: Next will be my report on Assignment 2, the subcommittee for

which is commonly referred to as the Joint Contact Committee.

This committee is currently sponsoring two studies at the University of Illinois—the

investigation of failures in control-cooled rails, which is shown as Appendi.x 2-a in

our printed report, and the report on shelly rail, shown in connection with Assignment 8.

I would like to ask Prof. Cramer of the University of Illinois to give a few remarks

on the investigation of failures in rails.

Failures in Control-Cooled Railroad Rails

By R. E. Cramer
Research Associate Professor, University of Illinois

All of our research on railroad rails at the University of Illinois is now financed

jointly by the AAR and the rail mills. We send reports on each failure to the railroad

that furnishes the rail, the rail mill and Mr. G. M. Magee. We are only supposed to

receive those failures that are thought to be caused by mill defects, such as porosity,

inclusions, shatter cracks, seams, deep stamping etc. We often receive and are willing to

examine a rea.sonable number of fractures from welded engine burns and detail fractures

from shelling, but .so many of the latter develop each year that we obviously cannot

examine but a few. Lately, we have been receiving failures in continuous welded rails.

We believe it will be well worthwhile to examine all weld failures for several years until

we all know more about them.

This past year we examined and cla.ssified 32 failures as shown in Table 1, page 066

of our printed report. Two of these were transverse fissures from shatter cracks in rails
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that wfiv sold as. contrDl-coolcd rails. One dI these was from the Inland Mill rolled in

September 1044, and is the first and only rail containing shatter cracks we have found

from Inland since it started control cooling in 19.^5. All we can say is that some mill

man made an error, but we have not been able to trace how or why the error was made.

The other rail with shatter cracks was from the .Algoma Mill. It was trying to speed up

the cooling of its containers by raising the lids a few inches. This was a serious mistake

and so far we have found shatter cracked rails from .\Ig()ma since it started control

cooling in IQS.^. I think and hope it corrected this condition. After a visit to its mill

in 1050, it was advised to use tight fitting lids for 10 hr, then if it wanted to speed up

the cooling it could take the lid off the container. We have confidence that this pro-

cedure has stopped its difficulties. However, for a number of years we are likely to find

a few shatter cracks in its rails produced before 1050.

We also found 8 transver.se fissures from hot torn steel, one from the Inland Mill

and 7 from Steelton Mill. There were 1,^ detail fractures which had been incorrectly

classified as transverse fissures. There was one fracture from welded engine burn, one

each of end batter built up by electric welding, bolt hole failure, and a base break from

seam. Now I will show 4 slides of other failures.

May we have Slide 1, please. [See page 067 |. This slide shows, at the top, a 40 per-

cent transverse fissure from a very large white inclusion at the nucleus. The two pho-

tomicrographs at the bottom show the same inclusion ^ in away from the fracture

where it was much smaller, at 100 X magnification. The micro on the left was taken

with darkfield lighting, and the specimen was etched for the micro at the right to show

the grain structure. Since there is no decarburization around the inclusion, we know it is

not iron oxide, so we conclude that this inclusion was a piece of refractory brick that

accidently was trapped in the steel. However, it was important enough to cause this

otherwise good rail to break in service.

Slide 2, please. [See page 068|. This is the first Matisa electric butt weld to fail in

service on the Santa Fe. It had only been in service about a month. This slide shows at

the top the sudden fracture that broke upward from a very small dark fatigue area on

the rail base. The bottom photomicrograph shows a hard area tested with the Tukon

hardness tester and converted to Brinell readings, which go as high as 747. This hard

spot was 10^ in from the Matisa weld on the bottom of the rail base and was about

-/^ in. in diameter and 5,/.^2 in deep into the rail base. It was caused by the heavy electric

current from the welding generator being concentrated in one spot due to poor contact

or where it breaks through the mill scale on the rail base, .^fter heating, such a small

area quenches faster from the surrounding cold metal than a piece of steel would cool

if it were quenched in water.

Slide .5, please. [See page 060 1. This slide shows at the left side one of five chrome

vanadium rails that failed in the test tracks of the Pennsylvania Railroad. As you can

see the receiving gage corner broke off, and there is a deep horizontal crack across the

hot sawed end of the rail. This piece was 1'/^ in long and was split vertically on the

longitudinal center line of the rail. Part b of the slide shows the left half of the rail head,

with the top lifted off at the crack showing in part a. The arrow points to the beginning

of the fatigue failure. Why it started there no one knows. That would be the most likely

place for shatter cracks to form, but these rails were control cooled and we have never

found any shatter cracks in any chromium-vanadium rails. I sincerely hope no raikoad

engineers will become discouraged at using chrome-vanadium alloy rails just because

we have had a few failures, as most of the alloy rails that are in service tests are giving
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excellent results, and I am ceitain llu- rail mills can oxercome an> iew flifficuilics (hat

ha\T been found so far with chrome vanadium allo_\' rails.

Slide 4. [See pajic 1045 |. This picture is from my report on shellv rails printed under

Assignment S. It shows one thing that will help rails to develop shelling fast, and that

is a large nonmetallic inclusion near the gage corner of the rail. It is my best opinion

that most all shelly spots start at inclusion streaks due to the heavy pressure of heavy

wheel loads. However, since all rails contain some inclu.sions, and no one knows how to

make rails commercially at 5 cents per pound without some nonmetallic inclusions, our

problem ma>' look hopeless. I don't feel that wa\' myself and someda_\ soon we are going

to lind a practical answer to the shelling problem.
|
Applause

|

Pkksioknt Hkdi.kv: Thank you. Prof. Cramer.

Assignment 3—Rail Failure Statistics Covering (a) All Failures, (b)

Transverse Fissures, (c) Performance of Control-Cooled Rail.

Chairman Mevkrs: Next is the report on .Assignment .^ to be pre.sentefl !>> Sub-

committee Chairman C. J. Code, assistant chief engineer—tests, Penns>lvania.

Mr. Code: Mr. President, Mr. Chairman, gentlemen: We had a little argument in

an .\STM meeting a couple of months ago, having to do with statistics. Someone came

up with the remark that there were three kind of liars—plain liars, damned liars and

statisticians. I am not a statistician.

The report of Subcommittee 3 contains a mass of information, and each one of the

tables and charts deserves your careful study and consideration.

The trackage of the nation's railroads constitutes a great proving ground for testing

the results of changes in rail manufacture and design. Laboratory and small-scale field

tests can only forecast the results. The ultimate answer is found in our report on rail

failure statistics.

The great benefits of control cooling have long been evident.

The improved performance of the new rail designs adopted nine or ten _\cars ago

are becoming more apparent each \ear. The current reports reflect the results of seven

years' experience with these rail designs. Fig. 3 on page 076, and Fig. 4 on page 077 of

Bulletin 5,^5 both show this improvement. With the exception of a few mills, the failures

per 100 track mile >ears, shown in Fig. ,^, are remarkably- low since 1048, and the overall

effect is reflected in the average for all mills.

The fiat curve of F"ig. 4 for rail rolled from 104S to date, with a sharji ri.^e for the

earlier rollings, shows the same effect.

I have one slide I would like to show \ou now.

[Slide] The lower curve and solid line is the curve in the i)re.sent report. The upper

dotted curve is plotted from the figures given in the I040 report. The curve for the

earlier period, 10.57 to 1046, when the design changes were made starts to ri.se after two

years' service, and it rises abruptly from the five-year point.

The difference in the two curves indicates a saving ranging from 15 less failures per

100 track mile years after five years' service, to 60 less failures per 100 track milt- years,

approximately, after 7 years' service. It is anticipated that this improvement will con-

tinue to show until we have ten years' service from the new .sections.

The report is presented as information.

Presioent Hedi.ev: Thank vou, Mr. Code.
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Assignment 5—Economic Value of Various Sizes of Rail.

Chairman Meyers: Next is the report on Assignment 5. In the absence of the sub-

committee chairman, J. C. Jacobs, engineer maintenance of way, Illinois Central. I have

asked G. H. Echols, chief engineer. Southern Railwa.v System, to give the report.

Mr. Echols: Mr. President, members of the Association: This is a report of progress

and is submitted as information. It brings up to date the results of a study of test sections

of 112-lb and LU-lb rail on the Illinois Central Railroad northward main track between

Mattoon and Savoy, 111. Tabulations show the annual investment cost per mile of the

two installations based on 1044 prices, also maintenance labor and material on both sec-

tions for a 12 year period following initial installation.

A third table based on average costs for the period 1043 to 105S shows total cost,

investment and maintenance per mile per annum and reflects a saving of .'f428, or ll.o

percent in favor of the heavier rail.

The studies are based on an anticipated life of 14 years for the 112-lb rail and 20

years for the 131-lb section. The last of the 112-lb rail will be removed in 1057 after

14 years of service. The condition of the 131-lb rail at this time indicates that we can

reasonably expect it to give the full 20 years of service life. It is planned to continue the

study as long as the 131-lb rail remains in its first location.

President Hedeev: Thank you, Mr. Echols.

Assignment 6—Service Test of Various Types of Joint Bars.

Chairman Meyers: The report on Assignment 6 will be presented by Subcommittee

Chairman T. A. Blair, chief engineer system, Santa Fe.

Mr. Blair: Mr. President, members of the Association: This report covers eight

years of service of 115-lb joint bars on the North Western and 132-lb bars on the Santa
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Fe. It covers RE head-free bars with three different bolt hole spacinns and two typ?s of

rail joint bars, one of which is a long toe bar.

The most significant observation of the test to date is that the out-to-out distance

at the bottom of the middle of the joint bar has progressed at a uniform rate, which

would indicate a 20-year life before all of the take-up will be exhausted.

The bars are showing excellent performance, and to date there is no significant

difference between the different types of bars or bolt hole spacing. As would be expected,

stress raisers resulting from spike hole slots in long-toe bars have resulted in breakage.

This report is submitted as information.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Blair.

Assignment 7—Joint Bar Wear and Failures; Revision of Design and

Specifications for New Bars, Including Insulated Joints, and Bars for Main-

tenance Repairs.

CiiAiKM.AN Meyers: The report on Assignment 7 will also be presented by Mr. Blair

in the absence of Subcommittee Chairman Embert Osland, office engineer, Santa Fe.

Mr. Blair: Mr. President, members of the As.sociation: I would like you to know-

that Mr. Osland is not ill. It was necessary for somebody to keep the home fires burning

in our office, so Mr. Osland was stuck with the job.

Rolling-load tests of joint bars have been continued at the University of Illinois.

These tests, which were enlarged to include compromise joints, were completed for three

different types during the year. On the basis of these tests, at least two of the manufac-

turers have initiated studies leading to improvement in the performance of their bars,

and arrangements will be made to extend the rolling-load tests on the improved versions.

The rolling-load tests, as well as service in tracks and fatigue tests of small T-shaped

specimens cut from conventional joint bars, continue to show the superiority of higher

Brinell hardness.

The steel mills have requested us to defer the substitution of a number of Brinel!

tests for a portion of the tensile tests now required by our specifications. In the mean-

time, they will make some history b> using Brinell tests as a quality control measure

in their own operation. We will continue to stress the importance of minimizing decar-

burization at the surface of joint bars with the steel mills.

.\ tentative plan covering easement for head-contact bars has been prepared and

.-ubmitted to members of the Rail committee for criticism and comments before dis-

cussing the matter further with representatives of the steel mills. The manufacturers

have suggested that on the basis of mill experience, they could produce a larger per-

centage of bars with an acceptable depth of head easement if our plan was changed to

provide only for a minimum depth instead of specifying a definite range between mini-

mum and maximum depths. This suggestion is not at all acceptable to the majority of

railroads replying to the questionnaire on this subject.

Prof. Cramer's report on the rolling load tests at the Universit\' of Illinois contains

the complete results of these tests.

President Hedi.ev; Thank you again, Mr. Blair.

Assignment 8—Causes of Sfielly Spots and Head Checks in Rail: Meth-

ods for Their Prevention.

Chaikm.an Meyers: A.ssignment 8 will be presented by the subcommittee chairman,

Mr. W. H. Hobbs, chief engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad.

Mr. Hobbs: Mr. President, members and guests: This is a progress report, presented

as information.
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During the pasl year this invcstigatidn has been limited primarily to that conducted

by the research staff of the KngineerinK Division, AAR, and that conducted by the Uni-

versity of Illinois.

That portion of the work conducted !)> the AAR EnKineerinK Division research staff

is covered by a report prepared by Mr. Kurt Kannowski, which is inclufled in our report

as Appendix 8-a.

This report covers inspections of service tests of heat-treated and alloy rail at nine

locations. There are five tests of heat-treated rail, two of chrome-vanadium alloy, and

two of high silicon rail.

The final report of the test of heat-treated rails on the Norfolk & Western Railway

near Kermit, West Virginia includes the following significant statement:

"The observations in this installation show a very definite advantage of the

heat-treated rail over the standard control-cooled rail. In the case of shelling, figur-

ing from the first rails of each type to be removed from service, the rail life had
been increased by ly, times."

That portion of work conducted by the University of Illinois is covered by report

prepared by Prof. R. E. Cramer, which is included in our report as Appendi.x 8-b.

This report covers the results of (1) mechanical and rolling-load tests to produce

shelling failure and detail factures, and (2) tests of six rails which developed detail

fractures in service.

Prof. Cramer has averaged some of the tests to produce shell\' failures under the

rolling-load machine, with the following approximate results:

Average
Cycles

for Failure

No. of Samples, 50,000 Lb
Type of Rail Wheel Load

Four standard carbon rails 1,350,000

Five silicon rails 1 ,700,000

Four higher silicon rails 1 ,^00,000

Two silicon-vanadium rails 2,000,000

Samples of the alloy rails and heat-treated rails which have been installed in service

tests have also been sent to the University for rolling-load tests. As further service tests

are completed, additional factual data should develop to support the value of the rolling-

load machine as an accelerated test to forecast the value of any given rail composition.

Prksioent Hkdi.kv: Thank you, Mr. Hobbs.

Assignment 10—Service Performance and Economics of 78-Ft Rail;

Specifications for 78-Ft Rail, Collaborating with Committee 5.

Chairman Meyers: Subcommittee Chairman L. R. Lamport, chief engineer mainte-

nance, Chicago & North Western, will now present the report on Assignment 10.

Mr. Lamport: Mr. President, members of the Association, and guests: This is a

progress report presented as information.

The efforts of your subcommittee during the past year have been directed primarily

at producing specifications for 78-ft open-hearth steel rails. Consideration was given to

inclusion of such specifications in the Manual, but due to the inability of the steel mills

to furnish rail rolled in 78-ft lengths at the present time, it was the consensus of the

committee that the specifications as recommended should at this time be published as

information and made a matter of record so that they may be revised at a later date for

inclusion in the Manual when the time is opportune. As written and included in the
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report, they will serve as a guide to an\ individual railroari which ma\ prevail upon the

manufacturer to supply rail in 78-ft lengths.

In order to learn more regarding movement of 7S-ft rails under various types of

anchorage, Mr. G. M. Magee, director of engineering research, A.AK, has, with the coop-

eration of the Illinois Central Railroad, .set up two tests on 78-ft rail in .<.75 miles of the

southbound main track of that railroad near Peotone, 111. The anchorage in one mile

consists of every other tie being bo.xed, and in the remaining 2.7.S miles each 78-ft rail

has 22 forward anchors and 8 backup anchors. Future measurements should be beneticial

in indicating proper anchorage to keep joint gaps uniform.

Information on the two existing service test installations of 78-ft rail, one of l.^.^-lb

section on the Pennsylvania Railroad near Hannah, Ind., and the other of ll.^-lb section

on the Chicago & North Western near Calamus, Iowa, was not obtainerl in l«,^6, but

will be by Mr. Magee and his staff in 10,S7.

PRKSioiiNr Hkdi.kn': Thank nou, Mr. Lamport.

Assignment 11—Rail Damage Resulting from Engine Burns; Prevalence

:

Means of Prevention ; Repair by Welding.

Cir.-\iKM.-\N Mf-VEks: The report on Assignment 11 will ix' presented by Subcommittee

Chairman J. C. Dejarnette, chief engineer, Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac.

Mr. DeJ.arnktte: Mr. President, members and guests: This is a progress report,

submitted as information.

Your committee has canvassed all railroads reporting rail failure statistics as to the

extent of their practice of welding engine burns and failures experienced therefrom. Thir-

teen railroads reported that prior to December M, 1955, they had welded .^04,')4,^ engine

burns and during 1055 had experienced six failures.

Your committee has also prepared specifications for welding engine burns by the

oxyacetylene method which have been circulated to members of Subcommittee 1 1 with

request for comments and criticism.

Your committee is also tr>ing to accumulate information on the prevention of engine

burns.

Prksidknt Hkdlev: Thank you, Mr. Dejarnette.

Chairman Meyers: We have eight research projects being sponsored by the Rail

committee, two of which are jointly financed by the American Iron and Steel Institute.

(3ur 1057 budget for these projects totals over .So.^.OOO. In addition, .$11,000 is being

furnished by the American Iron and Steel Institute.

I should like to ask Mr. Magee to give us a few remarks about the.se research

projects, so that the membership will know what we are doing.

Research Projects for the Rail Committee

By G. M. Magee
Director of Engineering Research, Association of American Railroads

Your chairman has asked me to comment on the research projects being carried on

for the Rail committee at the Research Center or under the supervision of the Research

Center Engineering Division staff. I am glad to do this because the research projects

spon.sored by the Rail committee have always been of particular personal interest to me
and they are certainly of general interest because of the importance that rail plays as a

component part of the track structure, having so much influence upon the safety and

economy of train operation.
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Eight research projects were progressed for the Rail committee during the past year

under a budget of $57,850. These same projects will be continued during 1957, some on a

somewhat more extended appropriation with a total budget of .*6.^,025. In general, the

Kail committee research projects are aimed at providing the best metallurgy and design

of rail and joint bars for the safe and economical maintenance of track.

It is important to insure that the million tons of new rail bought annually, represent-

ing a cost of over ."? 100,000,000, is of the highest quality. The rail failure statistics that are

prepared annualh' at the Research Center have proven themselves to be a most effective

means of controlling' and checking on mill quality at the various mills with re.spect to

each year's rollings. In addition, these statistics give factual information on the type of

rail failures that becomes of sufficient Irequency of occurrence to be significant and thus

spotlight the need for research activity. They are also effective in showing the reduction

in rail failures accomplished by detector car testing and by improvements in rail design

and metallurgy. In my opinion it is one of the most important of the research projects

of the committee.

.Another important project is a continuing one at the University of Illinois where

Prof. Cramer makes a metallurgical examination of all types of failures in control-cooled

rail that resemble transverse fissure failures. This has been found to be a very effective

means of insuring that the control-cooling process is being effectively utilized at the

various mills. It has also served to detect and spotlight for correction other types of

failures, such as transverse fissures that developed from hot torn steel.

The most troublesome remaining type of rail defect is the shelly spot and the detail

fracture therefrom. Under the sponsorship of the Rail committee, work on this has been

actively progressed for many years past, but unfortunately the solution has not yet

been found and is not yet in sight. Rolling-load tests to evaluate the comparative resist-

ance to the development of shelly cracks of alloy rails, heat-treated rails and high-silicon

rail have been continued at the University of Illinois, and service tests in the field of

these various metallurgies of rail have been closely followed by the Research Center staff.

This has been a most challenging problem with no indication that any specific defect

in the rail steel is responsible for such failures, although an improvement in the quality

of what is now considered good quality rail steel may be the answer to the problems.

A means for preventing the development of shelly failures is of such importance that it

warrants continued research efforts until this goal is attained.

The work on rail design being carried on for the Rail committee by the research

staff has not been as active during the past year as in some years past. It is believed that

the rail failure statistics now indicate a substantial reduction in web failures within joint

bar limits and elsewhere in the rail with the adoption of the 115, 132, and 133 RE rail

sections. Work proposed for 1057 contemplates development of additional data on rail

wear and rail performance in an effort to promote some reduction in the number of rail

sections for the purpose of promoting economy in the cost of rolling rail, manufacturing

frog and switch material and stocking this material on the individual railroads.

Laboratory and service tests of various designs of joint bars have been continuing

projects for the Rail committee for many years. The AREA design of joint bars for the

115 and 132 RE rail sections were the result of 10 years of service tests and laboratory

rolling-load tests on joint bars for the 112 and 131 RE sections. The laboratory work

last year consisted primarily of rolling-load tests on compromise joints, and a complete

set of field measurements were obtained by the research staff on the service test installa-

tions of joint bars for 115 and 132 RE rail sections on the Chicago & North Western and

Santa Fe railways, respectively. The explanation of the cause for progressive fractures
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that sometimes develop at the top midlcriKth of joint bars has not been satisfactorily

determined as yet, and the results of fatijiue tests conduced on small size specimens cut

from the surface of the bar and conducted at the University of Illinois during the past

year appear to throw important light on this subject. It appears it is the strength of the

surface metal that is most significant rather than the strength of the bar generally.

Work being conducted at the Research Center on welding techniques and electrodes

for welding battered rail ends utilizing a 12-in stroke rolling-load machine has developed

some most interesting results. It was especially significant to find that with this machine

good welding practices could be reliably evaluated and, conversely, defects in welds could

be definitely located in a short period of time. The rolling-load machine is a slow test

procedure requiring almost two months for one test, and the number of tests that it has

been possible to make with one machine has not been sufficient to develop conclusive

results. However, it is evident that some very interesting and worthwhile data ma>' be

obtained from these tests, and with the completion of the new Engineering Laboratory it

is contemplated that four of the 12-in stroke machines will be available for progressing

this work. We anticipate, therefore, that within another two years we shall have made

quite substantial progress on this project.

Work of the Research Center staff for the Rail committee on 78-ft rail has been

concerned entireh' with field tests. From these field service tests we are attempting to

obtain data on the proper method of anchoring 78-ft rail and also to determine whether

the rate of wear and batter will be any more per joint with 78-ft length than with the

>50-ft length. It has been anticipated by some that with the 78-ft rail there would be a

greater expansion opening throughout the year and perhaps an increase in the amount

of batter and fishing surface wear therefrom. This will be definitely determined by the

experiments being conducted on the two service test installations now underway. One of

these installations is on 115 RE rail on the North Western and the other on 1,V^ RE rail

on the Pennsylvania with a new section added this year on the Illinois Central to study

the effectiveness of a greater number of rail anchors in promoting rail joint gap

uniformity.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunit\' to comment on the important

research work for your committee. [Applause]

President Hedlev: Thank you, Mr. Magee.

Chairman Meyers: We used about five minutes more than our allotted lime, Mr.

Chairman, but if there are any questions, we're not trying to run away from them.

President Hedlev: Are there any? Apparently not, Mr. Meyers.

Mr. Meyers, the Association is greatly indebted to you and your committee for the

very informative reports and Manual recommendations which you bring to us each year

on the very important subject of rail, together with joint bar assemblies and related

matters. We appreciate the work thai is being done under your direction, through the

cooperative efforts of .Mr. Magee and his staff and our friends at the University of

Illinois.

Your committee is now excused, with the thanks of the Association. [ Applause
|

Our next report is by Committee 5—Track, of which Mr. W. E. Cornell, engineer

of track of the Nickel Plate, is chairman. Will Mr. Cornell and the members of his com-
mittee please come to the platform ?
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Discussion on Track
I For report, sre pp. K2'>- 050.1

[President Wm. J. Hedlcy presidinK-l

Chairman W. E. Cornkll (Nickel Plate): Mr. President, members of the AREA
and Ruests: Your committee begins its report this morning on a note of sadness, having

lost three of its members through death during the past year. L. L. Adams, immediate

past chairman of Committee 5, chief engineer of the Louisville & Nashville, died May 3,

1056. Harold S. Ashle\', engineer maintenance of way, Boston & Maine Railroad, died

February 12, 1056. Edmund R. Murphy, assistant engineer of track. New York Central

System, died May 11, 1956. The memoirs for these gentlemen are a part of our report.

The report of Committee 5—^Track, will be found in Bulletin 5.55, pages 820 to 950,

incl.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Chairman Cornell: Wc have no report on .Assignment I— Revision of Manual. The

Manual material this \'ear will be included with the reports on .'\ssignment 2 and

Assignment .5.

Assignment 2—Track Tools, Collaborating with Committees 1 and 22

and with Purchases and Stores Division, AAR.

Chairman Cornell: The report on Assignment 2 will be given by Subcommittee

Chairman C. E. Peterson, assistant engineer, Santa Fe.

Mr. Peterson: Mr. President, members of the Association and guests: A construc-

tive change has been made in the design of the new modified rail fork which permits

improved leverage and a better grip on the rail web which adds a definite safety factor.

The head was eliminated (as it did not release automatically when, the rail passed

the balance point) and instead two lugs were placed on the lower portion of the fork,

one above the other, which accomplish the same purpose for turning the rail at the end

of the rail web.

The new design requires less effort to turn thu rail, and it releases instanth' when

the rail is turned beyond the balance point.

It has a Brinell hardness of 275-350 compared to 375-450 for the present AREA
rail fork.

Mr. President, I move that rail fork Plan 10-57 be approved for inclusion in the

Manual in lieu of rail fork Plan 10-53 on page 5-6-14 of the Manual.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.)

Mr. Peterson: Your committee recommends deletion of Plan 18-53—AREA tie plug

punch, and all references to it in the Manual, due to its lack of use.

Mr. President, I so move.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.!

Mr. Peterson: Your committee recommends that Plan 32-57—Track spike lifter, be

adopted and published in the Manual on page 5-6-26, and that reference to this tool

be added to Specifications for Track Tools and Specifications for .Ash and Hickory

Handles for Track Tools.

This tool is used to advantage to raise spikes in the turnout area, particularly at

guard rail plates, switch plates, frog plates and rail brace plates, also in any location

where the standard claw bar cannot reach the spike head.

It is designed to do a job safely, eliminating the danger of injury resulting from

misuse, such as striking the heel of a claw bar or .striking a track chisel held in an

awkward position.
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Mr. President, I so move.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. Peterson: The following is submitted as information.

1. Your committee has a new assignment entitled, "Standardization of Head Size

and Shape for Drive and Lag Screws." It is making a study with a view to standardizing

head size and shape for drive and screw spikes, so a tee handle socket wrench can be

developed having only one type of socket suitable for these spikes.

2. "Instructions for the Care of Track Tools" are submitted as a guide in the main-

tenance and safe use of track tools.

This completes the report on .Assignment 2.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Peterson.

Assignment 3—Plans for Switches, Frogs, Crossings, Spring and Slip

Switches, Collaborating with Signal Section, AAR.

Chairm.xn Cornell: Report on Assignment 3 will be given by Subcommittee Chair-

man M. J. Zeeman, engineer of track design, Santa Fe.

Mr. Zeem.an: Mr. President, Mr. Chairman, members and guests:

As mentioned in Bulletin 535 your committee has under active consideration the

revision of some existing plans as well as the preparation of a few new plans, but we are

not ready to submit these for your approval. This is just mentioned for your informa-

tion. As in the past, the Standardization Committee of the Manganese Track Society is

collaborating in this work and their cooperation is appreciated.

The only subject which is finished and which is submitted for approval as recom-

mended practice, is entitled "Specifications for Spring Washers for use in Special Track-

work". This specification was prepared by the research staff of the Engineering Division,

AAR, and is shown in our report as Appendix 3-C. This new specification replaces a

tentative specification submitted in 1955.

Mr. President, I move the deletion of Article 15, Spring Washers, as now shown in

the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans, Appendix A-52, page 8, and in lieu thereof, the adop-

tion as recommended practice and publication in the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans, the

specifications for spring washers for use in special trackwork, shown in Appendix 3-C

as Article IS—Spring Washers, on page 840 of Bulletin 535.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

A progress report, also prepared by the research staff, on the Service Tests of Designs

of Manganese Steel Castings in crossings at McCook, Illinois, is presented as Appendix

3-A. This report is submitted as information.

This concludes the report on Assignment 3.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Zeeman.

Assignment 4—Prevention of Damage Resulting from Brine Drippings

on Track and Structures, Collaborating with Committee 15 and Mechanical

Division, AAR.

Chairman Cornell: Report on Assignment 4 will be given by the chairman of that

subcommittee, Mr. W. E. Griffiths, chief engineer, Central Region, Canadian National

Railways.

Mr. Griffiths: Mr. President, members and guests: As is often the case in matters

of this description, your committee has been dependent largely for its report on the

work done by the AAR research staff under the general direction of Mr. G. M. Magee.

It is not a subject that seems to command the imagination of the AREA at large, as is

the case in many other projects, but it is certainly one of great importance, as those
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of us who are conscious of the loss to the railways through brine drippings and corrosion

are aware.

This is a progress report, submitted as information. During the coming year it is

understood that other railways will carry out considerable research on their own behalf

—

particularly, the one with which I am connected, the Canadian National. It is sincerely

hoped that we shall be able to correlate the information prepared by other railroads

with that being developed by the AAR.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Griffiths.

Assignment 5—Design of Tie Plates, Collaborating with Committees 3

and 4.

Chairman Cornell: Report on Assignment 5 will be given by Mr. J. W. Fulmer,

engineer of track. Southern. Mr. R. H. Timmons, former chairman of this subcommittee,

is no longer in railroad service.

Mr. Fulmer: Mr. President, members of the Association: In October 1944 seven

designs of tie plates were installed in 28 panels of track laid with 112-lb rail. Half of

those panels were on a curve and half were on tangent. In 1047 an eighth design was

added, and in 19S0 still another design was put in, making a total of o different designs

for 112-lb rail in track carrying approximately 25,000,000 gross tons of traffic annually.

In November 1944 seven designs of tie plates were installed in 22 panels of track

laid with 131-lb rail. Eight of these panels were on a curve, and the other 14 were on

tangent. The purpose of these test installations was to develop information on plates

of various designs for rail with SJ^-in base and for rail with 6-in base.

Our report for this year deals principally with the test plates under 112-lb rail, and

is final for this section.

Of the 9 plate designs under 112-lb rail, 6 were 11 in long, one was 12 in, one was

13 in, and the other was IS in long; 6 were 7^ in wide, 2 were 8 in wide, and 1 was

81/2 in wide; 6 had flat rail seats, 2 had crowned rail seats, and 1 had beveled edges.

The eccentricity varied from Yf, in to 1J4 i") and the thickness ranged from 9/16 to 1 in.

All plates were canted, 1:40.

The results of the service tests of these plates show that there is no reason to change

the present recommended designs of tie plates for rail with S^-in base.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Fulmer.

Assignment 6—Hold-Down Fastenings for Tie Plates, Including Pads
Under Plates; Their Effect on Tie Wear, Collaborating with Committee 3.

Chairman Cornell: The report on Assignment 6 will be given by Subcommittee

Chairman, J. S. Parsons, assistant chief engineer maintenance of way, Erie Railroad.

Mr. Parsons: Mr. President, members and guests: Our assignment is primarily con-

cerned with determining the most economical and effective methods for extending the

service life of ties by reducing plate cutting and the frequency of regaging and readzing

on curves, by the use of special hold-down fastenings, tie pads, and so forth.

The report as submitted this year is still in the nature of a progress report, covering

the ninth annual inspection of the service tests on the Louisville & Nashville Railroad.

This road is cooperating with this committee and the AAR research staff under the direct

charge of H. E. Durham, research engineer—track.

The tests were started in August 1947 and additions and revisions have been made
in subsequent years. In 1956, one new section was added with a special design of hold-

down fastening, and our present section 40 of the test was revised by replacing one-half

of the original pads with the Bird LD, 5-ply, all-jute type pads in the 5-deg test curve.
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Detailed annual inspection of all the test sections was made during May 1Q56 by

the AAR research staff. This was followed by an inspection by the subcommittee and

guests on June 6, 1956, when tie plates, tie pads, and so forth, were removed for observa-

tion of conditions of the test materials and the protection provided for the ties.

Our published report indicates the most important results of the inspection of the

tie pads and seals, and gives a description of the additions and changes in the test section.

The report contains some very interesting findings which should be of considerable value

when considering ways and means of adding to tie life. It includes the more important

results of the inspection of the tie pads, tic seals and tie coatings, along with the additions

and changes in the test sections.

This year it is planned to take the tie abrasion measurements for the section with

hold-down fastenings and make a complete report on that phase of the investigation.

This concludes the report.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Parsons.

Assignment 7—Effect of Lubrication in Preventing Frozen Rail Joints

and Retarding Corrosion of Rail and Fastenings.

Chairman Cornell: The report on Assignment 7 will be given by Subcommittee

Chairman R. G. Garland, assistant engineer, Santa Fe.

Mr. Garl.and: Mr. President, members and guests: In 1056 we discontinued several

of the original 1050 test sections. A summary and final conclusion for each of these sec-

tions appear in our printed report. Inspections and measurements will be continued for

joints that were packed with grease and end plugs in 1950 to determine the service life

of this type of joint protection. After six years of service, joints packed with Texaco 90S

and end plugs were well preserved.

Spray application of metal preservatives on old joints will be investigated further

to develop more information on the compounds that will provide protection against cor-

rosion of the rail ends for several years without respraying. NO-OX-ID—"201" appears

to be developing into such a compound.

The thinner sprays that have been tested for three years proved satisfactory for

unfreezing joints in old rail; however, some of the compounds have a short service life.

President Hedlev: Thank you, Mr. Garland.

Assignment 8—Laying Rail Tight with Frozen Joints.

Chairman Cornell: The report on Assignment 8 will be given by Subcommittee
Chairman J. B. Wilson, chief engineer, Georgia Railroad.

Mr. Wilson: In August 1955 members of the AAR research staff and track com-
mittee met at Chapel Hill, Tenn., to look over test sections of 132-lb RE rail that had
been laid on the L&N Railroad in November 1953. After looking over these .sections of

tight rail and normally laid rail, it was decided to use them for our study.

Initial or base readings were taken by the AAR research staff in October 1055, and
were repeated in August 1956, after a service period of ten months during which the

single main track carried traffic amounting to 13 million gross tons.

On September 12, 1956, the subcommittee made its first inspection. The tight rail

section had an unusually good surface and line—much better, in fact, than the adjoining

section of normally laid rail. The section foreman reported having spent less time in main-
taining the tight rail. The riding qualities of the tight rail were reported as similar to

welded rail.

About 30 of the 211 joints in the tight section were chipping or the metal was flow-

ing at the end of the square cut, nonbevelcd rail ends in such manner as to indicate a
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break-out might occur. Some of these joints will have to built up in the near future.

In spite of this fact the L&N, which has had a chance to observe the test track closely,

has installed two other sections of tight rail.

I am sure that all of you will find the technical details appearing in our report most

interesting. Sufficient time has not elapsed for any definite conclusion to be reached, but

the feeling of the subcommittee is that facts are being developed that will be worthwhile

to all of us.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Wilson.

Assignment 9—Critical Review of the Subject of Speed on Curves as

Affected by Present Day Equipment, Collaborating with the AAR Joint

Committee on Relation Between Track and Equipment.

Chairman Cornell: We have no report today on Assignment 9. You may remember

that last year we submitted Manual material for adoption. Your committee feels that we

should continue the study of the present AREA spiral.

Assignment 10—Methods of Heat Treatment, Including Flame Hard-
ening of Bolted Rail Frogs and Split Switches, Together with Methods of

Repair by Welding.

Chairman Cornell; The report on Assignment 10 will be given by Subcommittee

Chairman S. H. Poore, assistant engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio.

Mr. Poore: Mr. President, gentlemen of the Association: The assignment to explore

methods of heat treatment and repair of heat-treated bolted-rail frogs and switches was

assigned in 1953.

In April 1954, three panels, each consisting of S intersections made with rails flame-

hardened by several methods, and others completely heat-treated, and, for comparison,

one non-heat-treated crossing, were installed at Mannheim, 111., on the Milwaukee. At

the same time, certain control specimens of the various pieces of rail going into those

crossings, both heat-treated and normal, were held for laboratory tests .of welding

techniques.

The report in Bulletin 535 describes the techniques used and the preliminary results

obtained on the control specimens, using both electric and gas methods of welding. As of

this time, the simulated crossings have not been welded up. The wear on the panels has

now approached the point, however, where the actual repair work may be expected to

be undertaken this year.

Following these repair operations, and when the data can be properly reduced, the

committee hopes to make certain recommendations with respect to welding techniques

on heat-treated trackwork.

Those especially interested in the effect of welding on heat-treated steel should read

the full report in Bulletin 535, which includes photographs and tabulated Brinell readings.

Your committee offers this report as information.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Poore.

Assignment 11—Economies to be Gained by the Railroads from the More
Extensive Use of AREA Trackwork Plans.

Chairman Cornell: Our final report today will be on Assignment 11—Economies
to be Gained by the Railroads from the More Extensive Use of AREA Trackwork Plans.

Your committee feels that the subject is of great importance to the railroads, and that

its successful development—for which your cooperation is earnestly solicited—can be a

big step in the right direction. I hope that you will feel free to join in the discussion at

the completion of this report.
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The report on this assignment will be given by the subcommittee chairman, Mr.

H. B. Christianson, special engineer, Milwaukee Road, who will then continue in the

role of moderator in a panel discussion on the subject, "Should the Railroads Make
More Extensive Use of AREA Trackwork Plans?"

Mr. Christianson: Mr. President, members and guests: I will not take the time to

repeat or explain what is in our report. I hope you have all read it, or will do so.

First, we wanted to get the best picture possible of the extent to which railroads

were now making use of the AREA trackwork plans. This we did by sending out a ques-

tionnaire, which also sought answers to questions having to do with the possibility of

more extensive use of these plans, and the related additional cost.

We also sent another questionnaire to the manufacturers, dealing principally with

their estimates of savings and other benefits they would pass on to the railroads with

increased standardization. The replies from the railroads were the product of considerable

study, and the nearly OQ percent response proved there is much interest in the .'subject.

They gave the committee a solid foundation on which to continue its work.

The replies from manufacturers also indicated careful consideration, but the predic-

tions of savings were, no doubt, nccessariiv conservative at this time.

Panel Discussion on "Should the Railroads Make More Extensive
Use of AREA Trackwork Plans"

H. B. Christi.anson (acting as moderator): We want to get on with our panel dis-

cussion. Let me point out, first, that the opinions and answers to the questions by this

panel are those of the speakers, and not necessarily the expressions of the views or policies

of their railroads.

Also, I would like to invite those of you who may have. question.s, to put them to

the panel, using the microphones that will be made available to you.

Before going on with the prepared questions, I will introduce the members of the

panel. Starting right next to Mr. Cornell: Jack Ayer, chief engineer, Denver & Rio

Grande Western Railroad; Walter R. Bjorklund, assistant chief engineer. Northern

Pacific ; Fred W. Creedle, chief engineer, Trackwork Products, Railroad Products Divi-sion,

.American Brake Shoe Company; Ken E. Dunn, assistant engineer maintenance of way,

System, New York Central; and last but not least, Martin J. Zeeman, engineer of track

design, Santa Fe.

Martin Zeeman, the length of turnouts and the degree of turnout curva-

ture are dependent on the frog numbers. The shorter the turnout, the sharper

is its curvature. We would like to know what requirements of operation and

maintenance dictate the selection of the various turnouts.

M. J. Zf.kman (Santa Fe): While there is unrestricted .speed over the main track,

the speed through a turnout must, of necessity, be restricted, depending on its curvature.

I think the permissible speed through any turnout should be the optimum for that loca-

tion. I think the best way to classify various turnouts is to group them, say, as yard turn-

outs, and as slow-speed, intermediate-speed and high-speed main-track turnouts. Yard-

track turnouts range between No. 6 and 10, usually No. 8, No. or No. 10; heavy-duty

yard leads, preferably No. 10. Lack of track room is responsible for .sharper than No. 8

turnouts, and where .space is the limiting factor, the length of the turnout lead may

determine the most suitable frog angle, if that is within the operating limits of the

locomotives.
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Main-track turnouts may lead to passing tracks, yard tracks or adjacent main tracks.

A No. 10 turnout is probably the one most commonly used, although there are No. 9's

and No. 11 's. As a rule, 10 to 15 mph is the permissible speed through these turnouts.

Intermediate-speed turnouts are usually located at the ends of passing tracks, or as

crossovers between main tracks where operating conditions require them. No. 12, No. 14

and No. 16 turnouts are most commonly used in this group, and the permissible speed

ranges between 30 and 40 mph.

High-speed turnouts are mainly No. 20, although some No. 18's are used with curved

switch points. When the No. 18 or 20 is used with curved points, the permissible speed

is up to SO mph. These turnouts are used at ends of multiple main tracks as well as high-

speed crossovers between main tracks.

While the AREA plans do not include any turnouts with flatter angles than the

No. 20, some roads are now using No. 24 turnouts, usually equilateral with ,^0-ft curved

points, in which case a speed of up to 65 or 70 mph is permitted. I understand there is

one road that uses No. 30 turnouts, with 4S-ft switch points.

You may have noted that I mentioned three groups of main-track turnouts. The

AREA lists only two groups. One is "slow speed," involving the use of No. 10 or No. 12

frogs; the other is "high speed," in which it recommends No. 16 or 20 frogs. It is m>'

belief that an intermediate-speed turnout is warranted.

The AREA recommends a No. 8 frog for yard tracks, and to meet other conditions.

Most roads have standardized on turnouts for each of the above classifications, but

there is not much agreement among the railroads. I think there would be more agreement

if general adoption of AREA plans would result in some definite savings. In other words,

there should be an incentive to make a change.

I believe that the following turnout numbers would be generalh- acceptable:

For main track: No. 10 for slow speed, No. 14 for intermediate speed, and No. 20

for high speed. For yard tracks: (in line with the AREA) No. 8.

I realize that there are both benefits and handicaps that must be carefully weighed,

but I am optimistic that a solution to a plan of standardization can be found, provided

there is a genuine desire to do so.

Chairman Christianson : I will address the next question to Mr. Dunn:
An often-expressed objection to changing present standards in favor of

adopting AREA has been the added cost and confusion of having to carry

the additional emergency stock of various frogs, switches and guard rails.

Please tell us something about this problem, and what it might mean to a

railroad, should it decide to standardize.

K. E. Dunn (New York Central) : Last year the New York Central decided to

standardize on a No. 16 turnout, and we decided to use AREA plans so far as possible.

As currently published, we found the plans very helpful for reference. In order lo design

our No. 16 turnout, we had to consider 18 basic AREA plans, refer to 27 sketches, and

consider 44 alternates of construction.

We found that the AREA plans were not satisfactory for our basic needs—giving

a plan to the man in the field, the track man, the engineer, and a plan for the storehouse,

so that material can be ordered—with the result that we made a plan of our own.

The effect on inventory was not serious. By standardizing, and abandoning the pur-

chase of non-standard material, we found that our inventory had a downward trend.

Chairman Christianson: The next question will be addressed to Walter
Bjorklund: An important consideration is the additional cost, especially

labor, that would be entailed in replacing the old turnouts with material of
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new design. What procedure would a railroad follow in changing its present
turnout units to a standard or simplified AREA design (a) in connection
with new construction? (b) during rail relaying work? (c) in connection
with general repair work?

W. R. BjoKKLUND (Northern Pacific): There should be no i)articular problem in

connection with new construction. The track forces would require a plan of the new
design of turnout, just as they would were they to install from an c.xistinf; standard

There might be a little lost motion in getting acquainted with the plan.

During a rail relay job, we could normally assume that a heavier weight of rail a

being installed. This requires respacing and heavy replacement of switch ties. We have

found that, in our relay work on the main line, we change out about 20 to 30 percent

of the switch ties. In yard work it may run as high as 50 percent. Therefore, the switch

must be practically entirely skeletonized, and the ties respaced. If an ARE.\ design were

used in the relay work rather than the railroad standard there wou!d be little change in

the actual work.

If the same weight of rail is being used, and the turnout plan were revised, there

would be some additional labor involved. The length of the switch points probably

would not change, but there would be a change in the length of the frog. Considering

that the closure rails would have to be cut for whichever frog is used, they can be cut

to the new ARE.A. standard just as readily as the older railway company standard.

In connection with general repair work, there would be additional cost involved.

For main-line work, rebuilt frogs and switches which have been released from other work

could serve for general maintenance. For yard work second-hand frogs could also be used.

However, with the usual change from opcnhearth to manganese steel in connection with

yard maintenance, a change in length of frog is present, whether .ARE.A or the railway

standards are used. I can't see that there would be any increase in labor in using an

.\REA design.

Chairman Christiansen: I am how going to ask Fred Creedle a question:

There would be certain advantages to the railroads if AREA standardized

plans were put into effect, mostly reflected in cost savings. I would like you
to discuss this subject from the standpoint of the manufacturer.

F. W. Creedle (American Brake Shoe Company): Mr. Christiansen, standardization,

depending to what extent it would eliminate many of the present sizes, modifications

and designs of frogs, switches and guard rails, and component parts (and thereby increase

the quantities of each unit), would have a far reaching effect on both the manulacturers

and the railroads.

For the manufacturers, material inventories would be greatly reduced, becau.se there

would be fewer designs and sizes of plates, bars, castings and other items. We would

have fewer jigs, templates and forming dies which is important, because practically every

item of trackwork that is made in any quantity, is made up to a template and by use of

what we call a forming die. The fact that you would have more units made up to the

.same plan would, of course, reduce the set-up time on the machines.

It would also reduce supervision in the plant, also in accounting and engineering

because there would be fewer plans. As it now stands, practically every switch or frog

has one or many differences between one railroad and another even though it is the .same

rail section, the same length, and all.

For the railroads (some of the.se items will be lirought out in more detail by other

members of the panel) it is expected that standardization will result in lower prices. We
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have no history of operation under these conditions on which to base an estimate of the

savings but they will certainly be worthwhile.

Deliveries would be quicker, in some cases being made practically as fast as orders

can be processed. Inventories could be reduced, that is, the railroads' inventories of

fabricated items.

I can also see that there would be some improvement in the designs themselves,

because of the concentration of thought on one type of switch or frog. Standardization

wouldn't necessarily hamper the development of new designs.

In general, I would say that the reduction in the number of rail sections is also a

very important item to consider right along with standardization of plans. That cer-

tainly would be most helpful in obtaining the maximum benefit from any sort of

standardization, because a plan may be identical in every other respect, but it will call

for a different rail section.

The advantages to the manufacturers would be delayed somewhat during the change-

over, or transition period, depending on how many of the old plans or units were main-

tained by the railroads for any length of time. The distribution of direct costs would be

a problem also during the transition period, although competition will eventually affect

the price of standard units more than the individual units that are of a non-standard

design.

The actual savings to the manufacturers, and therefore to the railroads (I say that

because, certainly, any savings that came about as a result of standardization will be

transmitted to the railroads through competition) will depend on the compliance with

the new standards. During the past 20 years, the cost per pound of fabricated turnout

materials has not increased percentagewise as much as the cost per pound of rolled open-

hearth rail, which is the basic raw material that is used in turnout work. I point this

out merely to show that competition is very great in the industry and, therefore, any

savings you make as a result of standardization will naturally and inevitably accrue to

the railroads. There is no other way it can go. The raw materials are still approximately

SO percent of the total cost of an item, but the other factor of labor is where you will

make your greatest savings.

I would also like to say, Mr. Christiansen, that at times we are apt to be over

critical of the fact that we have so many plans in the AREA. That is true, and is just

what we are talking about now. But imagine what it would be like if we didn't have

all of this good work that has gone into the AREA plans up to now. There would be a

lot more confusion and many more changes in details than we have at the present time.

Chairman Christiansen: Jack Ayer, will you tell us what other benefits

would accrue to the railroads.

Mr. John Ayer, Jr. (Denver & Rio Grande Western) : I can think of three addi-

tional ways in which the railroads could benefit if they all adopted a standard plan for

each type of turnout. I think that these benefits would accrue by reducing indirect

expenses, although perhaps not as outstandingly as some of the other items that have

been mentioned.

First, where two railroads operate in adjacent areas, it would be possible to inter-

change material in the event of derailments, floods, washouts, and other emergencies.

The way it is today, with each railroad using different types of turnouts and materials,

each has to carry a relatively large inventory to protect against any emergency that

might arise. If we could borrow needed material from neighboring railroads, a consider-

able reduction in this inventory could be effected. Perhaps one railroad could carry

switch points and another could carry frogs. I believe this would work out, providing.
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of course, they were using the same weight rail and the same number of turnout. This

interchange of material could then be straightened out later on, through regular routine

channels of ordering and delivering material.

The second item that occurs to me is that we all spend a 'ot of time and money in

our drafting rooms working up standard plans. I presume that, generally, all railroads

spend a lot of time with new standards, in drawing, reproducing and distributing them

in the field. If we were able to use standard plans from the ARE^.A Portfolio, that could

be ordered as needed and distributed to the field forces, we could eliminate a lot of the

so-called middle-man work in our own offices, where we arc constantly changing standards

or making minor revisions and corrections in them.

Thirdly, if .^REA plans were used by everybody—in other words, if they were

standardized on all types of turnouts and sections of rail^—there would be a great deal

less tendency to make these minor corrections that we are constantly making in the

office. I think it would be less confusing to our field forces if we had a standard plan

for any given turnout.

The way it is today, a man in the field will come in with an idea of some minor

change that he thinks is pretty good, and sells it to his boss. It then gets to the engi-

neering department ; they look it over and say, "Perhaps it's all right—let's go ahead

and make a change in our standards." This we then do at additional expense, and the

new standard is distributed to all concerned. Soon after, perhaps, we find that we didn't

carry the change quite far enough, or that it didn't apply to all locations on the railroad.

With a hundred percent use of AREA standard plans, I think all our trackwork

plans would be more stable, and the necessary corrections that would be made (pre-

sumably by the Track committee, as a result of very careful consideration of suggestions

from the many railroads involved) would be more carefully thought out, and would

represent the combined ideas of a lot of experts in the field.

The changes, themselves, could not be made rapidly. However, I think the result

would have a sort of flywhe3l effect, and would tend to smooth out a lot of the little

items that do come up in plans.

The main thing I want to bring out is that I think that it would |)crmit standardiza-

tion without retarding progress.

Chairman Christiansen: I have another question, for Martin Zeeman to

answer: Do you think any additional investigations and surveys should be

undertaken to assist the Track committee in the work of simplifying exist-

ing AREA plans and eliminating the alternate constructions, so as to permit

more overall acceptance of AREA plans by the railroads?

Mr. Zkeman: Before answering your question dircct'y, I think that all of us should

thoroughly understand why we have so many alternates or types of construction. It is

a fact that the only way we could submit plans to you is on that basis, as we could never

agree on any one plan. Therefore, in reality, each plan is a compromise.

Restricting myself to .switches, now, I would say that we have two sets of plans for

switches, one for switches with graduated risers and another for switches with uniform

risers. The results of the questionnaire show that just about half of the railroad mileage

uses graduated ri.sers and the other half uses uniform risers.

One preference for graduated ri.sers is ba.scd on the fact that twin p'ates are used,

whereas with the uniform ri.sers, you have a great variety of milled turnout plates.

After all, the f>ni\- fliffcrcnce is that while the risers do the same job. nou use more

risers when you use uniform ri.sers because you have the runoff i)e\()n(| the heel of the

switch.
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In the case of frogs, you have two sets of plans for spring rail frogs—one for frogs

with equal toe lengths and another set for frogs with short spring wing rails. In rigid

frogs, you have two types of rail-bound manganese frogs, one with thin side walls,

and the other with heavy side wal's.

While I was talking about switches, I may have overlooked something. I would like

to mention that you also have two sets of switch plans in that one .-^ct is for .straight

points and the other set for curved points. You have these sets for turnouts between

No. 5 and No. 20. This is mentioned only to show that we do have a great man\ alter-

nates, and that there is a reason for it.

I think a complete study should be undertaken that takes in all of the factors in-

volved; no doubt it would develop the answer as to the superiority of one of these alter-

nate types of construction. I believe this will require the full-time services of a few

men who are competent to evaluate the scientific, economic and maintenance factors

involved in each one of these alternate types. And this group of men, or subcommittee,

would report its findings to the Track committee.

I think that a special unit might be set up under the director of research of the A.AR.

This full-time unit or committee should study all situations involving alternates and

determine which is superior.

A special authorization for the funds is involved, of course, but I am really con-

vinced that it would pay off handsomely.

Another thing that enters into this matter is my belief that a lot of our designs are

still inherited from the time when we had heavy, long rigid-wheel-base steam locomo-

tives, instead of the present day diesels. For that reason, I believe that we should pos-

sibly make some test runs through selected turnouts, using various types of diesels, some

dining cars and some high-loaded freight cars, similar to the test recently conducted on

curves, and perhaps we should measure the stresses in rails and other parts of turnout

track material.

Regardless of what I have just said, I still firmly believe that even with our present

plans, if each and every railroad would make some earnest effort to use these plans, and

forget about the little likes and dislikes that we have, we could make still greater use of

these plans. And if you don't believe you can do it now, you can certainly do it when

vou change to another rail section or during a rail relay program; at any time like that,

you could well make the change if you want to.

Chairman Christianson: That is all of the prepared questions that I have. Now I

would like to hear from the floor. Does anyone have a question to put to the panel?

R. B. Radkey (Illinois Central) : Yes, sir. The Tie committee was queried regard-

ing the effect on service life of cross ties of flat-bottomed tie plates compared with

ribbed-bottomed tie plates. The purpose of the ribbed or waffle-bottom tie plate is to

hold the truck to truer gage. How does anyone on your panel who is familiar with

tie plate design feel about a comparison between flat-bottom plates and rib-

bottom plates?

Chairman Christianson: I'll ask Walter Bjorklund to answer that.

Mr. Bjorklund: Normally, there are more hold-down fastenings in a turnout, so I

don't believe that any additional holding power would be necessary, such as a waffle bot-

tom, or the ribbed or ridged types. I don't quite understand your question.

Mr. Radkey: I'm talking about a regular, standard tie plate. Some of us use a flat

bottom, some of us use a ridged bottom. Why do we have the two kinds? Why not

standardize on one kind, the kind that is best?
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Mr. Bjorklund: I believe there is a general tendency to no to the smooth-bottom

plate for easier gajiing. Also, with improved hold-down fastenings, most roads are obtain-

ing excellent service with flat-bottom jjlates.

Mr. R.adkev: Thank you.

C. H. Johnson (Illinois Central): 1 think Mr. Zi-eman made the point that the No.

10 turnout is probably the om- most commonly used in main tracks on .\merican railroads.

Should we not then make a start and redesign the basic AREA No. 10

turnouts so they can be used more extensively? This would permit exchange

of material among railroads and inventories could be kept to the minimum.

It would also permit manufacturers to have a supply on hand in the event

of an emergency. I am sure it would increase production and reduce the cost

of turnouts.

Chaikm.an CiiKisriANsoN. Ken Dunn, will .\ciu answer that, please?

Mr. Dinn: I think the reason why the No. 10 has been used in the past is that ii

the steam days, the local way trains would have to set out cars off thi- main line, and

the longer wheelbases on the locomotives required a longer turnout. With diesels, that

prerequisite is no longer necessary; you could use a No. 8 just as well as a No. 10.

The other factor that enters into the discussion is the fact that if No. 8's were used,

you'd have a less favorable crossover situation between two main tracks, for example.

That is, it would not be as favorable to cross over at 15 niph through a No. 8 crossover

as it would with a No. 10.

President Hedlev; I thought I saw Mr. Giles back there, ready to ask a question.

W. H. Giles (Missouri Pacific): I wanted to ask a question; I believi- Mr. Zeeman

has touched on it.

In the design of yards and terminals, certainly complete dieselization has had an

influence on selecting the turnout, permitting a greater frog angle and greater curvature

in the design of ladders.

As an example, I would say that instead of using a No. 8, as we have in the past,

it would be more economical to use the No. 7.

Chairman Ciiristianson: Martin Zeeman, will you give your opinion of that?

Mr. Zeeman: Well, sir, it seems to me that you're kind of cutting it pretty fine.

It really wou'dn't make any difference whether you used a 7 or 8. I would say, sir, that

would be just one of the things that would be developed by this little special committee

or group of men in making test runs with various diesels. If the curvature is suitable, it

may cost a little bit less for the turnout to use a No. 7, and I believe that it would be

just as satisfactory- -because the speed is restricted, no doubt, anyway to about 10 niph

—whether you used the No. 7 or the No. 8.

Mr. Giles: If you use the No. 7 or the No. S, do I undi'rstand you wouldn't be

criticized, that either one would be satisfactory?

Mr. Zekman: Sir, I wou'd say that it doesn't make any difference what you stand-

ardize on, hut I believe you ought to standardize on one number of turnout, regardle.ss

of whether that is the No. 8 or the No. 7. If _\ ou can operate diesels over the No. 7 as

economically as you can over the No. 8, you require less track room, which would be in

favor of the 7. The only rea.son we mentioned the No. 8 is that it is most commonly
used, and therefore we would like to standardize on (hat frog number which is most

generally used.

Mr. Giles: Vou .say ''we," Mr. Zeeman. Whom do >ou mean?
Mr. Zeeman: When I say "we," I refer to our discussions in the Track committee

Maybe I should make it personal and say "I."
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Mr. Giles: In the past the Missouri Pacific has had an 8J/2 turnout. I asked the

question for my own benefit. I thank you very much. I believe you have touched on it

ver>' well.

Mr. Zkem.an: Pardon me, sir, but the No. 8'/. turnout i.s not even a standard ARE.A

tunrout.

Mr. Giles: I'm calling that to your attention, because I may like to get rid of it.

C. H. Newlin (Southern: I just want to point out that I think the complexity of

the present AREA track plans is underestimated. The way I read them, there are 16

different types of switch points. There are not only the uniform and the graduated risers,

the straight and the curved points, but there are also the undercut or Sampson points,

which may be used on both sides or only on one side.

Chairman Ciiristtanson: I think that Martin Zeeman covered that pretty well in

answering one of my questions. However, 1 will ask Mr. Ayer for any opinion he might

have in answer to that question.

Mr. Ayer: Well, I agree with that gentleman. I think that is one of the troubles

we have today, there is no question about it. It is so complicated and so comple.x that

even though many of us use the trackwork plans as a sort of dictionary in getting an

idea of what to do, we have a great deal of difficulty in actually using the specific turnout

as shown. I agree.

Chairman Christianson: Our time is drawing to a close. In fact, we are a little

over the time right now. I don't hear any more questions, so with that, Mr. Chairman,

we will turn the meeting back to you.

Chairman Cornell: I want to take this opportunity to thank you, Mr. Christian-

.son, and the members of your panel, for a very fine presentation.

Mr. President, that concludes the report of Committee 5.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Cornell. This was very interesting, very in-

formative. We appreciate having all of the fine reports that were prepared by the com-

mittee, by the several subcommittees, and we particularly appreciate this panel discus-

sion on a subject which I think has great potentiaUties for economies in trackwork costs.

Your committee is excused with the thanks of the Association. [Applause]

Committee 1—Roadway and Ballast, is next. The chairman of this committee,

Mr. A. P. Crosley engineer maintenance of way, Reading Company, is recovering from

an illness and is not able to attend the convention this year. Arrangements have been

made for the presentation of the committee report by the vice chairman of the committee,

Mr. G. B. Harris, assistant engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio, Richmond, Va. Will Mr. Harris

and the committee come to the platform?

Discussion on Roadway and Ballast
[For report, .see pp. 71.S -827.1

[President Wm. J. Hedley presiding.]

Vu-E Chairman G. B. Harris (C&O): Mr. President, members of the .Association

and guests, I am sorry that our very capable chairman, Mr. A. P. Crosley, is unable to

attend the convention this year because of illness. I am happy to report that he is recov-

ering satisfactorily. Mr. Crosley has requested me, as vice chairman, to present the report

of Committee 1 in his absence.

This year your committee reports on 6 of 11 assignments. The reports may be found

in Bulletin .'^,^5, February 10,=;7, pages 7\S to 827, incl. In presenting the report, we will
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call on the subcommittees in numerical order, with the exception of Subcommittee 6,

which will be presented last, as our speaker will be introduced by the subcommittee

chairman.

The committee solicits any comments, sugfiestions or criticisms on its report that

you may care to offer. We will endeavor to answer any questions you may have, and

if we are unable to do so at this time, we certainly will attempt to find the answer for

you. With this thought in mind, each subcommittee chairman will give you an oppor-

tunity to express your \ it \vs at the conclusion of his report.

Assignment 2—Physical Properties of Earth Materials.

(a) Roadbed. Load Capacity. Relation to Ballast. Allowable Pressures.

(b) Structural Foundation Beds, Collaborating with Committees 6 and 8.

Vice Cii.mrm.an H.\kius: Our first report will be on Assignment 2. The subcommittee

chairman, Mr. R. R. Manion, assistant vice president—engineering. New York Central,

had to return to New York, and in his absence the report will be presented by Mr.

G. D. Mayor, division engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway.

Mr. M.-\vor: Your committee presented an advance report in Bulletin S,\Q, June-

July 1056, page 59 entitled "An .Annotated Bibliography on Swelling Clays" as a reference

for use in studies of unstable roadbeds where swelling clays are causing trouble.

In Bulletin 535, page 717, your committee reported that the AAR research staff had

installed additional soil pressure cells in the till on the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis

Railway at Hill's Park Yard, Atlanta, Ga., where we are collaborating with Committee 8

in a study of pressures on concrete pipe culverts under different depths of tills. Your

committee plans to submit a report on this installation next year.

Assignment 3—Natural Waterways : Prevention of Erosion.

Vice Chairman Harris: The report on .'\ssignment 3 will be given by Subcommittee

Chairman F. R. Naylor, assistant to chief engineer, Texas & Pacific Railway.

Mr. Naylor: Mr. President, Mr. Secretary and members of the Association: The

report on Assignment 3, presented as information, briefly describes several methods of

combating erosion in natural waterways. It is not complete, and the study is to be con-

tinued. In an ensuing report additional methods will be described.

Certain types of protection, considered best for railway use, will be considered for

inclusion in the Manual.

Assignment 8—Fences.

Vice Ciiairm.ax Harris: Our next report will be on Assignment 8 and will be pre-

sented by the subcommittee chairman, Mr. L. J. Deno, division engineer, Chicago &
North Western.

Mr. Deno: Mr. President, members and guests: During the past year the Specifica-

tions for Metal Fence Posts and Specifications for Right-of-Way Fences were reviewed,

as reported in Bulletin 535, February 1Q57, on pages 747 and 748.

Your committee recommends that the entire Specifications for Metal Fence Posts,

pages 1-6-6 to 1-6-9 incl., in the Manual, be reapproved with the revisions printed on

page 747 of Bulletin 535.

Mr. President, I so move.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried!

Your committee recommends that the entire Specifications for Right-of-Way Fences,

pages 1-6-10 to 1-6-14 incl., in the Manual, be reapproved with the revisions printed on

page 748 of Bulletin 535. Mr. President, I so move.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]
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Assignment 10—Ballast.

Vice Chairman Harris: The report on Assignment 10 will be presented by the sub-

committee chairman, Mr. R. H. Beeder, assistant chief engineer system, Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe Railway.

Mr. Beeder: Mr. President, members and guests: Your committee reports this year

on two of its projects under Assignment 10—Ballast.

The report on Assignment 10 (a)—Tests, is submitted as information and is the

fourth report on the progress of the oscillator ballast tests being carried out at the Asso-

ciation of American Railroads Research Center. Tests have been completed on 14 ballast

materials of various types, and these tests are continuing.

The report on Assignment 10 (b)—Ballasting Practices, is a summary and discussion

of replies received to a questionnaire submitted to member railroads on ballasting prac-

tices. Among the many facts developed by this information is the notable trend on the

part of railroads to adopt somewhat smaller size ballast, such as the gradation of AREA
No. 4 and AREA No. 5.

Both reports are submitted as information.

Assignment 11—Chemical Control of Vegetation, Collaborating with

Signal and Communications Sections, AAR.

Vice Chairman Harris: Mr. C. E. Webb, engineer of tests, Southern Railway Sys-

tem, and chairman of Subcommittee 11, will present the report on Chemical Control of

Vegetation.

Mr. Webb: Mr. President, gentlemen: The progress report appearing in Bulletin 535

covers basic research conducted at the University of Iowa and the University of Florida,

together with results of field observations by the AAR research staff on the performance

of weed killers in large-scale applications.

It must be understood that the performance and effectiveness of weed killer formula-

tions will depend on the area. Accordingly, the United States and Canada were divided

into seven sections of reasonably comparable vegetation and climatic conditions.

It is believed that a dual approach, that is, basic research, in a few sections at a time,

together with overall evaluation of weed killers by the AAR staff will produce much

helpful information in the selection of a particular weed killer formulation.

The following are general points of interest that are included in this year's report.

1. In Florida, a mixture of 10 lb each of dalapon and diuron will effectively control

most native vegetation for at least one growing season. A good herbicidal oil will provide

temporary control, although more than one treatment is necessary.

2. In Iowa, the results demonstrated superiority of mixtures of chemicals over the

components applied alone for general control of vegetation.

3. Sodium arsenite is a good contact heribicide, but the toxicity problem has not

' been adequately solved by currently available repellents. Herbicidal oils continue to show

promise for low cost control of vegetation. Since oil is a contact killer, about 80 to 100

gal per acre is required to give adequate top kill of heavy vegetation.

5. It appears that relatively long-term control of roadbed vegetation may be achieved

by a spray program utilizing soil sterilants initially, followed for two or three succeeding

years by applications of herbicidal oil. Such programs appear economically feasible and

adaptable to existing spray equipment.

6. Timing of applications is important. The soil sterilant type must be applied early

in the season when there is adequate rainfall to leach the chemical into the plant root

systems. The translocated type which enters the foliage should be applied during the
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active growth stage. The contact killers must have good coverage and should be applied

when there is considerable top growth.

The problem of weed control is to a large extent an economic one. This work will

be continued with the objective of providing sufficient information so that available weed

killers may be used in the most effective manner.

To this end the importance of a carefully planned program, taking into account

control of rates, time of application, and type of treatment, cannot be over-emphasized.

This report is presented as information only.

President Hedlev: Thank you, Mr. Webb.

Assignment 6—Roadway : Formation and Protection

(a) Roadbed Stabilization

(b) Slope Protection by Use of Additives

Vice Chairman Harris: Our final report, on Assignment 6—Roadway: Formation

and Protection, will be presented by the subcommittee chairman, Mr. L. D. Shelkey,

assistant engineer, Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad. At the conclusion of his report, Mr.

Shelkey will introduce our speaker for this morning.

Mr. Shelkey: Mr. President, members and guests: Your committee reports this

year on both of its assignments, with the report on Assignment 6 (a)—Roadbed Stabiliza-

tion, being submitted in two parts, designated as Part 1 and Part 2. Part 1 presents,

as information, a general discussion of landslides on railroads, the costs involved and

suggestions for correction and prevention. Part 2, also submitted as information, discusses

seepage and stability problems in deep cuts in residual soils.

The reports under Assignment 6 (a) represent work under the cooperative inves-

tigation, with committee sponsorship, between the Engineering Division, A.^R, and the

Engineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois, under the direction of G. M.
Magee, director of engineering research, AAR, and Dr. R. B. Peck, research professor of

foundation engineering, at the University. Rockwell Smith, research engineer roadway,

was in direct charge of the work for the Engineering Division and prepared Part 1 of the

report. Part 2 was prepared by Prof. D. U. Deere, associate professor of civil engineering

and of geology, at the University.

The report on Assignment 6 (b)—Slope Protection by Use of Additives, is pre.sentcd

as information, and is a discussion of the use of asphalt for this purpose in coastal and

lakeshore areas and in arid regions.

This concludes the report on ,As.signmcnt 6.

I would presume that railroad engineers in North .America have been confronted

with just about all of the problems that may be involved in soil conditions. Your com-

mittee is pleased to have the privilege of presenting to this Association an address by one

who has an intimate knowledge of these problems. Many of you have benefited by our

speaker's research work, as well as his acting in the capacity of a consultant, and Com-
mittee 1 has been extremely fortunate by having him participate, for a number of years,

in its undertakings. Last summer, he received well deserved recognition when he was
chosen for an assignment on another continent. I present to you Mr. Rockwell Smith,

research engineer roadway, .^.^R, who will address us on the subject "Soil Engineering

Problems During the Construction of the Atlantic Railroad, Colombia. South America."

Mr. Smith.
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Soil Engineering Problems During the Construction of the Atlantic

Railroad, Colombia, South America

By Rockwell Smith

Research Engineer Roadway, Association of American Railroads

The Republic of Colombia has recently undertaken a large scale renovation and

extension program for its railroads. By far the most ambitious undertaking is the con-

struction of the Atlantic Railroad, involving approximately 400 miles of new line, much

of it through jungle territory, and the absorption of about 60 miles of the present United

Fruit Company Railroad from Fundasion to Santa Marta. This 460-mile railroad will

give Colombia, finally, a rail connection from the Atlantic Ocean to Bogota, its capital

city.

Prior to operations on this connecting link, shipments were handled by boats on the

Magdalena River from Barranquilla to Dorada, from whence it was transhipped by rail

over the mountains to Bogata.

The Magdalena River has not been developed for navigation to any extent. It has

a sprawling course with large changes in stage and permits movement only in daylight.

Consequently, freight shipments from the coast to Bogata often require six weeks to two

months. The need for adequate rail transportation is obvious.

Financing for the construction is through loans from the world bank. The project

is to be self-amortizing, probably very quickly if development in Colombia continues as

presently indicated.

The engineering for the project is in the hands of Madigan-Hyland South American

Corporation, consultants to the Republic of Colombia. It was the speaker's privilege lo

spend three weeks on the work studying soil engineering problems, of which there are

many, and making the indicated recommendations.

The railroad will have a gage of 3 ft ; it is being built on a maximum grade of 0.5

percent. Maximum curvature is approximately 2 deg IS min. These are high standards.

Original design called for a subgrade width of 7 meters (23 ft) in the cuts, including

ditches, and 5 meters (16.3 ft) on the fills. These widths are not in full agreement with

the standards for grade and alinement and in many cases were widened during construc-

tion because of location conditions. The yearly rainfall in some areas approaches 120 in

and a 2-ft ditch in long cuts was soon proved inadequate. Operations are slated to begin

in 1958.

The layout of the railroad project generally follows the Magdalena River to Kil-

ometer 460. From there it diverges up a tributary and ties into the fruit company railroad

at Fundasion. North of Chiriquana the line leaves the jungles and traverses the savannahs

—open grass-covered plains. Here the rainfall is more normal by our standards—40 to

60 in and the soil problems are generally minor.

At present Barranquilla is the larger port as compared to Santa Marta. Reportedly

the territory from the south along the river is extremely difficult, or was so judged, for

railroad construction. To tie present port facilities at Barranquilla into the railroad, a

modern highway is being constructed from Cienaga west. Fourteen kilometers of this on

the Barranquilla end are being constructed by dredges, and with the problems encoun-

tered here it is understandable that the railroad was located away from similar territory.

Slide 1 is an air view of the long flat approach to the Sogamosa River. Fortunately

the foundation soils were adequate for support and also suitable for the embankment.
On many such approaches swamps 30 to 70 ft deep were encountered. Undergrowth in

\he area not cleJ^red prohibits walking without the assistance of a machete. Its presence
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Slide 3.

was the first point in the twice daily check of the helicopter pilot. For people of the area

the hanging machete and scabard is as ever present as the movie cowboys' side-arms.

Slide 2. It was not possible within the time permitted to develop complete information

regarding the origin of the soils. There is a very complex pattern of upheaval, alluvial

deposits, erosion and old slides in the present topography. On the valley floor there are

numerous ridges, many at right angles to the general direction of the river flow. These

ridges have necessitated many cut-ups of 30 to 60 ft and some deeper.

The soils often consist of a red cap of clays of varying thickness up to 10 ft, so

leached that they retain relatively low plasticity when the actual clay content by grain

size is considered. These are probably laterites from which the silicates have been leached,

leaving the characteristic red coloration of the iron compounds. They are similar to some

of the red clays in southeastern United States. Below this there is often stratum of gravel,

well rounded, that indicates water deposition. This may be 10 to 15 ft thick, under

which may occur a whitish clay, highly plastic and usually wet in its upper portion.

Seepage between the gravel and clay is common.

In addition many filled gullies are apparent from the cut face exposure, as indicated

by this picture. Note the sharp demarcation between soils, the gravel underlain by silt

and probably residual soils on the sides. This red material is not lateritic. The soft white

clay is not exposed but probably occurs below grade. The top laterites have apparently

been eroded off. The subgrade width for this cut was staked for 13 meters (about 42 ft)

to accommodate auxilliary tracks. No seepage present here and cut is fairly stable.

Slide 3 shows a gully on top of ridge channeling water onto slope and causing slides.

Underlying the gravel and silt is a silty sand that has some air hardening properties
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which, after correction of top drainage, will probably provide fairly stable lower slopes.

Narrow cut is over 1000 ft in length. Additional widening may be required.

Many of the ridges throughout have ponded water on top. This is apparently the

source of most of the seepage usually showing on top of white clay. The white clay is

apparently expansive and on removal of overburden has swelled with considerable loss of

strength.

Such a condition is shown in Slide 4. The man is standing on the white clay. The

vertical escarpment is 20 ft of gravel. The gravel material, after cut was opened, moved

laterally into the cut, a distance of 75 to 100 ft sliding on the sloping clay shown. Time

and elimination of seepage would probably prevent further movement, but line was

relocated to the east, using the gravel slide mass for subgrade material.

Slide 5 is a 100-ft cut on a one to one slope. Fortunately, the lower portion is

cemented sand and silt. A slide occurred during construction in the upper ,<0 ft of the

cut. This was partially cleaned up and the berms built. A second slide broke through

the second bench and went over the lower slope, giving superficial indications of a large

slide. Lower SO ft of slope remained intact. Lowering the second bench about 1 2 ft will

place it in zone of soil change and should increase stability. Note cut up surface of ridge

or hill, possibly caused by old slides.

Slide 6. This cut is over 1500 ft long, averaging 35 ft in height. Soils are top red

clays underlain by gravel. Soft white clay occurs at ditch line or below. Slopes are fairly

stable, but cut is extremely wet from seepage through gravel on top of clay. Clay stratum

Slide 6.
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Slide 8.

Slide 9.
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Slide 10.

Strcnfith data from preliminary borings indicated that fill \vt)uld fail at ai)pro\imatcly

two-thirds of grade height. Field occurrence was in general agreement.

The history of this project indicates very forcefully the need of soil engineering at all

times during construction. Many of the conditions encountered could not be predicted

from preliminary studies, and to design for the most severe cases would be needlessly

expensive. A soil engineer is resident on the project, and many problems have been

handled quickly and economically during construction before development of large scale

failures and conditions requiring maintenance expenditures at later dates. [Applause]

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Smith.

Vice Ch.airmax H.arris: Mr. Smith, on behalf of the .Association, especially. Com-

mittee 1, I wish to thank you for a most interesting and instructive talk.

Mr. Hedley. having been in this tail spot on numeious occasions before (on one

occasion our special feature had to be cut out). Committee 1 made its presentation as

brief as possible this morning, and I believe we are now back on schedule again. That

concludes the report of Committee 1.

Presidext Hedlev: Mr. Harris, your committee has presented another group of inter-

esting and informative reports, adding to those that have been recorded in the past

proceedings of our .\s.sociation. I trust you will convey to Chairman Crosley our appre-

ciation of the large amount of effective work carried on by your committee during the

first year of his direction, and our best wi.shes to him for a speedy and full recovery.

I congratulate you on your able handling of the committee's presentation in the

absence of the chairman.

And may I thank you, Mr. Smith, for your interesting illustrated talk as a part of

the committee's presentation.

Mr. Harris, your committee is now excused with the thanks of the .Vssociation.

[Applau.se]
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Closing Business

President Hedley: With the presentation of the report of Committee 1, we have

completed formal consideration of the last of our committee reports at this Annual

Meeting.

No one who has not sat through these two and one-half days of presentations of

reports, papers, addresses and panel discussions can possibly appreciate the wealth of

information that has been brought together by our committees and the AAR research

staff during the past year, which has been enhanced and added to by the speakers who

have appeared before us.

Fortunate it is for those of our members who could not be here that a complete

transcript of this convention will appear in the 1957 proceedings of the Association, where

they can read the record of all that has transpired here, and thus derive many of the

benefits that have come to those who have been here.

To everyone who has participated in this convention, and to all those who have

contributed toward the work of the .'\ssociation during the past year, I extend my most

sincere thanks.

We of St. Louis and the Southwest are happy to have had the 1957 AREA con-

vention here in St. Louis. We hope you sensed a cordial welcome, that you felt at home,

and I'm sure I speak for all of us when I say that we hope that we will have the honor

of having you return to St. Louis some time in the future.

Before we begin the closing business session of our convention, I would like to

remind all members of the Board of Direction, including the newly elected and retiring

members, that they are invited to luncheon today immediately following the close of

the convention, in Private Dining Room 7, with members of the AREA Convention

Arrangements Committee. Following this luncheon, members of the new Board will hold

their post-convention meeting in Private Dining Room 6.

I now call to order the closing business session of this convention.

Is there any other business to come before us?

C. G. Grove (Pennsylvania) : Mr. President, there is some other business to come

before the convention. May I have the privilege of the floor?

Mr. President, members of the AREA and guests, I have the honor of presenting

to your President a plaque which is given to him in recognition of his service and in

appreciation of the things he has done for this organization.

Mr. Hedley's service to the ARE.A has been marked by a steadfastness of duty,

an inquisitive mind, and many outstanding accomplishments.

If I were to single out any one thing that he has done that we will remember

particu'arly, it is his study of the grade crossing situation. The very complete report

that he made, of which we have record, is a guidepost for those people who deal with

grade crossing protection.

I would like to read what this plaque says: "The American Railway Engineering

Association records its grateful appreciation to William Joseph Hedley for his able

administration of the affairs of the Association during his term as President, 1956-1957."

Mr. Hedley, you will look at this tangible recognition of your services to our Asso-

ciation with much pleasure in the future. There are a number of us who have had this

happen to us before. Sometimes it has been said that you are being relegated to oblivion,

and that you are a "has-been," but I question that very much, because the past presi-

dents of this Association have a course to follow that keeps them in very close touch

with the Association. You will still have the opportunity to give us the benefit of your
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sound advice and the wisdom that you have secured by serving the Association. I think

you will value this plaque and keep it where you can see it. And I know that you will

enjoy the work that is ahead for you.

I congratulate you in presenting this to you.

President Hedley: Thank you, Mr. Grove, and all the memlKTs of AREA. This is

a very handsome article. I .shall cherish it always. I want to find a prominent place to

display it, so that when I look at it, I can remember the pleasant days of my official

activity, and particularly the many men I have come to know, admire and respect dur-

ing my years in the Association.

Each year, the close of our Annual Meeting brings to an end the services of several

members of our Board of Direction. This year ends the service on the Board of Past

President G. W. Miller, engineer maintenance of way, Canadian Pacific Railway, who

retires under that clause of our constitution which sets forth that only two of the past

presidents remain on the Board of Direction.

The Association is greatly indebted to Mr. Miller for his long and valued service

in an official capacity, and for his special service as a member of Board committees.

In his retirement from the Board, we will miss his sound counsel and advice. Mr." Miller,

would you stand and be recognized? [Applause]

The terms of office of four other members of the Board of Direction terminate with

this annual meeting. I refer to Directors C. B. Porter, assistant chief engineer, construc-

tion and maintenance, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway ; Mr. C. H. Sandberg, assistant bridge

engineer system, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway; Mr. W. H. Giles, assistant chief

engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad; and Mr. H. R. Peterson, chief engineer, Northern

Pacific Railway. All of these men have served your Association diligently and well. Any
words I might say would really be inadequate to express our appreciation to them. I

would be glad if they would stand and be recognized. [Applause]

.\nd at this time I want to e.xpress my appreciation to Chairman Pinschmidt and

the members of his Committee on Convention Arrangements for the splendid planning

and execution of plans for this convention. No one knows better than I the multitude

of details which they have necessarily given their attention to in order that our con-

vention might be a success, resulting in ma.ximum convenience and pleasure for those in

attendance.

While recognizing those who played an important part in the successful functioning

of this convention, I would indeed be neglectful if I did not make special mention of the

large group of ladies who have given so generously of their time and effort to plan and

execute the special features for the ladies. I know that Mrs. Hedley joins me in saying

most sincerely—we thank you. And, again, we are very happy that you decided to come
to St. Louis this year.

It is now my great privilege and pleasure as your retiring president to introduce

to you the Association's new officers for the ensuing year.

Our senior vice president for the year ahead is Mr. B. R. Meyers, chief engineer,

Chicago & North Western System, who, under the constitution, automatically advances

to this position from that of junior vice president. Mr. Meyers, will you please come to

the platform? [Applause]

Your newly elected junior vice president is Mr. F. R. Woolford. chief engineer.

Western Pacific Railroad. He has been a director since March 1055 and has ably repre-

sented our large and growing membership on the West Coast, which, incidentally, he has

helped materially to strengthen. Mr. Woolford, will you please come to the platform

and be recognized? [Applause]
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Mr. Meyers and Mr. Woolford, I congratulate both of you upon your elevation to

high office in our Association, with the further obligations and opportunities which such

afford for your still greater service to the Association. May I wish for lioth of you every

success in your efforts in behalf of the Association.

As your president for the year ahead, you have elected Mr. Ray McBrian, director

of research, Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad. I have askid Past Pre.^idents Chinn

and Geyer to escort President McBrian to the platform. [ Applause]

Mr. McBrian, it is a great honor and privilege for me to proclaim you the newly

elected president of the American Railway Engineering Association. Through your long

years of service to the Association in many capacities—on its technical committees, on

the Board of Direction and as Vice President—you have earned this high honor and

distinction.

As an engineer and scientist, you bring distinction and honor to the Association.

Indeed, because of your eminence in scientific and applied research in the railroad field,

you may be the man to raise the sights and to broaden the horizons of our .Association

still further in this important sphere of activity.

Wilh genuine pleasure, and the utmost of confidence, I turn my responsibilities as

president over to you. In doing so, I want to present you with this solid gold emblem

of the Association, which bears engraved on the back the words: "Ray McBrian, Presi-

dent, 1957-1958." I know that you will wear it with distinction to .\ourself and the

Association. [Applause]

[President-elect McBrian assumed the chair.]

President-Elect McBrian: Mr. Hedley, I deeply appreciate the honor and the

privilege that has been bestowed upon me. Your administration has been one to be most

proud of, and offers to me a great challenge in carrying on the responsibilities which have

been given to me. With the help of our Board of Direction and our officers, as a team,

and our membership, and under the guidance of my wife, Maxie, who is now in the

balcony, I shall try with my utmost ability to progress the work of our great engineering

organization.

I thank you very much for the trust which you have given me. [Applause
|

John Ayer, Jr. (Denver & Rio Grande): Mr. President, may I have the privilege

of the floor?

Mr. President, Mr. Hedley, officers, members and guests: When Ray McBrian came

to the Rio Grande Railroad in 1926, one of his first problems was to help out on the

foaming situation in our steam locomotives. To concoct some anti-foaming compound,

it was necessary to build a still of some sort, including a lot of equipment—barrels, tanks,

piping and so forth—and he needed some timber to support one of these barrels. He

found some nice white oak, which subsequent reports indicated was stolen from the

Car Department, but in those days you had to get along with what you could find. We
thought it was quite appropriate that we make a gavel for Mr. McBrian out of this

white oak.

The gavel was designed and built by Ray's own laboratory forces, ably supervised

by Walter Leaf, with an aid and assist, now and then, from the Car Department and

the Engineering Department. It has a very unusual shape. [Displays piston-shaped

gavel]

The head of the gavel is a one-third scale model of an EMD diesel piston, complete

with piston rings, and I think it symbolizes the work that Ray has done in the last

fifteen years on fuel and lubricating oils for diesel engines.
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In 1036, shortly after Ray had been promoted to engineer of tests, the Rio Grande

built a new laboratory. The main object in the laboratory at that time was to install a

Magnaflux machine, along with portable testing equipment, to Magnafiux the main rods

of our mallet locomotives, which had been giving us a lot of trouble in service failures

on the line.

This program was very successful, so we thought that the handle of the gavel .should

represent a main rod of an L-IO.^ mallet, one-tenth scale, again indicating the work

that Ray has done for the Rio Grande in solving our numerous problems.

Inside the slcirt is a silver plate, duly inscribed. That plate was hammered out from

silver recovered from wrist pin bushings, again, in the laboratory.

There is one more item I might mention—the method of affixing the handle to the

head. A number of years ago, a Rio Grande locomotive met head-on with an old hor.se

at one of the crossings near the laboratory. Ray knew that the claim department was

going to have to pay for the horse, and with his mounting interest in reclamation, he

visited the scene of the disaster and was able to get the four hooves of that horse, which

he brought back to the laboratory and used to brew up a pot of glue. We fina'ly found

a u.se for that glue, in gluing the handle into the head of the gavel. [Laughter]

Ray. it says on here, ".\RE.\, Ray McBrian, President, 1957-1958, From His Friends

on the Rio Grande." It's an honor and, indeed, a pleasure to present this gavel to you

on behalf of your associates on the Rio Grande as a token of our sincere respect and

friendship for you. and we hope that the gavel will serve you well as president of this

very fine Engineering .Association.

Good luck to you, sir! [.\pplause]

President-Elect McBri.an: I don't suppose that anyone has received a more unusual

gavel than this. In fact, I'm overwhelmed. I had no idea that we had such genius.

I have a hunch that Walter Leaf played a good part in this. His design talent oushl

to serve us well in some other respects. But this is really most unusual, and. from the

bottom of my heart, I thank all my friends on the Rio Grande, especially Walter and

Mr. Aver. Thank you, ver>', very much.

It is now my privilege and pleasure to introduce to you the four men you have elected

as new members of your Board of Direction. As I call their names, I would appreciate

their coming forward and standing in front of the .speaker's table.

Mr. A. W Johnston, chief enuincer, Canadian National Railways, Montreal, Que.,

Can. [Applause]

Mr. W. H. Hobbs, chief cnizineer. Mi.s.souri Pacific Railroad. St. Louis, Mo.
[Applause]

Mr. A. B. Stone, chief engineer, Xorfolk &• Western Railroad. Roanoke, \a. Mr.

Stone isn't here.

Mr. J. C. Jacobs, engineer maintenance of wa> , Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago.

He is not here?

C. H. MoTTiiR (Illinois Centra'): He is not here, due to the fact that he has an

infection in one hand. He thought it would be better for him not to come to the

convention.

Pre.sioext-Ei.e( T McBrian: Thank you very much, Mr. Mottier.

In addition to these four men whom you have elected, the Board of Direction elected

a fifth director at a special meeting at the close of yesterday afternoon's session, to fill

the vacancy on the Board created by your advancement of Mr. Woolford to the office

of junior vice president. He is W. W. Hay, professor of railway civil engineering at the
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University of Illinois. I should be glad if Professor Hay would come up and join our

other new directors. I guess he is not here, either.

Gentlemen, I wish to congratulate all of you on your coming to the Board of

Direction.

And now, before we adjourn our convention, I should like to announce that there

wUl be a meeting of the Board of Direction this afternoon at 2 o'clock in Private Dining

Room 6, following luncheon with the Committee on Convention Arrangements in Private

Dining Room 7.

Is there any further business to come before this convention? If not, I now declare

the 56th annual meeting of the American Railwaj' Engineering As.sociation adjourned.

[.Applause]

[The meeting adjourned at 12:20 o'clock.



REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
March 1, 1957

To THE Members:

The time may come when your secretary will not be in a position to make a favorable

annual report to you on the Association's activities and general well beinp, but that time

is not now, nor is it in the foreseeable future.

By every standard of measurement, 1956 was another good year for the Association,

exceeding in some respects the activity record and achievements of a long succession of

good years.

This should be a matter of pride to officers and members alike; cause for gratitude

on the part of the American railroads; and a source of satisfaction to the Association of

American Railroads, in whose behalf the AREA serves as the Construction and Mainte-

nance Section of its Engineering Division.

How did this good Association year in 1956 come about? True, 1956 was a year of

generally favorable economic conditions, which helped, but the principal ingredient of

the success attained by your Association in 1956, as it has been in the past, was again

the willingness of so many of its voluntary, dues-paying members to give generously of

their time and effort to achieve the ends for which the Association was established

—

progress in the science of railroad construction, operation and maintenance. Other ingred-

ients in the success attained by the Association continued to be its sound organizational

basis, its dedicated officers, a program alert to the changing needs of the times, and the

sustaining confidence in the Association on the part of the railroads and the AAR.

As measures of the Association's success in 1956 one may well point to the large

number of assignments which engaged the attention of its 23 standing and special com-

mittees during the year and the some 135 assignments on which committees will report

at the Association's 1957 convention; the effective, though limited, program of research

which these committees sponsored and assisted in; the high level of membership main-

tained, which again reached a new high ; improvements in organizational details and

practices to bring about more effective committee work and a closer relationship between

the Board of Direction and committees; and a continuing favorable financial condition,

which will enable the Association to continue to expand its usefulness in the years ahead.

1956 Convention

One of the highlights of Association activity in 1956 was its annual convention at

the Palmer House, Chicago, March 13-15, which saw a record non-exhibit year attend-

ance of 2092 (1162 members and 930 guests), and incorporation into its overall program

of .several new features of interest and value. One of these was a 7-hr, pre-convention

motion picture theater, which presented 14 carefully selected railroad and related films,

and which registered an attendance of 862 members and guests. At the convention itself

the committees of the Association presented reports on 110 subject assignments and 19

special features in the form of papers, addresses, motion pictures, slide presentations, or

panel discussions.

Stimulated by this convention and encouragement on the part of the Board of Direc-

tion, committee work continued at a high level throughout the remainder of the year.

This is reflected in the six Association Bulletins issued since the convention, and will

surely be reflected in the worth of the 1957 convention.
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Committees of the Board of Direction
1956-1957

Outline of Work
Ray McBrian (chairman), B. R. Meyers, G. W. Miller, C. H. Sandbcrg, G H. Echols

Personnel of Committees

R. H. Beeder (chairman), H. R. Peterson, C. B. Porter, F. R. Woolford, L. A. Loggins

Publications

C. H. Sandberg (chairman), R. H. Beeder, E. J. Brown, R. R. Manion, W. H. Giles

Manual

W. H. Giles (chairman), G. M. O'Rourke, C. J. Code, L. A. Loggins

Membership

H. R. Peterson (chairman), G. M. O'Rourke, G. H. Echols, R. R. Manion, W. G. Povvrie

Finance

B. R. Meyers (chairman), E. J. Brown, W. G. Powrie

Special AREA Services

C. J. Code (chairman), Ray McBrian, G. W. Miller, C. B. Porter, F. R. Woolford

Move of Convention to St. Louis a Big Decision

Speaking of the 1957 convention, one of the most important decisions made by the

Board of Direction in 1956 was that approving a suggestion to hold that convention at

St. Louis, Mo., leaving Chicago for the first time in the history of the Association, and

the Palmer House after 28 consecutive conventions at that hotel. This suggestion was

tentatively approved by the Board at its meeting on the closing day of the 1956 con-

vention, subject to being able to secure suitable convention facilities in St. Louis, and was

finally approved by letter ballot of the Board on April 2, with the Sheraton-Jefferson

Hotel as the convention headquarters. At the same time the Board approved holding the

convention at the Sherman Hotel, Chicago, in 1958, a year in which the convention will

be supplemented by another exhibit of the National Railway Appliances Association,

at the Coliseum.

The switch to St. Louis was predicated upon several factors, all of which were con-

sidered to be in the best interest of the Association, the largest number of members, and

the railroads. These factors included not only the hoped-for advantages in going to a new

convention city, but the growing dissatisfaction on the part of many members with

certain of the services of our long-time host hotel, constantly increasing costs, and, of no

small importance, arbitrary stipulations on the part of the hotel concerning its future

relationship with the Association if the Association went to St. Louis in 1957—stipula-

tions which the Association could not or would not accept.

The move to St. Louis brought much additional work to the secretary's office in

revising former convention specifications and plans, and in dealing with the new hotel

at a distance. However, it is fully expected that the decision of the Board in authorizing

the move will be fully justified, and the extra effort fully worth while, by the success

which is certain to attend the 1957 convention.
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Organizational Study Throughout Year

Almost continuously throughout the year, in its capacity as the Construction and

Maintenance Section, Engineering Division, AAR, the Association came within the scope

of a searching organizational and management study authorized by the AAR for its entire

organization, by an outside agency. This study, it was pointed out, was not only to

determine the scope of the services that should be provided by the AAR in the light of

present-day conditions, but also the general budget requirements and the type of organ-

ization needed for the greatest benefit to Member Roads. In this study, representatives

of the study group made a detailed review and analysis of all current and past operations

of the AREA through the secretary's office, which was supplemented by interviews with

practically all of the officers and directors of the Association, and with many of the chief

engineering and maintenance officers of the railroads, both in their capacity as depart-

ment heads and as Association members. No recommendations which may have been

made to the AAR by the study group affecting the ARE.-V had been brought to the

attention of the Board of Direction by the end of the year, and the Board was assured

of an opportunity to consider any such recommendations before final action was taken

on them by the AAR.

Concurrent with the study referred to, the AREA conducted a critical self-analysis

of its organizational set-up and procedures, to be sure that it was not open to justifiable

criticism. The more important results of this self-imposed examination were indications

of a few opportunities to stimulate still more effective committee work and a greater

alertness on the part of some committees to new problems subject to effective analysis

and research. Immediate action was taken by the Board to bring about improvements

in both of these matters.

MEMBERSHIP

Turning to some of the more tangible evidences of the well-being and productivity

of the Association during the year, one measure is the continued growth of membership.

As of February 1, 1957, the membership in the Association stood at 3350, a net gain

of 47, continuing the unbroken record of membership increase each year since 1944.

This net gain was considerably more than the net gain in any of the last three years,

and compares favorably with the average net gain of 57 for the three years prior to 1953.

Furthermore, this gain came about in a year when there was an increase in the number

of members deceased, resigned and dropped over the previous year. The number of new

members elected during the year ended February 1, 1957, was 234, compared with 186

the previous year, 231 in 1954, and 203 in 1953.

The record with regard to Junior Members as a group was again on the unfavorable

side, as the year ended February 1, 1957, saw the number of Junior Members in the

Association decline further to 144 from a total of 163 as of the same date in 1056, and

continuing the decline which took place in each preceding year back to that ended

February 1, 1953, when Junior Membership was at the peak figure of 261.

This further decline of 19 Juniors during the past year came about through the

transfer of 14 to the grade of Member and the dropping of 45 because of failure to pay

dues or to transfer to the grade of Member upon reaching the age of 30, v.hilc only 40

new Junior Members were taken into the Association.

The answer to this continuing decline in the number of Junior Members in the

Association has, obviously, not been found. The reduction in the annual dues of Juniors

from $7.50 to $5, beginning with January 1, 1956, was certainly not the answer in
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itself, although it might have helped, so further measures to stop the constant erosion

among this group should be high in the order of "unfinished business" of the Association.

One thing of a certainty can be said about the total membership of the Association

as the result of experience during the past year, and during the year ended February 1,

I'^SS. That is that the membership in the Association would not continue to increase as

it has, or even hold its own, if it were not for the interest which many chief engineering

and maintenance officers take, or will take upon request, to encourage membership among
qualified men on their respective roads, including the younger technical men who come
into their employ. It is true that most applications for membership each year are entirely

voluntary, and that the practice started in August 1955, under which the secretary's

office extends invitations to apply for membership to quahfied non-members, as their

names come to its attention, has brought some results. But it is equally true that the

special interest of many higher engineering and maintenance officers in encouraging mem-
bership on their respective roads has made the difference between continued growth in

Association membership and a state of status quo, or decline.

This was clearly evidenced in the year ended February 1, 1955, during which, upon

request, the chief engineering and maintenance officers of many railroads made a can-

vass of the membership situation on their respective roads, which resulted directly in

107 new memberships in the Association that year, over and above the new members
that otherwise would have been elected. And it was again evidenced unmistakably during

the past year, when, as the result of direct suggestions by these officers to qualified

non-members on their roads, or indirectly to these men through the secretary's office,

69 qualified men applied for membership between the latter part of September 1956,

and February 1, 1957, most of whom would not have done so otherwise. Of these, 49

had been elected members by February 1, and are included in the membership total

as of that date.

The specific changes in the status of membership in the Association during the past

year are detailed in the following tabulation.

Membership

(February 1, 1956, to February 1, 1957)

Members on the rolls February 1, 1956 3303

New members 234

Reinstatements 28

3565

Deceased 46
Resigned 47

Dropped 103

Net Loss Juniors (transferred 14 ; dropped 45 ; additions 40) 19

215

Net gain 47

Membership February 1, 1957 ?350

Membership Classification as of February 1

19S1 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957

Life 355 361 375 401 436 465 470
Member 2243 2284 2312 2366 2381 2414 2478
Associate 274 288 289 270 274 261 258

Junior 220 257 261 220 187 163 144

Totals 3092 3190 3237 3257 3278 3303 3350
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During the year there was a total of 46 deaths among the membership, as is indicated

in the roster of deceased members at the end of this report. Only one of these members^
L. L. Adams—served the Association as an officer or director, Mr. Adams having been

a director for the year 1951-1953. However, in this roster one will recognize many as

long-time friends and associates in Association work, and will cherish their memory,

as does officially the Association.

ACTIVITIES OF COMMITTEES

Membership on Committees

On February 1, 1957, 1114 members (including 56 Members Emeritus) were serving

on the Association's 23 standing and special committees, occupying a total of 1237 places

on these committees, since a number of members serve on 2 committees. This compares

with 1132 members who occupied 1253 places on committees on the same date in 1956,

with 1078 members who occupied 1213 places on committees in 1955, and with 1035

members who served in 1165 places on committees three years ago.

Again, practically all committees carried "guest" members on their rosters—mem-
bers awaiting definite assignment to the committees with the roster change effective as of

the time of the 1957 convention, but who have been permitted to participate unofficially

in committee work. In addition, a considerable number of "visitors" attended committee

meetings, with the permission of the chairmen. These included letired members, Junior

Members, interested outsiders, and members of the Association generally, who for one

reason or another wished to participate in specific meetings or inspections made in con-

nection therewith.

The slight drop in the number of members assigned to committees as of February 1,

1957, compared with the previous year, was due in part to adjustments in personnel on

the railroads themselves, but also reflects unmistakably the feeling on the part of the

Board of Direction, as was transmitted to committee chairmen, that committee members

who cannot or do not participate in committee work by attendance, correspondence, and

the execution of all letter ballots, should be dropped from committee rosters.

Implementing this feeling, and to put the recommendations of chairmen respecting

committee personnel on a more factual basis, the Board Committee on Personnel devel-

oped and sent to each chairman late in December, a member record chart bearing the

names of all members on his committee. Thereon, each chairman was asked to record

currently the activity record of each member for the ensuing year, as reflected by his

attendance at meetings and other evidences of participation or non-participation in com-

mittee work.

These charts will be called in by the Board Committee at the time the chairmen are

asked for their recommendations regarding the personnel of their committees for 1958

—

sometimes between September 1 and October 1, 1957. After consideration of the chair-

men's recommendations, in the light of the activity records furnished, and final approval

of the personnel of all committees for 1958 by the Board Committee, each chairman will

be furnished a new activity record chart for the following 12 months, in a continuing

effort on the part of the Board to stimulate committee member activity, or to remove

inactive members from committee rosters.

Work of Committees

The work of committees during 195o again followed a normal pattern of prepar-

ing progress and information reports; of revising and refining material appearing in
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the Association's Manual of Recommended Practice; of developing new Manual material;

and of carrying out special projects relating to their assignments.

Indicative of the interest among committees in keeping their Manual material up to

date is the fact that all but seven committees developed Manual recommendations during

1956 to present to the 1957 convention. Work on new or revised Track Plans was at a

minimum during the year in view of the extensive overhauling of the Portfolio of Track-

work Plans in 1954 and 1955.

The accompanying table reflects the classification of material contained in the com-

mittee reports to be presented at the 1957 convention, and as presented at the seven

immediately previous conventions.

Classification of Material in Committee Reports

(Figures shown indicate the number of Manual documents affected or new reports)

19S0 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957

Revisions of Manual
with or without re-

approval 24 20 19 257 14 24 18 20

Reapproval of Manual
material without re-

visions 5 5 2 243 1 1

New Manual material 5 6 12 9 10 11 6

New Manual material

—tentative 4 2 8 6 7 6 4 5

Information 49 57 43 49 59 53 46 51

Reports on research

work 18 23 15 18 23 26 19 19

Reports on service

tests 7 1 10 13 10 10 9 9

Statistical data 2 3 9 5 4 3 4 4

Analytical studies 7 2 2 5 3 2 5 6

Bibliographies 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 3

Brief reports of progress 13 8 16 11 17 16 15 18

138 129 132 621 149 153 134 142

Outstanding Committee Productions

Among the many noteworthy special productions of committees during the past year

there were two on the part of Committee 24—Cooperative Relations with Universities,

and one on the part of Committee 27—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment. Supple-

menting the production of its recruitment brochure, "The Railroad Field—A Challenge

and Opportunity for Young Engineers" in 1955, Committee 24, in 1956, compiled a list

of 27 carefully selected railroad and related motion picture films, which set forth the

nature and scope of each film and told from whom it might be borrowed. Copies of this

list, in duplicate, were sent to all of the colleges and universities in the United States and

Canada which have engineering or transportation courses, and were offered to all Asso-

ciation members and others interested.

Still more impressive, the committee, with the aid of the secretary's office, brought

together, on loan from the railroads, more than ISOO color slides of railroad construc-

tion, maintenance and operation, from which were produced multiple sets of selected

slides for sale or loan to the colleges for classroom work or related activities. These sets

included 130 slides covering broadly the more important aspects of railroad construction

and maintenance; 23 slides detailing the sequence of operations in the mechanized laying

of 39-ft rail; 58 slides detailing the sequence of operations in the welding and laying
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of continuous welded rail; and 37 slides detailing the sequence of operations in mechanized

tie renewals and track surfacing.

Sixteen colleges purchased sets of the 130-slide group, while the Association has for

loan several sets of that group, and two sets each of the other three groups.

The outstanding special production of Committee 27 during 1956 was the rewriting

and rearrangement of its Manual of Instructions for Care and Operation of Maintenance

of Way Work Equipment, first published in 1946. Further reference to this work is made
under the heading of Publications.

More Attention to Subject Assignments

In spite of the large amount of work on the part of committees during the year,

it is evident that neither the committees themselves nor the Board of Direction were

fully satisfied that the assigned subjects completely covered problems warranting inves-

tigation. From the standpoint of the committees, several requested the a.ssignment of

additional subjects during the year in order to get an earlier start on them than would

be possible under normal procedure.

At the same time, the Board, to assure itself that each committee was giving adequate

attention to ferreting out and proposing for study all subjects that showed promise

of important improvements over present practices, authorized that a new standing assign-

ment be given to all committees, effective with the beginning of the 1957 convention

year. This new assignment, designated "A" on all committee work lists, is "Recom-

mendations for further study and research", and replaces the informal way in which most

committees have heretofore developed suggestions for new assignments.

It is e.xpected that the new subcommittee to handle this new assignment, which

will include among its personnel the chairmen of all other subcommittees on the com-

mittee, will not only propose many important new assignments, but will also recommend

the dropping or early termination of any present assignments which it may feel hold

little promise or have been "worked out".

Further Efforts to Improve Committee Work

In a further effort to stimulate more effective committee work, and especially to

maintain closer liaison between the Board of Direction and committees, looking to im-

provements in Association efforts anywhere along the line, the Board set up a plan, to be

put into effect immediately after the 1957 convention, whereby one of its members will

sit in on all committee meetings.

Furthermore, preceding the foregoing action, in an effort to bring about a feeling

of closer acquaintanceship among committee members, especially in view of the large

size of Association committees, the Board adopted a pocket identification card to be used

at all committee meetings. Quantities of these cards, which are similar in size and shape

to the pocket registration cards which have been used at AREA conventions in recent

years, were made available to all chairmen during September, and are proving effective

for the purpose intended.

Committee Meetings

Seventy full committee meetings were held during the year ended March 1, 1957,

which includes a number of luncheon meetings held during the 1956 annual meeting.

Again, several committees desirably held their first meetings prior to the 1956 convention,

and have again held meetings prior to the 1957 convention, in order to get an early start

on their new year's work. And again. Committee 24 continued its recently adopted prac-

tice of holding two meetings each year—one at a railroad headquarter.':, and the other
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on the campus of one of its professorial members. Also, many committee meetings were

supplemented by inspection trips to see facilities, structures, or practices relating to their

work.

The total of 70 full committee meetings held during the past year compares with the

66 meetings held during the year ended March 1, 1956, with the 67 meetings held during

the year ended March 1, 1955, the 76 meetings held in 1953, and the 79 meetings held

in 1952, a year in which a number of extra meetings were held in conjunction with the

Centennial of Engineering. During 1956, 2 committees each held 5 meetings, 4 committees

each held 4 meetings, 10 committees each held 3 meetings, and 7 committees held only

2 meetings each.

Of the 70 meetings held in 1956, 43 were held in Chicago; 3 each were held in

Atlanta, Ga., and New Orleans, La.; 2 each were held in Denver, Colo., St. Paul, Minn.,

Springfield, Mo., and Toronto, Ont.; and 13 were held in as many different, widely

separated cities.

The large number of meetings held in Chicago reflects the long-standing policy of

the Association, reaffirmed by the Board of Direction in 1955, that committee and sub-

committee meetings should be held at points most convenient to the majority of mem-
bers, to hold down traveling time and expense, but may be held elsewhere to permit

inspections important to the work of the committees or subcommittees.

Committee Chairmen Recognized

To a still greater extent than ever before, the Board of Direction and the secretary's

office endeavored to bring about a closer relationship between themselves and commit-

tee chairmen, and to recognize and honor chairmen for their interest and effort in behalf

of the Association. All of the measures adopted to this end during the past two or three

years were continued, including having the chairmen as the guests of the Association at a

second speaker's table at the 1956 Annual Luncheon, and the presentation of attractive

gavels to all new committee chairmen as they assumed office.

To make this latter feature more impressive than formerly, when the gavels were

presented to the chairmen separately as the committees involved completed their report

presentations, all of the 1956 presentations were made in a simple ceremony as the closing

feature of the 1956 Annual Luncheon. Here, one by one each of nine new committee

chairmen came forward and was presented a gavel by the retiring chairman of his com-

mittee—the gavel in each case bearing the man's name, committee number, and the years

of his term of office on a polished brass headband.

There was no spring meeting in 1956 of all committee chairmen with members of

the Board and the secretary's staff to review matters affecting committee work and pro-

cedure, primarily to save the time and expense of those involved. However, as the year

progressed there was a growing feeling among members of the Board that this had been

false economy, with an indication that such a meeting will be called shortly after the

1957 convention.

PUBLICATIONS

The seven yearly Bulletins of the Association (one in two parts) ending with the

February 1957 issue contain 1349 pages of text matter and illustrations, exclusive of

advertising, in addition to 11 inserts of one kind or another. This compares with 1116

pages in the seven Bulletins ending with the February 1956 issue, and with the 1255

pages for the seven Bulletins ending with the February 1955 issue.
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The committee reports published for presentation at the March 1057 annual meeting

occupied S71 pajies in Bulletins F'^2 to 5.^5, incl., which compares with 572 pages devoted

to committee reports in comparable Bulletins of the previous year. Half of this increase,

or 150 pages, was the result of presenting the text for the new edition of the Handbook

of Instructions for Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way Equipment as Part 2

of Bulletin 531.

To the number of Bulletin pages devoted to committee reports during the past year

should be added the .U4 pages of reports on research projects sponsored by .^^REA com-

mittees, or groups in which .\REA committees are interested, which appeared in Bulletins

530 and Part 1 of 531, for June-July 1Q56, and September-October 1956, respectively.

These 344 pages reporting on research projects compare with 312 pages devoted to the

same type of material in the previous year.

The -Annual Supplement to the Manual i.ssued in 1056, incorporating all of the rec-

ommendations of committees affecting Manual material adopted at the 1056 annual meet-

ing, included a total of 102 sheets, 25 of which involved changes in the Tables of Con-

tents of the various chapters. As a whole, this Supplement called for the removal of 72

existing sheets from the Manual, leaving a net gain of 30 sheets in the Manual as revised.

The 102-page Manual Supplement in 1056 compares with the 104-page Supplement issued

in 1955.

No Annual Supplement to the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans was issued in 1956,

in view of the comprehensive review of all the Trackwork Plans during the last few

years, which resulted in practically a complete revision of the entire Portfolio in 1955.

The Supplement to the Portfolio in 1055 contained 80 new or revised plans, a new Table

of Contents, and two appendix sheets covering revisions in the .\RE.\ Specifications for

Special Trackwork.

Engineer Recruitment Brochure

Demand continued heavy for the engineer recruitment brochure, "The Railroar!

Field—A Challenge and Opportunity for Young Engineers", developed by Committee 24

during 1955, and of which 25,000 copies were printed to assist the railroads in attracting

into their service young technically trained men from the gr.iduating cla.^ses of the

engineering schools of the country.

Of the 25,000 copies produced, 10,000 were turned over to the Public Relations

Department of the .AAR for distribution, largely to professors in economics and trans-

portation throughout the United States and Canada. The remaining 15,000 copies were

retained by the AREA for distribution to undergraduates in the engineering schools and

colleges of the United States and Canada, upon the basis of their specific requests,

although individual railroads have been supplied quantities of the brochure upon request,

at the actual production co.st of 21 cents each. In all, 5140 copies were .sent out from the

secretary's office to the end of 1955.

During 1956 the demand for the brochure continued, as is evidenced by the fact

that another 374S copies were sent out—29.17 to colleges and univer.sities, 576 to high

schools counselors, and 235 to other interested individuals. In addition, during lo.i^fi, as is

noted under the heading "Sale of Publications", 1290 copies were sold to railroads.

The total distribution of the brochure for the two years ended December 31, 1056,

was 12,281, which was nearly 2300 in excess of the contemplated distribution of 5000

copies each year through 10.=;7.

Thus, the .Association would have entered 10,';7 with far le.ss than its expected require-

ments for the brochure for that vear if the Association of American Railroads had not
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agreed to make available to it some 2000 copies from its orisinal supply, in spite of the

fact that to do so practically precludes any further distribution of the brochure by the

AAR until the next edition has been produced.

Handbook on Maintenance of Way Equipment Issued

Possibly the most important single pui^lication produced by committees during the

past year was the second edition of the 13Q-pagc Manual of Instructions for Care and

Operation of Maintenance of Way Work Equipment, which was first published by Com-

mittee 27 as a report in Bulletin 461, for September-October 1946, then in the Pro-

ceedings for 1047, and subsequently reprinted in bound handbook form during the summer

of 1947 for sale to the railroads.

The text of the new edition, which involved the complete revision, editing, amplifi-

cation and rearrangement of the previous edition, under the new title "Handbook of

Instructions for Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way Equipment", was published

under separate cover as Part 2 of the 1956 September-October Bulletin. This was for

the primary purpose of eliciting comments and criticism thereof from the membership

generally, looking to its publication in Handbook form after December I, for sale and

distribution to members and the railroads.

The new edition of the Handbook is hard-cover bound, 41/ in by 8J/2 in, similar in

many respects to the earlier edition, and, in spite of the fact that it includes nearly one-

third more text than the previous edition, it contains only 156 pages, or only 17 more

than the earlier edition, as the result of the more judicious use of the space on each page.

Based upon the text as published in the Bulletin, and the solicitation of orders for

the text in handbook form, the Association had amassed orders for 8222 copies of the

Handbook prior to December 31, a number which was increased to 8328 by January 31,

1057. None of these sales is included under the following report on Sale of Publications

for 1056, since no copies of the Handbook were distributed in that year, nor were

expected to be distributed until the latter part of January, or early February 1057.

But, with 8328 orders for the Handbook already in hand as of January 31, it is

expected that the total run made of 11,000 copies is none too large, and will be sold out

within the next year or two.

Distribution of Publications

In the Calendar Year 1956 the A.ssociation continued widespread distribution of its

publications over and above those going to its own large membership. This distribution,

up about 900 over the previous year, included approximately 33,800 copies, 24,520 of

which were sold from the secretary's office to, among others, the American railroads,

colleges and universities, students, government agencies, engineers in industry generally,

and railroad men in foreign countries. The remaining 0270 copies included the 3748

copies of the engineer recruitment brochure sent out free to engineering colleges, univer-

sities, and high school counselors from the secretary's office ; about 3000 copies of the

Catalogue of Research Projects—1056, produced by 'the staff of the AAR Research Cen-

ter, and sent free to members from the secretary's office ; and approximately 2500 reprints

of research reports as published by the AREA, which were sent out free by the AAR
research staff. None of these figures includes the large number of unfilled orders for copies

of the Handbook of Instructions for the Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way
Equipment, in hand at the end of the year.

Following is a tabulation of the publication sales made in 1056.
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Salks of Association Publication—1956

Specifications (Bridge) 1,576

Manual chapters 867

Manual specifications and partial chapters 1,080

Manual specifications, large orders (more than 100) 4,700

Bulletins 1,458

Bulletin reprints 235

Special reprints in large orders (100 or more) 10,600

Proceedings 185

Consolidated Proceedings indexes 10

Revisions to Manual 637
Manuals (complete) and separate fillers 232

Revisions to Portfolio of Trackwork Plans 127

Complete Portfolios of Trackwork Plans 100

Individual track plans 1,353

Instructions for Mixing and Placing Concrete 9

Federal Valuation of Railroads 17

Achievement of Grade Crossing Protection 4

J. A. Given booklets 41

Engineer recruitment brochure 1,290

24,521

Large as was the distribution of publications in 1956, it again reflects the continued

refusal on the part of the Association to fill many foreign orders received which were

not approved by the Office of International Trade at Washington, D. C.

FINANCES

The Report of the Treasurer, Financial Statement, General Balance Sheet, and State-

ment of Cash Receipts and Disbursements for the Calendar Year 1956, all of which are

presented herein, indicate that the Association continues in a sound financial condition,

with a further increase in its total assets in 1956 against the large disbursements in sight

for the next couple of years, and, not inconceivably, a "rainy day" some time in the

future. Receipts during the year exceeded Disbursements by $9014.98. .A comparison of

the Receipts and Disbursements for the past two years is presented below:

195S 1956

Receipts $80,177.21 $79,351.11

Disbursements 73,923.18 70,330.17

$ 6,254.03 $ 9,014.94

Reviewing the situation briefly. Receipts for 1956 approximated those of 1955, being

only $826 lower. It is very gratifying that the 1956 Receipts continued on a high plane,

exceeding those anticipated. That they did was due largely to the continued growth in the

membership of the Association, the continued heavy demand for .Association publica-

tions, especially the Manual, from other than members, and increased interest of railway

.supply companies in .the Bulletin of the Association as an advertising medium.

Increases in receipts for various items, 1956 over 1955, were as follows: Manual

—

$1200; Advertising—$900; Interest—.$400; Miscellaneous—.S400; and Research Report

Printing Refunds—$400.

While receipts for Trackwork Plans, as expected, were some $3600 lower in 195o

than in 1955, when the revised edition became available, these receipts exceeded anticipated

receipts by $300. The continued demand for the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans, for

which no supplemental sheets were issued in 1956, gives assurance that the 1955 edition
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will pay for itself—a situation that has not existed for previous editions of this

publication.

Disbursements for 1956, while about $3600 under those for 1955, were comparatively

hi\ih. These high disbursements were due largely to the printing of the text of the Hand-

book of Instructions for Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way Equipment as Part

2 of the September-October Bulletin; a substantial increase in the number of pages

devoted to committee and research reports in the other issues of the Bulletin during the

year, and in the 1956 Proceedings; a larger expenditure for Manual due primarily to

replenishing a depleted stock of Manual binders; higher printing costs throughout the

year; and an increase in salary expenditures. These added disbursements in 1956 were

partially offset by an expenditure of only $382 for Trackwork Plans, com_pared with

$8463 in 1955, and an expenditure of only $200 for the Engineer Recruitment Brochure,

compared with $3391 in 1955. All other disbursement items closely approximated those

of 1955.

Total Expenditures for 1956 amounted to $70,336.17, which exceeded budgeted ex-

penditures for the year by only about $1300, in spite of the increase in printing costs

and an extraordinary expenditure of $600 for the sets of color slides produced under the

auspices of Committee 24 for loan to colleges and universities. On the other hand, total

Receipts in 1956 amounted to $79,351.11—$8851.11 higher than anticipated.

Thus, with an excess of total Receipts in 1956 over total Disbursements of $9014.94,

the General Balance Sheet indicates a sound financial condition, with 1956 liquid assets

of $150,341.83, compared with $141,453.64 in 1955. Total assets of the Association at the

end of 1956 were $158,622.05, and at the end of 1955, $150,991.31.

The 1956 assets of the Association carry, as inventory, on a conservative cash basis,

$1758.40 for Manuals, of which amount only $120 represents Manual fillers remaining

from the 1953 reprinting—the balance being made up of binders, $1238.40, and Manual

Chapters, $400. A resume of Manual Receipts for 1953-1956, and of Manual Disburse-

ments for the years 1952-1956, incl., reveals that the 1953 reprinting of the Manual,

including subsequent Supplements, has paid for itself despite the free distribution of new

fillers to all member holders of the previous edition.

It is well that the Association—in large part due to Manual sales—enjoyed excep-

tionally good years financially in 1954, 1955 and 1956, with an excess of Receipts over

Expenditures in each of these years. This is because, with its stock of the 1953 edition

of the Manual depleted, it will be necessary to reprint the Manual in its entirely in 1957.

While expenditures for reprinting the Manual will not approach the $26,460 expended

in printing the completely restyled and reedited 1953 edition, the cost of producing 1000

copies in 1957 for a five-year's supply will be considerable, especially in the light of

higher printing costs.

Another item that will contribute to the high total expenditures in 1957 will be

the reprinting, in Handbook form, of several years' supply of the new edition of the

Handbook of Instructions for Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way Equipment.

Furthermore, the Association must look forward in 1958 at the latest to the large expendi-

ture which will be involved in the revision and reprinting of its Engineer Recruitment

Brochure.

Thus, while the General Balance Sheet for 1957 may indicate total assets of the Asso-

ciation closely approximating those of 1956, this will be the result largely of a high inven-

tory of Manual fillers and of the Equipment Handbook. Of necessity, the liquid assets

of the Association in 1957 will be lower than in 1956, and the 1957 Financial Statement,

due to the above-mentioned printing, will, no doubt, indicate a deficit, as in 1953 when

the Manual was previously reprinted.
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Comparison of Receipts and Disbursements for a 20-Year Perioo

Receipts Disbursements Net Gain

1037 $36,523.00 $32,200.00 .$4,323.00

1938 28,422.00 23,394.00 5,028.00

1939 28,189.00 23,847.00 4,342.00

1940 28,272.00 26,451.00 1,821.00

1941 32,433.00 29,384.00 3,049.00

1942 31,500.00 26,692.00 4,808.00

1943 28,736.00 23,809.00 4,927.00

1944 30,492.00 26,534.00 3,958.00

1945 32,305.00 29,305.00 3,000.00

1946 28,836.00 34,583.00 5,747.00*

1947 46,993.00 46,989.00 4.00

1948 57,741.00 53,062.00 4,679.00

1949 62,081.00 57,075.00 5,005.00

1950 59,752.00 51,795.00 7,957.00

1951 69,045.00 62,369.00 6,676.00

1952 77,514.00 76,964.00 550.00
1953 73,033.07 82,067.86 9,034.79*

1954 85,748.99 68,003.03 1 7,745.96

1955 80,177.21 73,923.18 6,254.03

1056 70,531.11 70,336.17 9,014.94

* Deficit.

RESE.\RCH WORK

The research activities of the Association, sponsored by its committees and carried

out by the research staff of the Engineering Division, AAR, and the facilities of several

colleges and research organizations, was not all that had been hoped for by committees

at the beginning of the year, due in large measure to the supplemental appropriation

of $470,000 for the construction in 1956 of a new Engineering Laboratory at the AAR
Research Center in Chicago, to augment the present Administration Building and

Mechanical Laboratory there.

Whereas the Engineering Divi.sion research budget for 1056 was submitted in the

amount of $438,815, this was necessarily reduced to $365,050, which was approximately

the same amount spent in 1954 and 1955. Adding, however, the $470,000 spent for the

new Engineering Laboratory, resulted in a total Engineering Division research expenditure

in 1956 of $835,050.

With the large expense for the new Engineering Laboratory out of the way, it is

expected that actual Engineering Division scientific and applied research in 1057 will take

a big stride forward, under the prospects for favorable revenues during the year and a

growing appreciation of the value of this "tool" to improve service and effect operating

economies.

This expectation is based upon the appropriation of $476,845 for Engineering Divi-

sion research in 1957, supplemented by a research-related 1957 budget amounting to

$251,000 for additional items of equipment for the new Engineering Laboratory, now
nearing completion.

The Engineering Division projects to be continued or initiated in I057, and the

amount appropriated for each, compared with 1056 and 1955, are shown in the second

accompanying table.
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Total Allotments for Research Work, Engineering Division, AAR,
1940-1957

1940 69,250

1941 95,150

1942 87,932

1943 98,445

1944 109,050

1945 138,110

1946 159,510

1947 234,428

1948 291,840

1949 :i;372,457

1950 294,045
1951 354,770
1952 381,400
1953 364,100
1954 (as modified) 351,307

1955 351,653

1956 365,050
1957 476,845

Engineering Division Allotments for Research 1955-1957

19SS 1956
Committee on Rail Budget Budget

Transverse Fissure Investigation $ 5,600 $ 5,600

Shelly Spots Investigation 9,000 9,850

Rail Failure Statistics 8,950 8,950

Service Tests of Joint Bars 2,825 3,225

Rolling-Load Tests of Joint Bars 11,725 11,725

Rail Design Investigation 13,000 2,500

Rail End Batter 4,500 11,000

Tests with 78-ft Fail 3,500 5,000

Total $ 5ci,100 $57,850

Committee on Track

Tie Plates, Stresses $ 5,300 $ 4,400

Bolt Tension and Joint Lubrication 3,500 4,500

Corrosion from Brine Drippings 11,000 13,000

Manganese Frog Design 3,400 4,900

Tests of Rail Anchorage 400
Tie Plate Fastenings 13,900 1 7,600

Welding Carbon Steel Frogs and Switches 6,600 6,400

Laying Rail Tight with Frozen Joints 5,100

Total $ 44,100 .$ 55,900

Relation Between Track and Equipment

Jack-Knifing of Diesel Locomotives $ 10,000 $ 4,000

Relation Wheel Load to Wheel Diameter 5,200 5,000

Ride Comfort—New Type Trains 5,000

Clearance Requirements 4,000
*Wheel Slippage on Axle from Lateral Thrusts

Total .$ 15,200 $ 18,000

1957
Budget

$ 5,600

10,500

9,900

3,325

13,700

2,500

12,000

5,500

$ 63,025

4,600

4,400

15,000

3,900

19,100

6,200

4,700

$ 57,900

$ 20,000

5,000

4,000

3,000

$ 32,000

1955 1956 1957
Committee on Roadway and Ballast Budget Budget Budget

Roadbed Stabilization $ 24,000 $ 24,000 $ 25,820

Ballast Tests 8,000 8,000 10,600

Vegetation Control by Chemicals 13,000 12,300 14,300

Total ' .$ 45,000 $ 44,300 $ 50,720

* New Projects in 1957.
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Committee on Ties

Wear and Splitting of Tics $ 10,000 .^ 10,000 $ 10,000
*Anti-Splitting Devices for Ties 0,000

Total $ 10,000 $ 10,000 $ 16,0000

Committee on Highways

Grade Crossing Study $ 8,000

$8,000

SI natural Projects

Bridge Impact Investigation $70,140
Stress in Bridge Frames 10,000

Riveted and Bolted Structural Joints 8,000

Column Research Council 1,000

Steel Structures Painting Council 8,000

Timber Stringer Tests 5,500

Fire Retardant Coatings—Performance 5,260

Concrete Deterioration Q,200

Reinforced Concrete Research Council 4,000

Strength of Timber Bolted Joints 2,800

Tests of Membrane Waterproofing Material 6,200

Tests of Bituminous Materials 0,000

Wind Loads on Buildings 1,000

Timber Bearing Tests

Welding Research Council
Fatigue of Prestressed Concrete Beams
Distribution of Axle Loads

70,000
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R. J. Arey
Consulting Engineer, Pasadena, Calif.

H. S. AlILEY

Assistant to Chief Engineer, Boston & Maine Railroad, Boston, Mass.

J. F. B.ARKON

Retired Division Engineer, Soutliern Railway System, Hattiesburg, Miss.

V. J. Bedell

Bfdell & Nelson, Engineers, New Orleans, La.

W. J. Bergen
Retired Engineering Assistant to President, New York, Chieago & St. Louis Railroad,

Shaker Heights, Ohio

H. D. Blake
Ketireil tirade Crossing Engineer, -State Highway Commission of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

Walter Bohnstemgel
Retired Engineer of Tests, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, Topeka, Kans.

E. L. Cloutier

Supervisor of Maintenance Equipment, New York Central System. Detroit, Mich.

H. A. Connor
Division Engineer, Canadian National Railways, Winnipeg, Man.

R. A. Cook
Retired Supervising Engineer, Reconstruction Finance Corporation, Chicago, 111.

C. L. Crummet
General Supervisor of Bridges and Buildings, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Richmond, \'a.

A. DEL Paso

Assistant General Manager, National Railways of Mexico, Mexico City, Mex.

A. F. DORLEY
Retired Principal Assistant Engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad, Kirkwood, Ma

G. K. French
Assistant Engineer—(Construction, Pennsylvania Railroad, Chicago, III.

B. F. Gilbert

Chief Scale Inspector, Southern Railway System, Washington, D. C.

J. A. Given

Retired Location Division Engineer, Southern Pacific Company, Redding, Calif.

W. A. Guild

Retired Assistant Engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, Topeka, Kans.

Shortridge Hardesty
Partner, Hardesty & Hanover, New York, N. Y.

L. C. HarmAN
District Engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Richmond, Va.

E. A. Harrison
Retired Architect, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, Dallas, Tex.

G. D. Hicks
Retired Superintendent, Nashville, Chattanooga S^St. Louis Railway, McMinnville, Tenn.

J. B. Kelly
Retired General Roadmaster, Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railroad, Minneapolis, Minn.
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R. B. KlTTRKIX'.E

Professor Emeritus of Transportation Engineering, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa

James MacMartin
Retired Chief Engineer, Delaware & Hudson Railroad, North Hero, Vt.

W. J. H. Manning
Retired Division Engineer, Delaware & Hudson Railroad, I'latlsburg, N. V.

W. A. McGee
Retired Assistant Engineer, New York Central System, Cleveland, Ohio

F. J. Meyer
Retired Chief Engineer, Railroad Division, Philadelphia Steel & Wire Corporation, Middlcton, N. \'.

W. C. Moore
Assistant Division Engineer, Seaboard Air Line Railroad, Savannah, Ga.

B. M. Murdoch
Engineer of Buildings, Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago, III.

E. R. Murphy
AssisUmt Engineer of Track, Lines East, New York Central System, New York, N. Y.

J. C. Parsons
Engineer, Real Estate, Southern Railway System, Washington, D. C.

R. B. Russell
Office Engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad, Philadelphia, Pa.

A. W. St. Clau?

General Manager, Southern Railway System, Charlotte, N. C.

J. J. Schnebelen
Assistant Engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad, St. Louis, Mo.

F. P. Shearwood
Consulting Engineer, Dominion Bridge Company, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

W. F. Smock
Division Engineer, Chicago Great Western Railway, Oelwein, la.

O. T. Snow
T. W. Snow Construction Company, Batavia, 111.

O. W. Stephens
Engineer Maintenance of Way, Delaware & Hudson Railroad, Albany, N. Y

F. P. Turner
Retired Principal Assistant Engineer, Norfolk & Western Railway, Roanoke, Va.

J. E. Wadsworth
36 Stewart St., East Islip, New York

John Wagner
Real Estate Agent, Reading Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

D. C. Waite
Engineer Track and Structures. Maintenance of Way, New York City Transit System. Brooklyn, \. \'.

J. G. Wishart
Retired Principal .\ssistant Engineer System, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad. Chicago. III.

A. A. Woods
Retired Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way and Structures, Western Lines, Southern Railway System,

New Orleans, La.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR CALENDAR YEAR ENDED
DECEMBER 31, 1956

Balance on hand January 1, 1956 $141,351.89

RECEIPTS
Membership Account

Entrance Fees $ 2,100.00

Dues 42,360.91 $ 44,460.91

Sale of Publications

Proceedings $ 1,585.25

Bulletins 2,136.63

Manuals 8,009.76

Specifications 2,026.29

Track Plans 2,333.86

Research Reports 7,220.43 $ 23,312.22

Advertising

Publications $ 6,835.86

Interest Account

Interest on Investments $ 3,711.23

Miscellaneous $ 1,030.89

Total $79,351.11

DISBURSEMENTS
Salaries $23,121.59
Proceedings 13,857.05
Bulletins 13,429.52

Stationery and printing 2,805.37
Rent, light, etc 1,140.00
Supplies 224.35

Postage 1,889.71

Audit 400.00
Pensions 1,500.00
Social security and unemployment taxes 453.15
Manual 3,967.30
Track plans 382.50
Committee and officers expense 426.33
Annual meeting expenses 2,349.92
News letter 2,509.64
Miscellaneous 1,679.74
Brochure 200.00

Total $70,336.17
Excess of Receipts over Disbursements 9,014.94

Balance on hand December 31, 1956 ; $150,366.83
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER
To The Members:

Balance on hand January 1, 1956 $141,351.89

Receipts during 1956 $ 79,351.1

1

Paid out on audited vouchers 70,336.17

Excess of Receipts over Disbursements $ 9,014.94

Balance on hand December 31, 1956 $150,366.83

Consisting of bonds at cost $151,140.77

Cash in Northern Trust Company Bank cr 798.94

Petty cash ' 25.00 $150,366.83

We have made an examination of the accounts of the American Railway Engineering

Association for the year ending December 31, 1956, and find them to be in accordance

with the foregoing statements.

C. A. BicK,

P. D. Mitchell,

Auditors.

GENERAL BALANCE SHEETS

Assets 1(>S6 1955

Due from members $ 88.00 $ 31.00

Due from sale of publications 31.60 42.15

Due from sale of advertising 1,066.80 876.80

Due from prepaid postage 12.69 41.52

Furniture and fixtures 1,406.00 1,145.50

Inventory of publications (estimated) 500.00 500.00

Inventory of Manuals 1,758.40 3,566.40

Inventory of track plans 2,490.50 2,126.00

Inventory of binders, index and chapters 5.45 17.10

Inventory of paper stock 442.00 850.00

Investments (cost) 151,140.77 141,200.14

Interest accrued on investments 453.78 442.95

Cash in Northern Trust Company Bank cr 798.94 126.75

Petty cash 25.00 25.00

Total $158,622.05 $150,991.31

Liabilities

Members dues paid in advance $ 559.80 $ 338.30

Surplus 1 58,062.25 150,653.01

Total $158,622.05 $150,991.31

STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS YEAR 1056

Cash in Bank January 1, 1956 $ 126.75

Receipts
From members, sale of publications, interest, etc $ 79,408.49

$ 79.535.24

Disbursements

Audited Vouchers $ 70,336.1

7

Government bonds purcha.sed 9,998.01 $ 80,334.18

Cash in Bank, December 31, 1956 Credit Balance $ 798.94



American Railway Engineering

Association

CONSTITUTION
Revised to December 2, 1955

Article I

Name, Object and Location

1. Name
The name of this Association shall be the AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING

ASSOCIATION.

2. Object

The object of the Association shall be the advancement of knowledge pertaining

to the scientific and economic location, construction, operation and maintenance of

railways.

3. Means to be Used

The means to be used for this purpose shall be:

(a) The investigation of matters pertaining to the object of the Association through

Standing and Special Committees.

(b) Meeting for the presentation and discussion of papers, and for action on the

recommendations of committees.

(c) The publication of papers, reports and discussions.

4. Conclusions

The conclusions adopted by the Association shall be recommendatory.

5. Location

The office of the Association shall be located in Chicago, 111.

Article II

Membership

1. Classes

The membership of this Association shall be divided into five classes: Members,

Life Members, Honorary Members, Associates and Junior Members.

2. Qualifications

A. General

(a) An applicant to be eligible for membership in any class other than that of

Junior Member shall be not less than 25 years of age.

(b) To be eligible for membership in any class, or for retention of membership as a

Member, an Associate or a Junior Member, a person shall not be engaged directly or

primarily in the sale to the railways of appliances, supplies, patents or patented services

(c) The right to membership shall not be terminated by retirement from active

^service.
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(d) In determining the eligibility for membership in any class, graduation in engineer-

ing from a school of recognized standing shall be considered as equivalent to three years

of active practice, and satisfactory completion of each year of work in such school,

without graduation, shall be considered as equivalent to one-half year of active practice.

(e) In determining the eligibility for Member under Section B (a) of this Article,

each year of practical experience in engineering, or in science related thereto, prior to

employment on a railway, if such experience were of the same specialized character as

the current work of the applicant, shall be considered as equivalent to one year of

railway service.

B. Member

A Member shall be:

(a) An engineer or officer in the service of a railway corporation that is a common
carrier, who has had not less than five years' experience in the location, construction,

operation or maintenance of railways.

(b) A dean, professor, assistant professor, or equivalent in engineering in a university

or college of recognized standing, or an instructor or equivalent in such university or

college, who, with an engineering degree, has had at least two years' experience in

teaching engineering.

(c) An engineer or member of a public board, commission or other official agency

who, in the discharge of his regular duties, deals with railway problems.

(d) An editor of a trade or technical magazine who, in the discharf:c of his regular

duties, deals with railway problems, and who has had the equivalent of five years'

engineering or railway experience.

(e) A consulting ensineer. engaged in private practice, or an engineer in his employ

or in the employ of a consulting engineering organization, who has had the equivalent

of five years' engineering experience.

C. Life Member
A Life Member shall be a Member or an .Associate who has paid dues for .>,S years,

or who has been retired under a recognized retirement plan and has paid dues for not

less than 25 years.

D. Honorary Member
(a) An Honorary Member shall be a person of acknowledged eminence in railway

engineering or management.

(b) The number of Honorary Memlier? shall be limited to ten.

E. Associate

An Associate shall be:

(a) An engineer of a railway which is essentially an adjunct of an industry, or

which is used primarily to transport the products and materials of an industry to and

from a railway which is a common carrier.

(b) A person qualified by training and experience to cooperate with Mcmi)cr> in the

object of this Association, but who is not qualified to become a Member.

F. Junior Member
(a) A Junior Member .shall be not less than 21 years of age and shall be an

engineering employee of a railway corporation who has had not less than three years

of experience in the location, construction, operation or maintenance of railways.

(b) His membership in this classification in the Association .shall terminate at the

end of the calendar year in which he becomes 30 years of age.

(c) He may make application for membership other than as a Junior Member at

any time when he becomes elicible to do so.
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3. Transfers

The Board of Direction shall transfer from one class of membership to another,

or may remove from membership, any person whose qualifications so change as to

warrant such action.

4. Rights

(a) Members, and Life Members who were formerly Members, shall have all the

rights and privileges of the Association.' Life Members who were formerly Associates

shall continue to have all the rights and privileges of Associates.

(b) Honorary Members shall have all the rights and privileges of the Association

except those of holding elective office, provided, however, that Members or Life Members
who are elected Honorary Members shall retain all the rights and privileges of the

Association.

(c) Associates and Junior Members shall have all the rights and privileges of the

Association except those of voting and holding elective office.

Article III

Admission, Resignation, Expulsion and Reinstatement

L Charter Membership

The Charter Membership of this Association consists of all persons elected to mem-
bership before March 15, 1900.

2. Application for Membership

(a) A person desirous of membership in this Association shall make application

upon the form provided by the Board of Direction. In the event that Junior Membership

is desired, the applicant shall so state.

(b) The applicant shall give the names of at least three Members of this Asso-

ciation to whom personally known. Each of these Members shall be requested by the

Executive Secretary of the Association to certify to a personal knowledge of the applicant

with an opinion of the applicant's qualifications for membership.

(c) If an applicant is not personally known to as many as three Members of this

Association, the names of well-known persons engaged in railway or allied professional

work to whom he is personally known shall be substituted, as necessary, to provide a

total of at least three references. Each of these persons shall be requested by the Executive

Secretary of the Association to certify to a personal knowledge of the applicant, with an

opinion of the applicant's qualifications for membership.

(d) No further action shall be taken upon the application until replies have been

received from at least three of the persons named by the applicant as references.

3. Election to Membership

(a) Upon completion of the application in accordance with Section 2 of this Article

the Board of Direction through its Membership Committee shall consider the application

and make such investigation as it may consider desirable or necessary.

(b) Upon completion of such consideration and investigation, each member of the

Board of Direction shall be supplied with the required information, together with the

recommendation of the Membership Committee as to the class of membership, if any,

to which the applicant is eligible, and the admission of the applicant shall be canvassed by

ballot among the members of the Board of Direction.
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(c) In the event that an application has been made under the provisions of Section 2,

Paragraphs (a) and (b) of this Article, a two-thirds affirmative vote of the entire Board

of Direction shall be required for election.

(d) In the event that an application has been made under the provisions of Section

2, Paragraphs (a) and (c) of this Article, a unanimous affirmative vote of the entire

Board of Direction shall be required for election.

4. Subscription to the Constitution

An applicant for any class of membership in this Association shall declare his willing-

ness to abide by the Constitution of the Association in his application for membership.

5. Honorary Member

A proposal for Honorary Membership shall be endorsed by ten or more Members

of the Association and a copy furnished each member of the Board of Direction. The

nominee shall be declared an Honorary Member upon receiving a unanimous vote of the

entire Board of Direction.

6. Resignation

The Board of Direction shall accept the resignation, tendered in writing, of any

person holding membership in the Association whose obligations to the Association have

been fulfilled.

7. Expulsion

Charges of misconduct on the part of anyone holding membership in this Association,

if in writing and signed by ten or more Members, may be submitted to the Board of

Direction for examination and action. If, in the opinion of the Board action is war-

ranted, the person complained of shall be served with a copy of such charges and shall

be given an opportunity to answer them to the Board of Direction. After such oppor-

tunity has been given, the Board of Direction shall take final action. A two-thirds

affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction shall be required for expulsion.

8. Reinstatement

(a) A person having been a Member, an Associate or a Junior Member of this

Assocition and having resigned such membership while in good standing may be

reinstated by a two-thirds affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction.

(b) A person having been a Member, an Associate or a Junior Member of this

Association and having forfeited membership under the provisions of Article IV. Section

3. may, upon such conditions as may be fi.xed by the Board, be reinstated by a two-thirds

affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction.

ARncLE rV

Dues

1. Entrance Fee

(a) An entrance fee of $10 shall be payable to the Association with each application

for membership other than Junior Membership. This sum shall be returned to an applicant

not elected.

(b) No entrance fee shall be required for Junior Membership, except that a Junior

Member, in transferring to another cla.-^s of membership, .shall pay the entrance fee

prescribed for other classes of Membership.
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2. Annual Dues

(a) The annual dues for each Member and each Associate shall be $15.

(b) The annual dues for each Junior Member shall be $5.

(c) Life Members and Honorary Members shall be exempt from the payment of

dues. Life Members desiring to continue to receive the Bulletins and Proceedings of the

Association may do so by paying a subscription fee prescribed by the Board of Direction.

3. Arrears

A person whose dues are not paid before April 1 of the current year shall be notified

by the Executive Secretary. If the dues are still unpaid on July 1, further notice shall be

given, informing the person that he is not in good standing in the Association. If the dues

remain unpaid by October 1, the person shall be notified that he will no longer receive

the publications of the Association. If the dues are not paid by December 31, the person

shall forfeit membership without further action or notice, except as provided for in

Section 4 of this Article.

4. Remission of Dues

The Board of Direction may extend the time of payment of dues, and may remit

the dues of any Member, Associate or Junior Member who, for good reason, is unable

to pay them.

Article V

Officers

1. Officers

(a) The officers of the Association shall be a President, two Vice Presidents,

twelve Directors, an Executive Secretary and a Treasurer.

(b) The President, the Vice Presidents and the Directors, together with the two

latest living Past Presidents continuing to be Members, shall constitute the Board of

Direction, in which the government of the Association shall be vested; they shall act

as the trustees and have the custody of all property belonging to the Association. The

President, the Vice Presidents and the Directors shall be Members.

(c) The Executive Secretary and the Treasurer shall be appointed by the Board of

Direction.

2. Term of Office

The term of office of the President shall be one year, of the Vice Presidents two

years and of the Directors three years. The term of each shall begin at the close of

the annual convention at which elected and continue until a successor is qualified.

All other officers and employees shall hold office or position at the pleasure of the Board

of Direction.

3. Officers Elected Annully

(a) There shall be elected at each annual convention a President, one Vice President

and four Directors.

(b) The candidates for President and for Vice President shall be selected from

the members or past members of the Board of Direction.

4. Conditions of Re-election of Officers

A President shall be ineligible for re-election, except as provided for in Section S (e)

of this Article. Vice Presidents and Directors shall be ineligible for re-election to the same

office, except as provided for in Section 5 (e) of this Article, until, at least one full

term has elapsed after the end of their respective terms.
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5. Vacancies in Offices

(a) If a vacancy should occur in the office of President, as set forth in Section 6

of this Article, the senior Vice President shall immediately and automatically become

President for the unexpired term.

(b) If a vacancy should occur in the office of the senior Vice President, due to

advancement under Section 5 (a) of this Article, or for reasons set forth in Section 6

of this Article, the junior Vice President shall automatically become senior Vice President

lor the unexpired term.

(c) If a vacancy should occur in the office of the junior Vice President, due to

advancement under Section 5 (b) of this Article, or for reasons set forth in Section 6

of this Article, the Board of Direction shall by the afiirmative vote of two-thirds of its

entire membership, select a junior Vice President from the members or past members

of the Board of Direction.

(d) A vacancy in the office of Director, due to advancement of a Director to junior

Vice President under Section 5 (c) of this Article, or for reasons set forth in Section 6

of this Article, shall be filled by the Board of Direction by the affirmative vote of

two-thirds of its entire membership.

(e) An incumbent in any office for an unexpired term shall be eligible for re-election

to the office held; provided, however, that anyone selected to fill a vacancy as Director

shall be eligible for election to that office, excepting that such appointee filling out an

unexpired term of two years or more shall be considered as coming within the provisions

of Section 4 of this Article.

6. Vacation of Office

(a) In the event of the death of an elected officer, or his resignation from office,

or if he should cease to be a Member of the Association as provided in Section 2 (B),

Article II; Section 6 or 7, Article III; or Section 3, Article IV, the office shall be con-

sidered as vacated.

(b) In the event of the disability of an officer or neglect in the performance of duty

by an officer, the Board of Direction, by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of its entire

membership shall have the power to declare the office vacant.

Article VI

Nomination and Election of Officers

1. Nominating Committee

(a) There shall be a Nominating Committee composed of the five latest living Past

Presidents of the Association, who are Members, and five Members who are not

officers.

(b) The five Members who are not Past Presidents shall be elected annually for a

term of one year, when the officers of the Association are elected.

(c) The senior Past President who is a member of the committee shall be the

chairman of the committee. In the absence of the senior Past President from a meeting

of the committee the Past President next in seniority present shall act as chairman

2. Method of Nominating

(a) Prior to December 1 of each year the chairman shall call a meeting of the

committee at a convenient place, at which nominees for the several elective offices

shall be selected as follows:
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Number of Candi-

Number of Candi- dates to be

dates to be named elected at the

by the Nominating Anmtal Election

Office to be Filled Committee of Officers

President 1 1

Vice President 1 1

Directors 8 4

Nominating Committee 10 S

(b) The chairman ol" the Nominating Committee shall send the names of the

nominees to the President and Executive Secretary not later than December 15 of the

same year, and the Executive Secretary shall report the names of these nominees to the

members of the Association not later than January 1 following.

(c) At any time between January 1 and February 1 any ten or more Members

may send to the Executive Secretary additional nominations for any elective office for

the ensuing year signed by such Members.

(d) If any person nominated shall be found by the Board of Direction to be

ineligible for the office for which nominated, or should a nominee decline such nomination,

his name shall be withdrawn. The Board of Direction may fill any vacancies that may

occur in the list of nominees up to the time the ballots are sent out.

3. Ballots Issued

Not less than thirty days prior to each annual convention, the Executive Secretary

shall issue a ballot to each voting Member of record who has paid his dues to or beyond

December 31 of the previous year, listing the several candidates to be voted upon. When

there is more than one candidate for any office, the names shall be arranged on the

ballot in the order that shall be determined by lot by the Nominating Committee. The

ballot shall be accompanied by a statement giving for each candidate his record of

membership and activities in this Association.

4. Substitution of Names

Members may remove names from the printed ballot list and may substitute the name

or names of any other person or persons eligible for any office, but the number of names

voted for each office on the ballot must not exceed the number to be elected at that

time to such office.

5. Ballots

(a) Ballots shall be placed in an envelope, sealed and endorsed with the name of

the voter, and mailed to or deposited with the Executive Secretary at any time previous

to the closure of the polls.

(b) A voter may withdraw his ballot, and cast another, at any time before the polls

close.

(c) Ballots received in unendorsed envelopes, or from persons nut qualified to vote,

shall not be counted.

(d) The ballots and envelopes shall be preserved for not less than ten days after

the vote is canvassed.

6. Closure of Polls

The polls shall be closed at 12 o'clock noon on the second day of the annual conven-

tion, and the ballots shall be counted by tellers appointed by the presiding officer.
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7. Election

(a) The persons who shall receive the highest number of votes for the offices for

which they are candidates shall be declared elected.

(b) In case of a tie between two or more candidates for the same office, the

Members present at the annual convention shall elect the officer by ballot from the

candidates so tied.

(c) The presiding officer shall announce at the convention the names of the officers

elected in accordance with this Article.

Article VII

Management

1. President

The President shall have general supervision of the affairs of the Association, shall

preside at meetings of the Association and of the Board of Direction, and, by virtue

of his office, shall be a member of all committees, except the Nominating Committee.

2. Vice Presidents

The Vice Presidents, in order of seniority, shall preside at meetings in the absence

of the President.

3. Treasurer

The Treasurer shall pay all bills of the Association when properly certified by the

Executive Secretary and approved by the Finance Committee. He shall make an annual

report as to the financial condition of the Association and such other repoi;J:s as may be

called for by the Board of Direction.

4. Executive Secretary

The Executive Secretary, under the direction of the Pre.'^ident and Board of Direc-

tion shall be the Executive Officer of the Association and shall attend the meetings of the

Association and of the Board of Direction, prepare the business therefor, and record the

proceedings thereof. The Executive Secretary shall see that all money due the Associa-

tion is collected, is credited to the proper accounts, and is deposited in the designated

depository of the Association, with receipt to the Treasurer therefor. He shall personally

certify to the accuracy of all bills and vouchers on which money is to be paid. He shall

invest all funds of the Association not needed for current disbursements, as shall be

recommended by the Finance Committee and approved by the Board of Direction, with

notification to the Treasurer of such investments. The Executive Secretary .shall condiirt

the correspondence of the Association, make an annual report to the .Association, and

perform such other duties as the Board of Direction may prescribe.

5. Auditing of Accounts

The financial accounts of the Association shall be audited annually by an accountant

or accountants approved by and under the direction of the Finance Committee.

6. Board of Direction

(a) The Hoard of Direction shall mana«i- the affairs of the .As.sociation. anri shall

have full power to control and regulate all matters not otherwise provided for in the

Constitution.
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(b) The Board of Direction shall meet within thirty days after each annual

convention, and at such other times as the President may direct. Special meetings shall

be called on request, in writing, of five members of the Board of Direction.

(c) Seven members of the Board of Direction shall constitute a quorum.

(d) At the first meeting of the Board of Direction after the annual convention, the

following committees, each consisting of not less than three members, shall be appointed

by the President from the Board of Direction, and they shall report to and perform

their duties under the supervision of the Board of Direction.

Finance

Publications

Outline of Work of Committees

Personnel of Committees

Membership

Manual

Other special committees may be appointed by the President at his discretion.

7. Duties of the Committees of the Board of Direction

(a) Finance Committee

The Finance Committee shall have immediate supervision of the accounts and

financial affairs of the Association; shall approve all bills before payment, and shall

make recommendations to the Board of Direction as to the investment of funds and

other financial matters. The Finance Committee shall not have the power to incur

debts or other obligations binding the Association, nor authorize the payment of money

other than the amounts necessary to meet ordinary current expenses of the Association,

except by authority of the Board of Direction.

(b) Publication Committee

The Publication Committee shall have general supervision over the publications of

the Association. The Publication Committee shall not have the power to incur debts

or other obligations binding the Association, nor authorize the payment of money except

by authority of the Board of Direction.

(c) Committee on Outline of Work of Committees

The Committee on Outline of Work of Committees shall review and pass upon the

recommendations of standing and special committees for subjects to be investigated,

considered and reported on by these committees during the ensuing year, and shall report

thereon to the Board of Direction for its approval.

(d) Committee on Personnel of Committees

The Committee on Personnel of Committees shall review and pass upon applications

of members for appointment to standing and special committees. It also shall appoint

the chairman and vice chairman of such committees and make a report thereon to the

Board of Direction for its approval.

(e) Membership Committee

The Membership Committee shall make investigation of applicants for membership

and shall make recommendations to the Board of Direction with reference thereto.

(f) Manual Committee

The Manual Committee, with the assistance of the Publications Committee, shall

have general supervision over the Manual.

8. Standing Committees

The Board of Direction may appoint standing committees to investigate, consider

and report upon questions pertaining to railway location, construction, operation and

maintenance.
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9. Special Committees

The Board of Direction may appoint special committees to examine into and report

upon any subject connected with the objects of this Association.

10. Discussion by Non-Members

The Board of Direction muN invite discussions of reports from persons not members

of the Association.

11. Sanction of Act of Board of Direction

An act of the Board of Direction which shall have received the expressed or implied

sanction of the membership at the next annual convention of the Association shall be

deemed to be the act of the Association.

Article VIII

Meetings

1. Annual Convention

(a) The Annual Convention of the Association shall be held in the City of Chicago,

III., or in such other city as may be determined by the affirmative vote of two-thirds

of the entire membership of the Board of Direction. The convention shall open on the

second Tuesday in the month of March, or on the third Tuesday if the month of March

has five Tuesdays, excepting that some other opening day in March may be designated

by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the entire membership of the Board of Direction.

(b) The Executive Secretary shall notify all members of the Association of the time

and place of the annual convention at least 30 days in advance thereof.

(c) The order of business at the annual convention of the Association shall be:

Reading of the minutes of the last meeting

Address of the President

Reports of the Executive Secretary and the Treasurer

Reports of committees

Unfinished business

New business

Installation of officers

Adjournment

(d) This order of business may be changed by a majority vote of Members present.

(e) The proceedings shall be governed by "Robert's Rules of Order"' except as

otherwise herein provided.

(f) Discussions shall be limited to Members and to those others invited by the

presiding officer to speak.

2. Special Meetings

Special meetings of the Associations may be called by the Board of Directions on its

own initiative, and may be so called by the Board of Direction upon written request

of 100 Members. The request shall state the purpose of such meeting.

The call for such special meeting shall be issued not less than ten days in advance

of the proposed date of such meeting and shall state the purpose and plate oi the

meeting No other business shall be taken up at such meeting.

3. Quorum
Twenty-five Members shall constitute a quorum at all meetings of the .Association.
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Article IX

Amendment

1. Amendment

Proposed amendment of this Constitution shall be made in writing, shall be signed

by not less than ten Members, and shall be acted upon in the following manner:

The amendment shall be presented to the Executive Secretary, who shall send a

copy to each member of the Board of Direction as soon as received. If a majority of

the entire Board of Direction so votes, the matter shall be submitted to the Association

by letter ballot.

Sixty days after the date of issue of the letter ballot, the Board of Direction shall

canvass the ballots which have been received, and if two-thirds of such ballots are in

the affirmative the amendment shall be declared adopted and shall become effective imme-

diately. The result of the letter ballot shall be announced to members of the Association.



Information and Rules for the Guidance of Committees

The following information and rules for the guidance of committees are designed

to obtain the maximum benefits from the efforts of the members who make up the

personnel of such committees. They are designed to effect a continuity of effort in

committee work throughout the entire year, under a plan whereby the personnel of the

committees and their respective outlines of work are set up and made public on or

before the beginning of the calendar year, thus enabling the work to be continued without

interruption, although the new personnel and subject assignments do not become offi-

cially effective until the beginning of the "Association Year," which starts with the close

of the annual meeting.

The rules also take into account the fact that the publication of the committee

reports must be spread out over a period of four months (November through February'),

to facilitate printing and to give members of the Association a rea.«;onable length of time

in which to study such reports in advance of the annual meeting.

SUBJECT ASSIGNMENTS
Reassigned Annually

The outline of work of each committee shall be reviewed annually. To this end,

each committee shall review suggestions for new subjects submitted by the members

thereof, or by others, and such suggestions as receive the approval of the committee

shall be submitted by the committee chairman to the executive secretary of the Associa-

tion not later than October 1, together with the committee's recommendations covering

the withdrawal or continuation of current assignments.

The recommendations received from the various committees shall be assembled and

forwarded to the Board Committee on Outline of Work, which shall have the responsibil-

ity of authorizing the subject assignments to the various committees. Deviation from

assignments thus authorized may be made during the course of the year only upon the

authority of the Board Committee on Outline of Work.

COMMITTEE PERSONNEL
Reorganized Annually

The personnel of each committee shall be reorganized annually. It is desirable that

10 percent of the membership be changed each year. Members who do not attend meet-

ings of the committee, who do not render service by correspondence, or who do not

return letter ballots will be dropped. To this end the chairman of the committee shall

submit to the executive secretary of the Association not later than October 1 the names

of members whom he recommends be dropped because of delinquencies in service to the

committee, as well as a list of the names of members of the Association whom he recom-

mends for appointment to the committee.

The recommendations received from the various committees shall be assembled and

forwarded to the Board Committee on Personnel, which has the duty of appointing

the committee personnel.

No additions to the personnel of committees will be made during the year following

the official closing of committee rosters, October 1, except as provided for in the rules

applying to "Guests."

Members who desire appointment to a committee should make application through

the chairman or the executive secretary on the prescribed form.

(Revised November 2, 1956).

1317
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Chairmen, Vice Chairmen and Subcommittee Chairmen

t Chairmen, vice chairmen and subcommittee chairmen must hold the grade of

Member in the Association, except that any Associates currently acting as subcommittee

ihairmen may continue to hold such office until succeeded by a Member.

The terms of chairmen and vice chairmen shall be three years in each position.

Chairmen completing their three-year term shall recommend to the Board Committee on

Personnel nominees for the chairmanship and vice chairmanship, with assurance of

acceptance from such nominees if appointed by the Board Committee. The term of office

of subcommittee chairmen may be more than three years.

Committee Secretary

Any chairman may appoint a secretary with duties usually encompassed by such

office.

Size of Committees*

The total membership of any committee shall be limited to 70. In determining

the membership of a committee, railroads having no more than SO Association members

may have not more than 2 members on any committee; railroads having Si to 100

members may have not more than 3 members on any committee ; railroads having more

than 100 members may have not more than 4 members on any committee.

No college, university or other institution of learning shall have more than 2 mem-
bers on any committee, and no manufacturer or supply company or other organization

shall have more than 1 Associate member on any committee.

In applying the rules set forth in the two preceding paragraphs, Junior Members

shall be counted, but retired members shall not be counted.

Retired Members

Members who have retired from active service under normal retirement procedure,

regardless of whether they undertake other employment, may serve on committees a

maximum of three years following retirement, but without voting rights. Their presence

on the committee roster shall not be counted in the application of the rules affecting the

total number of members permitted on committees, the number of associates permitted

on a committee, or the rules having bearing upon the number of members on committees

permitted from any railroad, supply company, or other organization. Following termina-

tion of their service on committees, retired members may continue to attend committee

meetings as "visitors" subject to the approval of the committee chairman involved.

Associate Members*

No company will be permitted to have more than one .'\ssociate member of any

committee, and company representation shall not necessarily be continuing. However,

in the event that a railroad member on a committee becomes associated with a manu-

facturer or supply company after retirement from railroad service on pension, and thus

automatically becomes an Associate member, he shall not be deprived of membership

on the committee during the period of three years following his retirement from railroad

service.

* In applying any of the rules under the headings: Size of Committees and Associate Mem-
bers, see paragraph under heading "Retired Members," and third last paragraph under heading "Member
Emeritus."

t Revised.
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The memluTsliip of Associates on a committee shall he limited to 10 percent of

the total membership of the committee. Committees with Associates in excess of 10

percent of their total membership are not required to reduce the number of Associates

immediately for the purpose of complying with this rule, but no Associates may be

added as long as the proportion of Associates exceeds 10 percent, except as may be

occasioned by the exception provided in the preceding paragraph or the exceptions set

forth under "Retired Members" and "Member Emeritus."

Member Emeritus

This class of committee membership was established in 1953 in order to permit

recognition of long-sustained meritorious service of committee members to committees,

following their retirement and the termination of their regular membership on committees.

To be eligible for this honor^ a member must be in good standing in the Association

as a Member, Honorary Member, Associate, or Life Member, and must have:

(a) Retired under normal retirement procedure from active service in the company

with which he has been connected.

(b) Served on the committee at least 10 years. (Executive secretary's office can

furnish service record on any retired committee member.)

(c) Resigned from the committee or have been removed from the committee under

the rule that retired members can remain on a committee only three years following

the date of their retirement.

(d) Rendered outstanding service to the committee over a period of years.

(e) Been proposed by at least fi\'e committee members in writing and voted the

honor by a two-thirds affirmative letter ballot of all members of the committee, including

Associates (the letter ballots to be returnable to the executive secretary's office within

60 days)

.

The number of such member.'; permitted on any committee will he limited to five.

Furthermore, his election as Member Emeritus must be affirmed by the Board Com-
mittee on Personnel through the executive secretary's office.

Having been elected as Member Emeritus, the member's name will continue to appear

on the roster of the committee, and he will have all the rights and privileges of members

except that of voting (i.e., can serve on subcommittees, should he desire, in order that

the committee might benefit from his knowledge and experience). Likewise, his name

will continue to be shown in the printed roster of the committee appearing in the Bulle-

tins of the Association, and in the Outline of Work Pamphlet, in each case suitably

designated as Member Emeritus. However, the names of Members Emeritus will not be

designated by an "E" or otherwise in the alphabetical listing, railroad listing, Honorary

Member listing, or Life Member listing in the March Bulletin.

Members Emeritus will not be counted in the application of the rules affecting the

total number of members permitted on committees, the number of associates permitted

on a committee, the rules having bearing upon the number of members on committees

permitted from any railroad, supply company, or other organization, or the number

of years that a retired member may serve on a committee. Any Emeritus title will

terminate with the death of the recipient, or in the event of the termination of his mem-
bership in the A.ssociation for other reasons.

Nothing in these rules will prevent extending the honor of Member Emeritus to a

retired committee member who may have taken up, or who subsequently takes up, other

employment following his official retirement.
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Tangible evidence of this honor will be given to those so named in the form of

a pocket card, similar in form to a railroad pass, signed and sent out by the committee

chairmen.

"Guests" and "Visitors"

The previously stated rule under Committee Personnel Reorganized Annually, that

"no additions to the personnel of committees will be made during the year following the

official closing of committee rosters, October 1, except as provided for under the rules

applying to "Guests," does not preclude the attendance at committee meetings of other

members of the Association, as "visitors," with the approval of committee chairmen.

If there are vacancies on a committee roster after the official closing of committee

rosters on October 1, (i.e., less than 70), or if vacancies occur during the follovidng year,

or are definitely in prospect at the end of that year, Association members (including

Junior members), with the approval of committee chairmen and the Board Committee

on Personnel, can be appointed as "guests" of that committee. As such, they may attend

committee meetings and participate in the committee's activities, unofficially, looking

to becoming regularly assigned members at the beginning of the next Association

year (March).

"Guests" must always be designated as such on the rosters maintained by the com-

mittees and the secretary's office, but their names will not appear in published com-

mittee or subcommittee reports. Creation of this class of committee affiliation is not

intended to increase the size of any committee beyond the 70 maximum set by the Board,

but rather to make it possible to add to "short" rosters between official roster changes.

Furthermore, one need not be either a "regular member" or a "guest" of a com-

mittee to attend its meetings from time to time. With the approval of the committee

chairman, who must be consulted as regards any specific meeting, any AREA member
(including Junior members) may sit in on the meeting as a "visitor," listen to all

deliberations and participate in discussions.

Service on More Than One Committee

No member of the Association shall serve on more than one committee, except that

a member may serve on two committees if one or both of the committees are among the

following: Committee 3—Ties; Committee 7—Wood Bridges and Trestles; Committee
17—Wood Preservation; Committee 20—Contract Forms; Committee 24—Cooperative

Relations with Universities; Committee 25—Waterways and Harbors; Committee 28—
Clearances; Committee 29—Waterproofing; Committee 30—Impact and Bridge Stresses;

and the Special Committee on Continuous Welded Rail.

COMMITTEE ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDURE

Organizing the Committees

The new outline of work and personnel of committees shall become effective

with the close of the annual meeting in March. However, the pamphlet containing this

information is issued not later than January 1 in order that committees may be reor-
ganized immediately after January 1 for the new year's work, if reorganization has not
already been effected. Usually this information will be available to the chairmen in

tentative form at least 30 days in advance of publication.
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It is the duty of the committee chairman to notify new members promptly of tbeii

appointment and to notify old members of their reappointment or release. It is also his

duty to reorganize the subcommittees without delay. However, in the Association year

in which his term as chairman expires, he should call on his successor for advice and

assistance in this regard.

Subcommittees

In general, the committees are organized to conduct their work by the appointment

of one subcommittee for each subject assignment. If deemed advisable, any subject may

be subdivided into several parts and a separate subcommittee assigned to each part.

Committees may find it of advantage to create a subcommittee on personnel as well as a

subcommittee on new subjects.

Organization Charts

The chairman shall furnish the executive secretary of the Association two copies of

the organization chart (schedule of subcommittee assignments and personnel) of his

committee, and shall advise him currently of any subsequent revisions thereof. This chart

may be in the form regularly used by committees, but should not be in the form of a

blueprint, on which it is difficult to make corrections. White prints are acceptable. These

charts should be in the hands of the executive secretary by February 1, and should be

prepared with the greatest care to insure the accuracy of initials and names.

The names of "guest" members on committees, if any, (not "visitors") should appear

on the charts, but should be clearly designated as such. These names may be arranged

either alphabetically among the members or grouped at the bottom of the chart as

desired by the various committees. Names of "visitors" should not appear on or be

subsequently added to these charts. Charts should also list separately the names of all

collaborators with other AREA committees and with other organizations.

Handbook for Committee Chairmen

For the assistance and guidance of committee chairmen in the conduct of their

committee work, the Association has published a small mimeographed "Handbook for

Committee Chairmen", which contains the following material:

Procedures that Can Be Adopted by Committee Chairmen to Stimulate the

Most Effective Committee Work.

Procedures Designed to Expedite the Conduct of Committee Meetings,

Stimulate Greater Interest in Them, and Produce the Most Effective Results.

Report of a Well Conducted Committee Meeting.

Copies of this handbook are available to committee chairmen from the executive-

secretary's office.

Voting in Committees

Voting in committees and subcommittees on all Association matters, except as may

be of a social nature, or on ballots for Member Emeritus of the committee, shall be the

prerogative of active Members only; not retired Members, Associates, or Juniors.
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COMMITTEE MEETINGS

Location and Number

Most committees find it possible to conduct their work effectively with a maximum
of three meetings each year. While these meetings can be held at any time to fit in best

with the committees' work, the trend in recent years has been for committees to hold

first (organization) meeting each year in January or February in order to get an early

start on their new year's work, and not to wait til! after the annual convention in

March. Subcommittee meetings can likewise be held whenever desired, either in con-

junction with or independent of full committee meetings, but are usually held the day

prior to general committee meetings at the point of the general meetings.

Committee meetings or subcommittee meetings should be held at points most

convenient to the majority of members in order to hold down traveling time and expense,

except that meetings may be held elsewhere to permit inspections important to the work

of the committee or subcommittee. Meetings should be held where no charge is made

for meeting rooms, since the Association has no funds to defray meeting room costs.

Notices and Minutes

The committee chairman shall send copies of all notices of committee meetings to

the executive secretary of the Association as early as possible for publication in the AREA
News. Copies of all minutes of meetings must also be filed with the executive secretary.

COLLABORATION

Between AREA Committees and with AAR Committees

Subjects, the nature of which clearly indicates the possibility of overlapping interest

of two or more AREA committees, or the committees of other groups with which the

Association has agreed to collaborate, carry an appended clause reading: "collaborating

with " It is the duty of the chairmen of the subcommittees having

an assignment carrying this instruction to take the initiative in effecting such collabora-

tion;—first, by requesting the appointment of representatives of the other interested

group or groups, should such be mutually decided as desirable, and second, by sub-

mitting copies of AREA reports to them for comment. Regardless of whether the assign-

ment specifically mentions collaboration, committees shall be on the alert to obtain the

advice and assistance of other ARE.^ committees or interested groups in dealing with any

subject that imposes any questions of possible overlapping interest or responsibility.

A committee undertaking revision of its Manual chapter should request collabora-

tion of any committee that participated in the original development and adoption of the

material under revi.sion. The executive secretary of the Association will provide infor-

matlion concerning such previous collaboration.

With Other Organizations

Many AREA committees appoint representatives to serve as collaborators on com-
mittees of the American Standards Association, the American Society for Testing Mate-

rials, the American Concrete Institute, or other outside organizations, these representa-

tives acting either directly for the AREA committees or in behalf of the Association

of American Railroads which may hold membership in the organizations involved. In
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all such cases, representation in these other organizations, either initially or otherwise,

is handled through the AREA executive secretary's office. Thus AREA committee nomina-

tions for representatives on these outside committees, or for changes in representatives,

are made through the executive secretary's office, which transmits the nominations to the

organizations, secures their acceptance, notifies those interested, and makes official record

thereof.

Beyond this point the representatives carry on their collaboration independent of

the executive secretary's office, but each AREA committee should keep on its organiza-

tion chart a record of all of the organizations with which it collaborates, and the names

of its collaborators.

WORK OF THE COMMITTEES
Objectives

The objectives of the .Association are advanced through the work of the committees

in two ways— (1) the development of useful information pertinent to their assignment.-^

10 be presented to the Association "as information," and (2) the formulation of recom-

mended practices to be submitted for adoption and publication in the Manual.

Planning the Work

In pursuing the work on any assignment, the first step is necessarily one of fact

finding, including (a) a study of available literature on the subject, particularly reports

of previous investigations, (b) a compilation of current practice, especially recent changes

in practice, and (c) resort to original tests or experimentation, after a canva.ss of all

other sources of information indicates that research work is necessary.

Collection of Data

Committees are privileged to obtain data or information in any proper way. If de-

sired, the executive secretary will issue circulars of inquiry, or questionnaires, prepared by

committees, which should be brief and concise. The questions contained in such circulars

should be specific and pertinent, and not of such general or involved character as to

preclude the possibiHty of obtaining satisfactory and prompt responses. The circulars

should specify to whom answers are to be sent, and should be furnished in duplicate

so that a copy can be retained by persons replying.

Research

Requests for appropriations for the conduct of research work should be .-^ent to the

director of engineering research. .\.\R. with copy to the executive secretary of the .ARP^A,

with a supporting statement setting forth: (a) the nature of the information sought; (b)

how the railroads are adversely affected by the lack of this information; (c) the estimated

cost of the investigation; (d) the estimated time to complete the work; (e) the basis

for assuming that the investigation will produce the data desired; and (f) an estimate

of the savings to be realized or other advantages to accrue from the successful com-

pletion of the investigation. A request for funds to continue or complete an investigation

shall include also a statement of the results obtained to date. All requests for research

appropriations, with supporting data, must be in the hands of the director of engineering

research by Julv I

.
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Maintaining Manual Up to Date

Each committee shall critically review the material in its chapter of the Manual at

such intervals as to insure that it is kept up to date. It shall resubmit all Manual

material for revision or reapproval at intervals of not more than 10 years. This rule,

however, is not intended to encourage the reapproval of documents only at 10-year

intervals. On the contrary, and especially since each document in the Manual, beginning

with its reprinting in 1953, carries a reapproval line under its heading, committees are

urged to recommend the reapproval of documents each time that revisions (major or

minor) are proposed, using some such wording as "Reapprove with the following revi-

sions". If such reapproval is not requested specifically when revisions are recommended,

the document will continue to carry its previous adoption or reapproval line.

However, since two or more sheets must be issued in a Supplement every time a

document is reapproved without revisions, to correct the document date and the contents

page or pages, it is recommended that, in the interest of avoiding unnecessary printing

costs, documents which do not require revisions should not be offered for reapproval

at intervals of less than 8 or 10 years.

Group Revisions in Specific Years

While it is a healthy situation for committees to be constantly on the alert to

improve their respective documents in the Manual, and while some revisions in Manual

material will be of a character that will require that they be made at the earliest possible

date, many changes will be of an editorial or less important character and will not

demand that they be made immediately.

Accordingly, in the interest of economy, committees should, insofar as possible,

group their revisions in any specific document, looking to submitting them as a whole

at intervals of two or three years or more, rather than separately year after year—thus

av^oiding the necessity for reissuing the same Manual pages in successive years, to the

greatest extent possible.

NATURE AND PREPARATION OF REPORTS

Form of Report

It is important that committee reports be prepared in accordance with the Style

Standards for committee reports, as detailed on following pages in this pamphlet.

Reports on All Assignments Not Necessary

Committees should pursue their investigations on all assignments but are expected to

present progress or final reports for publication only on assignments with respect to

which pertinent information has been developed.

Nature of Report

Whether the report on any particular assignment should take the form of "informa-

tion" or a "recommended practice," depends largely on the nature of the assignment.

Some assignments will he fulfilled completely by the presentation of information ; others

call for information in support of appended recommendations that are submitted for

adoption. In still other cases, the primary objective is a comprehensive statement of

recommended practices, but the development of these recommended practices may entail

investigation or research work, the results of which are of such importance as to warrant
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their presentation as inl'orniation prior to the submission of the recommendations. In

some cases, it may be advisable to submit as information material in the form

of recommended practice with a view to inviting sugfit^stions and criticisms that may

serve as the basis for revisions prior to the resubmission of the material for adoption

at a later date.

When the work has been completed on any assignment, the committee should

request the Board Committee on Outline of Work that the assignment be discontinued.

A report should be designated a "final report" only when the committee has com-

pleted its study of an assignment and asks that the subject be discontinued, and does

not contemplate restudy of the subject in the immediate or foreseeable future ; otherwise,

the report should be designated a "progress report".

Presentation of Material in Reports

Many progress or final reports, whether based on research or other investigation,

best lend themselves to written presentation in orderly sequence or chronological arrange-

ment, ending with an>- conclusions or recommendations which may have been arrived at.

However, in most cases, and especially in the case of long reports, to conserve the time

of members who may or may not be interested in the details of the study involved, it is

recommended that reports be introduced with a brief highlight summary statement

of the background, purpose and extent of the study, as may be desirable, and including

a synopsis of any conclusions, recommendations or other results—this latter material

to supplement a more detailed presentation elsewhere in the reports.

Reports of information, supplementing previous reports of progress, may include

a brief review of material previously presented, but should avoid extended repetition

of such material.

Use of Trade Names

Committee reports which are based upon physical research or field tests carried out

by or through the research staff of the Engineering Division, AAR, may use trade names

or manufacturers' names in referring to products, machines, devices or processes under

test. No other committee reports, however, shall contain the trade names of products,

machines, devices or processes, nor the names of manufacturers, unless in each instance

approval is secured from the Board Committee on Publications prior to the publica-

tion of the reports. To seek such approval, a committee must submit five copies of the

report in question to the executive secretary's office, for transmission to the members of

the Board Committee, six weeks prior to the scheduled filing date of the report. If time

does not permit a ruling upon the request of the committee prior to the publication date

of the report in question, the report of the committee must either be altered to eliminate

the trade names or terms involved, or be withdrawn, at the discretion of the committee

which prepared it.

Nature of Manual Material*

The material adopted by the A.ssociation for puhlicalion in the Manual >hall be

considered Recommended Practice, but shall not be binding on the members. Recom-
mended Practice, as defmed by the Board of Direction (May 20, 10.^6) is a material,

device, plan, specification or practice recommended to the railways for use as required,

* Same applies to Portfolio of Trnckwork Plans.
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either exactly as presented or with such modifications as may be necessary or desirable

to meet the needs of individual railways, but in either event, with a view to promoting

c-fficifncy or economy, or both, in the location, construction, operation or maintenance

of railways.

Printing of Manual Material*

Material offered for adoption and publication in the Manual, except as noted herein,

should be submitted in full, regardless of its publication in previous years, unless the

material in question appeared in substantially identical form not more than one year

before being submitted for adoption. Such material shall appear in the report of the

committee that is published not less than 30 days before the annual meeting at which

it is to be presented. Recommended revisions of Manual material, if extensive, shall

include only the proposed material, which shall be printed in full in the report of the com-

mittee. Manual material recommended for reapproval, or for deletion, shall be presented

by title and page reference only. Likewise, plans, specifications or other documents of

other organizations recommended for adoption by the AREA shall be presented by title

and serial designation only, e.g., current ASTM specifications, designation D 17.

When entirely new material is offered for inclusion in the Manual, the committee

sponsoring it should state specifically in its report the exact location the material is to

have in the Manual.

Letter Ballot Required of Committee*

Any action recommended by a. committee with respect to the adoption, revision,

reapproval or withdrawal of Manual material must have received prior endorsement

by the committee in the form of an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the voting mem-

bership of the committee, such vote to be taken by letter ballot. Associates, Junior

members. Members Emeritus, and retired members on a committee are not entitled to

vote. Thus, it is imperative that committee members promptly consider and vote on all

letter ballots, seeking the advice of other committee members or specifically qualified

officers on their own roads if in doubt as to whether to vote for or against a proposal.

PUBLICATION OF REPORTS

Dates for Filing Reports

To insure the orderly publication of the reports in accordance with a predetermined

schedule, it is necessary that chairmen file complete reports with the executive secretary

of the Association on or before the dates specified in the Outline of Work pamphlet. The

manuscript of the report must be furnished in duplicate, preferably double spaced. Piece-

meal filing of reports by subcommittee chairmen is permissible only under special

arrangement (in writing) with the executive secretary of the Association.

" Same applies Id I'lirlfnlio of Trackwork Plans.
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PRESENTATION OF REPORTS AT ANNUAL MEETINGS

Presentation of Reports

Since both the degree of effectiveness with which a report is received by those

assembled in annual convention, and the accuracy with which it can be reported in the

Proceedings, depend upon the clarity with which the oral presentation is made to the

meeting, it is desirable that committee members write out and read their presentations,

and that they speak directly and distinctly into the microphone at the rostrum, raising

or lowering the microphone as may be necessary to that end. In the event that written

presentations are read, a copy of such presentations should be given to the executive

secretary or to the convention reporter before the speaker leaves the rostrum.

Reports offered as information should be presented by title or by a brief highlight

outline of the contents. Material submitted for adoption and publication in the Manual*

may be presented by reading the title and subtitles, but the presiding officer may, upon

request, authorize the reading of specific portions of the material being offered.

Oral Discussions

Comments on or criticisms of any n.-port may be offered from the floor. When
necessary to insure accuracy, the speaker's remarks will be submitted to him in writing

before publication in the Proceedings, for the correction of diction and errors of

reporting, but not for the elimination of remarks.

Written Discussions

Written discussions of published reports will be transmitted to the chairman of the

interested committee who will read or present them by title or in abstract at the con-

vention. Written discussions will be published in the Proceedings as a part of the

discussion of the committee reports.

Action on Reports

No formal action is to be taken by the convention on material submitted as

information, whether in the form of a progress or final report.

Action on material submitted for adoption and publication in the Manual will be one

of the following:

(a) Adoption as a whole as presented.

(b) Affirmative action on the amendment of a part or parts of the material pre-

sented, followed by adoption as a whole as amended.

(c) Adoption of a part, complete in itself, and referring the remainder back to the

committee for further consideration.

(d) Recommittal with or without instructions.

Note—An amendment which affects underlying principles, if adopted, shall of itself

constitute a recommittal of such part of the report as the committee considers affected.

The Chair will decline to entertain amendments which in his opinion are primarily

a matter of editing

• Same applies to Portfolio of Trackwork Plans.
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MISCELLANEOUS
Memoirs

The Association has developed a complete set of rules with respect to memoirs in

committee reports or elsewhere in its publications, covering the scope, preparation and

presentation of such memoirs. Copy of these rules, as well as the Association service

record of any deceased member, can be secured from the executive secretary's office.

Letter Ballot of Membership

When and as required between annual meetings, recommendations for the adoption,

deletion, revision or reapproval of Manual material shall be submitted to letter ballot

of the Members of the Association under the following limitations:

(a) That the letter ballot shall be taken only after the Board of Direction

has recognized the necessity for such emergency action, and

(b) That the propositions submitted by the committee shall have the approval

of a special committee of the Board of Direction appointed by the President for

that purpose, both as to the substance of the material offered and also as to the

circumstances attending the consideration of the material by the committee.

The Board of Direction, acting under the provisions of paragraphs 6 (a) and 11 of

Article VII of the AREA constitution, has the authority to amend, delete or revise

Manual material at any time, subject to later confirmation or rejection by the member-

ship, submission to the membership to be effected either by means of a letter ballot

immediately following such Board action, or by a motion presented at the annual

meeting.

Review by Association of American Railroads*

All material adopted for publication in the Manual and all recommendations for the

revision or withdrawal of Manual material shall be referred to the vice president. Opera-

tions and Maintenance Department, Association of American Railroads, for review,

before distribution is made tliereof to holders or purchasers of the Manual, or parts

thereof.

Publication of Annual Supplement*

Revisions of or additions to the Manual authorized by action at each convention

will be pubhshed annually in the form of loose-leaf sheets which will be made available

to all holders of the Manual. These supplemental sheets will be accompanied by instruc-

tions for insertion of the new sheets and the withdrawal of sheets that have been

superseded, as well as those sheets that have been withdrawn by action of the

Association.

Publication of Abstracts by Technical Journals

The following rules will govern the releasing of material for publication in technical

journals:

Committee reports to be presented at an annual meeting will not be released for

publication until after presentation to the annual meeting. Special articles, contributed

by members and others, on which no action by the Association is necessary, will be

released for publication in technical journals only after issuance in a Bulletin; provided,

application therefor is made in writing and proper credit is given the Association, authors

or committees presenting such material.

* Same applies to Portfolio of Trackwork Plans.
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